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INTRODUCTION

TO THE

CRITICAL STUDY AND KNOWLEDGE
OF

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

ON THE ANALYSIS OF SCRIPTURE.

PART I.

ANALYSIS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT*

CHAPTER I.

ON THE PENTATEUCH, OR FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES.

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PENTATEUCH.

I. Title.— II. Argument of the Pentateuch.— III. Notice of other Writings

ascribed to Moses.

I. 1 HE Pentateuch, by which title the five books of Moses are

collectively designated, is a word of Greek original ', which literally

signifies five books, or volumes ; by the Jews it is termed Chometz, a

word of the same import with Pentateuch, and also, more generally

Torah, the Law, or the Law of Moses, because it contains the eccle-

siastical and political ordinances issued by God to the Israelites. The
Pentateuch forms, to this day, but one roll or volume in the Jewish

manuscripts, being divided only intoparaschioth and siderim, or larger

and smaller sections. - This collective designation of the books of Ge-
nesis, Exodus, Leviticus. Numbers, and Deuteronomy, is of very con-

siderable antiquity, though we have no certain information when it was

first introduced.'^ As, however, the names of these books are evidently

1 Xlevrarevxos, from irevTe, five, and revxos, a book or volume. Bible de Vence,

torn. i. p. 310.

- For an account of these divisions, see Vol. II. pp. 162, 163.
3 The author of the treatise De Mundo, which is commonly ascribed to Philo Judseus,

was of opinion that Moses himself divided his work into five bouks; but he assigned no

VOL. IV. B



2 Analysis of the Old Testament. [Parti. Ch.

derived from the Greek, and as the five books of Moses are ex-

pressly mentioned by Josephus ', who wrote only a few years after

our Saviour's ascension, we have every reason to believe that the ap-

pellation of Pentateuch was prefixed to the Septuagint version by
the Alexandrian translators.

II. This division of the sacred volume comprises an account of

the creation of the world, and of the fall of man, the outlines of the

early annals of the world, and a full recital of the Jewish law, and
of the events which happened to the Israelites from their becoming a

distinct people to their departure out of Egypt, and their arrival on
the confines of the land of Canaan,— a period of two thousand five

hundred and fifteen years according to the vulgar computation, or of

three thousand seven hundred and sixty-five years, according to the

computation established by Dr. Hales. " It is a wide description,

gradually contracted ; an account of one nation, preceded by a gene-

ral sketch of the first state of mankind. The books are written in

pure Hebrew, with an admirable diversity of style, always well

adapted to the subject, yet characterised with the stamp of the same
author; they are all evidently parts of the same work, and mutually

strengthen and illustrate each other. They blend revolution and his-

tory in one point of view; furnish Ikvv^s, and describe their execution;

exhibit prophecies, and relate their accomplishment." '"

III. Besides the Pentateuch the Jews ascribe to Moses ten

psalms, from psalm xc. to xcix. inclusive. There is, however, no
solid evidence to prove that these psalms were composed by him; for

the title of the ninetieth psalm (" aj)raycr of Moses the man qf^ God^'),

which, they pretend, must be applied also to the nine following psalms,

is not sufficient. The greater part of the titles of the psalms is not

original, nor, indeed, very antient : and some of them are evidently

misplaced : we find also in these psalms the names of persons, and
other marks, which by no means agree with Moses.

Further, some of the antient fathers have thought that Moses was
the author of the book of Job: Origen, in his commentary on Job,

pretends that Moses translated it out of Syriac into Hebrew : but
this opinion is rejected both by Jews and Christians. Besides, if this

book had really been composed by Moses, is it likely that the Jews
would have separated it from the Pentateuch ?

^

There are likewise ascribed to Moses several apocryphal books; as

an Apocalypse, or Little Genesis, the Ascension of Moses^ the As-

authority for such opinion. Jesus Ciirist and his apostles never cite the five books of

Moses under any other name than that of Moses, or the Laiv of Moses ; as the Jews ordi-

narily do to this day. Cabnet conjectures, that Ezra divided the Pentateuch into five

books. Dissertations, torn. ii. p. 23.
' In his Jewish Antiquities, Josephus terms the Pentateuch the " Hol^ Books of Moses

"

(lib. X. c. iv. § 2. ) ; and in his Treatise against Apion, (lib. i. c. 8.) wlien enumerating
the sacred writings of the Jews, he says that "five tf Ihem belong to Moses-"— Some
critics have imagined that this distinction of the Pentateuch into five separate books was
known to and recognised by St. Paul, (1 Cor. xiv. 19.) by the term _/ive ivords ; but the

context of that passage does not authorise such a conjecture.
2 Dr. Gray's Key to the Old Testament, p. 76. 5th edit.

3 The book of Job was composed many ages before the time of Moses. See Chap. III.

JSect. I. infra, of this volume.
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sumption of Moses, the Testament of Moses, and the Mysterious
Books of Moses. The principal part of the " Little Genesis " was
transferred by Cedrenus into his clu'onological history ^

: it was ex-

tant in Hebrew in the fourth century of the Christian aera, for we find

it cited by Jerome. From the apocalypse just noticed, it has been
pretended that Saint Paul copied Gal. v. 6. and vi. 15.: and it has

been imagined that what is said in the Epistle of Jude (verse 9.),

respecting the archangel Michael's contention with Satan for the body
of Moses, was taken from the apocryphal ascension of Moses. Such
'was the opinion of Origen, who, though he cites it in another place,

alludes to it as not being in the canon.- All these pretendecl Mo-
saic writings, however, are confessedly spurious, and are supposed to

have been frabricated in the early ages of Christianity.

On the difference between the Hebrew and Samaritan Pentateuchs,

or, rather, editions of the Pentateuch, see Volume II. pp. 95, 9G.; and
for a view of the Genuineness and Credibility of the Pentateuch, see

Volume I. pp. 49—65. ; and for a List of the principal Commenta-
tors on this portion of the Sacred Scriptures, see Volume II. Ap-
pendix, pp.216—219.

SECTION 11.

ON THE BOOK OF GENESIS.

I. Title. — II. Author and Date.— III. General Argument.— IV. Scope.

— V. Types oj" the Messiah.— VI. Synopsis. — VII. Literal Sense of
the Jirst three Chapters of Genesis vindicated.

I. 1 HE first book of the Pentateuch, which is called Genesis (TE-

NE21S), derives its appellation from the title it bears in the Greek
Septuagint Version, BIBA02 EENESEXllS; which signifies the Book
of the Generation or Production, because it commences with the his-

tory of the generation or production of all things. The Jews name
the books of the O'd Testament either from their authors, or the

principal subject treated in them,— as the five books of Moses, and
the Lamentations of Jeremiah,— or from the first Hebrew word
with which they begin : thus, the book of Genesis is in Hebrew
called ^'t2^^?^^ BfRESHiTH, that is, in the beginning, from its initial

word. ^

1 Cedrenus, enumerating the authorities consulted l)y him, says, that he " collected not

a few tilings from the Little Genesis, cnro ttjs Asttttjs Vevecrecas. Historia Compendiaria,

torn. i. p. 2. edit. Venet. 1729. Cedrenus frequently cites this apocryphal book in the

course of his work.
2 See the passages of Origen at length in Dr. Lardner's works, vol. ii. pp. 483—512.

Svo. or vol. i. pp. 541—557. 4to.

3 To avoid unnecessary references to the same authorities, it may here be stated, that

besides the treatises referred to for particular facts, in this and the following sections of the

present volume, the author has throughout consulted the dissertations of Calmet, Carpzov's
Introductio ad Libros Biblicos Veteris Testament!, Jahn's Introductio in Libros Sacros

Veteris Foederis, and Ackermann's expurgated edition of it; the prefaces of Alber in his

B 2
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II. Although nothing is more certain, than that this book tscas

written by Moses ^ yet it is by no means agreed lahen he composed
the history which it contains. Eusebius and some eminent critics

after him have conjectured, that it was written while he kept the

flocks of Jethro his father-in-law, in the wilderness of Midian. But
the more probable opinion is that of Theodoret, which has been
adopted by Moldenhawer and most modern critics, viz. that Moses
wrote this book after the departure of the Israelites from Egypt and
the promulgation of the law from Mount Sinai : for, previously to

his receiving the divine call related in Exodus Hi., he was only a pri-

vate individual, and was not endued with the spirit of prophecy.
Without that spirit he could not have recorded, with so much
accuracy, the history of the creation, and the subsequent trans-

actions to his own time : neither could he have foretold events then
future, as in the predictions concerning the Messiah, and those re-

specting the descendants of Ishmael and the sons of Jacob ; the ve-

rification and confirmation of which depended on circumstances, that

had neither taken place nor could have happened at the time v/hen

the history was written in which they are recorded : but which cir-

cumstances, we know, did take place exactly as they were foretold,

and which may be said, even now, to have an actual accomplishment
before our eyes. A third conjecture has been offered by some Jewish
writers, after rabbi Moses Ben Nachman, who suppose that God
dictated to Moses all the contents of this book, during the first forty

days that he was permitted to hold a communication with the Almighty
on Mount Sinai, and that on his descent he committed the whole to

writing. This hypothesis they found on Exodus xxiv. 12. where
Jehovah says unto Moses — Come tip to me in the mounts and he thou

there, and I 'will give thee the tables of stone, and the law, and the pre-
cepts, moliich Ihave written to teach them:—understanding by the tables,

the decalogue ,- by the precepts, all the ceremonial and judicial ordi-

nances ; and by the law, all the other writings of Moses, whether his-

torical or doctrinal.^ " It is, however," as a pious writer has well

remarked, "as impossible, as it is of little consequence, to determine
which of these opinions is best founded ; and it is sufficient for us to

know, that Moses was assisted by the spirit of infallible truth in the

composition of this sacred work, which he deemed a proper introduc-

tion to the laws and judgments delivered in the subsequent books."

III. The book of Genesis comprises the history of about 2369
years according to the vulgar computation of time, or of 3619 years

according to the larger computation of Dr. Hales. Besides the his-

tory of the creation, it contains an account of the original innocence
and fall of man ; the propagation of mankind ; the rise of religion

;

Interpretatio Sacr£e Scripturae, Heidegger's Enchiridion Biblicum, on which treatise

Van Til's Opus Analyticum is a commentary, and Moldenhawer's Introductio in omnes
Libros Canonicos Veteris et Novi Testamenti. Of" all tliese works an account will be
found in the Appendix to Vol. II. For the plan of the prefaces to most of the books of the

Old and New Testament, the author is indebted to the excellent works of Moldenhawer
and Heidegger.

1 See this fact fully proved, supra. Vol. I. pp. 49

—

Q5.
2 Pareus, Proleg. in Genesin, pp. 9, JO. Francofurti, 1647. Roberts's Clavis Bibli-

oruro, p. 5. folio edit.
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the general defection and corruption of the world ; the deluge ; the

restoration of the world ; tlie division and peopling of the earth

;

the call of Abraham, and the divine covenant with him ; together

with the first patriarchs, to the death of Joseph. This book also

comprises some important prophecies respecting the Messiah. See

iii. 15. xii. 3. xviii. 18. xxii. 18. xxvi. 4. xxviii. 14. and xlix. 10.

IV. The Scope of the book of Genesis may be considered as two-

fold : — 1. To record the history of the world from the commence-
ment of time ; and, 2. To relate the origin of the church, and the

events which befell it during many ages. The design of Moses in

this book will be better understood, if we consider the state of the

world when the Pentateuch was written. Mankind was absorbed in

the grossest idolatry, which for the most part had originated in the

neglect, the perversion, or the misapprehension of certain truths, that

had once been universally known. Moses, therefore, commences
his narrative by relating in sim})le language the truths thus disguised

or perverted. In pursuance of this plan, he relates, in the book of

Genesis, the true origin and history of all created things, in opposi-

tion to the erroneous notions entertained by the heathen nations,

especially by the Egyptians : the origin of sin, and of all moral and
physical evil ; the establishment of the knowledge and worship of

the only true God among mankind ; their declension into idolatry

;

the promise of the Messiah ; together with the origin of the church,

and her progress and condition for many ages. Further, it makes
known to the Israelites the providential history of their ancestors,

and the divine promises made to them ; and shows them the reason

why the Almighty chose Abraham and his posterity to be a peculiar

people to the exclusion of all other nations, viz. that from them
should spring the Messiah. This circumstance must be kept in view

throughout the reading of this book, as it will illustrate many other-

wise unaccountable circumstances there related. It was this hope

that led Eve to exclaim, — I have gotten a man, — the Lord. (Gen.

iv. 1. Heb.) The polygamy of Lamech may be accounted for by
the hope that the Messiah would be born of some of his posterity,

as also the incest of Lot's daughters (Gen. xix. 31— 38.), Sarah's

impatience of her barrenness (Gen. xvi.), the polygamy of Jacob

(Gen. xxix.), the consequent jealousies between Leah and Rachel

(Gen. XXX.), the jealousies between Ishmael and Isaac, and especially

Rebekah's preference of Jacob to Esau. It was these jealousies, and
these pretensions to the promise of the Messiah, that gave rise to the

custom of calling God the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob ; and not the God of Lot, Ishmael, and Esau, the

promise having been particularly made and repeated to those three

patriarchs. ^

V. Types of the Messiah are Adam, as being a public person

and federal head (compare Rom. v. 14. Gr. and 1 Cor. xv. 45.);

Melchizedek (Psal. ex. 4. Heb. vi.,20. and vii.) ; and Isaac. (Gen.

xxii. with Heb. xi. 18, 19.)

' Allix's Reflections upon Genesis. (Bishop Watson's Collection of Tracts, vol. i.

pp, 247—259.}
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VI. The Jews divide the book of Genesis into twelve paraschioth

or larger sections, and forty-three siderim or smaller sections ; in our

Bibles it consists of fifty chapters, the general contents and leading

divisions of which are exhibited in the following Synopsis :
—

Part I. The Origin of the World, (Ch. i. ii.)

Part II. The History of the former World, (iii.—vii.)

Sect. 1. Tlie fall of man and his expulsion from Paradise, (iil.)

Sect. 2. The history of Adam and his descendants to Noah. (iv. v.)

Sect. 3. The increase of wickedness in the world, and its destruction

by the deluge, (vi. vii.)

Part III. The General History of Mankind after the Deluge, (viii.

-xi.)

Sect. 1. The restoration of the world, (viii.)

Sect. 2. The intoxication of Noah, (ix.)

Sect. 3. The peopling of the world by his descendants, (x.)

Sect. 4. The co'ifusion of -tongues and dispersion of mankind, (xi.)

Part IV. The Partiadar History of the Patriarchs, (xii.—1.)

Sect. 1. History of Abraham and his family (xi.—xx.], the birth of

Isaac (xxi.), trial of Abraham (xxii.), the death of Sarah (xxiii.),

marriage of Isaac (xxiv.), and death of Abraham, (xxv.)

Sect. 2. The history of the church under the patriarch Isaac, (xxv.

xxvi.)

Sect. 3. The history of the church under the patriarch Jacob, (xxvii.

—xxxvi.)

Sect. 4. The history of the church under the patriarch Joseph.

(xxxvii.— 1.)

§ i. The afflictions of Jacob and Joseph : — Joseph sold into Egypt (xxxvii. ), the incest

of Judah (xxxviii.), the imprisonment of Joseph by Potiphar. (xxxix. xl.)

§ ii. The deliverance and prosperity of Joseph : — his promotion in the court of Piiaraoh

(xli.), the journeys of his brethren into Egypt to purchase corn (xlii.—xlv.), the de-

scent of Jacob into that country, and settlement there with his family (xlvi.— xlviii.),

his prophetic benedictions of his children (xlix.), the burial of Jacob, and the death

and burial of Joseph. (1.)

For a summary of the religious doctrines and moral precepts of

the patriarchal times, as exhibited in the book of Genesis, see Vo-
lume I. pp. 366, 367.

VII. From an imaginaiy difficulty in explaining the literal sense

of the first three chapters of Genesis, (a difficulty, however, which

exists not with the devout reader of the sacred volume,) some learned

men ^ who admit the Pentateuch to have been written by Moses,

have contended that the narrative of the creation and fall is not a

recital of real events, but an ingenious philosophical mythos, or fable,

invented by Moses after the example of antient Greek writers, to

o-ive the greater weight to his lemslative enactments ! and designed

1 This notion is current among the divines of Germany, and the Unitarians (as they

term themselves) in this country: it is particularly enlarged upon by Bauer, (Herm.

Sacr. pp. 351—365.); and is adopted by Dr. Geddes in his translation of the Bible

(vol. i.), and also in his Critical Remarks, of which the reader will find a masterly refutation

from the pen of the late eminently learned Bishop Horsley, in (he British Critic, (O. S.)

•vol. xix, pp. 6— 13. The younger Rosenmiiller had adopted this mythical interpretation

in the first edition of his Scholia on the Old Testament ; but maturer consideration liaving

led him to see its erroneousness, he, greatly to his honour, returned to the proper and

.literal interpretation in the new edition of his Scholia, lately published. (Christian

Examiner, May 1827. p. 388.)
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to account for the origin of human evil, and also as an introduction

to a history, great part of whicii they consider to be a mere poetic

fiction. But the inventors of this fiction (for such only can we term
it) have assumed that as proved which never had any existence ; for

the earliest Grecian cosmogony extant, namely, that of Hesiod, was
not composed until at least five hundred and forty-five years ajter

the death of Moses ! Further, the style of these chapters, as, indeed,

of the whole book of Genesis, is strictly historical, and betrays no
vestige whatever of allegorical or figurative description ; this is so

evident to any one that reads with attention, as to need no proof.

And since this history was adapted to the comprehension of the com-
monest capacity, Moses speaks according to optical, not physical

truth : that is, he describes the effects of creation optically^ or as they
would have appeared to the eye, and without any assignment of phy-
sical causes. In doing which he has not merely accommodated his

narrative to the apprehension of mankind in an infant state of society,

and employed a method of recital best suited to a vulgar capacity;

but he thereby also satisfies an important requisition of experimental
philosophy, viz. to describe effects accurately and faithfully, accord-
ing to their sensible appearances : by which means the mind is en-
abled to receive a clear and distinct impression of those appearances,
and thus to reduce them to their proper causes, and to draw from
them such conclusions as they are qualified to yield: for the deter-

mination of causes must follow an acquaintance with their effects.
^

" Besides, if it be granted that Moses was an inspired lawgiver, it

becomes impossible to suppose that he wrote a fabulous account of
the creation and fall of man, and delivered it as a divine revelation,

because that would have been little, if at all, short of blasphemy

;

we must, therefore, believe this account to be true, or that it was de-

clared and understood by the people, to whom it was addressed, to

be allegorical. No such declaration was ever made ; nor is there

any mention of such an opinion being generally prevalent among the

Jews in any early writing. The Rabbis indeed, of later times, built

a heap of absurd doctrines upon this history ; but this proves, if it

proves any thing, that their ancestors ever vmderstood it as a literal

and true account ; and, in fact, the truth of every part of the nar-

rative contained in the book of Genesis is positively confirmed by
the constant testimony of a people, who preserved a certain unmixed
genealogy from father to son, through a long succession of ages : and
by these people we are assured, that their ancestors ever did believe

that this account, as far as it fell within human cognisance, had the

authority of uninterrupted tradition trom their first parent Adam,
till it was written by the inspired pen of Moses." ""

Further, in addition to the collateral testimony already adduced%
to the credibility and reality of the facts related in the first three

' Penn's Comparative Estimate of the Mineral and Mosaical Geologies, vol. i. p. 163i
(2d edit.) In pp, 165—268. there is an elaborate examination and vindication of the

literal interpretation of the first chapter of Genesis.
- Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christ. Theol. vol. i. p. 64.

3 See "Vol. I. pp. 153—157.
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chapters of the book of Genesis, there are numerous incidental

references, in the Old and New Testament, to the creation, tempt-

ation, and fall of our first parents, which clearly prove that they were

considered as acknowledged Facts, not requiring proof, and handed

down from primitive tradition. Of these we select the following

instances, out of very many which might have been cited :
—

1. Allusions to the creation.— Psal. xxxiii. 9. He spake, a7id it was

done ; he commanded, and it stoodJast. This is manifestly an allusion

to Gen. i. 3. et seq.— Psal. xxiv. 2. He (Jehovah) hnth founded it (the

earth) uj^on the sens, and established it upon thefoods.— 2. Pet. iii. 5. 5y
the word of the Lord the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out

of the imter and in the ivater. In these two passages, the sacred writers

allude to Gen. i. 6. 9. — 2Cor. iv. 6. God, tu/jo commanded light to

shine out of darkness, hath shined into our hearts, to give the light of the

knowledge of the glory of God in theface (rather person) of Jesus Christ.

Here St. Paul alludes to Gen. i. 3. in so specific a manner, that it is im-

possible not to perceive the designed reference. From Eccl. vii. 29.

and Eph.iv.24'. compared with Col. iii. 10. and James iii. 9. we learn,

that the divine image in which man is said to have been created is the moral

image of God, viz. uprightness or righteousness, true holiness, and knowledge.

And the creation of our first parents, related as a fact in Gen. i. 27, 28.,

is explicitly mentioned as a real fact by our Lord, in Matt. xix. i. and

Mark X. 6., as also by the apostle Paul. Compare 1 Cor. xi. 9.

2. Allusions to the temptation and fall of ourfrst parents, ivhich are

related in Gen. iii. — Job xxxi. 33. If I covered my transgressions like

Adam, by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom.— Matt. xxv. ^l. Depart

from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his

angels.— Jolni viii. 44<. Ye are of your father the devil, and the works

of your father ye will \_rather, wish to] do. He was a murderer from

the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in

him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of" his own, for he is a liar,

and the father of it.— I Tim. ii. 13, 14. Adam was first formed, then

Eve: and Adam was not deceived: but the woman, having been deceived,

was in the transgression. — 2 Cor. xi. 3. The serpent beguiled Eve
through his subtiity. — 1 John iii. 8. He that conmiitteth sin is of the

devil ; for the devil sinneth from the beginning. For this purpose was
the Son of God manifested, that he might destroy the works of the devil.

The reality of the facts recorded in tlie first three chapters of the book
of Genesis, was acknowledged by the Jews M'ho lived previously to the

time of Christ. Vestiges of this belief are to be found in the apocry-

phal books of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus.— God created man to be im-

mortal, and made him an image of his own eterniii). Nevertheless, throtigh

envy of the devil, came death into the xvorld, and they that hold of his side

do'jind it, (Wisd. ii.23, 24.) — Wisdom (that is, the eternal Son of God)
preserved the first formedfather of the world, who was created alone

;

and brought him out of his fall (by the promised seed of the woman),
and gave him power to rule all things, (x. 1,2.)— Of the tuo?wa« came
the beginning o^ sin ; and through her we all die. (Ecclus. xxv. 24.)

If words have any meaning, surely the separate and independent

testimonies, here collected together, prove that the Mosaic narrative

is a relation of real facts. ^ To consider the whole of that narrative

' The arguments to prove the literal sense of the first three chapters of Genesis, which

we have necessarily given with brevity, are ably and fully stated in Mr. Holden's elaborate

Dissertation on the Fall of Man, London, 1823. 8vo.
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as an allegory " is not only to throw over it the veil of inexplicable

confusion, and involve the whole Pentateuch in doubt and obscurity,

but to shake to its very basis Christianity, which commences in the

promise, that ' the seed of the woman should bruise the head of the

serpent.' In reality, if we take the history of the fall in any other

sense than the obvious literal sense, we plunge into greater per-
plexities than ever. Some well-meaning pious commentators have
indeed endeavoured to reconcile all difficulties, by considering some
parts of the Mosaic history in an allegorical, and other parts in a
literal sense ; but this is to act in a manner utterly inconsistent with
the tenor and spirit of that history, and with the views of a writer,

the distinguishing characteristics of whose production are simplicity,

purity, and truth. There is no medium nor palliation ; the whole is

allegorical, or the whole is literal."
^

In short, the book of Genesis, understood in its plain, obvious,

and literal sense, furnishes a key to many difficulties in philosophy,

which would otherwise be inexplicable. Thus it has been reckoned
a great difficulty to account for the introduction of fossil shells into

the bowels of the earth : but the scriptural account of the deluge
explains this fact better than all the romantic theories of philoso-

phers." It is impossible to account for the origin of such a variety

of languages in a more satisfactory manner than is done in the

narrative of the confusion of tongues which took place at Babel.

(Gen. xi. 1—9.) And although some futile objections have been
made against the chronology of this book, because it makes the

world less antient than is necessary to support the theories of some
modern self-styfed philosophers; yet even here, as we have already

shown by an induction of particulars'^, the more rigorously it is

examined and compared with the extiavagant and improbable ac-

counts of the Chaldaean, Egyptian, Chinese, and Hindoo chrono-
logy, the more firmly are its veracity and authenticity established.
" In fine, without this history, the world would be in comparative
darkness, not laioiving -dohencc it came, nor Kiohither it goeth. In the

first page of this sacred book, a child may leai-n more in an hour,

than all the philosophers in the world learned without it in a thou-

sand years." ^

SECTION III.

ON THE BOOK OF EXODUS.

I. Title,— II. Author, and Date.— III. Occasion and Subject-matter.—
IV. Scope. — V. Types of the Messiah.— VI. Synopsis of its Con-
tents. — VII. Remarks on the Plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians.

I. 1 HE title of this book is derived from the Septuagint version, and
is significant of the principal transaction which it records, namely, the

' Maurice's History of Hindostan, vol. i. p. 868. 2 See Vol. I. pp. 159, 160.
3 Ibid. pp. 164—166.
^ Fuller's Expository Discourses on Genesis, vol. i. p. 1.
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EHOA02, Exodus, or departure of the Israelites from Egypt. By
the Jews, and in the Hebrew copies, it is termed mDSi^ n'^NI
V^-Aleh Shemoth, " these are the words," from the initial words
of the book, or sometimes merely Shemoth. It comprises a history

of the events that took place during the period of 145 years, from
the year of the world 2369 to 2514 inclusive, from the death of
Joseph to the erection of the tabernacle. Twenty-five passages,

according to Rivet, are quoted from Exodus by our Saviour and
his apostles, in express words ; and nineteen allusions to the sense

are made in the New Testament,

II. That Moses was the author of this book we have already-

shown, though the time when it was written cannot be precisely

determined. As, however, it is a history of matters of fact, it was
doubtless written after the giving of the law on Mount Sinai and
the erecting of the tabernacle; for things cannot be historically re-

lated until they have actually taken place, and the author of this book
was evidently an eye and ear witness of the events he has narrated.

III. The book of Exodus records the cruel persecution of the

Israelites in Egypt under Pharcioh-Rameses II. ; the birth, exposure,

and preservation of Moses; his subsequent flight into Midian, his

call and mission to Pharaoh-Amenophis II. ; the miracles performed
by him and by his brother Aaron : the ten plagues also miraculously

inflicted on the Egyptians ; the institution of the passover, and the

departure of the children of Israel from Egypt; their passage across

the Red Sea, and the destruction of the Egyptian army : the sub-

sequent journeyings of the Israelites in the desert, their idolatry, and
frequent murmurings against God ; the promulgation of the law
from Mount Sinai, and the erection of the tabernacle.

IV. The Scope of Exodus is to preserve the memorial ofthe departure

of the Israelites from Egypt, and to represent the church of God,
abided and preserved ; together with the providential care of God
towards her, and the judgments inflicted on her enemies. It plainly

points out the accomplishment of the divine promises and prophecies

delivered to Abraham, that his posterity would be very numerous
(compare Gen. xv. 5. xvii. 4—6. and xlvi. 27. with Numb i. 1— 3.

46.); and that they would be afflicted in a land not their own,
whence they should depart in the fourth generation with great sub-

stance. (Gen. XV. 13— 16. with Exod. xii. 35. 40, 41.) Further, " in

Israel passing from Egypt, through the Red Sea, the Wilderness,

and Jordan, to the promised land, this book adumbrates the state

of the church in the wilderness of this world, until her arrival at

the heavenly Canaan,— an eternal rest."^ St. Paul, in 1 Cor. x. 1.,

&c. and in various parts of his Epistle to the Hebrews, has shown
that these things prefigured, and were applicable to, the Christian

church. A careful study of the mediation of Moses will greatly

facilitate our understanding the mediation of Jesus Christ.

V. Types of the Messiah are Aaron (Heb. iv. 14— 16. v. 4, 5.);

— the Paschal Lamb (Exod. xii. 46. with John xix. 36. and 1 Cor.

' Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 12.
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V. Y, 8.) ;— the Manna (Exod. xvi. 15. with 1 Cor.x 3.) ; — the Ilock

in Horeb (Exod. xvii. 6. with 1 Cor. x. 4.);— the Mercy Seat, (Exod.
xxxvii. 6. with Rom. iii. 25. Heb. iv. 16.)

VI. By the Jews the book of Exodus is divided into eleven pa-
raschioth or chapters, and twenty-nine siderim or sections : in our
Bibles it is divided into forty chapters, the contents of which are ex-
hibited in the annexed Synopsis :

—
Part I. Account of the Tranmctions previouslij to the Dejuirtiire of the

Israelitesfrom Egypt.

Sect. 1. The oppression of the children of Israel, (ch.i.)

Sect. 2. The youtli and transactions of Moses, (ch. ii.— vi.)

Sect. 3. The hardening of Pharaoh's heart, and the infliction of the ten
plagues, (ch. vii.—xi.)

Part II. The Narrative of the Departure of the Israelites, (ch. xii.

—xiv.)

Part III. Transactions subsequent to their Exodus, (ch. xiv.—xviii.)

Sect. 1. The miraculous passage of the Red Sea, and the thanksgiving
of Moses and the people of Israel, on their deliverance from Pharaoh
and his host. (ch. xiv. xv. 1—22.)

Sect. 2. Relation of various miracles wrought in behalf of the Israel-

ites, (ch. XV. 23— 27- xvi. xvii.)

Sect. 3. The arrival of Moses's wife and children with Jethro. (ch. xviii.)

Part IV. The Promidgation of the Law on Moimt Sinai.

Sect. 1. The preparation of the people of Israel by Moses, for the
renewing of the covenant with God. (ch. xix.)

Sect. 2. The promulgation of the moral law. (ch. xx.)

Sect. 3. The judicial law. (ch. xxi.—xxiii.)

Sect. 4. The ceremonial law, including the construction and erection

of the tabernacle, (ch. xxiv.—xxxi. xxxv.—xl.) In ch. xxxii.

—

xxxiv. are related the idolatry of the Israelites, the breaking of the
two tables of the law, the divine chastisement of the Hebrews, and
the renewal of the tables of the covenant.

VII. The circumstances attending the plagues inflicted upon the

Egyptians are fully considered by Mr. Bryant in his learned treatise

on this subject (8vo. London, 1810,) from which the following par-

ticulars are abridged. As many of the Israelites were followers of

the idolatry that surrounded them, these miracles were admirably
adapted to display the vanity of the idols and false gods, adored by
their oppressors, the proud and learned Egyptians.

1. By the first plague, — JVater turned into blood (Exod. vii. 14

—

25.) was demonstrated the superiority of Jehovah over their imagin-

ary river-gods, and the baseness of the elements which they reve-

renced. The Nile was religiously honouretl by the Egyptians, who
valued themselves much upon the excellency of its waters, and es-

teemed all the natives of the river as in some degree sacred. The Nile

was turned into blood, which was an object of peculiar abhorrence to

the Egyptians.

2. In the plague of frogs (Exod. viii. 1— 15.) the object of their

idolatrous worship, the Nile, was made an instrument of their punish-

ment. Frogs were deemed sacred by the Egyptians ; but whether
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from reverence or abhorrence is uncertain. By this plague, the
waters of the Nile became a second time polluted, and the land was
equally defiled.

3. The plague of Z/c£' (Exod. viii. 16— 19.) reproved the absurd
superstition of the Egyptians, who thought it would be a great pro-
fanation of the temple into which they were going, if they entered it

with any animalculae of this sort upon them. The people, and par-

ticularly the priests, never wore woollen garments, but only linen^ be-
cause linen is least apt to produce lice. The judgment, inflicted by
Moses in this plague, was so proper, that the priests and magicians
immediately perceived from what hand it came, and confessed that

this was the finger of God.

4. The plague oi flies (Exod. viii. 20—32.), which was inflicted in

the midst of winter, and not in the midst of summer, when Egypt
swarms with flies, would show the Egyptians the folly of the god,
whom they worshipped that he might drive away the gad-fly, whose
sting is extremely painful.

5. The fifth plague

—

the murrain among cattle (Exod. ix. 1— 7.)

destroyed the living objects of their stupid worship. The sacred

bull, the cow, or heifer, the ram, and the he-goat, fell dead before

their worshippers. When the distemper inflicted by this judgment
spread irresistibly over the country, the Egyptians not only suffered

a severe loss, but also beheld their deities and their representatives

sink before the God of the Hebrews.
6. As the Egyptians were celebrated for their medical skill, and

their physicians were held in the highest repute, the sixth plague,

— the infliction of boils accompanied xvith Mains (Exod. ix. 8— 12.),

which neither their deities could avert, nor the art of man alleviate,

would further show the vanity of their gods. Aaron and Moses were
ordered to take ashes of the furnace, and to scatter them towards

Heaven, that they might be wafted over the face of the country.

This was a significant command. The ashes were to be taken from
that fiery furnace, which in the Scripture was used as a type of the

slavery of the Israelites, and of the cruelty which they experienced

in Egypt. (Deut. iv. 20.) The process has still a further allusion to

an idolatrous and cruel rite, which was common among the Egyp-
tians, and to which it is opposed as a contrast. They had several

cities styled Typhonian, such as Heliopolis, Idythyia, Abaris, and
Busiris. In these, at particular seasons, they sacrificed men.* The
objects thus destined, were persons with bright hair, and a particular

complexion, such as were seldom to be found among the native

Egyptians. Hence, we may infer that they were foreigners ; and it

is probable, that whilst the Israelites resided in Egypt, they were

chosen from their body. They were burnt alive upon a high altar,

and thus sacrificed for the good of the people. At the close of the

sacrifice, the priests gathered together the ashes of these victims, and
scattered them upwards in the air, with the view, probably, that where
any atom of this dust was carried, a blessing might be entailed. The

> Plutarch, Is. et Osir. v. 1. p. 380. D.
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like was, therefore, done by Moses, though with a different intention,

and to a more certain effect.

7. The plague of hail^ rain, andJire (Exod. ix. 13

—

So.), demon-
strated that neither Osiris, who presided over fire, nor Isis, who
presided over water, could protect the fields and the climate of Egypt
from the thunder, the rain, and the hail of Jehovah. These pheno-
mena were of extremely rare occurrence, at any period of the year :

they now fell at a time when the air was most calm and serene.

8. Of the severity of the ravages, caused by the plague of locusts,

(Exod. x. I—20.) some idea may be conceived from the account of
those iiisects in Vol. III. pp. 72—74. The Egyptians had gods, in

whom they trusted to deliver their country from these terrible invaders.

They trusted much to the fecundity of their soil, and to the deities,

Isis and Serapis, who were the conservators of all plenty. But by
this judgment they were taught that it was impossible to stand before

Moses the servant of God. The very winds, which they venerated,

were made the instruments of their destruction; and the sea, which
they regarded as their defence against the locusts, could not afford

them any protection.

9. The ninth plague consisted in three dai/s' darhiess, over all the

land of' Egypt. (Exod. x. 21—27.) The Egyptians considered light

and fire, the purest of elements, to be proper types of God. They
regarded the sun, the great fountain of light, as an emblem of liis glory,

and salutary influence on the world. The sun was esteemed the soul

of the world, and was supposed with the moon to rule all things : and
not onl}"^ to be the conservators, but the creators of all things. Ac-
cordingly they worshipped them, as well as night and darkness. This
miraculous darkness would, therefore, confirm still further (if further

confirmation were wanting) the vanity of their idol-deities.

10. The infliction of the tenth and last plague, — the destruction

of the Jirst-horn (Exod.xi. 1— 8. xii. 29, 30.), was most equitable;

because, after the Egyptians had been preserved by one of the Is-

raelitish family, they had (contrary to all right, and in defiance of the

stipulation originally made with the Israelites wiien they first went
into Egypt,) enslaved the people to whom they had been so much
indebted ; had murdered their children, and made their bondage
intolerable. We learn from Herodotus ', that it was the custom of

the Egyptians to rush from the house into the street, to bewail the

dead with loud and bitter outcries : and every member of the family

united in the bitter expressions of sorrow. How great, then, must
their terror and their grief have been, when, at midnight, the Lord
smote all the frst-horn of the land of Egypt, from the frst-born of
Pharaoh that sat on his throne, unto the frst-horn of the captive that

was in the dungeon; and all thefrst-horn of cattle: and \i\\e.n Pharaoh
rose up in the night, he, and cdl his servants, and cdl the Egyptians ; and
there xvas a great cry in Egypt : for there ivas not a house 'where there

"iSoas not one dead !

1 Lib. ii. cc. 85, 86.
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SECTION IV.

ON THE BOOK OF LEVITICUS.

I. Title, Author, and Date,— II. Scoj)e. — III. Synopsis of its Contents.

I. 1 HE third book of the Pentateuch (by the Jews termed J^lp'T

v«-YiKRA, a?id he called, from its initial word,) is in the Septuagint

styled AETITIKON, and in our version Leviticus, or the Levitical

book, because it principally contains the laws concerning the religion

of the Israelites, which chiefly consisted of various sacrifices ; the

charge of which was committed to Aaron the Levite (as he is termed

Exod. iv. 14.) and to his sons, who alone held the priestly office in

the tribe of Levi ; which St. Paul therefore calls a " Levitical

priesthood." (Heb. vii. 11.) In the Babylonish Talmud it is called

the law of the priests, which appellation is retained in the Arabic and

Syriac versions.

The author of this book, it is universally admitted, was Moses

;

and it is cited as his production in several books of Scripture. By
comparing Exod. xl. 17. with Numb. i. 1. we learn that this book

contains the history of one month, viz. from the erection of the taber-

nacle to the numbering ofthe people who were fit for war, that is, from

the beginning ofthe second year after Israel's departure from Egypt

to the beginning ofthe second month of the same year, which was in

the year ofthe world 2514, and before Christ 1490. The laws pre-

scribed upon other subjects than sacrifices have no chronological

marks by which we can judge ofthe times when they were given.

II. The general Scope of this book is, to make known to the Is-

raelites the Levitical laws, sacrifices, and ordinances, and by those

" shadows of good things to come," to lead the Israelites to the

Messiah (Heb. x. 1. with Gal. iii. 24.) : and it appears from the ar-

gument of Saint Paul, that they had some idea of the spiritual mean-

ing of these various institutions. (1 Cor. x. 1—4.)

This book is of great use in explaining numerous passages ofthe

New Testament, especially the Episde to the Hebrews, which, in fact,

would be unintelligible without it. In considering, however, the

spiritual tendency of Leviticus, care must be taken not to apply the

types too extensively: the observation of Jerome as to its spiritual

import is undoubtedly very pious and just, but few persons will ac-

quiesce in his remark, that " almost every syllable in this book breathes

a spiritual sacrament."^

III. Leviticus is divided by the Jews into nine paraschioth, which

in our Bibles form twenty-seven chapters : it consists of four leading

topics ; comprising

Part I. The Laws concerning Sacrifces, in which the different lands of

sacrifces are enumerated, together ivith their concomitant rites : as,

1 Singula sacriticia, immo singulis pene syllabcB, et vestes Aaron, et totus Ordo Levi-

ticus spirant cffilcstia sacramenta. Epist. ad Paulinum, §7. Tliis, and the subsequent

references to Jerome's Prefaces, are made to the collection of them, which is prefixed to

the Frankfort edition ofthe Latin Vulgate. (1826. 8vo.)
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Sect. 1. The Burnt Offering (Lev. i.), which prefigured the full, per-
fect, and sufficient sacrifice of Christ, " to put away sin ;" and who
by his " one offering hath perfected for ever them that are sancti-
fied." (Heb. ix. 26. x. H-. 1 John i. 7.)

Sect. 2. The Meat Offerings. (Lev. ii.)

Sect. 3. The Peace Offering (Lev. iii.), which represented both Christ's

oblation of himself, whereby he became our peace and salvation
(Eph. ii. 14—16. Acts xiii, 47. Heb. v. 9. ix. 28.), and also our obla-
tion of praise, thanksgiving, and prayer to God.

Sect. 4. The Offering made for sins of ignorance (Lev. iv. v. ), which,
being consumed without the camp, signified Christ's suffering " with-
out the gate, that he might sanctify the people with his own blood."
(Heb.xiii. 11— 13.)

Sect. 5. The Trespass Offeringfor sins hnotvingly committed (Lev. vi.

vii.), in which sacrifice the guilt was considered as being transferred

to the animal offered up to Jehovah, and the person offering it, as

redeemed from the penalty of sin. Thus Jesus Christ is said to have
made his soul an offering for sin. (Isa. liii. 10. with 2 Cor. v. 21.)

Part II. T/ie Institution of the Priesthood, in "ivhich the consecration

ofAaron and his sons to the sacred office is related, together with the

jpunishment ofNadab and Ahihu. (Lev.viii.—x.)

Part III. The jLaws concerning Purifications both of the -people and
the priests. (Lev. xi.—xxii.)

Among these, the regulations concerning leprosy (xiii.) as represent-
ing the universal taint of sin, and those concerning the scape-goat
and the great day of atonement (xvi.), demand particular attention

;

as typifying the death and resurrection of Christ, and the atonement,
made thereby (Heb. ix. 7—12.24—27.); while they at the same
time inculcate the hatefulness of sin, and the necessity of internal

purity. Chapters xviii. and xix. contain various cautions to the Is-

raelites to avoid the sinful practices of the Egyptians and Canaan-
ites, with laws adapted to the peculiar circumstances and situations

of the children of Israel, interspersed with several moral precepts
inculcating the duties of humanity and mercy, and the necessity of
strict integrity.

Part IV. The Laws concerning the Sacred Festivals, Vows, Things
devoted, and Tithes.

Chapter xxiii. treats of the seven great festivals, viz. the sabbath, the

passover, the feast of first-fruits, the feast of Pentecost, the feast

of trumpets, the great day of atonement, and the feast of taberna-

cles. The celebration of these solemn festivals was of singular use

for maintaining the system of divine worship among the Israelites,

for distinguishing them from all other people, for the solemn com-
memoration of the many and great benefits conferred on them by
Jehovah, for the preservation and continuance of the public mim'stry,

for preserving purity and unity in divine worship, and, lastly, for

prefiguring the manifold and great blessings bestowed on mankind
by the Messiah. In chap. xxiv. various ceremonial and judicial

rites are enjoined ; and in chap. xxv. is recapitulated the law lespect-

ing the sabbatical year which had before been given (see Exod. xxiii.

10, 11.); the observance of the jubilee is enjoined, with various pre-

cepts respecting mercy, benevolence, &c. The jubilee was typical

of the great time of release, the Gospel-dispensation. (See Isa. Ixi.

1—3. with Luke iv. 19.) Chap. xxvi. presents various prophetic pro-
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mises and threatenings which have signally been fulfilled among the

Jews. (Compare v. 22. with Numb. xxi. 6. 2 Kings ii. 24'. and xvii.

25. with Ezek. v. 17.) ' The preservation of the Jews to this day, as

a distinct people, is a living comment on v. 44. The twenty-seventh

and last chapter comprises regulations concerning vows, and things

devoted, as well as the tithes which were to be dedicated to the

service of the tabernacle.

SECTION V.

ON THE BOOK OF NUMBERS.

I. Title, Author, Date, and Argument. — II. Scope.— III. Types of the

Messiah. — IV. Prediction of the Messiah.— V. Chronology. —VI. Sy-
nopsis of its Contents.— VIL Observations on the Books of the Wars
of the Lord) mentioned in Numbers xxi. 14.

I. IN conformity with the Hebrew custom, this fourth book of

Moses is usually termed "^^l^lj v«-j^DOBaR, and he spake., because

it commences with that word in the original text : it is also called

n^"l/!3^ B^-M/oBr/R, " In the Deseii" wliich is the fifth word in the

first verse, because it relates the transactions of the Israehtes in the

wilderness. By the Alexandrian translators it was entitled API0MOI,
which appellation was adopted by the Greek fathers; and by the

Latin translators, it was termed Ntimeri, Numbers, whence our Eng-
lish title is derived ; because it contains an account of the numbering
of the children of Israel, related in chapters i—iii. and xxvi. It

appears from xxxvi. 13. to have been written by Moses in the plains

of Moab. Besides the numeration and marshallinjj of the Israelites

for their journey, several laws, in addition to those delivered in

Exodus and Leviticus, and likewise several remarkable events, are

recorded in this book.

II. The Scope of the Book of Numbers is, to transmit to pos-

terity, for a perpetual example, the providential care of the Almighty

over the Israelites, during their wanderings in the wilderness, and
the temptations and murmurings there by which they provoked and
offended their Heavenly Protector; so that, at length, he swarc in his

ivraih that thcij should not enter into his rest. (Psal. xcv. 11.) St. Paul,

warning the converted Hebrews, expressly states that they could

not enter into the land of Canaan because of their unbelief (Heb.

iii. 19.); and in 1 Cor. x. 1— 11. he states that all these things hap-

pened unto them for ensamples, and theij are 'written for our ad-

monition. The method pursued in this book is precisely that which

would be adopted by the writer of an itinerary : the respective sta-

tions are noted ; and the principal occurrences that took place at

each station are related, omitting such as are of comparatively less

importance. This circumstance is an additional internal proof that

' In prophetic language, lions and bears denote tyrannical governors. The accomplish-

ment of the prediction in v. 34. which was also denounced by Jeremiah (xix. 9.), has been

noticed in the first volume of this work.
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Moses was the author of the book of Numbers, which is cited as

his work in many parts of Scripture.

III. Types of the Messiah, in this book, are. The Water that

issued from the Rock (Numb. xx. 11. with 1 Cor. x. 4.); and the

elevation of the Brazen Serpent, (Numb. xxi. with John iii. 14.)

IV. This book contains only one Prediction concerning the

Messiah, viz. Numb. xxiv. 17. 19. which, Rosenmliller and some other

eminent bibhcal critics have contended, cannot apply to Jesus Christ.

This passage, it is true, in its primary and literal meaning, intimates

that from the people of Israel should arise a mighty prince, who
would obtain an entire conquest and bear rule over the kingdoms of

Moab and Edom : and it was fulfilled in David, for it is expressly

recorded of him, that he finally subdued those nations. (2 Sam. viii.

2. 14.) But, in its full import, it has invariably been considered as

referring to that illustrious personage, of whom David was a type

and a progenitor : and is, in fact, a splendid prediction of the final

and universal sway of the Messiah, when the middle wall of partition

shall be broken down, and both Jews and Gentiles shall become one
fold under one shepherd. This explanation is perfectly consonant

to many other prophecies concerning the Saviour ; which, in similar

language, describe him as acquiring dominion over heathen coun-
tries, and destroying the enemies of his church : and it is observ-

able, that, in several of these antient predictions, some particular

opposers, as the Moabites and Edomites, are put for the " ad-

versaries of the Lord," in general. (See Psal. ii. 8. Ixxii. 8. ex. 6.

Isa. xi. 14. and xxv. 10.)
^

In this passage, an eminent critic observes, that Balaam, in pro-

phetic vision, descries the remote coming of Shiloh, under the

imagery of a star and a sceptre^ or an illustrious prince. Though
it was foretold that " the sceptre should depart from Judah" at his

coming, this prophecy confirms to him a proper sceptre of his own ;

and our Lord claimed it when he avowed himself a " King''' to

Pilate, but declared that his " kingdom was not of this world."

(John xviii. 36, 37.) This branch of the prophecy was fulfilled about

1600 years after; when, at the birth of Christ, " the Magi from the

East" (who are supposed by Theophylact to have been the posterity

of Balaam) came to Jerusalem, saying, " Where is the [true] born
king of the Jews ? for we have seen his star at its rising, and are

come to worship him." - (Matt. ii. 1, 2.)

' Robinson's Scripture Characters, vol. i. p. 480. — The same author adds— " Jesus,

then, is the 'Star' which Balaam foretold; 'the bright and morning star,' which,
* through the tender mercy of our God, hath visited us' (Luke i. 78. Rev. xxii. 16.) ; and
to him also 'the sceptre' of universal government is committed. ' He shall have domi-
nion;' for 'he must reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet.' (1 Cor. xv. 25.)

Balaam looked forward to the time of his coming, which is usually called, as in Numb,
xxiv. 14. ' the latter days :' and concerning him, he said, ' I shall see him, but not now

;

'I shall behold him, but not nigh ;' which might intimate, that his appearance was far re-

moved, and that he should see him only by the spirit of prophecy. But it may also refer

to the second advent of the Saviour, when indeed both Balaam and every despiser of his

grace ' shall see him' in his glory,— ' shall behold him, but not nigh :' for they shall be

driven out from him with shame and confusion, and ' be punished with everlasting de-

struction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory of his power.' " Ibid. p. 481.
- Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. booki. p. ii29.

VOL. IV. C
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V. The book of Numbers contains a history of the Israelites,

from the beginning of the second month of the second year after

their departure from Egypt, to the beginning of the eleventh month

of the fortieth year of their journeyings,— that is, a period of thirty-

eight years and nine or ten months. (Compare Numb. i. and xxxvi.

13. with Deut. i. 3.) Most of the transactions here recorded took

place in the second and thirty-eighth years : the dales of the facts re-

lated in the middle of the book cannot be precisely ascertained.

VI. According to the Jewish division, this portion of Holy

Writ contains ten paraschioth or chapters ; in our Bibles it consists of

thirty-six chapters, which comprise four principal parts or sections.

Part I. The Census ofthe Israelites,— comprising,

Sect. 1. The enumeralion of the twelve tribes, and the mar.-lialling of

them into a regular camp; " each tribe by itself under its own cap-

tain or chief", distinguished by its own peculiar standard." (Numb.i.ii.)

The standards or banners of the tribes are not mentioned by
Moses (ii. 2.) ; but they seem to be pointed out by Rev. iv. 7. with

which the tradition of the Jews agrees. The standard of Judah
is a lion ; of Reuben, a man ; of Ephraim, an ox ; of Dan, an

eagle. This agrees with the vision of the cheiubic figures in

Ezekiel i. 10.

'

_
Sect. 2. The sacred or ecclesiastical census of the Levites ; the desig-

nation of them to the sacred office, and the appointment of them to

various services in the tabernacle.

Besides the convenciency which would naturally result from the

numeration and marshalling of the tribes, this census would demon-
strate to the Israelites (as it does to us); how faithful God had been

to the promise made to the pairiarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

of multiplying and preserving their posterity. By this, also, they

were preserved from all intermixture with their vicious and idol-

atrous neighbours ; each true-born Israelite being obliged and enabled

to deliver a clear account of the tribe, and even the family, from

which he was descended ; which was of still higher and more special

importance for preserving the certain and unexceptionable genealogy

of Christ the Messiah, who was to be born of this nation, according

to original and repeated promise. -

Part II. The Institution of various Legal Ceremonies,— as,

Sect. 1. The purification of the camp, b)?- the removal of all unclean
persons from it, and the trial of the suspected adulteress by the waters
of jealousy. (Numb, v.)

Sect. 2. The institution of the Nazareate. (vi.)

Sect. 3. An account of the oblations made to the tabernacle by the

princes or heads of tribes, (vii.)

Sect. 4. The consecration of the Levites. (viii.

)

Sect. 5. The celebration of the passover. (ix.)

Sect. 6. Regulations concerning the moving or resting of the camp
of Israel during their progress, (x.)

Reeves's edition of the Bible, Vol. I. on Numb. ii. 2.

Pyle's Paraphrase, &c. on the Old Test. vol. ii. p. 150.
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Part III. The History of their Joiirnei/ from Mowit Sinai to the

Land of Moab, coniprising an Account of their Light Murmurings
in the Way.

Sect. 1 . Thefirst murmuring of the people on account of the length of
the ivay ; which was punished by fire at Taberah. (xi. 1—3.)

Sect. 2. Their Loathing of Manna, and Murmuring for Flesh, pu-
nished by the sending of quails and a pestilence, (xi. 4—35.)

Sect. 3. llie Murmuring of Aaron and Miriam at Moses, for which
Miriam was smitten with a leprosy, but was healed at the interces-

sion of Moses, (xii.)

Sect. 4. The instructions given to the spies who were sent to explore
the promised land, and their " evil report" of it. (xiii.) The Mur-
muring of the People at Kadesh-Barnea ; for which all of them, who
were twenty years old and upward, were deprived of entering into Ca-
naan : and the men that brought up " the evil report of the land
died by the plague," excepting Joshua and Caleb. In ch. xv. some
ordinances are given for conducting the worship of Jehovah in the
land of Canaan.

Sect. 5. The Murmuring and Rebellion of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram,
and their followers, with their punishment, (xvi. 1—40.)

Sect. 6. The Murmuring of the People against Moses and Aaron, on
account of the preceding judgment, and their punishment, with
Aaron's intercession for them. 1 (xvi. 41—50.) The miraculous
budding of Aaron's rod among the rods of the tribes, as a confirm-

ation of his priesthood, and as a monument against the rebels (xvii.)

;

which was succeeded by some directions concerning the dignity and
superiority of the priestly office over that of the Levites, and re-

specting the maintenance of both (xviii.), together with regulations

concerning the water of separation made with the ashes of a red
heifer, and its use for the purification of those who were unclean,

(xix.)

Sect. 7. Their Murmuring in the Desert of Zinfor Water, the unbelief

of Moses, the perfidy of the Edomites, and Aaron's death, (xx.)

Sect. 8. Their Murmicring, as '^ theyjourneijed to compass the land of
Edom," when " the soul of the people was discouraged because of

the length of the way," and also their loathing of manna, by them
contemptuously termed " light bread ;" for which they were punished
with fiery serpents, but on repentance were healed by a brasen ser-

pent, (xxi.)

Part IV. A History of the Transactions which took place in the

Plains of Moab (xxii—-xxxvi.); including,

Sect. 1. The machinations of their enemies against them, their frus-

tration, and the prophecies of Balaam respecting the Jews and their

' In Aaron making intercession for the rebel Israelites, we behold a lively type of Jesus

Christ, who is a merciful andfailhjul high priest, in things pertaining to God, to make in-

tercessionfor the sins of the people. (Heb. ii. 17.) " Does not He, while the pestilence of

sin is raging in the world at large, or in the bodies of individuals, stand' between us and
sin witti the incense of his intercession, and the offering of his l)lood, and make an atone-

ment and stay the plague, and death eternal, to all who have a lively faith in Him ? He
is able to save them unto the lUlerniost that come unto God by him, seeing he ever livclh to

make intercession for them. (Heb. vii. 25.)" Plumptre's Popular Commentary on the

Bible, vol. i. p. 253.

C 2
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enemies ', the ensnaring of the Israelites to commit idolatry by the

Moabites, with their consequent punishment, (xxii.—xxv.)

Sect. 2. A second enumeration of the people (xxvi.) ; in which are

displayed " the singular providence of God, and the further accom-
plishment of his promise to the patriarchs, in multiplying the people
of Israel so exceedingly, that in all the tribes there were only

61,020 men" less than at the first census 2, "notwithstanding the

whole of that murmuring generation" (with the exception of Joshua,

Caleb, and a few others,) " perished in the wilderness." ^

Sect. 3. The remaining chapters relate the appointment of Joshua to

be the successor of Moses, and various regulations concerning sacri-

fices, and the partition of the promised land, (xxvii—xxxvi.) The
thirty-third chapter contains a recapitulation of the several stages

of the journeyings of the Israelites. As the best elucidation of this

subject, the reader is referred to the accompanying Map, together
with the subjoined—

' On the accomplishment of all these prophecies delivered by Balaam, consult Bishop
Newton's Dissertations, vol. i. diss. v. and the Dissertation sur les Proph(^ties de Balaam,
in the Bible de Vence, torn. iii. pp. 274—313.— " Though God had probably rejected

Balaam as an apostate prophet, he deigned to employ him on this signal occasion as the

herald of the divine oracles ; to illustrate the impotency of the heathen arts, and to demoDr
strate the power and foreknowledge of the Divine Spirit." (Dr. Gray.) Bishop Butler
has a fine discourse on the character of Balaam, Works, vol. i. serm. vii.

2 Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 26. The following comparative statement will show
how much some of the tribes had increased, and others had diminished, since the first

enumeration

:
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TABLE OF THE STATIONS OF THE ISRAELITES IN THE WILDERNESS.^

{From Dr. Hales"s Analysis of Clironology, Vol, I. pp. 395—400.)

15.

15.

15. 14

1.

20.

Rameses, near Cairo - Exod. xii.

Siiccotli _ - - xii.

Etliam, or Adsjerud > xiii.

Pihahirotb, or Valley 7

of Bedea - - J

Sluir ; — Ain Musa 7

Desert of Shur, or Etham J
Marah,— " bitter" wa-\

ters healed - J

Elim, Valley of Corondel

Encampment by the }

Red Sea -
i

Desert of Sin, Valley 7

of Baharan - i

Mannah, for 40 years

Quails, for a day
Sabbath renewed, or re- )

vived - - -

)

Dopkah - - -

Aluth
Rephidim
Water, from the rock \

Massah -
J

Amalekites defeated

Jethro's visit

Judges appointed

Mount Sinai, or Horeb
The Decalogue given

The Covenant made
The Golden Calf -

XIV.

XV.

XV.

XVI.

xvi.

xvi.

The Covenant renewed
The first Muster, or")

Numbering - j
The Tabernacle erected

Aaron consecrated and")

his Sons - j
Sacrifices of Atonement
The second Passover

The second Muster
Nadab and Abihu de-")

stroyed - J

1 5. Desert of Paran
16. Taberah

Murmuring of the")

people - - J
17. Kibroth Hataavah, or 7

Tophel -
)

Quails, for a month
Plague of the People

Council of LXX ap-")

pointed - j
, Hazeroth

Miriam's Leprosy

xvn.

xvii.

xviii.

xviii.

xix.

XX.

xxiv.

xxxii.

ix.

xxxiv.

37.

37.

20.

1.

22.

23.

27.

13.

35.

23.

1.

6.

13.

5.

25.

1.

1.

7.

6.

Numb.

Levit

Num.

xxxvni.

xl.

viii.

ix.

Levit.

Num.

XI.

Deut. i.

Num.
Deut.

Num.

Nehe. ix. 18.1— xxxiv. 27. J

26.

17.

6.

1.

5.

3.

;:i
12.

33.

34.

1.

10.

xxxni.
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M.
5.1

40.

40.

1 9. Kadesh Barnea, in Rith-

mah, or " tlie Desert

"

of Sin, or Paran

Twelve Spies sent

Their Return
The People rebel

Sentenced to wander 40

"

years

Num.

de-|Ten of the Spies

stroyed

The People defeated by )

the Amalekites - \

Rebellion of Korah, &c.

Budding of Aaron's Rod
20. Rimmon Parez

21. Libnah, or Leban
22. Rissah

23. Kehelathah

24. Mount Shaphar

25. Haradath, or

Hazar Addar, or Adar

26. Makeloth
27. Tahath
28. Tarah
29. Mitcah

30. Hashmonah, or

Azmon, or Selmonah

31. Beeroth

32. Moseroth, or Mosera

33. Benejaakan, or Banea
34. Horhagidgad, or

Gudgodah
35. Jotbatha, or

Etebatha or Elath

xn.
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40.

40.

41.

41.

brook 145. The valley and
Zercd

46. Arnoii

47. Beer, or Beer Elim

48. Jahaz
'!9. Heshbon

Silion defeated

50. Jaazar

51. Edrei

Og defeated

52. Dibon Gad
53. Almon Diblathaim

54. Mattanah
75. Nahiliel

56. Bamoth
57. Pisgah

58. Abarim
59. Sliittiirij or Abel Shi

tim

In the plains of Moab
Idolatry of Baal Peor
Midianites punished

The third Muster
Last exhortation of Moses
Joshua appointed his J

Successor - - J
Death of Moses
A Month's Mourning

60. Joshua sends two Spies

Passage of the river Jordan

Num. xxi.

Dcut. ii.

Num. xxi.

xxi.

Isaiah xv.

Num. xxi.

xxi.

Ezek. vi.

Num. xxi.

— xxi.

— xxi.— xxi.

12.

13.

12.

16.

8.

23.

24.

32.

33.

14.

18.

19.

19.

20.

Num
;;}
3.

17.

2.

1.

29.

Numb, xxxiii.

xxxiii.

45.

46.

47.

48.

VII. Few passages in the Pentateuch have more exercised the

ingenuity of biblical critics, than the Book of the Wars of the Lord
mentioned in Numb. xxi. 14. Aben-Ezra, Hottinger, and others,

are of opinion that it refers to this book of the Pentateuch, because

in it are related various battles of the Israelites with the Amorites :

Hezelius, and after him Michaelis, think it was an Amoritish writ-

ing, containing triumphal songs in honour of the victories obtained

by Sihon king of the Amorites, from which Moses cited the words

that immediately follow. Fonseca and some others refer it to the

book of Judges. Le Clerc understands it of the wars of the Israel-

ites who fought under the direction of Jehovah, and, instead of book,

he translates it, with most of the Jewish doctors, ?iarratio)J ; and pro-

poses to render the verse thus : — " Wherefore, in the narration of

the wars of tlie Lord, there is (or shall be) mention of what he did

in the Pted Sea, and in the brooks of Anion."— Lastly, Dr. Light-

foot considers this book to have been some book of remembrances

and directions written by Moses for Joshua's private instruction, for

the prosecution of the wars after his decease. (See Exod. xvii. 14>

— 16.) This opinion appears to us the most simple, and is, in all

probability, the true one.

c 4f
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SECTION VI.

ON THE BOOK OF DEUTERONOMY.

I. Title, Date, and Chronology. — II. Scope.— III. Predictions of the

Messiah. — IV. Synopsis of Cojitetits. — V. Observations.— Table or

Harmony of the Mosaic Laiv.

I. The Jews call this fifth book of Moses DnDlH n'^X (al^h

HaDenaRiM), that is, and he spalce, because the original commences
with these words : by some rabbins it is called n"1ir) POti^D (m/sn^h

TORan), or the i^epetition of the laio, while others term it mnDin "^QD
(s^PH^'R tukhhuth), or the Book of Rejjvoqfs, on account of the

numerous reproofs of the Israelites by Moses. The Greeks and
Latins respectively call it AETTEPONOMLON, Deideronomium^

(whence our English title Deuteronomy is derived,) that is to say,

the second la'w (Aeurs^oc No;ao5) because it contains a second state-

ment of the laws which Moses had formerly promulgated to the

Israelites. From a comparison of Deut. i. 5. with xxxiv. I. it ap-

pears to have been written by Moses in the plains of Moab, a short

time before his death ; and this circumstance will account for that

affectionate earnestness with which he addresses the Israelites. The
period of time comprised in this book is five lunar weeks, or, accord-

ing to some chronologers, about two months, viz. from the first day

of the eleventh month of the fortieth year after the exodus of Israel

from Egypt, to the eleventh day of the twelfth month of the same

year, a.m. 2553, B.C. 1451. From the account of Moses's death

recorded in the thirty-fourth chapter of this book, and the insertion

of some explanatory words in other parts of Deuteronomy, it has

been insinuated that Moses could not have been its author : but the

following remark will clearly prove this notion to be unfounded.

The words of Moses (as we have already had occasion to remark)

evidently conclude with the thirty-third chapter : the thirty-fourth

was added to complete the history, the first eight verses probably im-

mediately after his death by his successor Joshua, the last four by
some later writer, probably Samuel or Ezra, or some prophet that

succeeded Samuel. Another and equally satisfactory solution of this

difficulty is the following : viz. that what no'ia forms the last chapter

of Deuteronomy, was formerly the first of Joshua, but was removed
thence, and joined to Deuteronomy by way of supplement. This

opinion will not appear improbable, when it is considered that sec-

tions and other divisions, as well as points and pauses, were invented

long since these books were written : for, in those early ages, several

books were connected together, and followed each other on the same
roll. The beginning of one book might, therefore, be easily trans-

ferred to the end of another, and in process of time be considered

as its real conclusion, as in the case of Deuteronomy ; especially as

this supplemental chapter contains an account of the last transactions

and death of the great author of the Pentateuch. ^

Alexander's Hebrew and English Pentateuch, cited by Dr. Clarke on Deut. xxxiv-

who is of opinion that this chapter should constitute the first chapter of the book of

Joshua.
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II. The Scope of the book of Deuteronomy is, to repeat to the
IsraeHtes, before Moses left them, the chief hiws of God which had
been given to them ; that those who were not born at the time when
they were originally delivered, or were incapable of understandino-

them, might be instructed in these laws, and excited to attend to

them, and, consequently, be better prepared for the promised land
upon which they were entering. With tliis view the sacred historian

recapitulates the various mercies which God had bestowed upon
them and their forefathers, from their departure out of Egypt ; the
victories which by divine assistance they had obtained over their ene-
mies ; their rebellion, ingratitude, and chastisements. The moral,
ceremonial, and judicial laws are repeated with additions and ex-
planations : and the people are urged to obedience in the most af-

fectionate manner, from the consideration of the endearing promises
made to them by God, which he would assuredly perform, if they
did not frustrate his designs of mercy by their own wilful obstinacy.

That no person might thereafter plead ignorance of the divine law,

he commanded that it should be read to all the people at the end of
every seventh year; and concluded his ministerial labours amono- the
Israelites by a most admirable ode, which he commanded every one to

learn, and by giving his prophetic benediction to the twelve tribes.

III. This book contains only one Prophecy relative to the
Messiah, viz. Deut. xviii. 15. 18, 19. which was fulfilled fifteen hun-
dred years after it had been delivered, and is expressly applied to

Jesus Christ in Acts iii. 22, 23. and vii. 37.'; it also comprises se-

veral very remarkable predictions relative to the Israelites, some of
which are fulfilled before our eyes. " These prophecies," it has
been justly remarked % " become more numerous and distinct to-

wards the close of his life. His denunciations with respect to the
future state of the Israelites ; the sufferings, the dispersions, and the
devastations to which they were to be subject ;- the prophetic bless-

ings which he pronounced on the different tribes by name ; the clear
foresight which he had of the rapid victories of their invaders, and
of the extreme miseries which they were to experience when be-
sieged; his express predictions relating to the future condition of
the Jews, which we see accomplished in the present day : — all these
circumstances, when united, bear ample testimony to the truth and
authenticity of this saci-ed book, and present to our minds a memo-
rable instance of the divine justice."

IV. The Jews divide this book into ten paraschioth or chapters :

in our Bibles it consists of thirty-four chapters, the contents of which
may be arranged under the four following heads : —
Part I. A llejjctitioii of the History related in the pr-eceding Books ;

comprising.

Sect. 1. A relation of the events that took place in the wilderness
from their leaving Mount Horeb until their arrival at Kaclesh.
(Deut.i.)

> On the accomplishment of this prediction, see Vol. I. pp. 538, 539. Bishop Newton's
Sixth Dissertation, and Dr. Jortin's Remarks on Ecclesiastical History, vol. i pp i'5o— 149. edit. 176S.

2 By Mr. Hewlett, Introd. to Deut, in vol. i. of his Commentary on the Bible, 4 to. edit.
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Sect. 2. Their journey from Kadesh till they came to the land of the

Amorites, and the defeat of Sihon their king, and of Og king of

Bashan, together with the division of their territories among the

tribes of Reuben and Gad and the half tribe of Manasseh. (ii. iii.)

Sect. 3. An exhortation to obey the divine law, and to avoid idolatry,

founded on their past experience of the goodness of God. (iv.)

Part II. A Hepetition of the Moral, Ceremonial, and Judicial la'w ;

containing,

Sect. 1. A Repetition of the Moral Laxv or Ten Commandments (v. 1

—22.) and its effect upon the people of Israel (v. 22—33.) ; — an ex-

position o^ \\\e Jirst commandment, with an exhortation to love God.

with all their hearts (vi.) ; — an exposition of the second command-
ment against idolatry, prohibiting any intercourse with the idolatrous

nations, and enjoining the extirpation of the Canaaniies and every

vestige of their idolatry (vii.) ;— strong motives to obedience, arising

from a review of their past mercies, and from the consideration that

Jehovah was about to conduct them into the promised land, not on

account of their own righteousness, but of his great mercy, (viii. ix.

X. xi.)

Sect. 2. A Repetition of the Ceremonial Law (xii.—xvi.) ;— a command
to abolish all idolatry, and regulations for the worship of God (xii.);

laws against false prophets, and idolatrous cities (xiii.);— prohi-

bition against disfiguring themselves in mourning (xiv.l, 2.);— are-

capitulation of the law concerning clean and unclean animals (xiv.

3—21.),— and the payment of tithes to the Levites (xiv. 22— 29.)

;

— regulations concerning the j'car of release (xv.) ; — concerning

the stated annual feasts, the Passover, Pentecost, and Feast of Ta-

bernacles (xvi. 1— 17.)? the election of judges, and administration of

justice (xvi. 18—20.) ; — a prohibition against planting groves or

setting up idols near the altar of God. (xvi. 21, 22.)

Sect. 3. A Repetition and Exposition of the Judicial Laiv (xvii.—xxvi.);

. a command to put idolaters to death, regulations for determining

difficult controversies, and concerning the election and qualifications

of a king (xvii.);— the maintenance of the priests and Levites (xviii.

\ S.) ;— cautions against following the abominations of the Gentile

nations, especially divination (xviii. 9— 14.); — a prediction I'elative

to the great prophet that should arise (xviii. 1.5— 19.); — criteria

for distinguishing false prophets from true ones (xviii. 20—22.);—
laws relative to the cities of refuge (xix. 1— 10.), the treatment of

murderers (xix. 1 1—13.), and the evidence of witnesses (xix. 15—
21.); — laws concerning war and the treatment of the Canaanites

(xx.) ; — the expiation of uncertain murder, marriage with captives,

rio-hts of the first-born, punishment of a disobedient son, &c. (xxi.)
;

regulations concerning things lost or strayed, the distinguishing

of the sexes by their apparel, punishment of adultery, &c. (xxii.) ;

— who may or may not enter into the congregation— prohibition

a"-ainst all uncleanness — regulations concerning usury, vows, and

trespasses (xxiii.) ; —of divorces, the privileges of newly married

men, pledges, manstealing, wages, the execution of justice, and

gleanings (xxiv.);— concerning lav/suits and punishments, weights

and measures, &c. (xxv.) ;— ceremonies to be observed in offering

first-fruits (xxvi. 1— 15.); — the covenant between God and the

Israelites, (xxvi. 16— 19.)

Part III. The Conjirmation of the Law -, for which purpose the law
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>was to be ^written on stones, and set np on Mount Ebal (xxvii.) ;—
jn'ophetic p7-omises to the obedient, and curses against the disobedient

(xxviii. '); — an exhortation to obedience from a review of their

past mercies, and to dedicate themselves and their posterity to God
(xxix.) ;

— ]}ro)nises of pardon to the repenta^it (xxx. 1— 14.) ; —
good- and evil set before them. (xxx. 15—20.)

Part IV. ThePersonal History of Moses, until his Death; containing,

Sect. 1. His appointment of Joshua to be his successor (xxxi. 1— 8.);— and his delivery of a copy of the law to the priests, to be depo-
sited in the ark, and publicly read every seventh year (xxxi. 9— 14.);— a solemn charge given to Joshua. &c. (xxxi. 15—27.)

Sect. 2. The people convened to hear the prophetical and historical

ode of Moses (xxxi. 28— 30.), which occupies nearly the whole of
chapter xxxii.

Sect. 3. His prophetic blessing of the twelve tribes, and their pecu-
liar felicity and privilege in having Jehovah for their God and pro-
tector, (xxxiii.)

Sect. 4. The death and burial of Moses, (xxxiv.)

V. " The book of Deuteronomy and the Epistle to the Hebrews
contain the best comment on the nature, design, and use of the law:
the former may be considered as an evangelical commentary on the

four preceding books, in which the spiritual reference and sionifica-

tion of the different parts of the law are given, and given in such a
manner as none could give, who had not a clear discovery of the

glory which was to be revealed. It may be safely asserted that very
few parts of the Old Testament Scriptures can be read with greater

profit by the genuine Christian than the book of Deuteronomy." ^

The prophetic ode of Moses is one of the noblest compositions in

the sacred volume; it contains a justification on the pan of God
against the Israelites, and an explanation of the nature and design
of the divine judgments. The exordium. Bishop Lowth remarks, is

singularly magnificent: the plan and conduct of the poem is just

and natural, and well accommodated to the subject, for it is almost in

the' order of an historical narration. It embraces a variety of sub-
jects and sentiments ; it displays the truth and justice of God ; his

paternal love, and his unfailing tenderness to his chosen people; and,
on the other hand, their ungrateful and contumacious spirit.— The
ardour of the divine indignation, and the heavy denunciations of
vengeance, are afterwards expressed in a remarkable personification,

which is not to be paralleled from all the choicest treasures of the
muses. The fervour of wrath is however tempered with the mildest
beams of lenity and mercy, and ends at last in promises and con-
solation. The subject and style of this poem bear so exact a re-

semblance to the prophetic as well as to the lyric compositions of
the Hebrews, that it unites all the force, energy, and boldness of the
latter, with the exquisite variety and grandeur of the former. ^

The following useful Table or Harmony of the entire Jewish law,

> On the prophecies contained in this chapter, see Bishop Newton, vol. i. diss. vii.

- Dr. A. Clarke, Pref. to Deut, p. ii. in vol. i. of his Commentary.
3 Bishop Lowth's Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, Lcct. 28. at the beginning, vol. ii.

pp. 25G, 257. of Dr. Gregory's translation.
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digested into proper heads, with references to the several parts of

the Pentateuch where the respective laws occur, will assist the Bible

student in investigating the tenor and design of the Mosaic Insti-

tutes, and also facilitate his references to every part of them. It is

copied from Mr. Wilson's " Archteological Dictionary," article Law;
where it is stated to be " taken from a manuscript in the Library of

St. John Baptist's College" (Oxford), " given by archbishop Laud,"
and probably either compiled by him or by his direction. It is di-

vided into three classes, exhibiting the Moral, Ceremonial, and Po-
litical Law.

The First Class.

The Moral Laxv tvritten on the Two Tables, containing the Ten Command-
ments.

The first Table, which includes

The First Commandment,

The Second Commandment,

The Third Commandment,

The Fourth Commandment,

The second Table, including

The Fifth Commandment,
The Sixth Commandment,
The Seventh Commandment,
The Eighth Commandment,
The Ninth Commandment,
Tlie Tenth Commandment,
The Sum of both Tables,

Exod.
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Of their office in teaching,

Of their office in blessing,

Of their office in ofibring, which function

largely spreading itself is divided into these

heads ; viz.

What the sacrifice ought to be,

Of the continual fire.

Of the manner of the burnt offerings,

of the peace offerings,

of the sacrifices according to

their several kinds ; viz.

For sin committed through ignorance of the

law, - - _

For sin committed through ignorance of the fact,

For sin committed wittingly, yet not through

impiety, _ _ _

The special law of sacrifices for sin.

Of things belonging to the sacrifices,

Of the shew bread,

Of the lamps, - -

Of the sweet incense, - - -

Of the use of ordinary oblations, whereof there

were several kinds observed by the priests;

Of the consecration of the high priests and other

priests, _ _ .

Of the consecrations and office of the Levites,

Of the dwellings of the Levites,

Of the anointing the altar, and all the instru-

ments of the tabernacle.

Of the continual daily sacrifices.

Of the continual sabbath-days' sacrifice,

Of the solemn sacrifice for feast-days, which were

diverse, and had peculiar rites, distinguished

into these ; viz.

Of trumpets, _ _ _

Of kalends or beginning of months.

Of the three most solemn feasts in general.

Of the feast of passover,

Of the feast of pentecost.

Of the feast of tabernacles.

Of the feast of blowing the trumpets.

Of the feast of expiation,

Of the first fruits,

Of tithes,

Of fruits growing and not eaten of.

Of the first-born,

Of the sabbatical year.

Of the year of jubilee,

Of vows in general.

What persons ought not to make vows.

What things cannot be vowed,

Of redemption of vows.

Of the vows of the Nazarites,

Of the laws proper for the priests ; viz.

Of pollutions,

Of the high priest's mourning.

Of his marriage,

Of the mourning of the ordinary priests,

Of their marriage.

Of their being forbid the use of wine, &c.

Exod.
chap.

Levitic.

chap.

Numb,
chap.

- {

27.

30.

29, 30.

29, 30.

29.

23, 34.

12,13.25.

34.

23, 24.

23. 34.

30.

22,23.34,

13.22.34.

23.

19. 10.

22.

6.

6,7.

3. 7.

4.

5.7.

6.

6,7.
2. 6, 7.

24.

24.

6. 8.

23.

l 23.

23.

23.

23.

16. 13.

2.

21.

19.

25.

25.

27.

27.

27.

22.

21.

21.

21.

21.

10.

-1

5.

15.

35.

28.

28.

10.

28.

9. 28.

28.

29.

29.

-29.

15.

18.

30.

30.

Deut.
chap.

18.12.17.

31.

15. 17.

16.

16.

16.

16.

12

26.

14.26.

15.

13.

23.
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Of sanctified meats, _ - -

Of the office of the Levites ; viz.

Teaching, _ _ -

Offering, . - -

Other promiscuous ceremonial laws ; viz.

Of uncleanness in general.

Of uncleanness in meats ; viz.

Of blood, _ _ - Gen. ix

Of fat,

Of dead carcasses.

Other meats and diverse living creatures.

Of uncleanness in the issue of seed and blood,

In the dead bodies of men,
In the leprosy, . _ _

Of circumcision, - Gen. xvii

Of the water of expiation,

Of the mourning of the Israelites,

Of mixtures, . - _

Of tlieir garments and writing the law privately,

Of young birds not to be taken with the dam,

Of their paddle staves,

Exod.
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Of the law of war,

Sd. To the seventh commandment ; viz.

Of unlawful marriages,

Of fornication.

Of whoredom,
Of adultery and jealousy,

Of copulation against nature,

Of divorcements.

Other matrimonial laws,

4th. To the eighth commandment; viz.

Of the punishment of thefts.

Of sacrilege,

Of not injuring strangers.

Of not defrauding hirelings,

Ofjust weights.

Of removing the land-mark.

Of lost goods,

Of stray cattle, • - - -

Of corrupted judgments.

Of fire breaking out by chance.

Of man-stealing,

Of the fugitive servant,

Of gathering fruits.

Of contracts ; viz.

Borrowing,

Of the pledge.

Of usury.

Of selling, _ _ . .

Of the thing lent.

Of a thing committed to be kept.

Of heirs,

5th, To the ninth commandment ; viz.

Of witnesses,

The establishing the political law.

The establishing the divine law in general,

From the dignity of the lawgiver,

From the excellency of the laws,

From the promises.

From the threatenings.

Joshua vii. —

Exod.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE HISTORICAL BOOKS.

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE HISTORICAL BOOKS.

-i HIS division of the Sacred Writings comprises twelve books ; viz.

from Joshua to Esther inchisive : the first seven of these books are,

by the Jews, called the former prophets^ probably because they treat

of the more antient periods of Jewish history ^, and because they are

most justly supposed to be written by prophetical men. The events

recorded in these books occupy a period of almost one thousand

years, which commences at the death of Moses, and terminates with

the great national reform effected by Nehemiah, after the return of

the Jews from the Babylonish captivity.

It is evident, from an examination of the historical books, that

they are collections from the authentic records of the Jewish nation :

and it should seem, that though the substance of the several histories

was written under divine direction, when the events were fresh in

memory, and by persons who wei'e evidently contemporary with the

transactions which they have narrated, yet that under the same di-

rection they were disposed in the form, in which they have been

transmitted to us, by some other person, long afterwards, and pro-

bably all by the same hand, and about the same time. Nothing, indeed,

is more certain than that very ample memoirs or records of the

Hebrew republic were written from the first commencement of the

theocracy, to which the authors of these books very frequently refer.

Such a practice is necessary in a well constituted state ; we have evi-

dence from the Sacred Writings that it antiendy obtained among the

heathen nations (compare Esther ii. 23. and vi. I.) : and there is

evident proof that it likewise prevailed among the Israelites from the

very beginning of their polity. (See Exod. xvii. 14.) Hence it is

that we find the book of Jasher referred to in Josh. x. 13. and 2 Sam.

i. 18., and that we also find such frequent references to the Chro-

nicles of the Kings of Israel and Judah in the books of Samuel and

Kings, and also to the books of Gad, Nathan, and Iddo. This conjec-

ture is further strengthened by the two following circumstances,

namely, first, that the days when the transactions took place are

sometimes spoken of as being long since past ", and, secondly^ that

things are so frequently mentioned as remaining to this day (as stones^,

names of places % rights and })ossessions ^, customs and usages ^
)

;

which clauses were subsequently added to the history by the inspired

1 On the Jewish Divisions of the Canon of Scripture, see Vol. II. pp. 161—163.

2 Thus, in 1 Sam. ix. 9., " he that is now called a prophet was beforetime called a seer."

3 See Josh. iv. 9. vii. 26. viii. 29. x. 27. 1 Sam. vi. 18.

4 See Josh. v. 9. vii. 26. Judg. i. 26. xv. 19. xviji. 12. 2 Kings xiv. 7.

5 See Judg. i. 21. and 1 Sam. xxvii. 6.

6 See 1 Sam. v, 5. and 2 Kings xvii. 41.
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collectors, in order to confirm and illustrate it to those of their own
age. The learned commentator Henry, to whom we are indebted

for these hints, thinks it not unlikel}'' that the historical books, to the

end of Kings, were compiled by the prophet Jeremiah, a short time

before the captivity : he founds this opinion upon 1 Sam. xxvii. 6.,

where it is said of Ziklag, that it " pertaineth to the Mngs ofJudah to

this day;" which form of expression, he very justly remai'ks, com-
menced after the time of Solomon, and consequently terminated at

the time of the captivity. The remaining five books, from 1 Chro-
nicles to Esther, he thinks it still more probable, were compiled by
Ezra the scribe, some time after the captivity ; to whom uninterrupted

testimony ascribes the completion of the sacred canon.

But, although we cannot determine with certainty the authors of

the historical books, " yet we may rest assured that the Jews, who
had already received inspired books from the hands of Moses, would
not have admitted any others as of equal authority, if they had not

been fully convinced that the writers were supernaturally assisted.

Next to the testimony of Christ and his apostles, which corroborates

all our reasoning respecting the inspiration of the Old Testament,

(and, when distinct arguments for any particular book cannot be

found, supplies their place,) we must depend, in the case before us,

upon the testimony of the Jews. And although the testimony of a

nation is far from being, in every instance, a sufficient reason for be-

lieving its sacred books to be possessed of that divine authority which
is ascribed to them

;
yet the testimony of the Jews has a peculiar

title to be credited, from the circumstances in which it was delivered.

It is the testimony of a people, who, having already in their pos-

session genuine inspired books, were the better able to judge of

others which advanced a claim to inspiration : and who, we have

reason to think, far from being credulous with respect to such a

claim, or disposed precipitately to recognise it, proceeded with deli-

beration and care in examining all pretensions of this nature, and

rejected them when not supported by satisfactory evidence. They
had been forewarned that false prophets shoidd arise, and deliver

their own fancies in the name of the Lord : and, while they were

thus put upon their guard, they were furnished with rules to assist

them in distinguishing a true from a pretended revelation. (Deut.

xviii. 20— 22.) We have a proof that the antient Jews exercised

a spirit of discrimination in this matter, at a period indeed later than

that to which we refer, in their conduct with respect to the apocry-

phal books : for, although they were written by men of their own
nation, and assumed the names of the most eminent personages, —
Solomon, Daniel, Ezra, and Baruch, — yet they rejected them as

human compositions, and left the infallible church to mistake them
for divine. The testimony, then, of the Jews, who without a dis-

senting voice have asserted the inspiration of the historical books,

authorises us to receive them as a part of the oracles of God, which
were committed to their care."

'

' Dick's Essay on tlie Inspiration of the Scriptures, pp. 184. 186.

VOL. IV. D
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The historical books are of very great importance for the right

understanding of some other parts of the Old Testament: those

portions, In particular, which treat on the life and reign of David,
furnish a very instructive key to many of his psahns : and the pro-
phetical books derive much light from these histories. But the

attention of the sacred writers was not wholly confined to the Jewish
people : they have given us many valuable, though Incidental, notices

concerning the state of the surrounding nations ; and the value of
these notices is very materially enhanced by the consideration, that,

until the time of Ezra and Nehemiah, the two latest Jewish historians,

little or no dependance can be placed npon the relations of heathen
writers. ^ But these books are to be considered not merely as a

history of the Jewish church : they also clearly Illustrate the pro-

ceedings of God towards the children of men, and form a perpetual

comment on the declaration of the royal sage, that " Righteousness

exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any people." (Prov. xiv. 34.)

While they exhibit a mournful but impartial view of the depravity

of the human heart, and thus prove that " man is very far gone from
original righteousness;" they at the same time show " the faithful-

ness of God to his promises, the certain destruction of his enemies,

and his willingness to extend meiry to the returning penitent. They
manifest, also, the excellency of true religion, and its tendency to pro-

mote happiness in this life, as well as in that which is to come : and
they furnish us with many prophetical declarations, the striking ful-

filment of which is every way calculated to strengthen our faith in

the word of God."

SECTION II.

ON THE BOOK OF JOSHUA.

I. Author, Genuineness, and Credibility of this Book.— II. Argument. —
III. Scope and Design. — IV. Synopsis of its Contents.— V. Observ-

ations on the Book oJJasher mentioned in Joshua, x. 13.

I. T. HE book of Joshua, which in all the copies of the Old Tes-

tament immediately follows the Pentateuch, is thus denominated,

because it contains a narration of the achievements of Joshua the son

of Nun, who had been the minister of Moses, and succeeded him in

the command of the children of Israel ; but by whom this book was

written is a question concerning which learned men are by no

means agreed.

1. From the absence of Chaldee words, and others of a later date,

some are of opinion, not only that the book is of very great an-

tiquity, but also that it was composed by Joshua himself. Of this

' Herodotus and Thucydides, the two most antient profane historians extant, were

contemporary with Ezra and Nehemiah, and could not write with any certainty of events

much before their own time. Bishop Stillingfleet has admirably proved the obscurity,

defects, and uncertainty of all antient profane history, in the first book of his Origines

Sacrae, pp. 1

—

65. 8th edit, folio.
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opinion were several of the fathers, and the talmudical writers, and
among the moderns, Gerhard, Diodati, Huet, Alber, Bishops Patrick,

Tomhne, and Gray, and Dr. A. Clarke, who ground their hypothesis

principally upon the following arguments :

(1.) Joshua is said (ch. xxiv. 26.) to have written the transactions

there recorded " in the hook of the latv of God" so that the book
which bears his name forms a continuation of the book of Deutero-

nomy, the two last chapters of which they think were written by
Joshua. But, if we examine the context of the passage just cited,

we shall find that it refers, not to the entire book, but solely to the

renewal of the covenant with Jehovah by the Israelites.

(2.) In the passage (ch. xxiv. 29. et seq.) where the death and
burial of Joshua are related, the style differs from the rest of the

book, in the same manner as the style of Deut. xxiii. and xxxiv.

varies, in which the decease and burial of Moses are recorded : and
Joshua is here called, as Moses is in Deuteronomy, the servant ofGod,

which plainly proves that this passage was added by a later hand.

(3.) The author intimates (ch. v. 1.) that he was one of those who
passed into Canaan.

(4.) The whole book breathes the spirit of the law of Moses,
which is a strong argument in favour of its having been written by
Joshua, the particular servant of Moses.
The last three of these arguments are by no means destitute of

weight, but they are opposed by others which show that the book,

as we now have it, is not coeval with the transactions it records.

Thus, we read in Josh. xv. 63. that the children of Judah could not

drive out the Jebusites, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, " but the Jehu-

sites difoell ivith the children ofJudah at Jerusalem to this day." Now
this joint occupation of Jerusalem by these two classes of inhabitants

did not take place till after Joshua's death, when the chikh'en of

Judah took that city (Judg. i. 8.), though the Jebusites contiiuied to

keep possession of the strong hold of Zion, whence they were not

finally expelled until the reign of David. (2 Sam. v. 6— 8.) The
statement in Josh. iv. 9. (that the stones set up as a memorial of the

passage of the Israelites over Jourdan are standing to this day), was
evidently added by some later writer. The same I'emark will apply

to Josh. XV. 13— 19. compared with Judg. 1. 10— 15. Josh.xvi. 10.

with Judff. i. 29. and to Josh. xix. 47. collated with Judij. xviii. 29.

Since, then, it appears from internal evidence that the book was not

written by Joshua himself, the cjuestion recurs again, by whom was
the book composed or compiled ? Dr. Lightfoot ascribes it to Phi-

nehas ; Calvin thinks their conjecture most probable, who refer the

writing of this book, or at least the compilation of the history, to the

high priest Eleazar (whose death is recorded in the very last verse

of the book) ; because it was the high priest's duty not only to teach

the people orally, but also by writing to instruct posterity in the ways
of God. ^ Henry, as we have already seen*^, ascribes it to Jeremiah

;

1 Calvin, Proleg. in Jos. op, totti. i. injine. This great reformer, however, leaves the

question undetermined, as being at most conjectural and uncertain.

- See p. 33. sitpra,

D i
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and Moldenliawer ^ and Van Til, to Samuel.- But, by whatever
prophet or inspired writer this book was composed, it is evident from
comparing Josh. xv. 63. with 2 Sam. v. 6— 8. that it was written be-
fore the seventh year of David's reign, and, consequently, could not
have been written by Ezra.

Further, if the book of Judges were not written later than the be-
ginning of Said's reign, as some eminent critics are disposed to think,

or later than the seventh year of David's reign, which is the opinion

of others, — the book of Joshua must necessarily have been written

before one or other of those dates, because the author of the book of
Judges not only repeats some things verbatim from Joshua'^, and
slightly touches upon others which derive illustration from it^ ; but

also, in two several instances (Judg. i. 1. and ii. 6— 8.), commences
his narrative from the death of Joshua, which was related in the close

of the preceding book. If the book of Joshua had not been previ-

ously extant, the author of Judges would have begun his history

from the occupation and division of the land of Canaan, which was
suitable to his desio-n in writin«r that book.

2. Whoever was the author of the book of Joshua, it is manifest,

from the following considerations, that it was compiled from antient,

authentic, and contemporary documents.

(i.) Tile example of Moses, who committed to writing the trans-

actions of his own time, leads us to expect that some continuation

would necessarily be made, not only to narrate the signal fulfilment

of those promises, which had been given to the patiiarchs, but also to

preserve an account of the division of the land of Canaan among the

particular tribes, as a record for future ages ; and thus prevent dis-

putes and civil wars, which in process of time might arise between

powerful and rival tribes.

(2.) This remark is corroborated by express testimony : for in Josh,

xviii. we not only read that the great captain of the Israelites caused

a survey of the land to be made and described in a book, but in

xxiv. 25. the author relates that Joshua committed to writing an ac-

count of the renewal of the covenant with God; whence it is justly

inferred that the other transactions of this period were preserved in

some authentic and contemporaneous document or commentary.

(3.) Without some such document, the author of this book could

not have specified the limits of each tribe with so much minuteness,

nor have related with accuracy the discourses of Caleb (Josh. xiv.

6— 12.); neither could he have correctly related the discourses of

Phinehas and the delegates who accompanied him, to the tribes be-

yond Jordan (Josh. xxii. 16— 20.)} nor the discourses of the tribes

themselves (xxii. 21—30.), nor of Joshua (xxiii. and xxiv.) ; nor could

he have so arranged the whole, as to be in perfect harmony with the

law of Moses.

(4.) Without a contemporaneous and authentic document, the

I Introd. ad Libros Biblicds, p. 36. - Opus Analyticum, vol. i. p. 410.

3 Judg. ii. G—9. is repeated from Josh. xxiv. 28—31. and Judg. i. 29. from Josh,

xvi. 10.

•t Thus Judg. i. 10—15, 20. derives light from Josh. xv.
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author would not have expressed himself as in ch. v. 1. as if he had
been present in the transactions which he has related, nor would he

have written, as he has done in vi, 25. that " she dwellelh in Israel

iinto this day ;" and this document he has expressly cited in x. 13. by
the title of the " Book ofJasher" or of the Upright. ^ To these

proofs may be added the two following ; viz.

(5.) "The absence of any traces of disputes or civil wars among
the tribes, concerning their respective boundaries.

" Some document of acknowledged authority, accurately settling

the bounds of the several tribes, must have existed from the very

partition, by reference to which disputes of this kind might be settled,

or the peaceful state of the growing tribes would have been entirely

without any example in the history of mankind.

(6.) " Without the existence of contemporaneous and authoritative

records, the allotment of thirteen cities to the priests (ch. xxi. 13— 19.)

would have been nugatory. Aaron's family could not have been, at

the time of the allotment, sufficiently numerous to occupy those cities.

But it is altogether unlikely that these, with the adjoining lands, were
left entirely unoccupied in expectation of their future owners. To
afford security, therefore, to the sacerdotal family for their legitimate

rights, when they should be in a condition to claim them, some do-

cument conteni'poraneous with the appropriation must have existed.

Without such a document, innumerable disputes must have arisen,

whenever they attempted to claim their possessions." ^

3. Equally clear is it that the author of this book has made his

extracts from authentic documents with religious fidelity, and, conse-

quently, is worthy of credit : for,

(1.) In the first place, he has ///traZ/j/ copied the speeches of Caleb,

Phinehas, of the tribes beyond Jordan, and of Joshua, and in other

passages has so closely followed his authority, as to write in v. 1.

" until "doe were jmssed ove}'," and in vi. 25. that Rahab " dwelleth in

Israel ti?ito this dai/." Hence, also, the tribes are not mentioned in

the geographical order in which their respective territories were

situate, but according to the order pursued in the original document,
— namely, according to the order in which they received their tracts

of land by lot. (Josh, xv—xix.) Lastly, in conformity to his original

document, the author has made no honourable mention of Joshua

imtil after his death ; whence it is highly probable that the com-
mentary, irom which this book was compiled, was originally written

by Joshua himself.

(2.) This book was received as authentic by the Jews in that age

when the original commentary was extant, and the author's fidelity

could be subjected to the test of examination : and,

(3.) Several of the transactions related in the book of Joshua are

recorded by other sacred writers with little or no material variations ;

thus, we find the conquest and division of Canaan, mentioned by Asaph

1 Jahn and Akeriiiann, Introd. in Libros Sacros Vet. Foed. partii. §§ 25—28.
'- For the two preceding remarks, the author is indebted to the Rev. Dr. Turner's and

Mr. Whittingham's translation of Jahn's Introduction (p. 227. New York, 1827), a copy
of which truly valuable work was received just as tiiis sheet was going to press.
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(Psal. Ixxviii. 53

—

65. compared with Psal. xliv. 2—4.); the slaughter

of the Canaanites by David (Psal. Ixviii. 13— 15.); the division of

the waters of Jordan (Psal. cxiv. 1—5. Habak. iii. 8.); the teri'ible

tempest of hailstones after the slaughter of the southern Canaanites

(Hab. iii. 11— 13. compared with Josh. x. 9— 11.); and the setting

up of the tabernacle at Shiloh, (Josh, xviii. 1.) in the books of Judges
(xviii. 31.) and Samuel. (1 Sam. i. 3. 9. 24. and iii. 21.)

(4.) Lastly, every thing related in the book of Joshua not only ac-

curately corresponds with the age in which that hero lived, but is

further confirmed by the traditions current among heathen nations,

some of which have been preserved by antient and profane histo-

rians of undoubted character.^ Thus, there are antient monuments
extant, which prove that the Carthaginians were a colony of Tyrians

who escaped from Josliua ; as also that the inhabitants of Leptis in

Africa came originally from the Sidonians, who abandoned their

country on account of the calamities with w4iich it was overwhelmed.'-^

The fable of the Phoenician Hercules originated in the history of

Joshua ^
: and the overthrow of Og the king of Bashan, and of the

Anakims who were called giants, is considered as having given rise

to the fable of the overthrow of the giants. * The tempest of hail-

stones mentioned in Josh. x. 11. was transformed by the poets into a

tempest of stones, with which (they pretend) Jupiter overwhelmed the

enemies of Hercules in Arim, which is exactly the country where
Joshua fought with the children of Anak. ^

The Samaritans are by some writers supposed to have received

the book of Joshua, but this opinion appears to have originated in

mistake. They have indeed two books extant, bearing the name of

Joshua, which differ very materially from our Plebrew copies. One
of these is a chronicle of events from Adam to the year of the Hijra

898, corresponding with A. d. 1492^; and the other is a similar

chronicle badly compiled, from the death of Moses to the death of

Alexander Severus. It consists of forty-seven chapters, filled with

fabulous accounts, written in the Arabic language, but in Samaritan

characters. ^

' See particularly Justin, lib. xxxvi. c. 2. and Tacitus, Hist. lib. v. cc. 2, 3. On the

falsely alleged contradictions between the sacred and profane historians, see Vol. II.

pp. 547—553.
2 Allix's Reflections upon the Books of the Old Testament, chap. ii. (Bishop Watson's

Collection of Theological Tracts, vol. i. p. 354.)
3 Procopius (Vandal, lib. ii. c. 10.) cites a Pha'nician inscription ; containing a passage

which he has translated info Greek, to the following purport: — " We are they u'hojlec

from theface of Jesxis (the Greek name of Joshua) the robber, the son of Nave." Suidas

cites the inscription thus :
— " We are the Canaanites whom Jesus the robber expelled." The

difference between these two writers is not material, and may be accounted for by the same
passage being differently rendered by different translators, or being quoted from memory,
— no unusual occurrence among profane writers.

•* Polybius, Frag. cxiv. Sallust. Bell. Jugurthin. c. xxii.

5 Allix's Reflections, iit supra. Huet, Demonstratio Evangelica, vol. i. pp. 273—282.

Amstel. 1680. 8vo. Some learned men have supposed that the poetical fable of Phaeton

was founded on the miracle of the sun standing still (Josh. x. 12— 14.); but on a calm

investigation of the supposed resemblance, there does not appear to be any foundation for

such an opinion.

6 Jahn and Ackermann, Introd. in Libros. Vet. Feed, part ii. § 27. note.

7 Fabricii Codex Apocryphus Veteris Testamenti, p. 876t et seq.
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II. The book of Joshua comprises the history of about seventeen

years, or, according to some chronologers, of twenty-seven or thirty

years :
" it is one of the most important documents in the old cove-

nant ; and it should never be separated from the Pentateuch, of which
it is at once both the continuation and the completion." The Pen-
tateuch contains a history of the acts of the great Jewish legislator,

and the laws upon which the Jewish church was to be estal31ished

:

and the book of Joshua relates the history of Israel under the com-
mand and government of Joshua, the conquest of Canaan, and its

subsequent division among the Israelites ; together with the provision

made for the settlement and establishment of the Jewish church in

that country.

III. From this view of the argument of Joshua, we may easily

perceive that the Scope and Design of the inspired writerof this book
were to demonstrate the faithfulness of God, in the perfect accom-
plishment of all his promises to the patriarchs, Abraham (Gen.xiii.l 5.),

Isaac (xxvi. 4.), Jacob (xxxv. 12.), and Joseph (1.24.), and also to

Moses (Exod. iii. 8.), that the children of Israel should obtain pos-

session of the land of Canaan. At the same time we behold the

divine power and mercy signally displayed in cherishing, protecting,

and defending his people, amid all the trials and difficulties to which
they were exposed ; and as the land of Canaan is in the New Testa-

ment considered as a type of heaven, the conflicts and trials of the Is-

raelites have been considered as figuratively representing the spiritual

conflicts of believers in every age of the church. Although Joshua,

whose piety, courage, and disinterested integrity, are conspicuous
throughout his whole history, is not expressly mentioned in the New
Testament as a type of the Messiah, yet he is universally allowed to

have been a very eminent one. He bore our Saviour's name ; the

Alexandrian version, giving his name a Greek termination, uniformly

calls him Irjo-ouj— Jesus ; which appellation is also given to him in

Acts vii. 45. and Heb. iv. 8. Joshua saved the people of God (as the

Israelites are emphatically styled in the Scriptures) from the Ca-
naanites : Jesus Christ saves his people from their sins. (Matt. i. 21.)

A further design of this book is to show the portion which was
allotted to each tribe. With this view, the author more than once
reminds the Israelites that not one thing had failed of all the good
things which the Lord spake concerning them; and that "all had come
to pass unto them, and not one thing had failed thereof" (ch. xxiii. 1 4.

with xxi. 45.) Further, the historian does not notice any subsequent
alteration of the division : for the conquest of the cities of Hebron
and Debir, mentioned by Caleb in ch. xv. 13— 19., took place under
Joshua, and is introduced in Judg. i. 10— 15. 20., only as a retro-

spective notice of an event of a preceding age. What is said of the
tribes of Judah, Ephraim, and Manasseh (Josh. xv. Q^. xvi. 10.

xvii. 12.), does not prove that the book is of recent origin ; although,

as the passages are not connected with the series of the narration,

they may possibly be interpolations. Lastly, the places (xv. 9.

xviii. 25.) in which Kirjath-jearim is ascribed to the tribe of Judah
and Gibeon, Beeroth and Kephira to that of Bei^yamin, althoufrji

D 4
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they were cities of the Gibeonites, have no relation to the transaction
mentioned in 2 Sam. iv. 2. and xxi. 6., for Gibeon was afterwards
given (Josh. xxi. 17.) to the priests : whence it is evident that these
cities were left in possession of the Gibeonites, who were servants of
the sanctuary, and merely subjected to the jurisdiction of the tribes

to which they are ascribed. ^

IV. The book of Joshua may be conveniently divided into three
parts : viz.

Part I. The History of the Occupatioii of Canaan - hy the Israelites

(cc. i.—xii.) ; comprising,

Sect. 1. The cail and confirmation of Joshua to be captain-general of
that people, (i.)

Sect. 2. The sending out of the spies to bring an account of the city
of Jericho, (ii.)

Sect 3. The miraculous passage of the Israelites over Jordan (iii.),and

the setting up of twelve memorial stones, (iv.)

Sect. 4. The circumcision of the Israelites at Gilgal, and their cele-

bration of the first passover in the land of Canaan; the appearance
of the " captain of the Lord's host" to Joshua near Jericho, (v.)

Sect. 5. The capture of Jericho (vi.) and of Ai. (vii. viii.)

Sect. 6. The politic confederacy of the Gibeonites with the children of
Israel, (ix.)

Sect. 7. The war with the Canaanitish kings, and the miracle of the
sun's standing still, (x.)

Sect. 8. The defeat of Jabin and his confederates, (xi.)

Sect. 9. A summary recapitulation of the conquests of the Israelites

both under Moses in the eastern part of Canaan (xii. 1—6.), and also

under Joshua himself in the western part. (xii. 7—24.)

Part II. The Division of the Conquered Land ; containing,

Sect. 1. A general division of Canaan, (xiii.)

Sect. 2. A particular apportionment of it among the Israelites, includ-

ing the portion of Caleb (xiv.); the lot of Judah (xv.) ; of Ephraim
(xvi.); of Manasseh (xvii. ) ; of Benjamin (xviii.); and of the six tribes

of Simeon, Zebulun, Issachar, Asher, Naplitali, Dan, and of Joshua
himself, (xix.)

Sect. 3. The appointment of the cities of refuge (xx.)and of the Levi'
tical cities, (xxi.)

The circumstances observed in the division of the promised land, bespeak a most wise

and careful provision for a constant and uninterrupted distinction of tribes, families, and
genealogies among the Hebrews ; thence to preserve and clearly to ascertain the genealogy

of Christ, theirs and our great Messiah ;
" the end of the law for righteousness ;" in whom

were to be completed all the purposes of this dispensation : it pleasing God, by the apparent

completion of remarkable prophecies relating thereto, to make this one of the satisfactory

and convincing evidences of his divine mission. 3

Sect. 4. The dismission from the camp of Israel of the militia of the

two tribes and a half who settled on the other side of Jordan, their

consequent return ; and the transactions resulting from the altar

which they erected on the borders of Jordan in token of their com-
munion with the children of Israel, (xxii.)

' Jahn's Introduction by Prof. Turner, p. 221.
2 On the objections which have been brought against the conquest of Canaan by the

Israelites, see Vol. II. pp. 523—525.
3 Pyle's Paraphrase on the Old Testament, vol. ii. p. 3.
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Part III. The Dying Addresses and Counsels ofJoshua, his Death and
Burial, SfC.

Sect. 1. Joshua's address to the Israelites, in which he reminds them
of the signal benefits conferred on them by God, and urges them to
" cleave unto the Lord their God." (xxiii.)

Sect. 2. Joshua's dying address to the Israelites, and renewal of the
covenant between them and God. (xxiv. 1—28.)

These valedictory speeches of Joshua to the Israelites, like those of Moses, give us an
idea of a truly great man, and of a wise and religious governor, the only aim of whose
power is the glory of God, and the lasting happiness of the community over which he pre-
sides. — An admirable example to be imitated in due proportion by all the princes of
the earth. '

Sect. 3. The death and burial of Joshua, the burial of Joseph's bones,
and the death of Eleazar the high priest, (xxiv. 29— 33.)

It is, however, necessary to remark, that there is some accidental
derangement of the order of the chivpters in this book, occasioned,
probably, by the antient mode of rolling up manuscripts. If chrono-
logically placed, they should be read thus : first chapter to the ninth
verse ; then the second chapter ; then from the tenth verse to the end
of the first chapter ; after which should follow the third and conse-
cutive chapters to the eleventh ; then the twenty-second chapter, and
the twelfth to the twenty-first chapter, inclusive ; and, lastly, the
twenty-third and twenty-fourth chapters.

V. A considerable difference of opinion subsists among learned
men concerning the book of Jasher, mentioned in Josh. x. 13. In
addition to the observations already offered -, we may remark, that
Bishop Lowth (whose conjecture is far from being improbable) is of
opinion, that it was a poetical book, no longer extant when the author
of Joshua and Samuel lived and wrote. '^

• Pyle's Paraphrase on tlie Old Testament, vol. ii. p. 4.

" See Vol. I. p. 120. supra.

3 The book of Jasher is twice qnoted., first in Josh. x. 13. where the quotation is evi-

dently poetical, and forms exactly three distiches.

" Sim, stand thou still upon Gibeon,

And thou moon, in the valley of Ajalon :

And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed her course,

Until the people were avenged of their enemies.

And the sun tarried in the midst of the heavens,

And hasted not to go down in a whole day."

The second passage where the book of Jasher is cited is in 2 Sam. i. 18., where David's

lamentation over Saul is said to be extracted from it. The custom of the Hebrevvs, in

giving titles to their books from the initial word, is well known : thus Genesis is called

Bereshith, SiC. They also sometimes named the book from some remarkable word in the

first sentence ; thus the book of Numbers is sometimes called Bcmidbnr. We also find in

their writings canticles which had been produced on important occasions, introduced by
some form of this kind : az jashar (then sang), or ve-jashar peloni, &c. Thus az jashir

Mosheh, "then sang Moses" (Exod. xv. 1. the Samaritan Pentateuch reads Jas/iC/-) ;

ve-lhashar Deborah, " and Deborah sang." (Judg. v. 1, See also the inscription of
Psal. xviii.) Thus the book of Jasher is supposed to have been some collection of sacred

songs, composed at different times and on different occasions, and to have had this title,

because the book itself and most of the songs began in general with this word, ve~jashar.

Lowth's Praelect. pp. 306, 307. notes; or Dr. Gregory's translation, vol.ii. pp.152,
153. notes.
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SECTION III.

OlSr THE BOOK OF JUDGES.

I. Title.— II. Date and Author.— III. Scope, Chronology, and Synopsis

of its Contents,— IV. Observations on some difficidt Passages in this

Book.

I. 1 HE book of Judges derives its name from its containing the

history of the Israelites from the death of Joshua to the time of EH,

under the administration of thirteen Judges, whom God raised up
on special occasions to deliver his people from the oppression of

their enemies, and to manage and restore their affairs. Concerning

their powers and functions see Vol. III. pp. 82, 83. The Judges

frequently acted by a divine suggestion, and were endowed with pre-

ternatural strength and fortitude (compare ii. 18. vi. 14. 34. xi. 29.

and xiv. 6. 19.): it is necessary to bear this in mind when perusing

the relation of some of their achievements, which were justifiable

only on the supposition of their being performed under the sanction

of a divine warrant, which supersedes all general rules of conduct.

Besides, " in some cases (such as that of Samson's suicide) they may
have abused their endowments, since the preternatural gifts of God
are equally liable to abuse with those which he bestows in the or-

dinary course of nature." ^

II. From the expression recorded in Judg. xviii. 30. some have

imagined that this book was not written till after the Babylonish

captivity, but this conjecture is evidently erroneous : for, on com-
paring Psal. Ixxvii. 60, 61. and 1 Sam. iv. 11. with that passage, we
find that the captivity intended by the historian was a particular

captivity of the inhabitants of Dan, which took place about the time

the ark was taken by the Philistines. Besides, the total absence of

Chaldee words sufficiently proves the date of the book of Judges to

have been many centuries anterior to the great Babylonish captivity.

This book, however, was certainly written before the second book
of Samuel (compare 2Sam. xi. 21. with Judg. ix. 53.), and before

the capture of Jerusalem by David. (Compare 2 Sam. v. 6. with

Judg. i. 21.)

There is a considerable diversity of opinion as to the person by
whom this book of Judges was written ; it being, by some writers,

ascribed to Phinehas, Hezekiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, or Ezra, who
compiled it from the memoirs of his own time which were left by each

Judge ; while others think that it was compiled by some prophet

out of the public registers or records that were kept by the priests

and Levites. But the best founded opinion seems to be, that it was

written by the prophet Samuel, the last of the Judges ; and in this

opinion the Jews themselves coincide.

III. The book of Judges comprises the history of about three

hundred years : it consists of three parts ; the first embraces the

' Prof. Turner's translation of Jahn's Introduction, p. 243. note.
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history of the Elders, who ruled the Israehtes after the death of
Joshua, and the subsecjuent transactions, to the commencement of
their troubles, (ch. i.—iii. 4.) The second part contains die history

of the Judges from Othniel to Eli (ch. iii. 5.—xvi.); and the third,

which narrates several memorable actions performed not long after

the death of Joshua (ch. xvii.—21.), is thrown to the end of the book,
that it might not interrupt the thread of the narrative. " This his-

tory," observes Dr. Priestley, " abundantly verifies the frequent warn-
ings and predictions of Moses ; according to which, the people,

being under the immediate government of God, were in the most
exemplary manner to be rewarded for their obedience, and punished
for their disobedience, and especially for their conformity to the re-

ligions of their neighbours, whom God had devoted to destruction

on account of their polytheism and idolatry." There is consider-

able dilficulty in settling the chronology of this book, several of the
facts related in it being reckoned from different aeras, which cannot
now be exactly ascertained : many of the Judges also are generally

supposed to have been successive who in all probability were con-
temporaries, and ruled over different districts at the same time. In
the following synopsis it is attempted to reduce the chronology to

something like order, and also to present a correct analysis ofthe book.

Part I. The State of the Israelites after the Death of Joshua, until

they began to turn aside from serving the Lord. (i.—iii. 4.) B.C.

1443— 1413.

Part II. The History of the Oppressions of the Israelites, and their

Deliverances by the Judges, (iii. 5—xvi.)

Sect. 1. The subjection of the Eastern Israelites to the king of Me-
sopotamia, and their deliverance by Othniel. (iii. 5— 11.) b. c. 1413
— 1405.

Sect. 2. The subjection of the Eastern Israelites to the king of Moab,
and their deliverance by Ehud. The Western Israelites delivered by
Shamgar. (iii. 12—31.) b. c. 1343—1305.

Sect. 3. The Northern Israelites, after being oppressed by Jabin, king
of Canaan, are delivered by Deborah and Barak, (iv.) The thanks-
giving song of Deborah and Barak.' (v.) b. c. 1285.

Sect. 4. The Eastern and Northern Israelites, being for their sins de-

livered into the power of Midian, are delivered by Gideon.—History

1 The triumphal Ode of Deborah is analysed at considerable length by Bp. Lowth
(Lect. no. 28.), who considers it as a specimen of the perfectly sublime ode. In the fourth

and fifth verses, the extraordinary displays of the Divine Majesty, which the Israelites had
witnessed at Rlount Sinai, are described in very poetical language, and compared with the

Divine interposition in behalf of Israel. The presence of God had thrown all nature, as it

wei-e, into convulsions : the thunders and lightnings were attended by impetuous showers of
rain ; and Mount Sinai was in such agitation that it seemed to be melted from before the

Lord. (Scott, in loc.) The transaction at Mount Sinai, which furnished this magnificent and
sublime passage, took place b. c. 1491 ; the deliverance of the Israelites, under Deborah
and Barak, b. c. 1285, or according to some chronologers, b. c. 1296, that is, nearly

two hundred years before. Yet, misled by the neologian interpretation of tlie late Professor

Eichhorn, Professor Jahn has gravely ascribed the victory of Barak over Sisera, to his

taking advantage of a raging tempest. (Introd. in Libros Vet. Feed, partii. §37.) This
section is almost a servile transcript of Eichhorn. Prof. Turner and Mr. Whittingham
have exposed the fallacy of these mischievous interpretations in the notes to their translation

of Jahn. (pp. 243—245.) Dr. Ackermann in his expurgated edition of Jahn has altogether

omitted this section, without apprising the reader of such omission.
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of Gideon and his family, including the judicature of Abimelech.
(vi.—ix.) B. c. 1252—1233.

Sect. 5. History of the administrations of Tola and Jair. The Israel-

ites, being oppressed by the Ammonites, are delivered by Jephthah.
The administrations of the Judges, Ibzan, Eion, and Abdon. (x.—xii.)

B.C. 1233— 1157.

Sect. 6. The birth of Samson. — Servitude of the Israelites to the
Philistines, and their deliverance by Samson, with an account of his

death, (xiii.—xvi.) b. c. 1155— 1117.

Part III. An Account of the Introduction of Idolatry among the

Israelites^ and the consequent Corruption of Religion and Manners
among them ; for which God gave them up into the Hands of their

Ene7nies. (xvii—xxi.)

Sect. 1. Account of the idol of Micah and its worship, at first privately

in his family (xvii.) and afterwards publicly in the tribe of Dan.
(xviii.) B. c. 1413.

Sect. 2. Account of a very singular violence and detestable murder,
committed by the Benjamites of Gibeah (xix.) ; the war of the
other tribes with them, and the almost total extinction of the tribe

of Benjamin, (xx. xxi.) b. c. 1413.

IV. The book of Judges forms an important link in the history

of the Israelites, and is very properly inserted between the books of
Joshua and Samuel, as the Judges were the intermediate governors
between Joshua and the kings of Israel. It furnishes us with a
lively description of a fluctuating and unsettled nation; a striking

picture of the disorders and dangers which prevailed in a republic

without magistracy ; when the highways were unoccupied, and tJie tra-

vellers walked through by-ways (v. 6.) ; when few prophets were ap-
pointed to control the people, and eveyy one did that which Was right

in his own eyes. (xvii. 6.) It exhibits the contest of true religion

with superstition ; displays the beneficial effects that flow from the

former, and represents the miseries and evil consequences of impiety;

it is a most remarkable history of the long-suffering of God towards

the Israelites, in which we see the most signal instances of his jus-

tice and mercy alternately displayed. The people sinned and were
punished ; they repented and found mercy. Something of this kind
we find in every page : and these things are written for our warning.

None should j^/t's/^w^c, for God is just; none need despair, for God
is MERCIFUL.^ From the scenes of civil discord and violence which
darken this history, St. Paul has presented iis with some illustrious

examples of faith, in the characters of Gideon, Barak, Samson, and
Jtphthah. Independently of the internal evidences of its authen-

ticity which are to be found in the style of this book, the transactions

it records are not only cited or alluded to by other sacred writers

besides St. Paul '^, but are further confirmed by the traditions cur-

rent among the heathen writers. Thus, we find the memoi'ial of

Gideon's actions preserved by Sanchoniatho, a Tyrian writer who
lived soon after him, and whose antiquity is attested by Porphyry,

' Dr. Gray's Key, p. 157. Dr. A. Clarke's Pref. to Judges, p. vi.

2 Compare Psal. Ixxviii. 56—66. Ixxxiii. 11, 12. cvi. 34—46. 1 Sam. xii. 9— II.

2 Sam. xi. 21. Isa. ix. 4. and x. 26.
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who was perhaps the most inveterate enemy to Christianity that ever

hved. ^ The Vulpinaria, or feast of the foxes, celebrated by the

Romans in the month of April, (the time of the Jewish harvest, in

which they let loose foxes with torches fastened to their tails %) was

derived from the story of Samson, which was conveyed into Italy by

the Phoenicians : and to mention no more, in the history of Samson
and Delilah, we find the original of Nisus and his daughters, who
cut off those fatal hairs, upon which the victory depended. ^

SECTION IV.

ON THE BOOK OF RUTH.

l. Title and Argument.— II. Date and Chronology. — III. Author. —
IV. Scope. — V. Si/nopsis of its Contents.

I. 1 HE book of Ruth is generally considered as an appendix to

that of Judges, and an introduction to that of Samuel; it is there-

fore placed, and with great propriety, between the books of Judges
and Samuel. In the antient Jewish canon of the Old Testament %
Judges and Ruth formed but one book, because the transactions

which it contains happened in the time of the Judges ; although the

modern Jews separate it from both, and make it the second of tlie

five Megilloth or volumes which they place together towards the end
of the Old Testament. It is publicly read by them in the synagogues

on the feast of weeks or of Pentecost, on account of the harvest being

mentioned in it, the first fruits of which were offered to God on that

festival. This book derives its name from Ruth the Moabitess,

whose history it relates, and whom the Chaldee paraphrast supposes

to have been the daughter of Eglon king of Moab : but this conjec-

ture is utterly unsupported by Scripture, nor is it at all likely that a

king's daughter would abandon her native country, to seek bread in

another land, and marry a stranger.

II. Augustine ' refers the time of this history to the regal govern-

ment of the Israelites ; Josephus the Jewish historian, and some
others of later date, to the time of Eli; Moldenhawer, after some

' He expressly affirms Sanclioiiiatho to have derived many of the facts related in his

history, ek twv viToixv7}fxar(iiv lepiz/xgaAoLi, from the memoirs of Jerumbahis, or Jerubaal,

another name for Gideon. Bocliarti Phaleg. lib. ii. c. 7.

2 Ovid, Fasti, lib iv. 684. et seq.
^ Ovid, Metam. lib. viii. fab. 1. M. De Lavaiir in his Conference de la Fable avec

VHislolre Saiute, tom. ii. pp. 1— 13., has shown that Samson, the judge of the Israelites,

is the original and essential Hercules of pagan mythology; thus furnishing an additional

proof how much the heathens have been indebted to the Bible. As his treatise is by no
means of common occurrence, the reader will find an abridged translation of the pages

cited in Dr. A. Clarke's commentary on Judg. xvi.
* Jerome expressly states that this was the case in his time. — Deinde subtexunt

Sophetim, id est Judicum librum, et in eundem compingunt
;
quia in diebus Judicum facta

ejus narratur historia. (Prologus Galeatus.) Eusebius, when giving Origen's catalogue of

the sacred books, confirms Jerome's account. Eccl. Hist. lib. vi. c. 25.

* De Doct, Christ, lib. ii. c. 8.
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Jewish writers, assigns it to the time of Ehud ; Rabbi Kimchi and
other Jewish authors conceive Boaz, who married Ruth, to have

been the same person as Ibzan, who judged Israel immediately after

Jephthah ; Junius, compai'ing the book of Ruth with Matt, i., is of

opinion, that the events recorded in this history took place in the

days of Deborah ; and the learned Archbishop Usher, that they hap-

pened in the time of Shamgar. As the famine which caused Eli-

melech to leave his country, " came to pass in the days when the

Judges ruled" (Ruth i. 1.), Bishop Patrick has referred the begin-

ning of this history to the judicature of Gideon, about the year of the

world 2759, at which time a famine is related to have happened.

(Judg. vi. 3—6.) ^ Considerable difficulty has arisen in settling the

chronology of this book, in consequence of its being mentioned by
Saint Matthew, (i. 5, 6.) that Salmon the fadier of Boaz (who mar-
ried Ruth) was married to Rahab (by whom is generally understood

Rahab the harlot, who protected the spies when Joshua invaded the

land of Canaan) ; and yet that Boaz was the grandfather of David,

who was born about three hundred and sixty years after the siege

of Jericho,— a length of time, during which it is difficult to conceive

that only three persons, Boaz, Obed, and Jesse, should have inter-

vened between Rahab and David. But this difficulty may readily

be solved, either by supposing that some intermediate names of little

consequence were omitted in the public genealogies copied by the

evangelist (as we know to have been the case in some other in-

stances) ; or by concluding, with Archbishop Usher, that the an-

cestors of David, being men of extraordinary piety, or designed to

be conspicuous because the Messiah was to descend from them, were

blessed with longer life and greater strength than ordinarily fell to

the lot of men in that age.- It is certain that Jesse was accounted

an old man, when his son David was but a youth (see 1 Sam. xvii.

12.) : and, since Boaz is represented as the great grandfather of the

royal Psalmist, it is evident that the date of the history of Ruth can-

not be so low as the time of Eli assigned by Josephus, nor so high

as the time of Shamgar : the most probable period, therefore, is that

stated by Bishop Patrick, viz. during the judicature of Gideon, or

about the year of the world 2759, B. c. 1241.

III. Like the book of Judges, Ruth has been ascribed to Heze-
kiah, and also to Ezra ; but the most probable, and, indeed, gene-

rally received opinion, is that of the Jews, who state it to have been

written by the prophet Samuel. From the genealogy recorded in

iv. 17—22. it is evident that this history could not have been reduced

into its present form before the time of Samuel.

IV. The Scope of this book is partly to deliver the genealogy of

king David through the line of Ruth, a heathen proselyte to the

Jewish religion, and the wife of Boaz, whose adoption into the line

of Christ has generally been considered as a pre-intimation of the ad-

' Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib, v. c. 9. § 1. Seder Olam, c. 12. Moldenhawer, Introd.

ad Libros Canonicos Vet. et Nov. Test. p. 43. Kimchi on Ruth, c. i. Junius, Anno-

tat. in Ruthi. Bishop Patrick on Ruthi. 1. Leusden, Philol. Heb. pp. 18. 86.

2 Chronologia Sacra, pars i. c. 12. pp. 69, 70. ed. Genevse, 1722, folio.
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mission of the Gentiles into the Christian church. It had been
foretold to the Jews that the Messiah should be of the tribe of

Judah, and it was aftcrivards furdier revealed that he should be of

the family of David : and, therefore, it was necessary, for the full

understanding of these prophecies, that the history of the family, in

that tribe, should be written before these prophecies were revealed,

to prevent the least suspicion of fi-aud or design. And thus this

book, these prophecies, and their accomplishment, serve to illustrate

each other. ^ A further design of this book is to evidence the care

of Divine Providence over those who sincerely fear God, in raising

the pious Ruth from a state of the deepest adversity to that of the

highest prosperity.

V. The book of Ruth, which consists of four chapters, may be
conveniently divided into three sections ; containing.

Sect. 1. An account of Naomi, from her departure from Canaan into

Moab, with her husband EHmelech, to her return thence into the land
of Israel with her daughter-in-law Ruth. (ch. i.) b. c. 1241— 1231.

Sect. 2. The interview of Boaz with Ruth, and their marriage, (ii. iii.

iv. 1— 12.)

Sect. 3. The birth of Obed, the son of Boaz by Ruth, from whom
David was descended, (iv. 13— 18.)

The whole narrative is written with peculiar simplicity ; and the

interviews between Boaz and Ruth display the most unaffected piety,

liberality, and modesty ; and their reverent observance of the Mosaic
law, as well as of antient customs, is pourtrayed in very lively and
animated colours.

SECTION V.

ON THE TWO BOOKS OF SAMUEL.

I. Title. — II. Aulhors.— III. Argument, Scope, and Annlijsis of the First

Book of Samuel IV. Argument, Scope, and Analysis of the Second
Book of Samuel. — V. General Observations on these tivo Books.

1. IN the Jewish canon of Scripture these two books form but one,

termed in Hebrew the Book of Samuel, probably because the greater

part of the first book was written by that prophet, whose history and
transactions it relates. The books of Samuel appear to have de-

rived their appellation from 1 Chron. xxix. 29. : where the transac-

tions of David's reign are said to be written in the book (Heb. tvords)

of Samuel the seer. In the Septuagint version they are called the

first and second Books of Kings, or of the Kingdoms ; in the Vulgate
they are designated as the first and second Books of Kings, and, by
Jerome, they are termed the Books of the Kingdoms ; as being two
of the four books in which the history of the kings of Isi'ael and
Judah is related.

1 Bedford's Scripture Chronology, book v. c. 5.
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11. Jahn is of opinion, that the books of Samuel and the two
books of Kings were written by one and the same person, and pub-
lished about the forty-fourth year of the Babylonish captivity : and
he has endeavoured to support his conjecture with much ingenuity,

though unsuccessfully, by the uniformity of plan and style which he
thinks are discernible in these books. The more prevalent, as well

as more probable opinion, is that of the Talmudists, which was
adopted by the most learned fathers of the Christian church (who
unquestionably had better means of ascertaining this point than we
have) : viz. that the first twenty-four chapters of the first book of

Samuel were written by the prophet whose name they bear ; and
that the remainder of that book, together with the whole of the

second book, was committed to writing by the prophets Gad and
Nathan, agreeably to the practice of the prophets who wrote me-
moirs of the transactions of their respective times. That all these

three persons were writers is evident from 1 Chron. xxix. 29. ; where
it is said : iVotu the acts ofDavid^Jirst and last, behold they are ivrit-

ten in the book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan the pro-

phet, and of Gad the seer : the memoirs of these prophets are hei'e

referred to as distinct books : but it would be natural for Ezra, by
whom the canon of Jewish Scripture was completed, to throw all

their contents into the two books of Samuel. It is certain that the

first book of Samuel was written before the first book of Kings ; a

circumstance related in the former book being referred to in the

latter. (1 Sam.ii. 31. with I Kings ii. 27.)

The first acts of David declared in 1 Chron. xxix. 29. to have
been recorded by Samuel, were such as happened before the death

of Samuel : and these end with the twenty-fourth chapter of the first

book of Samuel. What parts of the remaining history of David
were written by Nathan, and what by Gad, it is at present very dif-

ficult to distinguish with exactness. Mr. Reeves has conjectured,

with great probability, that as it appears from 1 Sam. xxii. 5. that

Gad was then with David in the hold or place where he kept himself

secret from Saul ; and since it is thought that Gad, being bred under

Samuel, was privy to his having anointed David king, and had,

therefore, resolved to accompany him during his troubles ; it has,

from these circumstances, been supposed that the history of what
happened to David, fi'om the death of Samuel to his being made
king at Hebron over all Israel, was penned by the prophet Gad. He
seems the most proper person for that undertaking, having been an
eye-witness to most of the transactions. This part of David's history

takes up the seven last chapters of the first book of Samuel, and the

four first chapters and the former part of the fifth chapter of the

second book.

The first mention of the prophet Nathan occurs in 2 Sam.vii. 2.

a short time after David was settled at Jerusalem. Nathan is fre-

quently mentioned in the subsequent part of David's reign ; and he

was one of those who were appointed by David to assist at the

anointing of Solomon, (1 Kings i. 32.) As this event took place not

long before David's death, it is probable Nathan might survive the
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royal Psalmist : and, as he knew all the transactions of his reign from
his settlement at Jerusalem to his death, it is most likely that he
wrote the history of the latter part of David's reign ; especially as

there is no mention of Gad, after the pestilence sent for David's
numbering the people, which was about two years before his death,

during which interval Gad might have died. Gad must have been
advanced in years, and might leave the continuation of the national

memoirs to Nathan. For these reasons, it is probably thought that

Nathan wrote all the remaining chapters of the second book of Sa-
muel, after the five first.

^

III. The FIRST BOOK of Samuel contains the history of the Jewish
church and polity, from the birth of Samuel, during the judicature

of Eli, to the death of Saul the first king of Israel ; a period of nearly

eighty years, viz. from the year of the world 2869 to 2949. Its

Scope is, first, to continue the history of the Israelites under the

two last Judges, Eli and Samuel, and their first monarch Saul, and
the reason why their form ofgovernment was changed from an aris-

tocracy to a monarchy ; thus affording a strong confirmation of the

authenticity of the Pentateuch, in which we find that this change had
been foretold by Moses, in his prophetic declaration to the assem-
bled nation, a short time before his death, and upwards of four hun-
dred years before the actual institution of the regal government.
This book also exhibits the preservation of the church of God
amidst all the vicissitudes of the Israelitish polity; together with
signal instances of the divine mercy towards those who feared Je-
hovah, and of judgments inflicted upon his enemies. It consists of
three parts : viz.

Part I. The Transactions under the Judicature of Eli. (ch. i.—iv.)

Sect. 1. The birth of Samuel (ch. i.) with the thanksgiving and pro-
phetical hymn of his mother Hannah, (ii.) The tenth verse of this

chapter is a prediction of the Messiah. " This admirable hymn excels
in simplicity of composition, closeness of connection, and uniformity
of sentiment; breathing the pious effusions of a devout mind, deeply
impressed with a conviction of God's mercies to herself in particular,

and of his providential government of the world in general ; exalting
the poor in spirit or the humble minded, and abasing the rich and
arrogant; rewarding the righteous, and punishing the wicked."-^

Sect. 2. The call of Samuel, his denunciations against EH by the com-
mand of God, and his establishment in the prophetic office, (iii.)

Sect. 3. The death of Eli, and the capture of the ark of God by the
Philistines, (iv.)

Part II. The History of the Israelites during the Judicature ofSamuel.

Sect. 1. The destruction of the Philistines' idol Dagon (v.) ; the chas-

tisement of the Philistines, their restoration of the ark, and the slaugh-
ter of the Bethshemites for profanely looking into the ark. (vi.)

Sect. 2. The reformation of divine worship, and repentance of the Is-

raelites at Mizpeh, the discomfiture of the Philistines, who were kept
under during the remainder of Samuel's judicature, (vii.)

Sect. 3. The Israelites' request for a regal government; the destination

' Mr. Reeves, Preface to 1 Sam.
- Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol, ii. book i, p. 332.

VOL. IV. E
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of Saul to the kingly office (viii.ix.) ; his inauguration (x); and vic-

tory over the Ammonites, (xi.)

Sect. 4. Samuel's resignation of the supreme judicial power (xii.);

though, in a civil and religious capacity, he " judged Israel all the
days of his life." (1 Sam.vii. 15.)

Part III. The History of Said, and the Transactions during his Reign.

Sect. 1. The prosperous part of Saul's reign comprising his war with
the Philistines, and offering of sacrifice (xiii.), with his victory over
them, (xiv.)

Sect. 2. The rejection of Saul from the kingdom, in consequence of
his rebellion against the divine command in sparing the king of Ama-
lek, and the best part of the spoil, (xv.)

Sect. 3. The inauguration of David, and the events that took place be-
fore the death of Saul (xvi xxviii.) ; including,

§ i. The anointing of David to be king over Israel (xvi. ) ; his combat and victory over
Goliath, (xvii.)

§ ii. The persecutions of David by Saul ; — his exile and covenant with Jonathan
(xviii.) ; his flight (xix.) ; friendship with Jonatiian (xx. ) ; his going to Nob, where
he and his men ate of the sliew-bread, and Goliath's sword was delivered to him ;

his flight, first to the court of Achish king of Gath, and subsequently into the land

of Moab (xxi, xxii. 1—4.) j the slaughter of the priests at Nob, with the exception

of Abiathar. fxxii. 5—23.)

§ iii. The liberation of Keilah from the Philistines by David (xxiii. 1—6.) ; his flight

into the wilderness of Ziph and Maon (xxiii. 7— 29.) ; Saul's life in David's power
at Engedi, who spares it (x:;iv.) ; the inhuman conduct of Naba! (xxv.) ; Saul's

life spared a second time (xsvi.); David's second flight to Achish king of Gath.
(xxvii.)

Sect. 4. The last acts of Saul to his death; including,

§ 1. Saul's consultation of the witch ' of Endor. (xxviii.

)

§ ii. The encampment of the Philistines at Aphek, who send back David from their

army, (xxix.)

§ iii. David's pursuit and defeat of the Amalekites who had plundered Ziglag, and
from whom he recovers the spoil, (xxx.)

§ iv. The suicide of Saul, and total discomtiture of the Israelites, (xxxi.)

IV. The SECOND BOOK of Samuel contains the history of David,
the second king of Israel, during a period of nearly forty years, viz.

from the year of the world 2948 to 2988; and, by recording the

translation of the kingdom from the tribe of Benjamin to that of Ju-

' Few passages of Scripture have been discussed with more warmth than the relation

contained in this 28th chapter of the tirst book of Samuel : some commentators have con-
jectured that the whole was a juggle of the Pythoness whom Saul consulted; others, that

it was a mere visionary scene ; Augustine and others, that it was Satan himself who
assumed the appearance of Samuel ; and others, that it was the ghost of Samuel, raised by
infernal power, or by force of magical incantation. All these hypotheses, however, contra-

dict the historical fact as related by the author of this book : for it is evident from the

Hebrew original of 1 Sam. xxviii. 14. more closely translated, and compared throughout

with itself, that it was " Samuel himself" whom Saul beheld, and who (or his spirit) was
actually raised immediately, and before the witch had any time to utler any incantations,

by the power of God, in a glorified form, and wearing the appearance of the ominous
mantle in which was the rent that signified the rending of the kingdom from Saul's

family. The reality of Samuel's appearance on this occasion was a doctrine of the primitive

Jewish church (compare Ecclus. xivi. 20.), and was also thus understood by Josephus, who
has not only translated the original passage correctly, but likewise expressly states that the

soul of Samuel inquired why it was raised. Antiq. Jud. lib. vi. 14. § 2. Dr. Hales's

Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book i. pp. 355—360. where the subject is fully dis-

cussed and proved. See also Calmet's Dissertation sur 1' Apparition de Samuel, Com-
mentaire Littoral, torn. ii. pp. 331—336. That it was Samuel himself is further evident

from the clearness and truth of the prediction (which could only come from GodJ ; for

" on tfie morrow" that is, very shortly after, Saul and his sons were slain.
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dah, it relates the partial accomplishment of the prediction delivered

in Gen. xlix. 10. The victories of David, his wise iidministration of
civil government, his efforts to promote true religion, his grievous

sins, and deep repentance, together with the various troubles and
judgments inflicted upon him and his people by God, are all fully de-

scribed. This book consists of three principal divisions, relating the

triumphs and the troubles of David, and his transactions subsequent

to his recovery of the throne, whence he was driven for a short time

by the rebellion of his son Absalom.
Part I. 21ie Triumphs of David, (ch. i.—x.)

Sect. 1. His elegant, tender, and pathetic elegy over Saul and Jona-

than, (i.)

Sect. 2. His triumph over the house of Saul, and confirmation in the

kingdom, (ii.—iv.)

Sect. 3. His victories over the Jebusites and Philistines (v.), the bring-

ing up of the ark to Jerusalem, (vi.) David's prayer to God on that

occasion, and the divine promises made to him (vii. ); which, though
they primarily related to the establishment of the throne in his pos-

terity, yet ultimately prefigured the everlasting kingdom of the

Messiah. (Compare vii. 12— 16. with Heb.i. 5.)

Sect. 4. His victories over the Philistines, Ammonites, and other neigh-

bouring nations, (viii.—x.)

Part II. The Troubles of David^ and their Cause^ together nsoith his

Bepentance, and subsequent Becoveri) of the Divine Favour, (ch. xi.

—xix.)

Sect. 1. The cause of David's troubles,— his first great offence against

God,— his sin in the matter of Uriah, and the divine judgments de-

nounced against him on that account, (xi. xii.)

Sect. 2. The punishments in consequence of that sin, first, from do-»

mestic troubles in the sin of Amnon (xiii.) ; and, secondly, public

troubles, in the rebellion of Absalom, which, for a short time, exiled

David from the throne (xiv.—xvii.) ; the death of Absalom (xviii.) and
David's mourning on his account, (xix.)

Part III. David's Bestoration to his Throyie^ and subseq^uent TranS'

actions, (ch. xx.—xxiv.)

Sect. 1. David's return to Jerusalem, and the insurrection of Sheba
quelled, (xx.)

Sect. 2. His punishment of the sons of Saul, and successful battles

with the Philistines, (xxi.)

Sect. 3. His psalm of praise, on a general review of the mercies of his

life, and the many and wonderful deliverances which he had expe-
rienced, (xxii.) This divine ode, which contains the noblest images,

perhaps, that were ever expressed in words, also occurs in the book
of Psalms (Psal. xviii.), with a ^Qw variations. We have it here, as

originally composed for his own closet and his own harp ; but there

we have it as delivered to the chief musician for the service of the
church, with some amendments. For, though primarily calculated

for the royal prophet's immediate use, yet it might indifferently assist

the devotion of others, when giving thanks for their deliverances : or,

it was intended that his people should thus join with him in his thanks-
givings; because, being a public person, his deliverances were to be
accounted public blessings, and called for public acknowledgments,

£ 2
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Sect. 4. The last words of David, forming a supplement or conclusion
to the preceding sublime hymn (xxiii. 1—7), which are followed by
an enumeration of his mighty men. (xxiii. 8—39.)

Sect. 5. David's second great offence against God, in numbering the
people ; its punishment ; David's penitential intercession and sacri-

fice, (xxiv.) '

V. This second book of Samuel bears an exact relation to the pre-

ceding, and is likewise connected with that which succeeds. We see

throughout the effects of that enmity against other nations, which
had been implanted in the minds of the Isi-aelites by the Mosaic law,

and which gradually tended to the extirpation of idolatry. " This
book, likewise, as well as the former, contains other intrinsic proofs

of its verity. By describing without disguise the misconduct of those

characters, who were highly reverenced among the people, the sacred

writer demonstrates his impartial sincerity : and, by appealing to

monuments that attested the varacity of his relations when he wrote,

he furnished every possible evidence of his faithful adherence to truth.

The books of Samuel connect the chain of sacred history by detail-

ing the circumstances of an interesting period. They describe the

reformation and improvements of the Jewish church established by
David : and as they delineate minutely the life of that monarch, they

point out his typical relation to Christ. Many heathen authors have
borrowed from the books of Samuel, or have collected from other

soinxes, many particulars of those accounts which he gives." ~ In

the falls of David we behold the strength and prevalence of human
corruption : and in his repentance aixl recovery, the extent and effi-

cacy of divine grace.

The two books of Samuel are of very considerable importance for

illustrating the book of Psalms, to which they may be considered as

a key. Thus, Psalm iii. will derive much light from 2 Sam.xv. 14.

et seq.; — Psal. iv. from 1 Sam. xxii. xxiii. xxvi. ; — Psal. vii. from

2 Sam. xvi. 2. 11.;— Psal. xxiv. from 2 Sam. vi. 12. et seq. ; — Psal.

XXX. from 1 Sara. v. 11.; — Psal. xxxii. and li. from 2 Sam. xii. ;
—

Psal. xxxiv. from 2 Sam. xxi. 10— 15, ; — Psal. xxxv. from 2 Sam.

XV.—xvii. ; — Psal. xlii. and xliii. from 2 Sam. xvii. 22—24. ;— Psal.

Iii. from 1 Sam. xxii. 9.;— Psal.liv. from 1 Sam. xxiii. 19. and xxvi. 1.;

— Psal. Iv. from 2 Sam. xvii. 21, 22. ; — Psal. Ivi. from 1 Sam. xxi.

11— 15.;— Psal. Ivii. from 1 Sam. xxii. 1. and xxiv. 3.;— Psal. lix.

from 1 Sam. xix. 11. ;— Psal. Ix. from 2 Sam. viii, 3— 13. and x.

15— 19.; — Psal. Ixiii. from 1 Sam. xxii. 5. and xxiii. 14— 16.; —
Psal. Ixviii. from 2 Sam. vi. 3— 12. ; — Psal. Ixxxix. from 2 Sam. vii.

12. et seq.; and Psal. cxlii. from 1 Sam. xxii. 1. and xxiv. 1. etseq.

1 The offence of David seems to have chiefly consisted in his persisting to require a

muster of all his subjects able to bear arms, without the divine command, without neces-

sity, in a time of profound peace, to indulge an idle vanity and presumption, as if he put

his trust more in the number of his subjects than in the divine protection ; and iho oflence

of his people might also have been similar, always elated as they were, and provoking the

anger of the Lord in prosperity by their forgetfulness of him. Deut. vi. 10—12. Dr.

Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. p. 386.

2 Dr. Gray's Key, p. 181.
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SECTION VI.

ON THE TWO BOOKS OF KINGS.

I. Order and Title of these Books II. Juthor III. Argument and
Si/nopsis of the First Book of Kings.—IV. Argument and Synopsis of the

Second Book of Kings. — V. General Observations on these Books.

I. 1 HE two books of Kings are closely connected with those of

Samuel. The origin and gradual increase of the united kingdom of

Israel under Saul and his successor David, having been described in

the latter, the books now under consideration relate its height of
.o-lory under Solomon, its division into two kingdoms under his son

and successor Rehoboam, the causes of that division, and the con-

sequent decline of the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah, until their

final subversion ; the ten tribes being carried captive into Assyria by
Shalmaneser, and Judah and Benjamin to Babylon by Nebuchad-
nezzar. In the most correct and antient editions of the Hebrew
Bible, the two books of Kings constitute but one, with a short space

or break sometimes between them ; the first book commencing with

1 Sam. xxii. 40. Some of the early fathers of the Christian church

seem to have beijun the first book of Kings at the death of David,

(ii. 12.) The more modern copies of the Hebrew Bible have the

same division with our authorised version : thouoh in the time of the

Masoretes, they certainly formed only one book ; as both (like the

books of Samuel) are included under one enumeration of sections,

versions, &c. in the Masora. They have evidently been divided at

some unknown period, into two parts, for the convenience of reading.

The titles to these books have been various, though it appears from

Origen that they derivived their namefrom the initial words ll"! 'l/z^T

\a-Mci.ccn DayID, Now king David ; in the same manner as (we have

seen) the book of Genesis does. In the Septuagint Greek version,

it is simply termed BASlAEIi2N of reigns or kingdoms, of which it

calls Samuel the first and second, and these two the third and fourth.

The Vulgate Latin version intitles it. Liber Regum tertius ; secun-

dum Hehraos, Liber Malachim^ that is, the third book of Kings ; but,

according to the Hebrews, the first book of Malachim. The old Syriac

version has : Herefollows the book of the Kijigs who fourished among
the antient people ,- and in this are also exhibited the history of the

prophets, who fourished in their times. In the Arabic it is thus in-

titled : — In the name of the most merciful and compassionate God

;

the book of Solomoii, the soti of David the j)rop)het, ivhose benedictions

be upo)i us.— Amen. '

II. Concerning the author or authors of these books, the senti-

ments of learned men are extremely divided. Some have been of
opinion that David, Solomon, and Hezekiah wrote the history of

their own reigns ; others, that Nathan, Gad, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
other prophets who flourished in the kingdoms of Israel and Judah,

' Dr. A. Clarke's Pref. to 1 Kings, p. 1.
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undertook the office of historiographers. We know that several of

the prophets wrote the hves of those kings who reigned in their times;

for the names and writings of these prophets are mentioned in several

places in the books of Kings and Chronicles ; which also cite or refer

to the original annals of the kings of Israel and Jndah, of which those

books have transmitted to us abridgments or summaries. Thus, in

1 Kings xi. 41. we read of the acts of Solomon, which acts were re-

corded in the book of Nathan the i^rophet, and i?i the proj^heci; ofAhi-
jah the Sh'donite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer (2 Chron. ix. 29.);

which Iddo was employed, in conjunction with Shemaiah the pro-

phet, in writing the acts of Rehoboam. (2 Chron. xii. 15.) We also

read of the book of Jehu the prophet, relating the transactions of

Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx. 34. 1 Kings xvi. 1.); and Isaiah the pro-

phet wrote the acts of king Uzziah (2 Chron. xxvi. 22.), and also of

Hezekiah (2 Chron. xxxii. 32.) ; and it is highly probable that he

wrote the history of the two intermediate kings Jotham and Ahaz, in

whose reigns he lived. (Isa. i. 1.)

It is evident, therefore, that two descriptions of writers were con-

cerned in the composition of the books of Kings :
—fo'st, those ori-

ginal, primitive, and contemporary authors, who wrote the annals,

journals, and memoirs of their own times, from which the authors of

our sacred history subsequently derived their materials. These an-

tient memoirs have not descended to us ; but they unquestionably

were in the hands of those sacred penmen, whose writings are in our

possession, since they cite them and refer to them. The 5£'co?zrf class

of writers consists of those, by whom the books of Kings were actu-

ally composed in the form in which we now have them. The Jews

ascribe them to Jeremiah ; and their opinion has been adopted by

Grotius and other eminent commentators : others again assign them
to the prophet Isaiah. But the most probable opinion is, that these

books were digested into their present order by Ezra. The following

are the grounds on which this opinion is founded and supported :
—

1

.

The general uniformity of style and manner indicates that these

books were written by one person.

2. The author evidently lived after the captivity of Babylon : for,

at the end of the second book of Kings, he speaks of the return from

the captivity. (2 Kings xxv. 22, &c.)

3. He says that in his time the ten tribes were still captive in As-

syria, whither they had been carried as a punishment for their sins.

(2 Kings xvii. 23.)

4. In the seventeenth chapter of the second book of Kings, he in-

troduces some reflections on the calamities of Judah and Israel, which

demonstrate that he wrote after those calamities had taken place.

Compare 2 Kings xvii. 6— 24.

5. He almost every where refers to the antient memoirs which he

had before him, and abridged.

6. There is also every reason to believe, that the author was a

PRIEST or a yrophet. He studies less to describe acts of heroism,

successful battles, conquests, political address, &c. than what regards

the temple, religious ceremonies, festivals, the worship of God, the
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piety of princes, the fidelity of the prophets, the punishment of crimes,

the manifestation of God's anger against the wicked, and his regard

for the righteous. He every where appears greatly attached to the

house of David. He treats on the kings of Israel only incidentally ; his

principal object being the kingdom of Jiidah, and its particular affairs.

Now, all these marks correspond with Ezra, a learned priest, who
lived both during and subsequently to the captivity, and might have

collected numerous documents, which, from the lapse of time and

the persecutions of the Jews, are now lost to us. Such are the rea-

sons on which Calmet has ascribed the books of Kings to Ezra, and

his opinion is generally received. There are, however, a few circum-

stances that seem to militate against this hypothesis, which should be

noticed, as not agreeing with the time of Ezra. Thus, in 1 Kings

viii. 8. the ark of the covenant is represented as being in the temple
" to this day :" and in 1 Kings xii. 19. the kingdoms of Israel are

mentioned as still subsisting. In 1 Kings vi. 1. 37, 38. the author men-

tions the months of Zif and Bui, names which were not in use after

the captivity. Lastly, the writer expresses himself throughout as a

contemporary, and as an author who had been an eye-witness of what

he wrote. But these apparent contradictions admit of an easy solu-

tion. Ezra generally transcribes verbatim the memoirs which he

had in his possession without attempting to reconcile them.^ This

clearly demonstrates his fidelity, exactness, and integrity. In other

places some reflections or illustrations are inserted, which naturally

arise from his subject ; this shows him to have been fully master of

the matter he was discussing, and that, being divinely inspired, he

was not afraid of intermixing his own words with those of the pro-

phets, whose writings lay before him.

The divine authority of these books is attested by the many pre-

dictions they contain : they are cited as authentic and canonical by

Jesus Christ (Luke iv. 25—27.), and by his apostles (Acts vii. 47.

Rom. xi. 2— 1-. James V. 17, 18.), and they have constantly been re-

ceived into the sacred canon by the Jewish and Christian churches

in every age. Their truth and authenticity also derive additional

confirmation from the corresponding testimonies of antient profane

writers. -

III. The FIRST Book of Kings embraces a period of one hundred

and twenty-six years, from the anointing of Solomon and his admis-

sion as a partner in the throne with David, a.m. 2989, to the death of

Jehoshaphat, a.m. 3115. It relates the latter part of David's life;

1 The consideration that these books were digested from memoirs, written by different

persons who lived in the respective times of which they wrote, will help to reconcile what

is said of Hezekiah in 2 Kings xviii. 5. that, after him none tvas like him of all the kings of

Judah, with what is said of Josiaii in chap, xxiii. 25. that, liU unlo him was there 7io king

before him,- for, what is said of Hezekiah was true, till the eighteenth year of JosJali, when

that pious sovereign began the reformation of which so much is said in tlie sacred history.

Mr. Reeves, Pref. to Books of Kings.
"- Josephus, Antiq. Jud. lib. viii. c. 2. Eusebius, Prep. Evang. lib. x. GroUus de

Veritate, lib. iii. c. 16., and AUix, Reflections upon the Books of the Old Testament,

chap, ii., have collected several instances of the confirmation of the sacred historians from

profane authors. On this subject also consult the testimonies given in Vol. I. pp. 152

—178. supra.
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his death, and the accession of Solomon, whose reign comprehended
the most prosperous and gk)rioiis period of the Israelitish history ; and
prefigured the peaceful reign of the Messiah ; Solomon's erection and
consecration of the temple at Jerusalem (the beauty and perfection of

which was a type of the beauty and perfection of the church of God)
;

his awful defection from the true religion ; the sudden decay of the

Jewish nation after his death, when it was divided into two kingdoms,

—

under Rehoboam, who reigned over the kingdom of Judah, com-
prising the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, and under Jeroboam, who
was sovereian of the other ten tribes that revolted from the house of

David, and which in the Sacred Writings are designated as the king-

dom of Israel ; the reigns of Rehoboam's successors, Abijam, Asa,

and Jehoshaphat; and those of Nadab, Baasha, Elah, Zimri, Omri,
Tibni, the wicked Ahab, and Ahaziah (in part), who succeeded Jero-

boam in the throne of Israel. For the particular order of succession

of these monarchs, and of the prophets who flourished during their

respective reigns, the reader is referred to the chronological table

inserted in the Appendix to the third volume of this work. The
first book of Kings may be divided into two principal parts ; con-

taining, 1. The history of the undivided kingdom under Solomon;
and, 2. The history of the divided kingdom under Rehoboam and his

successors, and Jeroboam and his successors.

Part L TJie History of Solomoiis Reign (ch. i.—xi.), contains a nar-

rative of.

Sect. 1. The latter days of David ; the inauguration of Solomon as his

associate in the kingdom, and his designation to be his successor,

(i. ii. 1— 11.)

Sect. 2. The reign of Solomon from the death of David to his under-

taking the erection of the temple, (ii. 12—46. iii. iv.)

Sect. 3. The preparations for building the temple, (v.)

Sect. 4. The building of the temple (vi.) and of Solomon's own house,

together with the preparation of the vessels and utensils for the

temple service, (vii.)

Sect. 5. The dedication of the temple, and the sublime prayer of So-

lomon on that occasion, (viii.)

Sect. 6. Transactions during the remainder of Solomon's reign : —
his commerce; visit from the queen of Sheba ; the splendour of his

monarchy ; his falling into idolatry, and tlie adversaries by whom he

was opposed until his death, (ix. x. xi.)

Part II. The History of the two Kingdotns of Judah and Israel.

(ch. xii.—xxii.)

Sect. 1. The accession of Rehoboam, and division of the two king-

doms, (xii.)

Sect. 2. The reigns of Rehoboam king of Judah, and of Jeroboam I.

king of Israel, (xiii. xiv.)

Sect. 3. The reigns of Abijam and Asa kings of Judah, and the con-

temporary reigns of Nadab, Baasha, Elah, Zimri, Omri, and the com-

mencement of Ahab's reign, (xv. xvi.)

Sect. 4. The reign of Jehoshaphat king of Judah, and of his contem-

poraries Ahab and Ahaziah (in part), during which the prophet Elijah

flourished, (xvii.—xxii.)
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IV. The SECOND Book of Kings continues the contemporary-

history of the two kingdoms of Israel and Judali, from the death of
Jehoshaphat, a. m. 3115, to the destruction of the city and temple of
Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, a.m. 3416, a period of three hun-
dred years. The last three verses of the preceding book have been
improperly disjoined from this. The history of the two kingdoms is

interwoven in this book, and presents a long succession of wicked
sovereigns in the kingdom of Israel, from Ahaziah to Hoshea, in whose
reign Samaria was captured by Shalmaneser king of Assyria, and the

ten tribes were taken captive into that country. In the kingdom of
Judah, we find some few pious princes among many who were cor-

ru})t. Sixteen sovereigns filled the Jewish throne, from Jehoram to

Zedekiah, in whose reign the kingdom of Judah was totally sub-

verted, and the people carried into captivity, to Babylon. During
this period numerous prophets flourished, as Elijah, Elisha, Jonah,
Joel, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, Nahum, Jeremiah, Habakkuk,
Daniel, Ezekiel, Sec. The second book of Kings comprises twenty-
five chapters, which may be divided into two parts ; containing, 1. The
history of the two monarchies, until the end of the kingdom of Israel

;

and, 2. The history of Judah alone to its subversion.

Part I. The Contemporary History of the Kingdoms of Israel and
Judah, to the End of theformer, (ch. i.—xvii.)

Sect. 1. The contemporary reigns of Jehoshaphat, and of his associate

Jehoram, kings of Judah, and of Ahaziah and Joram, kings of Israel

;

the translation of Elijah, and designation of Elisha to be his suc-
cessor in the prophetic office ; miracles wrought by him. (i—viii. 2.)

Sect. 2. The contemporary reigns of Jehoram king of Judah alone, and
his successor Ahaziah, and of Jehoram king of Israel, (viii. 3 29.)

Sect. 3. Jehu appointed king over Israel ; Jehoram put to death by
him ; the reign of Jehu ; death of Ahaziah king of Judah, and the
usurpation of Athaliah. (ix, x. xi. 1—3.)

Sect. 4. The reign of Jehoash king of Judah, and the contemporary
reigns of Jehoahaz and his son Jehoash kings of Israel ; the death
of the prophet EHsha ; and the miracle performed at his grave,
(xi. ^—21. xii. xiii.)

Sect. 5. The reigns of Amaziah, Azariah, or Uzziah, and Jotham,
kings of Judah, and the contemporary reigns of Jehoash, or Joash,
Jeroboam II., Zechariah, Shallum, Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah,
(xiv. XV.)

Sect. 6. The reign of Ahaz king of Judah ; interregnum in the king-
dom of Israel after the death of Pekah terminated by Hoshea the last

sovereign, in the ninth year of whose reign Samaria his capital was
taken by the king of Assyria, vvhither the ten tribes were taken into

captivity; the subversion of the kingdom of Israel; and the mixture
of religion introduced by the Cuthites who were transplanted to Sa-
maria, (xvi. xvii.)

Part II. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Kingdom of
Judah. (ch. xviii.—xxv.)

Sect. 1. The reign of Hezekiah ; his war with the Assyrians ; their army
destroyed by a plague ; the recovery of Hezekiah from a mortal dis-

ease ; the Babylonish captivity foretold ; his death, (xviii. xix. xx.)

Sect. 2. The reigns of Manasseh and Amon. (xxi.)
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Sect. 3. The reign of Josiah. (xxil. xxiii. 1—30.)

Sect. 4. The reigns of Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and Zedelciah

the last king of Judah ; Jerusalem taken ; the temple burnt ; and the

Jews carried into captivity to Babylon, (xxiii. 31 —37. xxiv. xxv.)

V. The two books of Kings, particularly the second, abound with

impressive and lively narrations ; and the strict impartiality with

which the author of each book has related events and circumstances

dishonourable to his nation, affords a convincing evidence of his

fidelity and integrity. They delineate the long-suffering of God
towards his people, and his severe chastisements for their iniquitous

abuse of his mercy : at the same time they mark most clearly the

veracity of God, both in his promises and in his threatenings, and

show the utter vanity of trusting in an arm of flesh, and the instability

of human kingdoms, from which piety and justice are banished. ^

SECTION VII.

ON THE BOOKS OF CHRONICLES.

I. Title.— II. Author and Date. — III. Scope.— IV. Analysis ofthe two

Books of Chronicles.— V. Observations on them.

I. The antient Jews comprised the two books of Chronicles in one

book : but in the Hebrew Bibles, now printed for their use, they

have adopted the same division which is found in our Bibles, appa-

rently (Calmet thinks) for the purpose of conforming to our mode of

reference in concordances, the use of which they borrowed from the

Romish church. The Jews intitle these books l:::D^tD'^ '"linj d/br^'Y

Hcj^MiM, that is. The Words of Days, or Annals ; probably from the

circumstance of their being compiled out of diaries or annals, in which

were recorded the various events related in these books. In the

Septuagint version they are termed IIAPAAEinOMENA (Paralei-

pomena), the things that xvere left or omitted; because many things

which were omitted in the former part of the sacred history are here

not only supplied, but some narrations also are enlarged, while others

are added. The Greek translators of that version seem to have

considered these books as a supplement, either to Samuel and to the

books of Kings, or to the whole Bible ; by observing that, in their

time, these books closed the sacred canon, as they still do in the

most correct editions of the Hebrew Bible. The appellation of

Chronicles was given to these books by Jerome, because they contain

an abstract, in order of time, of the whole of the sacred history, to

the time when they were written.
^

II. These books were evidently compiled from others, which were

written at different times, some before and others after the Babylonish

captivity : it is most certain that the books of Chronicles are not the

' In the first volume of Bishop Watson's Collection of Tracts (pp. 134—138.) there

are some admirable reflections on the moral causes of the Babylonish captivity, and the

propriety of that dispensation, which will amply repay the trouble of perusal.

2 Calmet's and Dr. Clarke's Prefaces to the two Books of Chronicles.
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original records or memorials oF the transactions of the sovereigns of
Israel and Judah, which are so often referred to in the books of Kings.

Those antient registers were much more copious than the books of

Chronicles, which contain ample extracts from original documents,
to which they very frequently refer.

Concerning the author of these books we have no distinct inform-

ation. Some have conjectured that he was the same who wrote the

books of Kings : but the great difference, Cahnet remarks, in the

dates, narratives, genealogies, and proper names, — together with

the repetitions of the same things, and frequently in the same
words, — strongly militates against this hypothesis. The Hebrews
commonly assign the Chi'onicles to Ezra ; who, they say, composed
them after the return from the captivity, and was assisted in this

work by the prophets Zechariah and Haggai, who were then living.

This opinion they endeavour to support,^r5/, from the similarity of

style (the last three verses of the second book of Chronicles corre-

sponding very nearly with the first three verses of Ezra), from the

recapitulations and general reflections which are sometimes made
on a long series of events:

—

seco7idlij, the author lived after the

captivity, since in the last chapter of the second book he recites the

decree of Cyrus, which granted liberty to the Jews, and he also con-

tinues the genealogy of David to Zerubbabel, the chief of those who
returned from the captivity : — thirdly, these books contain certain

terms and expressions, which they think are peculiar to the person
and times of Ezra.

However plausible these observations may be, there are other
marks discernible in the books of Chronicles, which tend to prove
that Ezra did not compose them. In ihejirst 2>loce, the author con-

tinues the genealogy of Zerubbabel to the twelfth generation : but
Ezra did not live to that time, and, consequently, could not have
written the geneiilogy in question:

—

secondly, the writer of these

books was neither a contemporary nor an original writer ; but com-
piled and abridged them from antient memoirs, genealogies, annals,

registers, and other works which he frequently quotes, and from
which he sometimes gives copious extracts, without changing the

words, or attempting to reconcile inconsistencies. It is evident, there-

fore, that the author of these books lived after the captivity, and de-

rived his materials from the memoirs of writers contemporary with

the events recorded, and who flourished long before his time. The
authenticity of these books is abundantly supported by the general

mass of external evidence ; by which also their divine authority is

fully established, as well as by the indirect attestations of our Lord
and his apostles.

'

III. The principal Scope of these books is to exhibit with accu-

racy the genealogies, the rank, the functions, and the order of the

priests and Levites ; that, after the captivity, they might more easily

assume their proper ranks, and re-enter on their ministry. The

1 Compare 1 Chron. xxiii. 13. with Heb. v. 4. and xxiv. 10. with Lukei. 5. ; 2 Chron.
ix. 1. with Matt. xii. 42, and Luke xi. 31. ; and 2 Chion. xxiv. 20, 21. with Matt, xxiii,

35. and Luke xi. 51.
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author had further in view, to show how the lands had been distri-

buted among the families before the captivity; so that the respective

tribes might on their return obtain, as far as was practicable, the

antient inheritance of their fathers. He quotes old records by the

name of antient things (1 Chron. iv. 22.), and recites four several

rolls or numberings of the people ;— one taken in the time of David,

a second in the time of Jeroboam, a third in the time of Jotham, and

a fourth in the time of the captivity of the ten tribes. In other

places he speaks of the numbers which had been taken by order of

king David, but which Joab did not finish. Hence we may per-

ceive the extreme accuracy affected by the Jews in their historical

documents and genealogies : the latter, indeed, could not be cor-

ruptedybrm«7j/ (for most of the" people could repeat them memoriter);

although, from frequent transcription, much confusion has been in-

troduced into many of the names, which it is now, perhaps, impossible

to clear up. It is, however, most evident that the basis of the books

of Chronicles was a real history and real genealogies : for such par-

ticulars of names and other circumstances would never have been

invented by any person, as no imaginable purpose could be answered

by it ; and the hazard of making mistakes, and being thereby ex-

posed when they were first published, would be very great.

IV. The Chronicles are an abridgment of all the sacred history,

but more especially from the origin of the Jewish nation to their

return from the first captivity. The first Book traces the rise and

propagation of the people of Israel from Adam, and afterwards gives

a circumstantial account of the reign and transactions of David. In

the SECOND Book the narrative is continued, and relates the progress

and dissolution of the kingdom of Judah, to the very year of the re-

turn of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity : as very little notice

is taken of the kings of Israel, it is not improbable that this book

was chiefly extracted from the records of the kingdom of Judah.

The period of time embraced in the books of Chronicles is about

3468 years ; and they may be commodiously divided into four parts;

viz. — 1. The genealogies of those persons through whom the Mes-

siah was to descend, from Adam to the captivity, and to the time of

]^2ra; — 2. The histories of Saul and David; — 3. The history of

the united kingdoms of Israel and Judah under Solomon ; and,

4. The history of the kingdom of Judah after the secession of the ten

tribes from Rehoboam, to its utter subversion by Nebuchadnezzar.

Part I. Genealogical TablesfromAdam to the Time ofEzra. (1 Chron.

i._ix. 1— 34.)

Sect. 1. Genealogies of the patriarchs from Adam to Jacob, and of

the descendants of Judah to David, and his posterity to Zerubbabel,

from whom the Messiah was to descend. (1 Chron. i—ill.)

Sect. 2. Genealogies of other descendants of Judah by Pharez, and

of the remaining eleven sons of Jacob, (iv.—viii. ix. 1.)

Sect. 3. Genealogies of the first inhabitants of Jerusalem, after their

return from the Babylonish captivity, (ix. 2—34.)

This long series of genealogies is a signal testimony to the origin and preservation of

the Jewish church among mankind j and of the fulfilment of the divine promises to

Abraham, that his seed should be multiplied as the sand upon the sea-shore. (Gen.
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xxii. 17.) These genealogies are also of very great importance, as exhibiting the
detail of the sacred line, through which the promise of the Messiah was transmitted :

so that, " when in the fulness of time this promised Mediator was revealed in the
flesh, the church and people of God inigiit infallibly know that this was that very
promised seed of the woman, the son of 7\braham and the son of David." ' In
perusing tiie Hebrew genealogies, it will be necessary to remember that the terms
"father," " son," '' begat," and " hcgolten," wiiicli are of such frequent occurrence
in them, do not always denote immediate procreation or filiation, but extend to any
distant progenitor. -

It is further to be observed, that " these genealogical tables are exceedingly brief.

Nothing is to be found of the tribe of Dan. That of Benjamin is twice introduced.

(1 Chron. vii. 6— 12. and viii.) The genealogies of the priests and Levites are
given most in detail, and terminate with the destruction of Jerusalem. They are,

however, very far from being complete : even those of the high priests, extending
througli one tliousand years, comprehend only twenty-two succesions, where thirty

might be expected. (1 Ciiron. vi.) Tiiose of the tribe of Judah are pretty copious
(1 Chron. ii. 3— 17. iv. 1— 22.), and the register of David's descendents runs down
to the fourti) century before Christ. (1 Chron. iii.) All these tables relate to dis-

tinguished families and individuals : they occasionally contain many important his-

torical notices, which prove that historical matters were occasionally introduced in
the original tables. See 1 Chron. iv. 9, 10. v. 19—22. and vii. 21—23." ^

Part II. The Histories of Saul a?id David. (1 Chron. ix. 35—44.

X.—xxix. 1—22.)

Sect. I. The pedigree of Saul and his death. (1 Chron. ix. 35—44. x.)

Sect. 2. The history and transactions of the reign of David ; including,

§ i. His inauguration ; list of his worthies, and account of his forces, (xi. xii.)

§ ii. The bringing up of the ark from Kirjath-jearim, first to the house of Obededom,
and thence to Jerusalem ; and the solemn service and thanksgiving on that occasion.

(xiii.—xvi.) David's intention of building a temple approved of by Jehovah, (xvii.)

§ iii. The victories of David over the Philistines, Moabites, Syrians, and Edomites
(xviii.) ; and over the Ammonites, Syrians, and Philistines, (xix. xx.)

§ iv. David takes a census of the people ; a plague inflicted, which is stayed at his

intercession, (xxi. 1—27.)

§ V. An account of David's regulations for the constant service of the temple; —
His preparations and directions concerning the building of it (xxi. 27—30. xxii.

xxiii. 1.); regulations concerning the Levites (xxiii. 2—32.
_) ; the priests (xxiv.),

singers (xxv. ), and porters or keepers of the gates, fxxvi.)

§ vi. Regulations for the administration of his kingdom ; list of his military and civil

officersk fxxvii.)

§ vii. David's address to Soloinon and his princes concerning the building of the tem-
ple (xxviii.) ; the liberal contributions of David and his subjects for this purpose,

and his thanksgiving for them. (xxix. J—22.)

Part III. The History of the United Kingdom of Israel and Judah
under Solomon. (1 Chron. xxix. 23—30. 2 Chron. i.—ix.)

Sect. 1. The second inauguration of Solomon: — Death of David;
the piety, wisdom, and grandeur of Solomon. (1 Chron. xxix. 23—50.

2 Chron. i.)

Sect. 2. Account of the erection and consecration of the temple, and
of some other edifices erected by him. (2 Chron. ii.— viii. 16.)

Sect. 3. The remainder of Solomon's reign to his death, (viii. 17,

18. ix.)

Part IV. The History of the Kingdom of Judah, from the Secession

qf^ the Ten Tribes, under Jeroboam, to its Termination by Nebuchad-

nezzar. (2 Chron. x.—xxxvi.)

Sect. 1. The accession of Rehoboam to the throne of the united

1 Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 105.
° Thus in Gen. xxix. 5. Laban is called the son of Nahor, though, in fact, he was only

lais " grandson" by Bethuel, Similar instances are often to be found in the Scriptures.

3 Jahn's Introduction by Prof. Turner, p. 260.
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kingdom ; its division ; Jerusalem plundered by Shishak. (2 Chron.
X xii.

Sect. 2. The reigns of Abijah and Asa kings of Judah. (xiii.—xvi.)

Sect. 3. The reign of Jehoshaphat. (xvii.—xx.)

Sect. 4. The reigns of Jehoram and Ahaziah ; the usurpation of Atha-
liah. (xxi. xxii.)

Sect. 5. The reign of Joash. (xxiii. xxiv.)

Sect. 6. The reigns of Amaziah, Uzziah, and Jothani. (xxv.— xxvii.)

Sect. 7. The reign of Ahaz. (xxviii.)

Sect. 8. The reign of Hezekiah. (xxix.— xxxii.)

Sect. 9. The reigns of Manasseh and Anion, (xxxiii.)

Sect. 10. The reign of Josiah. (xxxiv. xxxv.

)

Sect. 11. The reigns of Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and Zede-
kiah ; the destruction of Jerusalem and of the temple, (xxxvi.) ^

V. Independently of the important moral and religious instruction

to be derived from the two books of Chronicles, as illustrating the

divine dispensations towards a highly-favoured but ungrateful peo-

ple, the second book is extremely valuable in a critical point of view;

not only as it contains some historical particulars which are not men-
tioned in any other part of the Old Testament, but also as it affords

us many genuine readings, which, by the inaccuracy of transcribers,

are now lost in the older books of the Bible. The discrepancies

between the books of Kings and Chronicles, though very numerous,
are not of any great moment, and admit of an easy solution, being

partly caused by various lections, and partly arising from the nature

of the books; which, being supplementary to those of Samuel and
Kings, omit what is there related more at large, and supply what is

there wanting. ^ It should further be recollected, that, after the

captivity, the Hebrew language was slightly varied from what it had
formerly been ; that different pliices had received new names, or
undergone sundry vicissitudes : that certain things were now better

known to the i*eturned Jews under other appellations, than under
those by which they had formerly been distinguished ; and that, from
the materials to which the author had access (and which frequently

were different from those consulted by the writers of the royal his-

' The two last verses of the second book of Chronicles are evidently the beginning of the

book of Ezra, which follows next in the order of the canon ; and must have been copied from
it before the transcriber was aware of his error : but, finding his mistake, he abruptly broke
off, and began the book of Ezra at the customary distance, without publishing his error

by erasing or blotting out those lines which he had inadvertently subjoined to the book of
Chronicles. This copy, however, being in other respects of authority, h;is been followed

in all subsequent copies, as well as in all the antient versions. This circumstance affords a

proof of the scrupulous exactness with which the copies of the canonical books were after-

wards taken. No writer or translator would take upon himself to correct even a manifest

error. How then can we think that any other alteration, diminution, or addition, would
voluntarily be made by any of the Jewish nation, or not have been detected if it had been
attempted by any person ? Dr. Kennicott, Diss. i. pp. 491—494. Dr. Priestley, Notes
on Scripture, vol. ii. p. 94.

- The above remark will be clearly illustrated by comparing 2 Kings xxiv. 6. with

2 Chron. xxxvi. 6. and Jer. xxxvi. 30. ; 1 Kings xv. 2. with 2 Chron. xv. 19. ; 1 Kings
xxii. 44. with 2 Chron. xvii. 6. ; 2 Kings ix. 27. with 2 Chron. xxii. 9. See also Profes-

sor Dahler's learned Disquisition " De Librorum Paralipomencoj' auctoritate atque fide

historica" (Svo. Argentorati et Lipsiae, 1819) ; in which he has instituted a minute colla-

tion of the books of Chronicles with the books of Samuel and of Kings j and has satisfac-

torily vindicated their genuineness and credibility against the insinuations and objections

of some recent sceptical German critics.
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tories), he has selected those passages which appeared to him best

adapted to his purpose, and most suitable to the time in which he
wrote. It must also be considered, that he often elucidates obscure
and ambiguous words in Ibrmer books by a different mode of spel-

ling them, or by a different order of the words employed, even when
he does not use a distinct phraseology of narration, which he some-
times adopts. *

As the books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles relate the same
histories, they should each be constantly read and collated together

;

not only for the purpose of obtaining a more comprehensive view
of Jewish history, but also in order to illustrate or amend from one
book what is obscure in either of the others.

The following table of the more remarkable parallel passages of
the books of Chronicles and those of Samuel and Kings will assist

the reader in his collation of these books :
^—

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

I Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

1 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.
2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.
2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.
2 Chron.

2 Chron.
2 Chron.
2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron.

2 Chron,

2 Chron.

X. 1—12.

xi. 1—9,

xi. 10—41,
xiii. 1—14.
xiv. 1—7.

xvii.

xviii.

xix.

XX. 1—3.

XX. 4—8.

xxi.

i, 3— If,.

i. 14—17.
ii. -

with

HI, IV.

V. 2. vii, 10.

vii. 11—22.

viii. - - _

ix. 1—12.
ix. 13—31.
X. 1. xi. 4,

xii, 2— 11.

xvi. 1—6.

xviii.

XX. 31—37.

xxi. 6— 10.

xxii, 2—6.
xxii. 10. xxiii. 21.

xxiv. I— 14.

XXV. 1—4. 11. 17—24. 27,28.
xxvi. 1,2.
xxvii. 1—3.

xxviii, 1—4.

xxix. 1,2.
xxxii. 9—21.

xxxii. 24—31.

xxxiii, 1— 10.

xxxiv. 1, 2. 8—28.

xxxiv. 29—33.

XXXV. 18. 20—25. -

xxxvi. 1. - -

xxxvi, 2—4.

-25.

xii, 30. ct seq.

1 Sam. xxxi.

2 Sam. V, 1— 10.

1 Sam, xxiii, 8—39.

2 Sam. vi, 3—11,

2 Sam. V. 1 1-

2 Sam, vii.

2 Sam. viii.

2 Sam, X.

2 Sam. xi. 1,

2 Sam, xxi. IS—22.

2 Sam. xxiv.

1 Kings iii. 4— 14.

1 Kings X, 26—29.

1 Kings v. 15—32.

1 Kings vi. vii,

1 Kings viii,

1 Kings ix, ]—9.

1 Kings xi, 15—28.

1 Kings X. 1— 13,

1 Kings s. 14—29,
1 Kings xii. 1—24.

1 Kings xiv. 25—28.

1 Kings XV, 17—22.

1 Kings xxii, 2—35.

1 Kings xxii. 41—50.

2 Kings viii, 17—24,

2 Kings viii. 26—29.

2 Kings xi.

2 Kings xii. 1— 16.

2 Kings xiv. 1—14. 19, 20,

2 Kings xiv. 21, 22,

2 Kings XV. 33. 35.

2 Kings xvi. 2—4.

2 Kings xviii. 2, 3.

2 Kings xviii. 17—37.

2 Kings XX. 1— 19.

2 Kings xxi. 1— 10.

2 Kings xxii.

2 Kings xxiii. 1— 20.

2 Kings xxiii. 22, 23.

2 Kings xxiii. 29, 30.

2 Kings xxiii. 31—34.

1 Calmet's Dictionary, article Chronicles, injine.
2 This table is copied from Prof. Turner's and Mr. Whittingham's translation of Jahn,

p. 272. note.
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SECTION VIII.

ON THE BOOK OF EZRA.

I. Title and Autlior.— 11. Argument, Scope, and Synopsis of its Contents.— III. Observations on a spurious Passage ascribed to Ezra.

I. 1 HE books of Ezra and Nehemiah were antiently reckoned by
the Jews as one volume, and were divided by them into the first and
second books of Ezra. The same division is recognised by the
Greek and Latin churches : but the third book, assigned to Ezra,
and received as canonical by the Greek church, is the same, in sub-
stance, as the book which properly bears his name, but interpolated.

'

And the fourth book, which has been attributed to him, is a manifest

forgery, in which the marks of falsehood are plainly discernible, and
which was never unanimously received as canonical either by the

Greek or by the Latin church, although some of the fathers have
cited it, and the Latin church has borrowed some words out of it.

It is not now extant in Greek, and never was extant in Hebrew.
It is evident that the author of the book of Ezra was personally

present at the transactions recorded in it, the narrative being in the

first person. It also bears upon the face of it every character of
natural simplicity, and contains more particulars of time, persons,

and places, than could have been introduced by any other individual.

That the last four chapters of this book were written by Ezra him-
self there can be no doubt, as he particularly describes himself in

the beginning of the seventh chapter, and likewise frequently intro-

duces himself in the subsequent ciiapters. The Jews, indeed, ascribe

the whole of this book to Ezra, and their opinion is adopted by most
Christian commentators. But as the writer of the first six chapters

appears, from ch. v. 4., to have been at Jerusalem in the reign of

Darius Hystaspes, and it is evident from the beginning of the seventh

chapter that Ezra did not go thither until the reign of Artaxerxes

Longimanus (a distance of sixty years), some persons have ascribed

the first six chapters to a more antiejit author. This, hoM^ever, does

not necessarily follow : and we apprehend it will appear that these

chapters were written by Ezra as well as the four last :
—

In the first place, froyn the intimate connection ofthe sixth chapter

xvith the seventh : for the diversity of speech and narration observable

in them may readily be accounted for by the circumstance of Ezra's

having copied, or extracted from, the authentic memoirs, which he

found on his arrival at Jerusalem, of the transactions that had hap-

pened since the return of the Jews from the Babylonish captivity.

Secondly, the same method of narration in-evails in both parts : for,

as in the second part (ch. vii. 12—26.), the royal decree is inserted,

entire, in the Chaldee dialect; so, in the first part, the edict of Cyrus,

the epistle of the Samaritans to the Pseudo-Smerdis, and his reply

to them, together with part of the fourth chapter, are also given in

Chaldee.

And, lastly, in the third place, it is not likely that a short Iiistorical
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compendium, like the book of Ezra, should be the work of more than

one author : nor ought we to assign it to several authors, unless we
had either express declarations or internal evidence that they wei'e con-

cerned in it ; all these evidences are wanting in the book of Ezra.

This book is written in Chaldee from chapter iv. 8. to chapter

vii. 27. As this portion of Ezra chiefly consists of letters, convers-

ations, and decrees, expressed in that language, the fidelity of the

historian probably induced him to take down the very words which

were used. The people, too, liaving been accustomed to the Chaldee

during the captivity, were in all probability better acquainted with it

than with the Hebrew ; for it appears from Nehemiah's account that

they did not all understand the law of Moses as it had been delivered

in the original Hebrew tongue.

II. The book of Ezra harmonises most strictly with the prophecies

of Haggai and Zechariah, which it materially elucidates. (Compare
Ezra V. with Hagg. i. 12. and Zech. iii. iv.) It evinces the paternal

care of Jehovah over his chosen people, whose history it relates from

the tiuie of the edict issued by Cyrus, to the twentieth year of Ar-

taxerxes Longimanus, — a period of about seventy-nine, or, accord-

ing to some chronologers, of one hundred years. This book consists

of two principal divisions : the first contains a narrative of the return

of the Jews from Babylon under the conduct of Zerubbabel ; and the

second gives an account of the reformation of rehgion under Ezra.

Part I. From the Return of the Jews under Zembbabel to the Rebuild-

ing of the Temple, (ch. i.—vi.)

Sect. 1. The edict of Cyrus, permitting the Jews to return into Judaea

and rebuild the temple ; account of the people who first returned

under the conduct of Zerubbabel, and of their offerings towards

rebuilding the temple, (i. ii.) On this joyous occasion it is probable

that the hundred and twenty-sixth psalm was composed.
Sect. 2. The building of the temple commenced, but hindered by the

Samaritans, (iii. iv.)

Sect. 3. The temple finished in the sixth year of Darius Hystaspes,

by the encouragement of the decree issued in the second year of his

reign, (v. vi.)

The history contained in the book of psther should be read after these two chapters,

as it relates to this period of Jewish history.

Part II. The Arrival of Ezra at Jerusalem^ and the Reformation

made there by him. (vii.—x.)

Sect. 1. The departure of Ezra from Babylon with a commission from

Artaxerxes Longimanus. (vii.)

Sect. 2. Account of his retinue and arrival at Jerusalem, (viii.)

Sect. 3. Narrative of the reformation effected by him. (ix. x.)

The zeal and piety of Ezra appear, in this book, in a most conspi-

cuous point of view : his memory has always been held in the highest

reverence by the Jews, who consider him as a second Moses : though

not expressly styled a prophet, he wrote under the influence of the

Divine Spirit, and the canonical authority of his book has never

been disputed. He is said to have died in the hundred and twentieth

year of his age, and to have been buried at Jerusalem.

VOL. IV. F
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III. In Justin the Martyr's conference with Trypho the Jew, there

is a very extraordinary passage respecting the typical import of the

passover, cited by that father : in which Ezra, in a speech made
before the celebration of the passover, expounds the mystery of it

as clearly relating to Christ; and which, Justin concludes, was at a

very early day expunged from the Hebrew copies by the Jews, as

too manifestly favouring the cause of Christianity. The passage may
be thus translated^ : — " And Ezra said unto the people, This pass-

over is our Saviour and our refuge ; and ifye shall understand and

ponder it in your heart, that ive are about to humhle him in this sign,

and after*wards shall believe on him, then this place shall not be made

desolatefor ever, saith the Lord of hosts. But ifye rvill not believe on

HIM, 7ior hear his preaching, ye shall be a laughing-stock to the Gen-

tiles." As this passage never existed in the Hebrew copies, and is

not now to be found either in them or in any copies of the Septuagint

version, it is the opinion of most critics that it originally crept into the

Greek Bibles from a marginal addition by some early Christian,

rather than that it was expunged from the later copies by the Jews.

SECTION IX.

ON THE BOOK OF NEHEMIAH.

I. Title and Author.— II. Argument and Synopsis of its Contents.

I. 1 HE book of Nehemiah, we have already observed, is in some
versions termed the second book of Ezra or Esdras, from an opi-

nion which antiently obtained, and was adopted, by Athanasius,

Epiphanius, Chrysostom, and other eminent fathers of the church,

that Ezra was the author of this book. In the modern Hebrew
Bibles it has the name of Nehemiah prefixed to it, which is also re-

tained in our English Bibles. The author of this book was not the

Nehemiah who returned to Jerusalem from Babylon with Zerubbabel.

That Nehemiah, whose name this book bears, and who was cup-

bearer to Artaxerxes Longimanus, was the author of it, there cannot

be any reasonable doubt ; the whole of it being written in his name,

and, what is very unusual when compared with the preceding sacred

historians, being written in the first person. The insertion of the

greater part of the register in chap. xii. 1—26. (which is supposed

to miUtate against this generally received opinion) may be accounted

for by supposing it either to have been added by some subsequent

author, or, perhaps, by the authority of the great synagogue : for it

seems to be unconnected with the narrative of Nehemiah, and if

1 Justin. Martyr, Dial, cum Tryphone, pp. 292, 293. edit, by Thirlby, or vol. ii.

p. 196. ed. Oberthur. Mr. Whitaker (Origin of Arianisra, p. 305.) advocates its ge-

nuineness ; and concludestliat the passage in question originally stood in Ezravi. 19— 22.,

probably between the 20th and 21st verses. Dr. Grabe, Dr. Thirlby, and after tliem

Archbp. Magee, (Disc, on Atonement, vol. i, p. 306. note,) doubt its genuineness. Dr.

A. Clarke is disposed to believe it authentic. (Disc, on Eucharist, p. 83.)
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genuine, must ascribe to him a degree of longevity which appears
scarcely credible. ^

II. Nehemiah, according to some writers, was of the tribe of Levi,

but, in the opinion of others, of the royal house of Judah : as the
office he held in the Persian court (that of cup-bearerj was a post of
great honour and influence, it is certain that he was a man of illus-

trious family ; and of his integrity, prudence, and piety, the whole of
this book presents abundant evidence. He arrived at Jerusalem
thirteen years after Ezra, with the rank of governor of the province,

and vested with full power and authority to encourage the rebuilding
of the walls of that city, and to promote the welfare of his country-
men in every possible way.

Having governed Judaea for twelve years (Neh. xiii. 6.), Nehemiah
returned to his I'oyal patron (ii. 6.), and after a short time he obtained
permission to return to his country, where he is supposed to have
spent the remainder of his life. His book may be conveniently di-

vided into four parts ; viz.

Part I. The Dejmrture of Nehemiah from Shnsha?/, xinth a Royal
Commission to rebuild the Walls ofJerusalem, and his first Arrival
there, (ch. i. ii. 1— 1 1.)

Part II. Account of the Building of the Walls, notisoithstanding the

Obstacles interposed by Sanballat. (ii. 12—20. iii.—vii. 4.)

Part III. The First Beformation accomplished by Nehemiah ; con-
taining,

Sect. 1. A register of the persons who had first returned from Baby-
lon, and an account of the oblations at the temple, (vii. 5—72.)

Sect. 2. Account of the reading of the law, and the celebration of the
feast of tabernacles, (viii.)

Sect. 3. A solemn fast and humiliation kept ; and the renewal of the
covenant of the Israelites with Jehovah, (ix. x.)

Sect. 4. Lists of those who dwelt at Jerusalem, and of other cities

occupied by the Jews that returned; register and succession of the
high priests, chief Levites, and principal singers, (xi. xii. 1—26.) The
completion and dedication of the wall. (xii. 27—47.)

Part IV. The Second Reformation accomplished by Nehemiah on his

second Return to Jerusalem, and his Collection of the Abuses uohich

had crept in during his Absence, (xiii.)

In Nehemiah we have the shining character of an able governor,

truly zealous for the good of his country and for the honour of his

religion : who quitted a noble and gainful post in the greatest court

in the world; generously spent the riches he had there acquired for

the public benefit of his fellow-Israelites ; and waded through inex-

pressible difficulties with a courage and spirit, which alone could,

with the divine blessing, procure the safety and reform the manners
of such an unhappy and unthougbtful nation. 2 The administration

of this pious man and truly patriotic governor lasted about thirty-six

years, to the year of the world 3574 according to some chronologers,

' Prideaux, Connexion, sub anno 458, vol. i. p. 296. et seq. 8th edition.
" Pyle's Paraphrase on the Old Testament, vol, iv. p. 642.
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but Dr. Prideaiix has with more probability fixed it to the year 3595.
The Scripture history closes with the book of Nehemiah.

SECTION X.

ON THE BOOK OF ESTHER.

I. Title.— II. Author.— III. Argument.— IV. Synopsis of its Contents.

I. 1 HIS book, which derives its name from the person whose his-

tory it chiefly relates, is by the Jews termed Mcgillah Esther, or the
volume of Esther. The history it contains comes in between the
sixth and seventh chapters of Ezra: its authenticity was questioned

by some of the fathers, in consequence of the name of God being
omitted throughout', but it has always been received as canonical by
the Jews, who hold this book in the highest estimation, placing it on
the same level with the law of Moses. They believe that whatever
destruction may attend the other Sacred Writings, the Pentateuch and
the book of Esther will always be preserved by a special providence.

II. Concerning the author of this book, the opinions of biblical

critics are so greatly divided, that it is difficult to determine by whom
it was written. Augustine and some of the fathers of the Christian

church ascribe it to Ezra. By other writers it is ascribed to the

joint labours of the great synagogue, who, from the time of Ezra to

Simon the Just, superintended the edition and canon of Scripture.

Philo the Jew assigns it to Joachin, the son of Joshua the high priest,

who returned with Zerubbabel : others think it was composed by
Mordecai; and others, again, attribute it to Esther and Mordecai
jointly. The two latter conjectures are grounded on the following

declaration in Esther ix. 20. 23. :— And Mordecai iiorote these things,

and sent letters unto all the Jeivs that tvere in all the provinces ofking
Ahasuerus ; and the Jeisos undertook to do as they had begun, and as

Mordecai had tvritten unto them. But the context of the passage

cleaily shows that these words do not relate to the book itself, but

to the circular letters which Mordecai sent to the Jews in all the pro-

vinces of the Persian empire, announcing the mighty deliverance

from their enemies which had been vouchsafed to them, and institut-

ing a perpetual anniversary in commemoration of such deliverance,"

The institution of this festival, and its continued observance to the

present time, is a convincing evidence of the reality of the history of

Esther, and of the genuineness of the book which bears her name :

since it is impossible, and, in fact, inconceivable, that a nation should

institute, and afterwards continue to celebrate, through a long suc-

cession of ages, this solemn annual festival, merely because a certain

man among them had written an agreeable fable or romance.

' On this account, Professor De Wctte, who objects to all the other books of the Old
Testament, their theocratico-mythological spirit, condems this for its want of religion !

(Prof. Turner's Translation of Jahn, p. 289.) Such is the consistency of neologian critics !

2 For an account of this festival, called the feast of Purim, see Vol. III. pp. 321, 322.
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A more probable opinion (and which will enable us satisfactorily to

account for the omission of the name of God in this book) is, that it

is a translated extract from the memoirs of the reign of the Persian

monarch Ahasuerus. The Asiatic sovereigns, it is well known, caused

annals of their reigns to be kept: numerous passages in the books

of Kings and Chronicles prove that the kings of Israel and Judah
had such annals; and the book of Esther itself attests that Ahasuerus

had similar historical records, (ii. 23. vi. 1. x. 2.) Itwas indispensably

necessary that the Jews should have a faithful narrative of their his-

tory under Queen Esther. Now, from what more certain source

could they derive such history than from the memoirs of the king

her consort ? Either Ezra, or Mordecai, had audiority or credit

enough to obtain such an extract. In this case, we can belter ac-

count for the retaining of the Persian word Purim^ as well as for the

details which we read concerning the empire of Ahasuerus, and
(which could otherwise be of no use whatever for the history of

Esther) for the exactness with wliich the names of his ministers and

of Haman's sons are recorded. The circumstance of this history

being an extract from the Persian annals will also account for the

Jews being mentioned only in the third person, and why Esther is

so frequently designated by the title of queen, and Mordecai by the

epithet of " the Jew." It will also account for those numerous
parentheses which interrupt the narrative, in order to subjoin the

illustrations which were necessary for a Jewish reader ; and by the

abrupt termination of the narrative by one sentence relative to the

power of Ahasuerus, and another concerning Mordecai's greatness.

Finally, it is evident that the author of this extract, whoever he was,

wished to make a final appeal to the source whence he derived it. (x. 2.)

This very plausible conjecture, we apprehend, will satisfactorily an-

swer the objection that this book contains nothing peculiar to the

Israelites, except Mordecai's genealogy. There is, unquestionably,

no mention made of Divine Providence, or of the name of God, in

these memoirs or chronicles of Ahasuerus ; and if the author of the

extract had given it a more Jewish complexion, — if he had spoken

of the God of Israel, — instead of rendering his narrative more cre-

dible, he would have deprived it of an internal character of truth.

'

III. The transactions recorded in this book relate to the time of

Artaxerxes Longimanus^, the same who reigned during the time of

' Coqueiel, Bio^rapliie Sacr^e, torn. i. pp. 361—363. (Amsterdam, 1825.)
" Chronologers are greatly divided in opinion who was the Ahasuerus of the sacred

historian. Scaliger, who has been followed by Jabn, has advanced many ingenious argu-

ments to show that it was Xerxes who was intended ; Archbishop Uslier sujiposes it to

have been Darius the son of Hystaspes. The most probable opinion is that of Dr. Pri-

deaux, (Connexion, sub anno 4J8, vol. i. pp. 270. et seq.) ; who, after a very minute dis-

cussion, maintains that the Ahasuerus of Estlier was Artaxerxes Longimanus, agreeably

to the account of Josepbus, Antiq. Jud. lib. xi. c. 6.
J
of the Septuagint version, and of

the apocryphal additions to the book of Esther. The opinion of Prideaux is adopted by

Bishops i'omline and Gray, and the very accurate chronologer. Dr. Hales. (See Gray's

Key, p. 227. Tomline's Elements, vol. i. p. 93. Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. 11. book i.

pp. 524. et seq.) We may therefore conclude, that the permission given to Nehemiah to

rebuild the walls of Jerusalem was owing to the Influence of Esther and JVIordecai, and that

the emancipation of the Jews from the Persian yoke was gradually, though silently, cil'ected

by the same influence. It is not improbable that the pious reason, assigned by Artaxerxes
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Ezra and Nehemiah. They commence about the year of the world

3544, and continue through a period not exceeding eighteen or

twenty years. The book of Esther relates the elevation of a Jewish

captive to the throne of Persia, and the providential deliverance of

herself and people from the machinations of the cruel Haman and
his associates, whose intended mischief recoiled upon themselves :

thus affording a practical comment on the declaration of the royal

sage:—" Though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not be un-

punished : but the seed of the righteous shall be delivered." (Prov.

xi. 21.)

IV. The book consists of two parts ; detailing,

Part I. The Promotion of Esther ; and the essential Service rendered

to the King by Mordecai, in detecting a Plot against his Life. (i. ii.)

Part II. The Advancement ofHaman ; his Designs against the Jews,

and their Frustration.

Sect. 1. The promotion of Haman, and the occasion of which he
availed himself to obtain an edict for massacring the Jews, (iii.)

Sect. 2. The consequent affliction of the Jews, and the measures pur-

sued by them, (iv.)

Sect. 3. The defeat of Haman's particular plot against the life of

Mordecai. (v. vi. vii.)

Sect. 4. The defeat of his general plot against the Jews, (viii.ix. 1— 16.)

Sect. 5. The institution of the festival of Purim, to commemorate their

deliverance (ix. 17—32.) ; and the advancement of Mordecai. (x.)

In our copies the book of Esther terminates with the third verse

of the tenth chapter: but in the Greek and Vulgate Bibles, there are

ten more verses annexed to it, together with six additional chapters

which the Greek and Romish churches account to be canonical. As,

however, they are not extant in Hebrew, they are expunged from the

sacred canon by Protestants, and are supposed to have been compiled

by some Hellenistic Jew.

CHAPTER HI.

ON THE POETICAL BOOKS.

Though some of the Sacred Writings, which present themselves

to our notice in the present chapter, are anterior in point of date to

the Historical Books, yet they are usually classed by themselves

under the title of the Poetical Books; because they are almost wholly

composed in Hebrew verse. This appellation is of considerable

antiquity. Gregory Nazianzen calls them the Five Metrical Books;

Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium, in his iambic poem addressed to

Seleucus, enumerates them, and gives them a similar denomination ;

(Ezra vii. 23.) for the regulations given to Ezra, originated in the correct views of religion

which were communicated to him by his queen Esther.
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as also do Eplphanius and Cyril of Jerusalem. ^ The Poetical Books
are five in number, viz. Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the

Canticles or Song of Solomon : in the Jewish canon of Scripture they

are classed among the Hagiographa, or Holy Writings ; and in our

Bibles they are placed between the Historical and Prophetical Books.

SECTION I.

ON THE BOOK OF JOB.

I. Title of the Book. — II. Reality ofJob's Person.— III. Age in "which he

lived. — IV. Scene of the Poem of Job. — V. Author and Canonical Au-
thority.— VI. Structure ofthe Poem.— VII. Argument and Scope, —
VIII. Spurious Addition to this Book in the Septuagint Version. —
IX. RulesJbr studying this Book to advantage.— X. Synopsis.— XI. Idea

ofthe Patriarchal Theology, as contained in the Book of Job.

I. 1 HIS book has derived its title from the venerable patriarch Job,
whose prosperity, afflictions, and restoration from the deepest adver-
sity, are here recorded, together with his exemplary and unequalled
patience under all his calamities. No book, perhaps, has more exer-
cised the ingenuity of critics and commentators than this of Job; and
though the limits necessarily assigned to this article prevent us from
detailing all the various and discordant hypotheses which have been
offered concerning it, yet a brief retrospect of the principal opinions
that have been entertained respecting this portion of Scripture can at

no time be either uninteresting or unimportant.

II. Although this book professes to treat of a real person, yet the
actual existence of the patriarch has been questioned by many emi-
nent critics, who have endeavoured to prove that the whole poem is

a mere fictitious narration, intended to instruct through the medium
of parable. This opinion was first announced by the celebrated

Jewish Rabbi Maimonides '^, and has since been adopted by Le Clerc,

Michaelis, Semler, Bishop Stock, and others. The reality of Job's
existence, on the contrary, (independently of its being the uniform
belief of the Jewish and Christian church,) has been maintained with,

equal ability by Leusden, Calmet, Heidegger, Carpzov, Van Til,

Spanheim, Moldenhawer, Schultens, Ilgen, Archbishop Magee, Bi-
shops Patrick, Sherlock, Lowth, Tomline, and Gray, Drs. Kennicott
and Hales, Messieurs Peters and Good, Drs. Taylor and Priestley,

and, in short, by almost every other modern commentator and critic.

The principal arguments commonly urged against the reality of
Job's existence are derived from the nature of the exordium in which
Satan appears as the accuser of Job ; from the temptations and suf-

ferings permitted by the Almighty Governor of the world to befall

an upright character; from the artificial regularity of the numbers by
which the patriarch's possessions are described, as seven thousand,
three thousand, one thousand, five hundred, &c.

' Greg. Naz. Carm. 33. v. 16. Op. torn. ii. p. 98. Paris, 1611. Epiphanius de Pond.
et Mens. p. .533. Suicer's Thesaurus, torn. ii. voce crxvpo:

- Moreh Nevochim, partii. sect. 22.
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"With regard to the first argument, the incredibility of the conver-

sation which is related to have taken place between the Almighty and
Satan, " who is supposed to return with news from the terrestrial

regions,"— an able commentator has remarked, why should such a
conversation be supposed incredible? The attempt at wit in the word
news is somewhat out of place ; for the interrogation of the Almighty,
" Hast thou fixed thy view upon my servant Job, a perfect and up-
right MAN ?" instead of aiming at the acquisition of news, is intended

as a severe and most appropriate sarcasm upon the fallen spirit.

" Hast THOU — who, with superior faculties and a more compre-
hensive knowledge of my will, hast not continued perfect and upright,

— fixed thy view upon a subordinate being, far weaker and less in-

formed than thyself, who has continued so?"— " The attendance of

the apostate at the tribunal of the Almighty is plainly designed to

show us that good and evil angels are equally amenable to him, and
equally subject to his authority; — a doctrine common to every part

of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures, and, except in the mythology
of the Parsees, recognised by, perhaps, every antient system of religion

whatever. The part assigned to Satan in the present work is diat

expressly assigned to him in the case of Adam and Eve in the garden
of Eden, and of our Saviour in the wilderness : and which is assigned

to him generally, in regard to mankind at large, by all the evangelists

and apostles whose writings have reached us, both in their strictest

historical narratives, and closest argumentative inductions. And hence
the argument which should induce us to regard the present passage as

fabulous, should induce us to regard all the rest in the same light

which are imbued with the same doctrine:— a view of the subject

which would sweep into nothingness a much larger portion of the

Bible than, we are confident, M. Michaelis would choose to part with.

" The other arguments are, comparatively, of small moment. We
want not fable to tell us that good and upright men may occasionally

become the victims of accumulated calamities ; for it is a living fact,

which, in the mystery of Providence, is perpetually occurring in every

country : while as to the roundness of the numbers by which the pa-

triarch's possessions are described, nothing could have been more
ungraceful or superfluous than for the poet to have descended to units,

had even the literal numeration demanded it. And although he is

stated to have lived a hundred and forty years after his restoration to

prosperity, and in an oera in which the duration of man did not, per-

haps, much exceed that of the present day, it should be recollected,

that in his person as well as in his property he was specially gifted by
the Almighty : that, from various passages, he seems to have been
younger than all the interlocutors, except Elihu, and much younger
than one or two of them : that his longevity is particularly remarked,

as though of more than usual extent : and that, even in the present

age of the world, we have well authenticated instances of persons hav-

ing lived, in different parts of the globe, to the age of a hundred and
fifty, a hundred and sixty, and even a hundred and seventy years. ^

' See Pantalogia, art. Life ; and Encyclopaedia Britannica^ art. Longevity.
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" It is not necessary for the historical truth of the book of Job, that

its language should be a direct transcript of that actually employed
by the different characters introduced into it ; for in such case we
should scarcely have a single book of real history in the world. The
Iliad, the Shah Nameh, and the Lusiad, must at once drop all pre-

tensions to such a description ; and even the pages of Sallust and
Caesar, of Rollin and Hume, must stand upon very questionable

authority. It is enough diat the real sentiment be given, and the

general style copied : and this, in truth, is all that is aimed at, not

only in our best reports of parliamentary speeches, but in many in-

stances (which is indeed much more to the purpose), by the writers

of the New Testament, in their quotations from the Old." ^

Independently of these considerations, which we think sufficiently

refute the objections adduced against the reality of Job's existence,

we may observe, that there is every possible evidence that the book,
which bears his name, contains a literal history of the temptations and
sufferings of a real character.

In the first place, that Job was a real, and not a fictitious cha-

racter, may be inferred from the manner in which he is mentioned
in the Scriptures. Thus, the prophet Ezekiel speaks of him :

—
Though these three men^ Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, they should

deliver but their own souls by their righteousness, saith the Lord God.
(Ezek. xiv. 14.) - In this passage the prophet ranks Noah, Daniel,

and Job together, as powerful intercessors widi God ; the first for his

family ; the second for the wise men of Babylon ; and the third for

his friends : now, since Noah and Daniel were unquestionably real

characters, we must conclude the same of Job. Behold, says the

apostle James, we count them happy which endure : ye have heard of the

patience of Job, and have seen the end of the Lord, that the Lord is

very pitiful, and of tender mercy. (James v. 11.) It is scarcely to be
believed that a divinely inspired apostle would refer to an imaginary

character as an example of patience, or in proof of the mercy of God. ^

But, besides the authority of the inspired writers, we have the strong-

est internal evidence, from the book itself, that Job was a real person

:

for it expressly specifies the names of persons, places, facts, and other

circumstances usually related in true histories. Thus we have the

name, country, piety, wealth, &c. of Job described (ch. i.); the names,
number, and acts of his children are mentioned; the conduct of his

wife is recorded as a flict (ii.); his friends, their names, countries, and

' Dr. Good's Introductory Dissertation to his version of Job, pp. xv.—xvii. See also

Archliishop Magee's Discourses and Dissertations on the Atonement, vol. ii. pp.49—53,

Dr. Gregory's translation of Bishop Lovvth's Lectures, vol. ii. pp. ^5?>—370. in notes.

- To evade the strong proof aflbrded by Ezekiel's express recognition of the reality of
Job's person, Jahn remarks that fictitious personages may be brought upon the stage along
with real ; as is evident from Luke xvi. 19

—

31., where Abraham is introduced with the

fictitious characters Lazarus and the rich man. But there is an evident difference between
a parable expressly purporting to be fictitious, and a solemn rebuke or warning to a whole
nation. Besides, in Luke, the circumstances predicated of all the characters are fictitious

;

in Ezekiel they are unquestionably true with relation to Noah and Daniel, and might be

reasonably expected to be so in the other instance associated with these two, (Prof. Tur-
ner's translation of Jahn, p. 46'7. note.

3 Elements of Christian Theology, vol, i, p, 94.
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discourses with him in his afflictions, are minutely delineated, (ii. ] 1,

&c.) And can we rationally imagine that these were not realities ?

Further, no reasonable doubt can be entertained respecting the

real existence of Job, when we consider that it is proved bj^ the con-

current testimony of all eastern tradition : he is mentioned by the

author of the book of Tobit, who lived during the Assyrian cap-

tivity ^ ; he is also repeatedly mentioned by Mohammed ~ as a real

character. The whole of his history, with many fabulous additions,

was known among the Syrians and Chaldaeans ; many of the noblest

families among the Arabians are distinguished by his name '^, and
boast of beinjj descended from him. So late even as the end of the

fourth century, we are told, that there were many persons who went
into Arabia to see Job's chmghill "*, which, in the nature of things,

could not have subsisted through so many ages; but the fact of su-

perstitious persons making pilgrimages to it sufficiently attests the

reality of his existence, as also do the traditionary accounts concern-

ing the place of Job's abode. ^

HI. Since, then, the book of Job contains the history of a real

character, the next point to be considered is the age in which he
lived,— a question concerning which there is as great a diversity of

opinion, as upon any other subject connected with this venerable mo-
nument of sacred antiquity. Thus, some think that he lived in the

days of Moses, from a supposed resemblance between the style of

Moses and that of Job; others, in the time of the Judges, from an
expression in Job xxvii. 12., because at that time all was vanity, and
every man did that which was good in his own eyes. Others, again,

refer him to the time of Ahasuerus or Artaxerxes Longimanus, on
account of the search then made for beautiful women, from whom the

monarch might select a consort (Esth. ii. 2, &c.), and because Job's

daughters are mentioned (Job xlii. 15.) as being the fairest in the

whole land. Some make him to have been contemporary with So-

lomon and the queen of Sheba, if not Solomon himself% because the

Sabeans are noticed in Job i. 15, &c. ; and others, with Nebuchad-

1 Tobit ii. ]2. in the Vulgate version, which is supposed to have been executed from a
more extended history of Tobit than the original of the Greek version.

"i Sale's Koran, pp. 271. 375. 4to. edit. See also D'Herbelot's Biblioth^que Orientale,

voce Aiub, torn. i. p. 145. 4to. edit.

5 As the father of the celebrated Sultan Saladin (Elmacin, Hist. Saracen, p. 3.) ; and
also Saladin himself, whose dynasty is known in the East by the name of Aiubiah or

Jobites. D'Herbelot, torn. i. pp. 146, 147.
* Chrysostom. ad pop. Antioch. Horn. 5. Op. tom. ii. p. 59 A.
* Thevenot's Voyage, p. 447. La Roque, Voyages en Syrie, tom. i. p. 239.
C Staeudlin (a modern German critic, who plainly disbelieves any inspiration of the

Old Testament,) takes a middle course. Conceiving that he has discovered in the book of

Job phrases, sentiments, and pictures of manners which belong to a later date, and that its

composition is more elaborate and exquisite than that of the generality of the other He-
brew books, he does not ascribe to it such a remote antiquity as many scholars of tlie

present day suppose : but since it exhibits other indubitable marks oi a venerable antiquity,

he is led to suppose that it was composed by some Hebrew author of a lower age, perhaps

by Solomon himself, out of certain very antient remains of poetry, history, and philosophy,

to which that author added some things of his own, and had thrown the whole into its

present practical form and arrangement. — Staeudlin's Tlieol. Morulis Hcbra:orum ante

Christum Hist. (Gotting. 1794,) cited in Dr. Smith's Scripture Testimony of the Messiah,

vol. i. p. 210.
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nezzar, because the Chaldseans are introduced in Job i. 17. Lastly,

some state him to have lived in the time of Jacob, whose daughter

Dinah they suppose him to have married : and this conjecture they

ground upon the resemblance between the expression in Job ii. 10.

[t/toic speakest like a foolish -doomaii) and that in Gen. xxxiv. 7. (

hath wrought folly in [more correctly againsf] Israel. ^ The puerility

of these conjectures sufficiently indicates their weakness ; one thing,

however, is generally admitted with respect to the age of Job, viz.

the remote antiquity of the period when he must have lived. Even
those who contend for the late production of the book of Job, are

compelled to acquiesce in this particular. Grotius thinks the events

of the history are such as cannot be placed latter than the sojourning

of the Israelites in the Wilderness. Bishop Warburton, in like man-
ner, admits them to bear the marks of high antiquity ; and Michaelis

confesses the manners to be perfectly Abrahamic, that is, such as were

common to all the seed of Abraham, Isnielites, Ishmaelites, and Idu-

maeans.- The following are the principal circumstances from which

the age of Job may be collected and ascertained:'^—
1. The Usserian, or Bible chronology, dates the trial of Job about

the year 1520 before the Christian aera, twenty-nine years before the

departure of the Israelites from Egypt ; and that the book was com-
posed before that event, is evident from its total silence respecting

the miracles which accompanied the exode : such as the passage of

the Red Sea, the destruction of the Egyptians, the manna in the de-

sert, &c. ; all of which happened in the vicinity of Job's country, and
were so apposite in the debate concerning the ways of Providence,

that some notice could not but have been taken of them, if they

had been coeval with the poem of Job.

2. That it was composed before Abraham's migration to Canaan
may also be inferred, from its silence respecting the destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah, and the other cities of the plain, which were

still nearer to Idumaea, where the scene is laid.

3. The length of Job's life places him in the patriarchal times.

He survived his trial one hundred and forty years (xlii. 16.), and was

probably not less at that time : for we read that his seven sons were

all grown up, and had been settled in their own houses for a consi-

derable time. (i. 4, 5.) He speaks of the " sins of his youth" (xiii.

26.), and of the prosperity of " his youth;" and yet Eliphaz addresses

him as a novice:— " With us are both the very aged, much elder

than thy fother." (xv. 1 0.)

4. That he did not live at an earlier period may be collected from

» Mercerus, Prsef. ad Job. The Bishop of Killala (Dr. Stock), after Bishop Warbur-

ton, refers the time of Job to that of Ezra, whom he supposes to be its author. ( Preface

to his translation of Job, pp. v. vi.) His arguments are very largely examined and re-

futed by Archbishop Magee, Discourses, vol. ii. pp.87— 154. See also British Critic,

vol. xxix. O.S. pp. 3R9—372.
" Grotius, Praef. ad Job. Warburton's Divine Legation, book vi. sect. 2. Michaelis,

Not£e et Epimetra in Lowthii Prajlectiones, p. 181. Magee, vol. ii. p. ,57.

3 These observations are digested from the united remarks of Dr. Hales, in his Analysis

of Chronology, vol. ii. booki. pp. 55—59. and of Archbishop Magee, in his Discourses,

vol. ii. pp. 58—63.
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an incidental observation of Bildad, who refers Job to their fore-

fathers for instruction in wisdom :

Inquire, I pray thee, of th^former age,

And prepare thyself to the search of their fathers

:

Assigning as a reason, the comparative shortness of hfe, and conse-

quent ignorance of the present generation :

(For we are but of yesterday, and know nothing
;

Because our days upon earth are a shadow). viii. 8, 9.

But the " fathers of the former age," or grandfathers of the present,

were the contemporaries of Peleg and Joktan, in the fifth generation

after the dehige : and they might easily have learned wisdom from
the fountain-head by conversing with Shem, or perhaps with Noah
himself; whereas, in the seventh generation, the standard of Ijuman

life was reduced to about two hundred years, which was a shadow
compared with the longevity of Noah and his sons.

5. The general air of antiquity which pervades the manners re-

corded in the poem, is a further evidence of its remote date. The
manners and customs, indeed, critically correspond with that early

period. Thus, Job speaks of the most antient kind of writing, by
sculpture (xix. 24.) : his riches also are reckoned by his cattle, (xlii.

12.) ^ Further, Job acted as high priest in his family, according to

the patriarchal usage (Gen. viii. 20.): for the institution of an esta-

blished priesthood does not appear to have taken place anywhere until

the time of Abraham. Melchizedec king of Salem was a priest of the

primitive order (Gen.xiv. 18.): such also was Jethro, the father-in-law

of Moses, in the vicinity of Idumasa. (Exod. xviii. 12.) The first regu-

lar priesthood was probably instituted in Egypt, where Joseph was
married to the daugliter of the priest of On. (Gen. xli. 45.)

6. The slavish homage of prostration to princes and great men,
which prevailed in Egypt, Persia, and the East in general, and which

still subsists there, was unknown in Arabia at that time. Though
Job was one of the " greatest men of all the East," we do not find

any such adoration paid to him by his contemporaries, in the zenith

of his prosperity, among the marks of respect so minutely described

in the twenty-ninth chapter. " When \\\e ijowig mm saw him, they

hid themselves, (rather, shrwik back.,) through respect or rustic bash-

fulness ; the aged arose and stood up in his presence, (more correctly,

ranged themselves ahuid him,) the princes refrained from talking, and
laid their hand upon their mouth ; the nobles held their peace, and were

all attention while he spoke. All this was highly respectful indeed,

but still it was manly, and showed no cringing or servile adulation.

With this description correspond the manners and conduct of the

genuine Arabs of the present day,— a majestic race, who were never

conquered, and who have retained their primitive customs, features,

and character, with scarcely any alteiation.'-

' The iNorAkeschilah, which is translated a piece of money (xlii. 11.), there is good reason

to understand as signifying a lamb. See Archbishop Magee's critical note, Discourses,

vol. ii. pp. 59—61.
• '^ They are thus described by Sir William Jones : — " Their eyes are full of vivacity

j

their speech voluble and articulate; their deportment manly and dignified ; their appre-
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7. The allusion made by Job to that species of idolatry alone,

which by general consent is admitted to have been the most antient,

namely Zabianism, or the worship of the sun and moon, and also to

the exertion of the judicial authority against it (xxxi. 26—28.), is an

additional and most complete proof of the high antiquity of the poem,

as well as a decisive mark of the patriarchal age. ^

8. A further evidence of the remote antiquity of this book is the

language of Job and his friends ; who, being all Iduma^ans, or at

least Arabians of the adjacent country, yet conversed in Hebrew.
This carries us up to an age so early as that in which all the poste-

rity of Abraham, Israelites, Idumaeans, and Arabians, yet continued

to speak one common language, and had not branched into different

dialects.
~

9. Lastl}^, Dr. Hales has adduced a netso and more partiadar proof,

drcaun from astronomy, which fixes the time of the patriarch's trial

to 184 years before the birth of Abraham : for, by a retrograde cal-

culation, the principal stars referred to in Job^, by the names of C///-

mah and Chcsil, or Taurus and Scorpio, are found to have been the

cardinal constellations of spring and autumn in the time of Job, of

which the chief stars are Aldeharan, the bull's eye, and Antares, the

scorpion's heart. Knowing, therefore, the longitudes of these stars

at present, the interval of time from thence to the assumed date of

Job's trial will give the difference of their longitudes, and ascertain

their positions then, with I'espect to the vernal and autumnal points

of intersection of the equinoctial and ecliptic; which difference is one

degree in 71^ years, according to the usual rate of the precession of
the equinoxes.'^

" In A. D. 1808, Aldebaran was in 2 signs 7 deg. east longitude.

But since the date of Job's trial, B.C. 2338, added to 1800, makes

4138 years, the precession of the equinoxes amounted to 1 sign 27

deg. 53 min. which, being subtracted from the former quantity, left

hension quick ; their minds always present and attentive ; with a spirit of independence

appearing in the countenance of the lowest among them. Men will always differ in their

ideas of civilisation, each measuring it by the habits and prejudices of their own country :

but if courtesy and urbanity, a love of poetry and eloquence, and the practice of exalted

virtues, be a juster proof of civilised society, we have certain proof that the people of

Arai>ia, both on plains and in cities, in republican and monarchical states, were eminently

civilised for many ages before their conquest of Persia." Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. p. 3.

or Works, vol. iii. p. 50. 8vo. edit.

' Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. p. ^55. note. Although Sir William Jones could

obtain but little accurate information concerning the Zabian faith, yet, he remarks, " This

at least is certain, that the people of Yemen (Arabia) very soon fell into the common but

fatal error of adoring the sun and the firmament : for even the third in descent from Yoktan,

who was consequently as old as Nahor, took the surname of /Ibdu-shams, or servant of the

sun : and his family, we are assured, paid particular honour to that luminary. Other tribes

worshipped the planets and fixed stars." Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. p. 8. or Sir William

Jones's Works, vol. iii. p. 57.

- Bishop Lowth, lect. xxxii, vol. ii. pp. 350, 351.
3 ix. 9. xxxviii. 31, 32.

* For an explanation of this astronomical phenomenon, and its application to chrono-

logy, see Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. i. pp. 185— 187. For the calculations given in the

text, he makes acknowledgments to Dr. Brinkley, Andrews professor of astronomy in

the imiversity of Dublin (now Bishop of Cloyne) : subsequently to the making of this

calculation. Dr. H. discovered that it had been anticipated and published at Paris by M.
Ducoutant, in 1 765.
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Aldebaran in only 9 deg. 7min. longitude, or distance from the

vernal intersection, which, falHng within the constellation Taurus,
consequently rendered it the cardinal constellation of spring, as Pisces

is at present.

" In A. D. 1800, Antares was in 8 signs 6 deg. 58 min. east longi-

tude, or 2 signs 6 deg. 58 min. east of the antumnal intersection;

from which subtracting as before, the amount of the precession, An-
tares was left only 9 deg. 5 min. east. Since, then, the autumnal
equinox was found within Scorpio, this was then the cardinal constel-

lation of Aiiftmin, as Virgo is at present.

" Since, then, these calculations critically correspond with the po-
sitions of the equinoxes at the assumed date of Job's trial, but dis-

agree with the lower dates of the age of Moses, and still more of Ezra,

furnishing different cardinal constellations, we may rest in the assumed
date of the trial as correct. Such a combination and coincidence of
various rays of evidence, derived from widely different sources, history,

sacred and profane, chronology, and astronomy, and all converging to

the same common focus, tend strongly to establish the time of Job's

trial as rightly assigned in the year b. c. 2337 (2130 of the common
computation, or 8 1 8 years after the deluge ; 1 84 j^ears before the birth of
Abraham; 474 years before the settlement of Jacob's family in Egypt,
and 689 years before their exocle or departure from thence." The
preceding arguments receive additional weight, from a consideration

of the manner in which God has vouchsafed to deal with mankind.
In Gen. xi. we read that the erection of the tovter of Babel for idol-

atrous purposes had occasioned the dispersion. Idolatry " was gra-

dually encroaching still further on every family, which had not yet

lost the knowledge of the true God. Whoever has studied the con-

duct of Providence, will have observed, that God has never left him-
self without witnesses in the world, to the truth of his religion. To
the old world, Noah was a preacher, and a witness ; to the latter

times of patriarchism Abraham and his descendants; to the ages of

the Levitical law, Moses, David, and the Prophets ; and to the first

ages of Christianity, the apostles and the martyrs were severally wit-

nesses of the truth of God. But we have no account whatever, unless

Job be the man, that any faithful confessor of the one true God arose

between the dispersion from Babel and the call of Abraham. If it

be said, that the family of Shem was the visible church of that age

;

it will be answered, that it is doubtful whether even this family were
not also idolators : for Joshua tells the Israelites (Jos. xxiv. 2.), that

the ancestors of Abraham were worshippers of images.
" Job, therefore, in the age of error, may be considered as the faith-

ful witness, in his day, to the hope of the Messiah : he professed the

true religion, and his belief in the following important truths : the

creation of the world by one Supreme Being; the government of that

world by the Providence of God ; the corruption of man by nature;

the necessity of sacrifices, to propitiate the Deity ; and the certainty

of a future resurrection. These were the doctrines of the patriarchal

age, as well as of the Jewish and Christian covenants. They are the

fundamental truths of that one system of religion, which is alone ac-
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ceptable to God, by whatever name it may be distinguished in the
several ajres of the world." ^

On the evidence above offered respecting the antiquity of the book
ofJob, the reader will form his own conclusions. At this distance of
time, it is, perhaps, difficult to determine its precise date ; but topics

like these are of comparatively little importance, and do not affect,

in any degree, either the sentiments expressed, or the moral incul-

cated in this part of the inspired volume.
IV. The country, in which the scene of this poem is laid, is stated

(Job i. 1.) to be the land of Uz, whicii b}^ some geographers has been
placed in Sandy, and by others in Stony Arabia. Bochart strenuously
advocated the former opinion, in which he has been powerfully sup-
ported by Spanheim, Calmet, Carpzov, Heidegger, and some later

writers ; Michaelis, Ilgen, and Jahn, place the scene in the valley of
Damascus ; but Bishop Lowth and Archbishop Magee, Dr. Hales,
Dr. Good, and some later critics and philologers, have shown that

the scene is laid in Idumaea.

That the land of Uz or Gnutz (Job i. 1.) is evidently Idumaea, ap-
pears from Lam. iv. 21. Uz was the grandson of Seir the Horite.
(Gen. xxxvi. 20, 21. 28. ; 1 Chron. i. 38. 42.) Seir inhabited that

mountainous tract which was called by his name antecedent to the
time of Abraham, but his posterity being expelled, it was occupied by
the Idumaeans. (Dent. ii. 12.) Two other men are mentioned of the
name of Uz; one the gi-andson of Shem, the other the son of Nachor,
the brother of Abraham ; but whether any district was called after

their name is not clear. Idumaea is a part of Arabia Petraea, situate

on the southern extremity of the tribe of Judah (Numb, xxxiv. 3.

Josh. XV. 1. 21.): the land of Uz, dierefore, appears to have been be-
tween Egypt and Philistia (Jer. xxv. 20.), where the order of the
places seems to have been accurately observed in reviewing the dif-

ferent nations from Egypt to Babylon ; and the same people seem
again to be described in exactly the same situations. (Jer. xlvi.— 1.)

Nor does the statement of the inspired writer, that Job 'was the

greatest of all the men of the East (Job i. 3.), militate against the situ-

ation of the land of Uz.

The expression, men of the East, children of the East, or Eastern
people, seems to have been the general appellation for diat minified
race of people (as they are called, Jer. xxv. 20.) who inhabited the
country between Egypt and the Euphrates, bordering upon Judtea
from the south to the east; the Idumseans, the Amalekites, the
Midianites, the Moabites, the Ammonites (see Judg. vi. 3. and Isa.

xi. 14.); of these the Idumaeans and Amalekites certainly possessed
the southern parts. (See Numb, xxxiv. 3. xiii.29. ; 1 Sam. xxvii. 8.

10.) This appears to be the true state of the case : the whole region
between Egypt and the Euphrates was called the East, at first in re-
spect to Egypt (where the learned Joseph Mede thinks the Israelites

acquired this mode of speaking'), and afterwards absolutely and with-

' Townsend's Old Testament arranged in Historical and Chronological Order, vol. i.

p. 29. note.

2 Mede's Works, p. 580.
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out any relation to situation or circumstances. Abraham is said to

have sent the sons of his concubines, Hagar and Keturah, "eastward
to the country which is commonly called the East" (Gen. xxv. 6.),

where the name of the region seems to have been derived from the

same situation. Solomon is reported " to have excelled in wisdom
all the Eastern people, and all Egypt" (1 Kings iv. 30.) : that is, all

the neighbouring people in that quarter : for there were people be-

yond the boundaries of Egypt, and bordering on the south of Judaea,

who were famous for wisdom, namely, the Idumaeans (see Jer. xlix.

7. ; Obad. 8.), to whom we may well believe this passage might have
some relation. Thus Jehovah addresses the Babylonians :

" Arise,

ascend unto Kedar, and lay waste the children of the East" (Jer. xlix.

28.), notwithstanding these were really situated to the west of Baby-
lon. Although Job, therefore, be accounted one of the Orientals, it

by no means follows, that his residence must be in Arabia Deserta.

In effect, nothing is clearer than that the history of an inhabitant

of Idumaea is the subject of the poem which bears the name of Job,

and that all the persons introduced into it were Idumasans, dwelling

in Idumasa, in other words, Edomite Arabs. These characters are,

Job himself, of the land of Uz; EHphaz of Teman, a district of as

much repute as Uz, and which, it appears from the joint testimony

of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos, and Obadiah^ formed a principal part

of Idumaea; Bildad of Shuah, who is always mentioned in conjunc-

tion with Sheba and Dedan, the first of whom was probably named
after one of the brothers of Joktan or Kahtan, and the two last from

two of his sons, all of them being uniformly placed in the vicinity of

Idumaea (Gen. xxv. 2, 3.; Jer. xlix. 8.) ; Zophar, of Naama, a city

importing pleasantness, which is also stated by Joshua (xv. 21. 41.)

to have been situate in Idumaea, and to have lain in a southern di-

rection towards its coast, on the shores of the Red Sea; and Elihu of

Buz, which, as the name of a place, occurs only once in sacred writ

(Jer. xxv. 23.), but is there mentioned in conjunction with Teman
and Dedan ; and hence, necessarily, like them, a border city upon Uz
or Idumasa. Allowing this chorography to be correct, (and such,

upon a fair review of facts, we may conclude it to be,) there is no
difficulty in conceiving that hordes ofnomadic Chaldaeans as well as

Sabeans,— a people addicted to rapine, and roving about at immense
distances for the sake of plunder,— should have occasionally infested

the defenceless country of Idumaea, and roved from the Euphrates

even to Egypt. -

To the preceding considerations we may add, that " the contents

of the book, and the customs which it introduces, agree with the opi-

nion, that Idumaea was the country of Job's friends. Idumasa, in the

earliest ages, was distinguished for its wise men, and sentences of

Arabian wisdom flow from the mouths of Job and his friends. The
Jordan is represented as a principal stream, as it was to the Edomites;

and chiefs, such as those of Edom, are frequently mentioned. The

' Jer. xlix. 7. 20. ; Ezek. xxv. IS. ; Amos i. 11, 12. ; Obad. 8, 9.

'2 Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. pp.347—351. Good's InUod. Diss, to Job,

pp. ii.—xi.
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addition', which is found at the end of the Septuagint version,

places Job's residence on the confines of Idumaea and Arabia.

-

V. The different parts of the book of Job are so closely connected

together, that they cannot be detached from each other. The exor-

dium prepares the reader for what follows, supplies us with the ne-

cessary notices concerning Job and his friends, unfolds the scope, and
places the calamities full in our view as an object of attention. The
epilogue, or conclusion, again, has reference to the exordium, and
relates the happy termination of Job's trials; the dialogues which in-

tervene, flow in regular order. Now, if any one of these parts were
to be taken away, the poem would be extremely defective. Without
the prologue the reader would be utterly ignorant who Job was, who
were his friends, and the cause of his being so grievously afflicted.

Without the discourse of Elihu (xxxii.—xxxvii,), there would be a

sudden and abrupt transition from the last words of Job to the ad-

dress of God, for which Elihu's discourse prepares the reader. And
without the epilogue or conclusion, we should remain in ignorance

of tiie subsequent condition of Job.

Hence it is evident, that the poem is the composition of a single

author, but who that vvas, is a question concerning which the learned

are very much divided in their sentiments. Elihu, Job, Moses, So-

lomon, Isaiah, an anonymous writer in the reign ofManasseh, Ezekiel,

and Ezra, have all been contended for. The arguments already ad-

duced respecting the age of Job'^ prove that it could not be either

of the latter persons. Dr. Lightfoot, from an erroneous version of

xxxii. J 6, 17., has conjectured that it is the production of Elihu : but

the correct rendering of that passage** refutes this notion. Ilgen

ascribes it probably to a descendant of Elihu. Luther, Grotius, and
Doederlein, are disposed to regard it as the production of Solomon.

Another and more generally received opinion attributes this book to

Moses : this conjecture is founded on some apparently striking coin-

cidences of sentiment \ as well as from some marks of later date which

are supposed to be discoverable in it. But, independently of the cha-

racters of antiquity already referred to, and which place the book of

Job very many centuries before the time of Moses, the total absence

of every the slightest allusion to the manners, customs, ceremonies,

1 See a translation of this addition in p. 93. note, infra.

- Prof. Turner's translation of Jahn, p. 471. note.

3 See § III. pp. 74—78. of this volume.
4 See Good's translation of Job, m foe. pp.380, 381. Bishop Lowth, taking the

passage in question as it stands in our English Bibles, observes that this conjecture of

JLiglitfoot's seems at first sight rather countenanced by the exordium of the first speech of

Elihu (xxxii. 15, 16.), in which he seems to assume the character of the author, by con-

tinuing the narrative in his own person. But that passage which appears to interrupt

the speech of Elihu, and to be a part of the narrative, the Bishop conceives to be nothing

more than an apostrophe to Job, or possibly to himself: for it manifestly consists of two

distichs ; while, on the contrary, it is well known that all the narrative parts— all in

which the author himself appears— are certainly written in prose. Lecture xxxii. vol. ii.

p. 352.
5 Dr. Good, who adopts this hypothesis, has collected these seeming coincidences, Introd.

Diss. pp. Ivi Ixii. Archbishop Magee has examined and refuted at considerable length

the arguments of Huet, Dr. Kennicott, Heath, Bishop Warburton, and others who have

advocated the same notion. Discourses on the Atonement, vol. ii. pp. 63—80.

VOL. IV. O
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or history of the Israelites, is a direct evidence that the great legisla-

tor of the Hebrews was not, and could not, have been the author.

To which may be added, that the style of Job (as Bishop Lowth has

remarked) is materially different from the poetical style of Moses ; for

it is much more compact, concise or condensed, more accurate in the

poetical conformation of the sentences : as may be observed also in

the prophecies of Balaam the Mesopotamian, a foreigner indeed with

respect to the Israelites, but not unacquainted either with their lan-

guage or with die worship of the true God.

Upon the whole, then, we have sufficient ground to conclude that

this book was not the production of Moses, but of some earlier age.

Bishop Lowth favours the opinion of Schultens, Peters, and others

(which is also adopted by Bishop Tomline and Dr. Hales), who sup-

pose Job himself, or some contemporary, to have been the author of

this poem : and there seems to be no good reason for supposing that

it was not written by Job himself It appears, indeed, highly probable

that Job was the writer of his own story, of whose inspiration we
have the clearest evidence in the fortj'-second chapter of this book,

in which he thus addresses the Almighty:— " I have heard of thee

by the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth thee." (xlii. 5.) It

is plain that in this passage some privilege is intended which he never

had enjoyed before, and which he calls the sight of God.

He had heard of him by the " hearing of the eai'," or the tra-

dition delivered down to him from his forefathers : but he now had

a clear and sensible perception of his being and divine perfections,

— some light thrown in upon his mind, which carried its own evi-

dence, and of which, perhaps, we can form no notion, because we
have never felt it, but which to him had all the certainty and clear-

ness even of sight itself, — some manifestations of the Deity made to

him in vision, such as the prophets had, and from which they de-

rived their very name o^ seers. If we allow Job himself to have been

the writer of the book, two important advantages will be evidently

obtained : — First, all objections to historical truth will vanish at

once : no one could tell us his own story so well as Job : nor have

we any reason to question its veracity. The dialogue, too, will then

appear to have been the substance of a real conversation, for no dia-

logue was ever more natural. If the story be told us in verse, or in

the prophetic style and language, as the first of these was a practice

of the highest antiquity, the other adds the most sacred and unques-

tionable authority to it: so that neither truth nor ornament is here

wanting, any more than dignity of subject, to render this a book of

inestimable value. The second advantage alluded to is this, — that

if Job himself were the writer of the book, then every point of history

and every doctrine of religion here treated of, which coincide with

those delivered in the books of Moses, are an additional proof and
confirmation of the latter, as being evidently derived from some other

source, not borrowed from the Pentateuch. ^

" But whether we suppose Job the author of the book, or not, its

' Peters' Critical Dissertation on JoIj, p. 1 23. et seq.
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great antiquity, and even its priority to the age of Moses, seems to

stand on strong grounds. And, upon the whole, perhaps we may not
unreasonably conjecture the history of the book to be this :— The
poem, being originally written either by Job, or some contemporary
of his, and existing in the time of Moses, might fall into his hands,
whilst residing in the land of Midian, or afterwards when in the
neighbourhood of Idumaea; and might naturally be made use of by
him, to represent to the Hebrews, either whilst repining under their

Egyptian bondage, or murmuring at their long wanderings in the

wilderness, the great duty o^ suhmissioji to the will of God. The en-

couragement which this book holds out, that every good man suffer-

ing patiently will finally be rewarded, rendered it a work peculiarly

calculated to minister mingled comfort and rebuke to the distressed

and discontented Israelites, and might, therefore, well have been em-
ployed by Moses for this purpose. We may also suppose, that

Moses, in transcribing, might have made some small and unim-
portant alterations, which will sufficiently account for occasional and
imrtial resemblances of expression between it and the Pentateuch, if

any such there be.

" This hypothesis both furnishes a reasonable compromise be-

tween the opinions of the great critics, who are divided upon the

point of Moses being the author ; and supplies an answer to a ques-

tion of no small difficulty, which hangs upon almost every other

solution ; namely, when, and wherefore, a book treating manifestly

of the concerns of a stranger, and in no way connected with their

affairs, was received by the Jews into their sacred canon ? For
Moses having thus applied the book to their use, and sanctioned it by
his authority, it would naturally have been enrolled among their

sacred writings : and from the antiquity of that enrolment, no
record would consequently appear of its introduction.'" Indeed,

it is difficult to account for its introduction into the canon of the

Jewish Scriptures on any other supposition than that it was written

by a Hebrew ; since the language is Hebrew, and it is written in the

style of Hebrew poetry. " The Hebrews were jealous of their religious

prerogatives. Would they have admitted into their sacred volume
a poem written by a foreigner ? The supposition that the [original]

author travelled or resided a considerable time in Arabia will account

for the Arabian images and words contained in it."
-

The poem of Job being thus early inti'oduced into the sacred

volume, we have abundant evidence of its subsequent recognition as

a canonical and inspired book, in the circumstance of its being oc-

casionally quoted or copied by almost every Hebrew writer who had

' Magee's Discourses, vol. ii. p. 82. This notion, Archbishop Magee remarks, is not

without support from many respectable authorities. The antient commentator on Job,

under the title of Origcn, has lianded down a piece of traditional history, which perfectly

accords with it. See Fatrick's Preface to Job. Many of the most respectable early writers

seem to have adopted the same idea, as may be seen in Huet (Dem, Evang. p. 3'iG.), and,

•with some slight variation, it has been followed by that learned author. Patrick also and

Peters speak of it as a reasonable hypothesis. (Crit. Diss. Pref. pp. xxxiv. xxxv.) And
certainly it possesses this decided advantage, that it solves all the phenomena. Ibid,

pp. 83, 84.

- United States' Review and Literary Gazette, vol. ii. p. 343.
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an opportunity of referring to it, from the age of Moses to that of
Malachi ; especially by the Psalmist, by Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Eze-
kiel (not to mention several of the apocryphal writers). ^ The reality

of Job's person, we have already remarked % was particularly recog-

nised by the prophet EzekieP (xiv. 14. 18. 20.), and, consequently,

the reality and canonical authority of his book : a similar admission

of it was made by the apostle James (v. 11.); and it is expressly

cited by St. Paul (compare 1 Cor. iii. 19. and Job v. 13.), who pre-

faces his quotation by the words, " It is xvi-itten" agreeably to the

common form of quoting from other parts of Scripture. All these

testimonies, direct and collateral, when taken together, afford such a

body of convincing evidence as fully justifies the primitive fathers and
early councils in their reception of it as an inspired book : and, —
independently of its completing the Jewish and Christian canons of
Scripture, by uniting as full an account as is necessary of the patri-

archal dispensation, with the two other dispensations by which it was
progressively succeeded, — the enrolment of the history of Job in the

sacred volume may, perhaps, have been designed as an intimation of

the future admission of the Gentiles into the church of Christ. *

VI. All commentators and critics are unanimously agreed, that the

poem of Job is the most antient book extant : but concerning its

species and structure there is a considerable diversity of opinion,

some contending that it is an epic poem, while others maintain it to be
a drama.

M. Ilgen on the Continent, and Dr. Good in our own country, are

the only two commentators that have come to the writer's knowledge,

who advocate the hypothesis that the book of Job is a regular epic.

The former critic contends that it is a regular epic, the subject of

which is tried and victorious innocence ; and that it possesses unity

of action, delineation of character, plot, and catastrophe,— not exactly,

indeed, in the Grecian, but in the Oriental style. ^ Dr. Good ^ ob-

serves, that were it necessary to enter minutely into the question,

this poem might easily be proved to possess all the more prominent
features of an epic, as laid down by Aristotle himself, such as unity,

completion, and grandeur in its action ; loftiness in its sentiments

and language ; multitude and variety in the passions which it deve-

1 Huet, Demonstr. Evang. torn. i. pp. 324, 325., and Dr. Good, in the notes to his

Version of Job, have pointed out numerous instances of passages thus directly copied or

referred to.

2 See p. 73. supra, of this volume.
3 As Job lived so many ages before the time of the prophet Ezekiel, mere oral tradition

of such a person could not have subsisted through so long a period of time, without ap-
pearing at last as uncertain or fabulous. There must, therefore, have been some history of
Job in Ezekiel's time ; no other history but that which we now have, and which has always
had a place in the Hebrew code, was ever heard of or pretended. Therefore this must
have been the history of Job in Ezekiel's time, and must have been generally known and
read as true and authentic, and, consequently, must have been written near to [rather in]

the age when the fact was transacted, and not in after-times, when its credibility would
have been greatly diminished. Dr. Taylor's Scheme of Scripture Divinity, ch. 22. injine

(in Bishop Watson's Collection of Tracts, vol. i. p. 93.).
* Gregorii Prtefat. in Jobum. Magee, vol. ii. p. 84. Good's Job, p. Ixiv.
s Ilgen, Jobi antiquissimi Carminis Hebraici Natura atque Virtutes, cap. 3. pp. 40

_89.
6 Introd. Diss, to Job, section 2.
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lopes. Even the charactei's, though not numerous, are discriminated

and well supported ; the milder and more modest temper of Eliphaz

(compare Job iv. 2, 3. with xv. 3.) is well contrasted with the forward

and unrestrained violence of Bildad ; the terseness and brevity of

Zophar with the pent-up and overflowing fulness of Elihu: while in

Job himself we perceive a dignity of mind that nothing can humiliate,

a firmness that nothing c w subdue, still habitually disclosing them-
selves amidst the tumult of hope, fear, rage, tenderness, triumph, and
despair, with which he is alternately distracted. This hint is offered

by Dr. Good, not with a view of ascribing any additional merit to

the poem itself^ but merely to observe, so tar as a single fact is pos-

sessed of authority, that mental taste, or the internal discernment of

real beauty, is the same in all ages and nations, and that the rules of

the Greek critic are deduced from a principle of universal impulse

and operation.

The dramatic form of this poem was strenuously affirmed by
Calmet, Carpzov, and some other continental critics, and after them
by Bishop Warburton ; who, in support of this opinion, adduced the.

metrical form of its style, excepting in the introduction and con-

clusion, — its sentiments, which are delivered, not only in verse, but

in a kind of poetry animated by all the sublimity and floridness of

description (whence he concludes this book to be a work of imagina-

tion), — and, in short, the whole form of its composition. Bishop
Lowth has appropriated two entire lectures ^ to an examination of
this question ; and after inquiring whether the poem is possessed of

any of the properties of the Greek drama, and considering a variety

of circumstances which are here necessarily omitted, he affirms, with-

out hesitation, that the poem of Job contains no plot or action what-
ever, not even of the most simple kind ; that it uniformly exhibits one
constant chain of things, without the smallest change of feature from
beginning to end ; and that it exhibits such a representation of man-
ners, passions, and sentiments as might be naturally expected in such

a situation. But though the book of Job is by no means to be con-

sidered as a drama written with fictitious contrivance ; or as re-

sembling in its construction any of those much admired productions

of the Grecian dramatic poets which it preceded by so many cen-

turies, — yet, he concludes, it may still be represented as being so

far dramatic, as the parties are introduced speaking with great

fidelity of character ; and as it deviates from strict historical accuracy

for the sake of effect. It is a complete though peculiar work, and
regular in its subject as well as in the distribution of its parts : the

exordium and conclusion are in prose, but all the intermediate dia-

logues are in metre. But, whatever rank may be assigned to Job in

a comparison with the poets of Greece, to whom we must at least

allow the merit of art and method ; among the Hebrews it must
certainly be allowed, in this respect, to be unrivalled. Such is a brief

outline of Bishop Lowth's arguments and conclusions, which have

been generally adopted.

< Lect. xxxiii. and xxxiv.
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It only remains that we notice the opinion of Professor Bauer
already referred to\ viz. that the book of Job approximates most

nearly to the MeJcamat or moral discourses of the philosophical Ara-

bian poets. He has simply announced his hypothesis, without offer-

ing any reasons in its support ; but the following considerations appear

not unfavourable to the conjecture of Bauer. The Mekania treats

on every topic which presented itself to the mind of the poet, and
though some parts are occasionally found in prose, yet it is generally

clothed in all the charms of poetry which the vivid imagination of

the author could possibly bestow upon it. The subjects thus dis-

cussed, however, are principally ethical. The Arabs have several

works of this description, which are of considerable antiquity ; but

the most celebrated is the collection of Mekamats, composed by the

illustrious poet Hariri ^, which are read and admired to this day.

Now, it will be recollected, that the scene of the book of Job is laid

in the land of Uz or Idumsea, in the Stony Arabia ; the interlocutors

are Edomite Arabs ; the beginning and termination are evidently in

prose, though the dialogue is metrical; the language is pure Hebrew,
which we know for a considerable time was the common dialect of

the Israelites, Idumaeans, and Arabs, who were all descended from

Abraham ; the manners, customs, and allusions, too, which, it is well

known, have not varied in any material degree, are supported by
those of the modern Arabs. Since, then, the book of Job is allowed

on all sides to be a poem, single and unparalleled in the sacred vo-

lume, may we not consider it as a prototype of the Mekama of the

Arabians? This conjecture, which is offered with deference to the

names and sentiments of so many learned men, possesses at least one

advantage ; it furnishes a compromise between the opinions of the

great critics who are divided in sentiment upon the class of poetry

to which this book is to be referred, and perhaps reconciles difficul-

ties which could not otherwise be solved respecting its real nature.

The reader will now determine for himself to which class of poe-

try this divine book is to be referred. After all that has been said,

it is, perhaps, of little consequence whether it be esteemed a didactic

or an ethic, an epic or dramatic poem
;
provided a distinct and con-

spicuous station be assigned to it in the highest rank of Hebrew
poesy : for not only is the poetry of the book of Job equal to that

of any other of the Sacred Writings, but it is superior to them all,

those of Isaiah alone excepted. As Isaiah, says Dr. Blair, is the

1 In Vol. II. p. 443. The Arabic word Mekama signifies an assembly and convers-

ation, or discourse (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale, vol. ii. p. 500.) : the name is

derived from the circumstance of these compositions being read at the meetings or con-

versazioni of eminent literary characters.

2 He composed his Mekama, or Mecamat, as D'Herbelot spells the word, at the request

of Abu Shirvan Khaled, vizir of the Seljuk Sultan Mahmoud, It is esteemed a master-

piece of Arabian poesy and eloquence ; and consists of fifty discourses or declamatory

conversations on various topics of morality, each of which derives its name from the place

where it was recited. So highly were these productions of Hariri valued, that Zamakshari,

the most learned of the Arabian grammarians, pronounced that they ought only to be

written on silk. The MekAmat of Hariri were published by Schultens, and six of his

" Assemblies" were translated into English from the Arabic, and published, by Professor

Chappelow, in 8vo. London, IIGI. See an account and extract from this work in the

Monthly Review, O. S. vol. xxxvii. pp. 22—28.
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most sublime, David the most pleasing and tender, so Job is the most
descriptive of all the inspired poets. A peculiar glow of fancy and
strength of description characterise this author. No writer whatever
abounds so much in metaphors. He may be said not only to describe,

but to render visible, whatever he treats of. Instances of this kind
every where occur, but especially in the eighteenth and twentieth

chapters, in which the condition of the wicked is delineated.'

VII. The subject of this book is the history of a real sufferer, the

patriarch Job, who at the pei'iod in question was an emir, or Arab
prince of distinguished wealth, eminence, and authority, resident in

the country of Uz or Idumasa. His three friends, Eliphaz, Bildad,

and Zophai', where also probably emirs of the cities or places whence
they are denominated : but of Elihu, the fourth interlocutor in the

poem, we have no notice whatever.^ The principal object offered to

our contemplation in this production is the example of a good man,
eminent for his piet}', and of approved integrity, suddenly precipi-

tated from the very summit of prosperity into the lowest depths of
misery and ruin : who, having been first bereaved of his wealth, las

possessions, and his children, is afterwards afflicted with the most
excruciating anguish of a loathsome disease which entirely covers his

body. (i. ii.) He sustains all with the mildest submission, and the

most complete resignation to the will of Providence: In all this,

says the historian, Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly, (i. 22.)

And after the second trial. In all this did not Job sin imth his lips.

(ii. 10.) The author of the history remarks upon this circumstance

a second time, in order to excite the observation of the reader, and
to render him more attentive to what follows, which properly con-

stitutes the true subject of the poem ; namely, the conduct of Job
with respect to his reverence for the Almighty, and the changes which
accumulating misery might produce in his temper and behaviour.

Accordingly we find that another still more exquisite trial of his pa-

tience yet awaits him, and which, indeed, as the writer seems to inti-

mate, he scarcely appears to have sustained with equal firmness,

namely, the unjust suspicions, the bitter reproaches, and the violent

' Blair's Lectures, vol. iii. p. 188.

2 From the circumstance of Eliphaz, Zophar, and Bildad being termed kings in the

Septuagint version, some critics have supposed that they as well as Job were monarchs :

but this conjecture is destitute of support. For, 1. Job is not represented as losing his

kingdom, but his children, servants, and Hocks ; 2. He possessed no army or forces with

which he could pursue the predatory Sabreans and Chaldseans ; 3. Though Iiis friends

accused him of various crimes, and among others of harshly treating his servants, yet they

no where charge him with tyranny towards his subjects ; 4. Job gives an account of his

private life and conduct towards his domestics, but is totally silent as to liis conduct to-

wards his subjects; lastly, when he does mention kings (iii. 14. xxix. 25.), he by no
means places himself upon an equality with them. Hence we see the erroneousncss of the

appendix to the Septuagint version of Job, of which some notice is taken in p. 9:3. infra,

and which makes him to be the same as Jobab king of the Edomites. (Gen. xxxvi. 33.)

It is equally clear that Job vvas not subject to any sovereign, for neither he nor his friends

make any mention of his allegiance to any king ; on the contrary, when he entered the

gate of the city where the magistrates sat in a judicial capacity, the first place was
reserved to him, and his opinion was asked with the utmost deference. From all tliese

circumstances, therefore, coupled with his extensive ilocks and ample possessions, we
conclude with Herder, Jahn, and Dr. Good, that he was emir, prince, or chief magistrate

of the city of Uz.
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altercations of his friends, who had visited him on the pretence of

affording consolation. Here commences the plot or action of the

poem : for when, after a long silence of all parties, the grief of Job
breaks forth into passionate exclamations and a vehement execration

of the day of his birth (iii.) ; the minds of his friends are suddenly ex-

asperated, their intentions are changed, and their consolation, if indeed

they originally intended any, is converted into contumely and re-

proaches. Ehphaz, the first of these three singular comforters, reproves

his impatience: calls in question his integrity, by indirectly insinuating

that God does not inflict such punishments upon tiie righteous; and,

finally, admonishes him that the chastisement of God is not to be

despised, (iv. v.) The next of them, not less intemperate in his re-

proofs, takes it for granted, that the children of Job had only received

the reward due to their offences; and with regard to himself, inti-

mates, that if he be innocent, and will apply with proper humility to

the divine mercy, he may be restored, (viii.) The third upbraids

him with arrogance, with vanity, and even with falsehood, because

he has presumed to defend himself against the unjust accusations of

his companions, and exhorts him to a sounder mode of reasoning,

and a more holy life, (xi.) They all, with a manifest though indirect

allusion to Job, discourse very copiously concerning the divine judg-

ments, which are always openly displayed against the wicked, and of

the certain destruction of hypocritical pretenders to virtue and reli-

gion. In reply to this. Job enumerates his sufferings, and complains

bitterly of the inhumanity of his friends, and of the severity which

he has experienced from the hand of God ; he calls to witness both

God and man, that he is unjustly oppressed ; he intimates, that he is

weak in comparison with God, that the contention is, consequently, un-

equal, and that, be his cause ever so righteous, he cannot hope to

prevail, (vi. vii.) He expostulates with God himself still more vehe-

mently, and with greater freedom, afiirming, that he does not discri-

minate characters, but equally afflicts the just and the unjust, (x.)

The expostulations of Job serve only to irritate still more the resent-

ment of his pretended friends: they reproach him in severer terms with

pride, impiety, passion, and madness ; they repeat the same arguments

respecting the justice of God, the punishment of the wicked, and
their certain destruction after a short period of apparent prosperity.

This sentiment they confidently pronounce to be confirmed both by
their experience and by that of their fathers ; and they maliciously

exaggerate the ungrateful topic by the most splendid imagery and the

most forcible language, (xi.) On the part of Job, the general scope

of the argument is much the same as before, but the expression is con-

siderably heightened ; it consists of appeals to the Almighty, assever-

ations of his own innocence, earnest expostulations, complaints of the

cruelty of his friends, melancholy reflections on the vanity of human
life, and upon his own severe misfortunes, ending in grief and des-

peration : he affirms, however, that he places his ultimate hope and
confidence in God ; and the more vehemently his adversaries urge

that the wicked only are objects of the divine wrath, and obnoxious

to punishment, so much the more resolutely does Job assert their
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perpetual impunity, prosperity, and happiness, even to the end of
their existence. The first of his opponents, Eliphaz, incensed by
this assertion, descends directly to open crimination and contumely:

he accuses the most upright ot" men of the most atrocious crimes, of

injustice, rapine, and oppression ; inveighs against him as an impious
pretender to virtue and rehgion, and with a kind of sarcastic bene-
volence exhorts him to penitence. Vehemently affected with this

reproof^ Job, in a still more animated and confident strain, appeals

to the tribunal of All-seeing Justice, and wishes it were only per-

mitted him to plead his cause in the presence of God himself. He
complains still more intemperately of the unequal treatment of Pro-
vidence ; exults in his own integrity, and then more tenaciously main-
tains his former opinion concerning the impunity of the wicked. To
this another of the triumvirate, Bildad, replies, by a masterly, though
concise dissertation on the majesty and sanctity of the Divine Being,

indirectly rebuking the presumption of Job, who has dared to question

his decrees. In reply to Bildad, Job demonstrates himself no less

expert at wielding the weapons of satire and ridicule than those of
reason and argument ; and reverting to a more serious tone, he dis-

plays the infinite power and wisdom of God more copiously and more
poetically than the former speaker. The third of the friends making
no return, and the others remaining silent, Job at length opens the

true sentiments of his heart concerning the fate of the wicked; he
allows that their prosperity is unstable, and that they and their de-

scendants shall at last experience on a sudden that God is the avenger

of iniquity. In all this, however, he contends that the divine coun-
sels do not admit of human investigation, but that the chief wisdom
of man consists in the fear of God. He beautifully descants upon
his former prosperity ; and exhibits a striking contrast between it

and his present affliction and debasement. Lastly, in answer to the

crimination of Eliphaz, and the implications of the others, he relates

the principal transactions of his past life; he asserts his integrity as

displayed in all the duties of life, and in the sight of God and man

;

and again appeals to the justice and omniscience of God in attest-

ation of his veracity.

If these circumstances were fairly collected from the general tenor

and series of the work, as far as we are able to trace them throufrh

the plamer and more conspicuous passages, it will be no very difficult

task to explain and define the subject of this part of the poem, which
contains the dispute between Job and his friends. The argument
seems chiefly to relate to the piety and integrity of Job, and turns

upon this point, whether he, who by the divine providence and visi-

tation is so severely punished and afflicted, ought to be accounted pious

and innocent. This leads into a more extensive field of controversy,

into a dispute, indeed, which less admits of any definition or limit,

concerning the nature of the divine counsels, in the dispensations of
happiness and misery in this life. The antagonists of Job in this

dispute, observing him exposed to such severe visitations, conceiving

that this affliction had not fallen upon him unmeritedly, accuse him
of hypocrisy, and falsely ascribe to him the guilt of some atrocious
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but concealed offence. Job, on the contrary, conscious of no crime,

and wounded by their unjust suspicions, defends his own innocence

before God with rather more confidence and ardour than is com-
mendable ; and so strenuously contends for his own integrity, that he

seems virtually to charge God himself with some degree of injustice/

The argument of Job's friends may, in substance, be comprised

in the following syllogism :
—

God, who is just, bestows blessings upon the godlt/, but afflicts the wicked :

But Job is most heavil'j afflicted by God :

Therefore Job is wicked, and deserves the punishment of his sins ; and therefore he is

bound to repent, that is, to cotifess and bewail his sins.

To the major proposition Job replies, that God quiets not only the

"Hoicked, but also the j^ious, in order that their faith, patience, and
other virtues, may be proved, and that the glory of God may become
more conspicuously manifest in their wonderful deliverances. But
overwhelmed with grief and the cruel suspicions of his friends, he

defends his cause with hard and sometimes impatient expressions.

This state of the controversy is clearly explained by what follows :

for when the three friends have ceased to dispute with Job, because

he seemcth just in his oxim eyes (xxxii. 1.), that is, because he has uni-

formly contended that there was no wickedness in himself which could

call down the heavy vengeance of God, Elihu comes forward, justly

offended with both parties ; with Job, because he justified himself in

jyrcference to God (xxxii. 2. compare xxxv. 2. xl. 8.), that is, because

he defended so vehemently the justice of his own cause, that he

seemed in some measure to arraign the justice of God ; against the

three friends, because, though they \<oere unable to aiiswer Job, they

ceased not to condemnhim (xxxii. 3.), that is, they concluded in their

own minds that Job was impious and wicked, while, nevertheless,

they had nothing specific to object against his assertions of his own
innocence, or upon which they might safely ground their accusation.

The conduct of Elihu evidently corresponds with this state of the

controversy : he professes, after a slight prefatory mention of him-

self, to reason with Job, unbiassed equally by favour or resentment.

He therefore reproves Job from his own mouth, because he had at-

tributed too much to himself; because he had affirmed himself to

be altogether free fi-om guilt and depravity ; because he had pre-

sumed to contend with God, and had not scrupled to insinuate, that

the Deity was hostile to him. He asserts, that it is not necessary

for God to explain and develope his counsels to men ; that he never-

theless takes many occasions of admonishing diem, not only by visions

and revelations, but even by the visitations of his Providence, by send-

ing calamities and diseases upon them, to repress their arrogance

and reform their obduracy. He next rebukes Job, because he had

pronounced himself upright, and affirmed that God had acted inimi-

cally, if not unjustly, towards him, which he proves to be no less

improper than indecent. In the third place, he objects to Job, that

from the miseries of the good and the prosperity of the wicked, he

has falsely and perversely concluded, that there was no advantage

' Lowth's Lectures, No. xxxii. vol. ii. pp. 371—378.
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to be derived from the practice of virtue. On the contrary, he af-

firms, that when the afflictions of the just continue, it is because

they do not place a proper confidence in God, ask relief at his hands,

patiently expect it, nor demean themselves before him with becoming
humility and submission. This observation alone, he adds very pro-

perl}^, is at once a sufficient reproof of the contumacy of Job, and
a full refutation of the unjust suspicions of his friends, (xxxv. 4.)

Lastly, he explains the purposes of the Deity, in chastening men,
which are in general to prove and to amend them, to repress their

arrogance, to afford him an opportunity of exemplifying his justice

upon the obstinate and rebellious, and of showing favour to the

humble and obedient. He supposes God to have acted in this man-
ner towards Job : on that account he exhorts him to humble himself

before his righteous Judge, to beware of appearing obstinate or con-
tumacious in his sight, and of relapsing into a repetition of his sin.

He entreats him, from the contemplation of the divine power and
majesty, to endeavour to retain a proper reverence for the Almighty.
To these frequently intermitted and often repeated admonitions of

Elihu, Job makes no return.

The address of God himself follows that of Elihu, in which, dis-

daining to descend to any particular explication of his divine coun-
sels, but instancing some of the stupendous effects of his infinite

power, he insists upon the same topics which Elihu had before

touched upon. In the first place, having reproved the temerity of
Job, he convicts. him of ignorance, in being unable to comprehend
the works of his creation, which were obvious to every eye; the na-

ture and structure of the earth, the sea, the light, and the animal

kingdom. He then demonstrates his weakness, by challenging him
to prove his own power by emulating any single exertion of the

divine energy, and then referring him to one or two of the brute

creation, with which he is unable to contend : — how much less,

therefore, with the Omnipotent Creator and Lord of all things, who
is or can be accountable to no being whatever ? (xli. 2, 3.)

^

The scope of this speech is, to humble Job, and to teach others

by his example to acquiesce in the dispensations of Jehovah, from
an unbounded confidence in his equity, wisdom, and goodness :

—
an end this, which (Bishop Stock truly remarks) is, indeed, worthy
of the interposition of the Deity. The method pursued in the

speech to accomplish its design, is a series of questions and descrip-

tions, relative to natural things, admirably fitted to convince this

complainant, and all others, of their incapacity to judge of God's
moral administration, and of the danger of striving with their Maker.
Nothing, in the whole compass of language, can equal, much less

surpass, the inimitable grandeur and sublimity of this divine address,

which extends from chapter xxxviii. to xli.

On the conclusion of the speech of Jehovah, Job humbles himself

before God, acknowledging his own ignorance and imbecility, and
" repents in dust and ashes." He then offers sacrifice for his friends,

and is restored to redoubled prosperity, honour, and comfort.

' Lowth's Lectures, No. xxxii. vol. ii. pp. 378—382.
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From a due consideration of all these circumstances, Bishop Lowth
conchides that the principal object of the poem is this third and last

trial of Job from the injustice and unkindness of his accusing friends
;

the consequence of which is, in the first place, the anger, indignation,

and contumacy of Job, and afterwards, his composure, submission,

and penitence. The design of the poem is, therefore, to teach men,

that, having a due respect to the corruption, infirmity, and ignorance

of human nature, as well as to the infinite wisdom and majesty of God,

they are to reject all confidence in their own strength, in their own
righteousness, and to preserve on all occasions an unwavering and

unsullied faith, and to submit with becoming reverence to his decrees.

It is, however, to be carefully observed, that the subject of the dis-

pute between Job and his friends differs from the subject of the poem
in general ; and that the end of the poetical part differs from the

design of tlie narrative at large. For, the Bishop remarks, although

the design and subject of the poem be exactly as they are above

defined, it may, nevertheless, be granted that the whole history, taken

together, contains an example of patience, together with its reward:

and he considers much of the perplexity in which the subject has

been involved, as arising principally from this point not having been

treated with sufficient distinctness by the learned.

Moldenhawer and some other critics have considered the passage

in Job xix. 25—27. as a prediction of the Messiah. It cannot, how-

ever, be clearly shown that this book contains any prophecies, strictly

so called ; because the passages which might be adduced as pro-

phetical may also be considered as a profession of faith in a pro-

mised Redeemer, and concerning a future resurrection. A learned

commentator of die present day has remarked, that there are but few

parts of the Old Testament which declare more explicitly the grand

outlines of revealed truth, nay even of evangelical doctrine: so that

they, who speak of it as consisting chiefly of natural religion^ seem

entirely to have mistaken its scope. The book of Job, he continues,

is full of caution and encouragement to the tempted and afflicted,

and of warning to those who hastily judge their brethren. It throws

great light upon the doctrine of Providence, and upon the agency

and influence of evil spirits under the control of God. In the pa-

triarch Job we see an eminent ty}ie of the suffering and glorified

Saviour, and a pattern of the believer's " passing through much
tribulation to the kingdom of God." In short, the whole is replete

with most important instruction : and among the rest we are reminded

of the ill effects of acrimonious religious dispute. These four pious

men argued together, till, becoming angry, they censured and con-

demned each odier, and uttered many irreverent things concerning

the divine character and government ; and having lost their temper,

they would also have lost their labour, and have been at more vari-

ance than ever, if another method had not been taken to decide the

controversy. *

" The character of each person is well sustained through the

whole book : Job, every where consistent, pious, conscious of his

' Scott's Preface to Job.
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own uprightness, but depressed by misery, weighed down by disease,

and irritated by the clamorous accusations of his friends, is hurried
on to make some rash assertions. Confident in his own innocence,

his appeals to God are sometimes too bold, and his attacks upon
his friends too harsh, but he always ends in complaints, and excuses
his vehemence on account of the magnitude of his calamity. His
Jiieyids, all sincere worshippers of the true God, and earnest advo-
cates of virtue, agree in the opinion that divine justice invariably

punishes the wicked, and rewards the good with present happiness.

They endeavour to prove this by appeals to more antient revelations,

to the opinions of those who lived in former times, and to experience,
— apprehensive lest the contrary assertion of Job should injure

morals and religion. They all speak of angels. Nevertheless, they
differ from each other in many other matters. Eliphaz is superior

to the others in discernment and in delicacy. He begins by ad-
dressing Job mildly, and it is not until irritated by contradiction,

that he reckons him among the wicked.— Bildad, less discernino-

and less polished, breaks out at first in accusations against Job, and
increases in vehemence : in the end, however, he is reduced to a
mere repetition of his former arguments.— Zophar is inferior to

his companions in both these respects : at first, his discourse is cha-
racterised by rusticity; his second address adds but little to the
fiirst ; and in the third dialogue, he has no reply to make.— Elihu
manifests a degree of veneration for Job and his friends, but speaks
like an inflated youth, wishing to conceal his self-sufficiency under
the appearance of modesty.— God is introduced in all his majesty,

speaking from a tempestuous cloud in the style of one, with whose
honour it is not consistent to I'ender an account of his government,
and to settle the agitated question, which is above the reach of human
intellect. He, therefore, merely silences the disputants. Thefeel-
mgs of the interlocutors, as is natural, become warm in the progress
of the controversy, and each speaker returns to the stage, with an
inci'eased degree of eagerness and impetuosity." ^

VIII. At the end of the Septuagint version of this book, after the
account of Job's death (xlii. 16.), there is the following addition:

" But it 2S written that he shall rise again along with those whom the

Lord raiseth up^ Where it was so written concerning Job, is not
easily to be found, unless in his own celebrated confession, / hiow
that my Redeemer liveth, &c. (xix."25—27.) The remark, how-
ever, is so far of importance as it proves the popular belief of the

doctrine before the coming of Christ,— a belief, to which this ines-

timable book, we may rest assured, contributed not a little.'- To this

additional passage there is also annexed in the Septuagint version a
subscription or appendix, containing a brief genealogical account of
the patriarch, derived from an old Syriac version ^^ and identifying

' Prof. Turner's translation of Jahn's Introduction, p. 463.
2 Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book i. p. 102.
3 This subscription is also found in the Arabic version, where it is less circumstantial,

and in the old Latin Vulgate translation of Job. The following version is given from the
Septuagint in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, vol. iii. p. 86. ; — " This is translated out of a
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him with Jobab king of the Edomites, and, consequently, making
him nearly contemporary with Moses. This subscription was re-

ceived and credited by the pseudo-Aristeas, Philo, and Polyhistor

:

it was also believed in the time of Origen, and is preserved by Theo-
dotion at the end of his version of the book of Job.

This genealogy is received by Calniet and Herder ^ as genuine,

but it is manifestly spurious ; for not only was it never extant in the

Hebrew copies, but, even admitting the genealogy in question to be
prior to the time of our Saviour, it is too recent to be admitted as

evidence in a fact of such remote antiquity, especially as it is drawn
only from conjecture supported by the slender resemblance between
the two names Job and Jobab : and when we consider that it is con-

tradicted by the arguments already adduced to prove that the pa-

triarch lived so many ages anterior to the great legislator of the

Hebrews ^, as well as by the internal evidence derived from the poem
itself respecting the rank and condition of Job, we cannot doubt for

a moment that the subscription is both erroneous and spurious.

IX. Although the preceding view of the scope and argument will

convey to the reader an accurate idea of this very antient, but in

many passages confessedly obscure poem
;
yet the following rules

contain so many useful hints for the right understanding of its con-

tents, that, long as this section necessarily is, the author is unwilling

to omit them.'^

RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN STUDYING THE BOOK OF JOB.

1. He that would rightly explain this book must, as much as he can,

imagine himself in the same afflicted condition.

2. Every daring thought, or ardent expression, which occurs in the

speeches of this afflicted and exasperated man, is not to be vindicated

;

yet, as he was a great man, and a prince, he may be allowed to use bold

and animated language.

3. We shall certainly judge amiss, if we think every thing wrong which
will not suit with the politeness of our manners. Allowance must be made
for the simplicity of those times.

book in the Syrian language ; for he dwelt in the land of Ausitis, on the confines of

Iduma?a and Arabia. His first name was Jobab; and having married an Arabian woman,
he had by her a son whose name was Ennon. Now he himself was the son of Zave, one

of the sons of Esau : so that he was the fifth in descent from Abraham. Now these were

the kings who reigned in YAom, over which country he also bare rule. The first was

Balak the son of Beor, and the name of his city was Dannaba; and after Balak, Jobab,

who is called Job ; and after him, Asom, who was general over the region of Thaemanitis

(Teman) ; and after him, Adad, the son of Barad, who smote Madiam in the land of

Moab ; and tht name of his city was Gethaim. And tiie friends who came to Jol) were

Elipliaz of the sons of Esau king of the Tha;manites ; Baldad, the sovereign of tlie Sau-

cheans (Shuhites); and Sophar (Zophar), the king of the Minains" (Naamathites).

' Calmet's Dictionary, vol. i. art. Job. Herder on Hebrew Poetry in M. 11. (O. S.)

vol. Ixxx. p. 644.
'^ § III. pp. 74—78. supra.

3 These rules are extracted from Dr. John Taylor's Scheme of Scripture Divinity,

chap, xxiii. in Bishop Watson's Collection of Theological Tracts, vol. i. pp. 97, 98.

Dr. Taylor of Norwich was an eminent divine of the last century ; who was distinguished

for his command of temper, benevolent feeling, and deep acquaintance with tlie Hebrew
and Greek Scriptures. His Scheme of Divinity, it is deeply to be regretted, was Arian,

and, therefore, cannot be recommended to students, indiscriminately.
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4. In judging of Job's character we must set the noble stranis of his

piety against the unguarded expressions of his sorrow.

5. It is not his innocence, strictly speaking, which Job insists on, but
his sincerity, (chap. vii. 20, 21.)

6. Except their hard censures of Job, his friends speak well and re-

ligiously.

7. His friends encouraged Job to hope for a temporal deliverance
(chap. V. 18, &c. vii. 20, c^-c. xi. 14, &c.) ; but Job despaired of it, and ex-
pected his bodily disorder would terminate in death (chap. vi. 11, 12.;
vii. 6, 7, 8. 21. ; xvii. 1. 13, 14, 15. ; xix. 10.) ; though, in the increasing
heat of the dispute, they seem to drop this sentiment in their following
answers, as if they supposed Job to be too bad to hope for any favour
from God. He hoped, iiowever, that his character would be cleared in

the day of judgment ; though he was greatly concerned that it could not
be cleared before ; that after a life led in the most conspicuous virtues,

his reputation, in the opinion of his nearest friends, would set under a
black cloud, and, with regard to the ignorant and profane, leave an odious
reproach upon a profession of religion. This touched him to the heart,

exasperated all his sufferings, and made him often wish, that God would
bring him to his trial here in this life, that his integrity might be vindi-

cated, and that all, friends and enemies, might understand the true end
or design of God in his sufferings, and the honour of religion might be
secured, (chap. x. 2, 3.) Is it good unto thee, that thou shouldest— shine
upon the counsel of the wicked'? who from my case take occasion to re-

proach and vilify true religion, and to confirm themselves in their wicked
and idolatrous practices, (chap. viii. 20—22.; xi. 17—20. ; xvi. 9— 11.)

8. He could only affirm his integrity, but could give no special satis-

factory reason, why God should afflict him in a manner so very extraor-
dinary, and beyond all preceding cases that were ever known in the world.
This very much perplexed and embarrassed his mind, and laid him under
a great disadvantage in the dispute. And for one thing, it is on this ac-
count that he is so earnest to come to a conference with God, to know
his mind and meaning (chap. x. 2.) ; Show:) me voherefore thou contendest

ivith 77ie?^ He knew very well he could not absolute!}' justify himself
before God. (chap. ix. 2— 17.) For he breaks me ivith a tempest, he mul-
tinlieth my wounds without a cause, or without any apparent reason, (chap,

vii. 12. 20.) The whole twenty-third chapter relates to this point; in

which he wishes he could come to the dwelling-place of God (ver, 3.),

and spread his case before him, and argue about it at large (ver. 4.), for

he had turned his thoughts every w^ay, and could make nothing of it

(ver. 8, 9.), only he v/as sure God knew he was an upright man. (ver. 10.— 12.) But (ver. 13.) he is in one °^^^^?^> oi' i"^ ""'t^y? supreme above all

others, absolutely entire, keeping his mind and designs to himself; and
none can turn, or oblige him to alter his resolution.. All that we can say
is, that he doth whatever is agreeable to his own wisdom. For (ver. 14.)

what he hath resolved to inflict upon me he hath accomplished ; and many
such things he doth, of which he will not give us the reason. To the same
purpose understand chap, xxvii. 2—4.14. and chap, xxviii. 2. He hath
taken away inyjudgment, i. e. the rule by which I might judge of the rea-

son of my afflictions. This point, in reference to God, Elihu tells him
(chap, xxxiii. 13.) he had urged to no purpose, seeing he gives no account

of his matters, or will not reveal to us the secrets of his providence.

9. In such a noble performance, if any thing seems to be said not in

consistency, or not in character, we should rather suspect our own judg-

• See Bishop Patrick's Paraphrase on Jobx, 2—8.
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ment than the good sense of the author. Thefault is not in the book, but

in our understanding.

10. That sense which best agrees with the subject, or the point in hand,

or which stands in the best connection with the context, should always

be judged the best sense.

X. Nothing, perhaps, has contributed more to I'ender the poem
of Job obscure, than the common division into chapters and verses

;

by which, not only the unity of the general subject, but frequently

that of a single paragraph or clause, is broken. The commentators,

critics, and analysts, indeed, are not agreed as to the exact number
of parts of which it consists : thus Heidegger and the elder Carpzov

institute two leading divisions, with a multitude of subdivisions ; Van
Til divides it into four leading parts, Moldenhawer into three, and

Mr. Noyes into two \ with a number of subordinate heads; Dr.

Good divides it into six books or parts ; and Dr. Hales into five

parts, independently of the exordium and conclusion : but as these

are requisite to the unity of the book, it does not appear that they

should be excluded from the arrangement. The poem, then, may
be conveniently divided into six parts : the first of these contains

the exordium or narrative part (ch.i. ii.) ; the second comprises the

first debate or dialogue of Job and his friends (iii.—xiv.) ; the third

includes the second series of debate or controversy (xv.—xxi.); the

fourth comprehends the third series of controversy (xxii.—xxxi.); in

the fifth part Elihu sums up the argument (xxxii.—xxxvii.) ; and

in the sixth part Jehovah determines the controversy ; Job humbles

himself, is accepted, and restored to health and prosperity, (xxxiii.

— xlii.)

' The following Synopsis exhibits the divisions and subdivisions, adopted by Mr. Noyes

in his "amended Version of the Book of Job :
" (Cambridge, North Am. 1827.)—

I. Historical Introduction in Prose. Ch. I. II.

II. Controversy in Verse. Ch. III.—XLII. 7.

The Speech of Job, in which he curses his Birthday, is succeeded by

I. The first Series of Controversy. Ch. IV.—XIV.
1. Speech of Eliphaz. Ch. IV. V.

2. Answer of Job. Ch. VI. VII.

3. Speech of Bildad. Ch. VIII.
4. Answer cf Job. Ch. IX, X.
5. Speech of Zophar. Ch. XI.
6. Answer of Job. Ch. XII. XIII. XIV.

II. Second Series of Controversy. Ch. XV.

—

XXI.
1. Speech of Eliphaz. Ch. XV.
2. Answer of Job. Ch. XVI. XVII.
3. Speech of Bildad. Ch. XVIII.
4. Answer of Job. Ch. XIX.
5. Speech of Zophar. Ch. XX.
6. Answer of Job. Ch. XXI.

III. Third Series of Controversy. Ch. XXII.—XXXI.
1. Speech of Eliphaz. Ch. XXII.
2. Answer of Job. Ch. XXIII. XXIV.
3. Speech of Bildad. Ch. XXV.
4. AnswerofJob. Ch. XXVI.—XXXI.

IV. The Judgment of Elihu respecting the Discussion. Ch. XXXII.—XXXVII.
V. The Speech of the Deity, v\hich terminates the Discussion. Ch. XXXVill.
—XLII. 7.

III. The ConclusioB, in Prose. Ch. XLII. 7. to the end.
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Part I. The Exordium, containing the Narration of JoUs Circum-

stanceSi and Trials (ch. i. ii.), xvhich is written in prose.

Sect. 1. The situation and circnmstances of Job. (i. 1—6.)

Sect. 2. Hhejirst trial of Job by Satan, with divine permission, in the

loss of his property and children ; the integrity of Job declared.

(i.7—22.)

Sect. 3. The second trial of Job by Satan, in the severe affliction of
his person (ii. 1— 10.), and the visit of his friends to console him.

Part II. The first Dialogue or Controversy between Job and his

friends, (iii.—xiv.)

Sect. 1. The complaint of Job on his calamitous situation, which is the

ground-work of the following arguments, (iii.)

Sect. 2. The speech of Eliphaz, in which he reproves the impatience
of Job, and insinuates that his sufferings were the punishment of
some secret iniquity, (iv. v.)

Sect. 3. Job's reply, in which he apologises for the intemperance of
his grief by the magnitude of his calamities, prays for speedy death,

accuses his friends of cruelty, and expostulates with God, whose
mercy he supplicates, (vi. vii.)

Sect. 4. The argument of Eliphaz resumed by Bildad, who reproves

Job with still greater acrimony, and accuses him of irreligion and
impiety, (viii.)

Sect. 5. Job's rejoinder, in which, while he acknowledges the justice

and sovereignty of God, he argues that his afflictions are no proof of
his wickedness, and in despair again wishes for death, (ix. x.) This
passionate reply calls forth,

Sect. 6. Zophar, who prosecutes the argument begun by Eliphaz, and
continued by Bildad, with still greater severity ; and exhorts him to

repentance, as the only means by which to recover his former pros-

perity, (xi.)

Sect. 7. The answer of Job, who retorts; on his friends, censuring their

pretensions to superior knowledge, and charging them with false and
partial pleading against him, and appeals to God, professing his hope
in a future resurrection, (xii.—xiv.)

Part III. The second Dialogue or Controversy (xv.—xxi.); in which
<we have.

Sect. 1. The argument renewed, nearly in the same manner as it had
been commenced by Eliphaz, who accuses Job of impiety in justify-

ing himself, (xv.)

Sect. 2. Job's reply, who complains of the increasing unkindness of his

friends, protests his innocency, and looks to death as his last resource,

(xvi. xvii.)

Sect. 3. Bildad, going over his former line of argument, with increased

asperity, applies it to Job, whose aggravated sufferings, he urges, are

justly inflicted upon him. (xviii.)

Sect. 4. Job's appeal to the sympathy of his friends, and from them to

God
;
professing his faith in a future resurrection, he cautions his

friends to cease from their invectives, lest God should chastise them.
(xix.)

Sect. 5. Job's appeal is retorted upon himself by Zophar (xx.) ; to

whom the patriarch replies by discussing at large the conduct of
Divine Providence, in order to evince the fallacy of Zophar's argu-
ment of the short-lived triumph of the wicked, (xxi.)

VOL. IV, H
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Part IV. The third Debate or Controversy (xxii.— xxxi.) ; in 'which,

Sect. 1. Eliphaz resumes the charge, representing Job's vindication
and appeal as displeasing to God ; contends that certain and utter
ruin is the uniform lot of the MMcked, as was evinced in the destruc-
tion of the old world by the deluge ; and concludes with renewed ex-
hortation to repentance and prayer, (xxii.)

Sect. 2. In reply, Job ardently desires to plead his cause before God,
whose omnipresence he delineates in the sublimest language, urging
that his sufferings were designed as trials of his faith and integrity ;

and he shows in various instances that the wicked frequently escape
punishment in this life, (xxiii. xxiv.)

Sect. 3. The rejoinder of Bildad, who repeats his former proposition,
that, since no man is without sin in the sight of God, consequently
Job cannot be justified in his sight, (xxv.)

Sect. 4. The answer of Job, who, having reproved the harsh conduct
of Bildad, re-vindicates his own conduct with great warmth and
animation, and takes a retrospect of his former character in the
relative situations of life, as a husband, as a master, and as a magis-
trate ; and concludes by repeating his ardent wish for an immediate
trial with his calumniator before the tribunal of God. (xxvi.—xxxi.)

Part V. Contains the Summitig up of the whole argument by Elihu ;

*who^ having condemned the conduct of all the disputants^ xvhose rea-

soimigs isoere not calculated to produce convictioti (xxxii.), jnvceeds

to contest several ofJoVs positions^ and to show that Godfrequently
afflicts the children of menfor the best ofpurposes^ and that in every

instance our duty is stibmissioJi. He concludes with a grand de-

scription of the omnipotence of the Creator, (xxxiii.—xxxvii.)

Part VI. The Termination of the Controveysy, and the Restoration of
Job to hisfo)-mer Prosperity (xxxviii.—xlii.) ; containing.

Sect. 1. The appearance of Jehovah to pronounce judgment ; who
addresses Job, out of a whirlwind, in a most sublime and magni-
ficent speech, the substance of which is nearly a counterpart to

that of Elihu. In it are illustrated the omnipotence of God, and
man's utter ignorance of his ways, and works of creation and pro-

vidence, (xxxvii.— xli.)

Sect. 2. The submission of Job, which is accepted, his restoration to

his former prosperity, and the increase of his substance to double.

(xHi. 1— 10.)

Sect. 3. A more particular account of Job's restoration and prospe-

rity, (xlii. 11— 17.)i

XI. Independently of the important instruction and benefit which
may be derived from a devout perusal of the book of Job, this di-

vine poem is of no small value, as transmitting to us a faithful deli-

neation of the patriarchal doctrines of religion ; that confirms and
illustrates the notices of that religion contained in the book of Ge-

' Dr. Hales is of opinion that the last six verses of this chapter, 1 1—17. (which par-

ticularise the increase of Job's family, the names of his daughters, who, according to

primitive usage, were made co-heiresses with their brothers, together witli the number of
years during which he survived his trial,) form an appendix ; which was probably added in

later times from tradition, either by Moses, who resided so long in his neighbourhood, or

\yy Samuel, or by the person (whoever he was) that introduced the book into the sacred

canon. Analysis <>f Chronology, vol, ii. booki. p. 101.
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nesis, an outline of which has been given in a former vohime. ^ On
this account, we trust, the reader will not be reluctantly detained, if

we take a brief retrospect of the patriarchal creed,— more especially

as some very learned men have denied that it contained any reference

either to fallen angelic spirits, or to a future resurrection of the body
from the grave, and consequently to a future state of existence.

The two grand articles of patriarchal faith, from the earliest days,

according to Saint Paul (Heb. xi. 6.), were, 1. That there is a God,
and, 2. That he is a rcioarder of them that diligently seek him. These
articles are particularly contained in Job's declaration,

I know that my Redeemer llveth,

And that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth.

But there are several other important points ofdoctrine either directly

stated, or which may be legitimately inferred from different parts of

this book : they may be reduced to the following nine articles :
—

1. The creation of the world by one supreme, omnipresent, and eternal

Being, of boundless wisdom, irresistible power, indescribable glory, in-

flexible justice, and infinite goodness. This first great principle ofwhat is

usually called natural religion, is laid down throughout the whole book as

an incontestable truth ; but it is particularly illustrated in the speech of

Jehovah himself, in Job xxxviii.—xli.

2. The government of the world by the j)erpetiial and superintending

providence of God. This article of the patriarchal creed is particularly

noticed in Job i. 9. 21. ; ii. 10. ; v. 8—27- ; ix. 4— 13. ; and in almost every
other chapter of the book : in every instance, this doctrine is proposed, not

as a matter of nice speculation, but as laying mankind under the most
powerful obligations to fear and serve, to submit to and trust in their

Creator, Lord, and Ruler.

3. Tliat the providential government of the Almighty is carried on by
the ministration of a heavenly hierarchy (i. 6, 7. ; iv. 18, 19. ; v. 1. ; xxxiii.

22, 23.), which is composed of various ranks and orders, possessing different

names, dignities, and offices.-

4. An apostasy or defection iti some rank or order ofthese powers (iv. 18.;

XV. 15.) ; of which Satan seems to have been one, and perhaps chief,

(i. 6— 12. ; ii. 2—7.)

5. The good and evil powers or jjrinciples, equallyformed by the Creator^

and hence equally denominated " Sons of God;" both of them employed
by him in the administration of his Providence; and both amenable to him
at stated courts, held for the purpose 6f receiving an account of their

respective missions. -^ (i. 6, 7. ; ii. 1.)

6. That Zabianism, or the idolatrous worship of the stars, was a judicial

offence, cognisable by the pelilim or judges; who were arbitrators, con-

sisting of the heads of tribes or families, appointed by common consent

to try offences against the community, and to award summary justice. '^

' See Vol. I. Chap. V. Sect. I. § 1. pp. 366, 367.
- As obedini, servants ; malnchim, angels ; melizim, intercessors ; memitim, destinies or

destroyers; alep, the miliad or thousand; kedosim, sancti, the heavenly saints or hosts

generally. Good's Introd. Diss, to his Version of Job, p. Ixv. See ch. iv. 18. xxxiii.

22, 23. V. 1. XV. 15. of his translation, compared with p. Ixxiv. of his Dissertation, and
his notes on the passages cited. s Ibid. p. Ixv.

* Job xxxi. 26—28. Dr. Hales, to whose researches we are indebted for the sixth ar-

ticle of the patriarchal creed, translates the 28th verse thus :

Even this would be a,judicial crime,

For I should liave lied unto God above.
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Such was the case of the Trans-jordanite tribes, who were suspected of
apostasy, and were threatened with extirpation by the heads of the ten
tribes on the western side of Jordan. ( Josh. xxii. 16—22.) ^

7. Original sin, or " that corruption of the nature of every man, that

naturally is engendered of the offspring of Adam " '^ " It is certain," as

Bishop Burnet has well remarked, " that in Scripture this general cor-

ruption of our nature is often mentioned ^ : " and it is not to be supposed
that this article of doctrine, however repugnant to the pride of man, should
be omitted in the book of Job. Accordingly, we find it expressly asserted
in chap. xiv. 4. ; xv. 14— 16. and xxxv. 3.

8. The propitiation of the Creator, in the case ofhuman transgressions

by sacrifices (i. 5. ; xlii. 8.), and the mediation and intercession of a right-

eous person, (xlii. 8, 9.) In his intercession for his friends, Job is generally

regarded as a type of Him " who ever liveth to make intercession" for

transgressors. If any evidence were wanting to prove sacrifices of divine

institution, the declaration in xlii. 8. alone would be sufficient.'^

9. That there mil be a day offuture resurrection (xiv. 7— 11. with
verses 12— 15. of the same chapter), judgment (xix. 25—29.), and retri-

bution to all mankind, (xxvii. 8.; xxxi. 13, 14.)

The passage, in which Job expresses his firm faith in a Redeemer
(xix. 25—29.), has been greatly contested among critics; some of

whom refer it simply to his deliverance from his temporal distresses,

maintaining that it has no allusion whatever to a future state ; while

others understand it in the contrary sense, and -consider it a noble

confession of faith in the Redeemer. The latter opinion has been
ably advocated by PfeiflPer, the elder Schultens, Michaelis, Velthusen,

Rosenmiiller, Dr. Good, and the Rev. Drs. Hales and J. P. Smith,

and is now generally received. The following is Dr. Hales's version

of this sublime passage of Job :
—

I know that my Redeemer [w] living,

And that at the last \diiy\

He will arise \injudgment] upon dust \iniankind'\.

And after my skin be mangled thus,

Yet ever from my flesh shall I see God :

Whom I shall see for me \on my side\.

And mine eyes shall behold him not estranged
;

\ThoxLgli\ my reins be [womi] consumed within me.
But ye should say, " Why persecute we him S^furllier'\ ?

"

Since the strength of the argument is found in me,
Fear ye for yourselves, from the face of the siiwrd ;

For [divine] wrath [punislieth] iniquities [with] the sword;
That ye may know there is ajudgment. *

' Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. book i. pp. 105, 106.
2 Article ix. of the Confession of the Anglican Church.
3 Burnet on Art. ix. p. 139. Having cited several passages at length, he thus con--

eludes :
" These, with many other places of Scripture to the same purpose, when they are

joined to the universal experience of all mankind concerning the corruption of our whole
race, lead us to settle this point, that in fact it has overrun our whole kind, the contagion
is spread over all."

* Archbp. Magee has collected all the evidence on this important subject with great
ability. Discourses on the Atonement, vol. ii. part i. pp. 25

—

46.
* Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. pp. 83—86. For the very elaborate notes witli which

he has supported and vindicated his translation, we must refer the reader to his work.
Other illustrations of this passage may be seen in Pfeiffer's Dubia Vexata Scripturae,

Centurialll. No. 39. (Op. tom. i. pp. 169—272.); and Dr. Smith's Scripture Testi-

mony to the Messiah, vol. i. pp. 199—211. In Dr. A. Clarke's Commentary, there is a
good illustration of Job xix. 25—29.
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Nor was the morality ofJob less excellent than his theology. He
thus expresses his undeviating obedience to the laws of God, and his

delight therein :
—

xxiii. 11. My foot hath held His steps,

His way have I kept and not declined

:

12. Neither have I gone back from the commandment of His lips.

I have esteemed the words of His mouth.
More than my necessary ybod.

From this and other passages, Dr. Hales with great probability

thinks it evident, that there was some collection of certain precepts,

or rules of religion and morality, in use among the patriarchs ;
—

such were the precepts of the Noachidae or sons of Noah: and there

is great reason to believe, that the substance at least of the decalogue,

given at Sinai, was of primitive institution. Compare Gen. ix. 1—6.

How well the venerable patriarch observed the duties of morality,

will be manifest to every one who will take the trouble of perusing

chap. xxix. 11— 17. and xxxi. 6—22.

There is a remarkable reference in the book of Job, to the former

destruction of the world by water, and to its final dissolution by fire

;

which was prophesied by Enoch before the deluge, whence it must
have been known to Noah ; and no doubt transmitted by him to his

family ; and so might be communicated to Job and his friends. It

occurs in the last speech of Eliphaz, the most intelligent of the three.

xxii. 15. Dost [not] tJiou keep the old way,
Which wicked men have trodden ?

16. Who were cut off, before their time,

Thejlood overthrew their foundation :

17. Who said unto God, " Departfrom us :^^

And, " ir/ial call the Almighty do/or us /"'

18. Yet he filleth their houses with good,

Though the counsel of the wicked was far from Him,
] 9. The righteous saw, and were glad.

And the innocent [iVoa/;] derided them : ^
20. " Is not their substance cut down ?"

And thejire shall consume the remnant of Ihem !
"

As if Noah had said. Though this judgment by water, however

universal, may not so thoroughly purge the earth, as that iniquity shall

not spring up again, and wicked men abound : yet know that a final

judgment by fire will utterly consume the remnant of such sinners as

shall then be found alive, along with the earth itself.^

SECTION II.

ON THE BOOK OF PSALMS.

I. General Title of this Book.— II. Structure ofthe Psalms.— III. Their

Canonical Authority. — IV. Authors to tjohom they are ascribed.—
1. Moses.— 2. David.— 3. Asaph.— 4. The Sons ofKorah— 5. Heman
and Etltan. — 6. Solomon.— 7. Anonymous Psalms. — Chronological

Arrangement of the Psalms by Calmet. — V. Collection of the Psalms

' Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. booki. pp. Ill, 112.
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into a Volume.— VI. The Inscriptions or Titles prefixed to the different

Psalms.— VII. Probable Meaning of the Word Se)ah. — VIII. Scope of
the Book of Psalms. — IX. Ridesfor better understanding them.— X. A
Table of the Psalms classed according to their severed Sidjjects.

I. This book is entitled in the Hebrew C^'nri ""IDD (s^ph^r
Td'HiL/iM), that is, the Book ofHymns or Praises; because the greater

part of them treat of the praises of God, while the remainder consist

either of the complaints of an afflicted soul, or of penitential effusions,

or of the prayers of a heart overwhelmed with grief. In the Roman
edition of the Septuagint Version printed in 1587, which professes to

follow the Vatican manuscript, this book is simply denominated
4'AAMOI, the Psalms ; and in the Alexandrian manuscript, preserved

in the British Museum, it is intitled ^'AATHPION MET' X2AAI2,
the Psalter 'with Odes or Hymns. ^ The Syriac Version, in Bishop
Walton's Polyglott, denominates it the Book ofPsalms of David, the

King and Prophet ; and the Arabic version commences with the^rs^

Book ofPsalms of David the Prophet, King of the So7is of Israel.

II. The book of Psalms presents every possible variety of Hebrew
poetry. They may all, indeed, be termed poems of the lyric kind,

that is, adapted to music, but with great variety in the style of com-
position. Thus some are simply odes. " An ode is a dignified sort

of song, narrative of the flicts, either of public history, or of private

life, in a highly adorned and figured style. But the figure in the

Psalms is that, which is peculiar to the Hebrew language, in which
the figure gives its meaning with as much perspicuity as the plainest

speech." '^ Others, again, are ethic or didactic, " delivering grave

maxims of life, or the precepts of religion, in solemn, but for the

most part simple strains." To this class we may refer the hundred
and nineteenth, and the other alphabeticalpsabus, which are so called

because the initial letters of each line or stanza follow the order of

the alphabet. ^ Nearly one-seventh part of the Psalms are elegiac,

or pathetic compositions on mournful subjects. Some are enigmatic,

delivering the doctrines of religion in enigmata, sentences contrived

to strike the imagination forcibly, and yet easy to be understood

;

• These Odes or Hymns, which are tliirteen in number, are printed in Dr. Grabe's
Edition of the SepUiagint: they are thus intitled :

—
1. The Ode of Moses in Exodus, (ch. xv. 1. et seqq.)

2. The Ode of Moses in Deuteronomy, (ch. xxxii. v. 1. seqq.)

3. The Prayer of Hannah the Mother of Samuel. (1 Sam. ch. ii. v. 1. seqq.)

4. The Prayer of Isaiah (in the margin, of Hezekiah). Isa. ch. xxvi. v. 9. seqq.

5. The Prayer of Jonah. (Jon. ch. ii. v. 3. seqq.)

6. The prayer of Habakkuk (Sept. Ambakoum), Hab. ch. iii. v. 2. seqq.

7. The Prayer of Hezekiah. (Isa. cli. xxxviii. v. 10. seq.)

8. The Prayer of Manasseh. (2 Chron. ch. xxxiii. according to some copies, but one of

the apocryphal pieces in our Bibles.)

9. The Prayer of Azariah. (Dan. ch. iii. v. 26. seqq.)

10. The Hymn of our Fathers. (Dan. ch. iii. v. 52. seqq.)

II. The Prayer of Mary, the Mother of God. (Luke ch. i. v. 46. seqq.)

12. The Prayer of Simeon. (Luke ch. ii. v. 29. seqq.)

13. A Morning Hymn, the first part of which nearly corresponds with the sublime hymn
in the post-communion service of the church of England.

^Bishop Horsley's translation of the Psalms, vol. i. p. xv.
3 The alphabetical psalms are xxv. xx.xiv. xxxvii. cxi. cxii. cxix. and cxlv. On the

peculiar structure of the Hebrew alphabetical poems, see Vol. II. p. 444. supra.
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while a few may be referred to the class of idyls, or short pastoral

poems. But the greater jiart, according to Bishop Horsley, is a sort

of dramatic ode, consisting of dialogues between certain persons sus-

taining certain characters. " In these dialogue-psalms the persons

are frequently the psalmist himself, or the chorus of priests and

Levites, or the leader of the Levitical band, opening the ode with a

proem declarative of the subject, and very often closing the whole

with a soleuni admonition drawn from what the other persons say.

The other persons are, Jehovah, sometimes as one, sometimes as

another of the three persons : Christ in his incarnate state, sometimes

before, sometimes after his resurrection ; the human soul of Christ,

as distinguished from the divine essence. Christ, in his incarnate

state, is personated sometimes as a priest, sometmies as a kmg, some-

times as a conqueror ; and, in those psalms in which he is introduced

as a conqueror, the resemblance is very remarkable between this

conqueror in the book of Psalms, and the warrior on the white horse

in the book of Revelations, who goes forth with a crown on his head

and a bow in his hand, conquering and to conquer. And the con-

quest in the Psalms is followed, like the conquest in the Revelations,

by the marriage of the conqueror. These are circumstances of simili-

tude, which, to any one versed in the prophetic style, prove beyond a

doubt that the mystical conqueror is the same personage in both." ^

III. The right of the book of Psalms to a place in the sacred canon

has never been disputed : they are frequently alluded to in the Old
Testament, and are often cited by our Lord and his apostles as the

work of the Holy Spirit. They are generally termed the Psalms of

David, that Hebrew monarch being their chief author. Origen,

Chrysostom, Augustine, Ambrose, Euthymius - and others of the

antient fathers, indeed, were of opinion that he was their sole author

:

but they were opposed by Hilary and Athanasius ^ (or the author

of the ^synopsis attributed to him), Jerome, Eusebius, and other

fathers of equal eminence. And indeed this notion is manifestly

erroneous ; for an attentive examination of the Psalms will immediately

prove them to be the compositions of various authors, in various ages,

some much more antient than the time of David, some of a much later

age; and others were evidently composed during the Babylonish

captivity. Some modern commentators have even referred a few to

the time of the Maccabees : but for this opinion, as we shall show in

a subsequent page ^, there does not appear to be any foundation.

Altogether they embrace a period of about nine bundled years.

The earliest composer of sacred hymns unquestionably was Moses
(Exod. XV.) ; the next, who are mentioned in the Scriptures, are

' Bishop Horslcy's Psalms, vol. i. p. xvi.

- Chrysostom in Psal. i. Ambros. Prsefat. in Psal. i. Augustin. de Civitate DeJ,

lib. xvii. c. 14. Theodoret, Pra;f. in Psal. Cassiodorus, Proleg. in Psal. Euthymius,

Praef. in Psal. Pliilastrius, Haeres. 129. Huct, Dem. Ev. torn. i. prop. iv. p. 330.

3 Hilarii Prolog, in Psal. et comment, in Psal. cxxxi. Atlianasii Synopsis. Hie-

ronymi Epist. ad Sophronium. Eusebii Cassariensis Pra;f. in Psalmos, pp. 7, 8. et in

Inscrip. Psal. p. 2. et in Psal. xli. Ix, Ixii. Calmet, Praef. G^n^rale sur les Pseaumes.

(Com. torn. iv. pp. v. vi.) Huet, ut supra.
• See p. 108. infra, • .

.
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Deborah (Judg. v.) and Hannah (1 Sam. ii.) : but it was David him-
self, an admirable composer and performer in music (1 Sam. xvi. 18.

Amosvi. 5.), who gave a regular and noble form to the musical part

of the Jewish service, and carried divine poetry and psalmody to

perfection; and therefore he is called the sweet psalmist of Israel.

(2 Sam. xxiii. I.) He, doubtless by divine authority, appointed the

singing of psalms by a select company of skilful persons, in the solemn
worship of the tabernacle (1 Chron. vi. 31. xvi. 4— 8.) '

; which So-
lomon continued in the first temple (2 Chron, v. 12, 13.), and it was
re-established by Ezra, as soon as the foundation of the second temple
was laid. (Ezra iii. 10, 11.) Hence the Jews became well acquainted

with these songs of Sion ; and, having committed them to memory,
were celebrated for their melodious singing among the neighbouring

countries. (Psal. cxxxvii. 3.) The continuance of this branch of

divine worship is confirmed by the practice of our Lord, and the

instructions of St. Paul (Matt, xxvi.'so. Mark xiv. 26. Eph. v. 19.

Col. iii. 16. compared with Rev. v. 9. xiv. 1, 2, 3.) ; and the practice

of divine psalmody has subsisted through every succeeding age to

our own time, not more to the delight than to the edification of the

church of Christ. " There are, indeed, at this time" (to use the

words of a sensible writer'-), " very few professing Christians who do
not adopt these sacred hymns in their public and private devotions,

either by reading them, composing them as anthems, or singing

poetical translations and imitations of them. In this particular there

ever has existed, and there still exists, a wonderful communion of
Saints. The language, in which Moses, and David, and Solomon,
Heman, Asaph, and Jeduthun, worshijjped God, is applicable to

Christian believers. They worship the same God, through the same
adorable Redeemer ; they give thanks for similar mercies, and mourn
under similar trials ; they are looking for the same blessed hope of

their calling, even everlasting life and salvation, through the prevail-

ing intercession of the Messiah. The antient believers, indeed, wor-

shipped him as about to appear; we adore him as having actually

appeared, and put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. They saw, as

through a glass, darkly : but we face to face."

IV. The Jewish writers ascribe thebook of psalms to ten different

authors ^, viz. Adam, to whom they ascribe the ninety-second psalm
;

Melchizedec ; Abraham, whom they call Ethan, and give to him the

eighty-ninth psalm ; Moses, Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, and the three

sons of Korah : and they make David to be merely the collector of

them into one volume or book. But this opinion is evidently fabulous :

foi", 1. The ninety-second psalm, which is ascribed to Adam, appears
from its internal structure and style to be of a later date, though no
author is mentioned in its title or inscription : besides, if Adam had
left any sacred odes, it is more than probable that some notice would

' On the subject of Jewish psalmody, there is itiuch curious information collected in
" The Temple Music ; or, an Essay concerning the Metliod of singing the Psalms of
David in the Temple, before the Babylonish Captivity. By Arthur Bedford. London,
1706." 8vo.

2 Tlie editor of the 4fo. Bible of 1810, with the notes of several of the venerable
reformers.

^ 3 Francisci Junii Proleg. ad Librura Fsalraorum, § 2.
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have been taken of them in the book of Genesis, which, however, is

totally silent concerning any such compositions. 2. That the hundred
and tenth psalm, which is attributed to Melchizedec, was certainly

written by David, is evident, not only from the title which claims him
for its author, but also from its style and manner, which correspond
with the acknowledged productions of the royal prophet ; and espe-

cially from the testimony of Jesus Christ and his apostle Peter. (Matt.
xxii.*43—45. Mark xii. 36. Luke xx. 42. Acts ii. 34.) And, 3. It

is most certain that David was the author of very many psalms, not
merely of those which have his name in their respective titles, but
likewise of several others, to which his name is not prefixed, espe-

cially of psalms ii. and xcv., as we are assured by the inspired apostles.

(Acts iv. 25, 26. Heb. iv. 7.) To make David, therefore, merely the

collector and editor of those divine compositions, is alike contra-

dictory to the clearest evidence, derived from the book of Psalms
itself, and from the testimony of the inspired writers of the New Tes-
tament, as well as contrary to the whole current of antiquity.

A careful investigation of these divine odes will enable us to form a
better opinion concerning their respective authors, whom the modern
Jews, and all modern commentators, understand to be Moses, David,
Solomon, Asaph, Heman, Ethan, Jeduthun, and the three sons of
Korah. Other authors hnve been conjectured by some eminent
critics, whose hypotheses will presently be noticed.

1. To Moses the Talmudical writers ascribe ten psalms, viz.

from xc. to xcix. inclusive. The ninetieth psalm, in the Hebrew
manuscripts, is inscribed with his name ; and from its general coin-

cidence in style and manner with his sacred hymns in Exod. xv. and
Deut. xxxii. it is generally considered as the composition of the great

lawgiver of the Jews. But Dr. Kennicott and other critics think that

it was written in a later age, and consequently cannot be of that date

which the title imports : because in the time of Moses most of the

persons mentioned in Scripture lived to an age far exceeding the

standard of threescore years and ten or fourscore, which in the nine-

tieth psalm is assigned as the limit ofhuman life. But this " opinion

seems founded on the exceptions from the general rule, rather than

on the rule itself. The life of Aaron, Moses, Joshua, and Caleb,

vmquestionably exceeded the age of fourscore considerably, and ran

on from a hundred and ten to a hundred and twenty ; but all these

were probably instances of special favour. The decree which abbre-

viated the life of man, as a general rule, to seventy or eighty years,

was given as a chastisement upon the whole race of Israelites in the

wilderness; and, with these few exceptions, none of them at the date

of this psalm could have reached more than seventy, and few ofthem
so high a number. But it does not appear that the term of life was
lengthened afterwards. Samuel died about seventy years old, David
under seventy-one, and Solomon under sixty : and the history of the

world shows us that the abbreviation of life in other countries was
nearly in the same pi-oportion." ^ The other nine psalms, xci. to

' Extract from Dr. Good's (unpublished) Version of tlie Book of Psalms, in Professor
Gregory's Memoirs of his Life, p. 316.
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xcix., are attributed to Moses by the Jews, by virtue of a canon of
criticism which they have estabhshed, namely, that all anonymous
psalms are to be referred to that author whose name occurred in the
title last preceding them. ^ But for this rule no foundation whatever
exists : it is certain that the ninety-ninth psalm could not have been
'written by Moses, for in the sixth verse mention is made of the pro-
phet Samuel, who was not born till two hundred and ninety-five or
six years after the death of Moses.

2. The name of David is prefixed to seventy-one psalms in the
Hebrew copies, to which the Septuagint version adds eleven others

;

but it is evident, from the style and subject-matter of the latter, that

many of them cannot be the composition of David, particularly the
hundred and second, which is in no respect whatever applicable to

him, but from its subject-matter must be referred to some pious ^ew
who composed it after the return from the Babylonish captivity, while
the temple was in ruins, and the country in a state of desolation.

The hundred and thirty-eighth psalm, also, though attributed in the

Septuagint to David, could not have been written by him, for reference

is made in it to the temjjle, which was not erected till after his death
by Solomon. On the contrary, some of the psalms thus ascribed to

David in the Septuagint version are unquestionably his, as well as

some which are anonymous : of the former class is the ninety-fifth,

and of the latter the second psalm, both of which are cited as

David's psalms by the inspired writers of the New Testament. Com-
pare Acts iv. 25—28. xiii. 33. Heb.iii. 7— 11. iv. 7— 13.

Many of the psalms, which bear the royal prophet's name, were
composed on occasion of remarkable circumstances in his life, his

dangers, his afflictions, his deliverances. " But of those which relate

to the public history of the natural Israel, there are few in which the

fortunes of the mystical Israel are not adumbrated : and of those

which allude to the life of David, there are none in which the Son of
David is not the principal and immediate subject. David's com-
plaints against his enemies ai'e Messiah's complaints, first of the un-
believing Jews, then of the heathen persecutors, and of the apostate

faction in later aoes. David's afflictions are Messiah's sufferina's.

David's penitential supplications are Messiah's, under the burden of
the imputed guilt of man. David's songs of triumph and thanks-

giving are Messiah's songs of triumph and thanksgiving for his victory

over sin, and death, and hell. In a word, there is not a page of this

book of Psalms, in which the pious reader will not find his Saviour,

if he reads with a view of findiuir him."
""

From the variety of circumstances and situations in which David
was placed at different times, and the various affections which con-

sequently were called into exercise, we may readily conceive that his

style is exceedingly various. The remark, indeed, is applicable to

' This opinion is very antient : it was adopted by Origen (Select, in Psalmos, Opp.
torn. ii. p. 574. edit. Benedict.), and by Jerome (Epist. cxxxix. ad Cyprianum, p. 388.

edit. Plantin.), who says it was derived from a tradition recorded by luUus, patriarch of
the Jews. Advers. Ruffin. lib. i. cap. 3. p. '235. llosenmiiller, Scholia in Psalmos,

torn. i. p. xii.

2 Bishop Horsley's Psalms, vol. i. p. x.
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the entire book of Psalms, but eminently so to the odes of David.
Hence it is that those, which are expressive of the natural character

and state of man, and of sin, seem to bear marks of difficulty, and,

as it were, disgust in their composition. " The sentences are la-

boured, and move heavily, and cannot be perused with that lively

pleasure, which, on the contrary, is received from those themes of

the psalmist which place before us the glorious attributes of God,
and express either His love to man, or the believer's love to Him.
These strains flow with vigorous and well adapted expressions, as if

the subject was felt to be most delightful, entered on with alacrity,

and pursued with holy joy." ^ Some of David's psalms possess

great sublimity, as the twenty-fourth ; but softness, tenderness, and
pathos, are their prevailing characteristics.

3. With the name of Asaph, a very celebrated Levite, and chief

of the choirs of Israel in the time of David (1 Chron. xvi. 4, 5.),

twelve psalms are inscribed, viz. 1. Ixxiii.—Ixxxiii. But the seventy-

fourth and seventy- ninth psalms evidently cannot be his, because

they deplore the overthrow of Jerusalem and the conflagration of the

temple, and in point of style approach nearest to the Lamentations
of Jeremiah. Either, therefore, they are erroneously ascribed to

him, or were composed by another Asaph, who lived during the cap-
tivity. The subjects of Asaph's psalms are doctrinal or preceptive:

their style, though less sweet than that of David, is much more ve-

hement, and little inferior to the grandest parts of the prophecies of
Isaiah and Habakkuk.

4. Eleven psalms, viz. xlii.—xlvii. Ixxxiv. Ixxxv. Ixxxvii. and
Ixxxviii. are inscribed, " For the sons of Korah :" but such is the

uncertainty of the prepositional prefix, that it is not easy to decide

whether these psalms were written by them, or were composed for
them, and to be performed by them with music in the temple. As
the names of the musical instruments, with which these psahns were
to be accompanied, are specified in the titles of psalms xlvi. and
Ixxxviii. to which last is added the name of Heman, it is most pro-

bable that they were directed to the sons of Korah ; but by whom
they were composed is not now known. The same remark is ap-

plicable to psalms xxxix. Ixii. and Ixxvii. the titles of whieh are in-

scribed to Jeduthun, who was one of three directors of music in the

national worship. See 1 Chron. xxv. ]

.

5. To Heman the Ezrahite is ascribed the eighty-eighth psalm ;

and to Ethan the Ezrahite the following psalm. They were both

probably descendants from Zerah, who is mentioned in 1 Chron. ii. 6.;

but at what time they lived is uncertain. They are, however, sup-

posed to have flourished during the Babylonish captivity.

6. It is highly probable that many of the psalms were composed
during the reign of Solomon, who, we learn from 1 Kings iv. 32.

" wrote a thousand and five songs," or poems.

1 Memorial Sketclies of the late Rev. David Brown, p. 93. — a very instructive piece

of clerical biography. Mr. B., to whom we are indebted for the above remark, was most
accurately intimate with the psalms in their original Hebrew. " He accustomed himself

to them," says his biographer, " in the original, as the medium of his most private and
earnest devotions, whether of contrition, supplication, or praise. In all affliction, and in

all rejgiging, he alike called upon God in the language of David." Ibid.
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There are only two psalms, however, which bear his name, viz.

the seventy-second and the hundred and twenty-seventh psalms.

The title of the former may be translatedy?;r as well as o/" Solomon:

and, indeed, it is evident, from considering its style and subject-

matter, that it could not have been composed by him. But, as he

was inaugurated just before David's death, it was, in all probability,

one of David's latest odes. The hundred and twenty-seventh psalm

is most likely Solomon's, composed at the time of his nuptials ; it

strongly and beautifully expresses a sense of dependence upon Je-

hovah for every blessing, especially a numerous offspring, which we

know was an object of the most ardent desire to the Israelites.

7. Besides the preceding, there are upwards of thirty psalms

which in the Hebrew Bibles are altogether anonymous, although

the Septuagint version gives names to some of them, chiefly, it

should seem, upon conjecture, for which there is little or no found-

ation. Thus the Alexandrian Greek translators ascribe the hundred

and thirty-seventh psalm to Jeremiah, who could not have written

it, for he died before the return of the Jews from the Babylonish

captivity, which joyous event is most pleasingly commemorated in

that ode. In like manner, the hundred and forty-sixth and hundred

and forty-seventh pstilms are attributed by them to the prophets

Haggai and Zechariah, for no other reason, it should seem, than be-

cause psalm cxlvi. 7— 10. treats of the dehverance of the captives

and those who were oppressed, and cxlvii. of the restoration of the

Jewish church. Psalms ii. and xcv. however, as we have already re-

marked ^ though anonymous, are ascribed by the inspired apostles

to David. Some modern critics have imagined, that there are a few

of the untitled psalms which were composed so lately as the time of

the Maccabees. Thus Rudinger assigns to that period psalms i.

xliv. xlvi. xlix. and cviii. ; Herman Vonder Hardt, psalm cxix. ; and

Venema, psalms Ixxxv. xciii. and cviii. ^ This late date, however,

is impossible, the canon of the Old Testament Scriptures being

closed by Ezra, nearly three centuries before the time of the Mac-

cabees. But, " whether David, or any other prophet, was employed

as the instrument of communicating to the church such or such a

particular psalm, is a question, which, if it cannot always be satis-

factorily answered, needs not disquiet our minds. When we discern,

in an epistle, the well-known hand of a friend, we are not solicitous

about the pen with which it was written."
-^

The following chronological arrangement of the Psalms, after a

careful and judicious examination, has been adopted by Calmet "*,

who has further specified the probable occasions on which they

w^ere composed.

1 See p. 106. supra.

'i Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Psalmos, Prolegom. c. 2. pp. xi.—xix. He adopts the

untenable hypothesis of Rudinger.
3 Bishop Home's Commentary on the Psalms, vol. i. Pref. p. v.

4 Commentaire Litteral, torn. iv. pp. Ixii.—Ixvi. As some of the psalms in the Vul-

gate Latin version, wliich was used by Calmet, are divided and numbered in a different

manner from that in^which they appear in our Bibles, we have adapted the references to

the psalms to the authorised English version.
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1. Psahns of which the Date is u?icertain. These are eight in

number ; viz.

Psal. i. This is a preface to the whole book, and is by some ascribed

to David, by others to Ezra, who is supposed to have collected the

psalms into a volume.

Psal. iv. The expressions of a devout person amid the corrupt manners
of the age. An evening prayer.

Psal. viii. The prerogatives of man ; and the glory of Jesus Christ.

Psal. xix. A beautiful eulogy on the law of God. A psalm of praise to

the Creator, arising from a consideration of his works, as displayed in

the creation, in the heavens, and in the stars.

Psal. Ixxxi. This psalm, which is attributed to Asaph, was sung in the

temple, at the feast of trumpets, held in the beginning of the civil

year of the Jews, and also at the feast of tabernacles.

Psal. xci. This moral psalm, though assigned to Moses, was in all pro-

bability composed during or after the captivity. It treats on the

happiness of those who place their whole confidence in God.
Psal. ex. The advent, kingdom, and generation of the Messiah ; com-

posed by David.

Psalm, cxxxix. A psalm of praise to God for his all-seeing providence

and infinite wisdom.

2. Psalms composed hij David during the Persecution of Saul,

These are seventeen ; namely,

Psal. xi. David, being entreated by his friends to withdraw from the

court of Saul, professes his confidence in God.
Psal. xxxi. David, proscribed by Saul, is forced to withdraw from his

court.

Psal. xxxiv. Composed by David, when, at the court of Achish king of
Gath, he counterfeited madness, and was permitted to depart.

Psal. Ivi. Composed in the cave of Adullam, after David's escape from
Achish.

Psal. xvi. David persecuted by Saul, and obliged to take refuge among
the Moabites and Philistines.

Psal. liv. David pursued by Saul in the desert of Ziph, whence Saul
was obliged to withdraw and repel the Philistines. David's thanks-
giving for his deliverance.

Psal. lii. Composed by David after Saul had sacked the city of Nob, and
put the priests and all their families to the sword.

Psal. cix. Composed during Saul's unjust persecution of David. The
person, against whom this psalm was directed, was most probably
Doeg. Bishop Horsley considers it as a prophetic malediction

against the Jewish nation.'

Psal. xvii. A prayer of David during Saul's bitterest persecution of him.
Psal. xxii. David, persecuted by Saul, personates the Messiah, perse-

cuted and put to death by the Jews.

Psal. XXXV. Composed about the same time, and under the same perse-
cution.

Psal. Ivii. David, in the cave of En-gedi, implores divine protection, in

sure prospect of which he breaks forth into grateful praise. (1 Sam,
xxiv. 1.)

Psal.lviii. A continuation of the same subject. Complaints against

Saul's wicked counsellors.

' On tie imprecations supposed to be contained in this psalm, see the Appendix to

Vol. II. pp. 532, 533.
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Psal. cxlii. David in the cave of En-gedi.

Psal. cxl. cxli. David, under severe persecution, implores help of God.
Psal. vii. David violently persecuted by Saul.

3. Psalms composed by David, at the beginning of his Reign, and

after the Death of Said. Of this class there are sixteen ; viz.

Psal. ii. Written by David, after he had fixed the seat of his govern-

ment at Jerusalem, notwithstanding the malignant opposition of his

enemies. It is a most noble prediction of the kingdom of the Messiah.

Psal. Ixviii. Composed on occasion of conducting the ark from Kirjath-

jearim to Jerusalem.

Psal. ix. and xxiv. Sung by David on the removal of the ark from the

house of Obededom to Mount Sion.
^

Psal. ci. David describes the manner in which he guided his people in

justice and equity.

Psal. xxix. A solemn thanksgiving ^or the rain that fell after David
had avenged the Gibeonites on the house of Saul, by whom they

had been unjustly persecuted. 2 Sam. xxi. et seq.

Psal. XX. Composed by David when he was on the point of marching
against the Ammonites and Syrians, who had leagued together against

him. 2 Sam. x.

Psal. xxi. A continuation of the preceding subject. David's thanks-

giving for his victory over the Ammonites.
Psal. vi. xxxviii. and xxxix. Composed by David during sickness : al-

though no notice is taken of this sickness in the history of David, yet

it is the opinion of almost every commentator that these psalms refer

to some dangerous illness from which his recovery was long doubtful.

Psal. xl. A psalm of thanksgiving for his recovery from sickness.

Psal. li. xxxii. and xxxiii. were all composed by David after Nathan had
convinced him of his sin with Bathsheba.

'

4. Psalms during the Hebellion of Absalom. This class comprises

. eight psalms.

Psal. iii. iv. Iv. Composed when David was driven from Jerusalem by
Absalom.

Psal. Ixii. David professes his trust in God during the unnatural per-

secution of his son.

Psal. Ixx. Ixxi. A prayer of David when pursued by Absalom.

Psal. cxliii. Written during the war with Absalom.

Psal. cxliv. A thanksgiving for his victories over Absalom, Sheba, and

other rebels. 2 Sam. xviii.20.

5. The Psalms ivrittcn between the Death of Absalom and the Cap-

tivity, are ten in number ; viz.

Psal. xviii. David's solemn thanksgiving for all the blessings he had

received from God. Compare 2 Sam. xxii.

Psal. xxx. Composed on occasion of dedicating the altar on the

threshing-floor of Araunah. 2 Sam. xxiv. 25.

Psal. xlv. Composed on the marriage of Solomon with a king's daugh-

ter. It is throughout prophetical of the victorious Messiah.

Psal. Ixxviii. Composed on occasion of Asa's victory over the forces of

the kinff of Israel. See 2 Chron. xvi. 4. 6.

> Dr. Hales refers to this period psalm ciii. which is a psalm of thanksgiving. He con-

siders it as David's eucharisdcal ode, after God had pardoned his great sin. Analysis of

Chronology, vol. ii. pp. 376, 377.
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Psal. Ixxxii. Instructions given to the judges, during the reign of Je-

hoshaphat king of Judah, See 2 Chron. xix.5, 6.

Psal. Ixxxiii. A triumphal ode, composed on occasion of Jehoshaphat's

victory over the Ammonites, Moabites, and other enemies. See
2 Chron. xx. 1. et seq.

Psal. Ixxvi. Composed after the destruction of Sennacherib's army.
See 2 Chron. xxxii.

Psal.lxxiv. and Ixxix. A lamentation for the desolation of the temple
of Jerusalem : it was most probably composed at the beginning of

the captivity.

6. Psalms composed during the Captivity ,- the authors of which are

unknown. Cahnet ascribes them chiefly to the descendants of Asaph
and Koi'ah,

Their subjects are wholly of a mournful nature, lamenting the captivity,

imploring deliverance, and complaining of the oppression of the

Babylonians. These psalms, forty in number, are as follow : x. xii.

xiv. XV. XXV. xxvi. xxvii. xxviii. xxxvi. xxxvii. xlii. xliii. xliv. xh"x. ].

liii. Ix. Ixiv. Ixvii. Ixix. Ixxiii. Ixxv. Ixxvii. Ixxx. Ixxxiv. Ixxxvi.

Ixxxviii. Ixxxix. xc. xcii. xciii. xciv. xcv. xcix. cxx. cxxi. cxxiii.

cxxx. cxxxi. cxxxii.

7. Psalms composed after Cyrus issued, his Edict, alloiiing the Jews
to return from their Captivity.

This class consists of thanksgiving odes for their release, and also on
occasion of dedicating the walls of the city, as well as of the second
temple. They abound with the most lively expressions of devotion
and gratitude, and amount to fifty-one; viz. cxxii. Ixi. Ixiii. cxxiv.
xxiii. Ixxxvii. Ixxxv. xlvi. xlvii. xlviii.xcvi. to cxvii. inclusive, cxxvi.
cxxxiii. to cxxxvii. inclusive, cxlix. cl. cxlvi. cxlvii. cxlviii. lix. Ixv.

Ixvi. Ixvii. cxviii. cxxv. cxxvii. cxxviii. cxxix. cxxxviii.

According to this distribution of Cahnet, only forty-five of these

psalms were composed by David.

V. At what time and by whom the book of Psalms was collected

into one volume, we have no certain information. Many are of opi-

nion that David collected such as were extant in his time into a book
for the use of the national worship : this is not unlikely, but it is

manifest that such a collection could not include cdl the psalms, be-

cause many of David's odes are scattered throughout the entire series.

Some have ascribed the general collection to the friends or servants

of Hezekiah before the captivity : but this could only apply to the

psalms theii extant, for we read that Hezekiah caused the ivords or

psalms of David to be sung in the temple when he restored the wor-
ship of Jehovah there (2 Chron. xxix. 25— 30.); the collection by
the men of Hezekiah could not comprise any that were composed
either under or subsequent to the captivity. Thiit the psalms were
collected together at different times and by different persons, is very
evident from an examination of their contents. Accordingly, in the

Masoretic copies (and also in the Syriac version) they are divided

into five books ; viz.

1. The FIRST BOOK is entitled *inJ^ 1£}D (s^phcr ach«d) : it com-
prises psalms i. to xli. and concludes thus :— Blessed be the Lord God
of Israel, f'om everlasting to everlasting. Amen and Amen. (xli. 13.)
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It is worthy of remark, that the titles of all these psalms (excepting

i. ii. ' X. xxxiii.) ascribe them to David: hence it has been supposed

that this first book of psalms was collected by the Hebrew monarch.

2. The SECOND BOOK is termed ^Jti^ *n£3D (s^^ph^-r sh^ni): it in-

cludes psalms xlii. to Ixxii. and ends with— Blessed be the Lord God

of Israel^ tvho only doeth 'wo?id?'ous things. And blessed be his glorious

name for ever : and let the xvhole earth hefilled with his glory. Amen
and Amen. The yrayers of David the son of Jesse are ended. (Ixxii.

18—20.) From this termination of the second book of Psalms, some

have conjectured that David also collected it, as nineteen out of the

the thirty-one bear his name : but it is more likely that the conclud-

ino- sentence of psalm Ixxii. simply means the psalms of David in

that book, because several of his compositions are to be found in the

following books or collections.^

3. The THIRD BOOK IS called ^'^''^^ 1£3D (sePHt-R sh^ltshi) : it

comprehends psalms Ixxiii. to Ixxxix. which is thus concluded :
—

Blessed be the Lord for evermore. Amen and Amen. (Ixxxix. 52.)

Of the seventeen psalms included in this book, one only is ascribed

to David ; one, to Heman ; and one, to Ethan : three of the others are

directed to the sons of Korah, without specifying the author's name;

and eleven bear the name of Asaph, who has been supposed to be

the collector of this book.

4. The FOURTH BOOK is inscribed »y21 "^fSD (s^ph^r Re'BZNGi), and

also contains seventeen psalms, viz. from xc. to cvi. This book con-

cludes with the following doxology :

—

Blessed be //;e Lord God of

Israel, from everlasting to everlasting .- aiid let all the jieople say, Amen.

Praise ye the Lord. (cvi. 48.) One of these psalms is ascribed to

Moses, and two have the name of David in their title. The rest have

no authors' names, or titles prefixed to them. The collector of this

book is unknown.
5. The FIFTH and last book is called ^SS^\t2n "l£)D (s^-phcr CHa-

MiSHi), and consists of forty-four psalms, viz. from psalm cvii. to the

end of cl. It terminates the whole book of Psalms thus :— Let every

thhw that hath breath praise the Lord. Praise ye the Lord. (cl. 6.)

Of these forty-four psalms, fifteen are ascribed to David : the rest

have for the most })art no titles at all, and are anonymous. This

book is supposed to have been collected in the time of Judas Macca-

baeus, but by whom it is impossible to conjecture.^

1 The second psalm, however, is expressly declared to be David's, in Actsiv. 25, 26.

2 Bishop Horsley, however, is of opinion that this is the close of the particular psalm in

question and not a division of the book, as if these first seventy-two psalms were all of

David's composition. " The sense is, that David tlie son of Jesse had nothing to pray

for or to wish, beyond the great things described in this psalm. Nothing can be more

animated than this conclusion. Having described the blessings of Messiah's reign, he

closes the whole with this magnificent doxology :
—

Blessed be Jehovah God,
God of Israel alone performing wonders

;

And blessed be his name of glory.

And let his glory fill the whole of the earth.

Amen and Amen.
Finished are the prayers of David, the son of Jesse."

Bishop Horsley's Psalms, vol. ii. p. 195.

9 Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Psalmos, Proleg. pp. xx.—xxv. c. 3. de Psalmorum Col-

lectione, Partitione, et Numero ; Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 166,
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This division of the Psalms into five books is of great antiquity,

because it was in existence before the Septuagint Greek version was
executed ' ; and as there are many Chaldee words in those composed
during or after the Babylonish captivity, the most probable opinion

is, that the different collections then extant were formed into one
volume by Ezra, when the Jewish canon of Scripture was completed.

But whatever subordinate divisions may have existed, it is certain

that the Psalms composed but one book in that canon : for they are

cited by our Lord collectively as the " Psalms" (Luke xxiv. 44.), and
also as " t/ie Book ofPsalms" (Luke xx. 42.), by which last title they
are cited by Saint Peter in Acts i. 20. : and they are reckoned only
as one book in all subsequent enumerations of the Scriptures, both by
Jews and Christians.

The number of the canonical psalms is one hundred and fifty : but
in the Septuagint version, as well as in the Syriac, Arabic, and ^thi-
opic translations, there is extant another, which is numbered cli.

Its subject is the combat of David with Goliath (related in 1 Sam.
xvii.), but it is evidently spurious; for, besides that it possesses not

a particle of David's genius and style, it never was extant in the

Hebrew, and has been uniformly rejected by the fathers, and by every

council that has been held in the Christian church. It is certainly

very antient, as it is found in the Codex Alexandrinus.'^

Although the number of the psalms has thus been ascertained and
fixed, yet, between the Hebrew originals and the Greek and Vulgate

Latin versions, there is considerable diversity in the arrangment and
distribution. In the latter, for instance, what is numbered as the

?iinfh psalm forms two distinct psalms, namely, ix. and x. in the He-
brew ; the tenth psalm commencing at verse 22. of the Greek and
Latin translations : so that, from this place to the hundred and
thirteenth psalm mclusive, the quotations and numbers of the Hebrew
are different from these versions. Again, psalms cxiv. and cxv. of

the Hebrew form but one psalm in the Greek and Latin, in which the

hundred and sixteenth psalm is divided into two. In the Greek and
Latin copies also, the hundred and forty-seventh psalm is divided into

' Eusebius and Theodoret, in their respective Prefaces to the book of Psalms, consider

this book as ranking next in priority to the Pentateuch ; on which account it was divided

into five parts or books, like the writings of Moses.
" The following is a translation of this pretended psalm, from the Septuagint, made as

complete as possible by Dr. A. Clarke, from the different versions. See his Commentary,
on Psalm cli.

"A psnlm in the hand-umling of David, beyond the number nf the j^salms, comjyosed hi/

David, %vhcn hefought in single combat ivith Goliath."

"I. I was the least among my brethren, and the youngest in my father's house; and
" I kept also my father's sheep. 2. My hands made the organ, and my fingers jointed
" the psaltery. 3. And who told it to my Lord ? [Arab. And who is he who taught me?]
" The Lord himself,— He is my master, and the hearer of all that call upon hini. 4. He
" sent his angel, and took me away from my fatlier's sheep : and anointed me with the oil

" of his anointing." [Others have the oil of his mercy.] 5. " My brethren were taller

" and more beautiful than I : nevertheless, tiie Lord delighted not in them. 6. I went
" out to meet the Philistine, and he cursed me by his idols. 7. [In the strength of the
" Lord I cast three stones at him. I smote him in the forehead, and felled him to the
" earth. Arab.] 8. And I drew out his own sword from its sheath, and cut off his head,
•' and took away the reproach from the children of Israel."— How vapid ! How unlike

the songs of Sion, composed by the sweet psalmist of Israel !

VOL. IV. I
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two, thus completing the number of one hundred and fifty. The Pro-

testant churches, and our authorised English version, adhere to the

Hebrew notation, which has been invariably followed in the present

work.

The following table exhibits at one view the different numerations

in the Hebrew and in the Septuagint version:—
Psal. i.—viii. in the Hebrew are Psal. i.—viii. in LXX.
Psal. ix. X. - - - Psal. ix. in LXX.
Psal. xi.— cxiii. . . - Psal. x.— cxii. in LXX.
Psal. cxiv. cxv. - - - Psal. cxiii. in LXX.
Psal. cxvi. _ - - Psal. cxiv. cxv. in LXX.
Psal. cxvii.— cxlvi. - - Psal. cxvi—cxiv. in LXX.
Psal. cxlvii. - - - Psal, cxlvi. cxlvii. in LXX.
Psal. cxlviii.— cl. ... Psal. cxlviii.— cl. in LXX.
To which is added, - - Psal. cli. in LXX. '

VI. To most of the psalms^ are prefixed inscriptions or titles,

concerning the import of which, expositors and interpreters are by
no means agreed. Some hold them in the profoundest reverence,

considering them as an original part of these divine odes, and abso-

lutely necessary to the right understanding of them, while others

regard the titles as subsequent additions, and of no importance what-

ever. In one thing only are they all unanimous, namely, in the ob-

scurity of these titles.

That all the inscriptions of the psalms are canonical and inspired,

we have no authority to affirm. Augustine, Hilary, Theodoret, Cas-

siodorus, and many other antient fathers, admit that they have no

relation to the body of the psalm, and that they contribute nothing

to the sense. The Septuagint and other Greek versions have added
titles to some of the psalms, which have none in the Hebrew : the

Protestant and Romish churches have determined nothino- concern-

ing them. If the titles of the psalms had been esteemed canonical,

would it have been permitted to alter them, to suppress them, or to

add to them ? Which of the commentators, Jewish or Christian,

Catholic or Protestant, thinks it incumbent upon him to follow the

title of the psalm in his commentary? And yet both Jews and
Christians receive the book of Psalms as an integral part of Holy
Writ. Although, therefore, many of the titles prefixed to the psalms

are of very questionable authority, as not being extant in Hebrew
manuscripts, and some of them are undoubtedly not of equal antiquity

with the text, being, in all probability, conjectural additions; yet, we
have no reason to suppose that very many of them are not canonical

parts of the psalms; because they are perfectly in unison with the

Oriental manner of giving titles to books and poems.

• Prof. Turner's translation of Jahn, p. 450. note.

2 The number of psalms without titles in the Hebrew Scriptures is twenty-six, viz.

i.ii. X. xxiv. xxxiii. xliii. Ixxi. xci. xciii. to xcix. inclusive, civ. cv. cvii. cxiv. to cxix.

inclusive, cxxxvi. and cxxxvii. ; by the Talmudical writers they are termed orphan psalms.

The untitled psalms in our English version amount to tliirty-seven ; but many of tiiese

are Hallelujah psalms, which have lost their inscriptions, because the venerable translators

have rendered the Hebrew word Hallelujah by the expression " Praise the Lord," which

they have made a part of the psalm, though in the Septuagint version it stands as a dis-

tiact title.
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It is well known that the seven poems, composed in Arabic by as

many of the most excellent Arabian bards, (and which, from being

originally suspended around the caaba or temple at Mecca, were
called MoallaJaU, or suspended,) were called, al Modhadhebat, or the

golden verses, because they were written in characters of gold on
Egyptian papyrus.

Might not the six psalms, which bear the title of Michtam, or

golden \ be so called on account of their having been on some oc-

casion or other written in letters of gold, and hung up in the sanc-

tuary ? D'Herbelot, to whom we are indebted for the preceding fact,

also relates that Sherfeddin al Baussiri, an Arabian poet, called one
of his poems, in praise of Mohanmied, (who, he affirmed, had cured

him of a paralytic disorder in his sleep,) The Habit of a Derveesh ;

and, because he is there celebrated for having (as it is pretended)

given sight to a blind person, this poem is also intitled by its author

The Bright Star.~ D'Herbelot further tells us that a collection of

moral essays was named The Garden of Anemonies.

The antient Jewish taste, Mr. Harmer remarks, may reasonably

be supposed to have been of the same kind: and agreeable to this is

the explanation given by some learned men of David's commanding
the boxso to be taught the children of Israel (2 Sam. i. 18.); which,

they apprehend, did not relate to the use of that weapon in war, but

to the hymn which he composed on occasion of the death of Saul

and Jonathan ; and from which they think that he intitled this elegy

the Bow. The twenty-second psalm might in like manner be called

TheHindof the Morning [AijelethShahar); the fifty-sixth. The Dumb
in distant Places [Joneth-elemrechokim) ; the sixtieth. The Lily of The
Testimony (Shosha?i-eduth) ; the eightieth, The Lilies of the Testimony

(Shoshanni?)i-eduth), in the plural number ; and the forty-fifth, simply

The Lilies (Shoshannim). That these appellations do not denote mu-
sical instruments, Mr. Harmer is ofopinion, is evident from the names
of trumpet, timbrel, harp, psaltery, and other instruments with which

' Psalms vi. Ivi. Ivii. Iviii. lix. Ix. D'Herbelot, Bibliotlieque Orientale, vol. i.

pp. 383. 415.

2 D'Herbelot, Biblioth^que Orientale, vol. ii. p. C24. It were easy to multiply ex-

amples of this kind from the works of Oriental writers ; a few must suffice : — Among
the works of modern Hebrew poets, enumerated by Sarchi, in his Essay on Hebrew
Poetry (pp. 116— 125.), A Treatise on Aforuls, by Rabbi Clonimous ben Clonimous, is

termed A Tried Stone; a collection of Festival Odes and Hymns for the Jewish year, by
R. Joseph Salom, is designated Speeches of Beauty ; a collection of So7igs by R. Levi

Bar Abraham Bar Chaim, on various scientific topics, is called The Tablets and Ear-
rings; a Collection of Prayers is the Gate of Penitence ; and another oi Songs and Hymns
on moral Topics, has the high-sounding appellation of The Book of the Giant. — In
Casiri's list of works written by the celebrated Spanish- Arab statesman Ibn-ii-1-Khatib,

this author's History of Granada is intitled A Specimen of the Full M0071 ; his Chronology

of the A'ings of Africa and Spain has the lofty appellation of the Silken Vest embroidered with

the Needle ; his Lives of eminent Spanish Arabs, who were distinguished for their learning

and virtue, are termed Fragrant Plants ; a tract on Constancy of Mind is Approved

Butter ; and, to mention no more, a treatise on the Choice of Senteiices is designated Pure
Gold. These works are still extant among the Arabic manuscripts preserved in the

library of the Escurial. (Casiri, Bibliotheca Arabico-Escurialensis, tom. ii. p. 72.) The
Gulis-tdn, Bed of Roses or Flower Garden of the Persian poet Sady, has been translated

into English by Mr. Gladwin ; ana the Bahar Danush, or Garden of Knoivledge, of the

Persian bard Einaut-Oollah, by Mr. Scott. Dr. A. Clarke has collected some additional

instances, in his Commentary on the Bible. See Psalm Ix. Title.
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psalms were sung, being absent from those titles. If they signified

tunes (as he is disposed to think), they must signify the tunes to

which such songs or hymns were sung as were distinguished by these

names : and so the inquiry will terminate in this point, whether the

psalms to which these titles are affixed were called by these names,
or whether they were some other psalms or songs, to the tune of

which these were to be sung. Now, as we do not find the bow re-

ferred to, nor the same name twice made use of, so far as our inform-

ation goes, it seems most probable that these are the names of the

very psalms to which they are prefixed. The forty-second psalm, it

may be thought, might very well have been intitled the Hind of the

Morning ; because, as that panted after the water-brooks, so panted

the soul of the psalmist after God : but the twenty-second psalm, it

is certain, might equally well be distinguished by this title,

—

Dogs
have encompassed tne, the assembly of the wicked have eticlosed me ^

;

and, as the psalmist, in the forty-second psalm, rather chose to com-
pare himself to an ha7t than an hind (see ver. 1.), the twenty-second

psalm much better answers this title, in which he speaks of his hunted

soul in the feminine gender. Deliver my soulfrom the stwrd, my dar-

ling (which in the original is feminine) from the pox'cer of the dog.

Every one that reflects on the cii'cumstances of David, at the time to

which the fifty-sixth psalm refers (see 1 Sam. xxi. 11— 15. xxii. 1.),

and considers the Oriental taste, will not wonder to see that psalm
intitled the dnmb in distant places ; nor are lilies more improper to

be made the title of other psalms, with pro})er distinctions, than a gar-

den of ancmonies is to be the name of a collection of moral discourses. ^

Besides the psalms, whose titles have thus been considered and
explained, there are forty-five called Mismor or j^sahns ; viz. iii. iv.

V. vi. viii. ix. xii. xiii. xv. xix. xx. xxi. xxii. xxiii. xxiv. xxix. xxxi.

xxxvii. xxxix. xl. xli. xlvii. xlix. 1. li. Ixii. Ixiii. Ixiv. Ixxiii. Ixxv.

Ixxvii. Ixxix. Ixxx. Ixxxii. Ixxxiv. Ixxxv. xcviii. c. ci. cix. ex. cxxxix.

cxl. cxli. and cxiii. One is called Shir, or song (Psal. xlvi.); seven

are called Mismo7--Shir, or psalm-so7igs, viz. xxxi. Ixv. Ixvii. Ixviii.

Ixxv. Ixxvii. and cxii. ; and five are called Shir-Mismor, or song-

jpsahns, xlviii. Ixvi. Ixxxiii. Ixxxviii. and cviii. In what respects these

titles differed, it is now impossible to ascertain, as Rabbi Kimchi,
one of the most learned Jews, ingenuously acknowledges : but we
may infer that they combined both music and singing, which are in-

dicated by the respective words psalm and song, with some modifica-

tions. In the Septuagint version these are called a j^salm of a7i ode,

and an ode of a psalm. Four are called ThcpJiilah, or prayers, namely,

xvii. Ixxxvi. xc. and cii. : and the hundred and forty-fifth psalm is

called Tehillah, or praise. So excellent, indeed, was this composi-

tion always accounted, that the title of the whole Book of Psalms,

Sepher Tehillim, or the Book of Praises, was taken from it. It is

wholly filled with the praises of God, expressed with such admirable

1 According to Dr. Shaw, the Eastern mode of hunting is, by assembling great num-
bers of people, and enclosing the creatures they hunt. Travels in Barbary and the Levant,
4to. p. 235. or vol. i. pp. 422, 423. 8vo. edit.

2 Harmer's Observations, vol. iii. pp. 146—149.
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devotion, that the antient Jews used to say, " He could not fail of

being an inhabitant of the heavenly Canaan, who repeated this psalm
three times a day." ^

Fifteen psalms, cxx. to cxxxiv. are intitled Shir-Hammachalothf
literally Songs ofthe Steps (in our English version. Songs of Degrees);

or, as Bishop Lowth terms them. Odes of Ascension.'^ They are

supposed to have derived this name from their being sung, when the

people came up either to worship in Jerusalem, at the annual festivals,

or perhaps from the Babylonish captivity. In Ezra vii. 9. the return

from captivity is certainly called " the ascension^ or coming upfrom
Babylon.'" The hundred and twenty-sixth psalm favours the latter

hypothesis : but as some of these odes were composed before the cap-

tivity, the title may refer to either of these occasions, when the Jews
'went up to Jerusalem, which, it will be recollected, stood on a steep

rocky ascent^ in large companies, after the Oriental manner, and per-

haps beguiled their way by singing these psalms. For such an occa-

sion, Jahn remarks ', the appellation of ascensions was singularly

adapted, as the inhabitants of the East, when speaking of a journey

to the metropolis of their country, delight to use the word ascend.

To ten psalms, viz. cvi. cxi. cxii. cxiii. cxxxv. cxlvi. to cl. inclu-

sive, is prefixed the title Hallelujah, which, as already intimated,

forms part of the first verse in our English translation, and is ren-

dered— Praise the Lord.

The title Maschil is prefixed to Psalms xxxii. xlii. xliv. lii. liii.

liv, Iv. Ixxiv. Ixxviii. Ixxxviii. Ixxxix. and cxlii. : and as it is evidently

derived from the Hebrew root 7^2^ SHr/K(7L, to be wise, to behave
wisely or prudently, Calmet thinks it merely signifies to give in-

struction, and that the psalms to which it is prefixed are peculiarly

adapted to that purpose: Rosenmliller coincides with him, as far as

his remark applies to Psalm xxxii., but rather thinks it a generic

name for a particular kind of poem.
It only remains that we briefly notice those psalms, whose titles

are generally considered as names, either of musical instruments or

of tunes. The first of these is Neginoth, which is prefixed to Psalms
iv. vi. liv. Iv. Ix. Ixi. Ixxvi. : it signifies stringed instruments of music

to be played on by the fingers. Calmet proposes to translate the

titles of those psalms, where this word is to be found, in the follow-

ing manner : A Psalm of David, to the viastcr of vmsic 'Vi:ho presides

over the stringed ins^nimeiits.

2. Nehiloth, which is in the title of Psalm v. is supposed to have

been a wind instrument ; but whether of the organ kind as Rosen-
mliller thinks, or of the flute kind as Calmet supposes, it is now im-

possible to determine. 3. Sheminith (Psalms vi. and xii.) is supposed

1 Bishop Patrick, in loc. And therefore he thinks it was composed alphabetically, i. e.

every verse beginning with a letter of tlie Hebrew alphabet, in order that it might be the

more readily committed to memory.
- Bishop Lowth, Prselect. xxv. injine.

3 Introd. ad Vet. Feed. pp. 471, 47'2. Calmet and Dr. T. A. Clarisse are of opinion

that the whole of the Psalms of Ascensions were sung <it the time of tlie return from the

captivity. Dissert, sur les Pseaumes qiiinze graduels. — Dissert, torn. ii. part ii>

pp. 823, 324. Clarisse, Psalmi Quindecim Hammaaloth, p- 28.
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to have been an octochord, or harp of eight strings : from the cir-

cumstance of its being united with the Neginoth in the title of Psahn
vi., it is supposed to have been an accompaniment to the latter in-

strument. 4. Shiggaion {VsdXxa vii.), according to Ploubigant, Park-

hurst, and some others, means a wandering song ; and is so called,

because it was composed by David when a fugitive from the perse-

cution of Saul. But Calmet says, that it signifies a song of consola-

tion in distress, synonymous with an elegy ,- with him coincide Dr.

Kennicott and llosenmuUer, who derive the word from an Arabic

root, importing that the inspired author of this psalm was over-

whehned with sorrow and anxiety at the time he composed it.

5. Gittith (Psalms viii. Ixxxi. Ixxxiv.), according to Rabbi Jarchi,

signifies a musical instrument brought from Gath : but as the ori-

ginal Hebrew denotes 'wine-presses, Calmet thinks that it probably is

an air or song which was sung at the time of vintage. Rosenmiiller

prefers the former derivation : both, however, may be true. The
instrument bearing this name might have been used by the people of

Gath, from whom it might have been adopted by the Jews, with

whom it afterwards became a favourite instrument during the festi-

vity and dances of the vintage. 6. For Miithlahben, which appears

in the title of Psalm ix. upwards of twenty manuscripts of Dr. Ken-
nicott's collation, and more than forty of De Rossi's, read almuth,

which signifies virgins.— Calmet thinks that a chorus of virgins is

intended, and that La Ben, that is to Be7i, refers to Ben or Benaiah,

who was their precentor, and who is mentioned in 1 Chron. xv. 18.20.

7. Mahalath (Psalm liii.) denotes a dance, such as was used at some
peculiar festivals and occasions. (Compare Exod. xv. 20. Judg.xxi.

21. 1 Sam.xviii. 6.) According to Calmet, the title of this ode is— " An instructive psalm of David for the chief master of dancing;

or, for the chorus of singers and dancers." Mahalath-Leannoth

(Psalm Ixxxix.) probably means a responsive psalm of the same
description. ^

VII. Of the word Selah, which occurs upwards of seventy times

in the book of Psalms, and three times in the prophecy of Habak-
kuk, it is by no means easy to determine the meaning : in the Sep-

tuagint it occurs still more frequently, being placed where it does

not occur in the Hebrew original, and rendered by AIA^AAMA
[diapsahna), which signifies a rest or pause, or, according to Suidas,

a change of the sonjT or modulation. Some imagine that it directed

the time of the music, and was perhaps equivalent to our word slow,

or, according to some of our provincial dialects, " slaia ;" which, in

a rapid pronunciation, might easily be taken for Selah. Dr. Wall
conjectures that it is a note, directing that the last words to which
it is added should be repeated by the chorus; and observes, that

it is always put after some remarkable or pathetic clause. Park-
hurst and others are of opinion, that it was intended to direct the

reader's particular attention to the passage : others, that it makes a

• Calmet, Commentaire Litt^rale, torn. iv. pp. xi.— xiv. liii. liv. Rosenmiiller, Scholia

in Psalmos, torn. i. cap. 4. De Psalmorum Incriptionibiis, et explicatio Dlctionum ia

Psalmorum Titulis obviarum, pp. xxv.—Iviii.
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new sense or change of the metre. Jerome says, that Selah con-

nects what follows with what went before, and further expresses that

the words to which it is affixed are of eternal moment ; that is, are

not applicable to any particular person or temporary circumstances,

but ought to be remembered by all men, and for ever ; whence the

Chaldee paraphrast renders it " for ever." Aquila, Symmachus,
Geier, Forster, Buxtorf, and others, are of opinion that Selah has no
signification, but that it is a note of the antient music, the use of

which is now lost. Aben Ezra says, that it is like the conclusion of

a prayer, answering nearly to amen. Meibomius, and after him
Jahn, think that it means a repeat, and that it is equivalent to the

Italian Da Capo. Calmet is of opinion that the antient Hebrew
musicians sometimes put Selah in the margin of their psalters, to

show where a musical pause was to be made, and where the tune

ended
;
just as in the copies of the Gospels ^ which were solemnly

read in the early ages of the Christian church, the Greek word TsXoj,

telos, or the Latin wovd Jinis, was written in the margin, either at

length or with a contraction, to mark the place where the deacon was

to end the lesson ; the divisions of chapters and verses being un-

known at that time : or else he thinks, the antient Hebrews sang

nearly in the same manner as the modern Arabians do % with long

pauses, ending all at once, and beginning all at once ; and, there-

fore, it was necessary, in the public services, to mark in the margin
of the psalm as well the place of the pause as the end, in order that

the whole choir might suspend their voices, or recommence their

singing at the same time. Bosenmliller, after Herder and A. F.

Pfeiffer, declares in favour of Selah being a rest or pause, for the

vocal performers, during which the musical instruments only were

to be heard. Mr. Hewlett thinks it resembled our concluding sym-
phonies. It only remains that we notice the sentiment of Rabbi
Kimchi, which has been adopted by Grotius and others. That
eminent Jewish teacher says, that Selah is both a musical note, and
a note of emphasis in the sense, by which we are called to observe

something more than usually remarkable. It is derived from the

Hebrew word "^^p saLaL, which signifies he raised or elevated; and
denotes the elevation of the voice in singing ; and at the same time

the lifting up of the heart, the serious considering and meditating

upon the thing that is spoken.

That this word was of use in music and singing is evident from

the manner in which, we have already remarked, it was rendered by
the Septuagint translators ; and that it is also a mark of observation

and meditation, may be inferred from its being joined in Psal. ix. 16.

with the word Higgaion, which signifies meditation. Now, though
in some passages Selah may appear to be used where there is no
emphatic word or sense, yet it may be applied not only to the im-

mediately preceding word or verse, but also to the whole series of

verses or periods to which it is subjoined. And if it be thus con-

sidered, we shall find that it is used with great propriety, and for

' Simon, Histoire Critique du Nouv. Test. ch. xxxiii.

^ D'Arvieux's Travels in Arabia the Desart, p. 52. English translation, 1718. I2mo.
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the best of purposes, viz. to point out to us something well worthy of

our most attentive observation : and that it calls upon us to revolve

in our minds, with great seriousness, the matter placed before us.^

VIII. In praise of the Psalms, all the fathers of the church are

imanimously eloquent. Athanasius styles them an epitome of the

whole Scriptures: Basil, a compendium of all theology; Luther, a
little Bible, and the summary of the Old Testament ; and Melanc-
thon, the most elegant writing in the whole world. How highly the

Psalter was valued subsequently to the Reformation, we may easily

conceive by the very numerous editions of it which were executed

in the infancy of printing, and by the number of commentators who
have undertaken to illustrate its sacred pages. Carpzov, who wrote

a century ago, enumerates upwards of one hundred and sixty ; and
of the subsequent modern expositors of this book, it would perhaps

be difficult to procure a correct account. " The Psalms," as their

best interpreter in our language has remarked, with equal piety and
beauty^, " are an epitome of the Bible, adapted to the purposes of

devotion. They treat occasionally of the creation and formation of

the world; the dispensations of Providence, and the economy of

grace ; the transactions of the patriarchs ; the exodus of the children

of Israel ; their journey through the wilderness, and settlement in

Canaan ; their law, priesthood, and ritual ; the exploits of their

great men, wrought through faith ; their sins and captivities ; their

repentances and restorations ; the sufferings and victories of David

;

the peaceful antl happy reign of Solomon ; the advent of Messiah,

Vvith its effects and consequences ; his incarnation, birth, life, passion,

death, resurrection, ascension, kingdom, and priesthood : the effusion

of the spirit ; the conversion of the nations ; the rejection of the

Jews; the establishment, increase, and perpetuity of the Christian

church; the end of the world ; the general judgment ; the condem-
nation of the wicked, and the final triumph of the righteous with their

Lord and King. These are the subjects here presented to our me-
ditations. We are instructed how to conceive of them aright, and

' Calmet, Dissertation sur Sela, Comirientaire, torn. iv. pp. xvi.— xviii. Hewlett in loc.

E-osenniiiller, Scholia in Psalmos, torn. i. pp. lix.—Ixii. Dr. John Edwards, on the

Authority, Style, and Perfection of Scripture, vol. iii. p. ,373. Jahn, Introd. ad Vet.

Feed. p. 471. Biel and Schleusner, Lexicon in LXX, voce Aiar|/aA;ua. In addition to

the observations already offered, it may be stated that I'rofessor Wilson lias announced the

following ingenious conjectin-e respecting the derivation and import of the word Selah.

The root of the word, he remarks, appears evidently to lie in the tvvo first letters '?D which

are in contraction for 'Vd, to rahe, to exalt, to mngjiify. The n he considers as an abbre-

viation for rfl ; so that the word T\"D (scLriH) is a contracted form of rfVO, cclfhrute ye
Jehovah, or exall the Lord, viz. in songs of praise accompanied vvith musical instruments,

and is nearly of the same import with n''17'?n, in our characters Hallelujah, in Greek letters

'AWriXovia, that is, Praise ye the Lord. This conjecture receives strong confirmation

from the latter part of the fourth verse of Psalm Ixviii. which is thus translated, Extol him
that rideth tipon the heavens bi/ Ike name jah. It is highly probable that the meaning here

assigned to Selah is the true one, as it corresponds to the dignity and chief end of devo-

tional music, in which the singers and players were frequently reminded of the sacred

intention of their solemn prayers, praises, and adoration. All were designed to magnify

the name, the nature, the perfections, excellences, and works of Jehovah the only true

God. In this sublime exercise the church on earth are fellow-worshippers, in perfect

concord with the church in heaven. See Rev, xix. 1— 3. (Wilson's Elements of Hebrew
Grammar, pp. 315, 316. 4th edit.)

2 The late Bishop Home.
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to express the different affections, which, when so conceived of, they

must excite in our minds. They are, for this purpose, adorned with

the figures, and set off with all the graces of poetry ; the poetry

itself is designed yet farther to be recommended by the charms of

music, thus consecrated to the service of God : that so delight may
prepare the way for improvement, and pleasure become the hand-
maid of wisdom, while every turbulent passion is calmed by sacred

melody, and the evil spirit is still dispossessed by the harp of the son

of Jesse. This little volume, like the paradise of Eden, affords us

in perfection, though in miniature, every thing that growedi else-

where, every tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food :

and above all, what was there lost, but is here restored— the tree of
life in the midst of the gardc7i. That which we read, as matter of

speculation, in the other Scriptures, is reduced to practice, when we
recite it in the Psalms ; in those repentance and faith are described,

but in these they are acted : by a perusal of the former, we learn

how others served God, but, by using the latter, we serve him our-

selves. " What is there necessary for man to know," says the pious

and judicious Hooker, " which the Psalms are not able to teach ?

They are to beginners an easy and familiar introduction, a mighty
augmentation of all virtue and knov.ledge in such as are entered

before, a strong confirmation to the most perfect among others.

Heroical magnanimity, exquisite justice, grave moderation, exact

wisdom, repentance unfeigned, unwearied patience, the mysteries of

God, the sufferings of Christ, the terrors of wrath, the comforts of

grace, the works of Providence over this world, and the promised
joys of that world which is to come, all good necessarily to be either

known, or done, or had, this one celestial fountain yieldeth. Let
there be any grief or disease incident unto the soul of man, any
wound or sickness named, for which there is not, in this treasure-

house, a present comfortable remedy at all times ready to be found." ^

In the language of this divine book, therefore, the prayers and praises

of the church have been offered up to the throne of grace, from age
to age. And it appears to have been the manual of the Son of God,
in the days of his flesh ; who, at the conclusion of his last supper,

is generally supposed, and that upon good grounds, to have sung an
hymn taken from it '^

; who pronounced, on the cross, the begin-

ning of the twenty-second psalm, " My God, my God, why hast thou

forsaken me?" and expired, with a part of the thirty-first psalm in

his mouth, " Into thy hands I commend my spirit." Thus He, who
had not the Spirit by measure, in whom were hidden all the trea-

sures of wisdom and knowledge, and who spake as never man spake,

yet chose to conclude his life, to solace himself in his greatest agony,

and at last to breathe out his soul, in the psalmist's form of words,

rather than his own. No tongue of man or angel, as Dr. Plammond

I Hooker, Ecclesiast. Pol. book v. sect. 37.

- Matthew informs us, chap xxvi. 30. that he and liis apostles sung an hymn ; and
the hymn usually sung by the Jews, upon that occasion, was what tlicy called " the great
Halle], " consisting of the Psalms from the cxiiith to the cxviiith inclusive.
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justly observes, can convey an higher idea of any book, and of their

felicity who use it aright." ^

The number of psalms, which are throughout more eminently and
directly prophetical of the Messiah, is indeed comparatively small

:

but the passages of particuka- psalms which are predictive of him
in various ways are very numerous, no part of the Old Testament

being cited in the New so frequently as this book. That those

psalms which were composed by David himself were prophetic, we
have David's own authority :

" which," Bishop Horsley remarks,
" may be allowed to overpower a host of modern expositors. For

thus King David, at the close of his life, describes himself and his

sacred songs : David the soil of Jesse said, and the man "joho tvas raised

up on high, the anointed, of the God. of Jacob, and the sweet psalmist

of Israel, said, the Spirit of Jehovah spake by vie, and his xwrd was

in my tongue. (2 Sam. xxiii. 1, 2.) It was the word, therefore, of

Jehovah's Spirit which was uttered by David's tongue. But, it

should seem, the Spirit of Jehovah would not be wanting to enable

a mere man to make complaint of his own enemies, to describe his

own stifferings fist as he felt them, and his own escapes fist as they

happened. But the Spirit of Jehovah described, by David's utter-

ance, what was known to that Spirit only, and that Spirit only

could describe. So that, if David be allowed to have had any

knowledge of the true subject of his own compositions, it was no-

thing in his own life, but something put into his mind by the Holy
Spirit of God, and the misapplication of the Psalms to the literal

David has done more mischief than the misapplication of any other

parts of the Scriptures, among those who profess the belief of the

Christian religion."
'^

For a table of those portions of the Psalms which are strictly pro-

phetical of the Messiah, see Vol. 11. Part I. pp. 263, 264.

IX. The book of Psalms, being composed in Hebrew verse, must

frenerally be studied and investigated agreeably to the structure of

Hebrew poetry : but in addition to the remarks already offered on

this subject^, there are a few observations more particularly appli-

cable to these songs of Sion, which will enable the reader to enter

more fully into their force and meaning.

1. Investigate the Argument of each Psalm.

This is sometimes intimated in the prefixed title : but as these inscriptions are not always

genuine, it will be preferable, in every case, to deduce the argument from a diligent and

attentive reading of the psalm itself, and then to form our opinion concerning the correct-

ness of the title, if there be any.

2. With this view, examine the Historical Origin of the Psalm, or the

circumstances that led the sacred poet to compose it.

Besides investigating the occasion upon which a psalm was written , much advantage and

assistance may be derived from studying the psalms chronologically, and comparing them

with the historical books of the Old Testament, particularly those which treat of the

• Bishop Home on the Psalms, vol. i. Preface, p. i.—iv.

°- Bishop Horsley's Psalms, vol. i. p. xiv. Cahnet has a very fine passage on the scope

of the book of Psalms, as pointing to the Messiah ; it is too long to cite, and would be

impaired by abridgment. See his Commentaire, vol. vi. pp. vi. viii., or Dissertations,

torn. ii. pp. 197— 199.

3 Sec Vol. 'I. pp. 445, 446.
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Israelites and Jews, from the origin of their monarchy to their return from the Babylonish

captivity. Of the benefit that may be obtained from such a comparison of the two books

of Samuel, we have already given some striking examples. '

3. Ascertain the Author ofthe Psalm.
' This is frequently intimated in the inscriptions ; but as these are not always to be de-

pended upon, we must look for other more certain criteria by which to ascertain correctly

the real author of any psalm. The historical circumstances, which are very frequently as

well as clearly indicated, and the poetical character impressed on the compositions of each

of the inspired poets, will enable us to accomplisli this very important object. Let us take,

for instance, the Psalms of David. Not only does he allude to his own personal circum-

stances, to the dangers to which he was exposed, the persecutions he endured, the wars in

which he was engaged, his heinous sin against God, and the signal blessings conferred upon
him ; but his psalms are further stamped with a peculiar character, by which, if it be care-

fully attended to, we may easily distinguish him trom every other inspired author of the

Psalms. Hence we find him repeating the same words and ideas almost perpetually ; com-
plaining of his afflictions and troubles ; imploring help from God in the most earnest sup-

plications; professing his confidence in God in the strongest manner; rejoicing in the

answers graciously vouchsafed to his prayers ; and labouring to express his gratitude for

all the blessings conferred upon him. Again, in what ardent language does he express

his longing desire to behold the sanctuary of God, and join with the multitude of those

who kept holiday ! With what animation does he describe the solemn pomp with which

the ark was conducted to Jerusalem ! &c. Of all the sacred poets, David is the most
pleasing and tender.

The style of David has been imitated by the other psalmists, who have borrowed and in-

corporated many of his expressions and images in their odes ; but these imitations may easily

be distinguished from their archetype, by the absence of that elegance and force which

always characterise the productions of an original author.

4. Attend to the Structure of the Psalms.

The Psalms, being principally designed for the national worship of the Jews, are adapted

to choral singing : as we have already adverted to this circumstance -, it may suffice again

briefly to intimate it on the present occasion, and to observe, that attention to the choral

structure of these compositions will enable us better to enter into their spirit and ineaning.s

Bishop Horsley's edition of the Psalms is carefully divided with a view to this very cir-

cumstance ; and Dr. Good has happily succeeded in showing the choral divisions of many
of these sacred poems, in his version of the Psalms.

X. We shall conclude this section, the importance of whose sub-

ject must apologise for its apparently disproportionate length, with

the following common but very useful

TABLE OF THE PSALMS,

classed according to their several subjects, and adapted to the pur-

poses of private devotion.

I. Prayers.

1. Prayers for pardon of sin, Psal. vi. xxv. xxxviii. li. cxxx. Psalms styled peniten-

tial, vi. xxii. xxxviii. li. cii. cxxx. cxiiii.

2. Prayers, composed when the Psalmist was deprived of an opportunity of the public

exercise of religion, Psal. xlii. xliii. Ixiii. Ixxxiv.

3. Prayers, in which the Psalmist seems extremely dejected, though not totally deprived

of consolation, under his afflictions, Psal. xiii. xxii. Ixix. Ixxvii. Ixxxviii. cxiiii.

4. Prayers, in which the Psalmist asks help of God, in consideration of his own inte-

grity, and the uprightness of his cause, Psal. vii. xvii. xxvi. xxxv.

5. Prayers, expressing the firmest trust and confidence in God under afflictions,

Psal. iii. xvi. xxvii. x'xxi. liv. Ivi. Ivii. Ixi. Ixii. Ixxi. Ixxxvi.

6. Prayers, composed when the people of God were under affliction or persecution,

Psal. xliv. Ix. Ixxiv. Ixxix. Ixxx. Ixxxiii. Ixxxix. xciv. cii. cxxiii. cxxxvii.

7. The following are likewise prayers in time of trouble and affliction, Psal. iv. v. xi.

xxviii. xli. Iv. lix. Ixiv. Ixx. cix. cxx. cxl. cxli. cxiiii,

S. Prayers of intercession, -Psal. xx. ixvii. cxxii. cxxxii. cxliv.

' See p. 52. of this volume.
2 See Vol. II, p. 421. 3 Bauer, Herm. Sacr. pp. 392—394,
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II. Psalms of Thanksgiving.

1. Thanksgivings for mercies vouchsafed to particular persons, Psal. ix. xviii. xxii. xxx.

xxxiv. xl. Ixxv. ciii. cviii. cxvi. cxviii. cxxxviii, cxliv.

2. Thanksgivings for mercies vouclisafed to the Israelites in general, Psal. xlvi. xlviii.

Ixv. Ixvi. Ixviii. Ixxvi. Ixxxi. Ixxxv. xcviii. cv. cxxiv. cxxvi. cxxix. cxxxv. cxxxvi. cxlix.

III. Psalms of Praise and Adoration, displaying the Attrihdes ofGod.

1. General acknowledgments of God's goodness and meiry, and particularly his care and
protection of good men, Psal. xxiii. xxxiv. xxxvi. xci. c. ciii. cvii. cxvii. cxxi. cxlv. cxlvi.

2. Psalms displaying the power, majesty, glory, and other attributes of the Divine Being,

Psal. viii. xix. xxiv. xxix. xxxiii. xlvii. I. Ixv. Ixvi. Ixxvi. Ixxvii. xciii. xcv. xcvi. xcvii.

xcix. civ. cxi. cxiii. cxiv. cxv. cxxxiv. cxxxix. cxlvii. cxlviii. el.

IV. Instructive Psalms.

1. The different characters of good and bad men, — the happiness of the one, and the

misery of the other, — are represented in the following psalms : i. v. vii. ix. x. xi. xii.

xiv. XV. xvii. xxiv. xxv. xxxii. xxxiv. xxxvi. xxxvii. 1. lii. liii. Iviii. Ixxii. Ixxv. Ixxxiv.

xci. xcii. xciv. cxii. cxix. cxxi. cxxv. cxxvii. cxxviii. cxxxiii.

2. The excellence of God's laws, Psal. xix. cxix.

3. The vanity of human life, Psal. xxxix. xlix. xc.

4. Advice to magistrates, Psal. Ixxxii. ci.

5. The virtue of humility, Psal. cxxxi.

V. Psalms more eminently and directly Prophetical.

Psal. ii. xvi. xxii. xl. xlv. Ixviii. Ixxii. Ixxxvii. ex. cxviii.

Psal. Ixxviii. cv. cvi.

VI. Historical Psalms.

SECTION III.

ON THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

I. Title, Author, and Canonical Authority.— II. Scope.— III. Synopsis of
its Contents.— IV. Obse?-vations on its Style, Use, and Importance.

I. 1 HE book of Proverbs' has always been ascribed to Solomon,

whose name it bears, though, from the frequent repetition of the .same

sentences, as well as from some variations in style which have been

discovered, doubts have been entertained whether he really was the

author of every maxim it comprises. " The latter part of it, from

the beginning of the twenty-fifth chapter, forming evidently an ap-

pendix, was collected after his death, and added to what appears to

have been more immediately arranged by himself"" The proverbs

in the thirtieth chapter are expressly called The words ofAgur the

son of Jakeh ; and the thirty-first chapter is intitled The words of
king Lemuel. It seems certain that the collection called the Pro-
verbs of Solomon was arranged in the order in which we now have

it, by different hands : but it is not therefore to be concluded that

they are not the productions of Solomon, who, we are informed,

spoke ^ no less than three thousand proverbs. (1 Kings iv. 32.) As

1 On the peculiar nature of the Hebrew Proverbs, see Vol. II. Part II. Chapter I.

Section VI. pp. 412—414.
2 Extract from Dr. Mason Good's unpublished translation of the Book of Proverbs, in

Prof. Gregory's Memoirs of his Life, p. 289.

3 It is not said that these proverbs were tviittcn compositions, but simply that Solomon
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it is no where said that Solomon himself made a collection of pro-

verbs and sentences, the general opinion is, that several persons

made a collection of them, perhaps, as they were uttered by him.

Hezekiah, among others, as mentioned in the twenty-fifth chapter :

Agur, Isaiah, and Ezra might have done the same. The Jewish

writers affirm that Solomon wrote the Canticles, or sons: bearin<x his

name, in his youth, the Proverbs in his riper years, and Ecclesiastes

in his old age.

Michaelis has observed, that the book of Proverbs is frequently

cited by the apostles, who considered it as a treasure of revealed mo-
rality, whence Christians were to derive their rules of conduct; and
the canonical authority of no book of the Old Testament is so well

ratified by the evidence of quotations as that of the Proverbs '

:

whence he justly infers that every commentator on the Greek Testa-

ment ought to be intimately acquainted with the Septuagint version

of tlie book of Proverbs, and that every Christian divine should con-

sider it as the chief source of scriptural morality.

-

II. The Scope of this book is, " to instruct men in the deepest

mysteries of true wisdom and understanding, the height and perfec-

fection of which is, the true knowledge of the divine will, and the

sincere fear of the Lord. (Prov. i. 2— 7. ix. 10.)"^ To this end,

the book is filled with the choicest sententious aphorisms, infinitely

surpassing all the ethical sayings of the antient sages, and compris-

ing in themselves distinct doctrines, duties, &c. of piety towards

God, of equity and benevolence towards man, and of sobriety and
temperance; together with precepts for the right education of chil-

dren, and for the relative situations of subjects, magistrates, and
sovereigns.

III. The book of Proverbs is divided by Moldenhawer and
Heidegger (whose arrangement was followed in the former editions

of this work) into five parts : but the late Dr. John Mason Good
has divided it into four distinct books or parts, " each of which," he
observes, " is distinguished both by an obvious introduction and a

spake them. Hence Mr. Holden thinks it not improbable that the Hebrew monarch
spoke them in assemblies collected for the purpose of hearing him discourse. Attempt to

Illustrate the Book of Ecclesiastes, p. xliv.

1 Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. pp. 207, 208.

2 The following tal)le of the quotations from the book of Proverbs in the New Tes-

tament is given from Moldenhawer (Introductio in Libros Canonicos Vet. ct Nov. Test,

p. 93.) and from Carpzov. (Introductio ad Libros Canonicos Vet. Test. p. 1S4.)

Prov. i. 16. - - cited in Horn. iii. 10. 15.

Prov. iii. 7. - - - llom. xii. 16.

Prov. iii. 11, 12. - - - Ileb. xii. 5, 6. Rev. iii. 19.

Prov. iii. 34. . _ - James iv. 6.

Prov. X. 12. - - - 1 Pet. iv. 8.

Prov. xi. 31. - - - 1 Pet. iv. 18.

Prov. xvii. 13. - - - Rom. xii. 17. iThess. v. 15. 1 Pet. iii. 9.

Prov. xvii. 27. - - - James i. 1 9.

Prov. XX. 9. - - - 1 John i. 8.

Prov. XX. 20. - - - Matt. XV. 4. Mark vii. 10.

Prov. XX. 22. - - - Rom. xii, 17.

Prov. XXV. 21. - - - Rom. xii. 20.

Prov.xxvi.il. - - - 2Pet. ii. 22.

3 Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 600.
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change of style and manner, though its real method and arrangement

seem, hitherto, to have escaped the attention of our commentators

and interpreters."
^

Part I. The Proem or Exordium, (ch. i.—ix.)

In this part heavenly wisdom and the true knowledge of God are set

forth with great copiousness and variety of expression, as the only source

and foundation of true virtue and happiness. " It is chiefly confined to

the conduct of juvenescence or early life, before a permanent condition

is made choice of.... All the most formidable dangers to which this season

of life is exposed, and the sins, which most easily beset it, are painted

with the hand of a master. And, whilst the progress and issues of vice

are exhibited under a variety of the most striking delineations and meta-

phors in their utmost deformity and horror, all the beauties of language,

and all the force of eloquence, are poured forth in the diversified form of

earnest expostulation, insinuating tenderness, captivating argument, pic-

turesque description, daring personification and sublime allegory, to win

the ingenuous youth to virtue and piety, and to fix him in the steady pur-

suit of his duties towards God and towards man. Virtue is pronounced

in the very outset to be essential wisdom ; and vice or wickedness, es-

sential folly : and the personifications, thus forcibly struck out at the

opening of the work, are continued to its close. The only wise man,

therefore, is declared to be the truly good and virtuous, or he that fears

God and reverences his law : whilst the man of vice or wickedness is a

fool, a dolt, an infatuated sot, a stubborn, froward, or perverse wretch,

and an abomination to Jehovah."^ This portion of the book of Proverbs,

says Bishop Lowth, is varied, elegant, sublime, and truly poetical : the

order of the subject is, in general, excellently preserved, and the parts

are very aptly connected. It is embellished with many beautiful de-

scriptions and personifications ; the diction is polished, and abounds with

all the ornaments of poetry, so that it scarcely yields in elegance and

splendour to any of the Sacred Writings.'^

Part II. To "which is prefixed the Title of " The Proverbs of Solo-

mon" comprises short sententious T>eclarations for the Use of Per-

sons who have advancedfrom Youth to Manhood, (ch.x.—xxii. 16.)

These sententious declarations are generally unconnected, although

sometimes a connection with the preceding sentence may be discovered.

They treat on the various duties of man towards God, and towards his

fellow-men in every station of life. " The great object in each of the

proverbs or axioms of the present part is, to enforce a moral principle in

words so few, that they may be easily learnt, and so curiously selected

and arranged, that they may strike and fix the attention instantaneously:

whilst to prevent the mind from becoming fatigued by a long series of

detached sentences, they are perpetually diversified by the most playful

changes of style and figure."'*

Part III. Contains a Miscella7ieous Collection cfProverbs, priiicipalli/

relating to llich Men and Nobles, (ch. xxii. 17.—xxiv.)

' Dissertation on the Book of Proverbs, in Professor Gregory's Memoirs of Dr. Good,

p. 292.
2 Ibid. p. 294.
S Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, by Dr. Gregory, vol. ii. p. 164.

4 Professor Gregory's Memoirs of Dr. Good, p. 298. In pp. 299—303. Dr. G. has

admirably elucidated the beautiful changes of style in the third part of the book of

Proverbs.
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Part IV. " Is a Posthumous Appendi.v, consisting of various Parabolic

Compositions^ tsoritten and communicated, by Solomon on different oc-

casions, but never published, by himself in an arranged Form ,- yet

altogether voorthy of the Place they hold in the Sacred Scriptures^ ^

(ch. XXV.—^xxxi.)

Sect. 1. Comprises a collection of Solomon's Proverbs, which (as the

title shows, xxv. 1.) was made by the learned under the reign of
Hezekiah. (xxv.—xxix.) The proverbs in this section are uncon-
nected, and some of them are repetitions of the moral aphorisms,
which are delivered in the former part of the book.

Sect. 2. Is composed of the ethical precepts delivered by " Agur the

son of Jakeh " to his friends Ithiel and Ucal.

That Agur, Jakeh, Ithiel, and Ucal, are proper names, admits of no
contradiction, though it is impossible at this distance of time to ascertain

who they were. Jerome mistook the proper name Agur for an appella-

tive, and in the Latin Vulgate has translated the expression thus, without
any meaning : — " Verba Congregantis, filii Vomentis," which, in the

Anglo-Romish version from the Vulgate, is with equal unintelligibility

rendered, " The Words of Gatherer, the son of Vomiter." Some critics

are of opinion, that, by Jakeh, David is meant, and by Agur, Solomon
;

and some fanciful expositors think that Ithiel and Ucal mean Christ : but
these hypotheses are examined and refuted by Mr. Holden.- The same
close observation of nature, and sententious form, which characterise the

precepts of Solomon, are to be found in the proverbs of Agur, whose
admirable prayer (xxx. 7— 9.) will ever be justly admired for its piety

and for the contented spirit which it breathes. It exactly corresponds
with the petition in the Lord's Prayer— Give us this dayrov aprov tj/x.^)/ tov

fKiovatov,— not our daily bread,— but bread orfood sufficientfor us.^

Sect. 3. Contains the admonitions given to king Lemuel** by his

mother a queen, when he was in the flower of youth and high ex-
pectation, (xxxi.)

These admonitory verses " are an inimitable production, as well in

respect to their actual materials, as the delicacy with which they are

selected. Instead of attempting to lay down rules concerning matters of
state and political government, the illustrious writer confines herself, with

the nicest and most becoming art, to a recommendation of the gentler

virtues of temperance, benevolence, and mercy ; and a minute and un-

paralleled delineation of the female character, which might bid fairest to

promote the happiness of her son in connubial life. Tlie description, though
strictly in consonance with the domestic economy of the highest sphere of
life, in the early period referred to, and especially in the East, is of uni-

versal application, and cannot be studied too closely."^ In the exquisite

description of a virtuous woman, in xxxi. 10—31., the initial letters of the

verses follow the order of the Hebrew alphabet.

IV. The Proverbs of Solomon hold a conspicuous rank among
the metrical books of the Old Testament. Not only are they admir-
ably adapted to convey instruction by the treasures of practical wisdom
which they open to us; but they also afford us a noble specimen of

1 Gregory's Memoirs of Dr. Good, p. 305.
^ Translation of the Book of Proverbs, pp. xvii.—xxv. 366, 367.
3 Ibid. p. 372.
'• Some critics have conjectured that Lemuel is another name for Solomon : but this

hypothesis is satisfactorily refuted by Mr. Holden, in his Attempt towards an Improved
Translation of the Book of Proverbs, " Preliminaiy Dissertation," pp. xviii.—xxv.

* Dr. Good's Dissertation on the Book of Proverbs, in Dr. Gregory's Memoirs of his

Life, p, 305.
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the didactic poetry of the Hebrews, the nature of which they enable

us to understand by means of the antithetic parallels with which they

abound.^ Much, indeed, of the elegance, acuteness, and force,

which are discernible in Solomon's wise sayings, is derived from the

antithetic form, the opposition of diction and sentiment. Hence a

careful attention to the parallelism of members (which topic has

already been largely discussed") will contribute to remove that ob-

scurity in which some of the proverbs appear to be involved. Some-
times, also, one member or part of a proverb must be supplied from

the other ; or, as Glassius has expressed it in other words, some-

times one thing is expressed in one member, and another in the

other, and yet both are to be understood in both members. Thus,

in Prov. X. 14. we read,

Wise men lay up knowledge :

But the mouth of the foolisli is near destruction.

The meaning of which is, that wise men communicate, for the benefit

of others, the wisdom they have acquired and preserved; while fools,

being destitute of that knowledge, soon exhaust their scanty stock,

and utter not merely useless but even injurious things. Again,

A wise son maketh a glad father:

But a foolish son is the heaviness of his mother. Prov. x. 1,

Both the father and mother are to be understood in the two members
of this passage, although in the first the father only is noticed, and

in the second the mother only is mentioned. Lastly, many things

which are spoken generally, are to be restrained to particular indi-

viduals and circumstances : as, however, this rule has already been

illustrated at length, it will not be necessary to multiply additional

examples.' The author, with much pleasure, refers his readers to

the Rev. Mr. Holden's " Attempt towards an Improved Translation

of the Proverbs of Solomon," with Notes, as the best critical help to

an exact understanding of this fine compendium of ethics, that is

extant in the English language.

SECTION IV.

ON THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES.

I. Title, Author, and Canonical Authority II. Scope and Synopsis.—
III. Observations.

I. The tide of this book in our Bibles is derived from the

Septuagint version, EKKAH2IA2THS signifying a preacher, or

one who harangues a public congregation. In Hebrew it is

termed, from the initial word jn^HD (kohcl^'Th), " the Preacher;"

by whom may be intended, either the person assembling the

people, or he who addresses them when convened. Although

1 On the Nature of the Scripture Proverbs, see Vol. II. pp. 412—414.

2 See Vol. II. pp. 305—307. 422—430. 3 See Vol. II. pp. 482—488.
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this book does not bear the name of Solomon, it is evident from
several passages that he was the author of it. Compare ch. i. 12. 16.

ii. 4— 9. and xii. 9, 10. The celebrated Rabbi Kimchi, however,
ascribes it to the prophet Isaiah ; and the Talmudical M'riters to

Hezekiah. Grotius, from some foreign expressions which he thinks

are discoverable in it, conceives that it was composed by order of
Zerubbabel for his son Abihiid ; Jahn, after some later German
critics, for the same reason, thinks it was written after the Babylonish
captivity ; and Zirkel imagines that it was composed about the time
of Antiochus Epiphanes, from some traces of the notions of the
Pharisees and Sadducees which he conceives he has discovered in

this book, and against which he supposes it to be directed.^ But it

is not likely that those Jewish sects would permit a work levelled

against themselves to be inserted in the sacred canon : and with re-

gard to the foreign expressions alleged by Grotius, (supposing all of
them to be really foreign expressions, which, however, is not the

case-,) their appearance may be accounted for by the circumstance
of Solomon's having indulged in sinful intercourse " with strano-e

women," (1 Kings xi. I, 2.) whose language he probably acquired.

The beautiful descriptions which this book contains, of the pheno-
mena in the natural world, and their causes, of the circulation of the

blood (as the late Bishop Horsley thought'^), and of the economy of
the human frame, all show it to be the work of a philosopher. It is

generally supposed to have been written by Solomon in his old age,

after he had repented of his sinful practices, and when, having seen
and observed much, as well as having enjoyed every thing that he
could wish, he was fully convinced of the vanity of every thing except

piety towards God. The Rabbinical writers inform us, and their

account is corroborated by Jerome, that the Jews, who, after the

captivity, collected the inspired writings into the canon, at first re-

fused to admit this book into the sacred code, in consequence of
some heresies and contradictions, which, from inattention to the

author's scope and design, they imagined to exist in it. But, after

considering the expressions it contains towards the close, relative to

1 -The opinions of these and of other writers are satisfactorily refuted by the Rev. Mr.
Ilolden in liis " Attempt to Illustrate the Book of Ecclesiastes. " (8vo. London, 1822.)
Preliminary Discourse, pp. v.—xxviii.

- Of the four words which Grotius asserts to be foreign, viz. I'D (siii) a thorn, EccI.

vii. 6. nyii^ (AHJoNaH) desire, xii. 5., 103 (pnsHaR) to interpret, viii. 1., and :2m;i (cun/nTz)

«;«'<, X. 8., — two only can at all be considered as belonging to his argument: for the

Jirst occurs in Exod. xvi. S. and 2 Kings i v. 39. (Heb.), and the second may be derived

from the Hebrew root nm (ASrtH) to wish : and although the two last are at present only to

be found in the Chaldee, it does not therefore necessarily follow that they are not Hebrew,
for how many other words are there in the Hebrew language, the roots of which are now-

only to be found in the kindred Arabic or Chaldee dialect? And if they shall be deemed
genuine Hebrew words, there surely is no reason why the two last words above cited should

not equally be true and proper Hebrew. It is indeed wonderful, as Witsius has long a^o
remarked, to observe of what trifling pretexts learned men sometimes avail themselves, in

order to support paradoxes. (Witsii, Miscellanea Sacra, lib. i. p. 227. Albcr, Inter-

pretatio Scripturce, torn. viii. p. 189.) But the philological speculations of Grotius are

surpassed by those of the late Professor Eichhorn, wiiich are satisfactorily refuted by
Mr. Holden in his translation of Ecclesiastes, Prel. Diss. p. xiii.

3 Bp. Horsley's Sermons, vol. iii. pp. 189, 190. Mr. Holden has refuted this hypo-
thesis, Ecclesiastes, pp. 173, 174.

VOL. IV. K.
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the fear of God and the observation of his laws, they concluded to

receive it ; and its canonical authority has been recognised ever

since. There can, indeed, be no doubt of its title to admission : So-

lomon was eminently distinguished by the illumination of the divine

Spirit, and had even twice witnessed the divine presence. (1 Kings

iii. 5. ix. 2. xi. 9.) The tendency of the book is excellent when
rightly understood : and Solomon speaks in it with great clearness

of the revealed truths of a future life and of a future judgment. ^

Bishop Lowth has classed this book among the didactic poetry of

the Hebrews : but Mr. Des Voeux- considers it as a philosophical

discourse written in a rhetorical style, and interspersed with verses,

which are introduced as occasion served ; whence it obtained a place

among the poetical books. To this opinion Bishop Lowth subse-

quently declared his assent.

II. The Scope of this book is explicitly announced in ch. i. 2. and

xiii. 13., viz. to demonstrate the vanity of all earthly objects, and to

draw off men from the pursuit of them, as an apparent good, to the

fear of God, and communion with him, as to the highest and only

^permanent good in this life, and to show that men must seek for hap-

piness beyond the grave. We may therefore consider it as an in-

quiry into that most important and disputed question, — What is the

Sovereign Good of man, — that which is ultimately good, and which

in all its bearings and relations is conducive to the best interests of

man ? What is that good for the sons of men, 'which they shoidd do

under the heaven all the days of their Life? (ii. 3.) " This is the ob-

ject of the preacher's inquiry; and, after discussing various erroneous

opinions, he jEinally determines that it consists in True Wisdom.
The scope of the whole argument, therefore, is the praise and re-

commendation of Wisdom, as the supreme good to creatures respon-

sible for their actions. In this wisdom is not included a single

particle of that which is worldly and carnal, so frequently possessed

by men addicted to vice, the minions of avarice, and the slaves of

their passions ; but that which is from above, that which is holy,

spiritual, undefiled, and which, in the writings of Solomon, is but

another word for Religion. Guided by this clue, we can easily

traverse the intricate windings and mazes in which so many com-
mentators upon the Ecclesiastes have been lost and bewildered. By
keeping steadily in view the preacher's object, to eulogise Heavenly
Wisdom, the whole admits of an easy and natural interpretation; light

is diffused around its obscurities; connection is discovered in that

which was before disjointed ; the argument receives additional force,

the sentiments new beauty ; and every part of the discourse, when
considered in reference to this object, tends to develope the nature

of True Wisdom, to display its excellence, or to recommend its

acquirement.
" Hence he commences with the declaration that all is vanity^ ;

1 Carpzov, Introd. ad Libros. Vet. Test. part. ii. p. 222. Dr. Gray's Key, p. 292.
2 In his " Philosophical and Critical Essay on the Book of Ecclesiastes," 4to. Lon-

don, 1760.

3 The finest commentary on this aphorism, Vanity of vanities, all is vanitt/,— was unin-
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which is not to be understood as implying any censure upon the

works of creation, for God does nothing in vain, every thing being

properly adapted to its end, and excellently fitted to display the

power, wisdom, and goodness of the Almighty. Yet when the things

of this world are applied to improper purposes ; when they are con-

sidered as the end, while they are only intended to be the means;
and are rested in as the source of happiness which they were not

designed to afford, vanity is discovered to be their character ; that

which is most excellent becomes useless, if not injurious, by the

abuse ; and the works of Omnipotence, however wise and good in

themselves, are unprofitable to those who misuse and pervert them.

It were a kind of blasphemy to viUfy whatever has proceeded from

Omniscient Power ; and Solomon can only be supposed to pronounce
all things here below vain, when they are applied to a wrong use,

by the ignorance and wickedness of man. Nor does he so denomi-

nate all things universally and without any exception, but only all

earthly things, as wealth, pleasure, pomp, luxury, power, and what-

ever is merely human and terrestrial. If these are placed in com-
petition with divine and heavenly things, or are foolishly regarded as

the means of real happiness, they become useless and unprofitable,

because they are uncertain and transitory, never fully satisfying the

desires of the soul, nor producing permanent felicity. If worldly

things are vain in these respects, it would, nevertheless, be presump-

tion and impiety to represent them as actually bad. They are good
in themselves, and, when rightly used, tend only to good, since they

contribute to the enjoyment of life, and, in an eminent degree, to

the ultimate and real interest of man. But if they are pursued as

the only ' portion in this life,' as constituting the happiness of beings

formed for immortality, they are not estimated on right principles,

and the result will be vexation and disappointment. Their vanity,

then, arises from the folly and baseness of men, who, in forgetfulness

of eternity, are too apt to regard this world as their sole and final

abode, and to expect that satisfaction from them which they cannot

give. Nor are they to be condemned on this account. That they

are insufficient to render man happy is itself the ordination of Infinite

Wisdom, and, consequently, best suited to a probationary state

;

wisely calculated for the trial of man's virtue, and, by weaning him
from too fond attachment to things on earth, to stimulate his desires

and exertions after the blessedness of another life.

" In prosecuting his inquiry into the Chief Good, Solomon has

divided his work into two parts. The first, which extends to the

tenth verse of the sixth chapter, is taken up in demonstrating the

vanity of all earthly conditions, occupations, and pleasures ; the se-

cond part, which includes the remainder of the book, is occupied in

eulogising Wisdom, and in describing its nature, its excellence, its

beneficial effects. This division, indeed, is not adhered to through-

tentionally furnished by the late celebrated Earl of Chesterfield, in one of his posthumous
letters. See the passage at length in Bishop Home's Works, vol. v. discourse xiii.

pp. 185— 187., where the frightful picture, exhibited by a dying man of the world, is ad-

mirably improved to the edification of the reader. _ _ _.
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out with logical accuracy ; some deviations from strict method are

allowable in a popular discourse ; and the author occasionally di-

verges to topics incidentally suggested ; but, amidst these digressions,

the distinctions of the two parts cannot escape the attentive reader.

It is not the manner of the sacred writers to form their discourses in

a regular series of deductions and concatenated arguments : they

adopt a species of composition, less logical indeed, but better adapted

to common capacities, in which the subject is still kept in view,

thouffh not handled accordino; to the rules of dialectics. Even St:

Paul, whose reasoning powers are unquestionable, frequently di-

gresses from his subject, breaks off abruptly in the middle of his

argument, and departs from the strictness of order and arrangement.

In tlie same way has the royal preacher treated the subject ; not

with exact, philosophical method, but in a free and popular manner,

giving an uncontrolled range to his capacious intellect, and suffering

himself to be borne along by the exuberance of his thougiits and the

vehemence of his feelings. But, thougli the methodical disposition

of his ideas is occasionally interrupted, his plan is still discernible;

and perhaps he never wanders more from his principal object than

most of the other writers in the Sacred Volume."
For the preceding view of the scope of this admirably instructive

book, the author is indebted to Mr. Holden's learned and elaborate

Attempt to illustrate it. ^ The following S^'nopsis (which is also

borrowed from Mr. Holden) will give the reader a clear view of its

desicrn.

Part I. The vanity of all earthly conditions, occupations,
AND PLEASURES.

Sect. I. The vanity of all earthly things, (i. 2.)

Sect. II. The unprofitableness of human labour, and the transitoriness

of human life. (i. 3— 11.)

Sect. III. The vanity of laborious inquiries into the ways and works

of man. (i. 12—18.)
Sect. IV. Luxury and pleasure are only vanity and vexation of spirit.

(ii.l— 11.)

Sect. V. Though the wise excel fools, yet, as death happens to them
both, human learning is but vanity, (ii. 12— 17.)

Sect. VI. The vanity of human labour, in leaving it they know not to

whom. (ii. 18—23.)
Sect. VII. The emptiness of sensual enjoyments, (ii. 24—26.)

Sect. VIII. Though there is a proper time for the execution of all

human purposes, yet are they useless and vain ; the Divine counsels,

however, are immutable, (iii. 1— 14.)

Sect. IX. The vanity of human pursuits proved from the wickedness

prevailing in courts of justice, contrasted with the righteous judg-

ment of God. (iii. 15— 17.)

Sect. X. Though life, considered in itself, is vanity, for men die as

well as beasts, yet, in the end, it will be very different with the spirit

of man and that of beasts, (iii. 18— 22.)

Sect. XI. Vanity is increased unto men by oppression, (iv. 1—3.)

Sect. XII. The vanity of prosperity, (iv, 4.)

Prelim. Diss. pp. Ixv. Ixviii,—Ixxii.
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Sect. XIII. The vanity of folly, or of preferring tlie world to True
Wisdom, (iv. 5, 6.)

Sect. XIV. The vanity of covetousness. (iv. 7, 8.)

Sect. XV. Though society has its advantages, yet dominion and empire

are but vanity, (iv. 9—16.)

Sect. XVI. Errors in tlie performance of Divine worship, which ren-

der it vain and unprofitable, (v. 1—7.)

Sect. XVII, The vanity of murmuring at injustice ; for though the op-

presion of the poor and the perversion of judgment greatly prevail,

they do not escape the notice of the Almighty, (v. 8, 9.)

Sect. XVIII. The vanity of riches ; with an admonition as to the mo-
derate enjoyment of them. (v. 10— 20.)

Sect. XIX. The vanity of avarice, (vi. 1—9.)

Part II. The nature, excellence, and beneficial effects of

WISDOM OR RELIGION.

Sect. XX. Since all human designs, labours, and enjoyments are vain,

it is natural to inquire, What is good for man ? What is his Supreme
Good? (vi. 10— 12.) The answer is contained in the remainder of

the book.

Sect. XXI. The praise of character and reputation, (vii. 1.)

Sect. XXII. Affliction improves the heart, and exalts the character of

the wise. (vii. 2— 10.)

Sect. XXIII. The excellence of Wisdom, (vii. 11— 14.)

Sect. XXIV. An objection, with the answer, (vii. 15. viii.7.)

Sect. XXV. The evil of wickedness shows the advantage of True

Wisdom, (viii.8— 13.)

Sect. XXVI. An objection, with the answer, (viii. 14. ix. 1.)

Sect. XXVII. An objection, witli the answer, (ix. 2. x. 17-)

Sect. XXVIII. The banefulness of sloth, (x. 18.)

Sect. XXIX. The power of wealth, (x. 19.)

Sect. XXX. An exhortation against speaking evil of dignities, (x. 20.)

Sect. XXXI. Exhortation to charity and benevolence, (xi. 1—10.)

Sect. XXXII. An exhortation to the early cultivation of religious ha-

bits, (xii. 1—7.)
Sect XXXIII. The conclusion, (xii. 8—14.1)

III. Bishop Lowth pronounces the style of this book to be shi-

gular; its language is generally low, frequently loose and unconnected,

approacliing to the incorrectness of conversation : and it possesses

very little poetical character, even in the composition and structure

of the periods : which peculiarity, he thinks, n)ay be accounted for

from the nature of the subject. Leusden says, that in his time (the

close of the seventeenth century) the book of Ecclesiastes was read

in the Jewish synagogues on the feast of tabernacles ; because, as

that feast commemorates the gladness and content with which their

forefathers dwelt in tents, so this book, while it shows the vanity of

all earthly things, inculcates on every one the duty of rejoicing and

beinff content with such thino-s as God in his providence thinks fit

to bestow.

1 Prelim. Diss. pp. cix. ex. Mr. Des Voeux, in his learned and ingenious work on

Ecclesiastes, was of opinion that the royal author's design was to prove the immortality of

the soul, or rather the necessity of anotlier state after this life, by such arguments as may

be deduced from reason and experience. But Mr. Ilolden has satisfactorily shown that

this is not the primary design of tiie book in question ; though it contains some strong

proofs of this article of religious faith. See his Prelim. Diss, pp. xlvii.— Ix.
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SECTION V.

ON THE SONG OF SOLOMON.

I. Author. — II. Canonical Authority.— III. Structure of the Poem. —
Its Subject and Scope.— The Song of Solomon a sublime Mystical
Allegory.

r EW poems have excited more attention, or have found more
translators and commentators, than the So7ig of Songs : but the learned

are not yet agreed respecting its arrangement and design. The ma-
jority consider it as an inspired book, and certainly on the best evi-

dence, while others affirm it to be merely a human composition : the

former regard it as a sacred allegory ; the latter, as a mere amatory
effusion.

I. In addition to other divine compositions of Solomon, we are

informed (1 Kings iv. 32.) that his songs ivere a thousand and five^ of

which the present book is supposed to be one. In the first verse it

is called, by way of eminence and distinction, according to the He-
brew idiom D'Tti^n "T'^ (shir H(7Shirim) that is, a Song ofSongs, or,

the most heautifid Song. Of this antient poem the author is asserted,

by the unanimous voice of antiquity, to have been Solomon : and
this tradition is corroborated by many internal marks of authenticity."

In the very first verse it is ascribed to the Hebrew monarch by
name : he is the subject of the piece, and the principal actor in the

conduct of it. Allusions are made to the rich furniture of his pa-

lace (i. 5.) ; to the horses and chariots which he purchased of Pharaoh
king of Egypt (i. 9. compared with 1 Kings x. 28, 29.); to Amina-
dab who was eminent for such chariots, and who married one of

Solomon's daughters (vi. 12. with 1 Kings iv. 11.); to his building of

the temple under the figure of a palanquin or coach for his bride

(iii. 9, 10.); to the materials of which it was formed. In short, all

the leading circumstances in Solomon's life, in a religious point of

view, appear to be either alluded to or implied in this antient poem,
and, therefore, render it probable that it was the production of some
writer in his age, if it were not his own composition. From the

occurrence, however, of a few Aramaean words, some latter critics

have imagined that this book was written in the latter years of the

Jewish monarchy, not long before the captivity ; but this conjecture

is repelled by the internal evidences above cited in favour of Solo-

mon ; and the occasional appearance of Aramaean words will be sa-

tisfactorily accounted for when we recollect the extensive commercial
intercourse that existed between Solomon and the neighbouring na-

tions. Dr. Kennicott was of opinion that this poem is many ages

later than Solomon, from the uniform insertion of the yod in all

copies, in spelling the name of David ; but this remark is not con-

clusive, for the name of David occurs but once (iv. 4.) : and, after it

' Calmet states that some of the rabbins ascribed this poem to Isaiah : but this opinion
has long since been rejected. Dissert, torn, ii, p. 258.
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had been written erroneously by a scribe in the time of Ezra, it might

have been inadvertently copietl by subsequent transcribers.

'

II. If the canon of the Hebrew Scriptures was settled by Ezra

(which we have already seen was most probably the case), there can

be no doubt but that the Song of Solomon is a sacred book ; for, to

use the strong; language of Bishop Warburton, " Ezra wrote, and

we may believe acted, ' by the inspiration of the Most High, amid

the last blaze indeed, yet in the full lustre of expiring prophecy.

And such a man\vould not have placed any book that was not sacred in

the same volume with the law and the prophets." ^ In addition to this

evidence, the following considerations will authorise us to infer, that

the Song of Solomon was, from the most early period, deemed a

sacred book, and ranked with the Hagiographa or Holy Writings

of the Jews, and thence was received among the canonical books of

the Old Testament.

A Greek translation of it is extant, which without contradiction is

ascribed to the Jewish authors of the Septuagint, who flourished

about two centuries before Christ, and which still forms a part of the

Alexandrian version. With the same conviction of the sacred cha-

racter of the work, it was rendered into Greek, in the second cen-

tury of the Christian sera, by Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion.

Origen, who wrote early in the third century, on the authority of

those learned Jews who were contemporary with him, and whom he

was in the habit of consulting respecting the authority and hteral im-

port of their sacred books, inserted it in his Hexapla, and wrote some

homilies upon it, explaining its mystical sense, which have in part been

translated into Latin by Jerome. Further, that the antient Jews, with-

out exception, considered it as a divinely inspired production, appears

from the allegorical signification annexed to it in the Chaldee para-

phrase. Josephus, in his answer to Apion, gives a catalogue of the

Jewish books, and in the third class of such as related to moral in-

struction includes the Song of Songs. ^ From the Jewish synagogue

this book was received into the Christian church without any doubt of

its divine authority: it occurs in the catalogue of books of the Old

Testament made by Melito Bishop of Sardis in Lydia, who is placed

by Cave about the year 170, who travelled into Palestine on purpose

1 Dr. Kennicott, Diss. i. pp. 20—22. Hewlett's Commentary on the Song of Solo-

mon, Supplementary Observations, inJim. A writer of the present day (Mr. Bellamy),

who has distinguished himself by his bold and paradoxical assertions, has stated /ijs opinion

to be, that it was a book of great antiquity in the time of the Hebrew king, and is the same

which is referred to in the Psalms by tlie words " dark sayings of old.'" He thinks it

possible that Solomon collected and incorporated the materials of this book, as David did

other sacred songs of prophecy and praise, which were in use in the church before his

time ; but affirms that the idea of Solomon being the author of this Song of Songs is

founded on a mis-translation of the Hebrew word Lishlomoh, which occurs in the first

verse. As Mr, B. refers to a work not yet published in support of his hypothesis, it is

impossible to form a correct judgment respecting it : but we may be permitted to observe,

that the internal evidences above noticed, which make so strongly against Dr. Kennicott,

afford pretty strong corroboration of the universally received opinion, as well as of the

uniform belief of the Jews, who surely were acquainted with their native tongue. See the

Classical Journal, vol. xv. p. 190.

^ Bishop Gleig's edition of Stackhouse, vol. i. p. xxiii.

3 Josephus con t. Apion, book i. c. 8. Eusebius, following the Jewish historian, makes

the Song of Songs the fifteenth of the number of canonical books, Eccl. Hist, lib.vi. c.25.
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to learn the number of these books, and who made the first cata-

loo-ue of the Hebrew Scriptures. ^ It is cited by Ignatius, who had

been a disciple of the apostle Saint John about the beginning of the

second century," as a book of authority in the church at Antioch. It

is enumerated in the list of canonical books occurring in the synopsis

attributed to Athanasius, who flourished in the third century, and in

the catalogues of Jerome and Rufinus, towards the close of the fourth

century, in which also we find it cited in the Apostolical Consti-

tutions, and also in the Apostolical Canons^; since which time, the

Song of Songs has maintained its place in the sacred canon.

But, thougli the Song of Songs has come down to us thus strongly

recommended by the voice of antiquity, its divine authority has been

questioned in modern days. Theodore, Bishop of Mopsuestia, a

bold critic, and a determined foe to allegorical interpretations, in the

fourth and fifth centuries, is said to have spoken in disrespectful

terms of this poem, as well as of the book of Job : but, as those

accounts appear among the charges and accusations of his enemies,

Dr. Lardner doubts the accuracy of such representation.^ In the

early part of the last century, Simon and Le Cierc questioned its

authenticity, but were refuted by the elder Carpzov; and, subse-

quendy, the eccentric writer Whiston boldly affirmed it to be a dis-

solute love-song, composed by Solomon when advanced in years and
dissolute in practice, and that, consequently, it ought to be excluded

from the canon of the sacred books. This preposterous notion (for

nothing like proof has been offeied in its support) has, with some
slight modification, been adopted by several later writers; and
Semler, among others, declines taking any notice of it, as a work
manifestly spurious.'^ These objections, however, are sufficiently

counteracted by the strong internal evidences of the authenticity of

the Canticles, as well as by the uninterrupted current of Jewish and
Christian antiquity.

III. That this book is a poem, all critics and expositors are

agreed ; though they are by no means unanimous to what class of

Hebrew poetry it is to be referred, Michaelis, to whose profound

researches biblical students are so deeply indebted, is of Opinion that

the object of this poem was simply to inculcate the divine approba-

tion of marriage ; and Mendelsohn, a learned German Jew, considers

it as a representation, by Solomon's son, of a trial of skill between

a shepherd and shepherdess ; but the ideas of Mr. Harmer ^ appear

much more rational, who, though unwilling to give it the name of

an epithaiamium or nuptial dialogue, considers it to be a nuptial

song, which will best be explained by compositions of a similar

' Eusebiiis has preserved this catalogue of Melito in his Eccl. Hist. lib. iv. c. 26.

'^ Constit. Apostol. hb. vi. cc. 13. 18, torn. i. pp. 345. 351. Edit, Anist. 1724. Ca-

non. Apostol. No. Ixxvi. Ibid. p. 453. Both these productions, thougii pretending to

be of apostolical origin, are spurious compilations of the fuurlh century. See Dr. Lard-

ner's Works, vol. iv. pp. 320—354. 8vo. ; 4to. vol, ii. pp.421—441,

3 Jortin's Ilemarks on Eccl. Hist. vol. i. p, 157. 2d edit. Dr. Lardner's Works,

8vo. vol. iv. pp. 509, 510. ; 4to. vol. ii, p. 528.

Apparatus ad liberalem Vet, Test, Interpretationem, pp.209—214.

5 Outlines of a Commentary on Solomon's Song. (Svo. London, 1768, repiiiited in

1775.)
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nature in Eastern countries. Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux, is of opi-

nion that this song is a regular drama, which is to be explained by
the consideration that the Jews were wont to celebrate their nuptials

for seven days together, distinguished by peculiar solemnities. He
accordinsly divides it in the following manner :

—
DAY 1 - - - CHAl', i.—ii. 6.

2 ii. 7_17.
3 - - - - - iii.—V. 1.

4 ----- V. 2.— vi. 9.

5 - - - - - vi. 10.—vii. 11.

6 - - - - vii. 12.— viii. 3.

7 - - - - viii. 4— 14.

Calmet % the late Bishop Percy '^, and Mr. Williams ^ agree with

Bossuet. Bishop I.owth, indeed, who has devoted two of his learned

and elegant lectures to an examination of this poem, adopts the opi-

nion of Bossuet, not as absolute demonstration, but as a very inge-

nious and probable conjecture upon an extremely obscure subject.

He therefore determines it to be a sacred jxistoral drama, though
deficient in some of the essential requisites of a regidar dramatic

composition."*

Bauer ^, however, affirms this poem to be an idyl ; the same opi-

nion is intimated by Jahn, who makes it consist of eight idyls ^: but

neither of these eminent critics assign any reasons for their opinion.

' Calmet, Commentaire Littoral, torn. v. pp. 68, 69., or Dissertations, torn. ii.

pp. 260—262.
- In his " Song of Solomon, nevvly translated from the original Hebrew, with a Com-

mentary and Annotations." 12nio. 1764.

3 In " Tlie Song of Songs, which is by Solomon ; a new Translation, with a Commen-
tary and Notes." 8vo. 1801,

1 Tliere is, however, one circumstance in which Bishop Lowtli thinks the Song cf
Songs bears a very striking affinity to the Greek drama ; the chorus of virgins seems in

every respect congenial to tlie tragic chorus of the Greeks. They are constantly present,

and prepared to fuini all the duties of advice and consolation ; they converse frequently

with the principal characters ; they are questioned by them, and they return answers to

their inquiries ; they take part in the whole business of the poem, and it does not appear
that they quit the scene upon any occasion. Some of the learned have conjectured, that

Theocritus, who was contemporary with the seventy Greek translators of the Scriptures,

and lived with them in the court of Ptolemy Pliiladelphus, was not unacquainted with the

beauties of this poem, and that he has almost liteially introduced some passages from it into

his elegant idyls. (Compare Cant. i. 9. vi. 10. with Theoc. xviii. 30. 26. ; Cant. iv. 11.

with Tlieoc. xx. 26. ; Cant. viii. 6, 7. with Theoc. xxiii. 23—26.) It might also be sus-

pected, that the Greek tragedians were indebted for their chorus to this poem of Solomon,
were not the probabilities on the otlier side much greater, that the Greeks were made
acquainted with it at too late a period ; and were it not evident, that the chorus of the

Greeks had a very dillerent origin ; were it not evident, indeed, that the chorus was not

added to the fable, but the fable to the chorus. Pra'lect, xxs. in Jinc, or vol.'ii, pp. 307,
308. of Dr. Gregory's translation.

5 Herm. Sacr. p. 386.
<5 Introd. ad Libros Sacros Veteris Foederis, pp. 506 — 508. Jahn divides the poem in

the following manner :
—

SONG 1 - - - CHAP. i. 1.— ii. 7.

2 - - - - ii. 8.— iii. 5.

3 - - - - iii. 6.—V. I.

4 - - - - v. 2 vi. 9.

5 - - - - vi. 10 »iii. 3.

6 - - - - viii. 4—7.

7 - - - viii. 8—12.
8 - - - - viii, 13, M.
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Probably they derived it from Sir William Jones, who, having com-
pared this poem with some of the cassides or idyls of the Arabian
poets, concludes with expressing his judgment that this song ought

to be classed among the Hebrew idyls.

'

Supported by the high authority of this distinguised scholar.

Dr. Good '^, after Signor Melesegenio (a learned Italian translator of

this poem), considers the Song of Songs as forming, not one con-

tinued and individual poem, but a series of poems, each distinct and
independent of the other. These he designates " Sacred Idyls" and
makes them to be t'welve in number; viz.

IDYL 1 - - - - CHAP. i. 1— 8.

2 i. 9.—ii. 7.

\2> - ii. 8— 17.

4 ----- - iii. 1— 5.

5 ----- - iii. 6.—iv. 7.

6 - iv. 8.—V. 1.

7 V. 2.—vi. 10.

8 - - - - - -vi. 11— 13.

9 vii. 1—9.

10 - - - - - -vii. 10.—viii. 4.

11 viii. 5— 7.

12 viii. 8— 14.

In support of this mode of arrangement. Dr. Good reniarks that

the Song of Solomon cannot be one connected poem, since the tran-

sitions are too abrupt for the wildest flights of the Oriental muse,

and evidently imply a variety of openings and conclusions ; while,

as a regular ch-ama, it is deficient in almost every requisite that could

give it such a classification ; having neither dramatic fable nor action,

involution nor catastrophe, and being without beginning, middle, or

end.^ But in opposition to these strictures it may be observed, that

bold transitions are so much the character of Eastern poetry, that this

circumstance alone cannot decide against the individuality of the poem.

Further, the subject of the poem is the samefrom beginning to end;

the personages introduced as speakers are the same; and, though to

a modern reader the transitions in many places may seem abrupt,

and the thoughts unconnected, yet the conduct of the piece is not

suspended, but is carried on under a fable regularly constructed, and

terminating in a conclusion interesting and unexpected.

With the eminent critics above cited we concur in considering the

Song of Solomon as a series of Hebrew idyls, like the cassides of

the poets of Arabia. With regard to the fair bride in whose honour

this collection of exquisite poems was primarily composed, Bossuet,

Calmet, Harmer ^, Bishops Percy and Lowth, in short, we believe

1 Poeseos Asiatics Commentarii, cap. iii. (Works, vol. iv. or vi. p. 71. 8vo. edit.)

2 In his " Song of Songs, or Sacred Idyls, translated from the Hebrew, with Notes,"

8vo. 180;5. The Rev. Mr. Fry has adopted Dr. Good's arrangement of the Canticles into

twelve idyls, in his translation of this book of the royal poet. London, 1811. 8vo.

3 Good's Song of Songs, Preface, p. iv.

4 On the supposition that Solomon married an Egyptian princes, this learned and

ingenious writer considers the Song of Solomon as a lively emblem of the Messiah's

admitting the Gentiles to equal privileges with the Jews. Outlines of a new Commentary

pp. 74—84.
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all modern commentators, have supposed the object of Solomon's
attachment to be the royal daughter of Pharaoh king of Egypt.

Dr. Good, however, contends, and we think successfully, that she

was a native of Palestine, and espoused some years later : it is not

easy to believe that so impassionate a composition as the Song of
Songs should have resulted from a state alliance. " The matrimo-
nial connection of the Hebrew monarch with the Egyptian princess,"

Dr. Good observes, " was probably, indeed, a connection of political

interest alone ; for we have no reason to conceive that it had been
preceded by any personal intimacy or interchange of affection : the

offer was proposed by him on his first accession to the throne, prior

to his having received from Jehovah the gift of superior wisdom ; at

a time when, according to Archbishop Usher \ he could not have
been more than twenty years of age, when he was surrounded by a
vast body of opponents and competitors, and when an alliance with

the royal family of Egypt was likely to be of essential advantage to

him : from which also, as a further proof of his political views in

such an union, he received the city of Gezer as a dowry with the

princess (1 Kings ix. 16.) — a city captured by Pharaoh from the

Canaanites, and rased to the ground, probably from the obstinacy

of its resistance ; but afterwards re-built by Solomon, and converted

into a place of considerable distinction. The matrimonial connection

here celebrated, on the contrary, appears to have proceeded from
reciprocal affection alone ; and from the gentleness, modesty, and
delicacy of mind, which are uniformly and perpetually attributed to

this beautiful and accomplished fair one, she must have been well

worthy of royal love. Instead of being of Egyptian origin, she

herself informs us that she was a native of Sharon (Cant. ii. 1.),

which was a canton of Palestine. Though not of royal blood, and
it should seem from Cant. i. 6. of low extraction in comparison of
her royal bridegroom, yet she must have been of noble birth ; for

she is addressed by her attendants under the appellation of princess

or noble lady (Cant. vii. 1.) : and though she could not augment by
her dowry the dimensions of the national territory, she possessed for

her marriage-portion a noble and fruitful estate in Baal-hammon
(Cant. viii. 12.), ingeniously supposed by Mr. Harmer to have been
situated in the delightful valley of Bocat in the immediate vicinity

of Balbec ", leased out to a variety of tenants, with whose number we
are not acquainted, but every one of whom paid her a clear rental

of a thousand shekels of silver, amounting to about 120/. 165. 8^.

sterling. From the possession of this property it is natural to con-

ceive that her father was deceased ; more especially as the house in

which she resided is repeatedly called the house of her mother
(Cant. iii. 4. viii. 2.), as it was her mother who betrothed her to the

enamoured monarch (Cant. viii. 5.), and as no notice of any kind is

taken of the existence of her father. She appears to have possessed

two distinct families, and, consequently, to have had two marriages

:

for in Cant. i. 6. the royal bride speaks of an offspring considerably

• An. Mund. 2971—2991. ^ Outlines of a New Commentary, pp. 35,36.
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older than herself, whom she denominates not her father's but her

mother's children^ who seem to have taken an undue advantage of

her infancy, and to have behaved with great unkindness towards her.

For these she no where expresses any degree of affection ; but for

an o'^n brother and sister,— the former an infant, and the latter

considerably younger than herself, — she evinces the tenderest regard

of the most affectionate bosom. (Cant. viii. 1. 8.)

" Of the age of this unrivalled beauty, at the time of her nuptials, we

are no where informed. Being in possession of an estate bequeathed

her by her father, or some collateral relation, she must, at least, have

acquired her majority according to the Hebrew ritual
;
yet, from the

circumstance of her brother's being an umveaned infant, she could not

have exceeded the prime of life ; and from the exquisite delineations

of her person by her companions as well as by her lover, she must

have been in the full flower of youth and beauty. As to the age of

king Solomon, we may fairly calculate it, from collateral circum-

stances, to have been about twenty-five or twenty-six, and, conse-

quently, that the nuptials were celebrated about the year 1010 before

the birth of Christ. At the age of twenty, he contracted his marriage

of political interest with the Egyptian princess: and if he had not at

this period complied with the luxurious fashion of his age, and opened

his harem for the reception of the most beautiful women who could

be found, and would consent to live with him, it is obvious that this

establishment commenced very shortly afterwards." ^

Before we proceed to offer any further remarks on the style

of this sacred poem, justice requires that we notice another view

of it which has lately been given by a learned and ingenious,

thoLio-h anonymous, writer in Dr. Rees's New CyclopEedia, which

appears to be a modification of the opinion entertained by Mr. Harmer,

above noticed. He regards it as a parable, in the form of a drama;

in which die bride is considered as representing true religion ; the

royal lover as the Jewish people ; the younger sister as the Gospel

dispensation. The gradual expansion of it, from its first dawn in the

o-arden of Eden, to its meridian effulgence produced by the death and

resurrection of Christ, is supposed to be pourtrayed in these beau-

tiful words— " Who is he that looketh forth as the morning, fair as

the moon, bright as the sun, and serene as the starry host?" (See vi.2.)

The epilogue in chap. viii. respecting the younger brother and sister,

he further conceives, demonstrates that its views terminate in the temple

service : while, at the same time, the allusion at the close to the rise

of the Gospel and the conversion of the Gentiles, which took place

so many hundred years after Solomon, proves that the author wrote

vuider divine inspiration. The metaphorical sense, thus capable of

bein^i- put upon every part of the poem, the anonymous writer appre-

hends justifies the high appellation of the Song of Songs, which has

been given to it ; and also accounts for its being regarded, by Jews

and Christians, as a sacred composition, and for its reception first

into the Jewish and then into the Christian church. -

1 Good's Song of Songs, pp. xi.—xvi.

2 Dr. llees's Cyclopaedia, vol. vi. article Canlicks.
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From this view of tlie subject, it is impossible to withhold the

praise of learning, piet}', and ingenuity; but we conceive the Song of

Solomon to have a more extended meaning than this author admits
;

and we cannot accede to his arrangement and exposition of its argu-

ment, for the following reasons :
—

It has been a question in all ages, whether the literal and obvious

meanino- of the Sonij of Solomon be the whole that was ever intended

by the royal bard ; or whether it does not, at the same time, afford

the veil of a sublime and mystical allegory delineating the bridal union

between Jehovah and his pure and uncorrupted church ? Michaelis

and most of the modern critics on the continent advocate the

former opinion ; in which they are followed by some eminent critics

in our own country ', but the latter opinion is adopted by most com-
mentators, Jewish and Christian.

Among those who hold it to be alleo;orical, there is also much dis-

agreement ; some conceiving it to be no more than a simple allegory,

while Bishop Lowth and others consider it as a mystical allegory '^

;

and are of opinion that under the figure of a marriage is typified the

intimate connection between God and his church, of which a more
concise model was furnished in the forty-fifth ])salm. That this view

of the subject is correct, we think will appear from the following con-

siderations, principally extracted from Bishop Lowth ^
:
—

The narrowness and imbecility of the human mind, he observes,

being such as scarcely to comprehend or attain a clear idea of any
part of the divine nature by its utmost exertions ; God has conde-

scended, in a manner, to contract the infinity of his glory, and to

exhibit it to our understandings under such imajrerv as our feeble

optics are capable of contemplating. Thus the Almighty mav be said

to descend, as it were, in the Holy Scriptures, from the height of his

majesty, to appear on earth in a human shape, with human senses and
affections, in all respects resembling a mortal— " with human voice

and human form." This kind of allegory is called anthropopathy,

and occupies a considerable portion of theology, properly so called,

— that is, as delivered in the Holy Scriptures. The principal part

of this imagery is derived from the passions ; nor, indeed, is there any
one affection or emotion of the human soul which is not, with all its

circumstances, ascribed in direct terms, without any qualification

whatever, to the supreme God ; not excepting those in which human
frailty and imperfection is most evidently displayed, viz. anger and
grief, hatred and revenge. That love, also, and that of the tenderest

kind, should bear a part in this drama, is highly natural and perfectly

consistent. Thus, not only the fondness of paternal affection is at-

tributed to God, but also the force, the ardour, and the solicitude of

conjugal attachment, with all the concomitant emotions, the anxiety,

the tenderness, and the jealousy incidental to this passion.

After all, this figure is not in the least productive of obscurity;

the nature of it is better understood than that of most others ; and

1 Among others by Mr. Hewlett in his valuable Commentary.
- On the nature of this species of allegory, see Vol. II. p. 393.
3 Pralect. xxxi. vol. ii. pp.312—321.
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although it is exhibited in a variety of lights, it constantly preserves its

native perspicuity. A peculiar people, of the posterity of Abraham,

was selected by God from among the nations, and he ratified his choice

by a solemn covenant. This covenant was founded upon reciprocal

conditions ; on the one part, love, protection, and support ; on the

other, faith, obedience, and worship pure and devout. This is that

conjugal union between God and his church ; that solemn compact

so frequently celebrated by almost all the sacred writers under this

imao-e. It is, indeed, a remarkable instance of that species ofmetaphor

which Aristotle calls analogical
'

; that is, when in a proposition con-

sisting of four ideas, the first bears the same relation to the second as

the third does to the fourth, and the corresponding words may occa-»

sionally change their places without any injury to the sense. Thus,

in this form of expression, God is supposed to bear exactly the same

relation to the church as a husband to a wife ; God is represented as

the spouse ofthe church, and the church as betrothed to God. Thus
also, when the same figure is maintained with a different mode of

expression, and connected with different circumstances, the relation

is still the same : thus the piety of the people, their impiety, their

idolatry, and rejection, stand in the same relation with respect to the

sacred covenant ; as chastity, modesty, immodesty, adultery, divorce,

with respect to the marriage-contract. And this notion is so very

familiar and well understood in Scripture, that the word adultery (or

whoredom) is commonly used to denote idolatrous worship, and so

appropriated does it appear to this metaphorical purpose, that it very

seldom occurs in its proper and literal sense.

Of this mode of speaking, the sacred writers furnish us with

abundance of examples. Thus the evangelical prophet, when treat-

ino- of the reconciliation of the church to Jehovah, and her restoration

to the divine favour, among many images of a similar nature, intro-

duces the following :
—

For thy husband is thy Maker
;

Jehovah, God of Hosts is his name :

And tliy Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel

;

The God of the whole earth shall he be called. Isa. liv. 5, 6.

And in another passage in the form of a comparison :
—

For as a young man weddeth a virgin,

So shall tliy Restorer wed thee :

And as a bridegroom rejoiceth in his bride,

So shall thy God rejoice in thee. Isa. Ixii. 5.

The same image a little diversified, and with greater freedom of

expression, as better adapted to the display of indignation, is intro-

duced by Jeremiah (ii. 2. iii. 1, &c.), when he declaims against the

defection of the Jews from the worship of the true God. Upon the

same principle the former part of the prophecy of Hosea ought also

to be explained ; and whether that part of the prophecy be taken in

the literal and historical sense, or whether it be esteemed altogether

allegorical, still the nature and principles of this figure, which seems

consecrated in some measure to this subject, will evidently appear.

' Poet. chap. xxii. and Rhet. iii. 3.
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None of the prophets, however, have apphed the image with so much
boldness and freedom as Ezekiel, an author of a most fervid imagin-
ation, who is Httle studious of elegance, or cautious of offending. His
great freedom in the use of this image is particularly displayed in two
parables (xvi. and xvii.), in which he describes the ingratitude of the

Jews and Israelites to their great Protector, and their defection from
the true worship, under imagery assumed from the character of an
adulterous wife, and the meretricious loves of two unchaste women.
If these parables (which are put into the mouth of God himself with
a direct allegorical application, and in which, it must be confessed,

thill delicacy does not appear to be particularly studied, according to

our refined notions of delicacy ^) be well considered, we are persuaded
that the Song of Solomon (which is in every part chaste and elegant)

will not appear unworthy of the divine sense in which it is usually

taken, either in matter or style, or in any degree inferior either in

gravity or purity to the other remains of the sacred poets. To these

instances we may add the forty-fifth psalm, which is a sacred epitha-

lamium, of the allegorical application of which to the union betv/een

God and the church no doubt has hitherto been entertained ; though
many suspect it, and not without good reason, to have been produced
upon the same occasion, and with the same relation to a real fact

as the Song of Solomon. Neither ought we to omit, that the
writers of the New Testament have freely admitted the same image
in the same allegorical sense with their predecessors, and have finally

consecrated it by their authority.

Thus John the Baptist beautifully represents Christ as the bride-

groom; himself, as his friend or bridesman, and the church as his

spouse. ^ (John iii. 28.) Our Lord also adopts the title of Bride-
groom in Matt. ix. 15.; and likewise in the parable of the virgins or
brides' maids attendant upon the marriage. (Matt. xxv. 1.) " The
Lamb's wife" also, the church'^, is represented as a " bride adorned
for her husband" (Rev. xxi. 2— 9.), who ought to be " without
spot" (Eph. V. 27.), as the Shulamite is represented to be. (Song
iv. 7.) And, surely, if this most beautiful pastoral poem had not
been understood in a spiritual sense, it would not have been admitted
into the sacred canon by the antient Jewish church."^ Nor is this

inconsistent with the opinions of the antient Jews, who, as well as

' On the alleged immorality of the language of Scripture, see Vol. I, pp, 432—434.
'- " In the prophetical book of the Song of Solomon," says Bishop Horsley, "the union

of Christ and his cliurch is described in images taken entirely from the mutual passion
and early love of .Solomon and his bride. Read the Song of Solomon, you will find tlie

Hebrew king, if you know any thing of his history, produced, indeed, as the emblem of a
greater personage; but you will find Him in every page." Sermons, vol. i. p. 73.
2d edit,

3 Commentators in communion with the Romish church, not content with considering
the Song of Solomon as adumbrating the union of Christ and his church, extend it also
"to the union of Christ with the Virgin Mary. Sucii is the notion of the elegant Italian

translator, Melesigenio. (Good's Song of Solomon, Pref. p. xxxiv.) In the short pre-
face prefixed to this book in tiie Dublin edition of the Anglo- Romish Bilile (1825
page 596-) it is affirmed, that " the spouse of Christ is the church, more especially as to
the happiest part of it, viz. perfect souls, every one of which is his beloved ; but, above all

others, the immaculate and ever-blessed virgin-mother! J
"

^ Dr. Haks's Analysis, vol, ii. p. 400.
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Saint Paul and other Christian writers, found the Messiah ahnost

everywhere in the Scriptures. Indeed, they always believed their

economy to be peculiarly under the protection ot" the Messiah, in

some one or other of his characters, as the Great Angel of the co-

venant, the King of Israel, or the Son of God. In particular, they

applied to him the forty-fifth psalm (which, of all Scripture, most
resembles the Song of Songs) : for the Chaldee paraphrase on the

second verse expressly says,— " Thy fairness, King Messiah ! ex-

ceedeth the sons of men." In the same manner they applied the

seventy-second, hundred and tenth, and various other psalms, as

well as many passages of the prophets.

Bishop Lowth restricts this sublime allegory to the universal

church, and conceives that it has no reference whatever to the

spiritual state of individuals ; than which he conceives nothing can

be more inconsistent with the nature and ground-work of the alle-

gory itself, as well as with the general practice of the Hebrew poets.

With regard to the Psalms, Bishop Florne (we thiniv) has demon-
strated their spiritual application not only to the church generally,

but also to believers who compose the individual members of that

church ; and that the Song of Solomon is to be legitimately and
soberly interpreted in the same way, it is apprehended, will satisfac-

torily appear from the following additional observations :
—

The church is to be considered as composed of individual be-

lievers : and, that there is an analogy between the conduct of God
towards his church in general, and his conduct towards individuals,

is plainly indicated in many parts of the New Testament. Thus,
sometimes the sacred writers compare the whole body of believers

to a temple, in which they form living stones, being built on the only

foundation, Christ Jesus ; at other times, they consider individual

believers as temples of the Holy Spirit. (1 Cor. iii. 16, 17. Eph. ii.

20— 22.) So also, they sometimes speak of the church as one,

—

the bride the Lamb's wife ; and at other times, of distinct churches

or individual believers, as severally married to the Lord, (Rev.xxi.9.

2 Cor. xi. 2.) In this manner. Saint Paul allegorises the history of

Hagar and her mistress, referring to the two dispensations, while at

the same time he makes a practical application of it to the consciences

of the Galatians. (Gal. iv. 22—31.)
Further, we consider the allegory as designed for the purposes of

piety and devotion, which cannot be so well answered without such

an application. Though this argument may, at first view, appear

weak, it will be strengthened when we recollect the doctrine of the

New Testament, that, " whatsoever things were written aforetime

were written for our learning ;" and that tlieir grand design is, " to

make us wise unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ Jesus."

This shows both the propriety and importance of a particular appli-

cation of scriptural truths to the circumstances and experience of

individuals. Religion is a personal thing ; and that professor is a

hypocrite, the feelings of whose heart are not influenced by it, as

well as the actions of his life.^

• Williams's translation of the Song of Songs, pp. 113— 115. In further confirm-
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The fact is, that much of the language of this poem has been

misunderstood by expositors, some of whom, not entering into the

spirit and meaning of Oriental poesy, have caused particular pas-

sages to be considered as coarse and indelicate, which, in the origi-

nal, are altogether the reverse ; while others (as the learned Dr. Gill

for instance) have so confounded the literal and allegorical senses as

to give neither, distinctly or completely ; at the same time, they

have applied the figures to such a variety of objects, as to leave the

reader still to seek the right, and, by their minute dissection of the

allegory, they have not only destroyed its consistency and beauty,

but have also exposed the poem to the unmerited ridicule of

profane minds. ^ Much, unquestionably, has been done, by later

writers, towai'ds elucidating the language and allusions of the Song of

Songs by the aid of Oriental literature and manners ; but, after all

the labours of learned men, there will perhaps be found many ex-

pressions which are very difficult to us, both as to the literal meaning,

and the spiritual instruction intended to be conveyed by them ; and

some descriptions must not be judged by modern notions of delicacy.

But the grand outlines, soberly interpreted, in the obvious meaning

of the allegory, so accord with the affections and experience of the

sincere Christian, " that he will hardly ever read and meditate upon
them, in a spirit of humble devotion, without feeling a conviction

that no other poem of the same kind, extant in the world, could,

without most manifest violence, be so explained as to describe the

state of his heart at different times, and to excite admiring, adoring,

grateful love to God our Saviour, as this does." -

With regard to the style, says Bishop Lowth, this poem is of the

ation of the preceding view of the spiritual design of this sacred Oriental poem, we may
observe, that this allegoric mode of describing the sacred union between mankind at

large, or an individual and pious soul, and the great Creator, is common to almost all

Eastern poets from the earliest down to the present age. Without such an esoteric or

spiritual interpretation, it is impossible to understand many passages of the Persian poets

Sadi and Hafiz : and the Turkish commentators on them have uniformly thus interpreted

them ; though in many instances they have pursued their mystic meaning to an undue

length. A similar emblematic mysticism is equally conspicuous in the bards of India :

and the Vedantis or Hindoo commentators have in like manner attributed a double, that

is, a literal and spiritual meaning to their compositions. This fs particularly the case with

the Gitagovinda, or Songs of Jayadeva, the subject of which is the loves of Chrishna and

Radha, or the reciprocal attraction between the divine goodness and the soul of man ; and

the style and imagery of which, like those of the royal Hebrew poet, are in the highest

degree flowery and amatory. Good's Song of Songs, p. xxii. Kisteniaker, Canticum

Canticorum illustratum ex Hierographia Orientalium, pp. 23—40. Sir William Jones

has given several examples of the mystical or allegorical language of the celebrated

Persian poet, Hafiz, in his Dissertation on the Mystical Poetry of the Persians and Hin-

doos. (Works, vol. iv. p. 227. Svo.)
' The chief error of all the translators of this book, Dr. Good observes with great truth,

" results from their having given verbal renderings of the Hebrew terms and idioms,

which ought merely to have been translated equwalcnlly ; a method, by which any language

in the world, when interpreted into another, may not only occasionally convey a meaning

altogether different from what the author intended, but convert a term or phrase of perfect

purity and delicacy, in its original import, into one altogether indelicate and unchaste."

Song of Songs, p. xxvi. Dr. Good illustrates this remark by some well-chosen examples,

which want of room compels us to omit ; but the result of its application, we may be per-

mitted to observe, was his very elegant and delicate version, in which, though he adiieres

solely to the literal meaning, yet he decidedly expresses himself (p. xviii.) in favour of the.

mystical meaning of the poem.
-' Scott, Pref. to Sol. Song.

VOL. IV. L
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pastoral kind, since the two principal personages are represented in

the character of shepherds. The circumstance is by no means in-

conoTuous to the manners of the Hebrews, whose principal occu-

pation consisted in the care of cattle (Gen. xlvi. 32—34.) ; nor did

they consider this employment as beneath the dignity of the highest

characters. Least of all, could it be supposed to be inconsistent

with the character of Solomon, whose father was raised from the

sheep-fold to the throne of Israel. The pastoral life is not only most

delio-htful in itself, but, from the particular circumstances and man-
ners of the Hebrews, is possessed of a kind of dignity. In this

poem it is adorned with all the choicest colouring of language, with

all the elegance and variety of the most select imagery. " Every

part of the Canticles," says the learned and eloquent Bossuet,

" abounds in poetical beauties ; the objects, which present them-

selves on every side, are the choicest plants, the most beautiful flowers,

the most delicious fruits, the bloom and vigour of spring, the sweet

verdure of the fields, flourishing and well-watered gardens, pleasant

streams, and perennial fountains. The other senses are represented

as regaled with the most precious odours natural and artificial : with

the sweet singing of birds, and the soft voice of the turtle ; with

milk and honey, and the choicest of wine. To these enchantments

are added all that is beautiful and graceful in the human form, the

endearments, the caresses, the delicacy of love ; if any object be in-

troduced which seems not to harmonise with this delightful scene,

such as the awful prospect of tremendous precipices, the wildness of

the mountains, or the haunts of lions, its effect is only to heighten

by the contrast the beauty of the other objects, and to add the charms

of variety to those of grace and elegance." ^

The Chaldee paraphrase of this book is a long and tiresome ap-

plication of it throughout to the circumstances of the history of the

Jews. The Greek version of it is tolerably exact; and Bos, in the

Frankfort edition of the Septuagint ( 1 709), ascribes it to Symmachus.

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE PROPHETS.

SECTION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROPHETS AND THEIR WRITINGS.

I. The Prophetical Books, txihy so called II. Different Kinds of Pro-

phets mentioned in the Scriptitres. — III. Situation of the Prophets, and
their Manner of Living.— IV. Mosaic Statutes concerning Prophets.

— Evidences of a Divine Mission.— V. Qualifcations of the Prophets.

1 Bossuet, Praef. in Caiiticum Canticorum, Oeuvres, torn, i^ p. 467. 4to. edit.
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— VI. Nature of the Prophetic Inspiration.— VII. Antiquity and Suc-
cession of the Prophets. — VIII. Collection of their Writings, and Mode
ofannouncing their Predictions IX. Number aiid Order of the Pro-
phetic Books.

I. We now enter on the fourth or prophetical part of the Old Tes-
tament, according to the division which is generally adopted, but
which forms the second division, according to the Jewish classifi-

cation of the sacred volume. This portion of the Scriptures is

termed Prophetical, because it chiefly consists of predictions of
future events ; though many historical passages are interspersed

through the writings of the prophets, as there also are many predic-

tions of futm-e events scattered through those books, which are

more strictly historical. But these books also contain very many
passages which relate to other subjects, such as the nature and at-

tributes of God ; the religious and moral duties of man ; reproofs of

idolatry and other sins ; exhortations to the practice of true religion

and virtue ; together with advices and warnings respecting the poli-

tical state of the country, and the administration of affairs, which in

the theocratical form of government were sent to the kings and
princes of the Hebrews by the prophets as ambassadors of their

supreme monarch, Jehovah. The authors of these books are, by
way of eminence, termed Prophets^ that is, divinely inspired persons,

who were raised up among the Israelites to be the ministers of God's
dispensations. Jehovah, at sundry times and in divers manners.^ spake

unto thefathers by the prophets : for prophecy came not of old time by

the isoill of mun, but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the

Holy Spirit. (Heb. i. 1. 2 Pet. i. 21.)

II. To these messengers of heaven, frequent reference is made in

various parts of the Sacred Writings. The term Prophet, indeed,

is of general signification. It was applied by the heathens to all

persons who were supposed to be conversant with divine things
;

and, in conformity to this notion, Saint Paul, in his Epistle to Titus

(i. 12.), when citing a passage from a profane poet, calls him a
prophet, because the heathens supposed their poets to be inspired.

In the historical books of the Old Testament we meet with frequent

notice of the schools of the prophets, that is, of seminaries, where re-

ligious truths, or the divine laws, were particularly taught ^
: for the

pupils in these schools were not, strictly speaking, all of them
prophets ; though God bestowed upon some of them the spirit of

prophecy, or of predicting future events. (2 Kings ii. 3.) Further,

in the Old Testament, the prophets are spoken otj as " holy men of
God" as " seers" and as " prophets" in the most exalted sense of

the term. The first denomination seems to have been sometimes

applied to men of exemplary piety, who assiduously studied the di-

vine law, as communicated by their legislator Moses ; who firmly

believed in the predictions of good and evil that should attend the

Israelites according to the tenor of their conduct ; who were ob-

servant of the character of the times in which they lived ; and who

' See an account of these schools ia Vol. III. p. 481.

L 2
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might be able to discern the natural and inevitable consequences of

particular actions, without the necessity of immediate inspiration.

These men of God, however, received peculiar communications upon
certain emergencies. They were divinely appointed to execute some
important commissions, and to predict events which were not in the

ordinary course of things, but far beyond the reach of human pene-

tration. It was this which sometimes gave them the title of seers.

The higher class of pro})hets were those who foretold important

events that were to take place at distant periods ; which no human
sagacity could foresee, and which were most opposite to the natural

conceptions or general expectations of mankind : as Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, and the minor pi'ophels. ^

III. The prophets, according to Augustine'-, were the philoso-

phers, divines, instructors, and guides of the Hebrews in piety and

virtue. These holy men were the bulwarks of religion against the

impiety of princes, the wickedness of individuals, and every kind of

immorality. Their lives, persons, and discourses were alike in-

structive and prophetical. Raised up by God to be witnesses of his

presence, and living monuments of his will, the events that frequently

happened to them were predictions of what was about to befall the

Hebrew nation. Although the prophets possessed great authority

in Israel, and were highly esteemed by pious sovereigns, who under-

took no important affairs without consulting them, yet their way of

life was exceedingly laborious, and they were very poor, and greatly

exposed to persecution and ill treatment. They generally lived re-

tired, in some country place, and in colleges or communities, where

they and their disciples were employed in prayer, in manual labour,

and in study. Their labour, however, was not such as required in-

tense application, or was inconsistent with that freedom fi'om secular

cares which their office required. Thus, Elisha quitted his plough,

when Elijah called him to the prophetic office (1 Kings xix. 19, 20.)

;

and Amos (vii. 14.) tells us that he xvas no prophet, neither a prophet's

son, hnt a herdsman, and a gatherer of sycamore fruit. The pupils

or sons of the prophets, who lived under the direction of Elijah and
Elisha, erected their own dwellings, for which they cut down the

timber that was requisite. (2 Kings vi. 1— 4'.)

The apparel of the prophets was in unison with the simplicity of

their private life. Elijah was clothed with skins, and wore a leather

girdle round his loins. (2 Kings i. 8.) Isaiah wore sackcloth (xx. 2.),

which was the ordinary habit of the prophets. Zechariah, speaking

of the false prophets who imitated externally the true prophets of

the Lord, says that they should not wear a rough garment (Heb. a

garment of hair) to deceive. (Zech. xiii. 4.) Their poverty was con-

spicuous in their whole life. The presents they received were only

bread, fruits, and honey; and the first fruits of the earth were given

them, as being persons who possessed nothing themselves. (2 Kings

iv. 42.) The woman of Shunem, who entertained Elisha, put into

1 Dr. Cogan's Theological Disquisitions, p. 275. et seq. Dr. Gregory Sharpe's Second

Argument in Defence of Christianity from Prophecy, pp. 1—20.
" De Civitate Dei, li^j. xviii. c. 41.
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the prophet's chamber only what was plain and absolutely necessary.

(2 Kings iv. 10.) The same prophet refused the costly presents of

Naaman (2 Kings v. 16.), and pronounced a severe sentence upon
his servant Gehazi, who had clandestinely obtained a part of them.

(20—27.) Their frugality appears throughout their history; — for

instance, the wild gourds, which one of the prophets ordered to be

prepared for his disciples. (2 Kings iv. 38—41.) The angel gave

Elijah only bread and water for a long journey (1 Kings xix. 6— 8.);

and Obadiah, the pious governor of Ahab's household, gave the

same food to the prophets whose lives he saved in a cave. (1 Kings

xviii. 4. 13.) Their recluse, abstemious mode of living, and mean
apparel, sometimes exposed them to contempt among the gay and
courtly : it was, probably, the singular dress and appearance of

Elisha which occasioned the impious scoffs of the young men at

Bethel. {2 Kings ii. 23.) But, in general, the prophets were re-

garded with high esteem and veneration by the wise and good, and
even by persons of the first rank in the state. (1 Kings xviii. 7.) It

does not appear that the prophets were bound by any vow of celi-

bacy ; for Samuel had children, and the Scriptures mention the wives

of Isaiah (viii. 3.) and Hosea. (i. 2.) But the prophets maintained

a very guarded intercourse with the female sex, as is evident in the

conduct of Elisha towards his benevolent hostess. (2 Kings iv. 27.)

But, however they might be respected by pious monarchs, the

prophets were frequently exposed to cruel treatment from wicked

princes, whose impiety they reprehended, and to insults and jeers

from the people, whose immoral practices they censured and con-

demned ; and many of them were even put to violent deaths. (Heb.

xi. 35—38.) Yet, amid all these persecutions and this injurious treat-

ment, they despised dangei's, torments, and death, and with wonderful

intrepidity attacked whatever was contrary to the law and worship

of Jehovah, contemning secular honours, riches, and favours, with

astonishing disinterestedness. ^

IV. " Prophecy being necessary in the early ages for the pre-

servation of the knowledge of God, in the Hebrew commonwealth
prophets were not merely tolerated, as some have supposed, but they

were also promised, lest the Hebrews should have recourse to sooth-

sayers who were idolaters, and would seduce them into idolatry.

(Deut. xviii. 9—22.) But, that advantage might not be taken of

this institution by false prophets, Moses decreed, that impostors

should suffer capital punishment; and furnished the judges with two

distinguishing marks, by which a false prophet might be known.

1. The prophet, who should endeavour to introduce the worship

of other gods beside Jehovah, was to be considered as an impostor

;

and, as a rebel against their king, to be capitally punished. (Deut.

xiii. 2—6.)
2. Whoever should predict any thing which was not accomplished

by the event, although he should do it in the name of Jehovah, was

to be condemned to death, as an impostor who had presumed to

1 Calmet, Preface Generale sur les Propli^tcs, Art. S. sur la ManiSre de Vie des Pro-

. phetes, &c. Distert. torn. ii. pp.308—311.

L J
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counterfeit the seal of their king. (Deut. xviii. 20—22.) Hence, it

is plain, that the prophets were not sagacious men, whose perspi-

cacity enabled them to foresee future events : for an error com-

mitted by such, and unaccompanied by guilt, would never have

received from Moses so severe a punishment."

In consequence of these laws, " a prophet ran a great risk in un-

dertaking a divine mission, unless he knew, by infallible proofs, that

he had really received the commands of the Deity, and was not de-

luded by his own imagination. Of the nature of these proofs we
are not informed, although some circumstances are recorded, which

show that the prophets were certainly possessed of them. For in-

stance, it is mentioned (1 Sam. iii. 7.), that, at first, Samuel did not

know the voice of God ; and Jeremiah (xxxii. 6—9.) confesses, that

it was the correspondence of the event, which assured him that the

direction to buy the field of his relative had come to him from God.
(Compare also Jer. xxviii. 9.) The proofs, by which Moses was

satisfied respecting his divine commission, are recorded at length in

Exod. iii. 1.— iv. 17. That the prophets had other means of dis-

tinguishing divine revelations from their own thoughts, appears from

1 Sam.xvi. 6, 7. 2Samvii. 1— 17. 1 Chron.xvii. 1— 16. Isa.xxxviii.

1— 8. 2 Kings XX. 1— 11. Occasionally, the impression made by
the revelation was so strong, that it was impossible to doubt of

its origin; so that they confess themselves unable to refrain from

speaking, as in Jer. xx. 7— 10. The means indeed, by which they

distinguished their own thoughts from divine revelations, they could

not express in words
; just as it is impossible to explain to one

unacquainted with the subject, how we know the painter of a

picture, or the author of a composition, solely by his style. To the

hearers and first readers of the prophets their divine mission was

proved, either by miracles predicted, and accordingly performed; or,

if such were not granted, by the event corresponding with the pro-

phecies : for the prophecies were of a two-fold description, some
relating to proximate, others to remote events. Those of the former

kind, which were clear, and contained various circumstances of the

predicted events, which must necessarily be beyond the reach of hu-

man foresight, afforded by their completion a proof to the contem-
poraries of the prophet, that he was a messenger of God, and that

his predictions concerning remote events, coming from the same
source with those which they had seen fulfilled, were worthy of equal

credit.^ The accomplishment of these would afford to posterity the

pi'oof of his divine mission. This consequence was so evident, that

not a few even of the heathens, among whom Cyrus may be men-
tioned as a most remarkable instance, were convinced by it, and ac-

knowledged that the author of these prophecies must be the one

true God.^ It was necessary, therefore, that the prophets should

' Compare 1 Sam. iii. 19—21. where the general knowledge of the fact, that Samuel

was a divinely commissioned prophet, is stated as a consequence of God's letting none of

his words fall to the ground ; that is, of the regular fulfilment of his predictions.

- The prophets tiiemselves occasionally refer to this evidence of their divine mission,

and draw plainly the distinction between the proximate events, by predicting which they

obtain credence for their other prophecies, and those more remote which it was their prin-
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secure the credence of their contemporaries in that portion of their pro-

phecies which related to remote events by some predictions respecting

events of speedy occurrence. Tiiis accounts for the fact, that the pro-

phets sometimes predicted proximate events of httle moment vv^ith as

much care as others of far more importance. ^ Compare 2 Sam. xii.

14. xxiv. 11— l^. 1 Kings xi. 31— 39. xiii. 1—5. xiv. 6, 12. Isa.

vii. 4— 16.^ xxxviii. 4—8. Jer. xxviii. 16, 17. xxxvii. 1. xxxviii. 28."^

V. In considering the circumstances relative to the Hebrew pro-

phets, the Qualifications which were requisite for the prophetic

office claim distinctly to be considered : they were two in number, viz.

1. The first and leading qualification, isjas, a holy character.
" As this is the uniform sentiment of Jewish writers, so it is con-

firmed by the history and lives of the antient prophets, and by the

express testimony of St. Peter, that holy men of God. spake as they

"joere moved by the Holy Ghost. (2 Pet. i. 21.) Though we meet with

some instances of wicked men, to whom God, on special occasions,

imparted his secret counsels, such as the covetous Balaam, and the

idolatrous kings, Pharaoh, Abimelech, and Nebuchadnezzar'^; yet we
may presume, that none but good men were statedly honoured with

these divine communications ; and especially that none but such were
employed as penmen of the Sacred Writings. The declaration,

therefore, of Peter, will, doubtless, apply to all the prophetic writers

cipal object to foretell. Compare Isa. xli. 22. xlii. 9. xliv. 7, 8. Jer. xxviii. 9. — For an
enumeration of prophecies of proximate events, and their accomplishment, see Allix's Re-
flections upon tlie Books of the Old Testament, ch. 3. in Bishop Watson's Tracts, vol. i.

pp. 358—361.
' The subject of the evidence of the divine mission of the prophets is copiously dis-

cussed by Witsius in his Miscellanea Sacra, lib. i. c. 15. de notis verae prophetia3 et veri

propheta?, pp. 132— 159.
- See an illustration of this prediction of a proximate event and its fulfilment, supra,

Vol. I. p. 305.
3 Professor Turner's and Mr. Whittingham's translation of Jahn's Introduction,

pp. 313, 315.
* The transient vouchsafement of this spirit to bad men, while it answered some special

purpose of divine wisdom, admirably displayed the sovereignty of God in using the most
unlikely and wicked instruments to serve his own designs, in constraining even his enemies

to utter those truths and predictions, which promoted his honour and interest, and sealed

their own condemnation and ruin. It magnified his unsearchable wisdom, holiness, and
power in compelling the most unhallowed lips to pronounce his pure messages without

the least adulteration, yea, with astonishing energy and sublimity. It enforced in the

most striking manner the essential distinction between splendid and even miraculous gifts,

and sanctifying grace ; between the occasional effusions of a prophetic spirit, and the

genuine workings of human depravity. These lessons are forcibly taught by the history

of Balaam. This noted magician had been allured by Balak, king of Moab, to come to

him, with a view to curse Israel, who then lay encamped on his borders. The heathen na-

tions believed that prophets or diviners could, by religious charms or ceremonies, decoy

from their enemies their tutelar deities, engage the celestial powers against them, and
thus insure their destruction. Thus Homer represents the capture of Troy as depend-

ing on the removal from that city of the sacred image of Minerva. The pagans,

previously to a military engagement, usually employed a priest to pronounce, at the head

of the army, a solemn imprecation against the adverse power. But though Balaam was
invited and fully inclined to perform this office against Israel, infinite goodness, power,

and wisdom turned the curse into a blessing, by forcing this malignant enemy of his

people to announce, in the most lofty strains, their present and future glory, the triumphs

of tlieir divine Leader and future Messiah, and the signal destruction of his and their

adversaries. We see, in this and similar instances, the singular beauty of the divine con-

duct; which, by thus inspiring and controlling the minds of sinful men, turned their counsels

into foolishness, and made their wrath and wickedness subservient to his praise.

L 4-
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of the Old Testament. They were all men of real and exemplary

holiness. The importance of personal piety and virtue in the ex-

traordinary ministers of Jehovah will account for his withdrawing

the spirit of prophecy from the Hebrew nation in the latter stages of

their polity, that is, from Malachi to Christ ; because during this

period their religious and moral state was universally corrupt."

2. The mind of the p'ophct must he in a serene and composed
TRAME, in order to receive the spirit of i^ispiration.

" The Jewish doctors tell us, that a mind loaded with fresh guilt,

oppressed with sorrow, or disturbed with passion, could not duly

receive and exercise this heavenly gift. Accordingly, when David,

in his penitential psiilin, after the affair of Uriah, prays that the

holy spirit might be restored to him^ that God would give him joj/ and

gladness and afree spirit ,• the Hebrew commentators understand by

these expressions, that prophetic spirit, which his guilt and distress

of mind had banished, and tliat peaceful and cheerful frame, which

would invite its return. To prove that passion unfitted the mind for

the prophetic impulse, they plead the story of Elisha ; who being

requested by the three kings, of Judah, Israel, and Edom, to inquire

of God for them in their distress for water during a military expe-

dition, was transported with pious indignation against the wicked

king of Israel ; but being willing to oblige the good king of Judah,

called for a minstrel or musician, for the apparent purpose of calm-

ing his passion, and thus preparing him for the spirit of inspiration.

Accordingly, while the minstrel played, we are told, the hand of the

Lord came upon him. This intimates one important reason why the

prophets and their pupils cultivated sacred music; and also why
those who composed and sung divine hymns are sometimes styled

prophets ; viz. because in many cases this heavenly art was not only

assisted by, but wonderfully fitted persons for celestial communi-

cations." ^

3. Though prophecy was a perfectly gratuitous gift of God, and

independent on human industry, yet it did not exclude application

AND STUDY, for the purpose of ascertaining the meaning of a

prophecy.

Thus, Daniel prayed and fasted in order that he might know the

mystery of the seventy weeks which had been predicted by Jeremiah.

(Dan. ix. 2.) Zechariah applied himself seriously to the study of

prophecy (2 Chron. xxvi. 5.) ; and St. Peter states, that this was the

employment of the antient prophets. (1 Pet. i. 10, 11.)

VI. Great diversity of opinion has prevailed respecting the nature,

extent, permanency, and different degrees of inspiration which the

prophets possessed. Not to enter into a useless discussion of con-

flicting sentiments, we may remark, that the communication between

God and man is by prayer, by the word of God, and by his works

:

in old times it was also by the prophets, and before them by the

angel of the Lord, and the proper symbols of the divine presence.

Mankind, at first, consulted God by prayers and sacrifices at his

_
altars. After the promulgation of the law from Mount Sinai, and

} Tappan's Lectures on Jewish Antiquities, pp. 191—193.
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the establishment of the priesthood, we find three modes of commu-
nicating the divine will mentioned in the Old Testament:— 1. The
Shcchinah :— 2. The Urim and Thiimmim ; and,— 3. Revelation by
Dreams, Visions, by Inspiration, or by immediate Conversation with

the Deity. When these kinds of prophecy ceased under the second

temple, according to the Talmudists, they were succeeded, 4. By
the Bath Kol, or voice from heaven.

1. The Shechinah was the sitting or dwelling of God between

the cherubim on the mercy-seat, or cover of the ark (Psal. Ixxx. 1.

anil xcix. 1.) ; whence He delivered His answers in an articulate

voice. (Exod. XXV. 22. xxix. 42. Numb. vii. 89.)

2. The Urim and Thummim, which was on the high-priest's

breastplate (Exod. xxviii.30.), was another standing oracle, to be

consulted on all great occasions (Numb, xxvii. 21. 1 Sam. xxviii. 6.

xxiii. 9. XXX. 7. Ezra ii. 63.); and the answers were returned by a

visible signification of the divine will. This oracle was not only vener-

able among the Jews, but was also celebrated among the Greeks, as

Josephus informs us \ for its infallible answers.

3. Another mode of revealing the divine will was by Dreams and

Visions, by Inspiration, or a Conversation xmth the Deity.

(I.) Dreams, or (to adopt the elegant expressions of the Tema-
nite) Thoughtsfrom the visions of the night, tvhen deep sleep falleth on

man (Jobiv. 16.), are frequently mentioned in the Scriptures as chan-

nels by which the divine will was communicated to mankind. Abi-

melech was reproved and admonished in a dream concerning Sarah

(Gen. XX. 3.) ; and, to Abraham, by a prophetic dream, were an-

nounced the bondage of his posterity in Egypt, and their deliver-

ance, accompanied with the promise of long life to himself before

he should be gathered to his fathers. (Gen. xv. 12— 16.) The
dreams of Joseph, and of Pharaoh and his servants, were divine (Gen.

xxxvii. 5. xl. 5. xli. 1.); as also was that of Nebuchadnezzar con-

cerning the fate of many kingdoms. (Dan. ii. 1.) All these were

worthy of the divine interposition, and carried the evidence of their

divine original by the revelations they made, and the strong impres-

sions they left upon the mind.-

(2.) Visions were revelations made in a trance or ecstasy, during

whicli ideas and symbolic representations were presented to the ima-

gination of the prophet, when awake, or the future was exhibited as

it were in distant prospect. Thus, Isaiah beheld the Lord sitting

upon a lofty throne, his train filling the temple, above whicli stood

seraphim, who alternately proclaimed his praises. (Isa. vi. 2, 3.)

While Ezekiel was among the captives by the river Chebar, the

heavens were opened, and he beheld the visions of God, which he

has described, (ch. i.) To this class of divine manifestations is sup-

posed to belong the revelation made to Jeremiah, concerning the

girdle which he was commanded to conceal near the river Euphrates,

and to resume it after it had become decayed. (Jer. xiii. 1— 9.) Indeed,

I Ant. Jud. lib. iii. c. 8. (al. 9.) § 9.

^ Sliarpe's Second Argument in Defence of Christianity from Prophecy, pp. 20—28.

Jahn, Introductio ad Vet. Fctd. §86. III. Witsii Miscellanea Sacra, lib. i. c. 5.
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it is not credible, that the prophet should have been sent twice upon
a journey of such considerable length and difficulty (for the Eu-
phrates is computed to have been eighteen or twenty days distant

from Jerusalein), to a very great loss of his time, when every pur-

pose would have been answered altogether as well, if the transaction

had been represented in vision. The same supposition of a vision

must be admitted in other cases also, particularly in Jer. xxv. 15—29.;

for it would be absurd to believe, that Jeremiah actually went round
with a cup in his hand to all the kings and nations enumerated in

that chapter, and made them drink of its contents. Micaiah, in

vision, beheld the Lord sitting upon his throne, surrounded by the

celestial host, and all Israel scattered upon the hills. (1 Kings xxii.

17— 19.) Other instances of revelations by visions may be seen in

Numb. xxiv. 15. Ezek. iii. 1. iv. 5. 12. 15. viii. 1. et seq. Dan. vii. Acts
X. 9, 10. 2Cor. xii. 1— 3. Many of the scenes represented in the

Apocalypse were in vision. ^ In Job iv. 13— 16. there is a descrip-

tion of a vision by Eliphaz the Temanite, which, for sublimity, is

unrivalled by any production of antient or of modern poetry. " Mid-
night, solitude, the deep sleep of all around, the dreadful chill and
erection of the hair over the whole body,— the shivering, not of
the muscles only, but of the bones themselves,— the gliding ap-

proach of the spectre,— the abruptness of his pause,— his undefined

and indescribable form, are all powerful and original characters, which
have never been given with equal effect by any other writer." ^

(3.) Inspiration was a third mode by which the divine designs

were manifested to the prophets ; by which term we are to under-

stand " a suggestion of ideas to the understanding, without such
representations to the fancy, as the former methods imply. Maimo-
nides, one of the most rational and learned of the Jewish doctors,

explains this inspiration to be a divine impulse, enabling and urging the

subject of it to utter psalms and hymns, or useful moral precepts, or

matters civil, sacred, and divine ; and that, while he is awake, and
has the ordinary use and vigor of his senses. Such was the inspira-

tion of Zacharias and Elizabeth, who on a very interesting occasion

are said to have ' heenjillcd with the Holy Ghost^ and to have ut-

tered the most sublime acknowledgments or predictions. (Luke i.

41, 42. 67—79.) Such, too, was the inspiration of the antient pro-

phets in general, who ' spake as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost.' This sacred impulse was of a calm and gentle nature, and
thus was clearly distinguished from the fanatical inspiration of heathen

diviners.^ But the prophets of the true God were only 'moved,'

that is, calmly influenced bj' his inspiring spirit. This influence, far

from suspending, added vigor and elevation to their own reason and
prudence." "^

' Witsii Miscellanea Sacra, lib. i. c. 3. § ix. pp. 19,20. Dr. Blayney, on Jer. xiii. 4.

2 Dr. Good's Translation of Job, p. 51.
3 Virgil in his sixth iEneid represents the sibyl, when tlie prophetic spirit seized her, as

perfectly frantic, as strujrgling in vain to shake off the deity that inspired her, and as irre-

sistibly forced to utter his dictates, (.^n. vi. 47. et seq. 77. et seq.) Lucan describes the

Pythian prophetess in the same manner. (Lib. v. v. 142—218.)
4 Tappan's Lectures on Jewish Antiquities, p, 199.
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(4.) But the most eminent of all the modes of communicating the

divine will to man was, a direct Conversation with God. It is

especially recorded of Moses, that there arose no prophet subse-

quently, like unto him^ whom the Lord knew face to face. (Deut.

xxxiv. 10.) This has been termed the Mosaical Inspiration : it was
the highest degree, and was characterised by the following circum-

stances, which distinguished it from the revelations made to the rest

of the prophets. 1. Moses was made partaker of these divine re-

velations, while he was awake (Numb. xii. 6—8.), whereas God
manifested himself to all the other prophets in a dream or vision.

—

2. Moses prophesied without the mediation of any angelic power, by
an influence derived immediately from God, while in all other pro-

phecies some angel appeared to the prophet.— 3. All the other

prophets were afraid, and troubled and fainted ; but Moses was not

so. To him the Lord spake, face to face, as a mem speaketh u7ito his

friend (Exod, xxxiii. 11.), that is, freely and familiarly, without fear

and trembling.— 4. Not one of the other prophets could utter pre-

dictions at their pleasure ; but Moses, on whom the spirit of prophecy
rested at all times, was free to prophesy, and might have recourse at

any time to the sacred oracle in the tabernacle, which spake from be-

tween the cherubim.

'

" In all the cases here described, the prophets could not, without

doubting the clearest and most palpable evidence, distrust the truth of

the revelations which they received ; and, with respect to us, we have
ample reason, from a collective consideration of their writings, to be
convinced that their inspiration was accompanied with sufficient cha-

racters to distinguish it from the dreams of enthusiasm, or the visions

of fancy." -^ Though their bodily strength was sometimes overpower-
ed by the magnitude of their revelations, and their eyes were dazzled

with the splendour of the visionary light, as in the instances of Daniel

(x. 5— 9.) and the apostle John (Rev. i. 17.), yet they retained full

possession of their understanding, and the free exercise of their rea-

son. The prophetical spirit, seating itself in the rational powers,

as well as in the imagination, never alienated the mind, but informed
and enlightened it ; and those who were actuated by it always main-
tained a clearness and consistency of reason, with strength and soli-

dity of judgment. For God did not employ idiots or iools for the

purpose of revealing his will, but those whose intellects were entire

and perfect ; and he imprinted so clear a copy of his truth upon
them, that it became their own sense, being digested fully into their

understandings, so that they were able to represent it to others as

truly as any person can express his own thoughts. '^ And if at any
time they did not clearly understand the prophetic revelation com-
municated to them, they asked for an explanation : such was the

conduct of Daniel (Dan. ix. 18—23. x. 1. et seq.), and of Zechariah.

(i. 9. iv. 4. vi. 4, 5.)

When the various kinds of prophecy above enumerated ceased

' Smith's Select Discourses on Prophecy, ch. xi. Witsii Miscell. Sacr. lib. i. c. 7.

- Dr. Gray's Key, p. f525.

3 Smith's Select Discourses, p. 190. et seq.
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vmder the second temple, they were succeeded, according to the

Tahniidist, by
4. The Bath Kol, voice from heaven^ or the aerial regions,

daughter-voice^ or daughter of a voice , because, on the cessation of

the divine oracle, this came in its place as its daughter or successor.

Some expositors have imagiued, that this voice is alluded to in John
xii. 28., but there appears to be no foundation for such a conjecture.

Dr. Prideaux, however, has shown, that the Bath Kol was no such

celestial voice as the Tahiiudists pretend, but only a fantastical way of

diviuation of their own invention, like the Sortes Virgiliaiuv among
the heathens : for as, with them, the words of the poet, upon which

they first dipped, were the oracle whereby they prognosticated those

future events, concerning which they were desirous of iuformation; so,

amoug the Jews, when they appealed to Bath Kol, the nextwords which

they heard from any oue were regarded as the desired divine oracle.
^

Some of the adversaries of the Bible have represented the Hebrew
prophets as public iucendiaries, who perpetually denounced, and fre-

quently brought calamities upon their couutry, merely on account of

religious opinions. For such charge there is no other ground but

this, viz. that the prophets constantly testified against idolatry,

equally among rulers and people. It will be recollected, that ido-

latry in the Hebrew nation was high treason against their own con-

stitution and Jehovah their king. Idolatry directly forfeited their

territory and privileges : it was an inlet to every abomination ; it de-

feated the great end for which that people was selected ; and in their

fundamental laws the most destructive calamities were denounced

ao-ainst it. Consequently, the prophets, in boldly arresting this evil,

even at the hazard of their own lives, showed themselves to be, not

the malignant disturbers, but the truest and most disinterested friends

of their country : especially as by this conduct they executed the

benevolent commission with which Jehovah had entrusted them;—
a commission intended not to destroy, but, if possible, to save that

people, by checking those crimes which were pregnant with ruin.'^

VII. Antiquity and Succession of the Prophets.
Prophecy is one of the most striking proofs of the true religion ;

and as religion has existed in every age, prophecy equally subsisted

from the commencement of the world.

The Jews '^ reckon forty-eight prophets, and seven prophetesses
;

Clement of Alexandria ^ enumerates thirty-five prophets who flou-

rished subsequently to Moses ; and Epiphanlus, sixty-three prophets

and twelve prophetesses. Witsius, and some other modern critics,

divide the series of prophets into three periods, during which God
at sundry times and in divers manners spalce wito the fathers of the

1 Prideaux's Connection, part ii. book 5. sub anno 107. vol. ii. pp. 328, 329. The
Christians, after Christianity began to be corrupted, learnt from (he heathen the same

mode of divination, and used the Bible in the same manner as tiie heathen had em-
ployed the poems of Virgil. In pp. 359, 330. Dr. Prideaux has given some remarkable

instances of this absurd mode of penetrating into futurity. See also Smith's Select Dis-

courses : on Prophecy, ch. 1 0.

2 Tappan's Lectures, p. 205. 3 Mcgillah, c. 1. •< Stromata, 1. 1.
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Jewish nation (Heb. i. 1.); viz. 1. Prophets who flourished before

the giving of the Law of Moses ;
— 2. Prophets who flourished under

the Law ;
— and, 3. Prophets who flourished under the period com-

prised in the New Testament.

I. Prophets who Jfourished before the giving of the Lcav of Moses
were, Adam, Enoch, Lamech (Gen. v. 29.), Noah, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Job, and his friends, and Balaam. The
prophetesses in this period w^ere Sarah, Hiigar, and Rebecca.

II. Prophets icho foiirlshcd wider the Lcrno^ of whom there are four

series.

1. Prophets in the Desert : — Moses, Aaron, the prophetess Mi-
riam, the seventy elders. (Numb.xi. 16, 17. 24— 30.)

2. Prophets in the land of Canaan: — Joshua; an anonymous
prophet (Judg. vi. 8— 10.), another anonymous piophet who
denounced the divine judgments to EU (iSam. ii. 27—36.);

the prophetesses Deborah and Hannah; Samue], Nathan, Gad,
Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, David, Solomon, Ahijah the Shi-

lonite (1 Kings xi. 29. xiv.), Shemaiah (2Chron. xi. 2. xii.5. 16.),

Iddo (2Chron.xii. 15. xiii. 22.), the man of God who went
from Judah and prophesied against the altar erected by Jero-

boam at Bethel, and the old prophet who dwelt at Bethel

(2 Kings xiii. 19.), Azariah the son of Oded (2 Chron. xv. 1.),

Oded (2 Chron. xv. 8.), who, perhaps, is the same with Iddo
above mentioned, Hananiah the seer (2 Chron. xvi. 7.), Jehu
the son of Hananiah (2 Kings xvi. 1. 2Chron, xix. 1.), Elijah,

Micaiah the son of Imlah (2 Kings xxii. 25.), an anonymous
prophet who rebuked Ahab for suffering Benhadad king of

Syria to escape (1 Kings xx. 35— 43.), Jahaziel the son of

Zachariah (2 Chron. xx. 14.), Eliezer the son of Dodavah
(2 Chron. xx. 37.), Elisha, Zachariah the son of Jehoiada

(2 Chron. xxiv. 20, 21.), an anonymous prophet who dissuaded

Amaziah the son of Joash from undertaking an expedition

against the Edomites, with an auxiliary army of Israelites

(2 Chron. xxv. 7.), Oded (2 Chron. xxviii. 9.), Urijah the son

of Shemaiah, of Kirjath-Jearim (Jer. xxvi. 20.), Jonah, Hosea,

Amos, Joel, Isaiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah, Ze-

phaniah, Jeremiah, and the prophetess Huldah. (2 Kings xxii. 14.)

3. Prophets during the Babylonish Captivity : — Ezekiel and
DanieL

4. Prophets after the return of the Jews from the Captivity : —
Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, who was the last of the

prophets as it respects the prophetic office, but not as respects

the gift of prophecy, if we may credit what Joseph us relates of

the high priest Jaddus or Jaddua, and the relation of the au-

thor of the second book of Maccabees concerning Judas Mac-
cabaeus. (2 Mace. xv. 12.)

III. Prophets who fourished binder the Period comprised in the New
l^estament : — Zacharias, Simeon, and John the Baptist, until

Christ; and after his ascension, Agabus (Acts xi. 28. xxi. 11.),

the apostles Paul, and John the author of the Apocalypse, besides
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other prophets who are mentioned in 1 Cor. xii. 28. xiv. 29—32.

Eph. ii. 20. iii. 5. and iv. 11., of whom it is not necessary to treat

in this part of the present volume, which is appropriated to the

consideration of the writings of those prophets who flourished

under the Old Testament dispensation, which have been trans-

mitted to us.
^

VIII. The early prophets committed nothing to writing; their

predictions being only, or chiefly, of a temporary nature, are inserted

in the historical books, together with their fulfilment. Such appears

to have been the case with Elijah, Elisha, Micaiah, and others ; but

those who were gifted with the spirit of prophecy in its most exalted

sense, and were commissioned to utter predictions, the accomplishment

of which was as yet far distant, were directed to write them, or cause

them to be written, in a book. (Compare Isa. viii. 1. xxx. 8. Jer,

XXX. 2. xxxvi. 2. 28. Ezek.xliii.il. Hab. ii. 2, &c.) The predic-

tions, thus committed to writing, were carefully preserved, under a

conviction that they contained important truths, thereafter to be

more fully revealed, which were to receive their accomplishment at

the appointed periods. It was also the oflice of the prophets to

commit to writing the history of the Jews ^
; and it is on this account

that, in the Jewish classification of the books of the Old Testament,

we find several historical writings arranged among the prophets.

Throughout their prophetic and historical books, the utmost plain-

ness and sincerity prevail. They record the idolatries of the nation,

and foretell the judgments of God which were to befall the Jews in

consequence of their forsaking his worship and service; and they

have transmitted a relation of the crimes and misconduct of their

best princes. David, Solomon, and others,— who were types of

the Messiah, and who expected that he would descend fix)m their

race, regarding the glories of their several reigns as presages of His,

— are described not only without flattery, but also without any re-

serve or extenuation. They write like men who had no regard to

any thing but truth and the glory of God.

The manner in which the prophets announced their predictions

varied according to circumstances. Sometimes they uttered them

aloud in a public place ; and it is in allusion to this practice that

Isaiah is commanded to " cry aloud, spare not, lift up his voice like

a trumpet, and show the people of God their transgressions, and the

house of Jacob their sins." (Isa. Iviii. 1.) Sometimes their predic-

tions were affixed to the gates of the temple, where they might be

generally read (Jer. vii. 2.) ; but, upon important occasions, " when
it was necessary to rouse the fears of a disobedient people, and to

recall them to repentance, the prophets, as objects of universal atten-

1 Calmet, Preface G^n^rale sur les Prophetes, Dissertations, torn. ii. pp. 305—307.

Witsii Miscell. Sacr, lib. i. cc. 16—21. pp. 161—323. Carpzovii Introd. ad Libros

Biblicos Vet. Test. Pars iii. pp. 68, 69.
^2

1 Chron. xxix, 29. 2 Chron. xii. 15. xiii. 22. xx. 34. xxvi. 22. xxxii. 32. In ad-

dition to the information thus communicated in the sacred volume, we are informed by

Josephus, that, from the death of Moses until the reign of Artaxerxes king of Persia, the

prophets who were after Moses committed to writing the transactions of their own times.

Josephus cont. Apion. lib. i. c. 8.
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tion, appear to have walked about publicly in sackcloth, and with

every external mark of humiliation and sorrow. They then adopted

extraordinary modes of expressing their convictions of impending

wrath, and endeavoured to awaken the apprehensions of their coun-

trymen, by the most striking illustrations of threatened punishment.

Thus Jeremiah made bonds and yokes, and put them on his neck

(Jer. xxvii.), strongly to intimate the subjection that God would
bring on the nations whom Nebuchadnezzar should subdue. Isaiah

likewise walked naked, that is, without the rough garment ot the

prophet, and barefoot (Isa. xx.), as a sign of the distress that awaited

the Egyptians. So, Jeremiah broke the potter's vessel (xix.) ; and
Ezekiel publicly removed his household goods from the city, more
forcibly to represent, by these actions, some correspondent calamities

ready to fall on nations obnoxious to God's wrath ^ ; this mode of

expressing important circumstances by action being customary and
familiar among all eastern nations." "

Sometimes the prophets were commanded to seal and shut up their

prophecies, that the originals might be preserved until they were ac-

complished, and then compared with the event. (Isa. viii. 16. Jer.

xxxii. l^. Dan. viii. 26. and xii. 4.) For, when the prophecies were

not to be fulfilled till after many years, and in some cases not till

after several ages, it was requisite that the original writings should

be kept with the utmost care ; but when the time was so near at

hand, that the prophecies must be fresh in every person's recollec-

tion, or that the originals could not be suspected or supposed to be

lost, the same care was not required. (Rev. xxii. 10.) It seems to

have been customary for the prophets to deposit their writings in the

tabernacle, or lay them up before the Lord. (1 Sam. x. 25.) '^ And
there is a tradition ^, that all the canonical books, as well as the law,

were put into the side of the ark.

It is certain that the writings of the antient prophets were care-

fully preserved during the captivity, and they were frequently re-

ferred to, and cited by the later prophets. Thus, the prophecy of

Micah is quoted in Jer. xxvi. 18. a short time before the captivity

;

and, under it, the prophecy of Jeremiah is cited in Dan. ix. 2., and
the prophets, generally, in ix. 6. Zechariah not only quotes the

former prophets (i. 4.), but supposes their writings to be well known
to the people, (vii. 7.) The prophet Amos is cited in the apocryphal

book of Tobit (ii. 6.), as Jonah and the prophets in general are in

xiv. 4, 5. 8. It is evident that Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Zechariah,

and the other prophets, who flourished during the captivity, care-

fully preserved the writings of their inspired predecessors ; for they

very frequently cited and appealed to them, and expected deliver-

ance from their captivity by the accomplishment of their predictions.

1 Ezek. xii. 7. compared with 2 Kings xxv. 4, 5. where the accomplishment of this

typical prophecy is related. Vide also Ezek. xxxvii. 16—20.

•! Dr. Gray's Key, pp. S'^S—335.
3 Josephus confirms tlie statement of the sacred historian. Ant. Jud. lib. iv. c. 4. § 6,
•• Epiphanius, de Ponderibus et Mensuris, c. 4. Damascenus de Fide Orthodox^,

lib. It. c. 17.
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Although some parts of the writings of the prophets are clearly in

prose, instances of which occur in the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, Jonah, and Daniel, yet the other books, constituting by far

the larger portion of the prophetic writings, are classed by Bishop

Lowth among the poetical productions of the Jews ; and (with the

exception of certain passages in Isaiah, Habakkuk, and Ezekiel,

which appear to constitute complete poems of different kinds, odes

as well as elegies,) form a particular species of poesy, which he dis-

tinguishes by the appellation of Prophetic. On the nature of

which see Vol. II. pp. 441, 442. : and for some Observations on the

Interpretation and Accomplishment of Scripture Prophecies, see

Part II. Chap. IV. pp. 462—475. of the same volume.

IX. The prophetical books of the Old Testament are sixteen in

number (the Lamentations of Jeremiah being usually considered as

an appendix to his predictions); and in all modern editions of the

Bible they are usually divided into two classes, viz. 1. The Greater

PropJiets, comprising the writings of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and

Daniel ; who were thus designated from the size of their books, not

because they possessed greater authority than the others.^ 2. The
Minor Prophets, comprising the writings of Hosea, Joel, Amos,
Jonah, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,

Zechariah, and Malachi. These books were antiently written in

one volume by the Jews, lest any of them should be lost, some of

their writings being very short. The order, in which the books of

the minor prophets are placed, is not the same in the Alexandrian

or Septuagint version as in the Hebrew. According to the latter,

they stand as in our translation ; but in the Greek, the series is al-

tered to the following arrangement : Hosea, Amos, Micah, Joel,

Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi. But this change is of no consequence, since neither

in the original, nor in the Septuagint, are they placed with exact re-

gard to the time when their sacred authors respectively flourished.

The writings of the twelve minor prophets are particularly valu-

able, not only because they have preserved a great number of pre-

dictions relating to the advent, life, death, and resurrection of the

Messiah, the calling of the Gentiles, the rejection of the Jews, the

ruin of Jerusalem, and the abrogation of the ceremonies of the Mo-
saic law ; but especially they have recorded numerous events con-

cerning the history of the kingdoms of Judah, Israel, Babylon,

Idumaea, Egypt, Moab, and Ammon. These memorials of events

are the more valuable, as very few of them are noticed in the sacred

history, and profane history is almost totally wanting for the periods

which they comprise. The writings of the minor prophets, there-

fore, may be regarded as a kind of supplement for the history of

their own times and the age immediately following.'^

1 Qui propterea dicuntur Minores, quia sermones eorum sunt breves, in eorum cora-

paratione qui jMcijores ideo vocantur, quia prolixa volumina condiderunt. Augustin, de

,

Civ. Dei, lib. xviii. c. 29.

2 Calmet, Dissertations, torn. ii. pp. 372—374.
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Much of the obscurity, which hangs over the prophetic writings,

may be removed by perusing them in the order of time in which
they were probably written. Different schemes of arrangement have
been proposed by various bibhcal critics. Van Til, whose order was
adopted by Professor Franck, divides them into the four following
periods ; viz.

I. Prophets isoho delivered their Predictions during the Continuance of
the Jetvish Polity.

1. In JuDAH and Israel, under XJzziah,— Hosea, Amos, Isaiah (ch. i,—vi.) ;— under Jotham and Ahaz, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah (vii.—xii.)

;

— under Hezekiah, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, (xviii.—xxii.)

2. Prophets, who dehvered predictions against other Nations :

against Niyieveh, under Pul, Jonah;— against Palestine, towards
the commencement of Hezekiah's reign, Isaiah (xiv. 28. xxxii.) ;—
against Moab (xv. xvi.) ;— against Damascus (xvii.), and Egypt,
(xix. XX.)

II. Prophets icho delivered their Predictions between the carrying of
the Israelites into Captivity by the Assyrians, and thejirst Expedition

of Nebuchadnezzar.

1. In JuDAH, under Hezekiah, Hosea and Isaiah (xxiv. Ivi.) ; — under
Manasseh, Joel, and Habakkuk ; — under Josiah, Zephaniah and
Jeremiah.

2. Prophets who delivered predictions against other Nations : —
against Nijieveh under Hezekiah, Nahum ;— against Edom, Oha,-
diah ;

— against -^rfi^m, Isaiah (xxi.), and Tyre, (xxxiii.)

III. Prophets during the Babylonish Captivity who delivered their

Predictions.

1. Concerning the Jews, in Judaea, Jeremiah ; in Babylon, Daniel ; in

Chaldsea, Ezekiel ; in Egypt, Jeremiah.

2. Against the enemies of the Jews, viz. against Babylon, Jeremiah

(1. li.) ; Egypt and Ethiopia, Jeremiah (xlvi.) ; and Ezekiel (xxvi.

—

xxviii.) ; — Moab, Jeremiah (xlviii.), and Ammon (xlix.);— Moab,
Ammon, Edom, and the Philistines, Ezekiel. (xxv.)

IV. Proj^hets who delivered Predicfio?is in Judcea after the Captivity.

Under Darius, Zechariah and Haggai ;— afterxvards, Malachi. i

Although the preceding arrangement has its advantages as ex-

hibiting the order of the prophets, and the kingdoms or nations con-

cerning whom they prophesied, yet it cannot be conveniently adopted

for the purpose of analysing the writings of each prophet. The an-

nexed table of Bishop Gray commodiously exhibits the prophets in

their supposed order of time according to the tables of Archbishop

Newcome and Mr. Blair, with a few variations ^ ; and, though the

precise time, in which some of them delivered their predictions, can-

not, perhaps, be traced in every instance, yet it is hoped that this

table will be found sufficiently correct for ascertaining the chronology

of their several prophecies.

1 Franckii Introductio ad Lectionem Prophetarum, pp. 39—42.

2 Bishop Gray's Key, p. 420.

VOL. IV. M
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Jonah,
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during the same times, they will materially illustrate each other.

The second volume of Mr. Townsend's Harmony of the Old Tes-
tament will be found of considerable service in studying the writings
of the prophets.

For a sketch of the profane history of the East, from the time of
Solomon to the Babylonian captivity, illustrative of the Prophetic
Writings, see the articles Assyria, Babylon, Egypt, Media, and
Persia, in the Historical and Geographical Index in Volume III.

SECTION II.

OF THE PROPHETS WHO FLOURISHED BEFORE THE BABYLONIAN
CAPTIVITY.

§ ]. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET JONAH.

I. Title and Author.— II. Occasion ofthe Prophecy ofJonah.— III. Scope.
— IV. Synopsis of its Contents.

BEFORE CHRIST, 856 784.

I. I HIS book is, by the Flebrews, called HiV 1QD {^evueR jon«h),
or the Book of Jonah, from its author Jonah, the son of Amittai, who
was a native of Gath-Hepher in Galilee. (Jon. i. 1, with Josh. xix. 13.

and 2 Kings xiv. 25.) He is supposed to have prophesied to the ten

tribes, according to Bishop Lloyd, towards the close of Jehu's reign,

or in the beginning of Jehoahaz's reign: though Witsius, Blair, and
Bishop Newcome, Jahn, and others, place him under Jeroboam II.

about forty years later. With the exception of his sublime ode in the

second chapter, the book of Jonah is a simple narrative.

II. It is very probable, that, at the time Jonah promised the re-

storing and enlargingof the coasts ofIsraclm the days ofJeroboam II.,

(2 Kings xiv. 25.) when both the king and people were exceedingly

wicked, he also invited them to repentance and reformation. But
the Israelites still continuing imjTenitent and obdurate, God took oc-

casion to send him to Nineveh, the capital of the Assyrian empire, to

denounce the impending divine judgments against its abandoned in-

habitants. Jonah, declining the commission, was cast into the sea

from the vessel in which he was sailing to Tarshish, and was swal-

lowed by a large fish ; not, says Ireneeus^ that he might be swal-

lowed up, but that, by his miraculous deliverance (preparing Jonah
to preach more dutifully, and the Ninevites to hear more effectually,)

the people of Israel might be provoked to repent by the repentance

of Nineveh.'- The time of Jonah's continuance in the belly of the

fish was a type of our Lord's continuance in the grave. (Luke xi. 30.)

The fame of the prophet's miraculous preservation was so widely

propagated as to reach even Greece; whence, as Grotius, Huet,

Bochart, and other learned men have remarked, the story was de-

rived of Hercules having escaped alive out of the fish's belly. ^

' Adversus Hasres. lib. iii. c. 22. ° Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 667.

3 See Grotius de Veritale, lib. i. c. 16. in notis. Huet, Demonstr. Evangelica,

M 2
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III. The Scope of this book is to show, by the very striking ex-

ample of the Ninevites, the divine forbearance and long-suffering to-

wards sinners, who were spared on their sincere repentance. From
the conduct of the Ninevites, Jesus Christ takes occasion to reprove

the perfidiousness of the Jews. (Matt. xii. 41.) The evidence offered

by Jonah was sufficient to convince and lead the former to repent-

ance; while the Jews, who had the greater evidence of miracles, and
the more convincing evidence of our Saviour's doctrine, continued

obstinately impenitent. Some critics have imagined that the pro-

phecy ofJonah is a parabolic history; but from the manner in which
the sacred historians and Jesus Christ speak of him (2 Kings xiv. 25.

Matt. xii. 39. 41. xvi. 4. and Luke xi. 29.) it is evident that this book
is a true narrative of a real person, and that Jonah was a prophet of

considerable eminence. ^

IV. The book of Jonah consists of two parts ; viz.

Part I. His first mission to Nineveh, and his attempt to flee to

Tarshish, and its frustration, together with his delivery from the

stomach of the great fish which had swallowed him. (ch. i. ii.)

Part II. His second mission, and its happy result to the Ninevites,

who, in consequence of the prophet's preaching, repented in dust

and ashes (iii.); and the discontent of Jonah, who, dreading lest

his veracity as a prophet should be questioned in consequence of

God's merciful change of purpose, repined at the sparing of the

Ninevites whose destruction he seems to have expected, (iv.) No
reproof can be more gentle than that given by God to the mur-
muring prophet (10, 11.) or present a more endearing picture of

Him " whose tender mercies are over all his works."

§ 2. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET AMOS.

I. Author.— II. Occasion ofhis Prophecy.— III. Its Scope.— IV. Synop-
sis of its Contents.— V. Observations on its Style,

BEFORE CHRIST, 810 785.

I. Amos is the third of the minor prophets, according to the order
adopted in our modern Bibles : he is supposed to have been a native

of Tekoah, a small town in the kingdom of Judah, situate about four
leagues to the south of Jerusalem. There is, however, no proof of his

being a native of this place, except his retiring thither when driven
from Bethel by Amaziah, the high priest of Bethel. (Amos vii. 10.

13.) Calmet thinks he was born in the territories of Israel. We
have more certain information of his rank and condition in life ; for

he himself tells us that he was " no prophet, neither a prophet's

prop. iv. vol. i. p. 433. 8vo. edit. Bocharti Opera, torn. iii. p. 742. et seq. Pfeiffer in
DifRciliora Loca Scripturse, Centuria 4. Locus Ixxxvi. (Opp. tom_. i. pp.447, 448.)

' The reality of the history and prophecy of Jonah is fully proved against the modern
neologians by Alber, Institutiones Hermeneuticse, Vet. Test. torn. iii. pp. 399—407.
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son :" in other words, that he was not educated in the schools of the

prophets, but was called to the prophetic office from being a herds-

man and a gatherer (or cultivator) of sycamore fruit. That he pro-

phesied during the reigns of Uzziah king of Judah, and of Jero-

boam II. the son of Joash, we are not only informed from the first

verse of his predictions, but we also have internal evidence of it,

from the argument or subject-matter of his book. For the prophet
describes the state of the kingdom of Israel, particularly in chap. vi.

12— 14., to be precisely such as is recorded in 2 Kings xiv. 23. et

seq. We further learn from Amos i. 1., that he began to prophesy
in the second year before the earthquake, in the reign of Uzziah

;

which is, by Josephus and- most commentators, referred to that

prince's usurpation of the sacerdotal office w^hen he attempted to offer

incense. Consequently Amos was contemporary with Hosea (though

he is supposed not to have lived so long as the last-mentioned pro-

phet), with Jonah, and probably also with Joel,

II. The Occasion on which Amos delivered his predictions, was
the oppression of the Jews and Israelites by the neighbouring na-

tions, and the state of the two kingdoms under Uzziah and Jero-

boam II. (Amos i. compared with 2 Kings xiv. 25—27. and 2 Chron.
xxvi. 6— 15.) But as the inhabitants of those kingdoms, especially

the Israelites, abandoned themselves to idolatry, effeminacy, avarice,

and cruelty to the poor, contrary to the divine command, the pro-

phet takes occasion thence to reprove them with the utmost severity

for their wickedness.

III. The Scope of the book is, to certify to the twelve tribes the

destruction of the neiohbourinff nations ; to alarm those who " were

at large in Zion," living in a state of carnal security, by the denun-

ciation of imminent punishment, to lead them to repentance ; and to

cheer those who were truly penitent with the promise of deliverance

from future captivity, and of the greater prosperity of the Messiah's

kingdom, of which we have a particular prediction in ch. ix. 11.

IV. The book of Amos contains nine chapters or discourses, of

which Calmet thinks that the seventh is first in order of time : it may
be divided into three parts ; viz.

Part I. The Judgments of God denounced against the Neighbouring

Gentile Nations : as the Syrians (ch. i. 1—5.), which see fulfilled

in 2 Kings xvi. 9. ; the Phihstines (i, 6—8.), recorded as accom-

plished in 2 Kings xviii. 8. Jer. xlvii. 1. 5. and 2 Chron. xxvi. 6.

;

the Tyrians (i. 9, 10.); the Edomites (i. 11, 12. compared with

Jer. XXV. 9.21. xxvii. 3. 6. and 1 Mace. v. 3.); the Ammonites

(13—15.); and the Moabites. (ii. 1—3.)
Part II. The Divine Judgments denounced against Judah and Israel.

(ii. 4. ix. 1— 10.); and herein we have.

Sect. 1. The divine judgments against Judah (ii. 4, 5.) wliich were li-

terally executed about two hundred years afterwards.

Sect. 2. Against Israel, to whom the prophet's mission was chiefly

directed, and to whom we have four distinct sermons delivered by
him ; viz.

DISCOURSE I. A general reproof and aggravation of their various sins against God.
(ii. 6—16.)

ivi 3
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DISCOURSE II. A denunciation of the divine judgments, with a particular enumer-
ation of their several causes, (iii.)

DISCOURSE III. A reproof of the Israelites for their luxury and oppression, (iv.)

DISCOURSE IV. A lamentation over the house of Israel, with an earnest exhortation

to them to repent, and to seek tlie Lord ; and to abandon their idolatry, luxurious

ease, and sinful alliances with their idolatrous neighbours, (v. vi.) In ch. v. 6.

the carrying of the Israelites into captivity, beyond Damascus into Assyria, is

explicitly announced : see its fulfilment in 2 Kings xv. 29. and xvii. 5—23. The
certainty, nearness, and severity of the judgments thus denounced are confirmed

byseveral prophetic visions, contained in chapters vii. viii. ' and ix. 1— 10.

Part III. Consolatory or Evangelical Promises describing the Restor-

ation of the Church by the Messiah, first, under the type of raising

up the fallen tabernacle of David (ix. 11, 12.); and, secondly, an-

nouncing magnificent temporal blessings ; viz. great abundance,

return from captivity, and re-establishment in their own land, all

of which were prophetic of the blessings to be bestowed under the

reign of the Messiah, (ix. 13— 15.)

In order to illustrate the supernatural character of the predictions

contained in this book, they ought to be compared with the history

of the times ; from which it appears, that, when they were made, the

kingdoms of Israel and Judah were in a very flourishing condition.

See 2 Kings xiv. 1— 17. xvi. 1— 7. 2 Chron. xxv. xxvi.; also 2 Kings

xiii. 1—9. 23. 10—20. 25. 2 Chron. xxv. 17—24. and 2 King.s

xiv. 23-28."^

V. Jerome calls Amos " rude in speech, but not in knowledge^,"

applying to him what St. Paul modestly professes of himself (2 Cor.

xi. 6.)

Calmet and many others have followed the authority of Jerome,

in speaking of this prophet as if he were indeed quite rude, inelo-

quent, and destitute of all the embellishments of composition. The
matter, however, as Bishop Lowth has remarked, is far otherwise

:

" Let any person who has candour and perspicuity enough to judge,

not from the man, but from his writings, open the volume of his pre-

dictions, and he will, I think, agree that our shepherd ' is not a whit

behind the very chief of the prophets.' (2 Cor. xi. 5.) He will agree,

that as, in sublimity and magnificence, he is almost equal to the

greatest, so, in splendour of diction, and elegance of expression, he

is scarcely inferior to any. The same celestial spirit, indeed, actuated

Isaiah and Daniel in the court, and Amos in the siieep-folds : con-

stantly selecting such interpreters of the divine will as were best

adapted to the occasion, and sometimes ' from the mouth of babes

and sucklings perfecting praise,'— constantly employing the natural

eloquence of some, and occasionally making others eloquent." *

' An eminent commentator is of opinion that the prophet Amos in viii, 9, 10. foretells

that, during their solemn festivals, the sun should be darkened by an eclipse, which in

those days was accounted ominous, and should turn their joy into mourning. According
to Archbishop Usher (a. m. 3213), about eleven years after Amos prophesied, there were
two great eclipses of the sun, one at the feast of tabernacles, the other at the time of the

passovcr. This prophecy, therefore, may be considered as one of those numerous predic-

tions which we have already shown liave a double meaning, and apply to more than one
event. See Lowth's Commentary on the Prophets, p. 453. 4th edit.

• Professor Turner's translation of Jalin's Introduction, p. 325.
3 Hieronymi Pracf. Comment, in Amos.
Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. Icct. xxi. p. 98.
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Many of the most elegant images employed by Amos are drawn

from objects in rural life, with which he was, from his avocations,

most intimately conversant.

§.3. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET HOSEA.

I. Author and Date. — II. Occasion and Scope oj" the Prophecy.— III. Sy-

nopsis of its Contents. — IV. Observations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 810 725.

I. Concerning the family of Hosea, we have no certain in-

formation, except what is furnished to us by the first verse of his

prophecy, which states that he was the son of Beeri, whom some
Jewish commentators confound with Beerah, a prince of the Reuben-
ites, who was carried into captivity with the ten tribes, by Tiglath-

pilezer king of Assyria. He prophesied during the reigns of Uzziah,

Jotham, and Ahaz, and in the third year of Hezekiah, kings of Judah,

and during the reign of Jeroboam II. king of Israel ; and it is most

probable that he was an Israelite, and lived in the kingdom of Sa-

maria or of the ten tribes, as his predictions are chiefly directed against

their wickedness and idolatry. But, with the severest denunciations

of vengeance, he blends promises of mercy ; and the transitions from

the one to the other are frequently sudden and unexpected. Rosen-

miiller and Jahn, after Calmet, are of opinion that the title of this

book is a subsequent addition, and that Hosea did not prophesy

longer than from forty to sixty years, and that he died, or at least

wrote his predictions, before the year 725 before the Christian asra.

His writings unquestionably were, originally, in a metrical form,

although that arrangement is now, perhaps, irrecoverably lost.

II. The ten tribes (whom this prophet often collectively terms

Ephraim, Israel, and Samaria,) having revolted from Rehoboani the

son of Solomon to Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who set up the two

idol calves at Dan and Bethel, consequently deprived themselves of

the pure worship of Jehovah at Jerusalem, and speedily fell into the

grossest idolatry.^ Jeroboam II. the son of Joash, was equally

wicked with the first sovereign of that name ; and the Israelites were

but too prone to follow the bad examples of their wicked kings,

especially if their affairs were prosperous, as we learn those of

Jeroboam II. were. (Compare 2 Kings xiv. 25—27.) In his days,

therefore, Jehovah raised up the prophet Hosea, to convince them of

their apostasy, and recover them to the worship of the true God.

Bishop Horsley, however, is of opinion that Hosea's principal sub-

ject is that, which is the principal subject of all the prophets, viz.

" the guilt of the Jewish nation in general, their disobedient refrac-

tory spirit, the heavy judgments that awaited them, their final con-

version to God, their re-establishment in the land of promise, and

' Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. Q56.

IM 4
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their restoration to God's favour, and to a condition of the greatest

national prosperity, and of high pre-eminence among the nations of

the earth, under the immediate protection of the Messiah, in the

latter ages of the world. He confines himself more closely to this

single subject, than any other prophet. He seems, indeed, of all the

prophets, if I may so express my conception of his peculiar character,

to have been the most of a Jew. Comparatively, he seems to care

but little about other people. He wanders not, like Isaiah, Jere-

miah, and Ezekiel, into the collateral history of the surrounding

heathen nations. He meddles not, like Daniel, with the revolutions

of the great empires of the world. His own country seems to en-

gross his whole attention ; her privileges, her crimes, her punishment,

her pardon. He predicts, indeed, in the strongest and clearest terms,

the inffraftino; of the Gentiles into the church of God. But he men-
tions it only generally : he enters not, like Isaiah, into a minute

detail of the progress of the business. Nor does he describe, in any
detail, the previous contest with the apostate faction in the latter ages.

He makes no explicit mention of the share which the converted

Gentiles are to have in the re-establishment of the natural Israel in

their antient seats : subjects which make so striking a part of the

prophecies of Isaiah, Daniel, Zechariah, Haggai, and, occasionally,

of the other prophets. He alludes to the calling of our Lord from

Egypt : to the resurrection on the third day : he touches, but only in

general terms, upon the final overthrow of the Antichristian army in

Palestine, by the immediate interposition of Jehovah ; and he cele-

brates, in the loftiest strains of triumph and exultation, the Saviour's

final victory over death and hell. But yet, of all the prophets, he

certainly enters the least into the detail of the mysteries of redemp-
tion. We have nothing in him descriptive of the events of the in-

terval between the two advents of our Lord. Nothing diffuse and
circumstantial, upon the great and interesting mysteries of the in-

carnation, and the atonement. His country and his kindred is the

subject next his heart. Their crimes excite his indignation ; their

sufferings interest his pity ; their future exaltation is the object on
which his imagination fixes with delight. It is a remarkable dispen-

sation of Providence, that clear notices, though in general terms, of

the universal redemption, should be found in a writer so strongly

possessed with national partialities. This Judaism seems to make
the particular character of Hosea as a prophet. Not that the ten

tribes are exclusively his subject. His country is indeed his parti-

cular and constant subject; but his country generally, in both its

branches, not in either taken by itself" ^

According to this view of the subject, the general argument of

Hosea's prophecy " appears to be the fortunes of the whole Jewish

nation in its two great branches ; not the particular concerns (and

least of all the particular temporal concerns) of either branch ex-

clusively. And to this grand opening the whole sequel of the pro-

phecy corresponds. In setting forth the vices of the people, the

• Bishop Horsley'a Hosea, Preface, pp. vii. vlii.
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picture is chiefly taken, as might naturally be expected, from the
manners of the prophet's own times ; in part of which the corruption,

in either kingdom, was at the greatest height ; after the death of
Jeroboam, in the kingdom of Israel ; in the reign of Ahaz, in the

kingdom of Judah. And there is occasionally much allusion, some-
times predictive allusion, to the principal events of the prophet's

times. And much more to the events in the kingdom of Israel, than
to those in Judah. Perhaps, because the danger being more imme-
diately imminent in the former kingdom, the state of things in that

was more alarming, and the occurrences, for that reason, more in-

teresting. Still the history of his own times in detail in either

kingdom, is not the prophet's subject. It furnishes similes and allu-

sions, but it makes no considerable part, indeed it makes no part at

all, of the action (if I may so call it) of the poem. The action lies in

events beyond the prophet's times : the commencement, indeed, within

them ; but the termination, in times yet future ; and although we may
hope the contrary, for aught we know with certainty, remote. The
deposition of Jehu's family, by the murder of Zedekiah, the son and
successor of Jeroboam, was the commencement; the termination will

be the restoration of the whole Jewish nation under one head, in the
latter days, in the great day of Jezrael ; and the intermediate parts of
the action are the judgments which were to fall, and accordingly have
fallen, upon the two distinct kingdoms of Israel and Judah, typified

by Lo-ruhamah and Lo-ammi."^
The Scope of this prophet's prediction is, 1. Partly to detect, re-

prove, and convince the Jewish nation generally, and the Israelites

in particular, of their many and heinous sins, especially of their cross
idolatry ; the corrupt state of the kingdom is also incidentally noticed

;— 2. Partly to denounce the imminent and utter rejection, final cap-
tivity, and destruction of the Israelites by the Assyrians (if the former
persisted in their wicked career), notwithstanding all their vain
confidence in the assistance to be afforded them by Egypt ;— and,
3. Partly to invite them to repentance with promises of mercy, and
evangelical predictions of the future restoration of the Israelites and
Jews, and their ultimate conversion to Christianity.^

III. The prophecy of Hosea contains fourteen chapters, which
may be divided into five sections or discourses, exclusive of the title

in ch. i. 1. ; viz.

DISCOURSE 1. Under the figure of the supposed 3 infidelity of the prophet's
wife is represented the spiritual infidelity of the Israelites, a remnant
of whom, it is promised, shall be saved (i. 2— 11.), and they are exhorted
to forsake idolatry, (ii. 1— 11.) Promises are then introduced, on
the general conversion of the tivelve tribes to Christianity ; and the
gracious purposes of Jehovah towards the ten tribes, or the kingdom
of Israel in particular, are represented under the figure of the prophet
taking back his wife on her amendment, (ii. 11—23. iii.)

1 Bishop Horsley's Hosea, Preface, p. xxvi. 2 Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 656.
3 Bishop Horsley contends at great length, contrary to most interpreters, that the

prophet's marriage was a real transaction, and a type of the whole Jewish nation, distinct
parts of which were typified by the three children, Jezrael, Lo-ruhamah, and Lo-ammi.
See tlie Preface to his version of Hosea, pp. viii.—xxv. Witsius, however, has shown
that the whole was a figurative representation, Miscell. Sacr. lib. i. pp. 90—92.
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DISCOURSE 2. The prophet, in direct terms, inveighs against the blood-

shed and idolatry of the Israelites (iv. 1— 14. 17— 19.), against which

the inhabitants of Judah are exhorted to take warning. (15, 16.) In

chap. V. 1 14. tlie divine judgments are denounced against the priests,

the people, and the princes of Israel, to whom are held out promises

of pardon in v. 15. which are continued through verses 1— 3. of chap. vi.

The metaphors used by the prophet on this occasion are remarkably

strono- and beautiful. The resurrection, the morning, and the refresh-

ing showers, in their season, supply them ; in a more immediate sense

they denote a speedy and gracious deliverance, but in a remote sense

they refer to the resurrection of Christ (compare Hosea vi. 2. with

1 Cor. XV. 4.) and the blessings of the Gospel.

DISCOURSE 3. The prophet's exhortations to repentance proving ineffec-

tual, God complains by him of their obstinate iniquity and idolatry

(vi.4 11. vii. 1— 10.), and denounces that Israel will be carried into

captivity into Assyria by Sennacherib, notwithstanding their reliance

on Egypt for assistance, (vii. 11— 16. viii.)

DISCOURSE 4. The captivity and dispersion of Israel is farther threatened

(ix. X.) ; the Israelites are reproved for their idolatry, yet they shall

not be utterly destroyed, and their return to their own country is fore-

told (xi.) ' Renewed denunciations are made on account of their ido-

latry, (xii, xiii. 1—8.)

DISCOURSE 5. After a terrible denunciation of divine punishment, inter-

mixed with promises of restoration from captivity (xiii. 9— 16.), the

prophet exhorts the Israelites to repentance, and furnishes them with

a beautiful form of prayer adapted to their situation (xiv. 1—3.) ; and

fortells their reformation from idolatry, together with the subsequent

restoration of all the tribes from their dispersed state, and their con-

version to the Gospel. (4—9.)

IV. The style of Hosea, Bishop Lowlh remarks, exhibits the ap-

pearance of very remote antiquity ; it is pointed, energetic, and con-

cise. It bears a distinguished mark of poetical composition, in that

pristine brevity and condensation which is observable in the sen-

tences, and which later writers have in some measure neglected.

This peculiarity has not escaped the observation of Jerome, who

remarks that this prophet is altogether laconic and sententious. ^

" But this very circumstance, which antiently was supposed to im-

part uncommon force and elegance, in the present state of Hebrew

literature, is productive of so much obscurity, that although the ge-

neral subject of this writer is sufficiently obvious, he is the most dif-

ficult and perplexed of all the prophets. There is, however, another

reason for the obscurity of his style. Hosea, we have seen, pro-

phesied during the reigns of the four kings of Judah, Uzziah, Jotham,

Ahaz, and Hezekiah : the duration of his ministry, therefore, in

whatever manner we calculate it, must include a very considerable

space of time. We have now only a small volume of his remaining,

1 The prediction in Hosea xi. 10, 1 1, respecting the return of the Israelites to their own

country, was partly fulfilled in consequence of Cyrus's decree (2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23.

Ezra i. 1—4.); but, in its fullest extent, it remains to be accomplished in the future

restoration of th'e Jews to their own land. This is one instance, among many, in which

the language of the prophets is adapted to two or more events. We have the authority of

an inspirecf writer to extend this remark to another part of the same chapter. (Compare

xi. 1. with Matt.ii. 15.) Smith's Summary View of the Prophets, p. 177.

2 PrsBf, in xii. Proph.
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which, it seems, contains his principal prophecies ; and these are

extant in a continued series, with no marks of distinction as to the

times when they were pubhshed, or of which they treat. It is, there-

fore, no wonder if, in perusing the prophecies of Hosea, we sometimes
find ourselves in a similar predicament with those who consulted the

scattered leaves of the sibyl."
^

§ 4. ON THE BOOK OF THE FROPHET ISAIAH.

I. Author and Date. — II. Genuineness of Isaiah's Prophecies. —
III. Scope.— IV. Analysis of the Contents oj this Booh. —V. Observ-
ations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST 810 698.

1 HOUGH fifth in the order of time, the writings of the prophet
Isaiah are placed first in order of the prophetical books, principally

on account of the sublimity and importance of his predictions, and
partly also because the book, which bears his name, is larger than all

the twelve minor prophets put together.

I. Concerning his family and descent, nothing certain has been
recorded, except what he himself tells us (i. I.), viz. that he was the

son of Amos, and discharged the prophetic office in the days of
Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Mezekiah^ kings qfjudah, who successively

flourished between a.m. 3194 and 3305. There is a current tradition

that he was of the blood-royal; and some writers have affirmed

that his father Amoz or Amos was the son of Joash, and, conse-

quently, brother of Uzziah king of Judah. Jerome, on the authority

of some rabbinical writers, says, that the prophet gave his daughter
in marriage to Manasseh king of Judah; but this opinion is scarcely

credible, because Manasseh did not commence his reign until about
sixty years after Isaiah had begun to discharge his prophetic func-

tions. He must, indeed, have exercised the office of a prophet, during
a long period of time, if he lived in the reign of Manasseh ; for the

lowest computation, beginning from the year in which Uzziah died,

when he is by some supposed to have received his first appointment
to that office, brings it to sixty-one years. But the tradition of the

Jews, which has been adopted by most Christian commentators, that

he was put to death by Manasseh, is very uncertain ; and Aben Ezra,

one of the most celebrated Jewish writers, is rather of opinion that he
died before Hezekiah ; which Bishop Lowth thinks most probable.

It is, however, certain, that he lived at least to the fifteenth or six-

teenth year of Hezekiah ; which makes the least possible term of the

duration of his prophetic office to be about forty-eight years.

' Lowth's Pralect. xxi. vol. ii. p. 96. Bishop Horsley differs in opinion from Bishop
Lowth, as to the cause of the obscurity which is observable in the prophecies of Hosea.
Bishop Horsley ascribes it, not to the great antiquity of tlie composition, nor to any thing
peculiar to the language of the author's age, but to his peculiar idioms, frequent changes of
person, his use of the nominative case absolute, his anomalies of number and gender, and
the ambiguity of pronouns. See the Preface to his version of Hosea, pp. xxix xliii.
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The name of Isaiah, as Vitringa has remarked after several pre-

cedhig commentators, is in some measure descriptive of his high cha-

racter, since it signifies the SalvatIon-qf-Jehovah; and was given with

singular propriety to him who foretold the advent of the Messiah,

through iiohom all Jlesh shall see the salvation of God. (Compare Isa.

xl. 5. with Luke iii. 6. and Acts iv. 12.) Isaiah was contemporary

with the prophets Amos, Hosea, Joel, and Micah.

Isaiah is uniformly spoken of in the Scriptures as a prophet of the

highest dignity ; Bishop Lowth calls him the prince of all the pro-

phets, and pronounces the whole of his book to be poetical, with the

exception of a few detached passages. It is remarkable, that his wife is

styled a ^wophetess in viii. 3., whence the rabbinical writers have con-

cluded that she possessed the spirit of prophecy : but it is very pro-

bable that the prophets' wives were called prophetesses, as the priests'

wives were termed priestesses, only from the quality oftheir husbands.

Although nothing further is recorded in the Scriptures concerning

the wife of Isaiah, we find two of his sons mentioned in his prophecy,

who were types or figurative pledges of God's assurance ; and their

names and actions were intended to awaken a religious attention in

the persons whom they \vere commissioned to address and to instruct.
^

Thus, Shearjashub (vii. 3.) signifies " a remnant shall r-eturn" and

showed that the captives, who should be carried to Babylon, should

return thence after a certain time; and Maher-shalal-hashbaz(viii.l. 3.),

which denotes " 7nahe speed (or, run s'wiftly), to the sj^oil," implied that

the kingdoms of Israel and Syria would in a short time be ravaged.

Besides the volume of prophecies, which we are now to consider,

it appears from 2 Chron. xxvi. 22. that Isaiah wrote an account of

the Acts of Uzziah king of Judah : this has perished with some other

writings of the prophets, which, as probably not written by inspiration,

were never admitted into the canon of Scripture. ^ There are also

two apocryphal books ascribed to him, viz. " The Asce?isio?i ofIsaiah,"

and " The Apocali/pse of Isaiah ; but these are evidently forgeries ofa

later date ; and the Apocalypse has long since perished. ^

II. In the course of the last thirty years the genuineness of many
of Isaiah's predictions has been attacked by numerous writers. All

those which were delivered against the Gentiles, but especially the

last twenty-seven chapters, have been denied to belong to this pro-

phet, and arguments of very considerable weight have been adduced

by Doederlein, Eichhorn, Bauer, Rosenmliller, and others, in order

to show that the chapters in question first originated during the Ba-

bylonian captivity. These arguments have been copiously examined

and refuted by Professor Jahn, whose observations may be arranged

under the following heads: viz. 1. Proofs that all the prophecies

ascribed to Isaiah are really his productions ;
— 2. An examination

and refutation, in detail, of objections against particular predictions ;

—

> Gray's Key, p. 365. 2 Ibid. p. 372.

3 Ascensio enim Isaiae et Apocalypsis Isaias hoc liabent testimonium. Jerom. Comment,

on Isaiah, ch, Ixiv. (Op. tom. iii. p. 473.) See also torn. iv. p. 344. The r(;ia6«/ico« or

ascension of Isaiah is mentioned by Epiphanius, among the books received by Hierax,

founder of the sect of the Hieracites, in the fourth century. Haeres. 67. Dr. Larduer's

Works, vol. iii. p. 402. For a further account of this apocryphal production, see Vol, II.

Appendix, pp. 126, 127.
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and, 3. An examination of the question whether Isaiah was the author

of chapters xxxvi.—xxxix.

1. Proofs that all the Predictions ascribed to Isaiah are
really his productions.

i. " The Style differs scarcely any in the different prophecies.

We find every where the same descriptions of particular objects, and

the same images, taken from trees, especially cedars, firs, and oaks

;

from the pains of childbirth, from history, and from the golden age.

The beginning ofthe prophecy constantly enters into the midst of the

subject, and every where poetical passages are inserted; as v. 1— 6.

xii. 1—6. xiv. 4—20. xxv. 1—5.; so, exactly in the same manner,

xlii. 10— 13. lii. 9. s. Ixi. 10. Ixiii. 7. Ixiv. 11. Evei'y where the

same clearness and obscurity, the same repetitions, and the same
euphony of language, are observable. The visions are similar;

comp. ch. xxi. and ch. xl. with ch. vi. Even the same phrases occur

repeatedly : e. g. "^KlSi^' t^^1p occurs in the first part seveyiteen

times, in the second txt^elve times, imri} vvhich occurs in all the rest

of the Bible only imie times, is found in the first part of Isaiahyom-

times, in the second, six. W'^)l^'^, which is elsewhere only to be

met withfour times in the book of Job, is found here t'ucice in the first

part, SLwAfve times in the second. p")K^ is used in Ixv. 10. just as in

xxxiii, 9. xxv. 2. : TVWV "IONS in xl. 1. xli. 7. 21. Ixvi. 9. just as in

i. 11. 18. xxxiii. 10., instead of which the other prophets say niil*

*^/t2^^) or 1D?^"'1« The expressions applied to the Sabaeans, ^\^12t2i

stretched out, or tall, xviii. 2. 7., and HTD 'ti^^K? ''^^'^ of measure, or

tall men, are peculiar to our prophet, as well as many others, which

we have not room here to specify.—The suhlimity of the style does not

vary more throughout all the prophecies, than is usual in poems which
are written by the same author at different times, as, for example, the

different Psalms of David ; and the style in all, is such as could by
no means be expected from writers of the age of the Babylonian cap-

tivity. It is granted that style does not depend entirely upon the age,

but in some measure upon the cultivated genius of the writer
; yet it

does not, therefore, become probable that such poems should be

composed in the age ofthe Babylonian captivity, so that we may assert

this without any historical testimony or tradition : more especially as

we find nothing similar in the writings of Jeremiah or Ezekiel, who
wanted neither genius nor polish. — The language itself is not the

same as that observable in Jeremiah and Ezekiel : it is not probable

that any one could have cultivated the knowledge of the Hebrew
during the captivity more thoroughly than they, nor is such a state

of the language discernible in Zechariah, who is usually cited as an
instance of it.— Lastly, the arrangement and method of treating the

subject, are the same in all these prophecies. Chap. vii. contains a
prophecy interwoven with a history, which is followed, ch. viii.—xii.

by prophecies without titles ; so also in ch. xxxix. the prophecy is

woven into the history, and prophecies without a title follow. As in

the first part there are several prophecies concerning Sennacherib

;

so also in the second, there are several concerning the overthrow of
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the Chaldaean monarchy, and the return of the Hebrews from cap-

tivity. As in the vision in ch. vi. we read that the prophet's efforts

should not be accompanied by a happy result ; so the prophet,

ch. xlii. 16. 23. xliii. 8. xlv. 4., and especially xlix. 4. lix. 6., com-
plains that his endeavours had been unsuccessful.

ii. " What is said in ch. Ixvi. 1— 6. of the temple, does not suit the

latter part of the period of exile, in which Haggai and Zechariah

speak altogether differently on the same subject. Much less could

any one during the captivity write, as in xlviii. 4—8., that the ruin

and utter destruction of the city of Babylon had not yet been fore-

told, when Jeremiah 1. li. had plainly predicted it; or speak, as in

lii. 4., of the Egyptians and Assyrians as the only enemies of the He-
brews, and pass over the Chaldaeans.—The severe reproofs, Ivi. 9.

—

lix. 20. Ixv. 11— 16.; especially those denounced against the shep-

herds, i. e. the kings, Ivi. 1 1, &c. ; the reproaches not only on account

of idolatry, but also of the immolation of children, Ivii. 1— 13., and of

enormous corruption of morals, Iviii. 6— 9. lix. 1—8., are entirely at

variance with the times of the captivity. Then, we might rather ex-

pect mention to be made of the prophecies of Jeremiah, as in Dan. ix. 2.

and that more should be said respecting the Magians or worshippers

of Ormuzd, than that one allusion to the two principles of things,

xlv. 7., which certainly were maintained by very many in an age older

than that of the captivity.

iii. " Jeremiah shows that he had read these prophecies, seven

years before the destruction of Jerusalem, Jer. li. 49—64. ; for the

connection of the prophecy of Jeremiah contained in Jer. 1. li., with

the predictions of Isaiah is evident : nor can it be said, that the au-

thor of the controverted prophecies of Isaiah, living toward the end

of the captivity, had read the book of Jeremiah ; for he is an ori-

ginal and independent author, drawing entirely from his own re-

sources, and never imitating others; while, on the contrary, it is

well known that Jeremiah had read the older prophets, and bor-

rowed much from them, especially in his projihecies against foreign

nations. Some passages have been observed in other prophets also,

which have been taken from the controverted prophecies of Isaiah :

as, Zeph. ii. 14, &c. from Isa. xiii. 21, &c. ; Ezek. xxxiv. from Isa.

Ivii. 10, &c.; Ezek. xxvi. 20. xxxi. 14— 17- xxxii. 18— 33. from Isa.

xiv. 8—28.; Ezek. xxvi. 13. from Isa. xxiii. 25. ; Ezek. xxxviii.

xxxix. from Isa. Ixvi. 6— 9. 24. That Plabakkuk is indebted to

Isaiah, has been long since observed : compare Hab. i. 6. with Isa.

xxiii. 13.

iv. " Cyrus, in his written proclamation (Ezra i. 2.), says, that the

God of heaven had given him all kingdoms of the earth, and had

charged him to build to Him a temple at Jerusalem. — These words,

as well as the acts of Cyrus, namely, his dismission of the Jews to

their own country, his grant of a sum of money for the building of

the temple, and his restitution of the valuable holy vessels, can only

be explained on the supposition that he had seen the prophecies of

Isaiah concerning him as Josephus states, and was induced by their
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manifestly divine origin, to confer such great benefits upon the Jews.
Nor was Cyrus the man to suffer recent prophecies scarcely yet pub-
lished to be palmed upon him for antient ; not to mention that there
were many who would have been glad to discover to him the fraud, if

any had existed. Neither would Cyrus the Magian, who built nothino-

but pyres to Ormuzd, have been so easily led to construct a mao-ni-

ficent temple to the God of the Jews.
" It may, indeed, seem strange that the prophet should say so

much concerning the return from Babylon, and yet make no express
mention of the carrying away. But he certainly does say somethino-

concerning this subject, asxxxix. 4—7. vi.l 1— 13. v. 5— 9. xi.ll— 16.;

and Micah, the contemporary of Isaiah, speaks clearly of this carrying

away, and of the overthrow of Jerusalem; so that it would seem pro-
bable that Isaiah had said more on this subject, which has not been
preserved to us. If this were the case, the prophet who sings the

glad return, would no more contradict himself by predicting the car-

rying away, than Jeremiali does, who has predicted both events. ^ —
To all this, analogy is said to be opposed, according to which, it is

thought, prophets do not foretell such remote events as those con-
cerning the Chaldaeans, the Medes and Persians, Cyrus, and the re-

turn of the Hebrews, which Isaiah has predicted. But this analogy
is by no means universal. Besides, in this objection it is supposed
that the Chaldaeans, Medes, and Persians, v/ere in the age of Isaiah

obscure nations, or entirely unknown ; whereas, in fact, the Medes,
almost 100 years before Isaiah and Hezekiah, (826 before Christ,

149 after the division,) had, under their king Arbaces, joined an
alliance with Belesis the governor of Babylon, and overthrown the

first Assyrian monarchy. It is true that the Median anarchy of

seventy-nine years followed, but in the tenth of Hezekiah, (728 be-

fore Christ, 257 after the division,) they elected Dejoces king, who
founded Ecbatana, and whose son Phraortes, {665—643 before

Christ, 310—332 after the division,) attacking the new kingdom
of the Assyrians, was slain while besieging Nineveh : and under
Cyaxares I. Zoroaster found the kingdom of the Medes again flou-

rishint):."^— Elam was a celebrated kingdom even in the most antient

times. Gen. ch.xiv,, and it is always by the antient name D/'^j
Gen. X. 22. xiv. 1. that Isaiah mentions it, and never by the modern
appellation D"15? which is given it, Dan. vi. 28. Ezra i. 1, 2. iv. 5.

2 Chron. xxxvi. 22. s. The Elamites are mentioned as a part of the

army of the Assyrians, Isa. xxii. 6., which prophecy is certainly

Isaiah's, as appears from v. 8— 1 1. compared with 2 Chron. xxxii. 2—5.

Esarhaddon sent some Elamites among his other colonists to Samaria.

(Ezra iv. 9. s.) At a later period Jeremiah, ch. xxv. 25. xlix. 24, &c.

' Prophets are not, like historians, confined to the order of chronology in announcing
future events. This is plain from their writings, which always give perspective views,

Zechariah predicted a kingdom for the higii priest, witliout noticing the destruction of tiie

Persian monarchy and the division of the Greek power. Isaiah foretold the return of the

Israelites from the Assyrian captivity, without saying any thing of the intervening rcvolu-
tions by the Chaldceans, INIedes, and Persians. In prophecy the more remote events are

often introduced, while the intermediate are unnoticed.
- Comp. Prideaux, Conn. Part I. Book I.
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mentions Elam among the powerful kingdoms which should be con-

quered by the Chaldaeans, and Ezekiel, ch. xxxii. 24. beholds Elam
overthrown.— It is only by a long succession of time and victories,

that nations are enabled to conquer the surrounding people, and

spread themselves so widely as to obtain sufficient celebrity to intitle

them to an eminent place in history. It was not, therefore, in a short

space of time that the Chaldaeans, Medes, and Elamites or Persians,

emerged from their obscurity into so great a light, as to become con-

spicuous to the world when before they had been utterly unknown.

If, then, Isaiah foretells the overthrow of the Chaldaeans by the

Medes and Elamites, his prophecy in that age would have been

neither more nor less obscure than Zechariah's (ix. 13.) concerning

the wars of the Jews against the Greeks in Syria. Isaiah might

easily have used the name Cyriis^ ti^llD (or Koresh), xliv.28.xlv.l.,

since it means nothing more than liing; for in the language of the

the Parsees Khor means the sim^ and Schid, splendour^ whence is

compounded Korschid, the splendour of the sun., and with the addition

of the word pae or pai, habitation, Korschidpai, the habitation of
the splendour of the sun, which was a customary appellation of the

kings of Persia. This appellation corrupted into Ji^nJ, (Koresh),

might become known to the Hebrews by means of merchants tra-

velling between Judaea and Persia ; and Isaiah, who did not hesitate

to call Cyrus the anointed, n*J!^/'!D> may have called him by the appel-

lative of the kings of Persia, which became afterwards the proper

name of that particular king." ^

2. Examination and Refutation of Objections against par-

ticular Predictions of Isaiah.

These may be referred to three heads ; viz. i. Prophecies against

the Egyptians, Elamites, Idumaeans, &c. ;— ii. The prophecies against

Tyre ;— and, iii. The prophecy concerning the subversion of the

Chaldaeo-Babylonian empire, and the return of the Hebrews from

captivity.

i. Prophecies against the Egyptians, Elamites, Idumceans, ^r.

(1.) " Some have said that the passage in Isa. ii. 2— 4. is inserted

by mistake by the person whom they suppose to have collected the

several prophecies into this one book, about the end ofthe Babylonish

captivity ; but others have already remarked that this passage may
have been taken by Isaiah from Micah iv. 1— 3., or by Micah from

Isaiah, or by both from some more antient prophecy.

(2.) " Chapters xi. and xii. have been supposed not to belong to

Isaiah, because in ch. xi. 1 1— 16., the very distant event of the return

of the Israelites from Assyria and Egypt and other regions, is pre-

dicted. But this return was predicted also by Micah, the contem-

porary of Isaiah, by Hosea, and by Amos.

(3.) " The prophecy chapters xv. xvi. is thought to have been

written three years before the devastation of Moab by Nebuchadnez-

zar, xiv. 13, &c., because Zephaniah ii. 8, &c. and Jeremiah ch. xlviii.

threaten the Moabites with the same calamity. But who can show

' Prof. Turner's and Mr. Whittingham's translation of Jahn's Introduction, pp. 346

—350.
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that Isaiah did not speak of another calamity to be inflicted upon
them by the Assyrians ? or who would suppose that the Assyrians
spared the Moabites ? Their country was devastated, therefore, as

Isaiah foretold, by the Assyrians, and then again by the Chaldaeans,

of whom Zephaniah and Jeremiah prophesied. That this prophecy
of Isaiah was much older than the time of Jeremiah, is certain ; for

Jeremiah, ch. xlviii. borrows many ideas from it, as must be evident

to every one who compares the two. That it is the production of
Isaiah himself, is shown by the time of its fulfilment being stated,

which is according to Isaiah's usual practice. See vii. l^— 1 7. viii. 4.

(4.) " No other reason is brought to prove that the passage
ch. xix. 18—25. is not Isaiah's, than this, that in the same chapter,

ver.l— 1 5., a prophecy of the calamity of Egypt had preceded, whereas
ver. 1 8—25 . predict prosperity. But this is nothing more than iscommon
with the prophets— to promise better fortune after predicting calamity.

As the Egyptians are called, ver. 25., the people of Jehovah, and the

Assyrians, the work of the hands ofJehovah, the prophecy must neces-

sarily have been the production of a Hebrew, and it is much more pro-

bable that Isaiah should have written it, than any more modern author.

(5.) " Isa. xxii. 1— 14. is rejected as spurious because the Elamites

are mentioned,ver.6.; butfrom a comparison ofver.8— 1 l.with 2 Chron.
xxxii. 2— 5. and Isa. vii., it appears that the subject is the irruption

of Sennacherib : the mention of the Elamites, therefore, must be at

least as old as the time of Isaiah : why, then, seek for any other author

than Isaiah, who is mentioned in the title of the prophecy ?

(6.) " They who contend that it is not natural that Isaiah should
have uttered so many prophecies concerning the irruption of Sen-
nacherib alone, do not consider that this event was one of great im-
portance, and contributed very much to confirm the Hebrews in

their religion, so that it well deserved a multitude of prophetic

notices. The style and construction, too, confirm the opinion that

they are productions of Isaiah, since they do not differ more from
each other in this respect, than do the various Conferences of Hariri,

or the different Psalms of David.

(7.) " The prophecy, Isa. xxiv.—xxvii., is referred to a more
recent date, on account of the frequent occurrence of paronomasiae.

Now we know that these are considered singular beauties in the

Oriental style, and that Micah, the contemporary of Isaiah, makes
frequent use of them, so that they are no proof of a recent date.

Besides, Isaiah himself elsewhere frequently uses paronomasia?. See
Isa. i. 7. 23. iii. I. 5. vii. 7, 8. 22. s. xxix. 16.; compare Hos. i. 4. s.

v. 1. and Mic. i. 14. s. iii. 12. iv. 10.

(8.) " The xxxivth chapter of Isaiah, in which the devastation of

Idumaea is predicted, is thought to be of later origin, because the

same devastation is predicted by Jeremiah xlix. 7. ss., and by Ezekiel

XXV. 1 2. ss., and after a long time was first effected by Nebuchadnezzar,

which is thought to be too distant from the time of the prophet. But
it has not been disproved that Isaiah is speaking, ch. xxxiv., of another

calamity, to be inflicted on Idumaea by the Assyrians, of which Amos,
ch. i. 11— 15., had spoken before him.

VOL. IV. N
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(9.) " The xxxvth chapter of Isaiah is entirely destitute of any

thing which could give countenance to the supposition of a more
recent origin, and ver. 8. compared with 2 Kings xvii. 25. proves it to

belong to the age of Hezekiah." ^

ii. The Prophecy against Tyre. Isa. xxiii.

" The prophecy concerning the destruction of Tyre by the Chal-

daeans, Isa. xxiii., points out its own age in ver. 1 3., where the Chal-

daeans are said to be a recent nation, to whom a district of country

lying on the Euphrates had been assigned by the Assyrians, who
must, consequently, have been at that time the prevailing power.

For as Habakkuk also, who lived under Manasseh, assei'ts (i. 6.)

that the Chaldaeans were a late people, who were endeavouring to

possess themselves of the territories of others, it is plain that the

time of the delivery of the prophecy in Isa. xxiii. could not have been

far distant from that of Habakkuk. It is, indeed, uncertain whether

Isaiah lived till the reign of Manasseh ; but as the Chaldaeans made
frequent irruptions out of their own settlements in the eastern and
northern parts of Armenia into the more southern territories, during

a long period of time, Mdthout doubt these incursions had begun as

early as the latter years of the reign of Hezekiah, since the kingdom
of Assyria was at that time so much weakened by the assassination

of Sennacherib and the intestine tumults which followed that event,

as to afford a sufficient inducement for such expeditions.— Without
sufficient reason also is it asserted that the 70 years mentioned Isa.

xxiii. 10. are a prophetic number taken from Jeremiah xxv. 11, 12.

xxix. 10., and that therefore the whole prophecy must be later than

the time of Jeremiah. If either of the prophets borrowed this num-
ber from the other, it is certainly more reasonable to conclude that

Jeremiah, who, we know, has borrowed from prophets more antient

than himself, took it from the prophecy of Isaiah, than that the author

of this prophecy, who every where else appears to rely solely upon
his own resources, was indebted for it to Jeremiah. What confirms

this conclusion is, that particular specifications of time are altogether

in character with Isaiah's manner. The distance of the event pre-

dicted is no objection ; for Amos had, before the time of Isaiah, de-

nounced the destruction of Tyre. — The Chaldaisms, Isa. xxiii. 11.

n^ity^J '\i2tVb, will disappear, if we point the words H'MyD l^ti^'?,

to destroy her xsocakened or expelled ones." ~

iii. Prophecies concerning the Subversion of the Chaldceo-Bahylonian

Empire^ and the Return of the H.ehre'ws from Captivity. (Isa. xiii.

1— 14. 23. xxi. and xl.—Ixvi.)

These predictions, it has been affirmed, must have been written in

the time of the Babylonish captivity, for the following reasons ; viz.

(1.) " The difference of style : for in the last twenty-seven chapters,

the better part of the people is distinguished as the servant or nsoorship-

per o/'Jehovah, xli. 8, 9. xlii. 1 , &c. xliv. 1 . xlviii. 1 2. 20. xlix. 7. hi. 13.,

which is not the case in the former part of the book.— Idolatry is

exposed to derision and contempt, xl. 19, 20. xliv. 9— 17. xlvi. 5— 7.,

1 Jahn's Introduction by Prof, Turner and Mr. Whittingham, pp. 352, 853.
2 Ibid. p. 354.
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an exhibition not to be found in those passages of the former part

;

e.g. ii. 19., wherein idolatry is reprehended. — The acconiphshment
of former prophecies is frequently noticed, xli. 21—24. 26—29.

xliv. 6. s. xlv. 21. xlviii. 5., which argues a modern author, and is

not to be found in the first part.— Lastly, words and phrases of fre-

quent occurrence in the first part are not discoverable in the second."

To this objection Professor Jahn replies, that " the language, style,

and composition are certainly not such as must necessarily be referred

to the time of the captivity, and could not have been produced by
Isaiah. On the contrary, the purity of the language, the sublimity

of the style, and the elegance of the composition, are such as could
not be expected from the leaden age of Hebrew literature ; but show
their origin to have been in the silver age. The difference of style in

the two parts is not greater than the difference of Micah i.—v. from
vi. vii., and is less than that which may be observed in Hosea i.iii. com-
pared with ii. iv.—xiv., or in Amos i.—vi. compared with vii. viii., or

in the different psalms of David. The occurrence of some words or

phrases not to be found in the other writings of the age of Isaiah,

proves nothing : for it is not to be expected that in the small remains
of Hebrew literature, all the words and phrases of any particular age
should repeatedly occur. Yet there are in the writings in question

exceedingly few words or phrases of this kind. ^ — On the contrary,

the accustomed vehemence of Isaiah, the same dismemberment of
objects, and the same antithesis between Jacob and Israel, are observ-

able in both parts of these prophecies. All the difference is, that the

prophet in the first part was censuring wickedness, in the latter en-
deavours rather to teach and console, as the nature of his subject

required : yet even here he sometimes inveighs against different vices,

Ivi. 9.—Ivii. 12. Iviii. 1—7. lix. 1— 8. Ixv. 11— 14. If Isaiah wrote
these prophecies in the latter years of his life, it is easy to conceive

that the prophet, now old, (in the time of Manasseh, as appears from
every part of these prophecies,) filled with consolatory prospects,

chose rather to teach than to rebuke : but it was peculiarly proper for

a teacher to address the people as the servant of God, to distinguish

the better part of the nation, and to illustrate the madness of idolatry

;

which last, however, he had done in the first part, not only ch. ii. 18.s.,

but also ii. 8. viii. 19. 21., although with more brevity than in the

latter part. The notice of the fulfilment of former prophecies was
especially adapted to convey instruction, whether the author refers to

the carrying away of the ten tribes, or to the deliverance of the Jews
from the Assyrians, or to some other more ancient predictions : this,

therefore, is no proof a modern date. Such remarks do not occur in

the first part of the book, because there the prophet neither teaches

nor consoles, but reproves.— The occurrence of certain phrases in

one part which are not to be found in the other might prove a differ-

' In his larger German Introduction, Prof. Jahn "declares that after repeated perusals,

he can find on'y two such words: nvs, ch. Ivi. 14. Ixiii. 1. which occurs elsewhere

only in Jer. ii. 20. xrviii. 12. but yet is not Aramaean; and D'j:d, which is found in

Isa. xli. 25. and elsewhere only in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, but which
cannot be a very modern word, as it was in use among the Assyrians. See Ezek. xxiii.

6. 12.23. — EinleJt. S, 485." Note of Prof. Turner and Mr, IfhiUinghaTn,

N 2
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ence of authors, if the genius of Isaiah were dry and barren ; but not
otherwise."

(2.) " The jparticularity of the prophecies, and the distance of the

eventsfrom the time of their prediction.
" In the age of Isaiah there was no Chaldasan monarchy, nor were

the Medes and Elamites, who are predicted to be the destroyers of
the Chaldaean monarchy, nations of any celebrity. From the four-

teenth year of Hezekiah to the founding of that monarchy was ninety

years : it was one hundred and fifteen to the birth of Cyrus, who was
appointed general of the Median army in the one hundred and fifty-

fifth year after Hezekiah, and it was not until the one hundred and
seventy-sixth year that he overthrew the Chaldaean monarchy. Yet
our prophet so long before sees Judaea and Jerusalem devastated by
the Chald£eans,xlv.26— 28.; discerns the kingdom which had brought
such destruction upon Judaea verging to its ruin, and its enemies
already rushing from the north, xlii. 14. xli. 2. 25.: and even desig-

nates Cyrus twice by his very name as the deliverer of the Hebrews,
xliv. 28. xlv. 1."

In answer to this objection, it is urged by Jahn, that " the parti-

cularity of the predictions to be accomplished at a period so distant

is indeed extraordinary : but the prophet frequently recommends this

very circumstance to the attention of the reader as something remark-
able ; whence it appears that even in his age it seemed incredible to

many, and therefore the fact that the remoteness of the fulfilment is

noticed in these prophecies, is aproof of the antiquity of their author.

— It has already been shown that the Chaldaeans, Medes and Persians,

or Elamites, were not in the time of Isaiah such obscure nations as

that the prophet, when speaking of them, could not have been under-
stood as far as was necessary. That the prophets have sometimes
spoken of very remote events has been ah'eady proved by several

examples, some of which were even afforded by Isaiah himself: to

these may be added, that in this same second part, Jesus the Messiah
is predicted, ch. lii. 13.—liii. 12., a passage so clear that all attempts

to explain it of any other are perfectly vain and fruitless. Compare
also ch. Iv. 1—5. Indeed, in his very first vision, ch. vi., the prophet
foresees the entire devastation of Judaea, and the subsequent restor-

ation. Lastly, the propagation of religion, predicted in the same
second part, was itself exceedingly distant from the end of the Baby-
lonian captivity; so that even allowing, for argument's sake, the hy-
pothesis concerning the recent origin ofthese prophecies to be correct,

there will yet remain a prophecy verified in a remote posterity, the

Hebrew people, and more particularly the better jiart of that people,

being pointed out as the instruments of its completion.— It is cer-

tainly true that the prophet discerns the hostile kingdom of the

Chaldaeo-Babylonians, the cities of Judaea overthrown, the ruins of
Jerusalem, and the downfall of the Chaldaean monarchy, and names
not only the Medes and Elamites, but even Cyrus himself But that

Isaiah, receiving such revelations in the time of Hezekiah or Manas-
seh, might so totally have lost himself in the contemplation of a very
distant period, as to forget the present and write only of the future,
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will not be denied by any one who has observed that Micah, Joel,

Habakkuk, and Nahum are altogether conversant with far distant

ages. And Isaiah himself warns his reader of this, ch. xl. 1. xli. 7. 21.

Ixvi. 9., by the expression nTH' "iDt^S ihe Lord \\i\A.say. Compare
Isa. xliv. 5."

(3.) " The prophecies ofevents asfar as the time of Cyrus are clear

and perspicucnis ; but those tvhich refer to later times are obscure ; hence
it may be concluded that the author was contemporary with Cyrus.— For
if it had pleased God to grant such very clear prophecies in times so
far remote, and even to reveal the name of Cyrus ; why is it said,

ch. xlv. 1 4., that the Hebrews, after their return to their country, should
participate in the commerce of the Cushites and Sabaeans, when, as is

evident from Ezra, Nehemiah, and Malachi, the event was not so ?

Nor were the great promises made, ch. Ix. 6— 10., ever fulfilled. The
contemporaries of Isaiah certainly never could have been able to dis-

cern that those things which were prophesied concerning Cyrus should
be literally fulfilled, but the others only in part, and figuratively."

To this objection Jahn answers, " That the prophecies relating to

times anterior to Cyrus should be the more perspicuous, but those
referring to more distant periods the more obscure, is not to be won-
dered at ; for in visions, as in prospects, the more distant objects

appear the more indistinctly marked.— That the Cushites and Sa-
baeans formerly carried on a considerable commerce and brought
merchandize to the Hebrews even alter the captivity, cannot be
doubted : nor were the Hebrews of that time so universally poor as

is pretended ; for, Hag. i., they built ceiled houses, and supplied

funds for the building of the temple, and, in the time of Nehemiah,
even for the fortifications of Jerusalem. Besides, these passages
relate not so much to commercial intercourse with these people, as to

their conversion to the worship of the true God. That not a few of
them did embrace Judaism, and visit the temple of Jerusalem, as is

predicted ch. Ix. 6— 10., is certain from Acts ii. 10, 1 1. and viii. 27." ^

3. Examination of the Question whether Isaiah was the
Author of Chapters xxxvi.—xxxix. ?

These " chapters agree verbally in most respects with 2 Kmgs xviii.

13.—XX. 19. ; yet in some they differ. Thus the song of Hezekiah,
Isaiah xxxviii. 9—20. is wanting in 2 Kings : on the contrary, the

reconciliation of Hezekiah with Sennacherib, 2 Kings xviii. 14— 16.,

is wanting in Isaiah. What we read, 2 Kings xx. 7. s., concerning

the lump of figs to be placed upon the boil of Hezekiah, is, in Isa.

xxxviii., introduced where it does not belong : its natural place would
have been after ver. 6. There are also some other discrepancies of

less moment, which it is unnecessary to adduce. From all this it

appears that the text of these two passages is so different and yet so

similar, that both would seem to have been taken from one common
source, namely, from the history of Hezekiah, which Isaiah wrote,

2 Chron. xxxii. 32. The speeches of the ambassadors of Senna-

cherib, of Hezekiah, and of Isaiah, and the attention paid to minute

1 Jahn's Introduction by Prof. Turner and Mr. Whittingham, pp. 355—358.
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circumstances, show that the narration was written by a contemporary

witness who was himself concerned, as it is certain that Isaiah was, in

the transactions which he has recorded. The words nnD and iimilS
which occur in the narration, are not more recent than the time of

Isaiah, and even if DHQ were of Aramaean origin, that would not be

a proof of a modern date, since some exotic words had already been

introduced into the Hebrew language, in the time of Isaiah, as may be

observed in the writings of Hosea and Amos. The word Jl'lin'

has not in this place the signification which it acquired after the cap-

tivity, but designates the Hebrew language, which at that time

flourished only in the kingdom of Judah." ^

III. The Scope of Isaiah's predictions is three-fold ; viz.

1. To detect, reprove, and condemn the sins of the Je'ixish people

especially, and also the iniquities of the ten tribes of Israel, and the

abominations of many Gentile nations and countries ; denouncing

the severest judgments against all sorts and degrees of persons,

whether Jews or Gentiles.

2. To invite jjersons of every rank and condition, both Jews and

Gentiles, to repentance and reformation, by numerous promises of

pardon and mercy. It is worthy of remark that no such promises

are intermingled with the denunciations of divine vengeance against

Babylon, although they occur in the threatenings against every

other people.

3. To comfort all the tndy pious (in the midst of all the calamities

and judgments denounced against the wicked) with prophetic pro-

mises of the true Messiah.- These predictions " seem almost to an-

ticipate the Gospel history, so clearly do they foreshow the divine

character of Christ (ch. vii. I*, compared with Matt. i. 18— 23. and

Luke i. 27—35. ; vi. ix. 6. xxxv. 4. xl. 5. 9, 10. xlii. 6—8. Ixi. 1.

compared with Luke iv. 18. Ixii. 11. Ixiii. 1—4.) ; his miracles

(ch. xxxv. 5, 6.); his peculiar qualities and virtues (ch. ix. 2, 3.

xl. 11. xliii. 1—3.); his rejection (ch. vi. 9— 12. viii. 14, 15. liii. 3.);

and sufferings for our sins (ch. 1. 6. liii. 4— 11.)'"^; his death, burial

(ch.liii.8, 9.), and victory over death (ch.xxv. 8. hii. 10— 12.); and,

lastly, his final glory (ch. xlix. 7. 22, 23. lii. 13— 15. liii. 4, 5.), and

the establishment, increase (ch. ii. 2—4. ix. 7. xlii. 4. xlvi. 13.), and
perfection (ch. ix. 2. 7. xi. 4— 10. xvi. 5. xxix. 18—24. xxxii. 1.

xl.4, 5. xlix. 9—13. H. 3—6. lii. 6— 10. Iv. 1—3. lix. 16—21. Ix. Ixi.

1—5. Ixv. 25.) of his kingdom ; each specifically pointed out, and

1 Jahn's Introduction, p. 359. Bishop Lowth considers the narrative-chapters in

Isaiah as a different copy of the relation in the second book of Kings, the account of He-
zekiah's sickness only excepted. The difference of the two copies, he is of opinion, is little

more than wliat has manifestly arisen from the mistakes of transcribers: they mutually

correct each other ; and most of the mistakes may be perfectly rectified by a collation of

the two copies with the assistance of the antient versions. Some few sentences, or mem-
bers of sentences, are omitted in this copy of Isaiah, which are found in the other copy of

the book of Kings ; but he doubts whether these omissions were made by design or by

mistake. Isaiah, vol. ii. p. 237.
2 The scope of Isaiah's prophecies above given, is abridged from Roberts's Clavis

Bibliorum, p. 616.
3 The Ethiopian eunuch appears to have been made a proselyte by Saint Philip's ex-

plication of this chapter. Vide Acts viii. 32. The whole of it is so minutely descriptive

of Christ's passion, that a famous Rabbi, likewise, on reading it, was converted from

Judaism. — Who, indeed, can resist its evidence ?
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pourtrayed with the most striking and discriminating characters. It

is impossible, indeed, to reflect on these, and on the whole chain of
his illustrious prophecies, and not to be sensible that they furnish

the most incontestable evidence in support of Christianity." *

IV. The predictions of Isaiah are contained in sixty-six chapters

;

of which the five first are generally supposed to have been delivered

in the reign of Uzziah ; the sixth in the reign of Jotham ; the seventh

to the fifteenth in the reign of Ahaz ; and the remainder in that of
Hezekiah. Various modes of classifying them have been proposed,

in order to present them in the most useful and lucid arrangement;
some commentators and critics dividing them into three parts:—
1. Evangelico-Legal, which contain denunciations of the divine ven-

geance, intermixed with evangelical promises ; — 2. Historical,

comprising the narrative part ; — and, 3. Evangelical, comprising
prophecies and promises relative to the deliverance of the Jews
from captivity, and the yet greater deliverance of mankind from the

bondage of sin, by the Messiah. By other writers, the book of
the prophet Isaiah is divided into, — 1. Reprehensori/, including

sharp reproofs and threatenings of the Jews for their sins, in which
are mingled promises to the penitent ; — 2. Minatory, containing

threatenings against the enemies of the Jewish church, and also

against the Jews themselves ;
— 3. Narrative or Historical ; —

and, 4. Consolatory and evangelical promises concerning Messiah
and the church. Other classifications have been proposed, which
it is not necessary to specify ; but, without adopting any of them,

we apprehend that the following synopsis will be found to exhibit

a clear view of the various topics discussed by the rcyal prophet.

The predictions of Isaiah, then, may be divided into six parts, each
containing a number of discourses, delivei'ed by the prophet to the

various nations or people whom he was commissioned to address.^

Part I. contains a general Description of the Estate and Condition of
the Jews, in the several Periods oftheir History ; the Promidgation

and Success of the Gospel, and the Coming of Messiah to Judgment.

(ch. i.—V.)— The Predictions in this Section were delivered during

the Reign of Uzziah King ofJudah.

DISCOURSE 1. (ch.i. throughout.) The prophecy contained in this first

chapter ^ stands single and unconnected, constituting an entire piece

1 Gray's Key, pp. 369, 370.
2 These general divisions of the prophecy are according to the scheme proposed by

Vitringa (Comment, in Esaiam, tom.i. p. 24.) and Bishop Tomline." (Elements of Christ.

Theol. vol. i. p. 107.) In the analyses of the various discourses, or prophetic sermons
comprised under each section, we have principally followed Bishop Lovvth, in his admirable

translation of, and notes upon, the prophet Isaiah.

3 Commentators are divided in opinion, whether the title in verse 1. {the vision of
Isaiah) belongs to the whole book, or only to the prophecy contained in this chapter. The
former part of the title seems properly to belong to this particubr prophecy ; the latter part,

which enumerates the kings of Judah, under whom Isaiah exercised his prophetic office,

seems to extend it to the entire collection of propiiecies delivered in the course of his

ministry. Vitringa (with whom Bishop Lowth agrees) has solved this doubt very

judiciously. He supposes that the former part of the title was originally prefixed to this

single prophecy ; and that, when the collection of all Isaiah's prophecies was made, the

enumeration of the kings of Judah was added, to make it at the same time a proper title to

the whole book. As such it is plainly taken in 2 Chron, xxxii. 32. where the book of Isaiah

N 4
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of itself. If, as we suppose to have been the case, it was delivered in

the reign of Uzziah, the desolation which it describes may refer to

the calamities which were occasioned before that time by Jehoash

king of Israel (compare 2Kingsxiv. 12— 14-.); or, the prophet may
describe scenes yet future, as already passing before his eyes, to de-

note their certainty. As, however, the portrait, which it presents of

the desolate and distressed state of the land of Judah, agrees much
better with the wicked and afflicted reign of the apostate Ahaz, than

with the flourishing circumstances in the reigns of Uzziah and Jotham,
(who were both, in the main, good princes) : on this account the

learned Dr. John Taylor thinks it probable that the prediction in this

chapter was uttered in the reign of Ahaz, and intends the invasion of

Judah by Rezin and Pekah, kings of Syria and Israel.' But which-

ever of these conjectures may be preferred, the chapter contains a

severe remonstrance against the inclinations to idolatry, want of in-

ward piety, and other corruptions, prevailing among the Jews of that

time, intermixed with powerful exhortations to repentance, grievous

threatenings to the impenitent, and gracious promises of better times,

when the nation shall have been reformed by the just judgments of

God. The whole of this discourse affords a beautiful example of the

prophet's elegant and impressive manner of writing.

DISCOURSE 2. (ch. ii. iii. iv.) contains the following particulars : —
1, The kingdom of Messiah, the conversion of the Gentiles, and their admission into

it. (ii. 1—5.)
2. A prediction of the punishment of the unbelieving Jews, for their idolatrous prac-

tices, for their confidence in their own strength, and distrust of God's protection

;

and likewise the destruction of idolatry, in consequence of the establishment of Mes-
siah's kingdom, (ii. 6—20.)

8. A prophecy of calamities of the Babylonian invasion (perhaps also of the invasion

by the Romans), with a particular amplification of the distress of the proud and lux-

urious daughters of Sion. (iii. 1—26.2 iv. 1.)

4. A promise to the remnant that should escape this severe purgation, of a restoration

to the favour and protection of God. (iv. 2— 6.)

This prophetic sermon was probably delivered in the time of Jotham,
or perhaps in the reign of Uzziah.

DISCOURSE 3. ch.v. This chapter likewise stands single and alone, un-

connected with the preceding or following : its subject is nearly the

same with that of ch. i., but it exceeds that chapter in force, in severity,

in variety, and elegance. It is a general reproof of the Jews for their

wickedness, which is represented in the parable of the vineyard (verses

1—5.) ; and it adds a more express declaration of vengeance by the

Babylonian invasion, (verses 6—30.)

Part II. comprises the Predictions delivered in the Reigns ofJotham
and Ahaz. (ch. vi.—xii.)

DISCOURSE 1. The vision and prophecy of Isaiah in the reign of Jotham.

(ch. vi.)^ As this vision seems to contain a solemn designation of

Isaiah to the prophetical office, it is supposed by many interpreters to

be the first in order of his prophecies. Bishop Lowth, however, con-

jectures that this may not be the case, because Isaiah is said, in the ge-

neral title of his predictions, to have prophesied in the time of Uzziah
;

is cited by the title of " The Vision of Isaiah the Prophet, the Son of Amos." Vitringa,

torn, i. pp. 25—29. Bishop Lowth's Isaiah, vol. ii. p. 4.

1 Scheme of Scripture Divinity, chap, xxxiv. in vol. i. of Bishop Watson's Collection of

Tracts, pp. 143, 144.

2 See a striking medallic illustration of Isa. iii. 26. in Vol. I. p. 216.

3 For a particular elucidation of this sublime vision, see Bp. Lowth's Isaiah, vol. ii.

pp. 72— 77. »nd Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book i. p. 436. et secj.
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and is of opinion, that it is a new designation, to introduce, with the

greater solemnity, a general declaration of the whole course of God's
dispensations towards his people, and the fates of the nation,— events
which are still depending, and will not be fully accomplished until the

final restoration of Israel.

DISCOURSE 2. (ch.vii.—ix. 7.) commences with an historical account of
the occasion of the prophecy (vii. 1— 3.), and then follows a prediction

of the ill success of the designs of the Israelites and Syrians against

Judah (vii. 1— 16.) ; to this succeeds a denunciation of the calamities

that were to be brought upon the king and people of Judah by. the

Assyrians, whom they had now hired to assist them. (vii. 17—25.)

These predictions are I'epeated and confirmed in ch. viii. the ninth and
tenth verses of which give a repeated general assurance that all the

designs of the enemies of God's people shall ultimately be frustrated
;

and the discourse concludes, after various admonitions and threatenings

(viii. 11—22. ix. 1.), with an illustrious prophecy (ix. 2—7.)) in the

first instance, perhaps, of the restoration of prosperity under Hezekiah,
but principally of the manifestation of the Messiah, the transcendent
dignity of his character, and the universality and eternal duration of
his kingdom.

DISCOURSE 3. (ch. ix. 8.—x. 4.) contains a distinct prophecy and a just

poem, remarkable for the regularity of its disposition and the elegance
of its plan. It has no relation to the preceding or to the following pro-

phecy, but is exclusively addressed to the kingdom of Israel, and its

subject is a denunciation of vengeance awaiting their enemies.

DISCOURSE -i. (ch. X. 5.—xii.) foretells the invasion of Sennacherib, and
the destruction of his army (x. 5—34*. xi.) ; and, according to Isaiah's

usual method, he takes occasion, from the mention of a great temporal
deliverance by the destruction of the Assyrian host, to launch forth

into a display of the spiritual deliverance of God's people by the Mes-
siah, to whom this prophecy relates ; for that this prophecy relates to

the Messiah we have the express authority of St. Paul in Rom. xv. 12.

The hymn in ch. xii. seems, by its whole tenor, as well as by many
of its expressions, much better calculated for the use of the Christian

than for the Jewish church under any circumstances, or at any time
that can be assigned ; and the Jews themselves seem to have applied

it to the times of the Messiah. See an illustration of xii. 3. in Vol. III.

p. 319.

Part III. contains various Predictions against the Bahijlonians^ As-
syrians^ Philistines^ and other Nations with lohom the Jews had any
Intercourse (ch. xiii.—xxii.); these Predictions are contained in

7iine Prophetic Poems or Discourses.

DISCOURSE 1. (ch.xiii. xiv. 1—28.) contains one entire prophecy, fore-

telling the destruction of Babylon by the Medes and Persians : it was
probably delivered in the reign of Ahaz, about two hundred years
before its completion. The captivity itself of the Jews at Babylon
(which the prophet does not expressly foretell, but supposes in the
spirit of prophecy as what was actually to be effected,) did not take
place till about one hundred and thirty years after this prediction was
delivered. And the Medes, who (in xiii. 7.) are expressly mentioned
as the principal agents in subverting this great monarchy, and releasing

the Jews from that captivity, were at this time an inconsiderable people,
having been in a state of anarchy ever since the fall of the great As-
syrian empire, of which they had made a part under Sardanapalus

;

and did not become a kingdom under Deioces, until about the seven-
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teenth year of Hezekiah's reign. The former part of this prophecy,
Bishop Lowth remarks, is one of the most beautiful examples that can
be given of elegance of composition, variety of imagery, and sublimity

of sentiment and diction in the prophetic style ; and the latter part con-
sists of a triumphal ode, which, for beauty of disposition, strength of
colour, grandeur of sentiment, brevity, perspicuity, and force of ex-
pression, stands unrivalled among all the monuments of antiquity. The
exact accomplishment of this prophecy is recorded in Dan. v. Jerome
(in loc.) says, that, in his time, Babylon was quite in ruins ; and all

modern travellers unanimously attest that Babylon is so utterly annihi-

lated, that even the place, where this wonder of the world once stood,

cannot now be determined with any certainty. On the subject of this

prophecy, see Vol. I. pp. 317, 518.

DISCOURSE 2. (ch. xiv. 29—32.) contains severe prophetic denunciations

against the Philistines, the accomplishment of which is recorded in

2 Kings xviii. 8.

DISCOURSE 3. (ch.xv. xvi.) Is a prophecy against the Moabites : it was
delivered soon after the preceding, in the first year of Hezekiah, and
it was accomplished in his fourth year when Shalmaneser invaded the

kingdom of Israel. He might, probably, march through Moab ; and,

to secure every thing behind him, possess himself of their whole coun-
try, by taking their principal strong places. Jeremiah, says Bishop
Lowth, has happily introduced much of this prophecy of Isaiah into

his own larger prophecy against the same people in his forty-eighth

chapter ; denouncing God's judgments on Moab subsequent to the

calamity here foretold, and to be executed by Nebuchadnezzar, by
which means several mistakes in the text of both prophets may be
rectified.

DISCOURSE 4. (ch. xvii.) is a prophecy chiefly directed against Damascus
or the kingdom of Syria, with whose sovereign the king of Samaria (or Is-

rael) had confederated against the kingdom ofJudah. Bishop Lowth con-

jectures that it was delivered, soon after the prophecies of the seventh

and eighth chapters, in the commencement of Ahab's reign. It was
fulfilled by Tiglath-Pileser's taking Damascus (2 Kings xvi. 9.), over-

running a very considerable part of the kingdom of Israel, and carrying

a great number of the Israelites also captives into Assyria: and still more
fully in regard to Israel, by the conquest of the kingdom, and the capti-

vity of the people, effected a 'iQVi years after by Shalmaneser. The three

last verses of this chapter seem to have no relation to the prophecy to

which they are joined : they contain a noble description of the for-

midable invasion and sudden overthrow of Sennacherib, which is inti-

mated in the strongest terms and most expressive images, exactly

suitable to the event.

DISCOURSE 5. (ch. xviii.) contains one of the most obscure prophecies

in the whole book of Isaiah. Vitringa considers it as directed against

the Assyrians ; Bishop Lowth refers it to the Egyptians ; and Rosen-

muller, and others, to the Ethiopians.

DISCOURSE 6. (ch. xix. XX.) is a prophecy against Egypt, the conversion

of whose inhabitants to the true religion is intimated in verses 18—25.

of ch. xix.

DISCOURSE 7. (ch. xxi. 1—10.) contains a prediction of the taking of Ba-

bylon ' by the Medes and Persians. " It is a passage singular in its

' Bishop Newton has collected and illustrated the various predictions of Isaiah and

other prophets against Babylon. See his Dissertation on the Prophecies, vol. i. diss, ix.

See also Vol. 1. pp. 317, 318. supra.
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kind for its brevity and force, for the variety and rapidity of the move-
ments, and for the strength and energy of colouring vv'ith which the

action and event are painted." The eleventh and twelfth verses of this

chapter contain a prophecy concerning Dumah or Iduma;a, the land of

the Edomites, Mount Seir ; which, from the uncertainty of the occa-

sion on which it was delivered, as well as from the brevity of the ex-

pression, is very obscure. The five last verses comprise a prophecy
respecting Arabia, which was fulfilled within a year after its delivery.

DISCOURSE 8. (ch. xxii.) is a prophecy concerning the capture of the

Valley of Vision, or Jerusalem (verses 1— 14), the captivity of Shebna
(15— 19.), and the promotion of Eliakim. (20— 24.) The invasion of

Jerusalem here announced is either that by the Assyrians under Sen-

nacherib ; or by the Chalda;ans under Nebuchadnezzar. Vitringa is of

opinion that the prophet had both in view; viz. the invasion of the

Chaldeeans in verses 1—5. and that of the Assyrians in verses 8— 11.

Compare 2 Kings xxv. 4, 5. and 2 Chron. xxxii. 2—5.

DISCOURSE 9. (ch. xxiii.) denounces the destruction of Tyre by Nebu-
chadnezzar ^ (1— 17.), the restoration of its prosperity, and the

conversion of the Tyrians. Accordingly a Christian church was early

formed at Tyre, which became a kind of mother-church to several

others, which were connected with it. See Acts xxi. 1—6.^

Part IV. contains a Prophecy of the great Calamities that should he-

Jail the People of God, His mercifid Preservation of a Remnant of
them, and of their Hestoration to their Country, of their Conversion

to the Gospel, aiid the Destriiction of Antichrist, (ch. xxiv.—xxxv.)

DISCOURSE 1. (ch. xxiv. xxv. xxvi.) was probably delivered before the

destruction of Moab by Shalmaneser, in the beginning of Hezekiah's

reign ; but interpreters iire not agreed whether the desolation an-

nounced in ch. xxiv. was that caused by the invasion of Shalmaneser,

the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar, or the destruction of the city and
nation by the Romans. Vitringa is singular in referring it to the per-

secution by Antiochus Epiphanes ; and Bishop Lowth thinks it may
have a view to all the three great desolations of the country, especially

to the last. In verses 21—23. it is announced, that God shall at

length revisit and restore his people in the last age ; and then the

kingdom of God shall be established in such perfection as wholly to

obscure and eclipse the glory of the temporary, typical, preparatory

kingdom now subsisting. On a review of this extensive scene of God's

providence in all its parts, the prophet breaks out into a sublime and
beautiful song of praise, in which his mind seems to be more possessed

by the prospect of future mercies than by the recollection of past

events (xxv.) ; this is followed by another hymn in ch. xxvi. In verse

19. the deliverance of the people of God from a state of the lowest

misery is explained by images plainly taken from the resurrection of

the dead.

DISCOURSE 2. (ch. xxvii.) treats on the nature, measure, and design of

God's dealings with his people.

DISCOURSE 3. (ch.xxviii.) contains a prophecy directed both to the Is-

raelites and to the Jews. The destruction of the former by Shalma-

neser is manifestly denounced in verses 1—5.; and the prophecy " then

turns to the two tribes of Judah and Benjamin, the remnant of God's

' On the accomplisliment of the various prophecies against Tyre, see Bishop Newton's
Dissertations, vol. i. diss. xi. See also Vol. I. pp. 313—315.

2 Scott, on Isa. xxiii. 18.
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people, who were to continue a kingdom after the final captivity of the

Israelites. It commences with a favourable prognostication of their

affairs under Hezekiah ; but soon changes to reproofs and threatenings

for their disobedience and profaneness."' In verses 23—29. the wisdom
of Providence is illustrated by the discretion of the husbandman.
DISCOURSE 4. (ch. xxix.—xxxiii.) predicts the invasion of Sennacherib,

the great distress of the Jews while it continued (xxix. 1—4.), and
their sudden and immediate deliverance by God's interposition in their

favour ; and the subsequent prosperous state of the kingdom under
Hezekiah ; interspersed with severe reproofs and threats of punishment

for their hypocrisy, stupidity, infidelity, their want of trust in God,
and their vain reliance on assistance from Egypt ; and with promises

of better times both immediately to succeed and to be expected in the

future age. (18—24. xxx—xxxiii.)

DISCOURSE 5. (ch. xxxiv. XXXV.) makes one distinct prophecy, an entire,

regular, and beautiful poem, consisting of two parts ; the first contain-

ing a denunciation of the divine vengeance against the enemies of the

people or church of God ; the second part describing the flourishing

state of the church of God consequent upon the execution of those

judgments. It is plain from ever}' part of it, that this chapter is to be
understood of Gospel times. The fifth and sixth verses of ch. xxxv.

were literally accomplished by our Saviour and his apostles ^ In a

secondary sense, Bishop Lowth remarks, they may have a further view
;

and, running parallel with the former part of the prophecy, may relate

to the future advent of Christ, to the conversion of the Jews, and their

restoration to their own land ; and to the extension and purification of

the Christian faith ;— events predicted in the Holy Scriptures as

preparatory to it.

Part V. comprises the Historical Part of the Prophecy of Isaiah.

Ch. xxxvi. relates the history of the invasion of Sennacherib, and of

the miraculous destruction of his army, as a proper introduction to

ch. xxxvii., which contains the answer of God to Hezekiah's prayer,

that could not be properly understood without it. On the subject of

these chapters, see pp. 181, 182. supra.

Part VI. (ch. xl.— Ixvi.) comprises a Series of Prophecies, delivered,

in all prohahility, toxioards the Close of Hezekiah's Reign.

This portion of Isaiah's predictions constitutes the most elegant part of

the sacred writings of the Old Testament. " The chief subject is the

restoration of the church. This is pursued with the greatest regu-

larity ; containing the deliverance of the Jews from captivity— the

vanity and destruction of idols— the vindication of the divine power

and truth — consolations and invitations to the Jews— denunciations

against them for their infidelity and impiety— their rejection, and the

calling of the Gentiles— the happiness of the righteous, and the final

destruction of the wicked. But, as the subject of this very beautiful

series of prophecies is chiefly of the consolator}'^ kind, they are intro-

duced with a promise of the restoration of the kingdom, and the return

from the Babylonian captivity, through the merciful interposition of

God. At the same time, this redemption from Babylon is employed as

an image to shadow out a redemption of an infinitely higher and more

1 Smith's Summary View of the Prophets, p. 56.

2 Compare Matt. xi. 5. xv. 30. xxi. 14. John v. 8, 9. |Actsiii. 2. viii. 7. xiv. 8—10.
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important nature." ' The prophet, Bishop Lowth remarks, connects

these two events together, scarcely ever treating of the former without

throwing in some intimations of the latter ; and sometimes he is so fully

possessed with the glories of the future more remote kingdom of the

Messiah, that he seems to leave the immediate subject of his commis-

sion almost out of the question. This part consists of twelve prophetic

poems or discourses.

DISCOURSE 1. (ch. xl. xli.) contains a promise of comfort to the people

of God, interspersed with declarations of the omnipotence and omni-

science of Jehovah, and a prediction of the restoration of the Jews
from the Babylonian captivity by Cyrus.

DISCOURSE 2. The advent and office of the Messiah are foretold (xlii.

1— 17.); for rejecting whom the incredulity of the Jews is reproved.

(18—25.) A remnant of them, however, it is promised, shall be pre-

served, and ultimately restored to their own land, (xliii. 1— 13.) The
destruction of Babylon and the restoration of the Jews are again fore-

told, as also (perhaps) their return after the Roman dispersion (14—20.);

and they are admonished to repent of those sins which would otherwise

bring the severest judgments of God upon them. (21—28.)

DISCOURSE 3. contains promises of the pouring out of the Holy Spirit,

intermingled v.ith an exposure of the folly of idolatry (xliv. 1— 20.),

which, in force of argument, energy of expression, and elegance of

composition, far surpasses any thing that was ever written upon tlie

subject. The prophet then announces by name the instrument of their

deliverance, Cyrus, (21—28. xlv. 1—5.)-; and, after adverting, in

splendid imagery, to the happy state of the people of God, restored to

their country, and flourishing in peace and plenty, in piety and virtue,

he proceeds to answer or prevent the objections and cavils of the un-

believing Jews, disposed to murmur against God, and to arraign tlie

wisdom and justice of his dispensations in regard to them ; in permitting

them to be oppressed by their enemies, and in promising them deliver-

ance instead of preventing their captivity. (6—25.) St. Paul has bor-

rowed the prophet's imagery, and has applied it to the like purpose with

equal force and elegance in Rom. ix. 20, 21.

DISCOURSE 4. foretells the carrying away of the idols of Babylon (xlvi.

1—5.) ; the folly of worshipping them is then strikingly contrasted with

the attributes and perfections of Jehovah (6—13.); and the divine

judgments upon Babylon and Chaldaea are further denounced, (xlvii.)

DISCOURSE 5. contains an earnest reproof of the Jews for their infidelity

and idolatry (xlviii. 1 — 19.21,22.); and foretells their deliverance

from the Babylonian captivity. (20.)

DISCOURSE 6. The Messiah (whose character and office had been gene-
rally exhibited in ch. xlii.) is here introduced in person, declaring the

full extent of his commission, which is, not only to restore the Israel-

ites, but to be a light to lighten the Gentiles, to call them to the

knowledge and obedience of the true God, and to bring them to be
one church together with the Israelites, and with them to partake of

' Smith's Summary View of tlie Propliets, p. 64.
" Isa. xliv. 2S. " There is a remarkable beauty and propriety in this verse. 1. Cyrus

is called God's Shepherd Shepherd was an epithet whicli Cyrus took to himself, and
which he gave to all good kings. 2. This Cyrus should say to the temple— Thy fowl'
dation shall he laid ; not, Thou shall be built. The fact is, only thefoundation was laid in

the days of Cyrus, the Ammonites having prevented the building ; nor was it resumed till

the second year of Darius one of his successors. There is often a precision in the expres-
sions of the prophets, which is as honourable to truth, as it is unnoticed- by careless

readers." Dr. A. Clarke, on Isa. xliv. 28.
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the same common salvation, procured for all by the great Redeemer and
Reconciler of man to God. (xlix.)

DiscouKSE 7. predicts the dereliction of the Jews for their rejection of the
Messiah (1. 1—3.), whose sufferings and exaltation are foretold. (4— 11.)

The prophet exhorts the believing Jews, after the patern of Abraham, to

trust in Christ, and foretells their future restoration after the Babylonish
captivity, as also their ultimate conversion to Christianity, (li.lii. 1— 12.)

DISCOURSE 8. predicts the humiliation of Christ, which had been inti-

mated in 1.5, 6., and obviates the offence which would be occasioned
by it, by declaring the important and necessary cause of it, and fore-

showing the glory which should follow it. (lii. 13— 15. liii.)

DISCOURSE 9. foretells the amplitude of the church, when Jews and
Gentiles should be converted, (liv.)

DISCOURSE 10. is an invitation to partake of the blessings of the Gospel,
from which none shall be excluded who come on the terms prescribed.

(Iv. Ivi. 1—8.)
DISCOURSE 11. denounces calamities against the inhabitants of Judah,
who are sharply reproved for their idolatry and hypocrisy. Bishop
Lowth is of opinion, that the prophet probably has in view the destruc-

tion of their city and polity by the Chaldaeans, and, perhaps, by the

Romans. (Ivi. 9— 12. Ivii.—lix. 1— 15.) The fifty-ninth chapter, he
observes, is remarkable for the beauty, strength, and variety of the

images with which it abounds, as well as for the elegance of the com-
position, and the exact construction of the sentences.

DISCOURSE 12. chiefly predicts the general conversion of the Jews to the

Gospel, the coming in of the fulness of the Gentiles, the restoration of the

Jews, and the happy state of the Christian church, (lix. 16—21. Ix.

—

Ixvi.) In ch. Ix. and Ixi. the great increase and flourishing state of the

church of God, by the conversion and accession of the heathen nations

to it, are " set forth in such ample and exalted terms, as plainly show,
that the full completion of the prophecy is reserved for future times.

This subject is displayed in the most splendid colours, under a great

variety of highly poetical images, designed to give a general idea of

the glories of that perfect state of the church, which we are taught to

expect in the latter times ; when the fulness of the Gentiles shall come
in, and the Jews shall be converted and gathered from their disper-

sions ; and the kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdoms of

our Lord and of his Christ." (Bp. Lowth.) The remarkable prophecy
in Ixiii. 1—6., which some expositors refer to Judas Maccabaeus, the

learned prelate applies primarily to the destruction of Jerusalem and the

Jewish polity ; which in the Gospel is called the " coming of Christ,

"

and the " days of vengeance" (Matt, xvi.28. Luke xxi.22.); but he thinks

it may ultimately refer to the yet unfulfilled predictions, which intimate

a great slaughter of the enemies of God and his people. The two
last chapters of this prophecy manifestly relate to the calling of the

Gentiles, the establishment of the Christian dispensation, and the re-

probation of the apostate Jews, and their destruction executed by the

Romans.

V. Isaiah has, with singular propriety, been denominated the
" evangelical prophet" on account of the number and variety of his

prophecies concerning the advent and character, the ministry and
preaching, the sufferings and death, and the extensive permanent
kingdom of the Messiah. So exphcit and determinate are his pre-

dictions, as well as so numerous, that he seems to speak rather of
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things past than of events yet future ; and he may rather be called

aa evangelist than a prophet. No one, indeed, can be at a loss in

applying them to the mission and character of Jesus Christ, and to

the events which are cited in his history by the writers of the New
Testament. This prophet, says Bishop Lowth, abounds in such

transcendent excellencies, that lie may be properly said to afford the

most perfect model of prophetic poetry. He is at once elegant and
sublime, forcible and ornamented ; he unites energy with copiousness,

and dignity with variety. In his sentiments there is uncommon ele-

vation and majesty ; in his imagery, the utmost propriety, elegance,

dignity, and diversity; in his language uncommon beauty and energy;

and, notwithstanding the obscurity of his subjects, a surprising de-

gree of clearness and simplicity. To these we may add, that there

is such sweetness in the poetical composition of his sentences, whe-
ther it proceed from art or genius, that, if the Hebrew poetry at

present is possessed of any remains of its native grace and harmony,
we shall chiefly find them in the writings of Isaiah : so that the saying

of Ezekiel may most justly be applied to this prophet

:

" Thou art the confirmed exemplar of measures,
" Full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty." Ezek. xxviii, 12.

Isaiah also greatly excels in all the graces of method, order, con-

nection, and arrangement : though in asserting this we must not for-

get the nature of the prophetic impulse, which bears away tlie mind
with irresistible violence, and frequently in rapid transitions from
near to remote objects, from human to divine ; we must likewise be
careful in remarking the limits of particular predictions, since, as

they are now extant, they are often improperly connected, without

any marks of discrimination; which injudicious arrangement, on some
occasions, creates almost insuperable difficulties.

Bishop Lowth has selected the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth chap-

ters of this prophet, as a specimen of the poetic style in which he
delivers his predictions, and has illustrated at some length the va-

rious beauties which eminently distinguish the simple, regular, and
perfect poem contained in those chapters. But the grandest specimen
of his poetry is presented in the fourteenth chapter, which is one of

the most sublime odes occurring in the Bible, and contains the no-
blest personifications to be found in the records of poetry.

The prophet, after predicting the liberation of the Jews from their

severe captivity in Babylon, and their restoration to their own coun-
try (verses 1—3.), introduces a chorus of them, expressing their sur-

prise and astonishment at the sudden downfall of Babylon, and the

great reverse of fortune that had befallen the tyrant, who, like his

predecessors, had oppressed his own, and harassed the neighbouring
kingdoms. These oppressed kingdoms, or their rulers, are repre-

sented under the image of the fir-trees and the cedarsofLibanus, which
is frequently used to express any thing in the political or religious

world that is supereminently great and majestic : the whole earth

shouts for joy; the cedars of Libanus utter a severe taunt over
the fallen tyrant, and boast their security now he is no more,
(verses 4—8.)
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This is followed (9.) by one of the boldest and most animated
personifications of Hades, or the regions of the dead, that was ever

executed in poetry. Hades excites his inhabitants, the shades of
princes, and tJie departed spirits of monarchs. These illustrious

shades arise at once from their couches as from their thrones'; and
advancing to the entrance of the cavern to meet the king of Babylon,
they insult and deride him on being reduced to the same low state

of impotence and dissolution with themselves. (10, 11.) The Jews
now resume the speech (12.) : they address the king of Babylon as

the morning-star fallen from heaven, as the first in splendour and
dignity in the political world fallen from his high state: they intro-

duce him as uttering the most extravagant vaunts of his power and
ambitious designs in his former glory ; these are strongly contrasted,

in the close, with his present low and abject condition. (13— 15.)

Immediately follows a different scene, and a most happy image,

to diversify the same subject, and give it a new turn and additional

force. Certain persons are introduced, who light upon the corpse

of the king of Babylon, cast out and lying naked upon the bare

ground, among the common slain, just after the taking of the city,

covered with wounds, and so disfigured, that it is some time before

they know him. They accost him with the severest taunts, and
bitterly reproach him with his destructive ambition, and his cruel

usage of the conquered : which have deservedly brought upon him
this ignominious treatment, so different from that which those of his

rank usually meet with, and which shall cover his posterity with dis-

grace. (16— 20.)

To complete the whole, God is introduced, declaring the fate of

Babylon, the utter extirpation of the royal family, and the total

desolation of the city ; the deliverance of his people, and the de-

struction of their enemies ; confirming the irreversible decree by the

awful sanction of his oath. (21—27.)
" How forcible," says Bishop Lowth, " is this imagery, how

diversified, how sublime ! how elevated the diction, the figures, the

sentiments ! — The Jewish nation, the cedars of Lebanon, the ghosts

of departed kings, the Babylonish monarch, the travellers who find

his corpse, and last of all Jehovah himself, are the chai'acters which

support this beautiful lyric drama. One continued action is kept

up, or rather a series of interesting actions are connected together

in an incomparable whole ; this, indeed, is the principal and dis-

1 " The image of the dead," so admirably described by the prophet, Bishop Lowth
observes, " is taken from their custom of burying, those at least of the higher rank, in

large sepulchral vaults hewn in the rock. Of this kind of sepulchres there are remains at

Jerusalem now extant ; and some that are said to be the sepulchres of the kings of Judah.

See Maundrell, p. 76. You are to form to yourself an idea of an immense subterraneous

vault, a vast gloomy cavern, all round the sides of which there are cells to receive tlie dead

bodies : here the deceased monarchs lie in a distinguished sort of state suitable to their

former rank, each on his own couch, with his arms beside him, his sword at his head, and

the bodies of his chiefs and companions round about him. See Ezek. xxxii. 27. On
which place Sir John Chardin's manuscript note is as follows : — ' En^ Mingrelie ils

< dorment tons leurs ep<ies sous leurs tetes, et leurs autres armes a leur cot^ ; et on les

< enterre de mesme, leurs armes pos(5es de cette fa9on.' " Bp. Lowth's Translation of

Isaiah, vol. ii. p. 121.
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tinguished excellence of the sublimer ode, and is displayed in its

utmost perfection in this poem of Isaiah, which may be considered

as one of the most antient, and certainly one of the most finished

specimens of that species of composition which has been transmitted

to us. The personifications here are frequent, yet not confused ;

bold, yet not improbable : a free, elevated, and truly divine spirit

pervades the whole ; nor is there any thing wanting in this ode to

defeat its claim to the character of perfect beauty and sublimity. If,

indeed, I may be indulged in the free declaration of my own senti-

ments on this occasion, I do not know a single instance, in the whole
compass of Greek and Roman poetry, which, in every excellence of

composition, can be said to equal, or even to approach it."
^

^ 5. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET JOEL.

I. Author and Date.—II. Occasion and Scope.—III. Analysis ofthe Book.—
IV. Observations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 810—660, ov later.-

I. C'ONCERNING the family, condition, and pursuits of this pro-

phet, there is great diversity of opinion among learned men. Al-
though several persons of the name of Joel are mentioned in the Old
Testament", we have no information concerning the prophet himself,

except what is contained in the title of his predictions (i. 1.), that he
was the son of Pethuel. According to some idle reports collected

and preserved by the Pseudo-Epiphanius% he was of the tribe of
Reuben, and was born at Bethhoron, a town situated in the confines

of the territories of Judah and Benjamin.'* It is equally uncertain

under what sovereign he flourished, or where he died. The cele-

brated Rabbi Kimchi and others place him in the reign of Joram,
and are of opinion that he foretold the seven years' famine which pre-

vailed in that king's reign. (2 Kings viii. 1—3.) The authors of
the two celebrated Jewish Chronicles intitled Seder Olam (both

great and little), Jarchi, and several other Jewish writers, who are

also followed by Drusius, Archbishop Newcome, and other Chris-

tian commentators, maintain that he prophesied under Manasseh.
Tarnovius, Eckermann, Calmet, and others, place him in the reign

of Josiah : but Vitringa^ Moldenhawer^, Rosenmiiller'', and the

majority of modern commentators, are of opinion (after Abarbanel),

that he delivered his predictions during the reign of Uzziah: con-

' Bishop Lowth's Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, vol.ii. pp.84—86. vol.i. pp. 294—301.
and his Translation of Isaiah, vol. ii. pp. 230—232. Jahn, Introd. ad Vet Feed. p. 367.

2 See Simonis Onomasticon Vet. Test. p. 517.
3 De Vitis Prophetarum in Epiphanii op. tom.ii. p. 245.
4 Relandi Palestina, p. 633.
* Typus Doctrinae Prophet, cap. iv. p. 35. et seq.

^ Introductio in Libros Canonicos Vet. et Nov. Test. pp. 120, 121.
' Scholia in Vet. Test. Partis septimte, vol. i. pp. 433, 434.

VOL. IV. O
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sequently, he was contemporary with Amos and Hosea, if indeed he
did not prophesy before Amos. This opinion, which we think more
probable than any, is supported by the following arguments :—
1. Only Egypt and Edom (iii. 19.) are enumerated among the ene-

mies of Judah, no mention whatever being made of the Assyrians or,

Babylonians:— 2. Joel (iii. 4— 7.) denounces the same judgments,

as Amos (i. 9— 11.), against the Tyrians, Sidonians, and Idumaeans
(who had invaded the kingdom of Judah, carried off its inhabitants,

and sold them as slaves to the Gentiles):— 3. It appears from
Joel ii. 15— 17. that at the time he flourished, the Jews were in the

full enjoyment of their religious worship:— 4. More prosperous

times are promised to Judaea, together with uncommon plenty

(ii. 18, 19.):— 5. Although Joel foretells the calamity of famine and
barrenness of the land, it is evident from Amos (iv. 6, 7.) that the

Israelites had not only suffered from the same calamity, but were
even then labouring under it.

II. From the palmer-worm, locust, canker-worm, caterpillar, &c.
being sent upon the land of Judah, and devouring its fruits (the cer-

tain forerunners of a grievous famine), the prophet takes occasion to

exhort the Jews to repentance, fasting, and prayer, promising them
various temporal and spiritual blessings.

III. This book consists of three chapters, which may be divided

into three discourses or parts ; viz.

Part I. is an Exhortalion, both to the Priests a)id to the People, to

repent, by reason of the Famine brought upon them by the Palmer-
worm, 8^-c. in consequence of their Sins (i. 1—20.); and is followed

by a Denunciation of still greater Calamities, if they continued im-

penitent. (ii. 1— 11.)

This discourse contains a double prophecy, applicable, in its primary
sense, to a plague of locusts, which was to devour the land, and was
to be acco.npanied with so severe a drought and famine as should

cause the public service of the temple to be interrupted' ; and, in its

secondary sense, it denotes the Babylonian invasion,— and perhaps also

the invasions of the Persians, Greeks, and Romans, by whom the Jews
were successively subjugated.

Part II. An Exhortation to heep a public and solemn Fast (ii. 1 2— 17.),

with a Promise ofremoving the Calamities of the Jexvs on their Ee-
pentance. (18— 2G.)

From the fertility and prosperity of the land described in these verses,

the prophet makes an easy transition to the copious blessings of the

Gospel, particularly the effusion of the gifts of the Holy Spirit ; with

these he connects the destruction of the Jewish nation and polity in

consequence of their rejecting the Gospel ; interspersing promises of

safety to the faithful and penitent, which were afterwards signally ful-

fdled to the Christians in that great national calamity. (27— 32. Com-
pare Actsii. 17— 21.)

Part III. predicts the general Conversion andHeturn of the Jews, and
the Destniction of their Opponents, together with the glorious State

ofthe Church that is tofolloiv. (iii.)

' The famine predicted by Joe], Jahn refers to that which took place in the time of the

Maccabees. See 1 Mace. ix. 23—27.
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IV. The style of Joel, though different from that of Hosea, is

highly poetical ' : it is elegant, perspicuous, and copious ; and at the

same time nervous, aniniated, and sublime. In the two first cliapters

he displays the full force of the prophetic poetry; and his descriptions

of the plague of locusts, of the deep national repentance, and of the

happy state of the Christian church, in the last times of the Gospel,

are wrought up with admirable force and beauty.

§ 6. ON THE COOK OF THE PROPHET MICAH.

I. Author and Date. —- II. Occasion and Scope. — III. Sijnopsis of its

Contents. — IV. Prophecies concerning the Messiah. — V. Observ-

ations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 758 699.

I. i\llCAH, the third of the minor prophets, according to the

arrangement in the Hebrew and all modern copies, as well as in the

Septuagint, was a native of Morasthi, a small town in the southern
part of the territory of Judah; and, as we learn from the commence-
ment of his predictions, he prophesied in the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz,
and Hezekiah, kings of that country : consequently he was contem-
porary with Isaiah, Joel, Hosea, and Amos. The time, place, and
manner of his death are unknown. The genuineness of his prophe-
cies relating to the complete destruction of Jerusalem, and of the

temple, is supported by the testimony of Jeremiah, (xxvi. 18, 19.)

II. The people of Judah and Israel being very profane and im-
penitent in the days of Isaiah -, (in consequence of which the Assyrian
captivity was then hastening upon Israel, and the Babylonian not long
after fell upon Judah,) the prophet Micah was raised up to second
Isaiah, and to confirm his predictions against the Jews and Israelites,

whom he invited to repentance both by threatened judgments and by
promised mercies.^

III. This book contains seven chapters, forming three parts ; viz.

Introduction or title, i. 1.

Part I. comprises the Prophecies delivered in the Reigns ofJotham King
ofJudah iyoith whom Pe/cah King of Israel was contemporary)^ in

which the Divine Judgments are denounced^ against both Israel and
Judah for their Sins. (i. 2— 16.)

Part II. cojitains the Predictions delivered in the Peigns ofAhazKingof
Judah {with whom his Son Hezekiah was associated in the Govern-
ment during the latterPart ofhis Life), and ofPekah King ofIsrael,
who was also contemporary with him. (ii.—iv. 8.)

' Early in the last century, M. Hermann Von der Hardt, whom, from his love of
philosophical paradoxes, Bp. Lowth has termed the " Hcmlouin of Garmany,'" attempted
to reduce Joel's elegies to iambic verse. He accordingly published the three first elegies

at Helmstadt, in 1708 ; and again, with additions, at the same place, in 1720, in Svo. -

- Compare 2 Kings xv.—xix. 2 Chron. xxvi,—xxsi. Isa, xxxvi.—xxxviii.
3 Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 671. .. . . -

o 2
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In this prophetic discourse, Micah foretells the captivity of both na-

tions (ii. 1—5.), and particularly threatens Israel for their enmity to

the house of David (6— IS.), and Judah for their cruelty to the pious,

(iii. 1—70 He then vindicates his prophetic mission, and denounces

to the princes of Israel, that, though they should " build up Zion with

blood, and Jerusalem with iniquity," for their sake Zion should be
ploughed as a field, and Jerusalem should become heaps. (8—12.)

This prophecy had its utmost completion in the final destruction of

the city and temple by the Romans. We learn from Jer. xxvi. 18, 19, 24.,

that this particular prediction was uttered in the time of Hezekiah

;

and that in the reign of Jehoiakim it was a means of preserving Jere-

miah from being delivered into the hands of the people who were

desirous of putting him to death. In ch. iv. 1—8. the glorious and

peaceful kingdom of Messiah is foretold, together with the establish-

ment of the church.

Part III. includes the Prophecies delivered hij Micah during the Reign

of Hezekiah King ofJudah, thefirst six Years qftvhose Govertimhit

were contemjoorary with the greater Part of the Reign ofHoshea, the

last King ofIsrael, (iv. 9— 13. v.—vii.)

In this portion of the book of Micah, the Jews are threatened with the

Babylonish captivity (iv.9, 10.) : this event took place almost one hun-

dred and fifty years after Micah's time ; and the Chalda;ans, who were
to be the instruments in effecting it, had not arisen in the prophet's age

to any distinction among the nations. The total overthrow of Senna-

cherib's forces is foretold (11— 13.) ; and the pious king Hezekiah is

assured of God's preservation by a new promise of the Messiah, who
should descend from him (and the place of whose nativity is particularly

indicated), and by a prediction of Sennacherib's murder, (v. 1— 15.)

The people are then forewarned of the judgments that would befall them
for their sins in the reign of Manasseh (vi. 1— 16.), the wickedness of

whose reign is further described, together with his captivity and return

from Babylon, as also the return of the Jews from Babylon, and from

their general dispersion after they shall be converted to the Gospel, (vii.)

IV. The book of Micah, who (we have seen) was the contemporary

of Isaiah, contains a summary of the prophecies delivered by the latter

concerning the Messiah and the final return of the Jews, which are

thus translated and arranged by Dr. Hales :
—

Chap. V. 2. " And art thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, little to be {esteemed]

Among the thousands of Judah F
a

From thee shall issue [the Leaiier],

Who shall rule my people, the Israel [of God]
II. (But his issuings are from. old,

From dai/s oj" eternity)

.

III. 3. Therefore he will give them up [for a season]

Until the time that she which shall bear

Have borne : then shall return

The residue of thy brethren [the Jews~\

Along with the outcasts of Israel.

IV. 4. And he shall stand and guide them
In the strength ofthe Lord,
In the majesty o/"the name of the Lord his God.
And when they return, He shall be magnified H
Unto the ends of the earth,

And He shall be their peace."

" This prophecy," Dr. Hales remarks, " consists of four parts,

1. The human birth-place of Christ. 2. His eternal generation.
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3. His temporary desertion of the Jews, until his miraculous birth

of the Virgin, after which they are to return with the true Israelites.

4. His spiritual and universal dominion.

The application of the first part of this prophecy was decided at

the time ofour Saviour's birth, by the most respectable Jewish synod
that ever sate, convened by Herod, to determine from prophecy the

birth-place of the Messiah, which they agreed to be Bethlehem,

upon the authority of Micah, which they cited. Their citation, of the

first part only, is given by the evangelist Matthew, in an improved tran-

slation of the original, greatly superior to any of the antient versions.

Matt. ii. 6. " And thou Bethlehem, territory of Judah,

Art hy no means least among the captains ofJudah;
From thee shall issue the Leader,
Who shall guide my jyeople, the Israel [of God]."

1. Here the evangelist has removed the ambiguity of the question

proposed by the prophet, by supplying the answer in the negative.

As in Nathan's prophecy, " Shalt thou build me a house?" (2 Sam.
vii. 5.) the parallel passage answers in the negative, " Thou shall not

build vie a house." (1 Chron. xvii. 4.)

2. He has supplied a chasm in the Masorete text, of TJl J, Nagid,

a usual epithet of the Messiah (1 Chron. v. 2. Isa. Iv. 4. Dan.ix. 25.),

usually rendered 'Hyoujw.£vor, " leader" by the Septuagint, and retained

here by the evangelist, as a necessary distinction of his character, as

supreme commander, from " the captains ofthousands " styled' YlysiJ,o(Tif

judiciously substituted for the thousands themselves in Micah, to mark
the analogy more correctly.

3. He has also determined the pastoral nature of the Messiah's
" rule" by the verb Trojjxavs/, " shall guide as a shepherd" afterwards

intimated by Micah, nyn, ^cti Troifxavst, as there rendered by the

Septuagint. For He is ''the shepherd of Israel" (Gen. xlix. 24.

Psal. Ixxx. 1.), ''the chief shepherd" (I Pet. v. 4.), and "the good
shepherd" (John x. 14.), who appointed his apostles to " guide and
j)asture his sheep" (John xxi. 16.)

4. The human birth of the Messiah is carefully distinguished by
Micah from his eternal generation, in the parenthetical clause, which
strongly resembles the account of the primeval birth of Wisdom.
(Prov. viii, 22—25.)

5. The blessed virgin of Isaiah's former prophecy (vii. 14.) is

evidently alluded to by Micah, and also the returji of the remnant of

the Jews (Isa. x. 20, 21.), and of the final peace of his kingdom.
(Isa. ix. 6, 7.)

This prophecy of Micah is, perhaps, the most important single

prophecy in the Old Testament, and the most comprehensive, re-

specting the personal character of the Messiah, and his successive

manifestation to the world. It crowns the whole chain of prophecies

descriptive of the several limitations of the blessed seed of the woman
to the line of Shem, to the family of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to

the tribe of Judah, and to the royal house of David here terminating

in his birth at Bethlehem, " the city of David." It carefully distin-

guishes his human nativity from his eternal generation ; foretells the

o 3
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rejection of the Israelites and Jews for a season ; their final restor-

ation, and the universal loeace destined to prevail throughout the

earth in the Regeneration. It forms, therefore, the basis of the New
Testament, which begins with his human birth at Bethlehem, the

miraculous circumstances of which are recorded in the introductions

of Matthew's and Luke's Gospels ; his eternal generation, as the

Oracle or Wisdom, in the sublime introduction of John's Gospel

:

his prophetic character, and second coming, illustrated in the four

Gospels and Epistles^ ending with a prediction of the speedy approach

of the latter in the Apocalypse. (Rev. xxii. 20.)
^

V. The style of Micah is, for the most part, forcible, pointed, and

concise, sometimes approaching the obscurity of Hosea ; in many
parts animated aud sublime, and in general truly poetical.^ His

tropes are very beautiful, and varied according to the nature of the

subject.

§ 7. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET NAHUM.

I. Author andDate.— II. Scope and Sijnopsis of its Contents.-— III. Observ-

ations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 720 698,

I. jVAHUM, the seventh of the minor prophets, is supposed to have

been a native of Elkosh or Elkosha, a village in Galilee, and situate

in the territory that had been apportioned to the tribe of Simeon.

There is very great uncertainty concerning the precise time when
he lived ; some making him contemporary with Jotham, others, with

Manasseh, and others, with Josiah. The most probable opinion is

that, which places him between the Assyrian and Babylonian cap-

tivities, about the year 715 before the Christian aera : and, as the

design of this prophet is to denounce ruin upon Nineveh and the

Assyrians, for their cruel tyranny over the Israelites, and as the cap-

tivity of the ten tribes took place in the ninth year of Hoshea king of

Israel (2 Kings xvii. 6, &c. compared with 2 Kings xviii. 9— 11.), it is

most likely that Nahum prophesied against the Assyrians for the com-
fort ofthe people ofGod towards the close of Hezekiah's reign, and not

long after the subversion of the kingdom of Israel by Shalmaneser.

II. The Scope of this prophecy is, to denounce the certain and *

imminent destruction of the Assyrian empire, and particularly the

inhabitants of its metropolis Nineveh; who, after a transient repent-

ance in consequence of Jonah's preaching, had relapsed into their

former sins, which they even aggravated by their wickedness. With
this denunciation, the prophet introduces consolation for his country-

men, whom he encourages to trust in God.
His prophecy is one entire poem, which, opening with a sublime

' Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book i, pp. 462, 463.
'^ Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 98.
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description of the justice and power of God tempered by long-

suffering and goodness (i. 1— 8.), foretells the destruction of Senna-

cherib's forces, and the subversion of the Assyrian empire (9— 12.),

together with the deliverance of Hezekiah and the death of Senna-
cherib. (13— 15.) The destruction of Nineveh is then predicted, and
described with singular minuteness, (ii. iii.) ^ This prophecy, Arch-
bishop Newcome observes, was highly interesting to the Jews, as the

Assyrians had often ravaged their country, and had recently destroyed

the kingdom of Israel.

III. In boldness, ardour, and sublimity, Nahum is superior to all

the minor prophets. His language is pui'e; and the exordium of his

prophecy, which forms a regular and perfect poem, is not merely

magnificent, it is truly majestic. The preparation for the destruction

of Nineveh, and the description of its downfall and desolation, are

expressed in the most vivid colours, and with images that are truly

pathetic and sublime.'

§ 8. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET ZEPHANIAH.

I. Author and Date. — II. Scope and Analysis of this Book.

BEFORE CHRIST, 640 609.

I. 1 HIS prophet, who was " the son of Cushi, the son of Gedaliah,

the son of Amariah, the son of Hizkiah" (i. 1.), is supposed to have
been of the tribe of Simeon ; but, though he has mentioned his an-

cestors for no less than four generations, nothing certain can be
inferred from thence, as to the family to which he belonged. We
learn, however, from his prophecy that he delivered his predictions in

the reign of Josiah; consequently he prophesied about the time that

Jeremiah entered on his prophetic office, and in method and subject

he greatly resembles him.

On this account Zephaniah has been considered as the abbreviator

of Jeremiah ; but it is evident that he prophesied before Jeremiah,

because the latter (Jer. ii. 5. 20. 22.) seems to speak of those abuses

as partially remoATd, which the former (Zeph. i. 4, 5. 9.) describes as

existinfj in the most flno-itious extent. From his account of the dis-

orders prevailing in Judah, it is probable that he discharged the pro-

phetic office before the eighteenth year of Josiah ; that is, before this

prince had reformed the abuses and corruptions of his dominions.

The style of Zephaniah is poetical, though it is not characterised by
any striking or uncommon beauties.

II. In consequence of the idolatiy and other iniquities prevailing

in the kingdom of Judah, whose inhabitants had disregarded the

' The best commentary, perhaps, on tliis prophet, is the ninth of Bishop Newton's
Dissertations (vol. i. pp. 141—158.) ; in which he has ably illustrated the predictions of

Nahum and other prophets who foretold the destruction of Nineveh.
- Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 99.

o 4
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denunciations and admonitions of former prophets, Zephaniah was
commissioned to proclaim tke enormity of their wickedness, and to

denounce the imminent desolation that awaited them ; to excite them
to repentance, to foretell the destruction of their enemies, and to com-
fort the pious Jews with promises of future blessings.

His prophecy, which consists of three chapters, may be divided

into four sections ; viz.

Sect. 1. A denunciation against Judah for their idolatry, (i.

)

Sect. 2. Repentance the only means to avert the divine vengeance.

Sect. 3. Prophecies against the Philistines (ii.^—7.), Moabites, and
Ammonites (8— 11.), Ethiopia (12.), and Nineveh. (13— 15.)

Sect. 4. The captivity of the Jews by the Babylonians foretold

(iii. 1—7.), together with their future restoration and the ultimate

prosperous state of the church. (8—20.)

SECTION III.

ON THE PROPHETS WHO FLOURISHED NEAR TO AND DURING
THE BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY.

§ 1. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET JEREMIAH.

I . Author and Date.— II. Occasion of his Prophecies.— Different Collec-

tions of them.— III. Synopsis of their Contents.— IV. Prophecies con-

cerning the Messiah.— V. Observations on their Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 628 586.

I. 1 HE prophet Jeremiah was of the sacerdotal race, being (as he

himself records) one of the priests that dwelt at Anathoth (i. 1.) in

the land of Benjamin, a city appropriated out of that tribe to the use

of the priests, the sons of Aaron (Josh. xxi. 18.), and situate, as we
learn from Jerome, about three Roman miles north of Jerusalem. ^

Some critics have conjectured that his father was the same Hilkiah,

the high priest, who found the book of the law in the temple, in the

eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah (2 Kings xxii. 8.): but for this

opinion there is no better ground than that he bore the same name,

which was of frequent occurrence among the Jews : for, if Hilkiah

had really been the high priest, he would doubtless have been dis-

tinguished by that title, and would not have been placed on a level

with priests of an ordinary and inferior class. Jeremiah appears to

have been very young when he was called to the exercise of the

prophetical office, from which he modestly endeavoured to excuse

himself, by pleading his yovith and incapacity; but being overi'uled

by the divine authority, he set himself to discharge the duties of his

' Hieronymi Cotnm. in Jer. cc. i. xi. and xxxi. Eusebii Onomast. voce.
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function with unremitting diligence and fidelity during a course of
at least forty-two years, reckoned from the thirteenth year of Josiah's

reign. In the course of his ministry he met with great difficulties and
opposition from his countrymen of all degrees, whose persecution

and ill usage sometimes wrought so far upon his mind, as to draw
from him expressions, in the bitterness of his soul, which many have
thought difficult to reconcile with his religious principles ; but which,
when duly weighed, may be found to demand our pity rather than
censure. He was, in truth, a man of unblemished piety and con-
scientious integrity ; a warm lover of his country, whose miseries he
pathetically deplores ; and so affectionately attachetl to his country-

men, notwithstanding their injurious treatment of him, that he chose
rather to abide with them, and undergo all hardships in their com-
pany, then separately to enjoy a state of ease and plenty, which the

favour of the king of Babylon would have secured to him. At
length, after the destruction of Jerusalem, having followed the rem-
nant of the Jews into Egypt, whither they had resolved to retire,

though contrary to his advice, upon the murder of Gedaliah, whom
the Chaldaeans had left governor in Judaea, he there continued

warmly to remonstrate against their idolatrous practices, foretelling

the consequences that would inevitably follow. But his freedom and
zeal are said to have cost him his life ; for there is a tradition, that the

Jews at Tahpanhes were so offended at his faithful remonstrances,

that they stoned him to death, which account of the manner of his

decease, though not absolutely certain, is at least very likely to be
true, considering the temper and disposition of the parties con-
cerned. Their wickedness, however, did not long pass without its

reward ; for, in a few years after, they were miserably destroyed by
the Babylonian armies which invaded Egypt, according to the pro-
phet's prediction, (xliv. 27, 28.)^ Some Jewish writers, however,
affirm that he returned to Judaea, while others say that he went to

Babylon, and died there ; and a third class are of opinion that he
died in Egypt, far advanced in years, and broken by the calamities

which had happened both to himself and his country. This prophet's

writings are all in Hebrew, except the eleventh verse of the tenth

chapter, which is Chaldee. His predictions concerning the seventy
years of the captivity were known to and read by the prophet
Daniel, (ix. 1.)

11. The idolatrous apostasy and other criminal enormities of the

people of Judah, and the severe judgments which God was preparing

to inflict upon them, though not without a distant jirospect of future

restoration and deliverance, form the principal subjects of the pro-

phecies of Jeremiah ; except the forty-fifth chapter, which relates

personally to Baruch, and the six following chapters, which respect

the fortunes of some particular heathen nations. -

It is evident from various passages of this book, that there were
four distinct collections of Jeremiah's prophecies. The first was
that mentioned in chap, xxxvi. 2. and made by divine command in

' Dr. Blayney's Translation of Jeremiah, pp. 221. 222. 2d edit.

^ Ibid. p. 222.
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the fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim. In this collection were

contained all the predictions which he had delivered and published,

to that time, as well against other nations as against the Jews : the

prophecies against the Cientiles are, in our Bibles, placed by them-

selves at the end of the book, as being in some measure uncon-

nected with those denounced against the Jews ; but in the present

copies of the Septuagint, they follow immediately after the thirteenth

verse of the twenty-fifth chapter. V This frst collection comprised

chapters i.—xx. xxv. xxvi. xxxv. xxxvi. xlv.—li. inclusive.

The second collection is that mentioned in chap. xxx. 2., and con-

tained chapters xxvii.—xxxi. inclusive: it was made in the reign of

Zedekiah, and, as may be inferred from xxviii. 1., after the fourth

year of the reign of Zedekiah.

The iJiird collection was made soon after the destruction of Je-

rusalem, as is plainly indicated by the prophet himself in the general

preface to his book, where he says that the word of Jehovah came to

him " in the days of Josiah the son of Anion king of Judah, in the

thirteenth year of his reign ; and came in the days of Jehoiakim the

son of Josiah king of Judah, until the completion of the eleventh

year of Zedekiah the son of Josiah king of Judah, until the carrying

aioay ofJerusalem into captivitij in theffth month." (i. 1— 3.) Conse-

quently, this third collection included chapters xxi.—xxiv. xxxii.

—xxxiv. and xxxvii.—xxxix.

The fourth collection, containing chapters xl.—xliv. inclusive,

presents us with an account of Jeremiah himself, and of the other Jews

who were left in Judasa by the command of Nebuchadnezzar. The
fifty-second chapter was probably added by Ezra'- as a preface to

the book of Lamentations, It is chiefly taken out of the latter part

of the second book of Kings, with additions, which Ezra might

supply out of the inspired records, and forms a very useful ap-

pendage to the prophecies of Jeremiah, as it illustrates their fulfil-

ment in the destruction of the kingdom, city, and temple, which are

the subject of the Lamentations.

III. From the preceding statements it is obvious that the pro-

phecies of Jeremiah are not arranged in the chronological order in

which they were originally delivered ; the cause of their transposition

it is now impossible to ascertain.

Professor Dahler of Strasbourg, in his recent French version of

this prophet, divides the book into fifty-five sections, which he dis-

poses in the following manner; viz.

1. Discourses published during the Reign of Josiah.

Chapter
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2. Discourses j)uhHshed during the Reign of JelwiaMn.

Chapter
vii ix. 25.

xxvi. 1—24.

xlvi. 2— 12.

X. 1—16.
xiv. 1.—V. 21.

xvi. 1.—xvii. IS

xviii. 1.— 23.

xix, 1.—XX. 13.

Year of Reign.
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4. Tlie Pro-pliecies delivered wider the Governme7it of Gedaliah,

from the taking of Jerusalem to the retreat of the people into Egypt,

and the prophecies of Jeremiah delivered to the Jews in that country

:

comprehending chapters xl.—xliv. inclusive.

As this arrangement thi'ows much light upon the predictions of

Jeremiah, it has been adopted in the following synopsis, which ac-

cordingly consists of four parts, and thirty-one prophetic discourses.

The Introduction to the book contains its title (i. 1— 3.), the

call of Jeremiah to the prophetical office, and the commission given

him by God (4— 10.); the purport of which is explained by two

symbolical images or visions, that of an almond-tree (11.), indicating

the nearness, and the vision of a seething-pot, typifying the severity

of the divine judgments. The face of the pot being turned from the

north denoted that they were to be inflicted by the Babylonians and

Chaldaeans, whose empire lay to the north of Judaea, and poured

forth its multitudes like a thick vapour to overspread the land.

Part I. comprises such Prophecies as toere delivered in the Tteign of
Josiah. (ch. ii.—xii.)

DISCOURSE 1. God, by his prophet, professes to retain the same kind-

ness and favourable disposition for the Jews (ii. 1—3.), with whom he

expostulates on account of their ungrateful returns for his past good-

ness (4—13.), and shows that it was their own extreme and unparal-

leled wickedness and disloyalty which had already subjected, and

would still expose them to calamities and misery. (14—30.) This dis-

course concludes with a pathetic address, exhorting the Jews to return

to God, with an implied promise of acceptance, and lamenting the ne-

cessity under which he was, through their continued obstinacy, of

giving them further marks of his displeasure. (31—37. hi. 1—5.) Dr.

Blayney (to whom we are indebted for this analysis of Jeremiah's wri-

tings) thinks that this prophecy was delivered soon after the commence-
ment of Jeremiah's prophetic commission.

DISCOURSE 2. consists of two parts. Thefrst part contains a complaint

against Judah for having exceeded the guilt of her sister Israel, whom
God had already cast oft' for her idolatrous apostasy, (iii. 6—12.) The
charge of Judali with hypocrisy in the tenth verse points out the date

of this prophetic discourse to have been some time after the eighteenth

year of Josiah's reign, when the people, under the influence of their

good king, were professedly engaged in measures of reformation, which,

however, are here declared to have been insincere. The prophet is

then commissioned to announce to Israel the promise of pardon upon

her repentance, and the hope of a glorious restoration in after times,

which are plainly indicated to be the times of the Gospel, when the

Gentiles themselves were to become a part of the church. (12—21.)

The children of Israel, confessing and bewailing their sins, have the

same comfortable assurances, as before, repeated to them. (22—25.
iv. 1, 2.) In the second part, which is prefaced with an address to the

people of Judah and Jerusalem, exhorting them to prevent the divine

judgments by a timely repentance (iv. 3—5.), the Babylonian invasion

is clearly and fully predicted, with all its attendant miseries ; and the

universal and incorrigible depravity of the people is represented at

large, and stated to be the justly provoking cause of the national ruin,

(iv. 6—31. v. vi.)

DISCOURSE 3. Although the date of this prophecy is not precisely
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marked, Dr. Blayney thinks it probable that it was delivered shortly

after the preceding, and it should seem, on the following occasion-

Besides the prophets who were commissioned to announce the ap-
proaching calamities of Judah and Jerusalem, there were others who
took upon themselves to flatter the people with opposite predictions.

They taught tliem to regard such threats as groundless ; since God
(they said) would have too much regard for his own honour to suffer

his temple to be profaned, and the seat of his holiness to be given up
into the hands of strangers. In the former part of this discourse, there-

fore, Jeremiah is commanded openly to reprove the falsehood of those
assertions, and to show, by an example in point, that the sanctity of
the place would afford no security to the guilty ; but that God would
assuredly do by his house at Jerusalem what he had done unto Shiloh,

and would cast the people of Judah out of his sight, as he had already
cast off the people of Israel for their wickedness, (vii. 1— 16.) God
justifies the severity of his proceedings, by a representation of the

people's impiety and idolatry. (17—20.) The prophet declares that

their sacrifices would be unacceptable, while they continued deaf to

the calls of God's messengers (21—28.) ; he further specifies the gross

idolatries with which they were defiled, and pronounces a heavy sen-

tence of divine vengeance both on the dead and on the living. (29—34.

viii. 1— 3.) In the latter part of this discourse, the prophet, at first,

in the name of Jehovah, reproves the Jews, who vainly thought that

He would save them because they had his law among them, though
they kept not that law. (viii. 4— 17.) Next, in his own person, Jere-

miah gives vent to his lamentations at the foresight of the calamities

which the Chaldaeans would inflict upon the Jews (18—22. ix.) ; and
earnestly dissuades his countrymen from idolatry (x. 1— 18.), setting

forth the vanity of idols in comparison with the true God. Jerusalem
is then introduced, as lamenting the completion of her ruin, and humbly
supplicating the divine mercy. (19—25.) In perusing this part of the

prophet's discourse, the difference of speakers must be attended to
;

the transition from one to another being very quick and sudden, but
full of animation and energy.

DISCOURSE 4. was probably delivered towards the close of Josiah's

reign ^ ; when the people, having forgotten the solemn covenant-en-
gagements which they had made in the 18th year of Josiah (2 Kings
xxii. 3. xxiii. 3.), are supposed to have relapsed into their former dis-

regard and neglect of the divine law. The prophet was, therefore, sent

to recall them to their duty, by proclaiming anew the terms of the co-
venant, and rebuking them sharply for their hereditary disobedience,
(xi. 1—8.) He denounces severe judgments against the people of
Judah and Jerusalem for their idolatrous apostasy. (9— 17.) Being
informed, by divine revelation, of the conspiracy of the men of Ana-
thoth against his life, he prays against them, and is authorised to fore-

tell their utter destruction (18—23.); and, emboldened by the success
of his prayers, he expostulates with God concerning the prosperity

of the wicked (xii. 1—6.), who answers the prophet's expostulation

(7—13.), and promises the future restoration of his people, with a retali-

ation in kind upon their heathen neighbours who had oppressed them

;

but with this reservation, that such of them as would embrace the wor-
ship of the true God, would be received and incorporated into his

church, while the unbelieving part would utterly perish. (14^—17.)

' Mr. Reeves and otlier commentators refer it to the commencement of Jehoiakim's
reign, and consequently after the death of Josiab.
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Part II. contains the Prophecies delivered in the Reign ofJehoialdm.

DISCOURSE 1. comprises a single and distinct prophecy; which, under
two symbols, a linen girdle left to rot, and the breaking of bottles (that

is, skins) filled with wine, foretells the utter destruction that was des-

tined to fall on the whole Jewish nation, (xiii. 1— 14.) An exhortation

to humiliation and repentance is subjoined (v. 15—21.) ; and their in-

corrigible wickedness and profligacy are assigned as the cause of all

the evils that imminently awaited them. (22—27.) The particular

mention of the downfall of the king and queen in the 18th verse, Dr.

Blayney thinks, will justify the opinion which ascribes this prophecy to

the commencement of the reign of Jehoiakim, whose fate, with that of

his queen, is in like manner noticed together in ch. xxii. 18.

DISCOURSE 2. was, in all probability, delivered shortly after the pre-

ceding. It predicts a severe famine, to punish the Jews for their sins,

but which does not bring them to repentance (xiv. 1—22.) ; and an-

nounces God's peremptory decree to destroy Judah, unless they should

speedily repent, (xv. 1—9.) The prophet, complaining that he is be-

come an object of hatred by reason of his office, receives an assurance

of divine protection, on condition of obedience and fidelity on his part.

(10—21.)
DISCOURSE 3. foretells the utter ruin of the Jews, in the type of the

prophet being forbidden to marry and to feast (xvi. 1— 13.) ; and im-

mediately afterwards announces their future rsstoration (14, 15.), as

well as the conversion of the Gentiles (16—21.) ; accompanied with a

severe reproof of the Jews for their attachment to idolatry (the fatal

consequences of which are announced), and also for their too great re-

liance on human aid. (xvii. 1— 18.)

DISCOURSE 4. is taken up with a distinct prophecy relative to the strict

observance of the Sabbath-day (xvii. 19—27.), which Jeremiah was

commanded to proclaim aloud in all the gates of Jerusalem, as a matter

that concerned the conduct of each individual, and the general happi-

ness of the whole nation.

DISCOURSE 5. shows, under the type of a potter, God's absolute au-

thority over nations and kingdoms, to alter and regulate their condition

at his own discretion, (xviii. 1—10.) The prophet is then directed

to exhort the Jews to avert their impending dangers by repentance

and amendment, and, on their refusal, to foretell their destruction.

(1 1— 17.) The Jews conspiring against him, Jeremiah implores judg-

ment against them. (IS—23.)

DISCOURSE 6. Under the type of breaking a potter's vessel, is foretold

the similar ruin and desolation of the kingdom of Judah and the city

of Jerusalem for their sins (xix.) : and a severe judgment is denounced

against Pashur for apprehending and punishing Jeremiah (xx. 1— 6.),

who complains of the persecutions he met with. (7— 18.)

DISCOURSE 7- is supposed to have been delivered immediately after the

preceding, and in the precincts of the temple, whence the prophet is

commanded to " go down to the house of the king of Judah." It com-

mences with an address to the king, his servants, and people, recom-

mending an inviolable adherence to right and justice as the only means

of establishing the throne, and preventing the ruin of both prince and

people, (xxii. 1—9.) The captivity of Shallum is declared to be irre-

versible. (10—12.) Jehoiakim is severely reproved for his tyrannical

expressions, and his miserable end is foretold, (13— 19.) His family is

threatened with a continuance of similar calamities ; the fall and cap-

tivity of his son Jeconiah are explicitly set forth, together with the
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perpetual exclusion of his posterity from the throne. (20— 30.) The
prophecy concludes with consolatory promises of future blessings, of

the return of the people from captivity, and of happier times under
better governors ; of the glorious establishment of Messiah's kingdom;
and of the subsequent final restoration of all the dispersetl Israelites to

their own land, (xxiii. 1— 8.)

DISCOURSE 8. denounces the divine judgments against false prophets,

and mockers of true prophets, (xxiii. 9—40.)

DISCOURSE 9. predicts their subjugation, together with that of the neigh-

bouring nations, to the king of Babylon for seventy years (xxv.l— 11.),

at the expiration of which Babylon was to be destroyed (12— 14'.):

and the destruction of Judali and several other countries (including

Babylon herself, here called Sheshach,) is prefigured by the prophet's

drinking a cup of wine. (15— 38.)

DISCOURSE 10. Jeremiah being directed to foretell the destruction of

the temple and city of Jerusalem, without a speedy repentance and
reformation (xxvi. 1

—

6.), is apprehended and accused before the

council of a capital offence, but is acquitted, his advocate urging the

precedent of Micah in the reign of Hezekiah. (7— 19.) The sacred

> writer then observes, in his own person, that, notwithstanding the pre-

cedent of Micah, there had been a later precedent in the present reign,

which might have operated very unfavourably to the cause of Jeremiah,

but for the powerful influence and authority exercised in his behalf by
Ahikam, the son of Shaphan. (20—24.)

DISCOURSE 11. The Jews' disobedience to God is condemned by com-
parison with the obedience of the Rechabites to the commands of Jo-

nadab their father, who had prescribed to them a certain rule of life.

A blessing is promised to the Rechabites for their dutiful behaviour,

(xxxv.)

DISCOURSE 12. By divine appointment Jeremiah causes Baruch to write

all his former prophecies in a roll, and to read them to the people on

a fast-day. (xxxvi. 1— 10.) The princes being informed of it, send

for Baruch, who reads the roll before them. (11— 15.) Filled with

consternation at its contents, they advise Jeremiah and Baruch to hide

themselves (16— 19.) ; they acquaint the king, who sends for the roll,

and having heard part of its contents, he cuts it to pieces, and burns

it. (20—2G.) Jeremiah is commanded to write it anew, and to de-

nounce the judgments of God against Jehoiakim. (27—31.) Baruch
accordingly writes a new copy with additions (32.) ; but being greatly

alarmed at the threatenings contained in those predictions, and being

perhaps afraid of sharing in the persecutions of the prophet, God com-
missions Jeremiah to assure Baruch that his life should be preserved

by a special providence amidst all the calamities denounced against

Judah. (xlv.)

DISCOURSE 13. contains a series of prophecies against several heathen

nations (xlvi. 1.), which are supposed to have been placed towards the

close of the book of Jeremiah, as being in some measure unconnected

with the others. As, hov.ever, in point of time, tliey were evidently

delivered during the reign of Jehoiakim, they may with great propriety

be referred to the present section. In this discourse are comprised,

(1.) A prophecy of the defeat of the Egyptians, that garrisoned Carchemish, by the

Chaldaeans (xlvi. 2— 12.), and of the entire conquest of that country by Nebuchad-
nezzar. (13—28.)

(2.) Predictionsof the subjugation of the land of the Philistines, including Tyre (xlvii.),

and also of the Moabites (xlviii.), by the forces of Nebuchadnezzar.

(3.) Predictions of the conquest of the Ammonites (xlix. 1—6.) by the same monarch,
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and likewise of the land of Edom (7—22.), of Damascus (23—27.), and of Kedar.

(28—33.)

Part III. cojitains the Prophecies delivered in the Reign qfZedekiah
King ofjiidah.

DISCOURSE 1. A prediction of the conquest of Elam or Persia by the

Chaklaeans, deHvered in the beginning of Zedekiah's reign, (xlix.34'

—

39.) On the final subversion of the Babylonish monarchy, Elam was
restored (as promised in ver. 39.) to its former possessors, who had fought
under the banners of the Medes and Persians.

DISCOURSE 2. Under the type of good and bad figs, God represents to

Jeremiah the different manner in which he should deal with the peo-
ple that were already gone into captivity, and with Zedekiah and his

subjects who were left behind ;
— showing favour and kindness to the

former in their restoration and re-establishment, but pursuing the latter

with unrelenting judgments to utter destruction, (xxiv.)

DISCOURSE 3. The Jews at Babylon are warned not to believe such as

pretended to foretell their speedy return into their own country (xxix.

1—23.) ; and judgment is denounced against Shemaiah for writing

against Jeremiah to the Jews at Babylon. (24<—32.) Dr. Blayney has

remarked that, in the Septuagint version, the fifteenth verse of this

chapter is read immediately after verse 20., which seems to be its

original and proper place.

DISCOURSE 4. contains prophecies of the restoration of the Jews from
Babylon, but chiefly from their dispersion by the Romans, on their

general conversion to Christianity (xxx.) ; and predicts their happy
state after that glorious event shall be accomplished (xxxi. 1—26.),

concluding with a fuller prophecy describing the Gospel state, as

also the state of the Jews after their conversion. (27—38.) " Both
events," Dr. Blayney remarks, " are frequently thus connected together
in the prophetic writings, and perhaps with this design, that when that

which was nearest at hand should be accomplished, it might afford the

strongest and most satisfactory kind of evidence, that the latter, how
remote soever its period, would in like manner be brought about by
the interposition of Providence in its due season."

DISCOURSE 5. Zedekiah, in the fourth 3^ear of his reign, being solicited

by ambassadors from the kings of Edom, Moab, and other neighbour-
ing nations, to join them in a confederacy against the king of Babylon,
the prophet Jeremiah is ordered, under the type of bonds and yokes,

to admonish them, especially Zedekiah, quietly to submit to the king
of Babylon, and warns them not to listen to the suggestions of false

prophets (xxvii.) ; and the death of Hananiah, who was one of them, is

foretold within the year (xxviii. 1— 16.), who died accordingly about
two months after. (17-)

DISCOURSE 6. contains a prophecy concerning the fall of Babylon, inter-

mixed and contrasted with predictions concerning the redemption of

Israel and Judah, who were not, like their predecessors, to be finally

extirpated, but to survive, and, upon their repentance and conversion,

they were to be pardoned and restored. (1. li. 1— 58.) This prophecy
against Babylon was delivered in the fourth year of Zedekiah's reign,

and sent to the Jews there, in order to be read to them : after which
it was to be sunk in the Euphrates, as a type of the perpetual destruc-

tion of Babylon. 1

• The tifty-first chapter of Jeremiah closes with the following sentence : — " Thus far
are the words of Jeremiah ;" which. Dr. Blayney thinks, was added by the person (who-

ever it might be) that collected his prophecies, and digested them in the order in which
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DISCOURSE 7. was probably delivered in the ninth year of Zedekiah, pre-
viously to the siege of Jerusalem, which commenced in the tenth month
of that year. In this prophecy Jeremiah (who had been requested to
" inquire of the Lord" for his countrymen) foretells a severe siege and
miserable captivity, and advises the people to yield to the Chaldoeans
(xxi. 1— 10.); and the members of the royal house are warned to pre-
vent the effects of God's indignation by doing justice, and not to trust

to their strong-hold, which would be of no avail whatever to them when
God was bent upon their destruction. (11— 14.)

DISCOURSES, consists of two distinct prophecies. Thej?r,s/, probably
delivered towards the close of the ninth year of Zedekiah's reign, an-
nounces to the Jewish monarch the capture and burning of Jerusalem,
his own captivity, peaceful death, and honourable interment, (xxxiv.
1—7.) The 5eco«af prophecy, which was announced some time after,

when the Chaldaeans had broken off the siege in order to encounter
the Egyptian army, severely reproves and threatens the Jews for their

perfidious violation of the covenant they had newly made of obedience
to God. (8—22.)

DISCOURSE 9. Jeremiah foretells the retreat of the Egyptians, and the
return of the Chaldaeans to the siege of Jerusalem, which should be
taken and burnt by the forces of Nebuchadnezzar, (xxxvii. 1— 10.)
For this he was put into a dungeon (11— 15.), from which he was re-

leased, but still kept a prisoner, though the rigour of his confinement
was abated. (16—21.)

DISCOURSE 10. confirms the promised return of the Jews from captivity,

by Jeremiah being commanded to buy a field, (xxxii.)

DISCOURSE 11. predicts the restoration of Israel and Judah (xxxiii. 1—9.),
and that the land, whose desolation the Jevvs deplored, should again
flourish with multitudes of men and cattle (10— 13.) ; whence the pro-
phet takes occasion to confirm his former promise of establishing a per-
petual kingdom of righteousness under the Messiah. (It—26.) This
evangelical prediction is, as yet, unfulfilled. " The days, it is evident,
are not yet arrived, though they will certainly come, for the perform-
ance of God's good promise concerning the restoration of the house of
Israel and the house of Judah, under Christ their righteousness."
DISCOURSE 12. contains the last transaction in which Jeremiah was pro-
phetically concerned before the taking of Jerusalem. It relates the
imprisonment of Jeremiah in a deep and miry dungeon, at the instance
of the princes of Judah (xxxviii. I—6.); his deliverance thence (7

—

13.); and the prophet's advice to Zedekiah, who had consulted him
privately, to submit himself to the Chaldaeans. (14—27.) The capture
of the city, the flight of Zedekiah, and the particulars of his punish-
ment after he had been taken and brought before the king of Baby-
lon, are then related (xxxix. 1— 10.), together with the kind treat-

ment of the prophet in consequence of u special charge from Nebu-
chadnezzar. (11— 13.) In conclusion, the piety of Ebedmelech is re-
warded witii a promise of personal safet}' amidst the ensuing public
calamities. (15— 18.)

Part IV. contains a -particular Account of 'what passed in the Land
ofJudah,from the taking ofJerusalem to the Retreat ofthe Jewish

we now find them in the Hebrew Bibles. This sentence does not occur in the Septuan-int
version, where indeed it could not be introduced at the end of this chapter, because tlie

chapters are arranged differently in that version ; and chapter li. forms only the twenty-
eighth of the collection. The disposition of Jeremiah's prophecies is, apparently, so
arbitrary, that it is not likely that it was made under the prophet's direction.

VOL. IV. p
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People into Egi/pt, and the Prophecies of Jeremiah concerning them
'while in that Country.

DISCOURSE 1. Jeremiah has his choice either to go to Babylon, or to
remain in Judaea (xl. 1—6.), whither the dispersed Jews repaired to
Gedaliah the governor (7_-12.) ; who being treacherously slain (13— 16.
xli. 1— 10.)) the Jews left in Judaea intend to go down to Egypt
(11— 18.), from which course the prophet dissuades them, (xlii.)

DISCOURSE 2. The Jews going into Egypt contrary to the divine com-
mand (xliii. 1—?•)» Jeremiah foretells to them the conquest of that
kingdom by Nebuchadnezzar (8—13.) ; he predicts destruction to all

the Jews that willingly went into Egypt (xliv. 1— 13.) whose obstinate
idolatry is related (H— 19.), destruction is denounced against them,
and the dethronement of Pharaoh Hophrah king of Egypt (by profane
authors called Apries) is foretold. (20—30.)

The Conclusion of Jeremiah's prophecy, containing the fifty-

second chapter, was added after his time\ subsequently to the re-

turn from captivity, of which it gives a short account, and forms a
proper argument or introduction to the Lamentations of Jeremiah.

IV. Although the greater part of Jeremiah's predictions related to

his countrymen the Jews, many of whom lived to behold their literal

fulfilment, and thus attested his prophetic mission, while several of
his predictions concerned other nations (as will be seen from the

preceding analysis)
; yet two or three of his prophecies so clearly

announce the Messiah, that it would be a blameable omission, were
we to pass them unnoticd.

In ch. xxiii. 5, 6. is foretold the mediatorial kingdom of the Mes-
siah, who is called the Lord our Righteousness. On this passage

Dr. Hales has cited the following remark from the antient rabbinical

book of Iklcarim^ which (he observes) well expresses the reason of

the appellation:— " The Scripture calls the name of the Messiah,
JAOH, OUR Righteousness, to intimate that he will be a media-
torial God, by whose hand we shall obtain justification from the
Name : wherefore it calls him by the name of the Name (that is,

the ineffable name JAOH, here put for God himself)."'^

Again, in Jer. xxxi. 22. we have a distinct prediction of the mi-

raculous conception of Jesus Christ'^; and in xxxi. 31— 36. and
xxxiii. 8. the efficacy of Christ's atonement, the spiritual character of

the new covenant, and the inward efficacy of the Gospel, are most

' See p. 202. siqim of this volume.
2 Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book i. pp. 481. who cites Biixtorf's

Lexicon, voce mn\ Dr. H. thinks that Paul derived the declarations he has made con-

cerning Jesus Christ, in 1 Cor. i. SO. and Phil. ii. 9— 11. from the above-cited passage of

Jeremiah.
3 Professor Dahler considers this simply as a proverbial expression : and the modern

Jews, and a few Christian interpreters, particularly the late Dr. Blayney in his translation

of Jeremiah, have denied the application of this prophecy to the Messiah ; but the follow-

ing remarks will show that this denial is not authorised. According to the first evangelical

promise concerning the seed of the woman, followed this prediction of the prophet: — The

Lord hath created a neiu thing in the earth, a woman shall coynpass a man. (Jer. xxxi. 22.)

That new creation of a man is therefore new, and therefore a creation, because wrought in

a woman only, without a man, compassing a man. This interpretation is antient, literal,

and clear. The words import a miraculous conception : the antient Jews acknowledged

this sense, and applied it determinately to the Messiah. This prophecy is illustrated by

that of Isaiah, vii. 14. — Bp. Pearson on the Creed, art. iii. p. 171. edit. 1715. folio.
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clearly and emphatically described. Compare Saint Paul's Epistle

to the Hebrews, ch. viii. 8— 13. and x. 16. ct seq.

V. The Style of Jeremiah, though not deficient in elegance or

sublimity, is considered by Bishop Lowth as being inferior in both

respects to Isaiah. Jerome', after some Jewish writers, has objected

to the prophet a certain rusticity of expression, which however it is

very difficult to trace. Though the sentiments of Jeremiah are not

always the most elevated, nor his periods uniformly neat and com-
pact; yet his style is in a high degree beautiful and tender, especially

when he has occasion to excite the softer passions of grief and pity,

which is frequently the case in the earlier parts of his prophecies.^

These are chiefly poetical. The middle of his book is almost en-

tirely historical, and is written in a plain prosaic style, suitable to

historical narrative. On many occasions he is very elegant and sub-

lime, especially in xlvi.—li. 1—59. which are wholly poetical, and in

which the prophet approaches very near the sublimity of Isaiah. ^

^ 2. ON THE LAMENTATIONS OF JEREMIAH.

I. Author., Date, and Argument of the Booh.— II. Synopsis of its Con-
tents.— III. Observations on its Style and Structure.

I. 1 HAT Jeremiah was the author of the Elegies or Lamentations
which bear his name, is evident, not only from a very antient and
almost uninterrupted tradition, but also from the argument and style

of the book, which correspond exactly with those of his prophecies.*

Josephus, Jerome, Junius, Archbishop Usher, Michaelis, Dathe,

and other eminent writers, are of opinion, that the Lamentations of

Jeremiah were the same which are mentioned in 2 Chron. xxxv. 25.

as being composed by the prophet on the death of the pious king

Josiah, and which are there said to have been perpetuated by " an
ordinance in Israel." But, whatever may have become ofthose Lamen-
tations, it is evident that these cannot possibly be the same : for their

whole tenor plainly shows, that they were not composed till after the

subversion of the kinfjdom of Judah. The calamities which Jeremiah
had foretold in his prophecies are here deplored as having actually

taken place, viz. the impositions of the false prophets who had se-

duced the people by their lying declarations, the destruction of the

holy city and temple, the overthrow of the state, and the extermin-

ation of the people. But though it be allowed that the Lamentations

were primarily intended as a pathetic description of present cala-

mities, yet it has with great probability been conjectured that, while

Jeremiah mourns the desolation of Judah and Jerusalem, he may be

considered as prophetically painting the still greater miseries they

were to suffer at some future time : and this seems plainly indicated

' Pref. ad Com. in Jerem.
- See the whole of ch, ix. ch. xiv. 17, &c. and xx. 14— 18.

3 Lovvth's Lectures, vol. ii. pp. 88, 89.
'' Prof. Pareau has amply proved this point from a general collation of the Prophecies

of Jeremiah with select passages of this book, in the preliminary Dissertation to his Latin
version of the Lamentations (Lug. Bat. 1790. 8vo.), illustrated with notes.

1* 2
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by his referring to the time when the punishment of their iniquity

shall be accomplished, and they shall no more be carried into cap-

tivity, (iv. 22.y
II. This book, which in our Bible is divided into five chapters,

consists of five distinct elegies; viz.

Elegy 1. The prophet begins with lamenting the sad reverse of fortune

which his country had experienced, confessing at the same time that

all her miseries were the just consequences of the national wickedness

and rebellion against God. In the midst of his discourse he withdraws
himself from view, and introduces Jerusalem, to continue the com-
plaint, and humbly to solicit the divine compassion. Jahn is of opinion,

that, in this elegy, Jeremiah deplores the deportation of king Jehoia-

chin, and ten thousand of the principal Jews, to Babylon. Compare
2 Kings xxiv. 8— 17. and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 9, 10.

Elegy 2. Jeremiah gives a melancholy detail of the dire effects of the

divine anger in the subversion of the civil and religious constitution of

the Jews, and in that extreme misery to which every class ofindividuals

was reduced. He represents the wretchedness of his country as un-

paralleled ; and charges the false prophets with having betrayed her

into ruin by their false and flattering suggestions. In this forlorn and
desolate condition,— the astonishment and by-word of all who see her,

— Jerusalem is directed earnestly to employ the removal of those

heavy judgments, which God, in the height of his displeasure, had in-

flicted upon her.— Jahn thinks that this elegy was composed on the

storming of Jerusalem by the Babj'lonian army.
Elegy 3. The prophet, by describing his own most severe and trying

afflictions, and setting forth the inexhaustible mercies of God, as the

never-failing source of his consolation, exhorts his countrymen to be
patient and resigned under the divine chastisements. He asserts the

divine supremacy in the dispensations of good and evil, and argues that

no man has a right to complain, when he is punished according to his

deserts. He recommends it to his fellow-sufferers to examine them-

selves, and to turn to God with contrite hearts ; and concludes by ex-

pressing his hope, that the same Providence that had formerly delivered

him, would frustrate the malice of his present enemies, and would turn

the scornful reproach, which they had cast upon him, to their own
confusion.

Elegy 4. exhibits a striking contrast, in various affecting instances, be-

tween the present deplorable and wretched condition of the Jewish

nation and their former flourishing affairs ; and ascribes the unhappy
change chiefly to the profligacy of its priests and prophets. The
people proceed with lamenting their hopeless condition, especially the

captivity of their sovereign Zedekiah. This elegy concludes with pre-

dicting the judgments that were impending over the Edomites, toge-

ther with a final cessation of Sion's calamities.

Elegy 5. is an epilogue or conclusion to the preceding chapters or

elegies. In the Syriac, Arabic, and Vulgate versions, this chapter is

entitled The Prayer of Jeremiah ; but no such title appears in the

Hebrew copies, or in the Septuagint version. It is rather, as Dr.

Blayney has remarked, a memorial representing, in the name of the

whole body of Jewish exiles, the numerous calamities under which

they groaned; and humbly supplicating God to commiserate their

1 Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i. pp. 112, 113.
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wretchedness, and to restore them once more to his favour, and to

their antient prosperity.

III. The Lamentations are evidently written in metre, and con-

tain a number of plaintive effusions composed after the manner of

funeral dirges. Bishop Lovvth is of opinion that they were origin-

ally written by the prophet, as they arose in his mind, in a long

course of separate stanzas, and that they were subsequently collected

into one poem. Each elegy consists of twenty-two periods, accord-

ing to the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet ; although it is

in the first four chapters only that the several periods begin (after

the manner of an acrostic) with the different letters following each

other in alphabetical order. By this contrivance, the metre is more
precisely marked and ascertained, particularly in the third chapter,

where each period contains three verses, all having the same initial

letter. The two first chapters, in like manner, consist of triplets,

excepting onl}' the seventh period of the first and the nineteenth of

the second, each of which has a supernumerary line. The fourth

chapter resembles the three former in metre, but the periods are

only couplets ; and in the fifth chapter the periods are couplets,

though of a considerably shorter measure.

Although there is no artificial or methodical arrangement of the

subject in these incomparable elegies, yet they are totally free from

wild incoherency or abrupt transition. Never, perhaps, was there a

greater variety of beautiful, tender, and pathetic images, all expres-

sive of the deepest distress and sorrow, more happily chosen and

applied than in the lamentations of this prophet; nor can we too

much admire the full and graceful flow of that pathetic eloquence,

in which the author pours forth the effusions of a patriot heart, and
piously weeps over the ruin of his venerable country. ^

$ 3. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET HABAKKUK.

I. Author and date.— II. Analysis of his Prophecy.— III. Observations

on his Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 612 598.

I. We have no certain information concerning the tribe or birth-

place of Habakkuk. The Pseudo-Epiphanius affirms that he was

of the tribe of Simeon, and was born at Bethcazar. Some com-
mentators have supposed that he prophesied in Judaea in the reign

of Manasseh, but Archbishop Usher places him, with greater pro-

bability, in the reign of Jehoiakim. Compare Hab. i. 5, 6. Con-
sequently this prophet was contemporary with Jeremiah. Several

' Dr. Blayney's Jeremiah, p. 455. et scq. Bishop Lowth's Lectures on Hebrew
Poetry, lect. xxii, injine. Jahn, Introd. ad Vet. Feed. pp. 415—417. Carpzov, Introd.

ad Libros Biblicos, parsiii. cap. iv. pp. 177— 197.
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apocryphal predictions and other writings are ascribed to Habakkuk,
but without any foundation. His genuine writings are comprised

in the three chapters which have been transmitted to us ; and the

subject of them is the same with that of Jeremiah, viz. the destruc-

tion of Judah and Jerusalem by the Chaldseans, for the heinous sins

of the Jewish people, and the consolation of the faithful amid all

their national calamities.

II. The prophecy of Habakkuk consists of two parts ; the first is

in the form of a dialogue between God and the prophet, and the

second is a sublime ode or hymn, which was probably intended to

be used in the public service.

Part I. TJie Prophet complaining of the Gro*wth of Iniquity among
the Jews (i. 1—4.), God is introduced, announcing the Babylonish

Captivity as a Punishmentfor their Wickedness. (5— 11.)

The prophet then humbl}' expostulates with God for punishing the Jews
by the instrumentality of the Chaldaeans. (12— 17. ii. 1.) In answer to

this complaint, God replies that he will, in due time, perform his pro-

mises to his people, of deliverance by the Messiah (implying also the

nearer deliverance by Cyrus), (ii. 2—4.) The destruction of the Baby-
lonish empire is then foretold, together with the judgment that would

be inflicted upon the Chaldaeans for their covetousness, cruelty, and
idolatry. (5—20.)

Part II. contains the Prayer or Psalm of HabaJchiJc.

In this prayer he implores God to hasten the deliverance of his people

(iii. 1, 2.), and takes occasion to recount the wonderful works of the

Almighty in conducting his people through the wilderness, and giving

them possession of the promised land (3— 16.): whence he encourages

himself and other pious persons to rely upon God for making good his

promises to their posterity in after ages.

III. Habakkuk holds a distinguished rank among the sacred

poets ; whoever reads his prophecy must be struck with the gran-

deur of his imagery and the sublimity of its style, especially of the

hymn in the third chapter, which Bishop Lowth considers one of

the most perfect specimens of the Hebrew ode. Michaelis, after a

close examination, pronounces him to be a great imitator of former

poets, but with some new additions of his own, which are charac-

terised by brevity, and by no common degree of sublimity. Compare
Hab. ii. 12. with Mic. iii. 10., and Hab. ii. 14, with Isa. xi. 9.

'

§ 4. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET DANIEL.

I. Author and Date. — II. Analysis of its Contents.— III. Observations

on its canonical Authority and Style. — IV. Account of the spurious

Additions made to it.

BEFORE CHRIST, 606 534.

I. Daniel, the fourth of the greater prophets, if not of royal birth

(as the Jews affirm), was of noble descent, and was carried captive

' Lowth *s Lectures, vol, ii. p. 99.
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to Babylon at an early age, in the fourth year of Jeholachin king of

Juclali, in the year GOG before the Christian aera, and seven years

before the deportation of Ezekiel. Having been instructed in the

language and literature of the Chaldaeans, which at that time was

greatly superior to the learning of the antient Egyptians, he after-

wards held a very distinguished office in the Babylonian empire.

(Dan. i. 1— 4.) He was contemporary with Ezekiel, who mentions

his extraordinary piety and wisdom (Ezek. xiv. 14.20.), and the latter

even at that time seems to have become proverbial. (Ezek. xxviii. 3.)

Daniel lived in great credit with the Babylonian monarchs ; and his

uncommon merit procured him the same regard from Darius and
Cyrus, the two first sovereigns of Persia. He lived throughout the

captivity, but it does not appear that he returned to his own country

when Cyrus permitted the Jews to revisit their native land. The
Pseudo-Epiphanius, who wrote the lives of the prophets, says that

he died at Babylon ; and this assertion has been adopted by most

succeeding writers ; but as the last of his visions, of which we have

any account, took place in the third year of Cyrus, about 534 years

before the Christian aera, when he was about ninety-four years of

age, and resided at Susa on the Tigris, it is not improbable that he

died there.

Although the name of Daniel is not prefixed to his book, the

many passages in which he speaks in the first person sufficiently

prove that he was the author. He is not reckoned among the pro-

phets by the Jews since the time of Jesus Christ, who say that he

lived the life of a courtier in the court of the king of Babylon, rather

than that of a prophet : and they further assert, that, though he re-

ceived divine revelations, yet these were only by dreams and visions

of the night, which they consider as the most imperfect mode of

revelation. But Josephus, one of the most antient profane writers

of that nation, accounts Daniel one of the greatest of the prophets ;

and says that he conversed familiarly with God, and not only pre-

dicted future events (as other prophets did) but also determined the

time of their accomplishment. ^

II. The book of Daniel may be divided into two parts. The first

is historical, and contains a relation of various circumstances that

happened to himself and to the Jews, under several kings at Baby-

lon ; the second is strictly prophetical, and comprises the visions and
prophecies with which he was favoured, and which enabled him to

foretell numerous important events relative to the monarchies of the

world, the time of the advent and death of the Messiah, the restor-

ation of the Jews, and the conversion of the Gentiles.

Part I. contains the Historical Part of the Book of Daniel (ch. i.

—

\[.),for7ning six sections; viz.

Sect. J . A compendious history of the carrying away of Daniel and his

three friends to Babylon, with other young sons of the principal

• Hebrews, and of their education and employment, (ch.i.)

" Between the first and second chapters there is a great chasm in

the history. In ii. 1. the second year of Nebuchadnezzar's reign

1 Josephus, Ant, Jud. fib. x. c. 11. § 7i
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is indeed mentioned, but this cannot be the second year of his

government ; for, at that time, Daniel was a youth in the second
year of his course of instruction; whereas in this chapter he appears
as a man. VVe learn, moreover from ii. 29., that Nebuchadnezzar
had been thinking of what should transpire after his death, which
supposes him to be of considerable age. Chap. ii. 28. also informs
us that his conquests were ended : and as Ezekiel in xxix. 17. an-
nounces the conquest of Egypt in the twenty-seventh year of his

exile and the thirty-fourth of Nebuchadnezzar's government, the
campaign opening about that time, the account in Dan. ii. can hardly
be placed before his fortieth year. The ' second year,' therefore, in

ii. 1. must refer to Nebuchadnezzar's government over the conquered
countries ; in other words, it was the second year of his universal

monarchy, which perhaps gave rise to a new method of reckoning
time."^

Sect. 2. Nebuchadnezzar's dream concerning an image composed of
different metals ii. (1— 13.) ; the interpretation thereof communicated
to Daniel (14—23.) who reveals it to the monarch (24<—35.), and
interprets it of the four great monarchies. The head of gold repre-

sented the Babylonian empire (32.) ; the breast and arms, which were
of silver, represented the Medo-Persian empire (32. 39.); the brazen
belly and thighs represented the Macedo-Grecian empire (32. 39.) ;

the legs and feet, which were partly of iron and partly of clay, re-

presented the Roman empire (33. 40—43.), which would bruise and
break to pieces every other kingdom, but in its last stage should be
divided into ten smaller kingdoms, denoted by the ten toes of the

image. The stone, " cut out of the mountain without hands, which
brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the

gold" (34, 35.), represented the kingdom of the Messiah, which was
" to fill the whole earth," become universal, and stand for ever, un-
changeable and eternal. (44, 45.) This section concludes with an
account of the promotion of Daniel and his friends to distinguished

honour.

Sect. 3. An account of the miraculous preservation of Shadrach, Me-
shach, and Abednego, who, having refused to worship a golden
image that had been set up by Nebuchadnezzar, were cast into a
fiery furnace, (iii.)

Sect. 4. Nebuchadnezzar having been punished, on account of his

pride, with the loss of his reason, and driven from the conversation

of men, is restored to reason and to his throne ; and by a public in-

strument proclaims to the world Daniel's interpretation of his dream,
and extols the God of heaven, (iv.) For an account of the nature of
his insanity, see Vol. III. pp. 515, 516.

Sect. 5. relates the history of Daniel under Belshazzar ; who, while

rioting in his palace, and profaning the sacred vessels which Nebu-
chadnezzar had carried away from Jerusalem, is suddenly terrified

with the figure of a hand inscribing certain words on the wall which
Daniel promptly reads and interprets. In the course of that same
night, Belshazzar is slain, and the Babylonian empire is transferred

to the Medes and Persians, (v.)

Sect. 6. Daniel being promoted to the highest office in the empire

under Darius the Mede, a conspiracy is formed against him. The
prophet, being in consequence cast into a den of lions, is miracu-

1 Jahn's Introduction by Professor Turner, p. 406.
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lously preserved ; and Darius publishes a decree that all men should

glorify the God of Daniel, (vi.)

Part II. comprises various Prophecies and Visions of Tilings future,

until the Advent and Death of the Messiah, ajid the idtimate Con-

version of tile Jews and Gentiles to the Faith of the Gospel, infour
sections, (ch. vii.—xii.)

Sect. 1. The vision of the four beasts concerning the four great rno-

narchies of the world : it was delivered about forty-eight years after

Nebuchadnezzar's dream related in ch. ii. but with some different

circumstances. The first beast (4.) represented the Babylonian

empire : the second (5.) the Medo-Persian empire: the third (6.),

the Macedo-Grecian empire ; and the fourth (7.), the Roman em-
pire. The ten horns of this beast denote ten kingdoms or princi-

palities which arose out of it, and were signified by the ten toes of

the image, (ii. 4-1,42.) These ten kingdoms or principalities are

variously enumerated by different writers, who have supported their

respective hypotheses with great learning and ingenuity, for which
we must refer the reader to their works. The following table, how-
ever, will exhibit the result of their elaborate researches :—
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The number of these kingdoms was not constantly ten, there being

sometimes more and sometimes fewer; but Sir Isaac Newton observes,

whatever was their number afterwards, they are still called the ten

kings from their first number. Besides these ten horns or kingdoms,

there was to spring up another little horn (vii. 8. 24'.), which Grotius

and others have erroneously applied to Antiochus Epiphanes : but
which id generally conceived to denote the pope of Rome, whose
power as a horn or temporal prince was established in the eighth

century. All the kingdoms above described, will be succeeded by
the kingdom of Messiah. (9— 13.27.)

Sect. 2. In Daniel's vision of the ram and the he-goat is foretold the

destruction of the Medo-Persian euipire (typified by the ram, which
was the armorial ensign of the Persian empire,) by the Greeks or

Macedonians under Alexander, represented by the he-goat : because
the Macedonians, at first, about two hundred years before Daniel,

were denominated JEgeadce, or the goat's people, as their first seat

was called iEgeae or iEgae, or goat's town, a goat being their ensign

or standard, (viii. 1—7. 20—22.) The four " notable" horns, that

sprang up on the fracture of the great horn (8. 23.) denote the four

kingdoms of Greece, Thrace, Syria, and Egypt, erected by Cassan-

der, Lysimachus, Seleucus, and Ptolemy. The little horn which is

described as arising among the four horns of the Grecian empire

(9— 12. 23, 24.), is by many Jewish and Christian commentators un-

derstood to mean Antiochus Epiphanes, to which hypothesis Mr.
Wintle inclines ; but Sir Isaac Newton, Bishop Newton, and Dr.
Hales, have clearly shown that the Roman temporal power, and
no other, is intended : for, although some of the particulars may
agree very well with that king, yet others can by no means be re-

conciled to him ; while all of them correspond exactly with the

Romans, and with no other power whatever : it was the Roman power
that destroyed the polity and temple of the Jews, and left the nation

and holy city in that desolate state in which they are to remain to

the end of two thousand three hundred prophetic days, that is, years.

(13, 14. 24, 25, 26.) The distress of Daniel (17. 27.) on learning the

great and lasting calamities that were to befall his nation, represents

him in a very amiable light, both as a patriot and as a prophet, and
gives an additional lustre to his glory and exalted character.

Sect. 3. While Daniel, understanding from the prophecies of Jeremiah
(compare Jer. xxv. 11, 12. xxix. 10.) that the seventy years' captivity

was now drawing to a close (Dan. ix. 1, 2.), was humbling himself in

fasting and praj^er for the sins of his people, and earnestly imploring
the restoration of Jerusalem (3— 19.), the angel Gabriel is sent to

him. (20—23.) He announces to the prophet, that the holy city

should be rebuilt and peopled, even in troublous times, (compare
Neb. iv. 7, Sec. vi. 15.) and should subsist for seventy weeks, that is,

weeks of years, or four hundred and ninety years ; at the expiration

of which it should be utterly destroyed for putting the Messiah to

death. (25—27.) It was in consequence of this prophecy that the
advent of Messiah, towards the end of the period, was generally

expected among the nations of the East. The latter part of the pre-

diction (27.) relates to the subversion of the Jewish temple and po-
lity, and the second coming of the Messiah, i

• Of this illustrious prophecy, %vhich Sir Isaac Newton has justly pronounced to be the
foundation of the Christian religion. Dr. Hales has given some chronological comput-
ations, slightly differing from the above. See his Analysis, vol. ii. p. 559. et seq.
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Sect. 4. contains Daniel's fourth and last prophetic vision, in the third

year of the reign of Cyrus, in which he is informed of various parti-

culars concerning the Persian, Grecian, and Roman empires, and the
kingdom of the Messiah, (x.—xii.)

An introductory narrative states the occasion oPthe vision, viz. Daniel's

fasting and supplication (probably on account of the obstruction of
the building of the temple '), and describes the glorious person who
appeared to the prophet. (Dan. x. 1—21. xi. 1.) The prediction

then describes the fate of the Persian empire (xi. 2.), which was in-

vaded and destroyed by Alexander (3.) ; the partition of his vast

dominions into four kingdoms (4.); and the wars between the kingdoms
of Egypt (which lay to the south-west of Judaea) and of Sj'ria (which
lay to the north-east of the Holy Land) are then foretold, together
with the conquest of Macedon by the Romans. (5—36.) The pro-

phecy then declares the tyranny of the papal Antichrist, which was
to spring up under the Roman empire (36—39.), and the invasion of
the Saracens and of the Turks in the time of the end, or latter days
of the Roman monarchy. (40—45.) This prophetic vision concludes
with foretelh'ng the general resurrection (xii. 1— 4.), and with an-

nouncing the time when all these great events were to have their final

consummation, when the Jews were to be restored, Antichrist de-

stroyed, the fulness of the Gentiles brought in, and the millenium, or

reign of saints, was to begin. (5— 13.) But the exact period, until

Providence shall open more of the seals-, cannot be fully ascertained.

Upon the whole, we may observe with Bishop Newton ^, from
whom the preceding analysis is chiefly abridged, " what an amazing
prophecy is this, comprehending so many various events, and ex-

tending through so many successive ages, from the first establishment

of the Persian empire, upwards of 530 years before Christ, to the

general resurrection ! What a proof of a Divine Providence, and
of a Divine Revelation ! for who could thus declare the things that

shall be with their times and seasons, but He only who hath them in

his power : whose dominion is over all, and whose kingdom endureth

from generation to generation !

"

III. Of all the old prophets Daniel is the most distinct in the order

of time, and the easiest to be understood ; and on this account,

Sir Isaac Newton observes % in those events which concern the last

times, he must be the interpreter of the rest. All his predictions

relate to each other, as if they were several parts of one general pro-

phecy. The first is the easiest to be understood, and every succeeding

prophecy adds something to the former. Though his style is not so

lofty and figurative as that of the other prophets, it is more suitable

to his subject, being clear and concise ; his narratives and descriptions

are simple and natural ; and, in short, he writes more like an historian

than a prophet.

Of the genuineness and authenticity of the book of Daniel we have

every possible evidence, both external and internal.

• See Ezraiv. 4, B.

2 The reader wlio is desirous of studying what has been written on this subject is

referred to the writings of Sir Isaac Newton, Bishop Newton, Mr. Faber, and Dr. Hales,

who have collected a great variety of important inforznation on the fulfilment of Daniel's

prophecies.

3 Dissertations on Prophecy, vol. i. pp. 413,414. •* On Daniel, p. 15.
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1. With regard to the exteimal evidence, we have not only the ge-
neral testimony of the whole Jewish church and nation, which have
constantly received this book as canonical; but we have the particular

testimony of Josephus, who (we have seen) commends Daniel as the
greatest of prophets ; of the Jewish Targums and Talmuds, which
frequently quote and appeal to his authority; of Jesus Christ him-
self, who has cited his words, and has styled him " Daniel the

Prophet" (compare Dan. ix. 26, 27. with Matt. xxiv. 15. and Mark
xiii. 14.; and likewise of the apostle Paul, who has frequendy quoted
or alluded to him (compare Dan. iii. 23—25. and vii. 22. with Heb.
xi. 33, 34. and Dan. xi. 36. with 2 Thess. ii. 4.), as also of St. John,
whose Revelation derives great light from being compared with the

predictions of Daniel. To these testimonies we may add that of
Ezekiel, a contemporary writer, who greatly extols his exemplary
piety and singular wisdom (Ezek. xlv. 14.20. xxviii. 3.), and also

the testimony of antieut profane historians, who relate many of the
same transactions.

^

2. The internal evidence is not less convincing: for the language,
style, and manner of writing, are all perfectly agreeable to that ao-e,

and prove that it was written about the time of the Babylonish cap-
tivity. Part of the book, viz. from the fourth verse of the second
chapter to the end of the seventh chapter, was originally written in

the Chaldee language, because that portion treats of the Chaldaean or
Babylonish affairs : the rest of the book is pure Hebrew. But the
most satisfactory evidence is the exact accomplishment of Daniel's
prophecies, as well those which have been already fulfilled as those
which are now fulfilling in the world. So clear and explicit, indeed,
are his predictions concerning the advent of the Messiah, and other
important events, of times far remote from those in which he lived,

that Porphyry -, a learned adversary of the Christian faith in the third

century, — finding that Daniel's predictions concerning the several

empires were so universally acknowledged to be fulfilled, that he
could not disprove the fact of their accon)plishment,— aliened against
them that they must have been written after the events, to which they
refer, had actually occurred. To him they appeared to be a nar-
ration of events that had already taken place, rather than a prediction
of things future; such was the striking coincidence between the facts

when accomplished, and the prophecies which foretold them. And he
further affirmed that they were not composed by Daniel, whose name
they bore, but by some person who lived in Judaea about the time of
Antiochus Epiphanes ; because all the piophecies to that time con-
tained true history, but all beyond that period were manifestly false.

But this method of opposing the prophecies, as Jerome has rightly

1 The most important of these testimonies are collected by the writers referred to in the
preceding page.

2 Porphyry seems to have been the first who impugned the genuineness and authority
of Daniel's writings, in the twelfth of his fifteen books against tlie Christians. Dr. Lard-
ner has collected such of his objections as are extant, together with Jerome's answers to
them. Jewish and Heathen Testimonies, chap, xxxvii. (Works, vol. viii. pp. 185 204.
8vo. ; or vol. iv. pp. 214— 225. 4to.) Methodius, Eusebius, and ApoUinarius, also
wrote answers to Porphyry, which have long since perished.
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observed ^, affords the strongest testimony to their truth : for they were
fulfilled with such exactness, that, to infidels, the prophet seemed not

to have foretold things future, but to have related things past. With
respect to the particular prophecy (Dan. xi.) relating to the kings of

Syria and Egypt, which Porphyry affirmed was written after the time

of Antiochus Epiphanes, we ma}' remark that the book of Daniel was
translated into the Greek language one hundred years before he lived

;

and that very translation was in the hands of the Egyptians, who did

not cherish any great kindness towards the Jews and their religion

:

and those prophecies which foretold the successes of Alexander
(Dan. viii. 5. xi. 3.) were shown to him by the Jews, in consequence
of which he conferred upon them several privileges. ^

IV. In the Vulgate Latin edition of the Bible, as well as in Theo-
dotion's Greek version, which was adopted by all the Greek churches

hi the East in lieu of the incorrect Septuagint translation above
alluded to, there is added in the third chapter of Daniel, between

the twenty-third and twenty-fourth verses, the song of the three

children, Plananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, who were cast into the

fiery furnace; and, at the end of the book, in the Latin Vulgate, the

histoiy of Susanna and the story of Bel and the Dragon are inserted

as the thirteenth and fourteenth chapters. But these additions were
never received into the canon of Holy Writ by the Jewish church

;

neither are they extant in the Hebrew or Chaldee languages, nor is

there any evidence that they ever were so extant. The occurrence of

Hebraisms in them proves nothing more than that they were written

by a Hebrew in the Greek tono-ue, into which he transferred the

idioms of his own language : and that they were thus originally written

in Greek by some Hellenistic Jew, without liaving any higher source

whence they could be derived, is evident from this circumstance,

that, in the history of Susanna, Daniel, in his replies to the elders,

alludes to the Greek names of the trees, under which, they said, the

adultery charged upon Susannawas committed, which allusions cannot

hold good in any other language.^ The church of Rome, however,

allows these spurious additions to be of the same authority with the

rest of the book of Daniel ; and, by a decree of the fourth session of

the council of Trent, has given them an equal place in the canonical

Scriptures. But they were nev'er recognised as part of the sacred

volume by the antient fathers of the Christian church. Julius Afri-

canus, Eusebius, and Apollinarius rejected these pieces, not only as

being uncanonical, but also as fabulous : and Jerome, who has been

followed by Erasmus and other modern writers, has given the history

' Prsef. ad Danielem, et Prooeni. ad Comment, in Daniel.
- IMichaelis has dcmomlmted that the Hebrew and Chaldee text of Daniel was the

original, and more antient than the genuine Septuagint version of tliis book, in the fourth

volume of Iiis (German) Bihliotheca Orientalis. See an English version of this demon-
stration in Dr. Apthorp's Discourses on Prophecy, vol. i. pp. 244—250.

3 In the examination of the elders, when one of tliem said lie saw the crime committed,
viro axivou, niulcr a mastich-tree, Daniel is represented as anwering, in allusion to (Txivov,

" The angel of God hath received sentence of God, 2XI2AI ffe fieaov, to cut thee in two."

And when the other elder said that it was viro Trptvov, under a holm-tree, Daniel is made to

answer, in allusion to the word wptvov, " The angel of the Lord waiteth with the sword,

nPISAI ae fnaoVf to cut thee in tivo." Jerome, ut snpra.
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of Bel and the Dragon no better title than that of " TJie Fable ofBel

and the Dragon.'" And others, who have admitted them for instruc-

tion of manners, have nevertheless rejected them from the canonical

Scriptures ; in which conduct they have been followed by the Pro-

testant churches, who exclude them from the canonical, and class

them among the apocryphal writings.^

§ 5. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET OBADIAH.

I. Author and Date.— II. Synopsis of its Contents.

BEFORE CHRIST, 588 583.

I. The time when this prophet flourished is wholly uncertain.

Jerome, with the Jews, is of opinion that he was the same person who
was governor of Aliab's house, and who hid and fed one hundred
prophets whom Jezebel would have destroyed. Some other critics

think that he was the Obadiah, whom Josiah constituted overseer of

the works of the temple, mentioned in 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12. Dupin
refers him to the time of Ahaz, in whose reign the Edomites, in con-

junction with the Israelites, made war against the tribe of Judah ;

because his prophecy is almost wholly directed against the Edomites

or Idumaeans. Grotius, Huet, Dr. Lightfoot, and other commenta-
tors, however, make him to be contemporary with Hosea, Joel, and
Amos, agreeably to the rule of the Jewish writers, viz. that, where the

time of the prophet is not expressed, his predictions are to be placed

in the same chronological order as the prophecy immediately pre-

ceding. Archbishop Nevvcome, with great probability, supposes that

Obadiah prophesied between the taking of Jerusalem (which hap-

pened in the year 587 before Christ) and the destruction of Idumaea
by Nebuchadnezzar, which took place a very few years after : conse-

quently he was partly contemporar}^ with Jeremiah. As the latter

has many expressions similar to others in Obadiah, it is a question

which of the two has borrowed from the other. Opinions vary on
this subject, and there is not much preponderance of evidence on either

side; except that, as Jeremiah has used the works of other prophets

in his predictions against foreign nations, this fact renders it more
probiible that he had read Obadiah than the reverse. The following

table of the parallel passages will enable the reader to form his own
judgment :

—
' Dr. Prideaux's Connection, parti, book iii. sub anno 534. vol, i. pp. 164, 165.

edit. 1720. Calmet's Dictionary, voce Daniel, and his Preface sur Daniel, Comm. Litt.

torn. vi. pp. 609—612. The fullest vindication of the genuineness and canonical authority

of the prophecies of Daniel is to be found in Bishop Chandler's " Vindication of the

Defence of Christianity, from the Prophecies of the Old Testament," and in Dr. Samuel
Chandler's " Vindication of the Antiquity and Authority of Daniel's Prophecies," both

published at London in 1728, in 8vo.
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Obadiah, verse 1. compared with Jeremiah xhx. 14.

2. 15.

3, 4. - _ _ - 16.

5. 9.

6. 10.

8. 7.^

The writings of Obadiah, which consist of only one chapter, are

composed with much beauty, and unfold a very interesting scene of

prophecy.

II. The prophecy of Obadiah consists of two parts; viz.

Part L is winaiorij, and denounces the Destruction of Edomfor their

Pride and carnal Secnrity (1— 9.), and for their cruel Insidts and

Enmity to the Jeivs, after the Capture of their City. (10— 16.)

This pretliction, according to Archbishop Usher, was fulfilled, about

five years after the destruction of Jerusalem, by the Babylonians sub-

duing and expelling them from Arabia Petreea, of which they never

afterwards recovered possession.

Part II. is consolatory^ andforetells the Restoration qfthejcuos (17.),

their Victory over their Enemies, and theirfourishing State in con-

sequence. (18—21.)

Archbishop Newcome considers this prophecy as fulfilled by the con-

quests of the Maccabees over the Edomites. (See 1 Mace. v. S—5. 65,

&c.) There is no doubt that it was in part accomplished by the re-

turn from the Babylonian captivity ; and by the victories of the Mac-

cabeean princes ; but the prediction in the last verse will not receive its

complete fulfilment until that time when " the kingdoms of the world

are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of Ids Christ." (Rev. xi. 15.)

§ 6. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET EZEKIEL.

I. Author and Date.— II. Canotiical Authority ofthe Prophecies ofEzelciel.

III. TJieir Scope.— IV. Analysis of them. — V. Observations on the

Style of Ezekiel.

BEFORE CHRIST, 595—536.

I. Ezekiel, whose name imports the strength of God, was the

son of Euzi, of the sacerdotal race, and one of the captives carried

by Nebuchadnezzar to Babylon, with Jehoiachin king of Judah : it

does not appear that he had prophesied before he came into Meso-

potamia. The principal scene of his predictions was some place on

the river Chebar, which flows into the Euphrates about two hundred

miles to the north of Babylon, where the prophet resided ;
though

he was, occasionally, conveyed in vision to Jerusalem. He com-

menced his prophetic ministry in the thirtieth year of his age, accord-

ing to general accounts; or rather, as Calmet thinks, in the thirtieth

year after the covenant was renewed with God in the reign of Josiah,

1 Professor Turner's Translation of Jahn, p. 369. note.
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which answers to the fifth year of Ezekiel's and Jehoiachin's cap-

tivity (Ezek. i. 1. xl. 1.), the 03ra whence he dates his predictions;

and he continued to prophesy about twenty or twenty-one years.

The events of his life, after his call to the prophetic office, are inter-

woven with the detail which he has himself given of his predictions:

but the manner of its termination is no where ascertained. The
pseudo-Epiphanius, in his lives of the prophets, says that he was
put to death by the prince or commander of the Jews in the place of

his exile, because this prince was addicted to idolatry, and could not

bear the reproaches of the prophet. No reliance, however, can be
placed on this account, which is intermixed with many fables. Je-

rome is of opinion, that, as Ezekiel was in part contemporary with

Jeremiah, who prophesied iii Judaea while Ezekiel delivered his pre-

dictions beyond the Euphrates, their prophecies were interchanged

for the consolation and encouragement of the captive Jews. There
is, indeed, a striking agreement between the subject-matter of their

respective prophecies ; but Ezekiel is more vehement than Jeremiah
in reproving the sins of his countrymen, and abounds more in visions,

which render some passages of his book exceedingly difficult to be un-

derstood. On this account no Jew was, antiently, permitted to read

the writings of this prophet, until he had completed his thirtieth year."^

II. Until of late years the prophecies of Ezekiel have always been

acknowledged to be canonical, nor was it ever disputed that he was
their author. The Jews, indeed, say that the sanhedrin deliberated

for a long time whether his book should form a part of the sacred

canon. They objected to the great obscurity at the beginning and
end of his prophecy; and to what he says in ch. xviii. 20. that the

son should not bear the iniquit}' of his father, which they urged was
contrary to Moses, who says (Exod. xx. 5.), that God visits the "sins

of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation^

But it is worthy of remark, that Moses himself (Deut. xxiv. 16.)

says the very same thing as Ezekiel.'^ Respecting the declaration

in Exod. xxv. 5. See Vol. II. p. 523.

The genuineness of certain chapters of this prophet has been im-
pugned by some writers both on the continent and in our own country.

i. On the continent it has been denied that the last nine chapters
are to be attributed to Ezekiel ; but the arguments adduced in be-
half of this hypothesis are by no means sufficient to sustain it: for

1

.

The alleged obscurity of these chapters is " certainly not at

variance with the opinion that they were written by Ezekiel, for

many other parts of his work are less perspicuous, not to say, that

descriptions of this kind, particularly of buildings, can scarcely be
made very intelligible without the aid of drawings.

2. These chapters are su})posed to contain commands which were
disregarded by the Hebrews after their return, and, therefore, it is

inferx'ed that they did not then exist, or at least were not ascribed

to Ezekiel. But this supposition is imfounded: for those chapters
do not contain commands, but an emblematic or figurative repre-

1 Hieronymi Prooem. in lib. 1. Comm. in Ezech.
" Calmet, Preface sur Ezeitiel. Comment. Litt. torn. vi. pp. 353, 354.

VOL. IV. g
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sentation intended to confirm the certainty of the return, and the

re-establishnient of divine worship.

3. It is further objected, that the prophet could not possibly re-

tain in memory the numbers of so many measurements as were
perceived by him in his vision. But this is of little weight ; for as

the impressions of the visions were the more vehement on account

of the outward senses being at rest, there would be the less difficulty

in retaining them in the memory. Besides there are persons who
commit numbers to memory with great facility, and if the objectors

to these prophecies allow that visions constitute merely the dress

and form in which the prophets announce theii* predictions, there

would have been no need of memory in the case.

4. Josephus ^ attributes to Ezekiel two books concerning the Ba-
bylonish captivity : but as by the second book of Ezekiel, he means
the last nine chapters, how is it possible thence to infer that Ezekiel

is not their author ? There is no necessity, therefore, to apply the

language to Jeremiah (as Eichhorn did), which cannot be done with-

out violence to the series of the discourse."

Altogether worthless is the conjecture " that some Hebrew, who
returned later than the great body of his brethren, made up these

chapters, in order to effect a new distribution of the country by which

he might acquire a portion for himself: for no such impostor would
have written so largely and in such a manner o^ the temple and of the

division of the country among the tribes, and at the same time forget

entirely the distribution among individuals.

" Nothing, therefore, can be established in opposition to the ge-

nuineness of these prophecies ; and it is confirmed by their contents.

The visions, the manner ofconveying reproof, the midtitude ofcircum-

stantial particulars, the character of the language and style, in all

which respects Ezekiel is remarkably distinguished from other writers,

prove that he must have been the author of these chapters. No imi-

tation could possibly have been so successful."^

ii. In England, an anonymous writer^ has denied that " the pro-

phecies in chapters xxv.—xxxii. xxxv. xxxvi. xxxviii. and xxxix.

are Ezekiel's. His reasons are so exceedingly trifling, that they are

not worthy of refutation. Nor indeed is this necessar}', for these

very parts of the book contain evidence that they are the work of

this prophet ; very many particulars which Ezekiel is accustomed

to introduce elsewhere are found in these prophecies ; as, for instance,

the designation of the year, the month and the day, on which a revela-

tion was communicated ; the remarkable phraseology son of man
corresponding with the usage in the Aramaean dialect ; the forms,

set thyface to-joards or against— prophecy agaitist— hear the word of
Jehovah— thus saith the Lord Jehovah— the xwrd of Jehovah came

to me— they shall laiovo that I am Jehovah — take up a lamentation

for. In these chapters, as in ch. i.—xxiv., the terms TJlJ and t^^tJ^J

are frequently applied to kings, the same devices for conducting

sieges, p^'^, a circumvallation, and n'^bO' ^ mound, are mentioned,

' Antiq. Jud. lib. x. c. 5. § 1.

2 See Prof. Turner's Translation of Jahn, p. 403.
3 Monthly Magazine, March 1798, p. 189.
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compare ch. xxvi. 8. with iv. 2. xvii. 17. xxi. 27. (22.), and in fine

the same particularity and multitude of circumstances occur. In-

deed xxviii. 14. contains a reference to the vision mentioned in i. 13.

X. 2. If the mentioning the regions of the departed more frequently

than is usual (see xxvi. 20. xxxi. 14— 17. xxxii. 18— 32.) would
seem to indicate a foreign origin, it must be considered that the sub-

ject required it, and it can never be alleged with any weight as a

proof that these portions of Ezekiel's prophecies differ in character

from the remainder." ^

Joseph us ascribes to this prophet two books concerning the Babylo-
nian captivity^; and says, that, having foretold in Babylon the calam-
ities which were coming upon the people, he sent accounts of them to

Jerusalem.^ But these circumstances are not recorded in the predic-

tions now extant ; nor have we any means of ascertaining what
foundation Josephus had for his assertion. Most commentators are

of opinion that the Jewish historian divided the prophecy we now
have into two books, and that he took that part of the prophecy,
which contains a description of the temple (xli.—xlviii.), for a distinct

book, because it treats on a subject wholly different from the topics

discussed in the former part of his writings.

III. The chief design of Ezekiel's prophecies is, to comfort liis

brethren in captivity, who deplored their having too lightly credited

the promises of Jeremiah, who had exhorted them speedily to submit
to the Chaldees, on account of the approaching ruin of Jerusalem.

As these captives saw no appearance of the fulfilment of Jeremiah's

predictions, God raised up Ezekiel to confirm them in the faith, and
to support by new prophecies those which Jeremiah had long before

published, and even then continued to announce in Judaea. In pur-

suance of this design, Ezekiel predicts the dreadful calamities which
soon after were inflicted upon Judaea and Jerusalem, on account of

the idolatry, impiety, and profligacy of their inhabitants ; the divine

judgments that would be executed on the false prophets and pro-

phetesses, who deluded and hardened the Jews in their rebellion

against God ; the punishments that awaited the Ammonites, Edom-
ites, and Philistines, for their hatred of the Jews, and insulting them
in their distress; the destruction of Tyre; the conquest of Egypt;
the future restoration of Israel and Judah from their several disper-

sions ; and their ultimately happy state after the advent and under
the government of the Messiah.

IV. The prophecies of Ezekiel form, in our Bibles, forty-eight

chapters ; and, as he is extremely punctual in dating them, we have
little or no difficulty in arranging them in chronological order. They
may be divided into four parts ; viz.

Part I. Ezekiel's Call to the Prophetic Office (i. 1. to the first part

of verse 28.), his Commission, Instructions, and Encouragementsfor
executing it. (i. 28. latter clause, ii. iii. 1—21.)

Part II. Denunciations against the Jeivish People, (iii. 22—27. iv.

—xxiv.)

1 Prof. Turner's Translation of Jahn, p. 404.
« Anti(j. Jiid. lib. x. c. 5. § I. 3 Ibid. 1. x. c. 7. § 2.
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Sect. 1. Under the emblem of a siege delineated upon a tile is repre-

sented the manner in which the Chaldsean army would surround
Jerusalem during the reign of Zedekiah. (iii. 22—27. iv. 1—3.)

'

The inhabitants there encouraged the captives in Chaldgea to hope
for a return ; and such a hope they actually cherished, so long as

Jerusalem was safe : but this vision was designed to overthrow their

confidence. From the specimens preserved in cabinets, it is well

known that the tiles or bricks, antiently used in oriental buildings, were
of considerable size, with one of the surfaces well polished, so as to

be capable of receiving the representation described by the prophet.

By Ezekiel's lying upon his right and left side a certain number of

(prophetic) days, is exhibited the number of years, during which God
had borne with the iniquities of the house of Israel. (4-— 8.) The
scanty supply and intermixture of coarse food, represented the

scarcity and hard fare which the Jews should have during the con-

tinuance of the siege by Nebuchadnezzar.
Sect. 2. Under the type of shaving his head and beard, and weighing his

hair, one third part of which was to be burnt, another to be cut small

with a knife, and the remainder to be burnt (v. 1— 4.), are, in vision,

denounced the divine judgments against Jerusalem, by famine,

sword and dispersion. (5— 17.) The head here represents Jerusa-

lem ; the hair, the great number of its inhabitants ; and the balances,

the exactness of God's judgments.
Sect. 3. denounces the divine judgments against the Jews for their

idolatry (vi. 1—7.)> but promises that a remnant shall be saved, and
shall be brought to a sense of their sins by their afflictions. (8—14.)

Sect. 4. announces the irreversible judgment of captivity, and final de-

solation of the Jewsfor their idolatry and otherheinous sins (vii.l—22.):

theseverity of their captivity, which is prefigured by a chain. (23—27.)

Sect. 5. Describes the carrying of the prophet, in a vision, to Jeru-
salem (viii. 1— 4.), where he is shown the idolatries committed by
the Jews within the precincts of the temple

;
particularly the image of

Baal, by a bold figure called the image ofJenlousij, from the provoca-
tion it gave to God, by setting up a rival against him in the place de-

dicated to his worship (5.) ; the Egyptian (6— 12.), the Phenician (13,

14.), and the Persian superstitions (15, 16.)^ The prophet then de-

nounces vengeance against the wicked, and foretells the preservation

of the pious Jews (17, 18. ix.) ; and under the command to scatter coals

of fire over the city (x. 1—7.), and the vision of the Sliechinah depart-

ing from the temple (8—22.), are prefigured the destruction ofJerusa-
lem, and Jehovah's forsaking the temple. This section concludes with

a severe denunciation against those wicked princes and people who
remained in Jerusalem, and derided the types and predictions of the

prophets (xi. 1— 13.) ; the return of the Jews is then foretold (14

—

21.) ; Jehovah's utterly forsaking the temple and city is represented

' The prophetical types and figures are often adapted to the genius and education of the

prophets. Amos, for instance, derives his figures from objects which were familiar to a
shepherd or an husbandman. As Ezekiel seems to have had a peculiar talent for archi-

tecture, several of liis representations are suitable to that profession. " And they that

suppose the emblem here made use of to be below the dignity of the prophetic office, may
as well accuse Archimedes of folly for making lines in tlie dust." W. Lovvth on Ezek. i. ;

from whose summaries of chapters and the marginal abstracts of Mr. Reeves this analysis

of Ezekiel is chiefly derived, in tlie present as well as in former editions of this work.
- Eisliop Warburton has an excellent illustration of this prediction in his Divine

Legatoin of Moses, book iv. sect. 6 (Works, vol. iv. pp. 295—300.); the most ma-
terial parts of which are inserted in Bishop Mant's and Dr. D'Oyly's commentary on the

Bible.
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by the departure of the Shechinah (22, 23.) ; and the prophet re-

turns to communicate his instructions to his brethren of the cap-

tivity. (24, 25.)

Sect. 6. Under the types of Ezekiel's removing himself and his house-

hold goods (xii. 1—7.), and eating and drinking " with quaking, and
with carefulness" (17—20.), is prefigured the captivity of Zedekiah
and of the Jews still remaining at Jerusalem (8— 16.) ' ; and speedy
judgment is denounced against the Jews for their abuse of the divine

forbearance. (21—28.)

Sect. 7. The faise prophets (xiii. 1— 16.), and false prophetesses (17
—23.), are reproved and threatened with signal punishment.

Sect. 8. A denunciation of the divine judgments against the idolatrous

elders and their false prophets (xiv. 1— 11.), and against the Jews
for their obstinate inipenitency (12— 21.) ; a remnant of whom, it is

promised, shall be saved. (22, 23.)

Sect. 9. Under the parable of an unfruitful and unprofitable vine is set

forth the utter rejection of Jerusalem, (xv.)

Sect. 10. Under the emblem of an exposed and wretched infant is re-

presented the natural state of the Jewish nation, and the great love

of God to it in Egypt, as well as afterwards, (xvi. 1— 14.) The
heinous and unparalleled sins of the Jews are set forth ; for which
sore judgments are denounced against them. But, notwithstanding

all these provocations, God promises in the end to show them mercy
under his new and everlasting covenant. (60— 63.) The figurative

mode of describing adultery, which is of frequent occurrence in the

prophets, is pursued with great force, and at considerable length,

both in this and the 23d chapter.

Sect. 11. Under the allegory of two eagles and a vine, is represented

God's judgment upon the Jews, for revolting from Babylon to

Egypt, (xvii. 1— 21.) The " great eagle with great wings" (3.),

means Nebuchadnezzar, as the " feathers of divers colours" mean
the various nations that were subject to his sway. The other
" great eagle" (7.), means the king of Egypt. The preaching of

the Gospel, and the universal kingdom of the Messiah, are foretold.

(22—24.)
Sect. 12. The Jews, in Ezekiel's time, having complained (xviii. 1, 2.)

of the divine justice, as if the calamities which had befallen them
were inflicted merely for the sins of their forefathers, this section

contains a vindication of God's eternal rules of justice in punishing

no one eternally for the sins of another, and in pardoning the wicked
on their true repentance. (3— 32.)

Sect. 13. Under the parable of a lion's whelps are foretold the cruelty

and captivity of Jehoahaz, who was deposed by the king of Egypt",
and of Jehoiakim, who was deposed by the king of Babylon. J' (xix.

1—9) And under the parable of a vine scorched by the east wind,
torn up and transplanted in the wilderness, are set forth the deso-

lation and captivity of the whole Jewish people. (10— 14.)

' Josephus informs us that Zedekiah, thinking the prophecy of Ezekiel in the thirteenth

verse of this chapter (that he should be brought to Babylon, which liowever lie should not
see, though he should die there} inconsistent witii the prediction of Jeremiah (xxxii. 4.

and xxxiv. 3.) that the Jewish king should see the eyes of the king of Babylon,— de-
termined to give no credit to either of them. Both prophecies, as we have already seen

(Vol. I. p. 312.), were literally fulfilled, and the event convinced him that they were not
irreconcileable. Compare Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. x. c. 8. §2. with 2 King xxv. 4—7.

and Jer. lii. 8— 1 1.

- See 2 Kings xxiii. 33. and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 4.

3 See 2 Kings, xx iv. and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 6.
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Sect. 14'. A deputation of the elders having come to the prophet, in

the seventh year of Jehoiakim's and his own captivity, to request
him to ask counsel of God in the midst of their calamity, Ezekiel by
by divine command, reminds them of God's mercies to them, and of
their idolatry, and rebellions against him, from their departure out
of Egypt to that very day. (xx. 1— 39.) Yet, notwithstanding all

their provocations, their return from captivity is foretold, and also

that the twelve tribes shall serve God at Jerusalem.

Sect. 15. Under the emblem of a forest, doomed to be consumed by
fire, is foretold the destruction of Jerusalem, termed the " forest of
the south," because that city lay to the south of Chaldaea, where the
prophet then was. (xx. 45—49.) And under the emblem of a sharp
sword is predicted the destruction of the Jews (xxi. 1— 17.), of Je-
rusalem (18—27.) and of the Ammonites (28—32.), by Nebuchad-
nezzar. The prophecy against the Ammonites was accomplished
about five years after Jerusalem was destroyed.

Sect. 16. Contains a recital of the sins committed in Jerusalem, and
by all orders and classes of people in that city ; for which the

severest judgments are denounced, (xxii.)

Sect. 17. Represents the idolatries of Samaria and Jerusalem by the

lewd practices of two common harlots (xxiii. 1—21.) ; for which
crimes God denounces very severe judgments against them both.

(22-49.)
Sect. 18. Under the figure of a boiling pot is shown the destruction of
Jerusalem and its inhabitants (xxiv. 1— 14.) ; and, by the prophet's

being forbidden to mourn for his wife, it is signified that the cala-

mities of the Jews shall be so astonishing as to surpass all expres-

sions of sorrow. (15— 27.)

Part III. Comprises EzekieVs Prophecies agaijist various neighbour-

ing Nations^ Enemies to the Jews. (xxv.—xxxii.)

Sect. 1. Denounces the judgments of God against the Ammonites
(xxv. 1—7.), Moabites (8—11.), Edomites (12— 14.), and Philistines

(15—17.), on account of their hatred of his people, and insulting

them in tlie time of their distress. According to Archbishop Usher
and Josephus, these predictions were fulfilled by Nebuchadnezzar
about five years after the destruction of Jerusalem.'

Sect. 2. Announces, in language singularly elegant and animated, the

destruction of Tyre (xxvi. xxvii. xxviii. 1— 19.), whose vast trade,

riches, splendour, and power, are largely described. This predic-

tion" was accomplished, nineteen years after its delivery, by Nebu-
chadnezzar, who captured Tyre after besieging it for thirteen years,

and utterly destroyed that city. The destruction of Zidon, the

mother city of Tyre, (in whose prosperity and adversity she gene-
rally participated,) is then declared (20—23.) ; and this section of

prophecy concludes with promises of the happy state of the Jews
on their deliverance from all their enemies, together with their ge-

neral conversion to Christianity. (24—26-)

Sect. 3. The deposition and death of Pharaoh-Hoplarah (or Apries)

' Usserii Annales, ad a. m. 3419. Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. x. c. 11. § 1.

- Though these predictions chiefly relate to Old Tyre, yet Dr. Prideaux is of opinion

that they also comprehend New Tyre, which was erected on an island about half a mile

distant from the shore, and was conquered by Alexander the Great. Connexion, part i.

book ii. sub anno 573. (vol. i. pp. 91, 92.) See Vol. I. pp. 313—315. for the proofs of

the literal accomplishment of Ezekiel's prophecy, that Tyre should be a place " to spread

nets upon," and be " built no more." (xxvi. 14.)
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king of Egypt (xxix. 1— 8.), and the conquest of that country by
Nebuchadnezzar (9—21. xxx.

—

xxxii), are foretold. The imagery
of the latter part of this prophecy is both sublime and terrible.

These predictions were in the tenth, twenty-seventh, eleventh, and
twelfth years of Jehoiachin's captivity.

Part IV. Contains a Scries of'Exhortations and consolatory Promises

to the Jews, offuture Deliverance under Cyrus, hut jprincipally of
theirfnal Restoration and Conversion under the Kingdom of Mes-
siah, (xxxiii.

—

xlviii.) These Predictions were probably delivered in

the tvoelfth year ofJehoiachin^s Captivity,

Sect. 1. Sets forth the duty of a prophet or minister of God, exem-
plified by that of a watchman, in warning a people of their sins,

(xxxiii. 1—9.) Then follows an earnest exhortation to repentance,

vindicating the equity of the divine government, and declaring the

terms of acceptance (as in ch. xviii.) to be without respect of per-

sons ; so that the ruin of obstinate and impenitent sinners must be
attributed to themselves, (xxxiii. 10—20.) While Ezekiel was thus

under the prophetic impulse, tidings being brought to him of the

destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians (21, 22.), he takes oc-

casion to predict the utter desolation of Judaea, to check the vain

confidence of those who still remain there, and he also reproves the

hypocrisy of those Jews who were of the captivity. (23—33.)

Sect. 2. In this section God reproves the conduct of the civil and ec-

clesiastical governors of the Jewish people (xxxiv. 1— 10.), and pro-

mises a general restoration of the people. Their happy condition un-

der the reign of Messiah their king, is described in the most beautiful

terms. (11—31.)
Sect. 3. Contains a renewal of the prophet's former denunciations

against the Edomites (see xxv. 12.) as a just punishment for their

insults to the Jews during their calamities, (xxxv.) '

Sect. 4. Announces the general restoration of the Jews, of which the

return of the two tribes from Babylon may be considered an earnest,

and their consequent felicity, (xxxvi.) The same subject is further

illustrated under the vision of a resurrection of dry bones, (xxxvii,

1— 14.) The address to the dry bones in v. 4. is by some commen-
tators considered as a prophetical representation of that voice of the

son of God, which all that are in their graves shall hear at the last

day, and come forth. Under the emblem of the union of two sticks,

is foretold the incorporation of Israel and Judah into one state and
church, which will enjoy the land of Canaan and the blessings of the

gospel under the Messiah, (15—28.)

Sect. 5. Contains a remarkable prophecy against Gog and all his allies,

and the victory of Israel over them (xxxviii. xxxix. 1—22.), together

with a promise of deliverance from captivity, and of the final restor-

ation and conversion of the Jews to the Gospel, under the Messiah.

(23—29.) This prophecy relates to the latter ages of the world,

and will be best understood by its accomplishment.

Sect. 6. Contains a representation, partly literal and partly mystical,

of Solomon's temple ; also a mystical representation of the city of

Jerusalem, and mystical directions concerning the division of the

' This prophecy was accomplished in the conquest of the Edomites, first by the Na-
batheans, and secondly by John Hyrcanus, who compelled them to embrace the Jewish

religion ; in consequence of which they at length became incorporated with that nation.

Dr. Prideaux'a Connexion, partii. book v. sub anno 129. (vol. ii. pp. 307, 308.)
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Holy Land ; — all which were designed to give the Jews a greater

assurance of their returning into their own country from the Baby-
lonish captivity; and, more remotely, of their return after their ge-

neral conversion to Christianity, and of the lasting and firmly settled

and prosperous state they shall then enjoy in their own country. It

seems that no model of Solomon's temple had remained. To direct

the Jews, therefore, in the dimensions, parts, order, and regulations

of the new temple, on their return from the Babylonish captivity, is

one reason why Ezekiel is so particular in his description of the old

temple ; to which the new was conformable in figure and parts,

though inferior in magnificence on account of the poverty of the na-

tion at tiiat time. \\'hatever was august or illustrious in the prophe-

tic figures, and not literally fulfilled in or near their own times, the

antient Jews justly considered as belonging to the times of the Mes-
siah.' Accordingly, when they found that the second temple fell

short, at least in their opinion, of the model of the temple described

by Ezekiel, they supposed the prophecy to refer, at least in part, to

the period now mentioned ; and, doubtless, the temple and temple

worship were a figure of Christ's church, frequently represented in

the New Testament under the metaphor of a temple, in allusion to

the beauty, symmetry, and firmness of that erected by Solomon, to

its orderly worship, and to the manifestations of the divine presence

there vouchsafed.- This section comprises the last nine chapters of

Ezekiel's prophecy ; which are thus analysed by Dr. Smith.

^

Ch. xl. contains a description of the two outer courts, and of the chambers belonging

to them (1 — 47.), together with the porch of the temple. (48.)

Ch. xli. describes the measures, parts, and ornaments of the temple itself.

Ch. xlii. describes the priest's chambers aud their use, and the dimensions of tiie holy

mount on which the temple stood.

Ch. xliii. represents tlie glory of the Lord as returning to the temple, where God pro-

mises to fix his residence, if his people repent and forsake those sins which caused him
to depart from them. (1— 11.) The measures of the altar and the ordinances relating

to it are set down. (12—27.)

Ch. xliv. describes the glory of God as actually returned to the temple, and reproves the

Jews for suffering idolatrous priests to profane the temple with their ministrations.

(1—14.) Ordinances are then given for the deportment of God's true priests, and
the maintenance due to them. (15— 31.)

Ch. xlv. appoints tlie several portions of land for the sanctuary and its ministers (1—5.),

for the city (6.), and for tlie prince (7, 8.) ; and institutes various ordinances coh-

ccrning the provisions for the ordinary and extraordinary sacrifices. (9—25. xlvi.

1— 15.)

Ch. xlvi. ( 1 6—24.) gives directions concerning the inheriting of any part of the prince's

portion, and also concerning the boiling and baking any part of the holy oblations.

Ch. xlvii. contains the vision of the holy waters is-^uing out of the temple, and their

virtue (1— 12.) ; a most beautiful emblem of the gradual progress of the Gospel, and
of the power of divine grace under it, which is capable of healing all but the incor-

rigibly impenitent and hypocrites ; who, in verse 1 1., are compared to marshy ground,

which, after all the care or culture that can be bestowed upon it, continues barren and
unprofitable. The extent and division of the Holy Land are then described, which

is to be indiscriminately shared between the Israelites and proselytes sojourning

among them (13— 23.) ; mystically denoting the incorporation of the Gentiles into

the same church with the Jews. (Compare Eph. iii. 6.)

1 See particularly 1 Cor. iii. 16. 2 Cor. vi. 16, Eph. ii. 20—22. 1 Tim. iii. 15. The
same metaphor is also pursued in 2 Thes. ii. 4., and occurs repeatedly in the Revelation of

St. John, who not only describes the heavenly sanctuary by representations taken from
the Jewish temple (see Rev. xi. 19. xiv. 17. xv. 5. 8.), l)ut also transcribes several of
Ezekiel's expressions (Rev. iv. 2, 3. 6. xi. 1, 2. xxi. 12. &c., xxii. 1,2.); and borrows his

allusions from the state of the first temple, not of the second temple which existed in our
Saviour's time; as if the former had a more immediate reference to the times of the

Gospel. Compare Rev. iv. 1. &c. with Ezek. i. 6. et seq. — Lowth on Ezek. xl.

2 Reeves and Lowth on Ezek. xl. 3 View of the Prophets, pp. 153, 154^
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Ch. xlviii. comprises a description of the several portions of land belonging to each tribe,

n—7. 23—29.) ; together vvitli the portions allotted to the sanctuary (8— 14.), the

city (15— 19.), and the prince (20—22.); and also the measures and names of the

gates of the new city. (30—35.)

The points in these prophecies, which are principally worthy of

attention, are the following :
—

1. That the prophet, more than one hundred miles distant from

the scene, should have announced the beginning of the siege of Je-

rusalem on the very day it took place ; and, like Jeremiah, should

have constantly predicted the conquest and destruction of the city,

and the carrying away of the inhabitants.

2. That he should have foreseen also the flight of Zedekiah
through the broken walls at night, together with these circumstances;

viz. that he should be overtaken by the Chaldaeans, and that he
should not be slain, but carried into their country, which, however,

he should not see. This was verified by Nebuchadnezzar's causing

his eyes to be put out.

3. That, moreover, like Jeremiah, he should plainly predict the

return of the Jews to their country, and their perseverance in the

worship of God, events so remote and in themselves improbable, and
also the conquest of Idumaea by the Hebrews.

4. That he should have announced not only the demolition of

Tyre to be rebuilt no more, (for the new city was founded upon an
island,) but also that its ruins should be thrown into the sea; a pre-

diction which Alexander unconsciously verified.

5. Lastly, that, like Jeremiah, he should have foretold the advent

of Messiah the great son of David, at a period when David's family

were deprived of royal dignity.

'

V. Most biblical critics concur in opinion as to the excellency and
sublimity of Ezekiel's style. Grotius^ observes, that he possessed

great erudition and genius ; so that, setting aside his gift of prophecy,

which is incomparable, he may deserve to be compared with Homer,
on account of his beautiful conceptions, his illustrious comparisons,

and his extensive knowledge of various subjects, particularly of archi-

tecture. Bishop Lowth, in his twenty-first lecture on the sacred

poetry of the Hebrews, gives us the following description of the

peculiar and discriminating characters of this prophet. " Ezekiel,"

says he, " is much inferior to Jeremiah in elegance; in sublimity he
is not even excelled by Isaiah : but his sublimity is of a totally dif-

ferent kind. He is deep, vehement, tragical ; the only sensation he
affects to excite is the terrible ; his sentiments are elevated, fervid,

full of fire, indignant; his imagery is crowded, magnificent, terrific,

sometimes almost to disgust ; his language is pompous, solemn,

austere, rough, and at times unpolished : he employs frequent repe-

titions, not for the sake of grace or elegance, but from the vehemence
of passion and indignation. Whatever subject he treats of, that he
sedulously pursues, from that he rarely departs, but cleaves as it

were to it; whence the connection is in general evident and well

preserved. In many respects he is perhaps excelled by the other

1 Professor Turner's Translation of Jahn, p. 401.
2 Praef. ad Ezechiel. in Crit. Sacr. torn. iv. p. 8.
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prophets; but in that species of composition to which he seems bj""

nature adapted, the forcible, the impetuous, the great and solemn,

not one of the sacred writers is superior to him. His diction is suf-

ficiently perspicuous, all his obscurity consists in the nature of the

subject. Visions (as, for instance, among others, those .of Hosea,

Amos, and Jeremiah,) are necessarily dark and confused. The
greater part of Ezekiel, towards the middle of the book especially, is

poetical, whether we regard the matter or the diction." His periods,

however, are frequently so rude, that Bishop Lowth expresses himself

as being often at a loss how to pronounce concerning his perform-

ance in this respect. In another place the same learned prelate re-

marks, that Ezekiel should be oftener classed among the orators than

the poets ; and he is of opinion that, with respect to style, we may
justly assign to Ezekiel the same rank among the Hebrews, as Ho-
mer, Simonides and ^schylus hold among the Greeks.

From this high praise of Bishop Lowth's, his learned annotator,

Michaelis, dissents; and is so far from esteeming Ezekiel as equal

to Isaiah in sublimity, that he is disposed to think the prophet dis-

plays more art and luxuriance in amplifying and decorating his sub-

ject, than is consistent with poetical fervour, or, indeed, with true

sublimity. Michaelis further pronounces Ezekiel to be in general

an imitator, who possesses the art of giving an air of novelty and in-

genuity, but not of grandeur and sublimity, to all his compositions
;

and is of opinion that, as the prophet lived at a period when the

Elebrew language was visibly on the decline ; and also that, if we
compare him with the Latin poets who succeeded the Augustan age,

we may find some resemblance in the style, something that indicates

the old age of poetry. In these sentiments the English translator

of Bishop Lowth's lectures partially acquiesces, observing that Eze-

kiel's fault is a want of neither novelty nor sublimity, but of grace

and uniformity; while Eichhorn minutely discusses his claims to

originality.' Archbishop Newcome, however, has completely vindi-

cated the prophet's style. He observes, with equal truth and judg-

ment, that Ezekiel is not to be considered as the framer of those

august and astonishing visions, and of those admirable poetical re-

presentations which he committed to writing; but as an instrument

in the hands of God, who vouchsafed to reveal himself, through a

long succession of ages, not only in divers parts constituting a mag-

nificent and uniform whole, but also in different manners, as by voice,

by dreams, by inspiration, and by plain or enigmatical vision. If he

is circumstantial in describing the wonderful scenes which were pre-

sented to him in the visions of God, he should be regarded as a

faithful representer of the divine revelations, for the purpose of in-

formation and instruction, and not as exhausting an exuberant fancy

in minutely filling up an ideal picture. The learned prelate thinks

it probable thatBuzl, the prophet's father, had preserved his own

family from the taint of idolatry, and had educated his son for the

priestly office in all the learning of the H^ebrews, and particularly in

•the study of their sacred books. Being a youth at the time of his cap-

1 Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol, ii. pp. 89

—

95.
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tivity,— a season of life when the fervour of imagination is natural

in men of superior endowments,— his genius led him to amplifi-

cation, like that of some of the Roman poets ; though he occasion-

ally shows himself capable of the austere and concise style of which

the seventh chapter is a remarkable instance. But the Divine Spirit

did not overrule the natural bent of his mind. Variety is thus pro-

duced in the sacred writings. Nahum sounds the trumpet of war
;

Hosea is sententious, Isaiah sublime, Jeremiah pathetic, Ezekiel

copious. This diffuseness of manner in mild and affectionate exhort-

ation, this vehement enlarging on the guilt and consequent sufferings

of his countrymen, seems wisely adapted to their capacities and cir-

cumstances, and must have had a forcible tendency to awaken them
from their lethargy.^

SECTION IV.

ON THE PROPHETS WHO FLOURISHED AFTER THE RETURN OF THE
JEWS FROM BABYLON.

§ 1. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET HAGGAI.

I. Author and Date. — II. Argument and Scope.— \\1. Analysis of its

Contents. — IV. Observations on its Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 520 518.

I. JNOTHlNGis certainly known concerning the tribe or birth-

place of Haggai, the tenth in order of the minor prophets, but the

first of the three who were commissioned to make known the divine

will to the Jews after their return from captivity. The general opi-

nion, founded on the assertion of the pseudo-Epiphanius, is that

he was born at Babylon, and was one of the Jews who returned with

Zerubbabel, in consequence of the edict of Cyrus. The same author

affirms that he was buried at Jerusalem among the priests, whence
some have conjectured that he was of the family of Aaron. The
times of his predictions, however, are so distinctly marked by him-

self, that we have as much certainty on this point as we have with

respect to any of the prophets.

II. The Jews, who were released from captivity in the first year

of the reign of Cyrus (Ezrai, 1. et seq.), having returned to Jeru-

salem and commenced the rebuilding of the temple (Ezra ii. iii ), were
interrupted in their undertakings by the neighbouring satraps, who
contrived to prejudice the Persian monarch (the pseudo-Smerdis)

' Archbishop Newcome's Preface to his Translation of Ezekiel, pp. xxvii. xxviii. To
justify the character above given, the learned prelate descends to particulars (which we
have not room to specify,) and gives apposite examples, not only of the clear, the Jloiibhtg,

and the nervous, but also of the sublime. He concludes his observations on tlie style of

Ezekiel by stating it to be his deliberate opinion, that, if the propliet's " style is the old

age of the Hebrew language and composition, it is a firm and vigorous one, and should

induce us to trace its youth and manhood with the most assiduous attention." Ibid,

pp. xxviii.—Ixii.
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against tliem (Ezra iv. 1. with 24.) until the second year of Darius.

Discouraged by these impediments, the people ceased, for fourteen

years, to prosecute the erection of the second temple, as if the time

were not yet come, and applied themselves to the building of their

own houses : but God, disposing that sovereign to renew the decree

of Cyrus, raised up the prophet Haggai about the year 520 before

Christ; and, in consequence of his exhortations, they resumed the

work, which was completed in a few years.

Further, in order to encourage them to proceed in this under-

taking, the prophet assured them from God, that the glory of this

latter house should far exceed the glory of the former.

III. The book of the prophet Haggai comprises three distinct

prophecies or discourses, viz.

DISCOURSE 1. The porphet reproves the delay of the people in rebuild-

ing the temple ; which neglect he denounces as the reason why they

were punished with great drought and unproductive seasons, (i. 1— 12.)

He then encourages them to undertake the work, and promises them
Divine assistance. (13— 15.)

DISCOURSE 2. The prophet further encourages the builders by a promise,

that the glory of the second temple should surpass that of the first

;

and that in the following year God would bless them with a fruitful

harvest, (ii. 1— 19.) This prophecy was fulfilled by Jesus Christ honor-

ing the second temple with his presence, and there publishing his saving

doctrine to the world. See Luke xix. 47. xx. 1. xxi. 38. John xviii. 20. ^

DISCOURSE 3. The prophet foretells the setting up of the Messiah's king-

dom under the name of Zerubbabel. (ii. 20—23.)

IV. Tiie style of this prophet is for the most part plain and pro-

saic, and vehement when he reproves ; it is, however, interspersed

with passages of much sublimity and pathos when he treats of the

advent of the Messiah, whom he emphatically terms " the desire of

all nations."

§ 2. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET ZECHARIAH.

I. Author and Date.— II. Analysis of its Contents. — III. Observations

on its Style. — IV. The last Six Chapters proved to be genuine.

BEFORE CmilST, 520 518.

I- A.LTHOUGH the names of Zechariah's father and grand-father

are specified (Zech. i. 1.), it is not known from what tribe or family

this prophet was descended, nor where he was born ; but that he was
one of the captives who returned to Jerusalem in consequence of the

decree of Cyrus, is unquestionable. As he opened his prophetic

commission in the eighth month of the second year of Darius the

son of Hystaspes, that is, about the year 520 before the Christian

sera, it is evident that he was contemporary with Haggai, and his

' W. Lowth's Commentary on Haggai.
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authority was equally effectual in promoting the building of the tem-
ple. From an expression in ch. ii. 4. we have every reason to be-
lieve that Zechariah was called to the prophetic ministry when he was
a young man.

II. The prophecy of Zechariah consists of two parts, the first of
which concerns the events which were then taking place, viz. the
restoration of the temple, interspersing predictions relative to the
advent of the Messiah. The second part comprises prophecies rela-

tive to more remote events, particularly the coming of Jesus Christ,

and the war of the Romans against the Jews.

Part I. contains the Prophecies delivered in the second year of Darius
king of Persia, (i,—vi.)

DISCOURSE ]. An exhortation to the Jews who had returned from cap-
tivity, to guard against those sins which had drawn so much distress
upon their ancestors, and to go on with the building of the temple (i.

1—6.), which it is predicted that Darius should permit (7— 17.); and
that the Samaritans should be compelled to suspend their opposition to
the building. (18—21.) Further, to encourage the Jews in tlieir work
the prophet foretells the prosperity of Jerusalem (ii. 1—5.), and admo-
nishes the Jews to depart from Babylon before her destruction (6 9.),
promising them the divine presence. ( 10—13.) These promises, thouo-h
primarily to be understood of the Jews after their return from Baby-
lon, are secondarily and principally to be understood of the restoration
of the Jews, and their conversion to the Gospel.

DISCOURSE 2. Under the type of Joshua the high priest clothed with
new sacerdotal attire, is set forth the glory of Christ as the chief corner-
stone of his church. (8— 10.)

DISCOURSE 3. Under the vision of the golden candlestick and two olive
trees is typically represented the success of Zerubbabel and Joshua in

rebuilding the temple and restoring its service, (iv.

)

DISCOURSE 4. Under the vision of a flying roll, the divine judgments are
denounced against robbery and perjury (v. 1—4.) ; and the Jews are
threatened with a second captivity, if they continue in sin. (5 11.)

piscouRSE 5. Under the vision of the four chariots, drawn by several
sorts of horses, are represented the successions of the Babylonian, Per-
sian, Macedo-Greek, and Roman empires (vi. 1 — 8.), and by the two
crowns placed upon the head of Joshua are set forth, primarily, the
re-establishment of the civil and religious polity of the Jews under
Zerubbabel and Joshua : and, secondarily but principally, the hi<'-h-

priesthoud and kingdom of Christ, here emphatically termed the Branch
(9— 15.), who is to be both king and high-priest of the church of God.

Part 2. Prophecies delivered in the Fourth Year of the Reign of
Darius, (vii—xiv.)

DISCOURSE 1. Some Jews having been sent to Jerusalem from the exiles

then at Bab}'lon, to inquire of t!ie priests and prophets whether they
were still bound to observe the fasts,that had been instituted on account
of the destruction of Jerusalem, and which had been observed durino-

the captivity (vii, 1— 3.), — the prophet is commanded to take this oc-
casion of enforcing upon them the weightier matters of the law, viz.

judgment and mercy, lest the same calamities should befall them which
had been inflicted upon their fathers for their neglect of those duties.

(4.— 14.) In the event of their obedience, God promises the continuance
of his favour (viii.l—8.); they are encouraged to go on with the build-
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ing (9— 17.)> and are permitted to discontinue the observance of the
fasts which they had kept during the captivity. (18—23.)

DISCOURSE 2. contains predictions of the conquest of Syria, Phoenicia,

and Palestine, by Alexander the Great (ix. 1—7.), and of the watchful
providence of God over his temple in those troublesome times. (8.)

Whence he takes occasion to describe, as in a parenthesis, the advent
of Christ (9. 10, with Matt, xxi. 5. and John xii. 15.) ; and then re-

turning to his former subject, he announces the conquest of the Jews,
particularly of the Maccabees, over the princes of the Grecian mo-
narchy. (11— 17.) Prosperity is further promised to the Jews (x. 1—3,),

and their victories over their enemies are again foretold. (4— 12,) It is

probable that this prophetic discourse remains to be fully accomplished
in the general and final restoration of the Jews.

DISCOURSE 3. predicts the rejection of the Jews for their rejection of Mes-
siah, and valuing him and his labours at the base price of thirty pieces

of silver, (xi.) This prediction was literally fulfilled in the person of

Jesus Christ. (Compare Matt. xxvi. 14, 15, and xxvii. 3— 10, withZech.
xi. 11— 13.) The Jews themselves have expounded this prophecy of

the Messiah.

DISCOURSE 4. comprises a series of prophecies, relating principally to the

latter times of the Gospel. The former part of it (xii, 1—9.) announces
the preservation of Jerusalem against an invasion in the last ages of the

world, which most commentators think is that of Gog and Magog, more
largely described in the thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth chapters of Eze-
kiel. The grief of the Jews, for their fathers' having crucified the

Messiah, on their conversion, is then foretold (10— 14.), as also the

crucifixion itself, and the general conversion of the Jews, (xiii,) The
destruction of their enemies predicted at the beginning of this prophetic

sermon, is again foretold (xiv. 1— 15.); and the prophecy concludes

with announcing the final conversion of all nations to the Gospel, and
the prosperity of the church, (16—21.)

III. Zechariah is the longest of the twelve minor prophets. His
style, like that of Haggai, is for the most part prosaic, though more
obscure towards the beginning on account of his types and visions.

But the difficulties arising from his alleged obscurity may be ac-

counted for by the fact, " that some of his predictions relate to matters

which are still involved in the womb of futurity : no wonder, then,

that these fall not within the reach of our perfect comprehension.

Others there are, which we have good reason to believe, have already

been fulfilled, but do not appear with such a degree of evidence, as

they probably would have done, if we had been better informed con-

cerning the times and facts to which they relate. With respect to

the emblems and types that are exhibited, they are most of them of

easy and determinate application. And in favour of the importance

of his subject-matter, it must be acknowledged that, next to Isaiah,

Zechariah is the most evangelical of all the prophets, having more
frecjuent and more clear and direct allusions to the character and

coming of the Messiah, and his kingdom, than any of the rest. Nor
in his language and composition do we find any particular bias to

obscurity, except that the quickness and suddenness of the transitions

is sometimes apt to confound the boundaries of discourse, so as to

leave the less attentive reader at a loss to whom the several parts of

it are to be ascribed. But upon the whole we shall find the diction
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remarkably pure, the construction natural and perspicuous, and the

style judiciously varied according to the nature ofthe subject; simple

and plain in the narrative and historical parts ; but in those that are

wholly prophetical, the latter chapters in particular, rising to a degree

of elevation and grandeur, scarcely inferior to the sublimestof the in-

spired writings." -

IV. The diversity of style observable in the writings of this pro-

phet has induced many modern critics to conclude that the last six

chapters could not have been written by Zechariah : but their ob-
jections, however formidable in appearance, admit of an easy and
satisfactory solution.

1. It is alleged the evangelist Matthew (xxvii. 9.) cites a passage

now found in Zech. xi. 13. as spoken, not by Zechariah, but by
Jeremiah. But it is more probable (as we have already shown in

Vol. II. p. 212. note 2.), that the name of Jeremiah has slipped

into the text, through some mistake of the transcribers.

2. It is urged, that many things are mentioned in these chapters,

which by no means correspond with Zechariah's time ; as, when
events are foretold, which had actually taken place before that time.

But it may be questioned, whether those subjects of prophecy have
been rightly understood ; and whether that, which has been construed

as having reference to past transactions, may not in reality terminate in

others of a later period, and some perhaps which are yet for to come.

3. Another argument is drawn from eh. xi., which contains a pro-

phecy of the destruction of the temple and people of the Jews ;
— a

prophecy, " which (it has been said) is not agreeable to the scope of

Zechariah's commission, who, together with his colleague Haggai, was
sent to encourage the people, lately returned from captivity, to build

their temple, and to restore their commonwealth." This, it is granted,

was the general scope of Zechariah's commission in the first eight

chapters ; nor would it have been a fit time to foretell the destruction of

both the temple and commonwealth, while they were but yet building.

But, between the date of these first chapters and that of the suc-

ceeding ones, many circumstances might have occurred, and certainly

did occur, to give rise to a commission of a very different complexion
from the foregoing. The former are expressly dated in the second

and fourth j-ears of the reign of Darius ; to the latter, no date at all is

annexed. Darius is supposed to have reigned thirty-six years; and
the Jews have a tradition that the three prophets, Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi, did not die before the last year of that king's reign.

Admitting, then, Zechariah to have prophesied again towards the

close of his life, he may well be supposed to have published without

any incongruity, after such an interval, what would not altogether

have accorded with the period and purport of his first commission.

And as there is good reason to believe that this was the case ; so upon
this ground we may also not improbably conclude him to have been
that very Zechariah of whom our Saviour spake (Matt, xxiii. 35.) as

slain between the temple and the altar. For he was, according to our

I Dr. Blayney's Translation of Zechariah, Prel. Disc, pp.xv. xvi.
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Saviour's description, the son of Barachias, and comes in— where,

from what is said of him, he might naturally be expected,— at the

close of that series of prophets, (for there were none after him until

the cominoof Christ,) who were put to death in the faithful discharge

of their duty. That he was become obnoxious to his countrymen,

may be collected from ch. xi. 8. And, if the records of the Old

Testament are silent concerning his death, let it be remembered

that it was a very small part of them, if any, that was written after

that event.

4. Lastly, upon the same supposition, the allowed difference of

style and manner may be accounted for, not only as arising from the

diversity of the subject, but from the different age of the author ; who

may well be credited to have written with more dignity in his ad-

vanced years, than when he was but a youth, as he is said to be in

ch. ii. 4.

Upon the whole this conclusion may be drawn ; that setting aside

the doubtful authority of St. Matthew's text, there is nothing else to

be found sufficient to invalidate the title of Zechariah to the chapters

in question ' ; and, consequently, that it was not written Z)j/ Jeremiah,

as Mede, Dr. Hammond, and others have supposed, nor before the

time of that prophet, as Archbishop Newcome conjectured, whose

opinion was adopted by Archbishop Seeker, and also by Doederlein.

§ 3. ON THE BOOK OF THE PROPHET MALACHI.

1. Author and Date.— II. Occasion ajid Scope of his Prophecy. — III. Ana-
lysis of its Contents.— IV. Style.

BEFORE CHRIST, 436 420.

I. Concerning Malachl, the last of the minor prophets (which

name signifies my angel or my messenger), so little is known, that it has

been doubted whedier his name be a proper name, or only a generic

name, signifying the angel of the Lord, a messenger, a prophet.

From a comparison of Haggai (i. 13.) with Malachi (iii. 1.), it ap-

pears, that in those times the appellation of Malach-Jehovah, or the

messenger of the Lord, was given to the prophets. The Septuagint

translators have rendered Malachi his angel instead of my angel, as

the original imports; and several of the fathers have quoted Malachi

under the name of the angel of the Lord. Origen entertained the

extravao-ant notion, that Malachi was an angel incarnate sent from

God. Calmet, after Jerome and some other antient writers, thinks

that Malachi was the same person as Ezra, who wrote the canonical

book that passes under his name, and was governor of the Jews after

1 Dr. Blayney's Translation of Zechariah, pp. 35—37. The genuineness of the latter

part of the prophecy of Zechariah is satisfactorily proved, by a minute examination of its

language, style, poetical structure, argument, and scope, by Dr. F. B. Koester, in his

Meletemata Critica in Zotharise Prophetae Partem posteriorem, cap. ix.—xiv. pro tuenda

ejus authentia. 8vo. Gottingae, 1819.
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their return from the captivity. As he revised the Holy Scriptures,

and collected the canon of the Old Testament, and performed various

other important services to the Jewish church, Ezra has been consi-

dered both by antient Jewish, and also by the early Christian writers,

as a very extraordinary person sent from God, and therefore they

thought him very appropriately denominated Malachi : but for these

opinions there is no foundation whatever.

It is certain that Malachi was a distinct person from Ezra, and
(as Rosenmiiller observes) the whole argument of his book proves

that he flourished after the return from the captivity. That he was
contemporary with Nehemiah was the unvarying opinion of the an-

tients, and is placed bej'ond all doubt by the subject of the book,

which presents the same aspect of things as in Nehemiah's time.

Thus, it speaks of the temple, as having been built a considerable

time ;
— it introduces the Jews as complaining of the unfavourable

state of their affairs; — it finds fault with the heathen wives, whom
Nehemiah after some time separated from the people (Neh. xiii. 23
—30.) ; — it censures die withholding of tythes, which was also no-

ticed by Nehemiah. (xiii. 5.) ^ From all these circumstances it ap-

pears that Malachi prophesied while Nehemiah was governor of

Judaea, more particularly after his second coming from the Persian

court; and he appears to have contributed the weight of his exhort-

ations to the restoration of the Jewish polity, and the final reform

established by that pious and excellent governor. Archbishop New-
come supposes this prophet to have flourished about the year 436
before the Christian aera : but Dr. Kennicott places him about the

year 420 before Christ, which date is adopted by Dr. Hales, as suf-

ficiently agreeing with the description of Josephus and the varying

dates of chronologers. ^

II. The Jews, having rebuilt the temple and re-established the

worship of Jehovah, after the death of Zerubbabel and Joshua re-

lapsed into their former irreligion in consequence of the negligence

of the priests. Although they v^^ere subsequently reformed during

the governments of Ezra and Nehemiah, yet they fell into gross

abuses after the death of Ezra, and during Nehemiah's absence at

the court of Persia. The prophet Malachi was therefoi'e commis-
sioned to reprove the priests and people, more particularly after Ne-
hemiah's second return, for their irreligious practices, and to invite

them to repentance and reformation of life by promises of the great

blessino-s that should be bestowed at the advent of the Messiah.

III. The writings of Malachi, which consist of four chapters, com-
prise two distinct prophetic discourses, viz.

DISCOURSE 1. The Jews liaving complained that God had shown them
no particular kindness, the prophet in reply reminds them of the spe-

cial favour which God had bestowed upon them ; their country being a

cultivated land, while that of the Edomites was laid waste, and was to
" be still farther devastated, by the Persian armies marching through

' Jahn's Introiluction, p. 435.
- Arclibishop Newcome's Minor Prophets, p. xliii. Kennicott, Dissertatio Generalis,

§ 14. p. 6. Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. p. 5a3.

VOL. IV. R
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those territories against the revolting Egyptians, (i. 1— 5.) Malachi
then reproves them for not showing due reverence to God (6— 10.),

for which their rejection is threatened, and the caUing of the Gentiles

is announced. (11.) The divine judgments are threatened both
against the priests for their unfaithfulness in their office (12—14.

ii. 1— 10.), and also for the unlawful intermarriages of the people with

idolatresses, and divorcing even their legitimate wives. (11— 17.)

DISCOURSE 2. foretells the coming of Christ, and his forerunner John
the Baptist, under the name of Elias, to purify the sons of Levi, the

priests, and to smite the land with a curse, unless they all repented.

Reproofs are interspersed for withholding their tythes and other obla-

lations, and also for their blasphemy ; and the reward of the good and
the punishment of the wicked are predicted, (iii. iv. 1—3.) The pro-

phecy concludes vvitli enjoining the strict observance of the law, since

they were to expect no prophet until the forerunner already promised
should appear in the spirit and power of Elijah, to introduce the

Messiah, and commence a new and everlasting dispensation. (4— 6.)

" The great and terrible day of the Lord," in verse 5. denotes the de-

struction of Jerusalem by the Romans a. d. 70. ; though this expres-

sion may also be applied to the general dissolution of all things agree-

ably to the usual mode of speaking among the prophets. Compare
Isa.xiii. 9, 10.

'

IV. Although the writings of this prophet are almost wholly in

prose, yet they are by no means destitute of force and elegance. He
reproves the wickedness of his countrymen with great vehemence

;

and Bishop Lowth observes that his book is written in a kind of

middle style, which seems to indicate that the Hebrew poetry, from

the time of the Babylonish captivity, was in a declining state, and,

being past its prime and vigour, was then fast verging towards the

debility of age.

CHAPTER V.

ON THE APOCRYPHA.'

1. Account of the First Book of Esdras IL Of the Second Book of
Esdras.— IIL Of the Book of Tobit. — IV. Of the Book ofJudith.—
V. Of the rest of the Chapters of Esther. — VL Of the Book of Wis-
dom. — VIL Of the Book of Ecclesiasticus.— VIIL Of Baruch.—
IX. Of the Song of the Three Children.— X. Of the History of
Susanna.— XI. Of Bel atid the Dragon.— XII. Of the Prayer of
Manasses.— XIII. Of the Books of Maccabees.

I. IT is not known at what time the first book of Esdras was
written : it is only extant in Greek, and in the Alexandrian manu-
script it is placed before the canonical book of Ezra, and is there

called the first book of Ezra, because the events related in it oc-

i W. Lowth and Reeves, on Malachi.
2 For a critical account of the reasons why the Apocryphal Books, which are usually

printed between the Old and New Testaments, are justly rejected from the canon of
Scripture, as uninspired writings, see Vol. I. Appendix, No. I. Section I. pp. 496—499.
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curred prior to the return from the Babylonish captivity. In some
editions of the Septuagint it is called the fr&t book of the priest

(meaning Ezra), the authentic book of Ezra being called the second

book. In the editions of the Latin Vulgate, previous to the council

of Trent, this and the following book are styled the third and fourth

books of Esdras, those of Esdras and Nehemiah being entitled the

first and second books. The author of this book is not known ; it is

compiled from the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, which however it

contradicts in many instances. The first book of Esdras is chiefly

historical, and gives an account of the return of the Jews from the

Babylonish captivity, the building of the temple, and the re-estab-

lishment of divine worship. The style of this book is much purer

than that of the greater part of the Septuagint version, and is said

frequently to approach that of Symmachus, the most elegant of all

the Greek translators of the Bible. Although this book is often

cited by the flithers, it is rejected by Jerome as being spurious, and

the church of Rome never recognised its canonical authority : it is

not appointed to be read for lessons in the Anglican church. There

is a Syriac version of this book extant.

II. In what language the second book of Esdras was originally

written, it seems impossible at this distant period to determine with

certainty. Morinus conjectures that it was Hebrew, or perhaps

Chaldee, from which it was translated into Greek, and thence into

Latin ;
^ and this conjecture he grounds upon what he considers to

be its evidently Jewish style and phraseology. Archbishop Lau-
rence thinks it highly pi-obable that the Latin version was imme-
diately and literally taken from the Greek : it is indisputably of very

high antiquity. It is also extant in an Arabic translation, the date

of which is unknown, and in an Ethiopic version (where it is called

the first book of Esdras'-), which cannot be traced higher than the

fourth century : both, however, seem to be taken from the Greek,

and differ considerably from the Latin version : which last, in the

judgment of Dr. Laurence, may be advantageously corrected by the

other two. In the Ethiopic version, it is termed the first book of

Esdras. Both this and the Arabic versions have only from Chapter

III. to Chapter XIV. inclusive. The remaining chapters, as found

in the Latin Vulgate, have clearly no connection with it, but form

two separate apocryphal pieces, and are thus distinguished in almost

all the mamiscripts of the Vulgate, though they are now iwinted as

part of the second book of Esdras.

The author ofthis book is unknown ; although he personates Ezra,

it is manifest from the style and contents of his book that he lived

long after that celebrated Jewish reformer. He pretends to visions

and revelations, but they are so fanciful, indigested, ridiculous, and

absurd, that it is clear that the Holy Spirit could have no concern

in dictating them. He believed that the day of judgment was at

hand, and that the souls of good and wicked men would all be de-

livered out of hell after the day of judgment. Numerous rabbinical

' Exercitationes Biblicac, lib. ii. p. 225.
2 Primi Ezrae Libri Versio .^Etbiopica. General Remarks, pp. 280—282, 291.
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fables occur in this book, particularly the account of the six clays'

creation, and the story of Behemoth and Leviathan, two monstrous

ci'eatures that are designed as a feast for the elect after the day of

resurrection, &c. He says that the ten tribes are gone away into a

country which he calls Arsareth (xiii. 40—45.), and that Ezra re-

stored the whole body of the Scriptures, which had been entirely

lost. (xiv. 21.) And he speaks of Jesus Christ and his apostles in so

clear a manner, that the Gospel itself is scarcely more explicit. On
these accounts, and from the numerous vestiges of the language of

the New Testament, and especially of the Revelation of Saint John,

which are discoverable in this book, Moklenhawer and some other

critics conclude that it was written by some converted Jew, in the

close of the first or early in the second century, who assumed the

name of Esdras or Ezra. But Archbishop Laurence considers those

passages to be interpolations, and observes that the character which

the unknown writer gives of the Messiah is a veiy different one from

what a Christian would have given. He is therefore of opinion that

this book was written by a Jew, who lived before the commencement
of the Christian sera. ; and that, as an authentic record of Jewish

opinions on several interesting points almost immediately before the

rise of Christianity, it seems to deserve no inconsiderable attention. ^

This book was rejected as apocryphal by Jerome.

IIL Concerning the author of the book of Tobit, or the time

when he flourished, we have no authentic information. It professes

to relate the history of Tobit and his family, who were carried into

captivity to Nineveh by Shalmaneser ; but it contains so many rab-

binical fables, and allusions to the Babylonian demonology, that

many learned men consider it as an ingenious and amusing fiction,

calculated to form a pious temper, and to teach the most important

duties. From some apparent coincidences between this book and
some parts of the New Testament, Moklenhawer, is disposed to refer

it to the end of the first century : but Jahn and most other com-
mentators and critics think it was written about one hundred and
fifty or two hundred years before the birth of our Saviour. Accord-

ing to Jerome, who translated the book of Tobit into Latin, it was
originally written in Chaldee by some Babylonian Jew. It was pro-

bably begun by Tobit, continued by his son Tobias, and finished by
some other individual of the family; after which it was digested into

the order in which we now have it. There is a Greek version of

this book extant, much more antient than Jerome's Latin translation

:

for it is referred to by Polycarp, Clement of Alexandria, and other

fathers, who lived long before the time of Jerome. From this Greek
version the Syriac translation was made, and also that which is found

among the apocryphal books in our English Bibles. Although the

book of Tobit has always been rejected from the sacred canon, it was

cited with respect by the early fathers of the Christian church ; the

simplicity of its narrative, and the pious and moral lessons it incul-

i Primi Ezrte Libri Versio ^thiopica, General Remarks, pp. 309, 310, 320.
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cates, have imparted to it an interest, which has rendered it one of

the most popular of the apocryphal writings.

IV. The BOOK OF Judith professes to relate the defeat of the

Assyrians by the Jews, through the instrumentality of their country-

woman Judith, whose genealogy is recorded in the eighth chapter;

but so many geographical, historical, and chronological difficulties

attend this book, that Luther, Grotius, and other eminent critics,

have considered it rather as a drama or parable than a real history.

Dr. Prideaux, however, is of opinion that it carries with it the air of

a true history in most particulars, except that of the long-continued

peace said to have been procured by Judith ; which, according to the

account given in this book, must have continued eighty years. But,

as the Jews never enjoyed a peace of so long continuance since they

were a nation, he is disposed to allow that circumstance to be a fic-

tion, though he is inclined to think that the book in other respects is

a true history. In opposition to this opinion, it has been contended

by Heidegger, Moldenhawer, and others, that if it were a true hxs-

tory, some notice of the victory it records would have been taken by
Josephus, who is on no occasion deficient when an opportunity pre-

sents itself of magnifying the achievements of his countrymen. Philo

is equally silent concerning this book and its author. The time

when and the place where he lived are totally unknown. Dr. Pri-

deaux refers the book to the time of Manasseh ; Jahn assigns it to

the age of the Maccabees, and thinks it was written to animate the

Jews against the Syrians. Grotius refers it to the same period, and
is of opinion that it is wholly a parabolic fiction written in the time of

Antiochus Epiphanes, when he came into Judaea to persecute the

Jewish church, and that its design was to confirm the Jews, under
that persecution, in their hope that God would send them a deliverer.

According to him, by Judith is intended Judaea : by Bethulia, the

temple or house of God ; and by the sword which went out thence,

the prayers of the saints ; Nebuchadonosor denotes the devil ; As-
syria his kingdom, that is, pride : Holofernes means Antiochus Epi-

phanes, who was the devil's instrument in that persecution, &c. &c.

But such conjectures, as an able commentator' remarks, however
ingenious, are better calculated to exhibit the powers of fancy and
the abuse of learning, than to investigate truth, or throw light on
what is uncertain and obscure.

The book of Judith was originally written in Chaldee, and trans-

lated into Latin. Besides this translation there are two others,

—

one in Greek, and the other in Syriac ; the former is attributed to

Theodotion, but is certainly much older, for it is cited by Clement
of Rome in his epistle to the Corinthians, who flourished sixty years

before Theodotion. The Syriac version was made from the Greek,

whence also our present English translation was made.'-

V. " The rest of the chapters of the book of Esther,

1 Mr. Hewlett, in his Preface to the book of Judith.
' Grotii Praefatio ad Annotationes in Librum Judith, apud Crit. Sacr, torn. v. p. 50.

Moldenhawer, Introd. ad Vet. Test. pp. 155— 158. Dr. Prideaux's Connexion, \ol. i.

pp. 36—40. Jahn, Introd. ad Vet. Feed, pp. 554—561.
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which are found neither in. the Hebrew nor in the Chaldee," were
originally written in Greek, whence they were translated into Latin,

and formed part of the Italic or old Latin version in use before the

time of Jerome, Being there annexed to the canonical book, they

passed without censure, but were rejected by Jerome in his version,

because he confined himself to the Hebrew Scriptures, and these

chapters never were extant in the Hebrew language. They are evi-

dently the production of an Hellenistic Jew, but are considered both

by Jerome and Grotius as a work of pure fiction, which was annexed
to the canonical book of Esther by way of embellishment. ^

From the coincidence between some of these apocryphal chapters

and Josephus, it has been supposed that they are a compilation from

the Jewish historian ; and this conjecture is further confirmed by the

mention of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, who lived no long time before

Josephus. These additions to the book of Esther are often cited by
the fathers of the church ; and the council of Trent has assigned them
a place among the canonical books.

VL " The wisdom or Solomon" is commonly ascribed to that

Hebrew monarch, either because the author imitated his sententious

manner of writing, or because he sometimes speaks in his name, the

better to recommend his moral precepts. It is, however, certain

that Solomon was not the author, for it was never extant in Hebrew,
nor received into the Hebrew canon, nor is the style like that of So-

lomon. Further, it is evident that it could not have been written by
him, not only from the numerous passages which are cited in it from
the prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah, who did not live till long after

that king's reign, but also from its contradictions of historical truth,

particularly in ch.xv. 14. where the author represents his country-

men as being in subjection to efiemies, whom he describes as being
" most foolish, and more miserable than the very babes." Whereas
we are expressly informed by the sacred historian, that Judah and
Israel enjoyed the greatest possible prosperity and peace during the

reign of Solomon. (1 Kings iv. 20, 21.24, 25.) To which we may
add, that this book contains several words borrowed from the Grecian
games, that were not in use till lonjr after his time: for instance

alsfuvYj(pogsiv (iv. 2.), to wear a crown, such as was given to victors,

— TrojXTTS'jBiv (iv. 2.), to make a triumphant entry as the victors did,

after they had received the crown,— ayoov (iv. 2. x. 12.), the stadium

or place appointed for the race,— a-^Aov (iv. 2,), the reward appro-

priated to the successful candidate,— and /Sga/Seusiv (x. 12.), to confer

the prize of victory. On these accounts, Jerome'- informs us that

l|i^yQ]-p1 nnhpnf .wrifPi-c r.f flm fivr-f tlirnn rr^nf ii iMOfi aSCribcd It tO Philo

the Jew, a native of Alexandria, who flourished in the first century

;

and this opinion is generally adopted by the moderns, from the Pla-

tonic notions discoverable in it, as well as from its style, which evi-

dently shows that it was the production of an Hellenistic Jew of

Alexandria. Drusius indeed attributes it to another Philo, more an-

1 From the subscription to tlie book of Esther in LXX., it seems to have been translated

B. c. 163. ; at which time it is probable the Apocryphal parts were first interpolated.

2 Praf. in Prov. Sal.
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tient than the person just mentioned, and who is cited by Josephus^ ;

but this hypothesis is untenable, because the author of the book of

Wisdom was confessedly a Jew, and the Philo of Drusius was a

Heathen. Bishop Lowth considers this book evidently to be the

production of some Hellenistic Jew, by whom it was originally writ-

ten in Greek.

The book of Wisdom consists of three parts ; ihejirst, which is

written in the name of Solomon, contains a description or encomium
of wisdom, by which comprehensive term the antient Jews under-

stood prudence and foresight, knowledge and understanding, and
principally the duties of religion and morality. This division in-

cludes the first six chapters. The second part points out the

source of true wisdom and the means of obtaining it, in the seventh

and eighth chapters. In the third part, comprising the remainder
of the book, the author personifies Solomon, in whose name he in-

troduces a long and tedious prayer or address to the Deity, which,

treats on a variety of topics, differing from the subject of the two
preceding parts ; viz. reflections on the history and conduct of the

Israelites during their journeyings in the wilderness, and their sub-

sequent proneness to idolatry. Hence he takes occasion to inveigh

against idolatry, the origin of which he investigates, and concludes

with reflections on the history of the people of God. His allegorical

interpretations of the Pentateuch, and the precept (xvi. 28.), to wor-

ship God before the rising of the sun, have induced some critics to

think that the author was of the sect of the Essenes.

The style of this book. Bishop Lowth pronounces to be very un-

equal. " It is often pompous and turgid, as well as tedious and
diffiise, and abounds in epithets, directly contrary to the practice of

the Hebrews : it is, however, sometimes temperate, poetical, and
sublime."- The book of Wisdom has always been admired for the

admirable moral tendency of its precepts; on which account some of
ttcf.c. the antients styled i\^Panctrctos, or the treasury of virtue. Although
/ccl /''

tjjg fathers of the church, and particularly Jerome, uniformly consi-

dered it as apocryphal, yet they recommended its perusal, in consi-

deration of its excellence. The third council of Carthage, held in

397, pronounced it to be a canonical book, under the name of the

fourth book of Solomon, and the council of Trent confirmed this

decision. Three antient translations of it are extant, in Syriac,

Arabic, and Latin ; the last was executed before the time of Jerome,

who says that he did not correct it. It is full of barbarisms.

VI t. " The wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach, or Eccle-
siASTicus," like the preceding, has sometimes been considered as

the production of Solomon, whence the council of Carthage' deemed
it canonical, under the title of the fifth book of Solomon, and their

decision was adopted by the council of Trent. It is however mani-

fest, that it was not, and could not, be written by Solomon, because

allusion is made (xlvii. 24, 25.) to the captivity : although it is not

improbable that the author collected some scattered sentiments

• Drusius de Henocho, c. 11. 2 Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 179.
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ascribed to Solomon, which he arranged with the other materials he
had selected for his work. Sonntag is of opinion that this book is a

collection of fragments or miscellaneous hints for a large work,

planned out and begun, but not completed. ^ Respecting the au-

thor of the book of Ecclesiasticus, we have no information but what

we collect from the book itself; and from this it appears that it was
written by a person of the name of Jesus the son of Sirach, who had
travelled in pursuit of knowledge, and who, according to Bretsch-

neider'-, lived about 180 B.C. This man being deeply conversant

with the Old Testament, and having collected many things from the

prophets, blended them, as well as the sentences ascribed to Solomon,

with the result of his own observation, and thus endeavoured to pro-

duce an ethical treatise that might be useful to his countrymen. This

book was written in Hebrew, or rather the Syro-Chaldaic dialect

then in use in Judaea, and was translated by his grandson into

Greek, about the year 130 b, c.^, for the use of the Alexandrian

Jews, who were ignorant of the language of Judsea. The translator

himself is supposed to have been a son of Sirach, as well as his

grandfather the author.

The book of Ecclesiasticus " is a collection, without any definite

order, of meditations and proverbs relating to religion, to morals,

and to the conduct of human life
;
generally distinguished by much

acuteness of thought, and propriety of diction ; and not unfrequently

marked by considerable beauty and elegance of expression ; and oc-

casionally rising to the sublimest heights of human eloquence." ^

From the great similarity between this book and the proverbs of So-

lomon, in matter, sentiments, diction, complexion of the style, and
construction of the periods, Bishop Lowth is of opinion, that the

author adopted the same mode of versification, which is found in the

Provei'bs; and that he has performed his translation with such a

religious regard to the Hebrew idiom, that, were it literally and ac-

curately to be re-translated, he has very little doubt that, for the

most part, the original diction might be recovered.'*

This book has met with g-eneral and deserved esteem in the West-
ern church, and was introduced into the public service by the vene-

rable reformers and compilers of our national liturgy. It may be

divided into three parts ; the^rst of which (from ch. i. to xliii.) con-

tains a commendation of wisdom, and precepts for the regulation of

life, that are adapted to persons of all classes and conditions, and of

every age and sex. In the second part, the author celebrates the

patriarchs, prophets, and other distinguished men among the Jews,

(xliv.—1.) And the third part, containing the fiftieth chapter, con-

cludes with a prayer or hymn of the author, and an exhortation to

the pursuit of wisdom.

• De Jesu Siracida Ecclesiastico Commentaiius. 4to. Riga, 1792.
- Bretschneider, Liber Jesu Siracidae. Proleg. pp. 10—32.
3 Christian Remembrancer, May, 1827. p. 262. Addison has recorded his opinion,

that " the little apocryphal treatise, intitled the Wisdom of the Son of Sirach, would be

regarded by our modern wits as one of the most shining tracts of morality tliat is extant, if

it appeared under the name of a Confucius, or of any celebrated Grecian philosophsr.

"

Spectator, No. 68. ^ Bishop Lowth's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 177.
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The book of Ecclesiasticus was frequently cited by the fathers of
the church under the titles of yj Irjcrou 2of»«, ike xmsdom of Jesus,

UuvotpsTos '^oipici, 'wisdo/n, the treasure of all the virtues, or Aoyoj, the

discourse. The Latins cite it under the appellation of Ecclesiasticus,

that is, a book which was read in the churches, to distinguish it

from the book of Ecclesiastes. Antiently it was put into the hands
of catechumens, on account of the edifying nature of its instruction;

next to the inspired writings, a collection of purer moral pre-

cepts does not exist. Besides the Greek copy of this book, and
the Latin version, there are two versions of it, one in Syriac, and
the other in Arabic : the Latin translation is supposed to have
been executed in the first century of the Christian aera: it is full of
Greek terms, but differs widely from the present Greek of Ecclesias-

ticus. " The authorised English version of this treatise appears to

have been made from the Greek text, as exhibited in the Complu-
tensian Polyglott,— a text which has, not without reason, been sus-

pected of having been made conformable in many places to the Vul-
gate. A new translation, made immediately from the Vatican or
Alexandrian text, would exhibit this treatise to us in a purer form."i

VIIL The book of Baruch is not extant in Hebrew, and only
in Greek and Syriac ; but in what language it was originally written,

it is now impossible to ascertain. It is equally uncertain by whom
this book was written, and whether it contains any matters histori-

cally true, or whether the whole is a fiction. Grotius is of opinion
that it is an entire fiction, and that it was composed by some Hellen-
istic Jew under the name of Baruch. In the Vulgate version it is

placed after the Lamentations of Jeremiah : but it was never con-
sidered as a canonical book by the Jews, though, in the earliest ao-es

of Christianity, it was cited and read as a production entitled to

credit. The principal subject of the book is an epistle, pretended
to be sent by Jehoiakim and the captive Jews in Babylon, to their

brethren in Judah and Jerusalem. The last chapter contains an
epistle which falsely bears the name of Jeremiah ; there are two ver-

sions of this book extant, one in Syriac, and one in Arabic : the La-
tin translation in the Vulgate is prior to the time of Jerome.

IX. " The Song of the Three Children" is placed in the

Greek version of Daniel, and also in the Vulgate Latin version, be-
tween the twenty-third and twenty-fourth verses of the third chapter.

It does not appear to have ever been extant in Hebrew, and al-

though it has always been admired for the piety of its sentiments,

it was never admitted to be canonical, until it was recognised by the

council of Trent. The fifteenth verse contains a direct falsehood
;

for it asserts that there was no prophet at that time, when it is well
known that Daniel and Ezekiel both exercised the prophetic minis-

try in Babylon. This apocryphal fragment is therefore most pro-
bably the production of some Hellenistic Jew. The hymn (verses

29. et seq.) resembles the hundred and forty-eighth Psalm, and was
so approved of by the compilers of our liturgy, that, in the first

Common Prayer Book of King Edward VI., it was retained and was

• Christian Remembrancer, vol. ix. p. 263.
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used instead of the Te Deum during Lent, though it is now seldom
read, except perhaps when the third chapter of the book of Daniel is

the first lesson. ^ It is on record, that this hymn was used so early as

the third century,in the Liturgies of the Christian church.

X. The history of Susanna has always been treated with some
respect, but has never been considered as canonical, though the

council of Trent admitted it into the number of sacred books. It

is evidently the work of some Hellenistic Jew^, and in the Vulgate
version it forms the thirteenth chapter of the book of Daniel. In
Theodotion's Greek version it is placed at the beginning of that

book. Lamy and some other modern critics, after Julius Africanus,

consider it to be both spurious and fabulous.

XI. " The History of the Destruction of Bel and the Dragon"
was always rejected Jby the Jewish church ; it is not extant either in

the Hebrew or the Chaldee lan<xuaffe. Jerome mves it no better

title than that of thefable of Bel and the Dragon ,- nor has it obtained

more credit with posterity, except with the divines of the council of

Trent, who determined it to be a pai't of the canonical Scriptures.

The design of this fiction is to render idolatry ridiculous, and to

exalt the true God ; but the author has destroyed the illusion of his

fiction by transporting to Babylon the worship of animals, which was
never practised in that country. This book forms the fourteenth

chapter of Daniel in the Latin Vulgate ; in the Greek it was called

the prophecy of Habbakuk, the son of Jesus, of the tribe of Levi ;

but this is evidently false, for that prophet lived before the time of

Nebuchadnezzar, and the events pretended to have taken place in

this fable are assigned to the time of Cyrus. There are two Greek
texts of this fragment, that of the Septuagint, and that found in

Theodotion's Greek version of Daniel. The former is the most an-

tient, and has been translated into Syriac. The Latin and Arabic

versions, together with another Syriac translation, have been made
from the text of Theodotion.

XII. " The Prayer of Manasses, king of Judah, when he was
holden captive in Babylon," though not unworthy of the occasion

on which it is pretended to have been composed, was never recog-

nised as canonical. It is rejected as spurious even by the church of

Rome. In 2 Chron. xxxiii. 18, 19. there is mention of a prayer by
this king, which is said to be written " in the Book of the kings of

Israel," and also " among the sayings of the seers." But it is evi-

dent that this composition, which abounds with deeply pious and
penitent expressions, cannot be the pi'ayer there alluded to : for it

never was extant in Hebrew, nor can it be traced to a higher source

than the Vulgate Latin version. As it is mentioned by no writer

more antient than the pseudo-Clement, in the pretended apostolical

constitutions,, which were compiled in the fourth century, it is pro-

bable that this prayer was composed by some unknown person, who
thought he could supply the loss of the original prayer.

' Wheatley on the Common Prayer, chap. iii. sect. 12. Shepherd on the Gommon
Prayer, p. 231. London. 1796. 8vo.

2 Of this the reader may see a proof in the pai-anomasia, or play upon words, which ha&

already been noticed in p. 222, of this volume.
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XIII. The two books of Maccabees are thus denominated,

because they relate the patriotic and gallant exploits of Judas Mac-
cabeus and liis brethren : they are both admitted into the canon of

Scripture by the church of Rome.
1. The FIRST BOOK contains the history of the Jews, from the

beginning of the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes to the death of
Simon, a period of about thirty-four years. It was originally written

in the Syro-Chaldaic language, in which it was extant in the time of

Jerome, who says that he saw it. ^ The title which it then bore, was
Sharbit Sar Bene El, which has been variously translated, The
Scourge of the Rebels against the Lord, and The Sceptre of the Prince

of the Sons of God : a title which is not unsuitable to the character of

Judas, who was a valiant commander of the persecuted Israelites.

The author of this book is not certainly known ; some conjecture

that it was written by John Hyrcanus, the son of Simon, who was
prince and high-priest of the Jews for nearly thirty years, and who
commenced his government at the time when this history ends : by
others it is ascribed to one of the Maccabees, and many are of opi-

nion that it was compiled by the Great Synagogue. It is, however,
most probable, that it was composed in the time of John Hyrcanus,
when the wars of the Maccabees were terminated, either iDy Hyr-
canus himself, or by some persons employed by him. From the

Syro- Chaldaic it was translated into Greek, and thence into Latin.

Our English version is made from the Greek. - The first book of
Maccabees is a most valuable historical monument, written with

great accuracy and fidelity, on which more reliance may be placed

than on the writings of Josephus, who has borrowed his materials

from it, and has frequently mistaken its meaning.^

2. The SECOND BOOK OF Maccabees consists of several pieces

compiled by an unknown author. It commences with two epistles

sent from the Jews of Jerusalem to those of Alexandria and Egypt,
exhorting them to observe the feast of the dedication of the new
altar, erected by Judas Maccabasus on his purifying the temple.

These epistles, which are confessedly spurious, are followed by the

author's preface to his history, which is an abridgment of a larger

work, compiled by one Jason, an Hellenistic Jew of Gyrene ; who
wrote in Greek the history of Judas Maccabaeus and his brethren,

and an account of the wars against Antiochus Epiphanes, and his

son Eupator, in five books. The entire work of Jason has long-

since perished , and Dr. Prideaux is of opinion ** that the author of
this second book of Maccabees was an Hellenistic Jew of Alexan-
dria, because he makes a distinction between the temple in Egypt
and that at Jerusalem, calling the latter " the great temple." This
book is by no means equal in accuracy to the first, which it contra-

dicts in some instances ; it is not arranged in chronological order,

and sometimes also it is at variance with the inspired writings.

Compare 2 Mace. i. 18. with Ezra iii. 2, 3. and ii. 5—8. with Jer.

' Hieron. Prolog. Galeat, sive Prref. in Lib. Rcgum.
2 Prideaux's Connexion, vol. ii. pp. 185, 186.
3 Michaelis, Introd. to New Test. vol. i. p. 71. * Connexion, vol. ii, pp. 186, 187.
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iii. 1 6. The second book of Maccabees, tlierefore, must be read with

great caution. It contains the history of about fifteen years, from

the execution of the commission of Hehodorus, who was sent by
Seleucus to bring away the treasures of the temple, to the victory

obtained by Judas Maccabaeus over Nicanor, that is, from the year of

the world 3828 to SS^S. Two antient translations of this book are

extant, one in Syriac, the other in Latin ; both are prior to the time

of Jerome, and both miserably executed. The version in our Bibles

was executed from the Greek.

Besides the two books of Maccabees here noticed, there are two

others which bear their names, but very improperly : neither of them
has ever been reputed canonical.

3. The THIRD BOOK OF Maccabees contains the history of the

persecution of the Jews in Egypt by Ptolemy Philopater, and their

sufferings under it. From its style, this book appears to have been

written by some Alexandrian Jew : it abounds with the most absurd

fables. With regard to its subject, it ought in sti-ictness to be called

the first book of Maccabees, as the events it professes to relate oc-

curred before the achievements of that heroic family ; but as it is

of less authority and repute than the other two it is reckoned after

them. It is extant in Syriac, though the translator seems to have

been but imperfectly acquainted with the Greek language ; and it is

also found in some antient manuscripts of the Greek Septuagint,

particularly in the Alexandrian and Vatican manuscripts ; but it

was never inserted in the Latin Vulgate, nor in our English Bibles. ^

Being reputed to be a canonical book by the Greek Church, it is

inserted in the various editions of the Septuagint : a translation of

the third book of Maccabees is inserted in Becke's edition of the

Enghsh Bible, printed in 1551, and also in Mr. Crutwell's edition

of the Authorised English Version, with the notes of Bishop Wilson.

4. The FOURTH BOOK OF Maccabees is supposed to be the same
as the book " concerning the government, or empire of reason," as-

cribed to Josephus by Philostratus, Eusebius, and Jerome. It is

extant in the Vatican and Alexandrian manuscripts, and in various

editions of the Septuagint, in which it is placed after the three books

of Maccabees, but it is not extant in any Latin Bibles. It is de-

signed to adorn and enlarge the history of old Eleazar, and of the

seven brothers, who with their mother suffered martyrdom under

Antiochus, as is related more succinctly in the sixth and seventh

chapters of the second book of Maccabees.^

1 Prideaux's Connexion, vol. ii. p. 111. 8th edit, sub anno 216.

2 Calmet's Preface sur le IV. Hvre des Maccabees. Dissertations, torn. ii. pp. 423

428. ; where he has collected all the traditionary information extant concerning this

book.
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PART IT.

ANALYSIS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE BOOKS OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT.

Various modes of arranging the books of the New Testament
have obtained at different times ; nor does the order in which they

are to be found in manuscripts correspond with that in which they

occur in the printed copies and modern translations. In the time of

Ignatius (who flourished a. d. 107. )? the New Testament consisted

of two codes or collections, called "Gospels," and " Epistles," or

"Gospels," and "Apostles^;" the same division prevailed in the

time of TertuUian, a.d. 200. (the Acts being included in the latter

division), who called the Gospels " our Digesta," in allusion, as it

seems, to some collection of the Roman laws digested into order.
'^

This division also obtained in the time of Cyprian, who flourished

soon after TertuUian.^ About a century afterwards, Athanasius,

or the author of the Synopsis of the Sacred Scriptures attributed to

him, makes the New Testament to consist of eight volumes or parts,

viz. the four Gospels ; theJiflh book is the Acts of the Apostles ; the

sij:th contains the seven Catholic Epistles ; the seventh, the fourteen

Epistles of Saint Paul ; and the eighth, the Revelation of Saint John.

In a later age, Leontius of Byzantium'* (or Constantinople) dis-

tributed the books of the New Testament into six books or parts, the

Jirst of which comprised the Gospels of Matthew and Mark ; the

second those of Luke and John ; the third, the Acts of the Apostles

;

the fourth, the seven Catholic Epistles ; the Jifth, the Epistles of
Saint Paul ; and the sixth the Apocalypse. But the more modern,
and certainly more convenient arrangement, is that of the Historical,

Doctrinal, and Propheticcd Books.
The Historical Books are such as contain principally matters

of fact, though points of faith and doctrine are also interwoven.

They consist of two parts ; the frst, comprising the four Gospels,

relates the transactions ofJesus Christ. These, when formed into a vo-

lume, have sometimes been collectively termed EuayysAiov, the Gospel,

• See the passages in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo, vol. u. pp. SI, 82. ; 4to. vol. i.

pp. 322, 323.
'^ Ibid. 8vo, vol. ii. pp. 278—282. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 431—433.
3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. iii, pp. 179, 180. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 28, 29.
'^ De Sectis, art. 2. cited by Heidegger, Manuale Biblicum, p. 441, and Rumpaeus,

Com. Crit. ad Librgs N. T. p. 97.
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and EuayysAiwv r^a(p»], the Scrijpture ofthe Gospels. The second part

of these historical books relates the transactions of the Apostles, es-

pecially those of Peter and Paul, and comprises the books called the

Acts of the Apostles. The Doctrinal Books include the fourteen

Epistles of Saint Paul, and also the seven Catholic Epistles, so

called because they were chiefly addressed to the converted Jews,

who were dispersed throughout the Roman empire. The appel-

lation of Catholic Epistles is of considerable antiquity, being men-
tioned by Eusebius, Jerome and the pseudo-Athanasius.^ The Re-
velation of Saint John forms the Prophetical class of the books of

the New Testament.

On the preceding classification we may remark, that the appel-

lation of historical books is given to the Gospels and Acts, because

their subject-matter is principally historical ; and that the Gospels

are placed Jirst, on account of the importance of their contents,

which relate the history of the life, discourses, doctrines, miracles,

death, resuri-ection, and ascension of Jesus Christ, which form the

primary articles of the Christian faith. ^ The Acts of the Apostles

are placed second in order, because they continue and confirm the

history delivered in the Gospels, and give an account of the churches

which were planted by the Apostles. The Epistles hold the third

place, because they contain instructions to the newly planted churches,

and more fully explain, confirm, and apply the doctrines of the Gos-

pel. In the Jbnrth place comes the Apocalypse, which, Dr. Mill

remarks ^, is fitly placed last, because it predicts things that are

hereafter to be fulfilled, and is therefore of a different kind from the

rest: and also because it has, towards the end, that remarkable

clause (Rev. xxii. 18, 19.) against adding to or taking from it, which

may be applied to all the books of Scripture : to which observation

we may add, that there are strong reasons for believing it to be the

last written of all the books of the New Testament. *

With respect to the order in which particular books (especially

Saint Paul's Epistles) are to be placed under these respective classes,

there is a considerable difference of opinion among learned men, in

consequence of the diversity of the dates when the books are sup-

posed to have been written. As these dates are particularly con-

sidered in the account of each book, given in the following pages, it

may suffice at present to remark that the order now generally re-

ceived, is the most aatient, being that adopted by Eusebius in the

early part of the fourth century, as it had probably been the order

adopted by Ignatius, who lived at the close of the first and during

1 Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. lib. ii. c. 23. Hieronymi, Cat. Script. Eccles. (Opp. torn, i,

pp. 169, 170. Francof. 1684.) Pseudo-Athanasii Synops. Sacr. Script, in Athanasii

Opp. p. 59.
. . , ^

2 Considerable discussion lias taken place among the German cnucs, and some few

critics in this country, respecting the sources of the four Gospels. Hypothesis has suc-

ceeded to hypothesis ; and the last is as unsatisfactory as the first. For an account of the

principal theories on this subject, the reader is referred to the Appendix to this volume.

3 Millii Prolegom. ad Nov. Test. § 239.
4 Rumpaei. Coram. Crit. ad Nov. Test. pp. 98—120. Moldenhawer, Introd. ad Lib.

Bibl. pp. 204

—

206. Heidegger, Manuale Biblicum, pp. 441—447.
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the former half of the second century. Dr. Lardner (hi whose
judgment Bishop Tomline ^ has acquiesced) is of opinion that the

received order is the best : and ahhouo-h it is both entertainino- and
useful to know the order in which Saint Paul's epistles were written,

yet he is of opinion that we should not deviate from that arrangement

which has been so long established in all the editions of the original

Greek, as well as in all modern versions, partly on account of the

difficulty which would attend such an alteration, and also because

the order of time has not yet been settled beyond the possibility of

dispute."

The following table will perhaps be useful to the student, as ex-

hibiting at one view the various classes of the books of the Newo
Testament above enumerated. ^

' Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i. p. 276.
2 Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp.641—649.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.454—458.
3 From Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 692.
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CHAPTER II.

ON TPIE HISTORICAL BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

SECTION I.

ON THE NAME AND NUMBER OF THE CANONICAL GOSPELS.

I. Observations on the General Appellation of Gospel, as applied to the

Histories of Jesus Christ.— II. General Scope of the Gospels. —
III. Their Number.— IV. Importance of the Gospels.

I. The word ETArrEAlON, which we translate Gospel, among
Greek profane writers ^ signifies any good tidings (from eu, good,

and ayysAia, a message or tidings), and corresponds exactly with

our English word Gospel, which is derived from the Saxon words

508, God or good, and fP^'j wo;-rf or tiding, and denotes God's word or

good tidings. In the New Testament this term is confined to the

glad tidings of the actual coming of the Messiah, and is even op-

posed to the prophecies concerning Christ. (Rom. i. 1, 2.) Thus, in

Matt. xi. 5. our Lord says, " the poor have the Gospel preached to

them,"— that is, the advent and doctrines of the Messiah or Christ

are preached to the poor. Hence ecclesiastical writers gave the ap-

pellation of Gospels to the lives of Christ,— that is, to those sacred

histories in which are recorded the " good tidings of great joy to all

people," of the advent of the Messiah, together with all its joyful cir-

cumstances ; and hence the authors of those histories have acquired

the title of evangelists." Besides this general title, the sacred

writers use the term Gospel, with a variety of epithets, which it may
be necessary to mention.

Thus, it is called the Gospel of Peace (Eph. vi. 15.), because it

proclaims peace with God to fallen man, through Jesus Christ ;
—

The Gospel of God concerning his Son (Rom. i. 1. 3.), because it re-

lates every thing concerning the conception, birth, preaching, mi-

racles, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ ; — The
Gospel of his Son (Rom. i. 9.); — The Gospel of Salvation (Eph.

i. 13.), because it offers salvation to the lost or miserable;

—

The
Gospel of the Kingdom of God (Matt. iv. 23. ix. 35. xxiv. 14. Mark
i. 14.), because it proclaims the power and dominion of the Messiah,

the nature and privileges of his kingdom, its laws, and the duties of

its subjects;

—

The Word or Doctrine [Koyoi) of the Gospel (Acts

XV. 7.); — The Word of JReconciliation (2 Cor. v. 19.), because it

makes known the manner and terms by which God is reconciled to

sinners ;— The Gospel of Glory (or the glorious Gospel) of the blessed

God (1 Tim. i. 11.), as being that dispensation which exhibits the

glory of all the divine attributes in the salvation of mankind;-— and

1 On the various meanings of the word Et;rt77€.\:o»', Schlcusner's and Parkhurst's

Greek Lexicon, or Leusden's Philologus Grascus (pp. 133—135. )> "lay be advantage-

ously consulted.

2 Ilosenmiiller, Scholia in N. T. torn. i. pp. 2,3. Michaelis, vol.iii. pp. 1, 2.

VOL. IV. S
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Tlie Gosjjel of the Grace of God (Acts xx. 24.), because it is a de-

claration of God's free favour towards all men.—The blessings and

privileges promised in the New Testament (1 Cor. ix. 23.) ; — The
public profession of Christian doctrine (Mark viii. 35. x. 29. 2 Tim.

i. 8. Philem. ver. 13.) ;—and in Gal. i. 6. 8, 9. any new doctrines,

whether true or false, are respectively called t/ie Gospel. ^

II. The general design of the evangelists in writing the Gospels

was, doubtless, to confirm the Christians of that (and every suc-

ceeding) age in their belief of the truth that Jesus is the Messiah,

the Son of God, through whom alone they can obtain eternal life

(John XX. 31.), and also to defend this momentous truth against the

calumnies of the adversaries of the Christian faith. For, as the

Jews, and those who supported the Jewish superstition, would ca-

lumniate, and endeavour to render suspected, the oral declarations

of the apostles concerning the life, transactions, and resurrection of

our Saviour, it would not a little tend to strengthen the faith and

courage of the first Christians, if the most important events in the

history of Jesus Christ were committed to writing in a narrative

•which should set forth his dignity and divine majesty. This task

was executed by two apostles, Matthew and John, and two compaiiions

of the apostles, Mark and Luke, if indeed Luke was not o'ne of

those who attended the ministry of Jesus Christ. Of these evange-

lists, Matthew, Mark, and Luke have chiefly related the actions and

doctrines of Jesus in Galilee, probably on account of the false re-

ports circulated by the Jews of Jerusalem : who, being unable to

deny the memorable and notorious transactions performed there by

Jesus Christ, seem to have directed all their efforts to invalidate the

credibility of what he is said to have taught and done in Galilee.

This is the more likely, as we know that they held the Galilaeans in

the utmost contempt, as well as every thing which came from that

country. (John vii. 52.) Such appears to have been the reason why
these three evangelists have related the transactions of Jesus Christ

in Galilee more at length ; while, with the exception of his passion

and resurrection, they have only touched briefly on the other circum-

stances of his life. On the contrary, John expatiates more largely

on the actions and doctrines of our Saviour both at Jerusalem and

in Judaea, and adds a variety of particulars omitted by the others.

III. The Gospels wliich have been transmitted to us are four in

number ; and we learn from undoubted authority that four, and four

only, were ever received by the Christian church as the genuine and

inspired writings of the evangelists. - Many of the antient fathers

have attempted to assign the reason why we have precisely this num-

ber of Gospels, and have fancied that they discovered a mysterious

analogy between the four Gospels and the four winds, the four re-

gions or corners of the earth, the four rivers of Paradise, and the

four corners and four rings of the ark of the covenant ! But the

' Dr. Clarke's Preface to the Gospel of Matthew, pp. ii. 4.

2 Irenseus adv. HcX^res. lib. iii. c. 1 1. expressly states that in the second century the

four Gospels were received by the church. See additional testimonies to the number of

the Gospels in the Index to Dr. Larduer's Works, voce Gosj>els.
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most celebrated analogy is that of the four animals described by
Ezekiel (i. 5— 10.), which was first observed by Irenasus ^ and after

him by Jerome -, and which gave rise to the well known paintino-s

of the four evangelists. The following table exhibits the most pro-
bable dates, as well as the names of the places, where the historical

books of the New Testament were written.

GOSPELS.

Matthew (Hebrew) )

— (Greek) ]
Mark

(Acts of the Apostles)

Luke (Gospel) )

PLACES.
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Christianity ; nor could those books have been written and received

as they were, viz. as autJientic histories, of the subject of which all

persons of that age were judges, if the facts they have recorded had
not been well known to be true." ^

SECTION II.

ON THE GOSPEL BY SAINT MATTHEW.

I. Title. — II. Author. — III. Date.— IV. In xvhat Language •written

V. Gemiineness and Authenticity of Saint Mattheivs Gospel in general.
— VI. 21ie Aiithenticitij of the Tvoofirst Chapters examined and substan-

tiated. — VII. Scope of this Gospel VIII. Synopsis of its Contents.
— IX. Observations on its Style.

I. In some Greek and Latin manuscripts, and the earlier printed

editions, as well as in the Coptic version and many Greek and
Latin fathers, the Title of this book is, EuayysXjov Kara Mar^ajov,
" Gospel according to Matthew." In many other MSS., however, but
of later date, it is To kolto. Mut^ohhv ayiov EuayyeAjov, which may be
rendered either, " The Holy Gospel according to Matthew," or,

(which is adopted in our authorised version,) " The Gospel accord-

ing to Saint Matthew." But in many of the most antient Greek
manuscripts, and in several editions it is To xara Mar^aiov Kvay/s-
X»ov, which in the antient Latin versions is rendered Evaiigelium se-

cundum Matthceum, — the Gospel according to Matthew : ^iara. Mar-
dajov being equivalent to rov MarSaiou, as the preposition xaTct is

used by Greek writers in the same manner as the 7 of the Hebrews
in many of the titles of the psalms,— to indicate the author. The
" Gospel according to Matthew," therefore, means the history of or

by Matthew, concerning the life, acts, and doctrines of Jesus Christ'^:

and as the evangelist's design is, to show that every thing done or

taught by Him was characteristic of the Messiah, Hug remarks, that

his book deserved to be called EwayysXiov,— the consolatory annun-
ciation of the Messiah ; an appellation, which (he thinks) was sub-

sequently attached to all the other biographies of Jesus, though their

peculiar aim was entirely different from that of Matthew.'^ In the

Arabic version, as printed in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, this Gospel

is thus intitled :
" The Gospel of Saint Matthew the apostle, which

he wrote in Hebrew by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit." In the

Persian version it is :— " The Gospel of Matthew, which was
spoken in the Hebrew tongue, in a city of Palestine, but written

' Dr. Priestley's Notes on the Bible, vol. iii. p. 7.

2 A similar mode of expression occurs in the second apocryphal Book of Maccabees

(u". 13.) where we read /cat iv rois viroixvr]fiaTiaiJ.ois to7s KATA TON NEEMIAN, in our

version rendered " the commentaries op Neemias. "

3 Pritii Introd. ad Nov. Test. p. 169. Keilnoel, Prolegomena ad Matthteum, § 2.

Hug's Introd. to the New Testament, by Dr. Wait, vol. ii. p. 9. Griesbach's edit, of

the New Testament, vol. i. on Matt. i. 1. Moidenhawer, Introd. ad Libros Biblicos,

p. 245.
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in Syriac at Antioch;" and in the Syriac version, " The Gospel,

the preaching of Matthew."
II. Matthew, surnanied Levi, was the son of Alpheus, but not of

that Alpheus or Cleopas who was the father of James mentioned in

Matt. X. 3. He was a native of Galilee, but of what city in that

country, or of what tribe of the people of Israel, we are not informed.

Before his conversion to Christianity, he was a publican or tax-ga-

therer, under the Romans, and collected the customs of all goods

exported or imported at Capernaum, a maritime town on the sea of

Galilee, and also received the tribute paid by all passengers who went

by water. While employed " at the receipt of custom," Jesus called

him to be a witness of his words and works, thus conferring upon
him the honourable office of an apostle. From that time he con-

tinued with Jesus Christ, a familiar attendant on his person, a spec-

tator of his public and private conduct, a hearer of his discourses, a

witness of his miracles, and an evidence of his resurrection. After

our Saviour's ascension, Matthew continued at Jerusalem with the

other apostles, and with them on the day of Pentecost, was endowed
with the gift of the Holy Spirit. How long he remained in Judasa

after that event, we have no authentic accounts. Socrates, an ec-

clesiastical historian of the fifdi century, relates, that when the apostles

went abroad to preach to the Gentiles, Thomas took Parthia for his

lot ; Bartholomew, India ; and Matthew, Ethiopia. The common
opinion is that he was crowned with martyrdom at Naddabar or

Naddaver, a city in that country : but this is contradicted by the

account of Heracleon, a learned Valentinian of the second century

;

who, as cited by Clement of Alexandria ^, reckons Matthew among
the apostles that did not die by niiirtyrdom : and as his statement

is not contradicted by Clement, it is more likely to be true than the

relation of Socrates, who did not flourish until three hundred years

after Heracleon.
'^

III. Matthew is generally allowed to have written first of all the

evangelists. His Gospel is uniformly placed first in all the codes or

volumes of the Gospels : and the priority is constantly given to it in

all the quotations of the primitive fathers, as well as of the early he-

retics. Its precedence, therefore, is unquestionable, though the pre-

cise time when it was composed is a question that has been greatly

agitated. Dr. Mill, Michaelis, and Bishop Percy, after Irenseus '\

1 Stromata, lib. 4. p. 502. B. See the passage in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

p. 48. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 159.
« Lardner's Works, vol. vi. pp. 45—47. 8vo. ; or vol. iii. pp. 157— 159, 4lo. Pritii

Introductio ad Lectionem Novi Testamenti, pp. 154— 157. Michaelis's Introduction,

vol. iii. pp. 96— 99.
3 Of all the primitive fathers, Irena;us (who flourished in the second century) is the

only one who has said any thing concerning tiie exact time when St. Matthew's Gospel

was written; and the passage (adv. Hrorcs. lib. iii. c. 1.) in which he has mentioned it,

is so obscure, that no positive conclusion can be drawn from it. Dr. Lardner (8vo.

vol. vi. p. 49. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. ICO.) and Dr. Townson (discourse iv. on the Gospels,

sect. iv. § 6.) understand it in very diilerent senses. The following is a literal translation

of the original passage, which the reader will find in Dr. Lardner's works. Malthetu put

forth (or published) a gospel among the Hebrews while Peter and Paul ivere preac/mig the

Gospel at Pome and laying thejbundations of a church there. Now, though it does not ap-

pear that Peter was at Rome until after Paul's liberation from his first imprisonment,

S S
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assign it to the year 61 ; Moklenhawer, to 61 or G2 ; Dr. Hales, to

63 ; Dr. Lardner and Mr. Hewlett, to 64' ; Baronius, Grotius, Wet-
stein, Mr. Jer. Jones, and others, after Eusebius ^, to 41 ; Dr. Benson,

to 43 ; Dr. Cave, to 48 ; Dr. Owen and Bishop Tomline, to 38 ;

and Dr. Townson, to the year 37. In this conflict of opinions, it is

difficult to decide. The accounts left us by the ecclesiastical writers

of antiquity, concerning the times when the Gospels were written or

published, are so vague, confused, and discordant, that they lead us

to no solid or certain determination. The oldest of the antient

fathers collected the reports of their own times, and set them down
for certain truths ; and those who followed adopted their accounts

with implicit reverence. Thus traditions, true or false, passed on

from one writer to another, without examination, until it became

almost too late to examine them to any purpose. Since, then, ex-

ternal evidence affords us but little assistance, it becomes necessary

to have recourse to the internal testimony which the Gospel of Saint

Matthew affords, and we apprehend that it will be found to prepon-

derate in favour of an early date.

In the first place, it is by no means probable that the Christians

should be left any considerable number of years without a genuine

and authentic written history of our Saviour's ministry. " It is cer-

tain," Bishop Tomline remarks, " that the apostles immediately after

the descent of the Holy Ghost, which took place only ten days after

the ascension of our Saviour into heaven, preached the Gospel to

the Jews with great success : and surely it is reasonable to suppose

that an authentic account of our Saviour's doctrines and miracles

would very soon be committed to writing for the confirmation of

those who believed in his divine mission, and for the conversion of

others, and more particularly to enable the Jews to compare the

circumstances of the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus with their

antient prophecies relative to the Messiah : and we may conceive

that the apostles would be desirous of losing no time in writing an
account of the miracles which Jesus performed, and of the discourses

which he delivered, because, the sooner such an account was pub-
lished, the easier it would be to enquire into its truth and accuracy;

and, consequently, when these points were satisfactorily ascertained,

the greater would be its weight and authority." ^ On these accounts

A.D. 63, yet we know that the latter arrived there in the spring of a.d. 61, consequently

the date intended by Irenaus must be the year 61.

1 Eusebius, who lived in the early part of the fourth century, merely says that Matthew,

after preaching to the Hebrews, wrote his Gospel for their information, previously to his

<Toing to evangelise other nations (Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 24.); but he does not specify

the time, nor is it mentioned by any other antient writer. In his Chronicon, however,

Eusebius places the writing of St. Matthew's Gospel in the third year of the reign of the

emperor Caligula, that is, eight years after Christ's ascension, or A.n. 41.

'! Elem. of Christ. Theol. vol. i. p. 301. The following observations of the profound

critic Le Clerc, will materially confirm the preceding remarks. " Those," says he, " who
think that the gospels were written so late as Irenseus states, and who suppose that, for

the space of about thirty years afier our Lord's ascension, there were many spurious gospels

in the hands of the Ciiristians, and not one that was genuine and authentic, do unwarily

cast a very great reflection upon the wisdom of the apostles. For, what could iiave been

more imprudent in them, than tamely to have suffered the idle stories concerning Christ

to be read by the Christians, and not to contradict them by some authentic history, written
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the learned prelate assigns the date of St. Matthew's Gospel to the

year 38.

Secondly, as the sacred writers had a regard to the circumstances

of the j:)ersons for whose use they wrote, we have an additional evi-

dence for the early date of this Gospel, in the state of persecution in

which the church was at the time when it was written: for it contains

many obvious references to such a state, and many very apposite ad-

dresses both to the injured and to the injurious party.

1. Thus, the evangelist informs the injured and persecuted Christians,

that their afflictions were no more than they had been taught to expect,

and had promised to bear, when they embraced the Gospel (x. 21,22.

"A—36. xvi. 24'.) ; that, however unreasonable their sufferings might be,

considered as tlie effects of the niaHce of their enemies, they were yet

useful and profitable to themselves, considered as trials of their faith and
fidehty (v. 11. xxiv. 9— 13.); that, though they were grievous to be borne

at present, yet they operated powerfully to their future joy (v. 4. 10— 12 );

that a pusillanimous desertion of the faith would be so far from bettering

their state and condition, that it would infallibly expose them to greater

calamities, and cut them off from the hopes of heaven (x. 28.32, 33.39.);

that they were not, however, forbidden to use the lawful means of pre-

servation ; but even enjoined to put them in practice, whenever they could

do it with innocence (x. 16, 17. 23.) ; that the due observance of the Chris-

tian precepts was an excellent method to appease the wrath and fury of

their enemies, and what therefore they were obliged in point of prudence
as well as duty, carefully to mind and attend to (v. 39. vii. 12.24—27-

V. 13—20.); that if it should be their fate to suffer martyrdom at last for

their religion, it was infinitely better to continue faithful to their import-

ant trust, than by any base compliance to incur his displeasure, in whose
hands are the issues not only of this life, but also of that which is to come,
(xvi. 25— 27. X.28.)

2. On the other hand again, to calm the passions of the enraged Jews,

and win them over to the profession of the Gospel, he labours to soften

and abate their prejudices, and to engage them in the practice of meek-
ness and charity, (ix. 13.) To this end, he lays before them the dignity

and amiableness of a compassionate, benevolent disposition (v. 43 — 48.

xviii. 23—35.) '
; the natural good consequences that are annexed to it

here; and the distinguished regard, which the Almighty himself will pay
to it hereafter, (v. 5. 7. 9. x. 40—42. xviii. 23—35. v. 21—26. xxv.31—
46.) Then he reminds them of the repeated punishments which God had
inflicted on their forefathers for their cruel and barbarous treatment of his

prophets, and assures them that a still more accumulated vengeance was
reserved for themselves, if they obstinately persisted in the ways of cruelty

(xxiii. 27—39. x. 14, 13.) ; for God, though patient and long-suffering,

was sure at last to vindicate his elect, and to punish their oppressors, un-

by some credible persons, which might reach the knowledge of all men ? For iny part, I

can never be persuaded to entertain so mean an opinion of men under the direction of the

Holy Spirit. Besides, Matthew has delivered to us, not only the actions, but also ihe

discourses of Cln'ist ; and this lie must necessarily be able to do with the greater certainty,

while they were fresh in his memory, than when, througii length of time, he began to lose

the impressions of them. It is true that the Holy Spirit was with the apostles, to bring all

the things to their remembrance, which they had received of Christ, according to his pro-

mise (John xiv. 26.): but tlie Holy Spirit not only inspired them; but also dealt with

them according to their natural powers, as the variety of expressions in the Gospel shows."
Clerici Hist. Eccles. sasculi i. a. d. liii. § 9.

' The same temper is also particularly illustrated in all our Saviour's miracles.

S 4
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less they repented, believed, and reformed, with the dreadful rigour of a

general destruction, (xxiv. 2, &c.)

These and similar arguments, which Saint Matthew has inserted

in the body of his Gospel (by way of comfort to the afflicted Chris-

tians, and also as a warning to their injurious oppressors and perse-

cutors), evidently refer to a state of distress and persecution, under

which the church of Christ laboured at the time when the evangelist

advanced and urged them. Now the greatest persecution ever raised

against the church, while it was composed only of Jewish and Sa-

maritan converts, was that which was commenced by the Sanhedrin,

and was afterwards continued and conducted by Saul, with implac-

able rage and fury. During this calamity, which lasted in the whole

about six years, viz. till the third year of Caligula, a. d. 39 or 40

(when the Jews were too much alarmed concerning their own affairs

to give any further disturbance to the Christians), the members of the

Christian church stood in need of all the support, consolation, and

assistance that could be administered to them. But what comfort

could they possibly receive, in tlieir distressed situation, comparable

to that which resulted from the example of their suffering master,

and the promise he had made to his faithful followers? This ex-

ample, and those promises, Saint Matthew seasonably laid before

them, towards the close of this period of trial, for their imitation and

encouragement, and delivered it to them, as the anchor of their hope,

to keep them stedfast in this violent tempest. From this consi-

deration Dr. Owen was led to fix the date of Saint Matthew's Gos-

pel to the year 38. ^

Thirdly, Saint Matthew ascribes those titles of sanctity to Jerusa-

lem, by which it had been distinguished by the prophets and antient

historians ^, and also testifies a higher veneration for the temple than

the other evangelists^ : and this fact proves that his Gospel was writ-

ten before the destruction of Jerusalem, and not after it, as a recent

scoffing antagonist of Christianity has asserted, contrary to all evi-

dence. The evangelist's comparative gentleness in mentioning John
the Baptist's reproof of Herod, and his silence concerning the insults

offered by Herod to our Lord on the morning of his crucifixion, are

additional evidences for the early date of his Gospel : for, as Herod
was still reigning in Galilee, the evangelist displayed no more of that

sovereign's bad character than was absolutely necessary, lest he should

excite Herod's jealousy of his believing subjects or their disaffection

to him. If he was influenced by these motives, he must have written

before the year 39, for in that year Herod was deposed and banished

to Lyons by Caligula.

Lastly, to omit circumstances of minor importance, Matthew's

frequent mention (not fewer than nine times) of Pilate, as being then

actually governor of Judaea, is an additional evidence of the early

1 Owen's Observations on the Four Gospels, (8vo. Lond. 1764.) pp. 8—21.

2 Compare Neh. xi. I. 18. Isa. xlviii. 2. Hi. 1. Dan. ix. 24. with Matt. iv. 5. v. 33.

xxvii. 53.

3 Compare Matt. xxi. 12. with Markxi. 15. Luke xix. 45. and Matt. xxvi. 61. with

Mark xiv. 58.
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date of his Gospel. For Josephus ^ informs us, that Pilate having

been ordered by Vitellius, governor of Syria, to go to Rome, to an-

swer a complaint of the Samaritans before the emperor, hastened

thither, but before he arrived the emperor was dead. Now, as Ti-

berius died in the spring of 37, it is highly probable that Saint Mat-
thew's Gospel was written by that time.^

Dr. Lardner^, however, and Bishop Percy ^, think that they dis-

cover marks of a lower date in Saint Matthew's writings. They
argue from the knowledge which he shows of the spirituality of the

Gospel, and of the excellence of the moral above the ceremonial law:

and from the great clearness with which the comprehensive design

of the Christian dispensation, as extending to the whole Gentile world,

together with the rejection of the Jews, is unfolded in this Gospel.

Of these topics they suppose the evangelist not to have treated, until

a course of years had developed their meaning, removed his Jewish

prejudices, and given him a clearer discernment of their nature.

This objection, however, carries but little force with it. For, in

the first place, as Dr. Townson has justly observed, with regard to

the doctrinal part of his Gospel, if Saint Matthew exhibits a noble

idea of pure religion and morality, he teaches no more than he had
heard frequently taught, and often opposed to the maxims of the

Jews, by his divine instructor. And when the Holy Spirit, the guide

into all truth, had descended upon him, it seems strange to imagine

that he still wanted twenty or thirty years to enlighten his mind. If

he was not then furnished with knowledae to relate these things as

an evangelist, how was he qualified to preach them to the Jews as an
apostle ?

In the next place, it is true that the proplietic parts of his Gospel
declare the extent of Christ's kingdom, and the calling and accept-

ance of the Gentiles. But these events had been plainly foretold by
the antient prophets, and were expected by devout Israelites to hap-
pen in the days of the Messiah ^; and in those passages which relate

to the universality of the Gospel dispensation, the evangelist merely
states that the Gospel would be successfully preached among the Gen-
tiles in all parts of the earth. He only recites the words of our Saviour
without any explanation or remark ; and we know it was promised
to the apostles, that after Christ's ascension, the Holy Spirit should
bring all things to their remembrance, and guide them into all truth.

" Whether Saint Matthew was aware of the call of the Gentiles, be-

fore the Gospel was actually embraced by them, cannot be ascer-

tained : nor is it material, since it is generally agreed, that the inspired

penmen often did not comprehend the full meaning of their own writ-

ings when they referred to future events; and it is obvious that it

1 Ant. Jud. lib. xviii. c. iv. § 2.

2 Dr. Townson's Discourses on the Gospels, Works, vol. i. pp. 107— 115.
3 Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 57, 58. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 163, 164.
4 Key to the New Test. p. 55. 3d edit.

5 Thus Zacharias, the father of the Baptist, speaks of Christ as coming to give light to

them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death (Lukei. 79.), which description in-
cludes the Gentiles; and Simeon expressly calls him a light to lighten the Gentiles.
(Lukeii. 32.)
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might answer a good purpose to have the future call of the Gentiles

intimated in an authentic history of our Saviour's ministry, to which
the believing Jews might refer, when that extraordinary and unex-
pected event should take place. Their minds would thus be more
easily satisfied ; and they would more readily admit the comprehensive
design of the Gospel, when they found it declared in a book, which
they acknowledged as the rule of their faith and practice."^

Once more, with respect to the argument deduced from this evan-

gelist's mentioning prophecies and prophetic parables, that speak of

the rejection and overthrow of the Jews, it may be observed, that if

this argument means, that, being at first prejudiced in favour of a

kingdom to be restored to Israel, he could not understand these pro-

phecies, and therefore would not think of relating them if he wrote

early ;
— though the premises should be admitted, we may justly deny

the conclusion. Saint Matthew might not clearly discern in what
manner the predictions were to be accomplished, yet he must see,

what they all denounced, that God would reject those who rejected

the Gospel: hence, he always had an inducement to notify them to

his countrymen ; and the sooner he apprised them of their danger,

the greater charity he showed them.*^

Since, therefore, the objections to the early date by no means ba-

lance the weight of evidence in its favour, we are justified in assigning

the date of this Gospel to the year of our Lord 37, or at the latest to

the year 38. And as the weight of evidence is also in favour of

Saint Matthew's having composed his Gospel in Hebrew and Gn-eek'^,

we may refer the early date of a.d. 37 or 38 to Xh&former, and a. D.

61 to the latter. This will reconcile the apparently conflicting testi-

monies of Irenaeus and Eusebius above mentioned^, which have led

biblical critics to form such widely different opinions concerning the

real date of Saint Matthew's Gospel.

IV. The next subject of inquiry respects the Language in which

Saint Matthew wrote his Gospel, and which has been contested

among critics with no small degree of acrimony : Erasmus, Paraeus,

Calvin, Le Clerc, Fabricius, Pfeiffer, Dr. Lightfoot, Beausobre,

Basnage, Wetstein, Rumpaeus, Dr. Whitby, Edelmann, Hug,
Fritsche, Hoffman, Moldenhawer, Viser, Harles, Jones, Drs. Jortin,

Lardner, Hey, and Hales, Mr. Hewlett, and others, have strenuously

vindicated the Greek original of Saint Matthew's Gospel. On the

other hand, Bellarmin, Grotius, Casaubon, Bishops Walton and

Tomline, Drs. Cave, Hammond, Mill, Harwood, Owen, Campbell,

and A. Clarke, Simon, Tillemont, Pritius, Du Pin, Calmet, Michaelis,

Storr, Alber, Grawitz, and others, having supported the opinion of

-Papias as cited by Irenseus, Origen, Cyril, Epiphanius, Chrysostom,

Jerome, and other early writers, that this Gospel was written in He-
brew, that is, in the Western Aramsean or Syro-Chaldaic dialect

then spoken by the Jews, which Professor Adler ^ terms the Syriac

;

> Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christ. Thcol. vol. i. p. 302.
" Dr. Townson's Discourses, disc, iv, sect. iv. Works, vol. i. pp. 116,117.
5 See pp. 269, 270. infra. 4 See pp. 261. note 3. 262. note 1. supra.

* Nonnulia Matthsei et Marci enunciata ex indole Linguje Syriacae explicantur ....

, Prolusio J. G. C. Adler. Haunise, 1784. 4 to.
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and which consisted chiefly of words derived from Hebrew origin,

and was in fact the Hebrew corrupted by a large mixture of foreign

words. A third opinion has been offered by Dr. Townson, and some
few modern divines, that there were two originals, one in Hebrew,
and the other in Greek. He thinks that there seems to be more
reason for allowing two originals, than for contesting either ; the

consent of antiquity pleading strongly for the Hebrew, and evident

marks of originality for the Greek.

1. The presumption, it must be acknowledged, is in favour of the

opinion_yf/-5/ stated, that Saint Matthew wrote in Greek: for Greek,

as we have already seen ', was the prevailing language in the time of

our Saviour and his apostles. Matthew, too, while he was a collector

of customs, and before he was called to be an apostle, would have
frequent occasions both to write and to speak Greek, and could not

discharge his office without understanding that language. We may
therefore (say the advocates for this hypothesis) consider it as highly

probable, or even certain, that he understood Greek. Besides, as all

the other evangelists and apostles wrote their Gospels and Epistles

in that language for the use of Christians (whether Jews or Gen-
tiles) throughout the known world, and as Saint Matthew's Gospel,

thouojh in the first instance written for the use of Jewish and
Samaritan converts, was ultimately designed for universal dissemi-

nation, it is not likely that it was written in any other language

than that which was employed by all the other writers of the New
Testament. This presumption is corroborated by the numerous and
remarkable instances of verbal agreement between Matthew and the

other evangelists ; which, on the supposition that he wrote in Hebrew,
or the vernacular Syro-Chaldaic dialect, would not be credible.

Even those who maintain that opinion are obliged to confess that an
early Greek translation of this Gospel was in existence before Mark
and Luke composed theirs, which they saw and consulted. After

all, the main point in dispute is, whether the present Greek copy is

entitled to the anthoriti) of an original or not ; and as this is a question

of real and serious importance, we shall proceed to state the principal

arguments on both sides.

2. The modern advocates for the second opinion above noticed,

viz. that Saint Matthew wrote in Hebrew, lay most stress upon the

testimonies of Papias (Bishop of Hierapolis, a. d. IIG), of Irenaeus

(a. d. 178), and of Origen (a. d. 230) ; which testimonies have been
followed by Chrysostom, Jerome, and others of the early fathers of

the Christian church. '^ But these good men, as Wetstein has well

observed, do not so properly bear testimony, as deliver their own
conjectures, which we are not bound to admit, unless they are sup-

ported by good reasons. Supposing and taking it for granted that

Matthew wrote for the Jews in Judasa, they concluded that he wrote

1 See Vol. 11, pp. 13—18.
2 The various testimonies of the antient fathers concerning the Hebrew original of

St. Matthew's Gospel are produced and considered at length by J. T. Buslav, in hig

Dissertatio Historico-Critico Exegetica de Lingua Originali Evangelii secundum Mat-
thoeura. Vratislavise, 1826, 8vo.
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in Plebrew ' : and because the fathers formed this conclusion, mo-
dern writers, relying on their authority, have also inferred that

Matthew composed his Gospel in that language. Let us now review

their testimonies.

(1.) Papias, as cited by Eusebius, says % " Matthew composed
the divine oracles in the Hebrew dialect, and each interpreted them as

he was able.""

(2.) Irenaeus, as quoted by the same historian^, Sfvys, " Matthew
published also a Scripture of the Gospel among the Hebrews, in their

own dialect."

(3.) Origen, as cited by Eusebius *, says, " As I have learned

by tradition concerning the four Gospels, which alone are received

without dispute by the whole church of God under Heaven. — The
first was written by Matthew, once a publican, afterwards an apostle

of Jesus Christ, who published it for the believers from Judaism, com-

jjosed. in Hebrexo letters."

In opposition to these testimonies, it is contended by the advocates

for the Greek original of the Gospel,

i. That the testimony of Papias, who was a weak and credulous

man ^, is vague and indecisive ; that he had not seen the Hebrew
Gospel itself: that it could not have been intended for universal

circulation by his own account, because every one was not able to

interpret it; and that th^ Greek Gospel was published before his

time, as appears from the express or tacit references made by the

apostolical fathers, who were all prior to Papias, and all of whom
wrote in Greek.

ii. The passage of Irenaeus above given, more critically translated,

may be understood to signify that, in addition to his Greek Gospel,

Matthew published also a Hebrew Gospel, for the benefit of the

Hebrews, or converts from Judaism, who used no other language but

the vernacular dialect of Palestine. This, Dr. Hales thinks, was most
probably the fact. ^ This might be the original basis of the Gospel

of the Nazarenes, the Gospel of the Ebionites, the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, cited by Origen, Epiphanius, and Jerome, which in

process of time became so adulterated by these Judaising converts, as

to lose all authority in the church, and be deemed spurious.

iii. The testimony of Origen perfectly corresponds with this : for

surely, when he cited tradition for the existence of a Hebrew Gospel,

written by Matthew for the converts from Judaism, he by no means

1 Wetstenii Nov. Test, torn, i. p. 224. note. ^
"- MarSratos fiev ovv EBPAIAI AIAAEKXn TA AOFIA STNEFPA'^ATO' rjpfj.eueva-e 5'

avra as -qSwaro fKaTos. Eusebii Hist. Eccl. lib. iii. c. 39. torn. i. p. 13:3. edit. Reading.

3 O nfv 5e MarSfatos ev rois EBPAOIX, EN TH lAlA ATTON AIAAEKTn, KAI rPA*HN
EEENEFKEN ETArPEAIOY. Ibid. lib. v. c. 8. torn. i. p. 219.

•* Ibid. lib. vi. c. 2,5. torn. i. p. 290. Hx ef rrapaSocret fxa^oiv irepi roov reacrapuv

evayye\iccv .... on irpwrov )X(v yepairrai ro Kara .... MAT0AION eKdeSccKora rots airo

louJai-ff^ou TTiS-eyo-ao-i, FPAMMASIN EBPAIKOI2 STNETAPMENON.
5 See Jortin's Remarks on Eccl. Hist. vol. i. pp. 309,310. 2d edit.

6 This conjecture, Dr. Hales remarks, derives additional weight from the incorrect

reports of Eutychius and Theophylact, that Matthew wrote his Hebrew Gospel at Jeru-

salem, which John the Evangelist translated into Greek, Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii.

book ii, p. 6Q5,
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denied but rather presupposed his Greek Gospel, written for all classes

of Christians, composing the whole church of God wider heaven, for

whose use the Hebrew Gospel would be utterly inadequate. In fact,

in his treatise on prayer, he intimates that the evangelist published

it in Greek also : for, discoursing on the word £7r<oucr;ov, he considers

it as formed by Matthew himself. ^ That Origen considered the

Greek as the only authentic original in his time, is evident for the fol-

lowing reasons :— 1. Origen, in his Hexapla, was accustomed to cor-

rect the Greek version of the Old Testament by the Hebrew original

:

but he virtually confesses that he had none by which he could correct

the text of Matthew's Gospel'^; and, 2. He expressly cites ^ " a certain

Gospel according to the Hebrews, if any one chooses to receive it, not

as of authority, but for illustration" of the question he was then dis-

cussing. Now, if this Hebrew Gospel had been the production of

Saint Matthew, he certainly would have cited it in a different manner,
iv. In the Gospel of Saint Matthew, as we now have it, there is

no appearance of its being a translation ; but many considerations

prove the contrary. For how can we account for the interpreta-

tion of Hebrew names, which, by an author writing in Hebrew,
was by no means necessary? (Compare Matth. i. 23. xxvii. 33. 46.)

Again, why should the testimonies and parallel passages of the Old
Testament be cited, not from the original Hebrew, but generally from
the Septuagint version, even when that differs from the Hebrew ?

Lastly, liow does it happen, that all the versions which are extant,

such as the Latin, the Syriac, the Coptic, the Armenian, and the
Ethiopic, are adapted, not to the Hebrew original, but to the Greek
translation? These questions are all readily answered, if we admit
that Matthew wrote his Gospel in Greek. *

It only remains that we briefly notice the third opinion above men-
tioned ; viz. that there were two originals,— one in Hebrew, the other

in Greek, but both written by Saint Matthew. This opinion, we believe,

was first intimated by Sixtus Senensis ^, from whom it was adopted
by Drs. Whitby ^, Benson '', Hey, and Townson, Bishops Cleaver
and Gleig, and some other modern divines. The consent of anti-

quity pleads strongly for the Llebrew, and evident marks of originality
for the Greek. Bishop Gleig thinks, that Saint Matthew, on his

' departure to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, left with the church
of Jerusalem, or at least with some of its members, the Hebrew or

' Origen de oratione, c. 161. p. 150. edit. Reading.
2 See his Words, Op. torn. iii. p. 671. edit. De la Rue, or in Bishop Marsh's Mi-

chaelis, vol. iii. part ii. pp. 114, 115., where they are cited and explained.
3 Dr. Lardner has given the passage at length, Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 505. ; 4to.

vol. i. p. 553.
* Mr. Hewlett's note on Matt. i. 1, Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. pp. 664—667.

Lardner's Supp. to Credibility, chap. 5. (Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 45

—

65. ; 4to. vol. ii.

pp. 157— 167.) Pritii, Introd. ad Nov. Test. pp. 298—311. Moldenhawer, Introd. ad
Libros Canonicos, pp.247—254. Micliaelis, vol. iii. pp. 112—201. Rumpai, Com.
Crit. in Nov. Test. pp. 81—84. Viser, Herm. Sacr. Nov. Test, pars ii. pp.344—352.
Dr. Campbell's Preface to Matthew, vol. ii. pp. 1—20. Hug's Introduction, vol. ii.

pp- 17—59. Alber, Hermeneut. Novi Test. vol. i. pp. 239—244.
'^ Sixtus Senens. Biblioth. Sanct. lib. vii. p. 582.
6 Preface to Saint Matthew's Gospel, vol. i. p. 1,

7 Benson's Hist, of the First Planting of the Christian Religion, vol. i. p. 257.
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Syriac memorandums of our Lord's doctrines and miracles, which
he had made for his own use at the time when the doctrines were
taught, and the miracles performed ; and that the Greek Gospel was
written long after the apostles had quitted Jerusalem, and dispersed

themselves in the discharge of the duties of their office. This con-

jecture receives some countenance from the terms in which Eusebius,

when giving his own opinion, mentions Saint Matthew's Gospel.
" Matthew," says that historian, " having first preached to the He-
brews, delivered to them, when he was preparing to depart to other

countries, his Gospel composed in their native language: that to

those, from whom he was sent away, he might by his writings supply

the loss of his presence." ^ This opinion is further corroborated by
the fact, tliat there are instances on record of authors who have them-
selves published the same work in two languages. Thus Josephus

wrote the History of the Jewish War in Hebrew and Greek.'- In

like manner we have two originals, one in Latin, the other in

English, of the thirty-nine articles of the Anglican church, and also

of Sir Isaac Newton's Optics. As Saint Matthew wanted neither

ability nor disposition, we cannot think he wanted inducement to

" do the work of an evangelist" for his brethren of the common faith,

Hellenists as well as Hebrews ; to both of whom charity made him
a debtor. The popular language of the first believers was Hebrew,
or what is called so by the sacred and antient ecclesiastical writers

:

but those who spoke Greek quickly became a considerable part of

the church of Christ.

From a review of all the arguments adduced on this much litigated

question, we cannot but prefer the last stated opinion as that which

best harmonises with the consent of antiquity, namely, tiiat Saint

Matthew wrote first a Hebrew Gospel for the use of the first Flebrew

converts. Its subsequent disappearance is easily accounted for, by

its being so corrupted by the Ebionites that it lost all its authority

in the church, and was deemed spurious, and also by the prevalence

of the Greek language, especially after the destruction of Jerusalem,

when the Jewish language and every thing belonging to the Jews

fell into the utmost contempt. It also is clear, that our present

Greek Gospel is an authentic original, and consequently an inspired

production of the Evangelist Matthew, written (not as Bishop Gleig

and other writers suppose, long after our Lord's resurrection and
ascension, but) within a i'ew years after those memorable and im-

portant events. ^

V. Of the Genuineness and Authenticity of Saint Matthew's

Gospel, we have the most satisfactory evidence. There are seven

distinct allusions to it in the Epistle of Barnabas ; two in Clement's

' Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 24.

2 Dr. Hey's Norrisian Lectures, vol. i. pp. 28, 29. Bishop Gleig's edit, of Stack-

house, vol. iii. p. 112. Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. pp. .30—32.

3 Tliere are extant in print two editions of a Hebrew Gospel, one published by Jean

de Tilet, Bishop of Brieux, at Paris, in 1555, the otlier published by Munster at Basil,

in 1557; hut it is certain that neither of these is St. Matthew's original, and that neither

of them was used by the Nazarenes or by the Ebionites. See an account of them in

Michaelis, vol, iii. pp.195—201.
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Epistle to the Corinthians ; ten in the Shepherd of Hermas ; nine
in the genuine Epistles of Ignatius ; and five in the Epistle of Poly-
carp. In the time of Papias, it was well known, and is expressly

ascribed to the evangelist by him, and by several antient writers of
the first century that were consulted by Eusebius. ^ In the follow-

ing century it was recognised by Tatian, who composed his harmony
of the four evangelists, and by Hegesippus, a Hebrew Christian;

and it is repeatedly quoted by Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Athenagoras,
Theophilus of Antioch, and Clement of Alexandria, and also by
Celsus, the most sagacious and inquisitive adversary of Christianity.

In the third century, Tertullian, Ammonias, the author of the har-

mony, Julius Africanus, and Origen, unanimously quote this Gospel
as the undoubted production of Matthew, who are followed by a long
train of ecclesiastical writers.^ The fact, therefore, is fully estab-

lished, that Matthew, the apostle of our Saviour, was the author of
that Gospel which is placed first in our editions of the New Testament.

Faustus, a Manichean bishop (who wrote towards the close of the

fourth century), attemj^tcd, indeed to prove that this Gospel was not
written by Saint Matthew, on account of the oblique manner of ex-

2)ression which occurs in Matt. ix. 9. — And as Jesus passedforthfrom
thence^ he saw a man na7ned Matthew, sitting at the receipt of custom,
and he saith unto him, Follow me. And he ai-ose and followed him.

Hence, says Faustus, " Matthew did not write that Gospel, but some
other person under his name, as is clear from those words of the pre-
tended Matthew : for who, writing concerning himself, would say,

he saw a iman, and called him, and he followed him ; and would
not rather say. He saw ivie, and called me, and I followed him ?"

Nothing, however, can be more weak than this mode of arguing

:

for it is an undeniable fact that this oblique way of writing is com-
mon among profane historians, both antient and modern : who fre-

quently speak of themselves not in the first but in the third person.

Moses uniformly speaks thus of himself^, as Jesus Christ, and his

disciples also very frequently did.^ So that the objection of Faustus
falls to the ground for want of proofs

VI. But, though we have such a chain of unbroken evidence, the

most clear and decisive that can possibly be adduced or desired, to

the genuineness of Saint Matthew's Gospel, several attempts have of
late years been made by those who deny the miraculous conception

' Hist. Eccl. lib. 3. c. 36.

2 For an account of these later writers, see Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 49—52. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 159— 161. As the references to Dr. L.'s works for the earlier
fathers have already been given in the notes to Vol. I. pp. 74—86., it is not necessary to
repeat them. The reader who may not possess, or have the opportunity of consulting
Dr. Lardner's works, will find tlie quotations above noticed, in tlie learned Jeremiah
Jones's New and Full Method of settling the Canonical Authority of the New Testament,
vol. iii. pp. 17—42. 8vo. Oxford, 1798.

3 See Vol. I. pp. 131— 133. supra: and also compare other instances from the Old
Testament, in Gen. iv. 24. xliv. 19. Num)}. xxiv. 3, 4, I Sam. xii. 1 1. Jer. xxviii. 5.
10. \f>. Jonah i. 1. and throughout that book.

:
'' Compare Matt. viii. 20. xi. 19. xviii. 11. Luke xviii. 8. John v. 23. 25 27.

xxi. 24.

* Augustin contra Faustum, lib. xvii. c. 4. Glassii Philologia Sacra, torn, i, p 649.
edit. Dathii

J
or column 1238 of the Leipsic edition, 4to. 1725.
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of our Saviour ^, to expunge the two first chapters from the sacred

code, as being a spurious interpolation : and, hence, a recent anta-

gonist of divine revelation has taken occasion (without examining

the mass of evidence to the contrary) to affirm that the whole Gospel

is a falsehood." We have, however, indisputable evidence, both

internal and external, that these chapters form an integral part of

that Gospel.

[i.] With regard to the external evidence for the genuineness of

these chapters :
—

1. In Xhejlr'it place, the beginning of the third chapter (ev AE Tai<;'/ii/.s-

pati; E\iELvcci<;, Now in those days) manifestly shows that somethimg had
preceded, to which these words must refer. ^ If we examine the end of

the second chapter, where Jesus is said to have come and dwelt with his

parents at Nazareth, it will be manifest to what time those words are to

be referred. Some, indeed, have objected that the words " Novo in those

days" are not the words of Matthew, but of his Greek translator, who
thus connected the first and second chapters with the third.— But this

conjecture (for the objection amounts to notliing more) is opposed by the

fact that Saint Matthew's Gospel was, as we have already seen, not trans-

lated into Greek by any person, but was originally written in that lan-

guage by the evangelist himself. And, to mention no other arguments
by which it is opposed, it is contradicted by the following undisputed

passage in Matt. iv. 13., v/here we read " And Jesus leaving Nazareth."

Now, how could Saint Matthew have thus recorded his departure from
Nazareth, unless chap. ii. 13. had preceded, where we are told that he
came and dwelt in that town ? ^ Further, in the first and second chapters

of Matthew we find quotations made from the Old Testament precisely

in the same manner as in other parts of his Gospel. Moreover, the want
of a genealogy in this Gospel, which was written for Jewish Christians

of Palestine, would be a deficiency in the work."

2. In the second place, it is wortliy of remark that the tivojlrst chapters

of Saint Matthew's Gospel are to bejvund in ALL tlie antient manuscripts

noiv extant, which are entire, as well as in many that have come down to

us, mutilated by the hand of time '^, and also in all the antient versions

without exception. Some of the manuscripts now extant, particularly

the Vatican and the Cambridge manuscripts, and the Codex Rescriptus

in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin 7, are undoubtedly of very high

' Particularly by Dr. Williams in his " Free Inquiry," first published in 177 J, and

again in 1789. 4to. ; and the editors of the Unitarian Version of the New Testament.

2 Professor Bauer, of Altorf, in Germany, boldly affirms that the narrative of the mi-

raculous conception, recorded by Matthew and Luke, is a philosophical myihos or fable of

later date ! ! ! Brevarium Theologise Biblicffi, p. 248. Lipsia, 1 803. 8vo.

3 This was agreeable to the usage of the Hebrew writers; who, when commencing their

narratives, were accustomed to add the name of the king, prince, or other person, in whose

time any event is said to have come to pass, and to preface it with the formula, In the days

of To mention no other instances, see Isaiah i, ]

.

4 Kuinbel, Comm. in Historicos N. T. Libros, vol. i. p. 1.5.

5 Schmucker's Biblical Theology, vol. ii. p. 149.

6 The Codex Ebnerianus, a manuscript written at the close of the fourteenth century,

begins with Matt. i. 18. 'Vov Se Irjtroii XpiTov t) yevvr)(Tis ovroos riv, Noiu the birth of Jesus

Christ trns on thii wise. Since no book can well begin with the particle Se, now, we may
conclude that in the more antient Greek manuscripts, whence the Codex Ebnerianus was

copied, something preceded, viz. the genealogy, as in other Greek manuscripts. Bishop

Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. part ii. p. 13G. See also Griesbach's Y.injxeTpov to his Com-
mentarius Criticus in Grajcum Matthsei Textum, 4to, Jena, 1801.

7 See an account of these manuscripts, in Vol. II. 122—124. 133—136. 141. 86—89.

96, 97. In the Codex Rescriptus above noticed, we find the two first chapters of Saint
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antiquity, bearing date from the fifth or sixth centuries at latest, if they

are not earlier. The versions carry us still higher. The Peschito, or Old
Syriac, and what is called the Old Italic, are nearly coeval with the form-

ation of the canon of the New Testament. The Coptic, Arabic, and other

versions, also bear marks of high antiquity : and though some of them
contain discrepancies of more or less moment from the copies generally

received, yet all of them have this part of the Gospel of Matthew, as in-

tegral portions of the whole.

Much stress, indeed, has been laid upon the genealogy being separated
from the other parts of the Gospel in some Latin manuscripts ; but the

spuriousness of the genealogy is not a necessary consequence of such
separation. For, in the first place, as Kuinoel ', and the learned an-

notator on Michaelis -, have both remarked, the transcribers of the Latin

manuscripts, who wrote the genealogy detached from the rest of the

Gospel, were actuated not by critical but by theological motives. They
found difficulty in reconciling the genealogy in Matt. i. with that of
Luke iii., and, therefore, they ivished to get rid of it. And, secondly,

although the genealogy is thus separated in some Latin manuscripts, it

does not necessarily follow that the copyists either deemed it to be with-

out authority, or were desirous of getting rid of it : for, in the illuminated

copies of this Gospel, so far from any stigma being thrown upon the ge-

nealogy, (though separated in the way described,) it is in general parti'

cidarly embellished, and as much ornamented by the artists as the suc-

ceeding passages.

3. Besides the uncontradicted testimony of manuscripts and versions,

we have the clear and undisputed evidence of the antietit Fathers in favour

of the genuineness of these chapters, whence they have cited both words
and verses in their writings ; to which we may add, that the earliest op-

posers of Christianity never appear to have doubted their genuineness.

As the miraculous conception of our Saviour is a vital and fundamental
doctrine of the Christian revelation, we think it right to state these evi-

dences more particularly.

(1.) Clement of Alexandria, who lived towards the close of the second
century (a. d. lO'l-), speaking of the order of the Gospels which he had
received from the presbyters of more antient times, says expressly that

the Gospels containing the genealogies weve Jirst ivritten.'-^ Here, then,

we have two things proved, viz. the curiosity and inquisitiveness of the

antient Christians concerning the books of the New Testament which
they had received, and likewise an assurance of the genuineness of the

genealogies in Matt. i. and Luke iii. This testimony to the first chapter

of Saint Matthew's Gospel is so strong, as to put its antiquity' and ge-
nuineness beyond all question.

(2.) In a fragment of the ecclesiastical history composed by Hegesip-
pus, a converted Jew, who flourished a. d. 173, which is preserved by
Eusebius •*, there is an account of the emperor Domitian's inquiry after

the posterity of David, two of whom were brought before him : "Jbr,"
adds the historian, " he too toas afraid of the coming of Christ, as well as

Matthew's Gospel, with the exception of some verses, which are wanting from mutilation,

viz. the first sixteen verses of the first cliapter ; and from the seventh to the twelfth and from
twelfth to the twenty-third verses of the second chapter.

1 Kuinoel, Comm. in Historicos Libros, Nov. Test. vol. i. p. 13.

- Bp. Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. part ii. p. 139.

3 See the passage at length, both in Greek and English, in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo.

vol. ii. pp. 211, 212. and notes ; 4to. vol. i. p. 395.
* Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 19,20. See the original passage in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo.

vol. ii. pp. 142, 143. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 356, 357.
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Herod." In this passage there is an exphcit I'eference to the second
chapter of Matthew, which plainly shows that this portion of his Gospel
was received by this Hebrew Christian, who used our Greek Gospel.
Or, if he used only the Hebrew edition of Saint Matthew's Gospel, it is

equally certain that the historical fact alluded to must have been extant
in it in the time of Hegesippus.

(3.) Justin Martyr, who, we have already seen, flourished about the
year 140, has, in his writings, so many and such decisive references to

these two chapters, as nearly to supply a recapitulation of all the facts

related in them, and in such language as clearly proves that his inform-
ation was principally derived from those chapters. The very words, also,

of Saint Matthew are sometimes quoted with a precision so unequivocal
as to determine the source of the quotations. Passages and phrases which
occur in Saint Matthew only, and applications of the prophecies of Isaiah,

Micah, and Jeremiah, which are made by no other evangelist, are adopted
by him with a literal adherence to Saint Matthew's text ; and, what ren-

ders the demonstration perfect, with a literal adherence in those very
citations from the Old Testament, in which Saint Matthew has departed
from the words both of the Hebrew and of the Septuagint. ^

(i.) Ignatius, who flourished a.d. 107, in his epistle to the Ephesians^,
has an express reference to the history of the Virgin Mary's miraculous
conception of our Lord, and to the appearance of the star that so wonder-
fully announced his birth. Now, as this father was contemporary with
the apostles, and survived the evangelist John only six or seven years, we
have in his testimony what amounts to that of the apostles for the truth

and authenticity of Saint Matthew's Gospel.
As the testimonies of Irenaeus and all the later fathers are undisputed,

it is not necessary to adduce their evidence. Let us appeal in the next
place to

4. The Testimonies of the Enemies of Christianity.— Three of these are

peculiarly distinguished for their enmity to the Christian name and faith

;

viz. the emperor Julian, who wrote in the middle of the fourth century,

Porphyry, who wrote in the third century, and Celsus, who wrote in the

middle of the second century. Though their works are lost, their argu-

ments are preserved in the answers of their opponents ; and from these it

appears that they were by no means deficient in industry to discover

means of invalidating any portion of the Gospel history. They stated

many objections to particular circumstances in the narrative of the mira-

culous conception, but never entertained the most remote idea of treating

the whole as spurious. They did not contend, as our modern objectors

do, that Saint Matthew and Saint Luke never wrote these accounts ; but
that, in writing them, they committed errors or related falsehoods. ^ That

1 Archb. Magee on the Atonement, vol. ii. p. 440. In pp. 448—454. he has ad-

duced tlie passages at length from Justin. See also Dr. Lardner's account of Justin,

Works, Svo. vol. ii. pp. 119— 122.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 343—345. I'he testimony of

Justin is also examined at length in Hug's Introduction to the New Test. vol. ii. pp. 282
—284., where the words of Matthew and Justin are exhibited in parallel columns.

'^ The following is the passage of Ignatius above alluded to :
—

•
" Now the virginity of

Mary and her delivery were kept in secret from the prince of this world ; as was also the

death of our Lord;— Three of the most notable mysteries \of the Gospel}, yet done in

secret by God. How then was [our Saviour] manifested to the world ? A star shone in

heaven beyond all the other stars, and its light was inexpressible ; and its novelty struck

terror [iuto mens tjiiiids']." Ignatii Epist. ad Ephes, sect. 19, Cotelerii Patres Apos-
tolic!, torn. ii. p. 5)

.

3 See the passage of Julian at length, in Lardner, Svo. vol. viii. p. 397. ; 4to. vol. iv.

p. 334. ; of Porphyry, in Dr. Mill's Prolegomena to his edition of the New Testament,

§ 702, 703. : and of Celsus, in Lardner, 8vo. vol. viii. pp. 10, U. IS—22. 58, 59. 63. ;

4to. vol. iv. pp. 116. 121, 122. 143. 145.
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Celsus, in particular, was specifically acquainted with the genealogy con-
tained in the first chapter is evident : for he speaks of historians who
trace the genealogy of Jesus from the first father of the human family and
from Jewish kings. • By the former, Luke must be intended ; and by the

latter, Matthew. That Celsus should pass over unnoticed the seeming
contradiction of the genealogy of Matthew and Luke, is no more remark-
able, than that lie should omit to mention many other things. ^ Besides
the testimonies of these enemies of the Gospel, we can produce another
of still higher antiquity— that of Cerinihus, an heresiarch who was con-
temporary with the evangelist Saint John. Cerinthus received the Gospel
of Saint Matthew (though not entire), and Epiphanius expressly states

that his followers '' jyrefcrred it on account of its genealogi/." The same
father also records, in terms equally explicit, that " it is allowed by all

THAT Cerinthus MADE use of the beginning of Saint Matthews Gospel,

andfrom tJience endeavoured to j^rove that Jesus ivas the Son of Joseph and
Mari/."'^ To these decisive testimonies of the adversaries of Christianity

we add a fact by no means unimportant, as an accessary proof; which is,

that no objections were ever brought against these chapters in the early

centuries, during the heat of religious contention, when all parties sought
to defend themselves, and to assail their opponents, by arguments of all

kinds, industriously drawn from every quarter. -^

[ii.] Against the weight of this ^05/V/t;e evidence, which so clearly,

fully, and decisively, establishes the genuineness of the narratives of
the miraculous conception by Matthew and Luke, and places them
on the same footing with the other parts of the Gospels, the anta-

gonists of their authenticity have attempted to produce arguments
partly external and partly collateral or internal.

1. With regard to the external evidcncc,\.\\ey offivm, on the authority
of Epiphanius and Jerome, that these narratives were wanting in the
copies used by the Nazarenes and Ebionites, that is, by the antient
Hebrew Christians, for whose instruction this Gospel was oiioinally

written, and consequently formed no part of the genuine narrative.

In this statement, the terms Hebrew Christians, Nazarenes, and
Ebionites, are classed together as synonymous ; whereas thev were
decidedly distinct, as the late Bishop Horsley has long since shown.
The Hebrew Christians, to whom Saint Matthew wrote, were the body

of Jewish converts in his time, who laid aside the use of the Mosaic law.
Of the Nazarenes there were two descriptions : L The Nazarenes of the

better sort, who were orthodox in their creed, though they continued to
observe the Mosaic law : but being great admirers of Saint Paul, they
could not esteem the law generally necessary to salvation. 2. The Naza-
renes of a worse sort were bigotted to the Jewish law, but still orthodox
in their creed, for any thing that appears to the contrary. These were
the proper Nazarenes mentioned by Epiphanius and Jerome. Both of
these classes of Nazarenes believed Jesus Christ to be born of a virgin by
the special interposition of God, and consequently received the two-first
chapters of Saint Matthew's Gospel.
The Ebionites also were divided into two classes : 1. Those who denied

' Stor. Opuscula Academica, torn. iii. p. 106.
2 Schmucker's Biblical Theology, vol. ii. p. 1 48.

3 See the passage of Epiphanius, in Lardner, 8vo. vol. ix. pp. 322. 329. ; 4to, vol, iv.

pp. 565. 570.
*» Quarterly Review, vol. i. p. 321.
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our Lord's divinity, but admitted the fact of the miraculous conception

:

consequently the two first chapters of Matthew were admitted by them;
and, 2. Ebionites of a worse sort, who, though they denied the miracu-
lous conception, still maintained an union of Jesus with a divine being,

which commenced upon his baptism. These Ebionites, Epiphanius re-

lates, made use of a Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, which was not only

defective, but also contained many fabulous stories. The Ebionites, he
adds, branched off from the Nazarenes, and did not appear until after the

destruction of Jerusalem. '

Now, since the Ebionites " of a worse sort," as Bishop Horsley terms
them, did not make their appearance until the commencement of the

second century, and as they used a mutilated and corrupted copy of Mat-
thew's Gospel, the absence of the two first chapters ofMatthew from their

Gospel, is so far from making any thing against the authenticity of those

chapters, that, on the contrary, it affords a strong evidence for it ; since

we are enabled satisfactorily to account for the omission of those chapters

in their copies, and to prove from the united antecedent, concurrent, and
subsequent testimonies of various writers, both Christians and adversaries

of Christianity, that they did exist in all the other copies of Matthew's
Gospel, and were explicitly referred to or cited by them.

-

2. The collateral or mtcrnal arguments against the authenticity of

these chapters, deduced from their contents, are as follow.

(I.) It has been admitted by many writers that Mark in most places

agrees with the method and order both of Matthew and Luke, as also

does John, after a short introduction concerning the Logos. Mark
begins his Gospel at what we call the third chapter of Matthew, that is,

at the time when John came baptising in the wilderness. It is farther

urged that, as it is most probable that Luke was the first who published

a Gospel ; and as he had given the genealogy and a full account of the

birth, &c. of Christ, there was no necessity for those who came after him

to repeat the same things, as they were not particularly important to the

salvation and happiness of man,— the great ends which our Saviour and

his disciples had in view. Besides, it is alleged that Luke's account of

the birth of Jesus, and of all the subsequent events, till Joseph and Mary
carried him home to Nazareth, which he has fully detailed, is totally dif-

ferent from that which is found in the first and second chapters of Mat-
thew's Gospel. No coincidence occurs, excepting Christ's being born at

Bethlehem of a virgin. Hence it is inferred by those who oppose the

authenticity of these chapters, that the absolute silence of Luke respect-

ing many remarkable events yields a strong negative argument against it.

1 See the various passages of Ircnseus, Tertullian, Epiijlianius, Jerome and other

fathers, in Lardner, 8vo. vol. viii. pp.19—24.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.483—485. Bishop

Horsley's Tracts in reply to Dr. Priestley, pp. 378—386. (edition of 1789.) Mosheim's

Commentaries on the Affairs of Christians, vol. ii. pp. 194—204. Dr. J. P. Smith's

Scripture Testimony to the Messiah, vol. ii. partii. pp. 731—741.

2 The reader who may be desirous of investigating at length tlie evidence of the authen-

ticity of Matt. i. and ii. will find it very copiously discussed in Dr. Nares's masterly Re-

marks on the Unitarian Version of the New Testament, pp. 4—27. (2d edit.), Archbp.

Laurence's Critical Reflections on the Unitarian Version of the New Testament, pp. 14

50. 8vo. Oxford, 1811 ; Archbp. Magee's Discourses on the Atonement, vol. ii. parti.

pp. 419 454. ; the Quarterly Review, vol. i. pp. 320—326. ; the Sixth Sermon in Mr.
Falconer's Bampton Lectures for 1810, pp. 176—207. ; Dr. Bell's Arguments in proof

of the authenticity of the two first chapters of the Gospels of Matthew and Luke prefixed

to his Enquiry into the Divine Missions of John the Baptist and Jesus Christ, 8vo. London,

1810 ; and especially to Mr. Bevan's very complete, and indeed unanswerable '* Vindica-

tion of the authenticity of the Narratives contained in the first two chapters of the Gospels

of St. Matthew and St. Luke, London, 1822." Svo.
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This inference however is more specious than solid ; but before we admit

its force, let us examine the premises on which it is founded. The agree-

ment of the four evangelists is readily accounted for, by their narrating

the life and transactions of one and the same person. Having either been

chosen witnesses of our Saviour's discourses and actions (as Matthew and
John were), or having derived their information from others who had
been eye-witnesses of them (as Mark and Luke had), they were enabled

by inspiration to repeat the former, with little or no variation of words,

and to relate the latter without any material variation. They did so in

their preaching ; and, forming the same judgment of the importance of

what they had seen and heard, they repeated nearly the same things, and
the same words. The reason why Mark begins at what we call the third

chapter of Matthew is to be found in the object he had in view in writing

his Gospel; which, being in all probability written at Rome, was adapted

to the state of the church there. • Further, it is not probable that Luke's

Gospel was first written : we have already proved (as far at least as such

a thing can now be proved) that Matthew's Gospel was the first com-
posed-', and Luke did not write his Gospel until about the year 63 or 64.^

His account of the birth, &c. of Jesus Christ is totally different from that

of Matthew ; whose Gospel being designed for the Hebrew Christians,

traces the pedigree of our Saviour in the line of Joseph, his reputed or

legal father, to show the accomplishment of the prophecies contained in

the Old Testament respecting the Messiah ; and then proceeds to notice

the fact that Christ was born in Bethlehem agreeably to the prediction of

Micah, without detailing the intermediate circumstances, which, in fact,

were not necessary, as he wrote at a time when those events were fresh

in the recollections of his countrymen and contemporaries. Luke, on the

contrary, writing for Gentiles who were ignorant of Jewish affairs, and
after Matthew composed his Gospel, begins his history much farther back
than the other evangelists ; is particularly careful in specifying times and
places ; and gives the genealogy of Christ according to his natural descent

from the Virgin Mary, and carries it up to Adam, to show that he was
that very seed o^ the tvoman who was promised for the redemption of the

ixihole world. The silence of Luke, therefore, respecting many remark-
able events related by Matthew, admits of an easy and satisfactory solu-

tion ; and concludes nothing against the authenticity of his two first

chapters.

2. The appearance of a star in the east, directing the Magi to the new-
born Messiah in Judaea (Matt. ii. 1— 12), it has been said, has more the
air of an Eastern invention than of a real history. It is true this has
been said ; but so far is it from being an Oriental fiction, that it is referred

to as afoot by Ignatius^, who had conversed familiarly with several of the

apostles, and who certainly had better means of ascertaining its reality

than any writer of the eighteenth or nineteenth century. The reality of
this fact was also admitted by that acute adversary of the Christian faith,

Celsus, who flourished towards the close of the second century.^

3. It is said to be a circumstance scarcely credible, that " when Herod
had heard these things " (the arrival of the Magi, &c.), " he was troubled,

' See this proved, Sect. III. § IV. p. 287. infra.
'-i See pp. 261— 266. supra. 3 See Sect. IV. § IV. p. 302. infra.
* Ignatii Epist. ad Ephesios, § 19. apud Cotelerii Patres Apost. torn. ii. p. 51.
5 Seethe passages at length, in Lardner, 8vo. vol. viii. pp. 11. 59. 63. ; 4to. vol. iv.

pp. 116. 143. 145. The circumstances of the coining of the wise men and their wor-
shipping of the infant Jesus are discussed in Mr. Franks's Hulsean Prize Dissertation on
the Magi, 8vo. 1814. ; and the objections of Professor Schleiermacher are satisfactorily

i-efuted in the British Critic and Theological Review, vol ii. pp. 385, 386.
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and all Jerusalem with him." Now this circumstance is so far from being
incredible, that it is precisely what we should expect from the well known
sanguinary and jealous character of Herod, who had caused the death of
his wife, his children, and the greater part of his family, not to mention
numbers of his subjects who fell victims to his savage jealousy : so that

the Jews, especially the Pharisees, dreaded and hated him.

4. Much stress has been laid on the supposed difficulty of reconciling

the genealogies of Christ, as recorded by Matthew and Luke ; but the

different designs with which those evangelists composed their respective

Gospels completely solve this apparent difficulty ; which lias been con-
sidered and explained in the second volume of this work.'

5. The slaughter of the infants at Bethlehem is further objected against

the authenticit}^ of the second chapter of Matthew, because that event is

not mentioned by any writer but by the " supposed Matthew, and by
those who quote from him." The credibility of this event, and conse-

quently the authenticity of the evangelist, has likewise been established

in Volume II. pp. 549, 550.

6. It is alleged that there are in these two chapters several prophecies
cited as being fulfilled, but which cannot easily be made to correspond
with the events by which they are declared to be accomplished. A little

attention, however, to the Hebrew modes of quoting the prophecies ^

will show the fallacy of this objection. For Isa. vii. 14. cited in Matt,
i. 23., and Micah v. 2. cited in Matt. ii. 6., are prophecies quoted as being

literally accomplished; and Jer. xxxi. 15. cited in Matt. ii. 17., and Hos.
xi. 1. cited in Matt. ii. 15., are passages from those prophets applied to

similar facts, introduced with the usual formulas of Jewish writers, That
it might be fulfilled, and Then ivasjidjilled.

Lastly, It is said that the flight of Joseph with Mary and Jesus into

Egypt is inexplicable ; that it could not be from Bethlehem, for Luke
expressly says, that they continued there forty days (ii. 22.), at the ex-

piration of which he was carried to Jerusalem to be presented to the

Lord, and afterwards was taken to Nazareth (39.) : and that the flight

from this latter place was altogether unnecessary, because the slaughter

did not extend so far. A little attention, however, to the different orders

pursued by the evangelists in their Gospels, will remove this seeming ob-

jection ; and the different narratives concerning our Lord's infancy, given

us by Matthew and Luke, will appear very consistent, if we only suppose
that, immediately after the transactions in the temple, Joseph and Maiy
went to Nazareth, as Luke says, but only to settle their affairs there, and
soon after returned to Bethlehem, where the report of the shepherds, and
the favourable impressions it had made on the inhabitants (see Luke
ii. 17j 18.), would suggest many cogent motives to fix their abode. There
they might have dwelt many months before the arrival of the wise men re-

lated by Matthew : for the order issued by Herod for the slaughter of
the children, in consequence of the diligent inquiry he had made of the

Magi concerning the time when the star appeared, affords us ground to

conclude, that a considerable time had intervened between the birth of
the child, or the appearance of the star (supposing them to coincide), and
the coming of the wise men. It is also worthy of observation, that on Jo-
seph's return from Egypt, his first intention seems to have been to go into

Judeea (see Matt, ii.22.) ; but, through fear of Archelaus, and by divine

direction, he fixed at Nazareth, the place of his first abode- There he
and his family were at the time of the only event of our Lord's child-

i See Vol. II. pp. 497. SAG. 2 See Vol. II. pp. 260—270.
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hood which Luke has recorded, and therefore it was not to his purpose

to take notice of any removal or other place of abode. ^

To sum up the evidence upon this question, the importance of

which must apologise for the length of the preceding discussion :
—

The commencement of the third chapter of Saint Matthew's Gospel

shews that something had preceded analogous to what we read in

chap. ii. All the antient manuscripts now extant, as well as all the

antient versions (two of which are of apostolical antiquity) contain the

two first chapters. They are found in a genuine epistle of Ignatius,

the only apostolical father who had occasion to refer to them. Justin

Martyr, Hegesippus, and Clement of Alexandria, who all flourished

in the second century, have referred to them : as also have Iragneus

and all the fathers who immediately succeeded him, and whose testi-

mony is undisputed. Celsus, Porphyry, and Julian, the most acute

and inveterate enemies of the Gospel, in the second, third, and

fourth centuries, likewise admitted them. '* Thus, we have one con-

tinued and unbroken series of testimony," of Christians as well as of

persons inimical to the Christian faith, " from the days of the apos-

tles to the present time; and in opposition to this we find only a

vague report of the stale of a Hebrew copy of Matthew's Gospel,

said to be received amongst an obscure and unrecognised descrip-

tion of Hebrew Christians, who are admitted, even by the very

writers who claim the support of their authenticity, to have mutilated

the copy which they possessed, by removing the genealogy."

-

VII. The voice of antiquity accords with Irenaeus, Origen, and
Eusebius^ in testifying that Mattiiew wrote his Gospel in Judaea for

the Jewish nation, while the church consisted wholly of the circum-

cision, that is, of Jewish and Samaritan believers, but principally

Jewish ; and that he wrote it primarily for their use, with a view to

confirm those who believed, and to convert those who believed not,

we have, besides historical facts, very strong presumptions from the

book itself Every circumstance is carefully pointed out, which

might conciliate the faith of that nation ; and every unnecessary ex-

pression is avoided, that might in any way tend to obstruct it. To
illustrate this remark by a few particulars : — There was no senti-

ment relating to the Messiah, with which the Jews were more strongly

possessed, than that he must be of the race of Abraham, and of the

family of David. Matthew, therefore, with great propriety, begins

his narrative with the genealogy of Jesus ; which agreeably to the

Jewish custom, he gives according to his legal decent by Joseph his

supposed father, deducing it from Abraham through David, to show
his title to the kingdom of Israel.

That he should be born at Bethlehem in Judaea was another cir-

cumstance in which the learned among the Jews were universally

agi'eed ; accordingly, this historian has also taken the first opportu-

• Dr. Priestley's Notes on the Bible, vol. iii. p. 31. See also Lightfoot's, Doddridge's,

and Macknight's Harmonies on Matt, ii., and Cell^rier's Introduction au Nouv. Test.

pp. 334—337.
2 Archbp. Magee on the Atonement, vol. ii. p. 447.
3 Irenaeus adv. Hasr. lib. iii. c. 1. Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. lib. v. c, 8. Origenis Ex-

posit, in Matt, apud Euseb. lib. vi. c. 25.
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nity to mention his birth in that town, together with some very

memorable circumstances that attended it. Those passages in the

prophets, or other sacred books, which either foretell any thing that

should happen to the Messiah, or admit of" an allusive application to

him, or were in that age generally understood to be applicable to

events which respect the Messiah, are never passed over in silence bv
this evangelist. To the Jews who were convinced of the inspiration of

their sacred writings, the fulfilment of prophecy was always strong

evidence: accordingly, neither of the evangelists has been more careful

than Matthew that no evidence of this kind should be overlooked. '

Further, this evangelist very frequently refers to Jewish customs,

and relates most of our Saviour's discourses against the errors and
superstitions of the Jews, whose most considerable objections he
answers. How admirably his Gospel was adapted to that people,

will appear from the following considerations :
" The Jews were much

disposed to consider the letter of the law as the complete rule and
measure of moral duty ; to place religion in the observance of rites

and ceremonies, or in a strict adherence to some favourite precepts,

written or traditionary ; to ascribe to themselves sufficient power of

doing the divine will without the divine assistance ; and, vain of a

civil or legal righteousness, to contemn all others, and esteem them-
selves so just that they needed no repentance, nor any expiation but

what the law provided. They rested in the covenant of circumcision

and their descent from Abraham as a sure title to salvation, what-

ever lives they led ; and though they looked for a Messiah, yet with

so little idea of an atonement for sin to be made by his death, that

the cross proved the great stumbling-block to them. They expected

him to appear with outward splendour, as the dispenser of temporal

felicity ; the chief blessings of which were to redound to their own
nation in an earthly Canaan, and in conquest and dominion over the

rest of mankind. A tincture of these delusive notions, which they

had imbibed by education and the doctrine of their elders, would be
apt to remain with too many, even after their admission into the

church of Christ. How necessary then was it, that just principles

concerning the way of life and happiness, and the natui'e and ex-

tent of the Gospel, should be infused into the bi'easts of these sons

of Sion, that they might be able to work out their own salvation, and
promote that of others : since they were to be the salt of the earthy

and the light ofthe voorld ; the first preachers of righteousness to the

nations, and the instruments of calling mankind to the knowledge of

the truth.

" Matthew, therefore, has chosen, out of the materials before him,

such parts of our blessed Saviour's history and discourses as were

best suited to the purpose of awakening them to a sense of their sins,

of abating their self-conceit and overweening hopes, of rectifying their

errors, correcting their prejudices, and exalting and purifying their

minds. After a short account, more particularly requisite in the first

v^^riter of a Gospel, of the genealogy and miraculous birth of Christ,

1 Dr. Campbell's Translation of the Gospels, vol. ii. p. 18. Dr. Townson's Works
Tol. i, pp. 121—137.
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and a few circumstances relating to his infancy, he proceeds to de-

scribe his forerunner John the Baptist, who preached the necessity of
repentance to the race of Abraham and children of the circumcision

;

and by his testimony prepares us to expect one mightier than he

:

mightier as a prophet in deed and word, and above the sphere of a
prophet, mighty to sanctify by his spirit, to pardon, reward, and punish
by his sovereignty. Then the spiritual nature of his kingdom, the

pure and perfect laws by which it is administered, and the neces-

sity of vital and universal obedience to them, are set before us in

various discourses, beginning with the sermon on the mount, to

which Saint Matthew hastens, as with a rapid pace, to lead his

readers. And that the holy light shining on the mind by the word
and life of Christ, and quickening the heart by his spirit, might be
seconded in his operations by the powers of hope and fear : the

twenty-fifth chapter of this Gospel, which finishes the legislation of

Christ, exhibits him enforcing his precepts, and adding a sanction to

his laws, by that noble and awful description of his future appear-
ance in glory, and the gathering of all nations before him to judg-
ment. Saint Matthew, then, passing to the history of the Passion,

shows them that the nevo covenant.^ foretold by the prophets, was a

covenant of spiritual not temporal blessings, established in the suf-

ferings and death of Christ, "whose blood was shed for many^ for the
REMISSION OF SINS (Matt. xxvi. 28.) ; which it was not possible that

the blood of bulls and goats should take away. To purge the con-
science from the pollution of dead and sinful works required the

blood of Him, isoho through the eternal Spirit offered himself 'without

spot to God. With the instructions of Christ are intermixed many
hints, that the kingdom of God would not be confined to the Jews,
but, while numbers of them were excluded through unbelief, would
be increased by subjects of other nations. And thus the devout
Israelite was taught, in submission to the will and ordinance of
Heaven, to embrace the believing Samaritan as a brother, and to

welcome the admission of the Gentiles into the church, which was
soon after to commence with the calling of Cornelius. And as they
suffered persecution from their own nation, and were to expect it

elsewhere in following Christ, all that can fortify the mind with ne-
glect of earthly good, and contempt of worldly danger, when they
come in competition with our duty, is strongly inculcated." ^

VIII. The Gospel of Matthew, which comprises twenty-eight

chapters and 1071 verses, consists of*four parts, viz.

Part I. treats on tlie Infancy of Jesus Christ.

Sect. 1. The genealogy of Christ, (i. 1— 17.)

Sect. 2. The birth of Christ, (i. 18—25.)
Sect. 3. The adoration of the Magi, and slaughter of the infants at

Bethlehem and in its vicinity, (ii.)

Part II. records the Discourses and Actions ofJohn the Baptist^ pre-

paratory to our Saviour''s commencing his Public Ministry, (iii. iv.

1—iiQ

' Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. pp. 5—7.
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Sect. I. The preaching of John the Baptist, and the baptism of Jesus

Christ by him. (iii.)

Sect. 2. The temptation of Christ in the wilderness, (iv. 1—11.)

Part III. relates the Discourses arid Actions of Christ in Galilee, hy

which he demonstrated that he ivas the Messiah, (iv. 12.—xx. 16.)

Sect. 1. Christ goes into Galilee, calls Peter, Andrew, James, and John,

and performs various miraculous cures, (iv. 12—25.)

Sect. 2. The sermon on the mount, (v. vi. vii.) showing,

§ i. Who only are truly happy (v. 1— 12.), and the duty of Christians to be exemplary.

(13_16.)
§ ii. The design of Christ's coming, viz. to ratify the divine law (17—20.), which had

been much impaired by the traditions of the Pharisees.— 1. in respect of its extent:

this is exemplified in what concerns, 1. Murder (21—26.); 2. Adullery (27—30.);

3. Z>worce (31, 32.) ; 4. On</;s (S3—37.) ; 5. Retaliation {SS—42.); 6. The love

of our neighbour (43—48.)— ii. in respect of motive ;— where the end is applause,

the virtue is destroyed. This is exemplified, 1. In almsgiving (vi. 1—4.); 2. In

prayer (5—15.); 3. In fasting. (16-18.)

§ iii. Heavenly-mindedness enforced by various considerations, (vi. 19—34.)

§ iv. Cautions against censoriousness in judging of others (vii. 1—5.) ; admonitions to

discretion in dispensing religious benefits (6.); to assiduity in pursuing spiritual

good (7 11.) ; to humanity and equity in our behaviour to all (12.) ; and to with-

stand all sinful affections (IS, 14.) ; warnings against false teachers, who are com-

monly known by their actions (15—20.) ; the wisdom of adding practice to know-

ledge, and the insignificancy of the latter without the former. (21—29.)

Sect. 3. A narrative of several miracles, performed by Christ, and of

the call of Matthew, (viii. ix.)

Sect. 4. Christ's charge to his twelve apostles, whom he sent forth to

preach to the Jews. (x. xi. 1.)

Sect. 5. relates the manner in which the discourses and actions of

Jesus Christ were received by various descriptions of men, and the

effect produced by his discourses and miracles, (xi. 2—xvi. 1— 12.)

Sect, 6. contains the discourses and actions of Christ, immediately

concerning his disciples, (xvi. 13.—xx. 1— 16.)

Part IV. contains the Transactions relative to the Passion and Resur-

rection of Christ, (xx. 17.—xxviii.)

Sect. 1. The discourses and miracle of Christ in his way to Jerusalem.

(xx. 17—34.)

Sect. 2. The transactions at Jerusalem until his passion.

§ i. On Palm Sundatj (as we now call it), or the Jirst day of Passion-week, Clirist

makes his triumphal entry into Jerusalem, where he expels the money-changers, and

other traders out of the temple, (xxi. 1— 17.)

§ ii. On Monday, or the second day of Passion-week.— The barren fig-tree withered.

(xxi. 18—22.)

§ iii. On Tuesday, or the third day of Passion-week.

(a) In the Temple.— The chief priests and elders confuted, 1. By a question con-

cerning John's baptism, (xxi. 23—27.)— 2. By the parables of the two sons (28

—

32.), and of the labourers of the vineyard (S3—44.) ; for which they seek to lay

hands on him. (45, 46.) The parable of the marriage-feast, (xxii. 1— 14.) Christ

confutes the Pharisees and Sadducees by showing, 1. The lawfulness of paying

tribute, (xxii. 15—22.)— 2. Proving the resurrection. (23—SS.) — 3. The great

commandment (34-40.), and silences the Pharisees (41—46.), against whom

he denounces eight woes for their hypocrisy (xxiii. 1—36.) ; his lamentation over

Jerusalem. (37—39.)

(5) Out of the Temple. — Christ's prophetic discourse concerning the destruction of

Jerusalem and the end of the world (xxiv.) ; the parables of the ten virgins and

of the talents, and the last judgment, (xxv.)
_

-^

§ iv. On Wednesday, or the fourth day of Passion-week, Christ forewarns his disciples

of his approaching crucifixion: the chief priests consult to apprehend him. (3— 5.)

A woman anoints Christ at Bethany, (xxvi. 6— 13.)
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§ V. On Thursdajj, or the fifth day of Passion-week. —Judas covenants to betray him
(14— 16.); the passover prepared. (17— 19.)

§ vi. On the Fassover-day, that is, from Thursdai/ evening to Friday evening of Passion-
week.

(a) In the evening Christ eats the Passover (xxvi. 20—25. ), and institutes the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper. (26—29.)

(5) Towards 7iight Jesus, 1. Foretells the cowardice of the apostles, (xxvi. 3,3—35.)— 2. Is in an agony. (36—46.) — 3. Is apprehended, reproves Peter and the

multitude, and is forsaken by all. (47

—

56.)

(c) During the night, 1. Christ is led to Caiaphas, falsely accused, condemned, and
derided. (57—68.) — 2. Peter's denial of Christ and repentance. (69—75.)

(dj On Friday morning. — 1. Jesus being delivered to Pilate, Judas commits suicide,

(xxvii. 1— 10.) — 2. Transactions before Pilate. (11— 26.)— 3. Christ is mocked
and led forth. (27—32.)

(e) Transactions of the third hour. — The vinegar and gall; the crucifixion ; Christ's

garments divided ; the inscnption on tlie cross ; the two robbers ; blasphemies of
the Jews, (xxvii. 33—44.)

(f) From the sixth to the ninth hour. — The darkness over the land; Christ's last

agony and death ; its concomitant events, (xxvii. 45

—

56.)

(g) Between the ninth hour and sunset, Christ is interred by Joseph of Arimathea.
(xxvii. 57—61.)

Sect. 3. The transactions on the Sabbath of the Passover-voeek (that is,

Jrom sunset on Friday to sunset on Saturday in Passion-week).— The
sepulchre of Christ secured, (xxvii. 62—66.)

Sect. 4. Transactions after Christ's resurrection, chiefly on Easter-day.

§ i. Christ's resurrection testified, first, to the women by an angel (xxviii. 1— 8.),

and afterwards by Christ himself. (9, 10.)

§ ii. The resurrection denied by his adversaries (xxvii. 11— 15.), but proved to the

apostles. (16—20.)

IX. Except John, the evangelist Matthew enjoyed the best op-

portunity for writing a regular and connected narrative of the life of

Christ, according to the order of time and the exact series of his

transactions. His style is every where plain and perspicuous, and
he is eminently distinguished for the clearness and particularity with

which he has related many of our Saviour's discourses and moral in-

structions. " Of these, his sermon on the mount, his charge to the

apostles, his illustrations of the nature of his kingdom, and his pro-

phecy on Mount Olivet, are examples. He has also wonderfully

united simplicity and energy in relating the replies of his master to

the cavils of his adversaries." ^ He is the only evangelist who has

given us an account of our Lord's description of the process of the

general judgment; and his relation of that momentous event is aw-
fully impressive.

' Dr. Campbell on the Gospels, vol. ii. p. 20. Dr. Harwood's Introd. to the New
Test. vol. i. p. 176. Bishop Cleaver has an excellent Discourse on the Style of Saiat

Matthew's Gospel in his Sermons on Select Subjects, pp. 189—205.
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SECTION III.

ON THE GOSPEL BY SAINT MARK.

I. Title. — II. Author.— HI. Genuineness and Authenticitij of this Gospel.

— IV. Probable Date.— V. Occasion and Scope.—VI. 1)1 ivhat Lan-
guage written. —VII. Sipiopsis of its Contents.— VIII. Examination of
the Question, ivhether Mark transcribed or abridged the Gospel of Mat-
theiv.— IX. Observations on his Style.

I. 1 HE TITLE of the Gospel by Saint Mark is, in the Vatican ma-
nuscript, x«ra Mapxov, according to Mark. In the Alexandrian MS.,

the Codex Bezae, the Codex Regius, 62 (formerly 2862, Stephani >]),

and some other editions, it is To xara. M«pxov EoayysXjov, the Gos-

pel according to Mark ; and in some manuscripts and editions. To

xara Mapxov ayiov EuayyeXjov, the Holy Gospel according to Mark, or

(as in the authorised English version), the Gospel according to Saint

Mark.^ In the Syriac version, in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, it is

intitled " The Gospel of the Evangelist Mark;" in the Arabic ver-

sian, " The Gospel of St. Mark the Apostle, which he wrote in the

Roman [tongue] by the inspiration of the Spirit of Holiness;" and

in the Persian version, " The beginning of the Gospel of Mark,
which was written at Rome, in the Latin tongue."

II. This evangelist was not an apostle or companion of Jesus

Christ during his ministry, though Epiphanius and several other

fathers affirm that he was one of the seventy disciples. All that we
learn from the New Testament concerning him is, that he was " sis-

ter's son to Barnabas" (Col. iv. 10.)? and the son of Mary, a pious

woman of Jerusalem, at whose house the Apostles and first Christians

often assembled. (Actsxii. ]2.) His Hebrew name was John, and

Michaelis thinks, that he adopted the surname of Mark when he left

Judaea to preach the Gospel in foreign countries, — a practice not

imusvial among the Jews of that age, who frequently assumed a name
more familiar to the nations which they visited than that by which

they had been distinguished in their own country. From Peter's

styling him his son (1 Pet. v. 13.), this evangelist is supposed to have

been converted by Saint Peter; and on his deliverance (a. d. 44, re-

corded in Actsxii. 12.), Mark went from Jerusalem with Paul and

Barnabas, and soon after accompanied them to other countries as

their minister (Actsxiii. 5.); but declining to attend them through

their whole progress, he returned to Jerusalem, and kept up an in-

tercourse with Peter and the other apostles. Afterwards, however,

when Paul and Barnabas settled at Antioch on the termination of

their journey, we find Mark with tliem, and disposed to accompany
them in their future journeys. At this time he went with Barnabas

to Cyprus (Acts xv. 37—39.); and subsequently accompanied Ti-

mothy to Rome, at the express desire of Saint Paul (2Tim. iv. 11.),

during his confinement in that city, whence Mark sent his salutations

1 Giiesbach, Nov. Test. torn. i. on Mark, i. 1.
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to Philemon (24.), and to the church at Colosse. (Col. iv. 10.) From
Rome he probably went into Asia, where he found Saint Peter, with

whom he returned to that city, in which he is supposed to have

written and published his Gospel. Such are the outlines of this

evangelist's history, as furnished to us by the New Testament. From
Eusebius, Epiphanius, and Jerome

'
, we learn that Mark, after he

had written his Gospel, went to Egypt; and, having planted a church

at Alexandria, Jerome states that he died and was buried there in the

eighth year of the reign of Nero. Baronius, Cave, Wetstein, and
other writers, affirm that Saint Mark suffered martyrdom; but this

fact is not mentioned by Eusebius or any other antient writer, and
is contradicted by Jerome, whose expressions seem to imply that he
died a natural death.

III. That Mark was the author of the Gospel which bears his

name, is proved by the unanimous testimony of antient Christians,

particularly Papias '-, by several antient writers of the first century
consulted by Eusebius ^, by Justin Martyr *, Tatian ^, Irenseus ^,

Clement of Alexandria ^, Tertullian ^, Ammonius ^, Origen '", and by
all the fathers of the third and following centuries.'^ Though not

cited by name, this Gospel appears to have been alluded to by Cle-

ment of Rome in the first century '^
; but the testimony of antiquity

is not equally uniform concerning the order in which it should be
placed. Clement of Alexandria affirms that the Gospels containing

the genealogies were first written : according to this account, Mark
wrote after Luke ; but Papias, on the information of John the Pres-
byter, a disciple of Jesus, and a companion of the apostles, expressly

states that it was the second in order ; and with him agree Ireneeus

and other writers.

Satisfactory as is the testimony, to the genuineness and authenticity

of the Gospel of Mark, generally, some critics have thought that

the last twelve verses of the sixteenth chapter were not written

by the evangelist. ^ ^ The following is a concise statement of the
question. Gregory, bishop of Nyssa, in Cappadocia, has said in his

second discourse on the resurrection, that this Gospel terminates in

the more correct copies with the words s(po^ouyTo yap, for they xvere

afraid: and Jerome has observed ^^, that few of the Greek MSS.
' See the passages of these writers in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 82—84 ;

4to. vol. iii. pp. 176, 177.

* A. D. 116. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 109. 112. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 338, 339.
3 Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 33.
*» A. D. 140. Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 120. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 344.

Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 138. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 354.
Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 158, 159. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 365, 366.
Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 211, 212. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 395.
Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 257, 258. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 420.
Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 414, et seq. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 503, et seq.

Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 466, 467. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 332.
" See the later testimonies in Lardner, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 87—90. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp 179

180.
1'^ Lardner, Svo. vol. ii. p. 31. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 294.
'3 Michaelis (Introd. chap. iii. sect. 3. vol. i. pp. 87—97.) has brought forward some

strong objections to the canonical authority of the Gospel of Mark. As his objections apply
equally to the Gospel of Luke, the reader is referred to pp. 295—299. iiifra • where those
objections are considered, and (it is hoped) satisfactorily refuted.

'* Quaest. ad. Hedib. Quaest. 3.

5 A.D.
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which he had seen, contained these verses. But the very concise

affirmation ofJerome is greatly restricted by what he lias himself said

of a various reading in theJbtirteeTitk verse, viz. that it is found in qui-

husdam exemplarihus, et maxime Gracis codicibus. It is evident, there-

fore, that, in the former passage, he has exaggerated, — which is no
unusual occurrence with this writer. With regard to the assertion

of Gregory, at this distance of time it is difficult, if not impossible, to

determijie what he meant by the most exact manuscripts. Perhaps he
intended MSS. more correctly written, but this merit alone would
add nothing to their authority : nor can we now ascertain the recension

to which they belonged. We must, therefore, examine the evidences

which actually exist. The verses in question are certainly wanting-

in the Vatican manuscript and in Nos. 137 and 138. of Griesbach's

notation, (where, however, they are marked with an asterisk,) as well

as in the canons of Eusebius ; but, on the other hand, their authen-

ticity is attested by authorities of the greatest importance. These
verses are extant in the Codex Alexandrinus ; the most considerable

portion of the disputed passage (that is, the seven first verses) is in the

Codex Bezae, a prima manu, but the remainder has been added by a

later hand, and they are extant in the Greek commentaries of Theo-
phylact. The whole twelve verses are likewise found in the Peschito

(or Old Syriac) and Arabic versions, and in those MSS. of the Vul-

gate Latin Version, which are not mutilated at the end of the second

Gospel : and they are cited by Augustine, Ambrose, and Leo bishop

of Rome (surnamed the Great), who followed this version. But what

is of most importance is, that the manner in which so antient a writer

as Irenaeus, in the second century, refers to this Gospel, renders it

highly probable that the whole passage was read in all the copies

known to him. His words are these : — Infne autem Evangelii, ait

Marcus : Et quidem Dominus Jesus, postquam locutus est eis, receptus est

in ccelo, et sedet ad dexteram Dei. ^

The verse here quoted is the nineteenth, and the chapter contains

only twenty verses. Hippolytus, who wrote in the early part of the

third century, also bears testimony in favour of the disputed fragment,

in the beginning of his book Hepi Xapi<r[/.ciTcuv, It is further worthy

of notice, that there is not a single manuscript containing this verse,

which has not also the whole passage from the eighth to the end : nor

is there a single manuscript, in which this verse is wanting, that does

not also want the whole. No authority of equal antiquity has yet been

produced on the other side. It has been conjectured that the diffi-

culty of reconciling Mark's account of our Lord's appearances, after

his resurrection, with those of the other Evangelists, has emboldened

some transcribers to omit them. The plausibility of this conjecture

renders it highly probable : to which we may subjoin, that the abrupt-

ness of the conclusion of this history, without the words in question,

and the want of an^^ thing like a reason for adding them if they had

not been there originally, affiard a strong collateral proof of their au-

thenticity. Transcribers, Dr. Campbell well remarks, presume to add

« Adv. Haer. lib. iii. c. 10. (al. 11.)
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and alter in order to remove contradictions, but not in order to

make them. Tlie conclusion, therefore, is, that the disputed fragment is

an integral part of the Gospel of Mark, and consequently is genuine. ^

IV. Although the genuineness and authenticity of Mark's Gospel

are thus satisfactorily ascertained, considerable uncertainty prevails

as to the time when it was composed. It is allowed by all the antient

authors that Mark wrote it at Rome ; and many of them assert that

he was no more than an amanuensis or interpreter to Peter, who
dictated this Gospel to him, though others affirm that he wrote it

after Peter's death. Hence a variety of dates has been assigned

between die years 56 and 65 ; so that it becomes difficult to deter-

mine the precise year when it was written. But as it is evident from

the evangelist's own narrative (Mark xvi. 20.), that he did not write

until after the apostles had dispersed themselves among the Gentiles,

and had preached the Gospel every where, the Lord isooiking with

them and conjirming the ivord with signsfollowing ; and as it does not

appear that all the apostles quitted Judaea earlier than the year 50 ^

(though several of them laboured among the Gentiles with great suc-

cess), perhaps we shall approximate nearest to the real date, if we
place it between the years 60 and 63.

V. Saint Peter having publicly preached the Christian religion at

Rome, many who were present intreated Mark, as he had for a long

time been that apostle's companion, and had a clear understanding

of what Peter had delivered, that he would commit the particulars to

writing. Accordingly, when Mark had finished his Gospel, he deli-

vered it to the persons who made this request. Such is the unanimous

testimony of antient writers ^, which is further confirmed by internal

evidence, derived from the Gospel itself. Thus, the great humility of

Peter is conspicuous in every part of it, where any thing is related

or might be related of him ; his weaknesses and fall being fully ex-

posed to view, while the things which redound to his honour are

either slightly touched or wholly concealed. And with regard to

Christ, scarcely an action that was done, or word spoken by him, is

mentioned, at which this apostle was not present, and with such mi-

nuteness of circumstance as shows that the person who dictated the

Gospel had been an eye-witness of the transactions recorded in it.
*

From the Hebraisms discoverable in the style of this Gospel, we
should readily conclude that its author was by birth and education a

Jew : but the numerous Latinisms ^ it contains, not only show that it

was composed by a person who had lived among the Latins, but also

that it was written beyond the confines of Judaea. That this Gospel
was designed principally for Gentile believers (though we know that

' Griesbach, Comm, Crit. in Text. Nov. Test. Particula ii. p. 199. Dr. Campbell, on
the Gospels, note on Mark xvi. (vol. ii. p. 405. 3d edit.) Cell^rier, Introd. au N. T.

pp. 344—352. Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 285—295.
•^ See Dr. Lardner's Supplement to his Credibility, chap. 7., where this subject is amply

discussed. Works, 8vo. vol. viii. pp.65—77.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.167—173.
3 Clemens Alexandr. apud Eusebii Hist. Eccl. lib. vi. c. 14. Jerome, de Viris Illus-

tribus, cap. viii. Tertulliani Opera, p. 505. edit. Iligaltii.

•* See several instances of this adduced in Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. pp. 151— 163.
* Several of these Latinisms are specified in Vol. II. pp. 28, 29.
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there were some Jewish converts in the church at Rome), is further

evident from the explanations introduced by the evangehst, which
would have been unnecessary, if he had written for Hebrew Christians

exclusively. Thus, the first time the Jordan is mentioned, the ap-

pellation " river," is added to the name. (Mark i. 5.) Again, as the

E,omans could not understand the Jewish phrase of " defiled or com-

mon hands" the evangelist adds the parenthetical explanation of
" that is, tmisoashen" (vii. 2.) When he uses the word corhan, he
subjoins the interpretation, ^'^ that is, a gift" (vii. 11.); and instead

of the word mammon, he uses the common term ^prifxaTa, " riches."

Again, the word Gehenna, which in our version is translated hell

(ix.43.), originally signified the valley of Hinnom, where infants had
been sacrificed to Moloch, and where a continual fire was afterwards

maintained to consume the filth of Jerusalem. As this word could

not have been understood by a foreigner, the evangelist adds the

words " unquenchable fire" by way ofexplanation. These particu-

larities corroborate the historical evidence above cited, that Mark
designed his Gospel for the use of Gentile Christians. ^

Lastly, the manner in which Saint Mark relates the life of our Sa-

viour, is an additional evidence that he wrote for Gentile Christians.

His narrative is clear, exact, and concise, and his exordium is singular;

for while the other evangelists style our Saviour the " Son ofMan"
Saint Mark announces him at once as the Son ofGod (i. 1.), an august

title, the more likely to engage the attention of the Romans; omit-

ting the genealogy of Christ, his miraculous conception, the massacre

of the infants at Bethlehem, and other particulars, which could not

be essentially important in the eyes of foreigners.

VI. That this evangelist wrote his Gospel in Greek is attested by
the uninterrupted voice of antiquity ; nor was this point ever disputed

until the cardinals Baronius and Bellarmine, and, after them, the Je-

suit Inchofer, anxious to exalt the language in which the Latin Vulgate

version was executed, affirmed that Mark wrote in Latin. -^ This

assertion, however, not only contradicts historical evidence, but (as

Michaelis has well observed) is in itself almost incredible : for, as the

Latin Church, from the very earliest ages of Christianity, was in a

very flourishing state, and as the Latin language was diffused over

the whole Roman empire, the Latin original of Mark's Gospel, if it

had ever existed, could not have been neglected in such a manner as

that no copy of it should descend to posterity. The only semblance of

testimony, that has been produced in support of this opinion, is the

subscription annexed to the old Syriac version, that Mark wrote in

the Romish, that is, in the Latin language, and that in the Phi-

loxenian version, which explains Romish by Prankish. But sub-

scriptions of this kind are of no authority whatever : for the authors

of them are unknown, and some of them contain the most glaring

errors. Besides, as the Syriac version was made in the East, and

taken immediately from the Greek, no appeal can be made to a Syriac

subscription in regard to the language in which Mark wrote at

1 Dr. Campbell's Prcf. to Mark, vol. ii. pp. 82, 83.

2 Pritii, Introd. ad Lect. Nov. Test, p. 311.
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Rome. ^ The advocates foi' the Latin original of this Gospel have

appealed to a Latin manuscript pretended to be the autograph of the

evangelist himself, and said to be preserv^ed in the Ubrary of Saint

Mark at Venice. But this is now proved to be a mere fable: for the

Venetian manuscript formerly made part of the Latin manuscript
preserved at Friuli, most of which was printed by Blanchiui in his

Evangeliarum Quadruplex. The Venice manuscript contained the

first forty pages, or five quaternions of Mark's Gospel ; the two last

quaternions or sixteen pages, are preserved at Prague, where they
were printed by M. Dobrowsky, under the title of Fmgmentum Pra-
gense Evangelii S. Marci vidgo autographi. 1778. 4to.

^

VII. The Gospel of Mark consists of sixteen chapters, which may
be divided into three parts ; viz.

Part I. The Transactions J'rom the Baptism of Christ to his entering

on the more inihlic part of his Ministry, (ch. i. 1— ] 3.)

Part II. The Discourses and Actions of Jesus Christ to his going tip

to Jerusalem to thefourth and last Passover, (i. 14—x.)

Sect. 1. The transactions between the first and second passovers.

(i. 14—45. ii. 1—22.)
Sect. 2. The transactions between the second and third passovers.

(ii. 23—28. iii.—vi.)

Sect. 3. The transactions of the third passover to Christ's going up to

Jerusalem to the fourth passover. (vii.—x.)

Part III. The Passion, Death, cmd Resurrection of Christ, (xi.—xvi.)

Sect. 1. The first day of Passion-week, or Palm Sunday— Christ's

triumphal entry into Jerusalem, (xi. 1— 11.)

Sect. 2. The transactions on the secotid day, or Monday, (xi, 12— 19.)

Sect. 3. The transactions on the third day, or Tuesday—
§ i. In the morning, (xi. 20— S3, xii.)

§ ii. In the evening, (xiii.)

Sect. 4. The transactions of the fourth day, or Wednesday, (xiv.

1-9.)
Sect. 5. The transactions o? ihefifth day, or Thursday, (xiv. 10— 16.)
Sect. 6. The transactions of the Passover-day, that is, from Tluirsday

evening to Friday evening of the Passion-week; including the in-

stitution of the Lord's Supper, Christ's agony in the garden, his

being betrayed by Judas, his trial, crucifixion, and burial, (xiv.

17—72. XV.)

Sect. 7. The transactions after the resurrection of Christ, (xvi.)

' Michaelis, vol. iii. p. 225. See also Jones on the Canon of the New Test. vol. iii,

pp. 67—69.
2 The history of the pretended autograph manuscript of St. Mark is briefly as follows.

There was, at Aquileia, a very anlicnt Latin MS. of the four Gospels ; two quaternions or
sixteen pages of which the emperor Charles IV. obtained in 1534, from Nicholas, patriarch

of Aquileia, and sent tiiem to Prague. The remaining five quaternions the canons of
the church at Aquileia, during the troubles which befell that city, carried to Friuli, to-

gether with other valuable articles belonging to their church, a, d. 1420. ; and from the

inhabitants of Friuli the Venetian Doge, Tomaso Macenico obtained these five quaternions,

which were subsequently passed for the original autograph of St. Mark. (Alber, Her-
meneut. Nov. Test. torn. i. p. 238.) There is a particular account of the Prague Frao--

ment of St. Mark's Gospel, by Schoepflin, in the third volume of the Historia et Com-
mentationes Academiic Electoralis Tlieodoro-Palatina;, Svo. Manheini, 1773. ; in which a
fac-simile is given. The account is abridged, and the fac-simile copied in the Gentleman's
Magazine for 1778, vol. xlvi. pp. 321, 322.
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VIII. From the striking coincidence between the Gospel of Mark
and that of Matthew, several learned men have imagined that Mark
compiled his Gospel from him. Augustine was the first who as-

serted that Mark was a servile copyist {pedisseqims) and epitomiser

of Matthew, and his opinion has been adopted by Simon, Calmet,
Adler', Owen, Harwood, and others.

In the year 1782, Koppe published a dissertation-, in which he
has proved that this hypothesis is no longer tenable, and Michaelis

has acquiesced in the result of his inquiries. The following observ-

ations are chiefly abridged from both these writers.

The assertion, that Mark abridged the Gospel of Matthew, con-

tradicts the unanimous voice of antiquity, which states that Mark
wrote his Gospel under the inspection and dictation of Peter; and,

although there is a coincidence between these two evangelists, yet it

does not thence necessarily follow that he abridged the Gospel of
Matthew. For, in the first place, he frequently deviates from
Matthew in the order of time, or in jhe arrangement of his facts %
and likewise adds many things of which Matthew has taken no
notice whatever."* Now, as Matthew was an apostle, and eye-wit-

ness of the facts which he related, Mark could not have desired

better authority ; if, therefore, he had Matthew's Gospel before him
when he wrote his own, he would scarcely have adopted a different

arrangement, or have inserted facts which he could not have found in

his original author.

Again, although there are several parts of Matthew's Gospel which
an evangelist, who wrote chiefly for the use of the Romans, might
not improperly omit— such as the genealogy— the healing of the

centilrion's servant at Capernaum— Christ's argument to John's

disciples, to prove that he was the Messiah— the sermon on the

mount— some prophecies from the Old Testament— and the narra-

tive of the death of Judas Iscariot ;— yet, on the other hand, there

are several relations in Matthew's Gospel, for the omission of which
it is very difficult to assign a reason, and which therefore lead to the

conclusion that his Gospel was not used by Mark.— See particularly

the discourses and parables related in Matt.viii. 18—22.; x. 15—22.;

xi. 20—30. ; xii. 33—45. ; xiii. 1—39. ; xviii. 10—35. ; xix. 10—12.;

XX. 16.; and xxii. 1— 14.^

Lastly, Mark's imperfect description of Christ's transactions with

the apostles, after his resurrection, affords the strongest proof that

1 Prof. Adler's hypothesis is, that Mark first epitomised the Gospel of Matthew into

Greek, omitting those topics which the heathens (for whom he wrote) would not under-
stand ; such as the Genealogy, the Discourse delivered on the Mount, tlie 23rd chapter,

which was addressed to the Pharisees, some references to the Old Testament, and a few
parables. After which he imagines (for the hypothesis is utterly destitute of proof) that

the whole was translated into Greek, for the use of the Greek or Hellenistic Jews.
2 The title of this tract is Marcus non Epitomutor Malthm. It was reprinted by Pott

and Ruperti in the first volume of their Sylloge Commentationum Theologicarum.
Helmstadt, 1800. 8vo,

3 Koppe has given thirteen instances. See Pott's Sylloge, vol. i. pp. 55—57.
4 Koppe has given twenty three instances of these additions. Ibid. pp. 59—64.
* Koppe has specified several other omissions in the Gospel of St. Mark, which we have

not room to enumerate. Sue Pott's Sylloge, vol, i. pp. 49—53.
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he was totally unacquainted with the contents of Matthew's Gospel.

The latter evangelist has given us a very circumstantial description

of Christ's conversation with his apostles on a mountain in Galilee,

yet the former, though he had before related Christ's promise that

he would go before them into Galilee, has, in the last chapter of his

Gospel, no account whatever of Christ's appearance in Galilee. Now,
if he had read Matthew's Gospel, this important event could not have

been unknown to him, and consequently he would not have neglected

to record it.

Michaelis further observes, that if Mark had had Matthew's Gos-
pel before him, he would have avoided every appearance of contra-

diction to the accounts given by an apostle and an eye-witness. His
account of the call of Levi, under the very same circumstance as

Matthew mentions his own call, is at least a variation from Matthew's

description ; and this very variation would have been avoided, if

Mark had had access to Matthew's Gospel. The same may be ob-

served of Mark x. 46., where only one blind man is mentioned,

whereas Matthew, in the parallel passage, mentions two. In Mark's

account of Peter's denial of Christ, the very same woman, who ad-

dressed Peter the first time, addressed him likewise the second time,

whereas, according to Matthew, he was addressed by a different

person : for Mark (xiv. 69.) uses the expression y; zrai^ia-xYi, the maid^

which, without a violation ofgrammar, can be construed only of the

same maid who had been mentioned immediately before, whereas

Matthew (xxvi. 71.) has aXAvj, another maid.^ Now, in whatever

manner harmonists may reconcile these examples, there will always

remain a difference between the two accounts, which would have

been avoided, if Mark had copied from Matthew. But what shall

we say of instances, in which there is no mode of reconciliation? If

we compare Mark iv. 35. and i. 35. with Matt. viii. 28— 34., we shall

find not only a difference in the arrangement of the facts, but such a

determination of time, as renders a reconciliation impracticable. For,

according to Matthew, on the day after the sermon on the mount,
Christ entered into a ship, and crossed the lake of Gennesareth,

where he encountered a violent tempest : but, according to Mark,
this event took place on the day after the sermon in parables ; and,

on the day which followed that on which the sermon on the mount
was delivered, Christ went, not to the sea-side, but to a desert place,

' The whole difficulty, in reconciling this apparent discrepancy between the two evan-
gelists, "has arisen from the vain expectation that they must always agree with each other

in the most minute and trivial particulars : as if the credibility of our religion rested on
such agreement, or any reasonable scheme of inspiration required this exact corre-

spondency. The solution, which Michaelis afterwards ofiered ir his Anmei-kiuigen, affords

all the satisfaction which a candid mind can desire. After stating that Matthew had said
' another maid,' Mark ' the maid,' and Luke ' another wjan' {enpos), he observes, the

whole contradiction vanishes at once, if we only attend to John , the quiet spectator of all

which passed. For he writes (xviii. 25.) ' 2'hey said unto him, Wast thou not also one
of his disciples ? ' Whence it appears that there were several who spake on this occasion,

and that all which is said by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, may very easily be true. There
might probably be more than the three who are named ; but the maid, who had in a former
instance recognised Peter, appears to have made the deepest impression on his mind ; and
hence, in dictating this Gospel to Mark, he might have said tlui maid." Bishop Middle-
ton's Doctrine of the Greek Article, p. 285. first edition.
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whence he passed through the towns and villages of Galilee. Another
instance, in which we shall find it equally impracticable to reconcile

the two evangelists, is Mark xi. 28. compared with Matt. xxi. 23. In

both places the Jewish priests propose this question to Christ, ev

-CTOia B^ov(Tia TavTo. otoisij; alluding to his expulsion of the buyers

and sellers from the temple. But, according to what Saint Mark
had previously related in the same chapter, this question was pro-

posed on the third day of Christ's entry into Jerusalem : according

to Matthew, it was proposed on the second. If Mark had copied

from Matthew, this difference in their accounts would hardly have
taken place. ^

Since, then, it is evident that Saint Mark did not copy from the

Gospel of Saint Matthew, the question recurs, how are we to re-

concile the striking coincidences between them, which confessedly

exist both in style, words, and things ? Koppe, and after him Mi-
chaelis, endeavoured to account for the examples of verbal harmony
in the three first Gospels, by the supposition that in those examples

the evanffelists retained the words which had been used in more an-

tient Gospels, such as those mentioned by Luke in his preface. ^ But
there does not appear to be any necessity for resorting to such an
hypothesis : for, in the first place, it contradicts the accounts given

from the early Christian writers above cited; and, secondly, it may
be accounted for from other causes. Peter was, equally with Mat-
thew, an eye-witness of our Lord's miracles, and had also heard his

discourses, and on some occasions was admitted to be a spectator of

transactions to which all the other disciples were not admitted. Both
were Hebrews, though they wrote in Hellenistic Greek. Peter would
therefore naturally recite in his preaching the same events and dis-

courses which Matthew recorded in his Gospel ; and the same cir-

cumstance might be mentioned in the same manner by men, who
sought not after " excellency of speech," but whose minds retained

the remembrance of facts or conversations which strongly impressed

them, even without taking into consideration the idea of supernatural

guidance.^

IX. Simplicity and conciseness are the characteristics of Mark's
Gospel, which, considering the copiousness and majesty of its sub-

ject,— the variety of great actions it relates, and the surprising cir-

cumstances that attended them, together with the numerous and
important doctrines and precepts which it contains,— is the shortest

and clearest, the most marvellous, and at the same time the most
satisfactory history in the whole world.

^

' Michaelis, vol. iii. p. 220. Koytpe [iii supra, pp.57—59.) has given several addi-

tional examples of seeming contradictions between the two evangelists, proving that Mark
could not have copied from Mattiiew. On the subject above discussed, the reader will find

much important information in Jones's Vindication of the former part of Saint Matthew's
Gospel from Mr. Whiston's Charge of Dislocations, pp. 47—86., printed at the end of

his third volume on the Canon : and also in the Latin thesis of Bartus van Willes, en-

titled Specimen Hernaeneuticum de iis, quae ab uno Marco sunt narrata, aut copiosius et

explicatius, ab eo, quam a caeteris Evangelistis exposita. 8vo. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1811.
^ Pott's Sylloge Comment, vol. i. pp. (55

—

69. Michaelis, vol. iii. pp. 214, 215.
3 Pritii, Introd. ad Lectionem Nov. Test. p. 179. Bishop Tomline's Eleinent of

Christ. Theol. vol. i. p. 319. * Blackwall's Sacred Classics, vol. i, p. 293.
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SECTION IV.

ON THE GOSPEL BY SAINT LUKE.

I. Title.— II. Author.— III. General Proofs of the Genuineness and Au-
thenticity of this Gospel.— 1. Vindication of its Genuineness front the

Objections of Michaelis in particular.— 2. Genuineness of the First Two
Chapters, and of Chapters v'm. 27—39., «?ic/ xxii. i'S, 44-.— IV. Date,

and xvhere written. — V. For whom written. — VI. Occasion and Scope

qf this Gospel. — VII. Synopsis of its Contents. — VIII. Observations

on this Gospel.

I. 1 HE Title of this Gospel in manuscripts and early editions is

nearly the same as that of the Gospel by St. Mark. In the Syriac

version it is called " The Holy Gospel, the preaching of Luke the

evangelist, which he spoke and published (or announced) in Greek,

in Great Alexandria:" in the Arabic version, it is " The Gospel of

St. Luke the physician, one of the seventy, which he wrote in Greek,

the Holy Spirit inspiring [him] :" and, in the Persian version, " The
Gospel of Luke, which he wrote in the Egyptian Greek tongue, at

Alexandria."

II. Concerning this evangelist, we have but little certain inform-

ation : from what is recorded in the Scriptures, as well as from the

circumstances related by the early Christian writers, the following

particulars have been obtained.

According to Eusebius, Luke was a native of Antioch, by profes-

sion a physician, and for the most part a companion of the apostle

Paul. The report, first announced by Nicephoras Callisti, a writer

of the fourteenth century, that he was a painter, is now justly ex-

ploded, as being destitute of foundation, and countenanced by no
antient writers. From his attending Paul in his travels, and also

from the testimony of some of the early fathers, Basnage, Fabricius,

Dr. Lardner, and Bishop Gleig have been led to conclude that this

evangelist was a Jew, and Origen, EjDiphanius, and others have sup-

posed that he was one of the seventy disciples ; but this appears to

be contradicted by Luke's own declaration that he was not an eye-

witness of our Saviour's actions. ^ Michaelis is of opinion that he

' Bishop Gleig, however, has argued at great length, that the construction of Luke i. 2.

leads to the conclusion that he was himself an eye-witness and personal attendant upon
Jesus Christ ; and that, as he is the only evangelist who gives an account of the appoint-

ment of the seventy, it is most probable that he was one of that number. He adds, that

the account of Christ's commencement of his ministry at Nazareth (iv. 16—32.), which is

only slightly referred to by Matthew, and is related by none other of the evangelists, is

given with such particularity of circumstances, and in such a manner, as evinces that they

actually passed in the presence of the writer ; and, further, that, as he mentions Cleopas

by name in his very particular and interesting account of all that passed between Christ

and the two disciples on the road to Enimaus, we can hardly suppose him to be ignorant

of the name of the other disciple, which Dr. Gleig understands to be Luke himself, and
thinks that he concealed his name for the same reason that John conceals his own name in

the Gospel. (Dissertation on the Origin of the three first Gospels, in Bp. G.'s edition of
Stackhouse's History of the Bible, vol. iii. pp. 89—93., and also in his Directions for

the Study of Theology, pp. 3C6— 377.) But this hypothesis, which is proposed and sup-
ported with great ability, is opposed by the facts that the name of the evangelist is not
Jewish ; and that since Jesus Christ employed only native Jews as his apostles and mis-
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was a Gentile, on the authority of Paul's expressions in Col. iv. 10,

11. 14. The most probable conjecture is that of Bolten, adopted by
Kuinoel, viz. that Luke was descended from Gentile parents, and
that in his youth he had embraced Judaism, from which he was con-

verted to Christianity- The Hebraic-Greek style of writing ob-

servable in his writings, and especially the accurate knowledge of the

Jewish religion, rites, ceremonies, and usages, every where discernible

both in his Gospel and in the Acts of the Apostles, sufficiently evince

that their author was a Jew ; while his intimate knowledge of the

Greek language, displayed in the preface to his Gospel, which is

composed in elegant Greek, and his Greek name Aovxag, evidently

show that he was descended from Gentile parents. This conjecture

is further supported by a passage in the Acts, and by another in the

Epistle to the Colossians. In the former (Acts xxi. 27.) it is related

that the Asiatic Jews stirred up the people, because Paul had in-

troduced Gentiles into the temple, and in the following verse it is

added, that they had before seen with him in the city, Trophimus
an Ephesian, whom they supposed that Paul had brought into the

temple. No mention is here made of Luke, though he was with

the apostle. Compare Acts xxi. 15. 17., where Luke speaks of
himself among the companions of Paul. Hence we infer that he
was reckoned among the Jews, one of whom he might be accounted,

if he had become a proselyte from Gentil ism to the Jewish religion.

In the Epistle to the Colossians (iv. 11. 14.), after Paul had written

the salutations of Aristarchus, Marcus, and of Jesus surnamed Justus,

he adds, " who are of the circumcision. These only" he continues,

" ar-e myfellow-workers (meaning those of the circumcision) unto the

kingdom of God." Then in the fourteenth verse, he adds, " Luke,

the beloved physician, and Demos, salute you." As the apostle in this

passage opposes them to the Christians who had been converted from

Judaism, it is evident that Luke was descended from Gentile parents.

The first time that this evangelist is mentioned in the New Tes-
tament, is in his own history of the Acts of the Apostles. We there

find him (Acts xvi. 10, 11.) with Paul at Troas ; thence he attended

him to Jerusalem ; continued with him in his troubles in Judaea ; and
sailed in the same ship with him, when he was sent a prisoner from
Caesarea to Rome, where he stayed with him during his two years'

confinement. As none of the antient fathers have mentioned his

suffering martyrdom, it is probable that he died a natural death. ^

III. The genuineness and authenticity of Luke's Gospel, and of

his history of the Acts of the Apostles, are confirmed by the una-

nimous testimonies of the antient writers.— The Gospel is alluded to

sionaries (for in this light we may consider the seventy disciples), it is not likely that he

would have selected one who was not a Hebrew of the Hebrews, in other words, a Jew
by descent from both his parents, and duly initiated into the Jewish church. Besides, the

words iv rifxiv— among lis (i. 1.) authorise the conjecture that lie had resided for a con-

siderable time in Judsea : and, as lie professes that he derived his information from eye-

witnesses and ministers of Jesus Christ, this circumstance will account for the graphic

minuteness with which he has recorded particular events.

' Lardner's Supplement to his Credibility, chap. viii. Works, 8vo, vol. viii. pp. 105

—107i ; 4to. voli iii. pp. 187, 188.
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by the apostolical fathers, Barnabas ', Clement of Rome '^^ Hermas ^,

and Polycarp.* In the following century it is repeatedly cited by
Justin Martyr ^, by the martyrs of Lyons ^, and by Irenaeus. ^ Ter-
tullian **, at the commencement of the third century, asserted against

Marcion the genuineness and integrity of the copies of Luke's Gos-
pel, which were admitted to be canonical by himself and Christians

in general, and for this he appealed to various apostolical churches.

Origen ', a few years after, mentions the Gospels in the order in

which they are now generally received ; the third of which he says,
" is that according to Luke, the Gospel commended by Paul, pub-
lished for the sake of the Gentile converts." These testimonies are

confirmed by Eusebius, the pseudo-Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen,

Gregory Nyssen, Jerome, Augustine, Chrysostom, and a host of

later writers ; whose evidence, being collected by the accurate and
laborious Dr. Lardner ^% it is not necessary to repeat in this place.

Notwithstanding this unbroken chain of testimony to the genuine-

ness and authenticity of Luke's Gospel, its canonical authority (to-

gether with that of the Gospel by Mark) has been called in question

by Michaelis ; while various attempts have been made to impugn
the authenticity of particular passages of St. Luke. The celebrity

of Michaelis, and the plausibility and boldness of the objections of
other assailants, will, it is hoped, justify the author for giving to their

objections a full and distinct consideration.

1 . The objections of Michaelis to the canonical authority of the

Gospels of Mark and Luke are as follow :
—

Objection \. The two books in question were written by assist-

ants of the apostles. This circumstance, he affirms, affords no proof
of their inspiration, even if it could be shown that St. Mark and St.

Luke were endowed with the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit

(as appears to have been the case with Timothy and the deacons
mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles) ^^, of which, however, there

is no historical proof: because a disciple might possess these gifts,

and yet his writings not be inspired. And if we ground the argu-

ment for their inspiration on the character of an apostle's assistant,

then we must receive as canonical the genuine Epistle of Clement
of Rome, and the writings of other apostolical fathers.

^^

Answer. " It will be admitted, that Mark and Luke were humble,
pious men ; also, that they were intelligent, well-informed men, and must
have known that the committing to writing the facts and doctrines com-
prehended in the gospel, was not left to the discretion or caprice of every

' Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 15. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 285.
2 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 31.; 4to. vol. i. p. 294.
3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 55. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 307, 308.
4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 93. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 328.
5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 120.; 4to. vol. i. p. 344.

6 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 150.; 4to. vol. i. p. 361.
7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 159, 160. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 366.

8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 258. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 420.
9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 466. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 532.
10 Ibid. 8vo. vol. viii. pp. 107—112,; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 181—191.
•I 2 Tim. i. 6. Acts vi. 3—8.
'2 Michaelis's Introduction, vol. i. pp. 87, 88.
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disciple, but became the duty of those only, who were inspired by the

Holy Ghost to undertake the work. Now, if these two disciples had
been uninspired, or not under the immediate direction of apostles who
possessed plenary inspiration, it would have argued great presumption in

them, without any direction, to write gospels for the instruction of the

church. The very fact of their writing is, therefore, a strong evidence,

that they believed themselves to be inspired. There is then little force

in the remark of the learned professor, that neither St. Mark nor St.

Luke have declared, in any part of their writings, that they were inspired :

for such a declaration was unnecessary ; their conduct in undertaking to

write such books, is the best evidence that they believed themselves called

to this work." '

Objection 2. It has been said that the apostles themselves have

in their epistles recommended these Gospels as canonical. That the

passages depended upon for proof do refer to these or any other

written Gospels, Michaelis denies : but even if they did so recom-

mend these Gospels, the evidence (he affirms) is unsatisfactory ; be-

cause they might have commended a book as containing genuine

historical accounts, without vouching for its inspiration. And the

testimony of the Others, who state that these Gospels were respectively

approved by Peter and Paul, Michaelis dismisses with very little

ceremony: and, finally, he demurs in regard to the evidence of the

canonical authority of these books, derived from the testimony of

the whole primitive church, by which they were undoubtedly re-

ceived into the canon ; and suggests that the apostles might have

recoamiended them, and the primitive church might have accepted

them, as works indispensable to a Christian, on account of the im-

portance of their contents, and that by insensible degrees they ac-

quired the character of being inspired."^

Answer 1. The objection drawn from the writings of other apostolical

men is not valid ;
" for none of them ever undertook to write Gospels,

for the use of the church. All attempts at writing other Gospels, than

THE FOUR, were considered by the primitive church as impious ; because,

the writers were uninspired men. But
" 2. The universal reception of these books by the whole primitive church,

as canonical, is, we think, conclusive evidence that they were not mere hu-

man productions, but composed by divine inspiration. That they were

thus universally received, is manifest, from the testimonies which have al-

ready been adduced. There is not in all the writings of antiquity, a hint,

that any Christian belonging to the church, ever suspected that these Gos-

pels were inferior in authority to the others. No books in the canon appear

to have been received with more universal consent, and to have been

less disputed. They are contained in every catalogue, which has come
down to us. They are cited as Scripture, by all that mention them;

and are expressly declared by the fathers, to be canonical and inspired

books. Now, let it be remembered, that this is the best evidence which

we can have that any of the books of the New Testament were written

by inspiration. Michaelis, indeed, places the whole proof of inspiration

1 « The Canon of the Old and New Testaments ascertained by Archibald Alexander,

Professor of Tlieology at Princeton, New Jersey," pp. 202, 203. (Princeton and New
York, 1826. 12mo.)

3 Michaelis's Introduction, vol i. pp. 88—94. Alexander on the Canon, p. 201.
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on the promise made by Christ to his apostles ; but while it is admitted
that this is a weighty consideration, it does not appear to us to be equal
in force to the testimony of the universal church, including the apostles

themselves, that these writings were penned under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit ; for it is not perfectly clear, that the promise referred to

was confined to the twelve. Certainly, Paul, who was not of that number,
was inspired in a plenary manner, and much the larger part of the twelve
never wrote any thing for the canon. There is nothing in the New Tes-
tament which forbids our supposing, that other disciples might have been
selected to write for the use of the church. We do not wish that this

should be believed, in regard to any persons, without evidence, but we
think that the proof exists, and arises from the undeniable fact, that the
writings of these two men were, from the beginning, received as inspired.

And this belief must have prevailed before the death of the apostles ; for

all the testimonies concur in stating, that the gospel of Mark was seen
by Peter, and that of Luke by Paul, and apjiroved by them respectively.

Now, is it credible that these apostles, and John who survived them many
years, would have recommended to the Christian church the productions
of uninspired men? No doubt, all the churches, at that time, looked up
to the apostles for guidance, in all matters that related to the rule of
their faith, and a general opinion that these Gospels were canonical, could
not have obtained, without their concurrence. The hypothesis of Mi-
chaelis, that they were recommended as useful human productions, and
by degrees came to be considered as inspired writings, is in itself impro-
bable, and repugnant to all the testimony which has come down to us on
the subject. If this had been the fact, they would never have been
placed among the books, universally acknowledged, but would have been
doubted of, or disputed by some. The difference made between inspired
books, and others, in those primitive times, was as great as at any sub-
sequent period; and the line of distinction was not only broad, but
great pains were taken to have it drawn accurately ; and when the com-
mon opinion of the church, respecting the Gospels, was formed, there
was no difficulty in coming to the certain knowledge of the truth. For
thirty years and more, before the death of the apostle John, these two
Gospels were in circulation. If any doubt had existed respecting their

canonical authority, would not the churches and their elders have had
recourse to this infallible authority ? The general agreement of all

Christians, over the whole world, respecting most of the books of the
New Testament, doubtless, should be attributed to the authority of the
apostles. If, then, these Gospels had been mere human procluctions,

they might have been read privately, but never could have found a place
in the sacred canon. The objection to these books comes entirely too
late to be entitled to any weight. The opinion of a modern critic, how-
ever learned, is of small consideration, when opposed to the testimony
of the whole primitive church; and to the suffrage of the universal
church, in every age, since the days of the apostles. The rule of the
learned Huet, is sound, viz. 'that all those books should be 'deemed
canonical and inspired, which were received as such, by those who lived
nearest to the time when they were published.'

" 3. But if we should, for the sake of argument, concede, that no books
should be considered as inspired, but such as were the productions of
apostles, still these Gospels would not be excluded from the canon. It

is a fact, in which there is a wonderful agreement among the fathers, that
Mark wrote his Gospel from the mouth of Peter ; that is, he wrote down
what he had heard this apostle every day declaring, in his public ministry.
And Luke did the same, in regard to Paul's preaching. These Gospels,
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therefore, may, according to this testimony, be considered, as more pro-
bably belonging to these two apostles, than to the evangelists who penned
them. They were little more, it would seem, if we give full credit to

the testimony which has been exhibited, than amanuenses to the apostles,

on whom they attended. Paul, we know, dictated several of his epistles

to some of his companions ; and if Mark and Luke heard the Gospel
from Peter and Paul, so often repeated, that they were perfect masters
of their respective narratives, and then committed the same to writing,

are they not, virtually, the productions of these apostles which have been
handed down to us? And this was so much the opinion of some of the
fathers, that they speak of Mark's Gospel, as Peter's, and of Luke's, as

Paul's. But this is not all. These Gospels were shown to these apostles,

and received their approbation. Thus speak the antients, as with one
voice, and if they had been silent, we might be certain, from the circum-
stances of the case, that these evangelists would never have ventured to

take such an important step, as to write and publish the preaching of
these inspired men, without their express approbation. Now, let it be
considered, that a narrative prepared by a man well acquainted with the

facts related, may be entirely correct without inspiration ; but of this we
cannot be sure, and, therefore, it is of great importance to have a history

of facts from men, who were rendered infallible by the inspiration of the

Holy Spirit. It should be remembered, however, that the only advan-
tage of inspiration in giving such a narrative, consists in the proper se-

lection of facts and circumstances, and in the infallible certainty of the

writing. Suppose, then, that an uninspired man should prepare an account
of such transactions as he had seen, or heard from ej'e-witnesses, of un-
doubted veracity, and that his narrative should be submitted to the in-

spection of an apostle, and receive his full approbation ; might not such a
book be considered as inspired ? If in the original composition, there

should have crept in some errors, (for to err is human,) the inspired re-

viewer would, of course, point them out and have them corrected ; now
such a book would be, for all important purposes, an inspired volume ;

and would deserve a place in the canon of Holy Scripture. If any credit,

then, is due to the testimony of the Christian fathers, the Gospels of Mark
and Luke are canonical books ; for, as was before stated, there is a ge-
neral concurrence among them, that these evangelists submitted their

works to the inspection, and received the approbation, oF the apostles

Peter and Paul.
" 4. Finally, the internal evidence is as strong in favour of the Gospels

under consideration, as of any other books of the New Testament. There
is no reason to think that Mark or Luke were capable of writing with

such perfect simplicity and propriety, without the aid of inspiration, or

the assistance of inspired men. If we reject these books from the canon,

we must give up the argument derived from internal evidence for the

inspiration of the sacred Scriptures, altogether. It is true, the learned

professor, whose opinions we are opposing, has said, ' the oftener I com-
pare their writings (Mark's and Luke's) with those of St. Matthew and
St. John, the greater are my doubts.' And speaking in another place

of Mark he says, * in some immaterial instances he seems to have erred,'

and he gives it as his opinion, ' that they who undertake to reconcile St.

Mark with St. Matthew, or to show that he is no where corrected by St.

John, experience great difficulty, and have not seldom to resort to un-
natural explanations.' But the learned professor has not mentioned any
particular cases of irreconcileable discrepancies between this evangelist

and St. Matthew f nor does he indicate in what statements he is corrected

by St. John. Until something of this kind is exhibited, general remarks
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of this sort are deserving of no consideration. To harmonise the evan-
gelists has always been found a difficult task, but this does not prove
that they contradict each other, or that their accounts are irreconcileable.

Many things, which, at first sight, appear contradictory, are found, upon
closer examination, to be perfectly harmonious ; and if there be some
things, which commentators have been unable satisfactorily to reconcile,
it is no more than what might be expected, in narratives so concise, and
in which, a strict regard to chronological order did not enter into the
plan of the writers. And if this objection be permitted to influence our
judgment, in this case, it will operate against the inspiration of the other
evangelists as well as Mark ; but in our apprehension, when the discre-
pancies are impartially considered, and all the circumstances of the facts

candidly and accurately weighed, there will be found no solid ground of
objection to the inspiration of any of the Gospels ;

— certainly nothing,
which can counterbalance the strong evidence arising from the style and
spirit of the writers. In what respects these two evangelists fall short of
the others, has never been shown ; upon the most thorough examination
and fair comparison of these inimitable productions, they appear to be
all indited by the same spirit, and to possess the same superiority to all

human compositions.
" Compare these Gospels with those which are acknowledged to have

been written by uninspired men, and you will need no nice power of dis-

crimination to see the difference : the first appear in every respect worthy
of God ; the last betray, in every page, the weakness of man." ^

2. Besides the preceding objections of Michaelis to the canonical

authority of this Gospel in general, the genuineness of some parti-

cular passages has been questioned, the evidence for which is now to

be stated.

' Alexander on the Canon, pp.203—210. The importance of the subject and the
conclusive vindication of the Gospels of Luke and Mark, contained in the preceding
observations, will, we trust, compensate for the length of the quotation above given :

especially as the learned translator of Michaelis, whose annotations have so frequently
corrected the statements and a<isertions of the German Professor, has offered no refu-

tation of his ill-founded objections to the canonical authority of tliese Gospels. *' There
is," indeed, — Professor Alexander remarks with equal truth and piety,— "some-
thing reprehensible, not to say impious, in that bold spirit of modern criticism, wliich

has led many eminent Biblical scholars, especially in Germany, first to attack the au-
thority of particular books of Scripture, and next to call in question the inspiration of
the whole volume. To what extent this licentiousness of criticism has been carried, we
need not say ; for it is a matter of notoriety, that of late, the most dangerous enemies of the

Bible, have been found occupying the places of its advocates ; and the critical art, which
was intended for the correction of the text, and the interpretation of the sacred books, has,

in a most unnatural way, been turned against the Bible; and finally, the inspiration of all

the sacred books, has not only been questioned, but scornfully rejected, Sy Professors of
Theology! And these men, while living on endowments which pious benevolence had
consecrated for the support of religion, and openly connected with churches whose creeds

contain orthodox opinions, have so far forgotten their high responsibilities, and neglected
the claims which the church had on them, as to exert all their ingenuity and learning, to

sap the foundation of that system which they were sworn to defend. They have had the

shameless hardihood, to send forth info the world, books under iheir own names, which con-
tain fully as much of the poison of infidelity, as [was] ever distilled from the pens of the most
malignant deists, whose writings have fallen as a curse upon the world. The only effectual

security which we have against this new and most dangerous form of infidelity, is found
in the spirit of the age, which is so superficial and cursory in its reading, that however
many elaborate critical works may be published in foreign languages, very few of them
will be read, even by theological students, in this country. May God overrule the efforts

of these enemies of Christ and the Bible, so that good may come out of evil !
" (Alexander

on the Canon, pp. 212, 213.) In this prayer, wo are persuaded, every candid and devout
critical student of the Scriptures will most cordially concur.
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(1.) The authenticity of the first two chapters has of late years

been impugned by those who deny the miraculous conception of the

Lord Jesus Christ ; but with how little real foundation, will readily

appear from the following facts :
—

[i.] These two chapters are found in all the antient manuscripts and
versions at present known.

[ii.J ^\\Qfirst chapter of Luke's Gospel is connected with the second,

precisely in tlie same manner as we have seen (p. 272. supra) that the

two first chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel are connected : Eytvno AE rat?

^fABpciii; — Nojv it came to pass in those days, &c. (Luke ii. 1.) And the

second chapter of Saint Luke's Gospel is in a similar manner connected

with the third: — Ev ete; AE wsi'TEvtaiSEKaTw — Now, in the fifteenth year,

&c. (Luke iii. L) This Gospel, therefore, could not possibly have begun
with the third chapter, but must have been preceded by some introduction.

[iii.l But because the first chapters of it were not found in the copies

used by Marcion, the founder of the sect of Marcionites in the second

century, it is affirmed that they are spurious interpolations.

A little consideration will show the falsehood of this assertion. The
notions entertained by Marcion were among the wildest that can be con-

ceived ;
— that our Saviour was man only in outward form ; and that he

was not born like other men, but appeared on earth full grown. He re-

jected the Old Testament altogether, as proceeding from the Creator,

who, in his opinion, was void of goodness ; and of the New Testament he
received only one Gospel (which is supposed, but without foundation, to

bs the Gospel of Saint Luke ') and ten of Paul's Epistles, all of which he

mutilated and disguised by his alterations, interpolations, and omissions. ^

• The Gospel used by Marcion certainly did not contain the first two chapters of Luke
;

but neither did it contain the third chapter, nor more than one half of the fourth; and in

the subsequent parts, (as we are informed by Dr. Lardner, who had examined this sub-

ject with his usual minuteness and accuracy,) it was " mutilated and altered in a great

variety of places. He would not allow it to be called the Gospel of Saint Luke, erasing

the name of that evangelist from the beginning of his copy." (Lardner's Works, 8vo.

vol. ix. pp. 393— 'iOl. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp.611—615.) His alterations were not made on
any critical principles, but in the most arbitrary manner, in order to suit his extravagant

theology. Indeed, the opinion that he used Luke's Gospel at all, rests upon no sufficient

foundation. So different were the two works, that the most distinguished biblical scholars

of modern limes, particularly Semler, Eichhorn, Griesbach, Loeffler, and Marsh, have

rejected that opinion altogther. Griesbach maintained that Marcion compiled a work of

his own, for the service of his system and the use of his followers, from the writings of the

evangelists, and particularly of Luke. (Hist- Text. Gr. Epist. Paul. p. 92.) " That
Marcion used St. Luke's Go^pel at all," says Bp. Marsh, " is a position which has been

taken for granted without the least proof. Marcion himself never pretended that it was

the Gospel of Luke ; as Tertullian acknowledges, saying, Marcion evangelio suo nullum

adscribit autorem. (Adv. Marcion. lib. iv. c. 2.) It is probable therefore that he used

some apocryphal Gospel, which had much matter in common with that of St. Luke, but

yet was not the same." (Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. p. 159.) Dr. Loeffler has very fully

examined the question in his Dissertation, entitled Marcionem Paulli Epistolas et Lucee

Evangelhan arltdterasse dubilatur. Frankfort on the Oder, 1788. The conclusions of his

minute investigation are, (I.) That the Gospel used by Marcion was anonymous:

(2.) Marcion rejected all our four Gospels, and maintained the authenticity of his own in

opposition to them: (3.) His followers afterwards maintained, that Christ himself and

Paul were the authors of it : (4) Irenseus, Tertullian, and Epiphanius, had no reason for

regarding Marcion's Gospel as an altered edition of Luke's, and their assertion is a mere

conjecture, resting upon none but frivolous and absurd allegations : (5.) The difference of

Marcion's Gospel from Luke's is inconsistent with the supposition: (6.) There are no

just grounds for believing that Marcion had any pressing motives to induce him to adopt a

garbled copy of Luke ; and the motives assigned by the fathers are inconsistent and self-

destructive."— Dr. J. P. Smith's Scripture Testimony to the Messiah, vol. ii. pp. 1.3, 14.

'^ Epiphanius has given a long account of Marcion's alterations, &c. of the New Tes-
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This conduct of Marcion's completely invalidates any argument that may
be drawn from the omission of the two first chapters of Luke's Gospel in

his copy ; and when it is added that his arbitrary interpolations, &c. of it

were exposed by several contemporary writers, and particularly by Ter-
tuUian ', we conceive that the genuineness and authenticity of the two
chapters in question are established beyond the possibility of doubt. -

(2.) From the occurrence of the word Aeyecov {Legio, that is, a
Legion), in Greek characters, in Luke viii. 30., a suspicion has been
raised that the whole paragraph, containing the narrative of Christ's

healing the Gadarene Demoniac (viii. 27— 39.) is an interpolation.

This doubt is grounded on the assertion that this mode of expression
was not customary, either with Luke, or with any classic writer in the
apostolic age. But this charge of interpolation is utterly groundless

;

for the passage in question is found in all the manuscripts and ver-

sions that are extant, and the mode of expression alluded to is familiar

both with the evangelist, and also with classic writers who were con-
temporary with him. Thus,

[i.] In Luke x. 35. we meet with Ayjva/xa, which is manifestly the Latin
word Dennria in Greek characters. In xix. 20. we also have 'Eovlapiov

;

which word, though acknowledged in the Greek language, is nothing more
than the Latin word Sudarium, a napkin or handkerchief; and in Acts
xvi. 12. we also have KOAONIA [Colonia) a Colony.

[ii.] That the mode of expression, above objected to, was customary
with classic authors in the apostolic age, is evident from the following pas-

sage of Plutarch, who was born not more than ten years after Jesus Christ.

He tells us that, when the city of Rome was built, Romulus divided the
younger part of the inhabitants into battalions. Each corps consisted of
three thousand foot, and three hundred horse ; and (the historian adds)
EkX'jj3'£ SsAEFEfiN, tw 'Ko'yoi.Za(; ei>ai rovi ;Maj(;(jUOui; Trayxwv, that is, Itlvas called a
LEGION, because the most warlike persons xvere " selected." A few sen-

tences afterwards, we meet with the following Latin words in Greek cha-
racters, viz. nATPIKlOTS [Patricias), Patricians ; 2ENAT02 {Se7iatus),

the Senate; nATPONA2 [Patronos), Patrons; KAIENTAS [ciientes),

Clients '^

; and in a subsequent page of the same historian, we meet with
the word KEAEPE2 [Celeres), Celeres. •* Again, in Dion Cassius^, we
meet with the following sentence : Tuv ya^ KEAEPIfiN «&%wv sj/xj, —Jbr I
am chief, or connnander, qftlie Celeres. Whether these are Latin words
in Greek characters or not, the common sense of the reader must deter-

tament. See Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ix. pp.369—393. j 4to. vol. iv. pp.610
—624.

• See the passage at length in Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 256—288. ; 4to.

vol. i. pp. 419, 420.
2 Much stress has heen laid upon the apparent discrepancy between the genealogies of

Jesus Christ in Luke iii. and Matt, i., and also on the supposed chronological difficulty in

our Saviour's age ; but as tliese seeming contradictions have already been satisfactorily

explained in Vol. IL pp. 497. 546. 510. it is not necessary to repeat tliose solutions in this

place. See also Dr. Nares's Remarks on the Unitarian Version of the New Testament,

p. 27. et sc(j. ; Archbp. Laurence's Critica 1 Reflections on the Misrepresentations con-
tained the Unitarian Version, pp. 51—73. ; and Dr. Hales on Faith in the Trinity,

vol. i. pp. 88— 110.

3 Plutarchi Vitae, in Romulo, torn. i. pp. 51, 52. edit. Bryani.
i Plutarchi Vitae, vol. i. p. 71. In the same page also occurs the word KAniTflAION

{CapitoUum), the capitol. •

^

^ Dion Cassius, lib. iv. cited by Mr. Rennell (to whom we are principally indebted
for the observations above stated), in his Animadversions on the Unitarian Version of the

New Testament, p. 52.
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mine. The word AEFEnN is not so barbarous, but that it has been ac-

knowledged by the two Lexicographers, Hesychius and Suidas. •

We have, therefore, every reasonable evidence that can be desired

for the genuineness of this passage of Luke's Gospel.

(3.) The forty-third and forty-fourth verses of Lukexxii. are want-

in o- in the Alexandrian and Vatican manuscripts, in the Codex Lei-

cestrensis, in the Codex Vindobonensis Lambecii 31., and in the Sahidic

version : and in the Codices Basiliensis B. VI. and Vaticanus 354. (of

the ninth or tenth century), and some other more recent manuscripts,

these verses are marked with an asterisk, and in some of the MSS.
collated by Matthaei with an obelisk. Their genuineness, therefore,

has been disputed.

Epiphanius, Hilary, and Jerome bear testimony that, in their time,

these verses were wanting in some Greek and Latin MSS. But, on the

other hand, they are found in by far the greater number of MSS (as Ro-
senmiiller remarks), tmtJiout ati obelisk, and in all the antient versions ex-

cept the Sahidic. They are also recognised by Justin Martyr, Hippolytus,

Iren^eus, Epiphanius, Chrysostom, Jerome, Theodore of Mopsuestia,

Titus of Bostra, and Caesarius. The reasons for the omission of these

verses in some MSS. and for their being marked as suspected in others,

are obvious : they were rejected by some of the more timid, lest they

should appear to favour the Arians.

The verses in question are certainly genuine, and they are accord-

ino-ly retained by Griesbach in the text, without any mark to indicate

that they are either spurious or suspected. -

IV. With regard to the time when this Gospel was written, there

is some difference of opinion ; Dr. Owen and others referring it to

the year 53, while Jones, Michaelis, Lardner, and the majority of

biblical critics, assign it to the year 63 or 64, which date appears to

be the true one, and corresponds with the internal characters of time

exhibited in the Gospel itself. But it is not so easy to ascertain the

place where it was written. Jerome says, that Luke, the third evan-

gelist, published his Gospel in the countries of Achaia and Bceotia

;

Gregory Nazianzen also says, that Luke wrote for the Greeks, or in

Achaia. Grotius states, that about the time when Paul left Rome,
Luke departed to Achaia, where he wrote the books we now have.

Dr. Cave was of opinion that they were written at Rome before the

termination of Paul's captivity, but Drs. Mill and Grabe, and Wet-
stein, affirm that this Gospel was published at Alexandria in Egypt,

in opposition to the pseudo-Gospel circulated among the Egyptians.

Dr. Lardner has examined these various opinions at considerable

length, and concludes that, upon the whole, there is no good reason

for supposing that Luke wrote his Gospel at Alexandria, or that he

preached at all in Egypt: on the contrary, it is more probable that

when he left Paul, l)e went into Greece, and there composed or

finished and published his Gospel, and the Acts of the Apostles. ^

1 See their Lexicons, in voce ; their elucidations of this word are cited by Schleusner,

in his Lexicon in Nov. Test, voce A67ewj'.

2 Griesbachii et Schulzii Nov. Test. torn. i. p. 470. Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel, and

Bloomfield on Luke xxii. 43, 44. Pritii, Introd. ad Nov. Test. pp. 19, 20. Lipsise, 1764.

3 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 130— 136.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 199—202.
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V. That Luke wrote his Gospel for the benefit of Gentile con-

verts, is affirmed by the unanimous voice of Christian antiquity, and
it may also be inferred from his dedicating it to one of his Gentile

converts. This, indeed, ajipears to have been its peculiar design
;

for, writing to those who were far remote from the scene of action,

and ignorant of Jewish affiiirs, it vvas requisite that he should descend

to many particulars, and touch on various points, which would have

been unnecessary, had he written exclusively for Jews. On this

account he begins his history with the birth of John the Baptist

(i. 5—80.), as introductory to that of Christ ; and in the course of it

he notices several particulars, mentioned by Matthew, (ii. 1—9, &c.)

Hence, also, he is particularly careful in specifying various circum-

stances of facts that were highly conducive to the information of

strangers ; but which it could not have been necessary to recite to the

Jews, who could easily supply them from their own knowledge. On
this account, likewise, he gives the genealogy of Christ not as Mat-
thew had done, by showing that Jesus was the son of David, from whom
the Scriptures taught the Jews that the Messiah was to spring; but he

traces Christ's lineage up to Adam, agreeably to the mode of tracing

genealogies in use among the Gentiles, by ascending from the person

whose lineage was given to the founder of his race (iii. 23—38.) ; and

thus shows that Jesus is the seed of the woman, who was promised

for the redemption of the whole world. Further, as the Gentiles had
but little knowledge of Jewish transactions, Luke has marked the

aeras when Christ was born, and when John began to announce the

Gospel, by the reigns of the Roman emperors (iii. 1, 2.) — to which

point Matthew and the other evangelists have not attended. Luke
has likewise introduced many things not noticed by the other evan-

gelists, which encouraged the Gentiles to hearken to the Gospel, and,

when their consciences were awakened by it, to turn to God in new-

ness of life with a pleasing prospect of pardon and acceptance. Of
this description are the parables of the publican praying in the temple

(xviii. 10.), and of the lost -piece of silver (xv. 8— 10.), and particu-

larly the prophetic parable of the prodigal son ; which, besides its

spiritual and universal application, beautifuUy intimates that the

Gentile, represented by the younger or prodigal son, returning at

length to his heavenly father, would meet with the most merciful,

gracious, and affectionate reception, (xv. 1 1. ^^ seq.) Christ's visit to

Zaccheus the publican (xix. 5.) and the pai'don of the penitent thief

on the cross (xxiii. 40— 4-3.), are also lively illustrations of the mercy

and goodness of God to penitent sinners.

Lest, however, doubts should arise whether any but the lost sheep

of the house of Israel were interested in these good tidings, other

parables and facts are introduced which cannot be taken in this

limited sense. Thus Luke recites a parable in praise of a merciful

Samaritan (x. 33.); he relates that another Samaritan was healed

and commended for his faith and gratitude (xvii. 19.); and, wlien a

village of this people proved rude and inhospitable, that the zeal of

the two apostles who wished to consume them by fire from heaven
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was reproved (ix. 52—56.) ; and they were told that " the Son ofman
came, not to destroy men^s lives, but to save them"

Lastly, this evangehst inserts examples of kindness and mercy
shewn to the Gentiles. Thus, our Saviour, in the very first public

discourse recorded in Luke's Gospel, takes notice tht^t such favours

were vouchsafed to the widow of Sarepta and Naaman the Syrian,

both Gentiles, as were not conferred, in like circumstances, on any
of the Israelites, (iv. 25—27.) And the prayer upon the cross

(xxiii. 34.), " Father, forgive them, for they knoiv not niohat they do,"

is placed between the act of crucifying our Lord and that of parting

his raiment, both of which were performed by the Roman soldiers
;

to whom, therefore, this prayer must have respect, as much as to any
of his persecutors. ^

VI. Great and remarkable characters always have many biogra-

phers. Such appears to have been the case with our Saviour, whose
life was so beautiful, his character so sublime and divine, his doctrine

so excellent, and the miracles by which he confirmed it were so illus-

trious and so numerous, that it was impossible but many should
undertake to write evangelical narrations, or short historical memoirs
concerning his life, doctrines, and transactions, which are now lost.

This we infer from Saint Luke's introduction to his Gospel: — For-
asmuch, says he, as many have taken in hand to setforth in order a
declaration of those things ivhich are most surely believed among tis,

even as they, ivho from the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers

of THE Word, delivered them unto ns ,- it see7ned good to me also,

Jiaving had jperfect widerstanding of all things from the very frst, to

write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophihis, that thou mightest

learn the certainty of those things, wherein thou hast been instmccted.

(i. 1—4.) From these introductory sentences we learn, in the first

place, that the writers alluded to were not our evangelists Matthew
and Mark, who were the only evangelists that can be supposed to

have written before Luke ; for Matthew was an eye-witness, and
wrote from personal knowledge, not from the testimony of others

;

and two cannot witli propriety be called many. In the next place,

it is to be observed that these narrations consisted of those things

which are most surely believed among us— that is, of the things per-
formed by Jesus Christ, and confirmed by the fullest evidence,

among the first professors of the Christian faith, of which number
Luke reckons himself. Lastly, it appears that these narrations were
received either from the apostles themselves, or from their assistants

in the work of the Gospel, who were eye-witnesses of the life and
miracles of Jesus Christ, to whom Luke (as well as the apostle John)
gives the emphatic appellation of the the Word-: and that they
were composed with an upright intention, though they were inaccu-

rate and defective. What these imperfect and incorrect histories of

' Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. pp. 181— 196.
2 That this is the true meaning of Luke i. 2. is evident from the following consider-

ations, Mhicli are transcribed from Mr. Archdeacon Nares's Veracity of the Evangelists
demonstrated by a comparative View of their Histories. " It has long appeared to me,"
he observes, " that St. John is not, as is commonly thought, the only evangelist who thus
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our Saviour were, it is impossible now to determine, as they are not

mentioned by any contemporary writer, and probably did not survive

the age when they were composed.^
The scope of Luke's Gospel therefore was, to supersede the de-

fective and unauthentic narratives which were then in circulation,

and to deliver to Theophilus^ a true and genuine account of the life,

doctrines, miracles, death, and resurrection of our Saviour. Irenaeus

and some of the fjxthers imagined that Luke derived his information

chiefly from the ajiostle Paul, and that he wrote his Gospel at his

command^; but this conjecture is contradicted by the evangelist's

own words; whence we are authorised to conclude that he obtained

his intelligence principally from those who had both heard and wit-

speaks of the Word, or Logos, as a person.* St. Luke surely personifies him quite as much,
when lie says, that the facts which he collected were related to him by those loho from, the

beginning were eye-ivilnesses and ministers or attendants of the word (Luke i. 2.); that is

the Logos (Tov Aoyov). For how could they behold |or attend upon that, which was not

visible, or had no personal existence ? Observe particularly, that the word in the original

(^TTTjpeTTjs) denotes a personal attendant, even more properly than the word rninisters, em-
ployed by the translators. The expression ministers of the ivord conveys, to the English

reader at least, the idea of the ministers of the Gospel ; but ei/e-7vitnesses of, attendants upon,

or servants of the Word, cannot fail to imply that the Word was a person capable of being

seen, and of receiving attendance. In any language, cye-iuitnesses of a thing not visible

must be a very harsh and unintelligible expression. When St. John also says, tlie Word
toas madeflesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory ; be comes very near indeed to

St. Luke's eye-witness of the Word. I am well aware that this idea is not new. \ How
indeed should it be new ? being so very obvious, upon the inspection of the Greek text,

that it is more extraordinary for it to be overlooked than remarked. But in this country

it has been little noticed. It has been thought by some, that the same writer, St. Luke,
has again given the personal sense to the term Logos, or Words in the xxth chapter of the

Acts, ver. 32. ; and if so, it is also the expression of St. Paul, whose speech is there

recited. And now, brethren, I comnLend you to God and to the Word of his grace, which is

able to build you up, and to give you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified. By
the JFord of his grace is thus supposed to be meant our Lord Jesus Christ ; in which case,

it would be better to render it ' tvho is able, &c.' This, however, is by no means so

clear as the former passage. But the Word whom the apostles saw, and upon whom they

attended, according to St. Luke, cannot, I think, be any other than our Lord Jesus

Christ." Nares on the Veracity of the Evangelists, pp. 40—43. 2d edit. Lond. 1819.

' Mill's Proleg. §35—37. Doddridge's Fam. Expos, vol. i. p. 1. Lardner's Works,
8vo. vol. vi. pp. 142— 145.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 205, 206.

- As the literal import of tliis name h friend of God, some have imagined that, under

this appellation, St. Luke comprised all the followers of Christ, to whom asfriends of God,

he dedicated this faithful history of our Saviour. But this interpretation appears to have

little solidity in it: for, if all the followers of Christ are addressed, why is the si7i.giilar num-
ber used ? And what good end could there be accomplisiied by using a feigned name ?

Augustine, Chrysostom, and many others, have understood Theophilus to be areal person
;

and Theophylact has well remarked that he was a man of senatorial rank, and possibly a

prefect or governor, because he gives him the same title of KpaTire, most excellent, which

St. Paul used in his addresses to Felix and Festus. Dr. Cave supposed him to have been

a nobleman of Antioch, on the authority of the pretended Clementine Recognitions, but

these are of no weight, being composed at the end of the second century, and not from the

writer's personal knowledge. Tlie most probable opinion is that of Dr. Lardner, now
generally adopted, viz. that as St. Luke composed his Gospel in Greece, Theopliilus was

a man of rank of the same country. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 138, 139. ; 4to.

vol. iii. pp. 203," 204. Doddridge, Campbell, Whitby, &c. on Luke i. 1—4. Du Veil's

Literal Explication of the Acts, pp. 4—7. English edition, London, 1685.

3 See Jones on the Canon, vol. iii. p. 91.

* In the opening of the Revelations, it is particularly said of Saint John, that he bore

witness to the Logos. 'Os e/xaplvpria-e tov Aoyov tov Qeov, km ttjv fxaplvpiav lijcTov XpKTTov,

ch. i. V. 2. Again, in the nineteenth chapter of the same book, the person who sits on the

horse is called the IFord of God, KaXfiTai to ovo/j-a avTov 'O AOrOS tov &eov, v. 13.

f See Wolfii Cures Philol. in Luc. i. 2.
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nessed the discourses and miracles of Jesus Christ. Now it is mani-

fest that St. Paul was not of this number, for he was not converted

to the Christian faith until the end of the year 36, or perhaps the

befrinnino- of the year 37. It was from conversing: with some of the
• -» TIT

apostles or immediate disciples of our Lord, that Luke was enabled

to trace every thing from the beginning, in order that Theophilus

might know the certainty of those truths of which he had hitherto

received only the first elements.

VII. From some striking coincidences between certain passages

in Luke's Gospel and the parallel passages in that of Matthew ^
Rosenmiiller and some other critics have imagined that the former

had seen the Gospel of the latter, and that he transcribed consider-

ably from it. But this conjecture does not appear to have any solid

foundation : for, in the first place, it is contradicted by the evangelist

Luke himself, who expressly says that he derived his information

from persons who had been eye-witnesses ; wliich sufficiently ac-

counts for those coincidences. Further, Luke has related many
interesting particulars', which are not at all noticed by Matthew.

And lastly, the order of time, observed by these two evangelists, is

different. Matthew relates the facts recorded in his Gospel, chro-

nologically ; Luke, on the contrary, appears to have paid but little

attention to this order, because he proposed to make a classification

of events, referring each to its proper class, without regard to chro-

nological arrangement.

The Gospel of Luke, which consists of twenty-four chapters, is

divided by Rosenmiiller and others into five distinct classes, viz.

1 Compare Luke iii. 7—9. 16, 17. with Matt. iii. 7—12.; Luke v. 20—38. with

Matt. ix. 2— 17. ; Luke vi. 1—5. with Matt. xii. 1—5. ; Luke vii. 22—28. with Matt.

xi. 4— 11. ; and Luke xii. 22—31. with Matt. vi. 25—S3. Rosenmiiiier says that Ben-
gel's mode of comparing and harmonising the Gospels of Matthew and Luke is the best.

" Thus Luke has recorded the circumstances relating to the birth of John the Baptist

;

the annunciation ; and other important circumstances concerning the nativity of the Mes-
siah ; the occasion of Joseph's being then in Bethlehem ; the vision granted to the shep-

herds ; the early testimony of S'meon and Anna ; the wonderful manfestation of our
Lord's proficiency in knowledge, when only twelve years old ; and his age at the com-
mencement of his ministry, connected with the year of the reigning emperor. He has

given us also an account of several memorable incidents and cures which had been over-

looked by the rest ; the conversion of .Zaccheus the publican ; the cure of the woman who
had been bowed down for eighteen years ; and of the dropsical man ; the cleansing of the

- ten lepers ; the repulse he met with when about to enter a Samaritan city : and the in-

structive rebuke he gave, on that occasion, to two of his disciples for their intemperate

zeal ; also the affecting interview lie had, after his resurrection, with two of his disciples,

in the way to Emmaus, and at that village. Luke has likewise added many edifying pa-

rables to those which had been recorded by the other evangelists. Of this number are

the parables of the creditor who had two debtors ; of the rich fool who hoarded up his

increase, and, when he had not one day to live, vainly exulted in the prospect of many
happy years ; of the rich man and Lazarus ; of the reclaimed profligate ; of the Pharisee

and the Publican praying in the temple ; of the judge who was prevailed on by a widow's
importunity, though he feared not God, nor regarded men ; of the barren fig-tree; of the

compassionate Samaritan : and several others. It is worthy of remark, that most of these

particulars were specified by Irena^us, in the second century as peculiarly belonging to the

Gospel of Luke ; who has thus, undesignedly, shown to all succeeding ages, that it is, in

every thing material, the very same book which had ever been ditinguished by the name of
this evangelii5t till his day, and remains so distinguished to our times. Dr. Campbell on
the Gospels, vol. ii. p. 126. See the passage of Irenaeus in Dr. Lardner's works, 8vo.
vol. ii. pp. 160, 161,; 4to. vol. i. pp. 366, 367.
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Class I. contains the 'Narrative of the Birth of Christy together >wit7i

all the Circumstances that preceded^ attended^ and folloived it.

(i. ii. 1—40.)
'Class II. comprises the Particidars relative to our Saviour's Infancy

and Youth, (ii. 41—52.)
Class III. includes the Preaching of John, and the Baptism of Jesus

Christ, whose Genealogy is annexed, (iii.)

Class IV. comprehends the Discourses, Miracles, and Actions of Jesus
Christ, during the whole of his Ministry, (iv.—ix. 50.)

This appears evident : for, after St. Luke had related his temptation in

the wilderness (iv. 1— 13.), he immediately adds, that Christ returned
' to Galilee (14.), and mentions Nazareth ( 16.), Capernaum (31.), and the

lake of Genesareth (v. 1.); and then he proceeds as far as ix. 50. to

relate our Saviour's transactions in Galilee.

Sect. 1. The temptation of Christ in the wilderness, (iv. 1— 13.)

Sect. 2. Transactions between the first and second passovers, A. d.

30,31.

§ i. Christ teaches at Nazareth, where his townsmen attempt to kill him. (iv. 14—30.)

§ ii. Christ performs many miracles at Capernaum, where he teaches, as also in other

parts of Galilee, (iv. 31—44.)

§ iii. The call of Peter, Andrew, James, and John ; and the miraculous draught of

fishes, (v. 1—11.)

§ iv. Christ heals a leper and a paralytic, (v. 12—26.)

§ V. The call of Matthew, (v. 27—32.)

§ vi. Christ shews why his disciples do not fast. (v. 33—39.)

Sect. 3. Transactions from the second passover, to a little before the

third passover, a.d. 31, 32.

§ i. Christ justifies his disciples for plucking corn on the Sabbath day ; and heals a man
who had a withered hand. (vi. I— 11.)

§ ii. Christ ordains tlie twelve apostles, (vi. 12— 16.)

§ iii. Christ descends from a mountain into the plain (vi. 17— 19-), where he repeats a

considerable part of his sermon on the mount (20—49.) ; which is related at length

in the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel.

§ iv. Christ heals the centurion's servant, and restores to life the widow's son at Nain.

(vii. 1— 17.)

§ V. Christ's reply to the inquiry of John the Baptist's disciples, and his discourse to

the people concerning John. (vii. 18—35.)

§ vi. A woman who had been a sinner, anoints the feet of Jesus, at the house of Simon
the Pharisee, (vii. 36—50.)

§ vii. Christ preaches again tlirough Galilee (viii. I—3.), where he delivers the parable

of the sower. (4— 15.)

§ viii. Christ declares the duty of the apostles, and also of all Christians, as the lights of

the world (viii. 16— 18. J, and shews who, in his esteem, are his mother and brethren.

(19—21.)
§ ix. Christ stills a tempest by his command (viii. 22—25.), and expels a legion of de.

mons, at Gadara. (26—39.)

§ X. Christ cures the issue of blood, and raises the daughter of Jairus to life. (viii.

40—56.)
§ xi. The apostles sent forth to preach.— Herod the Tetrarch desires to see Christ,

(ix. 1—9.)
§ xii. Christ miraculously feeds five thousand men Their different opinions concern-

ing him, and the duty of taking up the cross enforced, (ix. 10—27.)

§ xiii. The transfiguration of Christ on a mountain, (ix. 28—36.)

§ xiv. On his descent into the plain, Christ casts out a demon, which his disciples could

not expel, (ix. 37—42.)

§ XV. Christ forewarns his disciples of his sufferings and death; exhorts them to humi-

lity; and shows that such as propagate the Gospel are not to be hindered, (ix. 43—50.)

Class V. contains an account of our Saviour's last Journey to Jerusa-

lem, including every Circumstance relative to his Passion, Death, Re-
'Surrection, and Ascensio7i. (ix. 51— 62. x.—xxiv.)

X 2
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Sect. 1. Transactions from Christ's departure out of Galilee to Jerusalem,
to keep the feast of Tabernacles, to his departure from Jerusalem after

the feast.

§ i. In his way to Jerusalem, the Samaritans refuse to receive Christ. — His answer to

several persons about following him. (ix. 51—G2.)

§ ii. The seventy disciples sent forth to preach, (x. 1—16.)

Sect. 2. Transactions between Christ's departure from Jerusalem after

the feast of Tabernacles, a. d. 32., and his return thither to the feast of
Dedication, in the same year.

§ i. The return of the seventy disciples to Christ, (x. 17—24.)

§ ii. Jesus shows who is to be esteemed our neighbour, (x. 25— 37.)

§ iii. Christ is entertained by Martha and Mary. (x. 38—42.)

§ iv. Christ teaches his disciples to pray, and inculcates the necessity of importunity in

prayer, as also implicit reliance on the paternal goodness of God. (xi. 1— 13.)

§ v. Christ's reply to the Jews, who ascribed his expulsion of demons to Beelzebub.
(xi. 14—28.)

§ vi. His answer to the Jews, who demanded a sign from heaven, (xi. 29— 36.)

§ vii. The Pharisees reproved for their hypocrisy, (xi. 37

—

5A.)

\ § viii. Christ warns his disciples, first, to avoid hypocrisy (xii. 1—3.) ; and, secondly,

not to neglect their duty to God, for fear of man. (4—12.)

§ ix. Cautions against covetousness or worldly-mindedness, and exhortations to be
chiefly solicitous for spiritual welfare, (xii. IS—34.)

§ X. Admonition to be always prepared for death. — The reward of such as are careful

to do their duty, according to their stations and the opportunities offered to them.
(xii. 35—48.)

§ xi. Christ reproaches the people for not knowing the time of Messiah's coming (xii.

49

—

56.); and shows that common reason is sufficient to teach men repentance.

(57—59.)

§ xii. God's judgments on some are designed to bring others to repentance. — Tlie

parable of the fig-tree. (xiii. 1— 9.)

§ xiii. Christ cures an infirm woman on the Sabbath day (xiii. 10— 17.) ; and delivers

the parable of the mustard seed. (18—21.)

§ xiv. Christ's journey towards Jerusalem to keep the feast of Dedication ; in the course

of which he shows that repentance is not to be deferred (xiii. 22—30.) ; reproves He-
rod, and laments the judicial blindness of Jerusalem. (31— 35.)

Sect. 3. Transactions subsequently to the feast of Dedication, after

Christ's departure from Jerusalem, and before his return thither to

keep his last passover, a.d. 32, 33.

§ i. Christ heals a dropsical man on the Sabbath day, and inculcates the duties of humi-
lity and charity, (xiv. 1—14.)

§ ii. The parable of the great supper, (xiv. 15— 24.)

§ iii. Courage and perseverance shown to be requisite in a true Christian. The unpro-
fitableness of an unsound Christian, (xiv. 25—35.)

§ iv. Christ illustrates the joy of the angels in heaven over repenting sinners, by the

parables, 1. Of the lost sheep (xv. 1

—

7.); 2. Of the lost piece of money (8— 10.);

and, 3. Of the prodigal son. (11 —32.)

§ v. The parable of the unjust steward, (xvi. 1— 13.)

§ vi. The Pharisees reproved for their covetousness and liypocrisy, (xvi. 14—18.)

§ vii. The parable of the rich man and Lazarus, (xvi. 19—31.)

§ viii. The duty of not giving oflence, (xvii. 1— 10.)

\ ix. In his last journey to Jerusalem, Christ cures ten lepers (xvii. 11— 19.)j and dis-

courses concerning his second coming. (20—37.)

§ x. Encouragement to perseverance in prayer, illustrated by the parable of the impor-

tunate widow, fxviii. 1— 8.)

§ xi. Self-righteousness reproved, and humility encouraged, by the parable of the Pha-
risee and publican or tax-gatherer, (xviii. 9— 14.)

§ xii. Christ encourages young children to be brought to him (xviii. 15— 17.) ; and
discourses with a rich young man. (18—30.)

§ xiii. Christ again foretells his death to his disciples (xviii. 31—34.); and cures a blind

man near Jericho. (35— 42.)

§ xiv. The conversion of Zaccheus. (xix. 1—10.)
§ XV. The parable of a nobleman going into a distant country to receive a kingdom,

(xix. 11—28.)
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Sect. 4. The transactions at Jerusalem, until the passion of Christ,

A. D. 33.

§ i. On Palm-Sunday (as we now call it), or \\\gfirst day of Passion-week, Christ makes
his lowly yet triumphal entry into Jerusalem, weeps over the city, and expels the
traders out of tlie temple, (xix. 29—46.)

§ ii. On Monday, or the second day of Passion-week, Christ teaches during the day in
the temple, (xix. 47, 48.)

§ iii. On Tuesday, or the l/iird day of Passion-week,
(a) In Ike day time and in tlie Temple, Christ confutes the chief priests, scribes, and

^Iders, 1. By a question concerning the baptism of John. (xx. 1— 8.) — 2. By the

parable of tlie labourers in the vineyard. (9— 19.)— 3. By showing the lawfulness
of paying tribute to Caesar. (20—26.) — Tiie Sadducees confuted, and the resur-

rection proved. (27—40.) — The scribes confounded, and the disciples of Christ
warned not to follow their example. (41—47.) — The charity of a poor widow
commended, (xxi. I—4.)

(6) In the evening, and j>rincij)cilly on the Mount of Olives, Christ discourses concern-
ing the destruction of the temple, and of the last judgment (xxi. 5—28.) ; delivers

another parable of the fig-tree (29—S3.); and enforces the duty of watchfulness.

(34—38.)
§ iv. On IFeduesday, or thefourth day of Passion -week, the chief priests consult to kill

Christ, (xxii. 1—3.)

§ v. On Thursday, or the fifth day of Passion-week, Judas covenants to betray Christ
(xxii. 4— 6.) ; and Christ sends two disciples to prepare the Passover. (7— 13.)

§ vi. On the Passover-day, — that is, fro7ii Thursday evening to Friday evening of
Passion week,

{ci) In the evening, Christ eats the Passover ; institutes the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper ; discourses on humility, and foretells his being betrayed by Judas, his aban-
donment by his disciples, and Peter's denial of him. (xxii. 14—38.)

(6) Towards night, after eating the Passover with his apostles, Jesus goes to the

Mount of Olives j where, after being some time in an agony, he is apprehended,
(xxii. 39—53.)

(c) During the night, Christ having been conducted to the high priest's house (whi-
ther Peter followed and denied him,) is derided, (xxii. ,54

—

65.)

(d) ^t day-break on Friday inorning, Christ is tried before the Sanhedrin (xxii.

66—71.); from whose tribunal,

(e) On Friday morning, 1. he is delivered first to Pilate (xxiii. 1—7.), who sends
him to Herod (8—12.) ; by whom he is again sent to Pilate, and is by him con-
demned to be crucified. (13—25.) — 2. Christ's discourse to the women of Jeru-
salem as he was led forth to be crucified. (2G—31.)

(_/") The transactions of the third hour. — The crucifixion ; Christ's garments divided;

the insci'iption on the cross ; his address to the penitent robber, (xxiii. 32—43.)

{g) From the sixth to the ninth hour. — The preternatural darkness, rending of the

veil ; death of Christ, and its concomitant circumstances, (xxiii. 44—49.)

[h) Betiueen the ninth hour and sun-set, Jesus Christ is interred by Joseph of Arima-
thea. (xxiii. 50—56. )

Sect. 5. Transactions after Christ's resurrection on Easter Day.

§ i. Christ's resurrection testified to the women by the angel, (xxiv. 1— II.)

§ ii. Christ appears to two disciples in their way to Emmaus, and also to Peter (xxiv.

12—35.)
§ iii. His appearance to the apostles, and his instructions to them. (xxiv. 36—49.)

Sect. 6. The Ascension of Christ, and the Apostles' return to Jerusalem,

(xxiv. 50—52.)

The plan of classifying events, adopted by Luke, has been fol-

lowed by Livy, Plutarch, and other profane historical writers. Thus
Suetonius, after exhibiting a brief summary of the life of Augustus,

previous to his acquiring the sovereign power, announces his inten-

tion of recording the subsequent events of his life, not in order of

time, but arranging them into distinct classes ; and then proceeds to

give an account of his wars, honours, legislation, discipline, and pri-
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vate life. ^ In like manner, Florus intimates that he would not ob-'.

serve the strict order of time ; but in order that the things, which he

should relate, might the better appear, he would relate them distinctly

and separately.^

VIII. If Paul had not informed us (Col.iv. 14.) that Luke was

by profession a physician, and consequently a man of letters, his

writings would have sufficiently evinced that he had had a liberal

education; for although his Gospel presents as many Hebraisms,

perhaps, as any of the sacred writings, yet his language contains

more numerous Graecisms, than that of any other writer of the New
Testament. The style of this evangelist is pure, copious, and flowing,

and bears a considerable resemblance to that of his great master,

Paul. Many of his words and expressions are exactly parallel to those

which are to be found in the best classic authors ; and several emi-

nent critics have long since pointed out the singular skill and pro-

priety with which Luke has named and described the various dis-

eases which he had occasion to notice. As an instance of his copi-

ousness, Dr. Campbell has remarked, that each of the evangelists

has a number of words, which are used by none of the rest : but in

Luke's Gospel, the number of such words as are used in none of the

other Gospels, is greater than that of the peculiar words found in all

the other three Gospels, put together ; and that the terms peculiar to

Luke are for the most part long and compound words. There is also

more of composition in his sentences than is found in the other three

Gospels, and consequently less simplicity. Of this we have an ex-

ample in the first sentence, which occupies not less than four verses.

Further, Luke seems to approach nearer to the manner of other

historians, in giving what may be called his own verdict in the nar-

rative part of his work. Thus he calls the Pharisees (pjXapyvpo*,

lovei's of money (xvi. 14.); and in distinguishing Judas Iscariot from

the other Judas, he uses the phrase og xaj syevsro TrpoSorrj:, "doJio also

proved a traitor, (vi. 16.) Matthew (x. 4.) and Mark (iii. 19.) express

the same sentiment in milder language— isoho delivered him up.

Again, the attempt made by the Pharisees, to extort from our Lord
what might pi'ove matter of accusation against him, is expressed by

Saint Luke in more animated language than is used by either of the

rest (xi. 53.) : " They began vehemently to press him with questions

on many points." And, on another occasion, speaking of the same

people, he says, that they were filled with madness, (vi. 11.) Lastly,

in the moral instructions given by our Lord, and recorded by this

evangelist, especially in the parables, no one has surpassed him in

uniting affecting sweetness of manner with genuine simplicity, par-

ticularly in the parables of the benevolent Samaritan and the peni-

tent prodigaL^

1 Suetonius in Augusto, c. ix. (al. xii.) p. 58. edit. Bipoiit. This historian has pur-

sued the same method in his life of Crosar.

- Flori, Hist. Rom. lib. ii. c. 19.

3 Dr. Campbell on the Gospels, vol. ii. pp. 126—129. Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Nov.

-Test. vol. ii. pp. 3— 6. Kuinbel, Comment, in I,ibros Hist. Nov. Test. vol. ii. pp. 213

220. Bp. Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. parti, pp. 228—271. Pritii, Introd. ad Nov.

Test. pp. 181—195. Viser, Herm. Sacr. Nov. Test, parsi. pp.333—339. pars ii.
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SECTION V.

ON THE GOSPEL BY SAINT JOHN.

I. Title.— II. Author, — III. Date.— IV. Genuineness and Authenticity

of this Gospel.— V. Its Occasion and Design.— Account of the Tenets

of Cerinthus.— Analysis of its Contents. — VI. The Gospel ofJohn, a

Supplement to the other Three. — VII. Observations on its Style.

I. 1 HE TITLE of this Gospel varies greatly in the manuscripts, edi-

tions, and versions. In the Codex Vaticanus it is simply xara Iwavvrjv,

according to John; in many other MSS. and editions, EuayycAjoc to

y-ixTa. loaocvvYjv, the Gospel according to John, or to xutcx. lojavvriv (ayiov)

Ey^yyrAiov, the Gospel accordi?ig to (Saint) John ; in the Codex Bezae,

KqysTui EvuyysXiov xarcc Icuavv^v, the Gospel according to John begin-

neth. To omit minor variations in manuscripts of less antient date,

— in the Syriac version, in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, this Gospel
is intitled, " The Holy Gospel, the preaching of St. John, which he

delivered in Greek, and published at Ephesus :
" in the Arabic ver-

sion it is, " The Gospel of Saint John the son of Zebedee, one of

the twelve apostles, which he wrote in Greek by the inspiration of the

Holy Spirit j" and in the Persian version, " The Gospel of John,

one of tlie twelve apostles, which was spoken in the Greek-Roman
tongue at Ephesus."

II. John, the evangelist and apostle, was the son of Zebedee, a

fisherman of the town of Bethsaida, on the sea of Galilee, and the

younger brother ofJames the elder. His mother's name was Salome.

Zebedee, though a fisherman, appears to have been in good circum-

stances ; for the evangelical history informs us that he was the owner

of a vessel, and had hired servants. (Mark i. 20.) And therefore we
have no reason to imagine that his children were altogether illiterate^

as some critics have imagined them to have been, from a misinterpret-

ation ofActs iv. 13., where the terms aypaft/jtaro* and iSjcoTai, in our ver-

sion rendered unlearned and ignorant men, simply denote persons in

private stations of life, who were neither rabbis nor magistrates, and

such as had not studied in the schools of the Pharisees, and conse-

quently were ignorant of the rabbinical learning and traditions of the

Jews. John and his brother James were, doubtless, well acquainted

wuth the Scriptures of the Old Testament, having not only read them,

but heard them publicly explained in the synagogues ; and, in com-

mon with the other Jews, they entertained the expectation of the

Messiah, and that his kingdom would be a temporal one. It is not

impossible, though it cannot be affirmed with certainty, that John

had been a disciple of John the Baptist, before he became a disciple

of Christ. At least, the circumstantial account, which he has given

in ch. i. 37—41. of the two disciples who followed Christ, might

induce us to suppose that he was one of the two. It is, however,

pp. 205—209. 221. et seq. 264. Rumpaei, Comm. Crit. in Libros Nov. Test. pp. 8L 88.

Bp. Cleaver's Discourse on the Style of St. Luke's Gospel, in his Sermons, pp. 209—224.
8vo. Oxford, 1808.

X 4
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certain that he had both seen and heard our Saviour, and had wit-

nessed some of his miracles, particularly that performed at Cana in

Galilee, (ii. 1— 11.) John has not recorded his own call to the

apostleship ; but we learn from the other three evangelists that it

took place when he and James were fishing upon the sea of Galilee. ^

And Mark, in enumerating the twelve apostles (iii. l?.)? when he

mentions James and John, says that our Lord, " surnamed them
Boanerges, which is, sons of thunder," from which appellation we are

not to su})pose that they were of particularly fierce and ungovernable

tempers (as Dr. Cave has conjectured)-; but, as Dr. Lardner and
others have observed, it is rather to be considered as prophetically

representing tlie resolution and courage with which they would

openly and boldly declare the great truths of the Gospel when fully

acquainted with them. How apjiropriate this title was, the Acts of

the Apostles and the writings of John abundantly show. ^ From the

time when John and his brother received their innnediate call from

Christ, they became his constant attendants ; they heard his dis-

courses, and beheld his miracles ; and, after previous instruction,

both public and private, they were honoured with a selection and
appointment to be of the number of the apostles.

What the age of John was at this time, his history does not pre-

cisely ascertain. Some have conjectured that he was then twenty-two

years old ; others that he was about twenty-five or twenty-six years of

affe: and others asain think that he was about the age of our Saviour.

Dr. Lardner is of opinion that none of the apostles were much under

the age of thirty, when they were appointed to that important office.

Whatever his age might have been, John seems to have been the

youngest of the twelve, and, (if we may judge from his writings,) to

have possessed a temper singularly mild, amiable, and affectionate.

He was eminently the object of our Lord's regard and confidence

;

and was, on various occasions, admitted to free and intimate inter-

course with him, so that he was characterised as " the disciple whom
Jesus loved." (John xiii. 23.) Fienee we find him present at several

scenes, to which most of the other disciples were not admitted. He
was an eye-witness, in company with only Peter and James, to the

resurrection of Jairus's daughter to life, to our Saviour's transfigur-

ation on the mount, and to his agony in the garden. John repaid

this attention by the most sincere attachment to his master; for

though, in connnon with the other apostles, he had betrayed a cul-

pable timidity in forsaking him during his last conflict, yet he after-

wards recovered his firmness, and was the only apostle who followed

Christ to the place of his crucifixion. Fie was also present at the

1 Matt. iv. 21, 22. Mark i. 19, 20. Luke v. 1— 10. Lampe has marked what he

thinks are three degrees in the call of Saint John to be a follower of Christ, viz. 1. His
call to the disciplcship (John i. .37—42.), after which he continued to follow his business

for a short time; 2. His call to be one of the immediate companions of Christ (Matt. iv.

21, 22.) ; and, .T. His call to the apostleship, when the surname of JJoanerges was given

to him and his brother. Lampe, Comment, in Evangelium Johannis Prolegom. cap. ii.

pp. 17—21.
2 Cave's Life of Saint James the Great. § 5. p. 142.

3 Lampe, ut s^tjmi, p. 21—30.
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sevei'al appearances of our Saviour after his resurrection, and has

given his testimony to the truth of that miraculous fact ; and these

circumstances, together with his intercourse with the mother of Christ

(whom our Saviour had commended to his care) (xix. 26, 27.), qua-

lified him, better than any other writer, to give a circumstantial and
authentic history of Jesus Christ.

In one of our Savioui-'s interviews with his apostles, after his resur-

rection, he prophetically told this evangelist that he would survive

the destruction of Jerusalem, and intimated, not obscurely, that Peter

would suffer crucifixion, but that he would die a natural death.

(xxi. 1 8—24?.) After the ascension of Christ, and the effusion of the

Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost, John became one of the chief

apostles of the circumcision, and exercised his ministry at Jerusalem

and its vicinity, in the manner and with the success related in the

Acts of the Apostles. ^ He was present at the council held in that

city (Acts XV.) about the year 49 or 50. Until this time he probably

remained in Judaea, and had not travelled into any foreign countries.

From ecclesiastical history we learn, that after the death of Mary,

the mother of Christ, John proceeded to Asia Minor, where he

founded and presided over seven churches in as many cities, but re-

sided chiefly at Ephesus. Thence he was banished to the Isle of

Patmos towards the close of Domitian's reign, where he wrote his

Revelation. (Rev. i. 9.) On his liberation from exile, by the accession

of Nerva to the imperial throne, John returned to Ephesus, where

he wrote his Gospel and Epistles, and died in the hundredth year of

his age, about the year of Christ 100, and in the third year of the

reign of the emperor Trajan."^

III. The precise time when this Gospel was written, has not been

ascertained, though it is generally agreed that John composed it at

Ephesus. Basnage and Lampe suppose it to have been written

before the destruction of Jerusalem; and, in conformity with their

opinion, Dr. Lardner fixes its date in the year 68 ; Dr. Ovven in 69 ;

Michaelis in 70. But Chrysostom and Epiphanius, among the

antient fathers, and Dr. Mill, Fabricius, Le Clerc, and Bishop Tom-
line, among the moderns, refer its date, with greater probability, to

the year 97, Mr. Jones to the year 98, and Bertholdt to the last decad

of the first century. The principal argument for its early date is

derived from John v. 2., where the apostle says, " No-w there is at Jeru-

salem^ hij the sheep-market^ a jwol, xvhieh is called in the Hebrcxv tongice

Bethesda, having Jive porches." From these words it is urged, that

Jerusalem was standing when they were written ; and that, if they

had been written after the destruction of Jerusalem, the evangelist

would have used the past tense instead of the present, and would have

said, There was at Jerusalem a pool, &c. But this argument is more

specious than forcible ; for, though Jerusalem was demolished, it does

not necessarily follow that the pool of Bethesda was dried up. On

1 See particularly Acts iii. iv. 1—22. and viii. 5—2G.

2 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 156— 170.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 212—220. Mi-

chaelis, vol. iii. parti, pp.272—274. Lampe, Proleg. in Joan. Evangel, pp. 31— 102.

Jones on tho Canon, vol. iii. pp. 101— 110.
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the contrary, there are much stronger reasons for supposing that it

escaped the general devastation ; for, when Vespasian ordered the

city to be demolished, he permitted some things to remain for the

use of the garrison which was to be stationed there ' ; and he would

naturally leave this bathing-place, fitted up with recesses or porticoes

for shade and shelter, that he might not deprive the soldiers of a

grateful refreshment. '^ Now, since the evangelist's proposition may
simply regard Bethesda, we cannot be certain that it looks further,

or has any view to the state of Jerusalem. The argument, therefore,

which is deduced from the above passage in favour of an early date,

is inconclusive.

But, besides this argument, we have strong evidence from the con-

tents and design of the Gospel itself, that it was not written until the

year 97. It is evident, as Bishop Tomline has forcibly remarked,

that the evangelist considers those to whom he addresses his Gospel

as but little acquainted with Jewish customs and names; for he gives

various explanations which would be unnecessary, if the persons for

whom he wrote were conversant with the usages of the Jews. ^ Similar

explanations occur in the Gospels of Mark and Luke ; but in this of

John they are more marked, and occur more frequently. The reason

of which may be, that, when John wrote, many more Gentiles, and

of more distant countries, had been converted to Christianity ; and it

was now become necessary to explain to the Christian church, thus

extended, many circumstances which needed no explanation while its

members belonged only to the neighbourhood of Judaea, and while

the Jewish polity was still in existence. It is reasonable to suppose

that the feasts and other peculiarities of the Jews would be but little

understood by the Gentiles of Asia Minor, thirty years after the

destruction of Jerusalem.^

IV. The Gospel by John has been universally received as genuine.

The circumstantiality of its details proves that the book was written

bv a hearer and cyc-imtJiess of the discourses and transactions it re-

cords ; and, consequently, could not be written lung afterivards by a

Platonic Christian, as it has been recently asserted, contrary to all

evidence. But, besides this incontestable internal evidence, we have

the external and vminterrupted testimony of the antient fadiers of the

Christian church. His Gospel is alluded to, once by Clement of

Rome, and once by Barnabas •'

; and four times by Ignatius Bishop

of Antioch, who had been a disciple of the evangelist, and had con-

versed familiarly with several of the apostles. ^ It was also received

by Justin Martyr \ Tatian, the churches of Vienne and Lyons ^,

• See Josephus de Bell. Jud. lib. iii. c. i. § i.

* Dr. Townson's Works, vol. i. p. 224. This conjecture is confirmed by the fact that

Vespasian soon after erected magnificent public baths at Rome. Suetonius in Vespasiano,

c. vii.

3 See particularly John i.38. 41., ii. 6. 13., iv. 9., and xi. 55.
•* Elements of Christ. Theol. vol. i. pp.335. Jones on the Canon, vol. iii. pp. 113

—116.
5 See Jones on the Canon, vol. iii. pp. 117, 118.

6 Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 120, 121. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 344.

7 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 139. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 355.

8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 150. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 361.
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Irenaeus ^ Athenagoras -, Theopbilus of Antioch", Clement of Alex-
andria^, Tei'tullian ''j Ammonius **, Origen '', Eusebiiis ^, Epiplianius,

Augustine, Chrysostom, and, in short, by all subsequent writers

of the antient Christian church. ^ The Alogi or Alogians, a sect

which is said to have existed in the second centurj^, are reported to

have rejected this Gospel, as well as the rest of John's writings; but
we have no information concerning these Alogi, on which any de-

pendance can be placed : for, in strictness, we have no account of
them except the later and uncertain accounts of Philaster and Epi-
phanius; Irenaeus, Eusebius, and other ancient writers before them,
being totally silent concerning the Alogi. The probability, therefore,

is, that there never was any such heresy. '"

With such decisive testimonies to the o-enuineness of John's Gos-
pel, it is not a little surprising, that an eminent critic on the conti-

nent'^ should have asserted that his Gospel and Epistles exhibit clear

evidence, that it was not written by an eye-witness, but was compiled

by some Gentile Christian in the beginning of the second century,

after the death of the evangelist John, for whom he passed himself.

It is also astonishing that, with such testimonies to the genuineness

of this Gospel, so distinguished a critic as Grotius should have ima-

gined that the evangelist terminated his history of our Saviour with

the twentieth chapter, and that the twenty- first chapter was added
after his death by the church at Ephesus. But this opinion is con-

tradicted by the universal consent of manuscripts and versions ; for,

as this Gospel was published before the evangelist's death, if there

had been an edition of it without the twenty-first chapter, it would
in all probability have been wanting in some copies. To which we
may add that the genuineness of the chapter in question was never

doubted by any one of the antient Christian writers. Finally, the

style is precisely the same as that of the rest of his Gospel. •"

Some doubts have been entertained concerning the genuineness of

the portion of this Gospel comprised between ch. vii. 53. and viii.

1— 11. Its authenticity has been questioned by Erasmus, Calvin,

Beza, Grotius, Le Clerc, Wetstein, Semler, Schulze, Morns, Haen-
lein, Paulus^ Schmidt, and various other writers who are mentioned

' Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 161. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 367.
2 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 183. ; 4to. vol, i. p. 379.

3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 193.; 4to. vol. i. p. 384.
4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 212. 220. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 395. 399.
5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 256. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 419.
6 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp.414—417.; 4to. vol. i. pp.503—505.

7 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 469, 470. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 533, 534.
8 Ibid. Svo. vol. iv. pp. 225—227. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 3C8, 369.

9 See their several testimonies in Lardner's Works, Svo. vol. vi. pp. 187— 190. ; 4to.

vol. iii. pp. 227, 228.
10 Dr. Lardner's Works, vol. ix. pp. 515, 516. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp. 690,691.
1' Dr. Bretschneider, in his ProbubU'ta de Evangdii et Epislolarum Johannis AposUdi In-

dole, et Origine. Svo. Lipsia, 1820. In justice to Dr. Bretschneider it must now be

stated that, in the preface to the second edition of his Handbuch der Dogniatik (Manual
of Dogmatic Theology), he has declared himself satisfied concerning the genuineness of

this passage. (Jena Literary Gazette for January 1827, Supplt. No. 1.)

'2 The genuineness of tlie twenty-first chapter of St. John's Gospel is satisfactorily vin-

dicated against the objections of Grotius, and of some modern critics, by Professor Weber
in his " Authentia capitis ultimi Evangclii Johannis, &c." Halis, 1823. Svo.
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by Wolfius\ and by Koecher^; Griesbach and Schulz have re-

marked it as a passage which ought probably to be omitted ; and its

genuineness has been advocated by Drs. Mill and Whitby, Bp. Mid-

dleton, Heumann, Michaelis, Storr, Langius, Dettmers, Staeudlin,"^

Kuinoel, and Mr. Bloomfield. The limits necessarily prescribed to

this section, forbid us to enter into a review of all that has been said

on this subject ; but it may be permitted to remark that the evidence

is in favour of the genuineness of the passage in question. For,

though it is not found in several antient versions, and is not quoted

or illustrated by Chrysostom, Theophylact, Nonnus (who wrote com-

mentaries or explanations of this Gospel), nor by TertuUian, or Cy-

prian, both of whom treat copiously on chastity and adultery, and

therefore had abundant opportunity of citing it, if it had been extant

in their copies
;
yet it isfound in the greater part of the manuscripts

(Griesbach has enumerated more than eighty) that are extant, though

with great diversity of readings. If it had not been genuine, how
could it have found its way into these manuscripts ? Moreover, there

is nothing in the ])aragraph in question that militates either against

the character, sentiments, or conduct of Jesus Christ : on the- con-

trary, the whole is perfectly consistent with his meekness, gentleness,

and benevolence. To which we may add that this passage is cited

as genuine by Augustine, who assigns the reason why it was omitted

by some copyists, viz. lest any offence should be taken by supposing

that our Lord suffered a guilty woman to go unpunished. But, in

reply to this supposition or objection, we may remark, 1. That, ac-

cording to his own declaration, he came not into the ivorld to condemn

the world (John. iii. 17. viii. 15. xii. 4-7. Luke xii. 14.), and to execute

the office of a judge (and it is but reasonable to try him by his own
principles, in which 7io inconsistency can be found); and, 2. Any
exercise ofjudicial authority w.ould have given a direct contradiction

to that deference and subordination which he constantly shewed and

inculcated to the power of the civil magistrate. An additional evi-

dence in favour of the disputed clause is found in the seventh verse

of John viii., where Xibov has the article xov prefixed.—He that is

"ivithoitt sin among you let himfrst cast the [not a stone, as in our

authorised version] stone at her ; TON AI0ON stt' amoi /SaAsrco.

The allusion, Bishop Middleton remarks, is to the particular manner

of stoning, which required that one of the witnesses (for two at the

least were necessary, see Dent. xvii. 6.) should throw the stone, which

was to serve as a signal to the by-standers to complete the punish-

ment. There is therefore strict j)ropriety in calling this stone TON
Xi^ov, in order to distinguish it from other stones. It is not probable

that an interpolator would have been thus exact in his phraseology,

or would have adverted to this apparently trifling circumstance;

especially since the expression of /SaAAsjv tov Aj^ov is not elsewhere

found in the New Testament. A few manuscripts (Griesbach and

Schulz specify eleven) omit the article : but this, Dr. M. is of opinion,

< Wolfii Ciirce Philologica, in loc, 2 Koecheri Analecta, in loc.

3 Staeudlin, Prolusio qua rericopce de Adulteril, Joh. vil. 53. viii. 1— 11., Veritas et

Authcntia delenditur. Gotting.-o, 180G. 4to.
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only proves that the copyists knew not what to make of it; and that,

had they undertaken to interpolate the passage, they would have
done it less skilfully than did the present interpolator, supposing we
must consider the passage to be spurious.

'

Upon a review therefore of the whole evidence respecting this dis-

puted clause, we may safely conclude that it preponderates in favour

of its genuineness.

V. The design of St. John in writing his Gospel was " to convey
to the Christian world just and adequate notions of the real nature,

character, and office of that great Teacher, who came to instruct

and redeem mankind. For this purpose, he studiously selected,

for his narrative, those passages of our Saviour's life, which most
clearly displayed his divine power and authority : and those of his

discourses, in which he spoke most plainly of his own nature, and of
the efficacy of his death, as an atonement for the sins of the world.

The object, which this Evangelist had in view, is very clearly stated

in chap. XX. verse 31. It was not to accumulate as many instances

as possible of the miraculous power exerted by Jesus ; but only

those, which most distinctly illustrated his peculiar office and nature:

Many other signs truly did Jesus, in the preseiice ofhis disciples, X'chich

arc not v:ritten in this book. But these are 'm^itten, that ye might

believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing, ye
might have life through his name. This expression seems to prove,

that those persons are wrong, who suppose that St. John wrote his

Gospel, merely to supply the defects and omissions of the other

Evangelists. The real difference between them is, that they wrote a

history of our Saviour's life ; but St. John, of his person and office.'"^

But, besides this more general design of the evangelist, we are in-

formed by Irenfeus, and other antient writers, that there were two
especial motives that induced John to compose his Gospel. One was,

that he might refute the heresies of Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans,

who had attempted to corrupt the Christian doctrine: the other

motive was, that he might supply those important events in our
Saviour's life, which the other evangelists had omitted. Respecting

the former of these motives, Irenaeus gives us the following account.^
" John being desirous to extirpate the errors sown in the minds

of men by Cerinthus, and some time before by those called Nico-

laitans, published his Gospel : in which he acquaints us that there

is one God, who made all things by his word; and not, as they say,

one who is the Creator of the world, and another who is the Father

of the Lord : one the son of the Creator, and another the Christ

from the super-celestial abodes, who descended upon Jesus the Son
of the Creator, but remained impassible, and afterwards fled back to

his own pleroma or fulness."

' KuiniJe], Comment, in Libros Nov. Test. Historicos, pp. 379—396. Titmanni
Commenlarius in Evang. Joliannis, pp. 318—3'22. Bishop Micltlleton's Doctrine of the

Greek Article, on John viii. 7. Griesbachii et Schulzii- Nov. Test. torn. i. pp. 55S, 556.

Bloomfield's Annotations, vol. iii. pp. '215—284., in which Mr, B. has given a copious

statement of the evidence for and against this section of St. John's Gospel.
- Bp. Blomfield's Lectures on the Gospel of St. John, pp. 4, 5.

3 Irenasus adv. H-ires. lib. iii. c. 1 1.
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This testimony of Irenaeus has been opposed by Lampe, Lardner,

Tittmann, Kuinoel, and adopted by Buddeus, Michaelis, Molden-

hawer, Mosheim, Bishop Tomline, Dr. Owen, and other later divines.

The principal objections against the declaration of Irenaeus may be

reduced to the two following : viz.

1. That Irenaeus is at variance with himself: for in another pas-

sage he says, " as John the disciple of our Lord assures us, saying,

But these are witten, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ,

the Son of God, and that believing ye might have life through his 7iame;

foreseeing these blasphemous notions that divide the Lord, so far as

it is in their power." ^ Now, if Irenaeus here meant to say, that John

only foresaxv the errors, which were propagated by Cerinthus and

the Gnostics, it must appear very extraordinary that he should say,

in the passage above quoted, that John wrote against the errors

which had been propagated by Cerinthus. But the contradiction is

only apparent ; for jjrovidens, the expression of Irenaeus, does not

signify "foreseeing," but guarding against. The latter passage,

therefore, when properly explained, does not confute but confirm the

former. Besides, as Paul, in his first Epistle to Timothy speaks of

Gnostic errors, it is evident that they must have been propagated

long before John wrote his Gospel.

2. The second argument, relied upon by those learned men who
dissent from the common opinion, is, that the early fathers, in their

catalogues of heretics, for the most part place Cerinthus after Car-

pocrates, who unquestionably lived and taught in the second century.

This circumstance would certainly possess considerable weight, if it

appeared that the early fathers had paid due attention to the regular

order of time in their enumeration of heretics : but, instead of this,

we know the fact to be, that the names of heretics are set down by

Irenseus, Tertullian, Clement, and others, at random, and without

paying any regard to the times in which they lived. " But even if

Irenseus had not asserted that St. John wrote his Gospel against the

Gnostics and particularly against Cerinthus, the contents of the Gos-

pel itself would lead to this conclusion. The speeches of Christ,

which John has recorded, are selected with a totally different view

from that of the three first evangelists, who have given such as are

of a moi-al nature, whereas those which are given by John are chiefly

dogmatical, and relate to Christ's divinity, the doctrine of the Holy
Ghost, the supernatural assistance to be communicated to the apos-

tles, and other subjects of a like import. In the very choice of his

expressions, such as ^ light,' Hife,' &c. he had in view the philosophy

of the Gnostics, who used or rather abused these terms. That the

fourteen first verses of John's Gospel are merely historical, and con-

tain only a short account of Christ's history before his appearance on

earth, is a supposition devoid of all probability. On the contrary, it

is evident that they are purely doctrinal, and that they were intro-

' Quemadmodum Joannes Domini discipiilus confirmat, dicens, " Haec autem scripta

sunt, ut crcdatis quoniam Jesus est 6Iius Dei, et ut credentes, vitam aeternani liabeatis in

nomine ejus ;" j>rovidens has blasphemas regulas, quas dividunt Dominum quantum ex

ipsis attinet. Advers. HaDres. lib. iii. c. 16.
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duced with a polemical view, in order to confute errors, which pre-

vailed at that time respecting the person of Jesus Christ. Unless.
John had an adversary to combat who made particular use of the
words ' light,' and ' life,'' he would not have thought it necessary-

after having described the Creator of all things, to add, that in him
was life, and the life was the light of men, or to assert that John the
Baptist was not that light. The very meaning of the word ' light,'

would be extremely dubious, unless it were determined by its par-
ticular application in the oriental Gnosis. For without the suppo-
sition, that John had to combat with an adversary who used this

word in a particular sense, it might be applied to any divine in-

structor, who by his doctrines enlightened mankind. Further, the

positions contained in the fourteen first verses are antitheses to posi-

tions maintained by the Gnostics, who used the words Aoyoj, ^wrj,

(pwf, jU.ovoy£vy]f, 7r\r)pwfjici, &c. as technical terms of their philosophy.

Lastly, the speeches of Christ, which Saint John has selected, are such
as confirm the positions laid down in the first chapter of his Gospel

:

and therefore we must conclude that his principal object throughout
the whole of his Gospel was to confute the errors of the Gnostics."^

In addition to the preceding arguments and proofs, there is one
circumstance highly worthy of remark, which greatly strengthens the

testimony of Irenaeus as to the object of John in writing his Gospel;
viz. that he delivered it within a century after that Gospel was
written. Now, as Irenaeus was a disciple of Polycarp, who was per-

sonally acquainted with the evangelist, he consequently had the best

means of procuring information on this subject. The evidence of a

credible writer of the second century, uncontradicted by contempo-
rary writers, or by those who lived in the following century, is surely

preferable to the conjectures offered by critics of the eighteenth or

nineteenth century.- In order to understand the design and arrange-

ment of John's Gospel, it will be necessary to take a brief review of
the tenets of Cerinthus, in opposition to which the evangelist pur-
posely wrote it. This will not only reflect considerable light on par-

ticular passages, but make the whole appear a complete work,

—

regular, clear, and conclusive.

Cerinthus was by birth a Jew, who lived at the close of the first

centur}^ : having studied literature and philosophy at Alexandria, he
attempted at length to form a new and singular system of doctrine

and discipline, by a monstrous combination of the doctrines of Jesus

Christ with the opinions and errors of the Jews and Gnostics.

From the latter he borrowed their Pleroma or fulness, their jEo71s

or spirits, their Demiurgtis or creator of the visible world, &c. and
so modified and tempered these fictions as to give them an air of

Judaism, which must have considerably flivoured the progress of his

heresy. He taught that the most high God was utterly unknown

1 Michaelis, vol. iii. part i. p. 280.

2 Lampe, Prolegom. in Johannis Evangeliuin, vol. i. p. 1 79. et set/. Buddcus de Ec-
clesia Apostolica, p. 412. et seq. Moslicim's Commentaries on the aftairs of Christians,

vol. i. pp. S37, 338. ?to/e. Michaelis, vol. iii. part. i. pp. 278, 279. Tittmanni Melete-
mata Sacra in Evangelium Johannis, pp. 14—24. Kuinijel, Comment, in Hist. Libros

Nov. Test. vol. iii. pp. 42. et seq.
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before the appearance of Christ, and dwelt in a remote heaven called

riAHPXlMA \Pleroma) with the chief spirits or ^ons— That this

supreme God first generated an 07ilij begotten son, MONOFENH^,
who again begat the word, AOFOS, which was inferior to the first-

born. That Christ was a still lower aeon, though far superior to

some others— That there were two higher asons, distinct from Christ;

one called Zf2H, or life, and the other 4>X22, or the light— That
from the aeons again proceeded inferior orders of spirits, and par-

ticularly one Demmrgns, who created this visible world out of eternal

matter— That this Demiurgus was ignorant of the supreme God,
and much lower than the ^ons, which were wholly invisible—That
he was, however, the peculiar God and protestor of the Israelites,

and sent Moses to them ; whose laws were to be of perpetual obli-

gation— That Jesus was a mere man of the most illustrious sanctity

and justice, the real son of Joseph and Mary— That the ^on Christ

descended upon him in the form of a dove when he was baptized,

revealed to him the unknown father, and empowered him to work
miracles— That the ^on, light, entered John the Baptist in the

same manner, and therefore that John was in some respects prefer-

able to Christ— That Jesus, after his union with Christ, opposed

himself with vigour to the God of the Jews, at whose instigation he

was seized and crucified by the Hebrew chiefs, and that when Jesus

was taken captive, and came to suffer, Christ ascended up on high,

so that the man Jesus alone was subject to the pains of an igno-

minious death — That Christ will one day return upon earth, and,

renewing his former union with the man Jesus, will reign in Palestine

a thousand years, during which his disciples will enjoy the most ex-

quisite sensual delights.^

Bearing these dogmas in mind, we shall find that Saint John's

Gospel is divided into three parts; viz.

Part I. contaiiis Doctrines laid down in Opposition to those of Cerin-

thus. (John i. 1— 18.)

The doctrines laid down in this first part, as contra-positions to the

tenets of Cerinthus, may be reduced to the following heads, in which
the evangelist asserts,

1 . Tliat Christ is the Logos or Word of God.
2. That the Logos and Monogenes are not distinct beings, but one and the same

person, (i. 14.)

3. That Christ or the I^ogos is not an inferior iEon, but God. (i. I.)

4. Tliat he perfectly knew the supreme God, being always with him in tlie Pleroma.

(i. 18.)

5. That he is not to be distinguished from tlie Demiurgus ; for he is the creator of

the whole world, (i. 3. 10.)

6. That life and light are not particular and separate spirits, but the same with the

Logos and Christ, (i. 4. 7—9. 17.) And, therefore, that Ch.rist, the Logos,

1 Mosheim's Commentaries, vol. i. pp. 337—347. Dr. Lardner's Works, Svo. vol. ix.

pp. 325— 327. ; 4to. vol. iv. pp. 567—569. Dr. Owen's Observations on the Four
Gospels, pp. 88—92. To this learned writer we are- cliiefly indebted for the preceding

observations. The sentiments of Basiiides, of Alexandria, (who was nearly contemporary

with Cerinthus,) ccncerning the Logos, were not very unlike the tenets of that haeresiarch.

Mr. Townsend has given an interesting abstract of them in his New Testament arranged

in chronological order, &c. vol. i. pp. 19—21.
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Life, Light, the Only- Begotten, are not distinct ^ons, but one and the same
divine person. '

7. That no particular /Eon entered into John the Baptist by the name of Light, to

communicate to him a superior knowledge of the divine will (i. 8.) ; but that he

was a mere man, and, though inspired, much inferior to Jesus, being only the

forerunner of him. (i. 6. 8. 15.)

8. That the supreme God was not entirely unknown before the time of Christ

;

for men had received such lights on this head, under the various dispensations

through which they passed, that it was their own fault if they remained ignorant,

(i. 9, 10.)

9. That the Jews were not the peculiar people of an inferior God, such as the De-
mi'urgus ; but of Christ himself, the only begotten son of God. (i. 11.)

10. That in the fulness of time the son of God took upon him human nature, and
became man. (i. 14.)

1 1. That he abolished the Law of INIoses, which was only the shadow of good things

to come, and in its stead introduced the substance, or the very things signified by
it. (i. 17.)

And lastly,

12. Tliat the Jew has no more right in this divine person, and the privileges con-

ferred through him, than the Gentile - ; for whoever believes in him, becomes
thereby a child of God, and is entitled by that adoption to a glorious inheritance,

(i. 12, 13.)

These propositions being settled, the evangelist proceeds in

Part II. To deliver the Proofs of these Tioctrines in an Historical

Manner (i. 19.—xx. 29.), as being all expressed or plaiyilij implied

in the Discourses and Transactio7is of Jesus Christ, which may con-

veniently be divided into eighteen Sections ; viz.

Sect. 1. John the Baptist himself confesses to the Jewish priests, that

he is much inferior to Jesus, refers his own disciples to him, who
acknowledge liim to be the Messiah, and are confirmed in this faith

by the miracle of water converted into wine, at Cana in Galilee,

(i. 19.-^ii. 11.)

Sect. 2, Jesus conducts himself at Jerusalem as the lord of the temple
(ii. 12—25.), reveals himself to Nicodemus as the only begotten Son
of God ; shows the design of his coming into the world, and the ne-

cessity of believing in him. (iii. 1—21.)
Sect. 3. An additional testimony of John the Baptist to the superiority

of Christ, and the excellency of his ordinances, (iii. 22—36.)

Sect. 4. Jesus visits the Samaritans, declares himself to be the Christ,

and foretells the abolition of the Levitical worship, (iv. 1—42.)

Sect. 5. By a second miracle, (the curing of a nobleman's dying child,)

Christ demonstrates his divine mission in his own country, where it

was most disputed, (iv. 43—54.)

Sect. 6. As a further proof of the future abrogation of the ceremonial

law, Jesus works a miracle on the Sabbath, by healing an impotent

man at the pool of Bethesda, and vindicates his conduct ; declares

himself to be the Son of God, and exhibits various evidences of his

mission, (v. 1—47.)
Sect. 7. To show that he was the end of the law, Jesus substitutes

himself in the room of the legal sacrifices; and commands the peo-

ple, who were used to feast on some of those sacrifices, to eat his

flesh and drink his blood. And to convince them that he was truly

the bread of life, he miraculously feeds above five thousand of them
with five barley loaves. The people being disposed by this miracle

to make him a king, Jesus disclaims all temporal views, (vi. 1—710

' Unus et idem ostenditur Logos et Monogenes, et Zoe et Phos, et Soter et Christus

filius Dei, et hie idem incarnatus pro nobis. Iren. lib. L c. i. § 20.
'^ Origen. Philocal. c. i. p. 17. ed. Spencer.

VOL. IV. V
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Sect. 8. Jesus reproves the ambition of his kinsmen ; and going up
to Jerusalem at the feast of tabernacles, promises the assistance of
the Holy Spirit to all true believers, (vii. 1—53.)

Sect. 9. He declares himself to be the light of the world ; reproves
the Jews for rejecting him

; promises immortality to his followers ;

and speaks of his own existence as prior to that of Abraham, (viii.

12—59.)
Sect. 10. A woman taken in adultery is brought to Jesus, who avoids

giving judgment in her case, and turns the consciences of his ene-
mies on themselves, (viii. 1— 11.)

Sect. 11. In proof of his being the light of the world, he restores a

blind man to sight', and warns the Jews of that judicial darkness

under which they were soon to be sealed up, for perverting so

basely those means of knowledge, which were graciously offered to

them. (ix. 1— ^l.)

Sect. 12. After this he represents liimself as the door of the sheep-

fold, and tells the Pharisees, who called themselves the shepherds
of the people, that they " who entered not by the door into the

sheepfold, but climbed up some other way," whatever character they

might assume, were in reality no better than thieves and robbers.

A reflection which the Christians of those days could hardly avoid

applying to Cerinthus and other heresiarchs. Then follows a descrip-

tion of a good shepherd and an hireling, which maybe regarded as a
kind of test, by which to judge of the different conduct of the apostles

and heretics, &c. (x. 1—42.)

Sect. 13. Jesus performs a signal miracle, by restoring Lazarus to

life, after he had been dead four days-, in the presence of a large

number of people ; which was attended with this peculiar circum-

stance, that it was wrought after an express invocation of God, that

he would apply it to the confirmation of what our Saviour had taught,

(xi. 1—44.) Observe particularly ver. 41, 42.

Sect. 14. A brief account of the different effects which this miracle

produced on the minds of the Jews ; so different, that though it won
upon many of the people, it exasperated most of the priests, (xi.

45—57. xii. 1—11.)
Sect. 15. Christ rides in triumph to Jerusalem, and is proclaimed king

of Israel. The Greeks, who may be considered as the first-fruits of

the Gentiles, apply to him and are admitted. He addresses them in

terms suitable to the occasion, and his doctrine is confirmed by a

voice from heaven, (xii. 12—36.)

Sect. 16. Some jntimation being now given, that the Gentiles were to

be admitted into the Christian church, Jesus institutes the law of
hospitality •^, and delivers to his disciples a new commandment, that

they should love one another as brethren, without distinction, and
as members of the same church, (xiii. 1—35.)

Sect. 17. Christ informs his disciples, in a long discourse, that a per-

' See a critical examination of this miracle, supra. Vol. I. pp. 256, 257.

2 See a critical examination of this miracle, supra, Vol. I. pp. 260—262.

3 Washing the feet (as we have seen in the preceding volume) was commonly, in the

eastern countries, the first kindness shown to a traveller, who was to be hospitably re-

ceived (Gen. xviii. 4. xix. 2. xliii. 24.): whence it came to be used for hospitality in

general. (1 Tim. v. 10.) When our Saviour therefore washed the feet of his disciples,

and taught them to condescend in like manner to their inferiors, it amounted to the same
thing, as if he had instituted and established the law of hospitality among all his future

followers. Now, as strangers are the objects of this law, and not persons who live in the

same community, it was indeed, in the strictest sense, a new commandment to them, who
thought it their duty " to avoid those of another nation." (Acts x. 28.)
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petual and intimate union with him, their head, is indispensably

necessary to salvation ; and that, after his departure, he would send

down the Holy Spirit, who should guide them into all truth, and
enable them to fulfil his commandments, (xiv.—xvi.)

Sect. 18. After this, Jesus recommends his disciples, and all who
should in future ages believe in him, to the Father, in a pathetic and
memorable prayer ; and at the same time testifies, that not one of his

apostles was lost, but Judas Iscariot. (xvii. 1—26.) As this prayer

was favourably heard, and the apostles were afterwards endowed with

extraordinary powers, it afforded an argument against Cerinthus of

the divine authority of the doctrinos they taught.

Sect. 19. contains a })articular account of our Saviour's passion, adapted

to j)rove that he did not die as a mere man (xviii. 1. xix. 42.) ; and

also of his resurrection, in opposition to those who denied that he

was risen, (xx. 1—29.)

§ i. The apprehension of Christ in the Garden of Getbsemane. (xviii. 1— 1 1.)

§ ii. His mock trial before the high priests, in the house of Caiaphas, and Peter's

denial of him tliere. (xviii. 12—27.)

§ iii. The accusation of Ciirist before Pilate the Roman governor, who having in

vain attempted to rescue him from the envy of the Jews, scourged him, and deli-

vered him to be crucified, (xviii. 28—40. xix. 1— 16. former part of the verse.)

§ iv. Narrative of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, (xix. 16. latter part of the verse,

to v. 37.)

§ V. The burial of Christ by Joseph of Arimathea. (xix. 38—42.)

§ vi. The resurrection (xx, 1— 10.), and Christ's appearances, first to Mary (II—
18.), and, secondly, to the disciples on the same day. (19—23.)

§ vii. Christ's appearance eight days after to the disciples, Thomas being present.

(2-1—29.)

Part III. contains an Account of the Person of the Writer of this

Gospel, and of his Design in writing it. (xx. 30, 31. xxi.)

Sect. 1. comprises a declaration of the end which Saint John had in

view in composing his Gospel ; viz. that his readers might be con-

vinced that Jesus is the Christ, the So7i of God (xx. 31.) ; and
consequently that the tenets and notions of Cerinthus were alto-

gether false and heretical. In this section is related Christ's appear-

ance to his disciples at the sea of Tiberias, and his discourse to the

apostle Peter, (xxi. 1— 19.)

Sect. 2. relates to the evangelist John himself; Christ cliecks Peter's

curiosity concerning his death, (xxi. 20—23.) The conclusion.

(24, 25.)

This section seems to have been added, as a confutation of the opinion entertained by
some, tliat Saint John was not to die : — an opinion v.'hich might have weakened
his authority, if he had suffered it to pass unrefuted.

Besides refuting the errors of Cerinthus and his followers, Mi-
chaelis is of opinion tliat John also had in view to confute the er-

roneous tenets of the Sabeans, a sect which claimed John the Baptist

for its founder. He has adduced a variety of terms and phrases,

which he has applied to the explanation of the first fourteen verses

of John's Gospel in such a manner as renders his conjecture not

improbable.^ Perhaps we shall not greatly err if we conclude with

Rosenmiiller, that John had both these classes of heretics in view, and
that he wrote to confute their respective tenets. Yet, though he

composed his Gospel principally with this design, he did not wholly

confine himself to it ; but took occasion to impart correct views of

1 Mithaelis, vol. iii. pp. 285—302.

Y 2
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the nature and offices of Jesus Christ both to Jews and Gentiles.

Should this opinion be acceded to, it will reconcile the various opi-

nions of learned men concerning the real scope of John's Gospel.

VI. It is obvious to every attentive reader of this Gospel, that John
studiously omits to notice those passages in our Lord's history and
teaching, which had been related at length by the other evangelists,

or if he mentions them at all, it is in a very cursory manner. By
pursuing this method he gives his testimony that their narratives are

faithfid and true, and at the same time leaves himself room to enlarge

the Gospel history. This confirms the unanimous declarations of

antient writers, that the first three Gospels were written and pub-
lished before John composed his evangelical history. In the account

of our Saviour's passion, death, and resurrection, all the four Gos-
pels coincide in many particulars ; though here John has several

things peculiar to himself. In his Gospel, many things recorded by
the other evangelists are omitted. He has given no account of our

Saviour's nativity, nor of his baptism by John. He takes no notice

of our Saviour's temptation in the wilderness; nor of the call or

names of the twelve apostles ; nor of their mission during the mi-

nistry of Christ; nor of his parables, or other discourses recorded

by the first three evangelists ; nor of his journeys ; nor of any of

his predictions concerning the destruction of Jerusalem, which are

related by them ; nor has John repeated any of Christ's miracles

recorded by them, except that of feeding five thousand people,

which was probably repeated for the sake of the discourse to which
it gave birth. But, on the other hand, John mentions several inci-

dents, which the other evangelists have not noticed. Thus, he gives

an account of our Lord's cleansing the temple at the Jirst passover,

when he went to Jerusalem ; but all the other evangelists give a

similar account of his cleansing the temple at his last passover.

These two acts, however, are widely different. He relates the Acts

of Christ before the imprisonment of John the Baptist; the wed-
ding at Cana ; the cure of the man who had been blind from his

birth ; the resurrection of Lazarus ; the indignation of Judas against

the woman who anointed our Lord with ointment ; the visit of the

Greeks to Jesus ; his washing the feet of his disciples ; and his con-

solatory discourse to them previously to his passion. John's Gospel
also contains more plain and frequent assurances than those occurring

in the other Gospels, that Jesus is not only a prophet and messenger

of God, but also that he is the Messiah, the Son of God : and asserts

his pre-existence and Deity in the clearest and most distinct terms. ^

VII. Salmasius, Grotius, Bolten, and other critics have imagined

that John did not write his Gospel originally in Greek, but in the

Syriac language. This hypothesis, however, is contradicted by the

unanimous consent of Christian antiquity, which affirms that he wrote

it in Greek. In addition to the observations already offered, respect-

1 Michaelis, vol. iii. pp.303—315. On the decisive testimony of Saint John's Gospel
to the Divinity of our Saviour, see Bishop Blomfield's " Five Lectures, delivered on the

Fridays during Lent, 1823."— London, 1823. 12mo.
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ing the original language of the New Testament ^, we may remark,

that the Hebraisms occurring inthis Gospel clearly prove that it

was originally written by a Jew. His style is pronounced by Mi-
chaelis '^ to be better and more fluent than that of the other evano-e-

lists ; and he ascribes this excellence to the facility and taste in the

Greek language, which the a])ostle seems to have acquired from his

long residence at Ephesns. His narrative is characterised by sin-

gular perspicuity, and by the most unaffected simplicity and benevo-

lence. There are few passages in Holy Writ more deeply affecting

than this evangelist's narrative of the resurrection of Lazarus.^

SECTION VI.

ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

I. Title. — II. Author and Date.— III. Genuineness and Authenticity

IV. Scope. — V. Chronology VI. Analysis of the Contents of this

Booh.— VII. Observations on its Style. — VIII. On the Importance of
this Book, as an Evidencefor the Truth of Christianity.

I. 1 HE book of the Acts of the Apostles forms the fifth and
last of the historical books of the New Testament, and connects the

Gospels with the Epistles : being an useful postscript to the former,

and a proper introduction to the latter. On this account it has been
generally placed after the four Gospels, though (as Michaelis has

remarked) in several antient manuscripts and versions it is very fre-

quently placed after the Epistles of Saint Paul, because it is neces-

sary to the right understanding of them.

Various Titles have been given to this book which are noticed

in the critical editions of the New Testament. Thus, in the Codex
Bezae, or Cambridge manuscript, it is called nPAHE 1:3 TX2N
AnOSTOAHN, the Acts or Transactions of the Apostles. In the

Codex Alexandrinus, and many other manuscripts, it is entitled

nPAHElS TilN AriilN AHOSTOAliN, the Acts of the Holy
Apostles, which title is also adopted by most of the Greek and Latin
fathers. The first of these various titles is that which is ax^lopted in

the printed editions, and in all modern versions ; but by whom it

was prefixed, it is now impossible to ascertain. In the Syriac ver-

sion, according to the edition in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, the title

is :
" The Book of the Acts, that is, of the History of the Blessed

Apostles, composed by my holy lord Luke the Evangelist:"— in

the Arabic version it is, " The beginning of the Book of the Acts
of the [holy] Apostles ;" — and in the Ethiopic version, " The Acts
of the Apostles, the transactions of the ministers, that is, the His-
tory of the holy Apostles." This book contains great part of the lives

and transactions of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and of the history of

1 See Vol. II. pp. \5— 19. supra. ^ Jntrod. vol. iii. parti, p. 316,
2 Campbell on the Gospels, vol. ii. pp. 192— 195. Kuinbel, Comm. in Hist. Lib;

Nov. Test. vol. iii. p. 33. ct scq. Pritii, Introd. ad Nov. Test. pp. 203—226. Viser,
Hcrm. Sacr. Nov. Test, parsi. p. 340. paisii. pp. 265—268.
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the Christian church ; commencing at the ascension of our Saviour,

and being continued down to Saint Paul's arrival at Rome, after his

appeal to Csesar, comprising a period of about thirty years.

II. That Saint Luke was the author of the Acts of the Apostles,

as well as of the Gospel which bears his name, is evident both from

the introduction, and from the unanimous testimonies of the early

Christians. Both are inscribed to Theophihis ; and in the very first

verse of the Acts there is a reference made to his Gospel, which he

calls the former Treatise. On this account Di*. Benson and some
other critics have conjectured that Saint Luke wrote the Gospels

and Acts in one book, and divided it into two parts. From the fre-

quent use of the first person plural, it is clear that he was present at

most of the transactions he relates. He appears to have accompanied

Saint Paul from Troas to Phiiippi ; he also attended him to Jeru-

salem, and afterwards to Rome, where he remained two years, during

that apostle's first confinement. Accordingly we find Saint Luke
particularly mentioned in two of the epistles written by Saint Paul,

from Rome, durhig that confinement.^ As the book of Acts is

continued to the end of the second year of Saint Paul's imprison-

ment, it could not have been written before the year 63 ; and, as the

death of that apostle is not mentioned, it is probable that the book
was composed before that event, which is supposed to have happened

A. D. Q5. For these reasons, Michaelis, Dr. Lardner, Dr. Benson,

Rosenmliller, Bishop Tomline, and the generality of critics, assign

the date of this book to the year 63.

III. To the genuineness and authenticity of this book, the early

Christian fathers bear unanimous testimony. Not to mention the

attestations of the apostolic fathers, in the first century, which have

been collected by Mr. Jones, Drs. Benson and Lardner ^, we may
remark that Irenaeus ^ and Tertullian *, in the second century, both

ascribed the Acts of the Apostles to Saint Luke. And their evi-

dence is corroborated by that of Origen, Jerome, Augustine, Euse-

bius, and all subsequent ecclesiastical writers.^ Further, Chrysostoni

and other fathers inform us, that this book was annually read in the

churches, every day between the festivals of Easter and Pentecost or

Whitsuntide.^ The Valentinians, indeed, as well as the Marcionites,

Severians, and some Manicheans, rejected the Acts of the Apostles,

not from historical reasons, but because they militated against their

opinions : for the Gnostics (of which sect the Valentinians and Mar-
cionites were a branch) affirmed that the God of the Old Testament

was different from the God of the New Testament : and that another

Christ, different from our Saviour, was promised. The Severians

1 Col. iv. 14. Philem. 24.

2 Jones on the Canon, vol. iii. pp. 129— 136. Dr. Benson's Hist, of the First Plant-

ing of Christianity, vol. ii. pp. S25—330. 2d edit. Dr. Lardner's Works, Index, voce

^cts of the Apostles.

3 Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 162, 163. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 368. Benson, vol. ii. p. 330.
* Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 261,262.; 4to. vol. i. p. 452. Benson, vol. ii. p. 331.
* Benson, vol. ii. pp. 321—324. Lardner, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 145— 147. ; 4to. vol. iii.

pp. 206, 207.

6 Benson, vol. ii. pp. 332. Lardner, Svo. vol. v. pp. 133, 134.; 4to. vol. ii. p. 605.
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and Eucratites strenuously insisted upon abstinence from certain

articles of food ; whereas, in the book of Acts, the promiscuous use

of food is allowed. Lastly, Manes wished himself to be taken for

the " Comforter," who had been promised by Christ to his apostles:

but in the Acts it is related that the Comforter that had been so pro-

mised was the Holy Spirit, who had been sent. The reasons, there-

fore, why the book was rejected by the above-mentioned sects, were
not historical, but doctrinal ; because the narrative of the sacred his-

torian contradicted their dogmas ; and as their errors were detected

and refuted by contemporary writers \ the unqualified and unsup-
ported assertions of these heretics are so far from impugning the vera-

city and genuineness of the Acts of the Apostles, that, on the contrary,

they afford a decisive and collateral testimony in favour of the book.

IV. Saint Luke does not appear to have intended to write a com-
plete ecclesiastical history of the Christian church, during the first

thirty years after our Saviour's ascension, nor even of Saint Paul's

life during that period ; for he has almost wholly omitted what
passed among the Jews after the conversion of that apostle, and is

totally silent concerning the spread of Christianity in the East and
in Egypt, as well as the foundation of the church of Christ at Rome,
Saint Paul's journey into Arabia, and many other topics, though the

labours and sufferings of the other apostles could not but have af-

forded the most interesting materials, had it fallen within his design

to have composed an entire history of the church.

If we carefully examine the Acts of the Apostles, we shall perceive

that Saint Luke had two objects in view: — 1. To relate in what
manner the gifts of the Holy Spirit were communicated on the day
of Pentecost, and the subsequent miracles performed by the apostles,

by which the truth of Christianity was confirmed. An authentic

accoimt of this matter was absolutely necessary, because Christ

had often assured his disciples, that they should receive the Holy
Spirit. Unbelievers, therefore, whether Jews or Heathens, might
have made objections to our religion, if it had. not been shown that

Christ's declarations was really fulfilled. — 2. To deliver such ac-

counts as proved the claim of the Gentiles to admission into the

church of Christ, — a claim disputed by the Jews, especially at the

time when Saint Luke wrote the Acts of the Apostles. And it was
this very circumstance which excited the hatred of the Jews against

Saint Paul, and occasioned his imprisonment in Rome, with which
Saint Luke closes his history. Hence we see the reason why he
relates (ch. viii.) the conversion of the Samaritans, and (ch. x. xi.)

the story of Cornelius, whom Saint Peter (to whose authority the

adversaries of Saint Paul had appealed in favour of circumcision -)

baptised, though he was not of the circumcision. Hence also Saint

Luke relates the determination of the first council in Jerusalem rela-

tive to the Levitical law : and for the same reason he is more diffuse

in his account of Saint Paul's conversion, and Saint Paul's preaching

• Trenaeus adversus Hareses, lib. iii. c. 12. Theodoret, Hist. Eccl. lib. i. c. 21.
Augustine epist. 251. ct contra Faustum, lib. xix. c. 31.

2 See Galat, ii. 6—21.

Y 4<
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the Gospel to the Gentiles, than on any other subject. It is true

that the whole relation, which Saint Luke has given (ch. xii.), has

no connection with the conversion of the Gentiles : but during the

period, to which that chapter relates, Saint Paul himself was present

at Jerusalem (see Acts xi. 30. xii. 25.), and it is probable, for that

reason, that Saint Luke has introduced it. But there is, 3. A third

opinion which Michaelis thinks not devoid of probability, viz. that

Saint Luke might design to record only those facts, which he had
either seen himself or had heard from eye-witnesses.^

V. The Acts of the Apostles, Michaelis observes, were evidently

written with a tolerably strict attention to chronological order

;

though Saint Luke has not affixed a date to any one of the facts re-

corded by him. There are, however, several parts of this book, in

which ecclesiastical history is combined with political facts, the dates

of which are known : and these Michaelis has endeavoured to de-

termine, because the chronology will not only contribute to illustrate

the Acts of the Apostles, but also will assist us in fixing the year

when many of Saint Paul's Epistles were written. Taking for

granted, therefore, that this book commences with the year 33 of the

Christian aera (in which calculation he follows Archbishop Usher),

he has given us the following series of dates.

1. " The First epoch, after the commencement of the book, is at ch.

ix. 29, 30. ; for what happened between tlie first Pentecost after Christ's

ascension and this period is without any marks of chronology. But at

ch. xi. 29, 30. v/e have a date : for the famine which took place in the

time of Claudius Caesar, and which induced the disciples at Antioch to

send relief to their brethren in Judaea, happened in the fourth year of

Claudius's reign, that Is, in the year 44- of the Christian sera.

2. Second epoch. Herod Agrippa dies soon after he had put to death

the apostle Saint James : and about that time Saint Paul and Saint Bar-

nabas return from Jerusalem to Antioch. (ch. xii. 21— 25.) This is still

in the year '^i-.

3. Third epoch, (ch. xviii. 2.) Shortly after the banishment of the Jews
from Italy by Claudius Caesar, Saint Paul arrives at Corinth. Comment-
ators affix the date of 54 to this event ; but it is uncertain, for Suetonius,

the only historian who has noticed this banishment of the Jews, mentions

it without date.

4. Fourth epoch. Saint Paul comes to Jerusalem, where he is imprisoned

by the Jews, not long after the disturbances which were excited by the

Egyptian, (ch. xxi. 37— 39.) This imprisonment of Saint Paul happened
in the year 60, for it was two years before Felix quitted his government
of Judsea. (ch. xxiii.26. xxiv. 27-)

1 Michaelis, vol. iii. parti, pp. 327—331. Dr. Benson, however, is of opinion that

Saint Luke designed his book to be only a concise specimen of the doctrines preached by

the apostles, and that he was chiefly desirous of describing the manner in which the Jews,

proselytes of the gate, or devout Gentiles, and the idolatrous Gentiles, were respectively

converted. Hence this learned author divides tlie book into tln-ee parts or books, viz.

1. The Jirst part contains an account of the propagation of tlie Gospel among the Jews
only, from a.d. 33. to a.d. 41. including chapter ii. to x. 2. The second comprises an ac-

count of tlie spreading of Christianity among the devout Gentiles, together with its farther

progress among the Jews, a. d. 41. to a. d. 44. (Actsx.

—

xiii.) 3. And the third part

comprehends the difl\ision of Christianity among the idolatrous Gentiles, together with its

further progress among the two preceding classes of persons, a. d. 44, to a. d. 63. (Acts

xiii.

—

xxviii.) Benson's Hist, of the First Planting of Christianity, Tol. i. pp.22—24.
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5. Fifth epoch. Two years after the commencement of Saint Paul's
imprisonment, Festus is appointed governor of Judssa, A. d. 62. (ch. xxiv.
27. XXV. 1.)

From this period the chronology of the Acts of the Apostles is clear.
Saint Paul is sent prisoner to Rome in the autumn of the same year in

which Festus arrived in Judaea : he suffers shipwreck, passes the winter
in Malta, and arrives in Rome in the following year, that is, in 63. (ch.
xxvi. xxvii. xxviii.)

The Acts of the Apostles close with the end of the second year of
Saint Paul's imprisonment in Rome: consequently, in the year 65. (ch*
xxviii. 30-)"

It is difficult to determine the date of the events that happened
between the epochs 33 and 34', and between 44 and 60, especially

the time of Saint Paul's conversion and of the council at Jerusalem :

Archbishop Llsher places the first of these transactions a. d. 35,
others in 38. But, though we cannot attain to absolute certainty,

a probable conjecture may be formed. Thus, Michaelis remarks,
Saint Stephen hardly suffered martyrdom before Pilate was recalled

from the government of Judaea; because, under that procurator, the
Jews had not the power of inflicting capital punishments. Now, ac-
cording to Usher, the year in which Pilate was recalled, was the
thirty-sixth of the Christian sera. Saint Stephen's martyrdom there-
fore probably happened after 36. If this be true. Saint Paul's con-
version must have happened likewise after S6, and therefore 35 is

too early a date. But how long after: 36, whether in 38, cannot
be determined.

In what manner the chapters iii. iv. v. vi. are to be arranged be-
tween 33 and 36, Michaelis cannot determine: for what chronolo-
gers have said is mere conjecture, and not calculation. The same
uncertainty prevails in respect to ch. viii. and x. : for we can affirm

nothing more, than that the one must be placed before, the other
after 36. We are likewise in the dark with respect to ch. xiii. xiv.

and several other chapters. Of ch. xvi. we may assert, that it be-
longs to a period at least six years prior to the fourth epoch, or the

year 60 : for a year and an half at Corinth, three years at Ephesus,
and the time spent on several journies, can hardly be pressed into a
smaller compass than that of six years. To ch. xvi., therefore, the

latest date which can be assigned is 54 : and it is not improbable
that it should be dated still earlier.

^

VI. The Acts of the Apostles, as they appear in our copies, may
be divided into three principal parts ; viz.

Part I. contahu the Rise and Progress of the Mother Church at Je-
rusalemfrom the Time ofour Saviour^s Ascension to the First Jexvish

Persecution, (ch. i.—viii.)

Sect. 1. The transactions before and after Jesus Christ's ascension into

heaven, (i.)

Sect. 2. The descent of the Holy Spirit on the apostles at the feast of

' Michaelis, vol. iii. part i. pp. 336—338. The chronology of the Acts of the Apos-
tles is discussed at considerable length in Hug's Introduction to New Test. vol. ii.

pp. 312—334., and (so far as concerns the travels and writings of Saint Paul,) by the

reviewer of that work in the British Critic for April 1828, pp. 261—317.
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Pentecost, and Peter's discourse to the people in consequence of it.

(ii.)

Sect. 3. A lame man healed by Peter and John— Peter's discourse to

the people— Events that betel the apostles in consequence of that

miracle, (iii. iv.)

Sect. 4. The death of Ananias and Sapphira — Miracles of the apos-

tles, — who are scourged and dismissed, (v.)

Sect. 5. The institution of deacons,— the discourse and martyrdom of

Stephen,— and the first Jewish persecution, (vi. vii. viii. I— 4.)

Part II. comprises the Tiispersion of the Disciples— the Propagation

of Christianity among the Sajuaritans— the Conversio?i of Saint

Paul, and the Foundation of a Christian Church at Antioch. (viii.

5.—xii.)

Sect. 1. The planting of the church at Samaria, (viii. 5—25.)

Sect. 2. The conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch, (viii. 26—40.)

Sect. 3. The conversion, baptism, and first preaching of Saint Paul,

(ix.)

Sect. 4. Account of two miracles performed by Peter, and the con-

version of Cornelius and his family, (x. xi. 1— 18.)

Sect. 5. The first Gentile church founded at Antioch. (xi. 19—30.)

Sect. 6. The apostle James put to death by Herod Agrippa,— relation

of his miserable death, (xii.)

Part III. describes the Conversion of the more remote Gentiles, hy

Barnabas and Paul, and, after their Separation, by Paid and. his

Associates, among ivhom was Lulce himself during the latter Part of
PauVs Labours, (xii.—xxviii.)

Sect. 1. The planting of several churches in the isle of Cyprus, at

Perga in Pamphylia, Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe
— The return of Saint Paul to Antioch. (xiii. xiv.)

Sect. 2. Discussion of the question by the apostles at Jerusalem, con-

cerning the necessity of circumcision and of observing the law —
Their letter to the churches on this subject, (xv. 1—35.)

Sect. 3. Paul's second departure from Antioch — He preaches the

Gospel in various countries, particularly at Philippi in Macedonia—
The conversion of the Philippian gaoler, (xv. 36—41. xvi.)

Sect. 4. The journies and apostolical labours of Paul and his associates

at Thessalonica, Berea, and Athens— His masterly apology before

the court of the Areopagites. (xvii.)

Sect. 5. Paul's journey to Corinth, and thence to Antioch. (xviii.

1—22.)
Sect. 6. Paul's third departure from Antioch — Consequences of his

preaching at Ephesus. (xviii. 23—28. xix.)

Sect. 7. The labours of Paul in Greece and Asia Minor, and his

journey towards Jerusalem, (xx.)

Sect. 8. The persecution of Paul at Jerusalem— He is sent a prisoner

to Csesarea. (xxi.— xxiii. 1— SO.)

Sect. 9. Paul's arrival at Csesarea— The charges of the Jews against

him — His defence before Felix— Appeal to Csesar — His defence

before Agrippa, at whose request his cause was reheard, (xxiii.

31—35. xxiv.—xxvi.)

Sect. 10. Narrative of Paul's voyage from Caesarea— His shipwreck on

the isle of Malta— His voyage thence to Rome, where he preaches

the Gospel to the Jews, and resides for two years, (xxvii. xxviii.)

In perusing the Acts of the Apostles, it will be desirable con-
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stantly to refer to the accompanying map of tlieir respective jonrneys,

particularly those of Saint Paul. In constructing this map, the

accurate geographer D'Anville has principally been followed ; the

courses of the several winds that usually blow in the Levant or Me-
diterranean sea, together with their antient names, are inserted from

Dr. Shaw. ^

VII. The narrative of the Acts of the Apostles is perspicuous and
noble. Though it is not entirely free from Hebraisms, it is in gene-

ral much purer than that of most other books of the New Testament,

particularly in the speeches delivered by Saint Paul at Athens, and

before the Roman governors. It is further worthy of remark, that

Saint Luke has w^ell supported the character of each person whom
he has introduced as speaking. Thus the speeches and discourses

of Saint Peter are recorded with simplicity, and are destitute of all

those ornaments which usually occur in the orations of the Greeks

and Romans. Nearly similar are the speeches of Saint Paul, which

were addressed to the Jews, while those delivered by the same apostle

before an heathen audience are widely different. Thus, in his dis-

course delivered at Antioch in Pisidia-, he commences with a long

periphrasis, which would not have been either instructive or enter-

taining in any other place than a Jewish synagogue. On the con-

trary, the speech of the martyr Stephen (Acts vii.) is altogether of a

different description. It is a learned but unpremeditated discourse,

pronounced by a person totally unacquainted with the art of oratory;

and though he certainly had a particular object in view, to which the

several parts of his discourse were directed, yet it is difficult to dis-

cover this object, because his materials are not regularly disposed.

Lastly, Saint Paul's discourses before assemblies that were accus-

tomed to Grecian oratory, are totally different from any of the pre-

ceding. Though not adorned with the flowers of rhetoric, the lan-

guage is pointed and energetic, and the materials are judiciously

selected and arranged, as is manifest in his speech delivered at

Athens (Acts xvii. 22—31.), and in his two defences of himself be-

fore the Roman governors of Judaea, (xxiv. xxvi.) Dr. Benson and

Michaelis, however, are both of opinion, that Saint Luke has given

abstracts only, and not the whole, of Saint Paul's speeches ; for in

his speech before Felix, he must certainly have said more than is

recorded by Saint Luke (xxiv. 12, 13.); unless we suppose that

Saint Paul merely denied the charge which had been laid against

him, without confuting it. Michaelis adds, that in his opinion. Saint

Luke has shown great judgment in these abstracts ; and that, if he

has not retained the very words of Saint Paul, he has adopted such

as were well suited to the polished audiences before which the apostle

spoke. ^

VIII. The Acts of the Apostles afford abundance evidence of the

truth and divine original of the Christian religion ; for we learn from

1 Travels in Barbary, vol. ii. p. 131. 3d edit.

2 Acts xiii, 16—41.
3 Michaelis, vol. iii. parti, pp. 331—835. Benson's History of the First Planting of

Christianity, vol. ii. p. 258.
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this book, that the Gospel was not indebted for its success to deceit

or fraud, but that it was v/holly the result of the mighty power of God,

and of the excellence and efficacy of the saving truths which it con-

tains. The genei'al and particular doctrines, comprised in the Acts

of the Apostles, are perfectly in unison with the glorious truths re-

vealed in the Gospels, and illustrated in the apostolic Episdes ; and

are admirably suited to the state of the persons, whether Jews or

Gentiles, to whom they were addressed. And the evidences which the

apostles gave of their doctrine, in their appeals to prophecies and

miracles, and the various gifts of the Spirit, were so numerous and

so strong, and at the same time so admirably adapted to every class

of persons, that the truth of the religion, which they attest, cannot

be reasonably disputed.

Further, the history itself is credible. It was written by a person

who was acquainted with the various circumstances which he relates,

and who was both able and disposed to give a faithful narrative of

every thing that occurred. Saint Luke was a companion of the

apostles ; he was himself an eye and ear-witness of the facts, and was

personally concerned in many of the incidents he has recorded. In

the history itself there are no inconsistencies or contradictions ; the

miraculous facts related in it are neither impossible, when we con-

sider the almighty power of God to which they are ascribed, nor

'improbable, when we consider the grand design and occasion on

account of which they were performed. The plainness and simplicity

of the narrative are also strong circumstances in its favour. The
writer appears to have been very honest and impartial, and to have

set down fairly the objections which were made to Christianity both

by Jews and Heathens, and the reflections which were cast upon it,

as well as upon its first preachers. He has, likewise, with a just and

ingenuous freedom, mentioned the weaknesses, faults, and prejudices,

both of the apostles and of their converts. The occasional hints,

which are dispersed through the epistles of Saint Paul, harmonise

with the facts related in the history of the Acts of the Apostles ; so

that this history is the best guide we can have in studying the epistles.

The other parts of the New Testament are in perfect unison with the

history, and tend to confirm it ; for the doctrines and principles are

every where the same. The Gospels close with references to the

facts recorded in the Acts, particularly the promise of the Holy Spirit,

which we know from the Acts was poured out by Christ upon his

disciples after his ascension ; and the Epistles, generally, plainly

suppose that those facts had actually occurred, which the history

relates. So that the history of the Acts is one of the most impoilant

parts of sacred history ; for, without it, neither the Gospels nor the

Epistles could have been so clearly understood ; but by the aid of

this book the whole scheme of the Christian revelation is set before

VIS in a clear and easy view. ^ Lastly, the incidental circumstances,

mentioned by Saint Luke, correspond so exactly, and without any

' The subject of these coincidences has already been noticed in Vol. I. pp. 99—103.
supra. Dr. Paley's Horas Paulinaj amplifies the argument above suggested, and is in-

dispensably necessary to a critical study of the Epistles.
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previous view to such a correspondence (in cases, too, where it could

not possibly have been premeditated and precontrived), with the

accounts that occur in the Epistles, and with those of the best antient

historians, both Jews and Heathens, that no person who hadyo;-^^^

such a history, in later ages, could have had the same external con-

firmation ; but he must have betrayed himself, by alluding to some
customs or opinions which have since sprung up, or by misrepresent-

ing some circumstances, or using some phrase or expression not then
in use. The })lea of forgery, therefore, in later ages, cannot be al-

lowed ; and if Saint Luke had published such a history at so early a
period, when some of the apostles, or many other persons concerned
in the transactions which he has recorded, were alive, and his account

had not been true, he would only have exposed himself to an easy

confutation, and to certain infamy.

Since, therefore, the Acts of the Apostles are in themselves con-

sistent and uniform; the incidental relations agreeable to the best

antient historians that have come down to us; and the main facts

supported and confirmed by the other books of the New Testament,
as well as by the unanimous testimony of so many of the antient

fathers, we are justly authorised to conclude, that, if any history of
former times deserves credit, the Acts of the Apostles ought to be
received and credited ; and if the history of the Acts of the Apostles

is true, Christianity cannot be false ; for a doctrine, so good in itself,

so admirably adapted to the fallen state of man, and attended with so

many miraculous and divine testimonies, has all the possible marks
of a true revelation.

^

CHAPTER III.

ON THE EPISTOLARY OR DOCTRINAL WRITINGS OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT, PARTICULARLY THOSE OF SAINT PAUL.

SECTION I.

ACCOUNT OF THE APOSTLE PAUL.

I. The Birth and Education of Paul— his Persecution ofthe Disciples of
Christ— and his Conversion. — Observations upon it. — II. His subse-

quent Travels and Labours, to his second Visit to Jerusalem. — III. His
third Visit to Jertisalem., and subsequent Labours, to hisfourth Visit to

Jerusalem. — IV. His Journies and Labours, to his fflh Visit to Jeru-
salem. — V. To his first hniirisonmcnt at Rome.— VI. His subsequent
Journies, second lynjnisonment, and Martyrdom.— VII. Character of
Paul.— VIII. Observations on the Style of his Writings.

1. ISAUL, also called Paul, (by which name this illustrious apostle

was generally known after his preaching among the Gentiles, espe-

• Dr. Benson's Hist, of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 333—341.
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cially among the Greeks and Romans,) was a Hebrew ofthe Hebrews,
a descendant of the patriarch Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin ^,

and a native of Tarsus, then the chief city of Cihcia. By birth he
was a citizen of Rome ^, a distinguished honour and privilege, which
had been conferred on some of his ancestors for services rendered to

the commonwealth during the wars. ^ His father was a Pharisee,

and he himselfwas educated in the most rigid principles of that sect.
*

Plis sister's son and some others of his relations were Christians, and
had embraced the Gospel before his conversion.'' That he was early

educated in Greek literature at Tarsus, may be inferred from that

place being celebrated for polite learning ^ and eloquence '', and also

from his quotations of several Greek poets. ^ From Tarsus, Saul
removed to Jerusalem, where he made considerable proficiency in

the study of the law, and the Jewish traditions, under Gamaliel, a

celebrated teacher of that day. ^ He appears to have been a person

of great natural abilities, of quick apprehension, strong passions, and
firm resolution ; and was thus qualified for signal service, as a teacher

of whatever principles he might embrace. He was also blameless in

his life, and strictly faithful to the dictates of his conscience, according

to the knowledge which he possessed : this is evident from his appeiils

to the Jews, and from the undissembled satisfaction he expresses on
a serious comparison and recollection of his former and later conduct.

(Acts xxiii. 1. xxvi. 4, 5. Phil. iii. 6. 1 Tim. i. 13. 2 Tim. i. 3.) His
parents completed his education by having him taught the art of tent-

making '^, in conformity with the practice of the Jews, with whom it

was customary to teach youth of the highest birth some mechanical

I Phil. iii. 5. 2 Cor.xi. 22. Acts xvi. 37, 38. ^ Acts xxii. 25. 29. xxiii. 27.
3 Dr. Lardner has shown that this is the most probable opinion. Works. 8vo. vol. i.

pp. 2L'7—229.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 124, 125. Such also is the opinion of .John Arntzeniiis,

who has written an elegant dissertation on Saint Paul's citizenship. See his Dissertationes

Binw, p. 195. Utrecht, 1725.
1 Acts xxiii. 6. xxvi. 5. Phil. iii. 5.

5 Actsixiii. 16—22. Rom. xvi. 7. 11. 21.

^ Strabo the geographer, who lived in the same age as Saint Paul, characterises the in-

habitants of Tarsus, as cherishing such a passion for philosophy and all the branches of

polite literature, that they greatly excelled even Athens and Alexandria, and every other

place vvliere there were schools and academies for philosophy and literature. He adds,

that the natives of Tarsus were in the practice of going abroad to other cities to perfect

themselves. (Lib. xiv. vol. ii. pp. 960, 961. edit. Oxon.) Tiiis circmnstance accounts

for Saint Paul's going to Jerusalem, to finish his studies under Gamaliel.
' In every antient seat of learning eloquence held a principal rank ; and each species of

it was denominated from tiie place where it was most practised, or in the greatest per-

fection. Thus \\ e read of the chaste Attic eloquence, and of the florid Asiatic ; and Tarsus

also gave name to its peculiar mode, which, however, is least known, because, from the

very nature of it, its productions were not likely to remain. Tiie Tarsic eloquence

was employed in sudden and unpremeditated harangues ; and Saint Paul, long accus-

tomed to compositions of this sort, transferred the style and manner from speaking to

writing. (Dr. Powell's Discourses, p. 250.) This circumstance will account for the

abruptness and other peculiarities in the apostle's letters which are more fully considered

in the close of this section.

* Thus, in Acts xvii. 28. he cites a verse from Aratus ; in 1 Cor. xv. S3, he quotes ano-

ther from Menander ; and in Tit. i. 12. a verse from Epimenides. See an illustration of

this last passage, supra, Vol. I. pp. 184, 185.

9 Acts xxii. 3. xxvi. 5. Gal. i. 14.
10 Michaelis makes St. Paul to have been a maker of mechanical instruments (vol. iv.

pp. 183— 186.) ; but all commentators are of opinion that lie was a manufacturer of tents,

for which, in the East, there was always a considerable demand.
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employment, by wliicli, in cases of necessity, they mif^ht maintain

themselves without being burthensome to others : and his occupation

appears subsequently to have had some influence ui^on his style. ^ For
some time after the appearance of Christianity in the world, he was a

bitter enemy and a furious opposer of all who professed that faith ;

and when the })rotomartyr Stephen was stoned, Saul was not only

consenting to his death, but actually took care of the clothes of the

witnesses who had stoned him.

A. D. 34. After this event, Saul took an active part in the persecution

of the Christians, not only at Jerusalem, but also throughout Judaea

(Acts viii. 3. xxii. 4. xxvi. 10, 1 1.) ; and procured letters of com-
mission from the high priest and elders, or sanhedrin, to the synagogue

of the Jews at Damascus, empowering him to bring to Jerusalem any

Christians, whether men or women, whom he might find there. He
also obtained letters to the governor of Damascus, we may presume,

to permit them to be removed from his jurisdiction. (Acts ix. 2. xxii. 5.

xxvi. 12.) While Saul was on his journey thither for this purpose,

his miraculous conversion took place, a.d.35, in the manner recorded

in the ninth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, and to which Saint

Paul himself has numerous references in his Epistles. ~ The con-

version of such a man, at such a time and by such means, furnishes

one of the most complete proofs that have ever been given of the

divine origin of Christianity. That Saul, who possessed such distin-

guished talents and acquirements, from being a zealous persecutor of

the disciples of Christ, became all at once a disciple himself, is a fact,

which cannot be controverted without overturning the credit of all

history. He must, therefore, have been converted in the miraculous

manner in which he himself declared that he was converted, and of

course the Christian revelation must be from God; or he must have

been either an impostor, an enthusiast, or a dupe to the fraud of others.

There is no other alternative possible.

1. If he was an impostor, he must have declared what he knew to

be false, and he must have been influenced to such a conduct by
some motive or other. But the only conceivable motives for re-

ligious imposture are the hopes of advancing one's temporal interest,

credit, or power ; or the prospect of gratifying some passion or

appetite under the authority of the new religion. Now, that none of

these motives could influence St. Paul to profess the faith of Christ

crucified, is manifest from the state of Judaism and Christianity, at

the period when he renounced the former, and embraced the latter

faith. Those whom he left were the disposers of wealth, of dignity,

and of power, in Judaea ; those to whom he went were indigent men,
oppressed, and kept from all means of improving their fortunes.

1 To a man employed in making tents, the ideas of camps, arms, armour, warfare,

military pay, vvould be familiar : and St. Paul introduces these and their concomitants so

frequently, that his language seems to liave been such as might rather have been expected

from a soldier, than from one who lived in quiet times, and was a preacher of the gospel

of peace. Powell's Discourses, p. 254.

- See particularly 1 Cor. xv. 9. Gal. i. 13. 1 Tim. i. 12, 13. Various opinions have
been entertained by learned men respecting the date of St. Paul's conversion. The date

assigned in the text is that adopted by Bp. Pearson. Dr. Lardner lixes that event to the

end of 36, or early in 37. Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 236—239, ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 252, 253.
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The certain consequence, therefore, of his taking the part of Chris-

tianity was the loss not only of all that he possessed, but of all hopes
of acquiring more : whereas, by continuing to persecute the Chris-

tians, he had hopes, rising almost to a certainty, of making his for-

tune by the favour of those who were at the head of the Jewish state,

to whom nothing could so much recommend him as the zeal which
he had shown in that persecution. As to credit or reputation, could

the scholar of Gamaliel hope to gain either by becoming a teacher

in a college of fishermen ! Could he flatter himself that the doctrines

which he taught would, either in or out of Judaea, do him honour,

when he knew that " they were to the Jews a stumbling-block, and
to the Greeks foolishness !" Was it then the love of power that in-

duced him to make this Q;i'ea.t change ? Power ! over M^hom ? Over a

flock of sheep whom he himself had assisted to destroy, and whose
very Shepherd had lately been murdered ! Perhaps it was with the

view of gratifying some licentious passion, under the authority of the

new religion, that he commenced a teacher of that religion ! This
cannot be alleged ; for his writings breathe nothing but the strictest

morality, obedience to magistrates, order, and government, with the

utmost abhorrence of all licentiousness, idleness, or loose behaviour,

under the cloak of religion. We no where find in his works, that

saints are above moral ordinances ; that dominion is founded in

grace; that monarchy is despotism which ought to be abolished; that

the fortunes of the rich ought to be divided among the poor; that

there is no difference in moral actions ; that any im})ulses of the

mind are to direct us against the light of our reason and the laws of

nature ; or any of those wicked tenets by which the peace of society

has been often disturbed, and the rules of morality often broken, by
men pretending to act under the sanction of divine revelation. He
makes no distinctions, like the impostor of Arabia, in favour of him-
self : nor does any part of his life, either before or after his conver-

sion to Christianity, bear any mark of a libertine disposition. As
among the Jews, so among the Christians, his conversation and man-
ners were blameless. — It has been sometimes objected to the other

apostles, by those who were resolved not to credit their testimony,

that having been deeply engaged with Jesus during his life, they

were obliged, for the support of their own credit, and from having

gone too far to return, to continue the same professions after his

death ; but this can by no means be said of St. Paul. On the con-

trary, whatever force there may be in such a mode of reasoning, it

all tends to convince us, that St. Paul must naturally have continued

a Jew, and an enemy to Christ Jesus. \{thcy were engaged on one

side, he was as strongly engaged on the other. If shame withheld

them from changing sides, much more ought it to have stopped him;

who, from his superioi" education, must have been vastly more sen-

sible to that kind of shame, than the mean and illiterate fishermen of

Galilee. The only other difference was, that thexj^ by quitting their

master after his death, might have preserved themselves; whereas

he^ by quitting the Jews, and taking up the cross of Christ, certainly

brought on hiS^wn destruction.
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2. As St. Paul was not an impostor, so it is manifest that he was
not an enthusiast. Heat of temper, melancholy, ignorance, and
vanity, are the ingredients of which enthusiasm is composed ; but
from all these, except the first, the apostle appears to have been
wholly free. That he had great fervour of zeal, both when a Jew
and when a Christian, in maintaining what he thought to be right,

cannot be denied ; but he was at all times so much master of his

temper, as, in matters of indifference, to " become all things to all

men," with the most pliant condescension, bending his notions and
manners to theirs, as far as his duty to God would permit; a con-

duct compatible neither with the stiffness of a bigot, nor with the

violent impulses of fanatical delusion. That he was not melancholy,

is evident from his conduct in embracing every method which pru-
dence could suggest to escape danger and shun persecution ; when
he could do it without betraying the duty of his office or the honour
of his God. A melancholy enthusiast courts pei*secution ; and when
he cannot obtain it, afflicts himself with absurd penances ; but the

holiness of St. Paul consisted only in the simplicity of a godly life,

and in the unwearied performance of his apostolical duties. That
he was ignorant, no man will allege who is not grossly ignorant him-
self; for he appears to have been master not only of the Jewish

learning, but also of the Gi'eek philosophy, and to have been very

conversant even with the Greek poets. That he was not credulous,

is clear from his having resisted the evidence of all the miracles

performed on earth by Christ, as well as those that were afterwards

wrought by the apostles ; to the fame of which, as he lived at Jeru-

salem, he could not possibly have been a stranger. And that he was
as free from vanity as any man that ever lived, may be gathered

from all that we see in his writings, or know of his life. He repre-

sents himself as the least of the apostles, and not meet to be called

an apostle. He says that he is the chief of sinners ; and he prefers,

in the strongest terms, universal benevolence to faith, prophecy,

miracles, and all the gifts and graces with which he could be en-

dowed. Is this the language of vanity or enthusiasm ? Did ever

fanatic prefer virtue to his own religious opinions, to illuminations of

the spirit, and even to the merit of martyrdom ? It is therefore in

vain for the enemies of Christianity to attempt to resolve this mira-

culous conversion of Saint Paul into the effects of enthusiasm. The
power of imagination in enthusiastical minds is, unquestionably, very

strong ; but it always acts in conformity to the opinions imprinted

upon it at the time of its working, and can no more act against them
than a rapid river can carry a vessel against the current of its own
stream. Now, nothing can be more certain than that when Saul

departed from Jerusalem for Damascus, armed with authority from

the chief priests to bring the Christians, who were there, hound to

Jerusalem, li-Jiether they lijere meu or vooinen (Actsix. 2.),— an autho-

rity solicited by himself and granted to him at his own express

desire,— his mind was most strongly possessed with an opinion

against Christ and his followers. To give those opinions a more
active force, his passions at that time concurred, being inflamed in

VOL. IV. z
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the highest degree by the irritating consciousness of his past conduct

towards them, the pride of supporting a part in which he had volun-

tarily engaged and the credit which he found it procured him among
the chief priests and rulers, whose commission he bore. If, in such

a state and temper of mind, an enthusiastical man had imagined that

he saw a vision from heaven, denouncing the anger of God against

the Christians, and commanding him to persecute them without any
mercy, it might be accounted for by the natural power of enthusiasm.

But, that in the very instant of his being engaged in the fiercest and
hottest persecution against them,— no circumstance having occurred

to change his opinions or alter the bent of his disposition,—he
should at once imagine himself called by a heavenly vision to be the

apostle of Christ, whom, but a moment before, he deemed an impos-

tor and a blasphemer, that had been justly put to death upon the

cross;— this is in itself wholly incredible, and so far from being a

probable effect of enthusiasm, that just a contrary effect must have

been naturally produced by that cause. But, still further to shew
that this vision could not be a phantom of St. Paul's own creating,

let it be observed, that he was not alone when he saw it ; there were

many others in company, whose minds were no better disposed than

his to the Christian faith. Could it be possible, that the minds of

all these men should be so strangely affected, as to make them be-

lieve that they saw a great light shining about them, above the bright-

ness of the SU71 at noon- day, and heard the sound of a voice from

heaven though not the words which it spake (Acts xxii. 6. 9.), when
in reality they neither saw nor heard any such thing ? Could they

be so infatuated with the conceit of their own fancies, as to fall down
from their horses, together with Saul (Acts xxvi. 14.), and be speech-

less through fear, when nothing extraordinary had happened either

to him or to them; especially considering that this apparition did

not appear in the night when the senses are more easily imposed
upon, but at mid-day ? If a sudden frenzy had seized upon Paul,

from any distemper of body or mind, can we suppose his whole com-
pany,— men of different constitutions and understandings,— to have
been at once affected in the same manner with him, so that not the

distemper alone, but also the effects of it, would exactly agree ? If

all had gone mad together, would not the frenzy of some have taken

a different turn, and presented to them different objects ? This sup-

position is so contrary to nature and all possibility, that unbelief

must find some other solution, or give up the point.

3. Having shewn that Saint Paul was neither an impostor nor an
enthusiast, it remains only that we inquire whether he was deceived

by the fraud of others ? This inquiry, indeed, may be despatched in

a very few words. For who was or were to deceive him ? A few

illiterate fishermen of Galilee. It was morally impossible for such

men to conceive the thought of turning the most enlightened of their

opponents, and the most cruel of their persecutors, into an apostle,

and to do this by fraud in the very instant of his greatest fury against

them and their Lord. But could they have been so extravagant as

to conceive such a thought, it was physically impossible for them to
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execute it in the manner in which we find his conversion to have

been effected. Could they produce a light in the air, which at mid-

day was brighter than the sun ? Could they make Saul hear words
from out of that light, which were not heard by the rest of the com-
pany ? Could they make him blind for three days after that vision,

and then make scales fall off from his eyes, and restore him to sight

by a word? Or could they make him and those who travelled with

him believe, that all tiiese things liad happened, if they had not hap-

pened ? Most unquestionably no fraud was equal to all this.

Since, then. Saint Paul was neither an impostor nor an enthusiast,

nor deceived by the fraud of others, it follovvs that his conversion was
miraculous, and that the Christian religion is a divine revelation.^

II. Shortly after his baptism, and the descent of the Holy Spirit

upon him, Saul went into Arabia (Gal. i. 17.); and during his resi-

dence in that country he was fully instructed, as we may I'easonably

think, by special revelation, and by diligent study of the Old Testa-

ment, in the doctrines and duties of the Gospel. Three years cifter

his conversion he returned to Damascus, a.d. 38. (Gal. i. 18.), and
boldly preached the Gospel to the Jews, who rejecting his testimony,

as an apostate, conspired to kill him ; but, the plot being commu-
nicated to Saul, he escaped from Damascus privately by night, and
went up to Jerusalem for the first time since his conversion.- After

some hesitation on the part of the Christians in that city, he was
acknowledged to be a disciple : he remained at Jerusalem only fifteen

days, during which his boldness in preaching the Gospel so irritated

the Hellenistic Jews, that they conspired against him ; idiich "isohen

the brethren kne-iSO, they brought him down to Ccesarea-Philippi^ and
sent himforth to Tarsus. (Acts ix. 28—30.)

A. D. 39. While Saul was in Cilicia, he had those divine visions

and revelations of which he speaks in 2 Cor. xii.; on which occasion

there was given him a thorn in the fesh (supposed to have been some
paralytic affection of the countenance and voice,) lest he shoidd have

been exalted above measure, through the abundance of the revelations.

In the year 42, Saul, accompanied by Barnabas, proceeded to An-
tioch, where they taught with great success for one year. (Acts xi. 26'.)

During their abode in this city, there came p)rophets from Jerusalem,

one of whom, named Agabus, signifed bij the Spirit that there should

be a great dearth throughout the land of Judaea, which came to piass in

the days of Claudius Ccesar, commencing in the fourth, but raging

chiefly in the fifth and sixth years of that emperor. In order to relieve

' See Lord Lyttleton's Observations on the Conversion of St. Paul (from which the

above remarks are abridged) ; — a treatise to which it has been truly said, " infidelity has

never been able to fabricate a specious answer." " Lord L. had," says his biographer,

" in the pride of juvenile confidence, with the help of corrupt conversation, entertained

doubts of the truth of Christianity : but he now," (in his maturer years) " thought thq

time come, when it was no longer fit to doubt or believe by chance, and applied himself

seriously to the great question. His sUnlies, being ho-siest, endediji conviction. He found

that religion was true." Dr. Johnson's Lives of the Poets, vol. iii. p. 383. Dr. Graves

has some excellent observations on the conduct and writings of St. Paul, in his Essay on

the Character of the Apostles and Evangelists, pp. 115— 124. 184—218., which show that

he was in no respect influenced or directed by a s])irit of enthusiasm.

a Acts ix. 23—25. Gal. i. 17, 18. 2 Cor. xi. 32, S3.
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their suffering brethren in Judaea, a collection was made by the

Christians at Antioch, each according to his ability ; and was sent

to the church at Jerusalem by the hands of Barnabas and Saul (Acts

xi. 27—30.), A.D. 44. The trance or vision mentioned in Acts

xxii. 17. is supposed to have taken place during this second visit to

Jerusalem.

III. A. D. 44. Having discharged this trust, Barnabas and Saul

returned from Jerusalem to Antioch, taking with them Mark the

nephew of Barnabas (afterwards the evangelist) as an assistant in

their approaching mission to the Gentile,s, to which Barnabas and Saul

were soon after separated by the solemn and express appointment of

the Holy Spirit.

A. D. 45. Being thus sent forth, they departed, with John Mark
as their minister, to Seleucia, a sea-port town near the mouth of the

Orontes, twelve miles below Antioch, and about five from the sea

;

whence they sailed to Cyprus, the native country of Barnabas, and

preached the word of God at Salamis, the nearest port to Syria, at

first in the Jewish synagogues, according to their custom. Thence
they crossed to Paphos, the capital of the island, where Sergius

Paulus, the Roman proconsul, resided. This magistrate, being de-

sirous to hear the word of God, sent for the apostles ; but Barjesus,

a Jewish false prophet and sorcerer, opposed them, and sought to

pervert the proconsul from the faith. But Saul, full of the Holy
Spirit, struck the sorcerer with blindness, for a season, as a punish-

ment for his wicked interference. This astonishing judgment, con-

firming the doctrine of the Lord, converted the proconsul to the

faith. (Acts xiii. 1— 12.) As Saint Luke, wlio has recorded the la-

bours of the great apostle to the Gentiles, calls him no longer Saul,

but Paul, learned men have conjectured that the change was made
by Saul himself in honour of the proconsul, who was probably his

first convert from among the idolatrous Gentiles, or, perhaps, the

first Gentile of high rank who was converted.'

A.D. 46. " Paul and his company," sailed fi'om Cyprus to the

coast of Asia Minor, and preached at Perga, a city of Pamphylia,
situate about twelve miles from the sea. Here Mark separated from
them, and returned to Jerusalem. Thence they proceeded to An-
tioch, the capital of Pisidia, where, notwithstanding the opposition

of the Jews, Paul and Barnabas converted great numbers, both of the

proselyted and of the idolatrous Gentiles ; but, being driven thence

by the machinations of the unbelieving Jews, they proceeded to Ico-

nium in Lycaonia. (xiii. 13—52.) Here they converted many to

the faith ; but, being in danger of being stoned, they proceeded to

Lystra, where Paul, working a miracle on a cripple, was at first con-

sidered as a god, but was afterwards dragged out of the city, stoned,

and left for dead. (xiv. 1—20.) He rose up, however, perfectly

' It was customary among the Romans to assume the name of a benefactor whom they
highly esteemed. Thus the Jewish historian Josephus took the name of Flavius, in com-
pliment to Vespasian, with whom he was in high favour. This circumstance sufficiently

refutes the unfounded assertions of a late reviler of the Scriptures, who, wifully disre-

garding all positive evidence to the contrary, has asserted that Luke has compiled his nar-
rative from two tales ! !

!
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whole ; and, quitting Lystra, on the following day, he proceeded to

Derbe, and preached the Gospel in Galatia and Phrygia, regions

adjoining to Lycaonia, whence Paul and his assistants returned

through Lystra and Iconium to Antioch in Pisidia, confirming the

new converts in the faith, and ordaining elders in every church.

Having thus traversed all Pisidia, they retraced their way to Perga

in Pamphylia, and, embarking at Attalia, returned to Antioch in

Syria, after a circuit of about two years, (xiv. 21—27.)
^

A. D. 47, 48. During their residence at Antioch, which is sup-

posed to have been full two years, certain persons came from Judaea,

and taught that there was no salvation without circumcision and other

legal ceremonies. These false teachers Paul and Barnabas withstood;

and it was at length agreed to send a deputation to Jerusalem, to

obtain the decision of the apostles and elders on this question. For

this purpose Paul and Barnabas were deputed: and, travelling

through Phoenice and Samaria, they arrived at Jerusalem a. d. 49,

where it was decreed that the proselyted Gentiles were not obliged

to observe the law of Moses as a term or condition of salvation.

(Acts XV. 1—29.) After the council of Jerusalem, Paul and Barna-

bas returned to Antioch, and made some stay there, probably during

the remainder of the year 49, teaching and preaching the word of

the Lord, with many assistants. (30— 35.)

About the beginning of the year 50, Paul proposed to Barnabas

to take another circuit throughout the churches they had planted in

Asia Minor. But Barnabas being desirous of having his nephew
Mark for their minister, Paul objected to him who had deserted them
in their former joui'ney to Pamphylia. (xiii. 13.) A sharp contention

arose, which terminated in their separation ; and Barnabas sailed

with Mark to Cyprus, to visit the churches which had been planted

there by Paul himself; while Paul, choosing Silas for his companion,

departed from Antioch with the approbation of the church. Passing

through Syria and Cilicia, they confirmed the churches in those

countries ; and thence proceeded to Derbe and Lystra in Lycaonia,

to preach the Gospel a second time to the Gentiles, and to publish

the decrees of the apostolic council of Jerusalem. At Lystra Paul

took Timothy as his assistant ; and departing thence with Silas, they

went through Phrygia and Galatia, publishing every where the de-

crees. (Acts XV. 35— 41. xvi. 1— 6.) Being forbidden by the Holy

Spirit to preach the Gospel in Asia, strictly so called, they arrived

at Mysia ; and being in like manner forbidden to proceed to Bithy-

nia, they passed by the Lesser Mysia (which separated Bithynia from

the region of Troas), and came to the city and port of Troas. Here
they were joined by the evangelist Luke. (xvi. 7, 8.)

A. D. 50. While they were at Troas, Paul and his assistants were

called to preach the Gospel in Macedonia by a vision that appeared

to Paul during the night. In obedience to the heavenly monition.

• Bishop Pearson allots three years for these journies of the apostles, viz. 45, 46, and

47, and something more. But Calmet, Tillemont, Dr. Lardner, Bishop Tomline, and

Dr. Hales, allow two years for this purpore, viz. 45, and 46, as above stated; which

period corresponds with our Bible chronology.

z 3
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they sailed directly from Troas to Samothracia, and the next day to

Neapolis, and thence to Philippi, a city of Macedonia Prima, and a

Roman colony.^ Here Paul converted Lydia, and dispossessed a

damsel who had a spirit of divination, for which last transaction Paul

and Silas were beaten with rods and imprisoned ; but, being liberated

(Acts xvi. 9 — 40.), they passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia to

Thessalonica, Here he preached in the synagogue, and some be-

lieved while others persecuted him. Being obliged to quit that city,

Paul and his assistants went to Beroea, where they preached with

great success ; but the unbelieving Jews, coming from Thessalonica,

stirred up the people against them. Paul, therefore, leaving Silas

and Timothy at Beroea, departed to Athens ; where he disputed daily

in the synagogue with the Jews, and in the market-place with the

Epicurean and Stoic philosophers. These men conducted him be-

fore the supreme court of Areopagus for trial, on the capital charge

of being " a setter forth of strange demonc." Before this tribunal,

composed of senators, philosopers, rhetoricians, and statesmen. Saint

Paul delivered his most eloquent and masterly apology; in which,

while he retorted the charge of his accusers, he instructed the people,

to whom he preached the living God, to them unknown.'- Although
many of his hearers ridiculed the sublime doctrines which he taught,

particularly that of the resurrection, yet some of his audience were

better disposed, and desirous of further information ; and one among
his judges was converted, together with Damaris, a woman of some
rank, besides others of inferior note. (Acts xvii.)

A. D. 51—53. From Athens, Saint Paul proceeded to Corinth,

the capital of Achaia, and distinguished for the number, quality, opu-

lence, anil learning of its inhabitants, and for the celebrated games
solemnised on its isthmus, which (as well as the gymnastic exercises

for which Tarsus was eminent) have furnished the apostle with very

numerous and elegant allusions and phrases. At Corinth he tarried

a year and six months, i.e. the latter part of the year 51, the whole

of 52, and the early part of 53. His principal associates in the

ministry, besides Timothy and Silas, who came to him from Thessa-
lonica, were Aquila, a Jew of Pontus, and his wife Priscilla, who had
lately come thither from Rome, whence the emperor Claudius had
banished all the Jews on account of their turbulence, and with whom
he worked at their common trade of tent-makers for his livelihood.

From this city he wrote his two Epistles to the Thessalonians, and
perhaps also that to the Galatians. The success of Saint Paul, in

preaching the Gospel at Corinth and in Peloponnesus, so irritated

the unbelieving Jews, that they dragged him before Gallio, the pro-

consul of Achaia ; who, prudently refusing to interfere in religious

opinions that were not detrimental to the state, drove them from his

tribunal, (xviii. 1— 17.) After continuing some further time at Co-
rinth, Saint Paul embarked at Cenchrea, the eastern port of Corinth,

for Ephesus, where he left Aquila and Priscilla, and proceeded thence

1 That this is the proper rendering of Acts xvi. 11., see Vol, I. p. 213.
" Sec some observations on this Discourse of Saint Paul, in § VIII. pp. 348—350.

infra.
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to Cajsarea and Jerusalem : from which latter city he returned to

Antioch. (18—22.)
IV. A. D. 54

—

^Q. After some stay at Antioch, Saint Paul visited

the churches of Galatia and Phrygia, and came to Ephesus, where

he found Aquila and Priscilla (Acts xviii. 24-—28.), and conferred

the Holy Spirit on twelve of John the Baptist's disciples. Saint

Paul, as usual, preached first in the synagogues, but, being opposed

by the Jews, he afterwards taught in the school of one Tyrannus with

great success, and wrouglit numerous miracles, (xix. 1—20.) During
this residence, probably about the beginning of the year SQ^ Saint

Paul received a letter from the Corinthians, to whom he wrote his

first Epistle. But being assaulted by Demetrius, a silversmith, and
others of his profession, who were employed in making silver shrines

in which images of Diana were to be inclosed, and were apprehen-

sive that their trade would suffer from his preaching, Saint Paul

quitted that city, where he had gathered a numerous church. (Acts

xix. 21—41. XX. 1.)

A. D. bQ. On his departure from Ephesus, Saint Paul went first

to Troas, expecting to meet Titus on his return from Corinth. (2 Cor.

ii. 12, 13.) Here he preached a short time with great success, and
then proceeded to Macedonia, where he received the collections of

the Macedonian Christians, for their poor brethren in Judaea.

A. D. 57. In his progress from Macedonia into Greece, he is sup-

posed to have preached the Gospel on the confines of Illyricum, as

mentioned in Rom. xv. 19. Saint Paul continued three months in

Greece, principally, it is supposed, at Corinth (whence he wrote his

Epistle to the Romans) ; and having received the money which the

churches had collected for the poor Christians in Judaea, he sailed

from Philippi' to Troas, and thence to Miletus, whither the elders

of the Ephesian church had come to meet him by his appointment,

to whom Saint Paul gave a most affecting farewell charge. (Acts xx.)

A. D. 58. From Miletus, Paul and his company sailed directly to

Cos, next to Rhodes, and thence to Patara ; here, finding a vessel

bound to Phoenicia, they embarked, and leaving Cyprus on their

left, they landed at Tyre, After waiting seven days, they sailed to

Ptolemais, from which port they went on foot to Caesarea, where

they lodged with Philip the evangelist. During their stay here for

several days, the prophet Agabus foretold the imprisonment of Paul,

who, persisting in his determination to go to Jerusalem, was at

length permitted to depart: he accordingly arrived there, for the

fifth time, just before the feast of Pentecost, a. d. 58, and was gladly

received by the brethren, (xxi. 1— 18.)

V. A. D. 58. The day after their arrival at Jerusalem, Paul and his

assistants related to James and the elders of the church " what things

God had wrought among the Gentiles by his ministry, and when
they heard it they glorified the Lord." Shortly after this, some
Asiatic Jews, probably from Ephesus, seeing Paul in die temple,

whither he had ijone to assist some of the brethren to discharge a

' While St. i^aiil was in Macedonia, he wrote his second Epistle to the Corinthians.
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vow of Nazariteship, excited the multitude to kill the apostle, who
was with difficulty rescued from their fury by Lysias, the chief cap-

tain or tribune of the temple guard. On the following morning,
Paul was conducted before the council, when he declared himself to

be a Pharisee. A contest having arisen between the Pharisees and
Sadducees, members of the sanhedrin, Lysias, being apprehensive

for Paul's safety, commanded the soldiers to rescue him, and directed

the council to accuse him before Felix, the procurator at Ctesarea.

(Acts xxii.—xxiii.) Five days after, Ananias, the high priest, ac-

companied by the elders and by a certain oi'ator named Tertullus,

proceeded to that city, and accused him to Felix of sedition, heresy,

and profanation of the temple. These charges were denied by Saint

Paul, who gave an account of his faith ; but the governor, though
convinced of his imiocence, being unwilling to displease the Jews,

and also hoping that Paul would have given money to be liberated,

ordered the apostle to be kept in easy confinement, and allowed his

friends to visit him. A few days after this transaction, Felix, at the

request of his wife Drusilla, sent for Paul, who gave them an ac-

count of his faith in Christ, and reasoned so forcibly concerning
righteousness, chastity, and a judgment to come, that the profligate

governor's conscience was alarmed.^ " Felix trembled, and an-

swered. Go thy way for this time ; when I have a convenient season,

I will call for thee." That season, however, never came ; and Felix,

two years afterwards, when recalled from his government, left Paul
in prison in order to gratify the Jews. (Acts xxiv.)

A. D. 60. Felix was succeeded in the goveimment of Judsea by
Festus, who sat in judgment on Saint Paul, and having heard the

accusations of the Jews against him, and his defence, proposed a new
trial at Jerusalem in order to ingratiate himself with the Jews. But
this was declined by Paul, who appealed to the emperor. Shortly

after this, Agrippa king of Chalcis, and his sister Bernice, having
come to Caesarea to congratulate Festus, the latter communicated
Paul's case to him, and brought the apostle forth to plead his cause

before Agrippa. Accordingly the apostle vindicated himself in so

masterly a manner, as to extort an acknowledgment of his innocence
from Agrippa himself (Acts xxv. xxvi.) ; but, having appealed to the

emperor, it became necessary to send him to Rome, where he at

length arrived in the spring of the year 61, after a vei'y tempestuous
passage, the particulars of which are related in Acts xxvii. and xxviii.

1—16. Here he was permitted to reside in his own hired house,

with the soldier to whose custody he was committed. On the third

day after his arrival, he sent for the chief of the unbelieving Jews, to

whom he explained the cause of his imprisonment, though with little

success; and afterwards, during the two years of his confinement

(from the spring of A. D. 61, to the early part of 63), he received all

that came to his house, preaching the Gospel without any impedi-

ment whatever. (Acts xxviii. 17—31.) During this first visit to

1 With what admirahle propriety St. Paul suited his address to the characters of Felix

and DrusUla, see Vol. III. Part II. Chap. II. Sect. II. § IV. p. 111. and pp. 350, 351.

infra.
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Rome, Saint Paul wrote his Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, and to Philemon.

VI. As Saint Luke has not continued Saint Paul's history beyond
his first imprisonment at Rome, we have no authentic record of his

subsequent travels and labours from the spring of" a. d. 63, when he
was released ', to the time of his martyrdom. But, from the intima-

tions contained in the Epistles which he wrote from Rome during his

first confinement, some learned men have conjectured that he sailed

from Italy to Judaea, accompanied by Timothy and Titus ; and leav-

hig Titus in Crete (Tit. i. 5.), he proceeded thence with Timothy to

Judaea, and visited the churches in that country, to which he had
lately sent from Italy (perhaps from Rome) the Epistle which is now-

inscribed to the Hehrexi^s. Having visited the churches in Syria,

Cilicia, and Asia Minor, Paul and Timothy continued some time at

Colosse ; and leaving Timothy at Ephesus, Paul proceeded to Mace-
donia, visiting the churches. From this country he wrote his Epistle

to Titus, and also his first Epistle to Timothy. Having also visited

the churches of Greece, and probably that of Corinth for the second
time, Saint Paul passed the winter of 64 at Nicopolis, a city of
Epirus ; thence he proceeded to Crete, and perhaps to Corinth for

the third time^; and early in Q5 arrived at Rome, where his active

exertions in preaching the Gospel caused him to be imprisoned a

second time. How long Paul continued in prison at this time, we
know not; but from the circumstance of his being brought twice be-

fore the emperor Nero or his prefect. Dr. Macknight thinks it pro-

bable that he was confined a year or more before he was put to death.

As the Neronian persecution of the Christians raged greatly during

this second visit to Rome, Paul, knowing the time of his departure

to be at hand, wrote his second epistle to Timothy ; from which we
learn, that, though the apostle's assistants, terrified with the danger,

forsook him and fled, yet he was not altogether destitute of consol-

ation ; for the brethren of Rome came to him privatel}', and minis-

tered to him. (2 Tim. iv. 12. 21.) Concerning the precise manner of

Saint Paul's death, we have no certain information, but, according

to primitive tradition, he was beheaded on the 29th of June a. d, 6Q,

at Aqua Salvia, three miles from Rome, and interred in the Via
Osteusis, at a spot two miles from the city, where Constantine the

Great afterwards erected a church to his memory. " But his noblest

monument subsists in his immortal writings ; which, the more they

are studied, and the better they are understood, the more they will

be admired to the latest pos<^erity for the most sublime and beautiful,

the most pathetic and impressive, the most learned and profound
specimens of Christian piety, oratory, and philosophy."^

' It is not known by what means St. Paul was delivered from prison. Calmet conjec-

tures, with great probability, that the Jews durst not prosecute him before the emperor.
2 Such is the supposition of Michaelis, vol. iv. p. 37.

3 Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book ii. pp. 1155—1254. Dr. Lardner,

Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 234—301. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 251—284., whose dates have chiefly

been followed. Dr. Benson's History of the First Planting of Christianity, vol. i. pp. 144
—290. vol. ii. passim. Pritii, Introd. in Nov. Test. pp. 246—268. Dr. Macknight's

Life of the Apostle Paul, annexed to the fourth volume (4to.), or the sixth volume (8vo.),

of his translation of the Epistles.
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VII. Such were the life and labours of " Paul the Apostle of

Jesus Christ," which have justly been considered as an irrefragable

proof of the truth of the Christian revelation. How indefatigiibly

he exerted himself to make known the glad tidings of salvation, the

pi'eceding brief sketch will sufficiently evince. " We see him in the

prosecution of his purpose, travelling from country to country, en-

during every species of hardship, encountering every extremity of

danger, assaulted by the populace, punished by the magistrates,

scourged, beaten, stoned, left for dead: expecting, wherever he

came, a renewal of the same treatment and the same dangers
;
yet,

when driven from one city, preaching in the next, spending his

whole time in the employment, sacrificing to it his pleasures, his

ease, his safety
;
persisting in this course to old age (through more

than thirty years) ; unaltered by the experience of perverseness, in-

gratitude, prejudice, desertion ; unsubdued by anxiety, want, labour,

persecutions ; unwearied by long confinement, undismayed by the

prospect of death." ^

But this great luminary of the Christian church did not confine his

labours to the preaching of the Gospel. He wrote fourteen Epistles,

in which the various doctrines and duties of Christianity are ex-

plained, and inculcated with peculiar sublimity and force oflanguage;

at the same time that they exhibit the character of their great author

in a most amiable and endearing point of view. His faith was a

practical principle, influencing all the powers and faculties of the

soul ; his morality was of the purest and most exalted kind. He
" derives all duties from the love of God in Christ as their found-

ation. All the motives to right action, all the arguments for holiness

of life, are drawn from this source; all the lines of duty converge to

this centre. If Paul censures, he points to this only spring of hope;

if he laments, he turns to this only true source of consolation ; if he

insists that the grace of God hath appeared., he points to its practical

object, teaching us to live soberly., righteously, and godly. When he

determines to know nothing but his Saviour, and even him under the

deo-radino- circumstances of crucifixion, he includes in that knowledge

all the relifious and moral benefits of which it is susceptible."^ In-

teo-rity, tenderness of heart, disinterestedness, heavenly-mindedness,

profound knowledge of human nature, and delicacy in giving advice

or reproof, are the leading characteristics of Saint Paul's writings;

in which, while he every where maintains the utmost respect for con-

stituted authorities, he urges and unfolds the various social and rela-

tive duties in the most engaging and impressive manner.

VIII. " All the writings of Saint Paul bespeak him to have been

a man of a most exalted genius, and the strongest abilities. His com-

position is peculiarly nervous and animated. He possessed a fervid

1 Paley's Horse Paulinse, p. 379. See also some valuable remarks on the character of

Saint Paul in Dr. Ranken's Institutes of Theology, pp. 391—395.

2 Mrs. Mere's Essay on St. Paul, vol. i. p. 109., to wliich the reader is referred for an

ample and l)eautiful account of the character and writings of that illustrious apostle. On
the subject of his " preaching Christ crucified," the reader will find some instructive re-

marks in pp. 44—51. of Mr. Wilks's able vindication of missionary exertions, intitled

" Christian Missions an Enlightened Species of Christian Charity." 8vo. London. 1819.
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conception, a glowing but chastised fancy, a quick apprehension, and
an immensely ample and liberal heart. Inheriting from nature dis-

tinguished powers, he carried the culture and improvement of them
to the most exalted height to which human learning could push them.

He was an excellent scholar, an acute reasoner, a great orator, a most
instructive and spirited writer. Longinus, a person of the finest taste,

and justest discernment in criticism and polite literature, classes the

Apostle Paul among the most celebrated ' orators of Greece. His
speeches in the Acts of the Apostles are worthy the Roman senate.

They bi'eathe a most generous fire and fervour, are animated with a

divine spirit of liberty and truth, abound with instances of as fine

address as any of the most celebrated orations of Demosthenes or

Cicero can boast; and his answers, when at the bar, to the questions

proposed to him by the court, have a politeness and a greatness,

which nothing in antiquity hardly ever equalled."- At the same
time, this great preacher adapted his discourses to the capacities of
his respective audiences, with an astonishing degree of propriety and
ability, as is evident from the difference of his reasoning with the

Jews at Antioch in Pisidia, with the Gentles at Lystra, with the

polished Athenians, and with Felix the Roman governor, as also

from the handsome apology which he makes for himself before

king Agrippa.

1. As the Jews had the Old Testament in their hands, and (it is

well known) at this time expected a deliverer, from their study of

the prophetic writings, Paul takes occasion in his discourse to them
(Acts xiii. 13—42.) to illustrate the divine economy in opening the

Gospel gradually, and preparing the Jews by temporal mercies, for

others of a yet more important nature. This afforded him a very

handsome and unaffected opportunity of showing his accjuaintance

with dieir Scriptures, which they esteemed the highestpart of literature,

and object of science. His quotations are singularly apposite, and
the whole of his discourse (one would think) must have cari'ied con-

viction to their minds. The result is well known ; though a few

embraced the despised Gospel of Christ, the majority rejected the

benevolent counsel of God towards them.

2. With the idolatrous Lycaonians at Lystra (who were little

better than barbarians, like most ofthe inland nations of Asia Minor),

the great apostle of the Gentiles pursued a different course. (Com-
pare Acts xiv. 6—22.) Such pei'sons are apt to be struck and
affected more with signs and wonders, than with arguments ; he,

therefore, at his first preaching among them, very seasonably and
fitly confirmed his doctrine, by a signal miracle in healing a man
who had been a cripple from his birth. And when Paul and his

fellow-labourer Barnabas had with difficulty restrained the people of

Lystra from offering sacrifice to them as deities, who (agreeably to the

fables believed among the antient heathen), they supposed, had ap-

peared in the likeness of' men, their discourse is admirably adapted to

the capacity of their auditors. They derive their arguments from

' Longinus, p, 268. Pearce, 8vo.

- Harwood's Introduction, vol. i. p. 199.
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no higher source than natural religion, and insist only upon the plain

and obvious topics ofcreation and providence. The works ofcreation

are a demonstration of the being of a God, the living God 'who made

heaven and earth and the sea, and all things that are therein, hi times

past he suffered all nations, all the heathens, to'walJc in their oxi.m ways,

without any particular revelation of himself like that which he made
to the people of Israel. But yet his general providence afforded

ample proofs of his power and goodness : nevertheless he left not him-

self'without witness, in that he did good, and gave us rainfrom heaven

andfruitful seasons,filing our hearts with food, and gladness. These

arguments are as forcible as they are plain and obvious to the meanest

capacity ; He is the creator and preserver of us and of all things, he

is the author and giver of all the good that we enjoy, and he therefore

is the only proper and adequate object of our worship. The people

were so transported, that with these sayings scarce restrained, they them

that they had not done sacrifice unto them. But such is the fickleness

and uncertainty of the multitude, that him whom they were now for

worshipping as a god, soon after, at the instigation of certain Jews,

they suffered to be stoned, and drawn out of the city, szipposing he had

been dead. The apostles, however, had sown some good seed among
them ; for we read that within a little time they returned again to

Lystra, confrming the soids of the disciples, and exhorting them to con-

tinue in thefaith.

3. Our apostle's conduct and behaviour among the learned and

polite Athenians (Actsxvii. 16—34.) we shall find to be somewhat

different from what it was to the rude and illiterate Lycaonians, but

both of equal fitness and propriety. He did not open his commission

at Athens in the same manner as at Lystra, by working a miracle.

There were, doubtless, several cripples at Athens (for it is well known
that such cases abounded in that climate) ; but it does not appear

that any of them had the good disposition of the cripple at Lystra,

oxfaith to he healed. Besides, the Greeks did not so much require

a sign (1 Cor. i, 22.) as seek after wisdom. Accordingly we find the

apostle disptding not only in the synagogue xmth the Jews and the de-

void j^ersons (Jewish proselytes), but also in the forum or market-place,

daily with them that met with him. Here he encountered certain

phslosophers of the Epicurean and, Stoic sects; some of whom treated

him as a babbler, while others regarded him as a setterforth ofstrange

gods, and, consequently, a violator of the laws of Athens, because he

preached, unto them Jesus and the Resurrection. At length they con-

ducted him to the Areopagus (or Mars'-hill), the seat of the highest

court of judicature in that city for matters concerning religion, and

also the place of greatest resort : and with that curiosity and thirst

of news, for which (it is well known) the Athenians wei'e at that time

notorious ^ they requested him to give them an account of his new
doctrine. What a glorious scene was here for the manifestation of

the truth before such a promiscuous and numerous assembly of citi-

zens and strangers, of philosophers of all sects, and people of all

I See this character of the Athenians illustrated, in Vol. I. p. 184.
'
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conditions ; and with what exquisite skill and contrivance is every
part and member of his discourse so framed and accommodated, as

to obviate some principal error and prejudice in some party or other
of his hearers ! Most of the false notions, both of their vulgar and
philosophical religion, are here exposed and refuted. If there was
nothing* else remaining, yet this sufficiently testifies how great a
master he was in the learning of the Greeks. Most of the funda-
mental truths, both of natural and revealed religion, are here opened
and explained ; and all within the compass of a very few verses.

From an altar with an inscription to the iinknoxson God, (and that there
were altars at Athens with such an inscription, we have the attest-

ation of several antient heathen authors,) he takes occasion to reprove
them for their great plurality of gods, and him xvhom they ignoranthi
•worshipped to declare unto them. It might be contrary to the laws of
Athens for any one to recommend and introduce a new or strano-e

god ; but he could not well be subject to the penalty of the law only
for declaring him whom they already worshipped without knowino-
him. The opportunity was fair, and he improves it to the f>-reatest

advantage. He branches out his discourse into several particulars.— That God made the world and all things therein : which proposition
though agreeable enough to the general belief and opinion, was yet
directly contrary both to the Epicureans, and to the Peripatetics

; the
former of whom attributed the formation of the world to the for-

tuitous concourse of atoms without any intervention of the Deity
and the latter maintained that the world was not created at all, and
that all things had continued as they now are from all eternity.

That seeing he is Lord ofheaven a?id earth, he dwelleth not in temples

made with hands, neither is worshipped xvith men^s hands, as though he
needed any thing, seeing he givcth to all life and breath and all things

:

which was levelled not so much against the philosophers as ao-ainst

the popular religion of Athens ; for the philosophers seldom or never
sacrificed, unless in compliance with the custom of their country, and
even the Epicureans themselves admitted the self-sufficiency of the
Deity : but the people believed very absurdly that there were local

gods, that the Deity, notwithstanding his immensity, might be con-
fined within temples, and notwithstanding his all-sufficiency was fed

with the fat and fumes of sacrifices, as if he could really stand in need
of any sustenance, who giveth to all life and hreatli and all things. —
That he hath made of one blood all nations of inenfor to dwell on all

theface ofthe earth, and hath determined the times before appointed,

and tile bounds of their habitation : which was not only opjiosed to the
Epicureans, who derived the beginning of the human race from the
mere effects of matter and motion, and to the Peripatetics or Aris-
totelians, who denied mankind to have iiny beginning at all, havino-

subsisted in eternal successions; but was, moreover, opposed to the
general pride and conceit of the people of Athens, who boasted them-
selves to be Aborigines, to be descended from none other stock or
race of men, but to be themselves originals and natives of their own
country.— That they should seek the Lord, if haply they mightfeci after

him andfind him, though he be notfarfrom every one qfus; for in him
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'we live, and move, and have our being : which fundamental truth, with

the greatest propriety and elegance, he confirms by a quotation from

one of their own poets, Aratus, the Cilician ^, his own countryman,

who lived above three hundred years before, and in whose astrono-

mical poem this hemistich is still extant. As certain also ofyour own
2^oets have said. For we are also his offspring. An evident proof that

he knew how to illustrate divinity with the graces of classical learning,

and was no stranger to a taste and politeness worthy of an Attic au-

dience.— ThatJbrasmnch then as we are the affspri7ig of God, we ought

not to think that the Godhead is like unto gold or silver or stone, graven

hy art and vuais device : which w^as plainly pointed at the gross idol-

atry of the lower people, who thought the very idols themselves to

be gods, and terminated their worship in them. — That the times of
this ignorance God winked at or overlooked ; as he said befoi'e to the

people of Lystra, Infoi-mer times God suffered, all nations to walk in

their own ways ; but now commandeth all men every xvhere to repent:

which doctrine of the necessity of repentance must have been very

mortifying to the pride and vanity of the philosophers, and especially

of the Stoics, whose wise man was equal if not superior to God him-

self— Because he hath appointed a day in the which he will judge the

world in righteous7iess by that man whom he hath ordained, whereofhe

hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised, himfrom the

dead: till now they had heard him with silence and attention, because

though every period of his discourse glanced at some of his hearers,

yet it coincided with the notions of others, and he had not before

touched and offended them altogether: but when they heard of the

resurrection cf the dead, some mocked, (the Epicureans, and the men of

wit and pleasure,) and others said, (the Platonists, and the graver sort

of his audience,) We will hear thee again of this matter, putting it off

to a more convenient season. 80 Paul departed from among them,

leaving them as they deserved to themselves. Howbeit certain men
clave unto him, and believed (a diminutive expression to signify that he
made but very few converts) ; among whom the principal were Diony-

sius the Areopagite (who is said to have been afterwards constituted

the first bishop of Athens), and a woman of rank nam.ed Damaris.

4. In St. Paul's discourse to Felix (Acts xxiv.), he had for his

hearer a Roman governor, who was remarkable for his lust, and in-

justice ;
— a man, who was very unlikely to bear, much less to reform

by, a pointed reproof from his own prisoner. This, then, was a case,

which required great art as well as great courage ; and accordingly

we find our apostle mingled the wisdom of the serpent with the innocence

of the dove. He had honesty enough, to rebuke the sins ; and yet

prudence enough, not to offend the sinner. He had the courage to

put even his judge in mind of his crimes
;
yet with so much address,

as not to offend his person, — an example, the most worthy of our

imitation ; as it would greatly contribute to make the bitter potion of

reproof, if not palatable, at least salutary and successful.

' Bp. Barrington conjectures that this quotation was taken from the celebrated Hymn
of Cleanthes, in which the words spoken by Saint Paul are also to be found. See

Mr. Townsend's New Test, arranged in Chronological Order, &c. vol. ii. p. 249.
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How artfully, then, does Saint Paul insinuate himself into the soul
of this great sinner, and shake his conscience at tlie remembrance of
his vices ! — not by denouncing vengeance against him, for his lust

and injustice; but b}^ placing in the strongest point of light the op-
posite virtues,— showing their reasonableness in themselves, and
their rewards at the day of judgment. For he reasoned^—not of
unrighteousness, — not of incontinence, — but of righteousness ixud

chastity; — and by holding forth a beautiful picture of these neces-
sary virtues, he left it to Felix to form the contrast, and to infer the
blackness of his own vices. A masterly stroke ! and it effectually

succeeded : for, as the jvisoner spake, — thejudge t)-e?nbled.

5. The last instance, wiiich we shall notice of this apostle's fine

address and politeness, is to be found in his celebrated reply to kino-

Agrippa, who publicly declared to him that he had almost persuaded
him to be a Christian. JVonld to God that not only thou, b2{t also

ALL that hear me this clay, were both almost, a7id altogether, sack
as I am,— except these bonds. (Acts xxvi. 29.) What a prodi-
gious effect must this striking conclusion, and the sight of the irons
held up to enforce it, make upon the minds of the audience ! To
his singular attainments in learning the Roman governor publicly
bore an honourable testimony, imagining that the intenseness of his

application to his studies, and his profound erudition, had disordered
his understanding, and occasionetl his supposed insanity.

The writings of Paul show him to have been eminently acquainted
with Greek learning and Hebrew literature. " He greatly excelled
in the profound and accurate knowledge of the Old Testament, which
he perpetually cites and explains with great skill and judgment, and
pertinently accommodates to the subject which he is discussin<r.

Born at Tarsus, one of the most illustrious seats of the muses in

those days, initiated in that city into the learning and philosophy of
the Greeks, conversing, in early life, with their most elegant and
celebrated writers, whom we find him quoting \ and afterwards

1 It is universally acknowledged that Paul had read the Greek poets, and has quoted
Aratus, Epimenides, and Menander ; though it is scarcely suspected by any one, that he
quotes or refers to /Eschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. There is, however, (Dr. A.
Clarke observes,) sucli a similarity between the following qnotations and the apostle's

words, that vve are almost persuaded that they were present to his comprehensive mind •

and if they were, he extends the thought infinitely higher, by language incomparably more
exalted.

1 Tim. vi. 25. 'O f/MKapios km (jlovos Awaal7)s, 6 BairtAeus tcoi/ ^acyiXevovToiv, Kai Kvptos
Tuv KvptevouTuiv. The blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of lords.

The Supreme Being is also styled the King of kings, and the I31essed, by iEschylus in
his tragedy of the Supplicants :

Aval auaKTWv, fiaKapaiv

MaKaprarf, koi reAeaiv

TeXfioTUToy Kparus. Ver. 520. Ed. Porson.
" O King of kings, most Blessed of the blessed, most Perfect of the perfect."

1 Tim. vi. 16. 'O fxovos ex'^^ a^avaaiav, (poos oiKwv atrpoffLTov. — Who only hath im-
mortality, dwelling in tlie ligiit which no man can come unto.
E In the Antigone of Sopliocles, there is a sublime address to Jove, of which the following
is an extract

:

A'yt)pois xpov(f Avvaalas

Korex^'y OAvfjLTTov

Map/xapoea-ffav utyXav. Ver. 608. Edit. Brunck,
« But thou, an ever-dyring potentate, dost inhabit the refulgent splendour of Olympus !"
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finishing his course of education at the feet of Gamaliel, the learned

Jewish rabbi, he came forth into public and active life, with a mind

stoi-ed with the most ample and various treasures of science and

knowledge. He himself tells us, that the distinguished progress which

he had made was known to all the Jews, and that in this literary career

he left all his co-equals and contemporaries far behind him. Ipro-
Jited in the Jeuoish religion above my felloxes. A person possessed of

natural abilities so signal, of literary acquisitions so extensive, of an

activity and spirit so enterprising, and of an integrity and probity so

inviolate, the wisdom of God judged a fit instrument to employ in

displaying the banners and spreading the triumphs of Christianity

among mankind. A negligent greatness, if we may so express it,

appears in his writings. Full of the dignity of his subject, a torrent

of sacred eloquence bursts forth, and bears down every thing before

it with irresistible rapidity. He stays not to arrange and harmonise

his words and periods, but rushes on, as ais vast ideas transport him,

borne away by the sublimity of his theme. Hence his frequent and

prolix digressions, though at the same time his all-comprehensive

mind never loses sight of his subject; but he returns from these ex-

cursions, resumes and pursues it with an ardour and strength of rea-

soning that astonishes and convinces." ^ What a treasure of divinity

and morality is contained in his epistles ! which, " as examples

of a nervous, invigorating, commanding style, have seldom been

equalled, never excelled. The instructions they contain are de-

livered with a simple gravity and concinnity that commands the at-

tention, and is as much superior to the high-wought ornaments of

professed rhetoricians as the native uncut diamond, to the furbished,

glittering paste. Yet are they not deficient in those beauties which

captivate the refined taste. Although professedly didactic, there are

few pieces of composition that afford a richer variety of appropriate

figure. There is scarcely a species of trope that has been noticed

by rhetoricians that may not be found in one part or other of these

books, and always in an apposite situation.

" This passage," says Dr. Clarke, " is grand and noble ; but how insignificant does it

appear, when contrasted with the superior sul)limity of the inspired writer ! The deity of

Sophocles dwells in the dazzling splendour of lieaven ; but the God of Paul inhabits light,

so dazzling and so resplendent, that it is perfectly umpproachable !

"

Once more, in 2 Tim. iv. 7. we read, 'Xov ayoiva, tov Ka\ov r/yoi'iff/xai, rov Spo/xoy

reTe\eKa. I have fought a good fight, I have finished mi/ course.

There is a passage in tlie Alcestis of Euripides, in which the very expressions used here

by the apostle are found, and spoken on the occasion of a wife laying down her life for her

husband, when both his parents had refused to do it.

OvK TjdeXriffas ovS" froXfiriffas Bavetv

Tov (TOV irpo iraiSos' aWa nqv S' eiaaare

Twaiic' odvfiav, 7}v eyca Kai fi-qTepa

Tlarepa re y' fvSiKccs av eyotfiTiv fiovqv

liai TOi Ka\ov y' av tov5' aycov tj^wwctcw,

Ton erov irpo iratSos KarQavwv, Alcest. v. 644.

" Thou wouldest not, neither darest thou to die for thy son ; but hast suffered this strange

woman to do it, whom I justly estecm"to be alone my father and mother : thou wouldest

kavefovght a goodjig/it had'st thou died for thy son.'

The KaXou ayaiv, good Jigitt, was used among the Greeks to express a contest of the most

honourable kind; and in this sense the apostle uses it. (Dr. A. Clarke, on 1 Tim. vi. 16.,

and on 2 Tim. iv. 8.)

I Harwood's Introduction, vol. i. pp. 200. 202.
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" Nor are there wanting instances of a strength of figure only to be

equalled by the importance of the sentiment expressed. As such,

the descri})tion of the powerful efficacy of the promises and threats

of God may be produced. ' The word of God is living and ener-

getic, and more cutting than any two-edged sword, dividing even

to the separation of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow, and a

discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.' Again, when the

apostle expresses his desire to be useful even to the death, to his

converts ; how noble and appropriate to men accustomed to the sa-

crificial rites is his expression !
' Yea, and if I be poured out as a

libation {(nTsvooi^ui) upon the sacrifice and service of your faith, I joy

and rejoice with you all.' And how full of affection and exultation

is his figurative appellation of the Philippians ;
' My brethren, be-

loved and longed for, my joy and my crown !'" Is there any thing

in any of the heathen moralists comparable to that fine description

of charity in the thirteenth chapter of the first epistle to the Co-

rinthians ? Spea/{i/ig 'with the tongues ofmen and of angels is nothing

in comparison of charity ; and the tongues of men and of angels can

never exceed this description. All the powers of logic and rhetoric

are to be seen and felt in the fifteenth chapter of the same epistle

;

and what affecting solemnity does it add to that most solemn service

of our liturgy, the hirial of the dead ! But it is not in the use of

figures only that the excellence of the apostle's style consists. For
appropriate diction he is unrivalled, and occasionally he rises into a

subhmity of expression that carries his readers above themselves,

and, while it astonishes, convinces or persuades with a delightful

violence. When he undertakes to describe the goodness of our

Maker in providing for us the means of salvation, the reader is

transported with gratitude, and overwhelmed with self-abasement.

When he exultingly depicts the excellences of the Gospel dispensation,

he commands the enraptured mind, and we are ' lost in wonder, love,

and praise !
' When he concisely describes his sufferings, the con-

stancy, the joyous triumphing in the midst of tortures, of the pri-

mitive propagators of Christianity, we acquire a new idea of the

human mind ; we are tempted to imagine the persons he speaks of

to be superior beings, and to render them our humble adoration,

till recalled by the assurance that it is by the might of the Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ, by the aid of the Holy Spirit, that these holy

men so nobly won their heavenly crown. When we read his ex-

ulting and fervent expressions of delight in the Gospel, and thanklul-

ness for the glorious office of an apostle, how do we feel our hearts

burn within us at being permitted by the good providence of God
to participate in the privileges so admirably extolled by the great
apostle of the Gentiles.

" Occasionally, too, the student of the epistles is at once astonished
and delighted by a fervency of language unexampled in any othei

writer. Words of the most intense signification are accumulated,
and, by their very strength, are made to express their weakness
when compared with the inexpressible grjeatness of their object.

Our language cannot express the force of x«9' u7reg§oX^v slj wTrsg^oA-^v

VOL. IV. A A
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aiwviov ^uqog ^o^r,g (2 Cor, iv. 17.), which is but faintly shadowed forth

in the translation of an eminent critic, ' an excessively exceeding and

eternal weight of glory.' Numerous, and some, if possible, stiH more

striking examples occur, but cannot be adequately displayed in any,

even the best translation. Even the ordinary grammatical com-

pounds are not sufficient for the glowing ideas of the apostle. Thus,

wishing to express his own utter worthlessness considered in himself,

he makes use of a comparative, found only in the most exalted sen-

tences of the classic authors : sfxoi tm e\oi)(^is-0Tsgw, not unaptly ren-

dered by our translators ' less than the least.' " ^

Another excellence in Saint Paul's writings is presented to our

notice in the admirable art with which he interests the passions, and

engages the affections of his hearers. Under the present depravity

of human nature, our reason being enfeebled, and our passions con-

sequently grown powerful, it must be of great service to engage

these in the cause we would serve; and, therefore, his constant en-

deavour was, — not only to convince the reason of his hearers, but

to alarm and interest their passions. And, as hope and fear are

(with the bulk of mankind) the main-springs of human action, to

these he addressed himself most effectually, — not by cold specu-

lation upon abstract fitnesses, but by the awful assurances of a resur-

rection of the dead to an eternity of happiness or misery. With
respect to the latter, who can hear without trembling, that,— the

Lord Jesus shall he revealed from heaven^ xvi'th his mighty angels, in

flaming fire, taking vengeance on the ungodly ; who shall be punished

with everlasting destruction from the presence of' the Lord, and from
the glory of his porcer ! And the happiness of heaven he describes

by words so strong, as to baffle the expression of all language but

his own, — by a weight ofglory infnite and. eternal beyond all hyper-

bole or conception.

Thus the apostle secured the passions of those to whom he di-

rected his epistles : and he equally engaged their affections by his

endearing manner of address. Has he occasion to introduce any

subject, which he is afraid will prejudice and disgust his bigoted

countrymen the Jews ? He announces it with an humility and

modesty that secures the attention, and with an insinuating form of

address to which nothing can be denied. " This appears particularly

in his Epistle to the Romans, where we see with what reluctance

and heartfelt grief he mentions the ungrateful truth of the Jews'

rejection oif the Messiah, and their dereliction by God for their in-

superable obstinacy. How studious is he to provoke them to jea-

lousy and emulation by the example of the Gentiles, and how many
persuasive and cogent arts and arguments does he employ to win

them over to the religion of Jesus ! In these delicate touches, in

these fine arts of moral suasion, Saint Paul greatly excels. ^ Upon
occasion, also, we find him employing the most keen and cutting

raillery in satirising the faults and foibles of those to whom he wrote.

I Gospel Advocate, vol. iv. p. 364. (Boston, Massachussetts, 1824.)

'^ See an instance in his epistle to Philemon, which is particularly illustrated in Sect.

XV. §§III. V. injnu
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With what sarcastic pleasantry does he animadvert upon the Co-

rinthians for their injudicious folly, in suffering themselves to be

duped by a false judaising teacher 1 A more delicate and poignant

instance of irony, than the following passage, is perhaps no whei'e

to be met with : — What is it, says he to the Corinthians, isoherein

you were inferior to other churches, except that I mijself xvas not hur-

thensome to you (by taking any acknowledgment for my labours) ?

do forgive me this ivrong. (2 Cor. xii. 13.) — To his eloquence, as a

public speaker, we have the testimony of the Lycaonians, who (as

we have already remarked^) foolishly imagining the gods to have

descended from iieaven among them in the persons of Barnabas and
Paul, called the former Jupiter, and the latter Mercury, because he

was the chief speaker. And though it is said his bodily presence "was

meayi, and his speech contemptible, yet it ought to be I'emembered,

that this was the aspersion of his enemies, the effusion of malignity,

to defame and sink him, and ruin his usefulness."-

SECTION II.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE APOSTOLICAL EPISTLES IN GENERAL, AND
THOSE OF SAINT PAUL IN PARTICULAR.

I. Importance of the Epistles.— Nature of these Writings. — II. Number
and Ordc.r of the Epistles, particularly those of Paid.— III. Of the

Catholic Epistles, and their Order.— IV. General Plan (f the Apostolic

Epistles. — V. Causes of their Obscurity considered and explained.—
Observations on tJie Phraseology of Paid in particular.

I. 1 HE Epistles, or letters addressed to various Christian com-
munities, and also to individuals, by the apostles Paul, James, Peter,

John, and Jude, form the second principal division of the New Tes-

tament. These writings abundantly confirm all the material facts

related in the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles. The particulars

of our Saviour's life and death are often referred to in them, as

grounded upon the undoubted testimony of eye-witnesses, and as

being the foundation of the Christian religion. The speedy propa-

gation of the Christian faith, recorded in the Acts, is confirmed

beyond all contradiction by innumerable passages in the Epistles,

written to the churches already planted ; and the miraculous gifts,

with which the apostles were endued, are often appealed to in the

same writings, as an undeniable evidence of the divine mission of

the apostles.^

Though all the essential doctrines and precepts of the Christian

religion were unquestionably taught by our Saviour himself, and are

1 See pp. 347, 348. supra.

2 Dr. Harwood's Introd. to the New. Test. vol. i. p. 202. See also Michaelis's In-

troduction, vol. i. pp. 149—159. Bp. Newton's Dissertation on St. I'aul's Eloquence.

(Works, vol. V. pp. 248—271.) Dr. Kennicott's Remarks on the Old Testament and

Sermons, pp. 369—379. Dr. A. Clarke on 1 Tim. vi. 15. and 2 l"im. iv. 8.

3 See particularly 1 Cor. xii. and xiv.
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contained in the Gospels, yet it is evident to any person who atten-

tively studies the Epistles, that they are to be considered as com-
mentaries on the doctrines of the Gospel addressed to particular

Chi'istian societies or persons, in order to explain and apply those

doctrines more fully, to confute some growing errors, to compose
differences and schisms, to reform abuses and corruptions, to excite

Christians to holiness, and to encourage them against persecutions.

And since these Epistles were written (as we have already shown)
under divine inspiration, and have uniformly been received by the

Christian church as the productions of inspired writers, it conse-

quently follows (notwithstanding some writers have insinuated that

they ai'e not of equal authority with the Gospels, while others would
reject them altogethei') that what the apostles have delivered in

these Epistles, as necessary to be believed or done by Christians,

must be as necessary to be believed and practised in order to salva-

tion, as the doctrines and precepts delivered by Jesus Christ him-
self, and recorded in the Gospels; because, in writing these Epistles,

the sacred penmen were the servants, apostles, ambassadors, and
ministers of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God, and their

doctrines and precepts are the will, the mind, the truth, and the

commandments of God himself.^ On account of the fuller displays

of evangelical truth contained in this jiortion of the sacred volume,
the Epistles have by some divines been termed the doctrinal books
of the New Testament.

That the preceding view of the Epistles is correct, will appear
from the following considerations.

In the FIRST ])Iacey theij announce and explain doctrines, of ^shich

our Saviour had not fully treated in his discoicrses, and which co?ise-

quentlij are not clearly delivered in the Gospels.

Thus there were some things whicli our Saviour did not fully and clearly

explain to his disciples (John xvi. 12.), but accommodated his expressions
to those prejudices in which they had been educated. Of this descrip-
tion were his discourses concerning the nature of his kingdom ; which,
agreeably to the erroneous notions then entertained by their countrymen,
the apostles expected would be a temporal kingdom, and accompanied
with the same pomp and splendour which are the attendants of an earthly
monarchy. This opinion was so deeply rooted in the minds of the apostles,
that Jesus Christ did not think proper to eradicate it all at once, but ra-

ther chose to remove it by gentle and easy degrees. Accordingly, in

compliance with their prejudices, we find him describing his kingdom,
and the pre-eminence they were to enjoy in it, hij eating and drinking at

his table, and sitting on thrones, and jiidging the twelves tribes of Israel.,

(Luke xxii. 30. Matt. xix. 28.)
But after the Holy Spirit had given the apostles clear and distinct ap-

prehensions of the spiritual nature of Christ's kingdom, and the real nature
of its happiness, we find what noble representations they give of the
glories which are laid up in heaven for true Christians, and what powerful
arguments they derive thence, in order to persuade them not to set their
minds upon the things of this world. They describe the happiness of the

' Dr. \Vhitby's General Preface to tlie Epistles, § 1. On the subject of the preceding
paragraph, see also Archb. Magee's Discourses, vol. i. pp. 471—474. and vol. ii.

V'^^l. etseq.
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world to come by an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth

not aivai/ (1 Pet. i. 4.): by a new heaven, and a new earth, wherein dwelleth

righteousness (2 Pet. iii. 13.), lohere God shall be all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28.):

he shall reign with an absolute dominion, and it shall be our honour and

happiness that God is exalted; and they exhort us not to set our minds

upon the things that are seen, and are temporal, but on liiose things which

are not seen, and are eternal. (2 Cor. iv. 1 8.)

Again, it was the same prejudice concerning the temporal glories of

Christ's kingdom which caused his disciples to misunderstand the meaning

of his various clear and explicit discourses concerning his sufferings,

death, and resurrection. (See Mark ix. 10. Luke ix. 45. xviii. 34.) They

vainly expected that their master would gain earthly conquests and

triumphs, and they could not apprehend how he should become glorious

through sufferings. In consequence of these mistaken ideas, the doctrine

of the cross and its saving effects were not understood by the apostles

(Matt. xvi. 22.), until our Saviour had opened their understandings by his

discourses on this subject after his resurrection ; and therefore we cannot

expect so perfect an exposition of that great and fundamental article of

Christianity in the Gospels as in the Epistles, in which Chrisfs^ dyingfor

our sins, and rising again for oiirjustijicatinn, is every where insisted upon

as the foundation of'all our hopes ; and the doctrine of the cross is there

spoken of as a truth of such importance, that Saint Paul, (1 Cor. ii.2.)

in comparison of it, despises every other kind of knowledge, whether

divine or human. Hence it is that the apostles deduce those powerful

motives to" obedience, which are taken from the love, humility, and con-

descension of our Lord, and the right which he has to our service, having

purchased us with the price of his blood. (See 1 Cor. vi. 20. 2 Cor. v. 15.

Gal. ii.20. Tit. ii. 14. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19.) Hence they derive those great

obligations which lie upon Christians to exercise the duties of mortifica-

tion and self-denial; of crucifying the Jlesh with the affections and lusts

(Gal. v. 24. vi.l4. Rom. vi. 6. 1 Pet. iv. 1 , 2.) ; of patience under afflic-

tions, and rejoicing in tribulations (Phil. iii. 10. 2Tim.ii. 11,12. 1 Pet.

ii. 19., &c. iv. 13) ; of being dead to this world, and seeking those things

which are above, where Christ sitteth at the right hand of God. (Col. iii.

1., &c.) Thus, as our Saviour spoiled principalities and powers, and

triumphed o\er his enemies by the cross (Col. ii. 15.), so the believer over-

comes the world by being crucified to it; and becomes 7nore than con-

queror through Christ that loved him-

Once more, it is in the Epistles principally, that we are clearly taught

the calling of the Gentiles to make one church with the Jews. Our

Lord, indeed, had intimated this glorious event in some general expressions,

and also in some of his parables (see Matt. viii. 1. xx. 1. Luke xv. 11. &c.);

and the numerous prophecies of the Old Testament, which foretell the

calling of the Gentiles, were sufficient to convince the Jews, that in the

times of the Messiah, God would reveal the knowledge of himself and his

will to the world more fully than ever he had done before. But the ex-

traordinary value which they had for themselves, and the privileges which

they fancied were peculiar to their own nation, made them unwilling to

believe that the Gentiles should ever hefellow-heirs with the Jews, of the

same body or church with them, and partakers of the same promises in

Christ by the Gospel. (Eph. iii. 6.) This Saint Peter himself could hardly

be persuaded to believe, till he was convinced by a particular vision vouch-

safed to him for that purpose. (Acts x. 28.) And Saint Paul tells us that

this was a mystery which was but newly revealed to the apostles by the

Spirit (Eph. iii. .5.) : and therefore not fully discovered by Christ before.

Lastly, it is in the Epistles chiefly that the inefficacy of the law to pro-

A A 3
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cure our justification in the sight of God, the cessation of the law, and
the eternal and unchangeable nature of Christ's priesthood, are set forth.

Compare Rom. iii. 20. 25. Gal. ii. 21. iii. 16. v. 2. 5. Heb. ix. 10. vii. 18.

y.5,6. vii. 24-, 25.

Secondly, m the Epistles only tve have i?istruetio?is concerning

many great and necessary duties.

Such are the following, viz. that all our thanksgivings are to be offered

up to God in the name of Christ. ' The duties which we owe to our civil

governors are only hinted in these words of Christ — " Render unto Ccesar

the things that are Ca;sar^s" but are enlarged upon in Saint Paul's Epis-

tles to the Romans (xiii.), and to Titus (iii. 1.), and also in the first Epistle

of Saint Peter, (ii. 10. 17.) lu like manner the duties, which we owe to

the ministers of the Gospel (our spiritual governors), are more expressly

taught in Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (vi. 6.), the Thessalonians

(1 Thess. v. 12, 13.), and to the Hebrews, (xiii. 17, 18.) Lastly, all the

duties belonging to the relations of husbands and wives, parents and
children, masters and servants, are 'particidnrly treated in the Epistles to

the Ephesians (v. 28—33. vi. 1— 9.), and the Colossians (iii. 11—25.);

but are scarcely ever mentioned in the Gospels. This is a convincing

argument that the Holy Spirit, who influenced the pens of the apostles,

not only regarded the particular exigencies of the Christians who lived in

those times, but also directed the sacred writers to enlarge on such points

of doctrine and practice, as were of universal concern, and would be for

the benefit of the faithful in all succeeding generations.- It is true that

the immediate occasion of several of the epistles was the correction of

errors and irregularities in particular churches >^: but the experience of

all succeeding ages, to our own time, has shown the necessity of such

cautions, and the no less necessity of attending to the duties which are

directly opposite to those sins and irregularities, and which the apostles

take occasion from thence to lay down and enforce. And even their de-

cisions of cases concerning meats and drinks, and the observation of the

ceremonial law, and similar doubts which were peculiar to the Jewish
converts, in the first occasion of them : — even these rules also are, and
will always be, our surest guides in all points relating to church liberty,

and the use of things indifferent ; when the grounds of those decisions,

and the directions consequent upon them, are duly attended to, and ap-

plied to cases of the like nature by the rules of piety and prudence, espe-

cially in one point, which is of universal concern in life, viz. the duty of

abstaining from many things which are in themselves innocent, if we fore-

see that they will give offence to weak Christians, or be the occasion of

leading others into sin.

II. The Epistles contained in the New Testament are twenty-one

in number, and are generally divided into two classes, the Epistles

of Saint Paul, and the Catliolic Epistles. Of these apostolical letters,

fourteen were written by the great apostle of the Gentiles ; they are

not placed in our Bibles according to the order of time when they

were composed, but according to the supposed precedence of the

» Compare Eph. v. 8. 20. 1 Thes. v. 18. Heb. xiii. H, 15.

2 Whitby, vol. ii. p. 1. Lowth's Directions for the Profitable Reading of the Scrip-

tures, pp. 199—211.
3 Such were the corrupting of Chiistianity with mixtures of Judaism and philosophy,

apostacy from the faith which they had received, contentions and divisions among them-
selves, neglect of the assemblies for public worship, and misbehaviour in thorn, the dis-

honouring of marriage, &c. Sm.
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societies or persons to whom they were addressed. Thus, the epis-

tles to churches are disposed accordin<T to the rank of the cities or

places whither they were sent. The Epistle to the Romans stands

first, because Rome was the chief city of the Roman empire: this is

followed by the two Epistles to the Corinthians, because Corinth

was a large, polite, and renowned city. To them succeeds the

Epistle to the Galatians, who were the inhabitants of Galatia, a re-

gion of Asia Minor, in which were several churches. Next follows

the Epistle to the Ephesians, because Ephesus was the chief city of

Asia Minor, strictly so called. Afterwards come the Epistles to the

Philippians, Colossians, and Thessalonians ; for which order Dr.
Lardner can assign no other probable reason than this, viz. that

Philippi was a Roman colony, and, therefore, the Epistle to the Phi-

lippians was placed before those to the Colossians and Thessalonians,

whose cities were not distinguished by any particular circumstance.

He also thinks it not unlikely that the shortness of the two Epistles

to the Thessalonians, especially of the second, caused them to be

placed last among the letters addressed to churches, though in point

of time they are the earliest of Saint Paul's Epistles.

Among the Epistles addressed to particular persons, those to Ti-

mothy have the precedence, as he was a favourite disciple of Saint

Paul, and also because those Epistles are the longest and fullest. To
them succeeds the Epistle to Titus, who was an evangelist ; and that

to Philemon is placed last, as he was supposed to have been only a

private Christian. Last of all comes the Epistle to the Hebrews, be-

cause its authenticity was doubted for a short time (though without

any foundation, as will be shown in a subsequent page); Dr. Lardner
also thinks that it was the last written of all Saint Paul's Epistles.

Some learned men, who have examined the chronology of Saint

Paul's Epistles, have proposed to arrange them in our Bibles, accord-

ing to the order of lime: but to this classification there are two seri-

ous objections, viz. l.The order of their dates has not yet been satis-

factorily or unanimously settled; and, 2. Very considerable difficulty

will attend the alteration of that order which has been adopted in

all the editions and versions of the New Testament. This was the

received arrangement in the time of Eusebius, who flourished in the

beginning of the third century, and probably also of L'eneeus, who
lived in the second century. Consequently it is the most antient

order: in Dr. Lardner's judgment it is the best that can be adopted';

and therefore we have retained the received order in the subsequent

part of this work. As, however, a knowledge of the order in which
Saint Paul's Epistles were written, cannot fail to be both instructive

and useful to the biblical student, we have deemed it proper to sub-

join a Table of their Chronological Order, (as established in the

subsequent pages,) which exhibits the places where, and the times

when, they were in all probability respt^ctively written. The dates,

&c. assigned by Dr. Lardner and other learned men, are duly no-
ticed in the following pages.

• Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 646—649. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 407, 408.
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EPISTLES. PtACES. A. D.

1 Thessalonians - - Corinth - - - - 52
2 Thessalonians - - Corinth _ . . _ _ 52

_, , . /-I • ii f At the close of 52
Galatians » _ _ Corinth - - ^ , . _

, (^ or early in 53
1 Corinthians - - Ephesus ... - 57

Romans . _ _ Corinth
About the end of 51
or the beginning of 58

2 Corinthians - -J , i.„t'^"A™""D'i!;i:..„n \
- - 58

Macedonia,
(perhaps from Philippi)

Ephesians - - - Rome - - - - 61

„,.,-• T. ^ Before the end of 62
Phil.ppians - - - Rome -

| or the beginning of 63
Colossians » - Rome - - - - 62

T,, ., r> ^ About the end of 62
Philemon _ - - Rome

I or early in 63

„ f Italy ")
\ About the end of 62

Hebrews -

| (perhaps from Rome) / \ or early in 63
1 Timothy - - Macedonia - - - 64
Titus - - - Macedonia - - - - 64
2 Timothy - - Rome - - - - 65

III. The Catholic Epistles are seven in number, and contain the

letters of the apostles James, Peter, John, and Jiide. They are

termed Cat/iolic', that is, general or universal, because they are not

addressed to the believers of some particular city or country, or to

individuals, as Saint Paul's Epistles were, but to Christians in

general, or to Christians of several countries. The subjoined table

exhibits the dates of the Catholic Epistles, and also the places where
they were written, agreeably to the order established in the follow-

ing pages.

EPISTLES. PLACES. A. D.

James _ ^ Judaea - - - - - 61

1 Peter - - . Rome - - - - 64
2 Peter - - - Rome - About the beginning of 65

Unknown 7 (68
(perhaps Ephesus) ^

'

t or early in 69
1 John

(^
^pernaps Ji<piiesus; 3 (^

ur cany lu

68
2 and 3 John - - Ephesus - . -

|^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^
Jude _ - _ Unknown - - - 64 or 65

IV. The general plan on which the Epistles are written, is,Jirsf,

to discuss and decide the controversy, or to refute the erroneous

notions, which had arisen in the church, or among the persons, to

whom they are addressed, and which was the occasion of their being

written ; and, secondly, to recommend the observance of those duties,

which would be necessary, and of absolute importance to the Chris-

tian church in every age, consideration being chiefly given to tliose

particular graces or virtues of the Christian character, which the dis-

putes that occasioned the Epistles might tempt them to neglect. In

pursuing this method, regard is had, first, to the nature and faculties

of the soul of man, in which the understanding is to lead the way,

and the will, affections, and active powers are to follow; and,

secondly, to the nature of religion in general, which is a reasonable

service, teaching us that we are not to be determined by superstitious

fancies, nor by blind passions, but by a sound judgment and a good

widerstajidinv of the mind and will of God ; and also shewing us the

' On the origin and reasons of this appellation, see Chapter IV. Sect. I. § 1. infra.
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necessary union of faitli and practice, of truth and holiness. The
pious, affectionate, and faithful manner in which the apostles ad-
monish, reprove, exhort, or offer consolation, can only be adequately
appreciated by him, who, by patient and diligent study, is enabled
to enter fully into the spirit of the inspired authors.

V. Explicit as the Epistles imquestionably are in all fundamental
points, it is not to be denied that some parts of them are more dif-

ficult to be understood than the Gospels.' The reason of these

seeming difficulties is evident. In an Epistle many things are
omitted, or only shghtly mentioned, because they are supposed to

be known by the person to whom it is addressed ; but, to a person
unacquainted with such particulars, they cannot but present con-
siderable difficulty. The affairs discussed by Saint Paul were
certainly well known to the persons to whom he wrote ; who con-
sequently would easily apprehend his meaning, and see the force

and tendency of his discourse. As, however, we who live at this

distance of time, can obtain no information concerning the occasion
of his writing, or the character and circumstances of the persons for

whom his Epistles were intended, except what can be collected

from the Epistles themselves, it is not strange that several things in

them should appear obscure to us. Further, it is evident from many
passages, that he answers letters sent, and questions proposed to him,

by his coi'respoiidents ; which if they had been preserved, would
have illusti'ated different passages much better than all the notes of
commentators and critics.

To these causes of obscurity, which are common to all the writers

of the Epistles, we may add some that are peculiar to Saint Paul,

owing to his style and temper. Possessing an ardent, acute, and
fertile mind (as we have seen in the preceding section), he seems to

have written with great rapidity, and without closely attendino- to

method. Hence arise those frequent parentheses which occur in

his Epistles. In the course of his argument he sometimes breaks
off' abruptly, in order to pursue a new thought that is necessary for

the support of some point arising from the subject, thouf^h not
immediately leading to it; and when he has exhausted such new
idea, he returns from his digression without any intimation of the
change of topic, so that considerable attention is requisite in order
to retain the connexion. His frequent changes of persons and pro-
positions of objections, which he answers without giving any formal
intimation, are also causes of ambiguity. To these we may add,

1. The modern divisions of chapters and verses, which dissolve the

connexion of parts, and break them into fragments; and, 2. Our
uncertainty concerning the persons addressed, as well as the opi-

' The following remark of a late exellent writer, on the Scriptures in general, is par-
ticularly applicable to Saint Paul's Epistles. — " Diflicullies indeed there are, but the life-

directing precepts they contain are sutliciently easy ; and he who reads the Scriptures with
an unprejudiced mind, must be convinced, that the whole end they have in view is to lead
mankind to their truest and best happiness, both here and hereafter. They inform our
reason, they guide our consciences ; in short they have the words both of temporal and
eternal life." Gilpin's Sermons, vol. iv. p. 335. See also l\Irs. More's Essay on Saint
Paul, vol. i. pp. 59—72.
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nions and practices to which the great apostle of the Gentiles alludes,

sometimes only in exhortations and reproofs.^ Other causes of

obscurity might be assigned, but the pi'eceding are the most mate-

rial ; and the knowledge of them, if we study with a right spirit, will

enable us to ascertain the rest without difficulty. The most useful

mode of studying the epistolary writings of the New Testament is,

unquestionably, that proposed and recommended by Mr. Locke

;

which, having been already noticed when treating on the doctrinal

interpretation of the Scriptures, it is not necessary again to repeat.^

SECTION III.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.

I. Date., and tvhere ivrilten.— II. Genuineness and Authenticity of this

Epistle.— III. The Church at Rome, ivhen and by whom founded. —
IV. Occasion.— V. Internal Stale of tlie Church at Rome. — VI. Scope.

— VII. Synopsis of its Contents. — VIII. Observations on this Epistle.

I. 1 HE Epistle to the Romans, though fifth in order of time, is

placed first of all the apostolical letters, either from the pre-eminence

of Rome, as being the mistress of the world, or because it is the

longest and most comprehensive of all Saint Paul's Epistles. Va-
rious years have been assigned for its date. Van Til refers it to the

year 55 : Langius, Bishop Pearson, Drs. Mill and Whitby, Fabri-

cius, Reineccius, and others, to the year 57 ; Baronius, Michaelis,

Lord Barrington, Drs. Benson and Lardner, and Bishop Tomline,

to the year 58 ; Archbishop Usher and our Bible chronology, to the

year 60 ; Dr. Hales to the end of 58, or the beginning of 59 ; and
RosenmuUer to the end of the year 58. The most probable date is

that which assigns this Epistle to the end of 57, or the beginning of

58 ; at which time Saint Paul was at Corinth, whence he was pre-

paring to go to Jerusiilem with the collections which had been made
by the Christians of Macedonia and Achaia for their poor brethren

in Judffia. (Rom.xv. 25—27.)'^ The Epistle was dictated by the

apostle in the Greek language^ to Tertius his amanuensis (xvi. 22.),

and was sent to the church at Rome, by Phoebe, a deaconness of the

church at Cenchrea (xvi. I.), whose journey to Rome afforded Saint

Paul an opportunity of writing to the Christians in that city. That

' Locke's Essay for the understanding of Saint Paul's Epistles, (Works, vol. iii.)

p. 275. et seq. See also Dr. Graves's Essay on the Character of the Apostles and Evan-
gelists, pp. 146— 163., for some useful remarks on the obscurity of Saint Paul's Epistles.

« See Vol. II. p. 479.
3 This opinion is satisfactorily vindicated at considerable length, by Dr. J. F. Flatt, in

a dissertation, De tempore, quo Paidi epislola ad Romanos scripta sit (Tubinga;, 1789) ;

reprinted in Pott's and Iluperti's Sylloge Commentationum Theologicarum, vol. ii,

pp. 54—74.

* Salmeron imagined that this epistle was written in Latin, but this notion is contra-

dicted by the whole current of Christian antiquity ; and John Adrian Bolten, a German
critic, fancied that it was written in Syriac, but he was amply refuted by Griesbach.

Viser, Herm. Sacr. Nov. Test, parsii. p. .'?54. Rosenmiiller, Scholia, vol. iii. p. 359.
That Greek was the original language we have already proved, «M;;)raj Vol. II. pp. IS—18.
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he wrote from Corinth is further evident from Romans xvi. 23.

where he sends siihitations from Erastus the chamberlain of Corinth
(which city, we learn from 2 Tim. iv. 20. was the place of his resi-

dence), and from Gains, who lived at Corinth (1 Cor. i. 14.) whom
Saint Paul terms his host^ and the host of all the Christian church
there.

II. That this Epistle has always been acknowledged to be a
genuine and authentic production of Saint Paul, is attested not only

by the antient Syriac and Latin versions, but by the express declar-

ations and quotations of Irenaeus\ Tlieophilus of Antioch", Cle-
ment of Alexandria^, Tertullian*, Origen ^, and by all subsequent
ecclesiastical writers. It was also cited or alluded to by the apos-
tolic fathers ""j Barnabas'', Clement of Rome*^, Ignatius^, Poly-
carp '°, and by the churches of Vienne and Lyons."

III. The Scriptures do not inform us at what time or by whom
the Gospel was first preached at Rome. Those who assert that the

church in that ,city was founded by Saint Peter, can produce no
solid foundation for their opinion : for, if he had preached the Gos-
pel there, it is not likely that such an event would have been left

unnoticed in the Acts of the Apostles, where the labours of Peter are

particularly related with those of Paul, which form the chief subject

of that book. Nor is it probable that the author of this Epistle

should have made no reference whatever to this circumstance, if it

had been true. There is still less plausibility in the opinion, that

the church was planted at Rome by the joint labours of Peter and
Paul, for it is evident from Romans i. 8. that Paul had never been
in that city previously to his writing this Epistle. As, however, the

fame of this church had reached him long before he wrote the pre-

sent letter (xv. 23.), the most probable opinion is that of Dr. Ben-
son, Michaelis, Rambach, Rosenmliller, and other critics, viz. that

the Gospel was first preached there by some of those persons who
heard Peter preach, and were converted at Jerusalem on the day of
Pentecost: for we learn from Acts ii. 10. that there were then at

Jerusalem, strajigcrs of Rome, Jews, and j^voselytes. These Roman
Jews, on their return home, doubtless preached Christ to their

countrymen there ^', and probably converted some of them : so that

the church at Rome, like most of the churches in Gentile countries,

was at first composed of Jews. But it was soon enlarged by con-

1 Lardiier's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 163— 165. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 368j 369*
- Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 195— 199.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 385—388.
3 Ibid. Svo. vol.ii. pp.222—224.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 400—402.
•« Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 266—272. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 424—428.
* Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 375—377. ; 4to. vol, i. pp. 482—484.
6 Ibid. Svo. vol.ii. pp. 471, 472. ; 4to. vol.i. p. 535.
7 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 17, 18. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 286, 287.
8 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 35. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 296.
9 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 74. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 318.
10 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 94. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 329.
" Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 151. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 361.
'2 At this time there were great numbers of Jews at Rome. Josephus relates that theif

number amounted to eight thousand (Antiq. Jud. lib. xvii. c. 12.); and Dion Cassias

(lib xxxvii. c. 17.) informs us that they had obtained tlie privilege of living according to

tlieir own laws.
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verts from among the religious proselytes to Judaism, and in process

of time was increased by the flowing in of the idolatrous Gentiles

who gave themselves to Christ in such numbers, that, at the time

Saint Paul wrote his epistle to the Romans, their conversion was

much spoken of throughout the world, (i. 8.) Among the earliest

messengers of the faith or promoters of its doctrines, Andronlcus and
Junius may be enumerated (Rom. xvi. 7.), and also Rufus, the same
perhaps whose father assisted Jesus Christ in bearing the cross,

(xvi. 13. Mark XV. 21.)

IV. The occasion of writing this Epistle may be easily collected

from the Epistle itself. It appears that Saint Paul, who had been

made acc[uainted with all the circumstances of the Christians at

Rome by Aquila and Priscilla (Rom. xvi. 3.), and b}' other Jews

who had been expelled from Rome by the decree of Claudius (Acts

xviii. 2.), was very desirous of seeing them, that he might impart to

them some spiritual gift (Rom. i. 8— 13. xv. 14. xvi. 1.); but, being-

prevented from visiting them, as he had proposed, in his journey into

Spain, he availed himself of the opportunity that presented itself to

him by the de]>arture of Phoebe to Rome, to send them an Epistle.

(Rom. xvi. 1, 2.) Finding, however, that the church was composed
partly of Heathens who bad embraced the Gospel, and partly of

Jews, who, with many remaining prejudices, believed in Jesus as the

Messiah ; and finding also that many contentions arose from the

Gentile converts claiming equal privileges with the Hebrew Chris-

tians (which claims the laiter absolutely refused to admit unless the

Gentile converts were circumcised,) he wrote this Epistle to compose
these diffei'ences, and to strengthen the faith of the Roman Chris-

tians against the insinuations of ftilse teachers ; being apprehensive

lest his involuntary absence from Rome should be turned by the

latter to the prejudice of the Gospel.

V. In order fully to understand this Epistle, it is necessary that

we should be acquainted with the tenets believed by those whose
errors the apostle here exposes and confutes. It is clear that he
wrote to persons, who had been either Gentiles or Jews, and that

his grand design was to remove the prejudices entertained by both
these desci'iptions of persons.

The greater part of the Gentiles, who lived in gross ignorance,

did not trouble themselves much concerning the pardon of their

sins, or the salvation of their souls; and the rest believed thdt their

virtues deserved the favour of their gods, either in this world or in

the next, if there were any thing to expect after death. They also

thought that their vices or sins were expiated by their virtues, espe-

cially if they were truly sorry for the crimes they had committed; for

they declared a man to be innocent who repented of his fault. In
order to expiate the most atrocious crimes, they had recourse to pu-
rifications and sacrifices, and sometimes offered human victims ; but

the wisest among them maintained that nothing was more fit to ap-

pease the Divinity than a change of life.

The Jews, on the other hand, divided all mankind into three

classes. The^rst was composed of righteous men whose righteous-
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ness exceeded their sins ; the second comprised those whose right-

eousness was equal to their sins; and the third contained wicked
men, whose sins were more in number than their good deeds. They
thought, however, that there was no person so righteous as not to

stand in need ofpardon : but they beheved that they should obtain it

by repentance, by confession of theii" sins, by ahnsgiving, by praj'er,

by the afflictions which God sent them, by their jDurifications, sacri-

fices, and change of life, and above all by the solemn sacrifice which
was annually offered on the great day of atonement;— and if there
yet remained any thing to be pardoned, every thing (they said) would
be expiated by death. Further, the most zealous among the Jews
entertained various erroneous opinions relative to their justification,

to the election of their nation, and to the Roman government, which
it is important to consider, as Saint Paul has refuted them at con-
siderable length in this Epistle.

1. The Jews assigned three grounds of justification, by which they
were delivered from the guilt and punishment of sin; viz.

(1.) The exlraordinary piety and merit of iheir ancestors, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, and the twelve patriarchs, and the covenant God made
with them ; for the sake of which piety, as He had promised to bless
their posterity, they thought that this covenant obliged Him to foro-jve

their sins. This error is coufuied by Saint Paul in the ninth chapter,
where he shows that God's promises were made only to the faithful de-
scendants of Abraham ; and in the latter part of the fifth chapter, which
confirms his assertion in chapter iii. 29, 30. that God was alike the God
of the Jews and Gentiles; and that the covenant, broken by their com-
mon father Adam, should be restored to both by the common Head of
the new covenant, Jesus Christ.

(2.) Their Jcnowledge of God through the laiv of God, and their dili<rence

in the study of that laiv : which they estimated so highly as to make it a
plea for the remission of their sins. In opposition to this notion, Saint
Paul proves, in the second chapter, tliat man is justified, not by the
knowledjjje, but by the observance of tlie law.

(3.) Tlie worlcs of the Levitical law, wliich were to expiate sin, espe-
cially circumcision and sacrifices ; whence the Jews inferred that the
Gentiles must receive the whole law of Moses, in order to be justified

and saved,— in other words, that there was no salvation out of the Jewish
church. In opposition to this erroneous tenet, Saint Paul teaches that
the Levidcal law does not expiate, but only reveals sin ; and that it

exemplifies on the sacrificed beasts the punishment due to the sinner,

(iii. 20. V. 20.)

2. The doctrine of the Jews concerning election was, that as God
had promised Abraham that he would bless his seed, that He would
give it not only the true spiritual blessing, but also the land of Ca-
naan, and that he would suifer it to dwell there in prosperity, and
consider it as his church upon earth ; therefore this blessino- ex-
tended it to their whole nation. They asserted that God was bound
to fulfil these promises to every Jew, because he was a descendant
of Abraham, whether he were righteous or wicked, faithful or un-
believing. They even believed that a prophet ought not to pro-
nounce against their nation the prophecies with which he was in-

spired, but was bound to resist the will of God, by praying, like
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Moses, that his name might be expunged from the book of life.

These Jewish errors illustrate that very difficult chapter (the ninth),

and show that the question discussed by Saint Paul, relative to pre-

destination and election, is totally different from that debated by
Christians since the fourth century, and which now unhappily divides

the Christian world.

3. It is well known that the Pharisees, at least those who were of
the party of Judas the Gaulonite or Galilaean, cherished the most
rooted aversion to foreign magistrates; and from a false interpret-

ation of Deut. xvii. 15., thought it unlawful to pay tribute to, or

to acknowledge, the Roman emperor. ^ Expecting a Messiah who
would establish a temporal kingdom, and liberate them from the

dominion of the Romans '^, they were ripe for rebellion, and at all

times ready to throw off the yoke. Even the Jews at Rome had
already begun to create disturbances which occasioned the edict of

Claudius, that all Jews should depart from Rome '^
; and as, in

those early times, the Christians were generally confounded with the

Jews, it is not unlikely that both were included in this decree. At
this time also, the city of Rome contained within herself the seeds

of insurrection and civil war. The senate was secretly jealous of the

emperor, who in his turn suspected the senate. The life even of the
emperor was seldom free from danger ; and the succession to the

throne, after the death of Claudius, was purchased by largesses to

the imperial guard. With the political notions cherished by the

Jews, it is no wonder that they, in several instances, gave cause of
suspicion to the Roman government, who would be glad of an op-
portunity to expel from the city, persons who were considered dan-
gerous to its peace and security: nor is it improbable, on this account,

that the Christians, under an idea of being the peculiar jjcojolc of God

^

and the subjects of his kingdom alone, might be in danger of being
infected with those unruly and rebellious sentiments. Under these
circumstances, therefore. Saint Paul judged it necessary to exhort
the Roman Christians to submit peaceably to the government under
which they lived. He tells them, that the po^soers that he (Rom.
xiii. 1.), or the constituted authorities, are ordained of God, and for-

bids them to meddle with those who endeavoured to effect a change
in the government.* The reigning emperor at this time was that

monster of iniquity, Nero.
The preceding view of the tenets held by the Pleathens and Jews

of Rome will enable us to ascertain the Scope or design of Saint
Paul in writing this epistle, which was to confute the unbelieving; to

instruct the believing iew; to confirm the Christian, and to convert
the idolatrous Gentile : and to place the Gentile convert upon an
equality with the Jewish in respect of his religious condition, and his

' Compare Matt. xxii. 15—22. with Josephus, Ant. Jud. lib. xvii. c. 2. It was a
maxim with the Jews that Uie ivorld was given to the Israelites ; that they should have the
supreme rule every where, and that the Gentiles should be their vassals.

-! Josephus de Bell. Jud. lib. vii. e. 31. Suetonius in Vespasiano, c. 4. Tacitus,
Hist. lib. ii. c. 5.

3 Actsxviii. 2. Suetonius in Claudiano, c. 25.
4 Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 89—102. Dr. J. Taylor on Rom. xiii. 1.
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rank in the divine favour. These several designs he reduces to one
scheme, by opposing or arguing with the infidel or unbelieving Jew,

in favour of the Christian or believing Gentile. " Upon this plan,

if the unbelieving Jew escaped and remained unconvinced, yet the

Christian Jew would be more inoffensively and more effectually in-

structed in the nature of the Gospel, and the kind brotherly regards

he ought to have for the believing Gentiles, than if he had directed

his discourse immediately and plainly to him. But, if his argument
should fail in reference to the believing Jew, yet the believing Gen-
tile would see his interest in the covenant and kingdom of God as

solidly established by a full confutation of Jewish objections, (which

were the only objections that could with any show of reason be ad-

vanced against it,) as if "the Epistle had been written for no other

purpose. And thus it is of the greatest use to us at this day. It is

also at present exceedingly useful, as it entirely demolishes the en-

grossing pretensions and imposing principles of the church of Rome;
for a professed y«///z in Christ, and a subjection to Him, are in this

Epistle fully shown to be the only Gospel condition of a place in his

church, an interest in the covenant of God, and of Christian fellow-

ship. By this extensive principle God broke down the pales of his

own antient enclosure, the Jewish church ; and therefore, by the

same principle, more strongly forbids the building of any other par-

tition wall of schemes and terms of Christian fellowship,"^

VII. This Epistle consists of four parts ; viz.

Part I. The Introduction, (ch. i. 1— 15.)

Part II. contains the Doctrinal Part of the Epistle concerning Justi-

Jication (i. 16—32. ii.—xi.); in which we have.

Sect. 1. The proposition concerning the extent of the Gospel (i. le.)"-^

' Dr. J. Taylor's Preface to the Epistle to the Romans, p. clxii.

2 Michaelis has given the following more logical view of the argumentative part of the
Epistle to the Romans, which may not be unacceptable to the r^a^er. Tlie principal

point, he observes, which Saint Paul intended to prove, was, that the Gospel reveals a
righteousness unknown before, and to wliich both Jews and Gentiles have an equal claim.
(Rom. i. 15, 16.) In order to prove this point he shows (i. 18.— iii. 20.) that both Jews
and Gentiles are " under sin," that is, that God will impute their sins to Jews as well as
to Gentiles.

His proof of this position may be reduced to the following syllogisms, (ii. 1. 17 24.)
" The wrath of God is revealed against those w ho hold the truth in unrighteousness ; that
is, who acknowledge the truth, and yet sin against it. (i. 18.)

" The Gentiles acknowledged truths ; but partly by their idolatry, and partly by their
other detestable vices, they sinned against the truths which they acknowledged.

" Therefore the wrath of God is revealed against 'he Gentiles, and punishes them.
" The Jews have acknowledged more truths than the Gentiles, and yet they sin.

(ii. I. 17—24.)
" Consequently the Jewish sinners are yet more exposed to the wrath of God."

(ii. 1-12.)
Having thus proved his point, he answers the following objections which might be made

to it.

Objection 1. " Tiie Jews were well grounded in their knowledge, and studied the law."
Saint Paul answers. If a knowledge of the law, without the performance of it, could jus-
tify them, God would not have condemned the Gentiles, who knew the law by nature
(ii. 13—16.)

Objection 2. " The Jews were circumcised." Answer. That is, tliey were admitted
by an outward sign to a covenant with God ; but this sign Will not avail those who violate
the covenant, (ii. 25—29.)

Objection 3. " According to this doctrine of Saint Paul, the Jews have no advantage
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and the demonstration of that proposition (i. 17.) iii which it is shown
that justification is to be attained,

§ i. Not by Works, (i. 18.)

For the Gentiles (i. 19—32.)
The Jews (ii. iii. 1—18.)

and both together (iii. 19, 20.), are under sin.

§ ii. But byJailh, in which it is sliown

That we are justified by faith alone fiii. 21—31.)

As appears by the example of Abraham and the testimony of David (iv.)

;

above the Gentiles, which is manifestly false." Answer, They still Jiave advantages; for

to them are committed the oracles of God. But their privileges do not extend so far,

that God should overlook their sins, which Scripture earnestly condemns even in Jews,

(iii. 1— 19.)

Objection 4. " They had the Lcvilical law and sacrifices." Answer. Hence is no

remission, but only the knowledge of sin. (iii. 20.)

From the preceding arguments Saint Paul infers, that Jews and Gentiles must be jus-

tified by the same means, namely, without the Levitical law, through faith in Christ ; and

in opposition to the imaginary advantages of the Jews, he slates the declaration of Ze-

chariah, that God is not the God of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles, (iii. 21—31.)

As the whole blessing was protnised to those who were the faithful descendants of

Abraham, whom both scripture and ihe Jews call his children, he proves his former as-

sertion from the example of Abraham ; who was an idolater before his call, but was

declared just by God, on account of his faith, long Ijefore his circumcision. Hence Saint

Paul takes occasion to ex))lain Ihe nalure and fruils of faith, (iv. 1—v. I— 11.) He then

proceeds to prove fiom the equity of God that the Jews had no advantages above the Gen-
tiles, with respect to justification. Boih Jews and Gentiles had forfeited* life and im-

morlality, through tl;e common father of their race, whom they themselves had not chosen

as their representative. If therefore it was the will of God to restore immortality by a

new spiritual head of a covenant, which was Christ, it was just that both Jews and Gen-
tiles should have an equal share in this new representative of tlie human race. (v. 12—21.)

He shows that the doctrine of jnstiiication, as he had stated it, lays us under the

strongest obligations to holiness (vl. 1—23.) ; and (hat since the death of Christ we are

no longer concerned with the law of Moses ; for our justification arises from our appear-

ing in the sight of God, as if actually dead with Ci)rist, on account of oiir sins ; but the

law of ]\Ioses was not given to the dead. On this occasion he evinces at large, (hat

the preceding consideration does not affect the eternal power of God over us, and that

while we are under the law of Moses we perpetually become subject to death, even by sins

of inadvertency, (vii. 1—end.) Hence he concludes, that all those, and those only, who
are united with Christ, and for the sake of this union live not according to the flesh, are

free from all condemnation of the law, and have an undoubted share in eternal life,

(viii. 1— 17.)

Having described the happiness of all such persons, he is aware that the Jews, who ex-

pected temporal blessings, would object to him, that Christians notwithstanding what he

had said endured many sufferings in this world. This olijection he obviates (viii. 18—S9.) ;

and shows that God is not the less (rue and faithful because he does not justify, but rather

rejects and punishes the Jews who would not believe in the Messiah (ix. x. xi. ) In dis-

cussing this delicate topic he displays the utmost caution on account of the prejudices of

his countrymen the Jews. He shows tliat the promises of God were never made to all

the posterity of Abraham ; and that God always reserved to himself the power of choosing

those sons of Abraham, whom for Abraham's sake he intended to bless, and of punishing

the wicked sons of Abraham : and that, with respect to temporal happiness or misery,

even their good or ill conduct did not determine his choice. Thus Ishmael, Esau, the

Israelites in the Desert in the time of Moses, and the greater part of that nation in the

time of Isaiah, were rejected and made a saciitice of his justice, (ix. 1—29.) He then

shows that (iod had reason to reject most of the Jews then living, because they would not

believe in the Messiah, though the Gospel had been preached to them plainly enough

(ix. 30— X.) : yet, that God had not rejected all his people, but was still fulfilling his pro-

mises on many thousand natural descendants of Abraham, who believed in the Messiah;

and would in a future period fulfil them upon more ; for that all Israel would be con-

verted, (xi. 1 32.) And he concludes with expressing his admiration of the wise coun-

sels of God. (3.3—36.) Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 102 — 106.

* Michaelis's expression, as translated by Bishop Marsh, is " foretold," but the sense

evidently requires " forfeited."
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And the privileges and blessings of Abraham's seed by faith are shown to be far

greater than those whicli belonged to liis seed by natural descent (as described in.

Rom. ii. 17—20.) These privileges of true believers in Christ are 1. Peace wilk

God (v. 1.) ; 2. Jot/ in hope of the glory of God (2.), which tribulation cannot

prevent, but rather promotes (S— 10.) ; 3. Rejoicing in God himself as recon-

ciled to us through Christ, which however affords no countenance to sin, but
requires evangelical obedience to God (II—21. j, whence flows, 4. Mortification

of sin and newness of life, as another evidence and effect of justification (vi.) ;

5. The freedom of justified jiersons from the malediction of the law, and its

irritation to sin (vii.j ; 6. Freedom fro7n condemnation, and ultimate glorifica-

tion, (viii.)

Sect. 2. Concerning the equal privileges of Jewish and Christian be-

lievers (ix.—xi.), in which the apostle after expressing his affec-

tionate esteem for the Jewish nation (ix. 1—5.), ' proceeds to show:

§ 1. That God's rejection of great part of the seed of Abraham, and also of Isaac, was
an undeniable fact. (ix. 6—13.)

§ ii. That God had not chosen them (the Jews) to such peculiar privileges, for any kind

of goodness either in themselves or their fathers. (14—24.)

§ iii. That his acceptance of the Gentiles, and rejection of many of the Jews, had been

predicted both by Hosea and Isaiah. (25— 33.)

§ iv. That God had offered salvation to both Jews and Gentiles on the same terms,

though the Jews rejected it. (x. 1—21.)

§ v. That, though the Israelites were rejected for their obstinacy, yet that rejection was
not total; there still being a remnant among them who did embrace and believe the

Gospel, (xi. 1—10.)
§ vi. That the rejection of the rest was not final, but in the end " all Israel should be

saved." (11—31.)

§ vii. And that, in the mean time, even their obstinacy and rejection served to display

the unsearchable wisdom and love of God. (32—36.)

Part III. comprises the Hortatory or Practical Part of the Epistle

(xii.—XV. 1— 14.), in which the apostle urges Cliristian believers,

to act ill a manner suitable to their high and holy calling: with

this view he exhorts them,

Sect. 1. To dedicate themselves to God, and to demean themselves as

fellow-members of Christ's body. (xii. 1—8.)

Sect. 2. To Christian love and charity, (xii. 9—21.)

Sect. 3. To obedience to the constituted authorities (xiii. 1—7.), and
the exercise of mutual love. (8— l-i.)

Sect. 4. How those who are strong in faith should conduct themselves

towards their weak brethren, (xiv. xv. 1— 13.)

Part IV. The Conclusion^ in 'which Saint Paul excuses himself.

Partly for his boldness in thus writing to the Romans (xv. \^-r-2\.), and
partly for not having hitherto come to them (22.), but promises to visit

them, recommending himself to their prayers (23—33.); and sends

various salutations to the brethren at Rome, (xvi.) ^

VIII. In perusing this epistle it will be desirable to read, at least,

the eleven first chapters, at once^ uninterruptedly : as every sentence,

especially in the argumentative part, bears an intimate relation to,

1 The genuineness and proper interpretation of Rom. ix. 5. (which contains one of the

most decisive testimonies to the divinity of Jesus Christ, in the New Testament,) are

satisfactorily established by Mj-. Holden in his Scripture Testimony to the Divinity of

Jesus Christ, pp.51

—

56.

2 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 325—327. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 297. ; Michaelis,

vol. iv. pp.89—92.; Rosenmiiller, Scholia, torn. iii. pp. 352—360. ; Whitby's and

Macknight's Prefaces to the Epistle to the Romans ; Bloch, Chronotaxis Scriptorum

Divi PsTuli, pp. 204—215. ; Rambach, Introd. in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos, pp. 1—
lis.; Hug's Introd. to the New Test. vol. ii. pp. 408—425. Calmet, Preface sur

I'Epitre de St. Paul aux Romains.
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and is dependant upon the whole discourse, and cannot be understood

unless we comprehend the scope of the whole. Further, in order to

enter fully into its spirit, we must enter into the spirit of a Jew in

those times, and endeavour to realise in our own minds his utter aver-

sion from the Gentiles, his valuing and exalting himself upon his

relation to God and to Abraham, and also upon his law, pompous
worship, circumcision, &c. as if the Jews were the only people in the

world who had any right to the favour of God. Attention to this

circumstance will show the beauties of the apostle's style and argu-

ment, and that this Epistle is indeed " a writing which, for sublimity

and truth of sentiment, for bi-evity and strength of expression, for

regularity in its structure, but, above all, for the unspeakable import-

ance of the discoveries which it contains, stands unrivalled by any

mere human composition ; and as far exceeds the most celebrated

writings of the Greeks and Romans, as the shining of the sun exceeds

the twinkling of the stars." ^

On the imdesigiicd coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Hora3 Paulinas, Chap. II. The most

useful help to the study of this Epistle is Mr. Cox's Horae Romanae.

(8vo. London, 1824.)

SECTION IV.

ON THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

I. Slate of the Corintliian Church.— II. Occasion ()f this Epistle.— III. Its

Scope and Analysis. — IV. Date and Genuineness. — V. Examination

of the Question, hotv many Epistles Paul ivrote to the Corinthians?

I. Christianity was first planted at Connth 2 by Saint Paul

himself, who resided here a year and six months between the years

51 and 53. The church consisted partly of Jews, and partly of

Gentiles, but chiefly of the latter ; whence the apostle had to combat,

sometimes with Jewish superstition, and sometimes with Heathen
licentiousness. On Saint Paul's departure from Corinth, he was
succeeded by Apollos, " an eloquent man, and mighty in the

Scriptures," who preached the Gospel with great success. (Acts

xviii. 24—28.) Aquila and Sosthenes were also eminent teachers in

"this church, (xviii. 2.; 1 Cor. i. 1.) But, shortly after Saint Paul
quitted this church, its peace was disturbed by the intrusion of false

teachers, who made great pretensions to eloquence, wisdom, and
knowledge of their Christian liberty, and thus undermined his influ-

ence, and the credit of his ministry. Hence two parties were formed,

one of which contended strenuously for the observance of Jewish
ceremonies, while the other, misinterpreting the true nature of Chris-

tian liberty, indulged in excesses which were contrary to the design

• Macknight on the Epistles, vol. i. p. 407. 4to. edit.
'- For an account of the city of Corinth, before the planting of Christianity, see the

Historical and Geographical Index in Volume III.
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and spirit of the Gospel. One party boasted that they were the fol-

lowers of Paul; and another, that they were the followers of Apollos.

The Gentile converts partook of things offered to idols, which the

Jewish'Christians affirmed to be unlawful. The native Corinthian con-

verts had not so entirely eradicated that lasciviousness, to which they

had been addicted in their heathen state, but that they sometimes

committed the vilest crimes : and one of them had even proceeded so

far as to marry his step-mother. Some of them, also supporting

themselves by philosophical arguments and speculations, denied the

resurrection of the dead. The richer members of the church mis-

conducted themselves at the celebration of the Lord's Supper : while

others, who possessed spiritual gifts, behaved themselves insolently,

on account of their acquirements. Women also with unveiled heads,

spoke in their assemblies for divine worship. It further appears that

many of the. Corinthian Christians prosecuted their brethi^en before

the Heathen tribunals, instead of bringing their complaints before

Christian tribunals ; and that violent controversies were agitated

among them concerning celibacy and marriage.

Although these evils originated (as above noticed) chiefly with the

false teachers, yet they are in part at least to be ascribed to the very

corrupt state of morals at Corinth. It is well known that at the

temple of Venus, erected in the centre of that city, one thousand pro-

stitutes were maintained in honour of her. Hence it happened that

some, who professed themselves Christians, regarded the illicit inter-

course of the sexes as a trifling affair : and as the eating of things

offered to idols was, in itself, an indifferent thing, they frequently

went to the temples of the heathen deities to partake of the meat that

had been there sacrificed, by which means they rendered themselves

accessary to idolatry. ^

II. The Occasion on which this Epistle was written, appears from

its whole tenor to have been twofold, viz.

Tirst, the information which the apostle had received from some
members of the family of Chloe, while he was at Ephesus, concerning

the disorders that prevailed in the church at Corinth; such as,

1. Schisms and divisions (iCor. i. 11. et seq.) ; 2. Mujit/ notorious

scandals, as the prevalence of impurity, incest, covetousness, lawsuits

of Christians before Pagan magistrates (v. vi.) ; 3. Idolatrous com-

munion with the Heathens at their idol-feasts (viii.x.); 4. Want of
decorum and order in their public worship (xi. 2— 16. xiv.) 5. Gross

jorofanation o^ the Lord's Supper (xi. 17—34.); and, 6. The denial

of the resurrection and eternal life. (xv. 12. ct seq.)

The second cause of Saint Paul's writing this Epistle was his re-

ceiving a letter from the church at Corinth, by the hands of Stephanas,

Fortunatus, and Achaicus (xvi. 17. vii. 1.) in which the Corinthian

Christians requested his advice concerning some particular cases ; as,

1. Concerning marriage (vii. 1. et seq.) ; 2. Things sacrifccd to idols

(viii.); 3. Spiritual gifts (xii.) ; 4. Prophesying, or teaching and ia-

' The reader will find an instructive account of the state of the church at Corinth in

Prof. Storr's Not(e HistoriccB, epistolarum PauUi ad Coriiithios interpretalioni inservlentcs,

in the second volume of his Opuscula Academica, pp. 242—266.
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structing others (xiv.) ; and, 5. Concerning the making of charitable

collections ^ox: the poor brethren in Judaea, (xvi. 1. et seq.)
^

Hence we learn that Saint Paul maintained a constant intercourse

with the churches which he had planted, and was acquainted with all

their circumstances. They seem to have applied to him for advice in

those difficult cases, which their own understanding could not solve;

and he was ready, on all occasions, to correct tlieir mistakes.

III. The Scope of this Epistle, therefore, is conformable to the

circumstances that caused the apostle to write it, and in like manner

is twofold; viz. 1. To apply suitable remedies to the disorders and

abuses which had crept into the church at Corinth ; and, 2. To give

the Corinthians satisfactory answers on all those points concerning

which they had requested his advice and information.* The Epistle,

accordingly divides itself into three parts.

Part I. The Introduction (i. 1—9.), inx<ohich Paul expresses his Satis-

faction at all the Good he hievo of them, particidarly at their having

received the Gifts ofthe Holij Spirit,for the Confirmation ofthe Gospel,

Part II. discusses various Particulars adapted to the State of the Corin-

thian Chirch; "iSohich may he commodiously arranged into two Sections.

Sect, 1, contains a reproof of the corruptions and abuses which dis-

graced the church, (i. 10. vi, 1.—20.)

§ i. The apostle rebukes the sectaries among them, and defends himself against one or

more Corintliian teachers, who had alienated most of the Corinthians froin him ; and
adds many weighty arguments to re-unite them in affection to himself, as having first

planted the Gospel among them. (i. 10—31. ii.—iv.)

§ ii. A reproof for not excommunicating an incestuous person, who had married his own
step-mother, (v.)

§ iii. A reproof of their covetous and litigious temper, which caused them to prosecute

their Christian brethren before heathen courts of judicature, (vi. 1— 9.)

§ 4. A dissuasive from fornication,— a sin to which they bad been extremely addicted

before they were converted, and which some of the Corinthians appeared to have con-

sidered an indifferent matter. The enormity of this sin is very strongly represented.

(vi. 10—20.)

Sect. 2, contains an answer to the questions which the Corinthian church

had proposed to the apostle, (vii.—xv.)

§ i. Directions concerning matrimony (vii. 1— 16.), the celibacy of virgins (25—38.)

and widows (39—40) ; in which Saint Paul takes occasion to show that Christianity

makes no alteration in the civil conditions of men, but leaves them under the same
obligations that they were before their conversion. (17—24.)

§ ii. Concerning the lawfulness of eating things sacrificed to idols, showing when they

may, and when they may not, be lawfully eaten, (viii.—xi. 1.)

§ iii. Saint Paul answers a third query concerning the manner in which women should

deliver any thing in public, when called to it by a divine impulse. He particularly

censures the unusual dress of both sexes in prophesying, which exposed them to the

contempt of the Greeks, among whom the men usually went uncovered, while the

women were veiled, (xi. 2— 17.)

§ iv. A reproof of their irregularities, when celebrating the Lord's Supper, with directions

for receiving it worthily, (xi. 17—34.)

§ v. Instructions concerning the desiring and exercising of spiritual gifts, (xii xiv,) 2

§ vi. The certainty of the resurrection of the dead defended against the false teacher or

teachers, (xv.)

It appears from the twelfth verse of this chapter that the doctrine of the resurrection

from the dead was denied by certain false teachers ; in consequence of which Saint Paul
discusses the three following questions ;

• Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 748.
2 On the subject of the spiritual gifts discussed in chap, xii, the reader is referred to

Mr. Bloomfield's Recensio Synoptica, vol. vi. pp. 552— 570,
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I. Whether there will be a resurrection from the dead?
II. Wliat will be the nature of the resurrection-bodies?

III. What will become of those who will be found alive at the day ofjudgment?
I. He proves the doctrine of the resurrection,

1. From Scripture. (1-^4.

)

2. From eye-witnesses of C/irist'sresurrectioii. (5—12.)

3. By showing the abstirdily ofthe contrary doctrine : — Thus,
i. If the dead rise not, Christ is not risen. (13.)
ii. It would be absurd to have faith in him, according to the preaching of the Gospel,

if He be not risen. (14.)
iii. The apostles, who attest his resurrection, must be false witnesses. (15.)

iv. The faith of the Corinthians, who believe it, must be vain. (16,17-)
V. All the believersjwho have^died in the faith of Christ, have perished, if Christ be

not risen. (18.)
vi. Believers in Christ are in a more miserable state than any others, if there be no

resurrection. (19)
vii. Those, who v.'ere baptised in the faith, that Christ died for them, and rose again,

are deceived. (29.)
viii. The apostles and Christians in general, who suffer persecution, on the ground

that, after they have suffered awhile here, they shall have a glorious resurrection,

are acting a foolish and unprofitable part. (30—35.)

IT. He sliows what will be the nature of tlie resurrection-bodies, and in what manner
this great work will be performed. (35—49.)

Ill, He shows what will become of those who will be found alive at the day of judg-
ment. (50—57.) This important and animating discussion is followed by

The use which we should make of this doctrine. (58.) '

Part III. contaijis the Conchtsio7i, comprising Directions relative to

the Contributions for the Saints at Jerusalem ^, j^romises that the

Apostle would shortly visit them, and Salutatio?is to various Members

of' the Church at Corinth. (xvL)

IV. Although the subscription to this Epistle purports that it was

written at Philippi, yet, as this directly contradicts Saint Paul's own
declaration in xvi. 8., we must look to the Epistle itself for notes of

time, that may enable us to ascertain its date. We have seen '^ that

Saint Paul, on his departure from Corinth, went into Asia, and vi-

sited Ephesus, Jerusalem, and Antioch, after which, passing through

Galatia and Phrygia, he returned to Ephesus, where he remained

three years. (Acts xviii. 18—23. xix. 1. xx. 31.) At the close of

his residence at Ephesus, Saint Paul wrote this Epistle, as appears

from 1 Cor. xvi. 8. where he says, / will tarry at Ephesus until Pen-

tecost ; and that it was written at the preceding passover, is further

evident fi-om 1 Cor. v. 7. where the apostle uses this expression, ye.

are unleavened,— that is, ye are now celebrating the feast of unlea-

vened bread. Now, as Saint Paul's departure from Ephesus, after

residing there three years, took place about the year of Christ 56',

' Dr. A. Clarke on 1 Cor. xv.

2 The Jews, who lived out of Palestine, were chiefly engaged in trade, and were gene-

rally in more affluent circumstances than tliose who resided in Judcea, to whom they usually

sent an annual relief. (Vitringa de Syn. Vet. lib. iii. p. i. c. 13.) Now, as the Gentile

Christians became brethren to the Jews, and partook of their spiritual riches, Saint Paul
thought it equitable that the Greek Christians should contribute to the support of their

poorer brethren in Judaea. (Rom. xv. 26, 27.) When he was at Jerusalem, he had pro-

mised Peter and James that he would collect alms for this purpose (Gal. ii. 10.); and
accordingly vve find (1 Cor. xvi. 1—4.) that he made a collection among the Christians at

Corinth. Michaelis, vol. iv. p. 61.

3 See pp. 342, 343. supra. Michaelis is of opinion that the mistake in tlie subscription

arose from misunderstanding Siepxaficu (xvi. 5.) to mean I am 7ioiv travelling through, iiw

stead of " my route is through Macedonia," which it evidently means. Vol. iv. p. 43.
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it follows that tlie first Epistle to the Corinthians was written about

that time.^

The genuineness of Saint Paul's first Epistle to the Corinthians

was never doubted. It was cited or alluded to repeatedly by Clement

of Rome ^, Ignatius ^, and Polycarp '\ in the first century. In the

following century it was cited by Tatian ^ Irenaeus ^, Athenagoras '',

and Clement of Alexandria.^ In the third century, this Epistle

was acknowledged to be Saint Paul's by Tertullian ^, Caius ^*^, and

Orioen.^^ The testimonies of later writei-s are too numerous and

explicit to render any detail of them necessary.

V. An important question has been much agitated, Whether
Saint Paul wrote any other Epistles to the Corinthians besides

those we now have. In 1 Cor. v. 9. the following words occur —
EypavJ/a uju,iv ev t>j S7r<s-&A>3, which in our version is rendered— / have

"iScritten to you hi an epistle. From this text it has been inferred, that

Saint Paul had already written to the Corinthians an Epistle which

is no longer extant, and to which he alludes ; while others contend,

that by rrj s7r»s-oA>], he means only the Epistle which he is writing.

The former opinion is advocated by Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Cappel,

Witsius, Le Clerc, Heinsius, Mill, Wetstein, Beausobre, Bishop

Pearce, Dr. Doddridge, Mr. Scott, Michaelis, Storr, Rosenmliller,

Hug, and Schleusner : and the latter opinion, after Chrysostom,

Theodoret, and other fathers, is defended by Fabricius, Glassius,

Calmet, Dr. Whitby, Stosch, Jer. Jones, Drs. Edwards, Lardner,

and Macknight, Purver, Archbishop Newcome, Bishop Tomline
(whose words are adopted by Bishop Mant and Dr. D'Oyly), and

Bishop Middleton. A third opinion is that of Dr. Benson, which

is acceded to by Dr. A. Clarke, viz. that Saint Paul refers to an
Epistle which he had wi'itten, or begun to write, but had not sent ;

for, on receiving further information from Stephanas, Fortunatus,

and Achaicus, he suppressed that, and wrote this, in which he con-

siders the subject more at large. The weight of evidence, however,

is most decidedly in favour of the opinion, that the apostle wrote

only the two epistles now extant, which bear his name. '-

On the undesigned coincidejices between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinoe, Chap. III.
'^

1 'Michaelis, vol. iv. p. 42. Paley's Hora; Paul in se, p. 96. Mill, Whitby, Michaelis,

Benson, and almost all modern commentators and critics, agree in the above date.

- Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 36. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 297.
3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 74, 75. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 318, 319.
4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 91. 94. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 327. 329.
5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 140. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 355.
6 Ibid. 8vo, vol. ii. p. 16.3. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 368.
7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 185. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 380.
8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 222. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 401.
9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 263.; 4to. vol. i. p. 423.
10 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 374, 375. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 482, 483.
'1 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 471. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 535.
12 See this subject discussed, supra. Vol. I. pp. 121, 122.
13 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 314, 315. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 291. ; Michaelis,-

vol. iv. pp. 42—62. 68, 69. ; Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 368—385.; Rosenmliller,

Scholia, tom. iv. pp.1—7. Whitby's and Macknight's Prefaces; Bloch, Chronotaxis

Scriptorum Pauli, pp. 160— 172. Calmet, Preface sur la premiere Epitre de SainS

Paul aux Corinthiens.
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SECTION V.

ON THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.

I. Dale and where written. — II. Occasion of this Epistle. — III. Scope,
— IV. Synopsis.— V. Observations on this Epistle.— YI. A supposed

Chronological Difficulti/ elucidated.

I. 1 HE preceding Epistle, we have seen, was written from Ephesus
about the year 57, before Saint Paul's departure from that city. On
quitting Ephesus he went to Troas, which place was situated on the

shore of the ^gean sea, in expectation of meeting Titus, and re-

ceiving an account of the success with which (he hoped) his former

Epistle had been attended, and of the present state of the Corinthian

church. (2 Cor. ii. 12.) But not meeting him there (13.), Paul pro-

ceeded to Macedonia, where he obtained the desired interview, and
received satisfactory information concerning the promising state of

affairs at Corinth, (vii. 5, 6.) From this country, and probably

from Philippi (as the subscription imports), the apostle wrote the

second letter (2 Cor. viii. 1— 14. ix. 1— 5.) ; which he sent by Titus

and his associates, who were commissioned to hasten and finish the

contribution among the Christians at Corinth, for the use of their

poor brethren in Judaea, (ix. 2—4.) From these historical circum-

stances, it is generally agreed that this Epistle was written within a

year after the former, that is, early in A. D. 58., and, according to

Dr. Bloch, at Beroea. The genuineness of this Epistle was never

doubted ; and as it is cited or referred to by nearly the same antient

writers, whose testimonies to the first Epistle we have given in the

preceding section, it is not necessary to repeat them in this place.

II. The first Epistle to the Corinthians produced very different

effects among them. Many amended their conduct, most of them
showed strong marks of repentance, and evinced such respect for the

apostle, that they excommunicated the incestuous person. (2 Cor. ii.

5— 11. vii. 11.); requested the apostle's return with tears (vii. 7.) ;

and became zealous for him, — that is, they vindicated the apostle

and his office against the false teacher and his adherents, (vii. 7— 1 1.)

Others, however, of the Corinthians, adhered to the false teacher,

expressly denied his apostolical ministry, and even furnished them-

selves with arguments which they pretended to draw from his first

Episde. He had formerly intimated his intention of taking a jour-

ney from Ephesus to Corinth, thence to visit the Macedonian

churches, and from them to return to Corinth (2 Cor. i. 15, 16.);

but the unhappy state of the Corinthian church led him to alter his

intention, since he found he must have treated them with severity,

had he visited them. (23.) Hence his adversaries charged him,

1. With levity and irresolution of conduct (2 Cor. i. 18,), and, there-

fore, he could not be a prophet ; 2. With pride and fj/ra?inical severity

on account of his treatment of the incestuous person ; 3. With arro-

gance and vain-glory in his ministry, therein lessening the authority

of the law ; and 4. With being personallij contemptible, intimating,
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that however weighty he might be in his letters, yet in person he M'as

base and despicable. (2 Cor. x. 10.) Such were the principal circum-

stances that gave occasion to this second Epistle to the Corinthians", to

which we may add their forwardness in the contribution for the poor
saints in Judaea, and their kind and benevolent reception of Titus.

III. Agreeably to these circumstances the Scope of this Epistle

is chiefly, 1. To account for his not having come to them as soo7i as he

had iiromised^ viz. not out of levity, but partly in consequence of his

sufferings in Asia, which prevented him (2 Cor. i. 8— 1 1.), and partly

that he might give them more time to set their church in better order,

so that he might come to them with greater comfort, (ii. 3, 4.) 2. To
declare that his sentence against the incestuous person was neither

rigid nor tyrannical (ii. 5— 11.), but necessary and pious; and now,
as excommunication had produced so good an effect upon that of-

fender, the apostle, commending the obedience of the Corinthians,

exhorts them to absolve him from that sentence and to restore him
to communion with the church. 3. To intimate his great success in

jveaching the Gospel, which he iloes, not for his own glory, but for

the glory of the Gospel, which had peculiar efficacy upon the Co-
rinthians above others (2 Cor. iii.), and far surpassed the ministry of

Moses (iv.), and was under a veil only to those who were perishing.

In preaching which Gospel he used all diligence and faithfulness,

notwithstanding all his afflictions for the Gospel ; which afflictions,

far from reflecting disgrace upon the Gospel, or its ministers, pre-

pared for him a far greater glory in heaven (v.) to which he aspired,

inviting others to do the same, by accepting the grace of reconcili-

ation tendered in the Gospel. 4. To stir them up to lead a holy life,

and particularly to avoid communion with idolaters. 5. To excite

them to ^finish their contributions for their poor brethren in Judcea.

(viii. ix.) 6. Lastly, to apologise for himself against the personal

contemptibleness imputed to him by the false teacher and his ad-

herents, (x.—xiii.) In the course of this apology, he reproves their

vain-glory, and enters upon a high commendation of his apostolic

office and power, and his extraordinary revelations, which far out-

shone the counterfeit glory of the false teacher; but at the same
time declares that he had rather use meekness than exert his power,
unless he should be forced to do it by their contumacy and im-
penitence. ^

IV. This Epistle consists of three parts ; viz.

Part I. The Introduction, (i. 1, 2.)

Part II. Tlie Apologetic Discourse of Saiiit Pcml, in which.

Sect. 1. He justifies himself from the imputations of the false teacher
and his adherents, by showing his sincerity and integrity in the dis-

charge of his ministry; and that he acted not from worldly interest,

but from true love for them, and a tender concern for their spiritual

welfare, (i. 3—24. ii.—vii.)

1 Roberts's Clavis Biblioriim, p. 754. The various emotions, which evidently agitated
the mind of St. Paul, when writing this epistle, and also his elegance of diction, powers
of persuasion, and force of argument, are all admirably discussed and illustrated by M.
Royaards, in his Disputatio Inauguralis de altera, Pauli'ad Corinthios Epistold, et obser-
vanda in \\\k apostoli indole et oratione. 8vo. Trajecti ad Rhenum, 1818.
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Sect. 2. He exhorts them to a liberal contribution for their poor
brethren in Judaea, (viii. ix.)

Sect. 3. He resumes his apology
;
justifying hhnself from the charges

and insinuations of the false teacher and his followers ; in order to

detach the Corinthians from them, and to re-establish himself and
his authority, (x.—xiii. 10.)

Part III. The Conclusion, (xiii. 11— 14.)

V. " The most remarkable circumstance in this Epistle is, the

confidence of the apostle in the goodness of his cause, and in the

power of God to bear him out in it. Opposed as he then was by a
powerful and sagacious party, whose authority, reputation, and in-

terest were deeply concerned, and who wei'e ready to seize on every
thing that could discredit him, it is wonderful to hear him so finiily

insist upon his apostolical authority, and so unreservedly appeal to

the miraculous powers which he had exercised and conferred at

Corinth. So far from shrinking from the contest, as afraid of some
discovery being made, unfavourable to himself or to the common
cause, he, with great modesty and meekness indeed, but with equal
boldness and decision, expressly declares that his opposers and de-
spisers were the ministers of Satan, 'and menaces them with mira-
culous judgments, when as many of their deluded hearers had been
brought to repentance, and re-established in the faith, as proper
means could in a reasonable time effect. It is inconceivable that a
stronger internal testimony, not only of integrity, but of divine in-

spiration, can exist. Had there been any thing of imposture among
the Christians, it was next to impossible, but such a conduct must
have occasioned a disclosure of it."

^

Of the effects produced by this' second Epistle, we have no cir-

cumstantial accounts ; for Saint Luke has. only briefly noticed (in

Acts XX. 2, 3.) Saint Paul's second journey to Corinth, after he had
written this Epistle. We know,^ however, that he was there, and
that the contributions were brought to him in that city for the poor
brethren at Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 26.) ; and that, staying there several

months, he sent salutations from some of the principal members of
that church to the Romans, (xvi. 22, 23.) " From this time we hear
no more of the false teacher and his party; and when Clement of
Rome wrote his Epistle to the Corinthians, Saint Paul was considered

by them as a divine apostle, to whose authority he might appeal with-

out fear of contradiction. The false teacher, therefore, must either

have been silenced by Saint Paul, in virtue of his apostolical powersj

and by an act of severity which he had threatened (2 Cor. xiii. 2, 3.);

or this adversary of the apostle must have quitted the place. Which-
ever was the cause, the effect produced must operate as a confirm-

ation of our faith, and as a proof of Saint Paul's divine mission.'-

VI. A considerable chronological difficulty occurs in 2 Cor. xii. 14.

and xiii. 1, 2., in which passages the apostle mentions his design of
visiting Corinth a third time ; whereas only one visit before the date

of this Epistle is noticed in the Acts (xviii. 1.), about a. u. 51, and

" Scott's Pref. to 1 Cor. • Micliaelis, vol. iv. p. 74.
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the next time that he visited Greece (xx. 2.), about a. d. 57, no men-
tion is made of his going to Corinth. And, indeed, for the reasons

already stated, he purposely avoided that city. It has been conjec-

tured by Grotius, and Drs. Hammond and Paley, that his first Epis-

tle virtually supplied the place of his presence, and that it is so

represented by the apostle in a corresponding passage. (1 Cor. v. 3.)

Admitting this solution to be probable, it is, however, farfetched, and
is not satisfactory as a matter of fact. Michaelis has produced an-

other, more simple and natural, viz. that Paul, on his return from

Crete, visited Corinth a second time before he went to winter at Ni-

copolis. This second visit is unnoticed in the Acts, because the

voyage itself is unnoticed.^ The third visit promised in 2 Cor. xii.

14. and xiii. 1, 2. was actually paid on the aposle's second return to

Rome, when he took Corinth in his way. (2 Tim. iv. 20.) " Thus
critically does the book of the Acts harmonise, even in its omissions,

with the Epistles : and these with each other, in the minute incidental

circumstance of the third visit."
'^

On the undesigned, coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinas, Chap. IV. '^

SECTION VI.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE CxALATIANS.

I. Notice of the Christian Church in Galatia.— II. Dale.— III. Genuine-

ness and Authenticity of this Epistle. — IV. Its Occasion and Scope. —
V. Synopsis of its Contents.— VI. Observations on this Epistle.

I. Christianity was very early planted in Galatia by Paul

himself*, and it appears from the Acts of the Apostles that he visited

the churches in this country more than once. Two distinct visits

are clearly marked, viz. the first about the year 50 (Actsxvi. 6.) and
the second about the year 54 or 55. (xviii. 23.)

II. There is great diversity of opuiion among learned men con-

cerning the date of the Epistle to the Galatians. Weingart supposes

it to have been written so early as the year 48 ; Michaelis in 49

;

Cappel, in 51 ; Bishop Pearson, in 57; Mill, Fabricius, Molden-
hawer, and others, in 58 ; Van Til and Dr. Doddridge, in 5S ; Hot-
tinger, in 54; Lord Barrington, Drs. Benson and Lardner, in 53;
Beausobre, Rosenmliller, and Dr. A. Clarke, in 52 or 53 ; Bishop

Tomline, in 52. Theodoret, who is followed by Dr. Lightfoot and
some others, imagine that it was one of those Epistles which Saint

' Michaelis, vol. iv. p. 37.

2 Dr. Hales's Chronology, vol. ii. book ii. p. 1123.
3 Calmet, Preface sur la seconde Epitre aiix Corinthiens. Lardner's Works, 8vo.

vol. vi. pp. 324, 325. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 296. Ilosenniiiller, Scholia in N. T. torn. iv.

pp. 251,252. ; Bloch, Chronotaxis Scriptorum Pauli, pp. 192—203. ; Hug's Introduc-

tion, vol. ii. pp. 385—392. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 73—75. Whitby's and Macknight's

Prefaces to 2 Corinthians.

4 Compare Gal. i. 8. 11. iii. 1. et seq.
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Paul wrote from Rome during his first confinement; but this opi-

nion is contradicted by the apostle's silence concerning his bonds,
which he has often mentioned in the letters that are known to have
been written at that time.

It is evident that the Epistle to the Galatians was written earJij,

because he complains in it of their speedy apostacy from his doctrine

(Gal. i. 6.), and warns them in the strongest and most forcible terms
against the judaising teachers, who disturbed the peace of the churches
in Syria and Asia Minor, (i. 7— 9. iir. 1.) The warmth of the apostle's

expressions led Tertullian to conclude that Saint Paul was himself a
neophyte or novice in the Christian faith at the time of writing this

Epistle. ^ And as no intimation is given through the whole of it

that he had been with them more than once, we are authorised to

conclude, that he wrote this letter from Corinth about the end of 52,
or early in the year 53. The subscription, indeed, states it to have
been written from Rome : but this is evidently spurious, for Saint

Paul's first journey to Rome did not take place until- at least ten

years after the conversion of the Galatians.

III. The Genuineness of this Epistle was never doubted. It is

cited by the apostolic fathers, Clement of Rome", Hermas ^, Igna-
tius^, and Polycarp^; and is declared to be authentic by Irenaeus %
Clement of Alexandria 7, Tertullian^, Caius^, Origen^'^, and by all

subsequent writers. It is worthy of remark, that this Epistle was ac-
knowledged to be genuine by the heretic Marcion, who reckoned it

the earliest written of all Saint Paul's Letters, and accordingly placed
it first in his Apostolicon, or Collection of Apostolical Writings. ^^

IV. The Churches in Galatia, as in most other countries, were
composed partly of converted Jews, and partly of Gentile converts,

but the latter seem to have been most numerous. It appears from
the contents of this Epistle, that, not long after the Galatians had
embraced Christianity, a certain judaising teacher or ftdse apostle had
either crept in or risen up among them, who, to advance his own
doctrine, questioned Saint Paul's apostolical authority, insinuatino-

that Peter and the apostles of the circumcision were superior to him,
and consequently much more to be regarded. It was further insi-

nuated that they never preached against the circumcision of Gentile
converts : but that it was a doctrine peculiar to Paul, who was only
an apostle of men, and had not such extraordinary powers and illu-

mination as had been conferred on the other apostles. The false

teacher seems even to have intimated, that Saint Paul did himself^

secretly, and at some times, preach the necessity of circumcision to

' Cont. Marcion, lib. i. c. 20.
- Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 37. ; 4to. vol. i, p. 298;
3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 57. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 309.
'' Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 76. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 319.
* Ibid. 8vo. vol.ii. p, 95. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 330.
^ Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 163, 164. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 368.
7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 223. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 401.
8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 264. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 423.
9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 374. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 482.
'" Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 471. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 535,
" Epiphanius, Haeres. 42.
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the Gentile converts ; though generally, and at other times, he insisted

on the contrary. ~ In short, the false apostle was desirous, that all the

Gentile Christians should submit themselves to circumcision, and
consequently oblige themselves to observe the whole law of Moses,

as if the Gospel of Jesus Christ alone were insufficient to justify and
save them. And so successful was this teacher in propagating this

error, that some of the Galatians actually submitted to be circum-

cised. (Gal. V. 2— 12.) From the expression of Saint Paul in Gal.

V. 9— 10., it is probable that this disturbance in the Galatian churches

was made by one judaising teacher only, and not by several zealots,

as some commentators have supposed ; and, from what is said in vi.

12, 13., it appears that he was a man of immoral character, who
acted not from any religious views or motives, but from vain-glory

and fear; that he might conciliate the favour of the Jews by increas-

iuo- the number of proselytes, and so escape the persecutions raised

by the unbelieving Jews against Saint Paul, and those who adhered

to his doctrines.

Such were the circumstances that occasioned Saint Paul to write

this Epistle with his own hand (Gal. vi. 11.), contrary to his usual

practice of dictating his letters. Accordingly, its Scope is, to assert

his apostolical character and authority', and the doctrine which he
tauo-ht, and to confirm the Galatian churches in the faith of Christ,

especially with respect to the important point of justification by faith

alone ; to expose the errors which had been disseminated among
them, by demonstrating to them the true nature and use of the moral

and cei-emonial law ; and to revive those principles of Christianity

which he had taught when he first preached the Gospel to them.

V.' The Epistle to the Galatians, therefore, consists ofthree parts, viz.

Part I. The Tnfrodnction. (i. 1— 5.)

Part II. The Discnsswti of the Subjects tvhich had occasioned this

Ejpistle : in which

Sect. 1. is a vindication of Saint Paul's apostolical doctrine and autho-

rity, and shows that he was neitlier a missionary from the church at

Jerusalem, nor a disciple of the apostles, but an iinmediate apostle of

Christ himself, by divine revelation ; consequently that he was in no
respect inferior to Saint Peter himself, (i.6—24. ii.)

Sect. 2. The apostle disputes against the advocates for circumcision and
the observance of the law of Moses, and shows,

§ i. Tliat justification is I)y faith in Christ, and not by the works of the Mosaic law.

(Hi, 1_18.)

§ ii. That the design of God in giving the law was, not to justify but to convince of sin,

as well as to restrain from the commission of it ; and that being intended only for a

temporary institution, instead of vacating the promise, it was designed to be subser-

vient to it, by showing the necessity of a better righteousness than that of the law, and

so to lead convinced souls to Christ ; that, being justified by faith in him, they might

obtain the benefit of the promise, (iii, 19—24.) Such being the end and design of

the law, the apostle infers from it, that now, under the Gospel, we are freed from the

law (25 29) ; and illustrates his inference by God's treatment of the Jewish church,

which he put under the law, as a father puts a minor under a guardian, (iv, 1—7.)

Sect. 3. shows the great weakness and folly of the Galatians in going

about to subject themselves to the law, and that by submitting to cir-

cumcision they became subject to the whole law, and would forfeit the

benefits of the covenant of grace, (iv. 8—31. v. 1— 9.)
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Sect. 4. contains various instructions and exhortations for Christian be-
haviour, and particularly concerning a right use of their Christian free-

dom, (v. 10—26. vi.l— 10.)

Part III. The Conclusio)i, which is a Summary of the Topics discussed

in this Epistle, terminates with an Apostolical Benediction, (vi.

11—18.)
VI. Although the subject discussed in the Epistle to the Galatians

is the same that is treated in the Epistle to the Romans, viz. the doc-
trine oi justification hy faith alone, yet the two Epistles differ mate-
rially in this respect. The Epistle to the Galatians (which was first

written) was designed to prove against the Jews, that men are justi-

fied by faith without the works of the law of Moses ^ which required

perfect obedience to all its precepts, moral and ceremonial, under the

penalty of the curse, from which the atonements and purifications

prescribed by Moses had no power to deliver the sinner. On the

contrary, in his Epistle to the Romans, Saint Paul treats of justifi-

cation on a more enlarged plan ; his design being to prove against

both Jews and Gentiles, that .neither the one nor the other can be
justified meritoriously by performing works of law,— that is, the

works enjoined by the law of God, which is written on men's hearts;

but that all must be justified gratuitously by faith through the obe-

dience of Christ. The two Epistles, therefore, taken together, form
a complete proof, that justification is not to be obtained meritoi'iously,

either by works of morality, or by rites and ceremonies, though of di-

vine appointment : but that it is ajree gift, proceeding entirely from
the mercy of God, to those who are qualified by faitii to receive it.'^^

This Epistle is written with great energy and force of language,

and at the same time affords a fine instance of Saint Paul's skill in

managing an argument. The chief objection, which the advocate

or advocates for the Mosaic law had urged against him, was, that he
preached circumcision. In the beginning of the Epistle he overturns

this slander by a statement of facts, without taking any express no-
tice of it; but at the end he fully refutes it, that he might leave a
strong and lasting impression upon their minds.

Though the erroneous doctrines of the judaising teacher and his

followers, as well as the calumnies which they spread for the purpose
of discrediting him as an apostle, doubtless occasioned great uneasi-

ness of mind to him and to the faithful in that age, and did consider-

able injury among the Galatians, at least for some time : yet, ulti-

mately, these evils have proved of no small service to the church in

general. For, by obliging the apostle to produce 'the evidences of
his apostleship, and to relate the history of his life, especially after

his conversion, we have obtained the fullest assurance that he really

was an apostle, called to be ^n apostle by Jesus Christ himself, and
acknowledged to be such by those wlio were apostles before him

;

consequently, we are assured that our faitli in the doctrines of the

Gospel as taught by him (and it is he who has taught the peculiar

doctrines of the Gospel most fully) is not built on the credit of men,

' Compare, among other passages, Gal. iii. 2, 3, 5. iv. 21. v. 1—4.
" Dr. Macknight's Preface to the lipistle to the Galatians, sect. 3.
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but on the authority of the Spirit of God, by whom Saint Paul was

inspired in the whole of the doctrine which he has dehvered to the

world.

As this letter was directed to the clmrches of Galatia, Dr. Mack-
nio-ht is of opinion, that it was to be read publicly in them all. He
thinks, that it was in the first instance sent by Titus to the brethren

in Ancyi'a, the chief city of Galatia, with an order to them to com-
municate it to the other churches, in the same manner as the first

Epistle to the Thessalonians was appointed to be read to all the

brethren in that city, and in the province of Macedonia.

'

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinae, Chap. V.'-^ In criti-

cally studying this Epistle, much assistance will be obtained from

Mr. Bloomfield's Recensio Synoptica, vol. vii. pp. 311—509.

SECTION VII.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS.

I. Accoimt of the Church at Ephesus. — II. Genuineness and Authenticity

of this Epistle, ivhich was addressed to the Ephesians, and not to the

Church at Laodicea.— III. Date.— IV. Occasion and Scope.—V. ^Sy-

nopsis of its Contents.— VI. Observations on its Style.

I. Christianity was first planted in this city by Saint Paul,

about A. D. 54, when he reasoned with the Jews in their synagogues

for the space of three months ; he did not, however, continue long

there at that time, but hastened to keep the feast at Jerusalem, pro-

mising to return again to his hearers. (Acts xviii. 19—21.) Accord-

ingly he came to Ephesus early the following year (Acts xix. 1.

et seq.) and preached the word with such success, and performed such

extraordinary miracles among them, that a numerous church was

formed there, chiefly composed of Gentile converts ; whose piety

and zeal were so remarkable, that many of them, in abhorrence of

the envious arts which they had used, burnt their magical books, to a

o-reat value, (xix. 19.) And such was the apostle's concern for their

spiritual welfare, that he did not leave them until a. d. 56, when he

had been about three years among them. (xx. 31.) After this he

spent some time in Macedonia and Achaia ; and on his return to Je-

rusalem (a. D. 57) he sent for the elders of the Ephesian church to

meet him at Miletus. There he took an affectionate leave of them,

as one that should sec them no more ; appealing to them with what

fidelity he had discharged his ministry among them, and exhorting

them to " take heed unto themselves, and unto the flock" commit-

1 Dr. Macknight's Preface to the Epistle to the Galatians, sect. 3.

2 Cahnet, Preface sur I'Epitre aux Galates. Rosenmuller, Scholia in N. T. torn. iv.

pp. 394_39c. ; Bloch, Chronotaxis Scriptorum Pauli, pp. 131— 159. ; Lardner's Works,

8vo. vol. vi. pp. 305—314. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 287—291. ; Whitby's Preface; Hug's

Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 361—367. j Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 8—22.
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ted to their care, lest they should be corrupted by seducing teachers
who would rise among them, and artfully endeavour to pervert them,
(xx. 17—38.)

II. The apostle Paul is universally admitted to be the author of
the Epistle to the Ephesians. It is expressly cited as his production
by Ignatius^, who has not fewer than seven distinct allusions to it^;

and as he was contemporary with Saint Paul, his testimony alone is

sufficient to determine its genuineness. This Epistle is likewise
alluded to by Polycarp-^ and is cited by name by Irenaeus'*, Clement
of Alexandria', Tertullian^ Origen^ and by all subsequent writers
without exception. Most of the antient manuscri})ts, and all the
antient versions, have the words sv Efso-co, " at Ephesus," in the first

verse of this Epistle, which is an evident proof that the Epistle was
written to the Ephesians. But Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Vitringa,
Venema, Benson, Paley, and odier learned men, have doubted or
denied that this E}Mstle was written to the Ephesians, and have
argued that it must have been written to the Laodiceans. They
rest this opinion, first, on the assertion of Marcion, a heretic of the
second century, who affirmed the same thing, but his testimony is of
no weight ; for Marcion altered and interpolated the writings of the
New Testament, to make them favourable to his sentiments, and upon
this very account he is censured by TertuUian (a. d. 200), as setting

up an interpolation of his own with regard to the Epistle in question,

in opposition to the true testinnony of the church.^ They further

appeal to a passage in Basil's second book against Eunomius, in

which he thus cites Eph. i. 1. " And writing to the Ephesians, as

truly united to him ' who is' through knowledge, he called them in

a peculiar sense ' such who are,' saying; ' to the saints who are'

(or even) ' to the faithful in Christ Jesus.' For so those before us
have transmitted it, and we have found it in antient copies."^ From
the concluding sentence of this quotation it is inferred that certain

manuscripts, which Basil had seen, omitted the words sv E(peo-a;,

" at Ephesus." Michaelis, however, has shown at considerable

length, that the omission of the word omtiv " who are," was the sub-
ject of Basil's implied censure, as being hostile to the inference he
wished to deduce, and not the omission of the words ev E^scrw. And,
as this father, in another passage of his writings, expresshj cites the
Epistle to the Ephesians '° without any hesitation, it is evident that in

his time (the latter part of the fourth century) this Epistle was not
considered as being addressed to the Laodiceans.

Thirdly, it is contended that there are no allusions in this Epistle

' Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 70. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 316.
2 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 78. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 3'20.

3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 95. ; ^to. vol. i. p. 330.
4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 163. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 363.
5 Ibid, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 223. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 401.
6 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 263, 264. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 423.
7 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 472. ; 4to vol. i. p. 535.
8 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. pp. 263, 264. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 423.

9 See the original passage in Lardner, Svo. vol. iv. p. 401. ; 4to. vol. ii, p, 466. j or in
Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 142— 146.

'0 Lardner, Svo. vol. iv. p. 404, ; 4to. vol. ii. p. 467.
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to St. Paul's having resided among the persons to whom it is ad-

dressed; and that the expressions in Eph. i. 15. iii. 2. and iv. 21.

appear to be more suitable to persons whom he had never seen

(which was the case of the Christians at Laodicea), than to the

Ephesians, among whom he had resided about three years. (Acts

XX. 31.) But these passages admit of easy and satisfactory inter-

pretations, which directly refute this hypothesis. It will be recol-

lected that four or five years had elapsed since Saint Paul had quit-

ted Ephesus : he might, therefore, with great propriety, express (in

i. 15.) his com[)lacency on hearing that they continued stedfast in

the faith, notwithstanding the various temptations to which they were

exposed. Again, the expression in iii. 2. (sjys >)xou(raTs tjjv o»xovo//.<av)

which many translate and understand to mean, if ye have heard of
the dispensation,— more correctly means, since ye have heard the dis-

pensation of the grace of God, which had been made known to them

by Saint Paul himself. Consequendy this verse affords no counte-

nance to the hypothesis above-mentioned. The same remark applies

to iv. 21., where a similar construction occurs, which ought in like

manner to be rendered, sinee indeed ye have heard him, &c. But

most stress lias been laid upon the direction given by Saint Paul in

Col. iv. 16.— that the Colossians should " cause the Epistle which

he wrote to them to be read also in the church of the Laodiceans,

and that they should likewise read the Epistle from Laodicea ;"—
which (it is contended) affords a plain proof that the Epistle, in our

copies inscribed to the Ephesians, must be that which is intended in

Col. iv. 16., and consequently was originally written to the Laodi-

ceans. But this conclusion does not necessarily follow : for it is most

probable, that by " the Epistle from Laodicea" Saint Paul meant

the Epistle to die Ephesians, a copy of which was sent by the

apostle's direction to the Laodiceans, whose city lay between Ephe-

sus and Colosse ; and, as it was within the circuit of the Ephesian

church (which was the metropolitan of all Asia, as Ephesus was the

chief city of proconsular Asia,) the Epistle to the Ephesians, as

already remarked', may refer to the whole province.

Michaelis, Haenlein, Hug, and Cellerier, after Archbishop Usher
and Bengel, get rid of all the difficulties attending this question, by
supposing the Epistle to have been encyclical or circular, and ad-

dressed to the Ephesians, Laodiceans, and some other churches in

Asia Minor. But it could hardly be circular in the sense in which

Michaelis understands that term : for he supposes that the different

copies transmitted by Saint Paul had ev Eipeo-w, at E2)hesus, sv Aaoli-

xej«, at Laodicea, &c. as occasion required, and that the reason why
all our manuscripts read ev Ecpso-co is, that when the books of the New
Testament were first collected, the copy used was obtained from

Ephesus: but this, Bishop Middleton observes, seems to imply—
what cannot be proved— that the canon was established by autho-

rity, and that all copies of this Epistle, not agreeing with the ap-

proved edition, were suppressed.

1 See Vol. I. p. 123.
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Dr. Macknight is of opinion, that Saint Paul sent the Ephesians

word by Tychicus, who carried their letter, to send a copy of it to

the Laodiceans, with an order to them to communicate it to the

Colossians. This hypothesis will account, as well as that of Mi-
chaelis, for the want of those marks of personal acquaintance which

the apostle's former residence might lead us to expect, and on which

so much stress has been laid : for every thing local would be pur-

posely omitted in an Epistle which had a further destination.

The reader will adopt which of these hypotheses he may deem the

best supported : we think the solution last stated, the most natural

and probable; and that, when the united testimonies of manuscripts,

and all the fathers, with the exception of Basil, are taken into con-

sideration, we are fully justified in regarding this Epistle as written

to the Ephesians. ^

III. Tiie subscription to this Epistle states, that it was written

from Rome, and sent to the Ej^hesians by Tychicus, who was also the

bearer of the Epistle to the Colossians, the similarity of which in

style and subject shows that it was written at the same time. That
this Epistle was written during Saint Paul's first imprisonment at

Rome, is evident from its allusions to his confinement (iii. 1. iv. 1.

vi. 20.) ; and as he does not express in it any hopes of a speedy re-

lease (which he does in his other Epistles sent from that city), we
conclude with Dr. Lardner, Bishop Tomline, and others, that it was
written during the early part of Saint Paul's imprisonment, and
probably in the year 61, soon after he arrived at Rome.

IV. As Saint Paul was, in a peculiar manner, the apostle of the

Gentiles, and was now a prisoner at Rome in consequence of his

having provoked the Jews, by asserting that the observance of the

Mosaic law was not necessary to obtain the favour of God, he was
apprehensive lest advantage should be taken of his confinement to

unsettle the minds of his Ephesian converts, who were almost wholly
Gentiles. Hearing, however, that they stood firm in the faith of
Christ, he wrote this Epistle in order to establish them in that faith,

and to give them more exalted views of the love of God, and of the

excellency and dignity of Christ; and at the same time to fortify

their minds against the scandal of the cross. With this view, he
shows them that they were saved by grace ; and that, however
wretched they once were, now they had equal privileges with the

Jews. He then proceeds to encourage them to persevere in their

Christian calling, by declaring with what stedfastness he suffered for

the truth, and with what earnestness he prayed for their establish-

ment and continuance in it ; and urges them to walk in a manner

' Stosch, de Epistolis Apostolorum non deperditis, p. 101. et seq. Calmet, Preface
sur I'Epitre aux Ephesians; Rosenmiiller and Koppe in tkeir respective Prolegomena to
this epistle. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp.128—146. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp.416—456.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.342—362. Macknight on Col. iy. 16. Cell^rier, Introd, au
Nouv. Test. p. 423. Hug's Introd. vol. ii. pp. 425—433. Bishop Middleton on the
Greek Article, pp. 508—518. (first edit.) who observes, that if ever there were an epistle

from Saint Paul to the Laodiceans, it is lost : for that which is extant in Fabricius and in
Mr. Jones's work on the canon (and of which we have given a translation in the Appendix
to Vol. I. pp. 509, 510.) is universally admitted to be a forgery; yet the loss of a cano»
nical writing is of all suppositions the most improbable.

VOL. IV. C C
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becoming their profession, in the faithful discharge both of the ge-
neral and common duties of religion, and of the special duties of
particular relations.

V. In this Epistle we may observe the following particulars,

besides the inscription (i. 1, 2.); viz.

Part I. The Doctrine pathetically explained^ ns:hich contains^

Sect. 1. Praise to God for the whole Gospel-blessing (i. 3— 14-.), with
thanksgiving and prayer for the saints, (i. 15—23. ii. 1— 10.)

Sect. 2. A more particular admonition concerning their once wretched
but now happy condition, (ii. 11—22.)

Sect. 3. A prayer for their establishment, (iii.)

Part II. Tlie Exhortation,

Sect. 1. General, to walk worthy of their calling, agreeable to,

(1.) The unity of the Spirit, and the diversity of his gifts, (iv. 1— 16.)

(2.) The difference between their former and present state, (iv. 17—24.)

Sect. 2. Particular.

(1.) To avoid lying, anger, theft, and other sins (iv. 25—31. v. i—21.), with a com-
mendation of the opposite virtues.

(2.) To a faithful discharge of the relative duties of wives and husbands (v. 22

—

83.), of children and parents (vi. 1— 4.), and of masters and servants, (vi. 5—9.)

Sect. 3. Final.— To war the spiritual warfare, (vi. 10—20.)

Part III. The Conclusio7i. (vi. 21—21.)

VI. The Style of this Epistle is exceedingly animated, and cor-

responds with the state of the apostle's mind at the time of writing.

Overjoyed with the account which their messenger had brought him
of their faith and holiness (i. 15.), and transported with the consider-

ation of the unsearchable wisdom of God, displayed in the work of

man's redemption, and of his astonishing love towards the Gentiles

in making them partakers, through faith, of all the benefits of Christ's

death, he soars high in his sentiments on these grand subjects, and
gives his thoughts utterance in sublime and copious expressions.

Many of them contain happy allusions to the temple and statue of

Diana at Ephesus. " No 7-eal Christian," says Dr. Macknight, " can
read the doctrinal part of the Epistle to the Ephesians, without being

impressed and roused by it, as by the sound of a trumpet." '

On the xindesigncd coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts
of the Apostles, see Di-. Paley's Horae Paulinse, Chap. VI.

For a table of the corresponding passages in this Epistle and in

that of the Colossians, see page 391. infra.

SECTION VIII.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS.

L Account of the Church at Philip-pi.— II. Date.— III. Occasion.—
IV. Scope and Synopsis of its Conle?its.

I. C^HRISTIANITY was first planted at Philippi, in Macedonia,
by Saint Paul, a. d. 50, the particulars of which are related in Acts

' Preface to Ephesians, sect. 6.
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xvi. 9—40. ; and it appears from Acts xx. 6. that he visited them
again a. d. 57, though no particulars are recorded concerning that

visit. Of all the churches planted by Saint Paul, that at Philippi

seems to have cherished the most tender concern for him : and though
it appears to have been but a small community, yet its members were
peculiarly generous towards him. For when the Gospel was first

preached in Macedonia, no other church contributed any thing to

his support, except the Philippians ; who, while he was preaching
at Thessalonica, the metropolis of that country, sent him money
twice, that the success of the Gospel might not be hindered by its

preachers becoming burthensome to the Thessalonians. (Phil. iv.

15, 16.) The same attention they showed to the apostle, and for the

same reason, while he preached the Gospel at Corinth. (2 Cor. xi. 9.)

And when they heard that Saint Paul was under confinement at

Rome, they manifested a similar affectionate concern for him : and
sent Epaphroditus to him with a present, lest he should want ne-

cessaries during his imprisonment, (ii. 25. iv. 10. 14— 18.)

II. It appears from Saint Paul's own words, that this Epistle was
written while he was a prisoner at Rome (i. 7. 13. iv. 22.); and from
the expectation which he discovers, of being soon released and re-

stored to them ', as well as from the intimations contained in this

letter (i. 12. ii. 26.), that he had then been a considerable time at

Rome, it is probable that he wrote the Epistle to the Philippians

towards the close of his first imprisonment, at the end of a. d. 62, or

perhaps at the commencement of 63. The genuineness of this letter

was never questioned.

III. The more immediate occasion of the Epistle to the Philip-

pians was the return of Epaphroditus, one of their pastors, by whom
Paul sent it, as a grateful acknowledgment of their kindness in send-
ing him supplies of money. From the manner in which Paul ex-
pressed himself on this occasion, it appears that he was in great want
of necessaries before their contributions arrived ; for as he had not
converted the Romans, he did not consider himself as entitled to re-

ceive supplies from them. Being a prisoner, he could not work as
formerly ; and it was his rule never to receive any thing from the
churches where factions had been raised against him. It also appears
that the Philippians were the only church from whom he received
any assistance, and that he conferred this honour upon them, because
they loved him exceedingly, had preserved the Christian doctrine in

purity, and had always conducted themselves as sincere Christians.

IV. The scope of this Epistle, therefore, is to confirm the Philip-

pians in the faith, to encourage them to walk in a manner becomino-
the Gospel of Christ, to caution them against the intrusion of juda-
ising teachers, and to testify his gratitude for their Christian bounty.

• M. Oeder, in a programma published in 1731, contended that this Epistle was written
at a much earlier period at Corinth, and shortly after the planting of- the church at Philippi

;

this hypothesis was examined and refuted by Wolfius in his Curae Philologicae, vol. iii,

pp. 168, et seq. and 271. et seq. In 1799 the celebrated Professor Paulus published a
programma, de Tempore scriptse prioris ad Timotheum atque ad Philippenses Epistolae
Paulinas; in which he endeavours to shew that it was written at Caesarea ; but his hypo-
thesis has been refuted by Heinrichs in liis notes on this Epistle.
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Accordingly, after a short introduction (i. 1, 2.), he proceeds,

Sect. 1. To express his gratitude to God for their continuing steadfast

in the faith, and prays that it may continue (i. 3— 11.) ; and, lest they

should be discouraged by the tidings of his imprisonment, he informs

them that his sufferings and confinement, so far from impeding the

progress of the Gospel, had " rather fallen out to its furtherance;"

and assures them of his readiness to live or die, as should be most
for their welfare and the glory of God. (12—20.) •

Sect. 2. He then exhorts them, in a strain of the most sublime and
pathetic eloquence, to maintain a conduct worthy of the Gospel, and
to the practice of mutual love and candour, enforced by the highest

of all examples,— that of Jesus Christ ; and to work out their own
salvation with fear and trembling, that he may rejoice in the day of

^ Christ on their account (i.21—30. ii. 1— 17.); and promises to send

Timothy and Epaphroditus, of whom he makes a very affectionate

mention. (19—30.)
Sect. 3. He solemnly cautions them against judaising teachers, tvho

preached Christ through envy and strife, (iii. iv. 1.)

Sect. 4. After some admonitions to particular persons (iv. 2, 3.), and
some general exhortations to Christian cheerfulness, moderation, and
prayer (4—7.), he proceeds to recommend virtue in the most exten-

sive sense, mentioning all the different bases on which it had been
placed by the Grecian philosophers. (8, 9.) Towards the close of

his Epistle, he makes his acknowledgments to the Philippians for

their seasonable and liberal supply, as it was a convincing proof of

their affection for him, and of their concern for the support of the

Gospel, which he preferred far before any secular interest of his own,
expressly disclaiming all selfish mercenary views, and assuring them,
with a noble simplicity, that he was able upon all occasions to ac-

commodate his temper to his circumstances ; and had learned, under
the teachings of divine grace, in whatever station Providence might
see fit to place him, therewith to be content. (10— 18.) After which
the apostle, having encouraged them to expect a rich supply of all

their wants from their God and Father, to whom he devoutly ascribes

the honour of all (19.), concludes with salutations from himself and
his friends at Rome to the whole church, and a solenm benediction.

(21—23.)

It is remarkable that the Epistle to the church at Philippi is the

only one, of all Saint Paul's letters to the churches, in which not
one censure is expressed or implied against any of its members ; but,

on the contrary, sentiments of unqualified commendation and confi-

dence pervade every part of this Epistle. Its style is singularly

animated, affectionate, and pleasing.

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts
of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinae, Chap. VII. ^

' Verses 1 5— 1 8. are a parenthesis, though not so marked in any editions or translations

which we have seen.

- Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Nov. Test. torn. iv. pp. 472—475. ; Calmet, Preface sur

I'Epitre aux Philippiens; Michaelis's Introduction, vol. iv. pp. 152— 160. Hug's In-

troduction, vol. ii. pp.485—487.; Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 152— 161. ; Mack-
night's Preface to this epistle. But the fullest view of the epistle to the Philippians will

be found in Hoog's Specimen Academicura Inaugurale de Coetus Christianorum Philip-

pensis Conditione prima:v&, ex epistola iis ab apostolo Paulo scripta, prascipu^ dijudicanda.

Lugd. Bat. 1825. Svo.
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SECTION IX.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS.

I. Account of the Church at Colossce.— II. Date.— III. Occasion of this

Epistle. — IV. Scope and Analysis.

J. JjY whom or at what time Christianity was planted at Colossae ^
we have no certain information. Dr. Lardner, Bishop Tomhne,
and others, are of opinion that the church at Colossae was founded

by Paul ; and they ground this opinion principally on the following

considerations ; viz.

That Paul was twice in Phrygia, in which country were the cities

of Colossae, Laodicea, and Hierapolis,— that he does in effect say

that he had dispensed the Gospel to the Colossians (i. 21—25.),—
and that it appears from the terms of affection and authority discover-

able in this Epistle, that he did not address them as strangers, but as

acquaintances, friends, and converts. It is true that Paul was twice

in Phi-ygia, but he does not seem to have visited the three cities above

mentioned ; for his route lay considerably to the northward of them,

from Cilicia and Derbe to Lystra, and thence through Phrygia and
Galatia to Mysia and Troas. (Acts xvi. 6.) And in his second tour

he also passed through Galatia and Phrygia to Ephesus and Troas
(Acts xviii. 23.), and so through the upper parts, or northern dis-

tricts, of Asia Minor, (xix. 1.) That Paul did not plant the church

at Colossae, is evident from his own declaration in ii. 1. where he says,

that neither the Colossians nor the Laodiceans had then " seen his

face in the flesh." But though Paul had never been in Colossae

when he wrote this Epistle, yet Christianity had evidently been taught,

and a church planted there. Rosenmiiller is of opinion, that the

Gospel was introduced into that city by Epaphras. It is not impro-

bable that Epaphras, who is mentioned in i. 7. iv. 12, 13., was one of

the earliest teachers ; but it does not necessarily follow that he was
the person who first planted Christianity there. Indeed, it is not

likely that the Colossians would send away the founder of their

church while it was yet in an infant state. As it appears from Acts

xix. 10. that, during Paul's residence at Ephesus, -many persons, both

Jews and Greeks, came from various parts of Asia to hear the Gospel,

Michaelis supposes that several Colossians, particularly Philemon,

were of this number. He also thinks that Timothy might have

taught them the Christian faith; as Paul subjoins his name to his own
(i. 1.), and throughout the first chapter speaks in their joint names,

except where the subject relates to his own imprisonment, and where
Timothy of course could not be included.

II. But though it is impossible now to ascertain the founder ofthe

church at Colossae, the Epistle itself furnishes us with a guide to its

' In Col. i. 2. instead of iv KoXoaaais, at Colossa, the Alexandrian, Vatican, Codex
Ephrera, and several other antient manuscripts, read ev KoAacrcrais, at ColasscE, or among
the Colassians. With them agree tlie Syriac, Coptic, and Sclavonic versions, as well as

Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, and many other learned fathers : but as the coins of this city

are stamped K0A022HN0I, and AHM02 KOAOSSHNXIN, CoIossje appears to be the

more correct name.
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date. In Col. iv. 3. the apostle alludes to his imprisonment, from

which circumstance, as well as from its close affinity to the Epistle

addressed to the Ephesians, it is evident that it was written nearly at

the same time. Accordingly most commentators and critics refer it

to the year 62. Its genuineness was never disputed.

III. At the time of writing this Epistle, Paul was " an ambassador

in bonds," for maintaining the freedom of the Gentile converts from"

all subjection to the law of Moses.

Its immediate Occasion was, some difficulties that had arisen among
the Colossians, in consequence of which they sent Epaphras to Rome,
to acquaint the apostle with the state of their affiiirs ; to which we may
add the letter (Col. iv. 16.) sent to him by the Laodiceans, who seem

to have written to him concerning the errors of the false teachers, and

to have asked his advice. Paul, therefore, replies in the present Epistle,

which he sent to the Colossians as being the larger church, and also

because the false teachers had probably caused greater disturbances

among the Colossians ; but desired that they would send the same

Epistle to the Laodiceans, and ask them for a copy of their letter to

Paul, in order that they might the better understand his answer.

Who the false teachers were, is a point not satisfactorily deter-

mined. Michaelis is of opinion that this Epistle was directed against

the tenets and practices of the Essenes, of which sect an account has

been given in the preceding volume. But it is more probable that

they were partly superstitious judaising teachers, who diligently in-

culcated not only the Mosaic law, but also the absurd notions of the

rabbins, and partial converts from Gentilism who blended Platonic

notions with the doctrines of the Gospel. It is well known that the

Platonists entertained singular ideas concerning demons, whom they

represented as carrying men's prayers to God, from whom they

brought back the blessings supplicated : and the doctrines of the Jews

concerning angels were nearly the same as that of the Platonics con-

cerning demons. It appears from Col. ii. 16— 23. that the false

teachers inculcated the worship of angels, abstinence from animal

food, the observance of the Jewish festivals, new moons and Sab-

baths, the mortification of the body by long-continued fastings, and,

in short, the observance of the Mosaic ritual law, as absolutely neces-

sary to salvation.

IV. The Scope of the Epistle to the Colossians is, to show that

all hope of man's redemption is founded on Christ our Redeemer,

in whom alone all complete fulness, perfections, and sufficiency, are

centered : to caution the Colossians against the insinuations of ju-

daising teachers, and also against philosophical speculations and

deceits, and human traditions, as inconsistent with Christ and his

fulness for our salvation ; and to excite the Colossians, by the most

persuasive arguments, to a temper and conduct worthy of their sacred

character. The Epistle, therefore, consists of two principal parts

besides the introduction and conclusion.

I. After a short inscription or introduction (i. 1, 2.) Paul begins with

expressing great joy for the favourable character which he had heard of

them, and assures them that he daily prayed for their further improve-
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ment. (3— H.) He then makes a short digression in order to describe

the dignity of Jesus Christ, who, he declares, created all things, whether
thrones or dominions, principalities or powers, — that he alone was the

head of the church, and had reconciled men to the Father. (15—20.)

The inference from this description is evident, that Jesus was superior to

angels ; that they were created beings, and ought not to be worshipped.

In verse 21. Paul returns from this digression to the sentiments with which

he had introduced it in the thirteenth and fourteenth verses ; and again

expresses his joy, that the Colossians remained faithful to the Gospel,

which was to be preached to the Gentiles, without the restraints of the

ceremonial law. From this view of the excellency of Christ's person, and
the riches of his grace, the apostle takes occasion to express the cheer-

fulness with which he suffered in the cause of the Gospel, and his earnest

solicitude to fulfil his ministry among them in the most successful manner
;

assuring them of his concern for them and for the other Christians in the

neighbourhood, that they might be established in their adherence to the

Christian Faith, (i. 21—29. ii. 1—7.)

II. Helving given these general exhortations, he proceeds directly to

caution them against the vain and deceitful philosophy of the new teachers,

and their superstitious adherence to the law ; shows the superiority of

Christ to angels, and warns Christians against worshipping them. He
censures the observations of Jewish sabbaths and festivals, and cautions

the Colossians against those corrupt additions which some were attempting

to introduce, especially by rigours and superstitions of their own devising,

(ii. 8— 23.) To these doctrinal instructions succeed precepts concerning

the practical duties of life, especially the relative duties of husbands and
wives, parents and children, servants and masters, (iii. iv. 1—6.) The
Epistle concludes with matters chiefly of a private nature, except the

directions for reading it in the church of Laodicea, as well as in that of

Colossae. (iv.7— 18.) For an illustration of iv. 16. see Vol. I. pp. 122,123.

Whoever, says Michaelis, w^ould understand the Epistles to the

Ephesians and Colossians, must read them together. The one is in

most places a commentary on the other ; the meaning of single pas-

sages in one Epistle, which, if considered alone, might be variously

interpreted, being determined by the parallel passages in the other

Epistle. Yet, though there is a great similarity, the Epistle to the Co-
lossians contains many things which are not to be found in that to the

Ephesians ; especially in regard to the worship of angels, and many
single points, which appear to be Essene, and might prevail at Colossae.

The following Table exhibits the corresponding passages of the

Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians.

Ephesians. Colossians.

Chap. iv. 22

—

25. Chap. iii. 9, 10.

Ephesians.
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On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horse Paulinae, Chap. VIII.

SECTION X.

ON THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

I. Account ofthe Christian Church there.— II. Genuineness ofthis Epistle.

— III. Its Occasion and Scope. — IV. Synopsis of its Contents.

I. Christianity was first planted at Thessalonica by Saint

Paul, A. D. 50, who formed a church, composed both of Jews and

Gentiles, but the latter were most numerous. Acts xvii. 2—4. The
unbelieving Jews, however, having stirred up a persecution against

him and his company, they were forced to flee to Bera^a, and thence

to Athens (xvii. 5— 15.), from which city he proceeded to Corinth.

Being thus prevented from visiting the Thessalonians again as he had
intended (1 Thess. ii. 17, 18.), he sent Silas and Timothy to visit

them in his stead (iii. 6.), and, on their return to him from Mace-
donia (Acts xvii. 14, 15. xviii. 5.), he wrote the first Epistle to the

Thessalonians, a. d. 52, from Corinth, and not from Athens, as the

spurious subscription to this Epistle imports. ^

II. The first Epistle to the Thessalonians is generally admitted to

have been one of the earliest written, ifindeed it be not the veryfirst'^,

of all Saint Paul's letters, and we find that he was anxious that it

should be read to all the Christian churches in Macedonia. In

chap. V. 27. he gives the following command: I adjure you hy the

Lord that this Ejnstle be read unto all the holy brethren. This di-

rection is very properly inserted in his first Epistle. Its genuineness

has never been disputed. Polycarp ^, has probably referred to it,

and it is certainly quoted and recognised as Saint Paul's production

(together with the second Epistle) by Irenaeus "*, Clement of Alex-

andria ^, Tertullian ^, Caius ^, Origen '^, and all subsequent eccle-

siastical writers.

III. The immediate occasion of Paul's writing this Epistle was,

the favourable report which Timothy had brought him of the sted-

fastness of the Thessalonians in the faith of the Gospel. He there-

124. ; Hug's InlTod. vol. ii. pp. 433—435.; Mackniglit's Preface; Rosenmiiller, Scholia,

torn. iv. pp.134—13G. In instituting a collation of these two epistles the student will

find a very valuable help in M. Van Bemmelen's Dissertatio Exegetico-Critica, de episto-

las Pauli ad Ephesios et Colossenses inter se coUatis. 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1S03.

' Grotius has contended that the Jirst Epistle to the Thessalonians is in reality the

second, but he has not supported that conjecture by any historical evidence.

- Calmet, Bloch, Dr. Macknight, and many other nciodern critics, after Chrysostom

and Theodoret, are decidedly of opinion that this is the earliest written of all St. Paul's

Epistles.

3 Lardner, Svo. vol. ii. p. 96.; 4to. vol.i. p. 330.
4 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 164.; 4to. vol.i. p. 368.
5 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 223. ; 4to. vol.i. p. 401.
6 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 264. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 423.
7 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 374. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 482.
8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 528. 530. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 566, 567.
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fore wrote to convince them of its truth, and to confirm them in that

faith, lest they should be turned aside from it by the persecutions of

the unbelieving Jews, and also to excite them to a holy conversation,

becoming the dignity of their high and holy calling. With this view,

after a short introduction (i. 1.), in which he unites the names of

Timothy and Sylvanus, his two assistants in planting and watering

the church at Thessalonica, with his own name, Paul expresses his

thanks to God for their faith, love, and patient expectation of Christ's

coming (2—4.); and then proceeds to show the divine orighi of the

Christian revelation by the four following arguments.

1. That many and great miracles were performed by the preachers of

the Gospel, professedly for the purpose of demonstrating that they were

commissioned by God to preach it to the world, (i. 5—10.) In this part

of his discussion Paul highly commends their faith and constancy.

2. That the character, behaviour, and views of the first preachers of

the Gospel are an evidence of its truth. The aposdes and their assistants,

by preaching the Gospel, every where brought upon themselves all man-

ner of present evils, without obtaining the least temporal advantage, in

possession or in prospect; that, in preaching this new doctrine, they did

not in any respect accommodate it to the prevailing inclinations of their

hearers, nor encourage them in their vicious practices : that they used

none of the base arts peculiar to impostors, in order to obtain belief; but

that their manner of preaching was in all respects suitable to the charac-

ter of missionaries from God; so that on account of their personal character,

they were entitled to the highest credit as divine teachers, (ii. iii.)

3. That the lirst preachers of the Gospel delivered to their disciples,

from the very beginning, precepts of the greatest strictness and holiness;

so that by the sanctity of its precepts, the Gospel is shown to be a scheme

of religion, every way worthy of the true God, and highly beneficial to

mankind, (iv. 1— 12.) The practical directions introduced in this part of

the Epistle were admirably suited to the state of the Thessalonian church.

The first was, that they should live chastely, and carefully abstain from

that impurity to which the Gentiles were much addicted ; for Christianity

requires the utmost purity of life. The Christians at Thessalonica loved

each other and all the Christians in that place so affectionately, that the

apostle recommended it to them, only to abound dierein more and more

;

and, by their exemplary conduct, to live in peace and credit with all men.

The heathens had such imperfect notions and wavering expectations of

a future slate, that they used to howl at their funerals, and excessively

lament over their dead, as if they were utterly lost, and never to live in

another state. Saint Paul, therefore, advises the Christians not to sor-

row, like those who had no hope of a resurrection to a happy immortality.

Thence he takes occasion to prove,

4. That Jesus Christ, the author of our religion, was declared to be the

Son of God and the judge of the world by his resurrection from the dead

;

and that by the same miracle, his own promise, and the predictions of his

apostles concerning his return from Heaven to reward the righteous and

punish the wicked — especially those who obey not the Gospel — are

rendered absolutely certain, (iv. 13— 18. v. 1— 11.)

The Episde concludes with various practical advices and instructions.

(V. 12—28.)

IV. The following tabular synopsis will perhaps show the bear-

ings of the preceding arguments more clearly

:
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Part I. T/ie Introduction, (i. 1—4.)

Part II. T/ie Treatise or Argumentative Part of the Epistle, (i. 5

—

10. ii.—V. 1— 11.)

Sect. 1. Thejirst argument in proof of the divine original of the Gos-
pel, founded upon the miracles by which it was confirmed, (i. 5— 10.)

Sect. 2. The second argument, taken from the character, behaviour,

and views of its first preachers, (ii. 1— 13.)

(1.) Answer to the objection against the truth of the Christian miracles, taken from
the unbelief of the Jews in Judasa, and their persecuting Jesus and his disciples,

(ii. 14—20.)

(2.) Answer to the objection urged against the preachers of the Gospel, for not de-

livering themselves from persecution by their miraculous powers, (iii. 1—4.)

(3.) Answer to the objection against Saint Paul in particular, that his quitting Thessa-

lonica was a proof that he did not love the Thessalonians, (iii. 5— 13.)

Sect. 3. The third argument in proof of the divine original of the Gos-
pel, taken from the holy nature of its precepts, (iv. 1— 12.)

Sect. 4. ^\\e fourth argument, taken from the resurrection of Jesus

Christ, the author of the Gospel, by which God declared him to be

his Son, the governor and judge of the world, (iv. 13— 18. v. 1— 11.)

Part III. The Conclusion, containing various practical Admonitions

and Instructions, (v. 12—28.)

In thus exhibiting the proofs of the clivhie original of the Gospel,

Dr. Macknight remarks ^ that Saint Paul with great propriety in-

sisted on' the character, behaviour, and views of the first Christian

teachers : because an argument of that kind could not fail to have

great weight with the Greeks, as it made them sensible that the mi-

nisters of the Gospel were the very reverse of their philosophers, the

only teachers to whom that intelligent and inquisitive people had
hitherto listened. At the same time, besides proving the divine ori-

ginal of the Gospel, the apostle, by wholesome reproofs, with great

address and affection, corrected certain vices and irregularities which

the Thessalonians had not yet amended.
On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horte Paulinae. Chap. IX. -^

SECTION XI.

ON THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS.

I. Date, Occasion, and Scope ofo this Epistle.— II. Analysis of its Con-

tents.— III. Observations on this Epistle.

I. 1 HE second Epistle to the Thessalonians was evidently written

soon after the first (a. d.52), and from the same place : for Silvanus or

' Pref. to 1 Thess. sect. 3. We have adopted this learned commentator's view of this

Epistle, as presenting its scope to the best possible advantage.
• Calmet, Preface sur la premiere Epitre aux Thessaloniens ; Rosenmiiller, Scholia,

torn. iv. pp. 681, 682. ; Bloch, Chronotaxis Scriptorum Pauli, pp. 99—109. ; Michaelis,

vol. iv. pp. 23—29. ; Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 349—352. But the fullest view

of all the circumstances of this epistle is given in Burgerhoudt's Specimen Academicum
Inaugurale de Coetus Christianorum Thessalonicensis Ortu Fatisque, et prioris Pauli iis

scriptaj Epistolaj Consilio et Argumento. Ludg. Bat. 1825. 8vo.
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Silas, and Timothy, are joined together with the apostle in the inscrip-

tion of this Epistle as well as that of the former. This Epistle was
occasioned by the information communicated to Paul by the person
who had conveyed his first letter to the Thessalonians, respecting
the state of their church. Among other things he was informed,
from some expressions in it % that many of them expected that the
day of judgment would happen in diat age: and that such of them,
as thought the advent of Christ and the end of the world to be at

hand, were neglecting their secular affiiirs, as being inconsistent with a
due preparation for that important and awful event. As soon, therefore,

as the state of the Thessalonians was made known to Paul, he wrote
this second Epistle, to correct their misapprehension, to rescue them
from an error which (appearing to rest on apostolical authority) must
ultimately be injurious to the spread of the Gospel, and to recom-
mend several Christian duties.

II. After a short introduction, the apostle begins with commend-
ing the faith and charity of the Thessalonians, of which he had heard
a favourable report. He expresses his joy on account of the
patience witii which they endured persecution ; which, he observes
w^as a proof of a righteousjudgment to come, where their persecutors
would meet with their proper recompense, and the righteous be de-
livered out of all their afflictions. And all this (he assures them)
will take place, when Jesus Christ returns with pomp and majesty as
universal judge. He further assures them of his constant prayers
for their further improvement, in order that they may attain the fe-

licity promised, (ch. i.)

He then proceeds to rectify the mistake of the Thessalonians, who
from misunderstanding a passage in his former letter, believed that
the day of judgment was at hand. " The day of the Lord," he in-

forms them, will not come until a great apostacy has overspread the
Christian w^orld, the nature of which he describes. Symptoms of
this mystery of iniquity had then appeared; but the apostle expresses
his thankfulness to God, that the Thessalonians had escaped this cor-
ruption ; and he exhorts them to stedfastness, praying that God would
comfort and strengthen them, (ii.)

He next requests their prayers for himself, and for Silvanus and
Timothy, his two assistants ; at the same time expressing his con-
fidence that they would pay a due regard to the instructions he had
given them. And he proceeds to correct some irregularities diat had
crept into their church. Many of the Thessalonians seem to have led

an idle and disorderly life: these he severely reproves, and commands
the faithful to shun their company, if tliey still remained incorrigible.

The apostle concludes with his apostolical benediction ; and informs
them that his writing die salutation with his own hand was a token
of the genuineness of all the Epistles which he wrote.

From the preceding view of this Epistle, it will be seen that it

consists of five parts, viz.

1. The Inscription, (i. 1, 2.)

2. Saint Paul's Thanksgiving and Prayer for them. (i. 3— 12.)

' See 1 Thess. iv. 15. 17. v. 4. 6,
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3. The Rectification of their Mistake concerning the day of judgment
and the doctrine concerning the man of sin. (ii.)

4. Various advices relative to Christian virtues, particularly,

i. To prayer, with a prayer for the Thessalonians. (iii. 1—5.)

ii. To correct the disorderly, (iii. 6—16.)

5. The Conclusion, (iii. 17, 18.)

III. Although the second Epistle to the Thessalonians is the

shortest of all Saint Paul's letters to the churches it is not inferior to

any of them in the sublimity of the sentiments, and in that excellent

spirit by which all the writings of this apostle are so eminently dis-

tino-uished. Besides those marks of genuineness and authority which

it has in common with the rest of the apostolical Epistles, it has 07ie

peculiar to itself, in the exact representation it contains of the papal

power, under the characters of the " Man of Sin," and the " Mys-
tery of Iniquity." For, considering how directly opposite the prin-

ciples here described were to the genius of Christianity, it must have

appeared, at the time when this Epistle was wi'itten, highly impro-

bable to all human apprehension that they should ever have prevailed

in the Christian church; and consequently a prediction hke this,

which answers so exactly in every particular to the event, must be

allowed to carry its own evidence along with it, and to prove that its

author wrote under divine influence. ^

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinte, Chap. X.

SECTION XII.

ON THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

I. Account of Timothy.— II. Date of this Epistle.— III. Genuineness and
Authenticity of the Tvoo Epistles to Timothy.—IV. Scope and Synopsis of
the First Epistle. — V. Observations on the Use ivhich the Church is to

make in every Age of PauVs Epistles to Timothy arid Titus.

I. 1 IMOTHY, to whom this Epistle was addressed, was a native of

Lystra, a city of Lycaonia, in Asia Minor. His father was a Greek,

but his mother was a Jewess (Acts xvi. 1.), and, as well as his grand-

mother Lois, a person of excellent character. (2 Tim. i. 5.) The
pious care they took of his education soon appeared to have the de-

sired success ; for we are assured by Saint Paul, that from his child-

hood, Timothy was well acquainted with the Holy Scriptures. (2Tim.

iii. 15.) It is generally supposed that he was converted to the Chris-

tian faith during the first visit made by Paul and Barnabas to Lystra.

(Actsxiv.) From the time of his conversion, Timothy made such

I Dr. Doddridge's Introd. to 2 Thess. Bloch, Chronotaxis Scriptorum Pauli, pp. 109

— 1 15. Cahnet's Preface sur la seconde Epitre aux Thessaloniens ; Hug's Introd. vol. ii.

pp. 353, 354. For a full illustration of the propliecy above mentioned, see Bishop

Newton's Dissertations, vol. ii. Diss. 22. Dr. Benson's Dissertation on the Man of Sin,

(Paraphrase on 1 and 2 Thess. pp. 173—197. 2d edit.,) or Drs. Macknightand A. Clarke

on 2 Thess, ii.
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proficiency in the knowledge of the Gospel, and was so remarkable
for the sanctity of his manners, as well as for his zeal in the cause of
Christ, that he attracted the esteem of all the brethren in those parts.

Accordingly, when the apostle came from Antioch in Syria to Lystra
the second time, they commended Timothy so highly to him, that

Paul selected him to be the companion of his travels, having pre-

viously circumcised him (Acts xvi. 2—3.), and ordained him in a
solemn manner by imposition of hands (1 Tim. iv. 14. ; 2 Tim. i. 6.),

though at that time he probably was not more than twenty years of
age. (I Tim. iv. 12.) From this period, frequent mention is made
of Timothy, as the attendant of Paul in his various journeyings,

assisting him in preaching the Gospel, and in conveying his instruc-

tions to the churches. When the apostle was driven from Thessa-
lonica and Beraea by persecution, he left Silas and Timothy there to

strengthen the churches in the faith. (Acts xvii. 13, 14.) Thence
they went to Paul at Corinth (xviii. 5.), and from Ephesus he again

sent Timothy to Thessalonica (Acts xix. 22.; 1 Thess. iii. 2, 3.) to

comfort the believers under their tribulations and persecutions. Ti-
mothy returning to the apostle next accompanied him into Asia (Acts

XX. 4.), and was left at Ephesus (1 Tim. i. 3, 4.) to instruct the church
in that city, the care of which was confided to Timothy. How long

he governed the Ephesian church is not known ; and we are equally

uncertain as to the time of his death. An ecclesiastical tradition re-

lates that he suffered martyrdom, being slain with stones and clubs,

A. D. 97, while he was preaching against idolatry in the vicinity of
the temple of Diana at Ephesus. His supposed relics were trans-

lated to Constantinople, with great pomp, a. d. 356, in the reign of
Constantius.

II. The Date of this Epistle has been much disputed. Dr. Lard-
ner refers it to the year SQ\ Dr. Benson, Michaelis, and Hug, (after

Cappel, Grotius, Lightfoot, and several other critics) date it in

A. D. 58 ; Bishop Pearson, Le Clerc, Dr. Mill, and Rosenmliller,

in A. D. 65; Drs. Whitby, Macknight, and Paley, and Bishop
Tomline, in 64.

Infavour ofthe early date it is argued^

1. That it appears from the third chapter of this Epistle, that no
bishops had been then appointed at Ephesus. Saint Paul instructs

Timothy in the choice, as of an appointment to a new office, and " hopes
to return to him shortly." And it is not probable the apostle would suflFer

a community to be long without governors. Now he departed from
Ephesus when he travelled into Macedonia (Acts xx. 1.), and we see from
v. 17.28. that on his return bishops had been appointed. Consequently
this Epistle must have been written at the beginning of his journey ; for
Timothy soon left Ephesus, and was at Corinth with Paul (Acts xviii. 5.)
He even joined him in Macedonia, for the second Epistle to the Corin-
thians, written in Macedonia, was in the joint names of Paul and Timothy.
This Epistle, therefore, was written a short time before the second to the
Corinthians.

2. It is further contended, that Timothy, at the time this Epistle was
written, was in danger of being " despised for his youth." (1 Tim. iv. 12.)

As he became an associate of Paul at Lystra (Acts xvi. 1.) so early as
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A. D. 50, he must then have been, as an assistant in the Gospel, at least

twenty years of age. If this Epistle was written a. d. 65, he must have

been of the age of thirty-five years, and could not have been less than

fifteen years a preacher of the Gospel. He could not in that case have

been despised for his youth ; though he might, before he had reached his

twenty-seventh year.

On the contrary, i7i behalfof the later date, which supposes this

Epistle to have been written after Saint Paul's first imprisonment at

Rome, A. D. 64 or 65, it is insisted,

1. That it appears from Saint Paul's Epistles to Philemon (22.) and to

the Philippians (ii. 24'.), that he evidently designed, when he had a pros-

pect of being released, to go both to Colossae and into Macedonia. Now
it is admitted, that these two Epistles were written towards the close of

Saint Paul's first imprisonment at Rome ; and, if he executed his intention

of going to Colossae immediately after his release, it is very probable that

he would visit Ephesus, which was in the vicinity of Colossae, and pro-

ceed thence to Philippi.

2. We further learn from the first Epistle to Timothy, that he was left

at Ephesus to oppose the following errors : 1 . Fables invented by the

Jewish doctors to recommend the observance of the law of Moses as

necessary to salvation ;— 2. Uncertain genealogies, by which individuals

endeavoured to trace their descent from Abraham, in the persuasion

that they would be saved, merely because they had Abraham to their

father ;— 3. Intricate questions and strifes about some words in the law
;— 4. Perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds, who reckoned that

which produced most gain to be the best of godliness; and oppositions

of knowledge falsely so named. But these errors had not taken place in

the Ephesian church before the apostle's departure ; for, in his charge to

the Ephesian elders at Miletus, he foretold that false teachers would enter

among them after his departing. Acts xx.29., / knovo that after my de-

parting, shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the Jlock.

30. Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking j^erverse things, to

draw away disciples after them. The same thing appears from the two

Epistles which the apostle wrote to the Corinthians ; the one from Ephe-

sus before the riot of Demetrius, the other from Macedonia after that

event ; and from the Epistle which he wrote to the Ephesians themselves

from Rome, during his confinement there. For in none of these letters

is there any notice taken of the above-mentioned errors as subsisting

among the Ephesians at the time they were written, which cannot be ac-

counted for on the supposition that they were prevalent in Ephesus, when
the apostle went into Macedonia after the riot. We conclude, therefore,

with Dr. Macknight, that the first epistle to Timothy, in which the apostle

desired him to abide at Ephesus, for the purpose of opposing the judaisers

and their errors, could not be written, either from Troas, or from Mace-
donia, after the riot, as those who contend for the early date of that

Epistle suppose : but it must have been written some time after the

apostle's release from his confinement in Rome, when, no doubt, he

visited the church at Ephesus, and found the judaising teachers there

busily employed in spreading their pernicious errors.

3. In the first Epistle to Timothy, the same persons, doctrines, and

practices are reprobated, which are condemned in the second. Compare

1 Tim.iv. 1—6. with 2 Tim. iii. 1—5., and 1 Tim.vi. 20. with 2 Tim. i, 14.,

and 1 Tim.iv. 7. and vi.20. with 2Tim.ii. 16. The same commands, in-

structions, and encouragements are given to Timothy in the first Epistle

as in the second. Compare 1 Tim. vi. 13, 14. with 2 Tim. iv. 1—5. The
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same remedies for the corruptions, which had taken place among the
Ephesians, are prescribed in the first Epistle as in the second. Compare
1 Tim. iv. 14. with 2 Tim. i. 6, 7- And as in the second Epistle, so in the
first, every thing is addressed to Timothy, as superintendent both of the
teachers and of the laity in the church at Ephesus : all which Dr. Mack-
night justly thinks, implies that the state of things among the Ephesians
was the same when the two Epistles were written. Consequently, the
first Epistle was written only a few months before the second, and not
long before the apostle's death.

To the late date of this first Epistle, however, there are three

plausible objections, which admit of easy solutions.

J . It is thought, that if the first Epistle to Timothy was written after

the apostle's release, he could not, with any propriety, have said to Timo-
thy, iv. 12. Let no man despise thy youth.— But it is replied, that Servius
Tullius, in classing the Roman people, as Aulus Gellius relates', divided
their age into three periods. Childhood, he limited to the age of seven-
teen : Youth, from that to forty-six : and old age, from forty-six to the
end of life. Now, supposing Timothy to have been twenty years old,

A. D. 50, when he became Paul's assistant, he would be no more than
S-i, A. D. 64-, two years after the apostle's release, when it is supposed this

Epistle was written. Since, therefore, Timothy was then in that period
of life, which, by the Greeks as well as the Romans, was considered as

youth, the apostle, with propriety, might say to him. Let no man despise

thy youth.

2. When the apostle touched at Miletus, in his voyage to Jerusalem,
with the collections, the church at Ephesus had a number of elders, that
is, of bishops and deacons, who came to him at Miletus, Acts xx. 17. It

is therefore asked, What occasion was there, in an Epistle written after

the apostle's release, to give Timothy directions concerning the ordin-
ation of bishops and deacons, in a church where there were so many
elders already ? The answer is, the elders who came to the apostle at

Miletus, in the year 58, might have been too few for the church at Ephe-
sus, in her increased state, in the year 65. Besides false teachers had
then entered, to oppose whom, more bishops and deacons might be needed
than were necessary in the year 58. Not to mention, that some of the
first elders having died, others were wanted to supply their places.

3. Because the apostle wrote to Timothy, that he hoped to come to him
soon, 1 Tim. iii. l^., it is argued, that the letter, in which this is said, must
liave been written before the apostle said to the Ephesian elders. Acts
XX. 25., I knoiv that alt ye, among whom I Jiave gone preaching the hinv-
dom of God, shall see my face no more. But if, by this, the first Epistle
to Timothy is proved to have been written before the apostle's interview
with the elders at Miletus, his Epistles to the Philippians, to the Hebrews,
and to Philemon, in which he promised to visit them, must likewise have
been written before the interview : for his declaration respected the Phi-
lippians, the Hebrews, and Philemon, as well as the Ephesians ; for they
certainly were persons among whom the apostle had gone preaching the
kingdom of God: yet no commentator ever thought the Epistles above-
inentioned were written to them before the apostle's interview with the
Ephesian elders. On the contrary, it is universally acknowledged, that
these Epistles were written four years after the interview ; namely, durino-

the apostle's first imprisonment at Rome. When, therefore, he told the
Ephesian elders, that they and his other converts, among whom he had

• Noctes Atticse, lib. x. c. 28,
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gone preaching the kingdom of God, should see his face no more, as it

was no point either of faith or practice which he spake, he may well be

supposed to have declared nothing but his own opinion resulting from his

fears. He had lately escaped the rage of the Jews, who laid wait for

him in Cenchrea to kill him. (Acts xx. 3.) This, with their fury on for-

mer occasions, filled him with such anxiety, that in writing to the Romans
from Corinth, he requested them to strive together with him in their prayers,

that he might be deliveredfrom the unbelieving in Judcea. (Rom. xv. 30,

31.)—Further, that in his speech to the Ephesian elders, the apostle only

declared his own persuasion, dictated by his fears, and not any sugges-

tion of the Spirit, Dr. Macknight thinks, is plain from what he had said

immediately before, verse 22. Behold I go bound in the spirit to Jerusalem,

not knowing the things which shall befal me there: 23. Save that the Holy
Ghost witnesseth in every city, saying that bonds and aJjJictions abide me.

Wherefore, although his fears were happily disappointed, and he actually

visited the Ephesians after his release, his character as an inspired apostle

is not hurt in the least ; if in saying, he knew they should see his face no

more, he declared his own persuasion only, and no dictate of the Holy
Spirit.'

We conclude, therefore, that Saint Paul wrote his first Epistle to

Timothy about the end of the year 64.

III. But whatever uncertainty may have prevailed concerning the

date of this Epistle, it has always been acknowledged to be the undis-

puted production of the apostle Paul. Both the frst and second

Epistles to Timothy are cited or alluded to by the apostolical fathers,

Clement of Rome^, and Polycarp'^; and the first Epistle by Igna-

tius^ : and in the following centuries by Irenasus^, Clement of Alex-

andria^, Tertullian'', Cains ^, Origen^, and by all subsequent eccle-

siastical writers without exception.

Decisive as these testimonies confessedly are, the authenticity of

this Epistle has been denied by Dr. Schleiermacher, Professor Eick-

horn, and others, and vindicated by Professor Hug : the following

is an abstract of the objections and their refutation.

1. The language of the Epistle cannot be that of Saint Paul, be-

cause (it is alleged) expressions occur which are either not to be

found in his other Epistles, or at least not with the same significa-

tion. But this is more or less the case in other Epistles; and some
of the words alluded to are found in the New Testament, " while

the composition of others betrays the apostle, wlio, unshackled by
the laws of grammatical authority, either compounds his own words

1 Dr. Benson's Prefoce to 1 Tim. (pp.220—222.) Micliaelis, vol. iv, pp. 75—78.

Rosenmiiller, Scholia in N. T. torn. v. pp. 1—4. ; Hug's Iiitrod. vol. ii. pp. 393—402.

Lardner's Woiks, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 316—320.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 292—294. Doddridge

and Whitby's Prefaces to 1 Tim. Macknight's Preface to 1 Tim. sect. ii. Dr. Paley

has advocated the late date of this Epistle by arguments similar to those above stated.

Horse Paulinte, pp. 288—294.
- Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 38, 39. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 298, 299.

3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 96, 97. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 330, 331.
•• Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 78, 79. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 321.

* Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 164, ; 4to. vol. i. p. 368.
6 Ibid. 8vp. vol. ii. p. 224. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 401.
7 Ibid. 8vo. vol.ii. pp. 264, 265. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 424.
8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 374. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 483.

9 Ibid. 8vo. vol.ii. p. 471. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 535.
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and forcible expressions, or derives them in a manner in uliicb tra-

gic authors would scarcely have indulged themselves." If, how-
ever, " independently of this peculiarity, we examine the whole of the

diction, we shall find it assuredly Paul's. The accumulation of

words of allied significations, or false synonyms, the enumerations,

the short instantaneous bursts, the parentheses, particularly the long
parenthesis in i. 5— 18., then the animation which pei-vades the

whole;— all is not an imitation in the use of certain words, in which
any one might easily succeed, but the fac-simile of his peculiar mode
of communication." ^ Besides, the difference of style in this Episde,

as compared wiUi that of the preceding Epistles, is accounted for

by new adversaries arising, by the difference of the times when the

several Epistles were written, and also by the diversity of the subjects

discussed, all which circumstances would necessarily produce a di-

versity of ex[)ression. -

2. The great doubts which have been raised against this Epistle,

because the apostle (i. 20.) has so very briefly mentioned Hy-
menaeus and Alexander, are of no moment. He mentions them in-

cidentally, as well-known examples of erring self-conceit, and for no
other purpose besides, as he has also done in other passages, at this

period of his life, viz. 2 Tim. i. 15. and ii. 17. where he also points

out well-known examples of error, as a warning to others, and this

he also does incidentally.^

3. It has been asserted, that there is a contradiction between

1 Tim. i. 20. vv'here Alexander is mentioned as a heretic, and 2 Tim.
iv. 14. where he is an enemy of St. Paul. But the apostle carefully

distinguishes the individual in the second epistle from him who is

noticed in the first, by the epithet of 5 p^^aAJcsuj, the xsoorker in metals,

or the smith. Beza and Bolten have conjectured that he was the

person who appeared at the Roman tribunal among the accusers

of Paul. This, however, is of little moment, as from this name
being very common, there must have been hundreds of persons who
bore the name of Alexander.^

In short, whoever carefully and impartially examines the style of

this Epistle, will find that the language and genius of the apostle of

the Gentiles pervades it throughout; and that the animating, urgent,

and affecting motives which it presents, are such as proceeded from

the heart, and such as no impostor could imitate. '

IV. Timothy having been left at Ephesus, to regulate the affairs

of the church in that city. Saint Paul wrote this Epistle chiefly to in-

struct him in the choice of proper officers in the church, as vvell as in

the exercise of a regular ministry. Another and very important part

of the apostle's design was to caution this young evangelist against

the influence of those false teachers (Michaelis thinks they were

Essenes), who, by their subtle distinctions and endless controversies,

had corrupted the purity and simplicity of the Gospel ; to press upon

him, in all his preaching, a constant regard to the interests of prac-

1 'Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 403, 404.

2 Cellerier, Introd. au Nouv. Test. p. 432. 3 Hug, vol. ii. p. 405.

4 Ibid. * Cellc^rier, Intad. au Nouv. Test. p. 432.
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tical religion ; and to animate him to the greatest diHgence, fideh'ty,

and zeal, in the discharge of his office. The Epistle, therefore, con-

sists of three parts ; viz.

Part I. T/ie Introduction, (i. 1, 2.)

Part II. Instructions to Timothy hoiv to behave in the Admi?iistration

of the Church at Ephesus ; in which,

Sect. 1. After reminding Timothy of the charge which had been com-
mitted to him, viz. To preserve the purity of the Gospel against the
pernicious doctrines of the false teachers (enumerated above') whose
opinions led to frivolous controversies, and not to a holy life, Saint

Paul shows the use of the law of Moses, of which these teachers

were ignorant. This account of the law, he assures Timothy, was
agreeable to the representation of it in the Gospel, with the preach-

ing of which he was intrusted, (i. 3— 11.) Having mentioned the

Gospel, the apostle, in the fulness of his heart, makes a digression

to express his gratitude to God in calling him, who had been a per-

secutor, to the Christian faith and ministerial office ; and observes,

that this favour was extended to him, though so unworthy, as an en-

couragement to all that should believe in every future age. (12—20.)

Sect. 2. Paul then proceeds to give Timothy particular instructions,

§ i. Concerning the manner in which divine worship was to be performed in the Ephe-
sian church, (ii.)

§ ii. Concerning the qualifications of the persons whom he was to ordain bishops and
deacons of that church, (iii.)-

§ iii. After foretelling the great corruptions which were to prevail in the church in

future times (iv. 1—5.), the apostle instructs Timothy,

1. How to support the sacred character. (6— 16.)

2. How to admonish aged men and women (v. 1,2.), and in what manner he should

treat widows (3— IC), elders (17— 19.), and offenders. (20,21.) Annexed are

some instructions to Timothy himself. (2i!—24.)

S. Concerning the duties of slaves, (vi. 1, 2.)

Sect. 3. condemns trifling controversies and pernicious disputes, cen-

sures the excessive love of money, and charges the rich, to be rich

in good works, (vi. 3— 19.)

Part III. The Conclusion. (20, 21.)

V. Although the errors of the judaising teachers at Ephesus,

which gave rise to Saint Paul's Epistles to Timothy, have long dis-

appeared, yet " the Epistles themselves are still of great use, as they

serve to show the impiety of the principles from which these errors

proceeded. For the same principles are apt in every age to produce
errors and vices, which, though different in name from those which

1 See pp. 398, 399. supra.
2 In using this expression — Great is the mystery of godliness (iii. 16.), the apostle is

generally supposed to allude to the heathen mysteries. As those mysteries have always a

reference to some deity, this circumstance greatly favours— not to say, confirms — the

common reading of this text, which has been so much controverted : for, if no mention
had been made in this case of a God, such an omission would have maimed the apostle's

description in a most essential point, and obscured the beauty of his fine allusion. (Brekell's

Discourses, p. 424. note.) On the much litigated question respecting the reading of @eos

in I Tim. iii. 16. the reader will find a perspicuous statement of the evidence in Mr. Hol-
den's Scripture Testimonies to the divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, pp. 181—188.

There is an elaborate essay on tiiis passage in the Christian Observer for 1809, vol. i.

pp. 271—277. See also Dr. Berriman's Critical Dissertation on 1 Tim. iii. 16. 8vo.

London, 1741, Velthusen's Observations on Various Subjects, pp. 49— 104. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1773. Dr. Hales's Treatise on Faith in the Holy Trinity, vol. ii. pp. 67—104. and
Mr. Nolan's Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate, pp. 274—276.
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prevailed in Ephesus in the apostle's clays, are precisely of the same
kind, and equally pernicious.— These Epistles are likewise of great

use in the church, as they exhibit to Christian bishops and deacons,

in every age, the most perfect idea of the duties of their function
;

teach the manner in which these duties should be performed'; de-

scribe the qualifications necessary in those who aspire to such holy

and honourable offices, and explain the ends for which these offices

were originally instituted, and are still continued in the church.
" The very same things, indeed, the apostle about the same time,

wrote to Titus in Crete ; but more briefly, because he was an older

and more experienced minister than Timothy. Nevertheless the

repetition of these precepts and charges is not without its use to the

church still, as it maketh us more deeply sensible of their great im-
portance : not to mention, that in the Epistle to Titus, there are

things peculiar to itself, which enhance its value. In short, the

Epistles to Timothy and Titus taken together, containing a full ac-

count of the qualifications and duties of the ministers of the Gospel,

may be considered as a complete body of divinely inspired eccle-

siastical canons., to be observed by the Christian clergy of all com-
munions, to the end of the w^orld.

" These Epistles, therefore, ought to be read frequently, and with

the greatest attention, by those in every age and country, who hold

sacred offices, or who have it in view to obtain them : not only that

they may regulate their conduct according to the directions contained

in them, but that, by meditating seriously on the solemn charges de-

livered to all the ministers of the Gospel, in the persons of Tmiothy
and Titus, their minds may be strongly impressed with a sense of

the importance of their function, and of the obligation which lieth

on them to be faithful in discharging every duty belonging to it.

" It is of importance also to observe, that, in these Epistles, there

are some explications of the Christian doctrines, and some displays

of Saint Paul's views and expectations as an apostle of Christ, which
merit our attention. For if he had been, like many of the Greek
philosophers, an hypocrite who held a double doctrine, one for the

vulgar, and another for the learned ; and if his secret views and ex-

pectations had been different from those which he publicly professed

to the world, he would have given, without all doubt, some insinu-

ation thereof in letters written to such intimate friends. Yet,

throughout the whole of these Epistles, no discovery of that kind is

made. The doctrine contained in them is the same with that taught

in the Epistles designed for the inspection and direction of the

church in general ; and the views and hopes which he expresses, are

the same with those which he uniformly taught mankind to entertain.

What stronger proofs can we desire of the apostle's sincerity and
faithfulness than these ?"^

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinae, Chap. XL

« Dr. Macknight's Pref. to 1 Tim. sect, iv,
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SECTION XIII.

ON THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

I. Date. — II. Of the Place inhere Timothy tvas, ivhen Paid tvrote this

Epistle to him.— III. Its Scope. — IV. Synopsis of its Contents.—
V. Observations o?i this Epistle,

I. 1 HAT Paul was a prisoner when he wrote the second Epistle

to Timothy, is evident from i. 8. 12. 16. and ii. 9.; and that his im-

prisonment was in Rome appears from i. 17. and is universally ad-

mitted. But, whether he wrote it during his first imprisonment,

recorded in Acts xxviii., or during a second imprisonment there

(which was the vuiiform tradition of the primitive church), is a point

that has been much disputed. The former opinion is advocated by
Drs. Hammond, Lightfoot, Lardner, and Hug; and the latter, by
Drs. Benson, Macknight, and Paiey, Bishop Tomline, Michaelis,

Rosenmiiller, and ethers. That the last-mentioned opinion is most

correct, we think will appear from the following considerations :
—

1. A collation of the Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians, Philippians,

and Philemon (which are known to have been written during Saint Paul's

Jirst imprisonment), with the second Epistle to Timothy, will show that

this Epistle was not written during the time when those Epistles were
written. In the former Epistles, the author confidently looked forward

to his liberation from confinement, and his speedy departure from

Rome. He tells the Philippians (ii. S^.), " I trust in the Lord that I

also myself shall come shortly." Philemon he bids to prepare for him a

lodging ;
" for I trust," says he, " that through your prayers I shall be

given unto you." (ver. 22.) In the Epistle before us, he holds a language

extremely different : " I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my
departure is at hand. I have fought a good fight ; I have finished my
course ; I have kept the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me a crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me at

that day." (iv.6— 8.)

Again, when the former Epistles were written from Rome, Timothy
was. with Paul ; and he is joined with him in writing to the Colossians,

the Philippians, and to Philemon. The present Epistle implies that he
was absent. Further, in the former Epistles, Demas was with Paul at

Rome: '' Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas, greet you." In the

Epistle now before us :
'• Demas hath forsaken n>e, having loved this

present world, and is gone to Thessalonica." Once more : in the former

Epistle, Mark was with Paul, and joins in saluting the Colossians. In

the jjresent Epistle, Timothy is ordered to bring him with him, " for he
is profitable to me for the ministVy." (iv. 11.)

2. The circumstances of Paul's imprisonment, as referred to in this

Epistle, are widely different from the imprisonment related in Acts
xxviii. 30, 31. Then he was permitted to dwell alone in his own hired

house, and receive all who came to him, and publicly to preach the

Gospel, being guarded only by a single soldier. But it appears from
2 Tim. i. 16— 18., that the apostle was in close confinement, so that One-
siphorus, on his coming to Rome, had considerable difficulty in finding

him out. And that crimes were now laid to his charge very different

from those formerly alleged against him, appears from ii. 9. ; where he
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says that he siiffers evil, even imto bonds, as a malefactor ; plainly imply-

ing that he was not only abridged of all liberty, but also that he was

bound, hands and feet, in a close dungeon. Dr. Macknight thinks this

was probably under the pretence that he was one of those Christians

whom Nero accused of having set Rome on fire. Hence the word male-

factor {aa.Mvpyoi), which in this passage may mean that the apostle was
treated as one of the worst of criminals.

3. The situation of Paul, when he wrote this Epistle, was extremely
dangerous. This appears from 2 Tim. iv. 6, 7, 8. and from verse 16.

where, at his first answer, all men forsook him. Further, (verse 17.) the

Lord delivered him from the mouth of the Hon, or the cruelty of Nero.

And in verse 18. he hopes the Lord tvill deliver himfrom every evil work,

by preserving him mito his heavenly kingdom. This was totally different

from the gentle treatment recorded in Acts xxviii., and shows that this

Epistle was written at a later period than the two years' imprisonment
mentioned by Luke.

4. It appears from 2 Tim. iv. 13. 20. that when the apostle wrote, he
had lately been at Troas, Miletus, and Corinth. This was a different

route from that described in the Acts. Also in 2Tim. iv. 13. he desires

Timothy to bring with him a trunk and some books which he had left at

Troas. But in his journey to Italy in Actsxxvii. he did not come near

Troas. It is true he visited that place on his way to Jerusalem. (Acts
XX. 5—7.) But as this visit to Troas happened in the year 57, and the

present Epistle was not written before the year 65, these articles were
not then left there ; for he would hardly have delayed sending for them
for seven or eight years. He would rather have sent for them to

Ca^sarea, where he was in prison two years ; or more early on his first

coming to Rome.
5. Wheahe wrote this Epistle, he had left Trophimus sick at Miletus,

(iv. 20.) But this could not have happened on the journey to Jerusalem,

because Trophimus was with Saint Paul at Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 29.),

and in his voyage from Ca^sarea to Italy he did not touch at Miletus.

It is obvious, contrary to Dr. Lardner's hypothesis, that the north wind
would not suffer them to proceed further north from Cnidus along the

coast of Asia. (Acts xxvii. 7.)

6. Paul says (2 Tim. iv. 20.) that Erastus staid behind at Corinth.

The apostle must therefore have passed through Corinth on that journey

to Rome, after which he wrote this Epistle. But from Csesarea to Italy,

in Acts xxviii. he did not pass through Corinth. Dr. Lardner's two
objections to this argument are not satisfactory. For he says that

Erastus staid behind at Corinth when Saint Paul left that city to go to

Jerusalem, though Timothy, who was then with Saint Paul, must have

known that circumstance, but Saint Paul only wished to remind him of

it,— or he mentions his stay, because he was sent by Paul from Ephesus
into Macedonia ( Acts xix. 22.) ; and when Paul, going there also, re-

turned to Asia Minor, he did not return with him, not being mentioned

in Acts XX. 4.

The result of the preceding observations is, that this Epistle was

written by Paul at Rome, and during an imprisonment different

from that recorded in Acts xxviii. Paul, we iiave seen ^ was re-

leased from his confinement a. d. 63, and, after visiting several

churches, returned to Rome early in 65 ; where, after being confined

rather more than a year, it is generally agreed that he suffered mar-

' See p. f545. supra.
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tyrdom a. d. 66. Now, as the apostle requests Timothy to come to

him before winter (2 Tim. iv. 21.), it is probable that this Epistle

was written in the month of July or August a. d. 6B.
'

II. It is generally supposed that Timothy was at Ephesus when

Paul wrote his second Epistle to him. This opinion is advocated by

Drs. Lardner, Benson, and Macknight, but is opposed by Michaelis

;

who has shown that Timothy was most probably somewhere in Asia

Minor when Paul sent this letter to him, because the apostle, to-

wards the close of the first chapter, mentions several persons who
dwelt in that region, and also because (2 Tim. iv. 13.) he requests

Timothy to bring with him the cloak, booh, and j^archments, which

he had left behind him at Troas ; and because Troas does not he

in the route from Ephesus to Rome, to which city Timothy was de-

sired to " make haste to come to him before winter." (iv. 21.) Mi-

chaelis concludes, therefore, that Paul, not knowing exacdy where

Timothy was, wrote to him this Epistle, which he intrusted to a safe

person (whom Dr. Benson supposes to have been Tychicus) that

was travelling into Asia Minor, with an order to deliver it to him

wherever he might find him.'-

III. The immediate design of Paul in writing this Epistle to

Timothy, was to apprise him of the circumstances that had befallen

him during his second imprisonment at Rome, and to request him

to come to him before the ensuing winter. But, being uncertain

whether he should live so long, he gave him in this letter a variety

of advices, charges, and encouragements, for the faithful discharge

of his ministerial functions, with the solemnity and affection of a

dying parent ; in order that, if he should be put to death before

Timothy's arrival, the loss might in some measure be compensated

to him by the instructions contained in this admirable Epistle.

With this view, after expressing his affectionate concern for him,

he exhorts him to stir up the gift which had been conferred upon

him (2 Tim. i. 2—5.) ; not to he ashamed of the testimony of the

Lord, nor of Paul's sufferings (6—16.); to hold fast the form of

sound words, and to giiard inviolable that good deposit of Gospel

doctrine (i. 13, 14.), which he was to commit to faithful men who
should be able to teach others (ii. 1, 2.) ; to animate him to endure,

with fortitude, persecutions for the sake of the Gospel (ii. 3— 13.);

to suppress and avoid logomachies (14. 23.); to approve himself a

faithful minister of the word (15—22.) ; and to forewarn him of the

perils of the last days, in consequence of wicked hypocritical seducers

and enemies of the truth, who even then were beginning to rise in

the church. These Saint Paul admonishes Timothy to flee, giving

him various cautions against them, (iii.)

IV. The Epistle therefore consists of three parts ; viz.

Part I. The Inscription, (i. 1— 5.)

> Paley's Horse Paulinas, pp. 303—305. ; Calmet, Preface sur la seconde Epitre a
Timothi^e ; Macknight's Preface to 2 Tim. sect, i. ; Dr. Benson's Preface to 2 Tim.

pp. 501—517. ; Michaelis's Introd. vol. iv. pp. 165— 177.; Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

pp.338—375.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.303—321.; Hug's Introd. vol. ii. pp.440—448.
'^ Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 161—164.
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Part II. An Exhortatioii to Timothy.

Sect. 1. To diligence, patience, and firmness in keeping the form of
sound doctrine, in which is introduced an affecting prayer in behalf
of Onesiphorus. (i. 2— 18.)

Sect. 2. To fortitude under afflictions and persecutions, to deliver the
uncorrupted doctrine of the Gospel to others, and to purity of life, (ii.)

Sect. 3. To beware of false teachers in the last times (whose practices

are described), to be constant in his profession of the Gospel, and to

be dih'gent in his ministerial labours, (iii. iv. 1—8.)

Part III. The Conchision, containing the Apostle's Request to Timothy
to come to him as soon as possible, together with various Salntatiojis

for the Brethren in Asia Minor, (iv. 9—22.)

V. As this Epistle was written to Saint Paul's most intimate

friend, under the miseries of a gaol and the near prospect of death,

and was not designed for the use of others, it may serve to exhibit

the temper and character of the apostle, and to convince us that

he was no deceiver, but sincerely believed the doctrines which he
preached. " This excellent writing, therefore, will be read by the

disciples of Christ, to the end of the world, with the highest satis-

faction. And the impression which it must have on their minds,

will often be recollected by them with the greatest effect, for the

confirmation of their faith in the Gospel, and their consolation

under all the evils which their adherence to the Gospel may bring

upon them."
" Imagine," says Dr. Benson, " a pious father, under sentence of

death for his piety and benevolence to mankind, writing to a dutiful

and affectionate son, that he might see and embrace him again before

he left the world
;
particularly that he might leave with him his dying

commands, and charge him to live and suffer as he had done :— and
you will have the frame of the apostle's mind, during the writing of

this whole Epistle." ^

On the mulesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts

of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinae, Chap. XII.

SECTION XIV.

ON THE EPISTLE TO TITUS.

I. Account qfJ'itus. — II. Christianity, when planted in Crete.— IW. Date.
— IV. Scope and Analysis of this Epistle. — V. Observations on it.

I. 1 ITUS was a Greek (Dr. Benson thinks he was a native of An-
tioch in Syria), and one of Paul's early converts, who attended him
and Barnabas to the first council at Jerusalem, a. d. 49, and after-

wards on his ensuing circuit. (Tit. i. 4. Gal. ii. 1—3. Acts xv. 2.)

Some years after this we find that Paul sent him to Corinth (2 Cor.

xii. 18.), to investigate and report to him the state of the church in

' Preface to 2 Tim. p. 517. The topics above noticed are ably treated at length by
Dr. Macknight in his Preface to 2 Tim. se(<t. 3.
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that city, and particularly to report what effect had been produced

by his first Epistle to the Corinthians. The intelligence brought to

the apostle by Titus afforded him the highest satisfaction, as it far

exceeded all his expectations, (vii. 6— IS.) And as Titus had ex-

pressed a particular regard for the Corinthians, the apostle thought

proper to send him back again, with some others, to hasten the col-

lection for the poor brethren in Judaea, (viii. 6.) After this, we meet
with no further notice of Titus ; except that he is mentioned in this

Epistle as having been with Paul in Crete (Tit. i. 5.), and in 2 Tim.
iv. 1 0. (shortly before that apostle's martyrdom) as being in Dal-
matia. How highly he was esteemed by the great apostle of the

Gentiles, is evident from the affectionate manner in which he has

spoken of him to the Corinthians. ' Whether Titus ever quitted

Crete we know not : neither have we any certain information con-

cerning the time, place, or manner of his death : but according to

antient ecclesiastical tradition, he lived to the age of ninety-four years,

and died and was buried in that island.

II. We have no certain information when or by whom Christianity

was first planted in Crete. As some Cretans were present at the

first effusion of the Holy Spirit at Jerusalem (Acts ii. 11.), Bishop
Tomline thinks it not improbable, that, on their return home, they

might be the means of introducing the Gospel among their country-

men.'- But Michaelis, Dr. Hales, and many other critics are of
opinion that Christianity was first plaiited there by Paul, during the

year and a half that he spent at Corinth, between the latter part of
A. D. 51, and the former part of a. d. 53. It appears from 2 Cor.
xii. 14. and xiii. 1. that the apostle did make an excursion during
this interval, and returned to Corinth. In this excursion it is sup-
posed that he made a voyage to Crete, in order to preach the Gospel
there, and took Titus with him as an assistant, whom he left behind
to regulate the concerns of that church. (Tit. i. 5.) Josephus in-

forms us that there were many Jews '^ in this island at the time Paul
wrote this Epistle to Titus ; and the apostle seems to have considered

them a more dangerous people than the Cretans themselves, who
were formerly notorious for piracy, luxui'y, debauchery, and espe-
cially for lying. So infamous were they for their habitual practice

of falsehood, that xgvjrj^siv, to act like a Cretan, was a proverbial term
for telling a lie. With these vices they were charged by Epimenides,
one of their own poets ; and Paul has quoted him as expressing their

true character. (Tit. i. 12.)

III. No date is so controverted as that of the Epistle to Titus.

Michaelis, who thinks it was written soon after his supposed visit to

Crete, is of opinion, that, in the chronological arrangement of Paul's

Epistles, it should be placed between the second Epistle to the

Thessalonians (a. d. 52) and the first Epistle to the Corinthians

(a. d. 57). Hug places it between the two Epistles to the Co-
rinthians; Dr. Plales dates this Epistle in a. d. 52 ; Dr. Lardner in

' See particularly 2 Cor. ii. 13. vii. 6, 7. 13— 15. viii. 16—23. and xii. 18.

- Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i. p. 446.
3 Ant. Jud, lib. xyi. c.l2. § I. De Bell. Jud. lib. ii. c. 7. § 1, &c.

"
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56 ; Lord Barrington in 57 ; Dr. Benson and Bishop Toniline in Gi;
and Bishop Pearson, Drs. Whitby and Paley, and the Bible chro-

nology in A. D. 65. The subscription states this Epistle to have been
written from Nicopolis of Macedonia, probably because Saint Paul
desired to meet him at a city called Nicopolis, but which could not

be the place intended by the author of the subscription ; for the Ni-
copolis referred to by him was situated on the river Nessus in Thrace,
and was not built till after this period by the emperor Trajan. As
Luke is totally silent concerning Saint Paul's preaching at Crete,

though he has noticed that he touched at the Fair Plavens and Lasea
in his first voyage to Rome, it is most probable that this Epistle was
written after his liberation from his first imprisonment, a. d. G4.

And this opinion is strengthened by the verbal harmony subsisting

between the first Epistle to Timothy and the letter to Titus; which
cannot be naturally accounted for, but by supposing that they were
both written about the same time, and while the same ideas and
phrases were present to the writer's mind. Among other instances,

that might be adduced, compare 1 Tim. i. 1— 3. with Tit. i. 4, 5.;

1 Tim. i. 4. with Tit. i. 14.; 1 Tim. iv. 12. with Tit. ii. 7. 15., and 1 Tim.
iii. 2—4. with Tit. i. 6—8.

' The genuineness and authenticity of

the Epistle to Titus were never questioned.^

IV. Titus having been left in Crete to settle the churches in the

several cities of that island according to the apostolical plan, Paul

wrote this Epistle to him, that he might discharge his ministry

among the Cretans with the greater success, and to give him par-

ticular instructions concerning his behaviour towards the judaising

teachers, who endeavoured to pervert the faith and disturb the

peace of the Christian church. The Epistle, therefore, consists of

three parts.

Part I. Jlie Inscription, (i. 1—4.)

Part II. Instructions to Tittis,

Sect. 1. concerning the ordination of elders, that is, of bishops and
deacons, whose qualifications are enumerated. (5— 9.) Further, to

show Titus how cautious he ought to be in selecting men for the

sacred office, Paul reminds him of the acts of the judaising teachers.

(10—16.)
Sect. 2. That he should accommodate his exhortations to the respective

ages, sexes, and circumstances of those whom he was commissioned
to instruct; and, to give the greater weight to his instructions, he
admonishes him to be an example of what he taught, (ii.)

Sect. 3. That he should inculcate obedience to the civil magistrate, in

opposition to the Jews and judaising teachers, who, being averse from

all civil governors, except such aswere of their own nation, were apt

to imbue Gentile Christians witli a like seditious spirit, as if it were an
indignity for the people ofGod to obey an idolatrous magistrate ; and
also that he should enforce gentleness to all men. (iii. 1—7.)

1 Calmet, Preface sur I'Epitre de S. Paul a Tite ; Dr. Benson's Preface to his Para-

phrase and Commentary on tliis Epistle ; Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 320—324.

;

4to. vol. iii. pp.294—296.; Micliaelis's Introd. vol. iv. pp.29—41.; Hug's Introd.

vol. ii. pp. 354—360. Dr. Macknight's Preface to Titus.

- It is cited or alluded to by all the fathers who have quoted the two Epistles to Timo-
thy. Sec the references to them in p. 400. supra.
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Sect. 4. That he should enforce good works, avoid foolish questions,

and shun heretics, (iii. 8—11.)

Part III. An Invitation to Titus., to come to the Apostle at Nicopolis,

together mth various Directions, (iii. 12— 15.)

V. From a conniparison of the Epistle of Titus, with the two

Epistles to Timothy, Dr. Macknight remarks, we learn tliat the ju-

daising teachers were every where indefatigable in propagating their

erroneous doctrine concerning the necessity of obedience to the law

of Moses, as the only means of obtaining salvation; that in the most

distant countries they uniformly taught the same doctrine, for the

purpose of rendering the practice of sin consistent with the hope of

salvation ; and that, in order to draw disciples after them, they encou-

raoed them in sin by the vicious practices which they themselves

followed, in the persuasion that they would be pardoned by the

efficacy of the Levitical sacrifices. That eminent critic thinks it

probable, from the apostle's commanding Titus in Crete, and Timothy

in Ephesus, to oppose those errors, that the judaising teachers were

more numerous and successful in Ephesus and Crete than in other

places. As, however, Titus was a Gentile convert, whose interest it

was to maintain the freedom of the Gentiles from the law of Moses,

and also a teacher of long standing in the faith, Paul was not so full

in his directions and exhortations to him, as to Timothy: neither did

he recommend to him meekness, lenity, and patience in teaching, as

he did to Timothy, but rather sharpness. (Tit. i. 13. ii. 15.) Dr.Mack-

nio'ht accounts for this difference in the apostle's letters to those two

evano-elists, by supposing that Titus was a person of a soft and mild

temper ; whereas Timothy, being a young man, might have been of

a more ardent si)irit that stood in need of some restraint.
^

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts of

the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horaj Paulinae, Chap. XIII.

SECTION XV.

ON THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON.

1. Account of Philemon.— II. Date.— III. Genuineness and Authenticity.

— IV. Occasion and Scope of this Epistle.— V. Observations on it.

I. Philemon was an inhabitant of Colossse, as appears from

Paul's mentioning Onesimus in his Episde to the Colossians (iv. 9.)

as ojie of them, and also from his saluting Archippus in this Episde

(ver. 2.), who appears from Col. iv. 17. to have been a pastor of that

church. Philemon seems to have been a person of great worth as a

man, and of some note as a citizen in his own country : for his family

was so numerous, that it made a church by itself, or at least a con-

siderable part of the church at Colossi, (ver. 2.) He was likewise

so opulent, that he was able by the communication of hisfaith, that is,

> Dr. Macknight's Preface to Titus, sect. i.Jine.
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by his beneficence, to refresh the bowels of the saints. (6, 7.) Ac-

cording to Grotius, Philemon was an elder of Ephesus ; IJeausobre

and Dr. Doddridge supjiose him to have been one of the ministers of

the Colossian church : and from Paul's requesting him (22.) to pro-

vide a lodging for him at Colossae, Michaelis thinks that he was a

deacon of that church. These opinions appear to have been founded

on the inscription of this Epistle, where Paul calls him a fellow-

labourer. But this appellation, Drs. Whitby, Lardner, and Macknight

have remarked, is of ambiguous signification; being given not only to

those who were employed in preaching the Gospel, but also to such

pious individuals, of either sex, as assisted the apostles in any manner.^

Philemon was, most probably, a converted Gentile, and from the

nineteenth verse of this Epistle, some have supposed that he was

converted under the ministry of Paul ; but, from the apostle's saying

in the fifth verse that he had heard of Philemon's faith in Christ

(which was his usual phrase when writing to Christians whom he had
never seen'^). Dr. Benson is of opinion that, during Paul's long stay

at Ephesus, some of the Colossians had gone thither, and heard him
preach the Christian doctrine (Acts xix. 10. xx. 31.); or that the

apostle had sent some of his assistants who had planted the Gospel

at Colossae. If Saint Paul had not come into those parts of Asia

Minor, it is highly probable that Philemon would never have become

a Christian ; the apostle might therefore well say, that Philemon

owed unto him himself, or his own soul.

II. It appears from verses 1. 10. 13. and 23. of this Epistle, that

Paul was under confinement when he wrote it ; and as he expresses

(22.) his expectation of being shortly released, it is probable that it

was written during his first imprisonment at Rome towards the end

of A. D. 62, or early in 63 ; and was sent, together with the Epistles

to the Ephesians and Colossians, by Tychicus and Onesimus.

III. So early as the time of Jerome, some fastidious critics showed
an inclination to expunge this Epistle from the sacred canon as being

a private letter, and consequently of very little importance to the

Christian church. Unquestionably the apostles might (and, for aught

we know to the contrary, did) write inivate letters as well as other

persons. But we have no reason to consider the Epistle to Philemon

in this light ; it was wholly written with the apostle's oxmi hand, which

was much more than what he called the token in all his Ej)isfles.

(2 Thess. iii. 17.) Although from its brevity, and the private nature

of its subject, it was but rarely mentioned by the primitive ecclesi-

astical writers, yet we know that it was alluded to, though not cited by

name, by Tertullian ^, and was reckoned among Saint Paul's Epistles

by Caius. ^ It was likewise most expressly quoted by Origen '', and

was pronounced to be authentic by all the antient writers cited by

Eusebius ^, as also by all subsequent ecclesiastical writers ; and it has

' See instances of this in Rom. xvi. 8. and 3 John 8.

2 See Eph. i. 15. Col. i. 4. and ii. 1.

3 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 465. ; 4to. vol. 1. p. 424.

4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 274. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 482.

5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 472. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 535.

8 Hist. Eccl. lib. iii. c. 25.
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always been inserted in every catalogue of the books of the New
Testament. Stronger external testimony to the authenticity of any
part of the Bible exists not, than that which we have for the Epistle

to Philemon, the argument of which is not mean, nor is any part of

it unworthy of the great apostle of the Gentiles.

" Whoever," says Dr. Benson, " will carefully study it, will dis-

cern a great number of the doctrines and precepts of Christianity

expressed or insinuated: for instance, 1. In a religious view, or upon
a spiritual account, all Christians are upon a level. Onesinms, the

slave, upon becoming a Christian, is the apostle's dear son and Phi-

lemon's brother. 2. Christianity makes no alteration in men's civil

affairs. By Christian baptism a slave did not become a freedman

;

his temporal estate or condition was still the same; and, though

Onesimus was the apostle's son and Philemon's brother upon a reli-

gious account, yet he was obliged to be Philemon's slave for ever,

unless his master voluntarily gave him his freedom. 3. Servants

should not be taken or detained from their own masters without their

master's consent. (See ver. 13, 14.) 4. We should love and do good
unto all men. We should not contemn persons of low estate, nor

disdain to help the meanest slave when it is in our power. The apostle

lias here set us an example of benevolence, condescension, and Chris-

tian charity, which it well becomes us to follow. He took pains with

and converted a slave, and in a most affectionate and earnest manner
interceded widi his master for his pardon. 5. We should not utterly

despair of those who are wicked, but should use our best endeavours

to reclaim them. Though Onesimus had robbed his master and run

away from him, the apostle attempted his conversion among others,

and succeeded therein. 6. Restitution is due where an injury has

been done, unless the injured party freely forgive: accordingly, the

ajiostle Paul gives a promise, under his own hand, for Onesimus's

making restitution as a matter of justice, if Philemon insisted upon
it. 7. We should be grateful to our benefactors. This Saint Paul

touches upon very gently (ver. 19.), where he intimates to Philemon

that he owed unto him himself also : and therefore in point of gra-

titude, he was obliged to grant his request. 8. We should forgive

the penitent, and be heartily reconciled to them. 9. The apostle's

example teaches us to do all we can to make up quarrels and
differences, and reconcile those who are at variance. 10. A wise

man chooses sometimes to address in a soft and obliging manner,

even in cases where there is authority to command. 1 1. The bishops

and pastors of the Christian church, and all teachers of religion,

have here the most glorious example set before them, to induce them
to have a most tender reoard to the souls of men of all ranks and con-

ditions ; and to endeavour to convert a slave, as well as the rich and
great and honourable of the earth. Pie who disdained not to teach

a slave, a fugitive, and a thief, but preached the doctrine of salvation

to him, and took pains with him, till he had restored him to his

master, an honest worthy man ;
— how disinterested must he have

been ? To whom would he not condescend ? or whose salvation and
happiness would he not endeavour to promote ? Would to God there
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was the same spirit in all the teacliers of Christianity, at all times and
in all places ! 12. Here is a most glorious proof of the good effects of
Christianity, where it is rightly understood and sincerely embraced.
It transforms a worthless slave and thief into a pious, virtuous, ami-
able, and useful man ; makes him not only happier and better in

himself, but a better servant, and better in all relations and circum-
stances whatever.

" Shall an epistle, so full of useful and excellent instructions, be
rejected for its brevity? or because the occasion required that it should
be written concerning one particular person ? or addressed to a pri-

vate man ? Men would do well to examine it carefully before they
reject it, or speak of it so slightly." ^

IV. We learn from this Epistle that Onesimus was the slave of
Philemon, whom he had probably robbed '^, and ran awav from him
as far as Rome. Whether he repented of what he had done, and
voluntarily went to Paul, or in what other manner they came to meet
there, we have no information. But the apostle, during his confine-

ment i)i his o'don hired house, opened a way to the heart of the rude
slave, converted him to the Christian faith, and baptised him. It also

appears that Paul kept Onesimus with him for some time, to wait

upon himself, until Onesimus, by his conduct, confirmed the truth and
sincerity of his conversion. During his abode with the apostle, he
served him with the greatest assiduity and affection : but, being sen-

sible of his fault in running away from his master, he wished to repair

that injury by returning to him. At the same time being afraid lest,

on his return, his master should inflict upon him the punishment
which by the law or custom of Phrygia was due to a fugitive slaved
he entreated Paul to write to Philemon in his behalf, and requested

him to forgive and receive him again into his family. -The apostle

therefore wrote this Epistle to Philemon, " in which, with the greatest

softness of expression, warmth of affection, and delicacy of address,

he not only interceded for Onesimus's pardon, but urged Philemon
to esteem iiim and put confidence in him as a sincere Christian. And
because restitution, by repairing the injury that has been done, re-

stores the person who did the injury to the character which he had
lost, the apostle, to enable Onesimus to appear in Philemon's family

widi some degree of reputation, bound himself in this Epistle by his

hand-writing, not only to repay all that Onesimus owed to Philemon,
but to make full reparation also to Philemon for whatever injury he
had done to him by running away.""* To account for the solicitude

expressed by Paul in this Epistle in order to obtain Onesimus's par-

don, and pi'ocurc a thorough reconciliation, it is not necessary to

suppose, with some critics, that Philemon was keen and obstinate in

his resentments, or of that rough and intractable disposition for which

' Dr. Benson's History of the First Planting of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 31 1. 2d edit.

2 Macknight and Lardner are of opinion that Saint Paul's expression in the eighteenth

verse does not insinuate that Onesimus had robbed his master of any thing but his service.

3 Grotius informs us that masters had a power to torture their slaves who behaved ill,

and even to put them to death, without ap])lying to the magistrate; and that tJiis was
agreeable not only to the Roman but also to the Grecian law.

* Macknight's Preface to Philemon, sect. 2.
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the Phrygians were proverbial. The contrary is insinuated by the

apostle, who has in other places commended his benevolence and cha-

rity. It is most probable, as Dr. Macknight has conjectured, that

Philemon had a number of slaves, on whom the pardoning of One-

simus too easily might have had a bad effect; and therefore he might

judge some punishment necessary as an example to the rest. At least

Paul could not have considered the pardoning of Onesimus as an

affair that merited so much earnest entreaty, with a person of Phile-

mon's piety, benevolence, and gratitude, unless he had suspected him

to have entertained some such intention.

V. Whether Philemon pardoned or punished Onesimus, is a cir-

cumstance concerning which we have no information. From the

earnestness with which the aposde solicited his pardon, and from

the generosity and goodness of Philemon's disposition, the eminent

critic above cited conjectures that he actually pardoned Onesimus,

and even gave him his freedom, in compliance with the apostle's in-

sinuation, as it is interpreted by some, that he lioould do more than he

had asked. For it was no uncommon thing, in antient times, to

bestow freedom on those slaves whose faithful services had procured

for them the esteem and good will of their masters. The primitive

Christians preserving this Epistle, and placing it in the sacred canon

(Dr. Benson remarks), are strong arguments to induce us to believe

that Philemon granted the apostle's request, and received Onesimus

into his house and favour again. As Onesimus was particularly re-

commended by Saint Paul to the notice of the Colossians (iv. 9.), it

cannot be doubted that they cheerfully received him into their church.

In the Apostolical Constitutions ^ Onesimus is said to have been

bishop of Beraea ; but they are a compilation of the fourth century,

and consequently of no authority. When Ignatius wrote his Epistle

to the Ephesians (a. d. 107), their bishop's name was Onesimus:

and Grotius thought that he was the person for whom Saint Paul

interceded. But this, as Dr. Lardner ^ remarks, is not certain. Dr.

Mill ^ has mentioned a copy, at the conclusion of which it is said that

Onesimus suffered martyrdom at Rome by having his legs broken.

The whole of this Epistle is indeed a most beautiful composition.

Such deference and respect for Philemon, such affection and con-

cern for Onesimus, such distant but just insinuation, such a genteel

and fine address pervade the whole, that this alone might be suffi-

cient to convince us that Paul was not unacquainted with the world,

and was not that weak and visionary enthusiast, which the enemies

of revelation have sometimes represented him to be. It is, indeed,

impossible to peruse this admirable Epistle without being touched

with the delicacy of sentiment, and the masterly address that appear

in every part of it. We see here, in a most striking light, how per-

fectly consistent true politeness is, not only with all the warmth and

sincerity of the friend, but even with the dignity of the Christian and

the apostle. Every word has its force and propriety. With what

I Lib. viii. c. 46. ^ Works, 8vo. vol. iv. p. 381. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 324.

3 Nov. Test. Millii et Kusteri, p. 513.
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dignity and authority does Paul entreat, though a prisoner ! With
what condescension and humiUty does he command, though an
apostle ! And if this letter were to be considered in no other point

of view than as a mere human composition, it must be allowed to be
a master-piece in its kind. As an iUustration of this remark, it

may not be improper to compare it with an Epistle of the younger
Pliny ^, that seems to have been written on a similar occasion

;

which, though composed by one who has always been reckoned to

excel in the epistolary style, and though it undoubtedly has many
beauties, yet it must be acknowledged by every impartial reader to

be vastly inferior to this animated composition of the apostle. Pliny
seems desirous of saying something; the apostle has urged every
thing that can be said upon the occasion. Pliny is too affected to

be affecting ; the apostle takes possession of our heart, and excites

our compassion whether we will or not.
^

On the undesigned coincidences between this Epistle and the Acts
of the Apostles, see Dr. Paley's Horae Paulinae, Chap. XIV.

SECTION XVI.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

I. To whom voritten.— II. In ivhat Language. — III. lis Genuineness
and Authenticity. — Proofs tliat it ivas written by Paul. — IV. Its

Date. — V. Occasion and Scope of this Epistle.— Vl. Synopsis of its

Contents.

I. A.FTER the thirteen Epistles avowedly written by Paul, with

his name prefixed to them, succeeds what we call the Epistle to the

Hebrews ; the nature and authenticity of which has been more con-

ti'overted, perhaps, than any other book of the New Testament. As
the initiatory formula, usual in the other apostolical letters, is want-

ing in this Epistle (notwithstanding the superscription terms it the

Epistle to the Hehrevos), it has been questioned whether it was really

an Epistle sent to a particular community, or only a discourse or

dissertation intended for general readers. Michaelis determines that

it is an Epistle, and remarks that not only the second person plural

ye incessantly occurs in it, which alone indeed would be no proof, but

also that the author alludes to special circumstances in this writing,

in chapters v. 11, 12. vi. 9. x. 32—34., and above all in chapter

xiii. 23, 24., which contains the promise of a visit, and various salu-

tations ; all which circumstances taken together show that it really

is an apostolical Epistle.

Who the Hebrews were, to whom this letter was addressed,

learned men are by no means agreed. Sir Isaac Newton was of

opinion that by " the Hebrews" in this Epistle we are to understand

those Jewish believers who had left Jerusalem a short time before its

' Lib. ix. ep. 2). « Doddridge, Introd. to Philemon.
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destruction, and were now dispersed throughout Asia Minor ' ; but

of this we have no authentic record. Others again have imagined

that it was addressed to the Hebrew Christians in Spain, Galatia,

Macedonia, or at Corinth or Rome, or to tliose who resided in Pa-

lestine. Clement of Alexandria, Jerome, EuthaHus, Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Theophylact, and other fathers, were of opinion that the

Episde to the Hebrews was sent to the converted Jews hving in

Judsea ; who in the apostle's days were called Hebrews, to distinguish

them from the Jews in the Gentile countries, who were called Hel-

lenists or Grecians, (Acts vi. 1. ix. 29. xi. 20.) The opinion of

these learned fathers is adopted by Beza, Louis Cappel, Carpzov,

Drs. Lightfoot, Whitby, Mill, Lardner, and Macknight, Bishops

Pearson and Tomline, Ilallet, llosenmuUer, Hug, Scott, and others.

Michaelis considers it as written for the use of the Jewish Christians

at Jerusalem and in Palestine; and Professor Stuart, that it was

directed to Flebrews in Palestine, and probably to the church at

Ceesarea. ^ The very antient opinion last stated is corroborated by

the contents of the Epistle itself, in which we meet with many things

peculiarly suitable to the believers in Judaja.

1. It is evident from the whole tenor of this Epistle, that the persons,

to whom it was addressed, were in imminent danger of billing back from

Christianity to Judaism, induced partly by a severe persecution, and

partly by the ftdse arguments of the rabbins. This could hardly have

happened to several communities at the same time, in any other country

than Palestine, and, therefore, we cannot suppose it of several commu-
nities of Asia Minor, to which, in the opinion of some commentators,

the Epistle was addressed. Christianity at this time enjoyed, from the

tolerating spirit of the Roman laws and the Roman magistrates, through-

out the empire in general, so much religious liberty, that out of Pales-

tine it would have been difficult to have effected a general persecution.^

But, through the influence of the Jewish sanhedrin in Jerusalem, the

Christians in that country underwent several severe persecutions, espe-

cially during the high priesthood of the younger Ananus, when Saint

James and other Christians suffered martyrdom.

2. Further, if we examine the Epistles of Saint Paul, especially those

to the Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, and compare them with the

two Epistles of Saint Peter, which were addressed to the Christians in Pon-

tus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bitliynia, we shall find, though mention

is made of seducers, not tlie smallest traces of imminent danger of an

apostacy to Judaism, and still less of blasphemy against Christ, as we

find in the sixth and tenth chapters of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The

two passages of this Epistle (vi. 6. x. 29.), which relate to blasphemy

against Christ, as a person justly condemned and crucified, are pecu-

' Observations on the Apocalypse of Saint John, p. 244.

2 Stuart's Comm. on the S;pistle to the Hebrews, vol. i. pp. 67—73. f Andover,

N. Am. 1827.) In pp. 8 G7. he has discussed the various hypotheses of Dr. Storr, who

supposes it to have been written to the Hebrew churcli at Galatia ; of Noesself, who con.

sidered it as addressed to the church at Tliessalonica ; of Eolten, who imagined that it was

directed to Hebrews who were sojourners in Asia Rlinor ; of Michael Weber, who ad-

vanced and endeavoured to support the opinion that it was addressed to the church at

Corinth ; and of the anfients (whose opinion he adopts) that this epistle was written to the

Hebrew church in Palestine.

3 This is evident from the Acts of the Apostles. See also Lardner's Credibility, chap. vii.

(Works, 8vo. vol. i. pp. 164—20].; 4to. vol. i. pp.90— 110.)
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liarly adapted to the situation of communities in Palestine; and it is dif-

ficult to read these passages without inferring that several Christians

had really apostatised and openly blasphemed Christ ; for it appears from
Acts xxvi. 11. that violent measures were taken in Palestine for this very

purpose, of which we meet with no traces in any other country at that

early age. Neither the Epistles of Saint Paul, nor those of Saint Peter,

furnish any instance of a public renunciation of Christianity and return

to Judaism : and j'et, if any such instances had happened in the commu-
nities to which they wrote, these apostles would hardly have passed them
over in silence, or without cautioning other persons against following

such examples. The circumstance, likewise, to which the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews alludes (x.25.), that several, who still continued

Christians, forsook the places of public worship, does not occur in any
other Epistle, and implies a general and continued persecution, which
deterred the Christians from an open confession of their faith. In this

melancholy situation, the Hebrews, almost reduced to despair, are re-

ferred (x. 25. 35—38.) to the promised coming of Christ, which they are

requested to await with patience, as being not far distant. This can be
no other than the promised destruction of Jerusalem (Matt, xxiv.), of

which Christ himself said (Luke xxi. 28.), " When these things begin to

come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads, for your redemption

draweth nigh." Now this coming of Christ was to the Christians in Pa-

lestine a deliverance from the yoke with which the}' were oppressed : but

it had no such influence on the Christians of other countries. On the con-

trary, the first persecution under Nero happened in the year 65, about two

years before the commencement of the Jewish wai", and the second under

Domitian, about five-and-twenty years after the destruction of Jerusalem.

3. From ch. xii. 7. though no mention is made in express terms of mar-

tyrs who had suffered in the cause of Christianity, we may with great

probability infer, that several persons had really suffered, and aiforded a

noble example to their brethren. If this inference be just, the Hebrews,

to whom this Epistle was written, must have been inhabitants of Palestine
;

for in no other part of the Roman empire, before the year 65, had the

enemies of Christianity the power of persecuting its professors in such a

manner as to deprive them of their lives, because no Roman court of

justice would have condemned a man to death, merely for religious opi-

nions : and the pretence of the Jews, that whoever acknowledged Jesus

for the Messiah was guilty of treason against the emperor, was too sophis-

tical to be admitted by a Roman magistrate. But, in Palestine, Stephen and
the elder James had already suffered martyrdom (Acts vii. xiii.) ; both

Saint Peter and Saint Paul had been in imminent danger of undergoing

the same fate (Acts xii. 3— 6. xxiii. 11—21.26.30.); and, according to

Josephus ', several other persons were put to death, during the high-

priesthood of the younger Ananus, about the year 64 or 65.
'^

4. The declarations in Heb. i. 2. and iv. 12., and particularly the exhort-

ation in ii. 1—4., are peculiarly suitable to the believers of Judaea, where

1 Ant. Jud. lib. xx. c. 9. § 1. The words of Josephus are as follow :— " The younger

Ananus, who had obtained the office of high-priest, was a man of desperate character, of

the sect of the Sadducees, who, as I have observed in other places, were in general severe

in their punisliments. This Ananus embraced the opportunity of acting according to his

inclination, after the death of Festus, and before the arrival of his successor Albinus. In

this interval he constituted a court of justice, and brought before it James, a brother of

Jesus who was called Christ, and several others, where they were accused of having violated

the law, and were condemned to be stoned to death. But the more moderate.part of the

city, and they who strictly adhered to the law, disapproved highly of this measure."

2'Michaelis, vol, iv. pp. 193—197.

VOL. IV. E E
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Jesus Christ himself first taught, and his disciples after him, confirming

their testimony with very numerous and conspicuous miracles.

5. The people to whom this Epistle was sent were well acquainted with

our Saviour's sufferings, as those of Judaea must have been. This ap-
pears in Heb. i. 3.; ii. 9. 18. ; v. 7, 8. ; ix. 14'.28. ; x. 12.; xii. 2, 3.; and
xiii. 12.

6. The censure in v. 12. is most properly understood of Christians in

Jerusalem and Judaea, to whom the Gospel was first preached.

7. Lastly, the exhortation in Heb. xiii. 12— 14. is very difficult to be
explained, on the supposition that the Epistle was written to Hebrews
who lived out of Palestine ; for neither in the Acts of the Apostles, nor
in the other Epistles, do we meet with an instance of expulsion from the

synagogue merely for a belief in Christ ; on the contrary, the apostles

themselves were permitted to teach openly in the Jewish assemblies. But
if we suppose that the Epistle was written to Jewish converts in Jerusa-

lem, this passage becomes perfectly clear, and, Dr. Lardner observes,

must have been very suitable to their case, especially if it was written

only a short time before the commencement of the Jewish war, about the

year 65 or 66. The Christians, on this supposition, are exhorted to en-

dure their fate with patience, if they should be obliged to retire, or should
even be ignominiously expelled from Jerusalem, since Christ himself had
been forced out of this very city, and had suftered without its walls. It was
a city devoted to destruction, and they who fled from it had to expect a
better in heaven. The disciples of Christ had been already warned by
their Master to flee from Jerusalem (Matt. xxiv. 15—22.), and the time
assigned for their flight could, when this Epistle was written, be not far

distant. That they actually followed his advice, appears from the rela-

tion of Eusebius '
; and, according to Josephus 2, the most sensible inha-

bitants of Jerusalem took similar measures after the retreat of Cestius

Gallus, which happened in November 66, and likewise left the city. If

we suppose, therefore, that the Epistle was written to the Hebrews of
Jerusalem, the passage in question is clear ; but on the hypothesis, that it

was written to Hebrews, who lived in any other place, the words, ^'^ Let us go
forth mth him out of the camp, bearing his reproach" lose their meaning.
Further (x. 25.), the exhortation, Notforsaking the assembling of ourselves

together, as the manner ofsome is, but exhorting one another, and so much
the more as ye see the day approaching, is an additional confirmation of this

opinion. The approaching day can mean only the day appointed for the
destruction of Jerusalem, and the downfall of the Jewish nation : but this

event immediately concerned only the Hebrews of Palestine, and could
have no influence in determining the inhabitants of other countries, such
as Asia Minor, Greece, and Spain, either to forsake or to frequent the
places of public worship. ^

To these clear and decisive evidences, that the Epistle to the He-
brews was addressed to Jewish Christians resident in Palestine, it has
been objected,

1. That the words in Heb. xii. 4. {ye have not resisted unto blood, com-
bating against sin,) cannot apply to the church at Jerusalem, where there
had already been two martyrs, viz. Stephen and James. But this objec-
tion is of no weight : for the apostle was addressing the laity of that

church, to whom alone this Epistle was directed, and not to the rulers ;

' Hist. Eccl. lib. iii. c. 25. 2 Bell. Jud. lib, ii. c. 20. § 1.

3 Mkhaelis, vol. iv. p. 199. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp.383—387.; 4to. vol. i,

pp. 326, 327.
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and ^ev^, if any, of the common people had hitherto been put to death,

though they had been imprisoned, pillaged, and defamed. Compare Acts
viii. 1—3. xxvi. 10, 11. and 1 Thess. ii. 14.

2. That the remark in Heb. vi, 10. {God is not unrighteous to Jbrget

your ivork and labour of love, in that ye have ministered to the saints, and
do minister,) is not suitable to the state of the church at Jerusalem, at

that time, because, though the members of that church at Jirst were in a

state of affluence, when they had all things in common, yet afterwards they

became so poor that they were relieved by the contributions of the Gen-
tile Christians in Macedonia, Galatia, Corinth, and Antioch. There is,

however, no force in this objection. Ministering to the saints in those

days did not consist solely in helping them with money. Attending on
them in their imprisonment— rendering them any little offices of which
they stood in need— speaking to them in a kind and consolatory manner
— these and such other services as may be performed without money
were, and still are, as much ministering to the saints as affording them
pecuniary aid. And, doubtless, the members of the church at Jerusalem

ministered in that manner to one another in their afflictions. But, though
the generality of the members of that church were reduced to poverty by
the sufferings they had sustained, yet in all probability there were some
among them in better circumstances who might have deserved the com-
mendation, that they had administered and did minister to the saints, by
giving them a share of their worldly goods. ^

Upon a review, therefore, of all the circumstances, we shall be
justified in adopting the opinion of the antient church, that this Epis-

tle was addressed to Hebrew Christians in Palestine ; but it is (as

Michaelis has observed) a matter of little or no moment, whether

it was sent to Jerusalem alone, or to other cities in Palestine ; be-

cause an Epistle, intended for the use of Jewish converts at Jerusa-

lem, must equally have concerned the other Jewish converts in that

country.

II. The next question concerning this Epistle relates to the Lan-
guage in which it was written. On this subject there have been two
principal opinions ; one, that it was originally written in Hebrew,
and translated into Greek by Luke or Barnabas; and the other, that it

was written in Greek. The former opinion is entertained by the

fathers, Clement of Alexandria, Euthalius, Theodoret, Theophylact,

Jerome, and (as some have supposed) Origen, and also by Bahrdt,

Michaelis, and others among the moderns. The latter opinion—
that it was originally composed in Greek— is held by Fabricius,

Beausobre, Cappel, Owen, Basnage, Mill, Leusden, Pictet, Wet-
stein, Braunius, Heidegger, Van Til, Calmet, Carpzov, Pritius,

Moldenhawer, Lardner, Doddridge, Macknight, Rosenmiiller, Rum-
pseus, Viser, Alber, Bishop Tomline, Dr. Hales, Professor Stuart,

and, we believe, by almost every modern commentator and critic

who has treated on this book.

The arguments for the Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic original of this

Epistle may be reduced to the two following :
—

L As this Epistle was written for the use of Hebrew Christians, it was
proper that it should be written in their own language. To this argu-

ment, it has been replied, ^first, That if it was proper that the apostle

' Mackniglit's Preface to the Epistle to the Hebrews, sect. 2. § I.
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should write to them in the Hebrew tongue, it must have been equally

proper for him to write his letter to the Romans in their own language

;

yet we know that Saint Paul's Epistle to the Romans was not written in

Latin, the language of Rome, but in Greek : nay, that all his Epistles,

and those of the other apostles, were written in Greek, and not in the

languages of the churches and persons to whom they were addressed.

Secondly, The Apostolical Epistles being intended for the use of the whole

Christian world in every age, as well as for the persons to whom they were

sent, it was more proper that they should be written in Greek than in any

provincial dialect ; because the Greek language was then universally un-

derstood. The arguments already adduced, to show that Greek was the

original language of the New Testament generally, are equally applicable

to prove that the Epistle to the Hebrews was never written in Hebrew. ^

2. It is objected, that this Epistle has been originally written in He-
brew, becase its Greek style is superior to that of Saint Paul's other

Epistles. To which Rosenmiiller, after Carpzov, has replied by observing,

that the difference in style may be readily accounted for, by considering,

that this was one of the apostle's last Epistles, and that from his extensive

intercourse with men of various ranks and conditions, during his numer-

ous journeys, " Paul the aged" would naturally write in a different style

from Paul when a young man. To this remark we may add, that there

are such coincidences of expression between this Epistle and Saint Paul's

other letters, which were in Greek, as plainly show that he was its author,

and consequently did not write it in Hebrew ; but as this topic is dis-

cussed more at length in a subsequent page 2, we proceed to remark, that,

as the Syriac version of this Epistle was made from the Greek at the end

of the first or at the beginning of the second century, it is evident that

no Hebrew original was then extant; and consequently that Michaelis's

hypothesis, respecting the blunders committed by the supposed transla-

tor, has no foundation whatever. Again, the Epistle is said to have been

translated by Clement of Rome, but where or when, we are not informed.

Was this translation executed in Italy before it was sent to the Hebrews?
If so, what purpose could be answered by writing it in Hebrew when it

was only to be used in Greek ? Was it sent in Hebrew before the sup-

posed translation ? In what language was it communicated to others by
the Christians who first received it ? Clement was never in the East to

translate it. And if all the first copies of it were dispersed in Hebrew,
how came they to be so utterly lost, that no authentic report or tradition

concerning them, or any one of them, ever remained : besides, if it were

translated by Clement in the West, and that translation alone were pre-

served, how came it to pass, that it was so well known and generall}' re-

ceived in the East before the Western churches received it into their canon

of Scripture ? This tradition, therefore, respecting its translation by
Clement, is every way groundless and improbable.

Independently of the preceding considerations, which show that

the Epistle to the Hebrews was never extant in the Hebi'ew or Syro-

Chaldaic dialect, the Epistle itself furnishes us with decisive and

positive evidence that it was originally written in the language in

which it is now extant.

• See Vol. II. Part I. Chap. I. Sect. III. § II. pp. 1.'?— 18. To the above argument

we may add, that the apostolic father Barnabas wrote his Epistle to the Hebrews in the

Greek language.

. "^ See pp. 422—435.j[i«/Va, jyhere the question respecting the author of this epistle is

considered.
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1. In the first place, the style of this Epistle, throughout, manifests

that it is no translation. It has altogether the air of an original. There
is nothing of the constraint of a translator, nor do we meet with those He-
braisms which occur so constantly in the Septuagint version.

'

2. Hebrew names are interpreted : as Melchizedek by King of RightC'

ousiiess (vii.2.), and Salem by Peace, which interpretation would have

been superfluous if the Epistle had been written in Hebrew. If this

Epistle be a translation, and not an original, because the interpretation of

a few words is added, we may with equal propriety affirm that Saint Paul

wrote his Epistles to the Galatians and Romans in Hebrew, because he
has added the interpretation of the Syriac word Abba, — father (Rom.
viii. 15. Gal.iv.6. ), or that John wrote his Gospel in Hebrew, because

(i. 47. XX. 16.) he has explained the meaning of the Hebrew word Rab-
boni. The same remark may be extended to the other three evangelists,

all of whom, we have seen, wrote in Greek, as the whole current of

Christian antiquity also attests. A further proof that the Epistle to the

Hebrews was originally written in Greek, and consequently was not a

translation, is, that the argument of the author is founded on the inter-

pretation which he has given uS of the words above cited.

3. The passages, cited from the Old Testament in this Epistle, are not

quoted from the Hebrew but from the Septuagint, where that faithfully

represented the Hebrew text. Frequently the stress of the argument
taken from such quotations relies on something peculiar in that version,

which could not possibly have taken place if the Epistle had been written

in Hebrew. And in a few instances, where the Septuagint did not fully

render the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, the author of the Epistle

has substituted translations of his own, from which he argues in the same
manner, whence it is manifest that this Epistle never was extant in

Hebrew. ^

Independently of these (we think indisputable and positive) argu-

ments for the Greek original of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which

Michaelis has attempted to answer, but without success, the hypo-

1 The numerous paronomasias, or occurrences of words of like sound, but which can-

not be rendered in English with due effect, that are to be found in this Epistle, have been

urged as a clear proof that it is not a translation. See instances of such paronomasias in

Hebrews V. 8. 14. vii. 3. 19. 22. ix. 10. x. 34. xi. 37. and xiii. 14. (Gr.) But of these

paronomasias, Prof. Stuart observes that the instance from Heb. x. 34. is the only one

which appears to betray any marks of design ; and even here the marks are by no means

of a decisive nature. " If they are altogether accidental, they may have occurred in the

Epistle to ihe Hebrews, even if its present language is merely that of a translation. In

fact, even designed paronomasias may, not unfrequently, occur in a translation. The

argument in favour of the Greek being the original language of the Epistle to the He-

brews built on such instances of paronomasia as those above cited (where, in most"

examples "it is a mere liomophony of like tenses or cases,) is too uncertain and too

slender to be rested on, as a proper support of the opinion in question." Stuart's Comm.
on the Hebrews, vol. i. p. 282.

- Dr. Owen has ably treated this topic in his fifth exercitation on the Hebrews, vol. i.

pp. 46—53. folio edition. Calmet, Comment. Literal, tom. viii. pp. 631, 632. Stuart's

Commentary, vol. i. pp. 282—285. Calvin and several other divines have laid much

stress upon the rendering of the Hebrew word berilh by Sto^rjKrj, which denotes eitlier tes-

tament or covenant: and Michaelis has acknowledged that this is the most specious of all

the arguments adduced to prove that tlie Epistle to the Hebrews was originally written in

Greek. But Braunius affirms that it proves nothing either way. Proleg. in Ep. ad

Hebr. p. 25. The objections to this Epistle of Drs. Scliulz and Seyftarth, grounded on

the mode in which its author quotes and appeals to the Old Testament (and also on par-

ticular phrases and expressions), are examined in detail, and most satisfactorily refuted

by Professor Stuart. (Commentary, voK i. pp. 205—252., or pp. 236—290. of the Lon-

don edition.)
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thesis that it was written in Hebrew is attended with several diffi-

culties, and particularly the two following :
—

1. That at that time the author (Paul, as is shown in a subsequent

page'), could not determine in what dialect he should write to the He-
brews, which they might all understand : for the pure Hebrew then

existed in the Old Testament, though it was not in popular use. Among
the Jews there were several dialects spoken, as the East Aramaean or

Chaldee, and the West Aramaean or Syriac ; which suffered various alter-

ations from the places where the Jews were dispersed ; so that the

original Hebrew was known comparatively to few, and those who were
conversant in Syriac might not be acquainted with the Chaldee. If

therefore this Epistle had been written in biblical Hebrew, the learnedfew
only could have read it ; and had it been written in either of the other

dialects, a part only of the Jews could have perused it.

2. By writing in Hebrew, the author of this Epistle could have in-

structed only his own nation ; and his arguments would have availed only

with the pious few, while the unbelieving multitude would in all proba-

bility have ridiculed his doctrines, and misrepresented them to the unin-

formed and to strangers. But by writing the Epistle in Greek, which

language, we have seen, was at that time universally known and under-

stood, he instructed his own countrymen, and also explained the Chris-

tian covenant to the Gentiles.''^

The preceding is a summary of the arguments adduced on this

much litigated point : and upon the whole, we are compelled to draw

the conclusion, that the original language of the epistle to the He-
brews must have been Greek. The reader, however, will adopt

which opinion he deems best supported concerning the Hebrew or

Greek original of this Epistle. If he prefer the former, it may be

satisfactory to him to be reminded, that the circumstance of this

Epistle being^rs^ written in Hebrew, and then translated into Greek,

by no means affects its genuineness and authenticity.^

III. The next object of inquiry respects the Author of this Epistle,

some ascribing it to Barnabas, the companion of Paul ; others to

Clement of Rome, to the evangelist Luke, to Silas or Silvanus, or

to Apollos; and the Christian church generally to the apostle Paul.

TertuUian* was the first who ascribed this Epistle to Barnabas,

and his opinion was adopted by Cameron, and subsequently by Dr.

Storr ; but it rests on mere conjecture, for Tertullian cites no

authority, and does not even say that this opinion was received by

the church. He is also contradicted by Clement of Alexandria^,

who mentions the Epistle to the Hebrews as Saint Paul's ; to which

we may add, that the style of the Epistle ascribed to Barnabas dif-

fers so widely from that of the letter to the Hebrews, as to prove

that it could not have been written by him. Further, it appears

from Heb. xiii. 24. that this Epistle was written from Italy, where

there is no evidence that Barnabas ever went. Philastrius" relates,

' See pp. 423—435. infra.

^ Francisci Junii Parallela Sacra, lib. 3. c. 9. in Ep. ad Hebr. torn, i. p. 1595. edit.

Genevas. 1613.
3 See the observations on this topic in Vol. I. p. 97. "* De Pudicitia, c. 20.

* Euseb. Hist. Eccl. lib. iii. c. 34. See the passage also in Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii.

-p. 211.; 4to. vol. i. p. 394.
6 tlser, c. 89. Lardner, 8vo, vol. iv. p. 500. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 522.
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that at the end of the fourth century, many persons attributed this

Epistle to Clement of Rome ; but this notion is contradicted by the

fact that Clement has himself repeatedly quoted this Epistle.

The same author also informs us that some ascribed it to Luke

;

and this hypothesis has been adopted by Grotius and by Janssens,

on account of a supposed resemblance of style between the Epistle

to the Hebrews and the writings of Luke, and especially on account

of the greater elegance of style and choice of words discoverable in

this Epistle, than is to be found in Paul's other letters. But to this

hypothesis there are several objections. For, ] . Luke was a Gentile

by birth, and could not have acquired that intimate knowledge of the

Hebrew literature and religion which Paul possessed, who was in-

structed by Gamaliel and other celebrated Jewish teachers. 2. If Luke
wrote this Epistle, why did he not rather inscribe it to the Greeks, who
were his countrymen ? 3. Ecclesiastical antiquity is totally silent con-

cerning this Epistle as being written by that evangelist, to whom all

the primitive Christian writers unanimously ascribe the Gospel which

bears his name, and also the Acts of the Apostles. 4. The author

of this Epistle addresses the Hebrews (xiii. 18, 19.) as persons among
whom he had preached the Gospel : and as it no where appears that

Luke had preached to the converted Jews, it follows that he could

not be the author of this Epistle.

Among the modern writers, C. F. Boehme, in his Latin translation

of this Epistle, ascribes it to Silas or Silvanus (by whom he imagines

it was directed to the church at Antioch) ^, and the illustrious

reformer Luther thought that this Epistle was written by ApoUos,

who is mentioned in Acts xviii. 24. 28. as being an eloquent man,

mighty in the Scripture, fervent in spirit, and one that convinced

the Jews out of the Scripture itself; all which characters unques-

tionably are found in the Epistle to the Hebrews. But both these

conjectures are totally unsupported by historical testimony, no men-

tion whatever being made of any Epistle or other writing as being

composed either by Silas or by Apollos. Some weight would certainly

have attached to Luther's conjecture, if the excellent qualities

ascribed to Apollos had been peculiar to him, or if they had not all

been found in Paul in a more eminent degree than in Apollos. But

Paul being endowed with more ample gifts and excellencies than

Apollos, and being also a divinely constituted apostle, the conjecture

of Luther necessarily falls to the ground.

-

We are now to consider the evidence, both external and internal,

for the opinion which has generally prevailed in the Christian church,

viz. that the Epistle to the Hebrews is the genuine production of the

great apostle to the Gentiles.

1. External Evidence or Historical Testimony.

[i.] In the first place, it is acJnwwIedged to be the production of

Paul hy the apostle Peter in his second Epistle (iii. 15, 16.); from

"dohich passage it is evident,

(I.) That Peter had read all Paul's letters.

1 Epistola ad Hebraeos, Praefat. pp. xl.—xlviii. (Lipsiae, 1825. 8vo,)

2 It is adopted, however, by Dindorf, in his Excursus ad .1. A. Ernest! Lectiones

Academicas in Epistolam ad Hebraeos, p. 1 ISO. 8vo. Lipsiae, 1815.
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(2.) That Paul had written to those Christians to whom Peter was then

writing, that is, to the beheving Jews in general (2 Pet. i. 1.), and to those

of the dispersion mentioned in 1 Pet. i. 1. Now, since there is no evidence

to prove that this Epistle was lost, it follows that it must be that which is

now inscribed to the Hebrews.

(3.) That Paul wrote to them concerning tlie same topics which were
the subjects of Peter's Epistle. Thus Peter writes, that bi/ Christ are

given to us all things pertaining to life and godliness (2 Pet. i. 3, 4.), and
that Jesus Christ is the 8on of God, in ivhom the Father is tvell pleased

toith us, of xvihom the prophets spoke. These very topics are copiously

discussed in Heb. i. to x. 19. Again, Peter exhorts them to faith and
holiness (2 Pet. i.5— 16. ii. 15.) ; so also does Paul. (Heb. ii. 1—5. iii. 1*

6— 19.) Peter shows the danger of apostasy (2 Pet. ii. 20, 21.), and so

does the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. (Heb. vi. 4—9.)

(4.) In the Epistle mentioned by Peter, he seems to ascribe to Paul an

eminency of wisdom. It vvas, he says, ivritten according to the wisdom
given to him. As Paul made use of that wisdom which had been con-

ferred on him in writing all his other Epistles, so there is no doubt that

he exerted the same wisdom, zeal, and love in writing the Epistle to the

Hebrews : but, in the passage now under consideration, Peter eminently

distinguishes that apostle's wisdom. He does not refer to Paul's spiritual

wisdom in general, in the knowledge of the will of God and of the mys-
teries of the Gospel ; but he particularly alludes to the especial holy pru-

dence which Paul has displayed in the composition of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, whom the structure of his arguments was singularly adapted to

convince, if unbelievers : while his warnings and encouragements were
admirably calculated to animate the believing Hebrews to constancy and
fortitude in the faith of the Gospel. At the same time, nothing more
clearly shows the singular wisdom, which Peter asserts to be manifest in

this letter, than Paul's condescension to the capacities, prejudices, and
affections of those to whom he wrote and whom he constantly urged with

their own principles and concessions.

(5.) That Peter affirms there were some tilings discussed in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, which were hard or dificidl to be understood [nvx ^vavoyira).

Now Paul explicitly states (Heb. v. 11.) that some of the topics which

he was to discuss in that Epistle were Zva-spfj-Yivevra, hard to be uttered, or

difficult to be interpreted, and consequently hard to be understood
; par-

ticularly the topic he immediately had in view, viz. the topical nature of

the person of Melchisedek. Or if it refer to the priesthood of Christ,

that would be still more " hard to be uttered," because it implies not

only his being constituted a priest after this typical order, but also his

paying down the ransom for the sins of the whole world, and his satis-

faction of divine justice by this sacrifice, and thus opening the kingdom
of heaven to all believers. Topics like these it would be difficult for the

apostle to explain in a proper manner to the Hebrews ; not because they
were in themselves abstruse, but because the Hebrews were dull of ap-

prehension, through their prejudiced attachment to the Levitical law
and priesthood.'

' To the preceding argument it has been objected, that the Epistle particularly intended

by Peter may be that written to the Romans, in which Saint Paul speaks to the Jews by
name (ii. 17.), and in which there is an exhortation to account the long-suffering of God
to be salvation, or that which leads to repentance. But to this objection Whitby has well

replied, (1.) That what is written in the Epistle to the Romans is addressed to the un-
believing Jews only, whereas Peter writes to the brethren (2 Pet. iii. 12.), the beloved

(verses]. 14. \'J. ), \.o thosQV/ho had received like in-eciousfaith, (i. 1.) He therefore could
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The preceding considerations will show that the Epistle to the
Hebrews was the identical Jetter which Peter had in view. We
have insisted the more strenuously upon his testimony, because, as
he was an inspired apostle, we think his evidence sufficient to deter-
mine the controversy respecting this Epistle, and to demonstrate
(notwithstanding the sceptical declaration of Michaelis to the con-
trary) that it is a genuine and inspired production of the illustrious

apostle Paul. There are, however, many other testimonies to prove
the same point, which we shall now proceed to state ; each of them
singly outbalancing the weight of the conjectures advanced against
it, but all of which, taken collectively, furnish such a body of evi-

dence in favour of Paul being the author of this Epistle, as can be
adduced for no other antient anonymous writing whatever. We
therefore proceed to remark,

[ii.] Secondly, that the Epistle to the Hebrews isfowid in the most
antient Oriental and Western Versions which are extant.

It is found in the Peschito or Old Syriac Version of the New Testa-
ment, which (as remarked in a former volume ' ) was executed at the close
of the first, or in the early part of the second century, and in the Old
Latin Versions made during the former part of the second century.' As
these versions were in common use and authority among the churches of
the East and the West, this is a fact of very great importance ; because
it affords palpable evidence that the Epistle to the Hebrews was widely
circulated among Christians, a short time after the apostolic age.

[iii.] Thirdly, the testimony of ecclesiastical antiquity decidedly

ascribes this Epistle to Paul.

(1.) Among the fathers of the Greek or Eastern Church, who wrote
in the Greek language, we find allusions to it in the Epistles of Ignatius,

about the year 107. The Epistle to the Hebrews seems to be referred to

by Polycarp bishop of Smyrna, in his Epistle to the Philippians in the
year 108, and in the relation of his martyrdom, written about the middle
of the second century. This Epistle is quoted twice by Justin Martyr
in his dialogue with Trypho the Jew, a. d. 140. It is often cited as Paul's,

without any hesitation, by Clement of Alexandria, about the year 194.

It is received and quoted as Paul's by Origen about 230. ^ It was also

not mean the Jews, of whom Paul speaks in the Epistle to the Romans. Nor (2.) cart

that Epistle with propriety be said to be written to the dispersed Jews, because it is ad-
dressed to those at Rome only (Rom. i. 7.), and chiefly to the Gentiles there, (i. 13,

xi. 13. XV. 15, 16.)— (3.) The words of Paul in Rom. ii. are not an exhortation to count
the long-suffering of God salvation, but a repronf for despising this long-suffering : whereas
in the Epistle to the Hebrews (xii.) he commends tlieir patience under sufferings, and
assures them that it would obtain salvation ; and that, if they lived by faith, their Lord would
come, and would not tarry. To which we may add, that in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(iv. 9. xii. 14. 18. 24.) mention is made of the introduction of the righteous into the

heavenly country, which is one of the topics mentioned in the second Epistle of Peter.

1 On the date, &c. of the old Syriac Version, see Vol. II. pp. 56—58. ; and for the

old Latin Versions, pp. 69, 70. of the same volume.
2 The words of Origen (who was of opinion that the ideas were those of Paul, though not

the style,) are very remarkable. He says that " not without cause did the antients transmit

this [epistle] as Paul's." (Euseb. Eccl. Hist. lib. vi. c. 25.) Now, it is very certain

that the churches and writers, who were antients with respect to Origen, must liave con-

versed with the apostles themselves, or at least with tlieir successors. And since this

tradition was antient in the times of Clement of Alexandria and Origen, about one
hundred and thirty years after the Epistle was written, it must have had its rise in tlie days

of Paul himself, and so cannot reasonably be contested.
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received as the apostle's by Dionysius bishop of Alexandria in 247. It is

plainly referred to by Theognostus of Alexandria about 282. It appears

to have been received by Methodius about 292, by Pamphilus about

294, and by Archelaus bishop of Mesopotamia at the beginning of the

fourth century, by the Manicheans in the fourth, and by the Paulicians

in the seventh century. It was received and ascribed to Paul by Alex-

ander bishop of Alexandria in the year 313, and by the Ariansin the fourth

century. Eusebius bishop of Caesarea, about 315, says, " There are four-

teen Epistles of Paul before the public and well known : but yet there are

some who have rejected [nvzi; i]^iT/]v.aai) that to the Hebrews, alleging in be-

half of their opinion, that it was not received by the church of the Romans
as a writing of Paul." i It is often quoted by Eusebius himself as Paul's and

as sacred Scripture. This Epistle was received by Athanasius without

any hesitation. In his enumeration of Paul's fourteen Epistles, this is

placed next after the two to the Thessalonians and before the Epistles to

Timothy, Titus, and Philemon. The same order is observed in the

Synopsis of Scripture ascribed to him. This Epistle is received as Paul's

by Adamantius, author of a dialogue against the Marcionites, in 330, and

by Cyril of Jerusalem in 348; by the council of Laodicea in 363, where

Paul's Epistles are enumerated in the same order as in Athanasius, just

noticed. This Epistle is also received as Paul's by Epiphanius about 368
;

by the apostolical constitutions about the end of the fourth century ; by
Basil about 370 ; by Gregory Nazianzen in 370 ; by Amphilochius also.

But he says it was not universally received as Paul's. It was received by
Gregory Nyssen about 371 ; by Didymus of Alexandria about the same
time ; by Ephraim the Syrian in 370, and by the churches of Syria : by
Diodore of Tarsus in 378 ; by Hierax, a learned Egyptian, about the

year 302; by Serapion bishop of Thmuis in Egypt about 347 ; by Titus

bishop ofBostrain Arabia about 362; by Theodore bishop of Mopsuestia

in Cilicia about the year 394 ; by Chrysostom in the year 398 ; by Seve-

rian bishop of Gabala in Syria in 401 ; by Victor of Antioch about 401 ;

by Palladius, author of a life of Chrysostom, about 408 ; by Isidore of

Pelusium about 412 ; by Cyril bishop of Alexandria in 412; by Theo-
doret in 423; by Eutherius bishop of Tyana in Cappadocia in 431 ; by
Socrates, the ecclesiastical historian, about 440; by Euthalius in Egypt
about 458 ; and, probably, by Dionysius, falsely called the Areopagite

;

by the author of the Qucestiones et Responsiones, commonly ascribed to

Justin Martyr, but rather written in the fifth century. It is in the Alex-
andrian manuscript written in the sixth century, and in the Stichometry

of Nicephorus about 806 ; and is received as Paul's by Cosmas of Alex-
andria about 535; by Leontius of Constantinople about 610; by John
Damascen in 730 ; by Photius about 858 ; by CEcumenius about the year

950; and by Theophylact in 1070.

(2.) Among the fathers of the Latin or Western Church, we may first

cite Clement, who was bishop of Rome, though he wrote his Epistle to

' Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. lib. iii. c. 3. It does not follow that the tives of Eusebius
were writers ; but even if they were, they did not appeal to older Greek writers, but only

to tlie Roman church. This word rivis — some— indicates merely an exception to the

general opinion of the Greeks, there being some who were influenced by respect or prepos-

session for the Romans : and this exception is itself a proof that the Greek church at large

acknowledged this epistle as a production of the apostle Paul, according to the well known
principle, exceplioflrinat regulam. The fact, that the Arians were the first in the Greek
churches, whom history charges with denying Paul to be the author of this epistle, adds no
ordinary degree of weight to the declarations of Eusebius ; and recommends his character as

a historian, whom no predilection for a party could betray into a departure from historical

truth. Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. p. 509. Schmucker's Biblical Theology, vol. i.

p. 109.
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the Corinthians in Greek a. d. 96, or, according to some critics, about
the year 70. In this Epistle there are several allusions or references to
the Epistle to the Hebrews.' Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons about 178, we
are assured by Eusebius, cited some passages out of this Epistle in a
work now lost; nevertheless it does not appear that he received it as
Saint Paul's. By Tertullian, presbyter of Carthage, about the year 200,
this Epistle is ascribed to Barnabas. Caius, about 212, supposed to have
been presbyter in the church of Rome, reckoning up the Epistles of
Saint Paul, mentioned thirteen only, omitting that to the Hebrews. Hip-
politus, who flourished about 220, did not receive the Epistle to the He-
brews as Saint Paul's. This Epistle is not quoted by Cyprian bishop of
Carthage about 24*8 and afterwards, nor does it appear to have been re-
ceived by Novatus, or Novatiaii, presbyter of Rome, about 251 ; never-
theless, it was in after-times received by his followers. It may be
thought by some that this Epistle is referred to by Arnobius about 306,
and Lactantius about the same time. It is plainly quoted by another
Arnobius in the fifth century. It was received as Paul's by Hilary of
Poictiers about 354 ; and by Lucifer bishop of Cagliari in Sardinia about
the same time, and by his followers ; it was also received as Paul's by
C. M. Victorinus. Whether it was received by Optatus of Milevi in

Africa, about 370, is doubtful. It was received as Paul's by Ambrose
bishop of Milan about 374 ; by the Priscillianists about 378. About the
year 380 was published a commentary upon thirteen Epistles of Paul only,

ascribed to Hilary deacon of Rome. It was received as Paul's by Phi-
laster bishop of Brescia in Italy about 380 ; but he takes notice that
it was not then received by all. His successor Gaudentius, about
387, quotes this Epistle as Paul's ; it is also readily received as Paul's

by Jerome about 392 ; and he says it was generally received by the
Greeks, and the Christians in the East, but not by all the Latins. 2 It

1 It is a singular circumstance that no book of the New Testament has been so fre-

quently quoted by Clement as the Epistle to the Hebrews. Prof. Stuart has arranged his

quotations under four different classes; viz. 1. Passages in which the exact words, or
nearly so, of the epistle, are cited ;

— 2. Passages containing the same sentiment, with
more or less contraction of the expression, or an exchange of the original word for a sy-

nonymous one ; — 3. Passages which are a paraphrastic imitation of the Epistle to the

Hebrews ; or in which the style or phraseology of this epistle is more or less Ahibited ;—
and, 4. Passages similar to texts in the Old Testament, l)ut which Clement probably quoted
from the Epistle to the Hebrews. These different classes of quotations Prof. Stuart has
elucidated with many valuable observations, for which the reader is necessarily referred to

his Commentary, vol. i. pp. 77—84., or pp. 94—105. of the London edition.

2 The non-recognising of this epistle as St. Paul's production " by all tiie Latins," ac-

cording to Jerome, and the circumstance of its being " of doubtful autliority with some"
in the Latin church, according to Augustine, are thus accounted for by Hug. The
Western church was kept actively employed by the Montanists. In vindication of their

tenet, that those guilty of grievous transgressions should be irrevocably cut off from the

church, tliey relied especially on Hebrews vi. 4, 5. as we learn from Tertullian (de Pii-

dicitia, c. 20.) and Jerome (adv. Jovinian, 1. ii. c. 3.) : on which account the ministers of

the Latin church made cautious and sparing use of this epistle. Not long probably after

the death of Irenoeus, the presbyter Caius assumed the tone of clamorous opposition against

this epistle, in a work which he published against the Montanists : and from that time

this opinion was adopted by the greater part of the Latin church. Even the Montanists

themselves receded from their original position on this subject, and in their polemical

works received this epistle only as far as its authority was acknowledged by their oppo-

nents, namely, as a production of an apostolical teacher, Barnabas, or Clement, &c.

About forty years after Caius's attack, arose the Novatians ; who, as we learn from

Jerome, Augustine, Epiphanius, Theodoret, and others, also used the passage Heb. vi.

4, 5. as the principal defence of their tenets. While the Greeks were calm spectators of

the contest, and evaded the argument from Heb. vi. by their interpretations, the Latin

churches were led by the pressure of circumstances to deny the authority of the book,

whose contents they were unable to refute. But the Latin churches had no ecclesiastical
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was received as Paul's by Ruffinus in 397 ; it is also in the catalogue of

the third council of Cai thage in 397. It is frequently quoted by Augus-

tine as Paul's. In one place he says, " It is of doubtful authority with

some, but he was inclined to follow the opinion of the churches in the

East, who received it among the canonical Scriptures." It was received

as Paul's by Chromatius, bishop of Aquileia in Italy about 401 ; by Inno-

cent bishop of Rome about 402 ; by Paulinus bishop of Nola in Italy

about 403. Pelagius about 405 wrote a commentary upon thirteen

Epistles of Paul, omitting that to the Hebrews ; nevertheless it was re-

ceived by his followers. It was received by Cassian about 424 ; by

Prosper of Aquitaine about 434, and by the authors of the works ascribed

to him; by Eucherius bishop of Lyons in 434 ; by Sedulius about 818

;

by Leo bishop of Rome in 440; by Salvian presbyter of Marseilles about

440; by Gelasius bishop of Rome about 496; by Facundus, an African

bishop, about 540; by Junilius, an African bishop, about 55Q\ by Cassio-

dorus in 556; by the author of the imperfect work upon Matthew, about

560 ; by Gregory bishop of Rome about 590; by Isidore of Seville about

596 ; and by Bede about 701, or the beginning of the eighth century, i

From the preceding testimonies it is evident, that within about

thirty years at most after this Epistle was written (for its date see

p. 435. infra\ " it had acquired such currency and credit, that the

church at Rome, the metropolitan of the world, in a letter addressed

by Clement their bishop to the church at Corinth, made repeated

appeals to it as a book of divine authority, and in such a way as

to imply a knowledge and acknowledgment of it by the Corinthian

church, similar to their own. Further, Justin Martyr has evidently

appealed to its contents as sacred, a. d. 140; about which time, or

not lono- after, it was inserted among the canonical books of the New
Testament by the churches of the East and West: and consequently

it must have had, a period very little after the apostolic age, a cur-

rency and a credit not at all or at most very little inferior to that of

other acknowledged books of the New Testament."
'^

2. Internal Evidence that the Epistl^ to the Hebrews is

THE genuine Production of Saint Paul.

[i.] In the first place, Paul cherished an ardent zeal and affection

toisoards his kinsmen according to thejlesh. (Rom. ix. 1—4, &c.)

And can we think it likely that he should never write to those who
were so exceedingly dear to him ? Knowing their prejudices concerning

the Levitical law, what subject could he select more appropriate for their

instruction and edification, than the abrogation of the Levitical priest-

hood, and the surpassing excellence of Christ's person and office, espe-

cially of his true, spiritual, and eternal priesthood, of which the Levitical

tradition, no authority of earlier churches to which they could appeal : the whole contro-

versy proceeded on the ground of internal evidence. It was for this reason that Jerome
and Augustine could not adopt the opinion of the cliurch to which they belonged ; because

they were convinced of the contrary by the testimony of the antienls : and their influence

tended to give, at a subsequent day, a different turn to the opinion of the Latin church.

Schmucker's BibUcal Theology, vol. i. pp. 115, IIG. Hug's Introduction, vol. ii.

pp. 516—525,
' Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 391— 395.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 329—331. In his

notes there are references to the various parts of the preceding volumes, in which the ex-

tracts from the above-named fathers are to be found.
® Stuart's Commentary, vol. i. p. 109.
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priesthood was but a shadow, and of which the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews has treated so largely ?

[ii.] Secondly, If an aut/ior's method of treating his subjects, toge-

ther xvith his inanner of reasonifig, is a sure mark by which he may be

ascertained {as all good judges of composition alloiv), ive shall tvifhout

hcsitatio7i jJronounce Paid to be the aidhor of the Ejnstle to the Hebrcxcs.

(1.) The general arrangement or method pursued in this Epistle cor-

responds ivith that of Paul in his other Epistles.

His method of procedure is the same with that of his other Epistles, which was
also peculiar to him. He first lays down the doctrinal mysteries of the Gospel,

vindicating them from oppositions and exceptions; and then he descends to exhort-

ations to obedience, deduced from them, with an enumeration of those moral
duties of which it was necessary to remind those Christians to whom he wrote. In

this respect the Epistle to tiie Hebrews bears the greatest resemblance to the

Epistle to the Galatians, and especially that addressed to the Romans. Like them,
the former half of this Epistle (ch. i.—x. 19.) is principally doctrinal, but with oc-

casional exhortations intermixed, which the strength of the writer's feelings plainly

appears to have forced from him. From ch. x. 20. to the end, the Epistle is hor-

tatory and practical. " In the Epistle to the Romans, just before the salutatory

part begins, the writer earnestly asks for a special interest in the prayers of those

whom he addressed, in order that he may be delivered from the power of persecu-

tion; and he follows this request with a petition, that the God of Peace— 6 06ox t?)?

eip7)vris— might be with them, and concludes with an Ameii. (Rom. xv. 50—35.)

The very same order, petition, style, and conclusion, appear at the close of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, (xiii. 18—21.) The writer begs an interest in their prayers,

that he may be restored to them the sooner ; conmiends them to the God of Peace
(an expression used no where else but in Saint Paul's writings and in the Epistle to

the Hebrews) ; and concludes with an Amen" ' Similar coincidences as to method
occur in the epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians (Professor Stuart adds, to the

Philippians and Thessalonians also); which conclude with an Amen before the sa-

lutation.

(2.) In this letter, ivejind that over/lowing ofsentiment hriejiy expressed,

•vohich distinguishes Paulfrom every other sacred ijoriter.

" Therein also are abrupt transitions from the subject in hand to something sub-

ordinate, but at the same time connected with it ; which, having pursued for a little

while, the writer returns to his subject^, and illustrates it by arguments of great

force, couched sometimes in a short expression, and sometimes in a single word,

—

all which are peculiar to Paul. In this Epistle, likewise, contrary to the practice of

other writers, but in Paul's manner, we meet with many elliptical expressions,

which are' to be supplied either from the foregoing or from the following clauses.

In it also, as in Paul's acknowledged Epistles, we find reasonings addressed to the

thoughts of the reader, and answei-s to objections not proposed; because, being

obvious, the writer knew they would naturally occur, and therefore needed to be

removed. Lastly, after Paul's manner, the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
has subjoined to his reasonings many exhortations to piety and virtue; all which,

to persons who are judges of writing, plainly point out the apostle Paul as the au-

thor of this Epistle." s

(3.) Many things in this Epistle {too 7iumerous and indeed too obvious to

require any enumeration) evidently manifest that its author ivas 7iot only

mighty in the Scriptures, but also exceedingly ivell skilled in the customs,

practices, opinioiis, traditions, expositions, and applications of Scripture,

then received in the Jewish church.

1 Stuart's Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, vol. i. pp. 152, 153. ; or pp. 185

187. of the London edition. Schmidii Hist, et Vindicatio Canonis, pp. 665, 666.

Owen on the Hebrews, vol. i. Exercitation 2.

2 Of these parentheses see an example in Heb. i. 2—4., in which the truth of the Gos-

pel is argued from the dignity of Christ's person ; in verse 5. the discourse is continued

from the first verse. See other instances in Heb. iii. 7— 11. 14. and iv. 2, &c.
3 Rlacknight's Preface to the Epistle to the Hebrews. Sect. I. § iii.
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" In the Epistle to the Hebrews, we find such enlarged views of the divine dis-

pensations respecting religion; such an extensive knowledge of the Jewish Scrip-

tures according to their antient and true interpretation, which Paul, no doubt,

learned from the celebrated doctors under whose tuition he studied in his younger

years at Jerusalem ; such a deep insight also into the most recondite meanings of

these Scriptures, and such admirable reasonings founded thereon for the confirm-

ation of the Gospel revelation, as, without disparagement to the other apostles,

seem to have exceeded, not their natural abilities and education only, but even that

deffree of inspiration with which they were endowed. None of them but Paul, who
was brought up at the feet of Gamaliel, and who profited in the Jewish religion and

learnino- above many of his fellow-students, and who, in his riper years, was inti-

mately acquainted with the learned men of his own nation (Acts ix. 1, 2. 14,

xxvi. 4, 5.), and who was called to the apostleship by Christ himself, when for that

purpose he appeared to him from heaven,— nay, who was caught up by Christ into

the third heaven,— was equal to the subjects treated of in this most admirable

Epistle." I

[iii.] In ///c third place, Not onlijdoes the general scope ofthis Epistle

tend to the same point, on which Saint Paul lays so much stress in his

other Epistles, namely, that "joe are Justifed and obtain salvation only

through Jesus Christ, and. that the Mosaic institutions cannot effect this

object ; but there are various doctrinal propositions in thisEpistle,

"which arefound in the other acknoisoledged. Epistles ofPaul.

Professor Stuart and M.De Groot have discussed this subject at length,

especially the former : our limits will only permit a very few examples to

be given, showing the superiority of the Gospel over the Mosaic dis-

pensation :
—

1. As to the superior degree o/ Religious Knowledge m;jarfe<i by the

Gospel.
" In his acknowledged Epistles, Paul calls Judaism ra aToix^ta tov Koa/xov (Gal.

iv. 5.), the elements or rudiments of the world, that is, the elements or principles ofa

reliirion accommodated to the ignorant and imbecile men of the present age or

world ; and again, ra affStevri Kai irruxa crroixeia (Gal. iv. 9.), iveak and beggarly elements,

to denote its imperfection. He represents it as adapted to cfiildren, vnirioi (Gal.iv. 5.),

who are in a state of nonage and pupilage, or in the condition of servants rather

than that of heirs. (Gal. iv. 1.) On the other hand. Christians attain to a higher

knowledge of God (Gal. iv. 9.) : they are no more as servants, but become sons, and

obtain the privileges of adoption. (Gal. iv. 5, 6.) They are represented as reXeioi

(l Cor. xiv. 20.) ; as being furnished with instruction adequate to make them av^pas

reXeiovs. (Eph. iv. 11— 15.) Christianity leads them to see the glorious displays of

himself which God has made, with an unveiled face, that is, clearly (2 Cor. iii. 18.);

while Judaism threw a veil over these things. (,2 Cor. ii. 13.) Christianity is en-

graven on the hearts of its votaries, SiaKovta tov Truevfj-aros (2 Cor. iii. 8.), while

Judaism was engraven on tablets of stone, ivTeTvwofj.efri eV tois Ai^ois. (2 Cor. iii. 7.)"

Let us now compare the preceding sketch of the apostle's views on this point, as

contained in his acknowledged Epistles, with those which are developed in the

Epistle to the Hebrews. .

" This Epistle commences with the declaration, that God, who in times past spake

to the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken to us by his Son. (Heb.i.l.

ii.l.) Judaism was revealed only by the mediation of angels (ii. 2.), while Christianity

was revealed by the Son of God, and abundantly confirmed by miraculous gifts of

the Holy Ghost, (ii. 5, 4.) The antient covenant was imperfect with respect to the

means which it furnished for the diffusion of knowledge ; but the new covenant

provides that all shall know the Lord from the least to the greatest, (viii. 9— 11.)

The law was only a sketch or imperfect representation of religious blessings; while

the Gospel proffers the blessings themselves, (x. 1.) The worthies of antient times

had only imperfect views of spiritual blessings, while Christians enjoy them in full

measure, (xi. 59, 40.) '^

' Macknight's Preface to the Epistle to the Hebrews. Sect. I. § iii.

2 Stuart's Commentary, vol. i. pp. 143, 144. (174, 175. of the London edition.) In

pp. 144— 148. (175—178. of the London edition), he admirably illustrates the supe-
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2. As to the vietvs which the Gospel displays concerning God the Father,

in the bestotvment of the gifts oj'the Holy Spirit.

No one has spoken so frequently as Saint Paul concerning the Holy Spirit, nor
has any one of the inspired writers adduced the gifts of the Holy Spirit as an argu-

ment for the truth of the Gospel, besides Saint Paul and the author of the Epistle

to the Hebrews. (See 1 Cor. xiv. 22, &-c.) The apostle expressly uses the word
jueptfco, to distribute, with regard to these gifts in Rora.xii. 3. and 2 Cor. vii. 17.;

and in Heb. ii. 4. he says, that the mission of the apostles was confirmed by God with
divers miracles, and Xlvivf.i.a.Tos Ayiov ixepiffixois, distributions or gifts of the Holy Spirit.

These gifts, Saint Paul exclusively affirms, are variously imparted according to the

will of God (Rom. xii. 5— 6. Eph.iv.7. and especially 1 Cor. xii. 4. 7— 11. 28.);
and in the Epistle to the Hebrews these gifts are conferred Kara r-qv avrov ^eArjo-c/,

according to his will.

3. Concerning the person and mediatorial office of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

He is the Creator of all things (Col.i. 16. Eph. iii. 9. 1 Cor. viii. 6.), and by
Him all things subsist. (Col. i. 17.) He is the image or like^iess of God, eiKoiv rou

®eov (2 Cor. iv. 4.); the image of the invisible God, e'lKcov rod Qeov rod adpaTov. (Col.

i. 15.), He being in theform of God, iv fj.op(pri Qeov, — that is, in the condition of
God, — humbled himself, assumed an inferior or humble station,— taking the
condition of a servant, being made after the similitude of men, and being found in

fashion as a man, he exhibited his humility by obedience, even to the death of the

cross, wherefore God highly exalted him to supreme dignity : and he must reign

till he hath put all things under his feet. (Phil.ii. 6—9. 1 Cor. xv. 25—27.)

Correspondent to these representations are the declarations in the Epistle to the
Hebrews. Tlie Son of God is affirmed to be the reflected splendour of the glory of
God, that is, one in whom the divine majesty is conspicuous, the x"P««^'"'JP v'^oa-raa-fus

rov Uarpos, the ejnact image, representation, or counterpart of the Father (i. 5.), by
whom God made all things (i. 2.), and upholds the universe by his word. Yet he
was in a state of humiliation, being 77iade a little lower than the angels (ii. 9.) ; he
assumed flesh and blood, "in order that he might by his own death render null and
void the destructive power of the devil, (ii. 14.) On account of the suffering of
death he is exalted to a state of glory and honour, (ii. 9.) He endured the suf-

fering of the cross, making no account of its disgrace, but having a regard to

the reward set before him, which was a seat at the right hand of God. (xii. 2.)

All things are put under his feet (ii. 8. x. 13.); where the very same passage from
the Old Testament is quoted, which Paul quotes in 1 Cor. xv. 25—28., and it is

applied in the same manner." '

But chiefly does St, Paul expatiate in his acknowledged Epistles on the death of
Christ as a propitiatory sacrifice for sin, and the reconciliation of sinners to God by
means of this sacrifice. He is there said to have come into the world to save sinners

(1 Tim. i. 15.); to have died for us and for our sins (Tit. ii. 14. 1 Cor. xv. 3.), and to

be a propitiation for our sins. (Rom. iii. 25.) In him we have redemption through his

blood. (Eph. i. 7.) This salvation it was impossible to obtain by the law; it could
only be effected by Jesus Christ, who accon)plished what the law could not do.
(Rom. iii. 20—28. viii..3. Gal. ii. 16. 21.) Finall}', Jesus is our constant Mediator and
Intercessor with God. (l Tim. 2. 5. Rom. viii. 54.) In the Epistle to the Hebrews,
we find the same sentiments urged with the same ardour, particularly in chapters

vii.—X. To adduce a few instances :— Christ was offered to bear the sins of many.
(Heb. ix. 28.) He tasted death for every man. (Heb. ii. 9.) He put away sin by the

sacrifice of himself. (Heb. ix. 26.) The Jewish oflTerings being altogether insufficient

to make expiation, Christ has by his own blood once for all made expiation for sin.

(ix. 9— 15. X. 10— 12. 14. 19) He is the Mediator of a new covenant (ix. 15.

xii. 24.), which is better than the antient one. (vii. 22. viii.) Exalted to the throne of
the universe (ii. 6— 10.), he appears in the presence of God for us Cix.24.); he ever

lives to make intercession for all that come unto God by him (vii. 25.); and he is

ever able and ready to assist us. (iv. 14—16.) Many of the doctrines explained in

riority of the motives to piety contained in the Gospel, as well as its superior efficacy ia

ensuring the liappiness of mankind, and the perpetuity of the Christian dispensation.

1 De Groot, de Epist. ad Hebrajos, pp. 240, 241. Stuart's Commentary, vol. i. p. 149.

(or p. 182. of the London edition.)
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this Epistle, particularly those concerning the mediation and intercession of Jesus
Christ, are not mentioned by any of the inspired writers, except Paul.

[iv.] Fourthly, There is such a similarity between the modes of quo-

tation^ and style of])hraseology of this Epistle, arid those which occur in

the apostle's achiowledged Ejnstles, as clearly shows that the Epistle to

the Hebrews is his imdoubted production.

Braunius, Carpzov, Langius, Schmidt, Lardner, Macknight, De Groot,
and above all Professor Stuart, have adduced numerous instances at con-
siderable length, from which the following have been abridged :—

(1.) Modes ofquotation and interpretalions ofsoinepassages of the Hebrevo
Scriptures ivhich are peculiarly Pauline, because they are to be found only

in the tvritings of Saint Paul.

That the apostle should more abound with testimonies and quotations out of the
Old Testament in this than his other epistles, is nothing more than the subject of
which he treats, and the persons to whom he wrote, necessarilj' required. Tims,
Psal. ii. 7. " Thoti, art my Son : to-day 1 have begotten thee;" is quoted and applied to

Jesus (Heb. i. 5.), just as Paul, in his discourse to the Jews in the synagogue of
Antioch in Pisidia, cited and applied the same passage of Scripture to him. (Acts

xiii. 33.) In like manner, the quotation and explanation of Psal. viii. 4. and of
Psal. ex. 1

.,
given by Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 25. 27. are found in Heb. ii. 7, 8. So also the

explanation of the covenant with Abraham (Heb. vi. 14. 18.) is no where found but
in Paul's Epistle to the Galatians. (iii. 8, 9. 14. 18.) '

(2.) Instances ofagreement in the style and phraseology ofthe Epistle to

the Hebreuis, and in the acknoidedgecl Epistles of Paid.

i. Particular Words, PKcuLiAR to Paul, or which are most frequent in
HIS Writings.

Wetstein enumerates eleven instances, to which Schmidt has added forty-eight

others; De Groot has considerably enlarged the list, which he refers to certain

classes; as also does Professor Stuart, who has given upwards of sixty examples.

-

Our limits will allow a few only to be subjoined.

The word of God, in Paul, is a sword, fiaxatpa. (Eph. vi. 17. Heb. iv. 12.)

CtiUdrcn in religion, that is, those who are comparatively ignorant and uninformed,
are termed vrrniot in 1 Cor. iii. 1. Eph.iv. 14. Rom.ii.20. Gal. iv. 3. and Heb.
V. 13. ; and instruction for such persons is termed milk, and for strong persons

{reKewi), or those who are well taught, it is fipcufia, meat, and arepea rpocp-n, or strong

meat, in 1 Cor. iii. 2. and Heb. v. 14, ; and their advanced or mature state of Chris-

tian knowledge is called re\fioTrjs.

Meo-iTTjs or Mediator, to denote Jesus Christ, is exclusively Pauline. (Gal. iii. 19,

20. 1 Tim.ii. 5. Heb. viii. 6.)

'Ayta^ew, to cleanse from sin, that is, to expiate, to liberate from the imputation
of sin, to render God propitious, occurs in Eph. v. 26. Heb. ii. 11. x. 10. and xiii. 12.

2/cia, a shadow, that is, a shadowing forth, or adumbration, as opposed to the

perfect image or delineation. (Col. ii. 17. Heb. viii. 5. x, 1.)

'O/xoAoyta, religion, religious or Christian profession. (2Cor. ix. 13. Heb. iii 1.

iv. 14. X. 25.)

'OiKos Qeov, the house of God, that is, the church. (1 Tim. iii. 15. Heb. iii. 6.)

KX-qpovo/xos, Lord or possessor. (Heb. i. 2. Rom. viii. 17.)

KaTapyew, to annul, abolish, or abrogate. (Rom. iii. 3. 31. vi. 6. 1 Cor. i. 28. Gal.

v. 11. Heb.ii. 14.

27rep/xa tov A^paajx, the seed of Abraham, or Christians, occurs in Gal. iii. 29. and
Heb. ii. 6.

' Macknight's Pref. to Ep. to the Hebrews. Sect. I. § iii. De Groot gives instances

not only of the formulte of quotation, but also of the design with which the apostle in-

troduces his quotations, (pp. 245, 246.) Prof. Stuart principally elucidates the mode of

appealing to the Jewish Scriptures, and the apostle's manner of reasoning. Commentary,
vol, i. pp. 153— 160., or pp. 187— 195. of the London edition.

- Wetstein, Nov. Test. torn. ii. p. 386. Schmidii Hist. Canonis, pp. 662—664. De
Groot, pp. 247—250. Stuart, vol. i. pp. 160—168., or pp. 196—204. of the London
edition.
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n. Agonistic Expressions or "Allusions to the Games and Exercises which
WERE then in great REPUTE, AND WERE FREQUENTLY SOLEMNISED IN GrEECE
AND other Parts OF the Rojian Empire. (iCor. ix. 24. Phil. iii. 12— 14. 2 Tim.
ii. 5. iv. 6—8. compared with Heb. vi. 18. and xii. 1—5,4. 12.)

(3.) Coincidences betiveen the exhortations in this Epistle and those in

Paid's other letters.

See Heb. xii. 3. compared with Gal.vi. 9. 2 Thess. iii. 15. and Eph. iii. 13. ; Heb.
xji. 14. with Rom. xii. 18.; Heb. xiii. 1. 5, 4. with Eph. v. 2—4.; Heb. xiii. 16, with
Phil. iv. 18. See also Rom. xv. 26. 2 Cor. viii. 24. and ix. 15.

(4.) Coincidences betiveen the conclusion of this Epistle and the conclu-

sions <)fPaid's Epistles, in several respects.

Compare Heb. xii. 18. with Rom. xv. 50. Eph. vi. 18, 19. Col. iv. 5. 1 Thess. v. 25.
and 2 Thess. iii. 1.; Heb. xiii. 20, 21. with Rom. xv. 50

—

33. Eph. vi. 19—23.
1 Thess. V. 23. and 2 Thess. iii. 16.; Heb. xiii. 24. with Roni.xvi.21—25. 1 Cor.
xvi.19—21. 2Cor.xiii.l5. Phil. iv. 21,22.; Heb. xiii. 25. with 2 Thess. iii. IS. Col.
iv. 18. Eph. vi. 24. iTini.vi. 21. 2 Tim. iv. 22. and Tit. iii. 15.

[v.] La.stly, There are several circumstances toisoards the close of this

Epistle.) xvhich evidently prove^ that it tvas moritten by Paul. Thus,

(1.) Heb. xiii. 23. The departure of Timothy is mentioned; and we know from
the commencement of the Epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and to Philemon,
that he was with Paul during his imprisonment at Rome.

(2.) Heb. xiii. 24. Tliey of Italy salute you: the writer, therefore, was then in

Italy, whither Paul was sent a prisoner, and where he resided two years (Acts xxviii.

30.) ; where also he wrote several Epistles which are still extant.

(5.) Heb. X.34. The apostle makes mention of his bonds, and of the compassion
which the Hebrew Christians showed him in his sufferings, and during his imprison-
ment.

Now it is scarcely credible, that any other person in Italy, where Paul then was,
should write to the Hebrew Christians, and therein make mention of his own bonds,
and of Timothy being with him, who was a man unknown to them except through
Paul, and not once intimate any thing concerning his condition. Besides, the con-
stant sign and token of Paul's Epistles, which himself had publicly signified to be
so (2 Thess. iii. 17, 18.), is subjoined to this: — Grace be with you all. (Heb. xiii.

25.) That this was originally written with his own hand, there is no ground to

question ; but rather appears to be so because it was written ; for he affirms, that
it was his custom to subjoin that salutation "/ith his own hand. Now this was an
evidence to the persons to whom the original of the Epistle first came, but not to
those who had only transcribed copies of it. The salutation itself was their token,
being peculiar to Paul ; and all these circumstances will yet receive some additional
force from the consideration of the time when this Epistle was written. ' (See p. 435.
infra.)

Is it possible that all these coincidences (which are comparatively
a small selection) can be the effect of mere accident? The arrange-
ment and method of treatment, the topics discussed, and the peculia-

rity of sentiments, words, and phrases, are all so exclusively Pauline,

that no other person could have been its author, except the great

apostle of the Gentiles. Yet, notwithstanding this strong chain of
proof for the authenticity of this Epistle, doubts have still been en-
tertained, whether it is a genuine production of Saint Paul. These
doubts rest principally on the omission of the writer's name, and the

superior elegance of the style in which it is written.

1. It is indeed certain that all the acknowledged Epistles of Paul be-
gin with a salutation in his own name, and that most of them were directed
from some particular place, and sent by some special messengers ; where-

' Schmidii Hist. Canonis, p. C65. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol, vi, pp, 402, 403, ; 4to,

vol. iii. p. 335. Owen on the Hebrews, part i. exercitation 2.
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as the Epistle to the Hebrews is anonymous, and is not directed from
any place, nor is the name of the messenger introduced by whom it was
sent to Judaea. These omissions, however, can scarcely be considered as

conclusive against the positive testimony already adduced. And they
are satisfactorily acounted for by Clement of Alexandria, and by Je-

rome, who intimate, that as Jesus Christ himself was the peculiar apostle

to the HebreiKS (as acknowledged in this Epistle, iii.l.), Paul declined,

through humility, to assume the title of an apostle. To which Theodoret
adds, that Paul being peculiarly the apostle of the uniircumcision, as the

rest were of the circumcision (Gal.ii. 9. Rom. xi. 13.), he scrupled to

assume any public character when writing to the people of their charge.

He did not mention his name, messenger, or the particular persons to

whom it was sent, because (as Dr. Lardner judiciously remarks) such a
long letter might give umbrage to the ruling powers at this crisis, when
the Jews were most turbulent, and might endanger himself, the mes-
senger, and those to whom it was directed. But they might easily know the

author by the style, and also from the messenger, without any formal
notice or superscription. But the absence of the apostle's name is no
proof that the Epistle to the Hebrews was not written by Paul, or, that

it is a treatise or homily i, as some critics have imagined : for, in our
canon of the New Testament, there are Epistles universally acknowledged
to be the productions of an inspired apostle, notwithstanding his name is

no where inserted in them. The three Epistles of John are here intended,

in all of which, that apostle has omitted his name, for some reasons not
now known. The first Epistle begins in the same manner as the Epistle

to the Hebrews ; and in the other two, he calls himself simply the elder

or presbyter. That Paul, however, did not mean to conceal himself, we
learn from the Epistle itself: " Know ye," says he, " that our brother

Timothy hath been sent abroad, with whom, if he come shortly, I 'will see

you"'^ (Heb. xiii. 23.) The objection, therefore, from the omission of
the apostle's name, necessarily falls to the ground.

2. With regard to the objection, that this Epistle is superior in point

of style to Paul's other writings, and therefore is not the production of
that apostle, it is to be observed, that " there does not appear to be such
a superiority in the style of this Epistle as should lead to the conclusion
that it was not written by Paul. Those who have thought differently have
mentioned Barnabas, Luke, and Clement, as authors or translators of this

Epistle. The opinion of Jerome was, that " the sentiments are the
apostle's, but the language and composition of some one else, who com-
mitted to writing the apostle's sense, and, as it were, reduced into com-
mentaries the things spoken by his master." Dr. Lardner conjectures
that Paul dictated the Epistle in Hebrew, and that another, who was a great

master of the Greek language, immediately wrote down the apostle's sen-

timents in his own elegant Greek ; but who this assistant of the apostle

was, is altogether unknown. But surely the writings of Paul, like those

of other authors, may not all have the same precise degree of merit ; and,

if, upon a careful perusal and comparison, it should be thougiit that the
Epistle to the Hebrews is written with greater elegance than the acknow-
ledged compgsitions of this apostle, it should also be remembered that

the apparent design and contents of this Epistle suggest the idea of more
studied composition, and yet that there is nothing in it which amounts

' The hypothesis of Berger, that the Epistle to the Hebrews was originally an homily,
is examined and refuted by Prof. Stuart. Commentary, vol. i. pp. 4—7., or pp. 4—9.

of the London edition.

2 Michaelis thinks it highly improbable that Paul would visit Jerusalem again, and ex-
pose his life to zealots there. But surely, Dr. Hales remarks, he might revisit Judaea
without incurring that danger. Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book ii. p. 1130.
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to a marked difference of style." ' Besides the sublime subject of this

Epistle, the grand ideas which the apostle developes with equal method
and warmth, did not permit him to employ the negligent style of a fami-

liar letter. On the other hand, as we have already seen-, there are the

same construction of sentences, and the same style of expression, in this

Epistle, which occur in no part of the Scriptures except in Saint Paul's

Epistles.

2

Upon the whole, we conclude with Braunius, Langius, Carpzov,
Pritius, Whitby, Lardner, Macknight, Hales, Rosenmliller, Bengel,

Bishop Tomline, Janssens, De Groot, Professor iStuart, and almost
every other modern commentator and biblical critic, that the weight
of evidence, both external and internal, preponderates so greatly in fa-

vonr of Paul, that we cannot but consider the Epistle to the Hebrews
as written by that apostle; and that, instead of containing " far-fetched

analogies and inaccurate reasonings" (as the opponents of our Sa-
viour's divinity and atonement affirm), its composition is more highly

wrought, and its language more finished, than any of Paul's other

Epistles, and that it affords a finished model of didactic writing.

IV. With regard to the time when this Epistle was written, critics

and commentators are not agreed, some referring it to a.d. 58, but
the greater part placing it between A. D. 61 and 64-. If (as we be-

lieve) Paul was its author, the time when it was written may easily

be determined ; for the salutations from the saints in Italy (Heb.
xiii. 24.), together with the apostle's promise to see the Hebrews
shortly (23.), plainly intimates that his imprisonment was then either

terminated, or on the point of being so. It was therefore written

from Italy, perhaps from Rome, soon after the Epistles to the Co-
lossians, Ephesians, and Philemon, and not long before Paul left

Italy, viz. at the end of a. d. 62, or early in 63. It is evident from
several passages, as Lardner and Macknight have observed, that it

was written before the destruction of Jerusalem, and probably. Pro-
fessor Stuart thinks, but a short time before that event ; for in Heb.
viii. 4. ix. 25. x. 11. and xiii. 10. the temple is mentioned as then

standing, and the Levitical sacrifices are noticed as being then ot~

fered. To which we may add, that in x. 32— 37. the apostle com-
forts the believing Hebrews under the persecution which their

unbelieving brethren were carrying on against them, by the pros-

pect of Christ's speedy advent to destroy Jerusalem and the wiiole

Mosaic economy.
V. The occasion of writing this Epistle will be sufficiently ap-

parent from an attentive review of its contents. The Jews did every
thing in their power to withdraw their brethren who had been con-
verted, from the Christian faith. To persecutions and threats, they

added arguments derived from the excellency of the Jewish religion.

They observed, we may infer, that the law of Moses was given by
the ministration of angels ; that Moses was far superior to Jesus

of Nazareth, who suffered an ignominious death ; that the public

' Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i. pp. 455, 456.
'^ See pp. 430—433. supra.

3 The objections of Bertholdt and others, taken from the style of the Epistle to the
Hebrews, are examined in detail, and refuted by Professor Stuart, vol, i. p. 180. et sen.
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worship of God, instituted by their great legislator and prophet, was

truly splendid, and worthy of Jehovah : while the Christians, on the

contrary, had no established priesthood, no temple, no altars, no

victims, &c. In opposition to such arguments, the apostle shows,

what the learned doctors, scribes, and elders at Jerusalem strongly

denied; viz. that Jesus of Nazareth, whom they had lately put to

death, was the Messiah, the Son of God, and far superior to the

angels, to Moses, to the high priest of the Old Testament, and to

all other priests : that from his sufferings and death, which he en-

dured for us, much greater and more lasting benefits have resulted

to the whole human race, than the Jews ever derived from their

temple service, and from the numerous rites and ordinances of the

Levitical laws, which were absolutely ineflicacious to procure the

pardon of shi. The reality of the sacrifice of himself, which Christ

offered for sin, is clearly demonstrated. From these and other ar-

guments, the apostle proves that the religion of Jesus is much more
excellent and perfect than that of Moses, and exhorts the Christian

converts to constancy in the faith, and to the unwearied pursuit of

all godliness and virtue.

The great object of the apostle, therefore, in this Epistle, is to

show the deity of Jesus Christ, and the excellency of his Gospel,

when compared with the institutions of Moses ; to prevent the

Hebrews or Jewish converts from relapsing into those rites and

ceremonies which were now abolished : and to point out their total

insufficiency, as means of reconciliation and atonement. The rea-

sonings are interspersed with numerous solemn and affectionate

warnings and exhortations, addressed to different descriptions of

persons. At length Saint Paul shows the nature, efficacy, and

triumph of faith, by which all the saints in former ages had been

accepted by God, and enabled to obey, suffer, and perform exploits,

in defence of their holy religion ; from which he takes occasion to

exhort them to steadfastness and perseverance in the true faith.

The Epistle to the Hebrews consists of three parts ; viz.

Part I. demonstrates the Deitij of Christ by the exjjlicit Declarations

of Scripture, (ch. i.—x. 18.)

The proposition is, that Christ is the true God. (i. 1— 3.) The
proofs of this are,

Sect. 1. His superiority to angels, by whom lie is worshipped as their

Creator and Lord. (i. 4— 14.)

Inference.— Therefore we ought to give heed to him. (ii. J—4.)

The superiority of Christ over angels asserted, notwithstanding his

temporary humiliation in our nature (ii. 5—9.) ; without which he

could nothaveaccom.plished the work ot'man's redemption (10— 15.);

and for this purpose he took not upon him the nature of angels, but

that of Abraham. (16—18.)
Sect. 2. His superiority to Moses, who was only a servant, whereas

Christ is Lord. (iii. 1—6.)

Application of this argument to the believing Hebrews, who are

solemnly warned not to copy the example of their unbelieving an-

cestors who perished in the wilderness, (iii. 7—19. iv. 1— 13.)

Sect. 3. His superiority to Aaron and all the other high priests de-

monstrated. Christ is the true high priest, adumbrated by Mel-
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chizedek and Aaron, (iv. 14-— 16. v.—viii.) In ch. v. 1— 14. and
ch. vi. the apostle inserts a parenthetical digression, in which he re-

proves the Hebrew Christians for their ignorance of the Scriptures.

Sect. 4. The typical nature of the tabernacle and its furniture, and of
the ordinances there observed, (ix. 1— 10.)

Sect. 5. The sacrifice of Christ is that true and only sacrifice by which
all the Levitical sacrifices are abolished, (ix. 11— 28. x. 1— 18.)

Part II. T/ie Application of the 2??-eceding Argumeiits and Proofs,

(x. 19—39.— xiii. 1— 19.) in "johich the Hebrews are exhorted,

Sect. 1. To faith, prayer, and constancy in the Gospel, (x. 19—25.)

This exhortation is enforced by representations of the danger of
wilfully renouncing Chi'ist, after having received the knowledge of

the truth, and is interspersed with warnings, expostulations, and en-

couragements, showing the nature, excellency, and efficacy of faith,

illustrated by examples of the most eminent saints, from Abel to the

end of the Old Testament dispensation, (x. 26—39. xi.)

Sect. 2. To patience and diligence in their Christian course, from the

testimony of former believers, and by giving particular attention to

the example of Christ, and from the paternal design and salutary

effect of the Lord's corrections, (xii. 1— 13.)

Sect. 3. To peace and holiness, and to a jealous watchfulness over
themselves and each other, enforced by the case of Esau. (xii.

14—17.)
Sect. 4. To an obedient reception of the Gospel, and a reverential

worship of God, from the superior excellency of the Christian dis-

pensation, and the proportionably greater guilt and danger of ne-

glecting it. (xii. 18—29.)

Sect. 5. To brotherly love, hospitality, and compassion ; to charity,

contentment, and the love of God. (xiii. 1—3.)

Sect, 6. To recollect the faith and examples of their deceased pastors.

Sect. 7. To watchfulness against false doctrines in regard to the sacri-

fice of Christ. (9—12.)
Sect. 8. To willingness to bear reproach for him, and thanksgiving to

God. (xiii. 13—15.)
Sect. 9. To subjection to their pastors, and prayer for the apostle,

(xiii. 16—19.)

Part III. The Conclusion, containing a Prayerfor the Hebrews, and
^Apostolical Sahitations. (xiii. 20—25.)

The Epistle to the Hebrews, Dr. Hales observes, is a masterly

supplement to the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, and also a

luminous commentary on them ; showing that all the legal dispensa-

tion was originally designed to be superseded by the new and better

covenant of the Christian dispensation, in a connected chain of argu-

ment, evincing the profoundest knowledge of both. The internal

excellence of this Epistle, as connecting the Old Testament and the

New in the most convincing and instructive manner, and elucidating

both more fully than any other Epistle, or perhaps than all of them,

places its divine inspiration beyond all doubt. We here find the

great doctrines, which are set forth in other parts of the New Testa-

ment, stated, proved, and applied to practical purposes, in the most

impressive manner.^

1 Heidegger, Enchiridion Biblicum, pp. 600—611. Dr. Owen's Exercitations on

r F 3
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES.

SECTION I.

ON THE GENUINENESS AND AUTHENTICITY OF THE CATHOLIC
EPISTLES.

I. Origin of the Appellation Catholic Epistles. — II. Its Antiqtdly. —
Observations on their Authenticity.— III. On the Order in ivhich they

are usually jjlaced,

I. 1 HE Epistles of Paul are followed in the canon of the New
Testament by seven Epistles, bearing the names of the apostles

James, Peter, Jude, and John. For many centuries, these Epistles

liave been generally termed Catholic Epistles,— an appellation for

which several conjectures have been assigned.

1. Salmeron and others have imagined that they were denomi-

nated Catholic or general Epistles, because they were designed to be

transcribed and circulated among the Christian churches, that they

might be perused by all ; for they contain that one catholic or gene-

ral doctrine, which was delivered to the churches by the apostles of

our Saviour, and which might be read with advantage by the uni-

versal church of Christ. In like manner they might be called ca-

nonical, as containing canons or general rules and precepts which

concern all Christians. Unquestionably, the doctrines they contain

are truly catholic and excellent ; and they also contain general rules

and directions that concern all Christians, as well as precepts that are

binding upon all, so far as their situations and circumstances are

similar. But these remarks are equally applicable to the other books

of the New Testament, and Paul's Epistles may, for the same reasons,

with equal propriety, be termed catholic or canonical Epistles ; for

the doctrines there delivered are as catholic and excellent as those

comprised in the seven Epistles now under consideration. They
likewise contain many general precepts that are obligatory upon all

Christians ; and the particular precepts are binding so far as the cir-

the Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 1—44. fol. edit. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

pp.381—415.; 4to. vol. iii. pp.324—341. Macknight's Preface to the Hebreves,
vol. iii. pp. 321—341. 4to. edit, or vol. v. pp. I—27. 8vo. edit. Braunii Comment, ia

Epist. ad Hebrseos, pp. 1—36. Carpzovii Exercitationes in Epist. ad Hebrseos, pp. Ixii.

—cvi. Schmidii Hist, et Vindicatio Canonis, pp. 655—673. Langii Commentatio de
Vita et Epistolis Apostoli Pauli, pp. 153— 160. J. A. Ernesti Lectiones Academicae in

Epist. adHebrreos, pp. 1—8. 1173—1185. 8vo. Lipsise, 1815. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 192—269. Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. pp. 1128—1137. Pritii Introd.

ad Lectionem Nov. Test. pp. 38—61. 312—318. Rosenmiiller, Scholia in Nov. Test,

vol. V. pp. 142— 148. Moldenhawer, Introd. ad Libros Canonicos Vet. et Nov. Test,

pp. 332—340. Alber, Institutioues Hermeneuticae Nov. Test. torn. i. pp. 244—250.
Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 488—533. Janssens, Herm^neutique Sacr^e, torn. ii.

pp. 61—68. Whitby's and Scott's Commentaries on the Epistle to the Hebrews.
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cumstances of Christians in later ajies are similar to those referred to

by the great apostle of the Gentiles.

2. Others are of opinion that they received the appellation of ca-

tholic or general Epistles, because they were not written to one per-

son, city, or church, like the Epistles of Paul, but to the catholic

chwxh, Christians in general, or to Christians of several countries,

or at least to all the Jewish Christians wherever they were dispersed

over the face of the earth. CEcumenius, Leontius, Whitby, and
others, have adopted this opinion, which, however, does not appear

to be well founded. The Epistle of James was, indeed, written to

the Christians of the twelve tribes ot Israel in their several disper-

sions ; but it was not inscribed to the Christians in Judaea, nor to

Gentile Christians in any country whatever. The two Epistles of

Peter were written to Christians in general, but particularly those

who had been converted from Judaism. The first Epistle of John
and the Epistle of Jude were probably written to Jewish Christians

;

and the second and third Epistles of John were unquestionably writ-

ten to particular persons.

3. A third opinion is that of Dr. Hammond, adopted by Dr.

Macknight and others, which we think is the most probable. It is

this : The first Epistle of Peter and the first Epistle of John, having

from the beginning been received as authentic, obtained the name
of catholic or universally acknowledged (and therefore canonical)

Epistles, in order to distinguish them from the Epistle of James, the

second of Peter, the second and third of John, and the Epistle of

Jude, concerning which doubts were at first entertained, and they

were considered by many as not being a rule of faith. But their

authenticity being at length acknowledged by the generality of the

churches, they also obtained the name of catholic or universally re-

ceived Epistles, and were esteemed of equal authority with the rest.

These Epistles were also termed canonical by Cassiodorus in the

middle of the sixth century, and by the writer of the prologue to

these Epistles, which is erroneously ascribed to Jerome. The pro-

priety of this latter appellation is not satisfactorily ascertained. Du
Pin says that some Latin writers have called these Epistles canoni-

cal, either confounding the name with catholic, or to denote that they

are a part of the canon of the books of the New Testament.

II. The denomination of Catholic Epistles is of very considerable

antiquity, for Eusebius uses it as a common appellation in the fourth

century, and it is probably earlier : for John's first Epistle is repeat-

edly called a catholic Epistle by Origen, and by Dionysius bishop

of Alexandria. Of these Epistles, two only, viz. the first Epistle of

Peter and the first Epistle of John, were universally received in the

time of Eusebius ; though the rest were then well known. And
Athanasius, Epiphanius, and later Greek writers, received seven

Epistles which they called catholic. The same appellation was also

given to them by Jerome.

Although the authenticity of the Epistle of James, the second of

Peter, the Epistle of Jude, and the second and third Epistles of

John, was questioned by some antient fathers, as well as by some

F F 4
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modern writers, yet we have every reason to believe that they are

the genuine and authentic productions of the inspired writers whose
names they bear. The claims to authenticity of these disputed

Epistles are discussed in the following sections. We may, however,

here remark, that the primitive Christians were extremely cautious

in admitting any books into their canon, the genuineness and authen-

ticity of which they had any reason to suspect. They rejected all

the writings forged by heretics in the names of the apostles, and,

therefore, most assuredly, would not have received any, without pre-

viously subjecting them to a severe scrutiny. Now, though these

five Epistles were not immediately acknowledged as the writings of

the apostles, this only shows that the persons, who doubted, had not

received complete and incontestable evidence of their authenticity.

But, as they were afterwards universally received, we have every

reason to conclude, that, upon a strict examination, they were found
to be the genuine productions of the apostles. Indeed, the' antient

Christians had such good opportunities for examining this subject,

they were so careful to guard against imposition, and so well founded
was their judgment concerning the books of the New Testament,
that, as Dr. Lardner has remarked, no writing which they pro-

nounced genuine has yet been proved spurious ; nor have we at this

day the least reason to believe any book to be genuine which they

rejected.

III. The order, in which these Epistles are placed, varies in an-

tient authors ; but it is not very material in what manner they are

arranged. Could we fix with certainty the date of each Epistle, the

most natural order would be according to the time when they were
written. Some have placed the three Epistles of John first, proba-

bly because he was the beloved disciple of our Lord. Others have
given the priority to the two Epistles of Peter, because they con-
sidered him as the prince of the apostles. Some have placed the

Epistle of James last, possibly because it was later received into the

canon by the Christian church in general. By others, this Epistle

has been placed first, either because it was conjectured to have been
the first written of the seven Epistles, or because Saint James was
supposed to have been the first bishop of Jerusalem, the most antient

and venerable, and the first of all the Christian churches ; or because
the Epistle was written to the Christians of the twelve tribes of Israel,

who were the first believers. In the following sections the usual

order has been retained.

'

1 Benson's Preface to the Catholic Epistles. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 2G9—271. Pritii

Introd. ad Nov. Test. pp. 62

—

65. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi, pp. 465—468. ; 4to.

vol. iii. pp. 366, 367. Rosenmiiller, Scholia, vol. v. pp. 317, 318.
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SECTION II.

ON THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF JAMES.

I. Account of the Author of this Epistle. — II. Its Genuineness and Au-
thcnticiti/. — III. To tvhom addressed.— IV. Its Scope.— V. Synopsis

of its Contents.— VI. Observations on this Epistle.

I. I^ONSIDERABLE doubts have existed respecting the author
of this Epistle. Two apostles of the name of James are mentioned
in the New Testament.

The first was the son of Zebedee, a fisherman upon the lake of
Galilee, and the brother of the evangelist John ; and, as he is uni-

formly mentioned by the evangelists before John (except in Luke
ix. 28. )j he is supposed to have been the elder of the two. As he
was put to death by Herod Agrippa, a. d. 44 (Acts xii.), it is evi-

dent that he was not the author of the Epistle which bears the name
of James, because it contains passages which refer to a later period,

viz. V. 1— 8., which intimates the then immediately approaching de-
struction of Jerusalem, and the subversion of the Jewish polity.

The other James was the son of Alpheus or Cleopas ; he is called

the brother or near relation of our Lord (Gal. i. 18, 19.), and is

also generally termed " the Less," partly to distinguish him from
the other James, and probably, also, because he was lower in stature.

That he was an apostle, is evident from various passages in the

New Testament, though it does not appear when his designation to

this office took place. He was honoured by Jesus Christ with a
separate interview soon after his resurrection. (1 Cor. xv. 7.) He
was distinguished as one of the apostles of the circumcision (Acts i.

13.); and soon after the death of Stephen, a. d. 34, he seems
to have been appointed president or bishop of the Christian

church at Jerusalem, to have dwelt in that city, and to have pre-

sided at the council of the apostles, whicli was convened there a. d.

49. On account of his distinguished piety and sanctity, he was
surnamed " the Just." But, notwithstanding the high opinion that

was generally entertained of his character, his life was prematurely
terminated by martyrdom, according to the account of Hegesippus,
an ecclesiastical historian, who flourished towards the close of the

second century. Having made a public declaration of his faith in

Christ, the Scribes and Pharisees excited a tumult among the Jews,

which began at the temple : or at least they availed themselves of a
general disturbance, however it might have originated, and de-
manded of James an explicit and public declaration of his sentiments

concerning the character of Christ. The apostle, standing on an
eminence or battlement of the temple, whence he could be heard

by the assembled multitude, avowed his faith, and maintained liis

opinion, that Jesus was the Messiah. The Jews were exasperated,

and precipitated him from the battlement where he was standing

;

and, as he was not killed by the fall, they began to cast stones at him.
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The holy apostle, kneeling down, prayed to God to forgive his

murderers, one of whom at length struck him with a long pole,

which terminated his life. According to Hegesippus, this event

took place about the time of the passover A. d. 62. At this time

the procurator Festus is supposed to have been dead, and his suc-

cessor Albinus had not arrived ; so that the province was left with-

out a governor. Such a season left the Jews at liberty to gratify

their licentious and turbulent passions ; and, from their known cha-

racter and sentiments about this time, they were very likely to em-
brace the opportunity. We may therefore date the apostle's death

about the time assigned by Hegesippus, viz. a. d. 62, in which year

it is placed by most learned men^, who are agreed in dating the

Epistle of James in the year 61."

II. A considerable diversity of opinion has prevailed respecting

the Canonical Authority of this Epistle ; but though Michaelis and
some other modern critics'^ are undecided on this subject, we ap-

prehend that there is sufficient evidence to prove that it was written

in the apostolic age. Clement of Rome has alluded to it twice.^

Hermas has not fewer than seven allusions to it\ which Dr. Lardner
thinks sufficient to prove the antiquity of this Epistle. It is classed

by Eusebius among the AvriAeyop-svaj or writings concerning whose
authenticity the antients were not unanimous, though the majority

was in favour of them. This Epistle was quoted as genuine by
Origen, Jerome, Athanasius, and most of the subsequent ecclesias-

tical writers ; and it is found in all the catalogues of the canonical

books of Scripture, which were published by the general and pro-

vincial councils. But the most decisive proof of its canonical au-

thority is, that the Epistle of James is inserted in the Syriac version

of the New Testament, executed at the close of the first or early in

the second century, in which the second Epistle of Peter, the

second and third of John, the Epistle of Jude, and the Book of

Revelation are omitted. This, Dr. Macknight truly remarks, is an
argument of great weight ; for certainly the Jewish believers, to

whom that Epistle Wcis addressed and delivered, were much better

judges of its authenticity than the converted Gentiles to whom it was

1 Hegesippus, cited by Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. lib. ii. c. 23. Eusebius also quotes a
passage from Josephus, tliat is no longer extant in his works, in which the Jewish liistoriaii

considers the miseries which shortly after overwhelmed his countrymen as a judgment for

their murder of James, whom he calls a most righteous person. Tiie genuineness of
Josephus's testimony has been questioned, so that no reliance can be placed upon it.

Origen and Jerome cite it as authentic, and they are followed by Bishop Pearson, who
has defended its genuineness. Dr. Doddridge considers the testimony of Josephus as un-
worthy of credit ; and Dr. Benson thinks Jthat both the accounts of Josephus and Hege-
sippus are extremely dubious.

2 Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 468—502. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 368—384.

Dr. Benson's History of Saint James, prefixed to his Paraphrase, pp. 1— 13. 2d edit.

Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 273—292.
3 It is well known that the venerable Martin Luther, in the earlier part of the Reform-

ation, spoke rather in a slighting manner of this Epistle, which he called straminea epislola,

a strawy epistle, and excluded it at first from the sacred canon on account of its supposed
contradiction of Saint Paul concerning the doctrine of justification by faith ; but more
mature experience and deeper research induced him subsequently to retract his opinion.

" Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 44. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 301.
-^ Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 58—60, j 4to. vol. i. pp. 309, 310.
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not sent, and who had perhaps no opportunity of being acquainted
with it until long after it was written.

III. Commentators and critics are by no means agreed concern-
ing the persons to whom this Epistle was addressed. Beza, Cave,
Scott, Fabricius, Bishop Tomline, and others, are of opinion that

it was addressed to the believing Jews who were dispersed all over
the world. Grotius and Dr. Wall think that it was written to all

the people of Israel living out of Judaea. MichacJis considers it cer-

tain that James wrote to persons already converted from .Tudaism

to Christianity ; but at the same time he believes, as the apostle was
highly respected by the Jews in general, that he wished and designed
that it should also be read by the unbelieving Jews, and that this

design and intention had some influence on the choice of his mate-
rials. Dr. Benson is of opinion that this Epistle was addressed to

the converted Jews out of Palestine ; but Whitby, Lardner, and
after them Macknight, think it was written to the whole Jewish
nation, bodi within and without Judaea, whether believers or not.

This opinion is grounded on some expressions in the first ten verses

of the fourth chapter, and in the first five verses of the fifth chapter,

which they suppose to be applicable to unbelievers only. It is true

that in the fifth chapter the apostle alludes to the then impending
destruction of Jerusalem, and the miseries which soon after befell

the unbelieving Jews; but we think, with Bishop Tomline, that in

these passages the apostle alludes merely to the great corruptions

into which the Hebrew Christians had fallen at that time.

It does not appear probable that James would write part of his

Epistle to believers, and part to unbelievers, without any mention
or notice of that distinction. It should also be remembered, that

this Epistle contains no general arguments for the truth of Christi-

anity, nor any reproof of those who refused to embrace the Gospel
;

and, therefore, though Bishop Tomline admits that the inscription " to

the twelve tribes that are scattered abroad" might comprehend both
unbelieving and believing Jews, yet he is of opinion that it was
intended for the believing Jews only, and that Saint James did not
expressly make the discrimination, because neither he nor any other

apostle ever thought of writing to any but Christian converts.
" The object of the apostolical Epistles," he further observes, " was
to confirm, and not to convert ; to correct what was amiss in those

who did believe, and not in those who did not beheve. The sense

of the above inscription seems to be limited to the believing Jews
by what follows almost immediately, ' The trial of your faith work-
eth patience.' (i. 3.) And again, ' My brethren, have not the faith

of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of gloiy, with respect of persons.'

(ii. 1.) These passages could not be addressed to unbelievers." '

IV. The design of the apostle James, in writing this Epistle, we
may collect, from a consideration of its contents, to be as follows : —

Firsts to prevent the Jewish Christians from falling into the vices

which abounded among the Jews ; such as pride in prosperity, im-

1 Bishop Tomline's Elements of Christian Theology, p. 472.
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patience under poverty, or any other affliction ; unworthy thoughts

of God, and more particularly the looking upon him as the author

of moral evil ; a valuing themselves on their faith, knowledge, or

rio-ht opinion, without a virtuous practice ; a very criminal partiality

for the rich, and a contempt for the poor ; an affectation of being

doctors or teachers ; indulging passion and rash anger, envy and

uncharitableness, strife and contention ; abusing the noble faculty of

speech, and being guilty of the vices of the tongue, such as cursing

and swearing, slander and backbiting, and all rash and unguarded

speeches whatever. So, likewise, he wrote to caution them against

covetousness and sensuality, distrusting the divine goodness, ne-

olecting prayer, or praying with wrong views, and the want of a due

sense of their constant and immediate dependence upon God.

Secondly^ to set the Jewish Christians right as to the doctrine of

justification hy faith. For as they were not to be justified by the

Zaw, but by the method proposed in the Gospel, and that method

was said to be hy faith ivithont the tiorks of' the laiv ; they, some of

them, weakly, and others, perhaps, wilfully, perverted that disco-

very ; and were for understanding, by faith, a bare assent to the truth

of the Gospel, without that living, fruitful, and evangelical faith,

which "worketh by love," and is required of all that would be saved.

Thirdly, to intimate unto such of them as laboured under sickness

or any bodily disorders occasioned by their crimes, that if they were

penitent, they might hope for a miraculous cure.

Fourthly, another and a principal reason of Saint James's writing

this Epistle to the Jewish Christians at this time was, to prevent

their being impatient under their present persecutions or dark pros-

pects ; and to support and comfort them, by assuring them that the

coming of the Lord xvas at hand. It is evident from the Acts of the

Apostles, and many of the Epistles, that most of the persecutions

which befell the Christians arose from the unbelieving Jews. Now,

as their destruction was approaching swifdy, the evils, which the

Christians suffered from them, were as swiftly drawing to an end.

And it was highly proper for Saint James to put them in mind of

these things : for the prospect of a speedy deliverance is one of the

greatest motives to patience under any calamity.

V. Conformably with this design, the Epistle divides itself into

three parts, exclusive of the introduction (i. 1.); viz.

Part I. contains JLxhortations,

1. To joyful patience under trials, (i. 2—4.<.)

2. To ask wisdom of God, in faith, and with an unwavering mind.

(5-8.)
3. To humility. (9—11.)

4. To constancy under temptations, in which part of the Epistle the

apostle shows that God is not the author of sin, but the source and

giver of every good. (12— 18.)

5. To receive the word of God with meekness, and to reduce it to

practice. (19—27.) j^,

Part II. censures and condemns,

1. Undue respect of persons in their religious assemblies, which is
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contrary to the law of love. (ii. 1—9.) It is then shown that the

wilful transgression of one commandment violates the whole law of

God. (10—12.)
2. Their mistaken notions of justification by faith without works

;

these mistakes are corrected and illustrated by the examples of

Abraham and Rahab. (ii. 13—26.)
3. The affectation of being doctors or teachers of their religion ; for

as all are offenders, more or less, so vices in such a station would be
the more aggravated, (iii. 1, 2.) Hence the apostle takes occasion

to show the fatal effects of an unbridled tongue, together with the

difficulty and duty of governing it (3— 12.); and contrasts in a most
beautiful manner the nature and effects of earthly and heavenly
wisdom. (13—18.)

4. Those who indulge their lusts and passions, (iv. 1—5.)

5. The proud, who are exhorted to repentance and submission to God.
(6-10.)

6. Censoriousness and detraction ; annexed are exhortations to imme-
diate and constant dependence upon God, enforced by consider-

ations of the shortness and uncertainty of tlie present life. (11 — 17.)

7. Those who placed undue reliance upon their riches, (v. 1—6.)

Part III. contains Exhortations and Cautions ; viz.

1. An exhortation to patience and meekness under trials, in the hope
of a speedy deliverance, (v. 7— 11.)

2. A caution against swearing, and an admonition to prayer and praise.

(12, 13.)

3. Concerning visiting the sick, and the efficacy of prayer. (14— 18.)

4. An encouragement to attempt the conversion of sinners, and the

recovery of their offending brethren. (19, 20.)

VI. This Epistle of James is one of the most pathetic and instruc-

tive in the New Testament. Its style possesses all that beautiful

and elegant simplicity which so eminently characterises the sacred

writers. Having been written with the design of refuting particular

errors which had been introduced among the Jewish Christians, it

is not so replete Vv^itli the peculiar doctrines of Christianity as the

Epistles of Paul, or indeed as the other apostolical Epistles ; but it

contains an admirable summary of those practical duties which are

incumbent on all believers, and which it enforces in a manner
equally elegant and affectionate.

^

SECTION III.

ON THE FIRST GENERAL EPISTLE OF TETER.

I. yiccounl of the Apostle Peter. — II. Genuineness and Canonical Autho-
rity of this Epistle. — III. To xvhom ivritten.— IV. Of the Place whence
it was sent.—Date.— Y. Its Design and Contents.— VI. Observations

on the Style of Saint Peter s two Ejiistles.

I. Simon, sumamed Cephas or Peter, which appellation signifies

a stone or rock, was the son of Jonas or Jonah, and was born at

' Benson's Preface to Saint James, pp. 14—20. Macknight's Preface, sect. 2—4.

Michaelis, vol. iv. pp.292—314. Pritii Introd. ad Nov. Test. pp. 67—79. Ilarwood's
Introd. to the New Test, vol.i. pp.216—220. Heidegger, Enchirid. Bibl. pp. 612—617.
Janssens, Hernneneutiqiie Sacree, torn, ii. pp. GS—72, See also Hug's Introduction,

vol. ii. pp. 549—584.
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Bethsaida, on the coast of the sea of Galilee. He had a brother,

called Andrew, and they jointly pursued the occupation of fishermen

on that lake. These two brothers were hearers of John the Bap-

tist ; from whose express testimony, and their own personal conver-

sation with Jesus Christ, they were fully convinced that he was the

Messiah (John i. 35—42.) ; and from this time it is probable that

they had frequent intercourse with our Saviour, and were witnesses

of some of the miracles wrought by him, particularly that performed

at Cana in Galilee. (John ii. 1,2.) Both Peter and Andrew seem

to have followed their trade, until Jesus Christ called them to

" follow him," and promised to make them both " fishers of men."

(Matt. iv. 18, 19. Mark i. 17. Luke v. 10.) From this time they

became his companions, and when he completed the number of his

apostles, they were included among them. Peter, in particular, was

honoured with his master's intimacy, together with James and John.

With them Peter was present, when our Lord restored the daughter

of Jairus to life (Mark v. 37. Luke viii. 51.) ; when he was trans-

figured on the mount (Matt. xvii. 1. Markix. 2. Luke ix. 28.), and

during his agony in the garden (Matt. xxvi. 36

—

bQ. Mark xiv.

32—42.) : and on various other occasions Peter received peculiar

marks of his Master's confidence. At the time when Peter was

called to the aposdeship, he was married, and seems to have re-

moved, in consequence, from Bethsaida to Capernaum, where his

wife's family resided. It appears also that when our Lord left Naza-

reth and came and dwelt at Capernaum (Matt. iv. 13.), he took up

his occasional residence at Peter's house, whither the people resorted

to him. ^

In the evangelical history of this apostle, the distinguishing fea-

tures of his character are very signally pourtrayed : and it in no

small degree enhances the credibility of the sacred historians, that

they have blended without disguise several traits of his precipitance

ancl presumption, with the honourable testimony which the narration

of facts affords to the sincerity of his attachment to Christ, and the

fervour of his zeal in the cause of his blessed Master. His ardour

and forwardness are apparent on many occasions. He is the first

to reply to all questions proposed by our Lord to the whole col-

lective body of disciples, of which we have a memorable instance in

Matt. xvi. 13— 16. He hesitates not to rebuke our Lord himself,

when he first announced his future sufferings. The ardour of his

spirit is strikingly evinced in his venturing to walk on the sea to

meet his Master (Matt. xiv. 28— 31.) ; and still more decisively in

his conduct towards the high-priest's servant, whom he smote with

his sword, and whose right ear he cut off, when the Jewish officers

were about to apprehend our Lord. - Llis presumption and self-

confidence sufficiently appear in his solemn asseverations that he

would never abandon his Master (Matt. xxvi. 33.) ; and his weak-

ness, in his subsequent denial of Christ: for, though Peter fol-

lowed him afar off to the high-priest's palace, when all the other

1 Luke iv. 40. Matt. viii. 16. xvii. 24—27. Mark i. 32. 34.

2 Matt. xxvi. 51—54, Mark xiv. 46, 47. Luke xxii. 50, 51. John xviii. 10, 11.
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disciples forsook him and fled, yet he thrice disowned him, each

time under circumstances of peculiar aggravation. ^ It does not

'appear that Peter followed Christ any further
; probably remorse

and shame prevented him from attending the crucifixion, as we find

Saint John did. On the day of Christ's resurrection, after appear-

ing to Mary Magdalen and some other women, the next person to

whom he showed himselfwas Peter. On another occasion (John xxi.)

our Lord afforded him an opportunity of thrice professing his love

for him, and charged him to feed the flock of Christ with fidelity

and tenderness.

After our Saviour's ascension, Peter took an active part in the

affairs of the infant church. It was he who proposed the election of

a successor to the traitor Judas (Actsi. 15— 26.), and on the ensuing

day of Pentecost he preached Christ so effectually, that three thousand

souls were added to the church. (Acts ii. 14—41.) We next find

him, in company with John, healing a lame man at the gate of the

temple, which was followed by an address to the people, many of
whom were convinced and embraced the Gospel. (Acts iii.) He was
next imprisoned, brought before the sanhedrin, threatened and dis-

missed, (iv.) After the death of Ananias and Sapphira, whose fraud

Peter detected and reprehended (v.), Peter and John preached suc-

cessively at Samaria (viii.), and performed various miracles, (ix. x.)

During his apostolical travels hi Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee, he
converted Cornelius the Roman centurion, the first Gentile convert

who was admitted into the church without circumcision, or any in-

junction to comply with the Mosaic observances (x.); and, on his

return to Jerusalem, he satisfied the Jewish Christians that God had
granted repentance unto life to the Gentiles as well as to the Jews,

(xl. 18.) Soon after this, being apprehended by Herod Agrippa,

A. D. 44, who designed to put him to death, Peter was miraculously

delivered by an angel, (xii.) In the apostolic council held at Jeru-

salem, A. D. 49, Peter took an active part, declaring his opinion most
explicitly, that the yoke of the ceremonial law ought not to be imposed
on the Gentiles. (Acts xv. 7— 11.) From this time Peter is not

mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles, nor have we any certain

information respecting his subsequent labours. It appears, however,

that he afterwards preached at Antioch (Gal. ii. 11.); and from his

inscribing his first Epistle to the Hebrew Christians dispersed

in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia Minor, and Bithynia (1 Pet.

i. 1,2.), he is supposed to have preached in those countries. At
length he arrived at Rome, in the course of the year 63 -, subse-

quently to Paul's departure from that city, during the reign of the

emperor Nero ; and, after preaching the Gospel for some time, he
was crucified there with his head downwards. Clement of Alex-

' Matt. xxvi. 69— 75. Mark xiv. 6G— 72. Luke xxii, 54—62. John xviii. 15— 18>

26, 27.
'^ We have seen (p. 344. stipra,) that Saint Paul quitted Rome in the early part of

A. D. 63, at wliich time it is evident that Saint Peter had not arrived there ; for if these

two eminent servants of Christ had met in that city, Peter would have been mentioned
by Saint Paul in some of the Epistles, which he wrote thence, towards the close of his

imprisonment.
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andria adds, from an antient tradition current in his time, that Peter's

wife suffered martyrdom a short time before him. ^

II. The genuineness and canonical authority of the first Epistle of

Peter have never been disputed. It appears to be twice referred to by
Clementof Rome^ ; it is twelve times distinctly quoted by Polycarp ^,

and is once cited in the Episde of the churches of Vienna and Lyons.*

It was received by Theophilus bishop of Antioch, and quoted by
Papias, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and Tertullian ; and Eu-
sebius informs us that it was universally acknowledged to be the

production of Saint Peter in the fourth century ^, since which time

its authenticity has never been questioned.

III. Concerning the persons to whom this Epistle was sent, dif-

ferent opinions have prevailed; Beza, Grotius, Cave, Mill, Tillemont,

Dr. Hales, Rosenmliller, Hug, and others, suppose that it was ad-

dressed to the Jewish Christians who were scattered through the

countries mentioned in the inscription ; while Lord Barrington and
Dr. Benson think that it was written to proselytes of the gate ; and
Michaelis is of opinion, that it was directed to the Jews, that is, to

those native heathens in Pontus, &c. who were first proselytes to

Judaism, and then were converted to Christianity. But Estius,

Whitby, Pott, Lardner, Macknight, and Bishop Tomline, think

that it was written to Chi'istians in general, whether Jews or Gentiles,

residing in the countries above noticed.

In this diversity of opinion, the only rule of determination must be

the inscription, together with such other circumstances as may be col-

lected from the apostolical history or the Epistle itself The inscrip-

tion runs thus : Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ, to the strangers

scattered througiiont Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and. Bithynia.

(1 Pet. i. 1.) That the persons here addressed were believing Jews,

and not believing Gentiles, we apprehend will appear from the

following considerations :
—

1. We learn from Acts ii. 5. 9. tliat there were at the feast of Pentecost,

waiting at Jerusalem, Jeivs, devout men, out of every nation tinder heaven,

dwellers in Judcea, Cappadocia, in Pontus and Asia. Whence it is evident

that there were Jews dispersed in those countries.

2. Peter, by agreement among the apostles, had the ministry of the

circumcision peculiarly committed to him. (Gal. ii. 8.) It is, therefore,

more probable that he wrote to Jews than to Gentiles.

3. The persons to whom the apostle writes are termed Strangers, scat-

tered, riapsTTiSijiLio* ; which word properly denotes strangers from another

country. Such were the Jews, who, through persecution in Judaea, fled

1 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 509—561.; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 388—414. Scaliger,

Salmasius, Frederick Spanlieim, and others, have denied that Saint Peter was ever at

Rome ; but the contrary opinion has been advocated by Cave, Bishop Pearson, Le Clerc,

Basnage, and particularly by Dr. Lardner, who has clearly shown that Peter never was

bishop of Rome. The pretended primacy of Peter, on which the Romanists insist so much,

has been unanswerably refuted by Ur. Barrow in his Treatise on the Pope's Supremacy,

forming vol. i. of the folio edition of his works.

2 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 44. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 302.

3 Ibid. 8vo. vol.ii. pp. 98, 99.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 331, 332.

4 Ibid. 8vo. vol.ii. p. 152.; 4to. vol. i. p. 362.

5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 562, 563.; 4to. vol. iii. p. 415.
„
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into foreign countries ; whereas believing Gentiles were rather called

Proselytes. (Acts ii. 10.)

4. They are said to be redeemedfrom their vain conversation received by
traditionfrom theirfathers (1 Pet. i. 18.): in which description the apostle

plainly refers to the traditions of the Jewish rabbins and elders.

5. The persons to whom Peter writes are styled A chosen generation, a
royal priesthood, an holy nation, a jjectdiar people (1 Pet. ii. 9.), which are

the praises of the Jewish people (Exod. xix. 6.)> and are in no respect ap-
plicable to the Gentiles.

On these grounds we conclude that this Epistle was addressed to

those dispersed Hebrew Christians, afflicted in their dispersion, to

whom the apostles James and Paul had respectively addressed their

Epistles.

IV. It appears from 1 Pet. v. 12, 13. that this Epistle was written

from Babylon, and sent to the Jews by " Silvanus, a faithful brother
;"

but whether Babylon is to be understood here, literally or mystically,

as the city of the same name in Mesopotamia or Sgypt, or rather

Rome, or Jerusalem, has been long and warmly contested by the

learned. Bishop Pearson, Mill, and Le Clerc, are cf opinion, that

the apostle speaks of Babylon in Egypt. Erasmus, Drusius, Beza,

Dr. Lightfoot, Basnage, Beausobre, Dr. Cave, Wetstein, Drs. Benson

and A. Clarke, think that Peter intended Babylon in Assyria ; Mi-

chaelis, that it was Babylon in Mesopotamia, or rather Seleucia on

the Tigris. And Grotius, Drs. Whitby, Lardner, Macknight, and

Hales, Bishop Tomline,and all the learned ofthe Romish communion,

are of opinion that by Babylon Peter meant, figuratively, Rome, which

city is called Babylon by the apostle John. (Rev. xvii. xviii.)

From a careful examination of the evidence adduced for the literal

meaning of the vv^ord Babylon, and of the evidence for its figurative

or mystical application to Rome, we think that the latter was mtended,

and for the following reasons :
—

1. This opinion is confirmed by the general testimony of antiquity,

which, Dr. Lardner remarks, is of no small weight. Eusebius ' relates, on
the authority of Clement of Alexandria and Papias bishop of Jerusalem,

that Mark's Gospel was written at the request of Peter's hearers in Rome

;

and that " Peter makes mention of Mark in his first Epistle, which was
written at Rome itself. And that he (Peter) signifies this, calling that

city figuratively Babylon, in these words, the church iuhich is at Babylon,

electedjointly mth you, saluteth you. And so doth Mark my son." This

passage of Eusebius is transcribed by Jerome 2, v/ho adds positively, that

" Peter mentions this Mark in his first Epistle, figuratively denoting Rome
by the name ofBabylon ; the church ivhich is at Babylon," uc. CEcumenius,

Bede, and other fathers, also understand Rome by Babylon. It is gene-

rally thought that Peter and John gave to Rome the name of Babylon,

figuratively to signify that it would resemble Babylon in its idolatry, and

in its opposition to and persecution of the church of God ; and that, like

Babylon, it will be utterly destroyed. But these things the inspired writers

did not think fit to say plainly concerning Rome, for a reason which every

reader may understand.

2. From the total silence of ecclesiastical history, it is not probable that

> Hist. Eccl. lib. ii. c. 15. ^ De Viris lUust. c. 8.
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Peter ever visited Babylon in Chaldsea : and Babylon in Egypt was toa
small and insignificant to be the subject of consideration.

3. Silvanus or Silas, the bearer, was thefaithful brother, or associate of
Paul in most of the churches which he had planted. And though he was
not at Rome with the apostle when he wrote his last Epistle to Timothy,
he might naturally have come thither soon after ; and have been sent by
Paul and Peter jointly, to confirm the churches in Asia Minor, &c. which
he had assisted in planting. But Silvanus, Paul, and Peter, had no con-
nection with Babylon,which lay beyond their district ; and, therefore, they
were not likely at any time to build upon another's foundation. The
Gospel was preached in Persia or Parthia, by the apostle Thaddeus, or

Jude, according to Cosmas ; and Abulfaragi reckons, that the antient

Syriac version of the New Testament was made in his time, and probably
by his authority, for the use of the Oriental churches.

'

4. The Jews, to whom this Epistle was written, were fond of mystical

appellations, especially in their captivities : Edom was a frequent title for

their Heathen oppressors ; and, as Babylon was the principal scene of their

first captivity, it was highly probable that Rome, the principal scene of
their second, and which so strongly resembled the former in her " abomi-
nations, her idolatries, and persecutions of the saints," should be deno-
minated by the same title. And this argument is corroborated by the
similar usage of the Apocalypse, where the mystical application is un-
questionable. (Rev. xiv. 8. xvi. 19. xviii. 2, &c.) It is highly probable,
indeed, that John borrowed it from Peter ; or rather that both derived it

by inspiration, from the prophecy of Isaiah, (xxi. 9.)

5. The second Epistle is generally agreed to have been written shortly

before Peter's death ; but a journey from Babylon to Rome (where he
unquestionably suffered) must have employed a long time, even by the
shortest route that could be taken. And Peter must have passed through
Pontus, &c. in his way to Rome, and therefore it would have been unne-
cessary for him to write. Writing from Rome, indeed, the case was dif-

ferent, as he never expected to see them more.

As Peter suffered martyrdom at Rome, a. d. 64 or 65, and we have
no evidence that he arrived there before the year 63, we are warranted
in dating this Epistle in a. d. 64.

V. It appears from the Epistle itself that it was written during a
period of general calamity, when the Hebrew Christians were ex-
posed to severe persecutions. The design of this Epistle, therefore,

is partly to support them under their afflictions and trials, and also

to instruct them how to behave under persecution. It likewise

appears from the history of that time, that the Jews were uneasy
under the Roman yoke, and that the destruction of their polity was
approaching. On this account the Christians are exhorted to honour
the emperor (Nero), and the presidents whom he sent into the pro-
vinces, and to avoid all grounds of being suspected of sedition or
other crimes that would violate the peace and welfare of society. —
And, finally, as their character and conduct were liable to be aspersed
and misrepi-esented by their enemies, they are exhorted to lead a
holy life, that they might stop the mouths of their enemies, put their

calumniators to shame, and win others over to their religion, by their

holy and Christian conversation.

' Lardner, 8vo. vol. v. p. 272. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 55. Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 30.
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The Epistle may be conveniently divided into four sections, exclu-
sive of the introduction and conclusion.

The Introdiiction. (i. 1,2.)

Sect. 1. contains an exhortation of the Jewish Christians to persevere
steadfastly in the faith with all patience and cheerfulness, and to
maintain a holy conversation, notwithstanding all their sufferings and
persecutions. This is enforced by the consideration of the peculiar
blessings and privileges which were freely bestowed upon them,
(i. 3—25. ii. 1—10.)

Sect. 2. comprises an exhortation,

i. To a holy conversation in general, (ii. 11, 12.)

ii. To a particular discharge of their several duties, as

Dutiful subjects to their sovereign. (13—15.)
Servants to their masters. (16—25.)
Husbands to their wives, (iii. 1— 13.)

Sect. 3. contains an exhortation to patience, submission, and to hoi
ness of life, enforced,

i. By considering the example of Christ, (iii. 14—18.)
ii. By reminding them how God punished the disobedient in the days of Noah.
(19—22.)

iii. By reminding them of the example of Christ, and that by their conversion they be-
came dead to the flesh, (iv. 1—6.)

iv. By showing them the approaching destruction of the Jewish polity. (7—11.)
V. By showing them that, under the Gospel, they should consider afflictions as their

portion, and as matter of joy. (12— 19.)

Sect. 4. Directions to the ministers of the churches, and the people,
how to behave towards each other, (v. 1— 11.)

The Conclusion, (v. 12— 14.)

VI. As the design of this Epistle is excellent, so its excellence,

in the judgment of the best critics, does not fall short of its design.

Erasmus pronounces it to be worthy of the prince of the apostles,

and adds that it is sparing in words, but full of sense. That great
critic, Joseph Scaliger, calls it majestic ; and Ostervald ^ says that

the first Epistle of Peter is one of the finest books in the New Tes-
tament, that the second is written with great strength and majesty,

and that both of them evidently show their divine origin. Every
part, indeed, of Peter's writings indicates a mind that felt the power
of tlie doctrines he delivered, and a soul that glowed with the most
ardent zeal for the spread of the Gospel. His style expresses the

noble vehemence and fervour of his spirit, his perfect knowledge of

the Gospel, and his strong assurance of the truth and certainty of its

doctrines. Little solicitous about the choice or harmonious disposi-

tion of words, his thoughts and his heart were absorbed with the

grand truths which he was divinely commissioned to proclaim, and
the indispensable obligation of Christians to adorn their profes-

sion by a holy life. Hence, in his first Epistle, he writes with such

energy and rapidity of style, that we can scarcely perceive the pauses

of his discourse, or the distinction of his periods. And in his second

Epistle he exposes with holy indignation and vehemence the aban-

doned principles and practices of those false teachers and false pro-

phets, who in those early times sprang up in the Christian church,

' Nouv. Test. pp. 276. 281. edit, Neufchatel, 1772. folio.
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and disseminated their pernicious tenets with so much art and cun-

ning. His prophetic description of the general conflagration, and
of the end of all terrestrial things (2 Pet. iii. 8— 12.), is very awful.

We see the planetary heavens, and this our earth enveloped in the

devouring flames : we hear the groans of an expiring world, and the

crash of nature tumbling into universal ruin. How solemn and
affecting is this practical inference ! (2 Pet. iii. 11.) " Seeing then that

all these things shall be dissolved, 'what manner ofpersons ought ye to be

in all holy conversation and godliJiess." The meanest soul and lowest

imagination cannot think of that time, and the awful description of

it, which we meet with in this place, and in several other passages of

Holy Writ, without the greatest emotion and the deepest impressions.*

SECTION IV.

ON THE SECOND GENERAL EPISTLE OF PETER.

I. Its Genuineness and Canonical Authority. — II. Date.— III. Scope and
Synopsis of its Contents.

I. oOriE doubts were entertained by the primitive churches re-

spectinr the authenticity of this Epistle, which has been received as

the genuine production of Peter ever since the fourth century, ex-

cept by the Syrian church, in which it is read as an excellent book,

though not of canonical authority. We have, however, the most
satisfactory evidence of its genuineness and authenticity. Clement of
Rome - has three allusions to the second chapter, and one to the third

chapter of this Epistle ; and it is twice referred to by Hermas '\ once

by Justin Martyr^, and also by Athenagoras.^ Although this Epis-

tle does not appear to be cited by any writer of the third century ^,

yet in the fourth and following centuries it was acknowledged by
Athanasius, Cyril of Jerusalem, the council of Laodicea, Epiphanius,

' Blackwall's Sacred Classics, vol. i. pp. 302—304. Pritii Introd. ad Nov. Test.

pp. 79—89. Macknight's Preface to 1 Peter. Benson's History of Saint Peter and his

First Epistle, pp. 137—159. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 562—583. ; 4to. vol. iii.

pp. 414—425. Dr. Hales's Analysis, vol. ii. book ii. pp. 1 144— 1 147. Michaelis, vol.iv.

pp. 315—346. See also Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 584—599.
2 Laydner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 45. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 302.
3 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 61.; 4to. vol. i. p. 311.

4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 126.; 4to. vol. ii. p. 347.

5 Ibid. Svo. vol. ii. p. 186. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 381.
6 The second Epistle of Peter was first placed among the disputed writings of the New

Testament by Origen. (Euseb. Eccl. Hist. lib. vi. c. 25.) It is natural to suppose, that if,

from incidental causes, the second Epistle of Peter did not become known so early as the first,

some churches, v/hich had for a length of time been accustomed to read only one Epistle

of Peter, might hesitate to receive another. Suspicion might also have arisen against the

genuineness of this Epistle, from the fact that it was brought from Asia Minor, the abode

of the Montanists, who were accused of a disposition to fabricate new writings. (Eusebius,

Eccl. Hist. lib. vi. c. 20.) More especially may this have been the case, as the passage,

2 Pet. ii. 20., could be urged in vindication of the rigour of the Montanistic discipline :

or, the departure of the Christians in Asia Minor from the customary mode of celebrating

the Easter solemnities, may have produced in the Eastern and Western Ciiristians an in-

disposition to receive this book. Schmucker's Biblical Theology, vol. i. p. 122., where
various writers are enumerated who have vindicated the genuineness of this Epistle.
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Jerome, Rufinus, Augustine, and all subsequent writers. Eusebius^

places it among the A.vTiKByo[j.svai rpufai, or books whose canonical

authority was doubted by some, though mentioned and approved by
most of the antients, but he plainly distinguishes it from such as

were confessedly spurious. He also relates ^, from the tradition of

his predecessors, that, though it was not acknowledged as part of

the New Testament, yet, because to many it seemed useful, it was

diligently read together with the other Scriptures. On this state-

ment of Eusebius, Le Clerc forcibly remarks, that if it had not been

Peter's it would not have seemed useful to any man of tolerable

prudence, seeing the writer in many places pretends to be Peter

himself: for it would be notions on account of its being a forgery,

as well as unpardonable in any man to forge another man's name, or

pretend to be the person he is not.^ After a diligent comparison

of the first Episde with that which is ascribed to Peter as the second,

Michaelis pronounces the agreement between them to be such, that,

if the second was not written by Peter, as well as the first, the per-

son who forged it not only possessed the power of imitation in a

very unusual degree, but understood likewise the design of the first

Epistle, with which the antients do not appear to have been ac-

quainted. Now, if this be true, the supposition that the second

Epistle was not written by Peter himself involves a contradiction.

Nor is it credible, that a pious impostor of the first or second cen-

tury should have imitated Peter so successfully as to betray no marks

of a forgery ; for the spurious productions of those ages, which were

sent into the world under the name of the apostles, are for the most

part very unhappy imitations, and discover evident marks that

they were not written by the persons to whom they were ascribed.

Other productions of this kind betray their origin by the poverty of

their materials, or by the circumstance, that, instead of containing

original thoughts, they are nothing more than a rhapsody of senti-

ments collected from various parts of the Bible, and put together

without plan or order. This charge cannot possibly be laid to the

second Epistle of Peter, which is so far from containing materials

derived from other parts of the Bible, that the third chapter exhi-

bits the discussion of a totally new subject. Its resemblance to the

Episde of Jude will be hardly urged as an argument against it : for

there can be no doubt, that the second Epistle of Peter was, in re-

spect to the Episde of Jude, the original and not the copy. Lastly,

it is extremely difficult, even for a man of the greatest talents, to

forge a writing in the name of another, without sometimes inserting

what the pretended author either would not or could not have said

;

and to support the imposture in so complete a manner, as not to

militate, in a single instance, either against his character, or against

the ao-e in which he lived. Now in the second Epistle of Peter,

thouo-h it has been a subject of examination full, seventeen hundred

years, nothing has hitherto been discovered which is unsuitable,

eidier to the apostle or to the apostolic age. We have no reason,

' Hist. Eccl. lib. iii. c. 25. ^ Ibid. lib. iii. c. S.

3 Clerici, Hist. Eccl, p. 442. note.
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therefore, to believe that the second Epistle of Peter is spurious,

especially as it is difficult to comprehend what motive could have in-

duced a Christian, whether orthodox or heretic, to attempt the fabri-

cation of such an Epistle, and then falsely ascribe it to Peter.
^

Various reasons, indeed, have been assigned, why this Epistle was
not earlier acknowledged as the writing of Peter. Jerome informs

us that the difference of style between this and the former Epistle

was In his day the principal cause of its authenticity being disputed;

and the same objection has been adopted by Salmasius and other

modern writers. But this remarkable difference In style is confined

to the second chapter of the second Epistle. No objection, how-
ever, can be drawn from this circumstance : for the subject of that

chapter Is different from the rest of Peter's writings, and nothing is

so well known as that different subjects suggest different styles. Fur-
ther, when a person expresses his own sentiments, he writes in his

own proper style, whatever that may be : but when he translates from
another, he naturally follows the genius of the original, and adopts
the figures and metaphors of the author before him. Peter, when
describing the character of some flagitious impostors, feels an indig-

nation which he cannot suppress : it breaks out, therefore, in the bold
and animated figures of some antient Hebrew writer, who had left

behind him a description of the false prophets of his own, or, per-
haps, of earlier times.

-

To these considerations we may add, that, being written a short
time before the apostle's martyrdom, and not having been so pub-
licly avowed by him, and clearly known to be his, the scrupulous
caution of the church hesitated about admitting It into the second
canon, until internal evidence convinced the most competent judges
that it was fully entitled to that high distinction. And since this

Epistle, having passed through so severe and accurate a scrutiny, was
received as genuine by those who were in those early times most ca-

pable of deciding, and who have given sufficient evidence of their

care and capacity for judging of its authenticity,— and since It has
been transmitted to us in every manuscript and antient version (the

Syrlac excepted), we have every satisfactory external proof that the
second Epistle of Peter is the undoubted production of that holy and
zealous apostle. Let us now briefly consider the internal evidence
for its authenticity.

1. The writer styles himself Symeon Peter (i. 1. Gr.) ; from which cir-

cumstance we conclude that this Epistle was written by the apostle Peter.-

Should it be objected that the apostle's name was Simon not Simeon, Dr.
Macknight replies, that though his name was commonly written Simon
in Greek, yet its Hebrew form was Simeon ; and so it is written in the

' Michaelis, vol. iv. p. 350.
- Such is the opinion of Bishop Sherlock, which has been generally adopted. Bishop

Tomline, however, deems this conjecture very improbable, and accounts for the difference
of style in the second chapter of this Epistle, by supposing that the apostle's pen was
guided by a higher degree of inspiration tiian when writing in a didactic manner, and
tliat he wrote with the animation and energy of the prophetic style : but he does
not think that there is any thing, either in phrase or sentiment, wJiich is inconsistent
tsrith the acknowledged writings of Saint Peter. Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i,

p. 490,
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Old Testament history of Jacob's sons, and so Peter is expressly termed

in Acts XV. li. (Gr.) It has further been objected, that in the first

Epistle, which is unquestionably genuine, he has styled himself simply

Peter, and not Simon Peter. But it is worthy of observation, that Saint

Luke has called this apostle Simon Peter, and that Saint John has given

him that name not less than seventeen times in his Gospel, — perhaps

(Dr. Macknight thinks) to show that he was the author of the Epistle

which begins with Sj/meon Peter, a servant and an apostle, &c. The
same eminent critic is further of opinion, that though Peter's surname

only is mentioned in the inscription of the first letter, because he was

sufficiently known by it, yet he might, for the greater dignity, insert his

name complete in the second Epistle ; because he intended authorita-

tively to rebuke the false teachers who had already arisen, or might there-

after arise. Since, therefore, Si/meon Peter is the same as Simon Peter,

no objection can be raised against the authenticity of this Epistle on ac-

count of the name ; neither does it afford any countenance to the opinion

of Grotius, that this Epistle was written by Simeon bishop of Jerusalem,

who succeeded James the Lord's brother,— an opinion that is not only

destitute of all authority from antiquity, but is also inconsistent with the

whole tenor of the Epistle itself.

2. There are several incidental allusions to particular circumstances in

this Epistle which answer to no other person but Peter. Thus, the writer

of it testifies that he must shortlij put off his tabernacle, even as our Lord
Jesus had shown him. (2 Pet. i. i4.) Now Christ foretold or showed this

to none of his apostles besides Peter. (John xxi. 19.) Again, the writer

of this Epistle was with Christ upon the mount at his transfiguration,

beheld his majesty, and heard the voice of the Father, from heaven, when
he was with Christ on the holy mount. (2Pet. i. 16— 18.) Now there

were only three of Christ's apostles permitted to witness this transfigur-

ation (Matt, xvii, 1, 2.), viz. Peter, James, and John. The Epistle in

question, therefore, must be written by one of them, and, consequently,

must be of apostolical authority; but as it never was ascribed to James
or John, nor is there any reason for attributing it to them, it follows that

this Epistle is the production of Peter. — Once more, the author of it

call this his second Epistle (iii. L), and intimates that he wrote both his

letters to the same persons, viz. the believing Hebrews. Compare 1 Pet.

i. 1. and 2 Pet. i. 1. with 2 Pet. iii. 1, 2. Consequently, as the authenti-

city of the first Epistle was never disputed, the second was unquestion-

ably written by the same person, viz. Peter.

3. Whoever wrote this Epistle calls Paul his beloved brother (iii. 15, 16. )>

commends him, and approves the authority of his Epistles, which none

but an apostle could venture to affirm.

4. A holy and apostolical spirit breathes throughout the whole of this

Epistle ; in which we find predictions of things to come, and admonitions

against false teachers and apostasy, together with exhortations to a godly

life, und condemnations of sin, delivered with an earnestness and feeling

which show the author to have been incapable of imposing a forged

writing upon the world ; and that his sole design in this Epistle was to

promote the interests of truth and virtue in the world.

5. Lastly, the style is the same in both Epistles. The sentences in

the second Epistle are seldom fluent and well rounded, but they have the

same extension as those in tlic first.' There are also repetitions of the

same words, and allusions to the same events. Thus the word a>'arpo(pri.

See the observations on Saint Peter's style, pp. 451, 452. supra.
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conversation or behaviour, which is so peculiar to the first Epistle ', like-

wise occurs in the second 2, though less frequently than in the former.

So, the deluge, which is not a common subject in the apostolical Epistles,

is mentioned in 1 Pet. iii. 20., and also in 2 Pet.ii. 5. ; and in both places

the circumstance is noted, that eight persons only were saved, though

in neither place does the subject require that the number should be par-

ticularly specified. Michaelis observes, that Peter was not the only

apostle who knew how many persons were saved in the ark ; but he only,

who by habit had acquired a familiarity with the subject, would ascertain

the precise number, where his argument did not depend upon it.

The result of all these evidences, both external and internal, is,

that the second Epistle of Peter is unquestionably the production of

that apostle, and claims to be I'eceived and studied with the same

devout care and attention as the rest of the inspired writings of the

New Testament.

II. That Peter was old and near his death, when he wrote this

Epistle, is evident from ch. i. 14.; and that it was written soon after

the first Epistle, appears from the apology he makes (i. 13. 15.) for

writing this second Epistle to the Hebrew Christians. Dr. Lardner

thinks it not unlikely that, soon after the apostle had sent away
Silvanus with his first letter to the Christians in Pontus, Galatia,

Cappadocia, Asia Minor, and Bithynia, some persons came from

those countries to Rome (whither there was a frequent and general

resort from all parts), who brought him information concerning the

state of religion among them. These accounts induced him to write

a second time, most probably at the beginning of a. d. 65, in order to

establish in the faith the Christians among whom he had laboured.

III. The scope of this Epistle is to confirm the doctrines and in-

structions delivered in the former ; to establish the Hebrew Chris-

tians in the truth and profession of the Gospel; to caution them

against false teachers, whose tenets and practices he largely describes

;

and to warn them to disregard those profane scoffers, who made or

should make a mock of Christ's coming to judgment ; which having

asserted and described, he exhorts them to prepare for that event by

a holy and unblameable conversation. The Epistle consists of three

parts ; viz.

Part I. The Introduction, (i. 1, 2.)

Part II. Having stated the Blessings to which God had called them^

the Apostle,

Sect. 1. Exhorts the Christians, who had received these precious gifts,

to endeavour to improve in the most substantial graces and virtues.

(i.3-11.)

Sect. 2. To this he incites them,

i. From the firmness of true teachers, (i. 12—21.)

ii. From the wickedness of false teachers, whose tenets and practices he exposes, and

predicts the divine judgments against them. (ii.

)

Sect. 3. He guards them against scoffers and impostors, who, he fore-

tells, M'ould ridicule their expectation of Christ's coming ;
—

i. By confuting their false assertions, (iii. 1—7.)

» See 1 Pet. i. 15. 18. ir. 12. ni..l) 8. 10. ^2 Pet. ii. 7. iii. 11.
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[ii. By showing the reason why that great day was delayed ; and describing its circum-
stances and consequences, adding suitable exhortations and encouragements to dili-

gence and holiness, (iii. 8— 14.)

Part III. The Co?icliision, in which the Apostle,

Sect. 1. Declares the agreement of his doctrine with that of Saint

Paul. (iii. 15, 16.)

Sect. 2. And repeats the sum of the Epistle, (iii. 17, 18.)

On account of the similarity of style and subject between the

second chapter of this Epistle and that of Jude, Dr. Benson and
Michaelis place the latter immediately after the second Epistle of

Peter. ^

SECTION V.

ON THE FIRST GENERAL EPISTLE OF JOHN.

I. Genuineness and Canonical Authority.— II. Date.— III. Ofthe Persons
to tvhom this Epistle ivas voritten.— IV. Its Occasion and Scope.— Ac-
count of the False Teachers whose Principles are refuted by the Apostle.— V. Synopsis of its Contents. — VI. The Question concerning the Au-
thenticity of the disputed Clause hi 1 John v. 7, 8. considered.

! Although no name is prefixed to this book, its authenticity

as a genuine production of the apostle John is unquestionable. It

was almost universally received as his composition in the Eastern
and Western churches, and appears to be alluded to by Hermas. ^

It is distinctly cited by Polycarp ''\ and in the Epistle of the churches
of Vienne and Lyons "*, and is declared to be genuine by Papias ^,

Irenasus^ Clement of Alexandria 7, TertuUian ^, Origen ^, Cyprian,
Eusebius, Athanasius, and all subsequent ecclesiastical writers. ^"^ A
still more decisive testimony is the fact that it is found in the Syriac
version of the New Testament, executed at the close of the first or
very early in the second century, and which contains only those

books of the New Testament, respecting whose authenticity no doubts
were ever entertained. But, besides this external proof, we have
the strongest internal evidence that this Epistle was written by the
apostle John, in the veiy close analogy of its sentiments and expres-
sions to those of his Gospel.'^ There is also a remarkable peculi-

i Pritii Introd. ad Lect. Nov. Test. pp. 90—99. Moldenhawer, Introd. ad Libros
Biblicos, pp. 35'2^355. Heidegger, Enchirid. Bibl. pp. 624— 628. Benson on the
Catholic Epistles, pp. 321—329. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 562—583. ; 4to.

vol. iii. pp. 414—425. Macknight's Preface to 2 Peter. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 346
—363.

2 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 61. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 311.
3 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 99. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 332.
•i Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 152.; 4to. vol. i. p. 362.
'•> Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 108, 109. 113.; 4to. vol. i. pp. 337. 340.
6 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 168.; 4to. vol. i. p. 370.
7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 227.; 4to. vol. i. p. 403.

8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 275. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 429.

9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 481.; 4to. vol. i. p. 540.

- 10 Ibid. 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 584, 585. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 525, 526.
" See several instances of this analogy, supra, Vol. I. pp. 105, 106. not^s.
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arity in the style of this apostle, and particularly in this Epistle.

His sentences, considered separately^ are exceedingly clear and in-

tellio'ible ; but, when we searcli for their connexion, we frequently

meet with greater difficulties than we experience even in the Epistles

of Paul. Artless simplicity and benevolence, blended with singular

modesty and candour, together with a wonderful sublimity of senti-

ment, are the characteristics of this Epistle; in which John appears

to have delivered his conceptions as they arose in his mind, and in

the form of aphorisms, in order that they might produce the greater

effect. In his Gospel John does not content himself with simply

affirming or denying a thing, but denies its contrary to strengthen

his affirmation ; and in like manner, to strengthen his denial of a

thin"-, he affirms its contrary. See John i. 20. iii. 36. v. 24. vi. 22.

The same manner of expressing things strongly occurs in this Epistle.

See ii. 4. 27. and iv. 2, 3. In his Gospel also, Saint John frequently

uses the pronoun or outoi;^ avrri, tovto, t/iis, in order to express things

emphatically. See i. 19. iii. 19. vi. 29. 40. 50. and xvii. 3. In the

Epistle the same emphatical mode of expression obtains. Compare

i. 5. ii.25. iii. 23. v. 3, 4. 6. and 14.^

II. With regard to the date of this Epistle, there is a considerable

diversity of opinion. Drs. Benson, Hales, and others, place it in

the year 68 ; Bishop Tomline in 69 ; Lampe, after the first Jewish

war, and before the apostle's exile in Patmos ; Dr. Lardner, a. d. 80,

or even later; Mill and Le Clerc, in A. D. 91 or 92; Beausobre,

L'Enfant, and Du Pin, at the end of the first century; and Grotius,

Hammond, Whitby, Michaelis, and Macknight, place it before the

destruction of Jerusalem, but widiout specifying the precise year.

The most probable of these various opinions is that, which assigns

an early date to this Epistle, viz. before the destruction of Jerusalem

and the subversion of the Jewish polity. For,

1. In theJirst place, The expression in ii. 18., It is the last hour, is more
applicable to the last hour or time of the duration of the Jewish state than

to any later period, especially as the apostle adds— And as ye have heard

that Antichrist is coming, even so now there have been ynany Antichrists

;

•whence we know that it is the last hour : in which passage the apostle evi-

dently alludes to our Lord's prediction concerning the springing up of

false Christs, false teachers, and false prophets, before the destruction of

Jerusalem. (Matt. xxiv. 5—25.) Some critics, however, contend that the
" last time" may allude not to the destruction of that city, but to the close

of the apostolic age. But Michaelis confirms the propriety of this argu-

ment for the early date of this Epistle, by observing that John's Gospel

was opposed to heretics, who maintained the same opinions as are opposed

in this Epistle : which tenets he has confuted by argument in his Gospel,

whereas in the Epistle he expresses only his disapprobation. Michaelis,

therefore, concludes, that the Epistle was written before the Gospel ; be-

cause if Saint John had already given a complete confutation when he

wrote this Epistle, he would have thought it unnecessary to have again

declared the ftilsehood of such opinions.

' Lampe, Commentarius in Evangelium Johannis, torn. i. Prolegomena, p. 104.

Macknight's Preface to 1 John, sect. 2. Langii, Hcnxieneutica Sacra, pars ii. De Inter-

pretatione Epistolarum Johannis, pp. 167— 175.
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2. Secondly, The expression (ii. 13, 14.), Ye have known him from the
beginning, applies better to the disciples, immediately before Jerusalem
was destroyed, than to the few who might have been alive at the late date
which some critics assign to this Epistle. In the verses just cited, the
Jathers or elders are twice distinguished from the " young men " and the
" children" by this circumstance, that they had seen him during his

ministry, or after his resurrection. Thirty-five years after our Lord's
resurrection and ascension, when Jerusalem was destroyed, many such
persons might have been alive ; whereas in 98, or even in 92, there could
not have been many persons alive of that description.

To these two arguments for the early date of John's first Epistle

Dr. Hales lias added the three following, which have not been noticed

by any other biblical critic:—
1. As the other apostles, James, Jude, Paul, and Peter, had written

Catholic Epistles to the Hebrew Christians especially, it is likely, that

one of the principal '' -pillars of the church," the greatest surety of the
mother-church, the most highly gifted and illuminated of all the apostles

of the circumcision, and the beloved disciple, would not be deficient like-

wise in this labour of love.

2. Nothing could tend so strongly to establish the faith of the early

Jewish converts as the remarkable circumstances of our Lord's cruci-

fixion, exhibiting the accomplishment of the antient types and prophecies
of the Old Testament respecting Christ's passion, or sufferings in the flesh.

These John alone could record, as he was the only eye-witness of that last

solemn scene among the apostles. To these, therefore, he alludes in the
exordium as well as to the circumstances of our Lord's appearances after

the resurrection ; and to these he again recalls their attention in that re-

markable reference to " the water" at his baptism, to " thetvater andblood"
at his passion, and to the dismissal of " his spirit" when he commended it

to His Father, and expired, (v. 5—9.)

3. The parallel testimony in the Gospel (John xix. 35—37.) bears wit-

ness also to the priority of the Epistle, in the expression, " He that saw
hath testified'''' (//£/xapTij3'/)K£), intimating that he had delivered this testimony
to the world already ; for if now, for the first time, it should rather be
expressed by the present tense, [/.aprvpet, " test/fieth." And this is

strongly confirmed by the apostle's same expression, after giving his evi-

dence in the Epistle, " this is the testimony ofGod, which He hath testified

{lA,ei/.apjvp-/j\i£) concerning his Son" (ver.9.), referring to the past transaction,

as fulfilling prophecy. ^

We conclude, therefore, that Saint John wrote his first Epistle in

68, or at the latest in 69 ; though it is impossible to ascertain from
what place he sent it, whether from Patmos, as Grotius supposes, or

from some city in Judasa, as Dr. Macknight supposes, or from Ephesus,
as Irenaeus and Eusebius relate from antient tradition, which has been
generally received.

in. It is still more difficult to decide concerning the persons to

whom this Epistle was written. Augustine, Cassiodorus, and the

venerable Bede, called it the Epistle of John to the Parthians, be-

cause the apostle is reported to have preached the Gospel to that

1 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 587—589. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 426—428. Lampe
torn. i. p. 106. Piitius, p. 106. I3enson's Paraphrase on tlie Catholic Epistles, pp. 505—510. Macknight's Preface to 1 John, sect. 4. Pritii, Introd. in Nov. Test, pp, 99— 108.
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people ; but this opinion is entirely vuisupported by the evidence of

antiquity. Dr. Benson thinks that the Epistle was addressed to the

Jewish Christians in Judaea and Galilee. But the most probable

opinion is that of Q^^cumenius, Lampe, Dupin, Lardner, Michaelis,

Macknight, Bishop Tomline, and others, who think it was written

for the use of Christians of every denomination and of every country.

For, I. It has always been called a catholic or general Epistle ;— 2. It

does not contain any words of limitation that can restrict it to a par-

ticular people;— 3. The admonition in 1 Johnii. 15. would be un-

necessary to believers in Judaea, a.d. 68, after the war had commenced
with the Romans ; it is rather suited to people in easy circumstances,

and who were in danger of being ensnared by the allurements of

prosperity ;
— 4. Lastly, the concluding exhortation to believers to

" keep themselves from idols" is in no respect suitable to believers in

Judaea, but is much more likely to be addressed to Christians living

in other parts of the world, where idolatry prevailed.

IV. This book is usually intitled The General Epistle ofSaint John.
" But in the composition of it, narrowly inspected, nothing is to be

found in the epistolary form. It is not inscribed either to any indi-

vidual, like Paul's to Timothy and Titus, or the second of the two
which follow it, ' To the well-beloved Gaius'— nor to any particular

church, like Paul's to the churches of Rome, Corinth, Ephesus, and
others— nor to the faithful of any particular region, like Peter's first

Epistle ' To the strangers scattered throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cap-
padocia, Asia, and Bithynia' — nor to any principal branch of the

Christian church, like Paul's to the Hebrews— nor to the Christian

church in general, like the second of Peter's ' To them that had ob-

tained like precious faith with him,' and like Jude's, ' To them that

are sanctified by God the Father, and pi'eserved in Jesus Christ, and
called.' It bears no such inscription : it begins without salutation, and
ends without benediction. It is true, the writer sometimes speaks,

but without naming himself, in the first person — and addresses his

reader, without naming him, in the second. But this colloquial style

is very common in all writings of a plain familiar cast : instances of

it occur in John's Gospel ; and it is by no means a distinguishing

character of epistolary composition. It should seem that this book
hath for no other reason acquired the title of an epistle, but that in

the first formation of the canon of the New Testament it was put into

the same volume with the didactic writings of the apostles, which,

with this single exception, are all in the epistolai'y form. It is,

indeed, a didactic discourse upon the principles of Christianity, both

in doctrine and practice : and whether we consider the sublimity of

its opening with the fundamental topics of God's perfections, man's

depravity, and Christ's propitiation— the perspicuity with which it

propounds the deepest mysteries of our holy faith, and the evidence

of the proof which it brings to confirm them ; whether we consider

the sanctity of its precepts, and the energy of argument with which

they are persuaded and enforced — the dignified simplicity of lan-

guage in which both doctrine and precept are delivered ; whether we
regard the importance of the matter, the propriety of the style, or
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the general spirit of ardent piety and warm benevolence, united with

a fervid zeal, which breathes throughout the whole composition— we
shall find it in every respect worthy of the holy author to whom the

constant tradition of the church ascribes it, ' the disciple whom
Jesus loved.' " ^

The design of this treatise is,

First, To refute, and to guard the Christians to whom he wrote

against erroneous and licentious tenets, principles, and practices ; such

as the denial of the real deity and proper humanity of Christ^, of the

reality and efficacy of his sufferings and death as an atoning sacrifice,

and the assertion, that believers being saved by grace, were not re-

quired to obey the commandments of God. These principles began

to appear in the church of Christ even in the apostolic age, and were

afterwards maintained by the Cerinthians, and other heretics who
sprang up at the close of the first and in the second century of the

Christian sera. ^

Secondly, To stir up all who profess to know God, to have com-
munion with him, and to believe in him, that they isoalk in the light

and not in dark?iess (i. 5— 7.), that is, in holiness and not in sin ; that

they walk as Christ imlked (ii. 6.); and that they keep the command-

ments, and especially abound in sincere brotherly love towards each

other, (ii. 4. 9— 11. iii. 10—24. iv. 20, 21. v. 1—3.) This rational

and Christian spirit, the apostle enforces, upon the best principles,

and with the strongest arguments, derived from the love of God and
of Christ ; showing the utter insufficiency of faith, and the mere ex-

ternal profession of religion, without the accompanying evidence ofa

holy life and conduct.

Thirdly, To help forward and to provoke real Christians to com-
munion with God and the Lord Jesus Christ (i. 3, 4.), to constancy

in the true faith, against all that seduced them (ii. 24—28.) ; to

purity and holiness of hfe (ii. 1. iii. 3— 13.)*, and that those who
believe on the name of the Son qf God, may Jaww that they have eternal

life. (v. 13.)

V. Heidegger, Van Til, Pritius, Moldenhawer, Langius, and

other analysts of Scripture, have each suggested different tabular

synopses of this Epistle, M'ith a view to illustrate its divisions and to

show the bearings of the apostle's arguments. Extreme prolixity and

extreme brevity characterise their respective schemes. The following

synopsis, however, it is hoped, will be found to show the leading

divisions of the Epistle or treatise with sufficient perspicuity and con-

ciseness. It consists of six sections, besides the conclusion, which is

a recapitulation of the whole.

Sect. 1. asserts the true divinity and humanity of Christ, in opposition to

the false teachers, and urges the union of faith and holiness of life as

1 Bishop Horsley's Sermons, pp. J 44, 145. 2d edit.

2 The late Dr. Randolph has admirably illustrated those parts of the present Epistle

which assert the deity of Ciirist, in his Prtclectio xiii. vol. ii. pp. 512—523. of his View

of our Saviour's Ministry.

3 For an ample account of the tenets of the Cerinthians, see pp. 319, 320, of the pre-

sent volume.
» Roberts's Clavis Bibliorum, p. 827.
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absolutely necessary to enable Christians to enjoy communion with God.

Sect. 2. shows that all have sinned, and explains the doctrine of Christ's

propitiation, (i. 8— 10. ii. 1, 2.) Whence the apostle takes occasion to

illustrate the marks of true faith ; viz. obeying his commandments and

sincere love of the brethren ; and shows that the love of the world is

inconsistent with the love of God. (ii. 3— 17-)

Sect. 3. asserts Jesus to be the same person with Christ, in opposition to

the false teachers who denied it. (ii. 18—29.)

Sect. 4. On the privileges of true believers, and their consequent happi-

ness and duties, and the marks by which they are known to be " the

sons of God." (iii.)

Sect. 5. contains criteria by which to distinguish Antichrist and false

Christians, with an exhortation to brotherly love, (iv.)

§ i. A mark to know one sort of Antichrist,— the not confessing that Christ came in

the flesh, (iv. 1—3.)

§ ii. Criteria for distinguishing false Christians ; viz.

(1.) Love of the world. (4—6.)

(2.) Want of brotherly love. (7— 12.)

(3.) Denying Christ to be the true Son of God. (13— 15.)

§ iii. A recomiTiendation of brotherly love, from the consideration of the love of God in

giving his Son for sinners. (16—21.)

Sect. 6. shows the connection between faith in Christ, regeneration, love

to God and his children, obedience to his commandments, and victory

over the world ; and that Jesus Christ is truly the Son of God, able to

save us, and to hear the prayers we make for ourselves and others,

(v. 1—16.)
The conclusion, which is a summary of the preceding treatise, shows that

a sinful life is inconsistent with true Christianity ; asserts the divinity of

Christ; and cautions believers against idolatry, (v. 17—21.)

The preceding is an outline of this admirable Epistle; which being

designed to promote right principles of doctrine and practical piety

in conduct, abounds, more than any book of the New Testament, with

criteria by which Christians may soberly examine themselves 'whether

they be in thefaith. (2 Cor. xiii, 5.)

The Style of this Epistle is pure, clear, and flowing ; and an au-

thoritative yet affectionate spirit pervades the whole, except in those

passages where the apostle exposes and reprehends hypocrites and

false teachers, whose dangerous practices and tenets he exposes in

such a faithful, plain, and even authoritative manner, as may serve

to illustrate the reason why our Saviour gave him, together with his

brother James, the appellation of Boanerges, or sons of thunder.

(Mark iii. 17.)

VI. Before we conclude this section, it may be proper to notice

the controversy respecting the clause in 1 John v. 7, 8. concerning the

Hear>enl\j Witnesses, which has for nearly four centuries divided the

opinions of learned men, and which the majority of biblical critics

now abandon as spurious. As the limits assigned to this discussion

are necessarily confined, we shall briefly state the evidence for and

against its genuineness, and shall refer to those authors who have

treated the question at large.

In the Textus Heceptiis, or received Greek Text of the New Tes-

tament, the seventh and eighth verses of the fifth chapter of this

Epistle are as follows :
—
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'Otj Tg£K sjcrjv o\ {j.ugT'jgouvTsg [sv t«j ovgavM 6 YlaTYig^ 6 Aoyog, xai to

ayiov rivsyjaa' xat ovtoi oi rgeig Iv skti. Kaj Tgejf sjcrjv ol fjiugrvgovvTsg ev

T>j yij] TO TTVJUjaa, xaj to uScog, xa» to al[x,u' xai ol Tpejj eij to Iv ei(r».

In the Vulgate Latin, and our authorised English version, they

run thus :
—

Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant For there are three that bear record [m
[^in calo, Paler, Verbum, et Spirit us S inctus : heaven, the Father, the IFord, and the Holy
et hi tres unum suyit. Et tres sunt qui tes- Ghost ; and these three are one. And there

timonium dant in terra .•] spiritus, et aqua, are three that bear witness in earth,] the spirit,

et sanguis : et hi tres in unum sunt. and the water, and the blood ; and these

three agree in one.

The disputed passage is included between the brackets.

The decision of the controversy depends partly upon the Greek
manuscripts, partly upon the antient versions, and partly upon the

quotations which occur in the writings of the antient fathers.

AGAINST THE GENUINENESS OF THE CONTROVERTED PASSAGE, IT

IS URGED,

1. That this clause is not to he found in a single Greek manuscript

^written before the sixteenth century.

Of all the manuscripts hitherto discovered and collated ' which contain

this Epistle, amounting to one hundred and forty-nine ^, if we deduct
several that are either mutilated or imperfect in this place, it will be
found that four only have the text, and two of these are absolutely of no
authority; viz. l.The Codex Guelpherbytmms, which is evidently a manu-
script of the seventeenth century, for it contains the Latin translation of
Beza, written by the same hand, and consequently is of no use whatever
in sacred criticism." 2. The Codex Ravinnus or Berolinensis, which is

obviously a forgery ; it is for the most part only a transcript of the Greek
text in the Complutensian Polyglott, printed in 1514, with some various

readings from Stephens's third edition ; and the remainder (from Mark
V. 20. to the end of Saint John's Gospel and Rom. i.— vi. and xiii,—xvi.)

is a copy of the same edition, with some various readings taken partly

from Stephens's margin, and partly from the Complutensian Polyglott. *

' According to the Catalogue of Professor Beck, in his Monogrammata Hermeneutices
Librorum Novi Foederis (part. i. pp. 42— 100.), the manuscripts of the New Testament,
certaiidy known to have been collated, amount to three hundred and ninety-four, exclusive

of Lectionaria, Euchologia or Prayer-books of the Greek church, and Menologia or Mar-
tyrologies. The catalogue of collated manuscripts in Dr. Schulz's third edition of Gries-

bach's Greek Testament axnounis to three hundred and sivty-J'our. (Proleg. tom. i. pp. xcvii.

—cxxii.) Bp. Marsh, in his valuable notes to his translation of Michaelis's Introduction

(vol. ii. partii. p. 884.), reckons the total number of those wholly or partially collated

at four hundred and sixly-nine. The MSS. collated by Prof. Stholz, for his long an-
nounced critical edition of the New Testament, cannot be enumerated until that edition

shall be published: for though, in his Biblisclie-Critische-Reise, (Biblico-Critical Travels,

Leipzig, IBS.'?,) he has given notices of a great number of MSS., yet it does not appear
that they form the whole of thf manuscripts examined by him, or by others of whose col-

lations he proposes to avail himself.

- In this number are now, for the first time, comprised one of the manuscripts collated

by Dr. Scholz, and three manuscripts in the archicpiscopal library at Lambetii, numbered
1182, 1183, and 1185, which were brought from the Greek islands by the late Professor

Carlyle. (See a notice of them in Vol. II. p. 150.) The information, that the dis-

puted clause does not exist in these MSS. was communicated to the author, with equal

promptitude and kindness, by the Rev. Dr. D'Oyly, Manuscript-Librarian to his Grace
the Archbishop of Canterbury.

3 See this proved in Griesjjach's Symbola; Critics, pars i. p. clxxxi., and especially in

Pappelbaum's Codicis Manuscripti Kaviani Examen, 8vo. Berlin, 1796. Bishop Marsh
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3. The Codex Britannicus, as it was called by Erasmus, now better

known by the appellation of the Codex Montfortii, Montfbrtianus, or

Dublinensis, which is preserved in Trinity College Library, Dublin. A fac-

simile of it is annexed i, which, divested of its contractions, runs thus :—

§ovvT\jq\' ev Tcc ov^ocvu, TraxTjp, Xoyot;, Kat icvev/xa aytov,

Kai Qvroi Oi T§£t?, £*? ev bkti' Ka» t^£K Bicrtv oi y.a,prv

govvT[_£(;'\ ev ttj •y^, irvevfA-a, v^up, KUt aifAa' ei ttjv

y-a^rv^iav av^^uivuv 'kaf/.^avojA.ev, vj fj^aarvmoc rov

^eov jA.ei'CfUV eariv, on awt] ea-rtv vj ^aozvoia tov ^eov, ot«

ufjWapTfjJVjvce ttejx rov viov avrov.

The Codex Britannicus is described by Erasmus as a latinising manu-
script : and that this charge is well founded we have shown in the pre-

ceding volume of this work.2 If any additional evidence were wanting,

it is fui'nished in the passage just given ; which is written in such Greek
as manifestly betrays a translation from the Latin. It will be observed,

that " the article is omitted before the words expressive of Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, because there is no article in the Latin, and it occurred

not to the translator that the usual Greek was o Tz-arijp, o Xojoi;, ro TtvevjAa.

He has also \ev rq 71;, which is false Greek, for £7r« tvj^ yrji;, because he found

in terra. He has likewise omitted kcci ot r^en; en; to ev eia-iv, which is want-

ing in many Latin manuscripts ; because the Lateran council, held in

1215, had rejected it through polemical motives. The omission of this

clause at the end of the eighth verse is a proof, not only that the writer

of the Codex Montfortianus copied from the Vulgate, because no antient

Greek manuscript omits the clause in that place ; but also that he copied

even from modern transcripts of the Vulgate, because this final clause is

found in all the manuscripts of the Vulgate written before the thirteenth

century." ^

Such are the internal evidences against the authority of the Codex
Montfortianus : nor are the external evidences, founded on its date, more
weighty. Dr. Adam Clarke indeed assigns it to the fourteenth, or even

to the thirteenth century (which latter date is adopted b)' Bishop Bur-

gess) ; but as there is reason to believe, that in the thirteenth century

the seventh verse was extant in a great majority of the copies of the

Latin Vulgate, a Greek manuscript of that age may easily have been

interpolated from those copies. Michaelis refers the Codex Montforti-

anus to the sixteenth century ; and Bishop Marsh, after Griesbach, to

the fifteenth or sixteenth century, that is, subsequently to the invention

has given a very valuable extract from Pappelbaum's treatise, with remarks, in the Ap-
pendix to his Letters to Mr. Archdeacon Travis, pp. 241—252.

1 Our engraving is copied (by permission) from the fac-simile prefixed to the Rev. Dr.

A. Clarke's Concise View of the Succession of Sacred Literature, 12mo. London, 1807.

This facsimile was traced by the accurate hand of the late Rev. Dr. Barrett, senior fellow

of Trinity College; by whom Dr. Clarke's engraving was collated with the original manu-

script, so as to represent it with the utmost fidelity.

2 See Vol. II. pp. 153, 154, supra.

3 Michaelis, vol. ii. part i. p. 286. part ii. p. 762. The late learned Professor Por-

6on objected to the Codex Montfortianus the badness of its Greek, particularly the omis-

sion of the articles. In reply to his conclusions, Bishop Burgess adduced several passages

from the New Testament, and from some Greek fathers, in which the article is similarly

omitted ; whence he deduced an argument for the genuineness of the reading of the Codex

Montfortianus. His examples are given at length in his own words, and his reasonings

are examined in detail, and (it must candidly be admitted] refuted by a learned member
of the University of Cambridge, under the signature of " Crito Cantabrigiensis," in hi.s

" Vindication of the Literary Character of the late Professor Person," pp. 12—29.

(Cambridge, 1827.)
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of the art of printing. Other learned men have observed, that the form
of the letters is the same with that of our printed Greek Testaments, with

accents and spirits : so that it may possibly have been written subse-

quently to the invention of printing. ^ The close of the fifteenth century,

therefore, (as we have already seen -,) is the most probable date. Con-
ceding, however, every advantage that can be claimed for this manuscript
by its most strenuous advocates, it is still modern : and the testimony of

a witness, of so exceptionable an internal character^ can be of no value in

opposition to all other evidence.

4. The Codex Ottoboniamcs 298. in the Vatican Library, is the only •*

other manuscript, in which the disputed clause is to be found. Accord-
ing to Dr. Scholz it is as follows : ot» t^sk; ejo-jv ot i/.a,^jTvpovvTs<; airo tov

ov^avov TtaTYjo "Koyo^ kxi •jivBvj/.ot. ajiov v.a,i o* tjjsi? £*.; to ev eia-i, Kai r^eii; £icr<v oi

fxapTvpovvTei; ano ttj? y^q to 7rv£uwci, &c. &c. It is worthy of remark that this

manuscript has aiio tov wpavovfrom heaven instead of ev tw ovp.vu in heaven,

and aTi-o T'/;5 yqi^from earth, instead of £v t'/j yvj on earth, which words occur
in the Codex Montfortianus ; and the absence of the article (as in that

manuscript) before the words expressive of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
manifestly indicates the Latin origin of the Codex Ottobonianus ; which
has further been altered in many places to make it agree with the Latin
Vulgate. And as this manuscript is stated to have been written in the

fifteenth century, this late date, in addition to the very doubtful internal

evidence which it affords, renders its testimony of no force whatever.-*

It is a remarkable circumstance, which confirms the arfrument

against the genuineness of the clause in question, that in those ma-
nuscripts which have it not, there is no erasure in this part, or the

slightest indication of any kind of deficiency.

2. TJiis clause is wanting in the earliest and best critical editions of
the Greek Testament,

It is not printed in Erasmus's first edition, published in 1516, nor in

his second edition, in 1519; nor in the editions of Aldus, 1518; Ger-
belius, 1521 ; Cephalsus, 1524; and of Colinaeus, 1534. Erasmus, it is

true, inserted it in his third edition published in 1522, on the faith of the

Codex Britannicus or Montfortianus above mentioned,— not from any
conviction of its genuineness, but (as he says) " to avoid calumny." ^ It

is found indeed in the Greek text, and in the Vulgate Latin version of
the Complutensian Polyglott, of which a fac-simile is given in the engrav-
ing which faces page 464., and which is accurately copied from the ex-
emplar preserved in the library of Sion College, London. On this fac-

simile it is to be observed, 1. That the first five lines, botii of the Greek
and Latin, are at the top of the opposite page to that on which the other

four lines are found ; and, 2. That the alphabetical letters, intermingled

' Benson on the Epistles, vol. ii. p. 640.
2 Vol. II. p. 154.
3 At least, we may presume, that it is the only other manuscript which contains tlie dis-

puted clause: since Prof. Scholz states, that he has examined the JMSS. in the Royal Library
at Paris, and the I^ibraries at Florence, Milan, and Rome, also in Greece and Palestine.

If he had discovered any other manuscript in which the disputed clause, he would most
assuredly have communicated some notice of it to the public.

4 Scholz, Biblische-Critische Reisc, p. 105.

* Among modern editions of note, the disputed clause is omitted in ^face's Greek and
English edition, 1729; in tiiat of Harwood, 177G, in whose edition the text of the epistles

represents the Clermont manuscrijit ; Matthcei, 1782-88; and Griesbach, 1774-5, and
the various subsequent editions of his text. In the editions of Bowyer, in 1763, 1772,

and 1782, of Knappe, in 1797, of Tittniann, in 1820, and of Vater, in 1824, this clause

is included between brackets.
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with the Greek text, refer to the corresponding words in the Latin text,

which is printed in a parallel column in the Complutensian edition, and
marked with the same letters, in order to ascertain more easily the cor-

responding Greek and Latin words. As the size of our plate does not

admit of the Greek and Latin texts being disposed in parallel columns,

they are necessarily placed one below the other.

But the Complutensian Polyglott, however rare and valuable in other

respects, is in this case of no authority beyond that of any common
Greek Testament, any further than it is supported by antient MSS. The
editors of the Complutensian Greek Testament, indeed profess to have
followed the best and most antient manuscripts of the Vatican; but in

that age copies, two or three hundred years old, were considered as

antient. It is, however, most certain that they did not consalt the cele-

brated Codex Valicanus, which is reputed to be one of the most antient

MSS. if it be not the most antient manuscript extant : (for that manuscript

has not the disputed clause,) and that they have not only departed from its

readings in many places, but have also varied from the order of things in

point of time and place. Wetstein, Semler, and Giiesbach, are unani-

mously of opinion that the MSS. used by the Complutensian editors

were neither antient nor valuable : for they scarcely ever consent with

the most antient copies or fathers, except in conjunction with vnodern

copies, and they almost always agree with the modern copies where these

differ from the more antient. Because the Complutensian editors ad-

mitted the disputed passage into their text of the New Testament it has

been supposed that they found it in their MSS. ; but it is more probable,

that they inserted it upon the authority of the Latin Vulgate Version. For,

(L) In the first place. It is not usual — indeed it forms no part of the

plan of the Complutensian edition— to insert notes in the margin of the

Greek text. Not more than three instances of such notes occur through-

out this edition :
" and therefore," as Sir Isaac Newton has forcibly

argued, *' there must be something extraordinary, and that in respect of

the Greek, because it is in the margin of this text. In 1 Cor. xv. there

is noticed in this margin a notable variation in the Greek reading. In

Matt. vi. 13., where they, in their edition, recede from the Greek copies

and correct it by the Latin, they make a marginal note to justify their

doing so. And so here, where the testimony of ' the Three in heaven'

is generally wanting in the Greek copies, they make a third marginal

note, to secure themselves from being blamed for printing it. Now, in

such a case as this, there is no question but they would make the best

defence they could ; and yet they do not tell of any various lections in

the Greek manuscripts, nor produce any one Greek manuscript on their

side, but have recourse to the authority of Thomas Aquinas." '—" Thomas,
say they, in treating of the three which bear witness in heaven, teaches,

that the words ' these Three are one,' are subjoined for insinuating the

unity of the Essence of the Three Persons. And whereas one Joachim
interpreted this unity to be only in love and consent, it being thus said of

' Ttie following is a literal transcript (from the copy in Sion College Library) of the ori-

ginal of the marginal note above alluded to : — " Sanctus Thomas, in expositione secunde
decretalis de suma trinitate et fide catholica, tractans istum passiim contra abbatem Joachim,
ut tres sunt qui testimonium dantin ccelo, pater, verbum, et spiritus sanctus : dicit ad lite-

ram, verba sequentia. Et ad insinuandam unitatem trium personarum subditur, et hii tres

unum sunt. Quod quidem dicitur propter essentie unitatem. Sed hoc Joachim perverse

trahere volens, ad unitatem charitatis et consensus inducebat consequentem auctoritatem :

Nam subditur ibidem, et tres sunt qui testimonium dant in terra s. [i. e. scilicet] spiritus

:

aqua: et sanguis. Et in quibusdam liliris additur ; et hii tres unum sunt. Sed hoc in

veris exemplaribus non habetur : sed dicitur esse appositum ab hereticis arrianis ad per-
vertendum intellectum sanum auctoritatis premisse de unitate essentie trium personarum.
Hec beatus Thomas ubi supra.

"
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the Spirit, Water, and Blood, in some copies, that * these Three are one :

'

Thomas repHed, that this clause is not extant in the true copies, but was
added by the Arians for perverting the sense." Thus far, this annotation.
*' Now this plainly respects the Latin copies [for Aquinas understood not

Greek), and therefore part of the design of this annotation is to set right

the Latin reading. But this is not the main design. For so the an-

notation should have been set in the margin of the Latin version. Its

being set in the margin of the Greek text shows, that its main design is

to justify the Greek by the Latin thus rectified and confirmed. Now to

make Thomas thus, in a few words, do all the work, was very artificial :

and in Spain, where Thomas is of apostolical authority, it might pass for

a very judicious and substantial defence of the printed Greek. But to

us, Thomas Aquinas is no apostle. We are seeking for the authority of

Greek manuscripts." ^

(2.) Secondly, We have a further proof that this text was not extant in

Greek, but was inserted from the Latin Vulgate (and consequently trans-

lated into Greek), in the fact that when Stunica, one of the four editors

of the Complutensian Polyglott, on censuring Erasmus for omitting it,

was challenged by him to produce his authority for inserting it, he never

appealed to Greek manuscripts. On the contrary, he affirmed that the

Greek copies were corrupt, but that the Latin contained the very truth.

^

Now this declaration is of great importance; as it amounts to a confession

that none of the manuscripts procured for that edition by the great influ-

ence of Cardinal Ximenes contained the disputed passage.

3. It is contained in the manuscripts of no other antient version he-

sides the Latin.^

It is wanting in the manuscripts of the Old Syriac version, executed
at the beginning of the second, if not in the first century*; and also in

those of the Philoxenian Syriac, a version made in the fifth century. It

is wanting in the manuscripts of the Coptic, a version in the dialect an-

tiently spoken in Lower Egypt, which is referred to the fifth century;

and in those of the Sahidic, a version in the dialect antiently spoken in

Upper Egypt, which is considered as having been made in the second
century. It is wanting in the manuscripts of the Ethiopic version, exe-

cuted in the fourth century ; and in those of the Armenian version, which
is referred to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century.

It is wanting in all the manuscripts of all the known Arabic versions; and •

it is absent from all the manuscripts of the Sclavonic or Old Russian ver- .

sion, executed in the ninth century.

4. Not all the manuscripts^ even of the Latin version^ contain this

clause^ isohich is isoaiiting i?i the most antient manuscripts ofthat version..

The Vulgate Latin version is justly valued as an important relic of

1 Sir Isaac Newton's History of Two Texts. (1 John v. 7, 8. and 1 Tim. iii, 16.)

Works, vol. V. pp. 520—522.
- Sir Isaac Newton's Works, vol. v. pp. 522, 523.

3 The expression, *' manuscripls of all other versions," is here designedly used : for the

disputed clause has been inserted in some printed editions of the Syriac and Armenian

Dem(,'«4-, in opposition to the Syriac and Armenian manuscripts. See Bp. Marsh's Letters

to Archdeacon Travis. Preface, notes 8,9, 10, 11.

* We are informed by Dr. Buchanan, that it is not to be found in a Peschito or Syriac

manuscript which belonged to the Syrian church in India above a thousand years, nor in

any copy of the Syriac Scriptures which he had seen. Christ. Researches in Asia, p. 118.

This manuscript is now in the Public Library at Cambridge. Nor is it in any of the an-

tient Syriac MSS. brought from the East by the late Mr. Rich, which are preserved in the

British Museum.
H H 2
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Christian antiquity, and, generally speaking, as a good and faithful trans-

lation ; but (as we have shown in the preceding volume'), in its passage
from the fifth to the fifteenth century, it has undergone many corruptions

and interpolations. The passage does not appear in any manuscripts
written before the tenth century. It is ixnnting in considerably more than
forty of the oldest Latin manuscripts'-; in others it occurs only in the
margin ; and in others it is interlined by a later hand. " At the end of
the fourth century, the celebrated Latin Father Augustine, who wrote ten
treatises on the first Epistle of Saint John, in all of which we seek in vain

for the seventh verse of the fifth chapter, was induced in his controversy
with Maximin to compose a gloss upon the eighth verse. Augustine
gives it professedly as a gloss upon the words of the eighth verse, and
shows by his own reasoning that the seventh verse did not then exist. ^

The high character of Augustine in the Latin church soon gave celebrity

to his gloss ; and in a short time it was generally adopted. It appeared,
indeed, under different forms ; but it was still the gloss of Augustine,
though variously modified. The gloss having once obtained credit in the
Latin church, the possessors of Latin manuscripts began to note it in the
margin, by the side of the eighth verse. Hence the oldest of those Latin

manuscripts, which have the passage in the margin, have it in a different

hand from that of the text. In later manuscripts we find margin and text

in the same hand ; for transcribers did not venture immediately to move
it into the bodi/ of the text, though in some manuscripts it is inte^iined,

but interlined by a later hand. After the eighth century the insertion

became general. For Latin manuscripts written ctficr that period have
generally, though not always, the passage in the body of the text. Fur-
ther, when the seventh verse made its first appearance in the Latin manu-
scripts, it appeared in as many different forms, as there were forms to the

gloss upon the eighth verse.'* And though it now precedes the eighth

1 verse, it Jbllotved the eighth verse, at its first insertion, as a gloss would

j
naturally follow the text upon which it was made."^
Many manuscripts of the Vulgate version, and also the printed text,

even that of Pope Clement VIII., have the final clause of the eighth verse,

tres umim sunt, which is manifestly a corruption from the hoinoioteletiton^,

TPEISEIS : while others omit that final clause. Some add, in Christo Jesu;
some read Filins instead of Verbiim ; some omit Sanctus ; others trans-

pose quoiiinm and et ; and the more antient of those, which have the pas-

sage, put the eighth verse before the seventh. This uncertainty and

1 See Vol. II. Parti, pp. 71, 72,

2 Marsh's Letters to Travis, Preface, p. xi, note.

3 Augustine, in his Treatise Contra Maximiniim Arianum, lib. ii. cap. 22. (torn. viii.

col. 725. ed. Benedict.) thus quotes the words of tiie eighth verse: " Tres sunt testes, spi-

ritus, et aqua, et sanguis; et tres unum sunt." He then makes various remarks on the

words, spiritus, aqua, sanguis, and proceeds tlius :
" Si vcro ea, quae his sig?iificata sunt veli-

mus inquirere, ti07i absurdc occvml ipsa Trinitas, quae unus, solus, verus, summus est Deus,
Pater et Fiiius, et Spiritus sancUis, de quibus verissime did potuit, ' Tres sunt testes et

tres unum sunt: ' ut nomine spiritus si<;nificalum accipiamus Deum Patrem— nom.ine au-

tem sanguinis Filium— et nomine aqute Spiritum Sanctum." The gloss which Augustine
liere puts on the eigiith verse, very clearly shows, that he knew nothing of the seventh verse,

which appears also from the fact that he has never quoted that verse.

•* The various forms, in which the seventh verse made its first appearance in the Latin

MSS. may be seen on consulting the notes of Erasmus, Mill, and Sabatier, to ] John v. 7.

Simon, Hist, des Versions, chap. ix. and Porson's 6th Letter.

5 Bengelii Appar. Crit. pp. 461. ed. 2''^. It is so placed also by Vigilius Tapsensis, who
quotes thus: Tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent in terra, aqua, sanguis, et caro ; et tres

j

I
in nobis sunt : et tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent in coelo, Pater, Verbum, et Spiritus j

"" ' sanctus, et hi tres unum sunt. Bisiiop Marsh's Lectures, part vi. pp. 19—22. '

^ That is, the recurrence of the same word at the end of two contiguous clauses.
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fluctuation is, itself, a most suspicious mark of interpolation. " It is not,

therefore, a matter of mere conjcctiu-e, that the seventh verse originated
in a Latin gloss upon the eighth verse : it is an historical fact, supported
by evidence which cannot be resisted."'

5. The clause in question is not once quoted in the genuine xwrks

of any one of the Greek Fathers, or carlij Ecclesiastical Writers, even

in those places "where "due should inost eapcct it.

For instance, it does not occur in the Exposition of Faith printed with
the works of Justin Martyr, nor in the works of Irenaeus, Clemens Alex-
andrinus, Hippolytus against Noetus, Dionysius Alexandrinus in the epis-

tle addressed to Paul of Samosata, Athanasius, Didymus, Basil, Gregory
Nuzianzen, Gregory of Nyssa, Epiphanius, Cccsarius, Chrysostom, Proclus,

Alexander of Alexandria, the author of the Synopsis of Scripture, An-
dreas Ctesariensis, Joannes Damascenus, Elias Cretensis, Germanus of
Constantinople, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Nice-
tas, in six different catenae cited by Simon, and one cited by Matthaji,

the Greek Scholia of various manuscripts.- But the bare silence of these

writers is not all. Many of them wrote professedly on the Trinity, the

Deity of Christ, and of the Holy Spirit ; their unity, equality, consub-
stantiality, «S:c. : and in order to prove these points, they diligently ex-
amined the entire Bible, and, in particular, they have frequently cited the

preceding verse, as well as that which immediately follows. " The ma-
nuscripts which were used by Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria could
not have been written later than the second century. The manuscripts
used by Origen could not have been written later than the third century.

The manuscripts used by the Greek fathers, who attended the Nicene
council, could not have been written later than the fourth century. In
this miinner we may prove that the Greek manuscripts, in every century,

were destitute of tiie passage, until we come to the period when the oldest

of our existing manuscripts were written. "^^ Now, that the Greek fathers

should not avail themselves of so strong and apposite a text in their

controversies with the Arians and other sectaries, as an additional con-
firmation of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, is utterly inexplicable, on
any other supposition than that of Its not being in existence. Bishop
Burgess, indeed, contends that it is quoted in the second Symbolum An-
tiochenum, or creed drawn up at the council which was convened at

Antioch A. d. 341, and which consisted of ninety-seven bishops, of whom
nearly one half were Arians, and who professed in that creed to follow
" the evangelical and apostolical tradition." After declaring their belief

in one God the Father, in one Lord Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost,

they add the following sentences :
— " The Father being truly a Father,

and the Son truly a Son, and the Holy Ghost truly a Holy Ghost,— the

names being given not vainly and unmeaningly, but accurately expressing

' Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part vi. p. 22. Bishop Burgess has endeavoured to ob-

viate the above very forcible arguinciits by stating ttiat, although the seventh verse is want-

ing in some of the " more antient " manuscripts, yet it is found in some of the "most
antient," for instance, in the Vauxcelles Bible of the cigiitli century, and in three MSS.
containing the Catholic Epistles, which are in the library at Verona, of the same century,

in one of which the eighth verse is wanting. (Vindication of J John v. 7. p. ,54.) But his

observations are shown to be inapi)licable by " Crito Canlabrigiensis." Vindication of

Porson's Literary Character, pp. 138. et seq.

- In the sixth volume of the Christian Observer, for 1807, pp. 285—289. there is a neat

abstract, with English translations, of the principal passages of the most eminent Greek
fathers, who must have quoted the disputed clause, had it been extant in their copies of the

New Testament.
3 Bishop Marsh's Lectures, part vi. p. 1 7.

II H 3
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the subsistence, order, and glory of each of the persons named ; so that

• they are three in substance, and one in consent, co^ Bivat tij ^tv vrcoaTaa-st

TPIA, T^ 8e a-viA<fccvia EN: or, without the explanatory terms, w^ etvai xpja sv,

so that the three are one." These expressions the learned prelate considers

as a quotation from St. John : they are not, he admits^ precisely the same
as the words of 1 John v. 7., but he is of opinion that they may neverthe-

less be 3 quotation from it.

'

It is, however, (we apprehend) questionable whether this can be con-

sidered as a strict quotation, or even as an allusion to 1 John v. 7., not

only from the total silence of the Greek fathers of that particular period

concerning the disputed text, which they must have cited during their

keen controversies with the Arians, if it had really been in their copies

;

but also from the fact, that the sentiment of the passage above given from

the Antiochian Creed is in unison with the last clause of 1 John v. 8.

01 r^eiq £iq TO ev £<crtv, a7id these three agree in one and the same thing ; viz.

that the Son of God is come. (See Sir Isaac Newton's Paraphrastic Ex-
position in p. 480. infra.) Further, it will be observed, that the Antiocheian

Creed varies from the commonly received text, the masculine rpeiq being

turned into the neuter tokx,: if a quotation had been intended, the framer

of that confession of faith would have used the words oi tosk; sv sia-i— these

ihr-ee are one. But what most materially neutralises the passage adduced
by Bishop Burgess from this creed, is the fact, that the clause was not

/ cited by any Greek writer 2 earlier than Manuel Calecas, who lived in the

fourteenth century, and whose attachment to the Romish church was so

great, that he became a Dominican mojik, and adopted the tenets of that

church concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit, in opposition to

r; those maintained by the Greek church. Calecas is succeeded by Bryen-

nius^, a writer of theffteenth century, who also was so attached to the

Romish church, that he quotes 1 John v. 6. not with to 'nvivf/.a aa-nv vi

aXvi^eia (the Spirit is truth), but with o '^fia-TOi; eo-rtv rj ak-fj^na. (ChRIST is

truth), which is the reading of the Latin, and omits the final clause of the

eighth verse, in opposition likewise to the Greek manuscripts, and in con-

formity with only modern transcripts of the Vulgate. The next Greek
_ writer who has cited this clause, is Peter Mogilas, who lived in the seven-
~' I'jteenth century, and who is followed by the Greeks in general of the pre-

ilsent age. Nor should it be forgotten, that, when the passage first ap-

peared in Greek, it presented itself under as many different shapes as

1 Letter to the Clergy of the Diocese of St. David's, pp. 97. 104. 10, 1 1.

2 The only expression which approximates very nearly to that in the Antiocheian Creed is

the following, which occurs in the works of Gregory Nazianzen, who lived and wrote

during the middle and latter part of the fourtli century : — " For the Godhead is one in

three, and the, three are one." '^Ej' yap kv rpicrtv tj Seorijs, Kat ra rpia eu. (Opp. p. G30.

Coloniaj, 1690.) But it has been shown by Crito Cantabrigiensis, that there is notliing

in Gregory's manner of introducing this expression which indicates an intention of quoting

the sacred writers. (Vindication of Prof. Porson, pp.53, 54.) It is proper to remark,

that Crito adduces another passage from Gregory, which, together with that just produced,

was traced by Mr. Porson as being cited from him by Euthyniius Zigabenus : this we
have omitted, because it has no immediate reference to our present argument. As it is

impossible to condense within the limits of a note the facts and arguments of " Crito," to

show that the Greek fathers, cited by Porson, did not cite the disputed clause, the reader

is necessarily referred to his " Vindication," pp. 37—75.

3 " In the Greek Acts of the Lateran Council, verbum et spiritns sanctus (the Word
and the Holy Spirit) had been badly translated by \oyos Kai TT-i/evfiLa aytov, without an article,

because there is none in the Latin ; but Calecas and Bryennius, who were native Greeks,

and therefore felt this deficiency, wrote 6 \oyos /cm to iruevixa to ayiov with an article viore

than the Complutensian editors and Erasmus inserted." Bishop Rlarsh's Letters to Travis,

p. xvii. note 21.
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when it first made its appearance in the Latin, which would scarcely have
happened, if it had been derived from the autograph of St. John. •

6. The disputed clause is not once quoted by any of the Latin

Fathers, even isohere the subject ofisohich they tsoere treating required it,

and 'where *we shoidd expect to see it cited.

For instance, it is not cited by the author of the treatise on the baptism

of heretics amonir Cyprian's works, nor by Novatian, Hilary bishop of

Poictou, Lucifer bishop of Cagliari, Ambrose, Faustinus the Presbyter,

Leo the Great, (who transcribes the whole context, but passes over this ^;^',

verse in his celebrated epistle to Flavianus, which was translated into

Greek, and read in the council of Chalcedon,) the author of the treatise

De Promissis, Jerome, Augustine, Eucherius, the pseudo-Athanasius, the

author of the Disputation against Arius, Facundus, Juniiius, Cerealis, Rus-
ticus, Bede, Gregory, Boethius, Philastrius Bishop of Brescia, Paschasius,

Arnobius junior, and pope Eusebius L The advocates for the genuine-

ness of the disputed clause, indeed, affirm that it is quoted by Tertullian, ^ '

Cyprian, and other antient fatliers of the Latin church ; but this again has

been denied by those who maintain that the clause in question is spurious.

The supposed testimonies of these fathers are considered in pp.474—478. ,

infra.

7. The Protestant Heformers either rejected 1 John v. 7., or at least

marlced it as doubtjid : and though the editors of the English New
Testament, during the reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI., uni-

formly admitted this verse into the text, yet they generally expressed a

doubt of its authenticity.

Thus it is wanting in the German translation of the illustrious reformer.

Dr. Martin Luther, and in all the editions of it published during his life-

time. The last edition printed under Luther's superintendence (and

which was not quite finished till after his death) was that of 1546, in the

preface to which he requests that no person will make any alterations in

it. But this great and good man had not been dead thirty years, when
the passage was interpolated in his German translation. The first edition,

in which this act of injustice took place, and in which Luther's text at

least was corrupted, is that which was printed at Frankfort in 1574. But
in the edition of 1583, printed in the same place, and also in several still

later Frankfort editions, the passage was again omitted. The oldest

Wittenberg edition, which received it, was that of 1596: and in the

Wittenberg edition of 1599 it is likewise contained, but is printed in

lloman characters. In 1596 it was inserted also in the Low German Bible.,

printed in that year at Hamburg. In the seventeenth century, if we
except the Wittenberg edition of 1607, which remained true to Luther's

text, the insertion was general : and since that time it is found in every

edition of his German translation of the Scriptures.

Calvin, who retained it, speaks very doubtfully of it. In the Latin -L

version, printed by Stephens in 1544, and ascribed to Leo Juda (who

embraced the theological views of Zwingle the reformer of Switzerland),

it is dismissed froai the text, but retained in the margin: and in Castalio's

Latin version, printed at Basil in 1551 and again in 1563, it is included

between brackets.

Of the English versions, the earliest is that of William Tindal, printed

in 1544, and again in 1546. Coverdale's Bible was printed in folio in 1535.

Matthew's in 1537, partly from Tindal and partly from Coverdale, and

1 Bp. Marsh's Letters to Travis, pp. xvi.—xix.

1 1 H 4

+
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reprinted in 1549 and 1551. Cranmer's Bible was printed in 1539 and

1541. \n 1540 and 1541 two folio editions were published b}" Taverner.

In 1541 a folio Bible was printed under the inspection of Bishops Tonstal

and Heath. In 1549 Taverner's was reprinted. In 1550 a New Testament

in octavo, in Latin and English, was printed by Gualtier, for Sir John
Cheeke. In 1552 a Testament, in quarto, by Hill. In 1553, a Bible in

small quarto, by Grafton. In 1556, an English Bible, in folio, was printed

at Rouen ; and in 1562 a folio Bible was printed in London, by Harrison.

All these editions contain 1 John v. 7- but not without marks of doubt,

either including the verse between parentheses, or printing it in dimi-

nutive letters. Thus, in Cranmer's Bible, usually called the Great Bible,

on account of its size, in the edition of 1539, it appears in the following

manner :

" This Jesus Christ is he that came by water and bloud, not by water onely, but by

•water and bloud. And it is the sprete that beareth wytnes, because the Sprete is trueth.

(For thcr are tlire which beare recorde in heaven, the father, the worde, and the wholy goost. And
these thre are one), and ther are thre which beare recorde (in erth) the sprete," &c. '

On the other hand, there are three old editions which insert the dis-

puted passage without any mark of suspicion; viz. one in 1536, believed

to be printed by Gough, from Tindal's version : the New Testament, in

1552, translated by command of Edward VL ; and the Geneva Bible, in

1557. Tiie English Testaments, printed in 1538 and 1558, are not in-

cluded in the preceding notices of translations in our language: both of

them were translated from the Vulgate, and consequently have the dis-

puted passage. 2

FOR THE GENUINENESS OF THE CONTROVERTED CLAUSE, IT IS

CONTENDED THAT,

(1. External evidence.)

1. It is found in the antient Latin Version^ which was current in

Africa before the Vulgate Version was made, and also in most manu-
scripts ofJerome"s, or the Vulgate Latin Version.

1 The antient Version current in Africa, and which is preserved in the
f

" writings of the African fathers, is not only older by many centuries than '

the most antient copy of the Vulgate Latin Version of the Catholic Epistles

now extant (so that we have in these versions tvoo distinct authorities for

the verse), but is also much more antient than the oldest Greek manu-
scripts. But it must be admitted, that although most of the manuscripts "^

of the Vulgate Latin Version contain the disputed clause, yet they are the
least antient and most incorrect. It must also be recollected, that no
version has been so corrupted as the Latin. The Latin transcribers took

V the most unwarrantable liberties, inserting in one book of the New Testa-
ment passages which they took from another, and frequently transferring

into the text what they found written in the margin of the manuscript
whence they copied. Under these circumstances, Michaelis concludes
every one must immediately suspect that a passage, which is wanting in

' In his prologue, Cranmer explains what is meant by the small letters :
•' Where as

often ye shall finde a small lettre in the texte, it signifyeth, that so moche as is in the
small lettre doth abounde, and is more in the common translacyon in Latyne, than is

founde, either in the Hebrue or the Greke, which wordes and sentences we have added, not
only to manifesto the same unto you, but also to satisfie and content those that herebefore-
tyme hath myssed sucli sentences in the Bybles and New Testaments before set forth."

2 Christian Observer for 1809, vol. viii. p. 210. In this volume the lover of biblical
criticism will find an elaborate and interesting dissertation on the various readings in tlve

principal passages of the New Testament, respecting the doctrine of the Trinity.
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all the antient Greek manuscripts, and is likewise wanting in many antient
copies even of the Latin version, is an interpolation in those Latin manu-
scripts which contain it. And, in the present instance, the same cause
that has procured so many zealous advocates in favour of 1 .John v. 7.
was the principal cause of its introduction and general reception ; viz.

the importance of the doctrine which it contains.

2. It isfo2ind in the Confession ofFaith^ and also in the Liturgy of
the Greek Church. ,

The Confession of Faith of the Greek Church thus introduces the
clause :

— God, in his nature, is true and eternal, and the Creator of all

things, visible and invisible ; such also is the Son and the Holy Spirit.
They are also of the same essence among themselves, according to the
doctrine of John the Evangelist, wiio says, " TJiere are three that bear
testimony in Heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit
AND THESE THREE ARE ONE."

In the Liturgies of the Greek Church, among other portions of Scrip- \\

ture, this verse is directed, by the Greek rituals, to be read in its course,
|

in the thirty-fifth week of the year. 1

3. It isfomid in the ORDO ROMANUS, or Primitive Liturgy
of the Latin Church, which recites this verse in the offices for Trinity *'

Sunday, and for the octave of Easter, and also in the office for the
administration of baptism.^

These two testimonies, Dr. Hales imagines, are decisive in favour of the
authenticity of the clause. For, (he argues) when we consider the lastino-

schism that prevailed between the Greek and Latin" churches, from the
time of the Arian and Athanasian controversy, about the Homo-ousian
and Homoi-ousian doctrine of the Father and of the Son.;, and about the
procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and from the Son ; which
was maintained from both by the Latin church"^ but contested respectino-
the latter by the Greek, inasmuch as the procession of the Holy Spirit
from the Son is not expressly asserted in Scripture, though it may fairly be
implied^ ; we may rest assured that the clergy of the Greek church.^
would never have adopted the clause merely upon the authority of the
Latin, if they had not sufficient vouchers for it in their own Greek Verity;
and even, perhaps, in the autograph and primary copies of St. John's
Epistles, which were probably subsisting in the churcli of Ephesus, till

the end of the fourth century, at least.-* The two testimonies, on which
this learned writer thus forcibly argues, would unquestionably be intitled

to great weight, if we were certain that the Confession and Liturgies of
the Greek church had come down to us uncorrupted. But there is every
reason to believe that the clause in question was interpolated tlierein, in

the fourteenth or fifteenth century, by some of the Greek clergy, wlio
were devoted partisans of the Romish See, when the majority of the com-

' Dr. Smith's Miscellanea, p. 155. London, 1686.
2 Travis's LeUers to Gibbon, pp. 61,62.
3 Tliat the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father, we learn from the express authority of

Christ, who says, " The Spirit of Truth whicli proceedeth from the Father." (Joiiii xv. 26.)
In the same verse he says, " I will send the Spirit." And St. Paul tells the Galatians
" God hath sent forth the Spirit of liis Son into your hearts." (Gal. iv. 6.1 Hence we
infer, that the Spirit proceeds from tl)e Son also.

*» The author of the Chronicon Alexandrinum, in tlie fourth century, affirms that tlie

originals of St. John's writings were then preserved at Ephesus. Dr. Hales on the
Trinity, vol. ii. pp. 196, 197.
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mon people from their ignorance could not detect the imposition, con-

sequently this argument falls to the ground.

4. It is cited by numerous Latinfathers.

In reply to this argument it is urged that the authority of the Latin

fathers is inferior to that of the Greek fathers in determining the readings

of the Greek manuscripts : for, in writing to the Latin churches, they

usually refer to their own version of the Scriptures, and, like our divines,

must be understood to quote the established translation, unless they give

notice of the contrary: now, if the Latin fathers were unexceptionable

witnesses, and if they had quoted in express terms the whole of the con-

troverted passage, their quotations would prove nothing more than that

the passage stood in their manuscripts of the Latin version, and conse-

quently that the Latin version contained it in a very early age ; but their

evidence, it is asserted, is very unsatisfactory.

Among the Latin fathers, whom the advocates for the genuineness of

1 John V. 7. affirm to have quoted this verse, Tertullian in the second,

Cyprian in the third, Jerome in the fourth', and the African bishops at

the close of the fifth century have principally been relied on.

(1.) The evidence of Tertullian, the oldest Latin writer, who has been

quoted in favour of 1 John v. 7. is contained in the following passage of

J his treatise against Praxeas, respecting the Paraclete or Comforter :
—

" This comforter" says he (Christ), " shall take of mine, as the Son himself had taken

of the Father's. Thus, the connection of the Father in the Son, and of the Son in the

Paraclete, makes three coherent Persons, one in the other ; which three are one" \in sub-

stance, mmm] " not one" [»; number, unus'] ;
" in the same manner in which it was said, /

and my Father are one, to denote the unity of substance, not singularity of number. "2

It is contended that if these words— " iKihich three are one, qui tres unum
gufit — had not been in Tertullian's copy of the New Testament, most

assuredly we should never have seen them in this place. But it has been

replied, What can be made of these words of Tertullian, in order to prove

the genuineness of this text ? It is plain that he has not cited the contro-

verted passage, because his quotation begins with quomodo dictum est, in

the same manner as it is written, / and my Father are one. (John x. 30.)

That the controverted text was neither known to him, nor cited by him,

is hit'^hly probable ; for he has never quoted it in all his works. Indeed he

would have had no occasion to have cited John x. 3Q. if he had known any

thino- of a text which had affirmed of the Father, the Word, and the

Spirit, that these three are one. For that would have sounded better, and

appeared more like a proof of the unity of the substance of the Holy
Spirit with the Father and the Son, than any text which he has alleged

in proof of that point. ^

1 The testimony of Vigilius bishop of Thapsus, who wrote in the fifth century, is de^ .

'

sjo-nedly omitted, as he is a writer of very little credit, who imposed his sentiments upon

the world und6r"the names of Athanasius, Idatius, and others; and also because the pas-

sao-e, in which he is supposed to have referred to the disputed clause, is suspected not to

be genuine.
2 Ca;terum de meo sumel, inquit, sicut ipse de patris. Ita connexus, Patris in Filio, et

Filii in Paracleto tres cfHcit cohajrentes, alteruni ex altero, qui tres unum sunt,— non

unus ;
quomodo dictum est, " Ego el Pater unum sumus" ad substantiae unitatem, non ad

numeri singularitatem. Tertullian adv. Praxeam, c. 25.

3 Benson on the Epistles, vol. ii. p. 632. Michaelis (vol. iv. p. 421.) has considered

the above-cited passage of Tertullian, whicli, he determines, is not a quotation. But the

fullest consideration of it will be found in Bishop Kaye's Ecclesiastical History of the

Second and Third Centuries, illustrated from Tertullian (pp. 544—546.) ; who concludes

his observations by expressing his opinion, that " the passage in Tertullian, far from con-

taining an allusion to 1 John v. 7., furnishes most decisive proof that he knew nothing of

the verse." (p. 546)
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(2.) From the writings of Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, two passages

have been cited, to prove that 1 Jolin v. 7. was contained in his manuscript

of the Latin version. The first is from his seventy-third Epistle, ad- /
dressed to Jubaianus, in a.d.256, the object of which is to invaUdate

the baptism administered by heretics. In this Epistle, the following

passage occurs :
—

" If any one could he baptised by a heretic, and could obtain remission of sins,— if he

has obtained remission of sins, and is sanctified, and become tlie temple of God ? I ask, of
what God ? Jf of the Creator, he cannot be his temple, ivho has not believed in Him ; if of
Christ, neither can he who denies Him to be God, be His temple ; if of the Holy Spirit, since

the three are one, how can the Holy Spirit be reconciled to him, who is an enemy, either of the

Father or of the Son ?" '

In this passage. Dr. Mill, and other advocates for the genuineness of
the disputed clause, contend, that there is plainly an argument founded
upon the uniti/ of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holi/ Spirit. But
how does Cyprian make out or prove that unity ? He attempts no proof
of such unity, but presupposes it as a point that must be admitted. —
*' Since the three," he says, " are one, tlie Holy Spirit cannot be reconciled

to him, ivho is an enemy either of the Father or of the Son." That they
are one, he supposes every one will know, who has read the New Testa-
ment, and therefore he only just alludes to the text as his authority. In
opposition to this reasoning, Michaelis observes, that the words — cum
tres unum sunt,— though inserted in the later editions of Cyprian's works,

are not contained in that edition which was published by Erasmus ; and
that even if they were genuine, they will prove nothing more than the

same words which are quoted by Tertullian."'^

The other passage of Cyprian, above alluded to, is to be found in his n
treatise on the Unity of the Church, written a. d.251, where he thus "^

expressly cites the disputed clause :
—

" The Lord saith, I and my Father are one ; and again it, is written of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, /hid these three are one. " 3

This, it is urged by the advocates of the contested clause, is a plain

citation of two different texts of Scripture, viz. The first, of what Jesus
Christ says of himself, in John x. 30.— " The Lord says, I and my Father
are onef and the second (which is expressly accompanied with the an-

tient formula of quotation, it is tvritten,) is a citation of what is spoken of
them and of the Holy Spirit in some other place. " And again," it is

written, of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, And these

three are one. But where is it so written, except in 1 John v, 7. ? On the

other hand, admitting that the words Et tres unum sunt — And these three

are one— were so quoted from the verse in question, Michaelis asks whe-
ther a passage found in no antient Greek manuscript, quoted by no Greek
father, and contained in no other antient version but the Latin, is there-

fore to be pronounced genuine, merely because one single Latin father of

the first three centuries, who was bishop of Carthage, where the Latin

version only was used, and where Greek was unknown, has quoted it ?

Under these circumstances, should we conclude, that the passage stood

' Si baptizari quii apud hasreticura potuit, utique et remissam peccatoruin consequi po-
tuit,—si peccatorum remissam consecutus est, ct sanetificatus est, et templum Dei factus

est
;
quaerocujus Dei ? Si Creatoris, non potuit, qui in cum non credidit ; si Christi, non

hujus potest fieri templum, qui negat Deum Christum; si Spiritus Sancti cum tres unum
sunt quomodo Spiritus Sanctus placatus esse ei potest, qui aut Patris aut Filii inimicus

est? Cypriani Opera a Fell. p. 203. folio. Oxon. 1682.
'•^ See p. '1 74.

s Dicit Dominus, Ego el Pater unuin sumus : et iterum de I'atre, et Filio, et Spiritu.,

Sancto scriptum est, Et ires unum sunt. De Unitale Ecclesiee, Op. p. 109.
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originally in the Greek autograph of Saint John ? Certainly not : for the

only inference, which could be deduced from Cyprian's quotation, would

be this, that the passage had been introduced into the Latin version so

early as the third centur}^ This answer Michaelis thinks sufficient to

invalidate Cyprian's authority, in establishing the authenticit}^ of 1 John
V. 7. on the supposition that Cyprian really quoted it. But that he did so,

it is asserted to be more than any man can prove. The words Ties imum
sunt are contained not only in the seventh but likewise in the eighth

verse, which is a part of the antient and genuine text of John ; and there-

fore it is at least possible, that Cyprian took them, not from the seventh,

but from the eighth verse. It is true that he says. These words are writ-

ten of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, whereas Tres ununi sunt in the

eighth verse relate only to the spirit, the water, and the blood. But it

must be observed that the Latin fathers interpreted Spiritus, Aqua, et

Sanguis, not literally but mystically, and some of them really understood

by these words Pater, Filius, et Spiritus sanctus, taking aqua in the sense

of Pater, sanguis in the sense of Filius, and spiritus in the sense of Spi-

ritus sanctus.

'

(3.) The third Latin father, produced in favour of this disputed pas-

sage, is Jerome ; who flourished in the latter end of the fourth or the

beginning of the fifth century, and resided chiefly at Bethlehem. His

profound knowledge of the original Scriptures has caused his biblical

labours to be held in the highest esteem. In several editions of the Latin

version, there is a preface to the Catholic Epistles, ascribed to him
;

which pretends that all the Greek copies had the seventh verse, and com-
plains of the Latin translators as unfaithful, for leaving it out.

In this supposed preface of Jerome many advocates of the disputed

clause have founded, as they imagine, a powerful argument for its ge-

nuineness ; while others have candidly admitted that the preface is spu-

rious. In fact, this preface is of no authority whatever ; for it is wanting

in his catalogue of prefaces, as well as in the best and most antient ma-
nuscripts of Jerome's version : it is often found in Latin copies without

his name ; it makes use of the term " Canonical Epistles," whereas Je-

rome's title for them was " the Catholic Epistles." Further, this preface

is prefixed to some Latin copies of the Catholic Epistles, in which the

disputed text is not inserted : whence it is evident that the antient MSS.
from which such copies were made, had not the disputed text, though the

transcribers had the folly to insert that preface. And, finally, what proves

that it is utterly destitute of authority, is the fact, that " it insinuates

one falsehood, and asserts two other direct and notorious falsehoods. It

insinuates that all the Greek copies of the New Testament had this verse ;

whereas none of them had it, nor" (as we have already seen) '* has any of

the genuine works of the Greek fathers once mentioned it. And Jerome

1 Micliaelis's Introduction, vol. iv. p. 423. He adduces instances of such mystical in-

terpretation from Augustine, who wrote a century after Cyprian ; from Eucherius, who
wrote A. 1). 434 ; and from Facundus, who wrote in the middle of the sixth century. (Ibid,

p. 424.) Bishop Marsh, after Michaelis, has collected similar instances of mystical inter-

pretation. (Letters to Travis, Pref. p. xii.—xiv. note 15.) Dr. Hales (on the Trinity,

vol. ii. pp. 197, 198.) has endeavoured to vindicate the citations of Augustine and Euche-

rius as real quotations, and not mystical interpretations of the eightl) verse ; and Bishop

Burgess has argued, that neither Cyprian nor any other father before Facundus (who

flourished about the middle of the sixth century) did interpret the eighth verse mystically.

(Vindication of 1 John v. 7. pp. xvii. et seq. 136— 138.) His arguments, however, are

ably, and we think, satisfactorily controverted I)y Crito Cantabrigiensis, who has particu-

larly considered the passages supposed to be cited by Augustine, Eucherius, Fulgcntius,

Cassiodorus, and Leo the Great, Bishop of Rome. (Vindication of Porson, pp. 230—288.)

See also on this topic Dr. Benson, on the Epistles, vol. ii. pp. 633, 634.
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above all men, who was so conversant in the Greek copies of the New
Testament and in the Greek fathers, must needs have known this to have
been a direct falsehood. Again, the preface asserts that the Latin trans-

lators were unfaithful in leaving out the testimony of the Father, the Word,
and the Spirit, and that he [Jerome] had restored it.'"

'

(4.) But a chief argument arising from the quotations of the Latin fathers

is derived from the confession of faith, drawn up by Eugenius bishop of
Carthage at the end of the fifth century, and })resented by nearly four hun-
dred bishops, to Hunneric king of the Vandals, an Arian and a bitter

enemy to those who professed the orthodox faith. In this confession,

which is recorded by Victor Vitensis -, the following passage occurs : —
Ut adhiic luce clarius unius divinitatis esse cum Patre et Filio Spiritum Sanctum do-

ceamus, Joannis Evangelista3 testimonio comprobatur. Ait namque, tres sunt, qui
TESTIMONIUM PERHIBENT IN CCELO, PATER, VERBUM, ET SHRITUS SANCTUS, ET HI TRES UNUM
SUNT.

In English thus : — " That we may further show it to be clearer than the light, that the

divinity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is one, we have the testimony of the

evangelist John; for he says,— there are three which bear record in heaven, the
FATHER, THE WORD, AND THE HOLT SPIRIT, AND THESE THREE ARE ONE."

In this passage of the confession of the African bishops, 1 John v. 7- is

clearly and distinctly quoted : and the circumstances under which it was
delivered to sworn enemies of the Catholic faith (for which these bishops
suffered very severe persecutions) have been urged as proofs for the ge-
nuineness of the disputed clause, the authenticity of which the hostile

Arians would not fail to have challenged or denied, had it even been con-
sidered of doubtful origin. 3 But the appearance of this verse in the con-
fession of the African bishops, Michaelis remarks, proves nothing in respect

of its authenticity; for the only inference which we can deduce is, that the

passage was contained in the Latin manuscripts then used in Africa. " We
may infer that Eugenius, who drew up the confession, found the passage
in his Latin manuscript ; but that all the bishops who signed this con-
fession found the quoted passage likewise in their manuscripts is a very
unwarrantable inference. For when a formulary of religious articles is

composed, however numerous the persons may be who set their names
to it, it is in fact the work only of him who drew it up : and a subscrip-

tion to such a formulary, though it conveys a general assent to the doc-
trines contained in it, by no means implies that every subscriber has,

previous to his subscription, examined every argument adduced, or every
quotation that is alleged in it, and obtained a thorough conviction that

not one of them is exceptionable. But it is said, the Arians themselves
who were present when this confession was delivered made no objection

1 Benson on the Epistles, vol. ii. p. 635. Kettner, who reluctantly admits that the

preface in question is not the production of Jerome, yet maintains that it is good evidence

for the genuineness of tlie disputed text in the eighth, ninth, and following centuries !

(Historia Dicti Joannei, 1 Joh. v. 7. p. 172.) See also the Vindication of Professor

Person by Crito Cantabrigiensis, pp. 182—209.
- Historia Persecutionis Vandalica;, p. 29. edit. Ruinart. Mr. Travis has related the

history of this transaction in his " Letters to Edward Gibbon, Esq." pp. 57—60.; and he
has printed the confession at length in his Appendix, No. xxxi. pp. 31. et seq.

3 See Mr. Butler's Hora; Biblical, vol. ii. pp. 292—295. 2d. edit. The arguments
briefly noticed above, are urged at length under twelve heads with great ingenuity by Mr.
Butler; and if the historian, from wliose expressions he has deduced them, had been a
writer of unimpeachable veracity, they would go far towards decitling the controversy.

But, unhappily for the testimony of Victor Vitensis, that historian has not only rendered

his credit extremely suspicious by his account of tlie Vandalic persecution, but he has I

also excited tlie sneers of infidelity (see Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. vi, pp. 283—295. "*{

8vo. edit.), by recording some ridiculous miracles, the truth of which, notwithstanding, he '

solemnly pledged himself to prove.
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to the quotation, ' Tres sunt qui testimonium 'perhihent in ccelo,^ ^c. ; that

they acknowledged, therefore, by their very silence, that the passage was
not spurious. Now this is a very weak and even absurd argument. For, in

the first place, we have no further knowledge of this transaction than

what the orthodox themselves have given of it; and, therefore, it is not fair

to conclude, that the Arians made no objections, merely from the cir-

cumstance that no objections are on record. Secondly, if the conclu-

sion were admissible, nay, were it absolutely certain, that the Arians,

who were present at this conference, admitted, ' Tres stmt qui testimo-

nium perhibent in ccelo,' Sfc. it would follow only that the passage was in

their Latin manuscripts, as the quotation of it shows that it was in the

Latin manuscript of Eugenius, who drew up the confession. For these

Arians were Vandals who had been driven out of Spain into Africa, who
read the Bible only in the Latin translation, and were totally unacquainted

with Greek. Consequently their silence on the quotation of a passage

from the Latin translation, at the end of the fifth century, affords no pre-

sumption whatsoever that the passage existed in the Greek original.

Lastly, the whole transaction between Hunneric with his Arian Vandals

on the one side, and the orthodox bishops of Africa on the other, was
of such a nature as was very ill adapted to the decision of a critical ques-

tion. For these Vandals did not combat by argument, but by force ; and
they brought their adversaries to silence, not by reasoning with them, but

by cutting out their tongues. To argue, therefore, from the silence of

such men to the authenticity of 1 John v. 7. is nearly the name as an ap-

peal in its favour to the testimony of a Russian corporal." *

Such is the external evidence Jbr the genuineness of this much
litigated clause. It only remains that we briefly notice,

2. The internal Evidence adduced in its Behalf.

1. It is contended that the connection of the disjnited clause requires

it to he inserted, in order to complete the sense ,- while those who reject

it affirm that its insertion injures the whole passage.

Various commentators both of the Romish and Protestant churches

have given explications, the design of which is to show that the verse,

if properly interpreted, instead of disturbing the sense of the verses

with which it is joined, rather renders it more connected and com-

plete. But the argument, which they would derive from this sup-

posed necessary connection is denied by the opponents of the

genuineness of the disputed clause, who contend that the sense

would also be more complete, and the connection more clear with-

out it. That the reader may be enabled duly to estimate the force

or weakness of this argument, the exposition of Bishop Horsley,

which is drawn up on the assumption that it contains the " genuine

words" of the apostle, shall be subjoined, together with the explana-

tion of Sir Isaac Newton, the object of which is to show that the

sense is entire without the disputed clause.

i- Bishop Horslei/'s Paraphrastic Exposition.

" T/iere are three in heaven that bear record,— record to this fact, that Jesus is the Christ,

—
' the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost.

'

" Tlie Father bare witness by his own voice from heaven, twice declaring Jesus his

beloved Son ; first after his baptism, when he came up out of the river, and again at the

• Michaelis's Introduction, vol. iv. pp. 427, 428.
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transfiguration. A third time the Father bare witness when he sent his angel to Jesus in

agony in the garden.
" The eternal Word bare witness by the fulness of the Godhead dwelling in Jesus

bodily,— by tliat plenitude of strength and power with which he was supplied for the per-

formance of his miracles, and the endurance in his frail and mortal body of the fire of the

Father's wrath. The Word bare witness, — perhaps more indirectly, — still the Word
bare witness, by the preternatural darkness which for three hours obscured the sun, while

Jesus hung in torment upon the cross ; in the quaking of the earth, the rcnding of the

rocks, and the opening of the gi-aves, to liberate the bodies of the saints which appeared in

the holy city after our Lord's resurrection ; for these extraordinary convulsions of the

material world must be ascribed to that power by which God in the beginning created it,

and still directs the course of it, — that is, to the immediate act of the Word ; for ' by
him all things were made, and he upholdeth all things by the word of his own power.'

" The Holi/ Ghost bare witness, by the acknowledgment of the infant Jesus, made, by
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, by the mouths of his servants and instruments, Simeon
and Anna ; and more directly, by his visible descent upon the adult Jesus at his bap-
tism, and upon the apostles of Jesus after the ascension of their Lord.

" Thus the l/iree in heaven bare witness; and these three, the apostle adds, are one,—
one, in the unity of a consentient testimony ; for that unity is all that is requisite to tlie

purpose of the apostle's present argument He goes on : And there are three in earth

that bear witness,— the Sj)irit, and the Water, and the Blood ; and these three agree in one.
" The Spirit is here evidently to be understood of the gifts preternaturally conferred

upon believers.

" The ivater and the blood mentioned here as witnesses, are the water and the blood
which issued from the Redeemer's side, when his body, already dead, was pierced by a

soldier with a spear.

—

" But how do this water and this blood bear witness that the crucified Jesus was the

Christ? Water and blood were the indispensable instruments of cleansing and expiation

in all the cleansings and expiations of the law. ' Almost all things,' saitli Saint Paul,
' are by the lavv purged with blood ; and without shedding of blood there is no remission.'

But the purgation was not by blood only, but by blood and water ; for the same apostle

says, ' When IVIoses had spoken every precept to all the people, according to the law, he
took the blood of calves and of goats, with water, and sprinkled both the book and all the

people.' All the cleansings and expiations of the law, by water and animal blood, were
typical of the real cleansing of the conscience by the water of baptism, and of the expi-

ation of real guilt by the blood of Christ shed upon the cross, and virtually taken and
received by the faithful in the Lord's supper. The flowing, therefore, of this water and
this blood immediately upon our Lord's death, from the wound opened in his side, was a
notification to the surrounding multitudes, though at the time understood by few, that the

real expiation was now complete, and the cleansing fount set open.

—

" Thus I have endeavoured to explain how the water and the blood, together with the

spirit, are witnesses upon earth, to establish the faith which overcometh the world." '

It will, however, be observed, that this argument assumes that £y t^ yfi,

upo7i earth, in the eighth verse, implies that something had preceded with
£v Tw ov^avu, in heaven. " But they who argue in this manner" (Bishop
Marsh observes) " forget that tv 'rri yy] is umnting in the Greek MSS. as

well as £v TOO ovpavu. Also, in the oldest Latin MSS. the 8th verse is

equally destitute of in terra, which was inserted for the very purpose of
having something to correspond with in ccelo, and shows how well the

several parts of the interpolation have been fitted to each other."

-

ii. Sir Isaac Newton^s Paraphrastic Exposition.

" Who ishe that overco7neth the ivorld, but he that believcth that Jesus is the Son of God, that Son
spolien of in the Psalms, where he saith, ' Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee.'

This is he that, after the Jews had long expected him, came, first in a mortal body, by bap-

tism of water, and then in an immortal one by shedding his blood upon the cross, and rising

again from the dead; not by water only, but by ivater and blood ; being the Son of God, as

well by his resurrection from the dead (Acts xiii. 33.), as by his supernatural birth of the

Virgin. (Lukei. 35.) And it is the Spirit also, that, together with the water and blood,

beareth ivitness of \.\\e truth of his coming ; because the Spirit is truth, and so a fit and un-
exceptionable witness. For there are three that bear ?-ecorrf of his coming j the Spirit, which

' Bp. Horsley's Sermons, vol. i. pp. 193— 201.
2 Bp. Marsh's Lectures, partvi. p. 27. note.
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he promised to send, and which was since shed forth upon us in the form of cloven tongues

and of various gifts ; the baptism of rcater, wherein God testified ' this is my beloved Son ;'

and the shedding of bis Mood, accompaniedwith his resurrection, whereby he became the most

ftiithful martyr or witness of this truth. And these three, the Spirit, the baptism, and passion

of Christ, agree in witnessing 07ie and the same thing (namely that the Son of God is come) ;

and therefore their evidence is strong ; for the law requires but two consenting witnesses,

and here we have three : aitd if we receive the ivitness of men, the threefold u'itness of God,

which he bare of his Son, by declaring at his baptism ' This is my beloved Son,' by raising

him from the dead, and by pouring out his Spirit on us, is greater,- and therefore ought

to be more readily received."

" This," Sir Isaac Newton observes, " is the sense plain and natural,

and the argument full and strong; but, if you insert the testimony of the

three in heaven, you interrupt and spoil it : for the whole design of the

apostle being here to prove to men by witness the truth of Christ's coming,

1 would ask how the testimony of " the three in heaven" makes to this

purpose ? If their testimony be not given to men, how does it prove to them

the truth of Christ's coming? If it be [given], how is the testimony in

heaven distinguished from that on earth ? It is the same spirit which wit-

nesses in heaven and in earth. If in both cases it witnesses to us men,

wherein lies the difference between its witnessing in heaven and its wit-

nessing in earth ? If in the first case it does not witness to men, to whom
doth it witness? And to what purpose? And how does its witnessing

make to the design of St. John's discourse? Let them make good sense of

it who are able. For my part, I can make none. If it be said, that we are

not to determine what is Scripture, and what not, by our private judg-

ments, I confess it in places not controverted; but, in disputable places,

I love to take what I can best understand." ^

2. At the seventh verse, the three that bear record, are ^na^iifesthj

perso?is, and the words that exi^ress ttvo of them are masculine nouns,

6 UuTYjp (the Father), ajid 6 Aoyo: (the Word) ; whence we may

naturally expect that the adjuncts, or adjectives which allude to them,

would all be of' the mascidine gender likewise : consequently we fnd the

heavenly witnesses to be denoted by the words Tpsig bktiv ol [^upTvpovvrss

{there are three that bear record).

Thus far, all is conformable to the rules of plain grammar. Besides,

it cannot be difficult to conceive that the sacred writer, when about to ex-

press the earthly witnesses in the next verse, might carry on the same

expression or adjuncts to that verse ; and the correspondence in the

number of witnesses, and the similarity of their design in bearing witness

to the truth of the religion of Christ, may tend to confirm this sentiment.

But if the former verse did not precede, and should be rejected as

spurious, it will be difficult to account for the use of the masculine gender
;

and we should rather be inclined to suspect that the words would have

been rpia ua-i Ta ixctfrvfovvTo., as all the terms that follow to denote the

earthly energies, or attestations, are every one of the neuter gender. It

appears, then, that the turn of the language, as well as the nature of the

witnesses, would require the use of this gender ; and therefore the accu-

racy of the construction, or the strict rules of grammar, musty?/t;oMr the

present text. ^

3. Bishop Middleton has a long and elaborate dissertation, the

design of which is to show that the article TO before Iv eitriv in the

eighth verse, must necessarily refer to the word 'EN in the pre-

1 Sir Isaac Newton's Hist, of Two Texts. Works, vol. v. pp. 528, 529.

2 Classical Journal, vol. ii. pp. 869—871. See also Mr. Nolan's Inquiry, pp. 260. 304.
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ceding verse, and consequently that both verses must be retained, or

both rejected. '

This argument is not of a nature to admit of abridgment ; but, in order

to be strictly correct, there should be an identity in the subject, and not

a similarity only. A doubt may be reasonably entertained, whether, in

the language of St. John, TO 'EN is not used as equivalent to TO ATTO, as

it is in Phil. ii. 2. ; in which case no reference to any preceding expression

would be applied. To this we may add, that if the Vulgate preserves the

true reading, the translators must have supposed the £12 TO 'EN of the 8th
verse to be equivalent to the 'EN of the 7th: for all the manuscripts, which
retain the concluding clause of the 8th verse (a very large portion of them
omitting it), read tres unum sunt, as in the 7th verse.

-

4. The mode of thinJcing and dictio7i is peculiar to St. John. No
other evangelist or apostle speaks of the witness of the Father or the

Holij Spirit^ as he does iii his Gospel; and no other evangelist or

apostle calls the Son of God the Word.
This argument has been strenuously urged by Kettner, Bengel, and

other zealous advocates for the disputed clause."^ But, on the other hand,
it is contended that there is no such identical expression in the whole
Bible besides : and it is not strictly correct that no other evangelist calls

the Son of God the Word, because, as we have already seen -', that appel-

lation is expressly applied to Jesus Christ by Saint Luke. (i. 2.)

5. Further, those critics who advocate the genuineness of this text,

observe that omissions in antient manuscripts, versions, and authors,

are neither absolute contradictions, nor direct impeachments of facts.

They only supply food for conjecture, and conjectural criticism ought
to be sparingly and cautiously applied before it can be admitted as

sufficient authority for altering the received text. Besides, the omis-

sion in the present case may be satisfactorily accounted for, from
various circumstances. Thus,

(1.) There may have been two editions of this Epistle, in the first of
xuhich the disputed clause teas omitted, but is retained in the second or
later edition.

This hypotliesis was first announced by the late Mr. Charles Taylor 5, the English editor

of Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible. According to his hypothesis verses 5—9. of 1 John v.

stood thus in the two editions.

FIRST EDITION. SECOND EDITION.

Who is he that overcometh the world. Who is he that overcometh the world, unless it

unless it be one who believes that Jesus be one who believes that Jesus is the Son of God ?

is the Son of God ? This is he who This is he who came by water and blood ; Jesus

came by water and blood ; Jesus the the Christ; not by water only, but by water and
Clirist : not by water only, but by water blood : but the spirit is that which beareth witness,

and blood : but the spirit is that which They which bear witness then on earth, are these

beareth witness. They which bear three ; the spirit, and the water, and the blood j and

> See Bishop Middleton on the Greek Article, pp. 633—653.
° Quarterly Review, vol. xxvi. p. 330.
3 In support of the above argument, Bishop Burgess refers to John v. 31—37. viii. 13.

and XV. 26. : and bi'fore him, Griesbacii (wlio gives up the disputed passage as spurious)

had candidly said, tiiat John here refers to Christ's discourse in John v. 31—39. com-
pared with John viii. 13. 18. ; and adds, that what Jesus Christ had there taught, the

apostle wished to prove to his readers by the same arguments; which being the case, the

seventh verse (it is inferred) could not be wanting. Bp. Burgess's Vindication, p. 115.

ad edit.

* See pp. 304, 305. of the present volume.
5 Calmet's Dictionary, vol. iv. (4th edit.) pp. 281—288. Fragment, no. dccxxi.
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FIRST EDITION. SECOND EDITION.

witness, then, are these three ; the these three are combined in one. Correspondentli/,

spirit, and the water, and the blood, those H'ho bear ivitness in heaven, are three j the

and these are combined in one. If Father, a?id the JFord, and the Holi/ Sph-it ; and these

we receive the witness of men, the three are the one. If we receive the witness of
witness of God is greater; and assur- men, the witness of God is greater; nnrf assuredly
edly this is the witness of God, which this is the witness of God which is witnessed of
is witnessed of his Son, &c. his Son.

From this hypothesis it is impossible to withhold the praise of ingennity ; but it cannot
be admitted as positive evidence in determining the genuineness of the disputed clause,

from the total absence of historical or even traditionary testimony to support it.

(2.) The great havoc and destruction of the (intient copies of the Greek
Testament, in the Dioclesian persecution especially , ixihich raged ihro7ighoiit

the Roman empire, asfar as Britain, but ivas lighter in Africa, probably

occasioned a scarcity of antient Greek copies; and left the remnant more
open to adulteration, eitherfrom the negligence of transcribers, or the fraud

of heretics ; especially during the prevalence ofthe Ariati heresy in the Greek
church, for forty years, after the death of Constantine the Great (particu-

larly during the reign of Constantius), until the accession of Theodosins

the Great.

That such an adulteration of the sacred text might take place, is within the verge of
possibility. It is, however, all but morally impossible that it could take place without

detection : for, how is it possible that the Arians could conspire all the world over, at once,

in the latter end of Constantius's reign, to get into their possession all the copies of the

New Testament then in being, and correct them throughout, without being perceived?

And that they should accomplish this in such a way, as to leave no blot or chasm in such

copies, by which the fraud might be suspected or discovered ; further, that they should suc-

ceed in so utterly effacing the very memory of it, that neither Athanasius nor any other of

their contemporaries could afterwards remember that they had ever before seen it in their

sacred books ; and, finally, that they should erase it out of their own copies, so that when
they turned to the consubstantial faith (as they generally did in the western empire soon

after the death of Constantius), they could remember no more of it than any other person. '

(3.) The negligence of transcribers may have caused the omission of the
disputed clause. The seventh verse begins in the same manner as the eighth ;

and therefore the transcribers might easily have overlooked the seventh verse,

and conseguentlj/ have omitted it by accident.

The following illustration will enable the reader who understands no
other language but Engli&h, readily to apprehend how the words came to

be omitted.

The word which in the seventh verse is rendered bear record, and in the eighth bear

witness, is the same in Greek (oi fiaprvpovures) ; and if it had been translated in both verses

alike, as it ought to have been, the two verses would have run thus :

FOR THERE ABE THREE THAT BEAK WITNESS

IN HEAVEN, THE FATHER, THE WORD, AND THE
HOLT GHOST, AND THESE THREE ARE ONE.

AND THERE ARE THREE THAT BEAR WITNESS

IN EARTH, THE SPIRIT, THE WATER, AND THE
BLOOD, AND THESE THREE AGREE IN ONE.

Now, how easy it is, for one who is transcribing, and perhaps in haste, to slip his eye from

the words there arb three that bear witness in the 7th verse, to the same words

THERE ARE THREE THAT BEAR WITNESS in the 8th vcTse, any person may easily conceive

who has been accustomed to transcribing himself, or who has ever read and observed the

transcripts of others, or has been much employed in correcting the press. Similar omis-

sions frequently occur in Mill's and Griesbach's critical editions of the New Testament.

For where the beginning and ending of two sentences, within a line or two, happen to

be alike, the copyists sa frequently omit the former, that if the text under dispute had been

found in all the manuscripts and copies, we should have iiad a great deal more reason to

wonder than we have now, that it apfjcars in so few. Let it be granted, therefore, that an

omission of the intermediate words might naturally happen ;
yet still, the appearing of the

omission, both early and wide, proves no more than that the words happened to be early

' Hewlett's Commentary, vol. v. p. 508. 8vo. edit.
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dropped, and overlooked in some still more eaily copy. It might be dropped, for any
thing we know, out of a copy taken immediately from the original of Saint Jolin himself.
And then, most assuredly, all future transcripts, mediately or immediately derived from
that copy, must continue, at least, as imperfect and faulty as that first copy itself. And if

there should have been but few copies taken from the original in all, (and who will pretend
to say how many were really taken ?) it is no wonder that while some churches, as those,
for instance, in Africa and Europe (whither the perfect copies had been carried), had the true
reading, other churches in Asia and the East, from an imperfect copy, should transmit
an imperfect reading.

(4.) The Arians might have designedly expunged it, as being inimical to
their doctrine.

The charge of having expunged this passage has been brought against the Arians only
in modern times : but it is indignantly repelled by Dr. Mill (an advocate for the disputed i_
clause,) who asks. How should the Arians expunge these words, which were out already,
one hundred and fifty years before Arius was born? To which we may add that it is

utterly incredible, that the orthodox siiould have been so careless, as to have allowed the
Arians to get possession of all their copies, for the purpose of expunging the words in
question.

(5.) The orthodox themselves might have designedly tvithdraivn it out of
regard to the mystery of the Trinity, under the persuasion that such a pas-
sage as 1 John v. ?• ought not to be exposed to every reader.

Without examining the strength or weakness of this and the two preceding reasons
Michaelis observes, that such causes, though tliey viight have produced the omission of the
passage in some copies, coxdd not possibly have occasioned it in all the antient Greek ma-
nuscripts, and in all the antient versions, except the Latin. Besides they are wholly-
foreign to the present purpose : they do not tend to show the authenticity of I John v. 7,
but account merely for its omission, on the previous supposition that it is authentic. But
this is the thing to be proved. And it is surely absurd to account for the omission of a
passage in Saint John's first Epistle before it has been shown that the Epistle ever con-
tained it. " Suppose," he continues, " I were to cite a man before a court of justice, and
demand from him a sum of money, that on being asked by the magistrate, whether I had
any bond to produce in support of the demand, I answered, that I had indeed no bond to
produce, but that a bond might have been very easily lost during the troubles of the late
war. In this case, if the magistrate should admit the validity of the demand, and oblio-e
the accused party to pay the sum required, every man would conclude not so much th'at
he was unjust, as that his mental faculties were deranged. But is not this case similar to
the case of those who contend that 1 John v. 7. is genuine, because it might have been
lost? In fact, their situation is still worse, since the loss of a single manuscript is much
more credible than the loss of one and the same passage in more than eighty manuscripts." i

(6.) Several of the early fathers may have designedly omitted to quote
the clause in question,from considering it as a proof of the unity of the tes-
timony of the heavenly loitnesses to the Messiahship of Christ, and not of
the unity of their nature, and consequently not relevant to the controversies
in which those writers ivere engaged.

(7.) The silence of several of the earlier Greek fathers is no proof at all
that their copies of the Greek Testament wanted the clause in question

;

since in their cotitroversies they have omitted to quote other texts referring
to the doctrine of the Trinity, with whicli other parts of their ivritino-s show
that they must have been well acquainted. Besides, the silence of several

of thefathers is more than compensated by the total silence of all the heretics
or false teachers, at least from the days ofPraxeas {in the second centun/)
ivho never charged the orthodoxfathers with being guilty of interpolation.

Let us now briefly recapitulate the evidence on this much litio-ated

question.

I. Against the genuineness of the disputed clause, it is urged, that

1. It is not to be found in a single Greek manuscript, written before
the sixteenth century.

' Michaelis's Introduction, vol.iv. p. 434.

it ^
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2. It is wanting in the earliest and best critical editions of the Greek
Testament.

3. It is contained in the manuscripts of no other antient version besides

the Latin ; and
4. Not all the manuscripts even of the Latin version contain this clause.

It is wanting in upwards of forty of the oldest Latin manuscripts, and in other MSS. it

is found only in the margin, evidently inserted hy a later hand ; and even in those manu-
scripts which do contain it, this passage is variously placed, sometimes before and some-
times after the earthly witnesses.

5. It is not once quoted in the genuine works of any one of the Greek
fathers, or early ecclesiastical writers, even in those places where we
should most expect it.

6. It is not once quoted by any of the Latin fathers, even where the

subject of which they were treating required ; and where, consequently,

we should expect to see it cited.

7. The Protestant Reformers either rejected it, or at least marked it

as doubtful On the other hand,

W.In BEHALF ofthe gemdnenessofthe disputed clause,it is contended^ that

(L External EvideJice.)

1. It is found in the Latin version which was current in Africa before

the Latin Vulgate version was made, and also in most manuscripts of the

Vulgate version.

But the authority of these manuscripts is justly to be suspected, on account of the many
alterations and corruptions which the Vulgate version has undergone.

2. It is found in the Confession of Faith, and Liturgy of the Greek
Church.

3. It is found in the Primitive Liturgy of the Latin Church.

But it is very jjrobable that the clause in question was interpolated from the Liturgy of

the Latin church into that of the Greek church by some of the Greek clergy, who were

devoted partisans of the Romish church, in the fourteenth or fifteenth century, at which

time the majority of the common people, from tiie ignorance which at that time generally

prevailed throughout Europe, were incapable of detecting the imposition.

4. It is cited by numerous Latin fathers.

The contrary is maintained by the antagonists of the disputed clause ; and in pp. 474

—

478. we have shown that the authorities of Tertullian, Cyprian, Jerome, and the African

bishops, which have principally been relied on, are inapplicable to prove the point for which

they have been adduced.

(2. Internal Evidence.)

1. The connection of the disputed clause requires its insertion, inasmuch

as the sense is not perfect without it.

This argument is rebutted by the fact that the context admits of an exposition, which

makes the sense complete ivithout the disputed clause.

2. The grammatical structure of the original Greek requires th€ inser-

tion of the seventh verse, and consequently that it should be received as

genuine.

Otherwise the latter part of the eighth verse, the authenticity of which was never ques-

tioned, (as indeed it cannot be, being found in every known manuscript that is extant,)

must likewise be rejected.

3. The doctrine of the Greek article, which is found in both verses, is

such, that both must be retained, or both must be rejected.

4. The mode of thinking and diction is peculiar to St. John.

To this it is replied, that there is no such identical expression in the whole Bible, besides

1 John V. 7.

5. The omission of this clause may be satisfactorily accounted for. Thus
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(1.) There may have been two editions of this epistle, in the first of which the disputed
clause was omitted, though it is retained in the second.

(2.) The great scarcity of antient Greek copies, caused by the persecutions of the Chris-
tians by the Roman emperors, would leave the rest open to the negligence of copyists
or to the frauds of false teachers.

(3.) The negligence of transcribers is a cause of other omissions.

(-I.) The Arians might have designedly expunged it, as bejng inimical to their doctrine.

(5.) The orthodox themselves might have designedly witlidrawn it out of regard to the
mystery of the Trinity.

(6.) Several of the fathers may have designedly omitted the clause in question.

(7.) The silence of several of the Greek fathers is no proof that their copies of the
Greek Testament wanted the clause in question ; since, in their controversies respect-
ing the Trinity, they have omitted to quote other texts with which they must have been
well acquainted.

Upon a review of all the preceding arguments, the disputed
clause (we think) must be abandoned as spurious : nor can any
thing less than the positive authority of unsuspected manuscripts
justify the admission of so important a passage into the sacred
canon. Much stress, it is true, has been laid upon some points in

the internal evidence, and particularly the supposed grannnatical
arguments (Nos. 2. and 3.), and the reasons assigned for the omission
of this clause. But some of these reasons have been shown to be
destitute of the support alleged in their behalf; and the remainder
are wholly hypothetical, and unsustained by any satisfactory evi-

dence. " Internal evidence," indeed, (as Bishop Marsh forcibly

argues) " may show that a passage is sjmrious, though external

evidence is in its favour ; for instance, if it contain allusions to things

which did not exist in the time of the reputed author. But no
INTERNAL EVIDENCE CAN PROVE A PASSAGE TO BE GENUINE, WHEN
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE IS DECIDEDLY AGAINST IT. A SpuriouS pas-

sage may be fitted to the context as well as a genuine passage. No
arguments, therefore, from internal evidence, however ingenious they

may appear, can outweigh the mass of external evidence which ap-

plies to the case in question." ^

But, although the disputed clause is confessedly spurious, its

absence neither does nor can diminish the weight of irresistible

EVIDENCE which other undisputed passages of Holy Writ afford to

the doctrine of the Trinity. '" The proofs of our Lord's true and
pi'oper Godhead remain unshaken — deduced from the prophetic

-

descriptions of the Messiah's person in the Old Testament — from
the ascription to him of the attributes, the works, and the homage,
which are peculiar to the Deity— and from those numerous and
important relations, which he is affirmed in Scripture to sustain

I Bp. Marsh's Lectures, part vi. p. 27. Bishop Burgess has argued, at considerable

length, in favour of the superiority of internal evidence, even where the external evidence

is decidedly against a passage. [Vindication, pp. xxix xxxiv.) His arguments are mi-

nutely considered, and (it must, we think, be admitted) set aside, by Crito Cantabrigi-

ensis. (Vindication of Mr. Porson's Literary Character, pp. 15—84.

J

- On this subject the reader is referred to a small volume by the author of this work,

intitled, The Scripture Doclrine of the Trinily brirjlj/ itcitcd and defended, 8iC. (Second

edition, I'imo., London, 182G.) In the appendix to that volume he has exhibited the veri/

strong collateral testimony, furnished to the scriptural evidence of this doctrine, by the actual

profession of faith in, and worship of, Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, as well as of God
the Father, by the Christian church in every age; together with other documents illustra- ,

tive of this important truth of divine revelation, derived from ecclesiastical history and the

writings of the fathers of the three first centuries of the Christian DCra.
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towards his holy and universal church, and towards each of its true

members. There are, to adopt the deliberate judgment of Gries-

bach, so many arguments for the true Deity of Christ, that I see

not how it can be called in question ; the divine authority of Scrip-

ture being granted, and just rules of interpretation acknowledged.

The exordium of Saint John's Gospel, in particular, is so perspi-

cuous and above all exception, that it never can be overturned by

the daring attacks of interpreters and critics, and taken away from

the defenders of the truth.

'

*^* The reader, who may be desirous of entering more fully into this

controversy, may consult the dissertations of Calmet -, and Dr. Benson 3,

the elaborate note or rather disquisition of Wetstein '^, and particularly

the dissertation of Michaelis already cited '', together with Mr. Archdea-

con Travis's Letters to Edward Gibbon, Esq. (1794, 3d edit. 8vo. ), the

late Professor Forson's Letters to Mr. Travis, in the Gentleman's Maga-
zine for 1788, 1789, and 1790, which were soon afterwards collected into

an octavo volume, and published with additions, and also the Rev. Her-

bert (now Bishop) Marsh's Letters to Mr. Archdeacon Travis. (Leipsic

and London, 1795, 8vo.) Those who may not have the opportunity of

consulting these elaborate works, will find a copious and perspicuous

account of the controversy in Dr. Mill's long note at the end of 1 John v.

(p. 582. of Kuster's edition); in the Diatribe of Griesbach, at the end of

the second volume of his edition of the Greek Testament, as well as in

the sixth volume of the Christian Observer, for the year 1806; in the

Eclectic Review for 1810, vol. vi. parti, pp.62—71. 155—164.; Dr.

Hales's Treatise on Faith in the Holy Trinity, vol. ii. pp.131—225.

Lond. 1818. 8vo. ; Mr. Nolan's Liquiry into the Integrity of the Greek
Vulgate (London, 1815. 8vo. ) ; Alber's Institutiones Hermeneuticas

Scripturae Sacrae Novi Testamenti, torn. iii. pp.353—369. (Pestini, 1818);

Bishop Burgess's Vindication of 1 John v. 7. from the objections of

M. Griesbach, second edition. London, 1823. 8vo. There is likewise a

neat and succinct statement of the arguments in Dr. A. Clarke's Succes-

sion of Sacred Literature^, and also in the second volume of Mr. Butler's

Horas Biblicae. -^ The Dissertation of the late Rev. Dr. Hey, though less

extensive than either of the last-mentioned treatises, is richly deserving

of a perusal from the candid spirit in which it is drawn up. ^ The disqui-

sitions of Dr. Mill and of several other eminent critics have been collected

and published by Bishop Burgess, in one volume, intitled " Adnotationes

Millii, Wetstenii, Bengelii, et Sabaterii, ad 1 Joann. v. 7. una cum duabus

1 Atque sunt profecto tarn multa et luculenta argumenta et Scripturje loca, quibus vera

Deltas Christo vindicatur, ut ego quidcm intelligere vix possim, quomodo, concessa Scrip-

turae Sacrse divina auctoritate et admissis justis interpretandi regulis, dogma hoc in dubium
a quoquam vocari posse. In primis locus ille, Joh. i. 1, 2,3. tarn perspicuus est, atque

omnibus exceptionibus major, ut neque intcrpretum, negue criticorum audacibus conatibus

WdVA'si everti atque verit(Ui& dejensoribvs eripi jwssil. Nov. Test. torn. ii. Prsef. pp. viii.

ix. Halce, 1775.
2 Comment. Littoral, tome viii. pp. 745—752.
3 Paraphrase on the Catholic Epistles, pp. 6.^1—646.
» Nov. Test. vol. ii. pp.721—725.
* See his Introd. to the New Test. vol. iv. pp. 412—441.
6 Pp. 85— 98. Dr. C. has reprinted his Essay, with important additions, at the end of

his Commentary on tiie First Epistle of Saint John.
7 Mr. Butler's work is particularly valuable, as he has given the literary history of this

controversy, which want of room has compelled us to omit.
8 See his Norrisian Lectures on Divinity, vol. ii. pp. 280—291. All the above-noticed

works have been consulted for the preceding observations on the contested clause.
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Epistolis Richard! Bentleii et Observationibus Joannis Seldeni, Christo-

phori Matthise Pfaffii, Joannis Francisci Buddei, et Christiani Friderici

Schmidii, de eodem loco." Mariduni [Caernrarthen], 1822. 8vo. And
in 1821-, the same learned prelate conferred a further benefit on biblical

literature, by publishing the first part of " A Selection of Tracts on

1 John V. 7." containing Letters by Bishops Barlow and Smallbroke, two
anonymous Letters to Dr. Bentley, with Dr. Bentley's Answer, and Ex-
tracts from Martin's Examination of Emlyn's Answer, relative to that

Letter; together with the Notes of Hammond and Whitby on the Con-
troverted Verse, and Dr. Adam Clarke's Account of the Montfort Manu-
script. As Bishop Burgess has animadverted in his various publications

on the Observations of Professor Porson, his strictures have called forth

a very able reply in " A Vindication of the Literary Character of the late

Professor Porson" by Crito Cantabrigiensis (Cambridge, 1827. 8vo.)

;

who has also vindicated the Professor (in pp. 388—^Oi.) from the stric-

tures of the Rev. Francis Huyshe, in his " Specimen of an intended Pub-
lication which was to have been intitled A Vindication of them that have

the rule over us, for their not having cut out the disputed Passage, 1 John
V. 7, 8. from the authorised Version :" being an examination of the first

six pages of Professor Porson's IVth Letter to Archdeacon Travis, on the

MSS. used by R. Stephens.

SECTION VI.

ON THE SECOND AND THIRD EPISTLES OF JOHN.

I. Genuineness, Authenticity, and Date of these Epistles II, The Second

Epistle, to whom addressed. — III. 7^* Scope.— IV. The Third Epistle,

to ivhom addressed. — V. Its Scope. — VI. Observations on this Ejnstle.

I. Although, in the fourth century, when Eusebius wrote his

ecclesiastical history, these two Epistles were classed among the

AvrjAsyoju-sva or books which were received by the majority of Chris-

tians (though some doubts were entertahied by others respecting

their authenticity), yet testimonies are not wanting to prove that

they were both known and received as genuine productions of the

apostle John. The second Epistle is cited by Irenaeus, and received

by Clement of Alexandria. Origen mentions all three Epistles,

though he says that the second and third were not allowed to be

genuine by all persons. Dionysius of Alexandria mentions them as

being ascribed to St. John. The second Epistle was quoted by

Alexander bishop of Alexandria ; and all three Epistles were re-

ceived by Athanasius, by Cyril of Jerusalem, by Epiphanius, Jerome

(a few of whose contemporaries doubted the authenticity of these

Epistles), Rufinus, and almost every subsequent writer of note. ^

They are not, indeed, received in the Syrian churches ; but the

thoughts and style are so similar to those of the first Epistle^ that

1 See the references to the above-named fathers in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

pp. 584—586. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 525, 526.

2 Dr. Mill, and after him Dr. Lardner, observe, that, of the thirteen verses composing

the seond Epistle, eight arc to be found in the tirst, either in sense or in expression.

I I 4
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almost all critics attribute them to the author of the first Epistle,

namel}^, John ; and they were, in all probability, written about the

same time as that Epistle, viz. A. D. 68 or 69. Consequently these

Epistles could not have been written by John the elder, a member
of the Ephesian church, as some of the fathers, and also some mo-
dern critics, have imagined. Various reasons have been assigned

why these two Epistles were not received earlier into the canon.

-Michaelis is disposed to think that doubt was excited concerning

their genuineness by the address, in which the author neither calls

himself John, nor assumes the title of an apostle, but simply names

himself the "elder" (6 7rp5o-/3uT5po.') ; as Saint Peter (1. ch.v. 1.) styles

himself a " fellow elder" (o-u/xTr^scr/SuTjpoj), which title, after Peter's

death, the apostle John might with great propriety assume, as being

the only remaining apostle. It is, however, most probable that, being

letters to private pei'sons, they had for a considerable time been kept

in the possession of the families to whom they were originally sent,

and were not discovered till long after the apostle's decease, and

after the death of the persons to whom they had been addressed.

When first discovered, all the immediate vouchers for their genu-

ineness were necessarily gone; and the church of Christ, ever on its

guard against imposture, particularly in relation to writings profess-

ing to be the work of apostles, hesitated to receive them into the

number of canonical Scriptures, until it was fully ascertained that

they were divinely inspired.

II. Considerable uncertainty prevails respecting the person to

whom the second Epistle was addressed, some conjecturing a parti-

cular person to be intended, while others understand it figuratively,

as of the church. The antient commentators supposed it to be
figurative, but most of the modern commentators and critics under-

stand it literally, though they do not agree in their literal interpre-

tation. Archbishop Newcome, Wakefield, Macknight, and the

venerable translators of our authorised version, make ExAexrvj to be
an adjective, and render the inscription " To the elect (or excellent,

or chosen) Lady;" the Vulgate version, Calmet, and others, con-

sider EjcA=?ct») to be a proper name, and translate it " To the Lady
Electa;" Schleusner and Rosenmiiller take Kupja to be a proper
name, and the Epistle to be addressed to Cyria the Elect, and Mi-
chaelis conjectures Kup»a to be an ellipsis of Kwpja E;txA»]o-<a, which,

among the antient Greeks, signified an assembly of the people held

at a stated time, and was held at Athens three times in every month

;

and that, since the sacred writers adopted the term ExxAvjcrja from
its civil use among the Greeks, Kup<a ExxArjcrja might here mean the

stated assembly of the Christians, held every Sunday ; and thus tjj

gxAexrr) xupia, with exxArjo-ia understood, would signify, " To the

elect church or community which comes together on Sundays." He
admits, however, that he knows not of any instance of such ellipsis

;

and Bishop Middleton does not think that this explanation can be
very easily established. Of these various hypotheses, the most pro-
bable opinion is that which considers the Epistle as addressed to the

Lady Electa, who is supposed to have been an eminent Christian
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matron : what confirms this opinion is, that the Greek article is ab-
sent, which would have been absolutely necessary if the inscription

had been " To the elect Lady," or to " Kyria the Elect."

III. The SECOND Epistle of John is an epitome of the first, and
touches, in few words, on the same points. The " Lady Electa" is

commended for her virtuous and religious education of her children ;

and is exhortetl to abide in the doctrine of Christ, to persevere in

the truth, and carefully to avoid the delusions of false teachers. But
chiefly the apostle beseeches this Christian matron to practise the
great and indispensable commandment of Christian love and charity.

IV. The THIRD Epistle of John is addressed to a converted
Gentile, a respectable member of some Christian church, called

Gaius or Caius ; but, who he was, is extremely uncertain, as there
are three persons of this name mentioned in the New Testament, viz.

1. Gaius of Corinth (1 Cor. i. 14), whom Paul calls his " host, and
the host of the whole church" (Rom. xvi. 23.) ; 2. Gaius, a native

of Macedonia, who accompanied Paul, and spent some time with
him at Ephesus (Acts xix. 29.); 3. Gaius of Derbe (Acts xx. 4.),

who also was a fellow-traveller of Paul. Michaelis and most modern
critics suppose the person to whom this Epistle was addressed to be
the Gaius of Corinth, as hospitality was a leading feature in his

character. His hospitable temper, particularly tov/ards the ministers

of the Gospel, is strongly marked in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth verses of this Epistle.

V. The Scope of this Epistle is to commend his steadflistness in

the faith and his general hospitality, especially to the ministers of
Christ ; to caution him against the ambitious and turbulent practices

of Diotrephes, and to recommend Demetrius to his friendship: re-

ferring what he further had to say to a personal interview.

VI. Commentators are by no means agreed who this Diotrephes
was. Bede, Erasmus, Michaelis, and others, suppose him to have
been the author of a new sect, and that, as he delivered false doc-
trines, he objected to those who propagated the true faith. Grotius,

Le Clerc, and Beausobre, imagined that he was a Gentile convert
who would not receive Jewish Christians. But it is most probable
that he was an ambitious elder or bishop in the church of which
Gaius was a member, and that, having been converted from Judaism,
he opposed the admission of the Gentiles, and set himself up as the

head of a party in opposition to the apostles. If (as we suppose)
the Gaius to whom this Epistle was addressed was the generous
" host of the church at Corinth," it is possible that this Diotrephes
might have been the leading opponent of Saint Paul in that city,

whom he forebore to name out of delicacy, though he censured his

conduct. See 1 Cor. iii. 3— 5. iv. 6, &c.

Demetrius, who is so highly commended by the apostle in this

Epistle, is thought to have held some sacred office in the church of
which Gaius was a member ; but this opinion is rejected bv Dr.
Benson, because on that supposition Gaius must have known him
so well, as to need no information concerning his character from the

apostle. He therefore believed him to have been the bearer of this
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letter, and one of the brethren who went forth to preach to the Gen-
tiles. With this conjecture Rosenmiiller coincides. Calmet sup-
poses that he was a member of the same church as Gains, whose
piety and hospitality he imitated. But whoever Demetrius was, his

character and deportment were the reverse of the character and con-
duct of Diotrephes ; for the apostle speaks of the former as having
a good testimony from all men, and whose temper and behaviour
were in every respect conformable to the precepts of the Gospel, and
therefore Saint John recommends him as an example to Gaius, and
the other members of the church to which he belonaed. ^

SECTION VII.

ON THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF JUDE.

T. Account of the -Author II. Gomiiieness and Authenticitj/.— III. Date.— IV. Of the Persons to tvhom this Epistle tvas addressed V. Its Oc-
casion and Sco2}e. — VI. Observations on its Style.

I. J UDE or Judas, who was surnamed Thaddeus and Lebbeus,
and was also called the brother of our Lord (Matt. xiii. 55.), was
the son of Alpheus, brother ofJames the Less, and one of the twelve

apostles. We are not informed when or how he was called to the

apostleship ; and there is scarcely any mention of him in the New
Testament, except in the different catalogues of the twelve apostles.

Tlie only particular incident related concerning Jude is to be found
in John xiv. 21— 23. ; where we read that he addressed the following

question to his Divine Master — Lord ! /ww is it that thou 'wilt ma-
nifest thyselfunto us, and not unto the world P Full of ideas of tem-
poral grandeur and universal monarchy, he could not imagine how
our Saviour could establish a kino-dom without manifestina; it to the

world ; — a proof how much this apostle was actuated by Jewish
prejudices, and what delusive hopes he cherished, in common with

all the other apostles, of soon beholding his Master erect a powerful
and magnificent empire.

As Jude continued with the rest of the apostles after our Lord's
resurrection and ascension (Acts i. 13.), and was with them on the

day of Pentecost (ii. 1.), it is not unreasonable to suppose, that,

after having received the extraoixlinary gifts of the Holy Spirit, he
preached the Gospel for some time in Judaea, and performed mira-

cles in the name of Christ. And as his life seems to have been
prolonged, it is probable that he afterwards quitted Judaea, and
preached the Gospel to Jews and Gentiles, in other countries. It

has been said, that he preached in Arabia, Syria, Mesopotamia, and
Persia, and that he suffered martyrdom in the last-mentioned country.

' Micbaelis, vol. iv. pp. 442—456. Lardner, 8vo. vol, vi. pp. 584—607- ; 4to. vol. iii.

pp. 425—4.ST. Benson on the Catholic Epistles, pp. 663—680. Biiddei Ecclesia Apos-
tolica, pp. 3 1 4—31G. Dr. Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book ii. pp.] 150— 1152.
Bishop MiddJeton on the Greek Article, pp. 653—6.56. (first edition.) Lampe, in Evang.
Joannis, torn. i. pp. 111—115. Pritii Iiitrod. in Nov. Test. pp. 109, 110.
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The Syrians still claim him as their apostle; but we have no account
of his travels upon which we can rely, and it may even be questioned

whether he was a martyr. *

II. In the early ages of Christianity, the Epistle of Jude was re-

jected by several pei'sons, because the apocryphal books of Enoch,
and of the Ascension of Moses, were supposed to be quoted in it ;

and Michaelis has rejected it as spurious. We have, however, the

most satisfactory evidences of the authenticity of this Epistle. It is

found in all the antient catalogues of the sacred writings of the New
Testament : it is asserted to be genuine by Clement of Alexandria,

and is quoted as Jude's production by Tertullian, by Origen, and
by the greater part of the antieuts noticed by Eusebius.'- Inde-

pendently of this external evidence, the genuineness of the Epistle

of Jude is confirmed by the subjects discussed in it, which are in

every respect suitable to the character of an apostle of Jesus Christ:

for the writer's design was, to characterise and condemn the false

teachers who endeavoured in that age to make proselytes to their

erroneous and dangerous tenets, to reprobate the impious doctrines

which they taught for the sake of advantage, and to enforce the

practice of holiness on all who professed the Gospel. In short, as

Dr. Macknight most truly observes, there is no error taught, no evil

practice enjoined, for the sake of which any impostor could be in-

duced to impose a forgery of this kind upon the world.

With regard to the objection against the genuineness of this

Epistle, which is derived irom the quotation by Jude of an apocry-

phal book of Enoch (which has already been noticed ^), it is to be

observed, that the apostle, by quoting such book, gives it no autho-

rity. It was no canonical book of the Jews ; and though such a

book existed among them, and was apocryphal, yet it might contain

some things that were true. Jude's quoting from it the prophecy
under consideration would not lessen the authority of his Epistle,

any more than Paul's quotations from the heathen poets Aratus

(Acts xvii. 28.), Menander (1 Cor. xv. 33.), and Epimenides (Tit. i.

12.), have lessened the autliority of the history of the Acts, and of

that apostle's letters, where these quotations are found. The reason

is (as Macknight most forcibly observes), if the things contained in

1 It is more-certain that Jude was a married man, and had children : for Eusebius re-

lates, on the authority of the ecclesiastical historian Hegesippus, (a converted Jew, who
flourished in the second century,) that the emperor Domitian, in a fit of jealousy, ordered

inquiry to be made concerning the posterity of David, on which occasion some of the

grandcliildren of Jude were brought before him. Tlic emperor, first asking them several

questions respecting their profession and manner of life, which was husbandry, next in-

quired concerning the kingdom of Christ, and v/hen it should appear? To this tliey re-

plied, that it was a heavenly and spiritual, not a temporal kingdom; and that it would not

be manifested till the end of tlie world. Domitian, tluis finding that they were mean per-

sons and ))erfectly harmless, dismissed them imboimd, and by edict ajipeased the persecu-

tion which had been raised against tlie church. Hegesippus adds, that, on their release,

the grandchildren of Jude afterwards presided over churches, both as being martyrs (more

correctly confessors), and also as being allied to our Lord. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. lib. iii.

cc. 1 9, 20.
'i See the passages of the above named writers in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

pp. Sl.S—618. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp. 4'10— 44.'J.

3 See Vol. II. p. 271. supra.
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these quotations were true in themselves, they might be mentioned

by an inspired writer without giving authority to the poems from

which they were cited. In hke manner, if the prophecy ascribed to

Enoch, concerning the future judgment and punishment of the

wicked, was agreeable to the other declarations of God respecting

that event, Jude might cite it, because Enoch (who, like Noah, was

a preacher of righteousness) might actually have delivered such a

prophecy, though it is not recorded in the Old Testament ; and

because his quoting it did not establish the authority of the book

whence he took it, if he took it from any book extant in his time.

The preceding observations apply with equal force to verse 9. in

which the apostle is supposed to cite an apocryphal relation or tra-

dition concerning the archangel Michael's disputing with Satan for

the body of Moses. This is by some writers referred to a book

called the " Assumption or Ascension of Christ," which in all pro-

bability was a forgery much later than the time of Jude ; but Dr.

Lardner thinks it much more credible that the apostle alludes to the

vision in Zech. iii. 1— 3.; and this opinion is adopted and elucidated

by -Dr. Macknight in his note on the verse in question. In further

illustration of this verse, we may remark, that it was a Jewish maxim,

that " it is not lawful for man to prefer ignominious reproaches, even

ao-ainst wicked spirits." Might not the apostle, then, have used it

merely as a popular illustration (without vouching for the fact) of

that sober and wholesome doctrine, not to speak evil of dignities P

from the example of the archangel, who did not venture to rail even

at Satan, but n^ieekly said, " The Lord rehnlce thee!^^ The hypothesis,

that Jude copied the prophecy of Enoch from the writings of Zoro-

aster (which some continental critics have imagined) is too absurd

to deserve a serious refutation.^

III. The time and place, when and where this Epistle was writ-

ten, are extremely uncertain. Dr. Mill fixes its date to the year 90,

principally because the false teachers, whom Peter describes as yet

to come, are mentioned by Jude as alreadij come. But on a compa-

rison of this Epistle with the second of Peter, there does not appear

to be such a remarkable difference in their phraseology, as will be

sufficient to prove that Jude wrote his Epistle so long after Peter's

second Epistle, as Dr. Mill supposed : though it proves, as most cri-

tics agree, that it was written afer the latter. The very great coin-

cidence in sentiment and style between these two Epistles renders it

likely that they were written about the same time ; and, since we

have seen that the second Epistle of Peter was in all probability

written early in a. d. 65, we are induced with Lardner to place it

towards the close of the same year, or perhaps in a. d. 66. Bishop

Tomline, however, dates it in a. d. 70; Beausobre and L'Enfant,

between a. d. 70 and 75 ; and Dodwell and Dr. Cave, in 71 or 72.

IV. There is much diversity of opinion concerning the persons

' The reader will lind an interesting account of the difTcrent hypotheses which critics

"hare entertained concerning the prophecy of Enoch, mentioned by Jude, in Laurmann's
Collectanea, sive NotK Criticse et Commentarius in Epistolam Judae, pp. 137— 173.

220—233. 8vo. Groningre, 1818, See also Calmet's Commentaire Litt6ral, torn. viii.

pp. 1034—1040.
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to whom this Epistle was addressed. Eslius and Witsius were of

opinion that Jude wrote to Christians every where, but especially to

the converted Jews. Dr. Hammond thought that the EpisUe was

directed to Jewish Christians alone, and with the design of guarding

them against the errors of the Gnostics. Dr. Benson also thought

that it was written to Jewish believers, especially to those of the Wes-
tern dispersion. Moldenhawer was of opinion, that it was inscribed

to the Eastern churches, among whom the apostle had probably la-

boured. But, from the inscription \ Drs. Lardner and Macknight,

Bishop Tomline and Dr. A. Clarke, concur in thinking that it was

written to all, without distinction, who had embraced the Gospel.

The only reason, Dr. Macknight remarks, which has induced com-
mentators to suppose that Jude wrote to the Jewish believers alone,

is, that he makes use of arguments and examples taken fi'om the

sacred books of the Jews. But Paul, we have seen, followed the

same course when writing to the Gentiles ; and both apostles did so

with propriety, not only because all who embraced the Gospel ac-

knowledged the authority of the Jewish Scriptures, but also because

it was of the greatest importance to make the Gentiles sensible that

the Gospel was in perfect unison with the antient revelation.

V. The design of this Epistle is, to guard believers against the

false teachers w^ho had begun to insinuate themselves into the Chris-

tian church ; and to contend with the utmost earnestness and zeal

for the true faith, against the dangerous tenets which they dissemi-

nated, resolving the whole of Christianity into a speculative belief

and outward profession of the Gospel. And having thus cancelled

the obligations of morality and personal holiness, they taught their

disciples to live in all manner of licentiousness, and at the same time

flattered them with the hope of divine favour, and of obtaining eternal

life. The vile characters of these seducers are further shown, and

their sentence is denounced ; and the Epistle concludes with warn-

ings, admonitions, and counsels to believers, how to persevere in

faith and godliness themselves, and to rescue others from the snares

of the false teachers.

VI. There is very great similarity between the Epistle of Jude

and the second chapter of Peter's second Epistle, in subject, style,

vehemence, and holy indignation against impudence and lewdness,

and against those who insidiously undermine chastity, purity, and

sound principles. The expressions are remarkably strong, the lan-

guage is animated, and the figures and comparisons are bold, apt,

and striking. In the Episde of Jude, particularly, there is an energy,

a force, a grandeur of expression and style— an apparent labour for

words and images, expressive enough to give the reader a just and

adequate idea of the profligate characters he exposes ; and the whole

is admirably calculated to show how deeply the holy apostle was

srrieved at the scandalous immoralities of those who called them-

1 To them that are sanctified by God the Father, and preserved in Jesus Christ, and
called Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation,

&c. Jude 1. 3.
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selves Christians, and with what fervour and courage he tore off the

masks from these hypocrites, that the church and the world might

see all the turpitude and deformity that lurked beneath it.
^

CHAPTER V.

ON THE llEVELATION OF Sy\INT JOHN THE DIVINE.

I. Title.— II. The Genuineness of this Boole shoxvn, 1. From External

Evidence; 2. From Internal Characters.— III. Its Date.— IV. Occa-

sion and Scope.— V. Synopsis of its Contents.— VI. Observations on

this Book.

I. 1 HE three first verses of the Apocalypse form its Title; but

as this is inconvenient on account of its length, various shorter in-

scriptions are given in the Manuscripts and Antient Versions. Thus,

in C. or the Codex Ephrem it is termed ATroKaXv^ig looawov, the Re-
velation ofJohn; in the Codex Coislinianus 199. (17. of Griesbach's

notation) rou deoXoyov, of John the Divine ; in B. a manuscript

belonging to the monks of St. Basil at Rome (of the seventh century)

KOLi EuayysXnjTov, of John the Divine aiid Evangelist ; in 42,

(Codex Pio-Vaticanus 150., of the twelfth century,) ATroxoiXv^ig

Iwavvov Tou wKoo-ToXou xai EuayyaAjtrrou, the Revelation of John the

Apostle and Evangelist ; in 30. (Codex Guelpherbytanus XVI. 7. a

manuscript of the twelfth or thirteenth century,) K'Koxcx.Xv\>ii too ayiou

x«j ev'^o^OTUTOV WTToaToXov Kui suayyiXKTTOv, Trap^svov >jya7!-yjju.evou, ewKr-

TYj^tou Icaavvov ^eoXoyov, the Revelation of the holy and most glorious

apostle and evangelist, the beloved virgin who lay i?i the bosom [of

Jesus Christ], John the Divine. In 16. (the Codex Uffenbachianus,)

it is the Apocalypse . , . %v h UaT[x,w t*] vYjaoo s^suo-uto, which he beheld

in the island Patmos ; and in 26. (the Codex Wakianus 1. a manu-
script of the eleventh century, in the library of Christ's College,

Oxford,) it is Ijjctou Xpicrxou A7ro>caAi;\I/»j So^ejcra tw ^eoAoyw Iwavvij,

the Revelation ofJesus. Christ given io John the Divine. In the Syrian

Version, in Bishop Walton's Polyglott, it is intitled the Revelation

which was made by God to John the Evangelist in the island [of] Pat-

vios, into which he was thrown [or banished] by Nero Cicsar ; and in

the Arabic Version it is the Vision oj^ John the Apostle and Evan-
gelist., namely, the Apocalypse. None of these titles are of any
authority ; nor can any certain reason be assigned for giving the

appellation of ©soAoyoj, or the Divine, to the apostle and evangelist

John.^

II. It is a remarkable circumstance, that the authentictiy of this

book was very generally, if not universally, acknowledged during

' Benson on the Catholic Epistles, pp. 437—448. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi.

pp. 619— 627. ; 4to. vol. iii. pp.443—447. Macknight's Preface to Jiide. Blackwall's

Sacred Classics, vol. i. pp. 304,305. Pritii Introd. in Nov. Test. pp. 110— 117.

2 Griesbach, and Dean Woodhouse, on Rev. i. 1. Pritii Introductio ad Lectionem
Novi Testamenti, pp. 127, 128.
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the two first centuries, and yet in the third century it began to be
questioned. This seems to have been occasioned by soine absurd
notions concerning the Millenium, which a few well-meaning but
fanciful expositors grounded on this book ; which notions their op-
ponents injudiciously and presumptuously endeavoured to discredit,

by denying the authority of the book itself. So little, however, has
this portion of HolyWrit suffered from the ordeal of criticism to which
it has in consequence been subjected, that (as Sir Isaac Newton has
long since remarked) there is no other book of the New Testament
so strongly attested, or commented upon so early, as the Apocalypse.,
And Dr. Priestley (no mean judge of biblical questions where his

peculiar creed was not concerned) has declared, that he thinks it

impossible for any intelligent and candid person to peruse it without
being struck, in the most forcible manner, with the peculiar dignity

and sublimity of its composition, superior to that of any other writ-

ings whatever ; so as to be convinced, that, considering the age in

which it appeared, it could only have been written by a person di-

vinely inspired. The numerous marks of genuine piety, that occur
through the whole book, will preclude the idea of imposition, in any.

person acquainted with human nature. It is likewise so suitable a
continuation of the prophecies of Daniel, that the New Testament
dispensation would have been incomplete without this prophetic book;
for it has been the uniform plan of the divine proceedings to give a
more distinct view of interesting future events, as the time of their

accomplishment approached. ^ Since, however, two eminent critics ^

of later times have suspected this book to be spurious, and as their

valuable writings are in the hands of almost every biblical student, it

becomes necessary to examine the external and internal evidence for

its genuineness.

1. The External Evidence for the authenticity and inspiration of
the Apocalypse is to be collected from the same sources as the evi-

dence for the other books of the New Testament, viz. from the testi-.

monies of those antient writers, who, living at a period near to its

publication, appear by their quotations or allusions to have received

it as a part of sacred Scripture. And this evidence is so abundant
and explicit, that the only difficulty is how to comprise it within that

short compass which the nature of the present work requires.

(1.) Testimonies of Writers in the apostolic age.

In the " Shepherd" or *' Pastor" of Hermas (a. d. 100), there are several expressions

so closely resembling the style and sentiments of the Apocalypse, as to render it more
than probable that he had read and imitated this book. 3 The reason why the Apocalypse
and other books of the New Testament were not expressly cited by this father, is, that it

was not suitable to his design; but the allusions to tliem sufficiently show the respect in

which they were held.-i

Ignatius (a. d. 107) is supposed by Michaelis to have passed over thL> Apocalypse in

silence ; but Dr. Woodhouse has produced three passages from the writings of that father,

1 Dr. Priestley's Notes on Scrijiture, vol. iv. p. 574. The argument, briefly noticed

by him, is prosecuted at length by Mr. Lowman in his Paraphrase and Commentary on
the Revelations, p. x. et seq. 8vo. edit.

2 Michaelis and Dr. Less.

3 Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp.52—65.; 4to. vol. i. pp. Sll—.S1.3.

* Dr. Woodhouse thinks the evidence from Ilermas not satisfactory. Dissertation on
the Apocalypse, p. 35. et seq.
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which have escaped the researches of the learned and accurate Dr. Lardner, and in which
the verbal resemblance is so decisive, that it is impossible to conceive otherwise than that

the Revelation was known to and read by Ignatius.

'

Polycarp also (a. d. 108) has cited the Apocalypse once in the only Epistle of his that

has come down to our times ; and the pious and sublime prayer which this holy man
uttered at the awful moment when the flames were about to be kindled around him, begins

with the identical words of the elders in Rev. xi. 17. 2 There is likewise strong reason

to believe that it was received by Papias, a. d. 116.3 His writings, except a few frag-

ments, are lost ; but critics and commentators include him among the decided witnesses ia

favour of the Apocalypse.

(2 ) Testimonies of Writers in the second century.

Justin Martyr (a. n. 140) was acquainted with the Apocalypse, and received it as writ-

ten by the apostle John ; and it appears from the testimony of Jerome, that he also inter-

preted or wrote commentaries on some parts of this mystical book, though no work of this

kind has come down to us. ->

Among the works of Melito, bishop of Sardis (a. d. 177), was a commentary on the

Apocalypse. * It is also most distinctly quoted in the Epistle of the churches of Vienne
and Lyons (a. d. 177), concerning the sufferings of their martyrs. ^ Irenaeus, bishop of

Lyons in Gaul (a. d. 178), who in his younger days was acquainted with Polycarp, re-

peatedly quotes this book as " the Revelation of John the disciple of the Lord." Dr.
Lardner remarks, that his testimony is so strong and full, that he seems to put it beyond
all question that it is the work of John the apostle and evangelist. 7 To these we may add
the undisputed testimonies of AthenagorasS, Theophilus bishop of Antioch (a. d. 181)9,

Apollonius (a. D. 186 or 187)'", Clement of Alexandria", and especially of Tertullian,

who defends the authenticity of this book against the heretic Marcion and his followers, by
asserting its external evidence. He appeals to the Asiatic churches, and assures us that
" though Marcion rejects his (John's) Revelation, yet the succession of bishops, traced to

its origin, will establish John to be its author." It also appears from another part of his

writings that this book was much read and generally received in the African churches of

the second century. 12

(3.) Among the testimonies of Writers in the third century, tliose of Hip-
polytus Portuensis (a.d.220) and Origen (a.d. 230) are conspicuous.

Hippolytus I'', who was a disciple of Irenaeus, received the Apocalypse as the work of

Saint Joini, and wrote two books in its defence ; one in opposition to Caius, a writer of

the second century, who is said to have ascribed tlie Revelation to Cerinthus, and the other

in opposition to the Alogi, who rejected the Gospel of St. John as spurious. Origen i"*,

to whose critical labours biblical literature is so deeply indebted, most explicitly acknow-
ledged the Revelation to be the production of St. John, and has cited it repeatedly in liis

works. More minute evidence than this it is not necessary to adduce, as those who oppose

the genuineness of this book do not descend lower than the time of Origen. It may, hoiv-

ever, be satisfactory to know that it was subsequently received by Gregory of Neo-Caesa-

rea''j by Cyprian and the African churches; by the presbyters and others of the Western

1 Woodhouse, pp. 31—34. The testimony of Ignatius is, we think, most satisfactorily

vindicated against the exceptions of Michaelis.
'J Ibid. pp. 36—38.

3 Ibid. pp. 38—43. where the evidence of Papias is vindicated against Michaelis. See

also Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 113, 114. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 340.
•» Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 126. vol. vi. p. 628. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 348. vol. iii. p. 417.

5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 147, 148. ; 4to. vol. i. pp 359, 360.
6 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 152, 153. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 362. Woodhouse, pp. 46—48.

7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 170. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 372. The testimony of Irensus is vindi-

cated by Dr. Woodhouse, pp. 26— 28.

8 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. p. 186. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 381.

9 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 200, 201.; 4to. vol. i. p. 389.
'0 Apollonius suffered martyrdom at Rome. His writings have perished ; but Euse-

bius relates that he supported the Apocalypse by authorities taken from it. Hist. Eccl.

lib. V. c. 18. Jine, and c. 21.

" Lardner, 8vo. vol. ii. pp, 229, 230. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 404, 405.
'2 Tertullian adv. Marcion, lib. iv. c. 5. De Monogam. c. 12. See Lardner, Svo.

vol. ii. p. 277. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 430. Woodhouse, p. 51.
'3 Lardner, Svo. vol. ii. p. 412. ; 4to. vol. i. p. 502.
'4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 466, 467. 483. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 532, 533. 541.
'* The testimony of Dionysius of Alexandria (a. d. 247) is here designedly omitted.

He allowed the Apocalypse to be written by John, a holy and inspired apostolical man.
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church; by various Latin authors whose history is abstractetl by Dr. Lardner ; by the

anonymous autlior of a work against the Novatians ; by the Novatians themselves ; by

Commodian ; by Victorinus, who wrote a commentary upon it ; by tiie author of the

poem against the Marcionites ; by Methodius, who also commented upon it; by the Ma-
nicheans ; by the later Arnobius; by the Donatists; by Lactantius; and by the Arians. i

(4'.) In the time of Eusebius [theformer part of thefourth centurif)., the

Apocalypse ssdi?, venerallij, tliough not universally received; and therefore

he classes it among the Av-rtXEyo^wsva, or contradicted books.-

Yet it is worthy of remark, that these doubts originated solely in the sujtposcd dilFerence

of style and manner from that of Saint John ; and that no one, however desirous he may
have been to invalidate the authority of the book, appears to have been able to produce any

exlernal evidence whicli might suit the purpose.

It was received, after the time of Eusel)ius, by the Latin churches, almost without ex-

ception. Jerome, the most learned and diligent enquirer of that century, pronounced

most positively in its favour ; and was followed imiversally by the fathers of the Western

churches: and from him we learn the grounds upon which he received the Apocalypse,

which he assigns to be " the authority of the antients," that is, exlernal evidence ; and he

tells us, at the same time, that he does not follow " the fashion of his times" — that

fashion by which some of the Greek churches were induced to reject the Apocalypse.
" This fashion of the times," Dr. Woodhouse justly remarks, " seems to have consisted

in a daring contempt of the testimonies of the antient church, and a ready acquiescence in

those arguments which were confidently drawn from internal evidence. Yet, notwithstand-

ing this fashion, which appears to have had considerable prevalence in the Greek church,

and perhaps to have influenced those eminent men, Cyril of Jerusalem and John Chry-

sostom (neither of whom appears to have quoted the Apocalypse}, many of great name in

the Greek church appear still to have received it; and, in the fourth century, it is supported

by testimonies in this church from Athanasius, Basil, Epipham'us, Gregory of Nyssa, and
Gregory of Nazianzum."^

Upon the whole, though doubts were entertained concerning this

book by many individuals of the Greek church after the time of

Eusebius, and though we have no satisfactory information how early,

or to what extent, it was received by the Syrian churches, yet, from
the decisive evidence above adduced, we are authorised to affirm that

the Apocalypse has been generally received in all ages. To borrow
the eloquent sentiments of Dr. Woodhouse— " We have seen its

rise, as of a pure fountain, from the sacred rock of the apostolical

church. We have traced it through the first century of its passage,

flowing from one fair field to another, identified through them all,

and every where the same. As it proceeded lower, we have seen

attempts to obscure its sacred origin, to arrest or divert its course,

to lose it in the sands of antiquity, or bury it in the rubbish of the

dark ages. We have seen these attempts repeated in our own times,

and by a dexterous adversary. But it has at length arrived to us,

such as it flowed forth at the bemnnino-."-*o o

but not the evangelist John ; and he grounded his inference on some supposed differences

in style. This subject is considered in p. 501. infra.

' Lardner, 8vo. vol. vi. p. 629. ; 4to. vol. iii. p. 418., where there are references to the

former volumes of his worlds, containing the testimonies of the above-cited fathers and
others at length. Woodhouse, pp. GO—77. Lampe, Comment, in Evangelium Joannis,
torn. i. pp. 115— 1'24. Pritii Introd. ad Nov. Test. p. 117. et seq.

- The Apocalypse is omitted in the catalogues of canonical books formed by Cyril
bishop of Jerusalem (a. d. .'540), and l)y the council of Laodicea (a. d, 364), and in one
or two other early catalogues of the Scriptures ; but this omission was probal)ly not ovvin<r

to any suspicion concerning its authenticity or genuineness, but because its obscurity and
mysteriousness were thought to lender it less fit to be read publicly and generally. Bishop
Tomline's Elements of Christian Theology, vol. i. p. 50G.

3 Woodhouse, pp. 78—84. Lardner, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 630, 631. ; 4to. vol. iii.

pp. 448, 449.
1 Woodhouse, p. 87. The external evidence for the genuineness of this book is dis-

cussed at length by Hug. Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 630

—
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In short, so far as external evidence can enable xis to determine

concerning this book, we may indubitably pronounce that it is to be
RECEIVED as " divine Scripture communicated to the church by John
the apostle and evangelist."

2. We now proceed briefly to consider the Internal Evidence for

the genuineness and divine authority of the Apocalypse. This we
may reduce to three points; viz. 1. Its correspondence, in point of

doctrine and of imagery, with other books of divine authority :
—

2. The sublimity of this book;— and, 3. The coincidence of its style

with the uncontested writings of John.

(1.) The Apocalypse corresponds in doctrine and imagery toith other

books of divine authority.

Though the doctrines of Christianity are by no means a ;»7??ci/)a/ subject of this book,

yet, if we advert to the doctrines actually delivered in it, we shall find a perfect congruity

with those delivered in the other apostolical writings. Michaelis has said, that " the true

and eternal Godhead of Christ is certainly not taught so clearly in the Apocalypse as in

Saint John's Gospel." To this Dr. Woodhouse replies— Could he expect so clear an
exposition from a prophecy which respects future events, as from a Gospel which the an-

tients have described as written principally with the view of setting forth tlie divine nature

of Christ? But this divine nature h also set forth in the Apocalypse, and as clearly as the

nature of the book, and as symbols can express it. Compare Rev. i. II. iii. 21. v. 6— 14.

xix. 13. and xxii. 8.' The description of the Millenium in the twentieth chapter, where
the servants of Christ are seen raised from the dead to reign with him a thousand years,

has been objected to, as introducing doctrines inconsistent with the purity enjoined in the

Gospel. But the representation in question is no doctrine ; it is a prediction delivered in

a figurative style, and yet unfulfilled. The extravagant notions of the Chiliasts cannot

with justice be charged upon the Apocalypse. The prophecy can only be explained in

general terms; in due time we believe that it will be fulfilled, and in the meantime it

must be received as the word of God, though we understand it not. It has also been

objected by Dr. Less, that the triumph of the saints, upon the horrid punishment of their

enemies (Rev. xix. 1— 10. xxii. 8, 9.), is irreconcileable ^vith the charitable spirit of the

Gospel. But no such literal triumph was designed ; the passage in question is the triumph

of pure religion over idolatrous superstition and tyranny, represented allegorically, at which

every true believer must rejoice. Michaelis likewise has objected to other passages of the

Apocalypse, as containing doctrines repugnant to those delivered in the other parts of

Scripture ; but these passages, when fully examined, will be found to contain no doctrines

but figuiative representations of future events. " We may, therefore, truly assert of the

Apocalypse, that, fairly understood, it contains nothing which, either in point of doctrine,

or in relation of events, past or to come, will be found to contradict any previous divine

revelation. It accords with the divine counsels already revealed. It expands and reveals

them more completely. We see the gradual flow of sacred prophecy, (according to the

true tenor of it, acknowledged by divines,) first a fountain, then a rill, then, by the union
of other divine streams, increasing in its course, till at length, by the accession of the pro-

phetical waters of the New Testament, and, above all, by the acquisition of the apocalyp-
tical succours, it becomes a noble river, enriching and adorning the Christian land."

-

(2.) The sublimity of the ideas and imagery is another striking internal

evidence of the genuineness and divine origin oftlie Apocalypse.

These ideas and this imagery are such as are only to be found in the sacred Scriptures.

" In the word of God there is a grandeur and majesty, independent of the accidents of
language, consisting in the greatness and sublimity of tlie things revealed. Men of
genius may catch some sparks of this heavenly fire ; they may imitate it, and with con-
siderable success. But no one is found so confident in this kind of strength, as to neglect

' We may add, also, that the reality of Christ's sufferings is explicitly asserted ( Rev. i. 5.

V. 7.) in conformity with the accounts of the evangelists, and the constant tenor of the

New Testament. Whence it is evident that the Apocalypse could not have been written

by the heresiarch Cerinthus (as some early writers have asserted), for he maintained that

Christ did not suffer, but only Jesus. Michaelis (vol. iv, p. 469.) and Dr. I.ardner

(Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 111,112, ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 638, 639.) have both shown that

Cerinthus could not have been the author of the Revelation,
2 Woodhouse, pp. 89—96. 133,
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the arts of composition. Mahomet was a man of superior genius ; in writing his pre-

tended revehition, he borrovved much from the sacred Scriptures ; he attempted often, in

imitation of them, to be simply sublime ; but he did not trust to this only, he endeavoured

to adorn his work with all the imposing charms of human eloquence and cultivated lan-

guage ; and he appealed to the perfection of his compositions as a proof of their divine

original. Such an appeal would have little served his cause in a critical and enlightened

age, which would expect far other internal proofs of divinity than those which result from
elegant diction. The learned of such an age would reject a prophet appealing to a proof

which has never been admitted with respect to former revelations ; a prophet, who, both in

doctrine, and in the relation of events, past and future, is seen to contradict, or add strange

extravagant conceits to, the credible and well-attested revelations of former times.

" There is nothing of this kind in the Apocalypse. Compare it with forged prophecies :

many such have been written ; some calculated to deceive, others only to amuse. These
works, if they amaze us, as appearing to have been fulfilled, are commonly found to have

been written after the events foretold, and to have a retrospective date which does not be-

long to them. But no one can show that the Apocalypse contains prophecies which were
fulfilled before they were written."^'

Compare also the Apocalypse with the apocryphal revelations ascribed to the apostles

Peter, Paul, Thomas, and Stephen, some fragments of which are still extant. 2 How
different are the language, character, and sentiments of these spurious productions !

The fathers of the first centuries compared them at length, and rejected them all except

this acknowledged work of Saint Joiui ; whicli they guarded with so sedulous a care as to

preserve it, in the main, free from interpolations, while the genuine productions of Poly-

carp, Ignatius, and other apostolical men, are known to have suffered from the contact of

profane pens. 3

(3.) The style of the Apocalypse coincides with the style of the undisputed

tvriti}igs of Saint John.

The proof of this depends upon a collation of passages: Wetstein and Dr. Lardner

have both collected a great number of evidences, in which the same forms of expression

occur in the Apocalypse as are found in his Gospel and first Epistle, and which are pe-

culiar to this apostle.

From their lists we have selected the following ; more might easily be added, if we had

room for their insertion. — Compare

Rev. i. 1. - with - John xii. S3, xviii. 37. xxi. 19.

Rev. i. 5. _ - _ _ 1 John i. 7.

Rev. i. 7. - - - John xix. 37.

Rev. ii. 7. - - - - John vi. 32.

Rev. ii. 10. ... John xx. 27.

Rev. ii. 17. - _ . - John vi. 32.

Rev. iii. 4. - - - John vi. 66.

Rev. iii. 7. ... - John i. 14. xiv. 6. 1 John v. 20.

Rev. iii. 7. 9. - - - John xv. 20. xvii. 6. 1 John ii. 5.

Rev. iii. 9. - - - John xi. 27.

Rev. iii. 10. - - John xii. 27.

Rev. iii. 21. - - - 1 John ii. 13, 14. iv. 4. v. 5.

Rev. V. 6. 12. - ~ Johni. 29. 36.

Rev. vi. 2. - - - John i. 29.

Rev. ix. 5. _ . _ John xviii. 26. iii. 17.

Rev. xii. 9. _ - _ - John xii. 31.

Rev. xix. 13. - - - Johni. 1.

Rev. xxi. 6. - - - John vii. 37.

Rev. xxi. 27. _ _ _ John vi. 36. 1 John i. 4. (Gr.)

In all which passages we have in-

stances of neuter adjectives and
participles put for masculines.

Rev. xxii. 14. - . . John i. 1 2. E^ovaia, right.

Rev. xxii. 8. 10. - - John viii. 51, 52. 55. xiv. 23, 24.<

' Woodhouse, p. 99.
" In the Codex Pseudepigraphus Novi Testamenti of Fabricius, and Mr. Jeremiah

Jones's elaborate work on the New Testament.

3 Woodhouse, p. 100.
* Wetstenii Nov, Test. torn. ii. p. 747. note. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. pp. 121—

123. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 643, 644. See also Dr. Jortin's Discourses on the Christian Reli-

gion, pp. 225, 226. note.

K K 2
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In these passages the agreement both in style and expression is so

great, that it is impossible to conceive \\ow such striking coincidences

could exist in writings so different in their natures as the Gospel and
first Epistle of John and the Apocalypse, if they were not all the pro-

ductions of one and the same author. But it has been objected, that

there are differences in the style of this book, which render it vmcertain

whether it was really written by the apostle. These objections were
first started by Dionysius of Alexandria, who contended that the Apo-
calypse was not the production of Saint John, and conjectured that it

was written by John, an elder of the Ephesian church. His objections

are six in number, and as some of them have been adopted by Michaelis,

we shall briefly state and consider them.

Objection 1. The evangelist John has not named himself either in his

Gospel or in his Catholic Epistles ; but the writer of the Revelation names

himself more than once.

Answer. It was not the practice of tlic other evangelists to put their names to their

Gospels ; nor is any name prefixed to the Epistle to the Hebrews ; yet these writings

are universally received as genuine and authentic. But though St. John has not named
himself in his Gospel, yet he has there so described himself ', that it is impossible not to

know him ; and with regard to the Epistles, the persons to whom they were sent could

not be ignorant from whom they came.

Objection 2. Though the writer of the Revelation calls himselfJohn,

he has not shotvn us that he is the apostle of that name. Michaelis thinks

that he ouglit at least to have made himself known by some such circum-

locution as he had used in the Gospel — the disciple ivhom Jesus loved.

Answer. " Such addition to the name of John was totally needless. He wrote to

the seven churches, and from Patmos, in which island he expresses that ' he is suffering

tribulation for the word of God, and the testimony of Jesus Christ.' All the churches

knew that he was then suffering banishment in that island, and they knew the cause of it,

« for the word of God.' An Epistle containing the history of a heavenly vision, seen by
John in the island of Patmos, required no other addition. What John would write John
alone, without other addition or explanation, excepting the great John, John the apostle

and president of all the churches? A private person would have described himself by the

addition of his father's name, according to the custom of the antients. A bishop or pres-

byter would have added the name of his church ; but John the apostle needed no such

distinguisliing mark or appellation. A fabricator of an Epistle, containing a revelation

in Saint John's name, would perhaps have added his titles of ' Apostle of Jesus Christ,'

&c. or would have introduced some circumlocution in imitation of those in his Gospel;

but, from the expression as it now stands, we derive a much stronger evidence that it is the

genuine work of Saint John." '2

Objection 3. The Revelation does not mention the Catholic Epistle, nor

the Catholic Epistle the Revelation.

Answer. It is not the practice of the sacred writers to quote themselves, or refer to

their own works, unless they write more than one Epistle to the same churches or per-

sons, in which case they mention such former Epistle. This, Dr. Lardner observes, is

natural, and it is done by Saint Paul ; but in his Epistle to the Romans he is totally

silent concerning any of his former Epistles, though, at the time of writing it, lie had
written several.

Objection 4. There is a great resemblance in sentiment, manner, and

' See John xxi. 24. and other places.

2 Saint Paul, in the opening of his Epistles, has used generally, not always, the term
" Apostle ;" but with him it was more necessary than veith Saint John, who was confes-

sedly such, having been numbered with the twelve. Saint Paul's right to the apostleship,

having been established more privately, had been doubted by some, wliich leads him to say,

" Am not I an apostle?" &c. (1 Cor. ix. l.j ; and therefore he generally asserts himself,

in his Epistles, to be an apostle. Saint John had no need to use the term : his authority

as an apostle was undoubted : he therefore calls himself by an humbler title, " A brother and
companion in tribulation:" so Saint James, although an apostle, mentions himself only as
" A servant of God, and of the Lord Jesus Christ." (James i. I.) Woodhouse, p. 114.
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expression between the Gospel and the Jirst Epistle of Saint John ; but

ike Revelalion is altogether different, ivithont any ajfinitij or resemblance

vohatever.

Answer. In the first place, if it were true that there was such a difference of style

as Dionysius and (after him) IMichaelis have asserted, it may be accounted for by the dif-

ference of subject. The style of history is not the style of an epistle or a prophecy. The
style of history is simple; of an epistle, familiar; and that of prophecy is sublime ; and

such unquestionably is the style of the Revelation. But, secondly, this objection is con-

tradicted by fact ; and the proofs adduced in p. 499. will show that the coincidence

between the Apocalypse and the undisputed Gospel and Epistle of Saint John is such,

that they must have been written by one and the same author.

Objections. The Gosjiel and Epistle of John are written in correct

and elegant Greek, but the writer of the Revelation discovers no accurate

knowledge q/'that language : on the contrary, the Apocalypse abounds with

barbarisms and solecisms.

Answer. This objection is founded on the mistaken idea that the writers of the New
Testament wrote in Attic Greek ; which, we have already seen i, is not the case. The same

grammatical irregularities which have been objected to in the Apocalypse are also observ-

able in the Septuagint, as well as in the Gospels and other writings of the New Testament.

But this difference of language may also be accounted for by the length of time which may
have elapsed between the composing of these books, for it is not unlikely that one and the

same person writing upon different arguments, and at a great distance of time, especially

if he be one who does not frequently exercise his style, or write in the intermediate space,

should have a very different manner in his several performances. Now the Gospel of

Saint John, we have seen, was written about the year 97 — that is, about sixty years after

the events recorded in it. At such a distance of time. Dr. Woodhouse remarks, the mind
is enabled to look back with composure, and to represent with serenity transactions which

could not be narrated soon after they had happened, without warm and passionate expres-

sions. It seems to be owing partly to this cause, that the evangelist is seen to relate in so

cool a style, in the Gospel, those suff"erings of his beloved Lord which he had witnessed,

and which, if related by him immediately after the events had taken place, could not have

been told otherwise than with emotion and indignation. But the Apocalypse was written

by its author immediately after he had seen the vision ; the impressions on his mind had

no time to cool ; his expressions kept pace with his feelings, and his style became vivid

and glowing. 2 There is no necessity, therefore, for having recourse to the hypothesis of

a Hebrew original, and of supposing our Greek text to be a version of it, as some critics

have imagined ; but which hypothesis is totally unsupported by the evidence of antiquity.

Objection 6. The book is so obscure as to be unintelligible, and is

therefore improperly called a Revelation.

This trifling objection, for such it is pronounced to be by Dr. Lardner,

was first pubHshed by Dionysius, who represents it as being entertained

by many persons in his time (the middle of the third century). In our

time it has been adopted by Michaelis, who has laid much stress upon it;

but this objection admits of the following simple and satisfactory

Answer. In the first place, the author might with great propriety call that a revela-

tion, which had been communicated to him in an extraordinary manner ; though he had

received it, and was to represent it, in a figurative and emblematical style. But, secondly,

this revelation is often spoken of as a prophecy. (See Rev. i. 13. and xxii. 7. 10. 18, 19.)

Now it is the nature of prophecies to be obscure when delivered, and for some time after \
even in the case of prophecies fulfilled; " because the language in which they are deli-

vered is symbolical, which, though governed by certain rules, and therefore attainable by

the judicious among the learned, is nevertheless very liable to misconstruction in rash and

unskilful hands. But prophecies, yet unfulfilled, are necessarily involved in deeper dark-

ness, because the event is wanting to compare with the prediction, which of itself is de-

signedly obscure. This same objection of obscurity will operate as forcibly against many
of the prophecies of the Old and of the New 'i'estament, as against those of the Apoca-

lypse ;
particularly the predictions which appertain to the latter days. The book of Daniel,

•which has our Saviour's seal to it (Matt. xxiv. 15.j, must be rejected with the Apocalypse,

> See Vol. II. pp. 18—22. On the Nature of the New Testament Greek.
2 Woodhouse, p. 122.

3 See 2 Pet. i. 19. 1 Tet.i. 10—12. and Luke xxiv. 25—27. 32. 44—46.
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if it be a sufficient objection to it, that it is yet in many places obscure," '— A conclu-

sion this, to which no Christian can or will give his assent.

So far, however, is the obscurity of this prophecy from making against its genuineness,

that it is, on the contrary, a strong internal proof of its authenticity and divine original

:

" for it is a part of this prophecy," Sir Isaac Newton well argues, " that it should not be

understood before the last age of the world ; and therefore it makes for the credit of the

prophecy that it is not yet understood. The folly of interpreters," he justly continues,
" has been, to foretell times and things by this prophecy, as if God designed to make them
prophets. By tliis rashness they have not only exposed themselves, but brought the pro-

phecy also into contempt. The design of God was much otherwise. He gave this and
the prophecies of the Old Testament, not to gratify men's curiosities, by enabling tliem to

foreknow things, but that, after that they were fulKlled, they might be interpreted by the

event, and his own providence, not the interpreter's, be then manifested thereby to the

world. For the event of things, predicted many ages before, will then be a convincing

argument that the world is governed by providence. For as the few and obscure prophe-

cies concerning Christ's first coming were for setting up the Christian religion, which all

nations have since corrupted j so the many and clear prophecies concerning the things to be
done at Christ's second coming, are not only for predicting, but also for effecting a recovery

and re-establishment of the long-lost truth, and setting up a kingdom wherein dwells right-

eousness. The event will prove the Apocalypse; and this prophecy, thus proved and un-
derstood, will open the old prophets, and altogether will make known the true religion, and
establish it. There is already so much of the prophecy fulfilled, that as many as will take

pains in this study, may see sufficient instances of God's providence : but then the signal

revolutions predicted by all the holy prophets vvill at once both turn men's eyes upon con-
sidering the predictions, and plainly interpret them. Till then we must content ourselves

with interpreting what bath been already fulfilled." "

Such are the most material objections that have been brought
against the genuineness and divine authority of this portion of the

New Testament. In addition to the very satisfactory answers above
given, from the writings of pious and learned men, it were no difficult

task to add numerous other considerations, all tending to show its

divine original ; but the preceding testimonies, both external and
internal, will, we apprehend, be found abundantly sufficient to prove
that the Apocalypse is the unquestionable production of the apostle

and evangelist John, and of no other John who is mentioned by
ecclesiastical writers. It consequently follows, that this book has an
indubitable right to that place in the canon of sacred Scripture,

which the antient fathers of the church have assigned to it, and
which the reformers in the Protestant churches have with mature
deliberation confirmed. ^

III. The time when this book was written is a subject that has much
engaged the attention of the learned ; and on this point not fewer than
six opinions have been advanced. Four of these are of sufficient im-
portance to be considered in this place.

1. It has been asserted that the Apocalypse was written in the reign

of the emperor Claudius. Epiphanius is the only antient father whose
testimony has been adduced in behalf of this opinion, and he did not

live till three hundred years later than St. John. Although this date

is sanctioned by Grotius, who supposes that the visions of the book

' Woodhouse, p. 103.

2 Sir Isaac Newton's Observations on the Prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse of
Saint John, pp.251—253.

3 Lampe, Comment, in Evang. Joannis, tom. i. pp. 125— 131. Lardner's Works,
8vo. vol. ii. pp. 1 10— 128. ; 4to. vol. i. pp. 627—647. Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 461—500.
528—544. Dr. Woodhouse's Dissertation, pp.89— 141. Dr. W. has considered at

length, and refuted, several minor objections of Michaelis and Dr. Less, which want of
room has compelled us to omit.
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were seen at several times, and that they were afterwards joined toge-

ther in one book
; yet tiiere are two very material objections against

it. Thefrst is, that there was no persecution of the Christians in the

reign of Claudius, and consequently John's banishment to Patmos
cannot be referred to that period. This emperor did, indeed, issue an
edict for banishing the Jews from Rome, but it did not affect the Jews
in the provinces, much less the Christians : and the governors had no
authority to banish either Jews or Christians out of their provinces

without an order from the emperor : besides, it does not appear that

Saint John was at Ephesus during the reign of Claudius. The second

objection to this date is founded on the circumstance, that the seven

churches in Asia, to which the Apocalypse is addressed, did not exist

so early as the reign of Claudius ; for this fact cannot be reconciled

with the history given of the first planting of Christianity in Asia

Minor related in the Acts of the Apostles.

2. It has been maintained, on the authority of the subscription to

the Syriac version of the Apocalypse, that Saint John wrote it in the

island of Patmos, in the reign of the emperor Nero, before the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. This opinion is adopted by Sir Isaac Newton '

;

but it is untenable, for the Apocalypse was not translated into Syriac

until the middle of the sixth century, and the anonymous subscription

is of no force.

3. Another hypothesis makes this book to have been written before

the time of Domitian, and before the Jewish war: but it does not de-

termine whether it was in the reign of Claudius, or in that of Nero.

4. The most probable and generally received opinion is, that John
was banished into Patmos towards the end of Domitian's reign, by
virtue of his edicts for persecuting the Christians : and that he had

the Revelations contained in the Apocalypse during his exile; though

the book itself could not have been published until after the apostle's

release and return to Ephesus. The unanimous voice of Christian

antiquity attests that John was banished by the order of Domidan.
Irenaius, Origen, and other early fathers, refer the apostle's exile to

the latter part of Domitian's reign, and they concur in saying that he

there received the Revelations described in the Apocalypse. Internal

evidence likewise supports this conclusion. For, in the three first

chapters of the Apocalypse, the seven Asiatic churches are described

as being in that advanced and flourishing state of society and disci-

pline, and to have undergone those changes in their faith and morals,

which could not have taken place if they had not been planted for a

' Sir Isaac Newton endeavoured to support his hypothesis by alleging that the apos-

tolic epistles contain quotations from tlie Apocalypse; and his hypothesis has recently been

adopted by Dr. Tilloch in his " Dissertations" introductory to the study of this book.

Dr. T., it must be acknowledged, has conducted his view of the subject with equal in-

genuity and skill; l)ut the arguments for the late date are decisive to the writer of these

pages. Tiie collection of verbally parallel passages, between the Apocalypse and the

Epistles, it has been forcibly observed, "appear to prove that the apostles in general were

well acquainted with the subjects, concerning which Saint John prophesied, but tliat they

knew them by the intluence of the same Holy Spirit, which dictated them to Saint John.

The expressions in question, therefore, were common to all the inspired writers of the

New Testament." Townsend's New Testarrtent arranged in Chronological Order, vol. ii.

p. 653.
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considerable time. Thus, the church of Ephesus is censured for

having left " her first love." That of Sardis " had a name to live,

but was dead." The church of Laodicea had fallen into lukewarm-
ness and indifference. Now the church of Ephesus, for instance, was
not founded by Paul until the latter part of Claudian's reign : and
when he wrote to them from Rome, a. d. 61, instead of reproving

them for any want of love, he commends their love and faith. (Eph.
i, 15.) Further, it appeai-s from the Revelation that the Nicolaitans

formed a sect, when this book was written, since they are expressly

named : whereas they were only foretold in general terms by Saint

Peter in his second Epistle, written a. d. 65, and in Saint Jude's

Epistle, which was written about a. d. 65 or 66. It is also evident,

from various passages of the Revelation, that there had been an open
persecution in the provinces, John himself had been banished into

Patmos for the testimony of Jesus. The church of Ephesus (or its

bishop) is commended for its " labour and imtience^^ which seems to

imply persecution. This is still more evident in the following address

to'the church of Smyrna, (Rev. ii. 9.)— " I know thy works and tribu-

lation,^^ ^Xj\J/iv : which last word always denotes persecution in the

New Testament, and is so explained in the following verse.

Lastly, In Rev. ii. 13. mention is made of a martyr named Antipas,

who was put to death at Pergamos. Though antient ecclesiastical

history gives us no information concerning this Antipas, yet it is cer-

tain, according to all the rules of language, that what is here said is

to be understood literally, and not mystically, as some expositors have
explained it.

* Since, therefore, the persecution, mentioned in the

three first chapters of the Apocalypse, cannot relate to the time of

Claudius, who did not persecute the Christians, nor to the time of

Nero, whose persecution did not reach the provinces, it must neces-

sarily be referred to Domitian, according to ecclesiastical tradition.^

Domitian's death is related to have happened in September, a. d.

96. The Christian exiles were then liberated, and John was per-

mitted to return to Ephesus. As, however, the emperor's decease,

and the permission to return, could not be known in Asia immedi-
ately, some time must intervene before the apostle could be at liberty

either to write the Apocalyse at Ephesus^, or to send it by messengers
from Patmos. We conclude, therefore, with Dr. Mill, Le Clerc, Bas-
nage. Dr. Lardner, Bishop Tomline, Dr. Woodhouse, and other

eminent critics, in placing the Apocalypse in the year 96 or 97."

IV. The Occasion of writing the Apocalypse is sufficiently evi-

dent from the book itself. John, being in exile in the island of Pat-
mos, is favoured with the appearance of the Lord Jesus Christ to him,
and is repeatedly commanded to commit to writing the visions which
he beheld. (See Rev. i. 11. 19. ii. 1. 8. 12. 18. iii. 1.7. 14. xiv. 13.

' Beausobre et L'Enfant, Preface sur I'Apocalypse de Saint Jean, pp. 613, 614.
2 I'rom the expression in Rev. i. 9. " / was in the Isle of Patmos " Dr. Woodhouse is

of opinion that there seems to be internal evidence that the Revelation was written after

Saint John had left Patmos.
3 Michaelis, vol. iv. pp. 518—528. Lardner, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 633—638. 4to. vol. i.

pp. 450—453. Dr. Woodhouse's Dissertation, pp. 6—25. Pritii Introd. ad Nov. Test,

pp. 126— 132.
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xix. 9. and xxi. 5.) The Scope or design of this book is twofold;
^rst, generally to make known to the apostle " the things which are"
(i. 19.), that is, the then present state of the Christian churches in

Asia ; and, secondlij, and principally, to reveal to him " the thino-g

which shall be hereafter," or the constitution and fjites of the Chris-
tian church, through its several periods of propagation, corruption,

and amendment, from its beginning to its consummation in glory.
" The prophecy of the Revelation," says Daubuz, " was designed as

a standing monument to the church, to know what destinies attend
it ; and that, when men should suffer for the name of Christ, they
might here find some consolation both for themselves and for the
church:— for themselves, by the prospect and certainty of a reward;— for the church, by the testimony that Christ never forsakes it, but
will conquer at last."

V, The Apocalypse, therefore, consists of two principal divisions

or parts ; viz.

After the title of the book. (i. 1— 3.)

Part I. contains a bkh, the " thi?igs "dohich are—" that is, the then
present state of the church.

Sect. 1. The Epistle of John to the seven churches, and his account
of the appearance of the Lord Jesus with the symbols of his power,
together with the commission given by him to the apostle, to write
what he beholds, (i. 9—20.)

Sect. 2. The Address or Epistle to the Church at Ephesus. (ii. 1—7.)

Sect. 3. The Address or Epistle to the Church at Smyrna, (ii. 8— 11.)

Sect. 4. The Address or Epistle to the Church at Pergamos.(ii. 12— 17.)
Sect. 5. The Address or Epistle to the Church atThyatira. (ii. 18—29.)
Sect. 6. The Address or Epistle to the Church at Sardis. (iii. 1—6.)

Sect. 7. The Address or Epistle to the Church at Philadelphia, (iii. 7
-13.)

Sect. 8. The Address or Epistle to the Church atLaodicea. (iii.l^—22.)

The seven churches of the Lydian or Proconsular Asia, to which these Epistles were
addressed, are supposed to have been planted by the apostle Paul and his assistants during
tlieir ministry. They lie nearly in an amphitheatre, and are addressed according to their

geographical positions. ' Vitringa and other eminent commentators have supposed that

the seven Epistles to the apocalyptic churches are prophetical of so many successive periods

and states of the church, from tiie beginning of Christianity to the consummation of all

things. But fortius opinion, Bisliop Newton thinks, there does not appear to be sufficient

evidence, and it is in fact contradicted by the book of Revelation itself; for the last state

of the church is here described as the most glorious of all, but in the last state of these

Epistles, that of Laodicea, the church is represented as " wretched and miserable, and
poor, and blind, and naked." But though these Epistles have rather a literal than a mys-
tical meaning, yet they contain excellent precepts and exhortations, commendations and
reproofs, promises and threatenings, which are calculated to afford instruction to the uni-
versal church of Christ at all times, '• Some cliurches," Dr. Hales remarks, " like those

of Sardis, Thyatira, and Laodicea, are lukewarm and greatly corrupted ; others in a mixed
state, as those of Ephesus and Pcrgamos ; and some still rich, or rather flourishing, and
liave not denied the faith of Christ, as Smyrna and Philadelphia. And the admonitions
addressed to them— 1 . To repent and reform their ways ;— 2. To reject false apostles

and corrupt doctrines;— 3. To retain their patience and steadfastness in the faith ;

4. Under the penalty of having their ' lamps removed,' or their established churches ex-
tinguished— are equally addressed to all. 'He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith to the churches ' in general." (Rev. ii. 29. iii. 22.) *

1 An account of the above-mentioned cities is given in the Historical and Geographical
Index, in Vol. III. of the present work.

2 Dr Hales's Analysis of Chronology, vol. ii. book ii. p. 1294. Bishop Newton's
Dissertations, vol, ii. p. 167.
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Part II. cojitains a Prophecy of a jw-sAAs* ysvsa-^ai, " the things 'which

shall be hereafter,'' or the Future State of the Church through siic-

ceeding ages, from the time 'when the apostle beheld the apocalyptic

visions to the Gra?id Consurmnation of all things.

Sect. 1. The representation of the divine glory in heaven, (iv.)

Sect. 2. Tlie sealed book, the Lamb who opens it, and the praises sung
by the heavenly choir, (v.)

Sect. 3. The opening of |^he first six seals, (vi.)

Sect. 4. The sealing of the hundred and forty-four thousand, and the

presentation of the palm-bearing multitude before the throne, (vii.)

Sect. 5. The opening of the seventh seal, and the six first trumpets,

and the prophetic commission to John.

§ i. The opening of the seventh seal, and the commission to the angel with the seven

trumpets, (viii. 1— 5.)

§ ii. Theybjo- first trumpets (viii. 6— 12.), and the denunciation of the three woes. (13.)

§ iii. TheJifth trumpet and theJtist woe. (ix. 1— 12.)

§ iv. The sirtli trumpet and the second woe. (ix. If?—21.)

§ v. Tlie first prophetical vision of the open little book, representing the different states-

of the Christian church to the end of the sixth trumpet, — the measuring of the tem-
ple, and the two witnesses, (x. 1— 11. xi. 1—14.)

Sect. 6. The sounding of the seventh trumpet— the vision of the

women persecuted by the dragon, and of the wild beasts from the

sea and from the land. (ix. 15— 19. xii. xiii.)

Sect. 7- The vision of the Lamb and the hundred and forty-four thou-

sand elect on Mount Sion, and the proclamations or warnings.

§ i. The Lamb on Mount Sion. (xiv. 1—5.)

§ ii. The first angel proclaims, (xiv. 6, 7.)

§ iii. The second angel proclaims, (xiv. 8,)

§ iv. The //itrii angel proclaims, (xiv. 9— 12.)

§ v. The blessedness of those who die in the Lord proclaimed, (xiv. 13.)

§ vi. The vision of the harvest and the vintage, (xiv. 14—20 )

Sect. 8. colitains the seven vials and the episode of the harlot of Ba-
bylon and her fall.

§ i. The vision preparatory to the seven vials, (xv. xvi, 1.)

§ ii. The pouring out of the seven vials, (xvi. 2—21.)
§ iii. The great harlot, or Babylon, (xvii.)

§ iv. The judgment of Babylon continued, (xviii.)

§ V. Exultation in heaven over the fallen Babylon, and upon the approach of the New
Jerusalem, (xix. 1— 10.)

Sect. 9. contains the grand conflict, the millenium, the conflict re-

newed, the judgment, and the new creation.

§ i. The appearance of the Lord with his followers, for iiattle and victory, (xix.l 1— 18.)

§ ii. The conflict and victory over the beast and false prophet, (xix. 19—21.)

§ iii. Satan bound, and the millenium. (xx. 1— 6.)

§ iv. Satan loosed, deceives the nations, and is cast into the burning lake. (xx. 7— 10.)

§ V. The general resurrection and final judgment, (xx. 11— 15.)

Sect. 10. Description of the new Jerusalem, (xxi. xxii. 1—5.)

The Conclusion, (xxii. 6—21.)

VI. No book has been more commented upon, or has given rise to

a greater variety of interpretations, than the Apocalypse, which has

ever been accounted the most difficult portion of the New Testa-

ment. The figurative language in which the visions are dehvered ;

the variety of symbols under which the events are presignified ; the

extent of the prophetical information, which appears to pervade all

ages of the Cln-istian church, afford little hope of its perfect eluci-
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tlation, till a further process of time shall have ripened more of the

events foretold in it, and have given safer scope to investigation. ^

Referring the reader, therefore, to the works of Mede, Daubuz,
Sir Isaac Newton, Bishops Newton and Hurd, Lowman, Faber,

Dr. Hales, and others, who have attempted to illustrate these sub-

lime and mysterious prophecies, and especially to the learned and
pious labours of Dr. AV'ooclhouse, we shall conclude this article with

the following canons of interpretation, v/hich have been proposed by
the last-mentioned eminent critic and divine, who has most success-

fully applied them to the exposition of the Apocalypse :
—

1. Compare the language, the symbols, and the predictions of the

Apocalypse with those of former revelations ; and admit only such inter-

pretation as shall appear to have the sanction of this divine authority.

2. Unless the language and symbols of the Apocalypse should in par-

ticular passages direct, or evidently require, another mode of application,

the predictions are to be applied to the progressive church of Christ.

3. The kingdom which is the subject of this prophetic book is not a

temporal but a spiritual kingdom; — not "a kingdom of this world
"

(John xviii. 36.), not established by the means and apparatus of worldly

pomp, not bearing the external ensigns of royalty ; but governing the

inward man, by possession of the ruling principles : the kingdom uf God,

says our Lord, is mithin ijou. (Luke xvii. 21.) The predictions relative

to this kingdom, therefore, are to be spiritually interpreted. Wars, con-

quests, and revolutions, of vast extent and great political import," are not

the object of the apocalyptical prophecies ; unless they appear to have pro-

moted or retarded in a considerable degree the real progress of the religion

of Jesus Christ, whose proper reign is in the hearts and consciences of his

subjects. " His reign is advanced, when Christian principles, when faith,

and righteousness, and charity abound. It is retarded, when ignorance,

impurity, idolatrous superstition, and wickedness prevail."

4. We are not to attempt the particular explanation of those prophecies

which remain to be fulfilled. -

Although many parts of the Apocalypse are necessarily obscure

to us, because they contain predictions of events still future, yet

enough is sufficiently clear to convey to us the most important reli-

gious instruction. This book is to us precisely what the prophe-

cies of the Old Testament were to the Jews, nor is it in any degree

more inexplicable. " No prophecies in the Revelation can be more
clouded with obscurity, than that a child should be born of a pure

virgin— that a mortal should not see corruption — that a person

despised and numbered among malefactors should be established for

ever on the throne of David. Yet still the pious Jcxo preserved his

faith entire amidst all these wonderful, and, in appearance, contra-

dictory intimations. He looked into the holy books in which they were

' Brit Crit. vol. xxix. p. 191. Rosenmiiller (Scliolia, vol. v. pp. 614—619.) and

Dr. A. Clarke (Preface to the Revelation', pp. i.—x.) have given an abstract of various

hypotheses relative to the interpretation of the Apocalypse, some of which are sufficiently

exlr(iv(i<iant . See also Cellerier's Introduction au Nouv. Test. pp. 497—501. and Hug's

Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 66.5—667.
2 Dr. Woodhouse's translation of the Apocalypse, pp. xii.—xix. IMany of the ob-

servations in Vol. II. pp.462—468. are applicable to the interpretation of the .'Apo-

calypse,
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contained, with reverence ; and with an eye of patient expectation

« waited for the consolation of Israel.' We, in the same manner,

look up to these prophecies of the Apocalypse, for the full consum-

mation of the great scheme of the Gospel ; when Christianity shall

finally prevail over all the corruptions of the world, and be univer-

sally established in its utmost purity."
^

1 Gilpin's Exposition of the New Testament, vol. ii. p. 428.



APPENDIX.

ON THE SOURCES OF THE FIRST THREE GOSPELS.

I. Different Hypotheses stated.— 11. Examination of the Hypothesis, that

the Evangelists abridged or copiedfrom each other.— III. Examination

of the Hypothesis, that the Evangelists derived their Iiiformation from a

primary Greek or Hebrexv Document.— IV. Examination of the Hy-
j)othesis, that they consulted several Documents. — V. And of the Hy-
pothesis, that Oral Tradition was the Source of the First Three Gospels.

— VI. That the only Document consxdted by the Three First Evangelists

ivas the Preaching of our Saviour himself.

I. 1 HAT the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, should contain so

much verbal agreement, and yet that there should exist such striking

differences as appear in the parallel accounts of these three Evangelists

when they relate the same discourses or transactions, is indeed a most
remarkable circumstance. Hence several eminent writers have been in-

duced to discuss this singular fact with great ability and equal ingenuity :

and although the testimonies which we have to the genuineness and au-

thenticity of the Gospels, are so clear and decisive, as to leave no doubt
in the minds of private Christians

;
yet, since various learned men have

offered different hypotheses to account for, and explain, these phenomena,
the author would deem his labours very imperfect, if he suffered them to

pass unnoticed.

Four principal hypotheses have been offered, to account for these

verbal similarities and occasional differences between the first three

evangelists; viz. 1. That one or two of the Gospels were taken from

another ; 2. That all three were derived from some original document
common to the evangelists ;

— 3. That they were derived from detached

narratives of part of the history of our Saviour, communicated by the

apostles to the first converts to Christianity ; — and, 4. That they were
derived from oral tradition. We shall briefly state the arguments that

have been offered for and against these various hypotheses.

II. The FIRST and most commonly received opinion has been, that

one or two of the first three evangelists had copied or abridged from
the third, or one from the other two. Thus, Vogel endeavoured to show
that Mark made use of the Gospel of Luke, and that Matthew drew
from Mark and Luke.' Grotius, Mill, Simon, Calmet, Wetstein, Wolfius,

Drs. Owen and Harwood, and others, after Augustine, have asserted that

Mark was an epitomiser of Matthew. . Griesbach - and Dr. Townson^

' Vogel, iiber die Entstehung der drey ersten Evangelien, (on tlie Origin of the first Tliree

Gospels,) in Gabler's Journal fur auserlesene Theologisch Literatur, Band. 1. Stuck. 1,

p. 1. et seq.

2 Griesbach, in Kuinoel, Ruperti's, and Velthusen's Commentationes Theologicse, tom.i.

pp. 303. et seq. Griesbach's hypothesis was refuted by Koppe, in Pott's and Ruperti's

Sylloge Commcntationuni Theologicarum, torn. i. pp. 55. et seq. Ammon defended
Griesbach's hypothesis, and also contended that Luke made use of the Greek version of
St. Matthew's Gospel, which he corrected and enlarged. Disserfatio de Luca emenda-
tore Matthaci. Erlangae, 1805. 4to.

3 Discourses on the Four Gospels, Oxford, 1778. 4to. ; or vol, i, of Dr. Townson's
Works, pp. 1—273.
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have maintained that both Mark and Luke had seen and consulted the

Gospel of Matthew. Hug has defended the opinion that Mark had

before him the Gospel written by Matthew for the Jews dwelling in Pa-

lestine ', and that Luke made use of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark. ^

Seller affirmed that Mark translated into Greek and enlarged the Syro-

Chaldaic Gospel of Matthew ; that this Syro-Chaldaic Gospel, enlarged

in many places, either by Matthew himself, or by other men worthy of

credit, was subsequently translated into Greek either by the Evangelist

or some other person ; and that the Greek translator consulted the Gospel

of Mark.-'' Storr endeavoured to prove that the Gospel of Mark was

the source whence Matthew and Luke derived materials for their Gos-

pels. '^ Busching was of opinion that Matthew and Mark compiled from

Luke.^ Saunier maintains that the Gospels of Matthew, Luke, and John

are authentic and independent narratives ; that Mark made use of those

by Matthew and Luke ; and that the passages, not to be found in either

of these, were supplied by Peter, under whose direction he wrote. *^ And,

lastly, Janssens affirms that the agreement and disagreement between the

Gospels of Matthew and Mark are sufficiently accounted for, by saying,

after the antient fathers, that IMark composed his Gospel after that of

Matthew and after the preaching of Peter." Not to dwell upon the un-

certainty of these various hypotheses, all of which differ as to the point

which was the original writer, and which of the evangelists were copyists

or abridgers, the opinion which they respectively are designed to advo-

cate is contradicted by the following weighty considerations :
—

1. They could have no motivefor copyingfont each other.

" For, as each acknowledged the authority and veracity of the others, when their nar-

ratives were known, they could not have been so absurd as to repeat, what had been al-

ready rin-htly told. Had they then written successively, witli knowledge of each other's

writings, it is probable, nay, it is almost certain, that each subsequent author would have

set down only, or at least cliiefly, what his predecessors iiad happened to omit. To repeat

in substance, but iu diflerent words what anotlier had sufficiently told, might have been

practised by writers who valued themselves upon tiieir own peculiar style of expression,

or their own mode of compilation. But to copy the very words of another, whose account

we do not mean to supersede, and to introduce them in the very same manner, is an idle

and superfluous task, which no man in his senses would ever undertake. 8 That the two

evangelists, St. Mark and St. Luke, who were not eye-witnesses of the facts, and heard

not the discourses of Christ pronounced, relate them nearly in the same words with those

who were actually present, appears to me to prove that the narratives of all the witnesses

perfectly agreed. That what one wrote others had told, and each precisely in the same

manner. The witnesses liad all taken such care to remember, with minute exactness, the

principal discourses of their Lord, and the occasions on which they were spoken, and were

1 Hug's Introduction to the New Testament, translated by Dr. Wait, vol. ii. pp. 73—
83. 111—134.

2 Ibid. vol. ii. pp. 152— 185. Dr. Wait's translation having been executed from

Hug's Jirst edition, the learned translator of Dr. Schleiermacher's Critical Essay on the

Gospel of St. Luke has given an abstract of Hug's hypothesis from his second edition

published in 18'il. Introduction, pp. xcviii.—cxv.

3 Seller, Dissertationes II. de tempore et ordine, quibus tria Evangelia priora canonica

scripta sunt. Erlangse. 1805-6. 4to.

* Storr, Dissertatio de fonte Evangeliorum Matthsei et Lucae in Kuinoel's, Ruperti's,

and Velthusen's Commentationes Theologicfc, torn. iii. pp.140, et seq.

5 Busching, Harmonie der Evangelisten, pp. 99. 108. 118. et seq. Kuinoel's Com-

mentarius in Libros Historicos Novi Testamenti, tom. i. Prolegom. pp. 1—3.

6 Saunier, Uel)er de Quellen des Evangeliums dcs Marcus. Berlin, 1827. 8vo. The

above notice of Saunier's hypothesis is given from the Christian 'Examiner or Church of

Ireland Magazine, vol. iv. p. 389.

V Janssens, Hermeneutique Sacr^e, tom. ii. p. 11. Paris, 1828. 8vo._

8 " If I follow another writer, and copy the substance of his account in other words, I

make it my own, and become responsible, as a second witness; but if I take his very

words, my account is resolvable into his, and it is still but one testimony."
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so often called upon to repeat them, in making and confirming converts to the faith, that a
precision was obtained in relating these particulars, of which, if no otiier example occurs

in the annals of the world, the reason is, because no other relators of facts and discourses

were ever so situated. No other men ever liad such words and actions to relate ; such

frequent occasion to repeat them ; or so many powerful reasons to relate them with the

strictest accuracy, on every possible occasion. From this cause it naturally arose, that

they who wrote as original witnesses, and they who wrote from the testimony of sucli wit-

nesses, agreed, not only substantially, but almost verbally. Tiie exact and literal truth,

without alteration or embellisliment, was equally delivered by them ; as when several per-

fect mirrors reflect the same object, the images will be the same in form, at the first or

second reflection." '

But, further, " the copying of one book from another is usually the resource either of
ignorance or indolence. Of ignorance, when the writer has no knowledge of the facts,

except what he derives from the author whom he copies : of indolence, when, though pre-

viously informed, he takes the statement of another, which he approves, to save himself

the thought and trouble, which would be required for forming an original narrative. With
respect, then, to the evangelists, above all other writers, we may surely ask, if they knew
not of a certainty what they undertook to write, why did they undertake it? But if they

knew from their own recollection or enquiries, why should they copy from any other per-

son ? If they thought a new narrative was wanted, why should they copy one which was
already to be had ? If they are supposed to have copied through ignorance, why did they

presume to alter even a single word ? If they copied through indolence, the very same in-

dolence would doubtless have led them to copy word for word, which is much more easy

than to copy with variations, but which it never can be pretended they have done, for many
lines together. I know but of one more supposition, which can be inade, and that is so

dishonourable to the evangelists, that I think no sincere Christian could be induced to

make it. It is this. That they copied indeed, through ignorance or indolence, or both,

but inserted slight alterations, as they went on, for the purpose of disguising or concealing

their thefts. Should an enemy even presume to say this, for surely no other would say it,

to him I would boldly reply ; that if so, they were very awkward and blundering con-

trivers : for they altered so very little, that copying has been generally imputed to tliem :

and yet sometimes so indiscreetly, that their differences have been, without reason indeed,

but hastily, regarded as contradictions. "2

2. It docs not appear that any of the learned antient Christian writers had a sus-

picion, that either of the first three evangelists had seen the other Gos2)els before he

lurote his own.

They say, indeed, " that when the three first-written Gospels had been delivered to all

men, they were also brought to Saint John, and that he confirmed the truth of their nar-

ration ; but said, that there were some things omitted by them which might be profitably

related :" or, " that he wrote last, supplying some things which had been omitted by the

former evangelists." To mention no others, Eusebius bishop of Cajsarea"", Epiphanius-*,

Theodore of Mopsuestia^, and Jerome 6, express themselves in this manner. Towards
the close of the fourth century, indeed, or early in the fifth, Augustine? supposed that the

first three evangelists were not totally ignorant of each otlier's labours, and considered

Mark's Gospel as an abridgment of Saint Matthew's : but he was the first of the fathers

who advocated that notion, and it does not appear that he was followed by any succeeding

writers, until it was revived in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, by Grotius

and others.

.3. It is not suitable to the character of any of the evangelists, that they should

abridge or transciibe another historian.

JMatthew was an apostle and an eye-witness, and consequently was able to write from

his own knowledge ; or, if there were any parts of our Lord's ministry at wliich he was

not present, he might obtain information from his fellow-apostles or other eye-witnesses.

And, with respect to things which happened before the calling of the apostles, (as the nati-

vity, infancy, and youth of Christ,) tiie apostles might ascertain them from our Saviour

himself, or from his friends and acquaintance, on whose information they could depend.

1 Nares's Veracity of the Evangelists, pp. 33—35. '- Ibid. pp. 168—170.

3 See the passages from Eusebius in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 226,, 227.;

•4to. vol. ii. p. 369.
4 Ibid. 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 314, 31.5. ; 4to. vol. ii. p. 418.

5 Ibid. 8vo. vol. iv. pp. 511,512. ; 4to. vol.ii. p.*529.

6 Ibid. 8vo. vol. V. p. 41. ; 4to. vol.ii. p. 553.

7 Ibid. 8vo. vol. V. p. 93. ; 4to. vol. ii. p. 583.
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Mark, if not one of Christ's seventy disciples, was (as we have already seen ') an early

Jewish believer, acquainted with all the apostles, and especially with Saint Peter, as well

as with many other eye-witnesses : consequently he was well qualified to write a Gospel ;

and that he did not abridge Matthew, we have shown by an induction of various particu-

lars. - Luke, though not one of Christ's seventy disciples, nor an eye-witness of his dis-

courses and actions, was a disciple and companion of the apostles, and especially of Paul:

he must therefore have been well qualified to write a Gospel. Besides, as we have shown

in a former page 3, it is manifest from his introduction, that he knew not of any authentic

history of Jesus Christ that had been then written ; and he expressly says, that he had ac-

curately traced all things from the source in succession or order, and he professes to write

of them to Theophilus. After such an explicit declaration as this is, to affirm that he

transcribed many things from one historian, and still more from another, is no less than a

contradiction of the evangelist himself.

4. // is evidentfrom the nature and design of thefirst three Gospels, that the evan-

gelists had not seen any authentic ivritten history of Jesus Christ.

There can be no doubt but that John had seen the other three Gospels ; for, as he is said

to have lived to a great age, so it appears from his Gospel itself that he carefully avoided

tlie repetition of things related in them, except a few necessary facts. But there is no cer-

tain evidence, either that Mark knew that Matthew had written a Gospel before him, or

that Luke knew that the two evangelists had written Gospels before him. If Mark had

seen tlie work of Matthew, it is likely that he would have remained satisfied with it as

being the work of an apostle of Christ, that is, an eye-witness, which he was not. Nor
would Luke, who, from the beginning of his Gospel, appears to have been acquainted

with several memoirs of the sayings and actions of Christ, have omitted to say that one or

more of them was written by an apostle, as Matthew was His silence, therefore, is an

additional proof that the first three evangelists were totally unacquainted with any previous

authentic written history of Christ.

B. The seeming contradictions^, which exist in tliefirst three Gospels, (all of ivhich,

however, admit of easy solutions,) are an additional evidence that the evangelists did

not write by concert, or after having seen each other's Gospels.

6. In some of the histories recorded by all these three evangelists, there are small

varieties and differences, ivhich plainly show the same thing.

In illustration of this remark, it will suffice to refer to and compare the accounts of the

healing of the demoniac or demoniacs in the country of the Gadarenes (Matt. viii. 28—34.

with Mark v. I—20. and Luke viii. 26—•^0.) ; the account of our Lord's transfiguration

on the mount (Matt. xvii. 1— 13. with Mark ix. 1— 13- and Luke ix. 28—36.), and the

history of the healing of the young man after our Saviour's descent from the mount. (Matt.

xvii. 14—21. with Mark ix, 14—29. and Luke ix. 37—42.) In each of the accounts

here cited, the agreeing circumstances which are discoverable in them, clearly prove that it

is the same history, but there are also several differences equally evident in them. Who-
ever, therefore, diligently attends to these circumstances, must be sensible that the evange-

lical historians did not copy or borrow from each other.

7. There are some very remarkable things related in Saint Matthew^s Gospel, of
ivhich neither Saint Mark nor Saint Luke has taken any notice.

Such are the extraordinary events recorded in Matt. ii. xxvii. 19. xxvii. 51—53. and
xxviii. 11— 15. : some or all of which would have been noticed by Mark or Luke, had
they written with a view of abridging or confirming Matthew's history. It is also very

observable, that Luke has no accoinit of tlie miracle of feeding " four thousand with seven

loaves and a few small fishes," which is related in Matt. xv. 32—39. and Mark viii. 1—9.

The same remark is applicable to Luke's Gospel, supposing (as Dr. Macknight and others

have imagined) it to have been first written, as it contains many remarkable things not to

bs found in the other Gospels. Now, if Matthew or Mark had written with a view of

abridging or confirming Luke's history, they would not have passed by those things with-

out notice.

8. All the first three evangelists have several things peculiar to themselves ; ivhich

shoiv that they did not borrowfrom each other, and that they were all ivell acquainted

ivith the things of ivhich they undertook to write a history.

Many such peculiar relations occur in Matthew's Gospel, besides those just cited ; and

• See p. 284. of this volume.
2 See pp. 290—292. of this volume. 3 See p. 304. supra.

* On this subject, see Vol. II, Part II. pp. 497. 546., in which the apparent contradic-

tions between the genealogies recorded by Matthew and Luke are particularly considered.
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both Mark ' and Luke '-, as we have already seen, have many similar things, so that it 13

needless to adduce any additional instances.

9. Lastly, Dr. Mill has argued that the similarily of style and composition is a proof

that these evangelists had seen each other's writings.

But this argument in Dr. Lardner's judgment is insufficient. In fact, Mill himself

allows ^ that a very close agreement may easily subsist between two authors writing on the

same subject in the Greek language. •

III. The SECOND hypothesis, by which some distinguished critics have
attempted to explain the verbal harmony observable in the first three

Gospels, is that which derives them from some Common Greek or He-
brew Document or source, which occasioned the evangelists so fre-

quently to adopt the same terms and forms of expression. Le Clerc"' was
the first writer to whom this idea occurred ; and after it had lain dormant
upwards of sixty years, it was revived and advocated by Koppe", and has

been modified in various ways by subsequent writers, so that (as it has

been severely but not unjustly remarked) " hypothesis has been knocked
down by hypothesis, till the Gospels must begin to feel themselves in a

very awkward condition."
'^

Of these various modifications the following is a concise outline :
—

1. MiCHAELis, in the fourth German edition of his Introduction^, aban-

doning his former opinion that Mark copied from Matthew, "attributes

the verbal harmony of all three evangelists to the use of the same
documents. But, as he assumes that St. Matthew wrote in Hebrew^
he supposes, not that Matthew himself, but his Greek translator, had
access to the same Greek document or documents which had been
used both by St. Mark and St. Luke ; and that hence arose the verbal

harmony between the Greek Gospel of St. Matthew and the Gospels
of St. Mark and St. Luke."i*

2. Semler'*^, in 1783, intimated rather than enuntiated the hypothesis of

a common Hebrew or Syriac document or documents, whence the

three first evangelists derived the principal materials of their Gospels.

The hypothesis of Seniler was subsequently adopted by Berchtold, who
maintained that the verbal conformity in the corresponding passages of

our Gospels was produced by the alterations of transcribers. '^

3. In 1781 Lessing asserted the hypothesis of a common Syriac or

Chaldee original, which he supposes to be the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, or the Gospel according to the twelve Apostles. From this

Gospel he imagines that Matthew (who in his opinion wrote only in

Greek), Mark, and Luke derived the principal materials of their Gos-
pels, and accordingly translated it more or less fully, more or less

' See pp. 290, 291. supra, of this volume.
2 See p. 306. note 2. supra, of this volume. 3 Millii Froleg. § 108.
» Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. vi. pp. 22;3— 233. ; 4to. vol. ii. pp. 245—250.
s Clerici Eccl. Hist. sasc. i. annolxiv. §xi. pp. 429, 430.
6 In his dissertation intitled Marcus non Epitomator Matthaei. See Pott's and Ruperti's

Sylloge, torn. i. pp. Q5—68.

7 British Critic and Tlieol. Review, vol. ii. p. 351.
8 Vol. iii. part 1. cli. 5. sect. 5. of Bp. Marsh's translation.

9 Bp. Marsii's Michaelis, vol. iii part 2. p. 186.
10 In the notes to his German translation of Dr. Townson's Discourses. (Townson, Ab-

handlungen iiber die vier Evangelien, vol. i. pp.221. 290.) Michaelis, vol. iii. part 2.

p. 187. Kuinbel, Comment, in Lib. Mist. Nov. Test. torn. i. Prolegom. pp. 3, 4.

" An outiin'j of Berclitolirs hypothesis will be found in the Introduction to the English

translation of Schleiermacher's Critical Essay on the Gospel of St. Luke, pp. xcvi. xcvii.

VOL. IV. L L
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closely into Greek.' Niemeyer^, Halfeld^, and Paulus'^, adopted and
improved upon Lessing's notion : but their views have been eclipsed,

4. By the late Professor Eichhorn, of whose earlier modifications of the

hypothesis of a primary document, Bishop Marsh has given an interest-

ing account.^ According to Eichhorn's hypothesis, as developed in

the second edition of his (German) Introduction to the New Testament^
there wereJour copies of the Aramaic Original which formed the basis

of the three first Gospels ; which with their respective translations he
thus designates :

—
*' A. An Aramaic Text of the original doctrine, with some of the great

additions now found in St. Matthew. This was early translated.

B. An Aramaic Text, with some of the greater additions now in St. Luke.
Not translated independently.

C. An Aramaic Text compounded of A. and B. This forms St. Mark's
Gospel, having been either translated by himself, or an early

translation of it having been revised by him.

D. An Aramaic Text, with some of the other great additions in St. Luke,
which was also translated earl)\

E. St. Matthew's Aramaic Text, composed out of A. and D., except
some additions made by St. Matthew himself, who arranged the

whole of the original Gospel and the additions chronologically.

The translator of this into Greek used the early translations of

A. and D.

F. St. Luke's Aramaic Text, composed of B. and D. (except some ad-

ditions peculiar to St. Luke,) and translated by himself, with the

assistance of the existing translation of D. B. is thus common to

St. Mark and St. Luke, but they had no common translation of it." 7

This scheme, it will be seen on comparison, does not materially vary

from that proposed by
5. Bishop Marsh, in his elaborate " Dissertation on the Origin and Com-

position of our three first Gospels." After many preparatory steps,

assigning reasons for the rejection of other hypotheses, and various

forms of this hypothesis. Bishop Marsh proposes his own in the follow-

ing terms, marking the common Hebrew document, which he supposes

the evangelist to have consulted, by the sign ^, and certain translations

of it with more or less additions by the letters a, /3, &c.
" Saint Matthew, Saint Mark, and Saint Luke, all three, used copies

of the common Hebrew document ^ : the materials of which Saint

Matthew, who wrote in Hebrew, retained in the language in which he

found them, but Saint Mark and Saint Luke translated them into

Greek. They had no knowledge of each other's Gospel ; but Saint

Mark and Saint Luke, besides their copies of the Hebrew document

J»J,
used a Greek translation of it, which had been made before any of

the additions a, /3, &c. had been inserted. Lastly, as the Gospels of

' Lessing's Theologischer Nachlass (Theological Remains), pp. 45—72., cited by Bp.

Marsh, vol. Hi. part 2. pp. 187, 188.
2 Niemeyer, Conjectuvre ad illustrandum plurimorum N. T. Scriptorum Silentium de

primordiis Jesu Christi. Halae, 1790. 4to.

3 Halfeld, Commentatio de Origine quatuor Evangeliorum et de eorum canonica

auctoritate. Gottingse, 1794. 4to.

* Paulus, Introductio in N. T. capita selectiora, quibus in originem, scopum, et

argumentorum Evangeliorum et Actuum Apostolorum inquiritur. Jenae, 1799. 8vo.

s Michaelis, vol.iii. part 2. pp.184—205.
• 6 Einleitung in das N. T. vol. i. 1820.

V For the preceding abstract of Eichhorn's latest hypothesis, the author is indebted to

the learned reviewer of Schleiermacher's Essay on the Gospel of St. Luke in the British

Critic and Theol. Review, vol. ii. pp. 346, 347.
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Saint Mark and Saint Luke contain Greek translations of Hebrew
materials, which were incorporated into Saint Matthew's Hebrew
Gospel, the person who translated Saint Matthew's Hebrew Gospel

into Greek frequently derived assistance from the Gospel of Saint

Mark, where Saint Mark had matter in common with Saint Matthew :

and in those places, but in those places only, where Saint Mark had no

matter in common with Matthew, he had frequently recourse to Saint

Luke's Gospel." '

The hypothesis thus stated and determined, its author conceives, will

account for all the phenomena relative to the verbal agreement and dis-

agreement of our first three Gospels, as well as for the other manifold

relations which they bear to each other ; and he has acconmiodated it

with great attention to particular circumstances, enumerated by him in

the former part of his " Dissertation on the Origin of the Three First

Gospels," which circumstances, however, we have not room to detail.

This document, he thinks, may have been intitled in Greek, AlHTHSIS
Trep* Tftiv TtETcXYjpofop'/ifJi.sviicv iv YjiMV 'Kpa.yfji.a.Tccv, Y.a6&.'<; ittxpt^oactv rjjMV ot ai: apyjfiq

ccvTOirrdi y.a.i VT[-/]peToii tov Aoyov, that is, A NARRATIVE ofthose things ivhich

are mostfirmly believed among us, even as they, vohofrovi the beginning

were eye-ivitnesses and miiiisters ojthe voord, delivered them unto us. Con-,

sequently, if this conjecture be well founded, the document in question

is actually referred to by Saint Luke. - In addition also to this supposed

first Hebrew document J^ and its translations, Bishop Marsh supposes

the existence of a supplemental Hebrew document, which he calls ^, and

which contained a collection of precepts, parables, and discourses, deli-

vered by our Saviour on various occasions, but not arranged in chrono-

logical order. This he terms a rv&j/xoXoyia, and conceives that it was used

only by Matthew and Luke, who had copies of it differing from each other.

6. In order to unite the two hypotheses of Eichhorn and Bishop Marsh,

Professor Gratz supposes that there was a Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic

original Gospel for the use of the preachers of the Christian faith in Pa-

lestine, from which Matthew composed his Hebrew Gospel. When they

began to propagate the Christian doctrines in other countries, this ori-

ginal Gospel was translated into Greek, and enriched with several addi-

tions. From this version Mark and Luke composed their books, and

hence arose the agreement both as to facts and expressions, which is ob-

servable in their respective Gospels. The Gospel of Matthew was also

translated into Greek, in executing which version the translator made use

of the writings of Mark, whence he also sometimes interpolated Matthew;

and this circumstance gave rise to a similarity between them as to mat-

ter, in places where Luke differs fVom them. But the agreement between

Matthew and Luke, to the exclusion of Mark, was effected by subse-

quent interpolations, since these passages were transcribed from the

1 Michaelis, vol. iii. part 2. p. 36 1.

2 Ibid. pp. 363. 368. But the absence of the Greek article is fatal to the con-

jecture of Bishop Marsh, and proves that the supposed document never exited. The

force of this objection seems to liave struck the mind of that learned writer ;
for he

has candidly left it to others to determine wliether his conjecture is not rendered abortive

by the want of the article before Biriyiqrjii' {narratice or declaration) in Luke i. 1. On this

topic Bishop Middleton is decisively of opinion that it is rendered totally abortive. With

respect to the Greek article, lie remarks, tliat " the rule is, that the title of a book, as pre-

fixed to the book, should be anarthrous" (i. e. witliout the article) ;
" but that when the

book is referred to, the article should l)e inserted. " And lie adduces, among other instances,

Hesiod's poem, intitled Atnrij HpaKAtovs (Hercules's Shield), which Longinus tlius cites—
eiye 'HcrioSoi' Kai THN Aa-irida ^tTtov (if indeed the shield may be ascribed to Hesiod).

Bishop Middleton on the Greek article, p. 289. first edition. In the two following pages

he has controverted the translation of Luke i. 1— 4, proposed by the translator of Michaelis,

L L 2
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Gospel of Matthew into that of Luke: and in those places, where the

original Gospel has no additions, they all agree in matter as well as liar-

nionise in words. '

The modifications of the hypothesis that therewas an original Aramaean
Gospel, proposed by Eichliorn and Bishop Marsh, have been adopted by
Kuinoel -, Schoell "^, and some other continental critics ; but they have
been strenuously opposed, on the Continent, by Professor Hug^^, and in

this country by the late Bishops Randolph '' and Middleton*^, Bishop
Gleig'', the editors ofthe British Critic", and other distinguished writers-',

of whose arguments and reasonings the following is an abstract : —
1. Suppriwig such a tlieori/ to be necessary, in oi-de?- to accomitfor the verbal simi-

larities and differences of the first three evangelists, {which necessity, hoiuever, is by
no means admitted,) the obvious faidt of this hypothesis, in all its modifications, is its

extreme complexity.

To omit the earlier modifications whicli have yielded to the schemes of Eichhorn and
Bishop Marsh: — According to tlie former there arc an Aramaic original Gospel, which

was translated into Greek, and five compilations from it, with various additions. Accord-
ing to the latter there are two Hebrew or Aramaic document-, and several Greek versions,

with additions gratuitously supposed, which the algebraical notations, introduced by their

author, can scarcely enable the reader to distinguish from each other. To describe the

sources of Saint Matthew's Gospel by this method, not fewer than seven marks are em-
ployed; viz. j^, a, 7, A, r

', 2, ft"'! r -. Besides these, there are the marks peculiar to

Saint Luke or Saint Mark, ;3, b, and j.?,
— in all, ten different signs standing for so many

separate documents or modifications of docimients ; and all these gratuitously supposed

without proof for the existence of one amonii; the number. This hypothesis Bishop Marsh
considers as simple ; but, with every possible deference to such an authority in all matters

respecting biblical literature, it is submitted, that few persons will be found to coincide in

his opinion. And although he states vvith respect to the steps of this hypothesis, that " there

is no improbability attending any one of them ; they are neither numerous nor compli-

cated :" yet we must observe that, altogether, tiiey are both numerous, and, consequently,

by the combinations supposed in their application, they become extremely complicated.

Further, though no particular step may be in itself improbable, yet the discovery of ten

different sources to certain works, by mere analysis, is a circumstance of the highest impro-

bability, and forms such a discovery as was never yet made in the world, and probably

never will be made ; because, if not absolutely impossible, it approaches so nearly to impos-

sibility, that the mind can scarcely conceive a distinction. '"

2. But if either of these hypotheses would solve, without difficulty or exception,

all the phenomena '
' of every description, which are assumed to exist in the three

first Gos|)els, the total silknce of ecclesiastical antiquity presents a direct and invin-

cible argument against the existence of any such primary document.

1 Gratz, Neuer Versuch, die Enstehung der drey ersten Evangelien zu erklairen, (Tubin-

gen, 1SI2,) cited in Hug's Introduction, vol.ii. p. 88. There is an abstract of Gratz's

scheme, with remarks by the translator of Schleiermacher (Introd. pp. Ixxxvi.

—

xciii.),

who considers it " to be not only unwarranted, but contradicted by every memorial we
have remaining, of the earliest transactions in Christian liistory.

"

^ Comm. in Hist. Lib. Nov. Test, vol.i. pp.7—9.

3 Hlstoire Abregec de la Litt6rature Grecque, tom. ii. pp. 66—82.

4 Hug's Introduction, vol. ii. pp 89— 101.

5 Dr. Randolph, in his " Remarks on Michaelis's Introduction, 8vo. vols. iii. and iv.

"

London, 1802.

6 On the Doctrine of the Greek Article, pp. 288—291.

7 In his valuable edition of Stackhouse's History of the Bible, vol. iii. pp. 103— 112.

8 Brit. Crit. vol.xxi. (O. S.) p. 178. et scq. Brit. Crit. and Theological Review, vol.ii.

pp. 347—350.
9 Particularly I\Ir. Veysie, in his " Examination of l\Ir. Marsh's Hypothesis," 8vo.

London, 1808, and Mr. Falconer, in his Bampton Lectures for 1810, p 105. et seq. See

also the Christian Observer for 1808, vol. viii. pp. 623—628., and the late Dr. Miiner's

Strictures on some of the publications of the Rev. Herbert Marsh, D.D. Lond. 1813. 8vo.

10 Brit. Crit. vol. xxi. (O. S.) p. 180.

" INIr. Veysie has instituted a minute examination of Bishop Marsh's statement of the

phenomena observable in the first three Gospels, in which he has shown its incompetency

^o explain those phenomena. As this investigation is not of a nature to admit of abridg-

ment, we refer the reader to Mr. V.'s " Examination," pp. 12—50.
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(1.) To commence with tlie apostolic age: — is it to be supposed that there ever

existed a work of such approved excellence, and such high authority, as to become the

basis of the first three Gospels, and yet that nothing, — not even the memory of it,

—

should survive that age ? ' " Were we indeed as certain, that the apostles, before they

separated, had really met for the purpose of drawing up a copious and authintic history

of their Divine ^Master's life and doctrines, as we are that an authentic record was kept at

Jerusalem of the reigns of the diflercnt kings, the state of religion under each, and the

preaching of the prophets, this would be liy much the easiest, and, perhaps, the most satis-

factory method of accounting as well for the harmony as for the discrepancies which we
find among the several abridgments made by the first tliree evangelists. But, that the

apostles met for such a purpose as this, before they left Jerusalem, has never been sup-

posed ; and, indeed, the hypothesis, had it even been made and supported by the most
unexceptionable testimonies of the earliest uninspired writers of the church, would de-

serve no regard whatever, unless these writers had each declared, without collusion among
themselves, that he had possessed a copy of the original record. Even then, unless a copy

of it were still in existence, from which we might, from internal evidence, decide on its

claims to an apostolical origin, we should hesitate, after the imposture of the hook called

the ' Aposlolical Coiislituliims,' to admit the authenticity of such a record. The apostles,

in a state of persecution, had not the same facilities for publicly recording the actions of their

Ijord, as the ministers of state, called the Scribe and the Recorder, possessed in the king-

doms of Judah and Israel, for writing registers of the deeds of their respective sovereigns;

nor do we ever find the evangelists appealing to any such record, while the writers of the

histoiical books of the Old Testament frequently appeal to the annals or chronicles of the

kingdom. '^ A common record, from which all the evangelists selected the materials of their

histories, must, therefore, be abandoned as an hypothesis perfectly groundless, notwith-

standing all the learning and ingenuity which have been displayed in support of that

hypothesis," 3

(2.) If we consult the writings of the apostolical fathers, who were the immediate dis-

ciples of the apostles and evangelists, we shall find that the same silence prevails among
them ; for, although they did not cite by name the various books of the New Testament

(the canon not being completed until the close of the first century), yet in their allusions

to the evangelical writings they refer to our four Gospels, and do not so much as intimate

the existence of any other document, Ignatius, who floiu'ished in the beginning of the

second century (a. d. 107), is supposed to have mentioned the book of the Gospels under
the term " Gospel," and the Epistles under that of " Apostles *," but as this point has

been controverted by learned men, we shall wave any positive evidence which might be

offered from his writings, observing only that he no where alludes or refers to any other

books of the New Testament, besides tliose which have been transmitted to us; and that

his silence concerning the existence of any other document affords a very strong presump-

tive argument against its existence. Let us now consider the evidence of the fathers who
were either contemporary with Ignatius, or who lived within a few years of his time. The
first witness we shall adduce is Papias, who flourished a. d. 116, and had conversed with

apostolical men, that is, with those who had been the immediate disciples of the apostles.

It is remarkable, that this father refers to no primary document whatever ; but, on the

contrary, he bears a most express testimony to tiie number of the Gospels, which were

o\\\y four, in his day. ^ Four-and-twenty years afterwards lived Justin Martyr, whose
evidence is still more explicit : — for instead of quoting any such source, under the name
of ATroiJ.vrifj.ovevfj.ara roov hvoroXoiv, or " Memoirs of the Apostles," he expressly declares,

that he means the Gospels. '^ Tatian, Irenaeus, Theophilus Bishop of Antioch,— and, in

' On the subject here necessarily treated with brevity, see Mr. Falconer's Bampton
Lectures for 1810, pp. 115—120.

^ See, among a variety of such appeals, 1 Kings xiv. 19. and 1 Chron. xxvii. 24.

3 Bishop Gieig's edition of Stackhouse's History of the Bible, vol. iii. p. 10;5.

^ On this topic, see Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol. ii. p. 81. ; 4to. vol.i. p. 322.

* See the testimony of Papias in Dr. Lardner's Works, 8vo. vol ii. pp. 107— 110,;
4to. vol, i. pp. .337, 33S.

6 In his first apology for the Christians, which was delivered to the Emperor Antoninus
Pius (c. 66'.), Justin gives the following reason for the celebration of the Lord's Supper
among the Christians: — " For the apostles, in the Mcnioirs (a.Trofj.vrjfxovfVfj.afftv) composed
by them, which are called Gospels iol KfiAeirai ETArPEAIA), have thus assiu'ed us, tliat

Jesus ordered them to do it ; that lie took bread, gave thanks, and then said, ' This do in

remembrance of me ; this is my body :' that in like manner he took the cup, and, after he
had given thanks, said, ' This is my blood.' " — And in another passage (c.67.), when
giving the emperor an account of the Christian worship, he says, " The Memoirs of the

.Apostles are read, or the Writings of the Prophets, according as time allows ; and, when
the reader has ended, the president of the community makes a discourse exhorting them to

L L 3
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short, every subsequent ecclesiastical writer of antiquity, is equally explicit as to the num-
ber of the Gospels, and equally silent as to the existence of any source whence the evan-
gelists derived the materials of their Gospels. '

.3. The incongruities and apparent contradictions, which {as lue have seen) form a
strong objection against the sitjyposition that the evangelists copied from each other,

form an objection no less strong againt the supposition that they all cojned from one
and the same document.

For if, as this hypothesis requires, they all adhered to their document, no difference

could have arisen between them ; but they would all have agreed in relating the same
thing in the same manner, as much as they must have done, if they had copied from each
other. If, in order to avoid this difficulty, it be supposed that they did not all adhere to their

document, but that occasionally some one (or more) of them gave a different represent-
ation of some fact, either from his own knowledge, or from information derived from
another source (as the supposed document 2, iS:c.) ; this appears to sap the very foundation
of the edifice; for in this case, what becomes of the authority of the primary document?
And, how can all three evangelists be said to have derived from it alone all the matter
which they have in common ? In whatever light, then, we view the subject, we cannot see

how any modification of the general supposition, that the three evangelists, in the composi-
tion of tlieir Gospels, used only one document, can satisfactorily explain all the examples
of verbal disagreement which occur in the Gospels. We conclude, therefore, that no hy-
pothesis which is built upon this foundation can be the true one. -

IV. The THIRD hypothesis, which has been offered, to account for the

verbal similarities and disagreements in the three first Gospels, is that of
A PLURALITY OF DOCUMENTS. Of this hypothesis there have been two
modifications ; — one by the late Rev. Mr. Veysie, the other by Pro-
fessor Schleiermacher.

1. Mr. Veysie gives the following description of his hypothesis '.'^ —
" The apostles, both in their public preaching and in their private

conversations, were doubtless accustomed frequently to instruct and
improve their hearers by the recital of some action or discourse of

our blessed Saviour. And many pious Christians, unwilling to trust

to memory alone for the preservation of these valuable communica-
tions respecting their Redeemer, were induced to commit to writing

the preaching of the apostles while it was fresh in their memory.
And thus at a very early period, before any of our canonical Gos-
pels were written, believers were in possession of many narratives

of detached parts of the history of Jesus ;
— drawn up, some in the

Hebrew language, and others in the Greek. Of the Hebrew narra-

tives, the most important was soon translated into Greek, for the

benefit of the Greek Christians, to whom they were unintelligible in

the original, and vice versa."

From these detached narratives Mr. Veysie is of opinion, that the

three first canonical Gospels were principally compiled. Of the au-

thors of these Gospels, he thinks that as Matthew alone was an eye-
witness, he alone could write from personal knowledge of the facts

which he recorded ; and that even he did not judge it expedient to

the imitation of such excellent things."— An evident proof this, that, so early as the be-

ginning of the second century, the four Gospels (and no greater number) were not only

generally known among the Christians, but were revered even as the Scriptures of the Old
Testament, that is, as divine books. The late Bishop of London (Dr. Randolph) has

satisfactorily vindicated the testimony of Justin against the charge made by the translator

of Michaelis, that this father had quoted what does not exist in sense or substance in any
of our four Gospels. See his " Remarks on Michaelis's Introduction," &c. p. 78. et seq.

second edition.

' See the referenceir'to the individual testimonies of these fathers in the Index to Dr.
Lardner's Works, voce Gospels. See also the British Critic and Theological Review,
vol. ii. pp.347—350. for some forcible objections against the existence of any primary
document.

2 Veysie's Examination, p. SG. ^ Ibid. p. 97.
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draw exclusively from his own stores, but blended with these detached
narratives such additional facts and discourses as the Holy Spirit

brought to his remembrance. Mark, our author further thinks, had
no knowledge of Matthew's Gospel; and having collected materials

for a Gospel, he added to them numerous explanations that adapted
them to the use of the Gentile converts, together with various cir-

cumstances, the knowledge of which he probably acquired from Peter.

And he is of opinion also, that Luke compiled his Gospel from simi-

lar detached narratives, many of which were the same as had been
used by the other Evangelists, though some of them had been drawn
up by different persons, and perhaps from the preaching of other

apostles ; and that Luke, being diligeni. in his inquiries and researches,

was enabled to add greatly to the number. Matthew, Mr. V. thinks,

wrote in Hebrew, and the other two evangelists in Greek. " But
Mark, being a plain unlettered man, and but meanly skilled in the

Greek language, was, for the most part, satisfied with the very

words of his Greek documents, and with giving a literal version of

such as he translated from the Hebrew. Whereas Luke, being a
greater master of the Greek language, was more attentive to the

diction, and frequently expressed the meaning of his documents in

more pure words, and a more elegant form. Only he adhered more
closely to the very expression of his documents, when he came to

insert quotations from the Old Testament, or to recite discourses and
conversations, and especially the discourses of our blessed Saviour.

Both Mark and Luke adhered to the arrangement which they found

in those documents which contained more facts than one. The do-

cuments themselves they arranged in chronological order. All the

evangelists connected the documents one with another, each for him-

self and in his own way."^ Our author also conjectures that Mat-
thew's Gospel was translated into Greek some time after the two other

Gospels were in circulation ; that the translator made great use of

them, frequently copying their very words where they suited his pur-

pose ; that, however, he made most use of Mark's Gospel, having re-

course to that of Luke only when he could derive no assistance from
the other : and that where he had no doubt, or perceived no difficulty,

he frequently translated for himself, without looking for assistance from
either Mark or Luke. -

Such is the hypothesis proposed by Mr. Veysie in preference to

that of Bishop Marsh. That it accounts for all the phenomena,
which have, in Germany, been supposed to involve so many difficul-

ties, we have no inclination to controvert ; for, as he observes of his

Lordship's hypothesis, " being framed by a man of genius and learning,

principally with a view to explain the phenomena which the author

had observed, it may reasonably be expected to answer, in every point

of importance, the purpose for which it was intended." We are even
ready to grant, that it answers this purpose more completely than that

of the learned translator of Michaelis, of which, therefore, it may be
considered as an improvement ; but to improve requires not the same
effort of genius as to invent. Both, however, are mere hypotheses,

or rather complications of various hypotheses, which he who rejects

them cannot by argument or testimony be compelled to admit ; while

both appear to us to detract much from the authority which has hi-

therto been allowed to the first three Gospels.

To this author's detached narratives the same objections seem to

' Examination of Mr. Marsh's Hypothesis, pp. 98, 99. '2 Ibid. pp. 100, 101.

L L i
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lie vvhich he has so forcibly urged against the very existence of
Bishop Marsh's documents, and which have been already stated.

Some of these narratives must have been of considerable length ; for,

some of the examples of verbal agreement, which they have occa-
sioned between Matthew and Mark, are very long and remarkable.
They must likewise have been deemed of great importance, since they

were translated from Hebrew into Greek, for the benefit of the Greek
Christians ; and appear, indeed, from tliis account of them, to have
furnished the whole matter of Mark's Gospel, except the explanation

of some Jewish customs and names, and some circumstances acquired

from Peter. Such narratives as these are exactly Bishop Marsh's do-

cuments, and one of them liis document ^ an entire Gospel, of which
not even the memory survived the apostolic age.'

2. The hypothesis of Professor Schleiermacher, who is one of the most
distinguished classical scholars in Germany, is developed in his " Cri-

tical Essay on the Gospel of Saint Luke." - He supposes that there

existed, at a very early period, detached narratives of remarkable in-

cidents in the life of Jesus Christ, of his miracles, and discourses
;

which were collected by different individuals vvith various objects.

From these minor collections Dr. Schleiermacher conceives that the

works now called Gospels might be framed; and he is of opinion that

Saint Luke formed his Gospel by the mere juxta-position of these

separate narratives, without any alteration whatever on the part of the

compiler, except the addition of copulative particles. The result of
the examination which he institutes in support of his hypothesis is,

that the evangelist " is neither an independent writer, nor has made a
compilation from works which extended over the whole life of Jesus;"
and that " he is, from beginning to end, no more than a compiler and
arranger of what he found in existence, and which he allows to pass

unaltered through his hands." "^

The only difference between this hypothesis and that of Mr. Veysie
is, that the latter supposes the first Christians to have made memoranda
of what they heard in the public preaching and private conversation of

the apostles ; while, according to Professor Schleiermacher the memo-
randa of the Christians were collected by various persons, as chance or

inclination directed them. On the Continent, his hypothesis has been
attacked by Frisch, Plank, and Gersdorf ; and in this country it has

been examined and refuted at great length by the learned author of the

critique upon his essay in the British Critic and Quarterly Theological

Review ; of whose observations the following is an abstract :
—

1 . This hypolhc&is is in itself cxtremclij improbable, and not reconcilahJe tvith cer-

tain facts dcduciblefi'om a study of the style and language of St. Luke^s Gospel.

(1.) The liypothesis is in itself extremely improbcdde.

" That a person employed in writing an historical work should nse such existing narra-

tives as he could depend on, is undoubtedly both probable and rational. That he should

make up his history of such fragmentary materials lias this clear objection to it, that the

writer, wanting narratives of everi/ period, cannot possibly be nice in his selection, but

must take such as he can find, and where he can meet with none of high authority must
of necessity be satisfied with others of less. That this must be the consequence of so com-
posing an history is, we think, quite clear on mere reasonable grounds ; and tliat it is prac-

tically true Professor Schleiermacher, at least, cannot deny, for he himself states that St.

' British Critic, vol. xxxiv. (O. S.) p. 114. An hypothesis siinilar to that of Mr. Vey-
sie was offered by a learned writer in the Eclectic Review (vol. viii. parti, pp. 42,'5, 424.);

but as it is liable to the same olyections as Mr. V. *s this brief notice of it may suffice.

- A Critical Essay on the Gospel of St. Luke, by Dr. Frederick Schleiermacher, with

an Introduction by the translator, containing an account of the controversy respecting the

origin of the three first Gospels since Bishop Marsh's Dissertation. London, 1825. 8vo.

The original German work was published at Berlin, in 1817.

3 Schleiermacher, p. 313. British Critic and Theol. Rev. vol. ii. p. 354.
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Luke has inttoducctl incorrect, unfounded, and almost fabulous narratives into his Gospel,

But, we would ask, is an autlior to lie supposed totally without perception of this obvious

olnection ; or, in otlicr words, is it to be sujjpo'-ed that he willingly produces a less valuable

and authentic iiistory where he could produce one more so? We must be allowed to think

that if this is true of a common history, it is still more so of such a history as a Gospel—
the liislory of a new religion and its founder. Whatever may be thought of the knowledge

or powers of its historian, thus much all will allow, that he thought Christianity true, that

is to say, he thought himself employed in giving an account of a revelation from God, the

whole value of which depends on its being Iriie."—Now, " a person so employed would

assuredly feel a deep responsibility attaching to him, and an earnest desire to obtain the

very best and most authentic accounts of the weighty matters of which he was treating.

And if the truth of these remarks be admitted, their force can only be evaded by saying

either that St. Luke had not the power of obtaining better materials, or had no discrimina-

tion, no power of judging which were better and which worse. Now with respect to the

first of these alternatives, without at all inquiring whether he was or was not himself a

witness to any of our Lord's miracles, it cannot be denied, with any show of argument,

that he lived at the time of the transactions of which he treated, nor that he had ready access

to those most capable of giving him exact and accurate accounts of all that passed in our

Lord's life. We have positive evidence of his having been for a long time the companion

of St. Paul, and of his having gone with him to Jerusalem, when that apostle was seized,

and his long imprisonment, previous to his voyage to Rome, commenced. At the close of

that imprisonment he was at hand, and accompanied St. Paul to Rome. Where he spent

the intermediate time, certainly is not positively mentioned, but from his being with St.

Paul at the commencement and the close of his imprisonment, and from his having come
to Jerusalem as his companion and friend, we think it most probable that he was not far

distant during its continuance ; at all events, it is especially mentioned that at Jerusalem

he went with St. Paul to St. James, when all the elders were present. It is therefore in-

disputable, that lie had every opportunity of acquiring the best information respecting our

Lord, from his apostles and other eye-witnesses of his life and actions. What, then, we
would ask, could be the temptation to a person under St. Luke's circumstances, to prefer

written narratives, circulating with an authenticity at least loosely established, (and, in

fact, according to Professor Schleicrmacher, often worthless,) to the oral testimony of the

most competent witnesses; the dead words of dead writing to the living voices of living

men who had been the constant attendants of our Lord, and must daily have given Luke,

at least, sufficient testimony that they were led by the Spirit of (?od? They who adopt this

hypothesis are surely bound to give some account of the motives which could induce a

person situated like St. Luke, led either by inclination or a sense of duty to become the

historian of the faith he had learned and accepted, and influenced by the feelings by which

he and every honest Christian undertaking such a work must liave been influenced, to pre-

fer imperfect to perfect testimony, and a set of floating narratives of doubtful character to

the certain evidence of eye-witnesses. Professor Schleicrmacher, who cannot argue tliat

the evangelist would take pains to procure only authenticated narratives (because he has

stated his belief that many erroneous ones have found their way into this Gospel),

takes the other alternative to which we have alluded, and frequently says that the nicety

and exactness which we, ' who are a critical generation,' require, were unknown to for-

mer ages, which were easily satisfied with a less rigid scrupulousness as to accuracy, and
that St. Luke might, therefore, be contented with uiaterials really imperfect. But to us

this appears a poor answer to the diificulty ; for there is no question here as to any re-

search, any abstruse reasoning, any difficult inquiry. The question to be considered is

simply this— whether an honest and sincere man undertaking to write the history of events

of no trivial importance, but concerning the eternal welfare of mankind, and living with

those who had been present and per>onally engaged in the most remarkable of them, would

apply to these competent witnesses for information, or would deem it a wiser and a better

plan to collect a set of doubtful narratives of these events, written by doubtful authors, till

he had obtained some sort of account of all that interested him, and then to string his Col-

lectanea together, (without a word of addition, of correction, or of explanation,) like Rlar-

tial's Epigrams, some good, some indifferent, and more bad, into a book." '

(2.) This /tJ/pot/iesis is iiol reconcUabla with certain facts deducible from a stxuli/ of the

style and lnjigiiuge (f St. I.idcs Gospel.

The validity of this objection is supported by the learned reviewer, who has cited very

numerous instances of the evangelist's style and language, compared with those occurring

in the Acts of the Apostles, for which the reader is necessarily referred to the Journal al-

ready cited. - It must suffice to state in this place, that the pa.ssages adduced clearly show
that the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles are throughout the production of

the same author; peculiar words and phrases, which are rarely or never used by the other

evangelists, being used through various parts of the Gospel and Acts; while a large num-

1 British Critic, vol. ii. pp. 354—356. 2 Ibid. pp. 358—364,
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ber of these peculiar words and phrases are derivable from one source,— the Septuagint

;

and, what is very curious, a large number of words not used by the other writers of the

New Testament, are common to St. Luke and to St. Paul, whose companion the evange-

list was for many years. " If," therefore, the reviewer forcibly argues, " a peculiar

phraseology runs through two works, if much of that peculiar phraseology is constantly

referable to one known source, and if much of it is also to be found in the works of a per-

son for many years the constant companion of the reputed author of these works, there is

very strong reason for believing the common opinion to be the correct one. Chance can

hardly have done so much— can hardly have distinguished the greater part of above forty

narratives (according to Professor Schleiermacher) by tiie use of the same peculiar phrase-

ology— can hardly have produced a striking connection between their style and that

of the intimate friend of their compiler." ' In a note the reviewer states the following to

be tlie result of a pretty laborious examination of the New Testament :
" There are in St.

Luke as many words peculiar to him as in the tiiree other evangelists together. In the

Acts, very far more. In St. Paul as many nearly as in the rest of the New Testament.

In inquiring into the words peculiar to one of the Gospels and Acts, we find more than

three times as many in St. Luke as in either of the others. With respect to words peculiar

to one of the Gospels and St. Paul, there are nearly three times as many in St. Luke as in

St. Matthew, and more than three times as many as in St. Mark or St. John. Of such

words there are also in the Acts about _^ye times as many as in either Matthew, Mark, or

John. And there are about as many words common to St. Luke, the Acts, and St.

Paul, and peculiar lo these books, as there are words peculiar to St. Luke and St. Paul
alone."

-

2. Further, the principles, on ivhicliProfessor Schleiermacher conducted the examin-

ation of St. Luke's Gospel, do not bear hivi out in the hypothesis which he hasframed.

(1.) For, in n-pphjing the test of probability, Professor Schleiermacher assumes, in an un-
warrantable manner, the right of supplying,from his own fancy, all the circumstances and
details of every narration ivhich he finds in the Gospel; and then he explains the whole

transaction by means of the very details he hasfurnished.

Five examples are adduced by the reviewer of Dr. Schleiermacher, in illustration of this

remark-': one of which will be sufficient to confirm it. " In commenting on the fifth

chapter of the Gospel ip. 81.) he tells us, that the narrative (ver. 27—39.) of the calling of

Matthew, and our Lord's discourse with the scribes and pharisces, was not written in con-

nection with the narrative (ver. 17—26.) of the cure of the paralytic, which also contains

a conversation of the same parties, for the following reasons : According to Professor

Schleiermacher, ' the conversation of Christ and the pharisees is evidently the main point

of the second narrative.' That is, the call of St. Matthew is not so. That is only men-
tioned because the conversation would not have been intelligible without the fact that

Christ and his disciples had partaken of a repast at the publican's house.

" ' But the doctors of the law would scarcely have staid without till the splendid repast

was at an end, for they were sure enough of finding Christ and Iiis disciples at the usual

time of public business the next day, and this conversation could scarcely follow imme-
diately after the banquet. Had this history, therefore, been related in a continuous thread

with the former, we should have found them connected either in this manner. Still they

luere minded, after this, again to question his disciples, for that the day before he liad sat at

meat with them at the house if a publican, with many other publicans and sinners : or thus,

And he ivent hence to a great feast which a publican hud made for him, and from this the

scribes and pharisees took occasion afresh, c^-c. Ours, however, sounds quite like an in-

dependent narrative which premises the circumstances necessary to be known, without con-

cerning itself about any further connection. The phrase koI fxira ravra is much too vague

to seek in it a view to any precise reference to the preceding passage.'

" From this specimen our readers will see somewhat of the nature of Professor Schleier-

macher's proceedings. He supposes that we are at)le to judge accurately of the writer's

aim in a particular narrative ; that we know enough of the circumstances of the event he

relates, to judge whether it is probable that the doctors of the law would wait for Christ

till he had finished a visit to a given person presumed to be objectionable to them ; that we
can decide whether these habits were so strongly rooted, that even the unusual excitement

of a teacher come to oppose their law, would not induce them to any change, but would
compel them to wait till the usual hours of i)usiness for an interview with him ; whether

in a small place they could not have met with him instantly on his leaving the house, with-

out derogating from their dignity ; and again, that we can pronounce with some certainty

^s to the method by which the writer would connect the preceding and succeeding parts of

his narrative." *

(2.) He gratuitously assumes the existence of the 7nost incredible stujddity and ignorance on
the part of the sacred ivriters, whenever he can get rid of any difficulty by such a7i hypothesis.

1 British Critic, vol. ii. p. 357. ^ Ibid. p. 357. note,

s Ibid. pp. 305—368^ "^ Ibid. pp. 365, 366.
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" For example, he states it fp. 92.) as his belief, that there was no solemn calling of
the apostles, and that St. Luke did not mean to state any such calling. Rut he allows
that St. Mark does, in the most decided manner. And how docs he reconcile tliis with
his denial of tlie fact? Simply by supposing that St. Mark saw tiiis passage in St. Luke,
and misunderstood it ! Tliere are two monstrous improbabilities to be got over in this

statement ; for we would ask, first, whetlier it is credible that St. Mark did not know whe-
ther there was a solemn calling of the apostles or not ? and, secondly, what possible reason
there is for supposing that lie was more likely to misunderstand St. Luke than ourselves?" '

(."?.) " JN'of o/i/j/ (lues Pntfessor Schleiermacher allow hintsclf the most exlraorilinari/ license

in conjuring up Jl'dings, intentions, inotives, and circumstcmces ; but in tnant/ instances these

conjectures cn-e as utiliap]n/, and the motives and circumstances conjectured [«re] as forced
and as improbable, as it is possible to imagine.

" He forms a theory as to the way in which a particular occurrence took place, and then
imagines circumstances to suit it." Thus-, " Professor Schleiermacher observes, tiiat

Luke (viii. 22.1 does not tell us the oi)ject of our Lord and his disciples in going on the

sea ; and he wishes to show that they went out without any particular object, and not with
the intention of making a journey.

" ' Tlie easiest way of conceiving the whole occurrence is to imagine that the disciples

had gone out in the boat to Jish, and that Jesus accompanied them ; for why should he
always have let the time so spent be lost for their instruction and the exertion of his whole
influence on them?'&c. He appears to have forgotten that St. Matthew mentions a
circumstance rather adverse to Jesus being employed in teaching his disci])les on this oc-

casion— namely, that he was asleep. (Matt. viii. 24. j" 3

', (4.) Lastly, the details conjeclurally supplied by Professor Schleiermacher are not only im-
probable but do great injustice to the character of Jesus Christ, considered not as a divine

Being, but as a heavenly teacher, and are (juite inappropriate to such a character.

" It may not be very easy to say what would be the exact line of conduct piu'sued by
such a teacher, or howfor he miglit enter into the common detail of life ; but suruly no-
thing can be less reasonal)le than to reduce every action and every movement to the ordi-

nary level of ordinary life, and to contend that every thing which cannot be so reduced is

improbable. But this is the level to which Professor Schleiermacher seeks to reduce all

the transactions of the life of Jesus ; this is the test by which he tries them ; and these are

the grounds on which he passes sentence of improbaI)ility on so many of them. Now let

any man look at the Gosjjcl of Jesus Christ, and believing (if after such examination he
can) that its author was a mere man, yet under that belief let him say whether, in a system
so opposed to the spirit of the time in which it was piopagated, so abstract from the world,

so pure, so holy, so simple it may be, and yet so sublime, he does not find ample reason

for concluding that its author must on very many occasions have entirely avoided and
renounced all the common routine of life, and dedicated himself to thought, retirement,

and prayer. Jesus, we are told, passed the night on the Mount in prayer. Is there any
thing in any way improbable in this, if he were a mere man, believing himself sent by
God to instruct and reform mankind ? It is mockery to put the question if he were really

a heavenly teacher. Yet Professor Schleiermacher chooses to account for this by sup-

posing (without a trace of it in the history) that he must liave been at a festival ; that he

was returning to his abode with a caravan, and from the bustle of the inn, which he dis-

liked, was driven out to pass the night in the air ! All this, it seems, is easier than the

simple /'act, that he, who was, or at all events believed himself to be, a heavenly teacher,

desired to strengthen himself for his office by solitude and prayer !"

V. Tlie last hypothesis, which remains to be noticed, is that which

supposes the three first Gospels to be derived not from any written

Gospel, but from oral tradition from the apostles and other
DISCIPLES OF Jesus Christ.

1. This hypothesis was first suggested by Herder about thirty years

since. He agrees with Eichhorn in assuming a common Hebrew or

Chaldee Gospel ; but he differs from him in most other respects, by sup-

posing this common tlocunient to be a mere verbal gospel, which con-

sisted only in the preaching {y.-/ipvyi>Lcc) of the first teachers of Christianity

;

and which, he says, had been verbally propagated for thirty years, when
the substance of it was committed to writing in three different Gospels.

1 British Critic, vol. ii. p. 369. ^ Critical Essay, pp. \3\, I.32.

3 Brit. Crit. vol. ii. p. 372.
* Ibid. pp. 373, 374. In pp. 374—39.". various other examples are adduced, and the

erroneous reasonings of Professor Schleiermacher exposed with equal industry and learning.
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According to the form of this oral gospel or preaching, the written Gos-

pels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, were regulated. Hence arose their

similarity; hut it is useless, Herder further asserts, to examine the iwrds

used in our three first Gospels, for this very reason, that they proceeded

not from a written document, but from a mere oral gospel or preaching

:

and, accordingly, in his opinion, whoever attempts by an analysis of our

three first Gospels to discover the contents of a supposed common docu-

ment, can never succeed in the undertaking.

i

2. The hypothesis of Herder was adopted by Eckermann, who con-

ceived the existence of an oral or traditional gospel, in which the dis-

courses of Jesus were preserved; and he imagined that Matthew wrote the

principal parts of it in the Aramaean dialect. Hence he accounted for the

similarity in the three first Gospels, by supposing that Mark and Luke col-

lected the materials of their Gospels at Jerusalem ; which existing in this

oral gospel, could not but exhibit a striking resemblance to that of Mat-
thew.^ So improbable, however, did this hypothesis appear in itself, at

the time it was announced, that it was generally disapproved, and was at

length exploded as a mere fiction ; and Eckermann himself is stated to

have subsequently abandoned it, and to have embraced the antient opi-

nion respecting the three first Gospels."^

3. More recently, the hypothesis of Herder has been revived and mo-
dified by Dr. J. C. Gieseler-* in the following manner :

—
The evangelical history, previously to being committed to writing, was

for a long time transmitted from mouth to mouth vvith respectful fidelity:

thus it became the object of oral tradition, but a pure tradition, and care-

fully preserved. As the first Christians came out of the Jewish church,

and were familiarly acquainted with that tradition, they had neitherdesire

nor occasion for possessing a written history of their Master. But when
the Gospel was propagated in distant places, and reckoned among its fol-

lowers wise men who had been converted from Paganism, their literary

habits and their previous ignorance of the history of Christianity caused

them to wish for written books ; and the first Gospels were accordingly

published. In this way, Luke wrote for Theophilus. But the evangelists

only transcribed accurately the most important portions of the oral tra-

dition, selecting from it such particulars as were best suited to the place,

time, and particular design, on account of which they wrote. Drawing
from the same source they have frequently said the same things; but,

writing under different circumstances, they have often differed from each

otlier. Further, oral tradition was held in higher authority by the church

than written Gospels, and was also more frequently consulted and cited.

By degrees those Gospels, which follov.ed it with great fidelity, became
possessed of the same respect, and finally supplanted it. The lieretics

contributed much to this result. They, indeed, first introduced into the

church a spirit of argumentation and dispute, and they were the first

persons who devoted their attention in an especial manner to the theo-

retical part of religion. In no long time, from the love of discussion and

the pride of knowledge, they composed gospels for themselves, also de-

rived from oral tradition, but mutilated and altered. The true Christians,

' Bp. Marsh's INlichaelis, vol. iii. part 2. p. 203. where Herder's Christliche Schrifteii

(Christian Writings), vol. iii. pp.303—416. are quoted. Kuinoel, Comment, in Lib.

Hist. Nov. Test. vol. i. p, 5.

2 Dr. Wait's Translation of Hug's Introduction, vol. i. Pref. pp. v. vi,

3 Pareau, de Mythica Interpretatione, p. 190.
•» This notice of Gieseier's hypothesis is abridged from Cell^-rier's Introduction au

Nouv. Test. pp. 260—267., who cites Dr. G.'s Historisrh-Kritischcr Versuch iiber die

Entstchung und die friihesten schicksale der sciiriftliciien Evangelien. (Historico- Critical

Essay on the Origin and early Fates of the written Gospels.) Minden, 1818.
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who had hitherto been occupied in loving and in doing good, rather than in

reasoning upon religion, and who had been accustomed to derive their

requisite knowledge from oral tradition, were obliged, in defence of their

faith, to have recourse to their Gospels, which were the authentic works of
the disciples of Jesus. Then they accustomed themselves to read them,
to meditate upon them, and also to quote them, in order that they might
be armed against the heretics and their falsified histories. Tiius, grackiaily

and silently, without any decree or decision of a council, our four Gospels
universally displaced oral tradition. In the middle of the second century,

they were acknowledged by the whole church, and since that time they
have constantly and universally possessed canonical authority.

Such are the prominent featin'cs of Gif^seler's system That it solves all

the phenomena and difficulties which its author imagines to exist in the

three first Gospels, we may readily concede ; because, being framed for

the purpose of explaining those phenomena, it may be expected to answer
that purpose: but that both this hypothesis and that of Herder are desti-

tute of any real foundation, will (we think) appear from the following

considerations :
—

1. In the first place, — not to dwell on tiie total silence of antiquity respecting the

assumed existence of these verbal gospels, it is utterly incredible that so long a time should
elapse, as both Herder and Gieseler suppose, before any Gospel was committed to writing;

because every Christian, who had once heard so important a relation must have wished to

write down at least the principal inaterials of it, had it l)een only to assist his own memory.
Besides, a mere oral narrative, after it had gone through so many different mouths, in the

course of so many years, must at length have acquired such a variety of forms, tliat it must
have ceased to deserve the title of a common Gospel (as Herder termed it) : and therefore

the supposition tliat our three first Gospels were moulded in one form, is difficult to recon-

cile with the opinion of a mere oral gospel, which must necessarily have assumed a variety

of forms. ' Further, the suppositions of these writers respecting the length of time which
they imagine must have elapsed before any Gospel was committed to writing, is contra-

dicted by the evidence, both external and internal, for the early date of Mattnew's Hebrew
Gospel, which has already been stated in pp. 261—266. of this volume.

2. Altiiough we should concede to Dr. Gieseler, that the evangelical history was so well
known to the first Christians, that they had no occasion for written documents until after

the expiration of many years ;
— that the first Christians, more occupied with the culti-

vation of Christian virtues than with tlieological science, p;iid less attention to the words of
the Gospels than to the facts and lessons contained in the evangelical history ; — that they
restricted the appellation of FparpT} or Scripture to the Old Testament ; — that the books
of the New Testament were not yet collected together, and that they designated its precepts

and instructions by the formula of 6 Xpicrros, Christ has said il : — although these points

should be conceded, yet does it necessarily follow that tiiey undervalued or disregarded
written docinnents? that they preferred oral tradition to them, and that they did not gene-
rally make use of our four Gospels until the middle of the second century? By no means.
Such a conclusion appears to us to be contradicted by the nature of tilings, since the writin<Ts

of the apostles must have been held in at least equal estimation with that tradition, by which
the subjects of their preaching were preserved ; since the heathens, who were converted to

the Christian faith, could with difKculty have recourse to oral tradition, and would eagerly

avail themselves of written documents as soon as they could obtain them, that is to say,

early in the second century.

3. Much stress has been laid by Dr. Gieseler on the small number of quotations from
the Gospels in the writings of the fathers, previously to the middle of the second century.

But tiiis paucity of quotations is sufficiently accounted for by the small number of Christian .

writers whose works have been transmitted to us, by their preference of practical piety to

science and theory, and by the persecutions to which the church of Christ was exposed : so
that there is no necessity for concluding that the Gospels were at that time but little known.
Such of those quotations as refer to the K-opvyfia or preaching of the apostles, do not neces-
sarily imply a reference to oral tradition; and they m;iy equally be understood of written
documents.

4. Gieseler has further urged, in behalf of his hypothesis, our total ignorance of the pre-
cise time when, and of the occasion on which, our Gospels were admitted as canonical by
the whole church. But the profound and universal veneration in which these Gospels were
held from and after the middle of the second century, — that is to say, from the very time

' Bp. Marsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. part 2. p. 204.
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when there was a greater number of Christian writers and books,— evidently demonstrates

that their authority was by no means nexv, but had been of some continuance. The very

nature, too, of our Gospels leads to the same result. In every one of them there is so evi-

dently discernible a special design with reference to the circumstances under which they

were written, and to the churches which became the depositaries of them, that we cannot
imagine that they could have been addressed to a few individuals only, and that they should
have been forgotten by the mass of believers for nearly half a century.

5. Lastly, although the hypothesis of an oral traditionary document should be necessary,

in order to solve all the difficulties which are alleged to exist, respecting the sources of the

three first Gospels, yet we must take into consider.ition the real difficulties which it substi-

tutes in place of those pretended difficulties. We must conceive how such oral Iraditiony

which was diifused from Rome to Babylon, continued without the slightest alteration,

amidst the great number ofnew converts, who were daily occupied in studying them, and in

transmitting them to others.— We must imagine in what manner such tradition continued

sufficiently uniform ; so that persons, who committed some fragments of it to writing,—
one, for instance, at Jerusalem, and another at Rome,— should in the sa7>ie narrative fre-

quently make use of the same phrases and even the sa7ne words. And, finally, we must
reconcile the hypothesis with the authenticity of our Gospels (which has been botii histori-

cally and critically proved) ; and prevent the followers of this system from deducing thence

the evidently false conclusion, which some German neologians have not been slow in

forming, viz. that our Gospels were supposititious productions posterior to the time of the

evangelists.

VI. Since, then, the four hypotheses, with their several modifications,

above discussed, are insufficient to account for the harmonj', both of

words and of thought, which appear in the first three Gospels, should it

be asked how are we to account for such coincidences? We reply that

they may be sufficiently explained without having recourse to either of

these hypotheses, and in a manner that cannot but satisfy every serious

and inquiring reader.

" It is admitted on all hands," says Bishop Gleig, " that the most re-

markable coincidences of i)oth language and thought, that occur in the

three first Gospels, are found in those places in which the several writers

record our Lord's doctrines and miracles ; and it will likewise be ad-

mitted, that of a variety of things seen or heard by any man at the same
instant of time, those which made the deepest impression are distinctly

remembered long after all traces of the others have been effaced from the

memory. It will also be allowed, that of a number of people witnessing

the same remarkable event, some will be most forcibly impressed by one

circumstance, and others by a circumstance which, though equally con-

nected with the principal event, is considered by itself perfectly different.

The miracles of our blessed Lord were events so astonishing, that they

must have made, on the minds of all vvho witnessed them, impressions too

deep to be ever effaced ; though the circumstances attending each

miracle must have affected the different spectators very differently, so as

to have made impressions, some of them equally indelible with the

miracle itself, on the mind of one man ; whilst by another, whose mind
was completely occupied by the principal event itself, these very cir-

cumstances may have been hardly observed at all, and of course been

soon forgotten.
" That this is a matter of fact which occurs daily, every man may con-

vince himself by trying to recollect all the particulars of an event which

powerfully arrested his attention many years ago. He will find that his

recollection of the event itself, and of many of the circumstances which

attended it, is as vivid and distinct at this day as it was a month after

the event occurred; whilst of many other circumstances, which he is

satisfied must have accompanied it, lie has but a very confused and in-

distinct recollection, and of some, no recollection at all. If the same

man take the trouble to inquire of any friend who was present with him
when he witnessed the event in question, he will probably find that his
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friend's recollection of the principal event is as vivid and distinct as his

own ; that his friend recollects likewise man}' of the accompanying cir-

cumstances which were either not observed by himself, or have now
wholly escaped from his memory ; and that of the minuter circumstances,
of which he has tiie most distinct recollection, his friend remembers
hardly one. That such is the nature of that intellectual power by which
we retain the remembrance of past events I know from experience; and
if there be any man who has never yet made such experiments on him-
self, let him make them immediately, and I am under no apprehension,
that, if the}' be fairly made, the result will not be as I have always found
it. Let it be remembered, too, as a universal fact, or a law of human na-
ture, as certainly as gravitation is a law of corporeal nature, that
in proportion as the impression made on the mind by the principal
object in an}' interesting scene is strong, those produced by the less

important circumstances are weak, and therefore liable to be soon effaced,

or if retained at all, retained faintly and confusedly ; and that when the
impression made by the principal object is exceedingly strong, so as to
fill the mind completely, the unimportant circumstances make no impres-
sion whatever, as has been a hundred times proved by the hackneyed
instance of a man absorbed in thought not hearing the sound of a clock
when striking the hour beside him. If these facts be admitted (and I

cannot suppose that any reflecting man will call them in question), it will

not be necessary to have recourse to hypotheses, to account either for

that degree of harmony which prevails among the three first cvancrelists,

when recording the miracles of our blessed Lord, or for the discrepancy
which is found in what they say of the order in which those miracles were
performed, or of the less important circumstances accompanying the per-
formance. In every one of them the principal object was our Lord him-
self, whose powerful voice the winds and waves, and even the devils

obeyed. The power displayed by him on such occasions must have made
so deep an impression on the minds of all the spectators as never to be
effaced : but whether one or tivo demoniacs were restored to a sound
mind in the land of the Gadarenes ; whether 07ie or tivo blind men
miraculously received their sight in the neighbourhood of Jericho ; and
whether that miracle was performed at one end of the town or at the other,
are circumstances which, when compared with the miracles themselves,
are of so little importance, as may easily be supposed to have made but
a slight impression on the minds of even some of the most attentive ob-
servers, whose whole attention had been directed to the principal object,
and by whom these circumstances would be soon forgotten, or, if remem-
bered at all, remembered confusedly. To the order of time in which the
miracles were performed, the evangelists appear to have paid very little

regard, but to have recorded them, as Boswell records many of the say-
ings of Johnson, without marking their dates ; or as Xenoplion has re-
corded the memorabilia of Socrates in a work which has been, in this

respect, compared to the Gospels."

'

With respect to the doctrines of our Lord, it should be recollected
that the sacred historians are labouring to report with accuracy the
speeches and discourses of another ; in which case even conmion his-

torians would endeavour to preserve the exact sense, and, as tar as their
memory would serve them, the same words. " In seekin"- to do this,"

says the late eminently learned Bishop of London (Dr. Randolph), " it

is not to be wondered at, that two or three writers should often fall upon
verbal agreement: nor, on the contrary, if they write independently, that
they should often miss of it, because their memory would often fail them.

' Bishop Gleig's edition of Stackhouse's History of the Bible, vol. iii. p. 104.
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With regard to the sacred writers, it is natural to suppose them studious

of this very circumstance ; and ive have also reason to think, that they had
assistance from above to the same effect : and yet it is not necessary to

suppose that either their natural faculty, or the extraordinary assistance

vouchsafed them, or both, should have brought them to a perfect identity

throughout ; because it was not necessary for the purposes of Providence,

and because it would have affected their character of original independ-

ent witnesses. Let me add, that these discourses, before they were com-
mitted to writing by the evangelists, must have been often repeated

amongst the apostles in teaching others, and in calling them to remem-
brance among themselves. Matthew had probably often heard and
known how his fellow-labourers recollected the same discourses which he

had selected for his own preaching and writing. We know not how
much intercourse they had with each other, but probably a great deal

before they finally dispersed themselves. Mark and Luke had the same
opportunities, even if they were not original eye-witnesses.' I admit,

then, of" a common document ; but that document ivas »o other than the

PREACHING OF OUR BLESSED LORD HIMSELF. He wns the great Prototype.

Inlooking up to him, the Author of their faith and mission, and to the very

xvords in ivhich he tvas ivont to dictate to them, (xvhich not only i/et sounded

in their ears, but ivcre also recalled by the aid of his Holy Spirit promised"

fior that very purpose,) they have given us three Gospels, often agreeing in

voords, though not without much diversification, and alivays in sense.^' "^

To this powerful reasoning we can add nothing : protracted as this

discussion has unavoidably been, the importance of its subjects must be

the author's auology for the length at which the preceding questions have

been treated ; because the admission of either the copying, documentary,

' " As no two human minds ever proceed witli an exact parallelism of ideas, or sug-

gest an unvaried flow of the same words, so in reporting these things, with all their care,

the evangelists, like other men, made some minute variations. Substantially, their ac-

counts are the same, and bespeak the same origin ; namely, truth, reality, and correct

representation. Inspiration was doubtless a further guarantee for this substantial agree-

ment, though it went not to the length of suggesting words. In little matters, therefore,

they vary, so that one reports the same fact rather more fully, another more concisely ; one

preserves more of our Lord's words, another fewer ; one subjoins a reason or an explana-

tion, which another did not feel to be necessary : and thus, we may be assured, would

three of the most correct observers, and scrupulously exact reporters in the world do always,

if they separately related what they had seen or heard the very day before. Probably each

would do so if he twice related, in conversation only, the very same transactions or dis-

courses. Our daily experience may prove this to us. Narrations of the same facts, or of

the same discourses, always differ from each other
;
generally, indeed, more than they ought

to differ; from carelessness, inaccuracy, or the love of embellishment. But setting these

causes aside, they still must differ. One person wdl relate rather more, another rather

less of the facts or words ; one will try to explain as he goes, another to illustrate ; and the

expressions used will always savour, more or less, of the habitual mode of discourse pecu-

liar to the individual. But in reporting speeches, the more care is taken to preserve the

very words of the speaker, the less there will be, in that part, of the usual difference of

expressions. Still, something tliere will always remain, because, however careful a man
may be to describe or imitate another, he is never able to put off himself. This,' then, is

the correct view, and I hesitate not to say, the only correct view, of the resemblances and

differences in the Gospels. They agree as narratives will agree, whose common model is

the truth. They differ as distinct narratives will always differ, while men are men ; but

(hey neither agree nor differ as copied narratives would, for the reasons already assigned."

Mr. Archdeacon Nares's Veracity of the Evangelists demonstrated, pp. 171— 174. In

pp. 175, 176. 297—301. the coincidence and difference of the evangelists are appositely

illustrated by harmonised tables of the parable of the sower, and of St. Paul's two nar-

ratives of his own conversion, and the historical narrative of St, Luke.
'-• John xiv. 26.
3 " Remarks on Michaelis's Introduction to the New Testament," p. 32. et seq. See

also Bishop Gleig's edition of Stackhouse, vol. iii. pp. 105—112.
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or traditionary hypotlieses is not only detrimental to the character of the

sacred writers, but also diminishes the value and importance of their tes-

timony. " They seem to think more justly," said that eminent critic Le
Clerc, " who say that the three first evangelists were unacquainted with

each other's design : thus greater weight accrues to their testimony.

When witnesses agree, who have previously concerted together, they are

suspected: but those witnesses are justly credited who testify the same
thing separately, and without knowing what others have said."

'

' Multo rectius sentire videntur, qui evangelistas tres priores scripslsse suas historias

censent, cum neuter aliorum consilii conscius esset, undo etiam eorum testimonio majus
accedit pondus. Cum enim consentiunt testes, qui inter se capita contulerunt, suspecti po-

tius habentur : scd testes, qui idem testantur seoisim, nescii aliorum testimonii, meritb

verum dicere videntur. — Joannis Phereponi [i.e. Le Clerc] Animadversiones in Augus-
tini Librum de Consensu Evangeliorum. Appendix Augustiniana, p. 532. Antverpias,

1703. folio.
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I.

INDEX

SYMBOLICAL LANGUAGE OF THE SCRIPTURES.

[Referred to in Vol. IL p. 462. and also to facilitate the perusal of the

Prophetic Books, analysed in this Volume.] '

-TXbominations.
1. Sin in general Isa. Ixvi. 3. Their soul

delighteth in abominations.— Ezek. xvi. 50.

They . . . commilted abomination before me.

See also ver. 5 1

.

2. An Idol. — Isa. xliv. 19. Shall I make
the residue thereof an abomination ? See

also 2 Kings xxiii. 1 3.

3. The rites and ceremonies of the idolatrous

and corrupt church of Rome.— Rev. xvii. 4.

Having a golden cup in her hand, full of
abominations.

4. Abomination of Desolation. — The Roman
army, so called on account of its ensigns

and images which the soldiers worshipped,

and which were abominable to the Jews.

— Matt. xsiv. 15. When ye shall see the

abomination of desolation spoken of by Da-
niel the Prophet.

Accursed.
1. Devoted to destruction. Josh. vi. 17.

2. Accursed from Christ. Excluded from

intercourse, fellowship, and alliance with

Clirist.—Rom. ix. 3.

Adulteress, or Harlot.— An apostate church

or city ;
particularly the daughter of Jeru-

salem or the Jewish church and people. —
Isa. i. 21. How is thefaithful city become a

harlot ! See Jer. iii. 6. 8, 9. Ezek. xvi. 22.

xxiii. 7. In Rev. xvii. 5. Babylon the

Great, the Mother of Harlots, means the

idolatrous Latin church.

Adulterous Generation (]\Iatt. xii, 39.

xvi. 4. Mark viii. 38.); a faithless and
impious generation.

Adultery.—Idolatry and apostasy from the

worship of the true God. — Jer. iii, 8, 9.

When backsliding Israel committed adultery

. . . with stones and iviih stocks. See also

Ezek. xvi. 32. xxiii. 37. Rev. ii. 22.

Air, Wind, Breath The Holy Spirit

John iii. 8. The wind bloiueth ivhere it

listeth ; and thou hearest the sound thereof,

but canst not tell whence it cometh and whi-

ther it goeth ; so is every one that is born of
the Spirit. — Johnxx. 22. He breathed ort

them, and saith unto them, " Receive ye the

Holy Ghost."— Actsii. 2.4. Suddenly there

came a soundfrom Heaven as of a rushing

mighty wind. .. . And,they were all filed

u'ith the Holy Ghost.— See Prince.
Alpha and Omega, an appellation which
Jesus Christ appropriates to himself; to

denote that, as he is the Creator, so he will

be the final judge of all things Rev. i. 8.

/ am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the ending.

Amen.
1. Truth and faithfulness ; a title of Christ.

— Rev. iii. 14. Thus saith the Amen;
Truth, i. e. He who is true says, &c.

2. So be it : a form of wishing, approving,

or praying at the end of a sentence. Rom. i.

25. Gal.i. 5. Eph. iii. 21. Phil. iv. 20.

1 Tim, i. 17. It was customary among the

Jews, when the priests or other persons of-

fered up prayers or praises to God in public,

for the whole assembly to respond Amen.
Numb. V. 22. This custom was adopted

by Christians; and in allusion to it Amen
occurs in I Cor. xiv. 16.

1 Besides the authorities cited for particular words, this Index of the Prophetic or Sym-
bolical Language of the Scriptures, has been drawn up, after a careful perusal of the

remarks on this subject by Sir Isaac Newton, Bishops Lovvth and Hurd, the Commentary
of William Lowth on the Prophets, the Rev. William Jones's Key to the Language of

Prophecy, Dr. Lancaster's admirable Symbolical Alphabetical Dictionary prefixed to his

Abridgment of Daubuz's Perpetual Commentary on the Revelation of St. John, Robin-

son's Greek Lexicon to the New Testament, and Dr. Woodhouse's Notes to his Transla-

tion of the Apocalypse. Those symbols, and interpretations of symbols, which have been
the subject of controversy among some late writers on prophecy, are designedly omitted.
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Angels.
1. Angel of the Lord. — Jesus Christ

Zech. i. 12. The angel of the Lord an-

sivered and said . . . See Lowth's Comment-
ary, in loc.

2. Those intellectual and immaterial Beings,

whom the Almighty employs, as the minis-

ters of his providence or of his judgments.
— Rev. XV. 8. xvi. I. iS'ei;en Angels.

—

xxii. 8. IJell doivn to ivorship before thefeet

of the angel, xuho showed me these tilings.

3. The presiding ministers or bishops of the

church.—Rev. ii. 1. The angel ofthe church

ofEphestis. See also ii. 8.12.18. iii. 1.7.14.

4. Fallen Spirits. — Matt. xxv. 41. Ever-

lasting Jire prepared for the Devil and his

Angels.

Arm.
1. The infinite power of God in creating the

world.—Jer.xxvii. 5. I have made the earth

, . . by my great ]>ou'er, and by my out-

stretched arm. See also Jer. xxxii. 17.

2. The power, strength, and miracles of

Christ.—Isa. liii. 1. John xii. 38. To whom
is the arm of the Lord revealed ?

5. When Jehovah is said to make bare his

holy arm, it means that he hath displayed

his great power, which for a long time

seemed to be liidden and unemployed.

—

Isa. Iii. 10. The Lord hath made bare his

holy arm.

Armour. — Such graces and spiritual wea-

pons, as are for the defence of tlie soul, and

by which we may be enabled to combat with

our spiritual enemies.—Rom. xiii. 12. Lei

us put on the armour (flight Eph. vi. 11.

Put on the whole armour of God.

Arrows.
1. Calamities, or judgments of God. — Job

vi. 4. The arrows of the Almighty are within

me, the poison whereof drinketh up my spirit.

—2 Sam. xxii. 14, 15. compare Psal.xxxviii.

2, 3. and Ezek. v. 16. That calamities are

represented among the eastern writers as

the arrows of the Almighty, we have abun-

dant proofs : one single instance, from the

fine saying ascribed to AH (or Aaly) the

son-in-law of the impostor of Arabia, will

illustrate this remark. " It was once de-

manded of the fourth Khalif ( Ali) , on whom
be the mercy of the Creator, if tiie canopy of

heaven were a bow ; and if the earth were

the cord thereof; and if calamities were

arrows : if mankind were the mark for those

arrows: and if Almighty God, the tremen

dous and the glorious, were the unerring

archer, to whom could the sons of Adam
flee for protection? The Khalif answered,

saying, ' The sons of Adam must flee unto

the Lord.' This fine image Job keeps in

view, (vi. 8,9.) wishing that the unerring

marksman may let fly these arrows, let loose

his hand, to destroy and cut him off." Dr,

A.Clarke on Jobvi. 4.

2. Abusive or slanderous words. — Psal. Ixiv,

. 3. Who bend their bows to shoot their ar-

rows, even Utter words.

3. Children.—Psal. cxxvii. 4, 5. As arroivs

are m the hand of a mighty man ; so are

children of the youth. Happy is tlie man that

hath his guiverfull of them. " The orientals

are accustomed to call brave and valiant

sons the arrows and darts of their parents,

because they are able to defend them. To
sharpen arroivs, to make sharp arroivs, is,

among them, to get brave and valiant

sons." [Burder's Oriental Literature, vol.

ii. p. 53.]

Ashes. See Dust and Ashes.

Babes.
1. Foolish and inexperienced princes. —
Isa. iii. 4. I will give children to be their

princes, and babes (or infants) shall ride

over them. This minatory prediction was
fully accomplished in the succession ofweak
and wicked princes who reigned over the

kingdom of Judah from the death of Josiah

to the destruction of the city and temple,

and the taking of Zedekiah, the last of them,

captive by Nebuchadnezzar.

2. Those who are weak in the Christian

faitli and knowledge, being ignorant and
inconstant, like infants.— 1 Cor. iii. 1. And
I, brethren, could not speak unto you . . .

but as . . . unto babes in Christ.— Heb.v. 13.

For he is a babe.

Babylon.—Papal Rome with all her ido-

latrous rites. — Rev. xiv. 8. Babylon is

fallen. See also Rev. xvii. xviii.

Balaam, Doctrine, error, or way of. — A
defection from true religion united with

immoral and lascivious practices.— Rev. ii.

1 4 . Thou hast them that hold the doctrine of

Balaam. — Jude H. They have .... ruji

greedily rfter the error of Balaam.— 2 Pet.

ii. 15. Following the way of Balaam.

Balance.
1. The known symbol of a strict observ-

ation of justice and fair dealing.—Prov.xi.

1. A false balance is abomination unto the

Lord, — Prov. xvi. 11. A just weight

and balance are the Lord's. See also Job
xxxi. 6.

2. Joined with symbols, denoting the sale

of corn and fruits by weight, it becomes

the symbol of scarcity. — Lev. xxvi. 26.

When I have broken the staff of your bread,

ten women shall bake your bread in one oven ;

and they shall deliver you bread again by
weight, and ye shall eat and not be satisfied.

— Ezek. iv. 16. They shall eat bread by
weight and with care.

Baldness Destruction. — Jer. xlvii. 5.

Baldness is come upon Gaza.

Bashan. See Kine, Oaks.

Beast.
1. A heathen kingdom or power of the earth.

— Dan. vii. 17. These great beasts, ivhich

arefour, arcfour kings. See pp.217—219.

of this volume.

2. The Papal antichrist. — Rev. xiii. 2. 12.

Bed. — Great tribulation and anguish. —
Rev. ii. 22. / will cast her into a bed. To
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be tormented in bed, where men seek rest,

is peculiarly grievous. See Psal. vi. 6. xli.

3. Isa. xxviii. 20.

Bird of Prey. — A hostile army coming to

prey upon a country.— Isa. xlvi. 11. Call-

ing a ravenous h'nA from tlie cast; Cyrus
and liis army. Compare Jer. xii. 9. Ezek.
xxxii. 4. and xxxix. 17.

Bitter.— Bitterness.— Affliction, misery,

and servitude. — Exod. i. 14. They made
their lives bitter with hard bo>idage. See
Jer.ix. 15. — Ga/Zo/" bitterness. (Actsviii.

23.) A state offensive to God.
Black. — Blackness. — Afflictions, disas-

ters, and anguish. — Jer. xiv. 2. Judnh
Tnournelh, and the gales thereof languish;

they are black tuito the ground. —Joel ii. 6.

Allfaces shall gather blackness.— Rev.vi. 5.

Hehold a black horse. The black colour of

the horse in this place indicates that the

publication of the Gospel, at the time al-

luded to, will, by way of punishment upon
the heathens, for refusing to hear it, be at-

tended with great affliction. [Daubuz and
Woodhouse, in loc]

Blessing (Cup of). See Cup, 2.

Blindness. — Want of understanding in

divine wisdom. — Isa. xxix. 18. In that

day .... the eyes of the blind shall see out

of obscurity, and out of darhiess.

Blood.
1. Slaughter and mortality.— Isa. xxxiv. 3.

The mountains shall be melted with blood.

See Ezek. xxxii. 6.

2. Our natural descent from one common
family. — And hath made of one blood all

nations of men,for to divell on all theface of
the earth. (Actsxvii. 26.) Flesh and blood

is an expression, which signifies the present

natural state of man, unaided by divine

grace. When Paul was converted, he did

not consult with^6'47ia?t(/ Woofi. (Gal.i. 16.)

When Peter declared his belief, that his

Master was Christ, the Son of the living

God, Jesus answered and said unto him.

Blessed art thou, Simo7i Barjonah ; for
flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto

thee, but my Father which is in heaven.

(Matt. xvi. 1 7.) We are assured that flesh

and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of

God.
3. Death. — To resist unto blood, is to con-

tend unto death. (Heb. xii. 4.) IVhen I
passed by tkee, and saw thee polluted in thine

own blood, / said unto thee, luhen thou ivast

in thy blood, Live. (Ezek. xvi. 6.) To
shed blood is to murder : hence a cruel

murderer is called a bloody man. To give

the wicked blood to drink, is to put into

their hand the cup of death. The meta-

phorical term is sometimes employed in

personification. JFhat hast thou done F said

God to Cain. The voice of thy brother s

blood cricth unto me from the ground.

(Gen. iv. 10.) Ye are come to the blood

of sprinkling, that speakelh better things than

that of Abel. (Heb. xii. 24.)

4. The sufferings and death of Christ, con-
sidered as an atonement for the souls of
sinners. Being justified by his blood, we
shall be Saved from wrath, through him.

{
Rom. V. 9.) The following expressions in

the New Testament are allusions to the
typical blood, which was so plentifully shed
under the Old. Christians are taught to

reason ; that ifthe blood ofbulls, and ofgoats,
and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the un-
clean, sanclifeth to the purifying oftheflesh ;

lunu much more shall the blood of Christ,

luho through the eternal Spirit offered himself
without spot to God, purge your consciences

from dead works to serve the living God ?

(Heb. ix. 13, 14.) God hath set forth

Jesus Christ to be a propitiation, that we
may have faith in his blood ; that is, that we
may believe in the efficacy of his atonement.
IFe have redemption through his blood j even
theforgiveness of sins, according to the riches

of his grace. (Eph. i. 7.) We were not re-

deemed with corruptible things, as silver and
gold, but ivith the precious blood of Christ, as

of a lamb without blemish, and ivithout spot.

(1 Pet. i. 18, 19.) In the Scriptures, the

blood of Christ is sometimes represented as

the procuring cause of our justification.

Much more being justified by his blood, we
shall be saved from ivrath through hitn.

(Rom. v. 9.) The terra blood, when used
iu this sense, means the merits of Christ's

atonement. But in other passages, our
sanctification is imputed to the blood of
Christ. Hoiv much more shall the blood

of Christ, ivho through the eternal Spirit

offered himself ivithout spot to God, purge
your conscience from dead works to serve

the living God F (Heb. ix. 14.) The saints

are represented as walking in white ; be-

cause they had washed their robes in the

blood of the Lamb. (Rev. vii. 14.) The
term blood, when used in this figurative

sense, evidently signifies the doctrines of

the cross ; whicli are the great mean of
purifying the believer's heart. Now ye are

clean, said Christ to his disciples, through

the word, ivhich I have spoken unto you.

(John XV. 3.)

5. Blood of the covenant.— (Matt. xxvi. 28.)

The blood of Christ, who died in conse-

quence of a covenant to redeem sinners.

Body. — A society ; the church, with its

different members.— 1 Cor. xii. 20—27.

Book of Life.— Rev. iii. 5. I will not blot

out his name out of the Book of Life. " As,

in states and cities, those who obtained

freedom and fellowship, were enrolled in

the public register, which enrolment was
their title to the privileges of citizens, so

the King of heaven, of die New Jerusalem,

engages to preserve in his register and en-

rolment, in the book of life, the names of

those who, like the good Sardians, in a

corrupted and supine society, shall preserve

allegiance and a faithful discharge of their

Christian duties. He will own them as
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his fellow-citizens, before men and angels.

Matt. ix. 32. Lukexii. 8. See also Psal.

Ixix. 28. Ezek. xiii. 9. Exod. xxxii. 33.

Dan. xii. 1. Mai. iii. 16. Luke x. 20."

[Dean Woodhouse on Rev. iii. 5.]

Bottles.— The inhabitants of Jerusalem,
whom God threatened to fill with the wine
of terror. — Jer. xiii. 12. £j;er?/ bottle shall

befilled with luine.

Bow.
1. Strength. — Job xxix. 20. ilij/bowwas
renewed in my hand.

2. Victory. — Rev. vi. 2. He that sat on him
had a bow ; where it signifies the progress

of the Gospel, which was assisted by sudden
and unexpected and miraculous aid and
deliverance.

Bowels.— Pity, compassion.— Lukei. 78.

Through the tender mercy (literally bowels

of mercy') of our God.
Branch. See Trees, 3.

Brass. — Strengtli. — Psal. cvii. 16. He
hath broken the gates oj" brass ; that is, the

strong gates. See Isa. xlv. 2. In Jer.i.

18. and XV. 20. brazemvalls signify a strong

and lasting adversary and opposer.

Bread or Foon.

1. The word of God. — Deut. viii. 3. Matt,

iv. 4. Man doth not (or shall not) live by

bread only, but by every icord that proceed-

eth out of the mouth of God.
2. One bread. (1 Cor. x. 17.) The union

of real Christians.

Breath. See Air.
Brethren. — Christians united by their

profession. — Rom. xii. 1. I beseech you,

brethren. See Acts xxi. 7. 1 Cor. xv. 6.

Briars.—Mischievous and hurtful persons.

-T- Isa. Iv. 13. Instead of the briar shall

come up the myrtle-tree. See Thorns, 2.

Bride. — The heavenly Jerusalem. — Rev.
xxi. 9. The bride, the I.ajub's ivife.

Bridegroom. — Christ, as the spouse of the

church.— Rev, xxi. 9. See also Voice, 1.

Brimstone.
1. Perpetual torment and destruction.

—

Job xviii. 15. Brimstone shall be scattered

upon his habitation ; tliat is, his house or

family shall be destroyed for ever by an
inextinguishable fire. Compare Isa.xxxiv.

9, 10. Rev. xiv. 10, &c.

2. Corrupt, infernal, and destructive doc-

trines.— Rev. ix. 17. Out of their mouth is-

suedfire and brimstone. See verse 18.

Bulls. — Wicked, violent men. — Psal.

xxii. 12. Many bulls have compassed 7ne ;

strong [bulls] of Bashan have beset meround

:

that is, mine enemies, who are as furious

and formidable as the bulls fed in the rich

pastures of Bashan, beset me on every side.

Burning. See Fire, 2.

Buy. To attain in preference to earthly

riches. See Isa. Iv. 1. Prov. xxiii. 13.

Rev. iii. 18.

Call — Called^Calling.
1. Tliat invitation wliich God holds out to

men to come and enjoy the blessings which
flow from a sincere reception of the Chris-

tian religion. Eph. i. 18. That ye may
know what is the hope of bis calling : that

is, what is the nature of that hope, which
those, who have been invited into the divine

kingdom, may properly indulge,

2. To call to any duty ; that is, to appoint,

constitute, or choose. Gal. i. 15. Who
called me, chose me, by his grace, viz. to

be an apostle.

Candlestick. See Lamp.
Cedars.
1. Great men. — Zech. xi. 2. The cedar is

fallen.

2. Cedars of Lebanon. — Kings, princes,

and nobles of Judah.— Isa. ii. 13. The
day of the Lord shall be ... . upon all the

cedars of Lebanon.
3. Top of the young twigs of cedars.—The
prime nobility and able soldiery.— Ezek.

xvii. 4. He cropped off the top of the young
twigs.

Chaff. — Unprofitable and worthless men.
—Psal. i. 4. The ungodly are . . . like the

chaff, tchich the wind drivelh away. — Matt,

iii. 12. He ivill burn uj} the chaW luith un-
quenchable fire.

Chain.—Bondage or affliction.— Lam. iii.

7. He hath made ?ny chain heavy.

Child, Children.
1. Tliose who have received their religious

knowledge, character, education, &c. from
any one ; i. e, a beloved disciple. 2 Tim.i.

2. Timothy, my dearly beloved child.

2. Children joined with the names of cities

denote their inhabitants or citizens. Matt.

xxiii. 37. Jeriisalem hozu often

ivould I have gathered thy children. See also

Luke xiii. 34. xix. 44. Gal. iv. 25.

3. Children of God ; those whom he re-

gards with parental aflFection, and on whom
he "bestows peculiar favour. Johni. 12.

As many as received him, to them he gave

the privilege to become the children of God.

4. Children of God and children of the

devil, in 1 John iii. 10., are those, who
resemble God, and those who resemble

Satan.

Circumcision. — An engagement like that

of baptism, to renounce the flesh and cir-

cumcise the heart.— Deut. X. 16. Circum-
cise therefore the Jbreskin of your heart. —
Deut. XXX. 6. The Lord thy God shall

circumcise thine heart.— Rom. ii. 29. Cir-

cumcision is that if the heart.

Clay in the hands of the potter. — Man in

the hands of his Creator. — Isa. Ixiv. 8.

Now, Lord, thou art our Father ; we
are the clay ; and thou our potter, and we
are all the work of thy hand. See also

Rom. ix. 21.

Clouds Multitudes and armies.—Jer. iv.

13. He shall come up as clouds. — Isa. Ix.

8. Who are those, that fly as a cloud ? —
Heb. xii. 1. A cloud of witnesses.

Cold. Inconstant in aflections, purpoacj and
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conduct ; destitute of fervent piety and
holy zeal. Rev. iii. 15, 10.

CoLuniN. See Pillar.

Corner-Stone. Jesus Christ, who is com-
pared to a corner-stone in three points of

view ; viz.

1 . As this stone lies at tlie foundation, and
serves to give support and strength to the

building, so Christ, or the doctrine of a

Saviour, is called tlie chief corner-stone in

Eph. ii. 20. ; because this doctrine is the

most important feature of the Christian

religion, and is the fundamental object of

all the precepts given by the apostles and
other Christian teachers.

'J. As the corner-stone occupies an import-

ant and conspicuous place, Jesus is com-
pared to it in 1 Pet. ii. 0"., because God lias

made him highly esteemed (or precious),

and has advanced him to a dignity and
conspicuousness above all others.

3. Since men often stumble against a pro-

jecting corner-stone, Christ is therefore so

called {Psal. cxviii. 22. Matt. xxi. 42. and
parallel passages), because his Gospel will

be the cause of aggravated condemnation

to those who wilfully reject it. (Robinson's

Lexicon, p. 21.)

Cross.

1. The doctrine of the cross, that is, of

Christ crucified. The cross of Christ, the

preaching of the cross, occur in this sense

in 1 Cor. i. 17, 18. See also Gal. v. IJ.

vi. 12. 14. Phil. iii. 18.

2. To take up or bear one's cross, that is

to be ready to undergo the severest trials,

or to expose one's self to the most imminent
dangers. Matt. x. 38. xvi. 24. Mark
viii. 34. X. 21. Luke ix. 23. xiv. 27.

Crown of Life, a triumphant immortality.

— Rev. ii. 10. Be thoufaithful unto death,

and I ivill give thee a crown of life.

Cup.
1. The blessings and favours of God. —
Psal. xxiii. 5. Mij cup runneth over. The
cup of salvation, in Psal. cxvi. L3., is a cup

of thanksgiving, or blessing the Lord for all

his mercies.

2. The Cup of blessing. — The paschal cup

was called by tlie Jews the Cup of blessing,

because they sanctified it by giving thanks

to God for it. To this Saint Paul alludes

in 1 Cor. x. 16. when he terms the sacra-

mental cup the cup of blessing.

3. Afflictions or sufferings, the effects of

he wrath of God.— Isa. Ii. 17. Stand up,

Jerusalem, ivhich hast drunk at the hand

of the Lord the cup of his fury. Thou
hast drunken the dregs of the cup of irevi-

bling. See Wixt, 2.

Darkkess.
1. Sin and ignorance.—Rom.xiii. 12. Let

us cast off" the ivor/cs o/' darkness.

2. Affliction, misery, and adversity. — Jer.

xiii. 16. Give glory to the Lord yoMr God,

before he cause darkness. See Ezek. xxx.
18. xxxiv. 12.

3. Darkness of the sun, moon, and stars.

General darkness and deficiency in the go-
vernment. — Isa. xiii. 10. The stars of
heaven, and the constellations thereof, shall
not give their light : the sun shall be dark-
ened in his going forth, and the moon shall
not cause her light to shine. See Ezek.
xxxii. 7. and Joel ii. 10. 31. iii. 15
Day.
1. A year, in prophetical language Ezek.
iv. 6. Thou shall bear the ini(^uiti/ of the
house ofjudah forty days ; / have appointed
thee each day/or a year. See also Isa.xx.
3. (Bp. Lowth's version and notes.)
Rev. ii. 10. Ye shall have tribulation ten
days.

2. An appointed time or season. — Isa.
xxxiv. 8. It is the day of the Lord's ven-
geance. See also Isa. Ixiii. 4.

3. A state of truth, liope, and knowledge.— 1 Thess. V. 5. Ye are all children of the
light, a7id children of the day.

Death.
1

.

The separation of the soul from tlie body.— Gen. XXV. 11. ^fter the death ifAbra-
ham, &c. This is /er«;)ora; or the_/£>.s< death,
which is the common lot of man by the di-
vine sentence. (Gen. iii. 19.) The

2. Second deatii (beyond the grave) is the
eternal separation of the whole man from
the presence and glory of God ; not only
an extinction of all our pleasurable feelings,
and of all our hopes of happiness, but an
ever-during sense of this extinction, " where
the worm dieth not and the fire is not
quenched."— Rev.ii. 11. He that over-
Cometh shall not be hurt of the second death.

3. The state of a soul insensible of sin and
corruption, and destitute of the spirit of life.— Jude 12. Twice dead. — Rev. iii. l.

Thou art dead.

4. A state of mortification, death unto sin,

and crucifixion with Christ.— Rom. vi. 8.

He that is dead, isfreedfrom sin 1 Pet.
ii. 24. JFho his oumse/f bare our sins in his
own body on the tree, that we being dead to
sin, should live to righteousness.

Desert.
Desert of the Sea Babylon. — Isa, xxi.

1 . The burden of the desert of the sea. The
country about Babylon, and especially be-
low it towards the sea, was a great Hat mo-
rass, often overflowed by the Eupiirates
and Tigris.

Dew upon Herbs.—The blessing of Heaven,
and the power of the resurrection. Hos.
xiv. 5. I will be as the dew unto Israel. —
Isa. xxvi. 19. Thy dead men shall live;
together ivith my dead body shall they arise.

Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust, for
thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and tlie earth
shall cast out the dead..

Dog.
1. Tlie Gentiles.— The bad properties of
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dogs are obstinate barking, biting, insa-

tiable gluttony, filthiness in lust, vomiting

and returning to their vomit. (Compare
Prov.xxvi. n. 2 Pet. ii. 2'J.) Hence the

Gentiles, on account of tlie impurity of

their lives, and their being without the

covenant, were called dogs by the Jews.
— Matt. XV. 26. It is not meet to take the

children s bread and cast it to dogs.— Psal,

xxii. 16. Dogs have compassed me, the

assembly of the ivicked have inclosed me.
2. A watchman, for his vigilance to give

notice of approaching danger, — Isa. Ivi.

10. His watchmen are blind; they are all

ignorant ; they are all dumb dogs, they can-

not bark'

3. Impudent, shameless persons, and false

teachers. — Rev. xxii. 15. Without are

dogs. — Phil. iii. 2. Beware of dogs.

Dominion.
1. Power.—Neh. ix. 28. They had domi-
nion over them.

2. Persons over whom another has power.

— Psal. cxiv. 2. Israel zvas his dominion.
3. Angels.— Col. i. 16. Hy him luere created

dominions.

4. The universal government of Almighty
God.—Dan. vii. 14. i/j*- dominion is an
everlasting dominion.

Dooii.

1. Door opened in heaven. — The begin-

ning of a new kind of government. —Rev.

iv. 1. I looked, and, behold, a door [was]

opened in heaven.

2. An open door. — The free exercise and
propagation of the Gospel.— 1 Cor. xvi. 9.

A great door and effectual is opened unto

me. See also 2 Cor. ii. 12. Col. iv. 3.

Acts xiv, 27.

Dragon.
1. A symbol of a king that is an enemy
In Ezek. xxix. 3. it means the Tiing of

Egypt, so also in Psal. Ixxiv. 13.

2. Satan acting and ruling by his visible

ministers Rev. xii. 9. Behold, a great

red dragon, &c,
3. Any hurtful thing.— Psal. xci. 13. The
young lion and the dragon shalt thoic tram-
ple underfoot.
Drunk— Drunkenness.
1. The symbol of the folly and madness of

sinners, who, making no use of their reason,

plunge tiiemselves in all manner of crimes.

— Isa. xxviii. 1. 3. Woe to the drunkards

of Ephraim 2'he drunkards of

Ephraim shall be trodden xinderfcel.

2. That stupidity, which arises from God's

judgments; when the sinner is under the

consternation of his misery, as one asto-

nished, staggering, and not knowing what

to do. — Isa. xxix. 9. They are drunken,

but not with ivine ; they stagger, but not

U'ith st7-ong drink. — Isa. ii. 21. Thoii

afflicted and drunken, but not with wine.

See also Jer. xiii. 13, 14. and Lam. iii. 15.

Dust and Ashes. — Mortal man, under
death and condemnation.— Gen. xviii. 27.

I have taken upon me to speak u?ito the
Lord, tvhich am but dust and ashes. —
Gen. iii. 19. Dust thou art, and to dust
shalt thou return. See Job xlii. 6.

Eagle.
1. A king or kingdom. — Ezek. xvii. A
great eagle, ivith great ivings, long winged,

full of feathers, ivhich had divers colours,

came to Lebanon : that is, Nebuchadnezzar.
The divers colours refer to the various
nations that composed the Babylonian
empire.

2. The Roman army, whose ensigns or
standards were eagles. — Matt. xxiv. 28.

Wheresoever the carcase is, there will the

eagles be gathered together. See Wings.
3. Eagles' Wings.—To be borne on eagles'

wings signifies divine, miraculous deli-

verance. Who can pursue the eagle through
the air, and take from him what is commit-
ted to his charge ? Exod. xix. 4. Psal. xci.

4. Isa. xl. 31. Rev. xii. 14.

Earthen Vessel. — The body of man. —
2 Cor. iv. 7. We have this treasure in
earthen vessels.

Earthquakes. — Great revolutions or
changes in tiie political world.— Joel ii. JO.

The earth shall quake before them. See also

Haggai ii. 21. Heb. xii. 26.

Egypt. — A mystical name of wickedness.— Rev. xi. 8. Their dead bodies [shall lie]

in the street of tlie great city, ivhich spiritually

is called Sodom and Egypt.

Elders (the twenty four). Probably such
of the Patriarchs and Prophets of the old
church, as saw by faith the day of redemp-
tion and rejoiced ; and who are expressly

termed Elders [trpecr^uTepoL) in Heb. xi. 2.— Rev. iv. 10. The four and twenty
ciders fall dnvn before Him that liveth for
ever. [See Dean Woodhouse on Rev.
iv. 10.]

Eyes admit of various interpretations, ac-

cording to circumstances.

I. As applied to the Almighty, they denote,

1. His knowledge and prescience.— Prov.

XV. 3. His eye is in every place to behold

good and evil. See Psal. xi. 4.

2. His watchful providence. — Psal. xxxiv.

15. The eyes of the Lord are tipoji the

righteous.

II. As applied to Jesus Christ they signify

his omnipresence. —^ Rev. v. 6. In the

mi 1st of the elders stood a I.amb, having . ...

seven eyes. [See Dean Woodhouse, in loc]

III. As applied to Men, the eyes denote,

1. The understanding, which is as it were
the eye of tlie soul.— Psal. cxix. 1 8. 0])en

thou mine eyes.

2. A guide or counsellor. — Job xxix. 15.

I urns eyes to the blind.

3. The whole man Rev. i. 7. Every eye

shall see him ; that is, all men.
4. Gcod or evil desires and designs.— Deut.
xxviii. 54. His eye shall be evil towards

his brother. — vcr. 5G. Her eye shall be
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evil toioards the husband of her bosom, and
towards her so7i, a7id loivards her daughter.

That is, they shall form cruel and evil de-

signs against them to kill, and even to cat

them. History confirms the truth of this

prediction.

Face.
1. As applied to God, it denotes his favour.

— Dan. ix. 17. Cause th;/ face to shine

upon thy sanctuari/ See Psal. xxxi. 16.

2. As applied to man.
Faces harder than a rock (Jcr. v. S.) de-

note unblushing, shameless persons.

Faith (YiiffrLs). In consequence of not at-

tending to the ambiguity of tiie word iria-ris,

which in our authorised version is usually

translatedyni^/f, it has been applied by many
divines, wlicrever it occurs, exclusively to

faith in the Messiah, when the context often

manifestly requires it to be taken in a dif-

ferent sense. Faith or believing then de-

notes,

1. Our assenting to any truth, even to such

truths as are knoivn by the evidence of our

senses : thus in John xx. 29. Thomas,
whom the evidence of his senses had con-

vinced of the reality of Christ's resurrec-

tion, is said to have believed.

2. A general disposition of the mind to em-
brace all that ive know concerning God,
whether by reason or revelation : as in Heb.
xi. 6. irilhoitt faith it is impossible to please

God ; which expression is subsequently ap-

plied to the existence of God, his goodness

and bounty towards his sincere worship-

pers.

3. A peculiar assent to a certain revelation ;

for instance, in Rom. iv. throughout, and
in other passages that treat of Abraliam's

faith, it is manifest that t\\\s faith must be

referred to the peculiar promises made to

Abraham that a son siiould be born unto
him, though he himself was then about a

hundred years old, and Sarah, who was
ninety, was barren.

4. An assent given to the revelation made to

Moses ; as when the children of Israel are

said to have believed the Lord and his ser-

vant Moses. (Exod. xiv. 31. compared with

John V. 45, 4.6. and ix. 28.)

5. An assent given to the revelation made to

the ])rophets ; as when King Jehoshaphat
says to the Jews (2 Chron. xx. 20.), " Be-
lieve in the Lord your God, so shall ye be

establisiied ; believe iiis prophets, so shall

ye prosper." Compare also Isa. vii. 9.

6. A cordial assent to the Christian revelation,

or to some of its leading and fundamental
points ; as in those passages where we are

commanded to believe in Christ, or that he is

the Son of God, or that he rosefrom the dead.

7. An assent to future and invisible things

revealed by God, as in Heb. xi. 1. where it

is defined to be the substance of things hoped

for, and the evidence of things nut seen, that

is, the giving of a present subsistence to

things future, which are fully expected, and
the proving and demonstrating of things

which are not seen.

8. The Gospel, as in Gal. iii. 2. wiiere Saint

Paul demands of the Galatians, whether
they 7-eceived the Spirit by the ivorks of the

law, or by the hearing offaith : in which
passage it is evident that the hearing offaith
denotes the hearing of the proaclied Gos-
pel ; and in this sense the w'ord faith ap-

pears to be used in all those parts of the

Epistle to the Romans, wlicre it is opposed
to the works of the law.

9. A persuasion that what we do is well pleas-

ing to God : thus the meaning of Rom. xiv.

23. Whatsoever is not offaith is sin, is,

that it is sinful in us to do any thing, which
we are not fully persuaded is well pleasing

to God, or at least permitted by him.

10. Faith ill miracles, that is, a firm confi-

dence in Christ, to which, at the first propa-

gation of the Gospel, was annexed the per-

formance of miracles : such was the faith

which Jesus Christ frequently required of

his disciples and others, that he might work
certain miracles by them (compare Matt,
xvii. 20. Mark xi. 22. xvi. 17. and Luke
xvii. 6.); and to which Saint Paul refers

in 1 Cor. xiii. 2. Lastly, faith sometimes
signifies,

] 1 . Fidelity, or faithfulness in the discharge

of duties or promises, and so the Greek
w ord TTiTis is properly rendered in Tit. ii.

10. ; as it also should have been in 1 Tim.
V. 12., the faith, there said to h^ve been
cast off by the younger widows, being their

fidelity to Christ.

Falling down, or prostrate, before another.

— Submission and homage. •— Isa. xiv. 14,

They shall fall dov.'n unto thee, and make
supplication luito thee. See also Gen.
xxvii. 29. xxxvii. 7, 8.

Family.—The Church of God. — Eph. iii.

15. Of ivliom the whole family m heaven

and earth is named.
Fat.

1. The most excellent of every thing.

—

Psal. Ixxxi. 16. He shoxild havefed them
with the finest (Heb. _/"«<) of the xvheiit.—
Psal. cxlvii. 14. He flleth thee with the

finest (Heb./ht) of the ivheat.

2. Riches.— Psal. xxii. 29. All the fat upon
earth.—Jer. v. 28. They are waxen fat.

Father.
1

.

God, whose children we all are by cre-

ation and redemption Mai. i. 6. If I
be a father, ivliere is mine honoxir ?— ]\Ial.

ii. 10. Have we not all one Father? Hath
not one God created us ? See Jer. xxxi. 9.

2. Father of any thing ; that is, the author,

cause, or source of it.—Jolin viii. 44. When
he (Satan) speaketh a lie, ... he is the father

of it.—James i. 17. The Vatbcr of lights ;

the source of spiritual and corporeal light.

3. Example, pattern, or prototype, — John
viii. 44. Ye are of your father, the devil ;

ye follow the example of satan, so that he
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may be properly called your father, and ye

his children.

Field. — The World. — Matt. xiii. 38.

Fire.
1. With such adjuncts as denote that it is

not put for light, it signifies destruction or

torment, great sickness, war, and its dismal

effects. — Isa. xlii. 25. It hath set him on

iire.— Isa. Ixvi. 15. The Lord ivill come

with fire. See Ezek. xxii. 20—22.

2. Burning fire.— The wrath of God. —
Ezek. xxii. 31, I have consumed them with

the fire of my wrath.

3. Afflictions, or persecution. — Isa. xxiv.

15. Glorify ye the Lord God in the fires.

4. Coals offre proceeding out of tiie mouth

of God, or from his countenance, denote

his anger. — Psal. xviii. 8. 12, 13.

Firmament. See Heavens.
Flesh (or Meat).
1. The riches, goods, or possessions of any

persons conquered, oppressed, or slain, as

the case may be. — Psal. Ixxiv. 14. Thou
breakest the heads of leviathan in pieces

(didst destroy the power of Pharaoh and

his princes), [and] gavest him [to be] meat

to the people inhabiting the wilderness

:

that is, didst enrich the Israelites with their

spoils. — Isa. xvii. 4. The fatness of his

flesh shall be made lean. See also Mic. iii.

2, 3. and Zech. xi. 9. 16. ; in all which

places the Targum explains fesh by riches

and substance.

2. To devour much flesh, is to conquer and

spoil many enemies of their lands and pos-

sessions. In Dan. vii. 5. this expression

is used to denote the cruelty of the Medes
and Persians, many of whose sovereigns

were more like ferocious bears than men.

Instances of their cruelty abound in almost

all the historians who have written'of tiieir

affairs.

3. Weak, mortal man. — Isa. xl. 6. u4ll

flesh is grass.

4. The exterior of man ; viz.

(1.) External actions, as circumcision, the

choice of food, &c. in which tlie body is

tlie part chiefly affected.—Rom. iv. 1,

What shall we saij then, that Abraham our

father hath found, as pertaining to the

flesh ? i. e. so far as regards external ac-

tions.— 1 Cor. x. IS. Behold Israel after

the flesh ; i. e. as it respects the external

performance of tlieir religious rites. —
Gal. iii. ^....Are ye now made peifect by

the flesh ? will ye turn again to mere ex-

ternal ceremonies ?

(2.) External appearance, condition, cir-

cumstances, character, &c.—John vi. 63.

The ^es.h proftcth nothing.—2 Cor. v. 16.

Ife knoiv no man after the flesh.

Flood Extreme danger.—Psal. Ixix. 15.

Let not the ivater-iiood overflow me. See

River.
Food. Sec Bread.
Forehead. — A public profession or ap-

pearance before men. — Antiently, slaves

were stigmatised in their forehead with
their master's mark : hence to be sealed in

the forehead (Rev. vii. 3.), and to have a
mark in the forehead (Rev. xiii. 16, &c.),

is to make a public profession of belonging
to the person whose mark is said to be re-

ceived.

Four. See Numbers.
Forest ofthe South-field. See South-field.
Fornication All those carnal impurities,

which were common among the heathens,

and even formed a part of their sacred rites.

Rev. ii. 20. Thou sufferest that woman
Jezebel) to seduce my servants to commit
fornication

.

Fortresses. See Towers.
Fox. — A cunning, deceitful person. —
Luke xiii. 32. Go, tell that fox. — Ezek.
xiii. 4. Thy prophets are like the foxes t?j

the deserts.

Fruit.

1. The consequences of an action. Prov. i.

31. They shall eat the fruit of their own
ivays.

2. Good works. — Psal. i. 3. He (the pious
man) bringeth forthh is fruit in his

season. — Matt. iii. 8. Bring forth fruits

meetfor rejientance.

Furnace.
1. A place of great affliction, —^ Deut. iv.

20. The Lord hath... brought you forth out

of the iron furnace, out of Egypt.

2. Such afflictions as God sends for the

amendment and correction of men. —
Jer. ix. 7. I will melt them, and try them,

that is, in the furnace of affliction.

Garments.
1. White garments were not only the em-
blem of purity and being in the favour of

God (Psal. li. 7. Isa. i. 18.), but also, as

being worn on festival days, were tokens of

joy and pleasure. (Isa. Hi. 1. Ixi. 10.)

Kings and princes likewise were arrayed

io white garments of fine linen. (Gen. xli.

42. 1 Chron. xv. 27. Luke xvi. 19.)

Hence, to tvalk or be clothed in white, sig-

nifies to be prosperous, successful, and
victorious, to be holy, happy, honoured,

and rewarded.— Rev. iii. 4, 5. They shall

walk in white The same shall be

clothed in white raiment.

2. Souls. — Rev. iii. 4. Thou hast a few
names in Sardis which have not defiled their

garments. — The Hebrews considered ho-

liness as the garb of the soul, and evil ac-

tions as stains or spots upon this garb.

Gates.

1. Gates of the daughter of Sion. The ordi-

nances of Jehovah, by which the soul is

helped forward in the way of salvation. .

—

Psal. ix. 14. That I may showforth all thy

praise in the gates of the daughter of Sion.

2. Gate's of Death.

Imminent danger of death. — Psal. ix. 13.

Have mercy -upon me, Lord thou

that deliverest me from the gates of death.
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« The Hebrew poets supposed the lower

world, or region of death, to have gates.

Thus it is said in Job xxxviii. 17. Have

the gates of death been opened unto thee ?

or hast thou seen the doors of the shadow of

death ? — King Hezekiah, in his hymn of

thanksgiving for his recovery, (Isa. xxxviii.

10.) sings : / shall go to the gates of the

grave." [Burder's Oriental Literature,

vol. ii. p. 1 1 . The same image is found

among the Greek and Roman poets. Ibid,

p. 12. Dr. Good's Translation of Job,

p. 452.]

3. Security. — (Because gates arc a security

to a fortress or city.) — Psal. cxlvii. 13.
j

He hath strengthened the bars of thy gates. I

That is, God has given Jerusalem security, I

and put it out of danger. So, in Job
xxxviii. 10,, tlie setting of bars and gales

against the sea, means the securing of the

earth against its inroads. The decree,

there alluded to, as imposed by the Al-

mighty upon the ocean, is that wonderful

law of gravitation in fluids, by which, all

the parts of them exerting an equal pres-

sure upon one another, the equilibrium of

the whole is maintained.

Girdle. — The eastern people, wearing

long and loose garments, were unfit for

action or business of any kind, without

girding their clothes about them. A girdle

therefore denotes strength and activity

;

and to unloose it is to deprive a person of

strength, to render him unfit for action. —
Isa. v. 27. ]\^r shall the girdle of their

loi/is be loosed. — Isa. xlv. 1. / twV/ loose

the loins of kings to open before him
(Cyrus) the two-leaved gates.

Gold.
1. Good men bearing trouble, as gold bears

the fire. — Job xxiii. 10. JHien he hath

tried me I shall comeforth as gold.

2. Such faith and virtue as will enable its

possessor to stand a fiery trial. — Rev. iii.

18. I counsel thee to buy ofme gold tried in

thefire. — See Image.
Grafes; Fruits of righteousness. — Isa.

v. 2. He looked that it should bring forth
grapes, and it broughtforth luild grapes.

Grass. — The common people, or mankind
in general. — Isa. xl. 6, 7. Allfiesh w grass;

that is, weak and impotent as grass.

Ground. —• The heart of man. — Luke
viii. 15. That on the good ground, are

they which, in an honest and good heart,

having heard the word, keep it.

Growth of plants.

1. Resurrection and glorification. — Hos.
xiv. 7. They that dwell under his shadow
shall return; they shall revive as the corn;

they shall grow as the vine. — John xii. 24.

Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground
and die, it abideth alone ; but if it die, it

bringeth forth much fruit. See also Isa.

Ixvi. 14. and 1 Cor. xv. S6—44.

2. Growth in grace. — Isa. Iv. 10, II. For
as the rain com^th down, and the snowfrom

heaven, and returneth not thither, hut xvatcr-

cth the earth, and ma/ceth it bring forth and
bud, that it may give seed to the soivcr, and
bread to the cater ; — so shall iny word be.

Hail.
1. The devastations made by the inroads of
enemies. — Isa. xxviii. 2. The Lord hath

a rnighty and a strong one [whicli] as a
tempest of hail shall cast doivn to the

earth ivith the hand. — Under this resem-
blance the prophet represents the utter

destruction of the kingdom of the ten

tribes, which afterwards was accomplished
by Shalmanesor. Compare Isa. xxxii. 19.

Ezek. xiii. 11. 13.

2. Hail and fire The calamities of war,
with all their horrors.— Rev. viii. 7. Thei-e

followed hail and fire mingled with blood.

Hair.
1

.

Grey hairs. — Decay of natural strength,

and tendency to dissolution. — Hos. vii. 9.

Grey hairs are here and there upon him, and
he knoweth it not.

2. Shaving the head, the hair of the feet and
of the beard, with a razor hired (the king of
Assyria), in Isa. vii. 20. signifies the troubles,

slaughter, and destruction that were to be
brought upon the Jews by the Assyrian
king and his armies.

Hand. — Power and strength.

1. Right hand. — Great protection and fa-

vour Psal. xviii. 35. Thy right hand hath

holden me up.

2. Laying the right hand upon a person.

The conveyance of blessings — strength

— power, and authority. Thus Jacob
conveyed blessings to the two sons of

Joseph. (Gen. xlviii. 20.) The hand that

touched the prophet Daniel (x. 10.)

strengthened him : and Moses, by laying

his right hand upon Joshua (Numb, xxvii.

18.), delegated a portion of his authority

to him.

3. Hand of God upon a prophet. — The
immediate operation of God or his Holy
Spirit upon a prophet. — Ezek. viii. 1. The
hand ofthe Lord God fell upon me. Com-
pare 1 Kings xviii. 46. 2 Kings iii. 15.

Harvest.
1. Some destroying judgment, by which
people fall as corn by the scythe. — Joel

iii. l-'^' Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest

is ripe.

2. The end of the world.— Matt. xiii. 39.

Head.
1

.

The superior part or governing principle.

— Isa. i. 5. The whole head is sick. —
Dan. ii. 38. Thou art this liead ofgold. —
Isa. vii. 8, 9. The head (that is the sove-

reign) of Damascus is Rezin ; and the

head (f Samaria is Bemaliah's son; that is,

Pckah king of Israel.

2. Heads of a people. — Princes or magis-
trates. — Isa. xxix. 10. The prophets and
your heads (marginal rendering) hath he

covered. — Micah iii. 1. 9. ll. Hear,
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heads of Jacob, and t/e princes of the house

of Israel The headsjudgefor reivard.

3. When a hody politic is represented under

the symbol of an animal, and is considered

as one body, the head of it, by the rule of

analogy, is its capital city. — Isa. vii. 8, 9.

The head of Syria is Damascus And
the head ofEphraim (that is, of the kingdom
of Israel,) is Samaria.

Heat. (Scorching. ) — Trouble and perse-

cution. — Matt. xiii. G. 21. When the sun

luas vp, they ivere scorched, and because

they had not root, they imthered aivay

Whe?i tribulation or persecution ariseth be-

cause of the luord, by and by he is offended.

Heavens.
1. The Divine Power ruling over the world.

— Dan. iv. 26. ... After that thou shalt know
that the heavens do rule.

2. God. — Matt. xxi. 25. The baptism of
John, ii'hence ivas it ? From heaven, or of
men? &c. — Luke xv. 18. I have sinned

against heaven, and before thee. See also

verse 2 1

.

3. Heaven and earth.— A political universe.

— Isa. li. 16. That I may plant the

heavens, and lay the foundations of the

earth, a7id sny unto Sion, " Thou art my
2>eople." That is, that I might make those

who were but scattered persons and slaves

in Egypt before, a kingdom and polity, to

be governed by their own laws and magis-

trates. See Door, 1.

Hell.
1 . Utter destruction, a total overthrow. —
Isa. xiv. 15. Matt. xi. 23. Thou shall be

brought down to hell.

5. The general receptacle of the dead, the

place of departed souls. — Rev. i. 18. /
have the keys o/'hell and of death.

Helmet.— Salvation.—Eph. vi. 17. 1 Thess.

V. 8.

Hills. See Mountains.
Hireling. A false minister who careth

not for the sheep. — John x. 12, 13. He
that is an hireling, ivhose own the sheep are

not.,.Jleeth, iecause he is an hireling, and
careth notfor the sheep.

Hope.
1 . The object of hope ; i. e. future felicity.

Rom. viii. 24. Gal. v. 5. Col. i. 5. 2 Thess.

ii. 16.

2. The author or source of hope. 1 Tim.i. 1.

—

Jesus Christ, our hope. —Col. i. 27. Christ

in you, the hope ofglory.

3. Confidence, security. — Acts ii. 26. My
Jlesk shall rest in hope.

Horn.
1

.

Regal power, or monarchy.— Jer. xl viii.

25. The horn ofMoab is cut off. In Zech.

i. 18. 21. and Dan. viii. 20—22. the four
horjis are the four great monarchies, each of

which had subdued the Jews.

2. Horiis of an altar. — The Divine pro-

tection. — Amos iii. 14. The horns of the

altar shall be cut off and fall to the ground.

That is, there shall be no more atonements

made upon the altar. The asylum or
sanctuary thereof shall not stand. An-
tiently, both among Jews and Gentiles, an
altar was an asylum or sanctuary for such
persons as fled to it for refuge.

3. Strength, glory, and power. — Horns
(it is well known) are emblems of these

qualities both in sacred and profane writers,

because the strength and beauty of horned
animals consist in their horns. By the

seven horns, attributed to the Lamb, (in

Rev. V. 6.) is signified that universal power
which our Lord obtained, when, suffering

death under the form of an innocent vic-

tim, he thereby vanquished the formidable
enemy of man. All poiver, said he to his

disciples immediately after this conflict, is

given to me in heaven and in earth. (Matt,
xxviii. 18.)

4. Horn of Salvation. — A mighty and glo-

rious Saviour, or Deliverer. — Psal.xviii. 2.

The Lord is. ..the horn of my salvation.

See Luke i. 69.

Horse.
1

.

The symbol of war and conquest.— God
hath made Judah as his goodly horse in the

battle. That is. He will make them con-
querors over his enemies, glorious and
successful.

2. More particularly of speedy conquest. —
Joel ii. 4. The appearance of them is as

the appearance of horses ; and as horsemen
so shall they run. — Hab. i. 8. Their horses

are swifter than leopards. — Jer. iv. 13.

His horses are swifter than eagles.

3. White being the symbol of joy, felicity,

and prosperity, and ivhite horses, being used
by victors on their days of triumph, are the

symbol of certain victory and great triumph
upon that account. — Rev. vi. 2. Isaw, and
behold a white horse ; and he that sat on him

ivent forth conrjuering and to conquer.

See also Black.
House.
1. The Church of God. _ 1 Tim. iii. 15.

The House of God, which is the church of
the living God. See Heb. iii. 6.

2. The body of man. — 2 Cor. v. 1. If
our earthly house of [this^ tabernacle were
dissolved.

Hunger and Thirst. — The appetites ofthe

spirit after righteousness. — Luke i. 53.

He hath filled the hungry tvilh good things.

— Matt. V. 6. Blessed are they which do

hunger and thirst after righteousness, for
they shall be Jilled. — Psal. xlii. 2. My
soul thirstethybr God.

Idol — Idolatry. — Any thing too much,
and sinfully indulged. — 1 John v. 21.

Keep yourselves from idols. — Col. iii. 5.

Covetousness uihich is idolatry.

Image of gold, silver, brass, and iron. —
The four great monarchies or kingdoms of

the world. — Dan. ii. 31—45. Compare

p. 216. of this volume.

Incense. — Prayer, or the devotion of the
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heart in offering up prayer to God. — Psal.

cxli. 2. Let my prat/er be set before thee

as incense. — Rev. v. 8. Golden vialsfull

o/'incense, which are the prayers of the saints.

See also Luke i. 10.

Infirmities of the Body. — All the dis-

tempers and weaknesses of the mind. —
Matt. viii. 17. Himself took our infinmties,

mid bare oxir sicknesses. Compare Isa.

liii. 4. and xxxv. 5, 6.

Isle — Island. — Any place or country to

which the Hebrews went by sea. — Gen.

X. 5. By these ivere the isles of the Gen-

tiles divided in their lands ; that is, Europe.
— In Isa. XX. G. This isle means Ethiopia,

whither the Hebrews went by sea from

Ezion-geber. And in Isa. xxiii. 2. 6., the

in/iabilants of the isle are the Tyrians.

Jerusalem.
1. The earthly Jerusalem. — A sign, earnest,

and pattern, of the heavenly Jerusalem. —
Rev. iii. 12, Him that overcometh

/ will write tipo7i him the name of my God,

and the name of the city of my God, [which

is] new Jerusalem. — " The numerous
prophecies, foretelling great and everlasting

glory to Jerusalem, have not been fulfilled

in the literal Jerusalem ; nor can be so

fulfilled, without conti-adicting other pre-

dictions, especially those of our Lord
which have denounced its ruin. They
remain, therefore, to be fulfilled in a spi-

ritual sense ; in that sense which Saint

Paul points out to us, when, in opposition

to Jerusalem that noiu is, and is in bondage

with her children, he presents to our view

Jerusalem which is above, which is the mo-
ther of us all. (Gal. iv. 24—26.) This is

the city which Abrahain looked to ; a build-

ing not made ivilh hands, ivhose builder and
maker is God (Heb. xi.IO— 16. xii.22—24.

xiii. 14.) ; even the heavenly Jerusalem."

[Dean Woodhouse on Rev. iii. 12.]

2. Jerusalem that now is (Gal. iv. 25.) ; the

Jewish or Mosaic dispensation.

3. Jerusalem </in/ is above (Gal. iv. 26.), the

celestial Jerusalem ; i. e. the Christian dis-

pensation, which will be perfected in splen-

dour and majesty, when Christ shall descend

to judge the world.

Jezebel.— A woman of great rank and in-

fluence at Thyatira,"who seduced the Chris-

tians to intermix idolatry and heathen im-

purities with their religion. — Rev. ii. 20.

I have a few things against thee, because thou

hast suffered that wown?i Jezebel, ivhich call-

elh herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce

my servants to commit fornication, and to eat

things offered unto idols.— Instead of that wo-
man Jezebel

—

Tr]v •yvvai.Ka. lefa^TjA— many
excellent manuscripts, and almost all the an-

tient versions, read rriv yvvaiKa aov Iefo)3r)A.,

THY wife Jezebel ; which reading asserts that

this bad woman was the wife of the bishop

or angel of that church ; whose criminality

in suffering her was, therefore, the greater,

She called herself a prophetess, that is, set

up for a teacher, and taught the Christians

that fornication and eating things offered to

idols were matters of indifference, and thus
they were seduced from the truth, [Dean
Woodhouse and Dr. A. Clarke, on Rev.
ii. 20.]

Keys.
1. Power, authority. — Rev. i. 18. /.,, have
the keys of hell and of death ; that is, power
and authority over life, death, and the grave.

Compare Rev. iii. 7. and Isa. xxii. 22.—
The keys of the kingdom of heaven, in Matt,
xvi. 19., signify the power to admit into

that state, and to confer the graces and be-
nefits thereof.

2. The key of knowledge, in Luke xi, 52,, is

the povver or mean of attaining knowledge.
KiNE of Bashan. (Amos iv. 1.) The lux-

urious matrons of Israel. See an illustra-

tion of this text, in Vol, II. p. 378.
King. — God, the King of kings and origin

of all authority and power. See Matt,
xxii. 2. Rev. xvii. 14,

Labourer. — The minister who serves un-
der God in his husbandry, — Matt. ix.

37, 38. The harvest truly is pilenteous, but

the labourers are few. Pray ye, therefore,

the Lord of the harvest, that he will send

forth labourers mto his harvest, — 1 Cor, iii.

9. We are labourers together luith God.
Lamb. — The Messiah, suffering for the sins

of the world.—John i. 29. Behold the Lamb
of God that taketh aivay the sin of the U'orld.— Rev. V, 12. Worthy is the Lamb tliat was
slain.

Lamp.
1. Direction or support. — 2 Sam, xxii. 17.

That thou quench not the light (Heb. lamp)

of Israel.

2, A Christian church. — Rev. i. 12, The
seven golden lamps (incorrectly rendered
candlesticks in our version) are the seven
churches of Ciirist (Rev. i. 20.), represented

as golden, to show how precious they are in

the sight of God.
Leaven. — Corrupt doctrine and corrupt

practices. — Matt. xvi. 6. Luke xii. 1.

Mark viii. 15. Beware of the leaven of the

Pharisees and Sadducees, which is hypocrisy.

— 1 Cor. v. 6—8, ICnoiu ye not that a little

leaven leaveneth the whole hinip ? Purge,
therefoi-e, the old leaven, that ye may be a
a new lump Let us keep the feast, not

luilh old leaven, neither with the leaven of
malice and wickedness, btit tvith the unleaven-
ed bread of sincerity and truth.

Leaves. — Words, the service of tlie lips,

as distinguished from the fruits of good
works. — Psal, i. 3. His leaf also shall not
ivither.

Lebanon, — Zech. xi. 1. Open thy doors, O
Lebanon ; i. e. the temple at Jerusalem,
the stately buildings of which were com-
pared to the cedars of the forest of Lebanon.
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Legiok.— Any great number.—Matt. xxvi.

53. More than twelve legions of angels.

IjEOPARD.

1. A swift, powerful, and rapacious enemy.
— Dan. vii. 6. / beheld, and lo, another like

a leopard, i. e. Alexander, falsely named
the Great, whose rapid conquests are well

characterised by this symbol.

2. Men of fierce, untractable, and cruel dis-

position. — Isa. xi. 6. The leopard shall lie

down luith the kid.

XiIFE.

1. Immortality.— Psal. xvi, 11. Thou wilt

show me the path of life. — Psal. xxxvi. 9.

jrilh thee is thefountain of life.

2. Christ the fountain of natural, spirit-

ual, and eternal life. — John i. 4. ZVt him
was life. — John xi. 25. / am the resur-

7-eclion and the life. — Col. iii. 4. IVhen

Christ, ivho is our life, shall appear.

3. The doctrine of the Gospel, which points

out the way of life. — John vi. 63. The
words that I speak unto you, they are life.

See Tree of Life.

Light.
J. Joy, comfort, and felicity. — Esther viii.

16. The Jews had light a7id gladness, and
joy and honour. — Psal. xcvii. 1 1 . Light

is soivn for the righteous. — Psal. cxii. 4.

Unto the upright there ariseth light in the

darkness ; that is, in affliction.

2. That which enlightens the mind : in-

struction, doctrine, &c., which illuminates

and fills the mind with higher and more
perfect knowledge ; so that men are led to

adopt a new and better mode of thinking,

feeling, judging, and acting, and to enter-

tain nobler views and liigher hopes. 1 Thess.

[
V. 5. Eph. V. 8, Children (or sons) of the

light ; that is, those who have been en-

lightened.

S. The author of moral light, a moral teacher.

~Ye are the light of the world.—John v. 35.

He was a burning and slmmig light ; i. e.

a distinguislied and most zealous teacher of

the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.

Lion.
1. An emblem of fortitude and strength. —
Rev. V. 5. The Lion of the tribe of Judah,

means Jesus Christ, who sprang from this

tribe, of which a lion was the emblem.

2. The lion is seldom taken in an ill sense,

except when his mouth or rapacity is in

view. — Psal. xxii. 13. Tliey gaped upon

me with their mouths as n ravening and a

roaring lion. See also 1 Pet. v. 8.

Locusts. — Antichristian corrupters of the

Gospel. — Rev. ix. 3. There came out of

the smoke locusts upon the earth. Dean
Woodhouse refers them to the Gnostic he-

retics ; but most other commentators to the

overwhelming forces of Mohammed.
Loins. — Gird -up the loins of your mind:
hold your minds in a state of constant pre-

paration and expectation. The metaphor

is derived from the custom of tlie Orientals

;

who, when they wish to apply themselves

to any business requiring exertion, are
obliged to bind their long flowing garments
closely around them.

Mammon of unrighteousness. — Luke xvi. 9.

worldly riches. Mammon was the Syrian
god of riches.

Manna.
1. The bread of life. John vi. 26—50.

2. Hidden manna. — The ineffable joys of
immortality. — Rev. ii. 17. To him that

overcometh ivill I give to eat of the hidden
manna.
Meat. See Flesh.
Moon.
1

.

The Church. — Song of Sol. vi. 10. Fair
as the moon,

2. The Mosaic dispensation. — Rev. xii. 1.

The moon under herfeet. See Sun, 3.

Mountain.
1. High mountains and lofty hills denote
kingdoms, republics, states, and cities.—
Isa.ii. 12. 14. The day of the Lord shall be

up07i all the high mountains. In Zech.

iv. 7. and Jer. li. 25. the great tnountain and
tite destroying mountaiii signify the Assyrian
monarchy.

2. Mountain of the Lord's House. — The
kingdom of the Messiah. — Isa. ii. 2. It

shall come to pass in the last days, that the

mountain of the Lord's House shall be esta-

blished upon the top of the mountains, and
shall be exalted above the hills, and all nations

shallfow unto it. See Isa. xi. 9. and Dan.
ii. 35. 45.

Mystery.
1. A secret, something that is hidden, not

fully manifest, not published to the world,

though, perhaps, communicated to a select

number. In this sense it occurs in 2 Thess.

ii. 7. where Saint Paul, speaking of the

Antichristian spirit, says, " The mystery of
iniquity doth already work." The spirit of

Antichrist has begun to operate, but the

operation is latent and unperceived. In this

sense also the same apostle applies the words,
" mystery," and " mystery of Christ," in a

peculiar manner to the calling of the Gen-
tiles (Eph. iii. 3—9.); " tvhich in other

generations was not made known to the sons

of men, as it is now revealed to his holy apos-

ties and prophets by the Spirit, that the Gen-
tiles should be felloiu-heirs and of the same
body (namely with the Jews), and partakers

of his promise in Christ by the Gospel.'' Com-
pare also Rom. xvi. 25, 26. Eph, i. 9. iii. 9.

vi. 19. Col. i. 26, 27.

2. " A spiritual truth couched under an ex-

ternal representation or similitude, and con-

cealed or hidden thereby, unless some ex-

planation be given." To this import of the

word our Saviour probably alluded when he

said to his disciples. To you it is given to

knoiu the mystery of the kingdom of God; but,

to the?)ijhat are without, all these things are

done in jmrables. (Mark iv. 11.) The secret

was disclosed to the apostles, who obtained
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• the spiritual sense of the similitude, while

the multitude amused themselves with the

parable, and sought no further. In tliissense,

mystery is used in the following passages of

the New Testament: Rev. i. i:0. T/ic mijs-

tery, that is, the spiritual meaning, of lite

seven slars. — The seven stars are t/ie an<iels

of the seven churches ; and the seven candle-

sticks are the seven churches. Again, xvii. 5.

And upon heyj'orehead a nhme ivrit'en, Mys-
tery, Babyhin the Great, that is, Bal)ylon in

a mystical sense, the mother of idolatry and
abominations ; and, in verse 7. / ivill tell

thee the mystery, or spiritual signification, of
the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her,

&c. In this sense likewise the word mys-
tery is to be understood in Eph. v. 32.

3. '* Some sacred thing, hidden or secret,

which is naturally unknown to human rea-

son, and is only known by the revelation of

God." Tlius, in 1 Tim. iii. 16. we read
— Without controversy great is the mystery

of godliness : God was manifest in the Jlesh,

justified in the Spirit, seen ofangels, preached

unto the Gentiles, believed on in the ivorld, 7-e-

ceived up into glory, " The mystery of god-

liness, or of true religion, consists in the

several particulars liere mentioned by the

apostle — particulars, indeed, wliich it

would never have entered into the heart of
man to conceive (1 Cor. ii. 9.), had not God
aci'omplished them in fact, and published

them by the preaching of his Gospel ; but
which, being thus manifested, are intelligible

asfads to the meanest understanding." So
in 1 Cor. xiii. 2. the understanding of all

mysteries denotes the understanding of all

the revealed truths of the Christian religion,

whicli in 1 Tim. iii. 9. are called the mystery
o//f(/</;,andof which, in 1 Cor. iv. l.theapos-

tles are called stewards ofthe inysteries of God.
4. The word mystery is used in reference to

things or doctrines which remain wholly or

in part incomprehensible, or above reason,

after they are revealed. Such are the doc-

trines of the resurrection of the dead, that

all shall not die at the last day, but that all

shall be changed (1 Cor. xv. 51.), the in-

carnation of the Son of God, the doctrine of

the Trinity, &c. This is the ordinary or

theological sense of the word mystery ; it

does not imply any thing contrary to rea-

son, nor utterly unknown as to its being;
but it signifies a matter, of whose existence

we have clear evidence in the Scriptures,

although tiie mode of such existence is

incomprehensible, or above our reason.

(Schleusner's and Parkliurst's Greek Lexi-

cons to the New Test:imcnt, voce Murrjpioj'.

Dr. Campbell's Translation of the Four Gos-
pels, vol. i. pp. 298—30R. See also J. G.
Pfeiffer's Instit. Herm. Sac. pp.704— 724.)

iiot that thou art wretched, and miserable,

and poor, and blind, and naked.

Names. — The persons called by them. —
Actsi. 15. The nnniber of the names were

about an Inindred and tiventy. — Rev. iii. 4.

Thou hast a few names even in Sardis.

Nature.
1. Birth, origin, or nativity. Jetvs by nature.

Gal. ii. 15.

2. The constitution and order of God in the

natural world. Rom. i. 26. xi. 21. 24.

3. The native dispositions, qualities, pro-

perties, &c. of any person or thing. 2 Pet.

i. 14. Partakers of a divine nature.— Eph.
ii. 3. JFe were by nature, i. e. according to

our natural disposition, when not en-

liglitened and renewed by the influences of

the Gospel, children of wrath.

4. A native feeling of decorum, a native

sense of propriety, by which a person is

withheld from needlessly receding from the

customs of his country.— 1 Cor. xi. 14.

Dolh not nature itself— does not your own
native sense of decorum — tench you, that

if a man have long hair, it is a shame unto

him, viz. among the Greeks, to whom alone

the apostle was writing ; and consequently

he does not refer to the customs of the He-
brews. (Robinson's Lexicon, voce •I'ucnx.)

Night. — Intellectual darkness ; adversity.

— Rev. xxi. 25. There shall be nn night

there ; that is, there shall be no tnore idol-

atry, no more intellectual darkness, no more
adversity in the New Jerusalem ; but all

shall be peace, joy, happiness, and security.

Numbers.
Tivo ; a few. — Isa. vii. 21. A man shall

nourish two sheep. — 1 Kings xvii. 1 2. / am
gathering two sticks.

Three or third, — Greatness, excellency, and
perfection. — Isa. xix. 24. In that day

shall Israel be the third with Egypt and As-
syria ; that is, as the prophet immediately ex-

plains, great, admired, beloved, and blessed.

Four. — Universality of the matters com-
prised therein. — Isa. xi. 12. The four

corners of the earth denote all parts of the

earth. — Jer. xlix. 6. Upon Elam (or Per-

sia) ivill I bring tiie four windsyro??i the four

quarters of the earth ; that is, all the winds.

In Ezek. vii. 2. the four corners of the land,

signify all parts of the land of Judaea.

Severi A large and complete, yet uncer-

tain and indefinite number. It is of very

frequent occurrence in the A))ocalypse,

where we road of the seven spirits of God,
seven angels, ie'^lOl thunders, seven seals, &c.

&c. [See Dr. Woodlioiise on Rev. i. 4.]

Ten, — Many, as well as that precise num-
ber. In Gen. xxxi. 7. 41. Ten limes, are '

many tiines; in Lev. xxvi. 26. ten women
are many women. See also Dan. i. 20.

I

Amos vi. 9. Zech. viii. 2,S.

Naked. — Destitute of the image of God ;

not clothed with the garment of holiness Oaks of Bashan. — Tiie princes and nobles
and purity.— Rev. iii. 17. And knoivest\ of Israel and Judah. — Isa. ii. 13. The

VOL. IV. W N
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day qf the Lord shall he iipo7i all the

oaks of Bashan,
Olive.

1. The wild olive p Man in a state of nature.

— Rom. xi. 17. Tliou being a wild olive-

tree, wert grrtffed in amongst them
2. The cultivaled olive ; the church of God.
— Rom. xi. 24. // thou wert cut out of
the olive-tree, ivhich in wild by nature, ami
wert graffed contrary to nature into a good
olive-tree

Paljis — Symbols ofjoy after a victory, at-

tended with antecedent suiFerings.— Rev,
vii. 9. / beheld, and, lo, a great multitude ...

clothed with while robes, and palms in their

hands.

Paradise. — The invisible residence of the

blessed. — Rev. ii. 7. To him that ovcr-

comelh will I give to eat of the tree of life,

which is in the midst of /he paradise of God.— Lukexxiii. 43. To-day shalt thou be

with me in paradise.

Passover. — Jesus Christ. — 1 Cor. v. 7.

Christ our passover is sacrificed for us. On
the spiritual import of this term, compare
Vol. III. pp. 315—317.

Physician. — The Saviour, curing the sins

and sicknesses of the mind.— Matt. ix. 12.

They that be ivhule, need not a physician

;

but they that are sick.

Pillar or Column.
1

.

The chief prop of a family, city, or state.

— Gal. ii. 9. James, Cephas, and John, ivho

seemed to be pillars.

2. Pillar of iron. — The symbol of great

firmness and duration. — Jer. i. 18. / have

7nade thee an iron pillar.

Plowing and breaking up the ground. —
The preparation of the heart by repentance.— Hos. X. 12. Break up your fallow-

ground. See also Jer. iv. 3.

Poison.— Lies, error, and delusion.—Psal.

cxl. 3. Adders' poison is under their lips.

.— Psal. Iviii. 3, 4. They go astray as soon

as they are born, speaking lies. T'heir poi-

son is like the poison of a serpent. — Rom.
iii. 13. The poison of asps is under their

lips I whose mouth is full of cursing and
bitterness.

Power.
1. Dignity, privilege, prerogative. — John
i. 1 2. As many as received him, to them
gave he power to become the so?is of God.

2. The emblem of power, or of honour and
dignity, that is, a veil. — 1 Cor. xi. 10. A
woman ought to have power on her head, that

is, to be veiled, because of the sjnes, or evil-

minded persons who were sent into the

meetings of the Christians by their enemies,

in order that they might be able to take ad-

vantage of any irregularity in their pro-

ceedings, or of any departure from esta-

blished customs. The veil, worn by married
women, was an emblem of subjection to the

power of the husband. The marginal ren-
dering of 1 Cor. xi. 10. is,— a covering, in

sign that she is under the potver of her kus.-

band.

Powers. — A certain order of angels ; whe-
ther good, as in Col. i. 16. Eph, iii. 10.

1 Pet. iii. 22. ; or evil, as in Col. ii. 1.5, and
Eph. vi. 12. (Parkhurst and Robinson,
voce 'E^ovaia.)

Prince of the power of the air Eph. ii. 2.

Satan. In this passage the air denotes the

jurisdiction of fallen spirits.

Rain (gentle).

1. The divine goodness. — Isa, xxvii. Sf.

xliv. 3.

2. Pure and heavenly doctrine. — Deut,
xxxii. 2, especially the word of the Lord.
Isa. Iv. 10,11.

Reapers. — The Angels. — Matt. xiii. 39.

Regeneration.
1. The melioration of all things, the new
condition of all things in the reign of the

Messiah, when the universe and all that it

contains, will be restored to their state of

pristine purity and splendour. — Matt,

xix. 28. In the regeneration, ivhen the Son

ofman shall s^il on the throne of his glory.

2. In a moral sense, renovation, that is, the

change from a carnal to a Christian life.—
Tit. iii. 5. ( Robinson, uocf HaMyyeveffta.)

Riches and Talents, — Gifts and graces

from God. — Matt. xxv. 15. To one he

gave five talents, &c. See also Luke xix.

13, &c.

River.
1. An overflowing river. — Invasion by an
army. — Isa. lix. 19. The enemy shall

come in like a flood. — Jer, xlvi. 7, 8. IVho

is this that cometh up as a flood, whose

waters are moved as the rivers? Egypt
riseth up like a flood, and his waters are

moved like the rivei's : and he saith, I will

go 2ip, and will cover the earth ; I will de-

stroy the city and the inhabitants thereof.

See also Isa. xxviii, 2. Jer, xlvii. 2. Amos
ix. 5. Nahum i. 4.

2. A river being frequently the barrier or

boundary of a nation or country, the drying

of it up is a symbol of evil to the adjoining

land ; and signifles that its enemies will

make an easy conquest of it when they find

no %vater to impede their progress. Thus,
Isaiah, foretelling the conquest of Cyrus
and the destruction of the Babylonian mon-
archy, has these words : — That saith to

the deep. Be dry ; and I ivill dry up thy

rivers. — Isa. xi, 15. The Lord shall ut-

terly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian Sea

(that part of the land of Egypt, which was
inclosed among the mouths of the Nile)

;

and with his mighty wind shall he shake his

Jumd over the river, and shall smite it in the

seven streams, and make [men] go over dry-

shod. See also Isa. xix. 6. and Zech. x. 11,

3. A clear river is the symbol of the greatest

good. — Psal. xxxvi. 8. They shall be

abundantly satisfied with the fatness of thy

house ; and thou shalt make them drink of
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the river oF thy pleasures. For with tliee

is the fountain of life. — Rev. xxii. 1. He
shoived me a clear river of water of life,

(that is, the inexhaustible and abundant
happiness of the inliabitants of the New
Jerusalem,) bright as crystal, proceeding out

of the throne of God and the Lamb. Its

clearness indicates their lioliness and peace ;

and tlie brightness of its shining like crystal,

the glorious life of those who drink of it.

Rock.
1. A defence, or place of refuge. — Isa.

xvii. 10. Thou hast forgotten the God of
thy salvation, and hast not been mimiful if
the rock of thy strength Psal. xviii. 2.

Tlie Lord is my rock.

2. A quarry, figuratively the patriarch or
first father of a nation ; who is, as it were,
the quarry wlience the men of such nation
must have proceeded. — Isa. li. 1. Look
vnto the rock, whence ye are heiun, that is,

to Abraham and Sarah, whose descendants
ye are.

3. An unfruitful hearer. — Luke viii. 6.

Some fell upon a rock, and as soon as it

sprang up, it withered away. See the inter-

pretation of Christ himself, in verse 13.

4. Rock giving uater to the Israelites.

(Exod. xvii. 6. Numb. xx. 10, II.

J

Christ. — 1 Cor. x. 4. They drank of that

spiritual rock that followed them, and tliat

rock was Christ.
Rod or Wand. — Power and rule. — Psal.

ii. 9. Thou shall break them in 2'ieces with

a rod of iron.

Sacrifice.

1. The thing sacrificed; a victim. — Eph.
V. 2. A sacrifice to God. See Heb. ix. 26.

X. 12. and also in many other passages.

2. Whatever is exhibited or undertaken in

honour of God or in reference to his will : as,

(1.) Piety, devotedness. — 1 Pet. ii. 5.

Spiritual sacrifices.

(2.) The praises of God and works of cha-
rity to men. See Ileb. xiii. 15, 16.

(3.) Virtuous conduct, correct deportment.
— Rom. xii. 1, Present your bodies, a
living sacrifice.

(4. ) Exertions for the support of Christian

ministers and of the Christian religion. —
Phil. ii. 17. If I be offered upon the sacri-

fice and service ofyourfaith.
Salt. — Sound doctrine, such as preserves
the world from corruption. — Matt. v. 13.

Ye are the salt of the earth. — Col. iv. 6.

Let your speech be alway with grace, sea-

soned u'ilh salt.

Sand of the sea. — Ari aggregate body of
innumerable individuals. — Their widoit's

are increased above the sand of the seas. —
Gen. xxii. 17. / will multiply thy seed

as the sand which is upon the sea-

shore.

Scorching Heat. SeellEAT.

Ska.

1. The Gentile world. — Isa. Ix. 5, The

abundance of the sea. shall be converted. See
also Rev. viii. 8. and Dr. Woodhouse there-

on. [Apocalypse, p. 213.]

2. The great river Euphrates, Nile, &c.—
Isa. xxi. 1. The desert of the sea, means
the country of Babylon, which was watered
by the Euphrates. — Jer. li. 36. / toilI dry
u]) her sea, and make her Sj)rings dry : this

refers to the stratagem by which Cyrus
diverted the course of the river and cap-

tured Babylon. — Ezek. xxxii. 2. Thou
art as a u'hale in the sea ; the prophet is

speaking of the king of Egypt, through
which the Nile flowed. See Waves.

3. Sea of glass. — Rev. iv. 6. The blood

of the Redeemer, which alone cleanses man
from sin. It is called a sea, in allusion to

the large vessel in the temple, out of which
the priests drew water to wash themselves,

the sacrifices, and the instruments of which
they made use, for sacrificing. — 1 Kings
vii. 23. See also Sand and Waves.
Seal— Sealing.

1. Preservation and security. — Sol. Song
iv. 12. A fountain sealed, is a fountain

carefully preserved from the injuries of

weather and beasts, that its waters may be

preserved good and clean.

2. Secrcsy and privacy, because men usually

seal up those things which they design to

keep secret. Thus a book sealed, is one
whose contents are secret, and are not to be

disclosed until the removal of the seal.

In Isa. xxix. \\. a vision like unto a book
sealed, is a vision not yet understood.

3. Completion and perfection, also autho-

rity ; because the putting of a seal to any
decree, will, or other instrument in writing,

completes the whole transaction. — Ezek.
xxviii. 12. Thou (the king of Tyre) sealest

iqy the sum full of tcisdo}n and perfect in

beauty ; that is, thou lookest upon thyself

as having arrived at the highest pitch of

wisdom and glory. See Neh. ix. 8. Esther

viii. 8.

4. Restraint or hinderance. — Job xxxvii.

7. He sealeth up the hand of every man
;

that is, the Almighty restrains their power.
— Jobix. 7. Which sealeth up the stars;

that is, restrains their influences.

5. Exclusive property in a thing. — An-
tiently, it was the custom to seal goods

purchased ; each person having his peculiar

mark, \\ liich ascertained the property to be

his own. Hence, the seal of God is His mark,

by which he knoweth them that are His.

(2 Tim. ii. 19.) Under the law of Moses,

circumcision is represented to be the seal

which separated the people of God from the

heathen who did not call upon his name,
(Rom. iv. 11.) And in this sense the sa-

crament of baptism succeeding to. circumci-

sion, was called by the fathers of the church

the seal of God : but in the Gospel, this

divine seal is more accurately described to

be the Holy Spirit of God. They who
have this spirit are marked as his. (2 Cor.

« N 2
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i. 22. Eph. i. 13. iv, SO.) Our Lord Jesus

Christ is represented as eminently possess-

ing this mark. (John vi. 27.) Generally,

all who name the name of Christ and depart

from iniquity, are said to be thus divinely

sealed. (2 Tim. ii. 19.) By the seal of the

living God, mentioned in Rev. vii. 2., is

signified that impression of the Holy Spirit

upon the heart of man, which preserves in

it the principles of pure faith, producing
the fruits of piety and virtue. This is the

seal which marks the real Christian as the

properly of tlie Almighty. In Rev. vii,

3, 4. the sealed mark is said to be impressed

u])on the foreheads of the servants of God,

either because on this conspicuous part of

the person distinguishing ornaments were
worn by the eastern nations ; or because

slaves antiently were marked upon their

foreheads, as the property of their masters.

[Dean Woodhouse on Rev. vii. 2, 3.]

Seed.— The Word of God. — Luke viii. 1 1

.

Serpent. — Satan, the enemy of souls. —
Rev. xii. 9. I'hat old serpent, called the

Devil and Satan, which deceivelh the whole

world.— 2 Cor. xi. 3. T%e serpent begviled

Eve through his svbtilli/.

Seven. See Numbers.
Shadow. — Defence, protection. In the

sultry eastern countries this metaphor is

highly expressive of support and protection.

— Numb xiv. 9. Their difence (Heb. "ch-^

TsiLoM, shndoiv) is departed from them.

Compare also Psal. xci. 1. cxxi. 5. Isa.

XXX. 2. xxxii. 2. and li. 16. The Arabs
and Persians employ the same word to de-
note the same thing, using these expres-

sions : — " May the shadow of thy pros-

]>erily be extended." — " May the shadow
of thy ]n-osperity be spread over the heads if
thy well-wishers."— " May thy protection

never be removed from thy iiead ; may God
extend thy shadow externally." [Dr. A.
Clarke on Numb. xvi. 9.]

Sheep — Shepherd.
1. Sheep under a Shepherd. — The people
under a king. — Zech. xiii. 7. S7nite the

shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered.

2. The disciples of Christ, who is their

shepherd ; the church of Christ, consist-

ing of all <7«e believers in Him their Shep-
herd. — John x. II— 14. / am the good
shepherd ; the good shepherd giveth his life

for r//e sheep. / hiow my sheep.

—

1 Pet. ii. 25. Ye are noiv returned

•unto the Shepherd and Bishop ofyour souls.

Shield.
1. A defence.— Psal. xviii. 2. The Lord
u«i?/ buckler, or shield. See Psal.xxxiii.20.

2. Faith, by which we are enabled to resist

the fiery darts of the wicked. Eph.vi. 16.

Ships of Tarshisli ; merchants, men enriched

by commerce, and abounding in all the ele-

gancies and luxuries of life, particularly

the merchants of Tyre and Sidon.— Isa.ii.

} 2— 1 6, I'/te day of the Lord of Hosts shall

be ^^pon all the ships of Tarshish.—

.

Isa. xxiii. 1. ^ow/, 0?/e ships of Tarshish.

Shoes. — The preparation of the Gospel of
peace,— Eph. vi. 15.

Silence.

1

.

Bringing to silence, or putting to silence.

— Utter destruction. — Isa. xv. 1. jis if
J\Ioab is laid ivaste and brought to silence.

— Jer. viii. 14. The Lord our God hath

put us to silence.

2. A symbol of praying,— Luke i. 9, 10.

Sit .— Sitting.

1. Reigning, ruling, and judging. — In
Judg. V. 10. Ye that sit in judgment, are

the magistrates or judges. The sitting on
a throne, which occurs so very frequently

in the Scriptures, invariably means to reign.

2. With other adjuncts, sitting has a dif-

ferent signification : as,

(1.) To sit upon the earth or dust, (Isa. iii.26.

xlvii. 1. Lam. ii. 10. Ezek. xxvi. 16.) or

on a dunghill, signifies to be in extreme
misery.

(2.) To sit in darkness (Psal. cvii. 10. Isa.

xlii. 7.) is to be in prison and slavery.

(3.) To sit as a widow (Isa. xlvii. 8.) is to

mourn as u widow.
Slave. — One who has no property in him-
self, but is bought by another. Such are

all mankind, whom Christ lias redeemed
from the slavery of sin. — 1 Cor. vi. 20.

Ye are bought with a price. See Deut.
vii. 8. Isa. Ixi. 1.

Sleep. — Death. — Dan. xii. 2. Maiiy that

sleep in the dtist of the earth shall awake.

Sodom and Gomorrah. — Any apostate city

or people ; or the wicked world at large.

— Isa. i. 10. Hear the word of the Lord,
ye rulers of Sodom ;

give ear unto the laio

of our God, ye people of Gomorrah. See

Rev. xi. 8.

Soldier. — A Christian who is at war with

the world, the flesh, and the devil. — 2 Tim.
ii. 3. Endure hardness as a good 5o\A\ex 0/

Jesus Christ.

Sores, or Ulcers, symbolically denote sins;

because, according to the Hebrew idiom

and notions, to heal signifies to pardon

si7is ; and to phrdon a sin is equivalent to

healing. — 2 Chron. xxx. 20. The pious

monarch, Htzekiah, having prayed that

God would excuse and pardon those who
had eaten the passover without being suffi-

ciently purified, the Lord hearkened to

Hezekiah, and healed the people. — Isa. liii.

5. By his stripes we are healed. In Isa.

i. 6. Woxinds, bruises, and sores, are sins ;

the binding vp of them signifies repent-

ance ; and the healing up, remission or

forgiveness.

South. — Judaea. .— Ezek. xx. 46. Set thy

face toward the south, atid drop [thy tvord^

totvards the south. — Judfca lay to the

south of Chaldsea, where the prophet Eze-
kiel stood.

South field. — Ezek. xx. 46. Prophesy
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against the forest of the South field ; that

is, against Jerusalem, in which there were
good and bad men, as there are trees in a

forest.

Sower.— A preacher of the word Matt.

xiii. 3. A sower ivent forth to sow. See
verse 39.

Speaking. See Voice, 2.

Star.
1 . A ruler or conqueror. — Numb. xxiv. 1 7.

There shall come a star out of Jacob, and a

sceptre shall arise out of Israel, and shall

smile the corners of Moab, and siiall destroy

all the children ofSheth.— See an exposition

of this prophecy in the note to p. 17. of this

volume.
2. The rulers of the church. — Rev. i. 20.

The seven stars are the angels of the seven

churches.

3. Glorified saints. — 1 Cor. xv. 41. One
star differcthfrom another star in glory,

4. Wandering stars. — Jude 13. VVicked

apostates, that go from light into outer

darkness.

Stone.

1

.

Head Stone of the Corner— Jlsus Christ.
See Corner Stone.

2. Stone of stumbling, (1 Pet. ii. 7.) spoken

of Jesus Christ ; who is termed a stone of

stumbling, that is, an occasion of ruin to

the Jews, since they took offence at his

person and character, and thereby brought
destruction and misery upon themselves.

3. Sto7ies. — Believers, who are built upon
the true foundation, the Lord Jesus Christ.

— 1 Pet. ii. 5. Ye also as lively (or living)

stones are built vp a spiritual house.

4. Heart of stone. — A hard, stubborn, and
unbelieving heart. — Ezek. xxxii. 26. /
will take aiuay the stony heart.

5. Stone. — An idol of stone. Habak. ii.

1 9. JFoe unto him that snith unto the wood,
" Awake !^'' — and to the dumb stone,

" Arise !
" and it shall teach.

6. White stone. — A full pardon and acquit-

tal. — Rev. ii. 17. / will give hi7n a white
stone. See an explanation of the custom
alluded to, in Vol. III. p. 120.

7. Precious stoties (1 Cor. iii. 12.), the doc-
trines of the Christian religion, or the mode
of teaching them.

Sun.

1. The Lord God. — Psal. Ixxxiv. 11. The
Lord God is a Sun.

2. Sun cf Righteousness. — Jesus Christ. —
Mai. iv. 2. I'he Son of Righteousness
shall arise with healing in his witigs.

Among the various hieroglyphics discovered
by Dr. Richardson in the ruins of the an-
tient temple of Tentyra or Dendera, in

Upper Egypt, is one which may illustrate

this expression of the prophet.— " Imme-
diately over the centre of the door-way,"
says he, " is the beautiful Egyptian orna-
ment, usually called the globe, with serpent
and wings, emblematic of the glorious sun,
poised in the airy firmament of heaven, sup-

ported and directed in his course by the

eternal wisdom of the Deity. The sublime
phraseology of Scripture, The Sun ofR'ght-
eousness shall arise with healing in his wings,
could not be more accurately or more em-
phatically represented to the human eye,

than by this elegant device." [Dr. Ri-
chardson's Travels along the Mediter-
ranean, &c. vol. i. p. 187.]

3. Sun and Moon.— The sun shallbe turned
into darkness, and the moon into blood.

(Joel ii. 31. Acts ii. 20.) A figurative

representation of a total eclipse, in which
thu sun is entirely darkened, and the moon
assumes a bloody hue : it signifies the fall of

the civil and ecclesiastical state in Judaea.

Swine. — Wicked and unclean people. —
Matt. vii. 6. Neither cast ye your pearls

before swine.

Sword.
1. Death and destruction. See Ezek. xxi.

— Tiiis symbol occurs so repeatedly in the

Scriptures, and is, besides, so well known as

to render more examples unnecessary.

2. Sword of the Spirit. — The word of God.

Eph. vi. 17. Heb. iv. 12. Rev. i. 16.

Tabernacle.— The body ofman. — 2 Cor.

V. 1. IFe know thai f our earthly house of
[this] tabernacle were dissolved. — 2 Pet.

i. 1 3, 1 4. I must shortly p^it offthis tabernacle.

Talents. See Riches.

Tares. — The children of the wicked one.

— Matt. xiii. 38.

Tarshish. See Ships.

Teeth. — The symbols of cruelty or of a

devouring enemy. — Prov. xxx. 14. There

is a generation u'hose teeth are as swords;

and their jaw-teeth as knives to devUur the

poorfrom off the earth, and the needy from
among men. See also Deut, xxxii. 24.

Psal. Ivi. 6. Iviii. 6.

Ten. See Numbers.
Thirst. See Hunger.
Thorns.
1. The cares, riches, and pleasures of life.

— Luke viii. 14. Thai which fell among
thorns, are they, u'hich, when they have

heard the U'ord, go forth, and are choked

with cares, and riches, and pleasures of life.

2. Thorns and briers ; wicked, perverse, and
untractable persons.— Ezek. ii. 6. Son of
man, be not afraid of them...though briers

and thorns be ivilh thee.

Three or Third. See Numbers.
Threshing. — Destruction. — Jer. Ii. 33.

Babylon is like a threshing-/?oor .• it is time

to thresh her ; that is, to subdue and destroy

her'power. See Isa. xli. 15. Amci i. 3.

Micah iv. 13. Hab. iii. 12.

Throne.— Kingdom, government. — Gen.
xli. 40. Only in the tl)rone toill I be greater

than thou. In 2 Sam. iii. 10. kingdom
and throne are synonymous. To translate

the kingdom from the house of Saul— and
to set vp the throne of David over Israel.

The setting of the throne in 2 Sam. vii. 12,
N N 3
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13. 16. signifies the settling or establish-

ment of the government in peace : and the

enlargement of the throne, in 1 Kings i. 37.

compared with 47., implies a great acces-

sion of power and dominions.

Thunder. — The voice of God. — Psal.

xxix. 3. The voice ofthe Lord is upon the

imters; the God of glory thundereth. In

Rev. X. 4. the seven thunders may mean
either a particular prophecy, or perhaps

seven distinct prophecies, uttered by seven

voices, loud as thunder.

Towers and Fortresses ; defenders and pro-

tectors, whether by counsel or by strength,

in peace or in war.— Isa. ii. 12. 15. The

day of the Lord of Hosts shall be upon

everij high tower, and every fenced wall

(or fortress).

Travailing with child.

1. A state of anguish and misery. — Jor. iv.

31 . I have heard a voice as of a woman in

travail, the anguish as of her that brlngelh

forth her first child, the voice of the daugh-

ter of Zion. — Jer. xiii. 21. Shall not

sorroivs ovcrtahe thee as a woman in travail ?

See also Isa. xxvi. 17, 18. Ixvi. 7. Jer.

XXX. 6, 7.

2. The sorrow of tribulation or persecution.

— Mark xiii. 8. These are the beginnings

of sorrows, literally, the pains of a tvoinan in

travail. See 1 Thess. v. 3.

Tread under, or trample upon. — To over-

come and bring under subjection. — Psal.

Ix. 12. Through God U'e shall do valiantly;

for it is he that shall tread down our enemies.

See Isa. x. 6. xiv. 25.

Tree of Life. — Immortality. — Rev. ii. 7.

To him that overcomelh, will I give to eat of

the tree of life. See a description of it in

Rev. xxii. 2— 14 , and an excellent ser-

mon of Bishop Home's, Works, vol. iv.

Sermon iii. on the Tree of Life.

Trees.
1. Men in general, fruitful and unfruitful.

— Psal. i. 3. He (the good man) shall be

like a tree, planted by rivers of water. —
Matt. iii. 10. Ever_y tree which bringeth not

forth goodfruit, is hewn down, and cast into

thefre.

2. A great tree. — A king or monarch. See

Dan. iv. 20—23.
3. The nobles of a kingdom. — Isa. x. 1 8,

19. It shall consume the glory of hisforest,

and of his fruitful field both soul and body

And the rest of the trees of his forest

shall be feiv. [See Cedars, Oaks.] As
trees denote great men and princes, so

boughs, branches, or sprouts, denote their

offspring. Thus, in Isa xi. 1. Jesus

Christ, in respect of his human nature, is

styled a rod of the stem of Jesse, and a

branch out of his roots ; that is, a prince

arising from the family of David,

Veil of the Temple. — The body of Christ

opening the kingdom of heaven by his

death, when the veil of the temple was

rent. — Matt, xxvii. 51. The veil of the

temple luas reyit in twain. — Heb. x. 20.

By a new and living way, which he hath

consecratedfor us through the veil, that is to

say, hisflesh.

Vine.
1. The Jewish church. — Psal. Ixxx. 8.

Thou broughtest a vine out of Egijpt. See
also verse 14. Jer. ii. 21. Ezek. xix. 10.

Hos. X. 1.

2. Christ the head of the church. — John
XV. 1. / am the trtie vine.

Vineyard. — The church of Israel. — Isa.

V. 1—7. The vineyard of the Lord of
Hosts is the house of Israel.

Viper. — One wlio injures his benefactors.

Matt. iii. 7. xii. 34. geiierationf vipers,

that is, descendants of an ungrateful race.

Voice.

1. Voice of the bridegroom.—The festivity

of a wedding, and the expressions of joy

which are uttered on such occasions. —
Jer. vii. 34. Then will I cause to cease

from the cities of Judah, and from the

streets of Jerusalem, the voice of mirth,

and the voice of gladness, the voice of the

bridegroom, and the voice of the bride.

The same expression also occurs in Jer.

xvi. 9. XXV. 10. xxxiii. 1 I. and John iii.

29.

2. Speaking with a faint voice, denotes the

being in a weak and low condition. — Isa.

xxix. 4. Thou shalt be brought down, and
shall speak out of the ground ; and thy

speech shall be low out of the dust.

3. Voice of the Lord. See Thunder.

Walking among, or in the midst.—Watch-
fulness and protection. — Lev. xxvi. 12.

/ will walk among you, and tvill be your
God.

Wall. — Stability and safety.— Zech. ii. 5.

I will be unio her a wall of fire round about ;

that is, I will defend her from all enemies

without, by my angels, as so many flames

of fire surrounding her.

Wand. See Rod.
Wandering .Stars. See Stars.

Washing with water. — Purification from

sin and guilt. — Psal. Ii. 2. 7. Wash me
throughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse

mefrom my sin. Wash me, and I shall be

ivkitcr than snoiu.

Water.
1. The purifying grace of the Holy Spirit.

— John iii. 5. — Except a man be born of

water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into

the kingdom of God. See also Psal. Ii. 2.

2. Living water.—The word of the Gospel.

— John iv. 10. He ivould have given thee

living water.

Waters.
1. Troubles and afllictions. — Psal. Ixix.

1. Save me, God: for the waters are

come in unto my soul.

2. A great multitude of people. — Isa. viii.

7. 21ic Lord bringeth up upon them the
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waters of the river, strong and many, i. e.

army of tlie king of Assyria ; whose over-

vv helming force is compaieil to tlie waters

of the great, rapid, and impetuous river

Euplirates. See Rev. xvii. 15.

3. The blessings of the Gospel. — Isa. Iv. 1.

Ho ! eoery one thai tliirsleUi, come ye to the

waters.

Waves of the Sea. — Numerous armies of

the heathens marcliing against tlie people
of God. — Psal. Ixv. 7. Hlilch siiUclk the

noise of the seas, the noise of their waves.

See also Psal. Ixxxix. 9. and xciii. ,'3, 4.

—

Jude 1 3. Raging waves of the sea.

Week. — Seven years. — Dan. ix. 24. Se-

venty weeks are determined itpo-n thy people ;

that is, seventy weeks of years or four hun-
dred and ninety years.

Wheat.— Good seed, the children of the

kingdom. Matt. xiii. 38.

White. See Garments, 1.; Horse, 3.

;

Stone, 5.

Wilderness.
1. All manner of desolation ^Isa. xxvii. 10.

The defenced oily shall he desolate, and the

habitationforsaken and left like a wilderness.— Jer. xxii. 6. Surely I will make thee a

wilderness [«?irf] cities [ivhicli] are not in-

habited. See also Hos. ii. 3.

2. This world, through which all real Chris-

tians pass, and undergo all the trials of the

Hebrews in their way to the heavenly Ca-
naan. — 1 Cor. X. 5, G. Ti'ieij ivere over-

thrown in the wilderness. JVuw these things

were our examples. — Isa. xli. IS. / will

make the wilderness a pool of water.

Wind.
1. Violent wind Destruction.— Jer.li.l.

I will raise up against Babylon a dv'Stroy

ing wind Jer. iv. 11,1 2. A dry wind of
the high places in the wilderness. ..even a

full wind from those places shall come unto

me.
2. The four %vinds. — General destruction.

— Jer. xlix. 06. Upon Elam will I bring

the four winds, from the fni.r quarters of
heaven. See also Dan. vii. 2. viii. 8. Rev.

vii. 1. See Am.
Wine.
1. Wine, wheti mentioned together with

corn and oil (as it very frequently is), de-

notes all kinds of temporal good things. —
Hos. ii. 8. Igave her corn, and wine, and
oil. See Joel ii. 19. Psal. iv. 7.

2. As the choicest heavenly blessings are

frequently represented in the Scriptures by
tlie salutary effects of wine : so, from the

noxious and intoxicating qualities of that

liquor— (which antiently was mixed with

bitter and stupefying ingredients, and given

to malefactors who were about to sufi'er

death,) — is borrowed a most tremendous
image of the wrath and indignation of Al-
mighty God. — Psal. Ixxv. 8. In the band

of the Lord there is a cup, and the wine is

red ; it is full of mixture, &c. — Psal. Ix.

3. 7'hnu hant made us to driiik the wine of

astonishment. Sec Jer. xx v. 15. Rev. xiv.

10. xvi. 19.

WiNE-ruEss. — Treading the wine-press,

from their custom of pressing grapes,

signifies destruction attended with great

slaughter. — Lament, i. 15. The Loujj

hath trodden under foot idl my mighty men
in the 7nidst if me ; he hulh called an as-

sembly against vw, to crush my young
men : the Loud halh trodden the virgin, tite

daughter of Judah, as in a wine-press.

See Isa. Ixiii. 3.

Wings.
1. Protection. — Psal. xvii. 8. Hide me
binder the shadow of thy wings. See Psal.

xxxvi. 7. and xci. 4.

2. Wings, when used to fly upwards, are

emblems of exaltation.— Isa. xl. 31. They
shall mount up ivith wings as eagles ; that is,

they shall be highly exalted.

Wolf.— A thief, or religious impostor; a
devourer of the church. — Luke x. 3. /
se7id you forth as lambs among wolves. —
John X. 12. He that is a hireling seetk

the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep,^ and
fieelh : and the vio\i scatlereththem.

Woman.
1. A city, a state, or body politic, or the

inhabitants thereof.

—

The daughter of Tyre
in Psal. xlv. 12., of Babylon in Psal.

cxxxvii. 8., and of Jerusalem in 2 Kings
xix. 21., signifies the inhabitants of those

cities, respectively. The daughter of Jeru-

salem, when virtuous, is honoured with the

high appellation of the espoused of God in

Isa. liv. 1. 5., and Jer. xxxi. 4. When
wicked and idolatrous, she is styled the

harlot, the adulteress. See Adulteress.
2. The true church of Christ,— Rev. xii. 1.

A woman clothed with the sun.

Write. — To publish or notify. This was
the first intention of writing ; and, in the

earliest ages, no writings were made but
upon pillars or monuments, merely to no-
tify things Jer. xxii. 30. Write this onan
childless; that is, publish it, and let all men
know that he shall have no child to succeed
him upon the throne. For it appears from
1 Chron. iii. 17, 18. and Matt. i. 12., that

Jeconiah (of whom the prophet is speaking)

had children ; but being born probably after

he was carried to Babylon, where he lived

many years a captive, none of them ever

succeeded to the royal authority. See

2 Kings XXV. 27.

Yoke.
1. Oppressive bondage. — Deut. xxviii. 48.

He shall put a yoke of iron upon thy neck,

until he shall have destroyed thee. See
Jer. xxviii. 11. In Gal. v. 1. the yoke of
bondage means the burdensome ceremonies

of the Mosaic law, from which the Christian

law of liberty has delivered us.

2. Punishment for sin. — Lam. i. 14. The
yoke of my transgressions is bound by lii«

hand.

N N 4
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S. Those useful restraints, which arise from

a sense of the duty which we owe to God,
and the ol)edience we ought to pay to his

laws.—Lam. iii. 27. It is good for a man
to bear the yoke hi his youth.

4. The doctrines and precepts of Jesus

Christ, and the temper, dispositions, and
duties which flow from them. — Matt. xi.

29, 30. Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me, for I am meek and loidy in

heart, and ye shallJind rest unto your souls.

For my yoke is easy, and my burden is

light. — Quesnel's remark upon the last

sentence is not more beautiful than devout.
" How easy and sweet is it, to serve Christ

even in bearing his cross ! How hard and

painful is the slavery of the world, of sin,

and of our own passions, even with all their

false pleasures ! That satisfaction, peace,

and comfort, which grace gives here below,

and that which hope encourages us to

expect in heaven, make a Christian full

amends for all his pains in subduing his

passions, and in opposing the world.... A
yoke, which Christ takes together witli us,

— can that be uneasy? A burden , which
He bears in us by His Spirit,— can that

be heavy ? Come, then, taste and know by
experience how sweet the Lord is, and how
worthy His yoke is to be chosen and
loved

!

"
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III.

GENERAL INDEX
OF

MATTERS,

%* The numerals refer to the volumes; the ArabicJlgures to the pages of each volume.

The Reference, II. App. is to the Appendix of Vol. II.

As the Geographical Index of the Principal Places mentioned in the Scriptures is given in the

Appendix to Vol. III., such names are here designedly omitted.

Abbreviations in manuscripts, account of,

II. 98, 99.

Abraham, predictions concerning, and their

fulfilment, I. 308, His posterity, in what

sense as numerous as the stars of heavenfor

multitude, II. 556.

Abstinence, vows of, III. 328, 329.

Abyssinian (Antient) version of the Old and

New Testaments, II. 63

—

65.

Acmmets, notice of, II. 118. note.

Acquittal, forms of. III. 120.

Acrostic poetry of the Hebrews, II. 444.

Acts of the Apostles, IV. 325. By whom
written, 326. Genuineness and authen-

ticity, ibid. Scope, 327. Chronology,

328, 329. Analysis of this book, 329, 330.

Observi^tions on its style, 331. Importance

of this book, as an evidence for the truth of

Christianity, 331—333. Confirmation of

its veracity by Josephus, I. 180, 181. Coin-

cidence between it and the apostolic epistles,

102—105.
Acts of the Senate, what, I. 187. Appeals

made to them by the first Christians, as evi-

dence, ibid. 188.

Adjunct, metonymy of, what, II. 382

—

384.

Adoption, ceremony of. III. 426, 427.

Advantages, peculiar to the Christian reve-

lation, a proof of its superiority over all

other religions, and that it is from God, I.

464—471.

Adverbs, (emphatic) instances of, II. 295.

^ras, Jewish, III. 182.

Age of Hebrew manuscripts, how ascer-

tained, 11. 83.

Aged Persons, laws concerning, III. 196.

Agreement of antient manuscripts and ver-

sions, a proof of the uncorrupted preserv-

ation of the Scriptures, I. Ill, 114, 115,
116. Of quotations by Christian writers, a
like proof, 116.

Agriculture of the Jews, III. 458—464.
Agricultural allusions, 469.

Agrippa, (Herod) III. 107. Agrippa, ju-
nior, 107. Propriety of Paul's address to,

IV. 351.

Alexander of Pontus, fabulous miracles re-

corded of, exposed, I. 294.

Alexandrian Manuscript, account of, II.

116—120. Fac-simile of it, 121, 122.

Alexandrian Versio7i. See Septuagint,

Alexandrine Recension of the New Testament,
account of, II. 101.

Allegorical sense, II. 284.

Allegory denned, II. 393. DiflTerent species

of, 393. Rules for the interpretation of
allegories, 394—398.

Allusions to the Old Testament in the New,
II. 251,269,270.

Alphabetical Poems of the Hebrews, account
of, II. 444.

America, observations on the peopling of, I.

172, 173.

Ammonian Sections, what, II. 170.

Ammonites, idol deities of, III. 348.

Amos, (the prophet) account of, IV. 164.

Occasion of his prophecy, 165. Its scope,

ibid. Synopsis of its contents, ibid. 166.

Observations on his style, 1 66.

Avayvoofffiara, or Church-Lessons, II. 169.

Analogy, grammatical, use of, for interpret-

ing Scripture, 331. Of kindred languages,

332—334. Foundation of analogy in all

languages, 334. Analogy of Scripture, 300
—310. Analogy of faith defined, 335. Its

importance in studying the sacred writings,

336. Rules for investigating the analogy

of faith, 337—340.
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Ananias, why not acknowledged as high

priest by St. Paul, I. 101.

Ancestors put for posterity, II. 380.

An<ilu-Saxot(. version of the New Testament,

account of, II. 77, 78.

Aninials reared by the Jews, III. 453—457.

Antediluvians, longevity of, confirmed by

heathen writers, I. 158.

Ante-Hieronymian Version of the Bible, II.

69, 70.

Anlkropopalhi/, naiure of, II. 398,399.
Av^viraros, propriety of the title of, given by
St. Paul to Sergius Paulus, I. 212.

Antiquities, f Biblical) importance of, to the

study of tlie Sacred Writings, II. 356. Cau-
tions in applying tliem, 358—3(>0.

Antitype, what, II, 455. Rules for the ap-

plication of types to antitypes, 458—460.

Apamenn medal, confirms the Mosaic ac-

count of the Deluge, I. 205.

Apocalypse. See Revelation of St. John.

Apocrypha, denva.Uon of the term, I. 495.

1. The apocryphal books of the Old Testament,

why rejected from the canon of Scripture, I.

496—499. Their uses, 499. II. 341.

Analysis of these books, IV. 242—252.
Supposed quotations from them in the New
Testament, II. 270, 271. Bibliographical

notices of apocryphal books, II. App. 122
— 128. Actual value of these productions,

I. 499.

2. Apocryjihal books of the New Testament,

I. 499. Enumeration of these writings,

500. External evidence to show that they

were never considered as inspired or ca-

nonical, 501—503. Internal evidence, 503
—51 1. These apocryphal books are so far

from affecting the credibility of the genuine
books of the New Testament, that the latter

are confirmed by them, 51 1,512. 94. No-
tice of collections of them, II. App. 127,

128.

ApoUonius, of Tyana, fabulous miracles

ascribed to, exposed, I. 295, 296.

Apostles and evangelists, credibility of. See

Credibility and Iaspiration. On the descent

of the Holy Spirit upon them, I. 523—525.

Apostolic fathers, testimonies of, to the au-

thenticity of the New Testament, I. 85, 86.

In what manner they quoted the Scriptures,

73, 74.

Aquila's version of the Old Test. II. 52.

Arabic language, notice of, II. 31.

Arabic versions of the Old and New Test.

II. 67, 68. Of the Samaritan Pentateuch,

96, 97.

Araiiieeisms of the New Testament, II. 27.

Apx^o'vvayo'yos, office of, III. 253.

Areopagus, trWnina] of. III. 132.

Arelas, a king of Arabia Petra?a, why at war
with Herod the Great, I. 100.

Aristeas's fabulous account of the Septuagint

version exposed, II. 39—41. Fabulous
miracles related of Aristeas the Proconnesian

exposed, I. '293.

Arithmetic of the Jews, III. 486.

Ark of Noah, dimensions of, I. 170.

VCTL. IV.

/Armenian version of Scriptures, II. 39—41

.

Armii's of tlie Jews, levies and material of,

III. 200—208.
Arms of the Jews, III. 209—211. And of
the Romans, 224, 225.

Arnobius, testimony of, to the genuineness
of the New Testament, I. 77.

Arrows, divination l)y. III. 364.

Article, (Greek) elucidations of, II. 293—
295.

Articles offaith, not to be established from
single, obscure, or figurative texts, II. 481,
482.

Arts, the late invention and progress of, a
confirmation of the credibility of the Mosaic
History of the Deluge, 1. 163—167. Ac-
count of the arts cultivated by the Hebrews,
III. 470—480.

Asaph, Psalms ascribed to, IV. 107.

Ascension, Odes of, III. 449. IV. 117.

Ascension of Jesus Clirist, circumstances of,

considered, I. 521, 522.

Asiarchs, III. 356.

Astronomy a.nd Astrology of the Jews, III.

486,487.
Atheists, principles of, contrasted with those

of the Gospel, I. 461—463. Effects of, in

republican France, 31,32.

Athenagoras, testimony of, to the gent One-

ness of tlie New Testament, I. 80.

Athens, miserable condition of the women
at, I. 13. note 5. Origin of the altar erected

at, to " The unknown God," I. 215. St.

Luke's and St. Paul's account of the

Athenians confirmed by Demosthenes,

184. And by antient inscriptions, 214.

Remarks on Paul's admirable address to

them, IV. 348— 350.

Atonement, true notion of, unknown to the

heathen, I. 8, 9. Though they felt the ne-

cessity of an atonement for sin, 157. The
doctrine of, ;is set forth in the New Tes-

lament, 388, 389. Day of, how celebrated,

III. 320,321.
Authenticity defined, I. 39. Of the Old
and New Testaments proved, 39— 105.

Recapitulation of this argument, 483—485.

Especially of Matt. i. and ii. and Luke i.

and ii. IV. 272—279- 300. Of Lukeviii.

27— 39. .301. and xxii. 44. 302. Of John
vii. 53. and viii. 1— 11. 315—317. Ex-
amination of the authenticity of 1 John
V. 7., 463—485.

Author, put for his book or writings, II.

381. Importance of knowing, 352.

B.

Babel, erection of the tower of, confirmed

by heathen testimony, I. 173.

Babylon, prophecies concerning, and their

fulfilment, I. 317,318.

Balaam's ass speaking, remarks on, I. 556.

/ya;)<is»i of proselytes. III. 267. Spiritual

grace of, 27 I . wde. Observance of, a proof

of the credibility of the New Testament,

I. 146.

p P
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Baptist Missionaries at Serampore, notice of

Oriental versions of the Scriptures, either

translated by them, or printed at their press,

II. App. 94. et seq.

i?ar6t'rj«i manuscripts, notice of, II. 158.

Barnabas, testimony of, to the genuineness

and authenticity of the New Testament, I.

85.

Baruch, apocryphal book of, IV. 249.

Bath much used, III. 442.

Balh-Kol, notice of, IV. 156.

Battle, order of, 2 1 6.

Beards, treatment of. III. 404, 405. Corners

of, forbidden to be marred, 362.

Beating to death. III. 156.

Beautiful Gate of the Temple, III. 240.

Beggars, trQ&lment ot, III. 197.

Bel and the Dragon, apocryphal history of,

IV. 250.

Benejils conferred by Christianity, a proof

that it is from God, I. 440—464.
Bethlehem, massacre of the infants at, 11.549

—551. Their age explained, III. 181,

182.

Betrot/ting in marriage, III. 414, 415.

Bible, a perfect rule of faith and practice, I.

489, 490. Moral qualifications for study-

ing it advantageously, 491. In what order

it should be read, 492, 49.^. Refutation

of the assertion that the Bible is the most

immoral book in the world, 432, 433.

Does not inculcate a spirit of intolerance

and persecution, 434—437. Harmony
between all its parts, a proof of its divine

origin and authority, 437—439. As also

its preservation, 439, 440. Scarcity of the

Bible in the dark ages, II. App. 49. Rude
attempts to communicate some idea of its

contents to the poor and illiterate, 50

—

53.

Editions of the Hebrew Bible, II. App. 4
— 10. of Polyglott and Diglott Bibles, 27
— 32. Jewish commentators on, 187— 192.

Commentaries of the Fathers on, 1 92

—

J 96. Scholia on, 197—199. Foreign

commentators on the whole Bible, 199

—

204. British commentators on the whole

Bible, 204— 214. See Scriptures, Ver-

sions, Testament (Old), and Testament
(New).

Biblia Pauperum, or Poor Man's Bible, de-

scription of, II. App. 50—53.

Blasjihemy, how punislied among the Jews,

III. 136.

Blind man restored to sight, remarks on the

miracle of, I. 256— 258. Observations on

the blindness of Elymas, 111. 517. Jew-
ish law concerning blind persons, 196.

Bloody offerings. III. 290—295.

Blount, (Mr.) absurd and contradictory no-

tions of, on religion and morals, I. 24.

His profligacy, 33.

Bolingbroke, (Lord) absurd and contradictory

tenets of, on religion and morals, I. 27. 30.

His hypocrisy exposed, 32. His involun-

tary testimony in favour of the evangelists,

150, 151.

Book, every writing so termed by the antients,

however small, I. 118. Form of the an-
tientbooks, 111.476,477.
Book of the Covenant, I. 119.

Book of Jasher, remaxVsow, I. 120. IV. 41.

Book of the Wars of the Lord, observations

on, I. 119. IV. 23.

Bottles, form of, III. 466.

Boundaries of the Holy Land, III. 4—6.

Brasen serpent, worship of. III. 345, 346.

Bread, how prepared. III. 444.

Breast-plate of the high priest. III. 281.

Bricks, antient account of, III. 389. and
note. •

Britons, (antient) writing of. III. 473, 474.
notes.

Bruising in a mortar, a Jewish punishment,
III. 155.

Buried, rites of, III. 522—526. Not always
permitted to capital prisoners by the Ro-
mans, 165.

Burning to death. III. 154.

Burning of the dead. III. 521.

Burnt-offerings, account of. III. 293, 294.
Byzantine recension of the New Testament,

il. 102, 103.

C.

Caius Romanus, testimony of, to the genuine-
ness of the New Testament, I. 78, 79.

Cala7nilies with which the Holy Land was
visited. III. 70—75.

Calendar, (Jewish) IIL 175—180.

Calf, (golden) worshipped by the Israelites,

III. 344. Account of the golden calves

made by Jeroboam, 345.

C<dvari/, notice of. III. 19.

Camels, notice of. III. 456,457.

Camps, Jewish, form of. III. 205—207.

Cana, observation on the miracle wrought
at, I. 253.

Ca7iaan, land of, III. 2. Vast population

of, accounted for, II. 558. III. 67.

Canaanites, extirpation of, considered, II.

523—525. Notice of their idols, III. 349.

Canon of the Old Testament, account of, I.

41—45. Canon of the New Testament, 68,

69. General divisions of the canonical

books, II. 159, 160. Writers on the ca-

non of Scripture, II. App. 128—131.

Captain of the host, power of. III. 203.

Cc/;)«ti;es, cruel treatment of. III. 216—218.
Caravans, mode of travelling by, III. 306.
note, 449.

Catalogues of the books of the Old Testa-

ment, I. 43, 44. ; and of the New Testa-

ment, 74, 75.

Catena: on the Scriptures, account of, II.

App. 195, 196.

Catholic Epistles, origin of the appellation of,

IV. 438, 439. Its antiquity, 439. The
authenticity of the Catholic Epistles, and in

what order usually placed, 440.

Cattle reared in Palestine, III. 66, 61. 453
—457.

Cause, metonymy of, II. 379—382.
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Caverns in the Holy Land, III. 54, 55. 387.

Celsus, testimony of, to the genuineness and
authenticity of the New Testament, I. 90—92. ; and to the character of Christ, 189.

And of the first Christians, 1 96.

Census, alluded to by St. Luke, explained,

IL 551, 552.

Cerintltus, account of the tenets of, IV. 319,
320. His testimony to the genuineness and
authenticity of the New Testament, I. 88.

Cetubim, an antient division of the Old Tes-
tament, account of, II. 162.

Chaldaisms of tbs New Testament, II. 27, 28.

Ckaldaans, pretences of, to antiquiiy, dis-

proved, I. 1G4, 165.

Chaldee language, notice of, II. 30.

Chaldee words occurring in the Scriptures,

II. 3. and note.

Chaldee Paraphrases on the Scriptures, ac-

count of, II. S3—38.

Chapters and verses, origin of, in the Old
Testament, II. 168. And in the New
Testament, 171.

Characters, (Hebrew) antiquity of, II. 6.

C/iarw<s, military, notice of, III. 204.

CVie7H05/j, a Moabitish idol. III. 349.

Cherem, or irremissible vow, III. 327,328.
Cherelhites and Felethites, who they were,

III. 96. 202.

Children, birtli and education of, 111.422

—

425. Adoption of, 426, 427.

Chinese, pretences of, to antiquity, disproved,

I. 165. Degraded state of religion and
morals among the Chinese, I. 20.

Christ, (Jesus) Conversation of, with Nico-
demus, considered, III. 268. note. Dura-
tion of his ministry, II. 278, -279. The
Lord's supper a perpetual memorial of the

vicarious atonement of Christ, 313. And
of the truth of the Gospel, I. 147. His
sufferings typified by the paschal lamb,
III. 315—317. Probably commenced his

ministry in a jubilee year, 326. Circum-
stances of his crucifixion considered and
illustrated, III. 158— 1G6. Testimony of
Joseplius to the character of Jesus Christ,

I. 185. 558-562. Of the Talmuds,
186. Of Pontius Pilate, 187. Of Sueto-

nius, 188. Of Tacitus, Pliny, ^IDIius Lam-
pridius, and Celsus, 189. Of Porphyry,
Julian, and Mohammed, 200. Jesus Christ

put for Iiis doctrine, II. 379. Parables, why
used by him, 406, 407. Superiority of his

parables, 407—4 1 2. Difficulties in his ge-
nealogy solved, II. 497. 546. Wliy he used
external means in performing some of his

miracles, I. 238—240. And gave different

degrees of notoriety to them, 235— 237.
Their number, 243. Variety, ibid. De-

. sign, 244—247. Greatness, 248. Before
whom wrought, 249, 250. In what manner
wrought, 250, 25 i. Their effects, 252.
Were never denied, ibid. A critical ex-

amination of some of Christ's miracles, par-

ticularly the conversion of water into wine,

253. The feeding of five thousand men,
253, 254. The healing of the paralytic.

254, 255. The giving of sight to the man
who liad been born blind, 256, 257. The
raising of Jairus's daughter to life, 259. Of
the widow's son at Nain, ib. 260. And of
Lazarus, 260—262. The circumstances of
his Resurrection stated and scrutinised,

L 263—284. And of his Ascension, 521,
522. The miracles of Christ compared with
pretended pagan and popish miracles, 289—291. Character of Christ, 385, 386.
Testimonies of heathen adversaries to his

life and character, 187— 190. Involuntary
testimonies of the infidels, Chubb and
Rousseau, to iiis character, 404, 405. and
note. Salvation only through him, 557.
Necessity of believing in him, and danger
of rejecting him, ibid. See Messiah.

Chrislianity, propagation of, a proof of the
credibility of the New Testament, I. 147,
148. And that the Gospel is from God,
.330—33S. Gibbon's five secondary causes
of its success refuted, 337—339. Its re-

jection by unbelieving Jews and Gentiles,
and non-universality, no argument against
its divine original, but rather a confirmation,
340—358. Excellence of its doctrines,
384—393. And morality, 393—406. Su-
periority of its motives to duty, 406—411.
Its doctrines not contrary to reason, 412

—

415. Its doctrine of a future judgment not
improbable, 4 1 7—4 1 9. Does not establish

a system of priestcraft, 420—422. Or pro-
hibit free inquiry, but on the contrary invites

it, 422, 423. Its morality not too strict,

423, Nor are any of its moral precepts
unreasonable and impracticable, 424—428.
Does not produce a timid spirit, 428. Nor
overlook the generous sentiments of friend-
ship, 429, 430. And of patriotism, 431,
432. Nor inculcate either intolerance or
persecution, 434—436. The tendency of
Christianity (evinced by facts) to promote
the present and eternal happiness of man-
kind, 440—459. Comparison of the actual
effects of the Gospel, with those produced
by the atheistical philosophy, 459—463.
A further proof that it is from God, is af-

forded by its superiority over all other reli-

gions, 464. Particularly in its perfection,

465. Its openness, 466. Its adaptation to

the capacities of all men, ibid. The spi-

rituality of its worship, 467. Its opposition

-to the spirit of the world, 468. Its humi-
liation of man and exalting the Deity, ibid.

Its restoration of order to the world, 469.
Its tendency to eradicate all evil passions

from the heart, ibid. Its contrariety to the

covetousness and ambition of mankind, ibid.

Its restoring the divine image to man, 470.
Its mighty effects, 470—472. Examin-
ation of the diflSculties attendant on the

propagation of Christianity, 525—531.

Christians, exemplary character and conduct
cf, I. 442—444. Attested by their heathen
adversaries, 190— 197. 444. The crimes
of nominal Christians not chargeable on the
Gospel, 454,
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Chronicles, (two books of) IV. 58. Their

title, iiiV/. Autlioranddate, iYiid. 59. Scope

and analysis of these books, 59—62. Ob-
servations on these books, 62, 63. Account
of the Targums or Chaldee paraphrases on,

II. 37.

Chronology, alleged contradictions in, con-

sidered, and shown to be unfounded, II.

507—511. Importance of, to biblical stu-

dents, 356.

Chubb, (Mr.) absurd and contradictory tenets

of, concerning religion, I. 25. His hypo-

crisy, 32. Involuntary testimony of, to the

divine mission of Jesus Christ, 150. And
to his character, 404, 405.

Church, (Jewish) account of, and of its vari-

ous members, III. 264—272. And of its

ministers, 273—288,
Churches, (Christian) state of, necessary to

be known in studying the Epistles, II. 476
—478.

Cilicisms of the New Testament, II. 29.

CircuiHcisioJi not borrowed from the Egyp-
tians, I. 175. note 5. Analogy between it

and baptism, 271. note 2. How and when
performed, 271, 27 2, The observance of

circumcision a proof of the credibility of

the Old Testament, I. 145.

Cvrcumstantialiti/ of tlie Old Testament nar-

ratives a proof of their authenticity, I. 47,

48.; as also of the Pentateuch, 58, 59.,

and of the New Testament narratives, 98,

99.

Cities, numerous in Palestine, III. 68. How
besieged, 213. Treatment of, when cap-

tured, 216, 217. Notice of the Jewish

cities, 399. Gates of cities, seats of justice,

400.

Cities of refuge. III. 10, II,

Citizens, (Roman) privileges, and treatment

of, when prisoners. III. 126— 130.

Classes of the Jewish priests. III. 277.

Classification of the books of the New Tes-

tament, IV. 253—256.

Clement of Alexandriii, testimony of, to the

genuineness of the New Testament, I. 79.

Clement of Rome, testimony of, to the ge-

nuineness of the New Testament, I. 85.

Climate of tiie Holy Land, III. 28.

Clothes, leprosy of. III. 339. See Dress.

Cock-crowing, a division of time, HI. 169.

Codex Alexandrinvs - II. 116—122.

ulmbrosianns - II. 129.

jirgen teo- Purpureus,

vel Casareus - II. 128.

Argenleus - II. 136, 137.

Augiensis - II. 147.

J?asifefHsis, B.VI. 21. II. 146.

Basileensis 7 - II. 152.

Basilio-Valicanus II. 130.

JJen-Asher and Ben-
Naphlali - II. 82.

Berolinensis II. 152.

Bezcevel CajitabrigiensisW. 1 31— 1 34.

Boernerianus - II. 144, 145.

Bririensis - II. 151, 152.

CcExnai - II. 88.

Codex Carlsruhensis

Claromontanus
Coislinianus

Coislinianus, H.
Colbertiniis

Corsendoncensis

Cottonianus

Cotlonianus
(
Tilus C.

XV.)
Ci/prius

Ebnerianus
Ephreini

Florentinus

Harleiamis, 5598
Hillel

Jericho

Laiidianus, A.
Laudianus, 3

Leicestrensis

Malabaricus

^[ediolanensis

Meermannianus
l^lontforlianus

Norimbergensis

Ollobonianus

Parisiensis, 27

Parisiensis, 84
Begins, 2861
Begins, 50
Begiomonlanus
Rescriptus Mullhcei

Evai^gelii

San- Gernianensis

Sarravianus

Sinai

Turicensis

Uffcnbachianus, 2

Vaticanus

VienntB

Vindobonensis

Codices Bilingues

Ambrosiani Rescripti

Manners-Suttoniani

Mosque7ises

Palimpsesti or Rescripti II.

a De Rossi collati, - II. 88, 89.

C()gwr//e, or kindred languages,\vhat so termed,

11.30. Account of them, 30, 31. The use

of the cognate languages for illustrating the

Scriptures elucidated, II. 31. 332—334.
Coins, fantient) collateral testimony of, to the

credibility of the New Testament, I. 204

—

217. Importance of, as an hermeneutical

aid, II. 357.

Coincidence of the Old and New Testament

narratives with the relations of profane au-

thors a proof of their credibility, I. 99— 105.

152—204.
Cold season, in Palestine, notice of. III. 32.

Collins, {Mr. ) absurd and contradictory tenets

of, on religion, I. 25. His hypocrisy, 32.

Colossians, Saint Paul's Epistle to, IV. 389.

Account of the church at CoIosseb, ibid.

Date of this Epistle, 390. Its occasion,

ibid. Scope and analysis of its contents,

390, 391.

Commentaries, different classes of, II. 362.

II.
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Of commentaries strictly so called, 363.
Their utility, 365. Design to be kept in

view in consulting tliem, 366. Rules for

consulting them to the best advantage,
366—368.
Commerce of the Midianites, Egyptians, and
Phoenicians, III. 488. Of tlie Hebrews,
particularly under Solomon, and his suc-

cessors, 489—491. Of Babylon, 563.
Compnrisoa not to be extended to all the

circumstances of an allegory, 11. ;'.97.

Compemalion, in what cases allowed, 1 1 1. 145.

Comjilexion, varieties of, in different nations,

not contrary to the Mosaic account of the

origin of mankind, I. 171, 172.

Concordances to the Scriptures, account of,

II. A pp. 288—291.

Concubines, condition of. III. 413, 414.
Conjecture, (critical) a source of various read-

ings, II. 181, 182. Rules for applying it

to the determination of various readings,

II. 195, 196.

Constanlin-ijyditan recension of the New
Testament, II. 102. 112, 113.

Contemporary writers, testimony of, a source
for ascertaining the meaning of Scripture,

299—310.
Context, definition of, II. 318. Rules for

investigating it, 318—320. Importance of
attending to the context, in the interpret-

ation of allegories, 396.

Contracts for the sale and cession of alienable

property, how made. Ill, 192. Contracts
of marriage, 414, 415.

Contradictions, alleged to exist in the Scrip-

tures, considered, and shown to liave no
foundation, II. 493, 494. In historical

passages, 495—507. In chronology, 507

—

511. Between prophecies and their fulfil-

ment, 512—514. In doctrine, 514—519.
Apparent contradictions to morality, 519

—

534. Between the sacred writers,535—54 7.

Between sacred and profane writers, 547

—

553. Seeming contradictions to philosophy

and the nature of things, 553

—

556.

Conversatioti with the Deity, the most eminent
degree of prophetic inspiration, IV. 155.

Of the Orientals, III. 441—443.

Conversion of Paul, remarks on, IV. 335—
339.

Coptic version of the Old and New Tes-
tament, II. 62.

Co7-6a??, nature of, explained, III. 297,298.
Corinthians, (Saint Paul's First Epistle to)

IV. 370. Paul's character of the Gentile

Corinthians confirmed by profane his-

torians, I. 183,184. State of the Corinthian

church, IV. 370,371. Occasion and scope

of this Epistle, 371. Analysis of its con-

tents, 372, 373. Date and genuineness,

373, 374.

Corinthians, (Saint Paul's iSeco7irf Epistle to)

IV. 375, Date and where written, ibid.

Occasion of this Epistle, ibid. Its scope, 376.

Synopsis of its contents, 376, 377. Ob-
servations on it, 377. A supposed chrono-

• logical difficulty in this Epistle elucidated,

377, 378. No other epistles written to the

Corinthians but tiie two which are now ex-

tant, I. 121, 122. IV. 374.

Corn, how threshed out. III. 462—464.

Corporal injuries, how punished among the

Jews, Ili. 14!.

Corruption, extreme, of the Jewish nation, at

the time of Christ's birth. III. 3S2—386.
Of the Scriptures, iiupossibility of, proved,

I. 107—124.
Council of the Jews, notice of, III. 115.

Counie/s of perfection, nature and fallacy of,

II. 484. note.

Coup-de-soieil, frequent in Palestine, III. 33.

Courts of kings and princes, allusions to, in

the Sacred Writings,explained, 1 1 1.89—93.
Principal officers of, 95, 96. The courts

of the temple described, 240, 241.

Covenant, book of the, I. 119.

Covenants, how made and ratified, III. 189

—

191. Covenant of salt, 191, 192.

Creation of the world, true account of, un-
known to the antient philosophers, I. 8.

Mosaic narrative of, confirmed by profane

history, 153, 154. And by the modern
discoveries in philosophy, II. 554

—

556.

Credibility of tlie Old and New Testaments,

I. 124. Proofs that the writers of them
had a perfect knowlelge of the subjects

which they relate ; and their moral cha-

racter, though rigidly tried, was never im-
peached by their keenest opponents, 125.

This test applied to the Old Testament,

ibid. 1 26. And also to the New Testament,

127, 128. These writings never charged
with containing falsehoods, 128. This

proved at large concerning the Old Tes-

tament, 128— 133. And the New Tes-

tament, 133. The writers of which were
contemporary with, and competent witnesses

of, the events related, 134, 135. And could

not have recorded the actions ascribed to

Christ, if they had not been true, 134.

Were neither enthusiasts nor fanatics, 1 36,

137. Nor did nor could deceive others,

137— 139. But on the contrary they were
men of the strictest integrity and sincerity,

139— 143. Appealed to notorious proofs,

143. And sutlered every thing for the

truth of their narration, 144. The credi-

bility of the Scriptures further confirmed

by the subsistence, to this very day, of mo-
numents instituted to perpetuate theinemory

of the principal facts and events therein

recorded, \'\5— 147. And by the wonderful

establishment and propagation of Chris-

tianity, 147. Testimonies from natural and
civil history to the credibility of the Old
Testament, 152— 178. And also of the New
TestaiTient, 178— 197. The silence of pro-

fane authors concerning facts recorded by

the sacred historians no argument against

their credibility, 198—204. Which is fur-

ther confirmed by coins and medals, 205

—

216. Recapitulation of this argument,

486, 487.

Creed of unbelievers, 415. note.
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Crela7is, St. Paul's character of, confirmed

by profane writers, I. 185. Christianity,

when planted in Crete, IV. 408.

Criminal law of the Jews, principles of the,

III. 134— 142.

Criminals, mode of trying among the Jews,

III. 117—120. Execution of sentence on,

120— 122. How confined and fettered by
the Romans, 1 29, 1 30.

Criticism of the Scriptures, objects of, II. 1.

List of writers on, II. App. 136—144.

Cross, form of. III. 157. Reproach of, ex-

plained, 158.

Crucifixion, mode of III. 157. Prevalence

of, among antient nations, 158. Linger-

ing nature of this punishment, ibid. Its

ignominy, 158, 159. The circumstances

of our Saviour's crucifixion considered and
illustrated, 159

—

\.66. Solution of difficul-

ties as to the hour when he was crucified,

II. 505. 510.

Cup, divination by, III. 363, 364.

Cutting ass^mder, an Oriental punishment,

in. 155.

Cypriayi, testimony of, to the genuineness of

the New Testament, I. 78.

Ci/prian recension of the New Testament,

n. 112.

Cyrenius, census of, explained, II. 551, 552.

D.

Dagon, a Phcenii'ian idol, III. 351.

Unlemhcrt, miserable death of, I. 462.

Dancing, Jewish, notice of. III. 480.

Daniel, (the propliet) account of, IV. 214,

215. His prediction relative to the four

great monarchies, I. 318. Analysis of his

prophecies, IV. 215—220. Observations

on their canonical authority and style, 220
—222. Account of the spurious additions

made to them, 222.

Darts, (fiery) explained. III. 224. note 4.

Dates of the bcoks of Scripture, importance
of knowing, II. 352.

Daughters, education of. III. 423,424. Por-
tions of, 425.

David, in what sense the " man after God's
own heart," II. 528. List of psalms as-

cribed to, IV. 106. 109—111.
Day, how reckoned by the Jews and Ro-
mans, III. 167.

Day of atonement, III. 320, 321.

Dead, Mosaic law concerning. III. 519.

Preparations for interment of, 519—522.

Funeral rites of, 522—526.

Deaf persons, Jewish Jaw concerning, III.

196.

Death, Jewish notions of, III. 518.

Debtors, laws concerning. III. 139.

Decapitation, a Jewisli punishment, account
of, III. 155.

Dedication, (feast of) how celebrated, III.
322, 323. Vow of dedication, 328.

Degrees, (academical) conferred in Jewisli
seminaries, III. 482. note.

Deists, or enemies of divine revelation, ori-

gin of, I. 21. note. Are indebted to the

Scriptures for all that they have written,

which is either wise or good, 22. Their

boast, that unassisted reason is a sufficient

guide to man, disproved, ibid. A summary
of their absurd and contradictory tenets

concerning religion, the worship of God,

and a future state, 23—29. And concern-

ing morals, 29, 30. Deadly effects of deism

on nations, 31,32. And on individuals,

32, 33. Effects of their principles con-

trasted with those of the Gospel, 461, 462.

Deities, (heathen) immense number of, I. 5.

AnA note 5. 18. Horrid rites of, and their

effects, 5, 6. See Idolatry.

Deluge, Mosaic account of, not contrary to

philosophy, but confirmed by indubitable

testimonies from natural and civil history,

I. 159—173. And by the Apamean me-
dal, 205.

Demoniac, (Gadarene) moral instruction of

the miracle of, II. 454.

Demoniacs were persons really possessed by
evil spirits, III. 517, 518.

Deserts in the Holy Land, account of. III.

57, 58. The horrors of the great Arabian
desert described, 58.—.61.

Design of the sacred writers in composing
their narratives, a source of apparent con-

tradictions in historical passages, 11.517.
And also in points of doctrine, 517, 518.

Deuteronomy, (book of) date and chronology

of, IV. 24. Its scope, 25. Prediction re-

lative to the Messiah contained in it illus-

trated, 25. 588, 539. Synopsis of its con-

tents, IV. 25—27. Observations on tlais

book, 27.
" Devout men,^^ who they were. III. 270.

Dews, heavy, in Palestine, III. 34, 35.

Dialects of the Greek Testament, II. 22—29.
Aia,^»jK:7j, import of, II. 159.

Aiw^aXfia, import of, IV. 118.

Dichoto7ny, a Jewish punishment, account of,

in. 155.

Didactic poetry of the Hebrews, II. 443.

DigloUs, or Bibles in two languages, notice

of, II. App. 32.

Diseases, treatment of, in the early ages, III.

508—510. Notice of some diseases men-
tioned in the Bible, III. 511—517.
Dissection, curious, of the Old and New Tes-

taments, II. 164, 165. note.

Divination, by the cup. III. 363. By in-

specting the liver of victims, 365. By
arrows, 364. By the staff, 365. How-
punished among the Jews, 136.

Divisions (antient and modern) of the Scrip-

tures, II. 159—174.
Divorces, (Jewish) account of, III. 420.

Doctrines delivered in the Bible a proof that

it must be from God, I. 364. Doctrines

of the patriarchal age, 364—367. IV. 99
— 101. Doctrines delivered by Moses, and
by the prophets, 368— 383. Summary of

the doctrines of the 'Gospel, 386. ;
parti-

cularly the vicarious atonement of Christ,

and the blessings thereby procured for man,
388—393. Alleged contradictions in
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doctrines proved to have no foundation, II.

514—519. On tlie doctrinal interpretation
of the Scriptures, 415—482.

Double sense of prophecy, 11. 469, 470.
Dramatic poems of tlie Hebrews, II. 443.
Dreams, prophetic, IV. 15:3.

Dress of the Jews, description of. III. 400—411. Allusions to theatrical dresses, 498.
Drink, (medicatedj nature of, given to Jesus
Christ, III. 165.

Drink-offerings, account of, III, 29G.
Drowning, a Jewisli punishment. III. 155.
Drusilla, notice of, III. 108.

Duelling not sanctioned by tlie Gospel, I.

447, 448. note.

Dwellings oi the Jews, account of. III. 387—400.

Earth frequently denotes the land of Judea,
III. 1,2.

Earthquakes frequent in Palestine, III. 70.

Eber's (Paul) revision of the Latin Vul-
gate, notice of, II. 74.

Ebionites, testimony of, to the genuineness
and authenticity of the New Testament,
I. 88.

Ecclesiaslcs, (book of) IV. 128. Its title,

author, and canonical authority, zT/mZ. 129-

Its scope and synopsis, 130— 133. Ob-
servations on this book, 133.

Ecclesiaslicvs, (apocryphal book of) account
of, IV. 247—249.

Edessene recension of the New Testament,
account of, II. 103.

Education of children, III. 423, 424.

Effect, metonymy of, II. 382.

Egijpt, prophecies concerning, and their ful-

filment, I. 315,316. The borrowing from
the Egyptians by the Israelites explained,

II. 521. Remarks on the plagues inflicted

upon the Egyptians, IV. 11— 13. Pre-
tensions of the Egyptians to remote anti-

quity disproved, I. 164. Confirmations of
Scripture from Egyptian hieroglyphics, 205—207. Egyptian modes of embalming,
III. 519.

Egi/ptian versions of the Scriptures, II. 61—63. Egyptian recension of the New
Testament, J 01.

Elders of the Gate, jurisdiction of. III. ] 13.

Elegiac poetry oi tha Hebrews, II. 443.
Elephantiasis, the disease of Job, III. 514.
Elijah fed by ravens, remarks on the narra-
tive of, II. 559.

Elymas, blindness of, III. 517.

Embalming, Egyptian and Jewish modes of,

III. 519,520.
2^7/i;)/iases, definition of, 11.292. Different
kinds of, ibid. Emphasis of the Greek ar-

ticle, 293—295. Emphases of other words,
295. Real emphases, 296. Rules for the

investigation of emphatic words, 296—298.
Encampments, Jewish, III. 205—207.
England, beneficial cflects of Christianity in,

I, 45.5, 456.

English translations of the Bible, account
of, II. App. 57—77.

Engraving, art of, among the Jews, III. 477.
Enoch, translation of, confirmed by heathen
traditions, I. 158. Remarks on the apo-
cryphal book of, II. 124, 125. Quoted by
the apostle Jude, II. 271.

Entertainments of the Jews, III. 447,448.
£«///itsw4/H, characteristics of, I. 136. Proof
that Moses was not an enthusiast, 129.
Nor the apostles and evangelists, 136,
137. Especially Saint Paul, IV. 337.

Ephesus, temple of Diana at, I. 214. That
city, why termed NEfiKOPOS, ibid. 215.
Account of the church at, IV. 382. Ge-
nuineness and authenticity of the Epistle
to the Ephesians, 383, 384. Its date, 385.
Occasion and scope, ibid. Analysis of its

contents, i>,S6. Observations on its style,
ibid. Powers of the assembly at, 1 1 1. 133.
Ephod of Gideon, notice of. III. 347,
Epistles, antient form of. III. 476.
Epistles of the apostles, importance of, IV.
^55—358. Their number and order, par-
ticularly those of St. Paul, 359, 360. Of
the Catholic epistles, 360. General plan
of the apostolic epistles, ibid. Causes of
their obscurity explained, 361. Remarks
on the phraseology of St. Paul's Epistles
in particular, 361,362. Rules for study-
ing the apostolic epistles most beneficially,
11.477—482. Subscriptions attached to
them, 174. See Catholic Epistles.

Epithets of Scripture, different kinds of, II.
289.

Epochas, (Jewish) account of, III. 182.
Espotisals, ceremony of. III. 414, 415.
Esdras, account of the two apocryphal
books of, IV. 242, 243.

Esscncs, (sect of) account of, 111.374,375.
Either, (book of) IV. 68. Its title and
author, ibid. 69. Argument, 70. Synopsis
of its contents, ibid. Account of the Tar-
gums or Chaldee paraphrases on this book,
II. 37. Apocryphal additions to the book
of Esther, IV. 245, '246.

Ethan, psalm ascribed to, IV. 107.
Ethics, science of, known to the Jews, III
486.

Ethiopia, prophecies concerning, and their
fulfilment, I. 316.

Ethiopic language, notice of, II. 31.
Ethiopic versions of the Scriptures, 64—67.

Eiisebius'^i account of the classification and
genuineness of the books of the New Tes-
tament, I. 76, 77. Notice of his Harmony
of the four Gospels, II. 274. And of his
recension of the Septuagint version, 50,
51.

Euthalius, sections of, II. 170.
Euti/chus, circumstances of the death of,
explained, III. 395, 396.

Evangelists were contemporary with, and
competent witnesses of, the facts recorded
by them, I. 134, 135. Were not enthu-
siasts or fanatics, 136,137. Neither did
nor could deceive or impose upon others,
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137— 139. Were men of the strictest in-

tegrity and sincerity, 139— 143. Appealed

to notorious proofs, H3. Suffered every

thing for the truth of their narrative, 1 44.

Credibility and inspiration of the evan-

gelists. See Credibility, Inspiration.

Evidence. Sec Historic<d Testimony.

Evil, (moral) the true cause of, unknown
to the antients, I. 8. The Bible account

of it confirmed by heathen writers, 156.

Excommunication, punishment of, III. 149,

150.

Execution of sentences, how and by whom
performed, III. I '21, 122.

Exodus, (book of) Title, IV. 9. Author
and date, 10. Occasion and subject-

matter, ibid. Scope, ibid. Types of the

Messiah, 10, li. Synopsis, 11. Illus-

trations of Exodus, ch. vii.—xi. 11— 13.

Expiation, (day of) III. 320,321.
Exposition of Scripture, a part of the syna-

gogue-worship, III. 258, 259.

Expositors. See Commentators.

Exposure to wild beasts, an antient capital

punishment, III. 156. Paul not actually

thus exposed, 499.

Ei/es, putting out, a Jewish punishment.

III. 148.

Ezekifl, (the prophet) account of, IV. 224,

225. Canonical authority of his prophe-

cies, 225—227. Their scope, 227. Ana-
lysis of them, 227—233. Observations on
the style of Ezekiel, 233—235. Supposed
difference between him and Jeremiah re-

conciled, I. 3 I 2.

Ezra, (book of) IV. 04. Its title and
author, ibid. 6.5. Argument, scope, and
synopsis of its contents, 6.t. Observations

on a spurious passage ascribed to Ezra, 66.

F.

Fall of man. Mosaic account of, confirmed

by the existence of moral evil, and by his-

torical testimony, I. 154— 157.

Famines in the Holy Land, III. 75.

Fasts, of the Jews, how celebrated. III.

334, 335.

Fathers, testimony ofj to the authenticity of

the New Testament, I. 74— 86. Assist-

ance to be derived from them in the inter-

pretation of Scripture, II. 347— 350. Re-
marks on their mode of quoting the Scrip-

tures, 1.73,74. Rules for applying their

quotations to the determination of various

readings, II. 192— 195- Power of Jewish

fathers over their families and properly,

III. 424—427.
Feasts of the Jews, account of, III. 302

—

326'. Benefits resulting from them, 30,5

—

307. Notice of their funeral feasts, 530.

See Dedication, Expiation, Jubilee, Neiv
Moon, Passover, Pentecost, Purim, Sabbath,

Sabbatical Year, Tabernacles, Ttuynpets.

Feet, washing of, 111.440,441. Orna-
ments of, worn by women, 409.

Felix, procurator of Judaea, III. 111. Tlie

singular propriety of Saint Paul's address

to him illustrated, IV. 350,351.
Fertility of the Holy Land, III. 62—69.
Festns, procurator of Juda;a, III. 111.

Fifi-trees of Palestine, notice of. III. 6.'), 66.

The withering of the barren fig- tree ex-

plained, I. 247.

Figurative language, origin of, II. 371.

l3istinction between figures of words and
figures of thought, 570. General observ-

ations on the interpretation of tropes and
fi^'ures, 376—378. The figurative lan-

guage of the prophets sometimes the source

of seeming contradictions, 11.512. See

Allegory, Hyperbole, Irony, Metaphor,

Metonymy, Parable, Proverbs, and Synec-

doche.

Fines, various, imposed by the Jews, III.

145.

First born, privileges of, III. 422, 423.

First day of the week, observance of, a

proof of the credibility of the New Testa-

ment, I. 147.

First-fruits, how presented, III. 298, 299.

Floras, procurator of Judaea, III. HI.
Fccdus cu?n Gracis, account of, II. 115.

Food and entertainments of the Jews, III.

443—449. Particular kinds of food, why
allowed or prohibited to them, 445, 446.

Fool, how to be answered, II. 486.

Foot-races (Olympic), III. 502,503.
Forests oi tha Holy Land, III. 64.

Forgery, impossibility of, as it respects the

Old Testament, I. 40, 41. And the New
Testament, 71. 112—115.

Forlificolions of the Jews, III. 213.

Fountains in the Holy Land, III. 43—45.

France, horrible state of, during the French

Revolution, in consequence of infidelity,

I. 3
1

, 32.

Frederick II. king of Prussia, impious tenets

of, I. 29.

Freedom of Roine, and its privileges. III.

124— 127.

Friendship, why not enforced by name, in

the Gospel, I. 429, 430.

Funeral rites of the Jews, III. 522—526.
Furniture of Oriental houses. III. 396

—

399.

Future state. See Immortality of the Soul.

G.

Gad, or Good Fortune, a Syrian idol, notice

of, III. 349.

Galatians, account of, IV. 378. Date of
Saint Paul's Epistle to them, ibid. Its

genuineness and authenticity, 379. Oc-
casion and scope, 379, 380, Synopsis of

its contents, 380. Observations on this

Epistle, .381.

GaliltEan dialect, notice of, III. 14, 15.

Galilaans, (sect of) principles of, III. 380.

Gallio, character of, I. 181.

Games (Grecian). See Olympic Games.
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Gardens of the Hebrews, III. 468.

Garments of tlie Levites, III. '218. Of the

high priests, 281. Rending of, a sign of

mourning, 410. Great wardrobes of, 4 11.

Gates of cities, seats of justice. III. 112,

113.

Gemaras of Jerusalem and Babylon, account

of, II. 342.

Genealogy, importance of, in studying the

Scriptures, II. 361. The seeming con-

tradiction in the genealogies of our Sa-

viour, as recorded by Matthew and Luke,
examined and reconciled, II. 497. 546.

Genealogical tables of the Jews, III. 186.

Genealogical table of the Herodian family,

105. Importance of the genealogies in

the first book of Chronicles, IV. 60, 61.

Genesis, (book of) title, IV. 3. Author, 4.

Date, /6/(/. General argument, fii'rf. Scope,

5. Types of the Messiah in this book, 5.

Synopsis of its contents, 6. Summary of

the patriarchal religion, as exhibited in

this book, I. 366. The literal sense of the

first three chapters vindicated, IV. 6—9.

Whence Moses derived his materials for it,

I. 54, 55.

Gentiles, rejection of the Gospel by, no ob-

jection to the truth of Christianity, I. 346
—348. Court of, in the temple at Jeru-

salem, III. 240.

Genuineness defined, I. 39. Criteria for dis-

tinguishing genuine from spurious writings,

70. Genuineness of the Old Testament
demonstrated, 35—48. Especially of the

Pentateuch, 49

—

65. And of the New
Testament, 63— 105. Recapitulation of

this argument, 433—435.

Geography, importance of, to the study of
the Bible, II. 361. Not unknown to the

Jews as a science. III. 487, 488. Sketch
of the historical and physical geography
of Palestine, 1—75.

Geologt/, testimony of, to the credibility of

the Alosaic narrative of the deluge, I. 159,
160.

German dioines, heterodox notions of many
of, II. 290.

German Jews, manuscripts of, II. 88.

Gessius Florus, procurator of Judasa, III.

111.

Giiints, Mosaic accounts of, confirmed by
heathen writers, I. 159.

Gibbon's false account of the spread of

Christianity confuted by facts, I. 337

—

3S9.

Gideon, ephod of. III. 347.

Girdles, notice of. III. 401, 402.

Gillilli, import of, IV. 118.

Glossaries, nature of, II. 315. Rules for

consulting thetn to advantage, ibid. 316.

God, the true nature and worship of, im-
perfectly known among tlie antient heathen

nations, I. 4—8. And also among the

modern heathens, 1 7—20. Sublime doc-

trines of the Scriptures concerning God,
in the patriarchal times, 366. Under
the Mosaic dispensation, 369, 370. And

in the Gospel, 386, 387. Crimes against,

how punished among the Jews, III. 134— 136.

Gocl, or avenger of blood, office of, ex-

plained, III. 152.

Golden calf, an idol of the Israelites, III.

344, 345.

Gospel, meaning of, IV. 257. General
design of tlie Gospels, 258. Thiir num-
ber, ibid. And importance, i^59- The
sources of the three first Gospels examined,
509—529. Why rejected by the unbeliev-

ing Jews, I. 340—345. And by the Gen-
tiles, 346—348. See Clirislianity, Doc-
trines, Morality, John, Luke, Mark, and
Matthew, in this Index.

Gothic version of the New Testament, ac-

count of, II. 75. Description of the Upsal
manuscript of, 138, 139. Important re-

mains of, discovered in the Ambrosian li-

brary at Milan, 140, 141.

Government of the patriarchs, IH. 76, 77.
Of the Israelites and Jews, a theocracy, 77—82. By the judges, 82. By kings, 83— 101 . After the Babylonish captivity, un-
der the Asmonaean and Herodian princes,

102— 108. Under the Roman procurators

to the subversion of the Jewish nation, 108— 111.

Governors and governed, duties of, under
the Gospel, I. 396, 397.

Grain, how threshed in the East, III. 462,
463.

Grammars, (Hebrew) bibliographical ac-

count of, II. App. 157— 165. Greek
Grammars to the New Testament, 168,
169. Grammars of the cognate lan-

guages, 173—179.
Grammatico-historical sense, II. 284.

Greek article, elucidations of, II. 293

—

295.

Greek language, the New Testament why
written in, II. 13— 18. Similarity of the

New Testament Greek with that of the

Sepluagint version, 13. Examination of
its style, 18—22. Dialects, 22—29.

Greek versiojis, (antient) of the Old Testa-

ment. See Aq uila, Septuagint, Symmachus,
T'hcodotion.

Greeks, the New Testament character of,

confirmed by heathen writers, I. 183.

Giicsbach's (Dr.) system of recensions of
the New Testament, account of, II. 101—
101. And of his critical labours on the

New Testament, II. App. 21, 22.

Grinding of corn, how performed. III. 464.

Guests, how received, III. 440.

Gymnastic exercises among the Jews, III.

496.

H.

Habakkuk, (the prophet) notice of, IV. 213.
Analysis of his prophecy, 214. Its style,

ibid.

Haggiii, (the prophet) account of, IV. 235.
Argument and scope of his prophecy, ibid.
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2SG.

ibid.

Analysis of its contents, 236. Style,

TIagiographa, an antient division of the

Jewish Scriptures, account of, II. 162.

Chaldee paraphrase on, 37.

Hair, plucking off, a Jewish punishment,

III. 149. Jewish mode of dressing, 404,

405. Why the Jews were forbidden to

cut their hair in particular forms, 362.

Hand-mills of the Jews, III. 398.

Haphtoroth, or Section of the Prophets, origin

of, II. 163. Table of them as used in the

Jewish synagogues, III. 257.

Happiness, dark and confused notions of the

heathen concerning, I. 9, 10.

Harem, (royal) notice of, III. 96, 97.

Harmonies oi the Scriptures, occasion of, II.

272. Harmonies of the Old Testament,

II. App. 113— 115. Harmonies of the

entire New Testament, 115. Harmonies

of the Four Gospels, 116—120. Har-

monies of particular parts of the Four Gos-

pels, 1 20. And of tlie Acts of the Apostles,

and of the Epistles, 121. Observations on

the different schemes of harmonisers, and

on the duration of the public ministry of

Jesus Christ, II. 275—280.

Harmony subsisting between ail parts of the

Bible, a proof of its divine authority and

original, I. 437—439.

Harvest, in Palestine, account of, III. 32.

462.

Head, coverings for, III. 404.

Heads of tribes or families. III. 79, 80.

Heathen nations, (antient) deplorable state

of religion and morals among, I. 4— 17.

And among the modern heathens, 1 7—20.

This a proof of the necessity of a divine

revelation, 21. Their characters, as inci-

dentally noticed in the New Testament,

confirmed by profane writers, 183— 185.

Deities worshipped by them. III. 354.

Allusions to their idolatrous rites explained,

355—362.
Heathen writers, testimonies of, to the cre-

dibility of the Old Testament, I. 152—178.

And of the New Test.iment, 178—204.

And to the beneficial effects of the Gospel,

in the character and conduct of the first

Christians, 442—444.

Heavenly witnesses, discussion of the dis-

puted clause concerning, in 1 John V. 7.

IV. 463—485.
Hebraisms of the New Testament, II. 22.

Examples of them and observations on

them, 22—25. Rules for the better un-

derstanding of Hebraisms, 26, 27.

Hebreiu language, origin and antiquity of,

II. 3 5. Historical sketch of, 5. An-

tiquity of its character, 6—8. Hebrew
vowel points, 9— 12. Rabbinical Hebrew,

27. The Hebrew language a proof of the

genuineness and authenticity of the Old

Testament, I. 46. Particularly of the Pen-

tateuch, 49, 50. Notice of the principal

Hebrew manuscripts, II. 81— 89. Of tiie

• printed editions of the Hebrew Bible, II,

App. 4— 10. Hebrev/ Grammars, 157

—

165. And Lexicons, 165—167.

Hebreivs of the Hebrews, III. 265.

Hebrews, (Epistle to) IV. 415. To whom
written, 415—419. In what language, 419
—422. Its genuineness and authenticity,

and by whom written, 422—435. ' Date of

this Epistle, 435. Its occasion and scope,

ibid. 436. Synopsis of its contents, 436,

437. Observations on it, 437.

Hegesippus, testimony of, to the genuine-

ness of the New Testament, I. 82.

Hellenistic Jeius, III. 269.

Helvetius, immoral tenets of, I. 30.

Herbert, (Lord) absurd and contradictory

tenets of, in religion and morals, I. 23. 29.

Heretical turiters, (antient) testimonies of,

to tlie genuineness and authenticity of the

New Testament, I. 88, 89.

Hernias, testimony of, to the genuineness

and authenticity of the New Testament,

I. 85.

Herod the Great, history and character of,

III. 103, 104. Genealogical table of his

posterity, 105. Massacre of the infants at

Bethlehem by his order, II. 549, 550.

Herod-Anlipas, account of. III. 106. Why
he was at war with Aretas king of Arabia,

I. 100.

Herod-ylgrippa, account of, III. 107.

Herodian family, genealogical table of, III.

105.

Herodians, (sect of) account of. III. 380.

Herodias procured the death of John the

Baptist, III. 106.

Hesychius's recension of the Septuagint,

notice of, II. 51

.

Hexapla of Origen, specimen of, with illus-

trative remarks, II. 47—50.

Hezekiah, disease of. III. 515.

Hieroglyphic stones, forbidden to be wor-

shipped by the Israelites, III. 353.

High places, account of, III. 246—248.
High p7-iests,functions, dress, and privileges,

III. 280—282. Their succession, 283

—

286.

Ilillel, (Rabbi) Codex of, II. 82.
_ _

Hindoos, degraded state of religion and
morals among, I. 18, 19.

Historians, (profane) confirm the truth of the

Old Testament narratives, I. 152—178.
And also of those of the New Testament,

178—204. This coincidence a proof of

their genuineness andauthenticity, 99— 105.

Seeming inconsistencies between the sacred

and profane historians accounted for, II,

547—553. Silence of antient historians

concerning many facts accounted for, 198

— 204.

Historical books of the Old Testament, ge-

neral observations on, IV. 32. Their

authors, ibid. 33. Importance, 34. Com-
mentators on them, II. App. 219. And
on the Iiistorical books of the New Tes-

tament, 249—254. For analyses of the

historical books, see their several titles in

this Index.
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Historical cirainuitanccs, importance of, to i

the study of the Scriptures generally, II.

351—362. Of Scripture allegories in par-

ticular, 396. And also of parables, 404.

Historical geograp/ii/ of the Holy Land, III.
1—28.

Historical passages of Scripture, alleged con-

tradictions in, considered, and shown to

have no foundation, I. 495—507.
Historiral tcsliinoiiy, credibility of, illus-

trated, I. 227—229. Hume's objections

to it, considered and refuted, 229—231.

Historical testimony not diminished by the

lapse of ages, 232,233.
Historical types, II. 457.
Historical writing, cultivated by the Jews,
III. 483.

History, (Jewish) a source of Scripture me-
taphors, II. 392. The credibility of the

Old Testament histories confirmed by tes-

timonies from natural and civil history, I.

152— 178. And also the New Testament,
178—204. Importance of sacred and pro-

fane history to the right understanding of

Scripture, II. 354.

Hobbes, (Mr.) absurd and contradictory

notions concerning religion and morals,

I. 23. 29. His base conduct, 33. His
involuntary testimony in favour of the New
Testament, 150.

Holocausts, or burnt-offerings, account of,

III. 293.

Holy Land, the country of the Jews, why
so called, III. 2. Sketch of its historical

geography,2—28. Pliysical geography,28

—

61 . Productions, vegetable, animal, and mi-

neral, 61—67. Testimonies of antient and
modern authors to its fertility and popu-

lation, 67—69. Its present degrailed state

accounted for, 69. Calamities with which

the Holy Land was visited, 70—75. Its go-

vernment, under the patriarchal times, 76.

Under Moses, 77—82. Under the judges,

82. Under the kings, 83—97. Rea-
sons why the kingdom of Judah subsisted

longer tiian that of Israel, 99— 101. Go-
vernment under the Asmona;an princes and
the sovereigns of the Herodian fainily, 102
— 108. And under the Roman procurators,

108— 111. For an account of the chief

places mentioned in the Old and New Tes-

taments, see the Geogkaphical and His-

torical Index in Vol. III. pp. 535—632.

Holy of holies in the temple, account of,

III. 243.

Holy Spirit, put for his effects, operations,

and gifts, II. 379, 380. The descent of

the Holy Spirit on the apostles, considered,

I. 523—525.
Homicide, proceedings in case of, among the

Jews, III. 140.

Horticulture of the Jews, account of. III.

464—468.

Hosea, (the prophet) account of, IV. 167.

Occasion and scope of his prophecy, ibid.

168, 169. Analysis of its contents, 169,

170. Observations on his style, 170.

Hospitalily, duty of, HI. 450, 451. Notice
of the Tesserae Hospitales, 452.

Hot season in Palestine, III. 33— 35.

Hours, Jewish and Roman, III. 168.

Houses of the Jews described. III. 389

—

396. How furnished, 396—399. Leprosy
of, 389.

Hi'g, (Prof.) system of recensions of,

II. 111.

Hugo dc Sancto Caro, (Cardinal) invented the

division of chapters in the Bible, II. 168.

Hume, (Mr.) absurd and contradictory no-
tions of, concerning religion and morals,

I. 30. Refutation of his objections to the

credibility of miracles, 230—233.

Hurd, (Bp.) view of prophecy by, I. 326.

Husbandry of the Jews, account of, III.

453—458.
Hyperbole, nature of, II. 417.

Idyl, (Hebrew) nature of, II. 443.
Idolatiy, origin and progress of. III. 341.
Sketch of its history among the Israelites

and Jews, 342—344. How punished by
the law of Moses, 134, 135. Idols wor-
shipped, particularly by the Israelites, 344—348. Idols of the Ammonites, wor-
shipped by them, 348. And of the Ca-
naanites or Syrians, 349. Phoenician idols,

350—352. Idols worshipped in Samaria,
during the captivity, 353. Of the Greeks
and Romans, incidentally mentioned in the

New Testament, 354. Allusions in the

Scriptures to the idolatrous worship of the

heathen nations, 355— 362. Idolatry, gross,

of the antient heathen nations, I. 5—7.

And of the modern heathen nations, 17—20.
Idolatry abolished by Christianity, 448.

Ignatius, testimony of, to the genuineness of
the New Testament, I. 85, 86.

'I/uarta or upper garments, desciibed. III.
402, 403.

Immorality unjustly charged upon the Bible,

I. 432—434. Immoral principles and
practices of deists and atheists proved, 29,
30. 32, 33.

IinmortaWy of the soul and a future state,

imperfectly known to the antient philo-

sophers, I. 10, 11. Revealed in the Scrip-

tures, 366. 374—376. 391.

Impartiality of Moses as an historian, I. 131,

132. Of the other writers of the Old Tes-
tament, 133. And of the writers of the

New Testament, 139— 141.

Imprecations contained in the Scriptures ex-
plained, II. 532, 533.

Imprisonment, Jewish modes of. III. 146

—

148.

Improvements, (spiritual) observations on,

IL 452,453.
Impurities, [legal) purification of various,

III. 338—340.

Inauguration of the kings of Israel and Judah,
ceremonial of, III. 86, 87.
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Incense, how offered, III. 296.

Indian Jeivs, manuscripts of, II. 90—93.

InferentiaV resiAmg of the Bible, II. 561.
Its foundation, ibid. Rules for it, 562—
564. Sources of inferences, 564. Rules
for ascertaining them, 564—568.

Infidels, absurd and contradictory notions of,

concerning religion and morals, I. 23—30.

415. 7iote. Unable to produce such a ra-

tional and consistent scheme of belief as is

contained in the Gospel, 393. The efforts

of infidels to subvert Christianity, a fulfil-

ment of prophecy, 359. Their total want
of candour, 412. and no/e. Efi^ects of their

writings in France, 31, 32. And on indi-

viduals, 32, 33. Particularly at the hour
of death, 461, 462. Inability to answer
all the objections of infidels no just cause
for rejecting the Scriptures, 472—476. In-

fidels proved to be more credulous than
Christians, 477—480.

Injuries, (corporal) laws concerning. III.
141.

Inscriptions of the Psalms, observations on,

IV. 114— 118. And of the books of the

New Testament, II. 173.

Ins]>iration dednsd, 1.218. Reasonable and
necessary, ibid. Criteria of inspiration, 2 1 8,

219. 487, 488. (See Miracles, Prophecy,

Doctrines, Morality, &c.) Extent of inspir-

ation, 515—521. Prophetic inspiration,

IV. 154.

J7i^er«ie/i<, rites of, III. 519—525.

Interpretation of Scripture, principles of, il-

lustrated, II. 369—574.
Intolerance not taught in the Bible, I. 434.

Though practised by Jews and Pagans, 435,
436.

Irenasns, testimony of, to the genuineness of

the New Testament, I. 80, 81.

/row_y, nature of, II. 416. Examples of it,

417.

Irrigation practised by the Jews, III. 460.

Isaiah, (the prophet) account of, IV. 171,

172. Genuineness of his predictions, 172
— 181. Their scope, 182. Synopsis of

their contents, 183— 190* Observations on
the style of Isaiah, 191— 193. Remarks
on the apocryphal ascension of Isaiah, II.

A pp. 126, 127.

Ishniael, predictions concerning, and their

fulfilment, I. .308, 309.

Israel, land of, III. 2. See Holy Land.
Israelites, political state of^ from the time of

Moses to the subversion of their kingdom
by the Assyrians. III. 76— 101. Their
borrowing from the Egyptians explained,

II. 521. Idols worshipped by them, III.

344—348.

Italian Jews, manuscripts of, II. 86.

J.

Jacob's family in Egypt; numerical diffi-

culties as to the number of its members,
solved, II. 505, 505, The circumstances

of his alleged fraud upon Isaac considered,
I. 520. note.

Jnirus's daughter restored to life. I. 259.
James, (Saint) account of, IV. 441. Ge-
nuineness and authenticity of his Epistle,

442. To whom addressed, 443. Its scope,
ibid. 444. Synopsisof its contents, 444, 445.
Observations on its style, 445.

Jasher, (book of) I. 120. IV. 41.

Jehora?n, disease of. III. 515.
Jephthah's vow, III. 328. Proofs that he
did not immolate his daughter, II. 528.

Jeremiah, (the prophet) account of, IV. 200,
201. Occasion of his prophecies, 201.
Different collections of them, 202. Their
chronological order, 202—204. Synopsis
of their contents, 204—210. His predic-
tions concerning the Messiah, 210. Ob-
servations on his style, 211. See Lament-
ations.

Jeroboam, idolatry of. III. 345.
Jerome, notice of, I. 75. His testimony to

the genuineness of the New Testainent, ibid.

16. Account of the biblical labours of, II.

47—50.

Jerusalem, description of. III. 17. Its

various names, i6it/. Situation, 18. Gates,
and fortifications, 20. Account of the

temple, 237—246. ; and other edifices in

that city mentioned or alluded to in the

Sacred Writings, 22, 23. Sketch of the

history and present state of Jerusalem, 25—27. Prophecies concerning the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, and their fulfilment, 328
— 330. 548—557.

Jesus. See Christ, Messiah.
Jethro7iian prefects, account of, III. 81.

Jeu'i.sk nation, predictions concerning, I.

308—313. Political state of, from the

patriarchal times to the subversion of their

political and ecclesiastical polity, III. 76

—

111. Account of their courts ofjudicature,
legal proceedings, and criminal law and
punishments, 112— 166. The whole na-
tion, why accounted holy, 264. Account
of the Jewish church and its various mem-
bers, 265—272. All male Jews required

to be present at Jerusalem at the three great

annual festivals, 306. Travelled in cara-

vans, 306. note. Corruptions of religion

and idolatry, 341—366. Their extreme
corruption during the time of Jesus Christ,

382—386. Their mode of computing
time, 167— 182. Their domestic antiquities,

or private life, manners and customs, oc-

cupations, arts, and sciences, 387—531.
The rejection of Christianity by the Jews
accounted for, 1.340—345. I)ld not corrupt

the Old Testament, 107— 1 10. The sects,

morals, and customs of the Jews, as de-

scribed in the New Testament, confirmed

by profane writers, 181— 183.

Jeivish writers, benefit of, in studying the

Bible, II. 341—346.
Jews of the dispersion, who. III. 269.

Job, (book of) IV. 71. Its title, ibid. Job
a real character, 71—74, In what age he
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lived, 74—78. Nature of his malady, III.

481. Scene of the poem of Job, IV. 79,

80. Its author and canonical authority,

81—84. Structure of the poem, 84—86.

Its argument and scope, 87— 93. Spurious

addition to it, 93, 94. Rules for studying

this book to advantage, 94, 95. Synopsis

of its contents, 96—98. Idea of the patri-

archal theology, as contained in this book,

99—101.
Joel, (the prophet) account of, IV. 193.

Occasion and scope of his prophecy, 194.

Synopsis of its contents, ibid. Observations

on its style, 195.

John the liiiplist, dress of, III. 401.

John, (Saint) account of, IV. 311—313.
Title of his Gospel, 311. Its date, 313.

Its genuineness, 314. Especially of John
vii. 53. and viii. 1— 11. 315, 316. Occa-

sion and design, 317—320. Analysis of

its contents, 320—323. His Gospel a sup-

plement to tiie other three, 324. Observ-

ations on its style, ibid. Coincidences be-

tween it and his first epistle, I. 105. 7iote.

Genuineness and canonical authority of his

Jirst General Epistle, IV. 457, 458. Its

date, 458, 459. To whom written, 46J.

Its structure, occasion, and scope, 460

—

461. Synopsis of its contents, 461, 462.

Style, 462. The question concerning the

authenticity of the disputed clause in 1 John
V. 7,8. considered, 463—487. Genuine-

ness, autiienticity, and date, of the second

and third Epistles of St. John, 487. The
second Epistle, to whom addressed, 488.

Its scope, 489. The third Epistle, to whom
addressed, ibid. Its scope, ibid. Observ-

ations on this Epistle, ibid. 490. See Re-

veld tiun.

Jonah, circumstance of his being in a whale's

belly explained, II. 560. Scope and
analysis of his prophetical book, IV. 163,

164.

Jonathan Ben Uzziel, Targum of, II. 36.

Targum of the pseudo-Jonathan, 35.

Joseph, (Rabbi) Targum of, on the Hagio-
grapha, II. 37.

Joscphus, account of, II. 345, 346. His
testimony to the genuineness and authen-

ticity of the Old Testament, I. 44. And
to the accounts of princes and governors

mentioned in the New Testament, 179, 180.

Especially to the character of Jesus Christ,

185. Vindication of the genuineness of

that testimony, 558—561. Importance of

his writings in the study of tlie Scriptures,

846. His silence respecting the slaughter

of the infants by Herod accounted for, II.

549, 5S0.

Joshua, division of the Holy Land by, III.

9— 13. His government of the Israelites,

82. Observations on the pile of stones

raised by Joshua at Gilgal, I. 242.

Joshua, (book of) author, genuineness, and
authenticity of, IV. 34—38. Its argu-

ment, 39. Scope, ibid. Synopsis of its con-
tents, 40, 41. Observations on it, 41.

Josiah, prophecy concerning, I. 3.1.

Jubilee, (feast of) origin of, and how cele-

brated by the Jews, 324—326.

Judah, kingdom of, III. 13. Causes of its

duration for a longer time than that of
Israel, 99—101.

Judas Iscariot , character of, an argument for

the truth of the Gospel, I. 404. note.

Jude, (the apostle) account of, IV. 4901

Genuineness of his Epistle, 491, 492. Its

date, ibid. To whom addressed, 493. Its

occasion and scope, ibid. Observations on
its style, ibid.

Judges of the Israelites, powers and functions

of. III. 82, 83.

Judges, (book of) IV. 42. Its date and
author, ibid. Its scope and chronology, 43.

Synopsis of its contents, 43, 44. Observ-

ations on this book, 44.

Judgment, (future) doctrine of, not impro-
bable, I. 417—419.

Judicature, (Jewhh) courts of. III. 112

—

116. Forms of proceeding before them,
117— 120. Their sentences promptly ex-

ecuted, and by whom, 1'20— 122.

Judicature, (Roman) account of. III. 123

—

131.

Judith, apocryphal book of, IV. 245.

Julian, the apostate emperor, testimony of, to

the genuineness and authenticity of the New
Testament, I. 93. 204. And to the cha-

racter and conduct of Jesus Christ, 190.

And of the first Christians, 197, 198.

Jurisdiction of Moses, III. 77—82. Of
Joshua and the judges, 82. Of the kings,

83—86.

Justice, seat of, III. 112, 1 13.

Justin-Martyr, notice of, I. 82. His testi-

mony to the genuineness of the New Tes-

tament, 83.

Juvenal, testimony of, to the persecution of

the Christians, I. 192,

K.

K€<|)aAaia, account of, in the New Testament,

169, 170.

Keri and Ketib, account of, II. 165.

Kings, persons of, inviolal)le. III. 87. The
duties of subjects to, I. 397. When insti-

tuted among the Israelites, III. 83. Their

functions and powers, 83—86. How in-

augurated, 86, 87. Their apparel, 88.

Allusions to their courts and regal state,

89—93. Their revenues, 93, 94. Ma-
gistrates under them, 94, 95. Officers of
their palace, 95, 96. Standing armies of,

202. The royal harem, 96. Duration of
the regal form of government, 98.

Kinns, (the two books of) IV. 53. Their
title, ibid. Author. 53

—

55. Argument
and synopsis of the tirst book of Kings, 55,

56. And of the second book of Kings, 57,
58. Observations on these books, 58.

A'irioth-She?na, notice of, HI. 255.

A'neading-tro2ighs of the Jews, III. 398.
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Korah, (sons of) psalms inscribed for, IV.
107.

Korban, nature of, III. 297, 298.

Lactantius, testimony of, to the genuineness

of the New Testament, I. 77.

Lakes in the Holy Land, III. 39—4:3.

Lamb, (Paschal) ceremonies of offering, &c.

III. 307—317.

Lame man miraculously healed by Peter

and John, I. 258.

Lamentations for the dead, account of, III.

523, 524. 531.

Lamentalions of Jeremiah, date of, IV. 211.

Synopsis of the contents of this book, 212.

Observations on the style and structure of

this book. 213.

Land-survei/ing not unknown to the Jews,

III. 487.

Lampridius, testimony of, to the character of

Christ, I. 189.

Language of the Old Testament, a proof of

its authenticity, I. 45, 46. Of the Penta-

teuch, a proof of its authenticity, 49, 50.

Of the New Testament, also a proof of its

authenticity, 95—97. See the articles Cog-

nate Languages, Greek, Hebrew.

Laodicea, church of, no separate epistle ad-

dressed to by St. Paul, I. 121, 122. IV.

374. Pretended epistle of Paul to them,

I. 509, 510.

Latin versions (antient) of the Scriptures,

account of, II. 69—74.

Latin versions, (modern) of the Old Testa-

ment, II. App. 53

—

56. And of the New
Testament, 56, 57.

Latinisms of the New Testament, II. 28, 29.

Law. — " The Law," an antient division

of the Old Testament, II. 162. Table of

the sections of the law, as read in the syna-

gogues of the Jews, III. 256.

Laiu, (Mosaic) perverted by the Pharisees,

III. 369. And considered inferior to the

traditions of tlie elders, 370, 371. Tlie

Mosaic law a proof of the authenticity of

the Pentateuch, I. 50, 51. Table or liar-

mony of the entire Mosaic law, arranged

under heads, 28—31.

Laws, how promulgated. III. 97.

Lawyers, (Jewish) account of. III. 376.

Lazarus, miracle of the resurrection of, ex-

amined, I. 260—262.

Legal proceedings of the Jews, III. 117

—

122.

Legal types, II. 456.

L-^eprost/, symptoms and treatment of. III.

511—514. Of clothes and of houses, 339.

Letters, antiquity of Hebrew, 1 1. 6— 8. Form
of Greek letters in manuscripts, 98. And
of Letters or Epistles, III. 476.

Levies, (military) how raised, III. 200,201.

Levites, functions and revenues of. III. 273
—276.

. Leviticus, (book of) title, author, and date,

IV. 14. Scope, ibid. Synopsis of its con-
tents, 15, 16.

Libertines, account of, I. 181. III. 269.

Life-guards of the kings of Israel, III. 94.

Literal sense, nature of, II. 282, 283. In
what cases the literal meaning of words and
phrases is to be retained, or given up, 372
—374. Vindication of the literal sense of

the three first chaptei^s of Genesis, IV.
6—9.

Literature, influence of the Gospel on, I. 450
—452. Of the Jews, III. 480—488.

Liver, divination by inspection of. III. 365.

Locusts, depredations x)f, described. III. 72
—74. Were eaten by the inhabitants of

Palestine, 74.

Longevity of the early inliabitants of the

world, the Scripture account of, confirmed

by profane history, I. 158.

Lord's Prayer, collected out of the Jewish
Euchologies, III. 334.

Lord's Supper, celebration of the sacrament

of, a perpetual memorial of the truth of the

New Testament, I. 147.

Lots, when used judicially. III. 119. No-
tice of the Feast of Lots, 321, 322.

Lucian, the philosopher, testimony of, to the

character of the first Christians, I. 1 97.

Luke, (St.) accountof, IV. 293, 294. Title of

his Gospel, 293. Genuineness and authen-

ticity of his Gospel, 294, '295. Vindication

of its genuineness from the objections of
Michaelis, 295—299. Vindication of the

genuineness of chapters i. and ii., 300. Of
chapter viii. verses 27. to 39., 301. ; and of

chapter xxii. verses 43. and 44., 302. His
narrative confirmed by profane historians,

I. 100—102. 180, 181.; and by antient

coins and inscriptions, 212—215. Date
of his Gospel, IV. 302. For whom writ-

ten, 303. Its occasion and scope, 304,305.
Synopsis of its contents, 306—309. Ob-
servations on the style of his Gospel, 310.

See Acts of the Apostles.

Lycaonians, Paul's address to, illustrated,

iV. 347, 348. Why they were disposed to

worship Paul and Barnabas, III. 355. 358.

Lycanthropy, the malady of Nebuchadnez-
zar, III. 515, 516.

Lying, systematically taught by some
heathens, I. 15. and note.

Lyric poetry of the Hebrews, II. 443.

M.

Maccabees, origin of the term. III. 102.

note. Account of the first apocryphal book

of Maccabees, IV. 251. Of the second

book, ibid. 252. Of the third and fourth

books, 252.

Magistrates, persons of, sacred. III. 137.

Crimes against them how punished among
the Jews, ibid. Reciprocal duties of ma-

gistrates and subjects, I. 397. Magistrates

under the Jewish monarchy. III. 94, 95.

Mahalath, and Mahalath-Leannoth, import

of, IV. 118.
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Malabar coast, account of a valuable Hebrew
MS., brought from, II. 90—93.

Malaclii, (the prophet) account of, IV. 240.

Occasion and scope of his prophecy, 241.

Analysis of its contents, ibid. 242. Its

style, 242.

Mulice, crimes of, how punished among the

Jews, III. 142.

Afan, Scripture account of the creation and
fall of, confirmed by profane historians, I.

153—155.
Manasses, apocryphal prayer of, IV. 250.

Manslaughter, punishment of, III. 140.

Ma7islcali)ig, crime of, how punished among
the Jews, III. 138.

Manures, use of, known to the Jews, III.

459, 4G0.

Manuscripts of the Bible, agreement of all

that are extant, a proof of its uncorrupted

preservation, I. 111. 114, 115. Use of

manuscripts for determining various read-

ings, II. 183— 185. Bibliographical no-

tice of treatises on manuscripts, and colla-

tions thereof, II. App. 146— 148. 150

—

152.

Manuscripts (Hebretv) of the Old Testament,

different classes of, II. 79. The rolled

manuscripts of the synagogues, 80, 81.

Rules attended to in copying them, ibid.

Square manuscripts in private use, 81.

Antient editions of Hebrew manuscripts,

82. Their age, 83. Order of books in

them, 84, 85. Notices of the most antient

manuscripts, 87—89. Modern families of

Hebrew manuscripts, 85, 86. Notice of the

manuscripts of tlie Indian Jews, 89—91.

Manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch,

94, 95.

Manuscripts (Greek) of the Septuagint Ver-

sion, account of, II. 115—125.

Manuscripts [Greek) of the New Testament,

on what materials written, II. 97. Form
of letters, 98. Abbreviations, 98, 99. Co-

dices Paliiiipsesti or Rescripti, 99. Account
of the different families, recensions, or edi-

tions of manuscripts, 100— 114. On the

Fadus cum Gnccis, or coincidence between

many Greek manuscripts and the Vulgate

version, 115. Descriptions of manuscripts

containing both the New and the Old Tes-

taments, 115— 125. And of the principal

manuscripts containing the New Testa-

ment only, 125—157.

Marciun, testimony of, to the genuineness

and authenticity of the New Testament, I.

88, 89.

Marie, (Saint) account of, IV. 284. Ge-
nuineness and authenticity of his Gospel,

285, 286. Its title, 284. Its date, 287.

Occasion and scope, ibid. 288. In what
language written, 288. Synopsis of its

contents, 289. Examination of tlie ques-

tion, whether Saint IMark transcribed or

abridged the Gospel of Saint Matthew,
290—292. Style of his Gospel, 292.

Markets, Jewish, account of. III. 400.

Marriage accounted a sacred obligation by

the Jews, III. 412. Contract of marriage,
and espousals, 414, 415. Nuptial cere-

monies described, 416—420. Marriage,
how dissolved, 420, 421.

Martial, testimony of, to the persecutions of
tho Christians, I. 192.

Marli/rdom, how far a test of trutli, I. 144.
^[aschil, psalms, why so called, IV. 117.

Masora, account of, II. 163— 166. Esti-

mate of its real value, 167.

Massacre of the infants at Bethlehem, H.
549, 550.

Mathematics not unknown to the Jews, III.
486.

Mattluci's sysiem of recensions considered,

II. 104.

Matthew, (Saint) account of, IV. 261. Title

of his Gospel, 260. Its date, 261—266.
In what language written, 266—270. Ge-
nuineness and authenticity of his Gospel,

270, 271. Particularly of the two first

chapters, 271—279. His Gospel, for whom
written, 279—281. Synopsis of its con-
tents, 28 1—283 . Observations on its style,

283. His narrative of the slaugliter of tlie

infants at Bethlehem vindicated, II. 549,
550. Apparent contradiction between his

account of our Saviour's genealogy and that

of Saint Luke reconciled, 497. 546.

Measures noticed in the Scriptures, tables of,

III. 533, 534.

Mechanic arts, state of, among the Jews,
III. 487.

Medals, (antient) a proof of the credibility

of the Scriptures, I. 204—217.

Mediator, Scripture doctrine of the necessity

of, confirmed by the traditions and opinions
of the heathens, I. 157.

Medicine, state of, III. 508—517.

Megilloth, a division of the Jewish Scriptures,

notice of, II. 162. note 1. And of the

Targum or Chaldee paraphrase on it, 37.

Mckama, a species of Oriental poetry, nature
of, IV. 86. vote 1. The book of Job a
poem of this description, 86.

MeiUo, (Bishop of Sardis) testimony of, to

the genuineness of the New Testament, I.

81.

il/(;?;iona^5 of events. III. 187, 188.

Messiah, or tue Christ, observations on the

accomplishment of prophecy concerning, I.

319, 320. II. 473—475.
Messiah, or the Christ.

I. Prophecies in the Old Testament con-
cerning the Messiah, and theirfuljihnent :—
That a Messiah should come, I. .S21. 532.
The time and place when and where he was
to come, ibid. 322. 532, 533. That he was
to be God and man together, 532. PVom
whom he was to be descended, 322. 533.
Tliat he was to be preceded by a prophet,
in the spirit and power of Elias, 533. That
the Messiali was to be a prophet, and con-
firm his doctrine by miracles, 533—535.
Predictions relative to his sufferings, death,

resurrection, and ascension, 323, 324. 536,
537. Predictions relative to the particular
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offices of the Messiah, as a prophet, priest,

and king, 538—544.

II. PredicUons of Jesus the Messiah relative

to his own sufferings, ^c. and their fulfil-

fnenl .• — Predictions and their fulfilment for

the confirmation of his disciples' faith, I.

544. Relative to the time, place, and

manner of his sufferings, and the persons

by whom they were to be inflicted, 327.

544 547. His resurrection and ascen-

sion, 547. The descent of the Holy Spirit

on his apostles, 328. Prophecies con-

cerning the various minute circumstances

which were to precede, accompany, and

follow the destruction of Jerusalem, 328

—330. 548—557. Prophecies concerning

the spread of the Gospel, with a refutation

of their alleged non-fulfilment, 530—358.

Metaphors, nature of, II. 386. Sources of

Scripture metaphors, ibid. 387. The works

of nature, 387. The occupations, customs,

and arts of life, 390. Religion and things

connected with it, 391. Sacred history,

392. Rules for the interpretation of them,

370—378.

Metempsychosis, doctrine of, believed by the

Pharisees, III. 368.

Metonymy, nature of, II. 379. Metonymy

of the cause, ibid. Of the effect, 382. Of
the subject, 382—384. Of the adjunct,

384—-386.
Micah, (the prophet) account of, IV. 195.

Occasion and scope of his prophecy, ibid.

Synopsis of its contents, ibid. 196. His

prediction concerning the Messiah, 196,

1 97. Observations on his style, 1 98.

Michaelis, (J. D.) notice of his system of

recensions of the New Testament, II. 101

— 103.

Michtam, or Golden Psalms, IV. 115.

Midianites, commerce of. III. 4S8. Se-

verity of Moses to them vindicated, II.

525.

Military discipline of the Jews, III. 198—
221. And of the Romans, 222—230.

Military sports, 495.

Mills, Oriental, notice of, III. 398. 464.

Mines of Palestine, III. 67.

Ministry of Christ, duration of, II. 279.

Miracles recorded in the Scriptures are proofs

of their divine inspiration, I. 220. Defi-

nition of a miracle, 222. Nature of the

evidence from miracles, 223—225. Their

desi<Tn, 225—227. The credibility of ini-

racles proved, 227—229. Refutation of

ihe sophistry of Mr. Hume, 230—233.

Six criteria for ascertaining miracles, 234

240. Inapplicable to pretended popish

miracles, 237, 238. note. Why Jesus Christ

on some occasions enjoined secrecy on the

persons healed by him, 236, 237. And
used external applications, 238—240. Ap-

plication of our six criteria to several mi-

racles related in the Old Testament, 241,

242. And to the miracles recorded to have

been wrought by Jesus and his apostles,

243. Their number, ibid. Variety, ibid.

Design, 244—247. Greatness, 248. Per-

sons by or before whom they were wrought,
248—250. In what manner performed,

249—252. Their effects, 252. Were
never denied, ibid. Examination of some
of them, 253—258. General summary of
the argument from miracles, 286—289.

Comparison of the miracles related in the

Scriptures with pretended pagan and popish

miracles, 289—298. Cessation of miracles,

291. note. The moral and religious in-

struction concealed under the miracles of
Jesus Christ, illustrated, II. 453, 454.

Mirage, effects of. III. 61. and note 1.

Mirrors of the Jews, notice of. III. 408.

and note.

Mismor am] Mismor- Shir, titles of the Psalms,

probable import of, IV. 116.

]\listia, account of, II. 341.

Mohammed acknowledged the authority of

the Gospels, 190. Deplorable state of

religion and morals among his followers,

20, 21. The spread of Mohammedism no
objection to the truth of Christianity, but

rather a confirmation of it, 348, 349. Its

progress accounted for, 349—354.

Moloch, idol, HI. 348. Tabernacle of, 358.

Monarchies, (the four great) Daniel's pre-

diction concerning, and its fulfilment, I.

318.

Monnrchs, (Oriental) allusions to the courts

and regal state of, in the Scriptures, ex-

plained, III. 89—93.
Money, (Jewish and Roman) mentioned in

the Scriptures, tables of, III. 533, 534.

Antiquity of money, 493, 494.

Money-changers, notice of. III. 185.

Montenegrins, funeral rites of. III. 525,

note.

Months, (Jewish) account of, III. 171, 172.

Calendar of them, 175— 180. Intercalary

months, 174.

Monuments and monumental inscriptions,

III. 526—530.
Moral parts of Scripture, rules for inter-

preting, II. 482—488.
Moral qualifications for studying the Scrip-

tures, I. 491,492.

Moral sense of Scripture, Kant's theory of,

unfounded, II. 285,286.

Morality, apparent contradictions to, in the

Scriptures, considered, and shown to have

no foundation, II. 519—534. Morality

of the patriarchal ages, 367. Of the Mo-
saic dispensation, I. 376—380. Of the

Gospel, 393—406. Superior motives of

the morality of the Gospel, 406—411. It

is not too strict, 423. Nor are any of the

moral precepts of Christianity unreason-

able and impracticable, 424—428. The
morality of the Bible a proof that it is from

God, 376—380.
Morgan, (Dr.) contradictory deistical observ-

ations oi', I. 25.

Moses not a mythological but a real person,

I. 56, 57. 174. Character of, as an histo-

rian, 128. Was not an enthusiast, 129,
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150. Did not impose upon others, 128.

Nor was himself imposed upon, ibid. 129.

His impartiality, 131, 132. Credibility of

his writings confirmed by testimonies from
natural and civil history, 153— 176. Ob-
servations on tlie miracles wrought by him,

241, 242. Christ, in what sense a greater

prophet than IMoses, 538, 539. Jurisdic-

tion of, as viceroy of Jehovali over the

Israelites, III. 77—80. The jubilee a

proof of his divine legation, 317. His pre-

dictions respecting tiie Jewish nation, and
their fulfilment, I. 310. The Mosaic dis-

pensation introductory to that of the Gospel,

380—383. Apocryphal books ascribed to

Moses, IV. 2,3. Psalms ascribed to him,

105. Accounts of his genuine writings
;

see the articles Dcuteronoiny, Exodus, Ge-

nesis, Leviticus, I^umbers, Pentateuch, in

this index.

Mountains in the Holy Land, account of,

III. 45—51. In the immediate vicinity of

Jerusalem, 18, 19.

Mourning for the dead, duration of, and how
expressed, III. 531. 410.

Murder, punishment of. III. 140.

JV/?wic of the Jews, III. 478. Observations

on their musical instruments, III. 478,
479.

Muthlabben, import of, III. 118.

Mysteries, (Grecian) inefficacy of, in a reli-

gious and moral point of view, I. 67.

Mysteries in religion no jnst ground for re-

jecting the Scriptures, I. 412—415.

Jl/j/s//cf(/ sense of Scripture defined, II. 285.

Necessity of it argued ii priori, 447. In-

stances of it found in the Old and New
Testaments, 448. The Song of Solomon,
a sublime mystical allegory, IV. 141—145.

N.

Nahum, (the prophet) account of, IV. 198.

Scope and synopsis of liis prophecy, ibid,

Nain, miracle wrought at, I. 259, 260.

Naked, the Jewish notion of being, explained,

III. 403.

Names, various, of the Holy Land, III.

1—3. Of Jerusalem, 17. When given to

Jewish infants, 272. Names of persons

and places liable to change, II. 500. Se-

veral names sometimes given to the same
persons and places, 501. False readings

sometimes a source of difl^ercnces in names,
ibid. Names of things put for the things

themselves, 386.

Natural hiilory, importance of, in studying

the Sacred Writings, II. 361,362.
Nature, works of, a source of Scripture

metaphors, II. 387. The course of nature
explained, I. 223.

Nazareate,\o\v of. III. 287. 328, 329.

Nazarites, account of. III. 287.

Nebuchadnezzar s malady, remarks on, III.

515,516. Prophecies concerning him, and
their fulfilment, I. 312.

Neginoth, import of, IV. 117.

VOL. IV.

Nehemiah, (book of) IV. 66. Its title and
author, ibid. Argument and synopsis of
its contents, 67. Observations on the cha-
racter of Nehemiah, ibid.

Nehiloth, import of, IV. 117.

Ncologian interpretations exposed, II. 290,
291. - Particularly in the book of Genesis,

IV. 6—9.
N'ethinims, office of. III. 276.

New moon, feast of. III. 305.

Neio Testament. See Testament (New),
N'ight, Jewish and Roman divisions of, III.

168, 169.

Nineveh, prophecies concerning, and their

fulfilment, I. 317.

Noah, seven precepts of. III. 267. note 1.

A^olan's (Rev. Frederick) system of recen-

sions, abstract of, II. 104— 110.

Nose-jewels, notice of. III. 407.

Numbers, apparent contradictions in, ex-

plained, II. 504—506. Singular number
put for the plural, 416. And a definite for

an indefinite number, ibid.

Numbers, (book of) title, author, date, and

argument, IV. 16. Scope, ibid. Types of

the Messiah, 17. Prediction of the Mes-
siah, ibid. Chronology, 18. Synopsis of

its contents, 1 8—20. Observations on the

Book of the Wars of the Lord, mentioned

in Numb. xxi. 21. I. 119. IV. 23.

Niptial Ceremonies. See Marriage.

Nurture of children, III. 423, 424.

O.

Oaths, how made. III. 193, 194.

Obadiah, (the prophet) account of, IV. 223.

Synopsis of his prophecy, 224.

Obedience, pov/erful motives to, contained in

the Gospel, I. 406—410.
Objections, various, of infidels to the doctrine

and morality of the Scriptures refuted, I.

411—437. Inability to answer all such

objections no just cause for rejecting the

Scriptures, 472—476.
Oblations, different kinds of, III. 293. Or-

dinary oflerings, ibid. Voluntary offerings,

297. Prescribed offerings, 298—SOO.

Observatio7is on the Scriptures, importance of

collections of, II. 365.

Occasions of particular books of Scripture,

importance of knowing, II. 354. Parti-

cularly for the interpretation of Scripture

allegories, 395.

Occidental recension of the New Testament,

account of, II. 102.

Officers, (military) of the Jews, III. 203

—

205. And of the Romans, 222, 223.

Officers ofthe palace, account of. III. 95, 96.

Officers of the Synagogue, III. 253.

Old and New Testaments, alleged contra-

dictions between, explained, II. 535—547.

See Testament (Old), and Testa7nent{'New).

Olives, culture of, III. 65. 467, 468.

Olympic games, allusions to, in the New
Testament, III. 501. Qualifications and

previous discipline of the candidates, ibid,

QQ
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502. Foot race, 502. Rewards to the

victors, 503. Explanation of some beautiful

allusions to them, 504—507.

Onkelos, Targum of, II. 34,35.

Oracles, (heathen) vagueness of, contrasted

with the clearness of the Scripture prophe-

cies, I. 301—304.

Oratory cultivated by the Jews, III. 485.

Oratories of the Jews described. III. 249.
" Ordained to eternal Life,"" the phrase ex-

plained, II. 562, 563. andwo^es.

Order of books, importance of knowing, II.

351. In what order the Scriptures should

be read, I. 492, 493.

Oriental recension of the New Testament,

II. 102.

Origen, notice of, I. 78. His testimony to

the genuineness of the New Testament, ibid.

Account of his biblical labours, II. 47.

Specimen of his Tetrapla, and Hexapla,

48. Observations thereon, 49, 50.

Original Sin, Scripture account of, confirmed

by heathen testimonies, I. 156, 157.

Osianders" revision of the Vulgate, II. 74.

Otaheite, beneficial eflfects of Christianity at,

I. 458.

Onerts of the Jews, III. 398.

Pagan pretended miracles, observations on,

I. 289—296.
Pagan ivrilers, value of, in the study of the

Scriptures, II. 317,318. Their testimony

to the credibility of the facts related in the

New Testament, I. 179—204.

Painting, art of, among the Jews, III. 477.

Painting of the eye-lids, practised by the

Jewish women. III. 409.

Palace, officers of, 95, 9G.

Palestine, III. 3, 4. See also Holy Lnnd.
Palestino Syriac version of the New Tes-

tament, II. 61.

Palm-trees of Palestine, notice of, III. 64.

Palsy, import of, in the Scriptures, III. 516.

Papias, testimony of, to the genuineness of
the New Testament, I. 83.

Parable, nature of, II, 399. Antiquity of

this mode of instruction, 400. Rules for the

interpretation of parables, 400—406. Pa-
rables, why used by Jesus Christ, 406, 407.

The parables of Christ compared with the

most celebrated fables of antiquity, 407

—

411.

Parabolic sense, II. 285.

Parallel passages, or analogy of Scripture,

importance of, II. 300. Nature of them,

ibid. 301. Different kinds of, 302. Ver-
bal parallelisms, ibid. Real parallelisms,

803. Parallelisms of members, or poetical

parallelisms, 305, 306. Rules for investi-

gating parallel passages, 307—310. Rules
for employing Parallel Passages in the de-

termination of Various Readings, 190

—

192.

Parallelism, defined, II. 422. The senten-

tious parallelism the peculiar characteristic

of Hebrew poetry, 422. Examples of pa-
rallel lines gradational, 424 —426. Parallel

lines antithetic, 426. Parallel lines con-
structive, 427—429. Parallel lines intro-

verted, 429, 430. The poetical parallelism

not confined to the Old Testament, 430,
431. But proved to exist in the New Tes-
tament, 432— 434. Examples of parallel

couplets, 435. Triplets, ibid. Quatrains,

436. Five-lined stanzas, ibid. Stanzas of
six lines, 437. And of more than six

parallel lines, 438. Parallel lines grada-
tional in the New Testament, 439. Intro-

verted parallelisms, 440.

Paralytic, circumstances of the healing of,

explained. III. 391,392. Remarks there-

on, I. 254.

Paraphrases, nature of, II. 364.

Faraschioth, or antient divisions of the Pen-
tateuch, notice of, II. 162, 163. Table
thereof, as read in the synagogues, III.

257.

Parents, crimes against, how punished by the

Jews, III. 136, 137. Parents put for their

descendants, II. 3S0.

Paris, (Abbe de) pretended miracles ascribed

to, exposed, I. 297, 298.

Paronomasia, nature of, II. 418.

Pa7-t put for the whole.— Examples of, II.

416. III. 180—182.
Passover, institution of, III. 307. A proof

of the credibility of the Old Testament, I.

145. At what time kept, and with what
ceremonies, 308—315. Its mystical signi-

fication, 315— 317.

Patriarchal government. III. 76, 77.

Patriarchal theology, idea of, as contained in

the book of Job, IV. 99— 101. And in

the Book of Genesis, I. 366—368.
Patriotism, the duty of, taught in eflTect in the

New Testament, though not by name, I.

430—432.
Paul, (St.) account of the life and labours

of, IV. 333—355. Did not actually fight

with wild beats at Ephesus, III. 499.

Remarks on his conversion, IV. 335— 339.

His character, 346. Observations on the

style of his writings, 346—354. Was in-

timately acquainted with the Greek classic

poets, 351, 352. note. Tiie genuineness of

Paul's writings attested by Peter, I. 87.

Propriety of his address to Felix illustrated,

III. 111. IV. 350, 351. Pleaded his pri-

vilege as a Roman citizen. III. 123, 124.

His family, how free of the city of Rome,
124. and note 2. Generous treatment of

him by Lysias, Felix, and Festus, 125, 126.

In what manner he was confined, 129.

Number and order of his Epistles, IV. 359,

360. Observations on their phraseology,

361,362. Rules for studying them most
advantageously, II. 476—481. Paul wrote

no other Epistles to the Corinthians than

those now extant, I. 121, 122. IV. 374.

For Critical Analyses of Saint Paul's Epis-

tles, see their several titles in this index.
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Peace-offerings, III. 294.

Pelelhites, III. 96—202.
Pentateuch, (Hebrew) import of, IV. 1. Its

divisions, 2. External Proofs of its au-
thenticity, I. 49. Its Language, ibid. The
nature of the Mosaic law, 50. Tiie united

testimonies of Christians, Gentiles, and
Jews, from tiie latest to the remotest times,

51— 5S. Internal Evidences arising from
its contents, 58

—

G6. Its credihility con-

firmed l)y natural and civil history, 153

—

17G. Refutations of objections to the au-

thenticity of the Pentateuch, 62

—

G5. Its

argument, IV. 2. How divided by the

Jews, II. 162, 163. Form of synagogue
rolls of, 81. The Pentateuch, the best

executed portion of the Septuagint Greek
translation, II. 43. For accounts of the

several books of the Pentateuch, see the

articles Deuteronormj, Exodus, Genesis, Le-
viticus, and Numbers.

Pentateuch, (Samaritan) account of, II. 94.

Manuscripts of it, 94, 95. Differences be-

tween it and the Jewish Pentateuch, how
accounted for, 95, 96. Samaritan version

of it, 96. Arabic version, 97.

Pentecost, (feast of) how celebrated, III.

318. A proof of the credibility of the Old
Testament, I. 146.

Perjurty, how punished among the Jews,
III. 136.

Persecution not sanctioned by the Scrip-

tures, I. 434—437.

Persian versions, fantient) of the Old and
New Testaments, II. 69.

Persisms of the New Testament, notice of,

II. 29.

Personification, nature of, II. 389, 390.

Pt.'«o«, crimes against, how punishable, III.

140—142.
Persons, transitions of, to be carefully no-
ticed, II. 481.

Peschito or old Syriac version of the Scrip-

tures, account of, II. 56—59.

Pesu/ciin or verses of the Pentateuch, notice

of, II. 163.

Peter, (St.) account of, IV. 445—447. Ge-
nuineness of his Jirst Epistle, 448. To
whom addressed, ibid. Whence written,

449, 450, Its scope, 450. Analysis of its

contents, 451. Genuineness and authenti-

city of his second Epistle, 452—156. Its

date, 456. Scope and synopsis of its con-
tents, 456, 457. 01)servations on the style

of St. Peter's two Epistles, 451, 452.

Pharaoh, hardening of, explained, II. 5'_'1,

522. Pharaoh-Neclio's war against Juda;a
confirmed by one of the pyramids of Egypt,
I. 207, 208.

Pharisees, tenets of. III. 367—372.

Philemon, account of, IV. 410, 411. Date
of the Epistle to him, 411. Its genuine-
ness and authenticity, ibid. 412. Occasion
and scope of this Epistle, 413. Observ-
ations on it, 414.

Philip the tetrarch, notice of, III. 107.

Philippians, notice of, IV. 386. Date of

the Epistle to, 387. Occasion, ibid. Scope
and synopsis of its contents, 388.

Philistines, disease of, III. 514.

Philo-Judteus, account of, II. 344. Value
of his writings in the study of the Scriptures,

ibid. His testimony to the genuineness of
the Old Testament, I. 43.

Philosophers, (antient) ignorance of, concern-
ing the true nature and worship of God,
I. 4. The creation of the world, 8. And
origin of evil, ibid. The means of recon-

ciling man to God, ibid. Divine grace and
assistance towards the attainment of virtue,

9. The true happiness of man, ibid. 10.

The immortality of the soul, 10. A future

state of rewards and punishments, 1 1. Ef-
fects of their ignorance in principle, 12.

And especially on the practice of mankind,
13. They countenanced flagitious prac-

tices, 13— 15. Why they produced so little

effect on mankind, 15, 16. Importance of
a knowledge of the antient philosophical

notions and sects to the interpretation of
Scripture, II. 362.

Pliilosophers, (modern deistical) absurd and
contradictory tenets of, concerning religion,

I. 23—29. And morals, 29, 30. Bane-
ful effects of their principles on a nation,

31,32. And on individuals, 32, 33. Are
indebted for every thing wise or good in
their writings, to the Scriptures, 21, 22.
454.

Philosophy, alleged contradictions to, in the
Sacred Writings, considered, and shown to

be unfounded, I. 553—560.

Philoxenian-Syriac version of the New Tes-
tament, account of, II. 59, 60.

Phwnician idols, account of, III. 350—352.
Commerce of the Phoenicians, 488.

Phi/lacteries, account of, III. 403.
Physical geography of Palestine, III. 28
— 69.

Physics, or natural philosophy, how far

known to the Jews, III. 486.

Pilate, (Pontius) procurator of Judiea, ac-

count of, 1 1 1. 1 1 0, 1 1 ] . His testimony to

the character of Christ, I. 1 S7.

Places, (sacred) account of, III. 231—263.
Importance of knowing the place where
any of the sacred books were written, II.

353.

Plague, not unknown in the Holy Land,
III. 70. Remarks on the plagues inflicted

upon the Egyptians, IV. 11— L3.

Plains of the Holy Land, III. 56, 57.

Pleading, form of, in civil and criminal cases,

III. 117, ] 18.

P/ini/'s account of the character and princi-

ples of the Christians, with remarks, I, 193— 196.

Ploughing, Jewish mode of. III. 461.
Poetry, cultivated by the Hebrews, II. 419—421. III. 484. Accountof its peculiar

construction, II. 421—430. Vestiges of
the poetical style in the New Testament,
431—440. Difierent species of Hebrew
poetry, 441—441. Observations for the
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better understanding the composition of the

sacred poets, 445, 446. The poetical

books of the Old Testament, why so

termed, IV. 70. For analyses of the poe-

tical books of the Old Testament, see Ec-
clesiastes, Job, Proverbs, Psalms, and Song

of Solomon, in this index.

Points. See Vowel Points.

Politeness, Jewish, forms of, III. 436—438.

Political divisions of the Holy Land, III.

6— 17. Political state of the Israelites and

Jews from the patriarchal times to the final

destruction of their polity by the Romans,
76—111.

Poll/carp, testimony of, to the authenticity

of the New Testament, I. 86.

Polygamy, why tolerated among the Jews,

III. 413, 414, Abolished by Christianity,

I. 445.

Polytheism, deplorable effects of, I. 4— 8.

17—20. Abolished hy Christianity, 448.

Poor, Jewish laws concerning. III. 196,

197.

Popery, corruptions of religion by, a proof

of the fulfilment of prophecy, I. 358, 359.

Remarks on some pretended popish mira-

cles, 296—298.
Population of the Holy Land, I. 558. III.

67—69. Of Jerusalem, 25, 26.

Porch of Solomon, III. 240.

Porphyry, testimony of, to the authenticity

of the Pentateuch, I. 56, 57. And of the

New Testament, 92, 93. And to the cha-

racter of the first Christians, 1 90. His ob-

jections against the prophecies of Daniel

refuted, IV. 221, 222.

Possessor of a thing put for the thing pos-

sessed, II. 389.

Poiissines' collection of various readings,

notice of, II. 157, 158.

Practical reading of the Scriptures, import-

ance of, II. 568, 569. Rules for it, 570
—574.
Prayers of the Jews, III. 330. Various

appellations of, 330. Public prayers, ibid.

Private prayers, 331. Times of offering

them, ibid. Attitudes at prayer, 331—
333. How offered in the synagogues,

254. Forms of prayer in use among the

Jews, 333, 334. The nineteen prayers now
used by them, 261—263.

Preaching, a part of the synagogue service,

IIL 258.

Precipitation, or throwing headlong from an
eminence, a Jewish punishment, III. 155.

Preparation of the passover, III. 308. Of
the Sabbath, 304.

Preseyits offered to superiors, III. 439.

Preservation of the Scriptures, a proof of
their divine origin, I. 439. The uncor--

rupted preservation of the Old Testament
proved from the absolute impossibility of
its being falsified, or corrupted either by
Jews, 107—110.; or by Christians, 110.

And from the agreement of antient versions,

ibid. ; and manuscripts. 111. The uncor-
rupted preservation of the New Testament

proved, from its contents, 112. ; from the

utter impossibility of its being universally

corrupted, 112— 114.; from the agree-

ment of all the manuscripts extant, 114,

1 15, Of antient versions, and of the quo-
tations of the New Testament in the writings

of the early Christians, 116. General proofs

that none of the books of Scripture either

are or ever were lost, 117, 118. Particu-

lar proofs as to the integrity of the Old
Testament, 118— 120. And also of the

New Testament, 120— 124. Recapitula-

tion of this argument, 485, 486.

Priests, {3e\\\hh) functions, maintenance, and
privileges, III. 276—280.
Prmces of tribes and families, III. 79, 80.

Principals include accessaries, II. 484.

Prisoners, (Roman) treatment of, III, 126.

How fettered, 129, 130. Oriental mode
of treating, 148. Probable origin of one
being released at the passover, 308. Eyes
of, put out, 148.

Prisons, notice of. III. 147.

Privileges of the first-born, III. 422, 423.

Proceedings, (judicial) forms of, III. 117

—

122-

Procurators, (Roman) of Jud;ea, powers and
functions of, III. 108, 109. Political state

of the Jews under them, 109, 110. Ac-
count of the procurators, Pontius Pilate,

110.; and Felix, Festus, and Gessius Flo-

rus, 111.

Productions of UJe Holy Land, III. 63—69.

Profane writers, alleged inconsistencies be-

tween, and the sacred writers, considered,

II. 547—553. Supposed quotations from,

in the New Testament, II. 271, 272.

Progresses, (Royal) allusions to, III. 92.

Projnises of Scripture, classification of, II.

489. Rules for the right interpretation

of them, 490—492.

Promvlgatitin of laws, IIL 97.

Propagation of Christianity, a proof of the

credibility of the New Testament, I. 147,

148. And that the Gospel is from God,
330—339. Examination of the difficulties

attendant on the propagation of Christianity,

525—531.
Property, crimes against, how punished. III.

138, 139. How disposed of, 425, 426.

Prophecy defined, 1. 299, 300. Difference

between the pretended predictions of the

heathen oracles and tiie jirophecies con-

tained in Scripture, 301—306. Use and
intent of prophecy, 306. On the chain of

prophecy, 307. Classification of Scripture

prophecies, 308. Class I. Prophecies re-

lating to Abraham, Ishmael, and the settle-

ment of the Israelites in Canaan, 308, 309.

Moses's prophecy concerning the sufferings,

caiJfivity, and present state of the Jews,

309, 310. Birth of Josiah foretold, and
his destruction of idolatry, 311. Predic-

tions of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezckiel, and
Daniel, relative to the Jews, 311—313.

Class II. Prophecies relating to the eiupires

or nations that were neighbouring to the
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Jews, 3 1 3. Tyre, 3 13—3 1 5. Egypt, S 1 5,

316. Ethiopia, 316. Nineveh, 317. Ba-
bylon, ii/(/. Tlie four great monarcliies,

318. Class III. Prophecies announcing
the Messiah, his offices, atonement, death,

resurrection, and ascension, tS;c. 319— 3'^'4.

532—544. C/ass IV. Proplieci'.'s delivered

by Jesus Clirist and his apostles, 544— 54S.

Predictions of Jesus Christ concerning the

fall of Jerusalem, 328—330. 548—557.
Refutations of objections from tlic alleged

obscurity of prophecy, 361—363. Pro-
phecy, a standing miracle, 363. Recapi-
tulation of this argument, 4S7, 488. Con-
tradictions asserted to subsist between the

prophecies of Scripture and tiieir fulfilment

shown to have no foundation, II. 512—514.

On the accomplishment of prophecy in

general, II. 468—472. And on the ac-

complishment of propliecies concerning the

Messiah in particular, 473—475. And
also of the Apocalypse, IV. 507. Tables
of the prophecies cited in the New Testa-

ment, as being accomplished, either lite-

rally, tj'pically, or by way of illustration,

II. 263—270.
Prophets, diflerent kinds of, mentioned in the

Scriptures, III. 288. IV. 147, 148. Their
situation and manner of living, 148, 149.

Mosaic statutes concerning prophets, 149.

Evidences of a divine mission, 150. Qua-
lifications of the prophets, 151, 152. Nature
of their inspiration, 152— 155. Antiquity

and succession of the prophets 156, 157.

Punishment of false prophets. III. 135.

Collection of their writings and mode of

announcing their predictions, IV. 158

—

1 160. Observations on the structure of the

\« prophetic poesy, II. 441, 442. The pro-

phetical books, wliy so called, IV. 147.

Their number and order, 160. Tables of

the prophets, according to the times when
they are supposed to have flourished, 161,

162. General rules for ascertaining the

sense of the prophetic writings, and parti-

cularly the accomplisliment of prophecies

concerning the Messiah, II. 462—475.
For analyses of the prophetical books, see

their several titles in this index.
" T/ic Prophets,^' an antient division of the

Old Testament, II. 162. III. 255. Table
of the sections of, as read in the Jewish
synagogues, III. 257.

Prophetical lijpes, II. 457.

Proselytes, (Jewish) account of, III. 266

—

268.

Proseuch<e, or oratories of the Jews, account
of. III. 249.

Prosopopceia, instances of, II. 389.
Proverbs, (Scripture) nature of, II. 412.

Prevalence of this mode of instruction, ibid.

Different kinds of proverbs : — Proverbial

sentences, 414. Proverbial phrases, ibid.

The proverbs occurring- in the New Tes-
tament, how to be interpreted, ibid.

Proverbs, (Book of) IV. 124. Title, au-
thor, and canonical authority, ibid. Scope,

125. Quotations from this book in the

New Testament, 1 25. note. Synopsis of its

contents, 126, 127. Observations on this

book, ibid. 128. Commentators thereon,

II. App. 227, 228.

Psalms, (Book of) IV. 101. General title,

102. Their structure, ibid. Canonical

authority, ibid. Authors to whom they

have been ascribed, 104. Moses, 105.

Uavid, 106. Asaph, 107. The sons of

Korali, ibid. Heman and Ethan, ibid.

Solomon, 108. Anonymous Psalms, ibid.

Chronological arrangement of the Psalms
by Calmet, 109— 111. Collection of the

Psalms into a volume. 111— 113. The
hundred and fifty-first Psalm spurious, 113.

and note. On the inscriptions or titles of

the Psalms, 111— 118. Probable meaning
of the word Selah occurring in them, 118

—

1 20. Scope of the book of Psalms, 1 20—
122. Table of Psalms, strictly prophetical

of the Messiah, II. 263, 264. Rules for

better understanding them, IV. 122, 123.

Table of the Psalms classed according to

their several subjects, 123, 124. Com-
mentators on the Psalms, II. App. 222

—

227.

Pseudo-Jonathan, Targum of, II. 35.

Publicans, or tax-gatherers, notice of. III.

185. Why odious to the Jews, ibid. 186.

Punctuation oi the 'Hew Testament, II. 171,

172.

Punishment, (future) certainty of, unknown
to the heathens, I. 11.

Punishments, (civil and criminal) mentioned

in the Scriptures, account of. III. 143.

Design of them, ibid. Non-capital, 143

—

150. Capital, 150—166.
Purijicatiins of the .Tews, account of. III.

337. On whom, 337, 338. Purifications

of leprosy, in persons, garments, and houses,

338, 339. Purifications in cases of minor

impurities, 340.

Purim, or feast of lots, account of, III.

321, 322.

Pythagoras, fabulous miracles ascribed to,

exposed, I, 293, 294.

Q.

I. Quotationsfrem the Old Testament in the

New, general observations on, II. 204.

Bibliographical notice of treatises on, II.

App. 145,146. Quotations from the He-
brew Scriptures and from the Septuagint

version in the New Testament, 205—246.

Classification of quotations from the He-
brew Sciptures in the New Testament, 247

—251. And of quotations from the Sep-

tuagint version, 251—256. On the pro-

bable causes of seeming discrepancies in

such quotations, 256—259. On the manner
in which the quotations from the Old Tes-

tament are applied in the New, 260. Rab-

binical and other modes of quoting in the

New Testament, 260—262. Classification
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of quotations from the Old Testament in

the New, 26'2. Quotations in which the

predictions are literally accomplished, 263.

Quotations applied in a spiritual or mystical

sense, 264. Quotations made in the way of

illustration, 265—268. Quotations from

the Old Testament, which are alluded to in

the New, 269, 270. Quotations from the

apocryphal writers, 270. And from profane

authors, 271.

II. Qiiotalionsfrom the Scrijdures, how made
by the apostolical fathers, I. 73, 74. The
quotations of Scripture by subsequent wri-

ters, a proof of their uncorrupted preserv-

ation, 116. Application of quotations by

the fathers to the determination of various

readings, II. 192— 195.

R.

Rahbinica I Hebrew dia]ect, notice of, II. 27.

Rabhbiical luriliugs, importance of, in study-

ing the Scriptures, II. 341—343.

Rabbinisms of the New Testament, II. 27.

Ralidomancy, or divination by the staff. III.

365.

Jfnmiow, observations on, I. 170, 171.

Rains, early and latter, importance of, III.

30.

Reaping, notice of, III. 462.

Reason insufficient, without Revelation, I.

21, 22.

Rebels' beating, what. III. 153.

Recensions, or editions of MSS. of the Old
Testament, II. 82. Of the New Testament,

II. 100. Accountof Micliaelis's and Gries-

bach's system of recensions, 101— 104.

Matthsei's, 104. Mr. Nolan's, 104—110.

Prof. Hug's,! 11. Dr. 8cho]z's,lll— 114.

Reception of visitors. III. 440, 441.

Reckabites, account of, III. 27.

Recreations of the Jews, III. 495, 496.

Redemplio7i, Scripture doctrine of, not incon-

sistent with the received notions of the mag-
nitude of creation, I. 416,417.
Red heifer, ordinance of. III. 336.

Red Sea, miraculous passage of, by the Is-

raelites, vindicated. III. 617, 618.

Refuge, chies of. III. 10, 11.

Regal government of the Israelites and Jews.

See Kings.

Ri igns of Jewish monarchs, on the com-
mencement of, II. 509.

Religion of the patriarchal times, I. 366

—

36». Of the Mosaic dispensation, 369—376.
Religion of the Jews, a source of Scripture

metaphors, II. 391. Its corruption in the

time of Jesus Christ, III. 367—381.

Rending of garments, a sign of mourning,
III. 410.

Resurrection, (future) doctrine of, unknown
to the antients, I. 11, 12. Fully revealed

in the Scriptures, 391. Believed by Jol),

IV. 100. And by the patriarchs, I. 366.
Circumstances of the resurrection of Jesus
Christ considered, I- 263—285.

Restitution, (Jewish) account of. III. 145.

Retaliation among the Jews, III. 144.

iJei'e/aiioM, (divine) defined, I. 1. Its Pos-
sibility, 2. Probability, 3. Necessity of,

shown from the state of moral and religious

knowledge among the antients, 4— 18.

480-—482. And also from the actual state

of morals among the modern heathen na-

tions, 17—21. 483. And from the absurd,

impious, and contradictory tenets of modern
infidels, 23—30. On the possible means
of affording a revelation, 34—36. See
Scriptures, Testament, Old and New.

Revelation of St. John the divine, IV. 494.
Title, ibid. External arguments for its

genuineness, 495—497. Internal evidences

of its genuineness, 498, 499. Objections to

the Revelation examined and refuted, 500
—502, Its date, 502—504. Occasion
and scope, 504, 505. Synopsis of its con-
tents, 505, 506. Observations on this book,

506—508.
Revenues of the kings of Israel and Judah,
III. 93, 94. Of the Levites, 276. Of
the priests, 279, 280.

Reverence of the Jews for their temple. III.

243, 244. Of inferiors to their superiors,
438,' 439.

Revolution in France, horrid effects of, I.

31, 32.

Rlmnion, a Syrian deity. III. 350.

Rings worn by the Jews, III. 406.

Rivers of the Hoiy Land, III. 36—38.

Roman judicature, III. 128—J 32. Pro-
curators, powers of. III. 108, 109. Mode
of computing time. III. 167— 169. Dis-

cipline and military U'iumphs, III. 222

—

230.

Romans, (Epistle to) IV. 362. Its date, and
where written, ibid. Its genuineness and
authenticity, 363. The church at Rome,
when and by whom founded, ibid. Its in-

ternal state, 364—366. Occasion of this

Epistle, 364. Its scope, 366. Synopsis

of its contents, 367—369. Observations

on this Epistle, 369, 370.

Romish church, corruptions of, a proof of

the truth of the Gospel, I. 358.

Rousseau, profligate principles and conduct

of, I. 30. His involuntary testimony to

the character of Jesus Clirist, 405. 7iote.

Rudder-bands, nature of. III. 492.

Rural and domestic economy of the Jews,

III. 453—469.
Ruth, (Book of) title and argument of, IV.
45. Its date and chronology, ibid. 46.

Author, ibid. Scope, 46, 47. Synopsis of

its contsnts, 47.

Sabbath of the Jews, III. 302. How ob-

served, ibid. 303—305.

Sabbatical year, account of. III. 323.

Sacraments of baptism and the Lord's sup-

per, a proof of the credibility of the New
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Testament, I. 146. Points of resemblance
between the sacrament of the Lord's sup-
per, and the celel)ration of the passover,

III. 313, 314. The Lord's supper a per-

petual memorial of the vicarious atonement
of Jesus Christ, 313.

Sacred obligations and duties of the Jews, III.
326—340.

Sacred persons among the Jews, account of,

III. 264—288.
Sacred 2>l(*ces, among the Jews, III. 231—
263.

Sacred things, III. 289—301.

Sacred times and sensotis, III. 302—326.
Sacred writers, alleged contradictions be-

tween, shown to have no foundation, I.

535—547. Seeming contradictions be-

tween them and profane writers accounted
for, 547—553.

Sacrifices, (iiuman) universal among the an-
tients, I. 6. and note. Prevalence of, among
some modern heathen nations, 18. Abo-
lished by Christianity, 448.

Sacrifices of the Jews, selection of, and how
ottered, III. 291—293. Different kinds
of fire sacrifices, 293—295. Weekly,
monthly, and annual sacrifices, 295, 296.
Tlieir fitness and propriety, 300, 301. Un-
bloody sacrifices, 296.

Sacrifices of the heathens, III. 358, 359.
Sadducees, (sect of) tenets of, III. 372,373.
Sahidic version of the Scriptures, II. 62.

.SV//^ covenant of, III. 191, 192.

Scilulation, forms of, III. 436—439.
Sam, or Samiel wind, efl'ects of, III. 74.

Samaritans, origin of, II. 93. Account of
their tenets. III. 376—379, Account of
the Samaritan Pentateuch, 94. Differences

between it and the Hebrew Pentateuch ac-

counted for, 95, 96. Critical use of the

Samaritan Pentateuch in determining vari-

ous readings, 327, 328. Samaritan version

of the Pentateuch, 96. Arabic version of
the Samaritan Pentateuch, 97. Account
of tlieir copy of the book of Joshua, IV. 38.

Sainuel, (the prophet) reality of the appear-
ance of, to Saul, IV. 50. note.

Samuel, (two books of
J
IV. 47. Their titles,

ibid. Authors, 48. Argument, scope, and
analysis of the First Book of Samuel, 49,

50. And of the Second Book of Samuel,
51, 52. Observations on the importance
of these books, 52.

Sanctuary of the temple described, III. 242.
Sandals of the Jews, notice of. III. 406.

Sanhedrin, or great council of the Jews, juris-
diction of. III. 115, 116.

Sarcasm, instances of, II. 41

Saul's malady, nature of. III. 514.

Scape-goal, typical reference of, III. 321.

Schechinali, what, IV. 153.

Scholia, nature of, II. 314. 363. Rules for

consulting scholia to advantage, 315, 316.

Scholz, (Dr.) abstract of the system of re-

censions of, II. Ill— 114.

Schools of the Jews, III. 480. Military

schools, 207, 208, Schools of the prophets,

481.

Sciences of the Hebrews, III. 483—488.
Sclavonic version of the Scriptures, notice

of, II. 197.

5c();)e, definition of, II. 326. Its importance,
ibid. Particularly in studying the epistles,

478, 479. Ilules for investigating it, 327—330. Application of the scope to the in-

terpretation of parables, 402.

Scourging, punishment of, could not be in-

flicted on Roman citizens. III. 126, 127.
Always inflicted previously to the cruci-

fixion of malefactors, 161. How inflicted

among the Jews, 143, 144.

Scribes, (Jewish) account of, III. 82. 381.
Scriptures, diff'erent appellations of, II. 159.
Why committed to writing, I. 35—37.

Proofs that none of the canonical books of
Scripture either are or ever were lost, 1 17—
124, Impossibility of their being the con-
trivance or invention of men, 219. Proofs
that they are of Divine authority, and their

authors divinely inspired, 217—220. (See
Christianity, Miracles, Prophecy, Doctrine,

Moral Precepts, Harmony, Preservation,

Benejits, Objeclions.) A perfect rule of
faith and practice, I. 489, 490. Moral qua-
lifications for tlie study of the Scriptures,

491, 492. In what order they should be
read, 492—494. Original languages of,

II. 2—29. Manuscripts of, 79— 158.
Printed editions of, II. App. 4—32. Di-
visions and marks of distinction in, II, 159— 176. Antient versions of, 32—78. Mo-
dern versions of, II. App. 53— 113. Ob-
servations on the circulation of, II. App.
49, 50, Knovi'ledge of the order of time,

authors, and occasion of each book, neces-

sary to a right interpretation thereof, 351—
354. And also of biblical geography and
antiquities, &c. 356—362. List of Com-
mentators on the entire Scriptures, II. App.
179—277. And of Collections of Ob-
servations on them, 277—288. See Testa-

ment (Old) and Testament (New),
Seals, notice of. III, 406,

&asof the Holy Land, III, 39—43,
Scasonsin Judtea, III, 27—33,

Sects of the Jews, account of, III. 367—381.

Seed-time, account of, III. 30.

Selah, import of the word explained, IV.
118—120,

Senate of Seventy, in the wilderness, notice

of, III, 81,

Sennacherib's army, destruction of, II, 548.

Sense of Scripture, definition of, and general

rules for investigating it, II. 281— 298.

Subsidiary means for ascertaining it, 299
— 368. Interpretation of the figurative

meaning of Scripture, 369—418. Of the

spiritual sense, 446—454. Of the typical

and symbolical sense, 455—462. Diff'erent

senses given to the same words in different

texts, a source of apparent contradiction in

doctrinal points, 516, 517.

Sentences, jud'iciei\, how performed, III, 121,
li.2,

Septuagi)it version, critical history of, II, 39
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—44. From what MSS. it was made, 44,

45. Held in the liighest esteem by the

Jews and early Christian fathers, 4G. Bib-
lical labours of Origen concerning it, 46 —
50. Recensions of Eusebius, Lucian, and
Hesychius, 50. Similarity of its Greek
with that of the New Testament, 13. Esti-

mate of the real value of the Septuagint,

51. Notice of its principal editions, II.

App. 34—40. Its importance in the cri-

ticism of the New Testament, II. 52. and
note 1. Syriac version of Origen's Hexap-
lar edition of the Septuagint, 60.

Sepulchres, (Jewish) III. 526—530.

Sepulture, rites of. III. 522—526.

Scrub, nature of, III. 61. and note.

Serpent, (brazen) worshipped by the Jews,
III. 345, 346.

Servmits, how hired and paid in Judrea, III.

432. Different kinds of, mentioned in the

Scriptures, 435.

Shadow of mountains, metaphor derived from,

III. 52.

Shaftesbury, (Lord) absurd and contradictory

notions of, concerning religion, I. 24.

Shalmanesers invasion of the kingdom of

Israel, confirmed by antient sculptures, I.

208—212.

Sheep-husbandry of the Jews, III. 457,458.
Shcminith, import of, IV. 117.

Shemitish languages, remarks on, II. 2.

Sheinoneh Esreh, or Jewish prayers. III.

261—263.
Sheiubread, III. 296.

Shields of the Jews, III. 209. Of the Ro-
mans, 224. note 3.

Shiggaion, import of, IV. 118.

Ships of the antients. III. 492.

Shir, Shir-Mismor, and Shir Hammachalolh,
psalms so called, IV. 116, 117.

Shoes or sandals of the antient Jews, III.

406.

Sicarii, or assassins, mentioned in the New
Testament, account of. III. 381.

Sick, healing of, why deemed unlawful by
the Jews on the sabbath-day. III. 303.

Sieges, how conducted, III. 213.

Sigti, put for the thing signified, II. 383.

Sig7iets, notice of. III. 406.

Signification of words, general rules for in-

vestigating, II. 286—1.92.
Simon, the Cyrenean, why compelled to bear

our Saviour's cross. III. 162.

Simoom wind, pestilential effects of. III. 74,

75. Destroyed Sennacherib's army, 11. 5'! 8.

Sin, origin of, as related by Moses, confirm-

ed by facts, and by history, I. 1 54— 157.

Sin-offerings, III. 294.

Singular 7iumber, put for the plural, II, 416.

Slaves, how acquired, III. 427. Their con-

dition among tlie Hebrews, 428— 430.

Their miserable state among the heathen

nations, I. 13. note 8. III. 430—432.
Explanation of customs relating to them
mentioned in the NewTestament, 432—434.

Slaying with the sword, a Jewish punishment,
III. 151.

Society, influence of Christianity on, I. 445
—447.

Sodom and Gomorrah, destruction of, con-
firmed by profane historians, I. 174.

Soldiei-s, (Jewish) levies of, how made. III.
200, 201 . Mosaic statutes concerning, 201

,

202. By whom commanded, £03—205.
Their mode of encamping, 205—207.
Their pay and training, 207, 208. Arms,
209—213.

Soldiers, (Roman) watched at the execution
of criminals. III. 165. Their treatment
of Jesus Christ, 160, 161. Allusions to

their officers, armour, and discipline, 222

—

228.

Solomon, extent of the dominions of, III. 13.,

And of his commerce, 489, 490. List of
psalms ascribed to, IV. 107,108. Notrce
of writings attributed to him, I. 120. See
Song of Solomon, IFisdom of Solomon,

Solomoii s porch, III. 240.

Song of the Three Children, apocryphal book
of, IV. 249.

Song ofSolomon, author of, IV. 134. Ca-
nonical authority of, ibid. Structure of the

poem, 135, 136. Its subject and scope,

136— 140. A sublime mystical allegory,

141—145. Observations on its style, 146.

Songs of the Steps, what psalms so called,

IV. 117.

Sons, education of. III. 424. Parental au-
thority over them, ibid.

Soul. See Immortality of the Soul, Trans-
migration.

Sowing of corn, Jewish mode of. III. 462.

Spanish Jews, manuscripts of, II. 85.

Spirit. See Holy Spirit.

Spiritual sense of Scripture, nature of, II.

284. Vindicated, 446—448. Observ-
ations on the spiritual interpretation of the

Bible. 449. Rules for such interpretation,

450—452. Cautions against extremes in

spiritually expounding tlie Scriptures, 452,
453.

Spoil, distribution of, III. 219, 220.

Spurious unilings, criteria for ascertaining,

I. 70. None of these criteria to be found
in the New Testament, ibid.

Staff, divination by. III. 365.

Stations of the Israelites in the wilderness,

IV. 21—23.
Stephen, (St.) stoning of. III. 153.

Stixoi and 'ZrixofJ-^rpia, account of, II. 171,

172.

5'^ocA-s, punishment of. III. 147.

Stones, consecrated, notice of. III. 352.

Hieroglyphic stones prohibited to the Is-

raelites, 353.

Stoning, a Jewish punishment. III. 153.

Strangers, laws concerning the treatment of,

III. 195, 196.

Straw used in making bricks. III. 389.

Streets, Oriental arrangement of. III. 390.

399.

Studies of the Jews, III. 483—488.
Style of the Old Testament, a proof of its au-

thenticity, I. 46. And also of the New
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Testament, 97, 98. Examination of it, II.

18—22. And of its dialects, 22—29.
Subject, metonymy of, what, II. 379. Ex-
amples of it, 388, 389.

Subject-matter defined, II. 325. Examples
showing the neces'sity of considering it, in

the interpretation of the Bible, 326.

Subjects, duties of, I. 397.

Subordination, military, illustration of. III.

225, 226.

Subscriptions annexed to the epistles, remarks
on, II. 174.

Succolh-benoth, a Babylonish idol, III. 353.

Suetonius, testimony of, concerning Jesus

Christ, I. 188. And to the persecutions

of the Christians, 189.

Suicide, recommended and practised by the

antient philosophers, I. H. and note 4.

Summer of Palestine, notice of. III. 33.

^jt/t standing still, account of, vindicated,

II. 557.

Sunday, or Lord's day, observance of, a per-

petual proof of the credibility of the New
Testament, I. 147.

Superiors, reverence to, how shown, III.

436—'!39.

Survei/iiig of land, known to the Jews, III.

487.

Susannn, apocryphal history of, IV. 250.

Swearing., modes of, among the Jews, III.

193, 194.

Swine, destruction of the herd of, vindicated,

I. 246, 247.

Symbolical language of Scripture, remarks

on, II. 461, 462. Symbolic actions how
to be interpreted, 468. Concise dictionary

of the principal symbolical terms occurring

in the prophetic writings, IV. 533—552.

Symmac/tus's Greek version of the Old Tes-

tament, account of, II. 53, 54.

Synagogues, fjewish) origin and form of,

III. 250—252. Oilicers of the synagogue,

253. 287. Account of the synagogue wor-

ship, and on what days performed, 254

—

260. Its ecclesiastical power, 260. Nine-

teen prayers used there, 261—263.

Synecdoche, nature of, II. 415. Examples
of it, ibid. 416.

Synonymous words, observations on, II. 41.

Syriac language, notice of, II. 30.

Syriac versions of the Scriptures, account of,

II. 56—60. Syriac version of Origen's

Hexaplar edition of the Septuagint, 60.

Syrian idols, notice of, III. 349.

Syrias:ns of the New Testament, II. 27, 28.

Tabernacles, various, in use among the Is-

raelites, III. 232. Materials, form, and
construction of the tabernacle of IMoses,

232—236. Its migrations, 236.

Tabernacles, (feast of) account of. III. 318,
319. A proof of the credibility of the Old
Testament, I. 146.

Tnife, antient mode ofreclining at, explained,

III. 397. 448, 449.

Tablets, for writing, form of, III. 475.
Tacitus, testimony of, concerning Jesus
Christ, I. 189., and the character and per-

secutions of the Christians, 191, 192.

Tactics, (military) of the Jews, III. 216.

Talmud, account of, II. 341, 342. Tal-
mudical arrangement of the books of the

Old Testament, 84, Testimony of the

Talmuds to the character of Jesus Christ,

I. 185, 186.

Tammuz, a Phoenician idol. III. 351.

Targums, or Chaldee paraphrases of the Old
Testament, critical account of, II. 34—37.

Tatian, testimony of, to the genuineness of
the New Testament, I. 82. Notice of his

harmony of the Gospels, II. 273.

Taxes jjaid by the Jews, account of. III.

183—185.
Tax-galkerers or puhVtcanfi, III. 185.

Teachers, Jewish appellations of, III. 482.
Their mode of teaching, 483. Academical
degi-ees conferred on them, 482. 7iote.

Temple at Jerusalem, account of. III. 237.
Account of the Jirsl temple erected by So-

lomon, ibid. And of the second temple
erected after the captivity, 238—243. Re-
verence of the Jews for their temple, 244,

245. Account of the temple guard, 245.

And of the ministers of the temple, 273

—

286. The temple worship described, 304,
305. Feast of the dedication of the temple,

322, 323.

Temples at Heliopolis and Gcrizim, III.

245, 246.

Tcnls of the Jews, notice of. III. 387, 388.

Teraphim, notice of, III. 347.

Tei-races, Oriental, notice of. III, 394.

2'ertullum, testimony of, to the genuineness
of the New Testament, I. 79.

Tessera Hospitales, account of. III. 452.

Testament, (Old) genuineness of, I. 38.

External evidences of its genuineness, 39
—45. Internal evidences. Its language,

style, and manner of writing, 45, 46. The
circumstantiality of its narratives, 47, 48.

Its uncorrupted preservation proved from
tlie absolute impossibility of its being fal-

sified or corrupted, either by Jews, 107

—

110. 485, 486.; or by Christians, 110.;

and from the agreement of all the antient

versions and manuscripts, 110, 111. Par-

ticular proofs of the integrity of the Old
Testament, 118— 120. Its accounts con-

firmed by profane historians, 152— 178.

DiflTerent appellations given to it, II. 159.

Order and antient divisions of, 159— 167,

IModern divisions of, 167, 168. Antient

versions, II. 32—78. Account of the

principal Hebrew MSS. of the Old Tes-
tament, II. 79—97. Editions, II. App,
4— 10. And cominentators, II. App. 179
—288. See Credibility, Inspiration, Pen-
tateuch, Preservation.

Testament, (New) general title of, I. 67.

Account of its canon, 68. '1 he New Tes-

tament, why written in Greek, II. 13— IS,

Similarity of its Greek with that of the
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Septuagint version, 13. Examination of

its style, 1 8.—22. Account of its flialects,

ay—29. Genuineness and authenticity of

the New Testament )Droved, from the im-

possibility of forgery, I. 71,72. 112— 114.;

from the external evidence afforded by the

testimonies of antient Christians, 73—87.

Of heretical writers, 88, 89. And hea-

then testimonies, 90— 94. And by antient

versions of it, 95. From the internal evi-

dence furnished by the character of its

writers, ibid. By its language and style,

ibid. 96—98. II. 20, 21. By the circum-

stantiality of its narratives, I. 98, 99. And
by the coincidence of its accounts with the

history of those times, 99— 105. Its un-

corrupted preservation proved from its con-

tents, 112. From the utter impossibility

of its being universally accomplished, ibid.

1?3, 114. From the agreement of all the

manuscripts, 114. Versions and quota-

tions from the New Testament in the

writings of the early Christians, 11.5, 116.

Particular proofs of its integrity, 120— 124.

Its accounts confinned by profane histo-

rians, 178—204. (See Credibility, Inspir-

ation.) Account of the jjrincipal manu-
scripts of the New Testament, II. 115

—

125. 131— 158. And printed editions, II.

App. iO—27. Classification of its several

books, IV. 253—256. Antient divisions

of, II. 169—173. Titles to each book,

173. Subscriptions, 174. Antient stichoi

and modern verses, 172, 173. Antient
and modern punctuation, 171, 172. See

Versions.

Testitnont/, observations on the credibility of,

I. 227-^229. Refutation of^Mr. Huine's
objections against testimony, 2.'^0—233.

Testimony of native contemporary writers

a source of interpretation, 299—310. And
also the testimony of foreigners who have
acquired a language, 316—318.

Tetrapla of Origen, account of, II. 47.

Tetrarch, office of. III. 106. note 4.

Thammuz, a Phoenician idol, notice of, III.

351.

Theatres and theatrical amusements, allu-

sions to, in the New Testament, III. 496
—500.
Theft, punishment of, among the Jews, III.

138.

Theocracy of the Jews, account of, III. 77
— 82. Subsisted under the kings, 84.

Theodotion's Greek version of the Old Tes-

tament, account of, II, 52. Its critical

value, 53.

Theophilus, (bishop of Autiocli) testimony of,

to the genuineness of the New Testament,

I. SO.

Thessalo7iians, First Epistle to, IV.392. Ac-
count of the Thessalonian church there, f6/c/.

Its genuineness, ibid. Occasion, 392, 393.
Scope and synopsis of its contents, 393,
394.

Tliessalohians, Second Epistle to, IV. 394.
Its date, occasion, and scope, 395. Ana-

lysis of its contents, 395, 396. Observ-
ations on this Epistle, 396.

Threate/)iings of Scripture, interpretation of,

II. 490—492.
Threshing and threshing-Jioors, description of,

III. 462—464.
Time, Jewisli and Roman modes of com-
puting, III. 167—174. Calendar of the

Jewish year, 175— ISO. Parts of a period

of time reckoned for the whole, 180— 182.

iEras of time in use among the Jews, 182.

Instances of time being put for things

done in time, II. 384. Different modes
of coinputing tiine sometimes adopted by
the sacred writers, I. 510.

Timothy, account of, IV. 396, 397.

Timothy, First Epistle to, IV. 396. Its date,

397— 400. Genuineness and authenticity

of the Epistles to Timothy, 400, 401.

Scope and synopsis of the First Epistle,

401, 402.

Timothy, Second Epistle to, IV. 404. Its

date, 404, 405. Where written, 406. Its

scope, ibid. Synopsis of its contents, 407.
Observations on this Epistle, ibid. On the

use which the Christian church in every age
is to make of the two Epistles to Timothy,
and that to Titus, 402, 403.

Tindal, (Dr.) absurd and contradictory tenets

of, concerning religion, I. 25.

Tithes, when and of what things paid. III.

299, 300.

Titles of books, remarks on, II. 351. Of
the Psalms, IV. 114— 118. Of the books
of the New Testament, II. 173.

Titns, account of, IV. 407. Date of the

Epistle to him, 408. Its scope and ana-

lysis, 409. Observations on it, 410.

Titus, (the Roman emperor) triumphal arch

of, a proof of the credibility of the Scrip-

tures, I. 215. His destruction of Jerusa-

lem commemorated by a coin, 216. In-

scription erected in his honour, 216. note,

Tobit, apocryphal book of, I V. 244.

Tombs of the Jews, III. 526—5B0.

Tornadoes frequent in Palestine, III. 70.

Traditions of the ciders, concerning the Sab-
bath, exposed, III. 303. Preferred by the

Pharisees to the law of Moses, 371.

Trajaii, letter of, concerning the Christians,

I. 195.

Transmigration of souls, believed by the

Jews, III. 368.

Trayisubstantialion, Roman Catholic notion

of, unsjipported by Scripture, II. 338.

373. '

Trarelliiig, Jewish mode of, III. 306. 449.

Dangers of travelling across the great De-
sert of Aral)ia, 59—61.

Treaties, nature of. III. 189. How made
and ratified, 189—191.
Trees of Palestine, III. 58—60.
Trespass-oferings, III. 295.

Trials, proceedings at, among the Jews, III.

117—120.
Tnbes, (XII.) allotments of lands to, III.

9—13. Heads of, 79, 80.
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Tribunal, (Imperial) appeals to, III. 128.

Roman tribunals, 131.

Tribunals of the Jews, account of, III. 1 12

—116.
Tributes paid by the Jews, for the support

of their sacred worship, III. 183. To
their own sovereigns, ibid. 184. To the Ro-
mans, but with reluctance, 1 84.

Triumphs, (military) of the Romans, allu-

sions to, explained, III. 228—230.

Tropes and figures, on the interpretation of,

II. 371—378.
Trophies, III. 221.

Trumpets, (feast of; III. 305.

Trust, violations of, how punished among
the Jews, III. 138.

Tvfj.TravK7iJ.os, an Oriental punishment, III.

156.

Tunics of the Jews, form of. III. 401.

Ti/pes, nature of, II. 455. Legal types,

456. Prophetical types, 457. Historical

types, ibid. Rules for the interpretation

of types, 458—460. Types of the Messiaii,

in the book, of Genesis, IV. 5. Exodus,
10, 11. Numbers, 17.

T'ypical sense of Scripture, II. 285.

Tyre, prophecies concerning, and their ful-

filment, I. 313—315. Commerce of the

Tyrians with the Hebrews, III. 489, 490.

U.

UlphUas's Gothic version of the New Tes-

tament, account of, II. 75. Notice of

some manuscripts of it, 138— 140.

{7«6/oof/_y offerings. III. 296,

Unclean persons, in the Mosaic law, who
were such. III. 338.

Universal prnposilions to be understood with

limitations, II. 482—484.
" Unknoicn God," origin of the altar to, at

Athens, I. 213, 214.

Upper garments, form of, III. 393—395.

Urim, and Thummim, what. III. 281. IV.
153.

Usus Loquendi defined, II. 298, 299. Di-

rect testimonies for ascertaining it, 299

—

318. Indirect testimonies for ascerta'ning

it, 318—368.

Fflffie^, principal, in Palestine, III. 52—54.

Various readings, tlie Christian faith not af-

fected by, II. 175, 176. Their nature,

177. Diderence between tiiem and mere
errata, ibid. Causes of thcni, ibid. The
negligence or mistakes of transcribers, er-

rors or imperfections in the manuscript
copied, 177— 181. Critical conjecture,

181,182. Wilful corruptions from party

motives, 183. Sources whence a true read-

ing is to be determined, ibid. Manuscripts,
183—185. Antient editions, lSr>. An-
tient versions, 186— 190. Parallel pas-

sages, 1 90— 1 92. Quotations of the fathers,

192— 195. Critical conjecture, 1 95, 1 96.

General rules for judging of various read-

ings, 196—203. Notice of the collections
of various readings by Poussines and the
Marquis of Velez, 157, 158. Notice of
the writers who have treated on Various
Readings, II. A pp. 148, 149. And on
collections of Various Readings, 150
152.

Vatican manuscript, account of, II. 122
125.

Vegetables, grown in Palestine, II. 63

—

66.
Velesian Manuscripts, notice of, II. 158.
Vi-rses, the Old and New Testament, when
divided into, II. 168. 173.

Versions, ("antient and modern) notice of
bibliographical treatises on, II. App. 153— 157.

Versions (antient) of the Old and New Tes-
taments, account of, 11.32—78. Editions
ofantient versions, II. App. 32—49. Their
critical value, and hints for consulting them
to the best advantage, II. 310—314. Their
use in determining various readings, 186

—

190.

Versions (modern) of the Scriptures, biblio-

graphical account of, II. App. 53— 113.
Vespasian, pretended miracle of, exposed, I,

291,295.
Vestments of the priests, III. 278, 279. Of
the high priest, 281.

Victims, different kinds of. III. 291. How
selected and offered, 291—293.
Victories, how celebrated among the Jews,
111.218,219. and among the Romans,
228—230.
Victorinus, testimony of, to the genuineness
of the New Testament, I. 78.

Vines, and Vineyards of the Je^vs, culture

and management of. III. 465—467.
Virtue, no motives to, among the heathen
nations, I. 10. Admirable and beautiful

motives to virtue presented in the Gospel,
406—410.

Visions, prophetic, IV. 153.

Visiting the sins of fathers upon their chil-

dren explained, II. 523.

Visitors, hovv received, III. 440.

Voltaire, impious opinions of, on religion,

I. 28,29- Advocated immorality, 30. And
exemplified liis precepts by his own pro-

fligate example, 33. His miserable death,

484.

Voluntary oblations, notice of, III. 297.

Voivel points, (Hebrew) evidence concerning

the antient or modern date of, II. 8— 12.

Their relative utility, 12.

Vows, nature of, III. 326. Requisites to

their validity. 327. Different sorts of, 297.
327—329.
Vulgate Latin version of the Scriptures,

account of, II. 70—72. Variations be-

tween the Sixtine and Clementine editions,

73, 74. Its critical value. 74, 75.

W.

1Va<drubes, extensive, of the antients, III,

411.



604^ General Index of Matters.

Wars, the earliest, were predatory incursions,

III. 198. Notice of the wars of the antient

Jews, 199. Mode of declaring war, 214,

215. And of prosecuting it, 216—218.

Wurs of the Lord, (book of) observations on,

I. 119. IV. 23.

Washing of feet, II. 441.

Watches of the night. III. 168, 169.

Water turned into wine, observations on the

miracle of, I. 253. Importance of supply

of water in the East, III. 35. 44. Water
fetched by women, 44.

Weapons, (military) of the Jews described,

III. 209—2 1 3. And of the Romans, 223
—225.
Weeks, (Jewish) account of, III. 170. The
division of time by weeks, a confirmation

of the Mosaic narrative, I. 153.

Weights mentioned in the Scriptures, table

of. III. 533.

Wells, in the Holy Land, notice of. III. 43.

Stopping them up an act of hostility, 44.

Western recension of the New Testament,

II. 102.

Wheat, abundant in Palestine, III. 63.

Wliirhuinds trciiuentm Palestine, 111.70,71.

Whole put for pa7-t, II. 415.

Widow's son raised to life, remarks on, I. 259,

260.

Widows, portions of, III, 426.

Wilder^ncsses of Palestine, notice of, III.

57, 58. Table of the stations of the Is -

raelites in the wilderness, IV. 21—23.

Wines of the Jews, notice of. III. 447. 465
—467.
Winter in Palestine, account of. III. SO—32.

Wisdo7)i of Solomon, account of the apocry-

phal book of, IV. 246, 247.

Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach , account of

the apocryphal book of, IV. 247, 248, 249.

Withered hand, what disease intended by,

III. 516.

Witnesses, testimony of, how given, III. 119.

?r«j;M, purchased in the East, III. 415. See

Marriage.

Women, miserable condition of, at Athens,

I. 14. note 5. Dress of the Jewish women,
III. 407—409. Their complexion, 410.

Mode of dressing their hair, 405. Took
their meals apart from the men, 448.

Woolston, (Mr.) absurd and contradictory

tenets of, I. 25.

Words and phrases, rules for investigating

the meaning of, II. 286—292. Emphatic
words, 292—298.

Worship of the temple, manner of. III. 304,

305. And in the synagogues, 254—259.

Allusions, in the Scriptures, to the idola-

trous worship of the heathens, explained,

355—362.
Jfriting, state of the art of, among the Jews,

III. 473. Materials used by them for this

purpose, as well as by other antient nations,

474—476., and in the notes. The Scrip-

tures, why committed to writing, I. 35,36.

Xylographic books, notice of, II. App. 50
—53.

Xylophoria, or feast of wood-offering, III.

323.

Years, (Jewish) civil, ecclesiastical, and na-

tural, III. 172—174. Calendar of the

Jewish year, 175—180. The sabbatical

year, 323.

Z.

Zealots, a Jewish sect, notice of. III. 381.

Zechariah, (prophet) account of, IV. 236.

Analysis of his prophecy, 237. Remarks
on his style, 238. The last six chapters

proved to be genuine, 239, 240.

Zedekiah, prophecies concerning, and their

fulfilment, I. 312. IV. 229.

Zephaniah, (prophet) account of, IV. 199.

Scope and analysis of his book,' i6za'. 200.

THE END.
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